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Preface

THE
INTENTION of this Dictionary is to provide a record and signed

evaluations of the chief books of the important literary artists of all

continental Europe in the twentieth century and the immediately

preceding and closely related decades. It would have made no sense to bow in

mechanical respect to chronology, but 1870 or 1880 proved in many instances

to be points of departure corresponding to the realities of literary and cultural

and political history. Victor Hugo who died in 1885 is not included because he

represents earlier generations and moods; Baudelaire who died in 1867 is

treated because much of later European poetry stems from him.

The contributors have read the books in the languages in which these were

written, ranging from the vernacular of Albania to that of the Ukraine. Thirty-

one literatures are represented because that is how many there are, and 239

specialists have done the work because that is how many were qualified and

available for what inevitably became a complicated and patience-taxing group

enterprise.

The total number of articles is 1 167, but here one cannot say blithely because

that is how many there are. When is an author important, and why, and to

whom, and for how long? In a recent lively and provocative consideration

of the problem, Writers and Their Critics, a Study of Misunderstanding, Henri

Peyre notes that dictionaries are among the least revolutionary of human activi-

ties and, in their nature, self-perpetuating. We were indeed less likely in the

present instance to turn for authoritative selection of leading writers to earlier

compilations of the same scope because these are virtually nonexistent, yet

editor, consultants, and contributors might have been tempted to go through

the numerous current manuals and perpetuate the choices found there. We
encouraged each other not to do so. A Dictionary of Received Ideas is not the

object. The constant attitude has been experimental. Collaborators were urged
from the very beginning to be bold, free, direct, respectful only of the original

documents. In given cases, particularly of course with the extensive literatures

of the great and so frequently articulate cultural powers, a number of con

sultants, all with special experience and knowledge, were invited to draw up

independently of each other lists of contemporary writers who were in their

minds outstanding. Correspondence within each group was carried on until

what could fairly be called a consensus was reached. Five appraisers are not

necessarily more right than one, and five conjectures, if you wish to call them

that, or five hundred, do not make a certainty. At any rate the lists let us not
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say final but those we have ended by using are honestly representative of

common views of thoughtful experts of today.

We did not play the game of quotas. Anyone would agree that there are

more writers in Russia important to the whole twentieth-century world than

there are in the Faeroe Islands, and neither the principals nor any others are

likely to be shocked that the general article on Russian literature runs to

10,000 words and the one on the literature of the Faeroe Islands to 350 words.

This is how much Professors Simmons and Einarsson wrote on these subjects.

But there were no neatly defined initial pre-assignments, and no scholar, no

critic, not even any superhistorian or Supreme Court of Cultural Values could

have made them. Names multiplied and distribution of space began to take on

a certain pattern as the project grew. Cross references made by contributors

in one field to authors in another field reminded us sharply of lacunae. It

eventually worked out, to give sample statistics in round numbers, that we

have included 200 French authors, 150 Germans, 100 Russians, 100 Italians,

100 Spaniards, 50 Poles, 40 Czechs. Some fields have received attention partly

in terms of newness, since no book in English had previously made information

about them accessible.

Most of the articles were written directly in English, even though certain

contributors more recently established in the United States had done their

first living, speaking, and writing in another European language. The English

of a man of foreign background and culture often has a freshness of flavor not

vouchsafed the native, and if the reader is occasionally startled in this volume

by an idiom less than orthodox this may have all the interest and value of shock.

Our specialists have been aided and abetted not only to give their own opinions

but to do this in their own style. The invaluable assistants of the editor, in

the offices of Columbia University Press, were understandably inclined to be

more respectful of traditional form; there have been occasions where the editor

in the presence of gentle and certainly defensible suggestions from the Press has

written firmly in the margin the vigorous four letters of the word "stet"
:
and

of course is responsible for the consequences. The editor favors the principle

of a foreign colleague who has learned to write an amazingly effective English:

try honestly and hard not to be original and then do not greatly mind if you are.

Or as another has put it, true originality is the kind you have in spite of yourself.

The individual manner of the contributor has not been resisted, and within

limits neither have his enthusiasms. Any specialist easily develops predilections.

Had all superlatives been kept they might have started to cancel each other

out, and perspective had to be maintained. But the constant policy has been

to choose contributors capable of a thrill about their subjects even at times a

thrill of disagreement and then not to frustrate them. Some of them as they
read this will glance towards the editor a little wryly in terms of the practice
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about quotations. How many were eager to share with the reader the savor

of a beautifully appropriate and revealing passagel The Dictionary could have

expanded rapidly into an Anthology. But the very conditions of high concen-

tration in a single volume forbade this, and everybody finally accepted the

discipline of the genre.

To have read all the articles in typescript, revised typescript, proof, revised

proof, brings one to the well-known state of encyclopedic ignorance, not to say

comprehensive bewilderment. What does the whole thing prove, as the geom-
etrician said after hearing one of Racine's plays. Two complementary observa-

tions are offered, for whatever they may be worth.

Issues of nationalism kept emerging, especially with certain less conspicuous
and by the same token more assertive countries. This local pride can be accepted

sympathetically, and also to our own advantage since the fervor throws light

on the real import of the local achievement. We have been told that to con-

sider literature as a document is one of the most fallacious heresies of our times,

but one may prefer to remain something of a heretic like Balzac with his

ambition to "faire concurrence 1'etat civil." We may still think there is merit

in Dorothy Thompson's claim that one gets closer to the truth about American

small-town life in Sinclair Lewis's Main Street than in the Lynds' Middletown.

The reader eager to understand the ways of a particular European country in

our time will find significant leads in what the contributors have assembled

in this Dictionary.

On the other hand there are many cases where one returns to human nature

in the large. A critic said not long ago that whether we like it or not "this is a

world of particulars and the universal is buried under the specific." After

examining details about more than a thousand individual writers and I know

not how many thousands of their books, I still doubt the world of particulars.

Santayana, who does not like his times, speaks of surrender of essence to

miscellany, and a dictionary is surely a miscellany, yet the surrender seems to

have been far from total. When we read here, to give only one example, that

Unamuno found himself and his Spain in Job and Pascal and Kierkegaard

well, we may remember pleasantly and hopefully that Emerson said that Aris-

tophanes and Hafiz and Rabelais are full of American history. Some of the

most authoritative articles reveal such a fusion of the timely and the timeless.

There need be no great objection to being dated, a necessary way of being

identified. What is offered here may some day appear a quaint record of

contemporary taste; some earnest and painstaking scholar two hundred years

from now may make the book the subject of a learned communication to be

read before whatever is then the equivalent of a Modern Language Association.

We do not know how many of these authors will seem significant then. We have

simply done what we could to be faithful to our own values.
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Immediately following is a complete list of contributors, with a key to the

initials used at the end of each article. Some have written one piece, some

twenty, some thirty. I do not know how to select the persons to receive thanks

above all others; there is no particular point at which courtesy or justice would

permit me to stop. To them all, for industry, punctuality, patience, skill, tol-

erance of the editorial pencil and to the staff of Columbia University Press

for the same qualities I offer lasting gratitude.

HORATIO SMITH

Columbia University

]une, 1946
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Aakjaer, Jeppe (1866-1930, Danish novelist

and poet), was the son of poor peasants in

Jutland. He was hired out as a herd's hoy
and experienced himself some of the shock-

ing conditions which he afterwards described

in Bondens S0n (1899; The Peasant's Son)

and Vredens B0rn; et Tyendes Saga (1904;

Children of Wrath; the Saga of a Servant).

The boy had hardly any schooling, but at 18

went to Copenhagen to study and after 10

years, interrupted by absences in order to

earn money to go on, managed to pass the

entrance examinations to the university. He
then returned to his own people and made
his living by writing and lecturing on social-

istic lines (which cost him a jail sentence). He
was first married, in 1893, to the novelist

Marie Bregendahl (q-v.}> was divorced from

her, and later married the artist Nana Krog.

About the beginning of the present century

he was able to acquire a farm, which he

called Jenle (Alone). This he made, a little

paradoxically, into a center of folk life and

every midsummer held a sort of rustic

Chautauqua to which thousands of people
came in order to listen to lectures on political

and social questions, sing songs, and enjoy a

convivial time. Aakjier was not satisfied with

the knowledge of the Jutland peasants which

he had absorbed from childhood, but applied
himself to study of their language, local

history, conditions of living, and attitude

toward life. He wrote a biography of the

leading Jutland writer of an older generation,
Steen Stecnscn Blicher. Aakjaer's fiction is

strongly agitatorial, though sometimes his

short stories are gems of humor and sym-

pathetic understanding. There is no doubt

that he contributed to improving the lot of

the very poor. At the same time he inspired
the common people with a sense of their

human worth and with love of the land. He
is most nearly classic in his lyrics, which have

earned for him the name of the Danish

Burns. The best known are Rugens Sange

(1906; Songs of the Rye). Written sometimes

in a Jutland dialect and dealing with the

nature and people of Jutland, they have

nevertheless become the property of the

whole Danish people and, set to music, are

sung wherever Danes gather.
See: Waldemar Westergaard, "Jeppe Aak-

jaer/' American-Scandinavian Review, XII

(1924), 665-669.
H. A. L.

Aanrud, Hans (1863-, Norwegian writer of

short stories and plays), was born of a peasant

family in Gausdal in the central region of

the country. Since his dbut in 1887 he has

lived his most active years in Oslo as a

critic and literary man. He has written harsh

modern comedies on the life of the lower

middle class of the capital; but his fame rests

on short stories and children's books pictur-

ing the peasants of his home valley before the

coming of industrialism. Aanrud's horizon is

that of his farmers. His conception of society
is static, his psychology may have a touch of

conventionalism. But within his narrow field

he is a master: love makes him seeing. His
observation is that of the realist, but he ap-

proaches his subject with a respectful devo-

tion which links him to the contemporary
"home-soil novelists." In his short stories the

valley is reborn with intimate preciseness of

detail; landscape, climate and atmosphere,
work and play, characters and situations, are

portrayed with striking clarity. Aanrud has

little interest in the somber and complicated

aspects of life. His chef-d'oeuvre, "En vin-

ternat" (Eng. tr., "A Winter Night/' Ameri-
can-Scandinavian Review, Vol. XVI, 1928,

pp. 483-491), in En vinternat og andre

fortaellinger (1896), is a drama of passion and

tragedy compressed into a few pages of terrify-

ing reticence; a few of his other stories give

surprising glimpses into the subconscious. But
what he mostly loves to bring out are the

good, solid qualities of his people, their

simple wisdom, their patience and stalwart

health, described with mild humor and often

through a sun haze of memory. With special
tenderness he follows the fate of the weak
and humble the old folks, the children, the

poor; his charming children's books are pure
idyls, almost without a shadow (e.g., Sidsel

Sidsaerk, 1903, S0lve Solfeng, 1910; Eng. tr.

of both in Sidsel Longskirt and Solve Sun-

trap, Two Children of Norway, 1935). His

style springs from that of the popular tradi-

tion, terse, restrained, and suggestive. It is

Aanrud who has set the tone for the short

story of Norwegian farm life.

S. S.

Aasen, Ivar (1813-1896, Norwegian linguist
and poet), born in 0rsta, Sunnm0re, was
the son of a tenant fanner. Self-taught, he
became the standard-bearer of the Norwegian
countryman's movement towards cultural and
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linguistic self-expression. When 23 years old

he staked out his revolutionary life plan: to

create for Norway a truly national standard

language, based on the speech of the rural

districts, which should take the place of the

current Dano-Norwegian. He began his

dialect studies in 1838, and out of these grew
the first systematic grammars and dictionaries

of Norwegian dialects, Det norske folkesprogs

grammalik (1848; Grammar of the Norwegian

Popular Language) and Ordbog over del

norske folkesprog (1850; Dictionary of the

Norwegian Popular Language). But Aasen

did more than provide the outward structure

of the new language which he proposed for

his people in 1853 and called Landsmaal

(country language). He also proved by emi-

nent example that his language could be a

medium of poetry. The cream of his folk

lyrics are found in Symra (1863; The Anem-

one) and in his folk play Ervingen (1855; The

Heir). These works have become household

treasures in all Norway, particularly the

countryside. Their themes are drawn from
the homely, everyday feelings and experiences
of the countryman, and they emphasize a

love of home and the native culture, a bit on
the bleak and sober side, but deeply human.

See: H. Koht, "Ivar Aasen, granskar og
maalreisar," in Minneskrift (1913); E. Haugcn,
"The Linguistic Development of Ivar Aasen's

New Norse," Publications of the Modern

Language Association, XLVIII (1933), 558-

597, and "Ivar Aasen as a Writer of Dano-

Norwegian/' Scandinavian Studies and Notes,
XH (1932), 53-59-

E. H.

Abell, Kjeld (1901-, Danish dramatist), born in

Ribe, southwest Jutland, is one of the few

really arresting Scandinavian dramatists of

our day. His early career seems to have been
about equally divided between a serious

interest in political science and a remarkable
flair for stage designing, the latter interest

ultimately leading to his dramatic authorship.
His first play, Melodien, der blev vaek (1935;

Eng. tr., The Melody That Got Lost, 1939),
with its delicate lyric touch, its gracious,
studied charm, and its remarkably skillful use

of modern theatrical "revue" techniques, was
an instantaneous success in Denmark, where
the half-realistic, half-idyllic folk character

found the subtle indirections of form and senti-

ment in the play exactly to its taste. Five other

plays have come in rapid succession from
Abell's pen, the most important of which is

the serious modern problem-play Anna

Sophie Hedvig (1939; Eng. tr. in Scandinavian

Plays of the Twentieth Century, Ser. 2, 1944).

Here Abell's early penchant for theatrical

"modernism in its most capricious forms

gives way to a much more sober, essentially

realistic form, and the subtle indirections of

dramatic sentiment so characteristic of most

of the earlier plays are transformed into

certain sharply focused ideas which bear un-

mistakably upon basic contemporary political

problems. The central ethical problem of the

play is it right to commit what society calls

"murder" in defense of one's deepest moral

sentiments? is posed specifically with refer-

ence to contemporary political developments.

Though the main action of the play takes

place within the limited confines of a school

world in a small Danish provincial town, the

obvious "message" of the play (that the indi-

vidual has the moral right to take a life when
his sense of justice has been outraged) is

aimed at the political doctrines and practices
of European Nazi and Fascist thought. The

play contains also a severe arraignment of a

modern bourgeois society as such, and the

positive position taken is strongly leftist if

not actually Communist in its ultimate social

and political implications. The Communist

thought is not, however, very clearly de-

veloped in the play, chiefly perhaps because

the play centers its dramatic focus most

sharply upon the theme of human protest in

its immediate psychological and ethical forms

rather than upon the broader concerns of

economic, social, and political theory and

programs. What the future has in store for

Abell as a dramatist is difficult to say. One

thing, however, seems clear at present: these

six plays bear indubitable witness to the fact

that no other living Scandinavian dramatist

has such an amazing control of the purely
technical resources of the modern stage. And
it may be added that such a play as Anna

Sophie Hedvig suggests that Abell's genius
has in it rich reserves of dramatic material

which grow immediately and unafraid out

of the blood-soaked soil of a contemporary
world with all its brutal challenge to serious

modern thought.
See: Alrik Gustafson, "Introduction/* in

Scandinavian Plays of the Twentieth Century,
Ser. 2 (1944)-

A. G.

About, Edmond (1828-1885, French novelist,

playwright, and journalist), was born at Dieuze

in Lorraine. He attended the Lyce Charle-

magne in Paris, where he proved himself a

brilliant student, then entered the Ecole

Nonnale Sup^rieure, and in 1851 won a state
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scholarship and spent the three next years at

the Ecole Fran^aise d'Ath&nes. Although very

erudite, he was not destined to remain a mere

scholar. On his return to Paris he published
a volume of bright, witty, and at times satiri-

cal reporting, La Grtce contemporaine (1854),

which opened to him the doors of the Revue
des deux mondes. In 1855, however, the novel

Tolla (Eng. tr., 1855; Tolla is apparently an

adaptation of Vittoria Savarelli's Storia del

secolo XIX, 1841) raised a tempest of indigna-
tion among critics, who accused him of

plagiarism; and the storm had not yet abated

when a three-act comedy of his, Guillery

(earlier title, L'Effrontd), dismally failed after

two performances (1856). In a series of witty
and impertinent articles which appeared in

the Figaro above the signature Valentin de

Qudvilly, About cheerfully flayed his de-

tractors. In the meanwhile, by his successful

Voyage d trovers I'Exposition des Beaux-Arts

(1855) and a succession of amusing sketches in

the Moniteur, Mariages de Paris, he had fully

vindicated himself. His exuberance found an-

other outlet in four novels which to this day
are widely read: Le Roi des Montagnes (1856;

Eng. trs., The King of the Mountains, 1861,

1897, 1 9<>2)f an amusing story of Greek bandits,

made into an opera in 1913 by Victor Lon,
Germaine (1857), Les Echasses de Maitre Pierre

(1857), and Trente et quarante (1858).
About had also traveled in Italy, sojourning

for a while in Rome, and had written a violent

satire against the temporal power of the pope,
La Question romaine (1859; Eng. tr., The
Roman Question, 1859), which was first pub-
lished in Brussels because permission to pub-
lish it in France was for a time withheld. He
continued his antipapal campaign through
weekly articles in the Opinion nationale,

which were then published under the general
title Lettres d'un bon jeune homme d sa

cousine Madeleine (1861) and of which a new
series appeared in 1863. In lighter mood he
offered in 1859 a one-act play, Risette, ou les

Millions de la mansarde, given at the Gymnase,
but at the same time he was writing a great
five-act drama containing very bold anti-

Roman implications. This piece, Gaetano, was

accepted by the TheStre Fran^ais but not pro-
duced there; the Odon staged it in 1862, and
a storm of protests caused it to be withdrawn
after only four evenings; it was given re-

peatedly in provincial cities, never without

causing an uproar, About's political activity
was kept up in articles, pamphlets, and books

(e.g., Le Progr&s, 1864; L'ABC du travailleur,

1868) which have lost interest today. When
the Franco-Prussian War broke out, he went

as a reporter to the battlefields. After the

armistice he joined the ranks of the Republi-
cans, supported Thiers, and together with

Sarcey (q.v.) and a few others founded the

Si&cle (1871), which was characterized by

strong anticlerical and antimonarchistic senti-

ments. L'Alsace (1872) is a severe indictment

of the Bismarckian policy and a warning that

Alsace will prove to be a vulture tearing the

side of the German Empire. About never

ceased writing novels: L*Homme d Voreille

cassee (1861), an amusing and fanciful episode
of the Napoleonic Wars, Le Nez d'un notaire

(1862), Le Cas de M. Gu&rin (1862), Madelon

(1863). Some of his earlier plays have been re-

published in a collection called Thddtrc

impossible. In 1869 appeared Le Fellah: Sou-

venirs d'Egypte.
About presented himself for election to the

French Academy in 1870, but his political and

religious writings had deeply offended a ma-

jority of the members, who denied him their

votes. Fourteen years later, in 1884, he was
elected to the seat of Jules Sandeau, but died

before the official reception.
See: M. Thtebaut, Edmond About (1936).

A. Sz.

Abromowitz, Sholem Yakob, see Mendele
mocher sforim.

Achard, Marcel (1899-, French dramatist), was

born at Lyon. His love of the theatre was re-

vealed very early; at the age of seven he told

the principal of the school he attended that he
would become a dramatist. At the age of 10 a

puppet play he wrote was produced. Critics

agree that Achard's plays belong to the theatre

of fantasy. His first success was Voulez-vous

jouer avec mod (Atelier, 1923), in which the

characters are clowns and the action takes

place in a circus. The dialogue is clever and

charming. In La Vie est belle (Th&Ure de
la Madeleine, 1928) the hero is a character,

here named Charlemagne, whom Achard intro-

duces in several later plays a sort of "beloved

vagabond." The author throws together, in

improbable situations, characters who in ordi-

nary life would have little opportunity to

meet. The joy of living is the dominant note

of the play. Jean de la lune (Comdie des

Champs-Elyses, 1929) also enjoyed long popu-
larity as a play and as a film. The principal
male character is related to the Charlemagne
of La Vie est belle. He is an idealist, and

although he seems to be a dreamer, he under-

stands human psychology. His faith in the

woman he loves, despite her infidelity, tri-

umphs at the end and forces her to accept his
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philosophy. A more somber note is sounded in

La Belle Marinitre (Com6die Franchise, 1929).

Domino (Comdie des Champs-Elyses, 1932;

Eng. tr., 1932) was played in New York.

In his criticism of PStrus (Comdie des

Champs-Elys^es, 1934), Jacques Copeau (<?.t/.),

of the Theatre du Vieux Colombier, uses the

words fantasy, imagination, caprice, grace, en-

chantment, gayety, wit. Achard's plays com-

bine all these traits.

See: L. Delpit, Paris Thddtre contempo-
rain, 1 (1925). m. H (1938), 127-130; P. R.

Morand, "Marcel Achard and the Modern

Stage/' Romanic Review, XVII (1926), 349-354-
H. H.

Adam, Paul (1862-1920, French novelist), was

born in Paris. His great-grandfather and his

grandfather were officers in Napoleon's army,
and to them he is indebted for his interest in

men of action and power. In his first novel,

Chair molle (1885), Adam shows traces of the

naturalistic approach, but he was also closely

connected with the symbolists (see French

symbolism). He founded several magazines,
Carcan (with Jean Ajalbert), Symboliste (with

Gustave Kahn and Jean Moras, qq.v.), Vogue

(with Kahn), and the second series of the

Revue independante. In collaboration with

Moreas he wrote Le The chez Miranda and

Les Demoiselles Joubert (both 1886). In the

year 1889 he actively supported the political

party of General Boulanger but, promptly
discouraged, he turned back to his literary

activities.

A prolific writer, Paul Adam conceived his

novels in groups. In a series of 16 volumes

entitled Le Temps et la vie are found a tale

of witchcraft and satanism in the manner of

Huysmans (q-v.}> Etre, ou les Feux du Sabtiat

(1888); an autobiographical story, Les Images
sentimentales (1893); a powerful tetralogy, La
Force (1889), L f

Enfant d'Austerlitz (1902), La
Ruse (1903), Au soleil de juillet (1903); and

also Le Trust (1910) and Le Lion d'Arras

(1920). Another group, L'Epoqiie, consists of

20 novels. Besides these cyclic fictions, Paul

Adam published 18 volumes of essays (e.g.,

Vues d'Amerique, 1906; La Morale de la

France, 1908; La Morale de Veducation, 1908),

four volumes inspired by the war of 1914, and
four dramas. Compact, sometimes overwritten

and confused, these works are impressive
manifestations of an unusually powerful cre-

ative genius. By his cosmic vision, by his ability

to analyze the soul of collectivities, to animate
crowds and groups of people, Paul Adam
appears as a forerunner of what Jules Romains

(q.v.) named unanimism.

See: Marcel Batilliat, Paul Adam (1903);
Louis Bertrand,

"
'Le Mystfcre des foules' et

1'ceuvre de Paul Adam," Revue hebdomadaire,
Anne XXX (1921), Tome I, pp. 133-159;
Camille Mauclair, Paul Adam (1921); W.

Scheifley, "An Epic Genius: Paul Adam/'
Sewanee Review, XXIX (1921), 76-89.

M. E. C.

Adama van Scheltema, Carel Steven (1877-

1924, Dutch poet), was born at Amsterdam.
He attended the municipal Gymnasium,
studied medicine for a short time, went on the

stage, became an art dealer, and finally decided

to devote himself entirely to literature and to

the interests of the Social Democratic Labor

Party. His socialism made him an opponent of

the editors of De Nieuwe Gids (The New
Guide), self-centered adherents of "art for

art's sake." He was not of the school that

believes art to be a cult for the chosen few. To
him there could be no art that was not for the

many. In one of his songs he likened the hearts

of men to rippling brooks which all come to-

gether into one glittering stream, a stream of

beauty underneath life's turmoil, which carries

the voices of all those hearts to the wide,

ocean-like, and infinite dream. The poet, in

other words, is not the interpreter of his own
self, but must, while giving utterance to his

emotions, voice in that utterance the feelings
that live inarticulate in the community of

men. Adama van Schelterna was, indeed, a

singer for the people, and the people listened

and gave echo to his song. Each new book that

was published was seized upon by the com-

posers, who vied with one another in setting
his ditties to music. In a vigorously written

prose work entitled Grondslagen eener nieuwe
Poezie (1908; Foundations for a New Poetry)
he formulated his ideas of what this poetry for

the many should be, but his theory was less

effective than his practice. His songs will still

be living folk art when his prose is forgotten.
A. J. B.

Ady, Endre (1877-1919, Hungarian poet and

writer), was born in rmindszent and died in

Budapest. Among Ady's ancestors there were

Calvinist ministers and also members of the

minor gentry. He went to secondary school in

Nagykdroly and Zilah and studied law in

Debrecen; he was a journalist in Debrecen and

Nagyv^rad. In this city he met a highly
cultured woman whom he apostrophized as

Lda; there was an exultant and pathetic tone

in this relationship. In 1915 Ady married

Berta Boncza, a woman much younger than

he. He traveled a great deal and often visited
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the Riviera and Paris. His stories and articles

sent from Paris to Budapesti Napld (Budapest

Ledger), a daily paper, and to Nyugat (West),

a progressive literary bimonthly, aroused con-

siderable discussion; conservative politicians

and publicists attacked him as a heretic. Ady
opposed the Hungarian ruling classes, their

complacency, their indifference to social prog-
ress. He also criticized their spiritual immo-

bility, their aesthetic insensitivencss, the wide

gulf between the literate and the illiterate.

Hailing from a family of puritanic integrity

and surrounded by a world in which the profit

motive in business and callousness in politics

prevailed, he drew his inspiration from these

contrasts and expressed himself in a poetic
vernacular that irritated those who did not

possess his linguistic and creative insight.

Although his romantic self-centeredness pre-

vented him from touching the problems of

Hungary at every point, yet his basic visions

embraced many phases of Hungarian life,

rural conditions, urban complexities, class

struggles, the issues of the day, all found

apocalyptic expression in the rhythms of his

poetry. He was also aware of the problems of

the Danubian Valley; some of his poems show
the vastness of these problems and the poet's

ability to approach them with tolerance and

understanding. In his strongly personal poems
he sang about love, voluptuousness, dissipa-

tion, materialism, mysticism, nature, death,

and God. His was a tormented soul; Baude-

laire's (fj.v.) battle with the evil spirit of human

destiny had its counterpart in Ady's struggle;
no wonder that the French poet's art affected

him somewhat. Nevertheless his "decadence"

was not that of a congeni tally sick man but of

one whom the world sickened by its wicked-

ness, selfishness, stupidity, and thieving un-

scrupulousncss. By nature he was not a mis-

anthrope; he could love with a childlike

warmth, as was shown through his attachment

to his mother and to his birthplace. It is

reasonable to assume that if the ruling classes

of Hungary could have sympathized with his

spiritual quest, it would have been easier for

him to find a solution for his problems.

Ady's major poems appeared in 1 1 volumes;
his essays, sketches, short stories, articles, in five

volumes. After his death, attempts were made
to publish his collected works; but the tragic

aftermath of the First World War, its desolate

accompaniment, a despoiled Hungary, did not

favor issuing the collected works of a poet.

Adapted editions of Ady's work were pub-
lished; often political exigencies resulted in an

exploitation of Ady's poetry that he would
have resented had he been alive. His depar

ture from conventional phrasing was recog-
nized as the prerogative of a poetic genius,
and it was also wisely observed that his

"modern" idiom echoed the biblical and rural

Hungarian language of the iGth, 17th, and
i8th centuries. At present Ady's works, once so

unreal to many of his compatriots, appear
more authentic than those of any other

Hungarian poet of the soth century; he sym-
bolizes an isolated nation's instinct of self-

preservation, the need of change, the courage
of convictions, the inadequacy of stale tradi-

tions. For some time it was fashionable to

praise him without discrimination; recently,
however, readers have become more critical,

more selective. Some of his poetry sounds
rhetorical or trite because Ady was prone to

succumb too quickly to lyrical impulses;
nevertheless what is genuine in his poetry

suggests lasting value. No doubt Ady's poetry
is better, more original, more exquisite, than

his prose. Ver 6s arany (1907; Blood and Gold),
Szerctncm ha szeretnenek (1909; I Should Like
to Be Loved), Ki Idtott engem? (1914; Who
Has Seen Me?), A halottak elen (1918; Leading
the Dead), and the rest of his poetic volumes
show the workings of a mind and of a heart

extremely sensitive and imaginative. His

images are unexpected and varied. Ady's
neurotic disgust with unfairness and plati-

tudes, his prophecy of honor and terror, his

pursuit of social and individual values are

served in their expression by the strength of a

skillful versifier who knew just how to blend
the visions and fears of his poetic personality.
It has proved difficult to translate Ady into

foreign tongues; in English, Watson Kirkcon-

nell, the Canadian poet, has been the most

successful. Most translations do not reflect the

magic of Ady's poetry. Many books and essays
were written about Ady; he has a school of

followers; however, he is so original that any
imitation immediately betrays the imitator's

lack of originality.
See: J. Horvdth, Ady d$ a legujabb magyar

lira (1909); A, Schopflin, Magyar irdk (1917);
H. Horvath, Neue ungarische Lyrik (1918); J.

Horvith, Arany tol Adyig (1921); W. Kirk-

connell, The Magyar Muse; an Anthology
(
1 Q33)> J- Remenyi, "Endre Ady, Hungary's
Apocalyptic Poet," Slavonic Review, Vol.

XXII (1944), Part I, pp. 84-105.

J- R-

Afinogenov, Alexander Nikolayevich (1904-

1941, Russian dramatist), was brought up at

Yaroslavl on the Volga and, with a writer as a

father and a school teacher as a mother, turned

at an early age to literature. At 15 he started
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writing, at 16 he edited a paper, while still in

his teens he published three small books of

verse, and at 19 he began having his plays

produced at the Proletkult Theatre in

Moscow.

In his first three plays he turned for his

subject matter to labor struggles in other

countries and earlier periods. Robert Tim

(1923) dealt with a revolt of the weavers in

England in the early igth century. Po tu

storonu shcheli (1926; On the Other Side of

the Slot) was based on Jack London's story

"South of the Slot," about a strike among the

workers across the cable line on Market

Street in San Francisco during the early years

of the 2oth century. Na perelome (1926; At

the Breaking Point) dramatized the unrest in

Germany at the end of the First World War.

In his next three plays Afmogenov turned to

the life that he found about him in the

Soviet Union. Glyadi v oba! (1927; Look with

Both Eyesl) emphasized the need for the

young Communist to keep his eyes open to

the snares laid by enemies of the Soviet Union.

Malinovoe varene (1927; Raspberry Jam)
showed the danger of a Red army leader car-

ing too much for the good things of life.

Volchya tropa (1927; The Trail of the Wolf)

depicted an engineer of the old regime trying

to cover up his tracks.

In the more mature plays which followed,

Afinogenov turned from these external con-

flicts in order to deal, like Chekhov (q.v), with

the inner drama within the characters; but,

instead of showing the disintegration of a de-

caying society, he dealt rather with the birth

pangs of a new social order. He had the cour-

age to discuss boldly the problems that were

in the minds of his audiences. In Chudak

(1929; The Crank) he took as his hero a mis-

understood but enthusiastic and hard-working
non-Communist. In Strakh (1931; Eng. tr.,

Fear, 1934) he boldly tackled the theory that

the ruling force in the Soviet Union was fear,

showing up the fallacy of this belief. Passion-

ately discussed, acted in 390 theatres in the

Soviet Union and in those of England and

America, this was Afinogenov's greatest suc-

cess. At this same time he published a book

discussing his theories of Soviet drama, called

Tvorcheski metod teatra (1931; The Creative

Method of the Theatre). Another play, Portret

(1934; Portrait), took up sympathetically the

efforts of a woman to break with the evil

traditions of her past and to advance with the

new socialist society.

During the following years Afinogenov

pointed out in his plays the growing menace
of fascist aggression. In Dalyohoe (1935; Eng.

trs., Remote, 1936, Distant Point, 1941) he
showed how important the morale of even a

remote Soviet village is to the defense of the

motherland. In Salyut Ispaniya! (1936; Salute,

Spain 1) he championed the struggle of the

Spanish Loyalists against the fascists and
donated his proceeds from the play to the

widows and children of the Loyalists killed in

the struggle. Mat svoikh detei (1940; The
Mother of Her Children) symbolized Mother
Russia and her devotion to her various

children. Mashenka (1941; performed by the

Harvard Dramatic Club in 1942 and in New
York in 1943 under the title Listen, Professor!)
showed a ^-year-old girl awakening her

grandfather to an interest in the new genera-
tion and the new Russia.

With the Nazi attack on the Soviet Union in

June, 1941, Afinogenov wrote Nakanune (per-
formed 1942; Eng. tr., On the Eve, in Seven
Soviet Plays, 1946), depicting a Russian

family on the eve of the invasion and their

transformation into active resistance imme-

diately afterwards. On November 5, 1941, less

than four and a half months after the be-

ginning of the invasion, Afinogenov, while on

duty as a member of the Soviet Information

Bureau, was killed on the Ilyinka in the heart

of Moscow by the explosion of a bomb
dropped in a Nazi air raid. He died, as he
himself would have said, "full of life.

See: O "Strakhe" (1931), the opinions of 24
authors about Afinogenov's Fear. H. W. L.

Dana, "Afinogenov," Theatre Arts, XXVI
(1942), 169-176.

H. W. L. D.

Akhmatova, Anna (pseud, of Anna Andre

yevna Gorenko, 1888-, Russian poet), was born

near Odessa into the family of a merchant
marine officer. While still an infant she was
taken to Tsarskoye Selo, whither the family
moved, and her education began at the

Tsarskoye Selo Gymnasium. Before she had
finished the Gymnasium curriculum Akhma
tova was transferred first to the Smolny Insti

tute and then to Fundukleyev Gymnasium in

Kiev, and here she graduated. Subsequently
she enrolled in the Kiev College for Women in

the faculty of jurisprudence; she also attended

the Rayev historical-literary courses in St.

Petersburg, where she was a student of the

poet Annenski (q.v.). In 1910 she married N.

S. Gumilyov (q-v.), also a poet, and traveled

with him in Italy, France, and Germany. In

1918 Akhmatova divorced Gumilyov and
married Vladimir Shileyko, an Assyriologist
and a poet in his own right. Her home is in

Leningrad.
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Akhmatova belongs to the "Acmeist" school

of Russian poetry and occupies a distinctive

place in that group. Akhmatova's genre is

lyrical poetry. Its form with its brittle clarity

of description, the direct simplicity of narra-

tion, and the musical quality of language

pioves an admirable foil for the subject

matter, which consists ol personal, deeply
emotional, pessimistic, and often ironical love

lyrics.

Akhmatova began writing poetry before she

was 11. Her first published poem appeared in

the Russian miscellany Sirius (1907), issued in

Paris by Gumilyov. Her first book of verse,

Vecher (Evening), with a warm introduction

by the poet Kuzmin, was published in 1912.

Subsequent books of verse include the im-

mensely popular Chyotki (1914; gth ed., 1923;

Prayer Beads), Belaya staya (1917; The White

Flock), Podorozhnik (1921; The Buckthorn),
and Stikhi (1922; Verses). After 1922 Akhma-
tova was silent for the better part of two

decades, and only since the outbreak of the

Second World War has she returned to poetic

activity.

See: B. Eikhenbaum, Anna Akhmatova

(1923); V. Vinogradov, Poezia Anny Akhma-

tovoy (1925).

O. M.

Alain, see Chattier, Emile.

Alain-Fournier, see Fournier.

Alarcon, Pedro Antonio de (1833-1891, Span
ish novelist), was born in Guadix, Granada, of

a noble but impoverished family which

claimed a strain of Moorish blood. After re-

ceiving his education in the local seminary he

chose journalism for his profession. In 1854
with a group of young liberals from Granada,
the Cuerda Granadina, he migrated to

Madrid, where he became editor of a radical

journal, the Ldtigo. Forced to fight a duel

with a champion of Queen Isabella II because

of his insults to the crown, he found himself

on the field of honor deserted by his radical

friends, his life spared only by the generosity
of his opponent, who fired into the air. The

experience led him to reconsider soberly his

political creed and to align himself thereafter

with the more conservative forces. When the

African war broke out in 1859 he went to

the front as the first great modern war cor-

respondent. His Diario de un testigo de la

guerra en Africa (1859-1860), a best seller,

made him rich and famous. He traveled

through France and Italy, becoming con-

verted in Rome to a militant Catholicism.

From 1861 to 1873 he devoted himself to

politics as a member of the Uni6n Liberal, a
middle of the road party. Defeated in his

campaign for reelection to the Cortes by the

ultraconservative candidate, he again took up
his pen and during the next 10 years pro-
duced all his major works. In 1875 he was
elected a member of the Spanish Royal
Academy and in his inaugural discourse,
Sobre la moral en el arte, defended the thesis

that the artist cannot be indifferent to the
moral implications of his work. This was

heresy to the naturalists, and Alarc6n found
himself outside the main literary current of

his day. His serious works found no favor

with the critics. Offended by what he thought
was their injustice, he resolved in 1882 never
to write another novel. In 1887 he suffered an
attack of apoplexy, and the last years of his

life were spent in complete seclusion.

Alarc6n was an eclectic by temperament.
He belonged to no school, but wrote some-
times like a belated romantic, sometimes like

a costumbrista, sometimes like a disciple of

Balzac. There is no evidence of a consistent

development in his work. He had no gift for

inventing a plot or creating characters, but

he had great narrative talent. He is at his

best in the shorter forms of fiction and with

traditional plot material. His first novel, El

final de Norma (1855), a highly colored tale

with an exotic setting, is romantic trash. His

later serious novels El escdndalo (1875),
which tells of the spiritual redemption of a

dissolute youth; El nifio de la bola (1880),
which demonstrates the power of religious
faith over human passions; and La prodiga

(1882), which presents an unhappy mixture
of love and politics are unrealistically con-

ceived, often melodramatic and lacking in

good taste. Some of his earlier stories, how-

ever, especially those set in the background of

the Peninsular Wars, such as "El afranccsado"

and "El carbonero alcalde" (in Cuentos,
articulos y novelas, 1859, later reissued in the

first of the three volumes of cuentos, His-

torietas nacionales, 1881, Cuentos amatorios,

1881, and Narraciones inverosimilcs, 1882), are

models of good storytelling. The unassuming
love story of a gruff soldier, El capitdn Veneno

(1882; Eng. tr., Captain Venom, 1914), is light-

hearted and charming. But Alarcon 's claim to

immortality is based chiefly upon his incom-

parable tale of the corregidor's love for the

miller's wife, El sombrero de tres picos (1874;

Eng. trs., The Three-cornered Hat, 1891, 1918,

1927) which has become the best-known work
of Spanish fiction since Don Quixote. In this

gay and witty story Alarc6n perfectly and
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seemingly without effort fitted style to theme
and produced an almost faultless masterpiece.

In addition to his works of fiction, Alarc6n

wrote a volume of poems, Poesias serias y
humoristicas (1870); a drama, El hijo prddigo

(produced in 1857); several books of travel,

De Madrid a Ndpoles (1861), La Alpujarra

(1874), Viajes por Espana (1884); a collection

of essays, Juicios literarios y artisticos (1883);

and an autobiographical Historic* de mis

libros (1884).

See: M. Catalina, "Biograffa del autor," in

Alarcdn, Novelas cortas (1884), pp. v-xliii; C.

Barja, Literatura espanola: Libros y autores

modcrnos, revised ed. (1933), pp. 253-258; E.

Pardo Baziin, Alarcdn; estudio biogrdfico

(n.d.).

E. H. H.

Alas, Leopoldo (pseud. Clarfn, 1852-1901,

Spanish novelist, essayist, and literary critic),

was born at Zamora, but he belongs in every

respect to Asturias, where his ancestors came
from and where, first as a student, then as a

professor of law at the University of Oviedo,
he lived most of his life. Asturian also were
the basic traits of his literary personality
the cosmopolitan intellectual outlook to-

gether with a deep sense of attachment to the

regional, the subtle critical analysis, the

idealistic aspiration, and the ironic sense of

humor.
It was as a literary critic in the field ot

contemporary literature that Alas, under the

pseudonym Clarfn, became famous. For this

task of literary criticism he was well qualified,

adding to his natural gifts of a keen mind
and a refined taste the advantages of a broad

literary and philosophical background, plus
a spirit of wide-awake curiosity that kept him

always posted about the most recent cultural

developments. His efforts were not always as

fruitful as might otherwise have been the

case, however, due in part to the exigencies
of a daily journalistic task, in part also to

what sometimes was an excess of benevolence
and other times an excess of passion and of

moralistic zeal that caused his criticism to

degenerate into a bitter and more or less

personal satire. But even with these weak-
nesses, his criticism is always stimulating, and
his influence was among the most powerful
in the renovation of the Spanish literary at-

mosphere at the end of the igth century.
Examples of the author's literary criticism

are Solos de Clarin (1881), the eight Folletos
literarios (1886-1891), Palique (1893), anc*

Benito Perez Galdds (1889).
While the reputation of Alas as a critic

has suffered somewhat, his reputation as a

novelist, in spite of the small amount of
fiction that he wrote two novels, two
volumes of short stories, and some three
volumes of cucntos has constantly increased.

This novelistic production falls roughly into
two groups, corresponding to the two main
phases in the author's literary career, first as a

naturalist, then as an idealist and a spiritual-
ist. An admirer of Zola (q.v.) t Alas was for

years not only one of the most enthusiastic

exponents in Spain of the naturalistic doctrine
but also one of its most faithful practitioners,
as evidenced by his long novel La Regenta (2

vols., 1884-1885), one of the best novels pro-
duced in Spain in the past century. The pro-
vincial life of Oviedo (Vctusta in the novel)
is woven around a love story of which the

Regenta, a married woman, is the coveted

prize, the contenders being an unsuccessful
church dignitary and a finally successful local

Don Juan. The canvas here presented is

broad, objective, and minutely detailed, re-

minding one in this case even more of Flau-
bert (q.v.) than of Zola. Traces of the natural-

istic influence are also to be found in the
author's second full-length novel, Sit unico

hijo (1890), as well as in some of the short

stories of the volume Pipa (1886). Side by side

with the naturalistic influence, however, an
idealistic tendency begins noticeably to affirm

itself in these works, which thus appear as a

transition between the naturalism of La
Regenta and the idealism of the author's last

manner. The germs of this idealism were al-

ready present in what had always been a

romantic and moralistic disposition of the

temperament of Alas, and as the years went

by, especially under the influence of the idea

of death, it tended to assume the form of a

religious spiritualism. This idealism became

finally the main source of the author's in-

spiration, and led by it, he wrote some of

his most delicate work, short stories such as

"Dofia Berta" (1892) and, above all, the col-

lections of cuentos in the volumes El Sefwr y
lo demds son cuentos (1892 or 1893), Cuentos
morales (1896), and El gallo de Socrates (1901).

See: Azorin, Cldsicos y modernos (1913), pp.
85-96 ; P- SAinz Rodrfguez,

"
'Clarin' y su

obra," Revista de las Espanas, II (1927), 305-
311, 44!-444* 53G~538, 604-613.

C. B.

Albanian literature. Literary works in Al-

banian, written and published on Albanian
soil, became possible only with the rise of a

free Albanian state following the Balkan
Wars of 1912 and 1913. Up to that time, and
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throughout the more than four centuries of

Ottoman rule which preceded it, writing in

the native tongue had been prohibited under

stern penalties rigidly enforced by the Turk-

ish gendarmes. Only in Scutari, capital of

northern Albania, and there as a result of the

special privileges enjoyed by the Roman
Catholic clergy, was any exception to this

rule permitted.
Yet writing in the Albanian tongue was

begun long before 1913, and at first as a

consequence of the folk cult which ac-

companied igth-century romanticism. The

pioneer in this field was Girolamo de Rada

(1813-1903), an Italian of Albanian parentage
who began his career by collecting the ballads

and songs of his countrymen living in Italy

and who turned later to writing original

verse in which he used the ballad themes as

his material. De Rada's principal works are

The Song of Seraphina Thopia, Princess of

Zadrima (1843), an Albanian Lenore; The

Song of Milosaon (1864), a tale of old Scutari;

Rapsodie albanesi (1866); and Skanderbeg

(1873), a song of Albania's greatest national

figure. The heir of De Rada on Italian soil

was the scholar and poet Giuseppe Schir6

(1865-1927), known in literary history for his

Kenga e Mirdites (1919; The Song of Mir-

dita) and for his research in Albanian

language and literature.

A great spur to literary activity among the

Albanians was afforded by the Congress of

Berlin (1878), with its high-handed partition
of the Albanian lands. Scarcely had the de-

cisions of the Congress been promulgated
when, in protest, a league was formed for the

defense of Albania's political rights and the

promotion of her cultural advance. Soon
books in Albanian began to appear wherever

Albanians were to be found outside the home-
land. Religious differences, which cut deep
in Albania, dividing the Moslem from the

man of Orthodox faith and both alike from

the Roman Catholic, were put aside as repre-
sentatives of the three faiths met to agree on
the principles to be observed in the creation

of what seemed desirable to all, a truly
national Albanian culture.

One of the leaders in this movement was
the historian and patriot Sami Bey Frdsheri

(ems-ed-DIn Sami FraSeri), author of the

first Albanian drama, Desa (1901; Pledge of

Honor). Another was Pasko Vasa Pasha

(pseud. Wassa Eflendi, 1827-1892), a Roman
Catholic of Scutari who had served under the

Porte as governor of Lebanon and the author
of Albania's moving hymn of liberation, "Moj
Shqypni" (1881; O My Albania). The princi-

pal literary figure produced by the movement
was Nairn Frdsheri (1846-1900), brother of

the above-mentioned Sami. Scion of an aris-

tocratic southern Albanian family and a

member of the powerful Bektashi (BektaSi)

sect, Nairn Frdsheri turned from the career of

scholar which lay open to him on completion
of his studies abroad to dedicate his talents

to the Albanian muse. With the pastoral

idyl Bageti e Bujqcsija (1886; Shepherds and

Plowmen), published in Sofia and smuggled
into Albania by friendly caravans, Frdsheri

won the hearts of his countrymen and made
himself their spokesman. Following this with

Fletore e Bektashinjet (1896; Book of the

Bektashis), Nairn Frdsheri turned finally to

the theme employed by almost every Albanian
writer at one time or another, the story of

Skanderbeg, producing a full-length biogra-

phy in verse Istoria e Skcndcrbeut (1898;
The Story of Skanderbeg). Nai'm Frdsheri

died abroad in poverty. In 1937, however,
when Albania celebrated her first quarter

century of independence, his remains were

brought to Tirana, the Albanian capital, and
a monument was erected to his memory.
The first Albanian verse to be written on

Albanian soil was that of Gjergj Fishta (1856-

1941), an Albanian of humble Roman Catho-

lic parentage from the Zadrima highland of

Scutari. On account of the special conditions,

referred to above, which prevailed in the

Scutari region, Father Fishta was able to

publish his verses, besides his literary review

in Albanian (Hylli i Drites; Star of Light), a

whole generation before such a thing was

possible anywhere else in the realm. Through
the publishing house of the Franciscan Order,
to which he belonged, Father Fishta was able

to serve the Albanian cause well. His princi-

pal work, and probably the most authentic

lyric note in Albanian literature thus far,

was Laliuta e Maids (1899-1909; Highland
Strings). Taking its inspiration from popular
ballads, the poem links the modern knights
of the mountains with their prototypes in

the Middle Ages and thus makes all Albanian

history one in its heroic struggle for freedom

and independence. Fishta died in retirement

following the Italian invasion of Albania,

stubbornly refusing collaboration with the

Fascist "new order." With the name of Fishta

is linked that of his fellow Franciscan and co-

worker, Vin^nc Prenushi, best known for his

collection of northern Albanian folk poems,

Kdnge Popullore (1911; Popular Songs).
Two dramatists to be noted are Mihal

Grameno (1878-), an Orthodox Albanian of

Kor^a (Koritza), the principal cultural center
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of southern Albania, whose patriotic tragedy

Vdekja e Piros (1906; The Death of Pyrrhus)
immortalizes not only the great warrior him-

self but his wife Antigone, daughter of

Ptolemy, as well; and Kristo Floqi, also of

Kor^a and also of the Orthodox faith, whose
drama Fd e Kombcsi (1912; Faith and

Patriotism) elaborates somewhat melodramati-

cally the popular theme of mixed marriage. A

lawyer by profession, Floqi is also a poet. His

Anthollogjia Shqipetare (1923; Albanian An-

thology), a collection of epic and lyric verse,

was used as a textbook in the schools of free

Albania,

The two Albanian writers best known
abroad are the essayist and critic Fa'ik

Konitza (1875-1942), a member of the Rek-

tashi sect, long editor of the review Albania

(1896-1909) in Brussels and London, and of

the newspaper Dielli (Sun), which was pub-
lished in Boston (1909-); and Fan S. Noli

(1881-), bishop of the Albanian Orthodox
Church in America. A native of Kyteza, near

Adrianople, Bishop Noli received his early edu-

cation in Turkey and Egypt. Later he came to

the United States and was graduated from Har-

vard University and the New England Con-

servatory of Music. In 1908 he founded the

Albanian Orthodox Church in America. Re-

turning to Albania in the early ao's, Noli

served his country as prime minister for six

months, only to be forced into exile as a

result of the opposition of the feudal lords

of the south who objected to his American
ideas. Of Bishop Noli's literary works, exclu-

sive of translations, the most important are

Istoria e Skenderbeut (1921; The Story of

Skanderbeg), a biography; the three-act play
Israelite dhe Filistine (1907; Israelite and

Philistine); and Byzantin Symphony (1938;
The Byzantine Symphony). Probably Noli's

greatest contribution to Albanian literature

has been his enrichment and expansion of the

language itself, through forcing it to express
the ideas and sentiments of such world figures
as Shakespeare and Ibsen (q.v.) and Blasco

Ibafiez (q.v.), to mention but a few of those

whose works he has translated.

To the present generation of Albanian
writers belong Alexander S. Drenova (pseud.

Asdrn), a native of Kor^a, with his Psalme

Murgu (1930; Psalms of a Monk), Rreze

Dielli (1904; Facing the Sun), and Endera e

Lote (1912; Dreams and Tears; and All

Asllani with his Hanko Halla (Aunt Jane), a
series of poems full of the homely local wit
of Valona. Then there are Skendr Bardhi,
an American of Albanian parentage, a journal-
ist, poet, and teacher, whose poems of the

Second World War echo the Albanian's age-
old cry of liberty; and Andon Zako (pseud.
(Jajupi), author of Babd Tornori, an anthology
of Albanian mountain songs. There is also
Midhat Frdsheri (pseud. Lumo Skcndo,
1880-), editor of the literary journal Diturija

(Education), founded in 1909, and director
of the Lumo Skcndo Library in Tirana,
whose translation of Schiller's Wilhelm Tell
has become well known.

Besides these, there are the poet Louis

Gurakuqi; Ramfz Harxhi, who wrote poems,
Deshirat e Zemeres (1917; Desires of the

Heart), in the idiom of Argyrocastra and
Kurveleshi of the south; and Hil Mosi, au-
thor of Zan f

i Atdheut (1913; Voice of the

Fatherland). Branko Merxhani, an essayist,
was the editor, up to the time of the Italian

invasion, of the literary review Perjkekja
Shqiptarc (The Albanian Endeavor), pub-
lished in Tirana. Foqi6n Postoli is remem-
bered for the popular novels Per Mbrojtjen e

Atdheut (1921; In Defense of the Fatherland)
and Lulja e Kujlimit (1924; The Flower of

Reminiscence), as well as for the sentimental

play Detyra e Mcmes (1925; The Mother's

Duty). Ilo-Mitke Qafcze/i has done much to

popularize biography. In Milto Sotir-Curra,
a native of Opari, is seen the influence of

Maupassant (q.v.) and of O. Henry, especially
in his Plage t e Kurbetit (1938; Wounds of an

Exile).

The 30*5 saw the meteoric rise of a poetic
talent in the person of Lasgush Poradeci

(1899-), often compared with the Rumanian
Mihail Eminescu (q.v.). He has been called

"a poet of the future"; opinion is divided as to

his worth. Like so much of Albanian writing,
a good deal of which has been produced
abroad, Poradeci's verse has little contact
with the real people of Albania. For the true

spirit of the land of the Shqipetare, the land
of the eagle, as Albanians call their country,
one is obliged to turn to the two pioneers of

Albanian literature, Nairn Frasheri and

Gjergj Fishta, and, in our own time, to the
works of Kristo Floqi.

See: J. Bourcart, "Le Mouvement litteraire

en Albanie," Vie des peuples, XV (1925), 341-
362; S. Shundi, "Lasgush Poradeci," Balkans,
III (1933), 502-504; X. Lefcoparidis, "L'Al-

banie intellectuelle," Balkans, VI (1934), 79-
84; A. Klancar, "Modern Albanian Litera-

ture," Books Abroad, XVI (1942), 20-23.
N. D.

Alberti, Rafael (1902-, Spanish poet), was
born in Puerto de Santa Maria, Cddiz, and
after studying in the Jesuit academy went to



Madrid in 1917. His book Marinero en tierra

won the National Prize for Literature in

1924. He has never engaged in any other

activity except the writing of poetry. During
the Spanish civil war he was a fervent sup-

porter of the republic. He has traveled in

Europe and visited Soviet Russia. At the end
of the civil war and after living some time in

Paris, he went to Buenos Aires, where he is

continuing his literary work.

Within the total unity of his production, a

unity characterized by spiritual grace and
technical dexterity, certain stages in his

poetry can be distinguished. His first three

books, Marinero en tierra (1925), La amante

(1926), and El alba del alheli (1927), are a

renovation of the beauties and refinements of

the rhythmic poetry of the cancioneros of the

iGth century, with application to modern and

personal themes. A refined treatment of folk

themes and a natural exquisiteness are their

distinguishing characteristics. In Cal y canto

(1927) he adds subjects from modern life,

represented by the elevator, the telegram,
railroad stations, and aviation and presented
in a Neo-Gongoristic language of dazzling

beauty and novelty of usage. In 1929 his most

significant book, Sobre los dngeles, was pub-
lished. Here he deviates from the traditional

elements used previously; his angels personify
virtues, vices, places, and materials. Each

poem has an independent value, but in their

totality they convey an impression of distress,

of anguish, that is a product of the fatal inti-

macy between the most beautiful and the

most ugly, the most naive and the most per-

verse, in that imaginary world of the angels.
From that moment the satisfaction he had
found in gracefulness was changed to a con-

cern for amplitude and depth. As Alberti de-

clared in 1934, his poetry ceases to serve purely
aesthetic reason and now obeys revolutionary
reason. Poesia (1934) gathers all the afore-

mentioned books under one cover and initi-

ates the period of the social themes; Trece

bandas y cuarenta y ocho estrellas (Poema del

Mar Caribe) (1935) and De un momenta a

otro (1937) contain his poetry in defense of

the proletarian man in general and of the

Spaniard in a struggle for his liberty. His

books published since he has been living in

Buenos Aires, especially Entre el clavel y la

espada (1941), seem to temper the immediate

aspects of the political theme with a greater

insight into its poetical transcription. He has

also produced a book in prose, La arboleda

perdida (1942), which is a series of fanciful

recollections of his childhood.

During the first years of his writing Alberti

13 ALCOVER I MASPONS

combines with unsurpassed cleverness the two

imperatives of literature at the beginning of

the century the folk theme, the essential

reality of things Spanish, and the refinements

of poetic form which were a part of the pro-

gram of modernista poetry. No one is more
skillful in putting into verses of Gongoresque
lineage not only the perceptible echo of a

historical style, but also the authentic

qualities of an entirely contemporary emo-
tion. As he sings of the streetcar ticket, the

bullfight, and the football player, all the

lyric magic of the baroque period comes to

life, vivified in these contemporary themes.

From this moment he discards all formal

striving for effect based on classic tradition.

His poetry is receptive to the torments and
incoherences brought to literature by the

winds of surrealism. But it is never shapeless
or spiritually obscure. On the contrary it is

surprising how, even in the depth of his most
tortured poetic thought, there still survive

the grace and clarity which have characterized

his work from the very beginning. Even in

his violent and aggressive poems of the

modern period, there are continual glimmers
of tenderness and delicacy. His crudest mo-
ments of expression retain an inevitable

verbal charm which constitutes the essence of

his poetic personality.
Three of his dramatic works are known:

Ferrnin Galdn (1931), which exalts the figure
of the lieutenant in rebellion against the

monarchy; El hombre deshabitado (1931), an
auto of modern thought, descended from the

Spanish auto theatre; and La pdfara pinta, a

lyrico-farcical fantasy.
See: P. Salinas, Literatura espanola siglo

XX (1941), pp. 277-289; E. Proll, "Topu-
larismo' and 'Barroquismo

9

in the Poetry of

Rafael Alberti, Bulletin of Spanish Studies,

XIX (1942), 59-86.
P. S.

Albert i Paradis, Catalina, see Catate, Victor.

Alcover i Maspons, Joan (1854-1926, Cat-

alonian poet), was born in the city of Palnia

de Mallorca, where he grew up and devoted

himself to the practice of law. He did not

start to write in Catalan until about 1900;
then he found in this particular medium

exactly what he needed to produce a truly

vigorous literary work. Poems such as "La
creu" (The Cross), "Mallorca" (Majorca), "La
serra" (The Sierra), "Ramon Llull," "Beetho-

ven/' and "Canco de la balanguera" (Song of

the Spinning Girl) attracted the attention of

critics. The solidarity existing among the
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Catalan-speaking countries was shown when
the society Rat Penat of Valencia, devoted to

the cultivation of literature in the native

tongue, made him an honorary member. A
deeply felt personal bereavement resulted in

elegies of consummate beauty. Manuel de

Montoliu has asserted that Joan Alcover is

the most profoundly human poet of the Cat-

alonian Renaissance. In 1921 Alcover
f

s poems
were collected in a slender volume, Poesies.

Alcover has, like other poets of Majorca, a

true gift of form. Indeed it is curious that

poets so disimilar in regard to themes as

Alcover, Costa i Llobera, and Alomar (qqv.)
should all show an instinctive Parnassianism.

This may be explained in part by the beauties

of the land of Majorca and also by the fact

that the island is at an intersection of

cultural highways running from Italy to

Valencia and from France to Barcelona. The

language of Joan Alcover has within it a

melodic quality difficult to define without

examples, and the poet's sensibility is extra-

ordinary. In spite of the leisurely and gentle
flow of this verse, Joan Alcover was capable
of appreciating the literary revolution which
Rubdn Dario had begun in Hispanic-American
literature and saluted him in notable lines.

The Illustracio Catalana has published the

complete works of Alcover in three volumes,
the first devoted to his poetry, the second to

literary-biographical sketches, arid the third to

his speeches and articles.

See: M. de Montoliu, Estudis de literatura

catalana (1912); C. Riba, Escolis (1921); R.

Crossmann, Katalanische Lyrik der Gegen-
wart (1923); A. Schnecbcrger, Anthologie des

poetes Catalans contemporains (1923); C.

Giardini, Antologia del poeti catalani con-

temporanei, 1845-1925 (1926).

F. de P.

Aldanov, Mark Aleksandrovich (pseud, of Mark
Aleksandrovich Landau, 1886-, Russian novel-

ist, biographer, and essayist), was born at Kiev,
of well-to-do parents, and took degrees in

chemistry and law at Kiev University. He left

Russia in 1919 and settled in Paris; after the

collapse of France he emigrated to the United
States (January, 1941). Nearly all of his work
has been done abroad.

Aldanov is best known for his historical

novels, beginning with the tetralogy, Myslitel

(The Thinker), which deals with the events of

1793-1821: Devyatoye termidora (1923; Eng.
tr., The Ninth Thermidor, 1926); Chortov
most (1925; Eng. tr., The Devil's Bridge, 1928);

Zagovor (1927; The Conspiracy); Svyataya
Yelena, malenki ostrov (1923; Eng. tr., Saint

Helena, Little Island, 1924). Symbolical devices

link the Myslitel series to a trilogy centering
about the personal problems brought into be-

ing by the forces of the Russian Revolution and
the attempts of the emigres to cope with life

abroad: Klynch (1930; Eng. tr., The Key, 1931);

Degstvo (1932; The Flight); Peshchera (2 vols.,

1934-1936; The Cave). Some of the themes
and one of the characters are carried over

into Nachalo kontsa (1939; Eng. tr., The Fifth

Seal, 1943), an interpretation of the general
frustration and disillusionment that preceded
the Second World War. Aldanov's interest in

individual characters and social movements

places him squarely in the great tradition of

the Russian novel, but he interprets that

tradition after his own manner, blending

pessimism with irony, realism with symbolical

interpretation, A kinship with the i8th century
is manifest in the "symbolical tales": the exqui-
site Desyataya simfoniya (1931; The Tenth

Symphony, which brings to life Beethoven and
the Vienna of his time and presents the eternal

problem of human unhappiness and unful-

fillment, and Mogila voina (1940; Eng. tr., For

Thee the Best, 1945), a tale of the last years
of Byron, of Castlercagh and other statesmen,

with the activities of a minor political spy fur-

nishing the necessary links as well as a fresh

perspective. The historical novelist's manner

reappears in his biographical sketches of

significant political personalities Sovremen-

niki (1928; Contemporaries), Portrety (1931:

Portraits); there, too, the narrative is leisurely

and the canvas large.

See: Charles Ledrd, Trots Romanciers russes

0935)-
P. A. P.

Aleixandre, Vicente (1900-, Spanish poet),

born in Seville of a rich family, spent his

childhood in Andalusia. Later he moved to

Madrid, where he has remained and where

for a time he halfheartedly studied law. He
has never engaged in any kind of professional

activity.

Aleixandre is intensely a poet, who feels

the irrepressible urge to write poetry

though he is far from voluminous. Ambito

(1928) gives evidence of a very personal

quality which develops into bitter lyricism
with Espadas como labios (1932). He belongs
to the Spanish generation, rich in good poets,
which underwent the literary evolution fol-

lowing the First World War and which

learned the lofty poetic discipline and exact-

ing standards of the master, Juan Ram6n
Jimenez (q-v.). Aleixandre 's work is less widely
known than that of many of his contem-



poraries, although he yields to none of them
in lyrical fervor. His limited appeal is due

perhaps to the fact that Aleixandre repre-

sents, to a greater degree than the others, a

type of poetry which, evolving by means of

unusual poetic associations (probably quite
conscious with Aleixandre), affords the reader

few means of interpreting the poem by any

logical criteria. The process of penetrating to

the doleful essence of this verse is difficult,

not because Aleixandre is related to or sym-

pathetic with any esoteric group of poets, but

because of his own attitude of caution and

circumspection which makes him delight in

clothing the dramatic and ultimate meanings
of his human grief in the poetically mys-
terious. All the verse of Aleixandre forms a

sort of mighty elegy within the bounds of

desperation; the poet himself is not a victim

of this desperation but stoically acceptant.
The only thing which balances his ardent ro-

manticism is this willingness to fuse himself,

to become one with the mystery and grief of

the world from the light of the star to the

palpitation of the insect. The opposition be-

tween liberation and servitude, between de-

sire and reality, between poetry and life, are

indeed felt romantically; here is a struggle to

the death which leaves man and the poet
without justification. Love and death are

basal themes in his poetry and these naturally
have been fused. The constant elegiacal char-

acter of his work and the recurrence of

certain poetic mannerisms impart a sustained

and uniform tone to his poetry which may
even obscure for the not completely alert

reader the richness of the elements in this

poetic world.

Aleixandre's dramatic organization of re

ality is perfectly expressed in his last book,

La destruction o el amor (1935). which won
the National Prize for Literature in 1934. If

we make allowances for what is merely con-

temporaneous, certain qualities in this work

suggest the great Spanish romantics.

See: P. Salinas, Literatura espanola siglo

XX (1941).
F. G. L.

Aleramo, Sibilla (pseud, of Rina Faccio, 1879-,

Italian novelist and poet), was born in the city

of Alessandria. Her father, a university pro-

fessor, was forced because of financial diffi-

culties to take a position as director of a chemi-

cal factory in a small town in southern Italy.

There she spent her adolescent years and at 16

married one of the factory workers. Nine years

later she broke the bonds of her loveless mar-

riage, deserting both husband and child for
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what she thought would be a freer and fuller

life.

Sibilla Aleramo's work is for the most part

autobiographical. A gifted and very beautiful

woman, she writes with fervor of the vicissi-

tudes of her emotional life. Her first novel,
Una Donna (1906; Eng. tr., A Woman at Bay,
1908), was received with much enthusiasm and
had great success in Italy and in many other

European countries. It has been translated

into French, German, Spanish, Swedish,
Russian, Polish, and Dutch, as well as English.
In this revelation of her youthful life the

author touches on various social problems of

the time, but is most outstanding in her plea
for a forceful assertion of the dignity of

womanhood and for woman's right to an exist-

ence as a free agent in the social order. This
theme is further developed in // Passaggio

(1921), but with less success as the author puts
too great an emphasis on her own particular
frustrations. Her other prose works Andan-
do e stando (1921), Trasfigurazione (1922), //

Mio Primo Arnore (1924), and Amo, dunque
sono (1927) are confessions of her innumera-
ble amorous experiences and are saturated

throughout with her extreme cgocentricity and
undiluted sensualism.

Sibilla Aleramo's endeavors in the field of

poetry, Momenti (1921) and Poesie (1929), are

all in free verse. They are brief exultations

and lamentations too limited and circum-

scribed by her personal conceit and sensuality
to attain any substantial spiritual quality, ex-

cept in rare instances when, despondent and

weary, she pens verses about the delusion and

vanity of transient carnal pleasure. Endimione

(1923) is a poetic drama dealing with one of

her many adventures. It was presented at the

Theatre de IXEuvre, Paris, in 1924, but had

only an ephemeral success. More recent works

are Gioie d'occasione (1930) and the drama
Francesca Diamante (not published), but her

first novel, Una Donna, is still considered hei

best product.
See: L. Russo, / Narratori (1923), pp. 140-

141; C. Pavolini, "Sibilla Aleramo/' Italia che

scrive, VIII (1925), 133-134; G. Ravegnani, /

Contemporanei (1930), pp. 60-66.

M. T. R.

Alexis, Paul (1847-1901, French journalist,

playwright, and novelist), was born at Aix-en-

Provence, where he early formed the attach-

ment for Emile Zola (q-v.) which was to domi-

nate his entire life. After attracting attention

by passing off some poems of his own as works

of Charles Baudelaire (q.v.), he entered the

world of Parisian journalism and soon found
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himself in a position to render effective aid to

the naturalists, to the impressionistic painters,
and to Antoine's (q.v.) Thc&tre Libre. Alexis

laid the foundations of his literary reputation
with a short story, "Aprs la bataille," pub-
lished in the famous Soirees de Medan (1880),

an adaptation in the naturalistic manner of

the Matron of Ephesus legend. His talent for

the short story is, however, better revealed in

"La Fin de Lucie Pellegrin" (1880), based on

an incident recounted by George Moore, and

in such collections as Le Collage (1883), Trente
Romans (1894), and La Comtesse (1897). His

novels, Madame Meuriot (1891) and Vallobra

(1901), and his plays, most of which conform

to the naturalistic pattern, have as their

milieu the Parisian demi-monde which Alexis,

a confirmed noctambulist, knew perhaps better

than any man of his time. His devotion to

Emile Zola, to whom he later remained faith-

ful in the darkest days of the Dreyfus case,

is reflected in his Emile Zola; notes d'un ami

(1882). Always serious and sincere, Alexis

wrote without the irony of the other natural-

ists; his pictures of life, all based on the docu-

ment humain, are rendered in a dry, incisive

style which often recalls Stendhal. His famous

telegram to Jules Huret, "Naturalisme pas
mortl" typifies his life and career: he sincerely
believed that the movement led by Zola was to

be deathless, and today it may fairly be said of

him that he was the only true and constantly
faithful naturalist.

See: J. Huret, Enquete sur Involution

littdraire (1891); R. Dumesnil, La Publication

des Soirees de Mldan (1933); L. Deffoux and
E. Zavie, Le Croupe de Mddan, sd ed. (n.d.).

R.J.N.

Alibert, Francois Paul (1873-, French poet),

was born at Carcassonne, where he has passed

nearly all his life, keeping aloof from literary
fads and quarrels and pursuing his own way of

perfection. Beginning with L'Arbre qui saigne

(1907), he has gone on quietly year after year

producing distinguished poetry which has

never won great popularity but has met with

universal respect. His early work was written

in melodious free verse, but he soon turned

to the classical forms and attitudes that have
caused him to be compared to Ronsard,
Ch&iier, and, in more modern times, Moras
(q.v.) and Rgnier (q.v.). His poetry in the

main alternates between the ample elegiac
and the lapidary epigram and in both styles is

marked by nobility, majesty, and great techni-

cal mastery. Perhaps it is at its best in his work

during the early ao's, Odes (1922), Eglogues

(1923), and Elegies romaines (1923). Here,

though the classical spirit certainly predomi-
nates, it is to a marked degree influenced by

symbolism, and the individual line comes very
near the density of Mallarm (q-v.) without

falling into unintelligibility. The only re-

proach that can be, and has been, made con-

cerning Alibert's verse is that it is cold, too

deliberate and intellectual, without ecstatic

vision. Certainly it is austere and marked by a

purity of thought and expression that perhaps
will not attract a romantic spirit. Nor can it

be denied that for the most part it is lacking
in "high spots." In his longer poems Alibert's

tone is restrained and even, his effect coming
rather from the spacious execution of a noble

concept than from the brilliance of an indi-

vidual line or stanza. Historically, however,

his place seems certain as one of the major

figures between Moreas and Valry (q.v.) in

the classical renaissance.

See: Yves-Gerard Le Dantec, "Le Mouve-
ment potique," Revue des deux mondes,
November 15, 1937, pp. 450-453; Ren Lalou,

Histoire de la litterature franfaise contem-

poraine, enlarged ed., Vol. TI (1940).

C. W., Jr.

Alomar, Gabriel (1873-1941, Spanish poet
and essayist), born in Palma de Mallorca in

the Balearic Islands, died in Cairo, where

he had remained after service as Spanish
minister to Egypt. A poet and essayist, he

preferred the Catalan language for his poetry
and Spanish for his prose. As a poet, al-

though one of the first and most enthusiastic

Spanish proponents of futurism, he repre-

sents nevertheless a moment of transition be-

tween a quasi-French Parnassianism and

modernism; his constant concern is the form

and style of his compositions. In his essays he

manifests an ideology akin to the critical and

renovating spirit of the Generation of '98

(see Spanish literature). Aware of contem-

porary European currents, he exerted a great
influence in the intellectual circles of the

eastern regions of the Spanish Mediterranean

(Balearic Islands, Catalonia, Valencia), who
saw in Alomar the standard-bearer of a new

literary and political faith. Although the

majority of his essays are scattered in journals
and newspapers, some of them were collected

in a volume entitled Verba (1917). His book
of Catalan poetry is entitled La columna de

foe (ca. 1911).

See: J. Mascar6, "Gabriel Alomar," Bulletin

of Spanish Studies, XX (1943), 48-54.
E. G. L.
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Alonso, Amado (1897-, Spanish philologue
and critic), was born in Navarre. He received

his training at the Centre de Estudios His-

t6ricos in Madrid under Mendndez Pidal and

Navarro Tomds (qq-v.). With the latter he

specialized in phonetics and continued in this

science in Germany, where he was lecturer in

Spanish at Hamburg. In 1927 he went to

Buenos Aires as director of the Institute de

Filologia of the University of Buenos Aires,

where he now resides permanently. His early

work on phonetics and linguistic geography-
noteworthy is the emendation of Meyer-
Liibkc's La subagrupacion romdnica del

Catalan (1926) acquired new scope and origi-

nality in America as he confronted in their

totality, and iu part answered, the complex

problems posed by the Spanish language on

this continent. Problemas de dialectologia

hispanoamericana (1930), El problema de la

lengua en America (1935), CastellanOj espanol,
idioma national (1938; 2d ed., 1943), numer-

ous articles on specific questions, together
with the work of Alonso's collaborators and

students in the Institute de Filologfa de

Buenos Aires and in the Revista de filologia

hispdnica, of which he is editor, are of funda-

mental importance, not only for the study of

language in America, but for the general

history of Spanish. In addition to his study
of linguistic history and geography he has

devoted himself to problems of style in

language, spoken as well as literary. He is the

leading exponent in the field of Spanish of

the ideas and methods of the new philology
and literary criticism which are, in the main,
the creation of Karl Vossler. Among his

studies in style as a method of literary in-

terpretation, most important by reason of

their perfection and depth arc his article

"Estructura de las sonatas de Valle-Inclin"

(in Verbum, Buenos Aires, 1928) and his

books Poesia y estilo de Pablo Neruda (1940)
and Ensayo sobre la novela histdrica: El

modernismo en "La gloria de don Ramiro"
de Enrique Larreta (1942). He has also pub-
lished, with Pedro Henriquez Urefia, an ex-

cellent Gramdtica castellana (1938-1939; 2d

ed., 1940-1941).
See: K. Vossler, review of El problema de

la lengua en America in Bole tin de la

Academia Argentina de Letras, III (Buenos
Aires, 1935), 366-369; L. E, Soto, Critica y

estimacidn (1938), pp. 65-80.
F. de O.

Alonso, Ddmaso (1898-, Spanish philologist,

critic, and literary historian), born in Madrid,

has devoted his life to the study of Spanish

philology and literature. He was trained in

the Centro de Estudios Hist6ricos, where

later he was both a collaborator and a pro-
fessor. He has taught in various European
and North American universities and colleges,

such as Berlin, Cambridge, Oxford, Stanford,

and Columbia, and is a professor at the Uni-

versity of Madrid.

In the field of literary history and criticism

he is to be considered as the most important
commentator and critic of all time of G6n-

gora's poetry. In 1935 was published La

lengua poctica de Gongora, a masterly study
of that poet's poetic system. Already in 1927
he had produced his edition of the Soledades

of Gongora, with a modern prose version,

a model of illuminating precision. Numerous
articles on different aspects of this writer's

poetry and style have appeared in periodicals,

principally the Revista de filologia. His short

book, La poesia de San Juan de la Cruz, was

published in 1943. In this work he gives a

historical, stylistic, and poetical interpreta-
tion of the best poems of the 16th-century

mystic. His critical work is outstanding for its

preparatory and documental solidity, for the

rigor and precision of method, and especially
for its fine taste and deep literary sensibility.
Damaso Alonso brought to criticism and

literary history the gifts of the delicate and

original writer revealed in his Poemas puros:
Poemillas de la ciudad (1921) and in verse pub-
lished in magazines. Certain vivid narratives

by Alonso have appeared in literary reviews

of a distinctly modernistic tendency. In these

the strangeness of theme and a quality of

vision combined with a style perfectly organ-
ized and of high expressive potentialities pro-
vide some of the very best pages of modern

Spanish prose.
See: A. Valbuena Prat, La poesia espaiiola

contempordnea (1930), pp. 105-109.
P. S.

Altamira y Crevea, Rafael (1866-, Spanish
critic, historian, jurist, and political scientist),

was born in Alicante. He has had a long and

distinguished academic career, especially at

the University of Madrid. He has been presi-

dent of the Ibero-American Institute of

Comparative Law and of other important
international organizations and in 1922 was

appointed a judge of the Permanent Court of

International Justice. He is recognized as one
of the most enlightened citizens of modern

Spain. He has faced the problems of his

country with a realistic approach coupled
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with a sense of national and international

civic responsibility. Altamira's work is char-

acterized by a sane combination of theory
and practice in the fields of history and law

and in their multitudinous connections and

ramifications. At the university of Oviedo

he was instrumental in the establishment of

the Extension Universitaria Espailola, whose

main object was to bring the university to

the workers of the surrounding region. His

earliest work of importance is the Historia

de la propiedad comunal (1880; revised ed.,

1929-). The Psicologia del pueblo espaiiol

(1902; 2d ed., 1918) is a notable contribution

to the study of the historical events and
factors which have made the Spanish people
what they are today. Altamira is best known
for his solid and trustworthy Historia de la

civilization espaiiola (3 vols., 1901-1906; 4th
ed., 4 vols., 1928). His historical method is

based on extreme caution in generalizations
and on an objectivity properly limited by the

use of documentary evidence. He can be con-

sidered one of the foremost historians of the

first half of the 2Oth century for his contribu-

tions in the history of Spanish law, Spanish
colonial history, and the teaching of history.
His name is widely known and respected in

international circles, and his lectures have
taken him to universities in Europe, the

United States, and Latin America. Although
living in exile today in Mexico, he continues

his researches against all odds, and one of his

latest publications is the Tecnica de inves-

tigation del derecho indiano (Mexico, 1939).
See: Anonymous, "Notas sobre la vida y

obras de Rafael Altamira y Crevca," Hispania,
XI (1928), 400-406; Havelock Ellis, The Soul

of Spain, 1931 ed., pp. 399-4 *

F. S. y E.

Altenberg, Peter (pseud, of Richard Eng-
lander, 1859-1919, Austrian writer of prose

sketches), was born in Vienna and died there.

Widely known as a bizarre character frequent-

ing literary cafs, he was also revered as the

friend of frank and free souls in the lower

walks of life. In his published works and in his

famous table talk alike he was a restless

apostle of beauty and health and a brilliant

philosophical humorist who adored nature

and kindness and nonchalantly unmasked the

despicable "bourgeois."

Having, in his own words, fervently loved

ladies both noble and very ignoble, loitered in

the woods, been a law student and a medical

student, but never having actually studied

either law or medicine, Altenberg published
at the age of 37 his first book, Wie ich es sehe

(1896). "How I see it" with the stress on see

was to be the approach also in his other

writings, the it always being "life itself" (Vita

ipsa, 1918), filled with most "real" fairy tales

(Mdrchen des Lebens, 1908) and pictures,
beautiful and revealing (Bilderbogen des

kleinen Lebens, 1909). Altenberg wanted to

give "extracts of life, dehydrated and canned
in two or three pages." Whether these extracts

be descriptive or narrative, monologue or

dialogue, sublime or abusive, his bohemian
existence is their background, explicit or

implied. His impressions are submerged in the

effort to disclose the values he cared for and to

win his readers over to his enthusiastic beliefs

that physiological perfection is the basis of

moral, intellectual, aesthetic perfection; that

mental genius in men has its counterpart in

aesthetic perfection in women; that radical

"faithfulness to one's self," accompanied by
unselfishness, is the highest good. These con-

victions pervade the witty and melancholic,

shocking and delicate aphorisms, idyls, prose

poems and manifestoes of Altenberg's remain-

ing books: Was der Tag mir zutrdgt (1901),
Prodromos (1906), Neues A lies (1911), Sem-

mering 1912 (1913), Fechsung (1915), Nach-

fechsung (1916), Mein Lebensabend (1919),
Der Nachlass (posthumous, 1925). He attacks

all that seems hypocritical in a vapid civiliza-

tion. He praises, with equal enthusiasm, noble-

ness of mind and of body, finding these in

the socially humblest creature as well as in a

famous actress. Animals, children, adolescent

girls creatures nearer to nature than the bor-

ing world of man are the preferred objects
of his admiration.

Altenberg has a supreme talent for convey-

ing impressions and implications with a mini-

mum of visible effort in concentrated prose or

in a revealing dialogue of a few lines. Out-

standing is his gift for making silent things
resonant and for muffling the loud ones. His

last books are full of bitterness and misan-

thropy. Alone in his sickroom, he turned his

power of observation on himself, reflecting

upon his passing life, describing the inter-

mittent approach of death until a few days
before the end.

See: E. Friedell, Ecce Poeta (1912); A. Polgar,
Der Nachlass von Peter Altenberg (1925), pp.

F. H. M.

Altolaguirre, Manuel (1904?-, Spanish poet),
was born in Mdlaga, Andalusia, where he

spent his childhood and part of his youth
and where, in 1926, he made a start in litera-

ture with his book Las islas invitadas y otros



poemas. With Emilio Prados (q.v.) he edited

the journal literal, which constitutes an im-

portant part of the productive effort of the

so-called Southern Group. His Ejemplo ap-

peared in 1927 as a supplement to literal.

Later he lived in Madrid, Paris, and London
without interrupting his poetic production
or losing his connections with the new gen-
eration headed by Garcfa Lorca (q.v.). Before

founding literal he had founded the journal
Ambos, and later he established two others,

Poesia and Hdroe. These undertakings reveal

a great interest in typography, which he
made a fine art and which became the favor-

ite occupation of his life. In 1936 the military
movement caught him in Madrid. He col-

laborated with the government, followed it

on its odyssey, expressed poetically and with

great emotion the feelings of popular hero-

ism, and at the triumph of Franco emigrated
to Havana. There he has written many more
works and founded the printing establish-

ment "La Ver6nica."

He has also cultivated lyrical biography

(Garcilaso, 1932), criticism, the drama, the

essay, and has lectured extensively. According
to his own declaration his poetry "reveals as

a principal influence that of Juan Ram6n
Jimenez [q*v.] 9 has been receptive to but not

overwhelmed by that of G6ngora, and feels

itself to be a younger brother to that of

Salinas [q.v.]. Moreover, Aleixandre and Cer-

nuda [qq-v.] directly influenced his literary
and personal formation." As with all of his

group, in Altolaguirre the traditionally Span-
ish elements are combined with all the in-

dependence of his own generation. There is

to be found in him, also, a gentle and tender

sensibility, a childlike uneasiness in the

presence of an immense unnamed grief which
result in pages deep and exquisite such as

those dedicated to his dead mother.
See: Gerardo Diego, Poesia espanola

(Antologia) (1934), pp. 536-552, 5^95 Laurel:

Antologia de la poesia moderna en lengua
espafiola (1941), pp. 1026-1048, 1133.

A. I.

Alvarez Quintero, Serafin (1871-1938) and

Joaquin (1873-1944; Spanish dramatists), were

born in Utrera, south of Seville, and were
Andalusian to the marrow of their bones,

not only in the scenes of most of their plays,
but also in their sunshiny humor, their zest

for life, and their great fecundity. In the

development of the short play, the sainete,

they are definitely in the tradition of the

16th-century Lope de Rueda (pasos or curtain

raisers), of Cervantes and Quiftones de
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Benavente (entremeses or interludes), and of

the 18th-century Ram6n de la Cruz (sainetes).

They continue the romantic tradition of in-

sistence on local color, of the costumbristas

of the igth century such as Mesonero
Romanos and Estbanez Calder6n. The Anda-
lusianism of these attractive brothers can be

somewhat more exactly defined by negatives:
the alluring region of their birth is not the

land of Carmen, not the country of blood,

passion, and tragedy described by the poet
Garcfa Lorca (g.f.), not the home of tired

descendants of superrefined Arabs with over*

delicate sensibilities, and not merely the land

of guitars, castanets, gypsy dances, and bull-

fights. Least of all, to the Quinteros, is it a

region beset with dreadful and still unsolved

economic, social, and political difficulties, of

latifundia and oppressed peasantry. Andalusia

is all of those things, but Andalusians are

also as the Quinteros present them, a gay
or sad sentimental folk, with a usually

satisfactory adjustment of individual to

milieu, a truly splendid sense of humor. Not
all Andalusian servants are as amusing as

they appear in these plays, and not all Anda-
lusia is quite so picturesquely charming, but

spectators are not inclined to protest at artis-

tic heightening of scene or character when
the essence is true and valid. Nor do they
much mind, either, if the Superficial is exalted

into the realm of dramatic art.

The Quinteros began in their teens to

write plays, which were acted in the patio of

their own house. They were still in their

teens when their farce called Esgrima y amor
was acted in the Teatro Cervantes in Seville

in 1889. In that year they went to Madrid,
where for some time before they became suc-

cessful they struggled to support themselves

with small positions in the Treasury (Ha-

cienda) Department. El ojito derecho and La

reja (both 1897), one-act pieces, attracted

favorable attention. The musical comedy
(zarzuela) La buena sombra (1898) made them
well known. By 1900 they declared they had

51 plays in manuscript, and for a long time

they produced five or six a year. Los galeotes

(1900) is one of their more serious plays.

Based on the episode of the galley slaves in

Don Quixote (Part I, Ch. XXII), it is a study
of ingratitude, with the scene laid in a second

hand bookshop in Madrid. The characters are

superior to the plot. El patio (1900) and Las

flores (1901) are among the authors' most

successful Andalusian genre pictures. The ac-

tion is slight, the portrayal of types and back-

ground masterly. The patio and the flowers

acquire real personality of their own. Pepita
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Reyes (1903) studies a woman who is torn by
the lure of the stage and her love for home.

The conflict is left unsolved. El amor que

pasa (1904; Eng. tr., Love Passes By, in Four

Comedies, 1932) shows the sensitive longings
of a romantic woman in a provincial town.

Mariana de sol (1905; Eng. tr., A Bright Morn-

ing, 1916) is a delightful curtain raiser (paso
de comedid) based on a dolora of Campoamor
(q.v.). It has been translated into several

languages. In El genio alegre (1906) an austere

household is transformed by the young
laughter of the pretty Andalusian heroine.

Las de Cain (1908) recounts merrily how Pro-

fessor Cafn manages to marry off his five

daughters. In its counterpart, Las de Abel

(1926), which is a better play, marriage is not

achieved. Doiia Clarifies (1909; Eng. tr. in

Four Comedies, 1932) is a serious character

study of a blunt and slightly acidulous

woman, with a passion for truth and straight-

forwardness. Based on Bdcquer (q.v.), La rima

eterna (1910) is delicate and poetic. Malvaloca

(1912; Eng. tr., 1916), dedicated to the great
scholar Men6ndez y Pelayo (q.v.) and awarded

a prize by the Spanish Academy, is one of

the authors' most serious and most famous

plays. It portrays the redemption, by a serious

Asturian, of the apparently gay and light-

hearted Andalusian Malvaloca, whose "life

has been a long novel." The sentimental note

is highly emphasized, Puebla de las mujeres

(1912; Eng. tr., The Women Have Their

Way, in Four Plays, 1927), admirably con-

structed, is all Andalusian gayety and

laughter. Don Juan, buena persona (1918)

presents a new and highly amusing kind of

Don Juan, a most kindhearted fellow whose
former inamoratas keep coming to him with

all their problems, so that he is, as he says,

"the slave of his female slaves." He finally

marries an excellent woman named Amalia.

La prisa (1921) contrasts modern haste with

sweet Andalusian leisure. If the Quinteros
added no new note in subsequent plays,
such as Lo que hablan las mujeres (1932),
El susto (1933), and La inglesa sevillana

(1935), they at least showed that their

humor did not diminish with age.
See: Helen and Harley Granville-Barker,

introductions to S. and J. Alvarez Quintero,
Four Plays (1927) and Four Comedies (1932);
A. F. G. Bell, Contemporary Spanish Litera-

ture, revised ed. (1933), PP- 180-184.
N. B. A.

Alvaro, Corrado (1889-, Italian novelist), was
born in Calabria. He has had what might be

called a typical literary career, having been an

editor of the Resto del Carlino and the Cor-

riere della sera. His first book of importance,
L'Uomo net labirinto (1922), reveals some in-

fluence of Bontempclli (^.t;.)
as well as the

author's own predilection for psychological

study. Without abandoning his interest in the

inner soul of man, he turned to a definite and

meticulously poitrayed background for two of

his later and still most highly regarded
works, La Signora dell'isola and Gente in

Aspromonte. Both of these volumes appeared
in 1930, and the setting was the author's

native Calabria. In Gente in Aspromonte
particularly, the nature of the background,
the type of character presented, and the

quality of tenseness and concision seemed to

indicate that Alvaro could be classified as the

Verga (q.v.) of his generation, and at this time

Italian critics were inclined to place Alvaro in

the group for it is hardly a school repre-
sented by Deledda and Tozzi (qq.v.) For this

group Pancrazi uses the phrase
4<

lyric regional-
ism." Actually however it would seem that

there remains in Alvaro, in spite of the natural

emotion which is apparent when he treats of

his native land, more of the purely intellectual

interest in the psychology of the individual

than is found in either of the other two
writers mentioned. Gente in Aspromonte was

such a competent piece of work and the author

was so obviously familiar with his background
that it was easy to lose sight of his primary
interest. With L'Uomo e forte (1938) he re-

turned to the vein that inspired L'Uomo nel

labirinto. For this is a novel which is entirely
of the soul. The locale of the action is not

even specified; at the time of publication it

was politely assumed to be Russia, but it

would not have been hard to imagine another

setting. The novel is a study, made with pene-
tration and sympathy, of the mind of man
under totalitarian dictatorship. Its defect is an
inevitable by-product of the subject: a certain

lack of realism in the characters. But within

its limits L'Uomo & forte is a fine work and
one of the few Italian novels of recent years
that will bear rereading. One who can write

two such books as Gente in Aspromonte and
L'Uomo & forte is a man of rare talent and

promise, for an encouraging thing about

Alvaro is his steady growth and development.
It is not unlikely that, barring accident, he
will be one of the two or three really note-

worthy novelists of his generation.
See: Pietro Pancrazi, Scrittori italiani del

novecento (1934), pp. 186-191.
T. G. B.
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Alverdes, Paul (1897-, German poet, story

writer, and essayist), was born in Strassburg,
where his father, a Prussian officer, was

stationed. At 17 he volunteered for service in

the First World War, the course and end of

which aroused him to an awareness of all the

serious problems of individual and national

existence. His earliest imperfect efforts in

verse and prose, which give expression to his

rejection of the literary and political trends of

the early 1920*5 and to his aspirations for the

immediate future, found an eager acceptance

among the German youth (Die Nordlichen,

1922; Kilian, 1922; Die Flucht, 1923; Die

feindlichen Brilder, 1923). But with the ap-

pearance of the story Die Pfeiferstube (1929;

Eng. tr., The Whistlers' Room, 1930) and the

volume of stories Reinhold oder die Ver-

wandelten (1931; Eng. tr., Changed Men, 1933)

Alverdes won his place among the younger
members of the group of leading figures
in contemporary German literature which

gathered annually for a week as the guests of

Hans Grimm (q.v.) at Lippoldsberg. For Die

Pfeiferstube he drew upon his own experience
lo depict three Germans and one Englishman
all suffering from severe wounds in the larynx,
and he writes a touching memorial to the

comradeship of those men whose speech was

possible only by means of metal tubes

''whistles" in their throats. Reinhold oder

die Verwandelten shows the war itself and the

changes it wrought in those who went through
it with their whole devotion, as Alverdes him-

self had done. Between the early works and
these two volumes fall the Deulsches Anek-

dotenbuch (1927), which he edited together
with Hermann Rinn, and translations from

French and English including Cooper's The

Deerslayer. Subsequently he wrote two en-

chanting bedtime stories for his children, Das
Mdnnlein Mittentzwei (1937) and Das Schlaf-
turlein (1938), and a number of dramatiza-

tions, imaginary conversations, and radio

plays, including Gesprach tiber Goethes

Harzreise im Winter (1938).

In 1934 Alverdes together with Karl Benno
von Mechow (q.v.) founded the monthly maga-
zine Das Innere Reich. Since then Alverdes 's

interests have centered in this journal, for the

editing of which his university training and

literary gifts and experience admirably fitted

him. Within its covers he has introduced to his

German readers many contemporary writers

of France and Italy, England and other

countries, recounting his visits among them
and their visits to Munich as his guests; here,

too, he has published his own recent works

and his numerous and excellent book reviews.

See Herbert Saekel, "Paul Alverdes" (with

biography and bibliography), Die schone

Literatur, XXVII (1926), 145-150; H. G.

Gopfert, "Paul Alverdes" (with bibliography),
Die neue Literatur, XXXVII (1936), 503-513.

J. F. G.

Ambrus, Zoltdn (1861-1933, Hungarian novel-

ist, short-story writer, and critic), was born in

Debrecen and died in Budapest. He studied

law, then went to Paris. There he learned

about French standards of literature, for

which he had a natural aptitude, and when
he returned to his native country, his critical

and creative activities showed a spirit willingly
influenced by French taste and clarity. His

novels, short stories, critical essays on French

writers, and theatrical criticisms displayed
aesthetic maturity. Though he was a solitary

figure in modern Hungarian literature he

never had a large reading public his literary

significance was never questioned. He received

many literary prizes and was a member of the

two leading literary societies of Hungary, the

Petofi Tdrsasdg (Pet6fi Society) and the

Kisfaludy Tdrsas&g (Kisfaludy Society). His

collected works appeared in 20 volumes. From

1916 until 1922 he was the director of the

Hungarian National Theatre. As the trans-

lator of good French novels and stories he

helped to popularize French taste in the

Hungarian world. What Georg Brandes (q.v.)

as a critic and historian of modern European
literature set out to do for the propagation
of literature in general Ambrus did for French

literature in Hungary. His own art was not

faultless, but his realism and his irony seem

convincing even today, notwithstanding the

fact that much of his art has very little in

common with European and Hungarian prob-
lems that grew out of the First World War.
Ambrus was an echo of the French fin de

siecle, of Flaubert, Maupassant, Anatole

France (qq.v.).

Ambrus was one of the first Hungarian
writers who tried to formulate literary views

in which bon sens was the professed principle.
His reasonableness seemed strange in an en-

vironment in which successful authors in-

dulged in sentimentalism. His analytical keen-

ness overlooked nothing that was provocative
from an ironic point of view. Girofle 4s Girofla

(1901; Girofle and Girofla), Berzsenyi bdrd 4s

csalddja (1906; Baron Berzsenyi and His

Family), Midas kirdly (1906; King Midas), A
tiirelmes Grizeldisz (1907; The Patient Gri-

selda), Torpdk 4s dridsok (1908; Midgets and
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Giants), and his other short stories and novels

were means through which Ambrus discovered

the frailties and fallacies of a world in which

the reader did not move, or if he did was apt
to observe much less than the author observed.

The critical works of Ambrus Regi 4s uj
szinmuvek (1914; Old and New Plays), Szinhdzi

estek (1914; Theatre Nights), Vczeto elmek

(1914; Leading Spirits), Koltok 4s irok (1924;

Poets and Writers) show sharp intelligence

and a critical power to translate into lucid

sentences the understanding of characters,

ideas, and motives expressed and portrayed in

Hungarian and foreign creative works. Several

of his novels and stories have appeared in

French and German translations.

See: F. Szinnyei, Ambrus Zoltdn (1918).

J. R.

Ainiel, Dcnys (1884-, French dramatist), was

born in Villegailhenc, Aude. For many years

he was secretary to the playwright Henry
Bataille (q.v.) and later wrote a critical biogra-

phy of him. The First World War interrupted
Amiel's literary career. Shortly after the war

was over, in collaboration with his friend

Andr Obey he wrote his first successful play,
La Souriante Mme Obey (Nouveau Theatre,

1921). The subject of this play may not seem

very original, but Amiel handles with penetra-
tion the psychological study of the husband, a

crude, inconsiderate individual, and of the

wife, a sensitive, cultured woman. Like Emma
Bovary (see Flaubert), the wife is bored with

her existence in a small provincial town, with

a husband who does not understand her. The
unexpected turn which the authors give to the

relations between the husband and wife is

evidence of their dramatic skill. The play was

produced in New York with the title The
Wife with the Smile (Garrick Theatre, 1921).
Amiel belongs to the group of writers which

is often called the school of the unexpressed,
or the school of silence. Amiel says that the

most insignificant moments in life are perhaps
the most pregnant with interior drama. One
often sees people chatting peacefully, with the

gestures of polite and sociable people; yet in

their hearts may be stirring the most violent

passions of the "ancestral beast." The writer

must know how to exploit the dramatic value
of the unexpressed. Le Voyageur, written in

1912 and produced in 1922, is an application
of this theory. It is not in what the characters

say, but in what they leave unsaid that lies the
drama of their lives. La Carcasse (Com^die
Fran^aise, 1926), also written in collaboration
with Obey, Ddcalage (Thc&tre Saint-Georges,
1931), L'Age du fer (Comdie Fran^aise, 1932),

Ma LibertJ (Th&itre Saint-Georges, 1936), and
some of his later plays treat such questions as

the intellectual and sentimental problems of

the young girl of today, the machine age, and
the amorous difficulties of man. A strange
play, Trois et une (1932; Eng. tr., Three and
One, 1933), had more than 70 performances in

New York. Amiel is a keen analyst of the
human heart and a keen critic of contempo-
rary society. He is also a clever technician.

See: L. Delpit, Paris Theatre contempo-
rain, 1 (1925), 104-106, II (1938), 43-45, 56-59;
B. Brisson, An hasard des soirees (1935), pp.
l 93- l 99

m

> M - E - Coindreau, La Farce est jouee
(1942).

H. H.

Amiel, Henri Fr&teric (1821-1881, Swiss poet
and critic), was born in Geneva of a French

family which had been driven there by the
revocation of the Edict of Nantes. His mother
and his father, a prosperous businessman, died
while he was still a boy; he was taken into the

family of an uncle, educated in Geneva and
Berlin, where he acquired a fondness for

German literature and philosophy which he
never lost, and provided with the means for

extensive European travel. In 1849 he became
professor of aesthetics at the Academy of

Geneva, in 1854 professor of philosophy; his

life was hencefoith connected with this insti-

tution, which he watched develop into a uni-

versity. Outwardly his life was a placid and
mediocre one, hardly marked even by literary

activity. Various critical articles, since col-

lected by Bernard Bouvier in Essais critiques

par Henri-Frederic Amiel (1932; included is

an essay, /. /. Rousseau, which had been trans-

lated into English by Van Wyck Brooks, 1922),
and a few small volumes of poetry, notably
Grains de mil (1854) and Les Etrangeres
(1876), translations, chiefly from the English
and the German, were his only known pro-
ductions, until after his death there appeared
Fragments d'un journal intime (2 vols., 1884;

Eng. tr., The Private Journal of Henri Frederic

Amiel, enlarged ed., 1935). These are selections

from an enormous mass of material (173 note-

books comprising about 16,900 pages) made
with the help of Edmond Scherer (q.v.) by a

friend, Fanny Mercier, to whom Amiel had be-

queathed these diaries. The effect of this reve-

lation was immediate, Amiel was everywhere
hailed as one of the great observers, analysts,
and depicters of the human heart; and the

personality which he studied with such absorp-
tion for some 35 years has lost little of its

attraction with the passing of time.

The secret of Amiel's life is perhaps yet to



be discovered; but at least a tentative analysis

is possible. Gifted with both a keen analytic
mind and a sympathetic, perceptive nature,

undoubtedly poetic in his temperament, he

suffered from a lifelong inability to bring any
solid, definite work to completion. A strange

timidity, an apparent intellectual indolence

which delicate health perhaps partly accounts

for, an almost neurotic inability to do the

necessary act, these were drawbacks which he

never overcame. Longing for the absolute, he

had a distaste for the partial and immediate;
fascinated by perfection, he hesitated to take

the first step towards it. His reading was re-

markable in variety and extent but only be-

cause it was the result of the free and ca-

pricious wandering of his desire; as soon as

a book had to be read for some good reason,

the task became almost impossible. The same
was true of his poetry: vers de societe he could

produce in profusion, anything else only with

enormous effort. The marks of such effort are

apparent in his criticism as well; the free and

easy outpouring of the Journal on books read

from day to day disappears, and in its place
there is a stiff, labored, almost colorless at-

tempt at complete thoroughness, a criticism,

as Scherer remarks, which circles the subject,

pursues it into all its relationships and rami-

fications, and catalogues it completely, with-

out ever really entering into it. Through most
of his life, as the Journal amply witnesses,

Amiel meditated great projects, searched for

the field in which his unusual genius could

find its fullest expression. Very early he de-

veloped a beautifully sensitive intellect; for go

years his mind remained, like a delicate and

perfect piece of apparatus, ready for some rare

task; but the will to choose or accomplish was

lacking. In part, the keeping of the Journal

may account for this weakness. Begun at first

as a mental and moral discipline, a statement

of goals to aim at and a record of success or

failure, it became as the years passed perhaps
an indulgence, a means of evasion. Here
Amiel's tireless mental curiosity could have
full play; here his passion for describing,

analyzing, and judging himself could com-

pensate for lack of will. Perhaps greater sym-
pathy and encouragement of the right sort

from his contemporaries would have made a

difference. Amiel had friends in plenty, chiefly

feminine, but they were above all admirers,
and the incentive to activity which close ac-

quaintance with such a man as Scherer might
have provided was always denied him. He him-

self, with some exaggeration no doubt, traced

the roots of his pliancy to a childhood fear of

his domineering father. His isolation, too,

3 ANDERSEN
from the best society of Geneva because of his

supposed democratic tendencies undoubtedly
helped to turn him in upon himself. But

eventually in an attempt to explain, one must
return, as he did in the Journal, time and
again, to an inherent weakness of his own
nature.

Nevertheless, it is to that weakness that we
owe the Journal, his one work of lasting value.
Its audience will probably never be wide, but
there seems no doubt that it will attract

steadily year by year a few thoughtful spirits
who will delight in its delicate tints, its psycho-
logical nuances. It is certainly not of the high-
est sort of literature; even among records of

spiritual experience it is perhaps not in the
first rank. The side of Amiel that for want of a
better term one must call feminine is far too

predominant; his taste for the pretty and the
sentimental exhibits itself in its fullness all

too often. He edifies rather than exalts; he is a
moralist rather than a mystic, as a comparison
of the Journal with the Pensees of Pascal will

make amply clear. Yet there are few who can
read Amiel without being moved to reflection,
few who after reading him cannot see with a
new clearness some part of their own charac-
ters. The attacks of Bourget and Brunetifcre

(qq.v.) have done little to shake the Journal's

reputation; one may feel pity, or worse, for the
man it reveals; but it still remains the most

complete and detailed revelation of a person-
ality to be found in any literature.

See: Paul Bourget, Nouveaux Essais de

psychologic contemporaine (1885); Edmond
Scherer, Etudes sur la literature contempo-
raine, Vol. VIII (1885); Berthe Vachier, Vic
d*Amiel (1885); Bernard Bouvier, introduc-
tions to Journal intime d'Henri-Frederic Amiel
(3 vols., 1923), Essais critiques par Henri-
Frederic Amiel (1932), and La Jeunesse
d'Henri-Frdderic Amiel (1935); Albert Thi-
baudet, Interieurs (1924).

C. W., Jr.

Amor6s, Juan Bautista, see Lanza, Silverio.

Andersen, Trygve (1866-1920, Norwegian
novelist), was born in the eastern part of the

country. His father belonged to the official

class, his mother had inherited farmer's tra-

ditions, and the son united in himself the
two cultural and literary currents whose

interplay and sometimes conflict have meant
so much to modern Norwegian development.
At the University of Christiania he received
a good philological and historical education,
and he became a fastidious stylist, adapting,
with fine taste, words and expressions of the
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vernacular for the traditional literary lan-

guage. From about 1890 he was the virtual

leader of the neo-romantic group, and his

stylistic ideals of conciseness and lucidity in-

fluenced many young authors. His own first

work, the historical novel I cancelliraadens

dage (1897; In the Days of the Titled Judge),
was a profound study of a milieu and a

psychology, picturing the conflicts of Nor-

wegian society at the end of Danish domina-
tion. His second novel, Mot kveld (1900; To-

wards Night), is filled with apprehensions of

death and forebodings of mental and general

collapse. Both novels, each in its particular
character, were succeeded by a number of

short stories, evidently influenced by Edgar
Allan Poe, which proved him the master of

this branch of literature in Norway, They are

brought together in his Samlede fortallinger

(3 vols., 1916; Collected Stories).

H. K.

Andersson, Dan (1888-1920, Swedish poet,

short-story writer, and novelist), is the great-
est poet and one of the most gifted writers of

prose fiction among modern Swedish prole-
tarian authors. His life was short and tragic,
extreme poverty dogging his every step from
childhood to the grave. Born in an isolated

district of Dalecarlia, son of a poor folk school

teacher, he spent, at the age of 14, some eight
months visiting relatives in America. Upon his

return to Sweden he became a forest laborer

and charcoal burner, at which occupations,

except for a short period at Brunnsvik Folk

High School, he spent the remainder of his

life. His literary work was reasonably prolific,

considering the vicissitudes of his life. The
best of his poetry was published in two

volumes, Kolvaktarcns visor (1915; The Char-
coal Burner's Songs) and Svarta ballader (1917;
Black Ballads). A collection of short stories,

Kolarhistorier (1914; Charcoal Burner's Tales),
and two novels, De tre hemlosa (1918; Three
Homeless Ones) and David Ramms arv (1919;
David Ramm's Heritage), constitute the best

of his prose. A selection from his poetry has

been translated into English by Caroline
Schleef under the title Charcoal-Burner's
Ballad fr Other Poems (1943). Andersson's

poetry was strongly influenced on its formal
side by Kipling and Service and perhaps to a
lesser extent by his countrymen Froding (q.v.)

and Karlfeldt (q.v.), while his prose in both its

spirit and its form owes much to Dostoevski

(q.v.) and the Hamsun (q.v.) of Hunger and

Mysteries. Though his work everywhere re-

veals a strong sense of solidarity with the

lower working classes, he does not directly

attack the existing economic and social order

and scarcely seems conscious of any sharp class

conflicts. His heavy, brooding temperament is

concerned primarily with religious and meta-

physical problems, though he was never able

to resolve the somber disharmonies of the life

that was the object of his brooding. He ap-

proaches these problems with a fierce primi-
tive intensity, and whatever stray flashes of

light he finds in the awesome gloom of human
existence become a part of the primitive

-

wilderness mysticism which is essential with

him. "His view of life," writes a recent Swed-

ish critic, "is a grim fatalism, and his whole
work is a fragmentary theodicy, occasionally

lighted by flashes from his innermost

soul . . ." His poetry is marked by rich,

buoyant rhythms, on occasion softened and

subdued, and by a bold, sharp, achingly haunt-

ing figurative language eminently appropriate
to his somber, restless, ceaselessly searching

poetic temperament.
See: Torsten Fogelqvist, introductory essay

in Andersson, Sarnlade skrifter, I (1934), viii-

Ixxvi; E. Kihlman, "Dan Andersson," in

Nordiska profiler (1935), pp. 69-88; Waldemar
Bcrnhard, En bok am Dan Andersson (1941);

Anne-Marie Odstedt, Dan Andersson: en

levnadsteckning (1941).

A. G.

Andrenio, see Gomez de Baquero, Eduardo.

Andreyev, Leonid (1871-1919, Russian short-

story writer, novelist, and playwright), was

born in Orel, studied at the universities of

St. Petersburg and Moscow, and graduated
from the latter as a lawyer. Having lost the

only case he pleaded, he turned to writing,
first as a court reporter and subsequently as

an author of short stories. His first story,

"Bargamot i Garaska" (Eng. tr., "Bargamot
and Garaska," in The Little Angel and Other

Stories, 1916, which also contains translations

of many of the stories mentioned later), ap-

peared in a daily Moscow paper in 1898 and
drew the attention of young Maxim Gorky
(q.v.) with its skeptical overtone. Under the

influence of Gorky and with his help,

Andreyev rapidly acquired fame and success.

His reputation as a confirmed doubter was

belied during the First World War, when he

vehemently championed the Allied cause and

bitterly opposed the Bolshevik Revolution.

He died in exile, in a small Finnish village,

heartbroken and completely disenchanted.

The vogue of Andreyev was due to the fact



that he spoke for the average intellectual at

the turn of the century, with his doubts and
his bewilderment, characteristic of the twi-

light of a civilization. Andreyev discussed

practically every philosophical, ethical, and

social problem of the time, rarely attempting
a solution. Even as a court reporter he

showed less interest in the verdict than in the

presentation of the case itself, from all angles

imaginable. A perpetual questioner, Andreyev
has prodded the modern man's conscience

and consciousness. In story and play he brings
to light overt and hidden ailments and
follies in their universal aspect, to set us

wondering and asking the unanswerable why
and wherefore of life and of human exist-

ence.

In his early realistic stories Andreyev de-

picted helpless individuals tormented by fear

of life and death ("U okna," 1899, At the

Window; "V podvale," 1901, In the Base-

ment), by loneliness and inability to bridge
the chasm between fellow men ("Molchaniye,"

1900, Silence; "Lozh," 1900, The Lie; "V

tumane," 1902, In the Fog), by a sense of

inferiority ("Rnsskaz o Sergcye Petroviche,"

1900, The Story of Sergei Petrovich), and by a

craving after illusion and the inevitable dis-

illusionment ("Angelochek," 1899, The Little

Angel; "Stena," 1901, The Wall). At this time

(1899-1902) he wrote in the traditional style

of Russian realism, with a touch of Chekhov's

(q.v.) impressionism. Gradually Andreyev's
tone assumed a higher pitch, as he broadened

his scope and deepened his probings. The

style of "Zhi/n Vasiliya Fiveiskovo" (1903;

Eng. tr., "Life of Father Vassily," in When
the King Loses His Head and Other Stories,

1920) was nervous and gaudy, echoing its

Dostoevskian theme of faith versus reason. A
similar crescendo could be noticed in "Mysl"
(1902, Thought; Eng. tr., A Dilemma, 1910),

a study of reason turned traitor to its master,

who becomes its slave. Andreyev began to

attack problems not on any individual and
local scale, but in application to humanity
and the world of necessity varying his real-

ism with symbolism and allegory. Thus his

"Krasny smekh" (1904; Eng. tr., The Red

Laugh, 1905) transcended the Russo-Japanese
War, its immediate inspiration, and became
an arraignment of war in general, with the

"red laugh" as a symbol of war's madness and
horror. "Tak bylo" (1906, Thus It Was; Eng.
tr., "When the King Loses His Head"),

though suggested by the revolutionary events

in Russia, was a disparaging treatment of the

French Revolution and of all revolutions that

fail to go beyond the facade and leave man's
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inner slavery intact. Echoes of the Russian

Revolution of 1905 could be felt in such plays
as K zvezdam (1906; Eng. tr., To the Stars,

1907) and Sawa (1906; Eng. tr., 1914), but the

implications again went beyond time and

place, touching on such questions as de-

structive anarchism and the conflict between
man's response to the direct demands of the

earth, the valley of tears, and the scientist's

detached attitude sub specie aeternitatis. In

Zhizn cheloveka (1907; Eng. tr., The Life of

Man, 1914), a morality play, in which
naturalistic passages jostle with vague symbols
and obvious allegories, Andreyev attempted
an epitome of the folly and futility of man's

life, largely in Schopenhauer's vein. The play
Tsar Golod (1907; Eng. tr., King Hunger,
1911) dissected modern society, from the

upper classes clown to the outcasts, and ex-

posed its moribundity, not sparing even the

working class, which was in the eyes of the

intelligensia surrounded in those years by a

halo. The hopelessness of Andreyev's outlook

on individual and collective man was illus-

trated by most of his later stories and plays,

culminating in his last novel, of which he left

only a rough draft, Dnevnik Satany (1921;

Eng. tr., Satan's Diaiy, 1920).

A student of Schopenhauer, Andreyev at

times passionately sought to rise above de-

spair by invoking the vision of the heroischer

Lebenslauf of the hero or the saint. He rose

to the peak of his talent in the noble de-

lineation of selfless revolutionists in "Rasskaz

o semi poveshennykh" (1908; Eng. tr., The
Seven Who Were Hanged, 1909) and in the

Christlike image of David Leiser in the play
Anatema (1909; Eng. tr., Anathema, 1910). A
heartening note may be discerned in the

tragedy Chyornyia mashi (1908; Eng. tr., The
Black Maskers, in Plays, 1915), which ends in

the self-immolation of Duke Lorenzo as a

triumph of the will to truth. Fugitive though
these flashes were, they reappeared persistently
on the black horizon of Andreyev's outlook.

His last play, Samson v okovakh (written in

1914, posthumously published in Sovrcmen-

nyia zapiski, Vol. XXIV, 1925; Eng. tr. from
the original manuscript, Samson in Chains,

1923), sounds a buoyant note for Andreyev.
The blind Samson rises above carnality and

pettiness, and in destroying himself he also

brings down the pillars of reigning mediocrity,
the temple of Philistia.

See: D. Mcrezhkovski, "V obezyannykh
lapakh," in Sobraniye sochineni, XII (1911),

197-242; A, Kaun, Leonid Andreyev; a

Critical Study (1924).

A. K.



ANDRIAN-WERBURG

Andrian-Werburg, Leopold, Freiherr zu

(1875-, Austrian poet), born in Vienna, came
from a family whose lineage goes back to the

i2th century. His maternal grandfather was

the composer Giacomo Meyerbeer. A diplo-
matic career led him to Athens, Rio de

Janeiro, and St. Petersburg, and during the

First World War he represented the Austrian

emperor at Warsaw. He had early seen the

Hapsburg monarchy threatened by national-

istic and anti-Catholic forces. In July, 1918, he

became the Generalintendant of the Imperial
Theatres of Vienna. After the breakdown of

old Austria, he retired. He then lived mainly
in Austria and in Nice and, in recent years, in

Brazil.

His poems were first published in the

Blatter fur die Knnst, although his ties with

its founder, Stefan George (q.v.), were any-

thing but close. George never ceased to admire

the poems of Andrian's youth for being what

they are, an essence of their period (the go's),

and for thus transcending the period. The
same can be said of his short prose treatise,

Der Garten der Erkenntnis (1895), the inner

story of a youth, of a haughty and lonely soul

a story impregnated with a very strong feel

ing for atmosphere, for the promises and
threats of life, in a way a Werther of its time.

It has to be compared and contrasted with

Hugo von Hofmannsthal's (q.v.) Marchen der

672. Nacht or with the youthful treatises of

\ndr Gide (q.v.). These writings were re-

edited in 1919 as Das Fest der Jugend: Des
Gartens der Erkenntnis erster Teil und die

lugendgedichte.

Among Andrian's few essays, the most nota

ble deals with the rebirth of Poland, "Das

erniedrigte und das erhohte Polen" (in

Gsterreichische Rundschau, 1921). Here it is ,

the diplomat and the historian who speaks. In

two substantial and significant books of

Andrian's mature age the point of view is that

of the Catholic, the philosopher, the Austrian.

The first, Die Stdndeordnung des Alls (1930),

is, as the subtitle has it, "rationales Weltbild

eines katholischen Dichters"; the second,

Osterreich im Prisma der Idee (1937), a philo-

sophical dialogue, attempts to establish the

existence of an independent Austrian nation.

Another work, "De Anima," which may
strongly show the author's introspective power
as a moraliste in the French sense, is as yet

unpublished- A booklet on Hofmannsthal, one
of his close lifelong friends, was ready for

publication when Hitler entered Austria.

See: H. Bahr, Renaissance (1897), PP* 4 1-45^
Albert Verwey, Proza, III (1921), 173-183; F.

Wolters, Stefan George und die Blatter filr die

Kunst (1930), pp. 72-74; C. Du Bos, Approxi-
mations, S6r. 5 (1932), pp. 143-171.

H. St.

Andril, Ivo (1892-, Serb short-story writer

and poet), was born in Travnik, Bosnia, a

Yugoslav region where intermingle influences

of different ethnic origins, religions, tradi-

tions, and cultures. He went to school in

Sarajevo and took part in the movement of

nationalistic youth which strove to liberate

this province from Austro-Hungarian rule.

He studied philosophy in Zagreb, Vienna,
and Cracow and for his Yugoslav nationalistic

persuasions was put in jail during the First

World War, held by the Austrian authorities

as a political criminal. In 1918 he became

secretary of the National Council in Zagreb,
which proclaimed the union of the Croats

and Serbs. After the establishment of Yugo-
slavia, he entered the diplomatic service and
served in Rome, Bucharest, Trieste, Geneva

Madrid, Belgrade, Berlin.

During his difficult days in prison, Andri

composed his first series of lyric and philo-

sophic fragments, Ex Ponto (1918). This was
followed by the volume of short stories Put

Alije Djerzeleza (1920; partial Eng. tr. in Sla-

vonic Review, Vol. XIV, 1935-1936, pp. 13-19,

556-563); by poems entitled Nemiri (1921;

Disquietudes); by Pripovetke I and // (iQ24

1931; Stories); as well as by numerous other

tales in different magazines, especially in

Srpski knjiievni glasnik (Serbian Literary

Herald). Ex Ponto and Nemiri are really col-

lections of a poetic prose which is mostly

autopsychological analysis. They are not

lamentations, but rather a man's feverish

seeking for a comprehension of life, nature,

eternity.
In his later work Andrid turned exclusively

to story writing in an effort to depict the con-

ditions, ways, and customs of the people of

his very original native country. The gallery
of his types is rich: people who are full-

blooded, vehement, full of dark instincts and
immoderate passions, heroic, quarrelsome;
there are monks and dervishes, merchants and

craftsmen, Ottoman bigwigs and adventurers,

pasha's mistresses and cabaret beauties,

Catholics, Orthodox, Moslems, Jews, Gypsies.
All these persons have violent longings, but

are checked by the petty circumstances of

their narrow environment. They are con-

tinuously torn between their sensuality and
their religious dogma. Andric is a penetrating
observer of these bizarre creatures with their

highly oriental coloring, an excellent psy-

chologist, a skillful organizer of his material.



He is definitely a master among modern

Yugoslav story writers.

See: M. Bogdanovi, "Put Alije Djerzeleza,"

Srpski knjizevni glasnik, September 16, 1920;
I. Sekuli, "Istok u pripovetkama Ive An-

dri&i," Srpski knjizevni glasnik, December i,

^25; N. Mirkovic, "Ivo Andri," Srpski

knjiievni glasnik, January-March, 1938.

P. A.

Anghel, Dimitrie (1872-1914, Rumanian

poet), studied in Jassy, traveled in Italy, and
lived for a long time in Paris. His leisurely

youth, due to a rich inheritance, was a rare

and precious apprenticeship for his later

poetic achievements. Delicate, excessively

sensitive, of extraordinary verve and powerful

imagination, he wrote his first book of poetry,
In griidina (In the Garden), in 1903. His

prose works Fantome (1911; Phantoms) and

Oglinda fermecata (1911; The Enchanted

Mirror), his comedy in verse Cometa (The
Comet), written in collaboration with St. O.

losif and produced in 1912, his Caleidoscopul

(1908; Kaleidoscope), also written with losif,

as well as numerous poems and poetic

sketches, were the product of a distinct

individuality.
When Emincscu's (q-v.} monument was un-

veiled at Galatz in 1911, Anghel seized this

opportunity to read at the official exercises

his "Prinosul unui Iconoclast" (Offerings of

an Iconoclast), a short proclamation of in-

dependence from the master's sway. With

Anghel, a new efflorescence of profuse di-

versity spread over Rumanian poetry, and

many young singers were inspired by him.

Maiorescu (q.v.), aged and powerful premier,
called Anghel's works "fancy bonbons un-

healthy for peasants' stomachs," but lorga

(q.v.) sensed their suavity and splendor, writ-

ing lines of marked appreciation in their

favor. An unhappy love life, complicated by

poverty and disillusionment, caused Anghel
to commit suicide.

See: N. lorga, Un poet al florilor (1914); L.

Feraru, Un manuscris al poetului Anghel
(1922).

L. F.

Annenski, Innokenti Fyodorovich (1856-1909,
Russian poet, critic, and translator), was born

into the family of an important government
official in Omsk, Siberia, but while still a child

was taken to St. Petersburg. After studies at

the University of St. Petersburg, he intended

to continue for a higher degree, but aban-

doned this plan and accepted a position as in-

structor in classical languages in a Gymnasium.

27 ANTOINE

Eventually he became principal of the Tsar-

skoye Selo Gymnasium and then director of

schools. He also lectured on Greek literature

in the Women's College courses in St. Peters-

burg.
Annenski began his literary career in the

i88o's by submitting reviews to various peri-
odicals. In the iSgo's he began his work of

translating (and popularizing) the works of

Euripides. Not until 1904 did Annenski pub-
lish a book of his own verses, Tikhiya pesni

(Quiet Songs) under the pseudonym Nik.

T-O (Nikto Nobody). His second book of

verse, Kiparisovy larets (The Cypress Chest),

appeared posthumously, in 1910, and soon

became a classic among the literary lite. The
small amount of his original verse prevented

quick recognition of Annenski's poetical talent.

Only shortly before his death did he become
an influential figure in the St. Petersburg

literary circles.

Although Annenski's verse in some respects
resembles that of Baudelaire, Verlaiue, and
Mallarm (qq.v.}, it is distinctly Russian in

character. His penchant for clarity and his

aversion to the diffusiveness of symbolist verse

endeared Annenski's poems to the "Acmeist"

group of Russian poets. Gumilyov, Akhmatova,
Manclelshtam (qq.v.), and other lesser poets of

this circle were greatly influenced by Annen-
ski.

See: V. Khodasevich, "Ob Annenskom,"
Feniks, I (1922), 122-136.

O. M.

Antoine, Andr (1858-1943, French actor,

theatre director, and dramatic critic), was

born in Limoges and went to Paris at the age
of eight. He had little or no formal education

and at 13 was a clerk in a publishing firm. He
used his spare time to educate himself and to

satisfy an early passion for the theatre by

attending plays every night. He wanted to be

an actor, took a course in diction, but failed

to enter the Paris Conservatory. After five

years of military service (1878-1883) and when

employed as clerk in the Paris Gas Company,
he joined a group of amateur players. His

energy and enthusiasm soon made him their

leader, and he was able to realize on a stage,

however small, the ideas he had long enter-

tained for a reform of the French theatre

whose conventionalism he abhorred. He had

meant at first to give plays of all kinds, but

found himself welcoming more and more ex-

clusively the dramatists of the naturalist

school (see French naturalism), the opponents
of the "well-made play," who found Antoine

the only director in Paris willing to accept
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their works. His theatre, now called the

Th&Ure Libre, open only to season-ticket

subscribers, was not considered a public place

of entertainment, and the often bold dramas

of the naturalists thus escaped the censorship.

During the seven years of his directorship

(1887-1894), Antoine produced 124 new plays

by many playwrights later to become famous

Brieux, Curel (qq-v.), Henri Lavedan; the

contemporary masters of the German, Russian,

and Scandinavian drama were likewise intro-

duced by him to French audiences. Many great

actors, like Gamier, also began their career

under him. Financially, however, the Th&ltre

Libre never was a success, and in 1894 he

abandoned its directorship.

In June, 1896, he was appointed codirector,

with Paul Ginisty, of the government-
subsidized Odon, but he resigned at the end

of six months after many difficulties with the

actors and his associate. In 1897 he opened
his own playhouse, the Th&Ure Antoine,

where for almost 10 years he continued with

great success the tradition of the Th&ltre

Libre. His reputation as a great reformer of

the stage was now made; with his troupe he

toured Europe and South America. He was

appointed an examiner at the Paris Con-

servatory and received the ribbon of the

Legion of Honor. In October, 1906, the

minister of education again placed him at the

head of the Odeon for a seven-year period,
this time as sole director, thus officially crown-

ing his success. Antoine accepted this oppor-

tunity of applying his ideas, on a much bigger

stage, to the production of the great dramatic

masterpieces of the past. The end of his di-

rectorship in 1914 marked the end of his

active life as a producer. He had the satisfac-

tion of knowing that in spite of much adverse

criticism he had achieved his life ambition

to make the French theatre abandon artifici

ality and conventionalism in favor of truth

and naturalness. He served afterwards as

dramatic critic on several newspapers and
wrote his memoirs. The cinema attracted him
for a while, and he directed the screen version

of Alphonse Daudet's (q-v.) L'ArUsienne. Be-

set all his life by financial difficulties, he died

penniless at Camaret in Brittany.
See: A, Thalasso, Le Thedtre Libre (1909);

Antoine, Mes Souvenirs sur le Thedtre Libre

(1921) and Mes Souvenirs sur le Thedtre An-
toine et sur l

fOdeon (1928); S. M. Waxman,
Antoine and the Theatre-Libre (1926).

V. Gu.

Anzengruber, Ludwig (1839-1889, Austrian

playwright, novelist, and short-story writer),

was born in Vienna. His father, of Austrian

peasant stock, wrote poems and plays in his

leisure time and the son inherited his inborn
love of the country and the urge to write. He
was poor and earned his living first as a clerk

in a bookshop, then as an actor. Both attempts
were unsuccessful, but they nourished Anzen-

gruber's early interest in literature and the

theatre. To amplify his meager income, he
wrote plays, librettos, songs, and sketches,

though almost despairing of his talent and his

future and glad to accept, at the age of 30, a

small position with the imperial Austrian

police. Thus at last protected against starva-

tion, his spirit liberated from the drudgery of

writing for money, he wrote Der Pfarrer von

Kirchfeld (1870), a Volksstiick which was im-

mediately successful on the Vienna stage. Its

theme, love and tolerant understanding as

against narrow religious fanaticism, remained

throughout one of Anzengruber's major theses.

His reputation established, Anzengruber gave
up his tedious office work and in the remain-

ing 19 years of his life wrote nearly 20 plays,
two novels, and a great number of short

stories, tales, and sketches.

His work is uneven in quality. His best

plays, Der Meineidbauer (1871; Eng. tr., The
Farmer Forsworn, 1913-1915) and Die Kreuzel-

schreiber (1874), reveal his strong dramatic

gift, his realism touched with humor, his faith

in human nature freed from conventions and

firmly rooted in the soil. The later plays, how-

ever, repeat themselves in plot and characteri-

zation; the characters are types rather than
individuals. His novel Der Sternsteinhof (1884)
is perhaps his most original work and is very
different from the traditional German Bau-
ernroman of his contemporaries Rosegger

(q.v.) and Auerbach. Helen, the heroine of the

novel, represents beauty, health, and ambition
which win out in this world over both good
and evil. Although a peasant girl, she is a

sister in spirit of Becky Sharp in Thackeray's

Vanity Fair, drawn with a similar detached,
almost cruel understanding. Anzengruber's
short stories, like most of his plays, deal chiefly
with Austrian peasant life, but the themes and

problems are also of general significance. His

dramatic gift is again revealed in lively dia-

logue, well-balanced plot, and contrasting sets

of characters. At first written only in moments
of leisure and relaxation, these stories became

Anzengruber's chief means of expression when
his success on the stage diminished. Deeply
conscious of his ethical responsibility as a

Volksschriftsteller, Anzengruber considered

them, even more than his novels and plays, as

expressive of his philosophy of life a phi-
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losophy which matured from traditional ideal-

ism into a simple faith in the brotherhood of

man, mixed at times with a humorous disdain

for the human race as a whole.

See: A. Kleinberg, Ludwig Anzengruber

E. M. F.

Apollinaire, Guillaume (pseud, of Guillaume
de Kostrowitski, 1880-1918, French poet), was

born either in Rome, where he was baptized,
or in Monaco, where he was educated at the

I-yce Saint-Charles. His real name was that

of his mother, who was of Polish origin. In

1898 he went to Paris, and there his first verses

were published in the Revue blanche and the

Plume. At the Soirees de la Plume he met
Alfred Jarry (q.v.) and "conversed on heraldry,

heresies, versification." Symbolism was still

alive, and Apollinaire was to inherit some of

its tenets, enrich its tradition, and, by embrac-

ing its spirit of liberty, develop from it the

new movements, modernism, cubism, dada,
surrealism.

His laboratory was Paris. His method of

studying his times was not unlike Villon's.

His poetry, like Villon's, may remain the testa-

ment of a man who leaves behind him an

agoni/ing era and who senses ahead of him
much that is, at the least, utterly different (for

Apollinaire this means the first automobiles,
the first moving pictures, the first airplanes,
the First World War, all important to poetry).
He studied his times like an anthropologist

eager to detect in customs and costumes what,
for lack of a better word, he called Vesprit
nouveau. Such was the title he gave to a

manifesto published in December, 1918, in the

Mercure de France. Already, in Italy, his

Antilradition futuriste (1913) had appeared.
He was widely read and developed his eru-

dition throughout his life in different ways,

including the editorship of rare books and

responsibilities as censor during the First

World War. He edited for the Bibliothque
des Curieux erotic books of repute and helped
to catalogue the Enfer de la Bibliotheque
Nationale.

He became the friend of the great cubists,

Picasso, Braque, et al., and saw in cubism the

expression of the times, an enrichment of the

power of art to seize the present and with it

the past and the future, its constituents. He
wrote Les Peintres cubistes (1913), which
founded cubism as a school. Two epithets,

ubiquitous and simultaneous, describe the

aim of the new art, which abolished the laws

of perspective.

Apollinaire has left novels (Le Pokte as-

sassinS, 1916; La Femme assise, 1920, which
deals with the Mormons), short stones

(L'Herdsiarque fr Cie, 1910), plays (Les
Mamelles de Tirdsias, staged in 1917; Couleur
du temps, published in 1920 in the Nouvelle

Revue franfaise). These are all attempts at

humanizing the universe by means of fiction

and the limelight.
His most important contributions to litera-

ture are the two volumes of poems, Alcools

(1913) and Calligramrnes (1918). In Alcools

there are songs in which Apollinaire 's technical

skill, his varied versification, now free, now
classical, his use of traditional phrases in a

new composition, his grouping of images, the

absence of punctuation, create an original

unity of tone that involves not sentimentality
but intimacy, the intimacy resulting from the

somewhat casual alternating between the con-

temporary and the classical. Calligramrnes

goes much further in the direction of the

ubiquitous and simultaneous art mentioned;
words are used to draw lines, and we are at the

confines of the art of writing and the art of

drawing. Apollinaire was a soldier in the First

World War; he was perhaps the only poet who
lived the war poetically. In "A Nimes"

(Calligramrnes) the seeming haphazard, the

seeming disorder under the control of the

verses, arranged as heroic couplets, gives the

order of military life.

Apollinaire's influence has been great. Some
critics have condemned Apollinaire's puns, his

playing with words; other poets, including
Cocteau (q.v.), have borrowed these tricks used

by him to allow poetry to take care of itself

and to give back to words their own initiative.

The surrealists have acknowledged their debt

to him; Andr Breton (q.v) considers him
"the last poet," meaning that he has carried

the art of poetry to its extreme limits.

See: A. Billy, Apollinaire vivant (1923); R.

Taupin and L. Zukofsky, Le Style Apollinaire

(1934)-

R. T.

Apukhtin, Aleksei Nikolayevich (1841-1893,
Russian poet), born into an old noble family
in Bolkhov, Orlov, was educated at an exclu-

sive secondary school and at a select school of

jurisprudence. Having in private life close ties

with the high society officialdom of St. Peters-

burg, Apukhtin in his poetry reflected to a

great extent the moods of that milieu. His verse

(Stikhotvoreniya, 1886; Verses) underscores

primarily classical motifs and deals with

patriotic and historical themes or with rustic

idyls. It is frequently light and jocular in tone.

See: S. A. Vengerov, "Etapy neoromanti-
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cheskovo dvizheniya/' in Russkaya literatura

XX veka, Vol. I (1914).

O. M.

Aragon, Louis (1897-, French poet, novelist,

and essayist), is a brilliant and imaginative
writer, gifted with a style that can cut dia-

lectical capers, animated by intellectual curi-

osity and sentimental quixotism, whose career

epitomizes literary and social conflicts of the

period between the two World Wars. He
started out by participating successively in the

cubist and dadaist movements, both of which

he repudiated in turn, publishing Feu de joie,

his first book of poems, in 1920, and following
it with fictional pictures of the modern world's

anarchy and moral disarray, like the satirical

and whimsical Anicct, ou le Panorama (1921)
and the caustic and erotic Le Libertinage

(1924). He adhered in 1924 to the surrealist

doctrine which, in his view, aimed to accom-

plish "an unexpected synthesis of the con-

flicting aspects of the moral world" and "the

transmutation of eveiything into a miracle."

He achieved such a "miracle" in Le Paysan de

Paris (1926), in which his imagination clothes

with the enchantments of poetry the common

place scenes of Parisian reality.

But he criticized subsequently what he

termed, in his Traitd du style (1928), the

neant poetique he observed in modern, and
even surrealist, poetry and its apparent in-

efficacy in the social sphere. He renounced,

finally, the idealistic basis of pure literature,

a tainted product, in his eyes, of bourgeois
materialism and in 1930 espoused Commu-
nism and the concept of "socialist realism."

One fruit of this conversion was his inflamma-

tory poem "Front rouge" (1931; Eng. tr., The
Red Front, 1933), for which he was prosecuted
and given a suspended sentence of five years.
The surrealists had jumped to his defense,

claiming immunity for the poetical as against
the political connotations in a poem. This was
Communist heresy. Aragon disavowed it,

broke definitely with his surrealist friends, and
dedicated himself to exalting the social revolu-

tion in his journalistic activities, in publica-
tions like Commune, Humanite, and Ce Soir,

of which he was an editor at various times; in

his poetry, as in Persecuteur persecute (1931)
and Hourra VOural (1934), in which, conform-

ing to Lautr&imont's advice, he aimed to sing

"practical truth"; and in novels which de-

scribe what he called "the real world." These
novels give a complex and somber picture of

social and moral decline of bourgeois society
and of proletarian struggles, in the years pre-

ceding the First World War in France; they

consist of Les Cloches de Bdle (1934; Eng. tr. f

The Bells of Basel, 1936), Les Beaux Quartiers

(1936; Eng. tr., Residential Quarter, 1938),

which won for him the Renaudot literary

prize in 1936, and Les Voyageurs de I'imperiale

(1941; Eng. tr., The Century Was Young,

1941). In a book of poems published in Paris

in 1941, Le Creve-Cceur, Aragon sings with the

accent of tragic purity his twin passionate
loves for his wife, the writer Elsa Triolet, and
for fallen France, thus reverting in it to what
is the core of his genius poetry. His other

wartime works include, in poetry, Les Yeux
d'EIsa (1942), Broceliande (1943), En franfats
dans le texte (1943), Le Musee Grevin (1943),

a waxworks gallery of collaborationists, and
La Diane jranfalse (1945), and, in the novel,

Aurelien (1945). Le Crevc-Cccur and Les Yeux
d'EIsa were republished in New York in 1943
and 1944 respectively.

See: Marcel Raymond, De Baudelaire au

surrcalisme (1933), pp. 346-348; M. Covvley,
"Louis Aragon," New Republic, LXXXVII1

(1936), 258; H. Josephson, "Louis Aragon,
'Poet of the War/

"
Saturday Review of Litera-

ture, Vol. XXIV (1941), No. 20, pp. 10-11; H.

Josephson and M. Cowley, Aragon, Poet of the

French Resistance (1945).

S. A. R.

Arany, Jdnos (1817-1882, Hungarian poet,

writer, and critic), was born in Nagyszalonta
and died in Budapest. He was the youngest in

a family of ten; his people were poor. Arany
is rightly considered as one of the purest

Magyar poets his perceptions, his images, his

humor and pensivencss, his very words show

indigenous characteristics. He was a strolling

actor, a school teacher, a guardsman in the

war of freedom in 1848, a notary, a municipal
counselor, professor at a Calvinist secondary

school, a literary editor, and for a long time

secretary of the Hungarian Scientific Academy.
His friendship with Sdndor Petflfi, the Hun-

garian Robert Burns, gave the rather shy

Arany self-confidence. In 1845 he entered a

literary contest of the Kisfaludy Trirsasdg

(Kisfaludy Society) with a satirical epic, en-

titled Az elveszett alkotmdny (The Lost Con-

stitution), and received the first prize, but it

was in 1847 th at t^c attention of the Hun-

garian literary world was directed to Arany
for his Toldi, an epic of 12 songs. This was

merited recognition of a poetic genius. During
his life and after his death his ever-increasing

prestige proved the Hungarian nation's need

of such a poet; he never struck a false note,

and even today he is read not only by students

(his poetry is included in textbooks) but by
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the general public. It is fair to say that Arany
exemplifies in his poetic utterances the essence

of the Hungarian spirit. In his capacity as the

editor of Szepirodalmi Figyeld (Belletristic Ob-

server) and Koszoni (Wreath), he inaugurated
standards of editorial policy which disturbed

or silenced the dilettantes of expression. His

family life was happy; his son, Lszl6, was a

poet in his own right. There is nevertheless

a note of deep sadness in Arany which was laid

bare by his lyric poems, written in old age, but

felt in his earlier works too. The tragic lot of

the Hungarian nation after the War of Inde-

pendence in 1848-1849, the enforced passivity
of Hungarian leaders, the emphasis on "mo

dernity" which was displeasing and dishearten-

ing in its pretense and hollowness, all explain
the melancholy of this poet in whom, other-

wise, were calm, restraint, and undramatic

dignity. His collected works first appeared in

1867; since then there have been several edi-

tions, enriched with later writings. Because

of its genuineness his poetic voice is still

audible despite the fact that the tone of cre-

ative realism in which he believed has changed

considerably since his time.

Arany was a definitely national poet, but

without intolerance. When he presented to

the Hungarian world his epics, ballads, satiri-

cal and descriptive poems, and brief lyrics, his

critical works, and his translation of several

comedies of Aristophanes and plays of Shake-

speare, he proved that the kind of nationalism

which a creatively used language radiates does

not ignore man's universal attachments. His

epic trilogy, Toldi (1847), Toldi esteje (1848;

Toldi's Night), Toldi szerelme (1879; Toldi's

Love); his heioic epic, Buda haldla (1864; ^n g-

tr., The Death of King Buda, 1936); his sar-

donic Nagyidai cigdnyok (1852; The Gypsies
of Nagy Ida); his ballads, e.g., "A Walesi

bardok" (The Bards of Wales), "Agnes Asz-

szony" (Mistress Agnes), "jf<!ili p;irbaj" (Duel
at Midnight); his ode, "Szchenyi emlkezete"

(In Memory of S/echenyi); his descriptive

poem, "A rab g61ya" (The Captive Stork); his

lyric poems expressing anxiety over the fate

of the nation or bashfully revealing the

wounds of his soul these lend support to the

view of Hungarian critics that Arany is a con-

frre of the supreme poets of world literature.

It is not presumptuous to say that as a ballad

writer he is one of the greatest. The sense of

guilt and the tragic shock of his ballads imply
an emotive and imaginative force which brings
to the surface the deepest conflicts and con-

tradictions of human nature. In its pure Hun-

garianism his prose is as authentic as his

poetry. Arany was an exceptionally intelligent

man, widely read, an authority on philological
and literary criticism. His translations display
a spiritual and verbal sensitiveness which only
a real poet and a master of the language can

possess. To read Aristophanes or Shakespeare
in the translation of Arany is a fascinating ex-

perience, especially when one compares the

original with the translation and discerns the

Hungarian poet's imaginative and literal re-

liability in the matter of words.

Arany's interest in Attila, the leader of the

Huns, or in the era of chivalry in Hungarian
history, or in other features of Hungarian life

related to the past, was, of course, dictated by
poetic curiosity, but also by a desire to stir the

people's feeling for the nation's historical

greatness. He was apt to conceive romantic
issues realistically. The current of nationalism

so characteristic of igth-century Europe had
its Hungarian parallel, and in the sphere of

poetry Arany's objective was identical with a

constructive design of nationalism. Arany per-

haps hoped his epics would mean to the

Hungarians what the Kalevala meant to the

Finns. This great and noble poet who never

traveled abroad did not narrow the horizon of

the world to that of Hungary; in fact through
his poetry the horizon of Hungary was
widened. He was an excellent craftsman. He
conquered despair with the courage of a tragic

sense; he conquered formlessness with a flaw-

less sense of form. Some of Arany's work is

translated into foreign tongues, including

English.
See: P. Gyulai, Arany dletrajza (1884); F.

Riedl, Arany (1887); A. Schcipflin, Irdk,

konyvek, emlekek (1925); Arany, The Death of

King Buda, tr. by W. Kirkconnell (1936).

J.R.

Arbaud, Joseph d' (1874-, Provencal poet and

novelist), was born at Meyrargues in Provence.

His mother, herself the daughter of a poet,
had written a book of Provencal verse long
before marrying the comte d'Arbaud. She had

joined the Felibrige, an association with the

purpose of reviving the language and litera-

ture of southern France, and acquired a good
reputation under the pen name La Felibresso

d6u Cauloun. Thus Joseph d'Arbaud was born

and raised in a milieu where poetry and love

for the home speech were long-standing tra-

ditions. Furthermore, he was encouraged by
Mistral (q*v-)> who always took a keen interest

in his literary activities. "You are above them

all," once wrote the master comparing him to

the other poets of the younger generation.
Time has not belied this judgment. Arbaud
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still holds the foremost place among con-

temporary Provencal writers.

After finishing his law course at the Uni-

versity of Aix-en-Provence, he remained for

some time in the old capital enjoying society

life in the company of young writers such as

Paul Souchon and Joachim Gasquet, who
later made names for themselves in French

literature. Having decided to go to the deep
sources of Provencal poetry, Arbaud left the

"Athnes du Midi" for the remote and soli-

tary Camargue, one of the rare places where

the language and traditions were still un-

impaired. He owned droves of wild bulls and,
for nine years, lived integrally the life of a

gardian or cowboy. It is to this long and direct

contact with primitive nature and rustic

people that he owes the best of his work.

Back in Aix, he was for many years a very
active champion of Provencal regionalism; he
contributed articles to both French and Pro-

ven^al reviews and devoted much of his time

to Le Feu; organe du rdgionalisme mediter-

raneen, of which he was editor or coeditor for

various periods between 1917 and 1937.
Arbaud has produced four books in the

vernacular, with accompanying French transla-

tions. Lou Lausie d'Arle (1913; The Laurel of

Aries), a volume of verse, was acclaimed by
Mistral as a masterpiece comparable to those

of Greece and Rome, in which "live again the

language and genius of a race/' This is fine

poetry, remarkable for its power of suggestion,
clothed in admirable form, written in a refined

and at the same time rich, racy, and colorful

language, which the author learned first from
the lips of his mother, then from the rough
and rustic men of the Camargue. The laurel

of Aries, that Provencal tree which must ever

root deeper in order to grow higher, is sym-
bolic of the poet's own conception of life.

Among his poems published only in reviews or

in the form of short pamphlets are a few

which must be considered among his best, Li

Cant palustre (1919; Songs of the Marshes),
Li Rampau d'aram (1920; The Brazen

Boughs), and La Visioun de VUba (1921;
Vision of the North), the last two being partly

inspired by the war. Arbaud's philosophy is

further developed in La Btstio ddu Vacarts

(1924; The Beast of the Vaccares), the story of

a gardian with his horse and also that of the

"beast," a fantastic being, half human, half

animal, a voice of the past, the qualified

interpreter of Provencal traditions. This work
transcends the limits of regional literature.

The next two books, La Caraco (1926; The
Gypsy) and La Souvagino (1929; Wild Ani-

mals), are collections of short stories, also set

in the Camargue and likewise carrying a

philosophical and social meaning.

Joseph d'Arbaud has confined himself to the

expression of his deepest feelings, and this

with the utmost precision, constraint, and

sobriety. The classical and somewhat aristo-

cratic quality of his work makes it more

appealing to the elite than to the common
folk of Provence who speak the language. It

is not characterized by the joyous spirit and

optimism of the other Felibres, and there is no
Rabelaisian laughter hardly a smile in his

stories. The "most worthy successor of Mistral"

is undoubtedly a genuine Provencal and one
who has drawn most of his inspiration from
the soil of Provence, but he belongs to the

serious, reserved, and meditative type that is

sketched in his recent study La Provence;

types et coutumes (1939). It is to this book,
the only one he has written in French, that

Arbaud owes the crowning of his complete
works by the French Academy (Prix Lasserre,

1939). In 1906 he had been elected laureate of

the Felibrean Jeux floraux. Another and more

important literary prize, the award received 33

years later from the Academy, was to establish

or rather recognize his great distinction.

See: C. P. Julian and P. Fontan, Anthologie
de Felibrige provenfal (1924); C. Maurras,

preface to Arbaud, La Bete du Vaccares (1924);

F. Mistral (neveu), "Joseph d'Arbaud, gardian,

po&te et romancier de Camargue," , . . Et

nous verrons Berre (1924), pp. 289-296; E.

Chauffard, "Un Grand Pote proven^al:

Joseph d'Arbaud," Revue de France, Anne X
(1930), Tome II, pp. 717-738.

A. V. R.

Arniches y Barrera, Carlos (1866-1943, Span-
ish playwright), the modern standard-bearer

for the genero chico, was born in the Medi-

terranean coast city of Alicante. He is next

heard of in the employ of the Barcelona

newspaper Vanguardia. Removing to Madrid
at the age of 18 or thereabouts, he endured
the usual privations, lightened momentarily

by an award for the preparation of a history
of the reign of Alfonso XII in the form of

a primer. Shortly he scored a success with his

(and Gonzalo Cant6's, for he was already

writing in the collaboration which was to be

so usual later) Casa editorial (1888), a literary-

musical satire of authors and publishers. Ex-

hibiting the lack of outward cheerfulness

which is at least traditional in humorous
writers, this rey del chiste, "king of jest,"

continued to write so steadily that by 1927
his creations, including the many done in col-

laboration (with Garcia Alvarez above all and
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also with Abati, Asensio Mas, Celso Lucio,

Fernandez Shaw, Jackson VeyAn, L6pez Silva,

q.v., and others) numbered approximately

135-

The farce in one act has long held a posi-

tion of honor in the Spanish theatre, its popu-

larity being such between 1890 and 1900 that

new pieces came to the boards at the rate of

150 a year. Arniches was the chief purveyor
to the trade during the first two decades of

the 20th century. Composed for the teatros

por horas in which each number required
a ticket and took about an hour to perform
these short dramatic pieces in prose or verse,

with or without the accompaniment of music,

constitute the gdnero chico. Its temple was

the Teatro de Apolo in Madrid. The popu-

larity, of some 40 years' duration, of the

gdnero chico carne to an end about 1910.

Arniches's sainetes (the term of broadest

significance, modernly, for the brief jocose
dramatic composition, dealing usually with

popular manners or types) were written in

the language, somewhat conventionalized, of

the lesser citizens of Madrid. They present
cuadros de costumbres depicting dance halls,

restaurants, parks and other places of recrea-

tion, fiestas, street scenes, patios, plazas,
wherein appear small shopkeepers, itinerant

vendors, the policeman on the beat, taxicab

or hack drivers, laundresses, seamstresses,

hairdressers, lady-killers, district bullies, and
indeed all those representatives of society
who make up the population of the poorer
sections of Madrid. The plots of these sketches

are almost never worth recalling, and their

literary qualities often nil, but among the

earlier successes of Arniches may be mentioned
the following: El santo de la Isidra (1898),
with music by Torregrosa; El pufiao de rosas

(1902), of which the action takes place in

Andalusia, the music being by R. Chapf; Los
chicos de la escuela (1903), El terrible Perez

(1904), and El pobre Valbuena (1904), all with

music by Valverde hijo; Alma de Dios

(1907), La alegria del batalldn (1909),
and El trust de los tenorios (1910), with music

by J. Serrano. The titles and characters from
some of the productions of Arniches have be-

come almost proverbial, but though he can-

not fairly be dismissed as merely a librettist

some of the specimens of typical music
seem more likely to preserve memory of the

text. A trifle less hilarious, but with at least

equal documentary value and even some

philosophy, are Las estrellas (1904), El amigo
Melquiades (1914), and El chico de las Penue-
las (1915). When Arniches dilutes his thought
to fill the two or three-act farce, the results

ARTSYBASHEV

are less pleasing. The thinness of the plot is

harder to conceal, the lack of distinction of

idea and expression becomes more obvious,

as in Angela Maria (1924) or El seiior Adrian

el primo (1927). The characters, however, are

equally recognizable, if no more sharp of

outline, the puns are as frequent, and laughs
from all causes as plentiful. La senorita de

Trevelez (1916) leaves the level of the barrios

bajos and ascends to the middle-class comedy
of manners. In the opinion of one and per-

haps only one critic (Prez de Ayala, q.v.),

Arniches has here produced a work of more

enduring value.

See J. Cejador, Historia de la lengua y
literatura castellana, X (1919), 119-120, 126-

127; R. Perez de Ayala, "La senorita de

Trevelez" in Las mascaras, 1924 ed., II, 171-

177.
rx. iSt O.

Artsybashev, Mikhail Petrovich (1878-1927,
Russian novelist, playwright, and essayist),

was the son of a district constable from the

lesser landed gentry in the Ukraine. Like so

many other Russian authors, he began as a

painter. His first story to be published was

"Pasha Tumanov" (1901; Eng. tr. in Tales of

the Revolution, 1917). This was followed by
other stories of a somewhat Tolstoyan trend.

"Smert Lande" (1904; The Death of Lande)
was especially noted as a study of moralistic

self-perfection, with a disheartening ending.

During the revolutionary events of 1904-1905,

Artsybashev wrote a number of stories that

had an immediate appeal. While they dis-

played no depth of analysis or understanding
of the social and political causes, they depicted
the external dramatism of the Revolution. In

"Krovavoye pyatno" (Eng. tr., "The Blood-

Stain," in Tales of the Revolution), "Na belom

snegu" (On the White Snow), "Odin den"

(One Day), "Chelovecheskaya volna" (The
Human Wave), and other stories of that

period, the author records the bloodiest epi-
sodes of such significant events as the Red

Sunday (January 22, 1905), punitive expedi-
tions in the Baltic Provinces, mutiny on the

battleship Potemhin, December barricades in

Moscow. Descriptions of murder, rape, suicide,

death, are Artsybashev's strong point.
Fame and notoriety came to him after

the publication of his novel Sanin (1907; Eng.
tr., Sanine, 1914). In 1903 the manuscript had
been rejected by all publishers as false to life.

But four years later, after the disenchantment
of the abortive Revolution, Sanin, the cham-

pion of carnal self-gratification, found an

eager hearing among the tired youth of Russia.
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Groups of Saninists were formed by school-

boys and schoolgirls for the discussion and

emulation of the principle of being un-

principled, so alluringly presented for the first

time in Russian literature. As a reaction

against the traditional Russian traits of in-

trospection and service to lofty ideals, Sanin

had novelty and freshness. The author made
his hero attractive by the old device of render-

ing the other characters dull and inferior. The
novel breathes a torrid eroticism, which is

suggested even in the purely descriptive pas-

sages; small wonder that it was proscribed in

a number of places, both in and outside of

Russia, as pornography.
With the success (de scandale, in a certain

measure) of Sanin, Artsybashev shook himself

free from whatever Tolstoyan and revolution-

ary notions he may have voiced earlier. Later

novels such as Milliony (1910; Eng. tr., The

Millionaire, 1915) and plays such as Revnost

(1913; Eng. tr., Jealousy, 1923) and Zakon

dikarya (1912?; Eng. tr., The Law of the

Savage, 1923) treat, primarily, sexual problems.

Artsybashev has an undeniable gift for bring

ing out the biological element in human rela-

tions. Unfortunately, this gift is one-sided,

reducing as it does the complexity of sexual

and marital relations to one common denomi-

nator. His is also a depressing talent, for out-

side of a few sun-drenched pages in Sanin, his

stories and plays are joyless and defeatist. The
novel U posledney cherty (1912; Eng. tr.,

Breaking-Point, 1915) is a hymn to suicide, as

the only dignified way out. Its hero, Nauniov,

preaches the need of "destroying in men the

superstition of life." Artsybashev's gloomy out-

look was intensified after his exile from Soviet

Russia (1921). During his last years he wrote

nothing but venomous articles against the

Bolsheviks; these were issued in book form as

Zapiski pisatelya (Warsaw, 1925; Notes of a

Writer).
A. K.

Asch, Sholem (1880-, Yiddish novelist, short-

story writer, and playwright), was born in

Kutno, a small town in Poland, then part of

the Russian Empire. Ascli was the loth child

in a family of small-business people. At 19 he
went to Warsaw. His schooling had consisted

of little more than a limited training in the

Hebrew language and its literature, both
ancient and modern. Brought up in an ortho-

dox environment, he already considered him-
self "enlightened." He had inherited from his

mother a delicate romanticism, from his fa-

ther self-confidence and a healthy aggressive-
ness. He took with him to Warsaw sketches of
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small-town life, and a year later these sketches

appeared in the Yiddish press. In 1904 was

published a series of episodes and scenes in

lyric prose, under the title Dos Shtetl (The
Town), issued in book form in 1905. This semi-

idyllic, quietly humorous picture of Jewish
small -town life represented a kind of romantic
realism which was a departure from the pure
realism of Mendele mocher sforim (q-v.) and
other older Yiddish writers with the excep-
tion of Y. L. Peretz (q.v.), the father of neo-

Yiddish romanticism. Asch introduced a
method of idealization to replace the sober

and pointed satire practiced by all of them

excepting the humorist, Sholem-Aleikhem

(q.v.) In 1906 he wrote his lyric drama
Moshiakhs Tsaytn (The Days of the Messiah),
in 1907 Der Got fun Nekome (Eng. tr., The
God of Vengeance, 1918), followed by various

other dramatic works. These plays were per-
formed not only in the Yiddish theatres of

Europe and America, but also on the Russian
and Polish stage and in Max Reinharclt's

Deutsches Theater in Berlin. Thus Yiddish

literature, which until then was known to the

world almost exclusively through the trans-

lated poems of the American Yiddish poet,
Morris Rosenfcld, appeared on the horizon of

international literature. Both Asch's novels

and his dramas were translated into Russian,

German, and Polish, later into English and
other languages. Their fascination is due to

the freshness of his approach, the intimate

humor and the restrained but warm lyricism
with which he depicts the mundane ex-

periences of the ordinary person.
The novels which Asch began to write just

before the outbreak of the First World War
are drawn on an epic scale, covering the social

ladder from the lowest to the highest rung,
from thieves, brothel inmates, and other

underworld characters to revolutionary lead-

ers, martyrs, and saints. The motifs of his

works are just as kaleidoscopic. As to the often

incompletely rounded central figures, they are

mostly people striving to free themselves from
inner conflicts, people yearning for a faith.

Like the hero of The God of Vengeance almost

all of them suffer from a sense of guilt, from
a deep soul conflict, and they seek security in

an ideal, a faith, or a God who will purify
them, grant them vigor, wholeness, and inner

peace. Like Hans Bodenhcimer in Bairn

Opgrunt (1937; Eng. tr., The Calf of Paper,
American title, The War Goes On, both 1936),
Asch's other heroes also have "firm faith in a

Godhood which is beyond and above the limits

of all faiths and confessions, which streams

forth from the higher sentiments of faith in
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eternity which every religious nature pos-
sesses."

Asch's most imposing and richest novels are

his trilogy Farn Mabl (1927-1932; Eng. tr.,

Three Cities, 1933), in which the romanticism

of the hero is accentuated by the realistically

painted social background; Der Tilim Yid

(1934; Eng. tr., Salvation, 1934), in which Asch
sums up the basic themes of almost all his

earlier novels and in which he expresses with

greater lucidity than anywhere else his faith

in faith; Der Man fun Notseres (1939; Eng.
tr., The Nazarene, 1939), which in some im-

portant details is a continuation of Der Tilim
Yid and the main purpose of which is to

describe the historical Jewish background of

the legend of the founder of Christianity; and
The Apostle (1943; published in English
translation only), based on the life of St.

Paul. The last two books attracted great
attention by their colorful and meticulous

descriptions of the beginning of the Christian

era and because in them the author attempts
to lift the tragic barrier between Judaism and

Christianity.
In 1932 Asch was awarded the Order Polonia

Restituta. About the same time he was elected

honorary president of the Yiddish P.E.N. Club.
In 1937 the Jewish Institute of Religion in

New York conferred upon him the degree of

Doctor of Hebrew Letters.

Other books by Asch of which there are

English translations are Amerike (1911;

America, 1918), Motke Ganev (1916; Mottke
the Thief, 1935), Mayselekh fun Khumesh
(1923; In the Beginning, 1935), Di Muter (1925;
The Mother, 1930), Dos Gezang fun Tol

(1938; The Song of the Valley, 1939). Three
Novels (1938) contains Uncle Moses (Onhl
Moses, 1920), Chaim Lederer's Return (Chaim
Lederer's Tsurikkumen, 1927), and Judge Not

(Toit Urteil, 1926). Wliat I Believe (1941)
was first published in German under the title

Woran ich glaube. Children of Abraham (1942)
is a collection of stories about America which
had appeared in Yiddish.

See: S. Niger, Sholern Asch, tsu zayn 6ostn

geboyrn-tog (1940); Charles A. Madison,
"Sholem Asch/' Poet Lore, XLVI (1940), 303-
337; A. A. Roback, The Story of Yiddish

Literature (1940).

S. N.

Aseyev, Nikolai (1889-, Russian poet), is the
chief survivor of Russian futurism. In 1939
the 25th anniversary of his first book of

poems, Nochnaya fleita (Nocturnal Flute),
was celebrated throughout the Soviet Union,
and the poet, once an extreme individualist

and iconoclast, was decorated with the Order
of Lenin. Aseyev was one of the closest

friends of Mayakovsky (q.v.) t and one of his

more recent efforts is a novel in verse, Maya-
kovski nachinayetsa (1940; Mayakovsky Starts

Off), an intimate portrait of the late poet,

composed in a style resembling Mayakovsky's.
Aseyev, like his friend, began as a poet of a

city bohemia in Vladivostok, instead of

Moscow. In 1918 he arrived in Moscow, where
as a member of the "Centrofugue" group he

attempted to combine "pure" classic lyrics
with the innovations of cubo-futurism. He
was fond of such bohemian images as "the
half-naked moon on a blue couch," the sky
a night caf, with a star serving oysters and

angels smoking cigars. Moscow ripened his

talent and imbued him with proletarian, in-

dustrial motives. During the New Economic

Policy (NEP) and its temporary restoration of

private capitalism, Aseyev expressed alarm at

the resurgence of everyday-ness "la Traviata

languidly sniveling from endless cabarets,"
and "our time is colored carroty, not red."

Typical of Ascyev's concern with industrial-

ism was his volume Stalnoi solovei (1922;
Steel Nightingale). He reflected the Revolu-
tion and the civil war in his epic Semyon
Proskakov (1928). Primarily Aseyev is a

lyricist, however, who records his emotions
and observations with a gentle directness that

is free both from sentimentality and from
the once fashionable Bolshevik Spartanism.
His range is wide, his form varies from regu-
lar meter to futuristic broken lines and meter,
and his vocabulary is fresh and clear, seldom

displaying the extreme coinages of the early
futurists. As he continues to mature, he may
throw off the sobriquet of a lesser Maya-
kovsky.

A. K.

Asin Palacios, Miguel (1871-1944, Spanish
Arabist and philologist), was born in Sara-

gossa. He combined early studies in theology
with a profound knowledge of the Arabic

language and culture to produce a long series

of works on the Christian origins of Islamic

mysticism. He made very important contribu-
tions to understanding the philosophical and

theological views of Hispano-Arabic thinkers
of the i2th and i3th centuries and the rela-

tion of these men to later European writers.

Abenmasarra y su escuela: Origenes de la

filosofia hispanomusulmana (1914) and Aben-
hdzam de Cordoba y su historia critica de la

ideas religiosas (3 vols., 1927-1929) are

significant studies in the history of philosophy
and religion. La cscatologia musulmana en la
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Divina Comedia (1919) attracted world-wide

attention; this work on the Islamic sources

of The Divine Comedy became the subject of

long and heated discussions (see the answers

of Asfn Palacios to his critics in "Historia

crftica de una polmica," Boletin de la

Academia Espanola, Vol. X, 1923, pp. 505-

537, Vol. XI, 1924, pp. 5-53, 129-148, and also

C. H. Grandgent, "Islam and Dante," Studi

medievali, Vol. Ill, 1930, pp. 1-5).

See: Angela Gonzdlez Sim6n, Revista de

filologia, XXVIII (1944), 349-356, necrology
and bibliography.

F. S. y E.

Asnyk, Adam (1838-1897, Polish poet), was

born in Kalisz, Russian Poland, of gentry stock

recently turned merchant. Unlike the romantic

writers of the previous generation, most of

whom viewed contemporary struggles from

the sidelines, Asnyk took active part, even as a

student, in the conflicts of his clay. Imprisoned
in 1860 in the notorious Warsaw Citadel for

conspiracy in connection with the movement
for national independence, Asnyk left Poland

in 1861 for Paris, London, and eventually

Heidelberg, but returned to Warsaw in 1863
to participate in the national uprising and to

serve, finally, on the National Council impro-
vised in September of that year by Romuald

Traugutt. Upon the collapse of the uprising,

Asnyk fled to Italy and thence to Heidelberg,
where in 1866 he received his Ph.D.

After two years in Lw6w, where he wrote

literary articles for various periodicals, Asnyk

finally settled in Cracow (1870). Here he took

a leading part in every contemporary move-

ment: in the struggle of Austrian Poland for

full political rights he served for a while as

a city councilor and later as a deputy to the

Galician Diet; in the "discovery" of the Tatra

region as literary material; and in the battle of

the Cracow conservatives, known popularly as

"Stariczycy" (see Polish literature), with the

progressive Warsaw positivists, a conflict in

which, as editor of Nowa reforma (New Re-

form) from 1882-1894, he took a stand midway
between the two.

Asnyk wrote several plays and novels but he
is remembered for his lyrics. These appeared
in periodicals from 1864 on and were very

popular, probably because they suited perfectly
the mood of the times. Pleasant, graceful, and
never dangerously moving, they met the

requirements of a generation suspicious of

profoundly stirring poetry, since this, they
believed, had led them to the catastrophe of

'63, yet desirous of something more nourishing
to the spirit than the chill prose of the posi-

tivists. Many of Asnyk's lyrics were inspired by
the Tatras. His short poem "Do mtodych"
(To Youth), which begins "Seek out the clear

ray of truth . . . Forget the dreams of yester-

year," became the credo of the generation to

which belonged, among others, Marie Sklo-

dowska Curie. Two of Asnyk's great admirers

were the Polish actress Helena Modjeska, to

whom the poet addressed an elegy prematurely
in 1871 when she was reported deceased, and

Ignace Paderewski. Paderewski, and also his

distinguished pupil Sigismund Stojowski, set

many of Asnyk's lyrics to music.

See: G. Korbut, Literatura polska (1931), IV,

92-95; Z. Nowakowski, Stownik biograficzny

A. P. C.

Aubanel, Theodore (1829-1886, Provencal

poet), was born in Avignon. He belonged to a

family of printers, since the i8th century
honored by the Holy See with the title

Printers to His Holiness. Theodore Aubanel

began writing poetry in French, which was the

language usually spoken in his home. His

shift to Provencal, not an imperative urge,
was due principally to the influence of

Roumanille (<j.f.). Having realized that the

local speech was a rich, poetical language,
closer than French to Provencal reality, he

joined that group of young poets who were to

be the founders of the Felibrige. As is well

known, the purpose of this organization was
to bring about the restoration of the Provencal

language and literature.

Aubanel's literary production is relatively
small in bulk. He is known above all as the

author of La Miougrano entre-dubcrto (1860;
The Split Pomegranate) and of Li Fiho

d'Avignoun (1885; The Young Ladies of

Avignon), two collections of lyrics, published
with an accompanying French translation.

The former appeared at a very opportune
moment, a year after the epoch-making ap-

pearance of Mireio, by Mistral (q.v.). It added
much to the fast-growing prestige of the

Felibrige school. It brought a new element to

Provencal lyricism, that of pure passion. Here

was found a bold, direct, and realistic expres-
sion of intense human suffering caused by
frustrated love, the anguish experienced by
the author himself after his sweetheart had
entered a convent to become a nun. Immedi-

ately critics acclaimed Aubanel as having won a

place between Mistral and Roumanille. Ever

since then, these three names have been re-

garded as forming a symbolic trinity of

Provencal literature, a triumvirate of the

Felibrige.



Li Fiho d'Avignoun has been interpreted as

a confession of the author's mature age. Here

again poetry has its source in the violent con-

flict between flesh and spirit, Christian princi-

ples winning over passion and desire. Although
a zealous Catholic and a highly honorable

husband and family head, the author had to

suffer persecution from the pens of unen-

lightened censors who accused him of being an

impious renegade. It is generally believed

that the ordeals he had to undergo in his

various attempts to publish the book actually
shortened his life. A pure hymn to beauty, Li

Fiho d'Avignoun contains very fine verses on
almost every page. A few of its poems, such as

"Lou Bal," "La Venus d'Avignoun," and,
above all, "La Venus d'Arle," are little master-

pieces by themselves, fine jewels, any one of

which would have been sufficient to bring his

name to posterity. Aubanel has written three

five-act plays in verse. He published one, Lou
Pan dou pecat (1882; The Bread of Sin), which
was produced in the original text and in a

French version by Paul Arne. It is a powerful,
violent, grim drama of rustic love. A posthu-
mous collection of poems, Lou Reire souleu

(1899; From behind the Sun), does not give

anything essentially new about the author or

his art. More important from the standpoint
of biography is his correspondence with one
of his feminine inspirers, Lettres a Mignon
(1899)-

Aubanel is a great lyric poet, second in

Provencal literature only to Mistral. His work
has not reached a very large public but has

been appreciated by those for whom it was

written, the select few. His plea, "Luse tout $o

qu'es bu, tout ^o qu'es laid s'escounde" (Let

beauty shine and ugliness hide), is that of a

great artist whose main object has always been
to find love and beauty, whether moral or

physical, Christian or pagan.
See: L. Legr, Theodore Aubanel, par un

tdmoin de sa vie (1894); N. Welter, Theodore

Aubanel, un chantre provenfal de la beaut

(1902); J. Vincent, Theodore Aubanel; la vie et

I'homme (1924); J. L. Vaudoyer, "Avec Zani,"
in Beautds de la Provence (1926).

A. V. R.

Audiberti, Jacques (1900-, French poet and

novelist), took his place in his late 30*3 as one
of the most promising of the younger French

poets. A reporter on a Parisian newspaper,
Audiberti began writing verse about 1933 and
made a strong impression with his first book,
Race des hommes (1937). Since then his work
has appeared in several periodicals, notably
the Nouvelle Revue franfaise, and two novels,
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Abraxas (1938) and Septl&me (1939), have been

published. His poetry is distinguished at first

glance by an extreme richness of vocabulary;
he seems drunk with words, reveling in rare

terms and the specialized language of a dozen

professions. This extravagance of diction is

accompanied by an equally striking use of

metaphor and in general a heroic rhetoric

that reminds one of Hugo but a Hugo
tempered by Rimbaud (q.v.). A closer exami-

nation of Audiberti 's work reveals a subject
matter to match his style. Poetry, he has said,

should treat of "la destine et . . . la gran-
deur de rhomme." It is modern man, knowing
as no man has known before the secrets of

time, space, and the elements, probing in his

laboratories the very essence of his universe,

that Audiberti exalts. He is trying to write

the epic of man in a scientific world and to

seize and impart the new sort of communion
with nature which science has made possible
and perhaps even necessary. Audiberti's novels,

though probably less important and certainly
less original than his poetry, show the same
unrestrained imagination, the same pre-

occupation with rhetoric, and the same verbal

profusion.
See: Gabriel Bounoure, "Race des hommes,

par Audiberti," Nouvelle Revue franfaise,

XLVIII (1937), 615-617; Marcel Arland,

"Quelques Romans fran<jais," Nouvelle Revue

franfaise, LI (1938), 1037-1040.
C. W., Jr.

Aukrust, Olav (1883-1929, Norwegian poet),

was born in the mountain valley of Gud-

brandsdal, hearth of the ancestral folk culture

of Norway. Home, surroundings, and ex-

tensive studies early imbued him with the

country's national heritage, the literary tra-

ditions that go back to ballads and the Edda,
the New Norse language, the folk art and
material civilization, and the whole popular

philosophy; under the influence of the folk

high school movement he conceived a re-

ligious nationalism in which mystic and
realistic elements curiously mingled, as they
did in his own mind. His literary work is an

attempt to show in poetic images the spiritual

growth and destination of the Norwegian
people within the eternal framework of Nor*

way's nature.

In two large volumes of loosely connected

lyrical poems, Himmelvarden (1916; The
Mountain Cairn) and Solrenning (1930; Sun-

rise), he attacked the problem from the angle
of the individual, symbolizing the develop-
ment of the nation in his own struggle against
the primitive powers of darkness and his own
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redemption through Christianity. In a re-

markable way the psychological interpreta-
tion is made to emanate from the landscape,

pictured with overwhelming power of visual-

ization. The collections contain striking pic-

tures of folk life and some of the deepest
love lyrics in Norwegian literature; they show

profundity of thought and feeling, orchestral

mastery of the language, and amazing

rhythmical inventiveness. Aukrust's other

books, Hamar i hellom (1926; Spirit from the

Mountains) and the unfinished Norske ter-

ningar (1931; Norwegian Dice), are fragments
of a large cycle which was intended in a

similar way to consider the nation from the

local beginnings of culture through the de-

velopment of national self-assertion into the

universal realm of ideas. The work shows the

same poetic power and a baffling knowledge
of all manifestations of Norwegian character

and life, moving freely from sublime spiritu

ality to broad realism and baroque humor.
In spite of its fragmentary character, Olav

Aukrust's poetic work is one of the most

original interpretations of the inner history
of his nation and one of the strongest ex-

pressions of poetic genius in modern Nor-

wegian literature.

See: I. Krokann, Olav Aukrusl (1933).

S. S.

Averthenko, Arkadi Timofeyevich (1881-

1925, Russian short-story writer and drama-

tist), born at Sevastopol, was a merchant's

son and in his youth worked as a clerk. He
began his literary career with serious stories,

but soon turned to humor, and eventually
achieved fame in that genre. He edited the

well-known humorous periodical Satirikon

(1908-13) and contributed frequently to it as

well as to other magazines. His short stories

and his one-act plays also achieved popularity
in such collections as Vesyolyie ustritsy (6th

ed., 1911; The Gay Oysters), Rasskazy dlya

vyzdoravlivayushchikh (5th ed., 1913; Stories

for Convalescents), and Chudesa v reshete

(1915; Wonders in a Sieve). Averchenko relied

chiefly on broad farce, but his humor has

elements of social satire, burlesquing as it

does human frailty in fields ranging from

friendship to surgery and not forgetting the

plight of an elderly ghost confronted by
modern inventions. After the Russian Revolu-

tion, Averchenko emigrated and for a time

bitterly lampooned the Communists (Dyu-
zhinu nozhei v spinu revolyutsii, 1921; A
Dozen Knives into the Back of the Revolu-

tion), but in later works reverted to kindlier

moods (Rasskazy tsinika, 1925; The Stories of

a Cynic). English translations of Averchenko
are given in B. G. Guerney's A Treasury of

Russian Literature (1943).
See: "Averchenko," in Entsiklopediya

"Granat," Vol. XI (1912), appendix, p. 610;

"Averchenko/' in Bolshaya sovetskaya entsik-

lopediya, I (1926), 141.

P. A. P.

Aym, Marcel (1902-, French novelist), was

born at Joigny in Burgundy. He was sue-

cesssively insurance broker, bricklayer, journal-
ist, salesman. After a long illness which put an

end to his picaresque existence, he began his

literary career. His first novel, BrAlebois, was

printed at Poitiers in 1926 and later in Paris

in 1930. A Her et retour (1927) and Les Jurncaux
dn diable (1928) reached a very limited public.
The reputation of Aym began with La Table-

aux-Creves (1929), which was unanimously

praised by the critics and received the

Th^ophraste Renaudot prize. This robust ep-
isode of peasant life was followed every year

by a novel or a volume of short stories. The
novels are La Rue sans nom (1930), Le Vaurien

(1931), La Jurnent verte (1933), Maison basse

(1935), Le Moulin de la Sourdine (1936),

Gustalin (1937), Le B&uf clandestin (1939); the

short stories are Le Puits aux images (1932),

Le Nain (1934), Derriere chez Martin (1938),

Les Conies du chat perche (1939), which last

were rewarded the Chantecler prize. Another

volume of short stories, Le Passe-Muraille, was

added in 1943.

Marcel Aym's art is thoroughly logical and
realistic under a false appearance of eccen-

tricity. His points of departure are often

burlesque and sometimes absurd, but the

stories develop afterward with a mathematical

precision leaving an impression no longer of

fantastic pieces of fiction but of scrupulous

pictures of a real world. He possesses a broad

sense of humor in the best Gallic tradition,

particularly in his bawdy tales of country life.

La Jument verte is the best example of his

Rabelaisian verve. But he can also handle

grimly tragic subjects or, as in Les Conies du
chat perche, emulate Charles Perrault and La

Fontaine in his presentation of charming fairy-

lands peopled with wise and witty animals. By
his multiform talent Marcel Aym has placed
himself among the original authors of his

generation.
M. E. C.

Azaiia, Manuel (1880-1940, Spanish statesman

and critic), born in AlcalA de Henares, was

sent when young to the school run by the

Augustinian order at the EscoriaL There,



after finishing his secondary education, he be-

gan his studies in law, which he continued

at the University of Saragossa. He obtained

his doctorate in jurisprudence at the Uni-

versity of Madrid. On his return (1912) to

Spain from Paris, where he had been sent on
a scholarship, he became a government
functionary. Fulfilling his duties soberly and

seriously, he remained a government em-

ployee, with little interruption, until he
entered politics (1930) and established the

Partido de Accion Repiiblicana.
At a time when the intellectuals of the new

literary generation were disinclined to utilize,

as they could have, the famous Ateneo de

Madrid as a debating society and tribune

from which to influence minority opinion,
Azafia joined the organization. True to the

glorious traditions of the Ateneo, which had

shaped so much of the history of Spain from

the romantic period down to the cud of the

past century, he distinguished himself by

keeping faith with its political program. From

1913 to 1920 he was its secretary and in 1930
became its president. During the First World
War he was a newspaper correspondent in

France and Italy. Out of this experience came
his book Estudios de politico, francesa: La

politica militar (1918). Under the mild dic-

tatorship of Primo de Rivera he began his

really fecund literary career. A few years be-

fore this period he had produced the first

Spanish version (1920-1921) of George Bor-

row's The Bible in Spain. With Cipriano
Rivas Cherif he founded and directed the

literary magazine Pluma (1920-1924); in 1922
he took over the political weekly Espana,
started originally by Ortega y Gasset ((j.v.).

Azana came into prominence as a literary
critic in 1926 when the coveted National
Prize for Literature was bestowed on him for

his Vida de Juan Valera. His interest in

Valera continued. He wrote a copious and
valuable introduction to the "Cldsicos caste-

llanos" edition (1927) of Pepita Jimenez; in

1929 his Valera en Italia; amores, politica,
lileratura was published.
With two exceptions, all the writings of

Azana from the advent of the Second Re-

public until his death deal with politics. The
first, La invencion del "Quijotc" y otros en-

sayos (1934), gives a brilliant interpretation
and appreciation of Don Quixote; Tres

generaciones del Ateneo (1930) is a study on
the history and significance of the Ateneo.

From 1930 to 1940 Azaua showed energy, great
talent, and disciplined leadership in his

various posts as minister of war, premier, and

president of the republic. In the opinion of
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many, Azana was a really great parliamen-
tarian and orator. With the triumph of

Franco, he took refuge in France, where, on
November 4, 1940, at Montauban, he died a

broken man.
Azaiia had entered the literary scene late

in life. In the two magazines Pluma and

Espana he engaged in vitriolic criticism of

the apolitical attitude assumed by the writers

of the Generation of '98, then enjoying

prestige and public patronage. His arrogant

optimism, his Spanish soberbia, made small

beer of the claims of those writers. Perhaps
he was at his best in studies on Ganivet,

Unamuno, and Costa
(r/r/.i/.). The most am-

bitious and devastating is "El Idearium de
Ganivet" (included with the others mentioned
in Plumas y palabras, 1930), in which he

charged this original writer with ignorance of

Catholic dogma and with an egregious mis-

conception of Spanish history. The reader,

overwhelmed by Azana's logic and his knowl-

edge of Spanish history, readily acquiesced,
if only for the pleasure of anticipating the

day when Azana, a statesman in power,
should succeed where the others had failed.

But Azana's optimism, unfortunately, failed

too.

In all likelihood his claims to remembrance
will rest on his translation of Borrow's The
Bible in Spain, his sensitive essay on Don

Quixote, and, above all, his remarkable re-

capturing of the essence of his disturbed soul

when he studied at the Escorial. Juan Ram6n
Jimenez (q.v.) has well pointed out how the

Spaniards of his time cultivated a literary

genre which had not enjoyed much prestige
in 19th-century Spain, namely, the book of

reminiscences of childhood and adolescence.

Jimenez himself, Unamuno, Baroja (q.v.),

Ramon y Cajal, Azorin (f].v.), Perez de Ayala

(<y.t> .),
and Azana in his El jardin de los frailes

(1927) must be included. As a sensitive artist

Azana gave a memorable account of the psy

chology and moral restlessness of a Spanish
adolescent coming from the hallowed Alcalri

dc Henares (made famous by Cardinal Cis

neros and by Cervantes) and going to study
at the Escorial where, in spite of the august

presence of Philip II, he showed a tempera
mcnt inimical to the political and religious
relics of the past. It is in these recollections

that Azana proved his marvelous grasp of

the Spanish language. At a time when all the

writers of Spain were swayed by stylistic inno

vations imported from abroad, he used a style

derived from the Spanish theologians and
moralists and characterized by a raciness and

compactness comparable to Spanish wrought
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iron. Azafla, whose ideology owed much to

the revolutionary and liberal tradition of

Europe, is most castizo in his style, without

being affected or archaic. It was into this

resilient Spanish that he translated Sorrow's

book.

See: E. Gimlncz Caballero, Manuel Azafia

(1932); N. Gonzalez Ruiz, Azafia; sus ideas

religiosas, sus ideas politicas, el hombre

(1932); M. G6ngora Echenique, Ideario de

Manuel Azafia (1936).
M. J. B.

Azorin (pseud, of Jos6 Martinez Ruiz, 1873-,

Spanish essayist, critic, novelist, and drama-

tist) cultivated so many genres that he defies

precise definition. His early novels are made
of intimate remembrances, descriptions of

town and country, and criticism of Spanish
life; the later Don Juan (1922; Eng. tr., 1923)
and Dona Incs (1925) are evocative vignettes.
Evocative in the same manner are attempts
at drama such as Old Spain (1926) and

Brandy, mucho Brandy (1927) and short

stories such as Blanco en azul (1929; Eng. tr.,

The Syrens and Other Stories, 1931). Azorin's

many volumes of criticism the most impor-
tant aspect of his work are chiefly short

essays, which are a mixture of the newspaper
article, the erudite disquisition, and the lyri-

cal impression. What gives unity to all his

work is an unmistakable personal tone,

certain very definite stylistic traits, quite new
and fresh in his time, and a vision of life,

literature, and reality in which the aesthetic,

the emotional, and the rational are insepara-

bly blended. In the highly personal quality
of his writings Azorin appears as the em-
bodiment of the intellectual subjectivism

brought forward in Spanish literature by the

Generation of '98. Azorfn, in fact, was the

first writer to adopt this term and the first

to define its main characteristics in a series of

articles (see "La generaci6n del 98" in Cldsicos

y modernos, 1913). When Azorfn spoke of

"the men of '98" he was really speaking about

himself. He was giving a perfect characteriza-

tion of his own work and personality when
he pointed out the feeling of these men for

the Castilian landscape and for the past,
their critical attitude toward an academic and

pseudoclassical tradition, their love for the

primitive poets, their admiration for El

Greco and the spirit of such cities as Toledo,
their indebtedness to Larra, their varied

European influences.

His life has been entirely consecrated to

literature except for a few, unsuccessful at-

tempts to enter politics. He was born at
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Monovar in Alicante province. After attend-

ing a religious boarding school (these ex-

periences are the subject of one of his first

important books, Las confesiones de un

pequefw fildsofo, 1904), he began the study of

law at the University of Valencia. There he

wrote his first articles. About 1896 he went
to Madrid and very soon became well and

unfavorably known through the radical

character of his writings and campaigns. Be-

tween 1893 and 1900 he published, under
various pseudonyms, 10 or 12 pamphlets and
minor critical works violently attacking ac-

cepted social and literary values. With the

appearance in 1900 of Los hidalgos and El

alma castellana (1600-1800), the real Azorfn

is revealed. In them were evident that poetic

gift for bringing out the "presentness" of the

past and that talent for uncovering the last-

ing significance of the most seemingly in-

significant facts which were to form the core

of his style. In 1902 and 1903 appeared La
voluntad and Antonio Azorin, two auto-

biographical novels which contain the full ex-

pression of his sensibility and inner life.

These two books make up a profound docu-

ment for the study of the spiritual crisis at

the end of the last century in Spain. In

describing the perplexities of Antonio Azorfn,

Martinez Ruiz who henceforth identified

himself with and adopted the name of the

character that he had created analyzed in a

moving way the spiritual unrest of the intel-

lectual youth of his time. He showed them
torn by an inner conflict between sentiment

and reason, between a cult of will and of

individual energy and an absolute incapacity
for action, looking toward Europe for guid-
ance and trying at the same time to discover

the deep roots of the Spanish soul, dissatisfied

with the decadent state of Spanish life, re-

belling against tradition and yet with a great
emotional attachment to that tradition which

they wanted to destroy.
The purpose of the greater part of

Azorin's works, comprising over 50 volumes,
is to give a vision of the eternal values of

Spain as perceived by a modern spirit a

poetical and critical vision. He has never

abandoned the rational urge for renovation

and the "revision of values" which was his

point of departure. But on the whole, criti-

cism is more than overbalanced by sentiment.

The lyrical impression received when reading
his prose is the result of two concentrical

emotions, the emotion of the atmosphere of

things and the emotion of time. Both find

their center in the Castilian landscape and

history. Books such as Los pueblos (1905), La



ruta de Don Quijotc (1905), and above all

Castilla (1912) rank with some of Unamuno's

essays and certain poems of Antonio Machado

(qq.v.) as the highest attainments of the

typical "Castilianism" in contemporary Span-
ish literature. In these volumes he detects in

the contemplation of silent and often very
humble things the shadow of a past which
he merges with the present to suggest poeti-

cally a feeling of the static emotion of time:

everything changes, everything is fleeting; the

only permanent thing is this very emotion
about the return of things. He brought a

similar sensibility to literary criticism in

Lecturas espanolas (1912), Cldsicos y modernos

(1913), Los valores literarios (1913), Al margen
dc los cldsicos (1915), reawakening an interest

in many forgotten authors and books. There
is also an exquisite arid purely poetic quality
in such works as Don Juan, Dona Ines, and
Fdlix Vargas (1928).
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Azorfn had an extraordinary influence in
the first 20 years of the century. At that time
he was acclaimed one of the most original

exponents of a new epoch. He owed much to

modern European literature, to France es-

pecially Taine, Flaubert (qq.v.), the sym-
bolists, and the impressionists. He combined
the aesthetic sense and the methods learned
from them with a philosophical conception
which could be traced indirectly to Germanic
sources

(e.g., his ideas of time and change,
his subjectivism). In addition he had a direct

understanding of Spanish spirituality and a

profound sense also Spanish of the value
of the common things of reality.

Sec: S. de Madariaga, The Genius of Spain
and Other Essays on Spanish Contemporary
Literature (1923), pp. 148-164; Werner
Mulertt, Azorin (1926, in German; Spanish
tr., 1930).

A. del R.

B

BAAth, Albert Ulrik (1853-1912, Swedish poet),

appeared first on the literary scene as one of

that impressive group of poets from Sweden's

rich, southernmost province, SkAne a group
that includes, besides BAath, Ola Hansson,
Anders Osterling, and Vilhelm Ekelund

(qq.v.) BAAth spent his boyhood and youth
in a quiet little parish vicarage in southern

SkAne, was educated at the University of

Lund, and passed a considerable portion of

his later life in his native province. Though
his career was an essentially academic one (he
was an Icelandic scholar, folk high school and

university teacher, and director of a museum),
the best of his poetry was as little intellectual

as poetry can well be. Among the eight pub-
lished volumes of his verse, covering a span of

about 20 years, only the first three are of

serious importance Dikter (1879; Poems),
Nya dikter (1881; New Poems), and Vid

allfarvag (1884; Along the Great Highway).
Some of the poems in these volumes express
in rather obvious forms the social sentiments

typical of the literature of the day; but the

majority of them, and by far the most im-

portant, give spontaneous, personal, and direct

expression to BAAth's solid animal delight in

the folk life and the landscape of his rural
SkAne. The strength of these poems lies in

their healthy sensualism, their vigorous alive-

ness to the rich variety of substantial physical
forms, colors, odors, and sounds characteristic

of the fertile countryside of southern Sweden.

BAAth's poems lack, however, any profounder
evocative qualities, the philosophical under-
currents and the explosive emotional core of

all really great lyric expression; and they are

almost entirely devoid of the sensitive musical

qualities of Swedish verse at its best. His work
is nevertheless of real importance in the

development of modern Swedish poetry; for

he not only ''discovered SkAne" as subject
matter for a rich efflorescence of provincial
verse, but he pointed the way toward healthy
forms of poetic realism for all of Swedish

poetry since his day. Such superb lyric poets of

the i8go's as Heidenstam, Froding, and Karl-

feldt (qq.v.) owe not a little, directly and

indirectly, to the example of a new poetic
realism in the provincial poetry of BAAth.

See: K. Fredlund, "A. U. BAAths diktning,"
Ord och bild, XXI (1912), 538-547; O. Hansson,
"A. U. BAAth," in Litterdra silhuetter, 188$, in

Samlade skrifter, II (1920), 9-29.
A. G.

Babel, Isaak Emmanuilovich (1894-, Russian

short-story writer), revived the genre of the

short story after the Revolution. Uniquely
gifted within limits, he is unrivaled for the

concentration, impact, and brevity of his

stories and for his mastery of dialect. A "fellow

traveler/' he became a sensation in the first

decade of Communism, but since then he has

lapsed into relative obscurity. Certain of his

tales, however, already belong among the
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classics and are known by heart by many
admirers. Born in Odessa of a typical petty-

bourgeois Jewish family, he graduated (1910)

from the Odessa School of Commerce. His

principal training was received at home,
where he studied Hebrew, the Talmud, and

the Bible. At 15 he developed a passion for

French literature, and he wrote his first stories

in that language. In 1916 he went first to Kiev

and thence to St. Petersburg, where he

suffered hardship because Jews were then

denied legal residence. Gorky (q.v .) encouraged
him by publishing his first two stories in

Letopis (Chronicle), but rejected his sub-

sequent work as poor and callow. The next

seven years Babel wrote nothing, but devoted

himself to the Revolution, serving as people's

commissar, member of a food expedition, and

agent of the Cheka. He fought with Bud-

yonny's cavalry in the Polish campaign of

1921-1922 and with Yudcnich's cavalry. Later

he operated a printing press in Odessa. He
returned to literature (1923) with a number
of short stories printed in periodicals. Their

instant success led to two volumes of tales,

Odesskie rasskazy (1923-1924; Odessa Tales)
and Konarmiya (1926; Eng. tr., Red Cavalry,

1929), which brought him international fame.

There followed Rluzhdaynshchie zvyozdy

(1926; Wandering Stars), a scenario; Yevreiskie

rasskazy (1927; Jewish Talcs); Denya Krik

(1927; Eng. tr., 1935), a "film novel"; and two

plays, Zahat (1928; Sunset) and Mariya (1935),

produced by the Moscow Art Theatre. Since

then he has written other stories and has

engaged in a long novel, but he has failed to

hold the brilliant popularity won by his earlier

work. This is sometimes ascribed to the en
forced proletarization of literature under the

first Five-Year Plan and to Babel's unwilling-
ness to submit his pen to a dictated tendcn
tiousness.

Babel's subject matter falls into two main

cycles, the sufferings of Odessa Jews and the

exploits of the Red fighters of Budyonny's

cavalry. Benya Krik, a famous Jewish bandit,

whose real name was Misha Yaponchik, or

Mike the Jap, is the leading character of the

first group. Depth and subtlety underlie the

concise simplicity of Babel's work, which is a

mixture of heroic romance and the utmost

naturalism seasoned with irony. All his stories

are founded on sharp paradox, violence and

serenity, extreme ciuelty and lyrical tender-

ness, humor and tragedy. Apparently crude

and fragmentary, in reality they are con-

structed with the nicest precision, without a

superfluous word. His finest things are in

dialect, that of the Kuban Cossacks and the

Russo-Jewish jargon of Odessa. The speech of

such characters is a marvel of phonetic re-

production, impossible to translate. Even so,

the foreign reader receives an indelible im-

pression from the story such is Babel's power.
Among the best tales are "Sol" ("Salt"),
"Pismo" ("A Letter"), "Smert Dolgushova"
("Death of Dolgushev"), "Zhizn i priklyu-

cheniya Matveya Pavlichenko" ("Life and
Adventures of Matvey Pavlitchenko"), all in

Red Cavalry, and "Korol" (The King, in

Odesskie rasskazy, 1924, Stories from Odessa)
and "Istoriya moei golubyatni" (1926; Eng. tr.,

"The Story of My Dovecote," Slavonic Review,
X, 1-11).

Sec: D. S. Mirsky, "Babel," Sovremennyia
zapiski, XXXVI (1925), 485-488; A. Kaun,
"Babel, Voice of the New Russia," Menorah
Journal, XV (1928), 400-410.

N. S.

Babits, Mihdly (1883-1941, Hungarian poet,
critic, novelist, and short-story writer), was
born in Szekszdrd and died in Budapest.
Babits was educated at the Cistercian secondary
school in Pcs and at the University of Buda-

pest. In his career as a professor in various

provincial towns, in Baja, Szeged, Fogaras,

Ujpest, he showed a fine professional con-

scientiousness; but in his moments of real

freedom he was a poet, and gradually his

poetic self demanded complete attention.

Fortunately the childhood of Babits was spent
in a cultural atmosphere; his people belonged
to the intellectual middle class. His whole life

suggests cultural roots. When his first poems
appeared in Nyugat (West), they immediately
impressed the discriminating readers; they

gave the impression of a poeta doctus. This
first impression was so strong that later it was
difficult for readers and critics to recognize the

vehemence, the emotional restlessness, the

fantastic horizon, the crucified spirit of the

poet. Babits never sided with dogmas which
narrowed life; he never subordinated the

principle of artistic integrity to didacticism or

propaganda. By nature he was a contemplative

person rather than a man of action; he had
the intelligence of a creator and not of a

pamphleteer. His neurotic sensitiveness some-

times seemed to be in need of huruanization,

but in truth he was never so removed from life

as to be fairly called an ivory-tower poet.
While Freud in psychology, Bergson (q.v.) in

philosophy, and Julien Benda ((j.v.) in certain

critical norms influenced him, the catholicity
of Babits's taste was always such that he could

absorb many ideas without paying the tribute

of mere resemblance or imitation. He believed



in values, not in slogans. His marital life with

Sophie Torok, a poetess, was ideal; it was a

Hungarian version of the Robert Browning-
Elizabeth Barrett relationship. Babits was a

pacifist, but it is logical to assume that his

sense of proportion would have rejected any
unreasonable peace.

Babits was not only one of the most gifted

poets and writers of modern Hungary, but one

of the most erudite and versatile. He made the

discursive essay popular in his native country;
he translated Sophocles' Oedipus, Dante's The
Divine Comedy, Shakespeare's The Tempest,
medieval Latin hymns, and the works of many
French, German, English, and American poets
and writers into Hungarian. His Az europai
irodalom tortenete (1934; History of European

Literature) shows an independent spirit's

interpretation of great writers and poets. His

plays are book-dramas. After the Fiist World

War, Babits became one of the editors of

Nyugat; he was less radical than his prede-

cessors, but not less strict in his standard of

criticism. As a matter of fact, despite increased

political nationalism he was unwilling to corn

promise with his aesthetic doctrines; the

hysterical times of course affected him, but he

repudiated their standard. The saccharine

patriotism of certain Hungarian poets, the

conforming rhetorics of certain writers and

publicists, the "folkishness" of certain literary

or pseudo-litcrai y tendencies, never touched

the deepest strings of his heart and his mind.

His passion for creative integrity was so honest

that his pragmatic compromises were merely
matters of inevitable policy and they were not

the betrayal of the spirit.

The collected works of Babits were pub-
lished in 1939. Babits traveled very little, but

his work, like that of the non-traveling
Immanucl Kant, symbolized his relationship to

the cosmos. The sphere of his art and of his

thoughts was the universe. He was brought up
as Roman Catholic but he did not confine his

views to the dogmatic horizon of the Church.

His early poems showed ability in poetic

symbolism; he was always very fond of Edgar
Allan Poe and of certain French and English

symbolic poets and emphasized images and

workmanship in their fashion. In some re-

spects, like so many other symbolic poets, he

was a master of onomatopoeia. When he

reached maturity, he felt that even modern

terminologies become stereotyped; he dug into

his innermost self, and a comparison of his

early poems with those of the later period re-

veal a broader conception of the good life, a

deeper understanding of life's experiences.
The somewhat "decadent" Babits is best repre-
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sented by the following volumes of poetry:

Herczeg, hdtha megjon a tdl is (1911; But
Prince, if Winter Should Corne); Recitativ

(1911; Recitative); Nyugtalansdg volgye (1917;
The Valley of Restlessness); Sziget &s tenger

(1925; Island and Sea). The mellow Babits

found his voice in Vqrsenyt az esztendokkel

(1928; In Race with the Years) and in Jdnds

konyve (1939; The Book of Jonah). Haldlfiai

(1926; The Sons of Death) is his most ambitious

novel; it is a bulky work, written with com-

passion about the dying gentry and middle
class. Kardcsonyi Madonna (1920; Christmas

Madonna), Tirndr Virgil fia (1922; The Son
of Vergil Timar), Kdrtyavdr (1924; House of

Cards), and other stories and novels written by
Babits reflect a mind inclined to be fantas-

tic in its psychological orientation and positive
in its refusal of the obvious. Irodalmi prob-
lemdk (Liteiary Problems) shows Babits at

his very best as an essayist. His language, rich

and sometimes baroque, makes the reading of

his works difficult for the uninitiated. Some of

his works have been translated into German,
Italian, French, and English.

See: H. Horviith, Neue ungarische Lyrik

(1918); A. Schopflin, Irdk, konyvek, emldkek

(1925); W. Kirkconnell, The Magyar Muse; an

Anthology (1933); J. Remenyi, "The Passing of

Mihdly Babits," Books Abroad, XVI (1942), 36.

J.R.

Bacchelli, Riccardo (1891-, Italian novelist),
born in Bologna of a wealthy, well-known

family, is one of the few novelists in a literary

generation that went in more for lyricism than
for narration and that was, until recently,
rather wary of construction and plot. Bac-

chelli's success is due more to his patience and
to a persistent will to become a great novelist

than to any natural gift. It took him 18 years
to acquire any fame at all. His production
earned him respect rather than enthusiasm
and more authority than popularity. With the

exception of // Diavolo al Pontelungo (1927;

Eng. tr., The Devil at the Long Bridge, 1929),
a historical novel, alive and humorous, Bac-

chelli's work is for the most part ponderous,
and his characters are not well enough defined

to emerge as living types. // Diavolo, in two
distinct parts somewhat separated from each

other in tone, is a fictionizcd account of

Bakunin's attempts to introduce socialism in

Italy. His early book, // Filo meraviglioso

(1910), printed at his own expense, was some-

what mannered, and this same quality persisted

throughout all his works. Only once did he try

his hand at a light novel, La Cittd degli amanti

(1929; Eng. tr., Love Town, 1930), in which he
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tells of a city built for lovers by an American

tycoon, but where true lovers cannot really

live. This very same invention in the hands of

an Anatole France (q.v.) or of a Shaw would

have resulted in a very amusing satire, but

what attracted the critics in La Cittd was a

description of the retreat of Caporetto, which

entered into the plot only as a side issue. This

would indicate that the best qualities of

Bacchelli are of a descriptive rather than a

narrative nature. Sometimes he gives evidence

of a very fine mastery of vocabulary, especially

in his tale of fishes, Lo sa il tonno (1923),

written with satirical intentions in that rather

forced style of academic exercise common to

the group of the Ronda. Occasionally he dis-

plays a wealth of detail which goes well with

the rather slow and majestic rhythm, earning
him the comparison to a river (scrittore

fluviale).

Bacchelli's most imposing work, a three-

volume novel of the time of the Italian

Risorgimento with his native land of Emilia

as background, // Mulino del Po (first pub-
lished in the Nuova Antologia, 1938-1940), is

hardly exciting; but it certainly merits con-

sideration for the magnitude of the enterprise,

rare among the parsimonious writers of

present-day Italy. In Oggi, domani e mat

(1932), he tried his hand at more serious

historical problems (the responsibility of the

Reformation for the modern sick political

state of Europe) without giving a solution to

them, nor creating in the character of An-

ceschi a true representative of the veteran of

the First World War. He merely confirmed the

critics' estimation of his qualities as an accom-

plished academic writer. A few short stories,

Bella Italia (1928); a tentative retelling in

modern words of Hamlet, Amleto (1923); some

literary memoirs, Menwrie del tempo presente

(1919-1920); one historical essay, La Congiura
di Don Giulio d'Este (1931); some lyrics in

prose, Poemi Uriel (1914), Parole d'amore

(1935); and another novel, // Rabdomante

(1936), complete the essential achievements of

this man of high literary discipline.

See: P. Pancrazi, Scrittori .italiani del

novecento, revised ed. (1939), pp. 221-227;
T. G. Bergin, "Riccardo Bacchelli/' Italica,

XVII (1940), 64-68, with bibliography.
G. P.

Bagritsky, Eduard (pseud, of Eduard Dzyubin,
1895-1934, Russian poet), was born in Odessa,
of a poor Jewish family. He graduated from a

technical school as land surveyor, but never

practiced his profession. Bagritsky took part in

the civil war as a member of a guerrilla de-
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tachment and as a poet attached to the "propa-

ganda train" which was sent to the front by
proletarian organizations. Bagritsky started to

produce poetry in 1915-1916, but his mature
works were written after 1924. He belonged to

the group of constructivists whose leaders were
his personal friends, but his poetry is by no
means an expression of this particular school.

Eclectic in scope, it impresses by its romanti-

cism and passionate sense of life. The romantic
trend is strongly felt in Bagritsky's imagery
and his visions of the far distant past. It was
not by mere chance that one of his first

collections of poems bore a Diirer drawing on
the cover. In the "Ptitselov" (Bird Catcher)

Bagritsky proclaimed his utter love for

"nature, wind, songs, and freedom/' One of

his preferred heroes was the exuberant Till

Eulenspicgel. He made excellent translations

of various poets, especially of Burns and
Walter Scott. He also devoted many of his

poems to contemporary themes, always choos-

ing colorful scenes and dramatic episodes.
Soviet critics praise highly his "Duma pro
Opanasa" (Ballad of Opanas), a narrative poem
of civil war in which motives of the Ukrainian
folklore are skillfully merged into modern

rhythms. In spite of its great metric variety
and the trace of many conflicting influences,

ranging from the classics to Mayakovsky's
(q.v.) futurism, Bagritsky's poetry has a funda-

mental unity revealed by the dynamism of its

images, the tense rapidity of its rhythms, the

sensuous strength of its descriptions, and the

general feeling of optimism and vitality. After

his death his works were published in

Sobraniye sochineni v dvukh tomahh (1938;
Collected Works in Two Volumes).

M. S.

Bahr, Hermann (1863-1934, Austrian critic,

novelist, and dramatist), was born in Linz,

Austria, and died in Munich. His closest as-

sociation was with Jungwien, a group of

writers which he claimed to have founded or

discovered in 1891 and which dominated
Austrian literature during the quarter of a

century preceding the First World War. This

group included Arthur Schnitzler, Hugo von

Hofmannsthal, Richard Beer-Hofmann, Peter

Altenberg, and Felix Salten (qq.v.). Bahr was
its most prolific and most versatile member.
As a critic (in his Zur Kritik der Moderne,
1890) he anticipated the reaction against natu-

ralism, just as this movement was attaining su-

premacy (see German naturalism), and as early
as 1891 he espoused in his volume Die Uber-

windung des Naturalismus the cause of the

emerging neo-romanticists, symbolists, and
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decadents. When these finally triumphed, he

became the spokesman of the new expression-
istic youth, and in his book Expressionismus

(1916; Eng. tr., Expressionism, 1925) he helped
to define the characteristics of this literary

tendency. As a novelist (e.g., Theater, 1897) he

was a superb and witty narrator of the charm
and the folly of Vienna, when this metropolis
was the ovcrrcfined capital of a dying empire.
As a dramatist he is best remembered for Das

Konzeit (1909; Eng. tr., The Concert, 1910), a

sophisticated comedy of Vienna, which was

successfully produced both on the Continental

and on the American stages.
S. L.

Bainville, Jacques (1879-1936, French historian

and essayist), was born in Vincennes, Seine. He
attended the Lyce Henri IV in Paris, then

studied law. He was only 20 when he brought
back from a trip to Germany a biography of

Ludwig II of Bavaria, the protector of Wagner
(q.v.).

He wrote short stories and essays of a philo-

sophical nature. Jaco et Lori (1927) and La
Tasse de Saxe (1929) are examples. He was

well suited to edit, as he did, the works of

Voltaire; the two writers resemble one another

in more than one respect their irony, their

scorn for mankind, their pessimism, their ad-

miration of intelligence, their wit, their style.

Bainville's main work, however, was in

history and journalism. His historical publica-
tions include Histoire de deux peuples (1915),

Histoire de trots generations (1916), Histoire

de France (1924), and Napoleon (1931). As a

journalist he contributed political articles to

the Action franfalse and Libertd, economic

and political editorials to the Petit Parisien

and Nation beige, and literary essays to the

Revue universe lie, which he founded in 1920
with Henri Massis (q.v.). He was able so to

expose the most complex problem, the most

involved circumstance, as to render them per-

fectly comprehensible to his many readers. He
admittedly looked upon Sainte-Beuve as his

model. No matter what the subject matter, his

style was one of precision and lucidity. Some
of his articles have been collected in Les

Consequences politiques de la paix (1920), La
Russie et la barriere de Vest (1937), and

L'Allemagne (1939-1940). He was elected a

member of the French Academy in 1935, the

year before his death.

P. B.

Balart, Federico (1831-1905, Spanish poet and

critic), born in Pliego, Murcia, was active in

the ranks of the liberal party and held office

BALDENSPERGER

during the revolutionary period (1868-1874),

returning to private life when the monarchy
was restored. Before this he had been an out-

standing journalist and was considered an ex-

tremely able literary and art critic; selections

from this phase of his work were collected in

1894 in a volume entitled Impresiones: Litera-

tura y arte. That same year, when it seemed
as though he had almost passed into oblivion,

he achieved one of the greatest literary sue

cesses of the day with the publication of a

book of poetry entitled Dolores, the name of

his deceased wife. Her death had occurred in

1879, anc* the P ems dedicated to her had
been written between that year and 1891.

These verses of marital love were the quiet

welling of a wounded heart and were written

not for the public but to assuage an inner

sorrow. It is to this quality of sincere emo-

tion, expressed in simple, noble, pensive form,
in terse nitid language, and tinged with

religious resignation that their author owed
his late-flowering glory. To this is due the

place accorded him as one of the great minor

poets of the igth century. Two later volumes
of poetry, Horizontes (1897) and Sombras y
destellos (1905), add nothing to his glory.

See: J. M. Alvarez Sotomayor, "Federico

Balart," Revista catolica de Chile, XLVI

09*4) 389-394> 55 1 ~554; L. Alas and E. G6mez
de Baquero, prologues in Balart, Poesias com-

pletas (i939)-

F. de O.

Baldcnsperger, Fernand (pseud. Fernand

Baldenne, 1871-, French literary historian),

born in Saint-Di6, Vosges, is a stalwart Lor-

rainer who, under a transparent pseudonym,
has occasionally extolled in prose and verse

the healthy values of local tradition. He is also

a scholar of universal knowledge, who has

been in recent years engrossed in the prepara-
tion of a history of international literature. He
has had an extraordinarily full career, produc-

ing books by the dozen and articles by the

hundreds.

For 36 years (1900-1936) a professor in

French universities (Lyon, Strasbourg, Paris),

Fernand Baldensperger came to Harvard Uni-

versity in 1936 and has lately been on the

staff of the University of California at Los

Angeles. Research, lectures, and visiting pro-

fessorships have taken him to the four corners

of Europe, to China and Japan, to both

Americas. As early as 1904, when he published
his Goethe en France and a posthumous, en-

larged reedition of Louis Paul Betz's Litttra-

lure comparte; essai bibliographique (ist ed.,

1897), he became a world leader in the field of
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comparative literature. For his 30th academic

anniversary in 1930, 62 scholars from 18 differ-

ent nations offered him the unprecedented

homage of two volumes of Melanges exclu-

sively devoted to comparative studies. Many
more contributed to the Revue de literature

comparee and its "Bibliothque" of mono-

graphs which he and his foremost disciple,

Paul Hazard
(<y.t/.),

founded together in 1921.

Some of Baldenspergcr's work is modeled

after the pattern set by Gustave Lanson (q.v.)

and is strictly concerned with national subjects

(outstanding in this category are his critical

edition of Alfred de Vigny and his two ''con-

tributions to the intellectual biography" of

the same author, 1912 and 1933). But for the

most part his studies have stressed the inter-

national viewpoint Etudes d'histoire litte-

raire (2 vols., 1907-1910), Le Mouvement des

iddes dans Vemigration fran^aise (2 vols., 1924),

La Literature europdenne aux XVIIe el

XVlIIe si^cles (1930), to quote only a few

titles. These works are backed up by a definite

philosophy, expressed in a work of 1913 (La

Literature; creation, succes, durde) and in

Baldensperger's important introduction to the

very first number of the Revue de liltcrature

comparee ("La Literature compared; le mot
et la chose"). Comparative literature which

crosses at will geographical, linguistic, and
cultural boundaries he characterizes not only
as a dynamic conception of literary history
but as the possible harbinger of a "new
humanism."

See: Emmanuel Beau de Lomnie, review of

Le Mouvement des iddes dans ['emigration

franfaise in Revue de litteratnre comparee, V
(1925), 708-718; Paul Van Tieghem, La Littera-

ture comparee (1931), pp. 33-48 and passim.

J.-A. B.

Baldini, Antonio (1889-, Italian novelist), was

born in Rome. An apathetic son of a prosper-
ous family, he spent his early youth dreaming
of poetry. Casting aside any idea of practical

employment, he was content to turn over the

pages of old and good books, studying, elabo-

rating, and polishing literary forms. He pres-

ently achieved a mature literary style saturated

with an instinctive, individual humor that

distinguishes him from other writers of Italy

today. Baldini studied at the University of

Bologna and received his doctorate with a

thesis on Ariosto, whom he liked to call

"Lodovico the tranquil." The First World
War interrupted his literary studies and

brought him a medal for bravery; in Nostro

Purgatorio (1918) he records some of his more

interesting war experiences. Baldini has been

a lecturer, a merchant (in Upper Silesia), and
since 1931 the editor of the Nuova Antologia.
The three literary works that are most repre-

sentative of Baldini are Michelaccio (1924),

La Dolce Calamita (1929), and Amid allo

spiedo (1932). Michelaccio is an amusing story
of a bad boy. It symbolizes perhaps the natural

laziness and mischievousness of the author

himself. Michelaccio loves to eat, to drink, and
to sleep. So does Baldini. Michelaccio loves

women. So does Baldini. Michelaccio is hope-

lessly indolent. So is Baldini. But here, as the

critic Panzini remarks, the analogy must end,
for the laziness of Michelaccio is just one
characteristic while that of Baldini is a mode
of being and of thinking it is a style, a phi-

losophy. La Dolce Calamita contains a series

of amusing portraits of women Baldini has

known or of women he would like to have
known. According to the author, the tools

used in constructing this novel were his eyes
and his memory, but much of the quality
comes from Baldini's fantasy which he pre-
tends to overlook. In Amid allo spiedo he
makes fun of many of the leading contempo-
rary luminaries. The quips are those of a

good-natured friend; there are indelible por-
traits of Malaparte (pseud, of Curzio Suckert,

q.v.), Bacchclli (q.v.), Soffici (<y.t;.), Papini

(<j.t/.),
Giuliotti (f].v.) t De Chirico, Spadini,

Don Benedetto (Croce, r/.t;.),
et al. To each

Baldini devotes a few paragraphs or a chapter,

varying the tone and the music, but without

ever forgetting the pinch of good humor the

pizzicata.

P. M. R.

Balinski, Stanislaw (1898-, Polish poet), was
born in Warsaw, of Border gentry stock, the

son of a one-time mayor of Warsaw. Educated
at home and abroad, Baliriski came to maturity
at the time of the founding of Skamander (see

Polish literature) and was associated with this

group until 1939. Baliriski's early poems, pub-
lished mostly in Wiadomosci literackie (Liter-

ary News) and Skamander, were slight pieces,
but his verses published in exile, after the

invasion of Free Poland (Wielka podrdi,
London, 1941; A Great Journey), together with

those to be found in the emigration journal
Wiadomosci polskie (London; Polish News),
are sincere, moving records of deep spiritual

experience.
See: A. P. Coleman, "Polish Literature in

Exile," New York Times Book Review, June i,

1941, pp. 8, 18.

A. P. C.



Balmont, Konstantin Dmitriyevich (1867-

1943, Russian poet, translator, and essayist),

was born into a noble family in the province
of Vladimir, Russia. While a student at the

Gymnasium, Balmont was temporarily ex-

pelled for revolutionary activity. Soon rein-

stated, he finished the secondary school and

enrolled in the faculty of jurisprudence at the

University of Moscow (1886); here, however,
he studied chiefly German literature and the

history of the French Revolution. Within a

year he was expelled from the university and
exiled to Shuya for leading some of the student

outbreaks. Tn the following year he was per-
mitted to resume studies at the College of

Law at Yaroslavl. Given to emotional insta-

bility, Balmont at 22 leaped from a window in

an attempted suicide and as a result was con-

fined to bed for over a year. He was ever

attracted by the lore of strange lands and
traveled extensively. In 1904 he visited Mexico;

in 1905, because he had written a number of

revolutionary poems, Balmont was obliged to

emigrate and spent the better part of a decade

in Paris, Brussels, and elsewhere. He visited

the Orient, Africa, and even Oceania. In 1913
Balmont returned to Moscow. In 1917 he

ecstatically greeted the October Revolution;

subsequently he was commissioned abroad,

where he switched to the thnigrd camp. Aftei

that he lived chiefly in France.

When in the middle of the iSgo's symbolism
as a literary movement had begun in Russia,

Balmont supported the new trend and soon

was recognized as one of its leaders. Thereafter

his name was linked with the symbolists. His

first book of melancholy civic verse, Sbornik

stikhotvoreni (1890; Collection of Verses), re-

flects the influence in its content of the

poctiy of Nadson (q.v.), Nekrasov, Koltsov,

Nikitin (q-v.), and in its form that of

Pushkin. Even in his second book, Pod

severnym neborn (1894; Under Northern

Skies), one still finds a similar strain, although
here the reader feels that music is used to

convey a mood. Balmont's studies of Western

verse (eventually he translated into Russian

the collected works of Shelley, Whitman,
much of Poe, Wilde, Calder6n, Hauptmann,
q.v.) completed a transformation in his poetry.
In his V bezbrezhnosti (1895; In the Infinite)

and Tishina (1898; Quietude) Balmont shows

a complete break with the traditions of civic

poetry and appears as one of the leaders of

the new school. His poetry now not only seeks

the infinite, but also attempts, through the

music of its verse, to convey the ineffable. His

next few books, Goryashchiya zdaniya (1900;
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Flaming Buildings), Budem kak solntse (1903;
Let Us Be like the Sun), Tolko lyubov (1903;

Love Alone), Liturgiya krasoty (1905; The

Liturgy of Beauty), reveal Balmont as a spec-

tacular, resplendently colorful, self-centered

romanticist. Here he attempts to discard the

tenderly melancholy mood of his previous

poetry and to become a Nietzschean superman
(see Nietzsche) whose desires are a law unto

themselves. After 1905 Balmont's muse begins
to falter, and his poetry becomes repetitious.
His verse after 1910 scarcely deserves mention.

As a translator Balmont's worth is unequal.
His translations suffer from being too free;

those he made of Shelley are more paraphrase
than translation. Balmont's essays on poetry
treat the writing of poetry as a magical process
and reflect a typical "symbolist mentality" that

prefers to guide itself by inspirational and
irrational methods.

Balmont's greatest achievement lies in the

mellifluence of his verse; in this he is a master

Although his poetry inspired numerous imi-

tators, most of them were second and third-

rate poets, and Igor Sevcryanin (q.v.) alone

enjoyed a long period of popularity.
See: Ellis (pseud, of L. L. Kobylinski), Rus-

tkiye sirnvolisty (1910); Zapiski neofilologiche-
skovo o-va pri Peterburgshom universitete,

1914, No. 7; E. Anichkov, "Balmont," in S. A.

Vengerov, ed., Russkaya literature* XX veka,

I (1914), 66-100.

O. M.

Baiucki, Michat (pseuds. Elpidon and Zalfga,

1837-1901, Polish dramatist), the father of

Polish bourgeois comedy, was born in Cracow,
and there he spent most of his life. His early

writings, poems of love and death in the mood
of Slowacki, are all forgotten except for the

lyric "Gciralu, czy ci nie zal?" (Oh, mountain-

eer, dost thou not grieve?), which is sung to a

popular folk melody. In the 70*8 Baiucki

turned from poetry to the novel, using this

form as an instrument of protest against the

clergy and aristocracy, whose form of con-

servatism he hated, against, on the other hand,
the growing trend to naturalism in life and

literature, and especially against the new
freedom accorded women and the mounting
popularity of Ibsen (q.v.). Baiucki did not find

his proper medium until he began to write

plays, and even then, although the successful

Radcy pana radcy (The Counselors of Mr.

Councilor) appeared in 1867, it was not until

the 8o's that he can be said to have mastered

that medium. With Krewniaki (1879; Kinfolk),
the still popular Grube ryby (1881; Big Fish),
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Dom otwarty (1883; Open House), and Klub
kawalerdw (1890; Bachelors' Club), he pro-
vided the Polish theatre of the future with a

rich repertory of satirical bourgeois comedy.
Balucki was a man out of tune with his times,

his gift of comedy being largely unappreciated

by contemporary theatregoers who sought in

the drama not amusement, but sublimity and
emotional exaltation. Balucki died a suicide,

unable to survive the storm of disapproval
that greeted his play Blagierzy (1900; The Im-

postors).
See: G. Korbut, Literatura polska (1931), IV,

220-221; Z. Nowakowski, Slownik biograficzny

0935). I> 252-254.
A. P. C.

Bandrowski, Juljusz (known also as Kaden,
from his mother's name, 1885-1945, Polish

novelist and publicist), was born at Rzesz6w,
in the heart of Austrian Poland, the son of a

distinguished and public-spirited physician.

Brought up mostly in Lwow, Bandrowski
studied in Cracow and later in Brussels, where
he specialized in music. He became involved

at an early age in the patriotic activities

centering around Piisudski and took a leading

part in the exploits of the legionaries during
the First World War. After the Pitsudski coup
of 1926, Bandrowski became, in effect, the

"grand pontiff of official literature" in Poland.

His linest work artistically is the tender, auto-

biographical Miasto rnojej matki (1925; My
Mother's Town). His most ambitious works
are General Barcz (1923), a story of the recon-

struction of Polish political and social life in

Warsaw immediately following the First

World War, and Czarne skrzydta (1929; Black

Wings), an attempt, only partially successful,

to portray fictionally the life of Polish workers
in the great Dijbrowa coal basin. In 1938
Bandrowski entered the then officially culti-

vated field of romantic biography with a

fictionized life of Chopin (Zycie Chopina).
See: Z. D?bicki, Portrety, II (1928), 287-302;

K. Czachowski, Obraz wspdtczesnej literatury

polskiej, III (1936), 51-98, 686-690.
A. P. C.

Bang, Herman Joachim (1857-1912, Danish

novelist), was born on the island of Als. He
came of an old distinguished family which
was showing signs of decadence. His father,

who was a clergyman, died insane. Herman
Bang's mother was his friend and playfellow,
but died when he was 14. She figures often in

his works, which draw, to an unusual extent,
on reminiscences of his childhood. His first

important book, the novel Haabl0se Slegter

(1880; Generations without Hope), describes

the struggle in himself of the conflicting ele-

ments in his heredity. In Tine (1889) he
uses his own home as the background for his

description of the war with Austria and
Prussia in 1864 and the retreat from Danne-
virke though actually the family had moved

away from the neighborhood the year before.

Dei hvide Hus (1898; The White House) is

an idyllic description of his childhood home,
with his mother as the central figure.
A sexual abnormality and a morbid sensi-

tiveness placed Bang outside that human

fellowship for which he passionately yearned.
His own spiritual loneliness is reflected in De
uden Fcedreland (1906; Eng. tr., Denied a

Country, 1927), though it purports to be the

story of a homeless violin virtuoso. It was

partly his longing for human contacts and

partly his strong love of play-acting that drew

Bang in his youth to the stage. When he

failed both as actor and playwright, he turned

to journalism as a means of livelihood and
showed himself a brilliant though subjective
critic. No fiction could be less dramatic than

Bang's, but no doubt his early failure con-

tributed to his sympathy for those on the

periphery of the art world, e.g., the aged
danseuse in the tragicomic short story "Irene

Holm" (1890). Within this narrow compass
Bang's art is almost perfect. Ved Vejen (1886;

By the Wayside) is generally regarded as his

masterpiece. It is a short novel in which,
with the slightest means and the subtlest

touches, he draws a picture of Danish pro-
vincial life and portrays a gentle, shrinking
woman who is bound to a coarse, selfish

husband. Pity for all who suffered helplessly
and loathing of that which he regarded as

the most potent cause of human suffering,
sexual desire, were the motivating forces in

Bang's authorship. Love, he said, always grew
into desire; desire brought degradation and

misery. His conviction that sexual desire was

beyond the control of the will led to rebellion

against the idea of a God who placed this

devastating impulse at the root of all life and
remained coldly aloof and indifferent while

his creatures struggled. Bang's art was im-

pressionistic, and he developed a style that

exactly fitted his approach. His death was

lonely and tragic. He was on a reading tour

in the United States when he was found

bleeding and unconscious in his berth on the

train. He had evidently suffered a stroke and

hemorrhage. He was taken to a hospital in

Ogden, Utah, but died without regaining
consciousness.
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Sec: P. A. Rosenberg, Herman Bang (1912);
Hans Brix, Danmarks Digtere (1925).

H. A. L.

Banville, Theodore de (1823-1891, French

poet, dramatist, and prose writer), was born in

Moulins, where he had a happy early child-

hood. From the age of seven on, his life was

largely spent in Paris. His family encouraged
his literary ambitions from the start, and ex-

cept for a period of illness and depression his

life was serene and uneventful. After a brief

liaison with the actress Marie Daubrun, to

whom the volume Amethystes (1862) is ad-

dressed, he found complete happiness in his

marriage to Mme Rochcgrosse in 1866. On the

death of Gautier he became, with Lecontc dc
Lisle (<y.f.), one of the masters of the younger
generation of poets, but lived to see the de-

cline of his popularity.
Banvillc produced some 20 volumes of verse.

In Les Cariatides (1842) a romanticism all too

reminiscent of Hugo and Musset colors even

the Greek themes so dear to Banville and is

bridled only by the conscious craftsmanship
which marks all his verse. His technique owes
much to the poets of the Renaissance, as is

evident in Les Stalactites (1846), Odelettes

(1856), and Le Sang de la coupe (1857) anc^

particulaily in the later volumes in which he

rings the changes on a single form such as the

ballad or the rondel. From Les Stalactites on,

Banville's early pessimism gradually dis-

appears, and he becomes the poet of joy,

beauty, and love. In the Odes funambulesques
(1857) and the Occidentals (1869) his virtu-

osity reaches its height as he walks the tight-

rope of poetic technique. In Les Exiles (1867)
the poet comes down to earth, to share the

misfortunes of his fellow exiles and to speak
for them as wTell as for himself with a depth of

feeling and vigor of form rare in Banville's

work. Idylles prnssiennes (1871) is an unfortu-

nate attempt at political satire. Banville's last

volumes of poetry reflect a period of dis-

illusionment, followed by renewed optimism.
The dozen or so plays, nearly all in verse,

which constitute Banville's dramatic work, are

transpositions of his favorite lyric themes. La
Pomme (1865), Le Forgeron (1887), and Esope
(1893) bring the gods of Greece to the boule-

vards; Riquet a la houppe (1884) and Le Raiser

(1888) are pure fancy, while Gringoire (1866)
and Florise (1870) glorify the poet in various

guises. Banville is almost entirely without

dramatic sense, and his plays are armchair

drama indeed. During the latter part of his

life Banville also wrote a quantity of prose,

chiefly journalistic, most of which was collected
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in Scenes de la vie (1859-1888) and Petites

Etudes (1882-1885). The miniatures of igth-

century Paris, the intimate glimpses of con-

temporaries, such as are found in Mes
Souvenirs (1882), have a certain picturesque
charm, but all too often the style is diffuse and

undistinguished, cluttered with facile formulas

and cliches.

Baudelaire (q-v.) 9 writing in 1861, noted that

Banville's originality lay in the happy and
serene quality of his work a poetry of sunlit

hours, of escape from reality to a paradise

peopled by his dear Greek gods, where the

poet has the place of honor which is his due.

But his feeling often lacks intensity, his op-
timism seems all too facile, and one wearies

of the profusion of muses and lyres and of

Banville's reiterated reminders to his reader

that he is a lyric poet. His pleasure in com-

plicated patterns, his emphasis in the Petit

Traitf! de poesie franfaise (1872) on the su

preme importance of rhyme, often lead to a

Parnassian rigidity. Yet the variations in

meter, the rejection of many of the traditional

rules of versification, the use of the rhythms
and cadences of popular poetry, as in "Nous
n'irons plus au bois," make Banville one of

the rare artists of his time to anticipate the

elusive music of Verlaine (<7-f )

See: M. Fuchs, Theodore de Banville (1912);

J. Charpcnticr, Theodore de Danville (1925);
I. Siciliano, Dal romanticismo al simbolisrno

0927)-
M. G.

Barbey d'Aurevilly, Jules Am&tee (1808-1889,
French novelist and critic), was born at Saint-

Sauveur-le-Vicomtc near Coutances. He un-

questionably belonged to an aristocratic family
of the Cotentin peninsula in Normandy. His

literary fame now is in the ascendant. The
dramatic life, haughty and daring character,

famous dandyism (sec Du dandysrne et de

Georges nrummel, 1845), unassailable loftiness

and unflinching absolutist convictions of this

Connctable des lettres, Sagittaire, Corsaire

noir, etc., who had "a laurel planted in his

imagination," can be found in the 50 volumes

(besides many uncollected writings) of his

work. As a novelist he wrote Une Vieille

Maitressc (1851), L'Ensorcelee (1854), Le
Chevalier des touches (1864), Un Pr&tre marie

(1864), Les Diaboliques (1874; Eng. tr., Weird

Women, 1900), Une Histoire sans nom (1882;

Eng. tr., The Story without a Name, 1891,
new ed., 1919), Ce qui ne meurt pas (1883; Eng.
tr. by Sebastian Melmoth, pseud, of Oscar

Wilde, What Never Dies). As a critic he wrote
Les (Euvres et les hommes, a series ranging
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from Les Proph&tes du passd (1851) to Le
Thedtre contemporain (1886-1896) and Por-

traits politiques et litttraires (1898). In the 24
volumes of this criticism are collected the most

important articles and reviews brought out

over a span of 50 years beginning with his

contributions to the Nouvelliste de Dieppe
(1838) and including those in the Globe, Revue
du monde catholique (which he founded in

1846), Journal des debats, and Revue indd-

pendante (1886-1887). His gifts as a letter

writer appear particularly in the admirable
Lettres a Trebutien (CEuvres completes, Vols.

XIV-XVII), in the Lettres a Uon Bloy (1903),

and in the correspondence with Eugenie de

Gutfrin, whose brother Maurice was his ad-

mired friend (see Lettres de M. de Guerin a

Barbey d'Aurevilly, 1928) and whose works he

published in 1855 (Lettres intimes, 1921).

The novels of Barbey d'Aurevilly bear the

imprint of a bold and original genius. They
form the most important ensemble of French

romans du terroir. Barbey made good his wish

to become the "Walter Scott of the Cotentin,"

i.e., the coastal region between Coutanccs,

Valognes, and Saint-Sauveur. "Everything," he

declared, "must be Norman with me and be re-

lated to Normandy"; such were his novels

with their sturdy realism and well-defined

historical or legendary events, spacious scen-

ery, and local types noblemen, peasants,

wizards, beggars, priests. All his characters

share in the "adhering power" he knew he

possessed, as well as in his sometimes Rabelai-

sian zest for life. Everything in them stands

out with a convincing reality due to great
creative imagination enhanced by his capacity
for remembering, which he prized above all

his other gifts. This visionary power, more
than his famous descriptions of magic or

witchcraft, takes the reader into a weird,

mysterious world. On the other hand, those

tragic tales "of love, hatred, and deceit"

usually are based on some inner drama the

struggle between spiritual forces and the

passions at work in his accursed characters,

criminals or expiatory victims, out of which
rises what Barbey himself termed "the fearful

poetry of crime . . . more intellectual than

physical."
As a critic he especially revealed his aggres-

sive power, according to Aristide Marie, when

dealing with "conflicting social or religious
ideas/' He is most suggestive when he dis-

cusses from a writer's point of view literary
schools or forms, the nature of the novel, style,

and the like* He is famous for some strongly

partial indictments, for his devotion to Balzac

(sec Balzac, CEuvres . . . recucillies par Barbey

d'Aurevilly, 1909), and for farsighted divina-

tions, notably of Baudelaire's genius and
Hello's spiritual gifts. He "pulverized" non-

entities like Feuillet, the third-rate dramatists

of his day, the hated bluestockings. He
fiercely challenged what appeared to him
faked literary or moral literary values. None

pointed out more decisively the limitations of

naturalism. His always genuine criticism bears

witness to the immensity of his reading. At its

best it is that of a poet and, like his other

writing, has the live quality of a spoken rather

than written expression, even though carefully
devised and achieved. His lashing irony, buoy-

ancy, tempestuous magnificence, and ever

gushing bold images entertain, irritate, and
da//le his readers. His later years were watched

over by Mile Read, "Mademoiselle ma gloire,"
who undertook the publication of his posthu-
mous works.

See: E. Grcl6, Jules Barbey d'Aurevilly

(1902-1904); Les Cahiers aurevilliens (1933),

published by the Soci6t Barbey d'Aurcvilly;
A. Marie, Le Connetable des lettres, Barbey

d'Aurevilly (1939). There is a "Musde Bar-

bey d'Aurevilly" at Saint-Sauveur-le-Vicomte,

where Barbey was buried.

M. M.

Barbusse, Henri (1873-1935, French novelist,

journalist, and political writer), was born at

Asniferes near Paris and died in Moscow dur-

ing a trip made at the invitation of the Russian

government. He made his dlbut in journalism
with the Siecle in 1889 and became the protcS

g of Catulle Mcndcs (f/.f.), whose youngest

daughter he married. The following works

were published: Pleureuses (1895), poems of a

bizarre inspiration; Les Suppliants (1903), a

novel; L'Enfer (1908; Eng. tr., The Inferno,

1918), a novel showing an obsession with the

sexual instincts and death; Nous autres (1914;

Eng. tr., We Others, 1918), a collection of talcs

inspired by pity for human stupidity and

suffering, together with extreme sentimentality
towards animals. None of these books had any
success, and Barbusse had to get a living by
serving as editor of a popular magazine, Je sais

tout. The war was needed to bring him public
notice, and it found him in a Swiss sanatorium.

In August, 1914, fired by patriotism, Barbusse

enlisted and, in spite of a new threat of tuber-

culosis, succeeded in being sent to the trenches.

This in itself is meritorious, but biographers
of Barbusse have unduly eulogized his record

at the front with no more sense of responsi-

bility than the biographers of Dorgel&s (fj.v.)

and, in the following decade, those of Erich

Maria Remarque (q.v.). Barbusse could not



stand the hard life under fire and broke down;
he also lost the illusions he owed to his utter

ignorance of the realities of war. When re-

cuperating in Paris, sometime in 1916, he

wrote a war book, Le Feu, with the subtitle

Journal d'une escouade, which was published
as a serial in the daily QLuvre, beginning in

August, 1916. Later, in December, it appeared
in book form just in time to be considered

for the Goncourt prize. It won the prize for

19 iG, and if its success was great with some

readers, it caused a great scandal with others.

It was a brutal piece of realism, the con-

sequence of shattered illusions. Its partial and
one-sided presentation of life at the front

aroused protests. There arc no officers in the

book, only privates with their one corporal
no spring, no summer, only a perpetual winter.

The applause was, however, louder than the

protests, because those ugly pictures were a

welcome change from the unreality and opti-
mism of Gaspard, the war novel that had re-

ceived the Goncourt prize the year before,

Le Feu (Eng. tr., Under Fire, 1917) remains

the best seller among French war books. Its

success oriented the author towards social

questions. He founded the Clartd group and
took the part of a leader in anti-war propa-

ganda colored with socialism and later with

communism. His later books benefited from

the success of Le Feu, but they do not rank

above his earlier works. L'Enfcr was presented
anew to the public and had then its first

success. Clarte (1919; Eng. tr., Light, 1919) was
a second attempt at depicting the war, with

increased prejudice. Les Enchainemcnls (1925;

Eng. tr., Chains, 1925) is a lengthy string of

episodes marking the evolution of civilization

and culminating in an episode of the war in

1915. Force (1926) and Jesus (1927; Eng. tr.,

1927) are his last works.

See: H. Hertz, Henri Barbusse (1919); J. N.

Cm, Temoins (1929), pp. 555-565*

J. N. C.

Barlach, Ernst (1870-1938, German dramatist,

sculptor, and designer), was born at Wedcl
in Holstein, the son of a country physician.
Because of the early death of his father his

education was somewhat irregular, but he

eventually succeeded, in 1891, in being ad-

mitted to the Academy of Arts at Dresden to

study sculpture and design. For 15 years after

1895 he traveled extensively, lived in Ham-
burg, Berlin, and many other German cities

and visited Russia and Italy. Of these trips
the stay in Russia in 1906 was decisive, for

there he learned "a Christian humility towards
all things." In 1910 Barlach established him-
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self permanently at Giistrow, an old Mecklen-

burg town, famous for its magnificent cathe-

dral. There he lived in solitude and almost

complete seclusion until his death.

To speak of Barlach the dramatist is to

speak of Barlach the sculptor and designer as

well. His characters and figures alike bring
back to the mind the great figures of the

Romanesque and early Gothic period. With
his lithographic illustrations made for some of

his plays he achieved an almost perfect unity
of the two arts. It was no vain ambition to

achieve a double distinction but an eager urge
for confession that created the plays of the

sculptor Barlach.

Although many literary critics see a repre-
sentative of expressionism in him, he himself

wanted his dramatic characters interpreted as

real people, not as visions or reflections of his

own condition. It remains true that when he

wrote for the theatre he often tried to push
forward into metaphysics. His is the old

Faustian tradition, emerging here against a

Mecklenburg background, and also reminding
us of the romanticists Hoffmann and Arnim or

even of the strange visions of William Blake.

Only his first drama, Der tote Tag (1912), is

an allegoric story of a son who wants un-

successfully to break away from his mother,
because he perceives the creative paternal

spirit in the world outside. The same tension

between the world and God, the maternal and

paternal powers, is repeated in the plays that

followed. His strongest drama, Der arme
Vetter (1918), reflects this contrast, and the

same theme can be found in Die echten

Sedemunds (1920), Der Findling (1922), and
Der blaue Doll (1926). In Die Sundflut (1924)
the contrast is expressed in biblical terms: the

pious Noah and the refractory Calan contend
for God. Some of these plays with their mixture
of mysticism, realism, and grotesque humor
are surprisingly effective. Barlach himself was
a Faustian seeker who was always driven by
his longing for God. Tied to the earth he

wanted to share in infinity, in order to save

himself from resignation or despair.
See: A. Soergel, Dichtung und Dichter der

Zeit, Neue Folge: Im Banne des Expressions
mm, 4 Auflage (1927), pp. 742-747; Barlach,

Ein selbsterzahltes Leben (1930); J. Bithell,

Modern German Literature, 1880-19)8 (1939),

pp. 450-451.
H. Sch.

Baroja y Ncssi, Pio (1872-, Spanish novelist),

was born at San Sebastidn in the Basque
Provinces. He graduated as doctor of medicine

from the University of Madrid and for two
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years was municipal physician of a small

Basque town. Because the practice of medi-

cine did not appeal to him he finally gave it

up and after some experiences in a small

bakery business devoted himself to writing.
His first work, Vidas sombrias, a collection of

charming literary sketches, appeared in 1900.

In 1934 he was elected to the Spanish

Academy. He lived with his mother until her

death (1935) and has never married.

The list of Baroja's publications consists of

some 80 titles, of which all are novels except
for about a dozen volumes of essays (e.g., El

tablado de Arlequin, 1904; Nuevo tablado de

Arlequin, 1917; La caverna del humorismo,

1919; Divagaciones apasionadas, 1924) and

other miscellaneous writings, among them
the autobiographical Juventud, cgolatria

(1917; Eng. tr., Youth and Egolatry, 1920).

Baroja's idea of the novel, however, is elastic

enough for him to have included in it all his

ideology and all his emotional reactions. In

his own words, "it is a sack capable of con

taining everything," a definition which aptly
characterizes the author's type of novel. As to

the nature of that ideology, it reflects its

double source of inspiration, namely, an ex-

alted spirit of individualism and, in spite of

Baroja's rich humoristic vein, a deeply rooted

pessimistic sense of life. The two aspects com

piemen t each other. It means that, life being
the mess of conventions that it is, the highest

value goes to the individual, and precisely to

the individual strong enough to affirm him

self against that mess of conventions. In search

of this type of individual, Baroja has de-

scended into the more spontaneous and

primitive world of the vagabond, the ad-

venturer, the rebel, and all the picturesque

variety of the golfo and the picaro and ha,s

embodied in such heroes the spirit of re-

belliousness and of protest against social

abuses, against the church and the state. In

their free and dynamic personalities he has

also embodied the ideal of a life of action,

in which the quiet, sedentary, and intellectual

Baroja likes to project his dreams of happi-
ness. It can hardly be said, however, that any
of his heroes measures up to the standards of

a superman. In the end it is effective will

power and a really constructive purpose that

they lack. They are thus condemned to final

ruin. Though Baroja's novel abounds in such

ideological and subjective elements, it is

above all as a realistic picture of life, and of

Spanish life in particular, that it imposes
itself. The picture is an unconventional and
a crude one, and to the full rendering of this

realistic and vital effect Baroja's novel, with

its loose composition, episodic character, and

simple and familiar language, is particularly
well suited.

The bulk of Baroja's novelistic production
can be grouped into two main divisions, the

trilogies and the Memorias de un hombre de

action. The reason for the grouping into

trilogies is obvious in the case of La lucha

por la vida, Agonias de nuestro tiempo, and
La selva oscura, the three novels of each be-

ing in reality three parts of the same novel.

In the other instances the reason is more con-

ventional than real sometimes only two of

the novels are related, as in the trilogies El

pasado, La raza, and La vida fantdstica, some-

times the three novels are independent of

each other, as in Tierra vasca and Las
cindades. El mar is a tetralogy, and only two
of the novels are related. Though the basic

traits of Baroja's personality as a novelist are

present in each and all of the novels of these

trilogies, the particular kind of novel itself

varies somewhat. A good example of the

realistic novel is to be seen in the vivid

picture of the Madrid underworld in La
lucha por la vida, comprising La busca, Mala
hierba, and Aurora rofa (1904; Eng. tr., The

Quest, 1922; Weeds, 1923; Red Dawn, 1924).

The philosophic novel is best represented by
the somewhat autobiographical El drbol de

la ciencia (1911; Eng. tr., The Tree of Knowl-

edge, 1928). As a psychological novel Camino
de perfection (1902) deserves mention. Baroja's
free play of imagination and good sense of

humor are well illustrated in Aventuras, in-

ventos y mixlificaciones de Silvestre Paradox

(1901) and Paradox, rey (1906; Eng. tr. f

Paradox, King, 1931). A good example of the

would-be Nietzschean superman who finally
ends in ruin is offered in Cesar o nada

(1910; Eng. tr., Caesar or Notliing, 1919).
An equally good example of the ad-

venturer type is to be seen in Zalacain el

aventurero (1909). As to the Memorias de un
hombre de action, it is a series of 22 his-

torical novels covering, though fragmentarily,
the first half of the igth century. The main
hero is a second uncle of Baroja's mother,
the liberal-minded and adventurous Eugenio
de Aviraneta, who played a significant role

in many of the political events and intrigues
of the time. Two of the novels in the scries,

all of which can be read separately, are among
the author's best El aprendiz de conspirador

(1913) and El escuadron del Brigante (1913).

Baroja wrote also in a separate volume the

biography of his hero, Aviraneta, o la vida

de un conspirador (1931).
See: J, Ortega y Gasset, El espectador, I
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(1916), 129-205; Andrenio (E. G6mez de

Baquero), Novelas y novelistas (1918), pp.

113-216; F. de Onis, "Pfo Baroja," Nosotros,

LIX (1926), 171-182; C. Barja, Literatura

espanola: Libros y autores conternpordneos

OOSS)* PP- 299-359; Demuth Helmut, Pio

Baroja: Das Weltbild in seinen Werken (1937).
C. B.

Barrs, Maurice (1862-1923, French novelist,

essayist, journalist, and politician), was born

at Charmes-sur-Moselle in Lorraine and died

at Neuilly-sur-Seine near Paris. He came to be

recognized as one of the two or three most

prominent French writers of his time. His first

article appeared in a Nancy newspaper in

1881. He left his native province for Paris,

where he was to spend the major part of his

life, and began to write for several Parisian

reviews. He founded one himself, Les Taches

d'encre (November, i884-February, 1885), but

it was through a humoristic pamphlet, Huit

Jours chez M. Renan (1885), that he finally

attracted the attention of the Paris literary

circles. The success of his first novel, Sous

Vceil des barbares (1888), was partly due to a

favorable review by Paul Bourget, who sensed

the budding genius of the young author. With
Un Homme libre (1889) and Le Jardin de

Bdrdnice (1891) this volume formed the trilogy

entitled Le Culte du rnoi. These three books,

of unequal value, contain a number of pas-

sages with deep and clear insight into human

psychology, cast in a graceful, fluid, and mu-
sical language. Their subject is the fascinat-

ing investigation of the inner life of a young
man who admits but one reality, his own self.

However, this egotist begins to meditate on

society when he realizes that he cannot culti-

vate and enrich his personality without com-

muning with his fellow men, whom he pro-
fesses to despise. The next book of Barrs was

L'Ennemi des lois (1893).

Having discovered that his "individual soul"

was dependent on the "collective soul/'

Maurice Barrs was led first to accept his own
limitations, next to convince himself of the

predominance of instinct over reason, finally

to believe that French energies would be best

revived through the cult of provincial and
national traditions and reverence for the soil

and the dead. Hence his passage from dream
to action, his evolution from pure egotism to

regionalism and nationalism. This new aspect
of the philosophy of Barrs is illustrated and
dramatized in a second trilogy, Le Roman de

I'dnergie nationale, which includes Les Dera-

tints (1897), L'Appel au soldat (1900), and
Leurs Figures (1903). Les Ddracines is the story
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of seven Lorrainers whose lives turn out to be
failures because, according to the author, they
have been "uprooted" by college education.

The book, packed with social and philosophi-
cal digressions, has been one of the most

influential, and also most discussed, of modern
French literature. Like his Scenes et doctrines

du nationalisme (1902), a collection of articles

and essays dealing primarily with the Dreyfus
case, L Appel au soldat and Leurs Figures
were directly inspired by the author's personal

experiences in public life. Having been elected

deputy of Nancy as early as 1889, he had al-

ready played an important role in national

politics.

But Barrfcs also sought inspiration in foreign
lands. Two collections of tales and essays, Du
sang, de la volupte, de la mort (1894), and
Arnori et Dolori Sacrum (1903), the morbid
and sensual character of which is accurately

suggested by the titles, are the results of travels

in Spain and Italy. In these books the author

appears again as a peerless artist, dilettante,

and romantic seeker of violent sensations. His
now well-developed ego, immensely enriched,
remains the real subject matter of these as well

as of some subsequent works. Inspired by
travels abroad are also his Le Voyage de

Sparte (1905), Greco, ou le Secret de Tolede

(1912), Un Jardin sur I'Oronte (1922), which is

a delightful short novel, and Une Enquete aux

pays du Levant (1923). His third trilogy, Les

Bastions de I'Est (Au service de VAllemagne,
1905; Colette Baudoche; histoire d'une jeune
fille de Metz, 1909, Eng. tr., Colette Baudoche;
the Story of a Young Girl of Metz, 1918; Le
Gdnie du Rhin, 1921), is a logical sequence to

the novel of national energy. Maurice Barrs,
who at the age of eight had seen his home

occupied by the enemy and his father and his

grandfather taken as hostages, devoted the

greater part of his life to the building of those

"bastions" or intellectual fortresses meant to

protect French civilization from any threaten-

ing foreign influences 01 armed forces. A
book like Les Amities frarifaises (1903) as well

as numberless speeches and articles had similar

aims.

Among other important works ot Barrs
must also be mentioned La Colline inspirte

(1913; Eng. tr., The Sacred Hill, 1929), a

fascinating lyrical and symbolical novel; La
Grande Pitid des egliscs de France (1914), a

collection of speeches in Parliament; and Le

Mystere en pleine lumiere (1924), a posthu-
mous collection of short stories. Barr&s him
self, and some critics with him, regarded his

Chronique de la Grande Guerre (1920-1924)
as the most beautiful and deserving of his
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works. It consists of 14 volumes of collected

articles dealing with current events during the

war, from 1914 to 1918. Finally, 11 volumes of

Mes Cahiers, his journal from 1896 to 1918,

have also been published posthumously, from

1929 to 1938. These are essential for a full

understanding and appreciation of his life

and work.

Primarily Maurice Ran 6s must be con-

sidered a great literary artist, an original
writer who has created a style of his own and

whose influence on young intellectuals has

been twofold, in some cases purely literary, in

others both literary and ideological. Barr&s

endowed words and ideas with such an intense

life, he marked them with such a personal

stamp, that some soon became as inseparable
from his name as they were to be from the

history of modern thought and literature in

France. This applies particularly to le ciilte

du mot, i.e., the best expression of rugged
individualism; the theme of les ddracincs and
that of la terre et les morts, which are funda-

mental elements of regionalism; and le na-

tionalisine, destined to be the rallying doctrine

of all reactionary forces during the last decade

of the igth century. More specifically his main
concerns were the return of Alsace-Lorraine

to France and, after the First World War, the

problem of the Rhineland, considered as a

check to the expansion of Pan-Germanism.
Toward the end of his life he was widely re-

spected as a sincere and great patriot. Even

among his political opponents many admired
the man who had tempered his traditionalism

and finally given up polemics in an effort to

further the realization of national unity dur-

ing the war.

See: R. Jacquet, Notre Maitre, Maurice
Barres (1900); H. Brcmond, "L'Evolutien

litt^raire de Maurice Barrfcs," Revue des deux

mondes, February 15, 1908, pp. 790-824; V.

Giraucl, Les Maitres de Vheure: Maurice Barres

(1918); E. R. Curtius, Maurice Barres und die

geistigen Grundlagen des franzosischen Na-
tionalismus (1921); A. Thibaudet, La Vie de

Maurice Barres (1921).

A. V. R.

Barrili, Anton Giulio (1836-1908, Italian

novelist), was born in Savona, but spent most
of his life in Genoa. His love of that city and
of the Ligurian coast appears in many of his

books. In the course of his long life he was a

journalist, a professor of literature, a deputy,
a soldier in Garibaldi's army, but above all a

writer of fiction.

His short stories have an extraordinary
gr?ce of style. Their humor, good taste, and

great charm brought him at once innumerable

readers and made the fortune of his publisher,
Treves. Young Italians of Barrili's day were

not troubled by what Croce (ry.t/.)
calls Barrili's

superficiality, nor by his indulgence in digres-
sions. They were immediately delighted by the

heroes and heroines of his love stoiies, who

responded to the secret longings of their hearts.

The best known of these tales are Capitan
Dodero (1865), Santa Cecilia (1866), Val d'Olivi

(1873), Come un sogno (1875), L'Olmo e I'edera

(1877). Capitan Dodero is still read and was

translated into English (The Adventures of

Captain Dodero) in 1920. Santa Cecilia, which
deals with a mad organ-grinder, became so

popular that every organ-grinder in Genoa
was known by the name of its hero.

The faults that Croce finds in Barrili's

novels appear also in the story of his campaign
days with Garibaldi, Con Garibaldi alle porte
di Roma (1895), which is a recital of adven-

tures such as war correspondents have made

popular today. The portrait of Garibaldi is

written with an intensity of emotion and
interest that appear nowhere else in Banili's

writings. Other heroes of Italian history also

caught his imagination, and he wrote novels

about them. Sorrisi di gioventii (1898) repre-

sents, the aiuhoi says, the smiles of his youth
without the tears. Thcie are few tears in

Barrili, but much charm, many happy endings
and sentimental dreams, which, if they do not

lead to the highest literary pinnacles, enable

the reader to share in a pleasant nostalgia.
G. B.

Bartrina, Joaquin Maria (1850-1880, Spanish

poet and journalist), is the voice of doubt,

disillusionment, and pessimism in the so-

called philosophical school of poetry. He was

born at Reus in Catalonia and received his

early schooling there. Obliged in his youth to

assist in the support of the family, he did

not enjoy a university education, but he satis-

fied his desire for knowledge through wide
if desultory reading. Before long he gained

prominence in local literary circles as a

dynamic journalist and forceful poet. His
first collected poems, Pdginas de amor, already
reveal skepticism and independence in his in-

terpretation of emotion and human values in

general. Evident, too, is his philosophic ap-

proach to poetry. His best-known work, Algo
(1876), underlines his point of view which
led him to seek the meaning of life in terms

of reason and the senses. Like other youths of

his generation, he was disappointed in the

capacity of knowledge to reveal absolute

truth, and this made him skeptical and pessi-
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mistic. While on occasion he expresses doubt
about the material world and scientific prog-
ress, in the main his spiritual discomfort

derives from his inability to be sustained by
faith. Soul, spirit, and conscience mean little

to him, but equally meaningless are all forms

of human behavior which he sees, as it were,

in terms of physiology and biochemistry.
Beneath the banter and irony of his tone,

Bartrina is essentially sincere in the expres-
sion of his perplexities. His sincerity and his

stylistic ingenuity, which is at times more

prosaic than poetic, earned for him a rank

among the poets of the igth century in spite
of his scant production. After his death, his

friend J. Sarda published his collected works

Obras en prosa y verso (1881). The volume

Algo still enjoys wide circulation in Catalonia.

See: J. Roca y Roca, Memoria biogrdjlca de

Joaquin Maria Bartrina y d'Aixemus (1916?).
H. C. B.

Basterra, Ramon de (ca. 1887-1928, Spanish

poet), concerned with both past and future

of things Hispanic, wrote with equal fervor

about Basque seigniorial and Catholic tradi-

tion and about the novelties of the machine

age. The scion of a wealthy Bilbao family,
he studied in Germany and saw diplomatic
service in Rumania, Rome, and Venezuela.

His prose studies, La obra de Trajano (1921)
and Una emprcsa del siglo XVIII: Los navios

de la ilustracion (1925), recall his constant

pursuit of the centrifugal culture of Spain.
In successive books Basterra's thought all

important in his poetry becomes more in-

clusive and moves westward under the dome
of Greater Spain which, for him, arches over

the Occident from Rome to Manila, "the

fringe of the sky/' Las ubres luminosas (1923)
records a pilgrimage to Rome. It is a paean
of praise to the Mother City ("most illustrious

of wolves") from whom Spain inherits her
culture. La sencillez de los seres (1923) is a

tribute to the people of northern, and

especially Basque, Spain. Los labios del rnonte

(1924) is a panoramic glorification of their

defense of the Catholic faith, from the Re-

conquest down.
The "Virulo" of Basterra's last two books

represents the peripatetic poet himself. In the

morning of Virulo, mocedades (1924) he
starts west for the mechanized world of

the Hispanic present and future; his finger
"turns the pages of the horizons", "tunes the

meridians." Virulo, mediodia (1927) finds

him at noon in the heart of modernity. His

poetry no longer has the classicism of Las
ubres luminosas or the romanticism of La

sencillez de los seres and Los labios del

monte. It is pneumatic, "inflated with the air

of the day." It is charged with neo-baroque
figures: the sky of the Occident is now "a

parasol whose ribs are the meridians." The
poet is now "the Aesop of the Machine"; the

characters in his fables a plane, a crane, a

truck "do not speak with jaws, mouths, or

beaks, but with escapes, valves, and horns."

The book is brilliant, audacious, sometimes

pu/zling. Its use of image and metaphor
displays an inventiveness, worthy of its

theme, which allies Basterra to the vanguard
poets of his day.

Sec: A. Valbuena Prat, La poesia espanola

contempordnea (1930); F. dc Onfs, Antologia
de la poesia espanola e hispanoamericana,
1882-19)2 (1934).

D. K. A.

Bataille, Henry (1872-1922, French playwright
and poet), born in Mimes, entered the Ecole

des Beaux Arts in 1890 to study painting. Four

years later, influenced by Robert d'Humi&res,
with whom he had written La Belle an bois

dormant (1894), he made his d6but as a

dramatist. From 1900 to 1914 Henry Bataille

was the most celebrated of the French play-

wrights. Both the public and the critics praised
L'Enchantement (1900), Le Masque (1902),

Maman Colibri (1905), Poliche (1906), La
Femme nue (1908), Le Scandale (1909), La

Vierge folle (1910), L'Enfant de I'amour (1911),

Les Flambeaux (1912). In 1913 Le Phal&ne,
too obviously inspired by the life of Marie

BashkirtsefF, was violently discussed. Three

plays, L'Amazone (1916), L'Animateur (1920),

and La Chair humaine (1922), mark an evolu-

tion towards the theatre of ideas. L'Homme a

la rose (1920) offered variations on the theme
of Don Juan. La Tendresse (1921) and La
Possession (1921) are the last manifestations of

a great talent which had gradually degener-
ated.

The weakness of Bataille's theatre is partly
due to the fact that it is the reflection of a

period which belongs already to the past.

Many of his plays were inspired directly and

exclusively by contemporary events and have

become dated very rapidly. A romanticist by
nature, Bataille felt, moreover, a morbid at-

traction for exceptional and often repulsive
characters. His best dramas are excellent

psychological studies of irrepressible passions.

They contain powerful scenes, but suffer from

an excess of lyricism and from artificialities of

style, factors contributing in no small measure
to the partial oblivion into which they have

already fallen. As a poet Bataille wrote La
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Chambre blanche (1895), Le Beau Voyage

(1905), La Divine Tragedie (1917), La Quadra-

ture de I'amour (1920). Some of his opinions

on dramatic art can be found in Ecrits sur le

thedtre (1917). L'Enfance eternelle (1922) con-

tains autobiographical data.

See: D. Amiel, Henry Bataille (1912) and

Le Regne interieur (ig^); P- Ltevre,

"Henry Bataille/
1

Marges, XV (1918). 203-212;

Herse, May-June, 1921 (special number); P.

Blanchart, Henry Bataille; son ceuvre (1922);

L. Lemonnier, "Le Theatre d'Henry Bataille,"

Grande Revue, CVIII (1922), 244-262; G. de

Catalogue, Henry Bataille, ou le Romantismc

de Vinstinct (1925); E. Seilltere, L 9

Evolution

morale dans le thedtre d'Henry Bataille (1936).

M. E. C.

Baty, Gaston (1885-, French theatrical di-

rector and producer), was born at Pdussin,

Loire, and studied at the University of Lyon,

where he became interested in the traditional

puppet theatres. In 1919* steeped in the

theories of Gordon Craig, Adolphe Appia,

Georg Fuchs, and Meyerhold, he began to help

Firmin G&nier stage vast productions at the

Cirque cTHiver and the Comdie Montaigne.

His "Compagnons de la Chimfere," formed in

1922, wandered from theatre to theatre until

they settled in the small Studio des Champs

Elystes (1924), performing such experimental,

and often expressionistic, plays as J. J.

Bernard's (q.v.) Marline, S. Gantillon's Maya,

and J. V. Pellerin's (q.v.) Te.tes de rechange.

Finally the Baty company (probably the best

ensemble group in Paris) found the Theatre

Montparnasse, famous for its use by Andr

Antoine (q.v.). Constantly protesting against

the all-importance of the dramatist's text, he

naturally became the godfather of the "theatre

of the unexpressed" of Denys Amiel (q.v.).

J. J. Bernard, et aL and strove to enrich his

repertory with free adaptations of such novels

as Madame Bovary (1936), Manon Lescaut

(1938), Crime and Punishment (1932-1938)'

and Don Quixote (1938-1939)- Unlike the

other contemporary metteurs en scene (Dullin,

Jouvet, Pitoeff, qq.v.). Gaston Baty likes to

'adapt" and stamp each detail of a work with

his personality, creating thus a series of con-

troversial spectacles which he defends in his

essays and prefaces.

See: P. Blanchart, Gaston Baty (1939); A.

Villeroy, Dix Ans de thedtre: De la Comtdie

Montaigne au TMdtre Pigalle (1930).

J. O'B.

Baudelaire, Charles Pierre (1821-1867, French

poet and critic), was born in Paris and spent

most of his life there. Soon after his elderly
father's death, in 1827, h*s m ther married

Colonel Aupick, whom Baudelaire found a

difficult and unsympathetic stepfather. After

his school years at Lyon and then at the Lyc6e
Louis-le-Grand in Paris, Baudelaire enjoyed a

brief period of independence and began his

literary career. In 1841 his family sent him oil

on a long sea voyage, supposedly to India; he

returned, however, in less than a year, after

short stays on the islands of Mauritius and
Bourbon (Reunion). Inheriting his father's

fortune on his coming of age, he lived for a

time the life of a rich young dandy. But his

family, alarmed by the rapidity with which
his fortune was disappearing, encumbered
him with a financial guardianship. From then

on he was burdened with debts, in constant

difficulties with publishers and printers, for-

ever moving from one miserable lodging to

another. His life was further complicated by
his liaison with the mulatto Jeanne Duval, to

whom he remained attached for many years.

Many of his poems were inspired by her;

others belong to a period of idealized de-

votion to Mme Sabatier, and still others to a

brief liaison with the actress Marie Daubrun.
After the death of his stepfather in 1857,

Baudelaire found some respite from increasing
ill-health and financial difficulties in stays

with his mother at Honfleur. In 1864 he set

out on his unfortunate Icctuie tour in Bel-

gium. Struck down there by paralysis in 1866,

he was brought back to Paris, where he died

in 1867.
In Les Fleurs du mal (1857) Baudelaire

brought together poems on which he had

been at work for years, many of which had

already appeared in periodicals. The ap-

pearance of the volume brought on a trial

which resulted in Baudelaire's condemnation

for an offense against public morals and the

suppression of six of the hundred poems. The
second edition (r8Gr) added 35 new poems,
and the posthumous edition of 1868 25 more.

In the Petits Pocmes en prose (1869), most of

which had been published during Baudelaire's

lifetime, he developed a new form, a spon-
taneous and natural poetic prose which

allowed him more freedom, more detail, than

the traditional versification of his earlier

poems.
Baudelaire's affiliation with his predecessors,

with the Pteiade and Racine as well as with

the romantics, is plain, and his passion for

perfection of form allies him to the Parnassian

poets. But his poetry is intensely personal,

marked with a desperate sincerity. The

struggle between good and evil, the efforts



and failures of the faltering will, the dark and
devious attempts to escape from spleen and

despair, the passionate devotion to beauty, cry
out from the depths of this poetry. Baudelaire's

external world is as distinctive as his inner one
the great city with its sordid streets and

crowded houses, the vast expanses of sea and

sky, the tropical sights and sounds and smells

of his early voyage. For him nature is a great
storehouse of images; the outer and inner

worlds are bound together by mysterious cor-

respondences, not merely between the different

senses, but between the visible and invisible

worlds. His images are not developed in splen-
did isolation, like those of the romantic poets,
but are symbols in which image and meaning
are fused into one. His poetry has a perfection
of form and music that gives at times classic

simplicity, at times a far-echoing intensity.

Undoubtedly the charm is broken sometimes

by platitudes, by mediocre lines, by a too

heavy and morbid sensualism, but Baudelaire

brought to French poetry a dark splendor, a

magic density that it had not yet known.
Baudelaire himself said that he considered

the poet the best of critics. His own criticism,

collected in the two posthumous volumes,
Curiosites esthdtiques (1868) and L'Art ro-

mantique (1869), is almost entirely of his con-

temporaries, whom he judged with amazing
sureness. The art criticism, centered on Dela-

croix, includes the Salons of 1845, 1846, and

1859, the Exposition de 1855, three articles on
caricature (1855-1857), Le Peintre de la vie

moderne (1863), and L'CEuvre et la vie

d f

Eugene Delacroix (1863). In literary criti-

cism there are articles on Poe (1856 and 1857)
and Gautier (1859), the series Poetes franfais

(1861-1862), and a number of shorter articles,

including one on Madame Bovary (1857). In

1861 Baudelaire made his one excursion into

musical criticism, with Richard Wagner et

Tannhauser a Paris. For him criticism is first

of all poetic, the translation of an experience,
a reflection of the work of art. Then the in-

telligence conies into play, and he goes on to

"transform delight into knowledge" (trans-

former la volupte en connaissance), to deduce
from experience the laws of art, crystallized in

his great all-embracing conception of the

imagination.
About 1846 Baudelaire discovered Poe, with

whom he felt from the first a fraternal affinity.
A large part of his literary effort was devoted
to his admirable translation of Poe's tales and
other works, Histoires extraordinaires (1856),
Nouvelles Histoires extraordinaires (1857),
Aventures d'Arthur Gordon Pym (1858),
Eureka (1864), and Histoires grotesques et
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extraordinaires (1864). Les Paradis artificiels

(1860) comprises an original work, "Poeme du
haschisch," and "Confessions d'un mangeur
d'opium," an adaptation of De Quincey's
work. After Baudelaire's death the (Euvres

posthumes (1887-1907) gathered together early
poems, scattered articles, and unfinished
sketches, as well as Fusees and Mon Cceur mis
a nu, the so-called Journaux intimes. The
publication of the Lettres 1840-1866 (1907),
Lettres a sa mere (1918), and Dernieres Lettres
a sa mere (1926) has added much to our

knowledge of Baudelaire the man.

Though he died in 1867, one has only to
think of Mallarm and Rimbaud, Claudel and
Valtfry, Gide and Proust (qq.v.), of Swinburne
and Yeats, Pound and Eliot, of Stefan George
(q.v.) and Rilke (q.v.) t to realize how truly
Baudelaire belongs with the moderns.

See: E. and J. Crpet, Charles Baudelaire

(1907); G. de Reynold, Charles Baudelaire

(1920); J. Pommicr, La Mystique de Baude-
laire (1932); A. Ferran, L'Esthetique de
Baudelaire (1933); M. Gilman, Baudelaire the
Critic (1943).

M. G.

Bazin, Ren (1853-1932, French novelist), was
born and brought up at Angers in Anjou. As
a boy he was very fond of country life and
read many novels of adventures by Maine
Reid and talcs of Red Indians. He attended
the Catholic University of Angers and in 1875
was appointed professor of law at that insti-
tution.

His first novel, Stdphanette (1884), was pub-
lished under the pseudonym Bernard Seigny.
Many other novels followed, published under
his own name, most of which dealt with

country life in Anjou, Poitou, and Vendee. The
list includes Une Tache d'encre (1888; Eng.
trs., A Blot of Ink, 1892, Ink Stain, 1905), Les
Noellet (1890; Eng. tr., This, My Son, 1909),
La Sarcelle bleue (1892), Madame Corentine
(1893; Eng. tr., Those of His Own Household,
1914), Humble Amour (1894), De toute son
dme (1897; Eng. tr., Redemption, 1897). Par-

ticularly successful was a series dealing with
the then acute problem of the threatened
desertion of the land for the industrial cities:

La Terre qui meurt (1899; stage version in

ig^). Donatienne (1903; Eng. tr., The Peni-

tent, 1912), Le Kit qui leve (1907; Eng. tr.,

The Coming Harvest, 1908), La Closerie de

Champdolent (1917). Another capital problem
which challenged the attention of Bazin was
the question of Alsace-Lorraine, in Les OberU
(1901; stage version in 1912; Eng. tr., The
Children of Alsace, 1912), Les Nouveaux
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OberU (1919), and Baltus le Lorrain (1926).

This patriotic note was never dissociated from

the religious, Roman Catholic note, as well

illustrated in the author's last story, Magnificat

(1931; Eng. tr., Magnificat, 1932).

Bazin also wrote books in various other

fields: La Douce France (1911; Eng. tr., Gentle

France, 1913), Charles de Foucauld, explora-
teur du Maroc, crmite an Sahara (1921; Eng.
tr., Charles de Foucauld, Hermit and Ex-

plorer, 1923), several collections of short stories,

and several accounts of travels in Italy, Spain,
and the provinces of France. Etapes de ma vie

(1936) wris published posthumously.
Bazin is an urbane writer, more serious than

brilliant, a conscientious and orthodox work-

man. He was elected to the French Academy
in 1903.

See: A. de Bersaucourt, Rene Bazin (1906);

Charles Bauman, Rend Bazin (1924); Francois
Mauriac, Rend Bazin (1931).

A. Sz.

Becher, Johannes Robert (1891-, German poet
and novelist), was born in Munich, the son of

a judge. He studied philosophy and medicine

in Munich, Berlin, and Jena and started his

literary career with poetry of the most

radically expressionistic kind. His first collec-

tion of poems and prose, Verfall und Triumph
(1914), is typical of the explosive and chaotic

early expressionism which destroyed the tra-

ditional language and syntax as a gesture sym
bolic of the intellectual destruction of the

traditional world. With the critical vehemence
of his intellectual attitude Becher soon turned

to radical politics; he joined the Communist

Party at its inception. In his many books as

well as in his personal life he remained a

fighter for Communism and Soviet Russia.

Characteristic of his poetry are such works
as An Europa (1916), Verbriidcrung (1916),

Gedichte fiir ein Volk (1917), Pdan gegen die

Zeit (1918), Ewig im Aufruhr (1920), Am
Grabe Lenins (1925), Maschinenrhythrnen
(1925), and Der grosse Plan: Epos des sozialis-

tischen Aufbaus (1931). He published a selec-

tion of his early poems in Ein Mensch unserer

Zeit (1930). His ecstatic eruptions are often of

great poetic strength, but he sometimes uses

his lyric gifts for the mere presentation of

lengthy political effusions. He realized him-

self that this chaotic and erratic type of ex-

pression was not easily understood by the

masses for whom his poetry was actually
written, and gradually he modified his style.

Gedichte an Lotte (1920) and Um Gott (1921)
are written more calmly. He produced a play
about and for the masses (Arbeiter, Bau-

ern, Soldaten, 1920), as well as a volume of

political prose (Vorwarts, Du rote Front, 1925)
and two novels (Der einzig gerechte Krieg,

1925; Der Bankier reitet iiber das Schlachtfeld,

1925), all serving the same radical tendency.
Becher is not only the most constant but also

the most vigorous of the "political" poets of

the left, yet it is a fact that in his poetry
written later in Russia there appears a deep
longing for Germany and its culture.

Indeed after his emigration to Russia, where
he lived in exile from 1932 to 1945, his poetry
also began to show classical and traditional

forms, at times even the didactic simplicity
of a child's reader. During this period he pro-
duced some 20 volumes of poetry and prose,

e.g., Neue Gedichte (1933); Des Siegs Gewiss-

heit und Sicht auf grosse Tage; Sonette (1939);
Abschied (1940), a novel; Dank an Stalingrad;

53 Balladen (1943). He returned to Germany
with the victorious Russian army in 1945 and
became president of the Kulturbund zur

Demokratischen Erneuerung Dcutschlands.

K. P.

Becque, Henry (1837-1899, French dramatist),
was born in Paris and lived there all his life.

He was the first playwright successfully to

introduce in the French theatre certain aspects
of the materialism, immorality, and cupidity
current in some parts of Parisian society in his

day. His emphasis on a minute and truthful

observation of life gave a new and important
orientation to a French theatre that had been

cluttered with sterilizing artificialities.

Becque's family was impecunious. When he
finished his schooling at the Lyccc Bonaparte
(later the Lyccte Condorcet), his father, a

government clerk, secured work for him in a

railroad office. He did not remain there long,
but drifted restlessly from post to post. A
maternal uncle, a dramatist and collaborator

of Labiche, kept alive Becque's interest in the

theatre and saw to it that he became ac-

quainted with the Paris theatres, particularly
with the Molire repertory at the Comddie

Franchise. An omnivorous reader and a poet
who wrote verse all his life, Becque began to

give lessons in literature in preference to

filling clerical positions. As secretary to a

Polish diplomat who encouraged his literary

inclinations, Becque met men in public life,

artists, and intellectuals; had it not been for

his poverty, he would have seriously con-

sidered entering the diplomatic service. He
wrote the book for an opera, Sardanapale

(1868), by a young musician of this milieu. His

first serious effort, however, was L'Enfant

prodigue (1867), a vaudeville which was favor-



ably received by the critics and which re-

vealed the dexterity in expression and the

vivid dramatic sense that were later to be so

highly developed. His second play, Michel

Pauper (1870), reflected his concern, as he later

wrote, "with the innocent and helpless who

struggle against force and all tyrannies and in-

justices." The play is particularly interesting

as a commentary on the changing society dur-

ing the last days of the Second Empire and for

the sharply defined characterizations. Becque
had to produce this play at his own expense.
In 1871 (after service in the Franco-Prussian

War) he wrote L'Enlevement, which failed

immediately. Impoverished and discouraged,
he worked on the stock exchange for the next

few years, but was an active member of the

Society of Dramatic and Musical Authors. For

a while he eked out a living by writing articles

on the theatre for Peuple; he contributed at

various times during his life to other news-

papers, among them Henri IV, Union rdpubli-

caine, Figaro, Gaulois, and Matin (see the

collection entitled Querelles littdraires, 1890).

The entire year of 1877 he devoted to writing
his first masterpiece, Les Corbeaux, deter-

mined "to defend it against everything/' It

took him five more years of untiring effort to

find a producer for Les Corbeaux. During this

time he wrote and had presented two success-

ful short plays, La Navette (1878) and Les

Honnctes Femmes (1880). When Les Corbeaux

was finally produced in 1882 at the Comdie
Franchise, it was greeted with both hisses and

applause. The resulting controversy was not

unlike that aroused by Hugo's Hernani in

1830. In Les Corbeaux the plight of the help-
less in the clutch of economic circumstance is

again set forth, the helpless being a rich

bourgeois family suddenly bereft of the father

and at the mercy of former friends who pluck
from the mother and daughters all their

worldly possessions. The dialogue reflected

relentlessly the cupidity and moral weakness

of the characters. The play was something new
in the French theatre and is still remarkable

for its simplicity, for its consistency, for

vigorous dramatic effects obtained with the

utmost literary economy. Becque's second

masterpiece, La Parisienne, was produced in

1885. Here, in even sharper, more brilliant

dialogue, Becque presented with complete de-

tachment the immorality of one Parisian wife

and her particular milieu. A sardonic humor
evolves from the characters who not only nat-

urally accept their deviations from accepted

morality but rationalize and morali/e about
them convincingly. After the usual rejections

Becque found a producer and rehearsed the
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play himself. The premiere at the Renais-

sance Theatre was a sensation. The Com6die

Franchise later performed the play, in 1890,
but incompetently; it remained for Antoine

(g.f .)
with the help of a great actress, Rjane,

to bring out the full possibilities of the piece.
Antoine saw that Becq lie's dialogue demanded
a naturalness and simplicity in acting that

were then all but unknown in the French

theatre. He systematically cultivated this new

acting technique and introduced it in his

Th&itre Libre, of which Becque was the lit-

erary head. The vitality of the movement

Becque inaugurated is evidenced by the dram-
atists Curel, Brieux, and Courteline (qq.v.} t

all of whom later made their debuts at the

Theatre Libre.

In focusing attention on moral evils of his

time Becque was relentless. Therein lie the

strength and the limitations of his theatre.

Observations are projected with a new vivid-

ness, scrupulous honesty, and plausibility. The
illusion of reality is achieved with unusual

poignancy; the picture is all black, but the

particular characters are true to life, their

weaknesses and cupidity could not be other-

wise, and their actions follow logically and
with the inevitability of a Greek tragedy. That

Becque had tenderness and tolerance in him,
as well as cynicism, appears in his poetry,
maxims, and Notes d'album (see (Euvres com-

pletes, 1924-1926). His qualities of irony and
humor and his gift of concision are well rep-
resented in Souvenirs d'un auteur dramatique
(1895), a collection in which he sets down his

tribulations as a dramatist and his opinions
of producers, critics, and playwrights.

Despite the controversies to which his plays

gave rise, Becque won a substantial literary

reputation in France. He was admitted to the

Legion of Honor in 1886. He enjoyed society
and there gave vent to his exuberance and
mordant wit. Though he was accepted as a

dramatist of the first rank, he achieved no
financial success. There was a strange contrast

between the brilliant dramatist, the lion of

the literary salons, and the poverty and soli-

tude of his private life. Such was his fierce

pride that he declined a pension which the

government was willing to grant him after his

brother and main support died. Becque's plays
were especially successful in Italy, to which

country he went in 1893 to lecture. Constant

poverty and illness prevented Becque from

completing his last play, Les Polischinelles

(1910). A few faithful friends placed him in

a private sanatorium, where he died May 15,

1899.
See: A. Antoine, Mes Souvenirs sur le Thtd-
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tre Libre (1921); E. Dawson, Henry Decque;
sa vie et son thMtre (1923); A. Arnautovitch,

Henry Decque; sa vie et ccuvre (1927); L.

Jouvet, Reflexions du comcdien (1938).

E. B. M.

B^cquer, Gustavo Adolfo (1836-1870), Spanish

lyric poet and author of legends and essays
in prose), was born in Seville of noble lineage.

His father and his uncle were painters.

Bcquer spent his early years in Seville, de-

voted like his brother Valcriano to the study
of painting, but soon he decided in favor of

literature. In 1854 he transferred to Madrid,
where he lived until his death. He married,

had children, and always remained in close

touch with Valeriano. His training as a

painter, his constant reading in the ancient

authors and in the Spanish and foreign

writers, together with his trips to Toledo and
to the region of the Moncayo, arc the most

important factors in the formation of his

spiritual life. He inspired and directed various

cultural works and collaborated in magazines
and periodicals. On his death, his friends

collected his writings from periodicals and
still unedited manuscripts: Obras de Gustavo

A. Dccqucr (2 vols., 1871; 3 vols., 1904). Later,

the publication of his works was continued:

Pdginas dcsconocidas de Gustavo Adolfo

Becquer (3 vols., 1923). In the National Library
of Madrid is conserved a notebook entitled

"El libro de los gorriones," which is a holo-

graph manuscript of some of his poetry and

prose.
In spite of his early death, he created a

work as significant as it is brief. His Rimas
soon made him famous in Spain and in Span-
ish America. His poetry has an anecdotic

background that in sentiment and linear

quality expresses the poetic decoration of his

period. Brief poems reveal his rare moments
of felicity, his constant grief, the suffering
and the anguish of a sad love, in an atmos-

phere typical of the years 1850-1870 a

balcony with swallows and honeysuckle vines,

a tree-shaded walk, a salon with a harp in an

obscure corner. Occasionally he deals with an

attitude of strolling lovers, or their angry
encounter at a ball, or the poet's own room.

His contemporaries felt in this anecdotal

manner and matter the complete fulfillment

of their sentimental aspirations. They found
in this poetry, which departed from tragic

romantic desperation, the purest conception
of the melancholy, sad, and resigned love of

their epoch. The anecdote is the decorative,

period element which Bcquer utilizes to

present a new sentimental life of the heart.
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Another theme of the Rimas is poetic crea-

tion, felt as a conflict between idea and form
which can be solved only by means of the

word an inadequate instrument. Becquer's
idealistic realism is preparing and announc-

ing the symbolistic and impressionistic world.

His poetry does not capture the fugacity of

the present, nor found itself on sensation,
nor become a symbol, but seeks to be as

fugitive as the present, as light as sensation,
and as secret as the symbol. It is the poetry
of a will to be, a wish to be one with the be-

loved, a desire to give form to the ideal

which is felt, significantly, as a dream.

Bdcquer gives to his poetry a musical

rhythm which is at times almost cantabile.

The sonorous material accents, pauses, ac-

cent and phonetic structure of the word of

the verse is in reality not a form for the

voice, yet achieves that form thanks to the

voice when the personal sentiment of a man
or a woman imbues the material with feeling.

Just as the musician indicates the tempo of

his melody, so Bdcquer points out that his

poetry should be softly murmured close to

the ear of the fair listener, so that with only
the slightest interference of the physical the

soul may communicate. It is the poetry of the

ineffable, of the intangible, which is still not

an allusion to reality, which preserves only
the lightest impression of that reality, just as

the butterfly leaves on the hands that would
detain it only "the golden dust that em-
bellishes its wings." B^cquer demands of his

reader an active and a collaborative atten-

tion.

The Rimas have served as a guide and a

stimulus to 20th-century Spanish poetry, and
their value is being more and more clarified

with the passage of time. Becquer's prose, on
the other hand, has not been looked upon
with so much interest; nevertheless it is

interesting and has a definite place in the

development of igth-century Spanish prose.

Along with his essays some of which are

single and others grouped together by a

common theme (Cartas literarias a una mujer)
or by the place in which they were written

(Cartas desde mi celda) appear his Lcyendas.

Although these legends may be narrative or

descriptive, they are inspired by the same

feeling of mystery which imposes upon all

of them a similar pattern of development.
Sometimes the mystery expresses the impossi-

bility of capturing the fundamental meaning
underlying the creation of life, or the ac-

tivities of the creative spirit, or the operation
of destiny; in other instances, the purgation
of sin; and finally, the longing for beauty and
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love. From the dense shadows which surround
him the poet flings himself into the search,

representing even in the physical action of

his characters the urgency of his spiritual

quest. Mystery encircles the earth, hides feel-

ings and things from the profaning glance of

the vulgar. At the same time mystery is

created by the imagination of the select few
with finer sensibilities. Thanks to the imagi-

nation, man is transformed into poet, into

seer. By means of the imagination, Becquer
succeeds in breaking through the layers of

the ordinary daily life of his contemporaries
which conceal the virginity of feelings and
realities. History is the receptacle of legend.
As it recedes from the present, time returns

to reality and to life their pristine purity
and in this purity lies the essence of their

poetry. Imagination is accompanied and is

dominated by sentiment. Imagination pro
vidcs the decoration of his work: brilliant or

somber, melancholy or bitter, it forms the

labyrinth in which reality is lost; sentiment

is the thread of this labyrinth the construc-

tive element. Becquer (cf. Pre-Raphaelitism
in England, Baudelaire, q.v., in France) en-

riches the world of the heart and arrives at

the moral values through sentiment. He
feels death as a form of solitude, of abandon,
of oblivion. This solitude is achieved after an

extended leave-taking. The feeling that life

is a melancholy farewell to time as it passes

explains the meaning of his study of types
and customs, which do not propose to fix the

present, but rather "to preserve the last word
of an epoch which is vanishing . . . the

[provinces] of which tomorrow there will re-

main only a confused memory." The poet
should conserve the traces of an epoch which

is disappearing, but his supernatural gift

consists in being able to construct with his

evocative power that which time and the

barbarism of men destroy.
A Becquer paragraph is extensive and rich

in harmony. The enumeration, the symmetri-
cal disposition of equal syntactic groups, the

pairing of words and of reiterative or an-

tithetical sentences, the repetition of the last

word or words of a sentence at the beginning
of the next, are the structures to which he

resorts in order to give movement and varia-

tion to his paragraph. A certain characteristic

of style, the use of a trimember group sub-

jects, verbs, and complements was to appear
later in Valle-Incldn (see A. Alonso, "Es-

tructura de las 'Sonatas' de Valle-Incl<1n,"

Verbum, XXI, 6-42). His vocabulary is widely
varied and he was proud of his knowledge of

technical terms.

See: D. Alonso, "Aquella arpa de Btfcquer,"
Cruz y raya, June, 1935, pp. 59-104; J.

Guillen, "La po^tica de Becquer," Revista

hispdnica moderna, VIII (New York, 1942),

1-42.

J. C.

Bcdier, Joseph (1864-1938, French medievalist

and literal y historian), though born in Paris,

prided himself on his Breton origin (the name
Bcdier is the Arthurian Beduer, Bedivere)
and on the fact that his ancestors, involved in

the conspiracy of Cellamare, had emigrated to

the He de Bourbon (Reunion). Expecting to

go into secondary teaching, he graduated from
the Ecole Normalc Supricurc at 22 and then

fell under the influence of the famous Gaston
Paris (q.v.), whose brilliant and original pupil
lie became. To complete his knowledge of

Romance philology he went to Germany,
where Hermann Suchier guided him in the

acquisition of the latest scientific methods.

The University of Frihourg, in Switzerland,

next offered him a post (while there he edited

the Lai de rOmbre in 1890), which he held

until he was recalled to France by the Uni-

versity of Caen. Here at the early age of 27 he

presented his theses for the French doctorate

and then joined the stall of his alma mater,
the Ecole Normalc.

The budding medievalist now displayed his

scientific tcmpei and perspective by an incur-

sion into the modern field with a volume of

studies (Etudes critiques, 1903) on Chateau-

briand, Diderot, and the Entretien de Pascal

et de M. de Sacy. Fame came to him, however,
with his genial reconstruction in classical

modern French of the Roman de Tristan et

Iseult (1900; first Eng. tr., 1903). Here
at a stroke the modern troubadour opened

up the Middle Ages to the cultivated reading

public. Noteworthy is the fact that philology
now becomes the handmaid of art and that

factual research scores one of its greatest

triumphs. This set the pace for all of Bcklier's

later work.

In 1903, on the death of Gaston Paris, Bddier

succeeded him at the College de France, an

institution which he regarded as the honneur
de VEurope. He now devoted himself to the

line of research in which Paris had been so

much interested, namely, the Old French epic
or chansons de geste. It is characteristic of

Bddicr that he planned nothing revolutionary.
If he came to uphold a view differing toto

caelo from his predecessor's, it was due to

his unshakable probity (the first asset of a

scholar, according to Paris) and his instinctive

literary insight. Thus was produced his master-
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piece, the four volumes of Les Ltgendes

^piques (1908-1913). Btfdier's hypothesis is

that the French epic was primarily the product
of the nth century, the age of the Crusades,

to which the figure of Charlemagne was a

heroic "revival" presented as the Christian

champion against the threatening Moham-
medan world. Hence, according to Bckiier, the

Chanson de Roland is not the survival of an

epic song contemporaneous with the defeat of

the Franks in 778, but an original composition

inspired by the enthusiasm for the First

Crusade. The background of the chansons de

geste he found in the pilgrimage roads to holy

places and the monuments (tombs, churches,

relics) situated on them, combined with the

clerical imagination that was stimulated by
them. So arose a new view of medieval litera-

ture as expressive of the age from which the

extant manuscripts can be dated.

Supplementary to this view is Beklier's stand

on textual reconstruction. To him the Chan*

son de Roland is essentially the poem as pre-

served in the Oxford manuscript (Digby 23).

To "reconstruct" medieval literature on the

classical theory of Lachmann appeared to

B&lier like reconstructing Chateaubriand's

Atala by mingling the "readings" of the three,

separate editions made by Chateaubriand.

This fresh approach to the problem has had

wide repercussion, for instance in B6dier's own

critique of Doni Quentin's reconstruction of

the Bible. Bldier did not settle the question,
but he established the principle that each text

is a problem unto itself which cannot be

solved by a priori theory.
Like Gaston Paris, Bedier became adminis-

tratcur of his institution, at a time when the

College de France needed new buildings and

a progressive policy. He fulfilled this task

surprisingly well. Honors poured in on him;

in 1920 he was elected to the French Academy.
In 1936 he retired from active teaching. The

remaining years of his research he devoted to

a critical work never published on the

history of the editions of the Roland.

In appearance Bedier was tall and thin,

with clear blue eyes in which were wedded
candor and passion, perspicacity and imagina-
tion. Shy in manner, with an honesty that re-

fused to compromise, he drove an argument to

its basic truth as in the Dreyfus case, where
he became an ardent revisionist. But he was

always skeptical of material that he could not

himself control. This appears in his Les
Fabliaux (1893, often revised), in which he
takes an anti-folklore attitude in his advocacy
of individual literary composition. Yet, despite
this limitation, he remains both a tradition-

alist (in the Cartesian manner) and an out

standing pioneer in the field of pure scholar-

ship. His many pupils and admirers in France

and abroad testify to his abiding influence. In

this age of propaganda he remains the ex-

emplar of "the disinterested pursuit of truth/

See: Ferdinand Lot, Joseph Bedier (1939)
W. A. N.

Bedny, Demyan (pseud, of Ycfirn Pridvorov

1883-, Russian poet), born at Gubovka in the

former Government of Kherson, is the oldesl

poet of Soviet Russia; his Bolshevik verse

appeared in St. Petersburg periodicals yearn

before the First World War. Previous to 191^

his reputation was based on his political

fables, a genre much in vogue under the

tsarist regime, when censorship conditions in

vited the use of an Aesopian language. Ir

these fables Demyan Bedny managed tc

dodge the censor with his nimble verses about

birds, animals, inanimate objects, and rustic

simpletons. Their message was perforce

subtle, and the very form of fables dictated

brevity and precision. Though a university

graduate, Bedny likes to pose as a muzhik
and he is, indeed, a master of the colorfu

folk speech rich in parables, proverbs, un

expected phraseology, and well-aimed epi
thets.

The Revolution freed Bedny from the

fetters of censorship and enabled him to un
fold his power fully. It also robbed his verse

of subtlety and has rendered it pedestriar
and obvious. His services to the Revolutior

were valuable (he has been decorated sevcra

times). Unconcerned about form and hardly
sensitive to it, he produced thousands oi

racy, conversational verses on current issues

He addressed the masses directly on prob
lems of war and of reconstruction, he gave
them courage and confidence, entertained then

with a bit of coarse humor, whetted theii

hatred for foreign and inner enemies, anc

kept them informed, stirred, exhorted, con

soled. His agitki (bits of agitation, or propa
ganda) had a tremendous appeal during the

civil war; they were recited and sung bj

soldiers and workers, they penetrated the

remote backwoods of Russia and the thid

skulls of the peasants. In more recent times

as the Russian public grew more exacting
and critical, Demyan Bedny lost his appea
and wrote practically nothing; but with the

Second World War his short poems began te

appear once more in the periodicals. Hii

verse has been offered to the public in nu
merous editions.

A. K.
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Beer-Hofmann, Richard (1866-1945, Austrian

poet, novelist, dramatist), born in Vienna, was

most closely associated with Jungwien, the

literary group that dominated Austrian letters

at the turn of the century. He first attracted

public notice in 1893 with a slender volume
entitled Novellen, consisting of two short tales,

"Das Kind" and "Camelias." These tales be-

tray the influence of Maupassant (q-v.) in

subject matter and of Flaubert (q-v.) in style.

His earliest lyric, Schlaflied ftir Miriam (1898),

is the finest philosophic lullaby in German.
Eternal chords are touched the dark origin
of life and its unknown end, the blind and

lonely path that we tread throughout our

days, the impossibility of communicating our

deepest experiences even to those nearest to

us, and the tragic necessity for each generation
to recapitulate the past with all its errors and

suffering. Yet behind the apparent chaotic

structure of the universe, the poet recognizes
a mysterious purpose and a certain continuity
of existence. Even as each cell is a necessary

part of an organ and each organ has a special-
ized useful function to perform in the entire

organism, so each individual is a necessary
link in a historical community of fate; each

community of fate has a specific way of life

and a definite useful task to perform in man's

ascent to an ever higher level of culture. In

the poet's only novel, Der Tod Georgs (1900),

this realization comes to the hero as, in the

presence of death, he broods on the meaning
of life; he is wrested from his self-centered

existence as an aesthetic epicurean and
whirled into the midst of his people's struggle
for justice.

In Der Graf von Charolais (1904), Beer-

Hofmann's first and best-known play, the hero,

who sees the brittleness of all human relations

and the instability of all human emotions,

retains to the end his unshakable faith in the

bonds linking parents and children to one
another. This continuity of existence remains,

though all else fails. Our psychic configuration
is molded by the past of our ethnic kind and

it, in turn, determines the way of life to be

lived by our remotest descendants.

Bccr-Hofmann was of Jewish origin, and his

approach to eternal problems is essentially

biblical. His thoughts are ever directed toward

God, and his visions are reminiscent of the

prophets of the Old Testament. In a biblical

trilogy he seeks to restate for modern man the

Hebraic position on fundamental questions.
The first part, Jadkobs Traum (1918), depicts
the inner crisis of Jacob, the legendary ances-

tor of the Jews, during the memorable night
at Bethel, when he accepts for himself and

his offspring the blessing and the burden of

the blessing offered him by God. The second

part of the trilogy, Der junge David (1933),
deals with the testing of David, the descendant
of Jacob. Completed shortly before Hitler's

rise to power, this play gives the Hebraic
answer to Nazi ideology: just as it does not

pay for an individual to live solely for him-

self, so too it does not pay ("Es lohnt nichtl")
for a people to think primarily in terms of its

own aggrandizement. An individual is valu-

able only to the extent of his contribution to

the well-being of other individuals. A people
is important only in so far as it confers its

creative gifts upon others, coordinating its

own welfare with that of humanity at large.

Deprived of this constructive urge, man is but

dung of the earth and a people but dust of

history.
In 1939 Beer-Hofmann was forced to leave

his native land and emigrated to New York. In

his 75th year, in 1941, the poet collected in a

slender volume, Verse, all his lyric production
that he cared to see preserved. A new aspect of

his creativeness came to the fore on American
soil in 1944 in the impressionistic sketches Aus
dem Fragment Paula: Herbstmorgen in

Oesterreich. The poet, who had heretofore

spoken only through the masks of his dra-

matic and fictional heroes, attempted to re-

capture the autumnal mood of Austria as it

interpenetrated his own life and shaped his

own personality.
See: R. Rcik, Das Werk Richard Beer-

Hofmanns (1919); S. Liptzin, Richard Beer-

Hofmann (1936, in English).
S. L.

Belgian literature in Flemish. When the

southern Netherlands were separated from
the northern provinces, at the end of the

iGth century, the intellectual as well as the

economic center of the Lowlands moved to

the north. For 200 years Flemish literature

was reduced to pietist writings of sometimes
inane sentimentality and ridiculously de-

tailed symbolism. Literary expression died

out. Immediately after the creation of an in-

dependent Belgium in 1830, it was revived by
the prolific novelist Hendrik Conscience (q*v.).

His sentimental nationalism, based on what
Flanders had achieved in the Middle Ages
and on the story of its revolt against tyranny
in the iGth century, brought about a renais-

sance of literary activity. About 1860 his work
was well under way, and a number of writers

had sprung up who created a literary "cli-

mate" in which the fundamental trends of

Flemish letters were already plainly visible
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a constant tendency toward cozy provincial-

ism, which finds its expression in the peasant
novel, and, on the other hand, a definite long-

ing for universality which uses social and

psychological elements. At times these two
tendencies intermingle.
About 1880 the majority of the reading

public in Flanders belonged to the rural

Catholic population. In their struggle against

linguistic inequality in the new state, and as

a means of self-defense, they took comfort in

their local characteristics, their picturesque

way of life, their verbal particularities, all of

which were employed to prove that Flanders

and the Flemish language had a right to

exist. Therefore it was quite natural as well

as fashionable for the writers of the second

half of the igth century to depict the ameni-

ties of life on the farm and in the country
in the most lively colors, to exalt the virtues

of the rustics, to underline their habits, their

wit, and their customs, and to represent them
as a touchstone to guarantee the language
and personality of the Flemish people. The
cult of local expression and idiosyncrasy led

to an acute provincialism which manifested

itself in the use of dialectic forms and in an

opposition to the generally accepted medium
of a standard Netherlandish language.

All these handicaps, however, were bril-

liantly overcome by the one poet of universal

stature Flanders produced in the last century,
the priest Guido Ge/elle (<].v.). He embodied
the pure gothic spirit; he looked at nature

and its botanic details as the miniaturists of

the Middle Ages did and with absolute faith

in his metaphysical certainties he attained to

a mystical familiarity with the Creator which

made his art appear as the last flowering of

Middle Age devotion. His verse is purely

lyrical, although he seldom referred to his

personal life, which was at bottom difficult

and not devoid of the tragic. Most of his

poems deal with the feasts and ceremonies

of the Church or with the rural Flemish

landscape. They have a charming simplicity
and directness and a warmth which was

never equaled in Dutch letters except in the

i4th century. Nevertheless, he wrote his best

poetry on those occasions when he broke the

restraint his clerical functions imposed upon
him his verse is then of a very high lyrical

quality. It has the unerring musical perfec-
tion of the best Lieder. He was, indeed, the

perfect example of the Franciscan poet, for

never was so much joy derived from nature
without evident sensuality, never was there in

Dutch literature a character as simple in its

unity, as forceful in its lyrical power. Re-

acting against verbose pomposity and pedan-
tic metrical rules, Gezelle adopted an ex-

tremely versatile meter for which he found

inspiration in the English and Scotch poets.
His poems abound in subtle, elegant onomat-

opoeia, in graceful alliterations, and follow

a strictly personal rhythm. Many of them
would fit the later formula of "la poesie

pure."
A great linguist, he made such an excellent

translation (1886) of Longfellow's Hiawatha
that it became familiar to all Flemish readers.

It took his countrymen and the Dutch some
time to recognize his significance, to find out

his exceptional stature. His localisms had

constituted a barrier for both groups, his

uncompromising and enthusiastic Catholicism

was another. When about 1880 he was intro-

duced to the general public in Holland, his

plea for a predominance of the West Flanders

tongue was already lost, but he had become
the outstanding example of a writer who by
the mere contemplation and idealistic descrip-
tion of rural beauties had achieved greatness
and even universal recognition. Although
some of his poems (e.g., "Dien Avond en die

Rooze," That Evening and That Rose; and
"O 't ruischen van hct Ranke Riet," O
Rustling of the Rushes' Throng) have been

translated carefully into English, like all

great lyrical work, they remain essentially

unrenderable.

Parallel to Conscience's enthusiastic prose
was the sudden romantic burst of national

feeling expressed in the poems of Albrecht

Rodenbach (1856-1880). He was the herald of

the Flemish political revival. His turbulent,

ebullient inspiration was a combination of

classicism and Germanic lyricism. Having pro-
duced a number of songs and recitation pieces
on historical themes and an unfinished

drama in verse, Gudrun (1882), he died very

young, a great promise, a symbol of idealistic

youth.

Against the rural idealism of Conscience

and Gezelle there reacted a few minor realists

like August Snieders (1825-1904) and Domien
Sleeckx (1818-1901); a charming essayist,

Anton Bergmann (1835-1874); and the inter-

esting novelist, Virginie Leveling (1836-1923).

Except for the last-named, their writings had
little power in their realism, and their style

was conservative and often dull.

It took the revival of Dutch letters, about

1880, to provoke a definite emancipation of

Flemish literature. This renewal was pre-

pared by a transitional writer of great

dynamism, Pol de Mont (1857-1931), a

moderately sensual, highly lyrical, and musi-



cal poet who was a true internationalist in

his thoughts and a genuine symbolist in his

expression. He was the first writer in many
decades to feel and speak with the freedom of

a well-educated heathen, but this attitude,

although closer than that of anybody else in

Flanders to the main currents of European

thought and sensibility, was never expressed
in an aggressive fashion. He discovered and

heralded Gezelle's poetry in Holland and in

Flanders. He wrote Rijzcnde Sterren (1879;

Rising Stars) and Lentesotternijen (1881;

Spring Follies).

In the iSgo's a new generation of writers

came to the fore. They rallied around a

monthly called Van Nu en Straks (Today and

Tomorrow) which was definitely internation-

alist and liberal in its program. The driving

spirit, the philosopher of the movement, was

August Vermeylen (q.v.), a forceful critic with

generous views; the literary theorician of the

movement was Prosper van Langcndonck
(1862-1920), a somber, weak, romantic poet;
but its real creative geniuses were Cyriel

Buysse (q.v.), Herman Teirlinck (q.v.), Stijn

Streuvels (q-v.), and, above all, Karel van de

Woestijne (q.v.).

Buysse was a born narrator of the Maupas-
sant (q.v.) school, whom Maeterlinck used to

count "among the three or four great rural

raconteurs of these last fifty years." He wrote

a faithful chronicle of life in the Flemish

villages as it evolved rapidly in the last

decades.

Undoubtedly, the country baker Stijn

Streuvels, a nephew of Guiclo Gezellc, was the

most gifted of the prose writers of that

period. There exists an evident synchronism
between his early books and the vogue of

luminist painting (e-g-> Lenteleven, 1899;

Spring Life). Except when portraying children

(Prutske, 1922), his psychology appeared
rather simple, but his gift for plastic detail

and minute yet lyrical description was im-

pressive. In his writings the physical environ-

ment, the atmosphere, absorbs man, or rather

reduces him to a secondary, even minor role.

Man to Streuvels was not the measure of

things, he was their plaything. Several of his

longer novels, De Vlaschgaard (1907; The
Flax Field), Werkmenschen (1927; Working
People), have an epic quality which is very
much akin to Scandinavian and Russian lit-

erature. In his later work (e.g., Alma met de

vlassen Haren, 1930; Alma with the Flaxen

Hair) the analysis of devotional life was his

preoccupation, and he began also to give
more attention to the sexual relations and

problems of his personages. The exclusive
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love for the native soil and its inhabitants,

which hampered many of his colleagues on
their path to greatness and condemned them
to provincialism, turned out in his case to

be an asset and a starting point for truly
universal expression.

All the writers grouped around Van Nu en
Straks were decided individualists. Like their

Dutch colleagues of the i88o's they wanted
"to give the most individual expression to

their most individual emotions." The out-

standing poet of the group, Karel van de

Woestijne, succeeded in doing this to such an
extent that, had he been writing in one of

the major world languages, he could hardly
have failed to be universally recognized as

one of the greatest lyric poets of his time.

He had no other theme but himself; no
other drama to tell but the eternal conflict

between mind and matter. His extensive

poetical work is little else but a symbolic
autobiography. He was as responsive as

Gc/cllc to nature and its thousand details,

but his life was dominated by a pendulum
movement of attraction and repulsion of the

eternal feminine (Het Vaderhuis, 1903, The
Father House; De Gulden Schaduw, 1910,
The Golden Shadow). In one of his long
poems he sees with Adam "that Eve, in her

wickedness, was beautiful." The drama of his

life, as expressed in his writings, lies there as

well as in a deep conviction of the sinfulness

of his spontaneous reactions. He sang his joys
and pains with such refined analytic pre-
cisencss, such exceptional warmth and tense-

ness, that there is scarcely anything that ap-

proaches his work in European literature. He
had the burning heat of the great mystics like

St. John of the Cross or St. Theresa, but

always, like Paul Verlaine (q-v.), he went to

the extreme in the humiliating confession of

his weakness and frailty. Never in Flemish
or Dutch literature had such a great heart

witnessed and interpreted the constant con-

flict between a lucid intelligence and a hyper-
sensitive nature. A good deal of his poetical
work exists in a brooding atmosphere in

which sensations and thoughts bloom like

hothouse flowers of rare and slightly terrify-

ing beauty. Life to him, who harbored a

gothic heart in a renaissance body, is but a

long conflict between his brilliant intelligence
and the toll inevitably exacted by his senses.

Woman, who had appeared until then in

Flemish poetry and prose either as the de-

voted mother or the idealized Dulcinea, was
to him full of mystery, of charm, of menace,
a messenger of destruction and death. The
leitmotifs of love and death run through his
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poems as if they were a verbal transcription
of Isolde's Liebestod.

Van de Woestijne was a profound human-
ist. The rare poems which do not refer to his

personal life deal with heroes of antiquity

(Interludien, 2 vols., 1912; Interludes), es-

pecially with Hercules whom he made the

symbol of disenchanted grandeur. His

goddesses, heroes, and heroines, in their

Greek disguise, reveal the split personality,
the melancholy, the doubt, and the longing
for serene beauty which was characteristic of

the atmosphere and literature of the turn

of the century. These are decorative poems of

moving beauty. In the second period of his

life Van de Woestijne became a poet of great

metaphysical depth; often his verse had a

strange wry sarcasm, De madderen Man (1920;
The Man of Mud), God aan Zee (1926; God
at the Sea), Het Bergrneer (1928; The Moun-
tain Lake). To such an extent did Van de

Woestijne interpret the lyrical sensuality of

Rubens, as well as Breughel's irony and keen

observation, that his influence dominated
Flemish letters for over two decades. Many
poets were under his spell and, lacking his

subtle balance and genius, devoted them-

selves to a decadent kind of writing which,

by its extremely personal character, provoked
a strong reaction in the generation of writers

which spoke out during and after the First

World War.
The writers of the generation that sprang

up between 1917 and 1921 were greatly im-

pressed by social and political problems. Al-

though they recognized the eminence of au-

thors like Van de Woestijne and others, they

objected to an ivory- tower attitude, which

they condemned as irresponsible and anti-

social. They wanted poetry not to be a lyrical

confession; they felt that the poet should be
the conscience of the world, a seer and

prophet like Walt Whitman, always busy
drawing the moral of events and in a broad
sense guiding public opinion. The external

elements of the modern world should be in-

corporated into the poetical vocabulary, no
conservative rules of prosody should hamper
free expression. They used vers libre or they
resorted to the psalmodic rhythm so suc-

cessfully used by Paul Claudel (q.v.). For a

brief period they indeed succeeded in inter-

preting the spirit of their time; their ex-

pressionist experiments exploded the calm

impressionist atmosphere, and literature be-

came unthinkable without humanitarian
declamations and modernistic bric-a-brac.

Their organ Ruimte (Space), which rallied

Paul van Ostayen fo.t;.), Wies Moens (1898-),

Achilles Mussche (1896-), Gaston Burssens

(1896-), Jan-Albert Goris (q.v.), Victor Brun-
clair (1899-1945) and others, was short-lived,

but their influence was decisive for a con-

siderable period.

They were essentially poets. The leader and
most versatile of them all, Paul van Ostayen,
started out as a young literary dandy, fol-

lowing the footsteps of the Jungwien poets.
Soon he turned to the political, prophetic

genre, in the manner of the German expres-
sionists Werfel, Trakl, and Becher (qq.v.), in

Het Sienjaal (1918; The Signal). Later on he
became dadaist for a brief period (Bezette Stad,

1921; The City Occupied) and concluded

his short life by writing extremely suggestive,

highly musical poetry of great refinement and

purity. His short stories, burlesque adventures

(Self Defense, 1933), told with a keenly

analytic sarcasm, were a very effective antidote

against rhetoric and pomposity. Moens and

Mussche, both generous, ardent, lyrical

natures, used a biblical and slightly oriental

style to express their vivid social reactions,

while Goris, after writing a spectacular
modernistic baroque piece on St. Francis (Lof-
Litanie vam Sint Franciscus van Assisi, 1919;

Litany in Praise of St. Francis of Assisi),

evolved a style which has been considered a

reconciliation of expressionism and classic

simplicity; in his apparently free verse the

discipline is as severe as in the classical meter

(Het Huis, 1925; The House). Other poets
were given to cosmic jugglery, sometimes

really impressive. Others still, like Paul Ver-

bruggen (1891-), attained a great purity of

expression.

However, this revolt against tradition did

not change the aspect of Flemish letters: the

cozy rural and small- town novel received a

new and powerful endorsement in Felix

Timmermans
(</.i/.), a most prolific novelist

who expressed a kind of reserved pantheistic

joy of life in a very fresh and lyrical book
Pallieter (1916; Eng. tr., 1924). This dionysian

paean was followed by a number of books
which were amusing transcriptions of old

Flemish paintings and which were sometimes
as charming as the products of these petits
maitres. He enjoyed a tremendous popularity
in Germany, where he was considered a Low-
German author. Notwithstanding very hu-

morous, although unorthodox stylistic gifts,

he remained a popular author, and one of

his recent novels, Boerenpsalm (1935; Peasant

Psalrn), is a remarkably adult and sanguine
book. Other authors like Teirlinck, Maurits
Sabbe (1873-1938), Ernest Claes (1889-), Lode
Baekelmans (1879-), continued the solidly
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established tradition of charming provincial

writing.
Besides the Ruimte group, a number of

poets gathered around a tiny review called

Het Fonteintje (The Little Fountain). They
were not humanitarians, but humanists,

classicists, and they tried to disengage them-

selves from Van de Woestijne's grip. They
resorted to a humoristic style, inspired by
Toulet (q.v.) and other French poets. Their

master and patron saint was Jan van Nijlen

(q.v.), a wise, melancholic poet, who wrote

fluent, charming verse in which he told

people that the world was not exactly "cos-

mic," but strictly personal. Among them,

Raymond Herreman (1896-) was the most

outstanding and the most versatile.

The novelist Alfons de Ridder (q.v.), whose

writings through their merciless humor and

grim moral courage are unique in Flemish

letters, can also be considered as belonging to

this school. He writes in Villa des Roses

(1913) and Tsjip (1934; Cheep) of middle-

class people with deep sarcastic anger and a

chastely hidden feeling for man's misery. Al-

though he wrote only a few poems, he is also

a very remarkable poet.
When the conflict and discussions between

the two groups, the humanitarians and the

cozy moralists, had subsided, when principles
and theories no longer determined literary

activity, when the eternal problems of exist-

ence had again taken the place of temporary
political and social issues, a number of young
novelists appeared who brought a new accent

into Flemish letters. They had found out that

the one and only subject of the novel is man,
not the climate or the fauna and flora that

surround him. This discovery was responsible
for an increase in tempo and a better psy-

chological insight. Among these writers, the

most classical-minded is Maurice Roelants

(q.v.). His novels go back to the great tradi-

tion of Benjamin Constant's Adolphe and to

the works of other keen analysts of the human
soul. With less technical perfection, but ex-

treme generosity, Lode Zielens (1901-1944)
devotes attention to the Flemish proletariat.
He overflows with the milk of human kind-

ness. But the most powerful and productive
of them all is Gerard Walschap (q.v.). Using
all the resources of rhetoric, his story rushes

down like a mountain stream. His search is

essentially along psychopathological lines. Al-

though his personages often border on the

abnormal, the moral of his work is always a

belief in the profound goodness and greatness
of life and of man. Aside from his torrential

tempo, which comes close to the tornado
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pace James Cain used in The Postman Always

Rings Twice, the European author he may
best be compared with is Francois Mauriac

(q.v.).

The great influence of Herman Teirlinck

on the Flemish theatre between the two wars

should be mentioned. He introduced the

modernistic theatrical conceptions with great
success.

One of (he most remarkable literary facts

after the First World War in Flanders was

that the influence of Flemish letters on Dutch

writing augmented considerably. Most of the

young Flemish writers, by increasing the

distance between their work and the folklore

novelistics of their elders, came close enough
to Dutch literature to make their works indis

tinguishable from Dutch publications.
See: G. Kalff, Geschiedenis der Neder-

landsche Letterkunde (6 vois., 1906-1910); J.

Bithell, Contemporary Belgian Literature

(1915); J. Persijn, A Glance at the Soul of the

Low Countries (1916); J. Bilhell, Contem-

porary Flemish Poetry (1917); G. L. van

Roosbroeck, Guido Gczelle, the Mystic Poet

of Flanders (1919); P. Hamelius, Introduction

a la litterature franfaise et flamande de

Belgique (1921); A. de Ridder, La Litterature

flamande contemporaine (1923); A. Ver-

meylen, Van Gezelle tot Timmermans (1923);
F. de Backer, Contemporary Flemish Litera-

ture (1934); M. Gijsen, De Literatuur in Zuid
Nederland sedert 1830 (1940; 3d ed., 1945).

Peripatetisch Onderricht (i94)> and Vlaam-

sche Lyriek (1944).

J.-A. G.

Belgian literature in French. The presence
in Belgium of two races of different mentality

the Flemish are of Germanic origin, the

Walloons of a Latin tradition and a glorious
common inheritance in the plastic arts have

made their mark on the national literature.

Many writers of mixed blood use French as

their medium of expression, and the Walloons
show to some degree traits of their Flemish

colleagues. Predominant in the latter is the

inspiration drawn from painters. Many scenes,

sometimes whole volumes are primarily pic-
tures in words, veritable transpositions of

canvases. Color in separate episodes rather

than rigidly coherent architecture is sought,
and evocation rather than logical thinking.
Love of the picturesque contributes to a

democratic note, uppermost in fiction. "Go to

humble folk/' advised De Coster (q.v.); "the

bourgeois are all tarred with monotony." The
Walloons share this interest in the people,
but are relatively sober in description; their
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art reveals more subtle psychology and deli-

cate shades of landscape. Regionalistic fiction,

portraying the manners of a city or province,
has fascinated the majority of the novelists.

This trend comes in part from realistic

theories prevalent during the last decades of

the igth century, in part from the historical

novel, much in vogue from the moment the

desire arose to endow the country with a new

glory after independence was won in 1830.

Two writers of the following half century
have won lasting fame, and between them

they represent the two poles of the national

temperament joy in physical vigor and in

contemplative sensibility to become familiar

later in Verhaercn and Maeterlinck (qq.v.).

Charles DC Coster's Ulenspiegel (1867) is an

epic novel culminating the elfort to glorify

the past in its struggle for freedom. Years of

labor had been devoted to the composition;
the sources are old choniclcs, museums, and

folklore; an archaic style lends color to the

16th-century setting. The influence of this

novel has been enormous; it was proclaimed
the Bible of Belgium by the rising genera
tion. Thus the modern revival of letters

starts with a masterpiece of distinctly national

inspiration. Octave Pirmez (q-v.) was an

aristocratic recluse who sought communion
with the infinite through nature. Fascinated

at once by Pascal, Rousseau, and Chateau

briand, he has left his personal mark on his

intuitive philosophy, and his spiritual family
includes some of the most distinguished poets.
The generation coming of age in 1880, known
as Jeune Belgique, hailed De Coster and
Pirmez as two of their authentic forerunners

The great majority of representative Bel

gian authors are essentially poets, thanks to

their aesthetic perception and sheer gusto ip

living, whatever their mode of expression. A
striking example is Camille Lemonnier (q.v.),

whose voluminous works include no verse;

his La Belgique (1888), was pronounced too

"lyric" for distribution among scholastic prize
winners. It was to be an inspiration for his

successors in regionalistic fiction. Lemonnier

appears as a Proteus with 13 volumes of art

criticism, 20 collections of short stories, and

29 novels. He saw in De Coster the supreme
painter of the past and advised his younger
contemporaries to be the historians of their

own time. His counsel has been generally
followed except by Eugene Demolder (q.v.)

who, more than any other Belgian novelist,

was fascinated by the old masters of the
brush (La Route d'emeraude, 1899). Certain
critics have sought a sociological trend in

Lemonnier. A few novels of his middle

period lend color to such an interpretation,
but his characterization of himself as an in-

stinctive temperament fascinated by the

beauty of life can hardly be bettered. Social

revolt marks the vitriolic work of Georges
Eekhoud

(q.v.). He was born of a bourgeois
family and spent his mature life in Brussels,
but his work is shot through with nostalgia
for his native Antwerp countryside and with

sympathy for the downtrodden and the out-
laws. He would be the interpreter of the

peasant soul, expressing sentiments they feel

but cannot utter. La Nouvelle Carthage (1888,
definitive ed., 1893; Eng. tr., The New
Carthage, 1917) reveals the fascination that

Antwerp, in its squalor and its energy, held
for him. The novel recalls the attitude of

Verhaeren in the poems of the period of Les
Villes tentaculaires (1895). The question
arises as to how much is pure literature in
the humanitarianism of certain Belgian
writers, but Eekhoud is at least consistent

throughout and broke with his friends of

Jeunc Belgique when they championed ex-

clusively the doctrine of "art for art's sake."
Still there is ample evidence that he appreci-
ated to the full the picturesqueness of his

lusty heroes. Georges Virrs (pseud, of Henri
Briers, 1869-) deals with the peasants of

Limburg in a clilferent manner. He speaks as

a realist, as one who has spent his life among
the folk he portrays (Les Gens de Tiest, 1903),
while Eekhoud is an ideologist whose char-

acters are almost symbols. Nor is the cult of

plastic art prominent in Virr6s; he resembles
the novelists of the Walloon tradition by his

finesse of observation of landscape and char-

acter. While he is aware of the truculent side

of his rustics, he excels in a quiet humor
which replaces to advantage the violent

hatreds in which Eekhoud indulged. He re-

marks that Eekhoud often missed the mystic
element in peasants and points to apparently
supernatural influences which arise from the
soil itself and shape character. Yet the work
of this Catholic leader is devoid of propa
ganda; he possesses a sense of structure rare

in typical novelists of the Flemish wing. An
exaggerated tendency to personify environ-
ment may be seen in the once-famous novel
of the symbolist poet, Georges Rodenbach

(q.v.). He states that he intends to make the

city an essential and directing personage in

Bruges-la-morte (1892). Today this work seems

singularly artificial beside the vigorous real-

ism of Virrs.

The Walloon novelists are also regionalists,
but show a conscious elfort to distill the uni
versal and to generalize from close observa-
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tion of familiar scenes and folk. In this sense,

and because they are less attracted by color

for its own sake, they are truer realists than

the Flemings. Hubert Krains (q.v.) is an ex-

cellent example. By his style and choice of

matter he has grasped to the full the classic

precept of imitating the majestic simplicity
of nature; he is aware that her great plan is

always the same across apparent variety. His

art is highly selective, eliminating all that is

not of structural value. He meditates on

every scene until he can evoke it in its most
vital features. He wrote relatively little, two

short novels and five collections of short

stories and a volume of critical essays. His

outlook is one of resigned pessimism, yet

suffering always arouses his discreet sympathy.

Offering no panaceas, defending no theses, he

accepts the universe, not as perfect nor as

susceptible of becoming so, but as presenting,
to those who have eyes to sec, the most

fascinating of spectacles. A similar ideal char-

acterizes Edmond Glesener (q.v.), who ex-

tends his observation over a wider range. He
barbs his criticism of society with psychologi-
cal acumen; his objectivity and scourging

irony have occasionally brought the charge
of cynicism, but Le Cceur de Frangois Remy
(1904) suffices as refutation. In the stories of

L*Ombre des sapins (1934) his art lends a

tragic grandeur to rustics which makes them

symbols of suffering humanity. The popu-
larity of Maurice DCS Ombiaux (1868-1943)
comes in part from his adaptation of the

methods of the Flemish school to the por-

trayal of Wallonia with its folklore and
customs (Mihien d'Avene, 1904). Thus he

appears as a broadly national novelist. His

exuberance recalls Rabelais, yet his naive

paeans to lusty living disarm criticism. If the

joy of the spirit gives the measure of its

strength, Des Ombiaux is an intellectual

titan.

Belgians are at their best in the short

story, a genre favored by most of the novel-

ists, whose technique has been profoundly
influenced by it; often novels are a series of

carefully wrought but loosely connected epi-

sodes. Two masters are Hubert Stiernet

(1863-1939) and Louis Delattre (1870-1938).
Stiernet's originality lies in his use of mys-
terious forces, not fantastic but springing
from the soil, from violation of tradition, or

from revival or some past incident. He
occasionally recalls Hawthorne. Occult influ-

ences skillfully entwined with everyday life

appear as prolongations of a word or act

which escapes from the subconscious. Once

released, they guide the destiny of an indi-

vidual (Histoires hantdes, 1906). Delattre, a

doctor by profession, is keenly aware of

human tragedy yet always fascinated by life

observed in its minutest details, which he

contrives to forge into drama. He passes for

an optimist, but declares that his smile is

largely a reaction against the all too prevail-

ing gloom. He succeeds in arousing interest

in the apparently commonplace with the

maximum simplicity of means (Le Parfum des

buis, 1911).

Three of the younger novelists deserve

special attention. Jean Tousseul (<[-v.)
re-

ceived his education in the school of hard

knocks. Proud of his humble ancestors, he

determined, as an artist, to perform his task

with the conscientiousness they displayed in

theirs. Hence a note at once realistic and
idealistic unheard before. The setting of his

stories and novels ranges from the prehis-
toric past to the present of his region; like

Michelet, he would resuscitate the common

people, and the solidarity with his forebears

gives unity to his work. His constant theme is

the effort of the downtrodden toward justice
for all, but he writes as a poet, not as an

agitator. Franz Hellens (q.v-) stands apart

among Belgian novelists he has little of the

regionalist and nothing of the sociologist.

Convinced that the domain of the rational

has been thoroughly explored, he turns to

the ex train tellcctual; Rcalites fantastiques

(1923) offers a synthesis of his work. He
would use all the techniques of modern psy-

chology in his analyses of the subconscious;

the phenomena of involuntary reminiscence

fascinate him. He is inspired by music rather

than by painting and avows his ambition to

create matter by sound. His closest affinity is

with his fellow townsman, Maeterlinck, but

lie appears always as an explorer of purely
artistic realms with no didactic purpose.
Constant Burniaux (1892-), whom R. T.

House has aptly called "the poet of nature's

stepchildren," has devoted his life to teaching
abnormal waifs. His own sensitive nature is

at once repelled and attracted by their degra-
dation, which he is at pains not to gloss over,

but, with no illusions about working miracles,

he finds a stoic joy in his profession. There
is perhaps no truer humanitarian in Belgian
literature (see Crdnes tondns, 1930).

Women have made a significant contribu-

tion to letters in Belgium; 70 using Trench

as their medium were represented at an ex-

position in 1936. In fiction they reveal an

acumen in dealing with feminine psychology
rare among their masculine colleagues.

Marguerite van de Wicle (Maison flarnande,
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1883), who painted Bruges before Rodenbach,
and Marie Gevers (Madame Orpha, 1934),

who gives her version of Eekhoud's Campine,

represent the regionalistic wing. Blanche

Rousseau (L'Eventail, 1906) portrays with

exquisite delicacy everyday reality. France

Adine (La Cite sur VArno, 1931) deals with

aristocratic, cosmopolitan society; she is

interested in the refinement of egoistic males

by woman's tact. Julia Frezin (Le Nid ravage,

1937), creates unforgettable characters of both

sexes without departing from normal ex-

perience. She excels in the portrayal of stoic

idealists placed against a realistic background.
In poetry Elisc Champagne writes with wist-

ful sincerity of the humble citizens of Li6ge.
A striking phenomenon in Belgium is the

number of reviews. The catalogue of the Ex-

position of 1930 names 166; no less than 25

sprang up in the decade 1874-1884 to defend

the cause of literature and art; many others

have appeared since. Some were ephemeral,
but three require special mention: the Jeune

Belgique, Art moderne, and Wallonie. Most
of the writers who were to count in the re-

vival of Belgian letters were affiliated with

one or another. In December, 1880, Albert

Bauwens and four friends published the first

number of Jeune Revue litteraire, which be-

came a year later Jeune Belgique. At the end
of 1881, Bauwens ceded his review to Max
Waller, who desired a more agressive at-

titude. The Jeune Revue litteraire had an-

nounced itself as a free organ with no other

program than that of furthering the cause of

literary effort. The policy of its successor

varied, but turned more and more to a strict

Parnassianism with the exclusive doctrine of

"art for art's sake." Hence internal strife and

polemics with former friends. Waller, taking
for his motto Fear nought, quickly won a

reputation for spirited impertinence by his

attacks on the official and uninspired litera-

ture of his time; he did succeed in arousing
his countrymen from their lethargy. His
collaborators were primarily poets, and while
he lived he held his group together. After his

death in 1889 he was succeeded in the

editorship by the poet Valre Gille (q.v.)

inner dissension became violent, culminating
in 1895 with the foundation of the short-

lived Coq rouge by Verhaeren (who was

experimenting with free verse), Eekhoud, and
other prosateurs. Jeune Belgique lasted until

1897; the consummation of the renaissance of

Belgian letters is due in large measure to

the efforts of its staff. Art moderne (1881-

1914), whose moving spirit was the lawyer
Edjcnond Picard, aimed at once at the renova-
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tion of letters and at a large social reform.

Picard was as bellicose as the leaders of

Jeune Belgique and quite as eager as they to

further the cause of a distinctly national art.

Accusing his rivals of aping Paris, he sought
to foster expression of the "Belgian soul/'

even if certain niceties of French usage were

violated. Wallonie (1886-1892), organ of the

symbolists, was founded at Lige by Albert

Mockel (q.v.). Belgian and French poets were

among its contributors. The trend of later

literary reviews, e.g., Thyrse, has been eclectic.

Poets gave to Jeune Belgique its distinctive

mark. Albert Giraud (q.v.) is the unflinching

champion of studied Parnassian perfection;
he sought in art a refuge from the prevalent

vulgarity. Hors du siecle (1887), hymning the

glories and color of the past, recalls at once

Leconte de Lisle and Hcredia (qq.v.).

Giraud's prevailing note is one of pessimism;
he was born disillusioned, yet in 1919 he

entered the arena with Les Lauriers to com-

mune with his countrymen who, he felt, had
then met his ideal. His colleague, Iwan
Gilkin (q.v.) appears as a poet of cosmic

interests. He had planned "a sublime journey

through Hell, Purgatory and Paradise," but

only the first part, La Nuit (1897), was

written. Here Baudelaire's influence was para-
mount. But this work seems inspired by a

crisis in his career; his subsequent poems,
while often accompanied by a subtle note of

irony, reveal a joyous acceptance of life. His

dramatic p6em, Promdthee (1899), written in

varied meters he invokes La Fontaine as

sponsor carries out the idea of his unfinished

trilogy. The magnificent pantheism of the

foreshadowed reconciliation between Zeus

and the rebellious Titan seems to symbolize
his hope of union between the warring

groups of Belgian poets. Only by harmony of

endeavor, he felt, could they achieve their

goal of giving their country its potential

place on Parnassus. He proved his critical

acumen when, in the first article published
on Maeterlinck's La Princesse Maleine, he
declared that the piece was certain to mark
a date in the history of the theatre (Jeune

Belgique, December, 1889). Fernand Sdverin

(q.v.) recalls Pirmez by his love of solitude

and by the inspiration he found in com-
munion with nature (Podmes), 1930). Some
form of pantheism, reached by various means,
is a marked trait of Belgian letters. Now it

arises from the cult of regionalism, which
branches out to embrace ever-widening hori-

zons; Belgians are very conscious of being a

tiny nation which has made and is deter-

mined to make a noble contribution to the
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realms of art and civilization. Again it ap-

pears as a child of the mystic trend exempli-
fied by Maeterlinck. In Charles Van Ler-

berghe (q.v.) it is inspired by the cult of

beauty; his Eve "returns in a smile to the

universe she has sung (La Chanson d'Eve,

1904). Van Lerberghe shared the typical

Fleming's inspiration from painters, but his

ideal was that of Memling and the English

Pre-Raphaclitcs. An idea of the wealth and

variety of recent Belgian poetry (see also

articles on Max Elskamp, Odilon Jean Pdrier,

Eric de Haulleville) may be gained from F.

Castillo NMjera's Un siglo de poesia belga

(1931), in which 78 poets are quoted, dis

cussed, and translated.

The theatre has not received in Belgium
the attention devoted to the novel and to

poetry. Some critics claim that the Belgian

temperament, essentially lyric and descriptive,
is unadapted to stage requirements. It is

certain that a number of poets, as Van

Lerberghe, Rodenbach, Verhaercn, Giraud,
and Henri Maubel (pseud, of Maurice Belval,

1862-1919), have written dramatic pieces not

primarily intended for the footlights. Other
observers find that the wealth of French
drama acts as a deterrent to similar efforts in

Belgium because producers favor Parisian

celebrities. Fernand Crommclynck (q.v.) in-

deed made his reputation with a play first

presented in Paris, La Cocu magnifique
(1921). Yet there is considerable activity in

Belgium, and the absence of a national tra-

dition has encouraged originality. The work
of Maeterlinck is better known in Anglo-
Saxon countries than in his own; Kiste-

maeckcrs (q.v.} had a certain success in Paris;

Picard invented the monodrarne for the pro-

mulgation of his social theses; Marguerite
Duterme (1882-), whose first inspiration came
from Ibsen, and Gustave Van Zype (1869-),
the most gifted of Belgian dramatists, repre-
sent the theatre of ideas. Among the younger
men, Michel de Ghelderode is experimenting
brilliantly with new techniques.
The First World War has been the theme

of volumes by most writers who witnessed it:

novels, stories, poems, and objective essays
abound. Belgium's place among independent
nations dates from little more than a century;
her men of letters are deeply conscious of

their role in giving her artistic autonomy,
and Belgian literature is largely inspired by
local scenes and by intense regional patriot-
ism. Hence the devastation of the country
aroused great indignation. Verhaeren himself

discarded for a moment his cosmopolitan
doctrines to brand Germany's crime. An

anthology of work by those sacrificed in the

holocaust appeared in 1922. Among the sur-

viving combatants, Maurice Gauchez (pseud.
of Maurice Gilles, 1883-), poet, novelist, and

critic, set the example with Ce que j'ai vu

(1915), and the caustic novelist, Max Deauvillc

(q.v.), produced a masterpiece of objective

observation, Jusqu'a I'Yser (1917).
Poets and novelists vie with scholars in

critical essays. The leaders of Jeune Belgique
did pioneer work here; the first modern

Belgian critic, Francis Nautet (1855-1896),
whose unfinished Histoire des lettres beiges
d'expression franfaise (1892) is still of value,

belonged to the group. Krains's Portraits

d'ecrivains beiges (1930) offers penetrating

portraits of six; Mockel, Gauchez, and Georges

Rency (1875-) divide their efforts between
criticism and creative work. Belgian his-

toriography glories in Henri Pirenne's (q.v.)

magisterial Histoire de Belgique (7 vols.,

1900-1932); Maurice Wilmotte (1861-1942)
was the dean of philological scholarship in

his country; Gustave Charlier (1885-), Georges

Doutrepont (1868-) and Spoclberch de

Lovenjoul (q.v.) have made large contribu-

tions to both French and Belgian literary

history; younger men like J. M. Culot, Lckm

Sosset, and Gustave Vanwelkenhuyzen are

making their mark. There is every evidence

that the seed sown by Jeune Belgique has not

fallen on barren ground.
See: M. Gauchez, Livre des masques beiges

3 vols., 1908-1911); O. Thiry, La Miraculeuse

Aventure des Jeunes Belgiques (1911); M.
Wilmotte, La Culture franfaise en Belgique

OlMS)* J- Bithcll, Contemporary Belgian
Literature (1915); G. Charlier, "Lcs Lettres

beiges," in J. Bcclicr and P. Hazard, Histoire

de la littcrature franfaise, II (1924), 318-

326; H. Licbrecht and G. Rency, Histoire

illustree de la litterature beige de langue

franfaise (1926); B. M. Wooclbridge, Le
Roman beige contemporain (1930),

B. M. W.

Beltramelli, Antonio (1879-1930, Italian novel-

ist), was born at Forli and died in Rome. He
first gained recognition as a militant young
journalist and later became known as a writer

of novels, comedies, poetry, books for children,

and travel books. He was made a member of

the Italian Academy in 1929. Beltramelli was

active in the political strife which followed

the First World War in Italy, taking sides

finally with the Fascists. In // Cavalier

Mostardo (1921), he describes the struggle be-

tween republicans and socialists, and in

L'Uomo nuovo (1923), perhaps his best work,
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he writes of the atmosphere of his native

province Romagna,
Beltramelli's early literary works, such as

Anna Perenna (1904) and / Primogeniti (1905),

had seemed to reveal originality. He de-

veloped qualities suggestive of the Sicilian

writer Verga (q-v.). Solicchio (1913) is a book

of verse in which he attempts to revive legends
of Romagna. Later, abandoning the country-
side as his subject, he began to write lyric

novels in an ultra D'Annunzio (q<v.) style,

eulogizing past wars and heroic figures. Among
his other works are compilations of tales,

L'Alterna Vicenda (1909), Le Novelle di Ceppo
(1911), La Vigna vendemmiata (1919), and the

novels, L'Ombra del mandorlo (1921), Ahi

Giacometta la tua ghirlandella (1921), and //

Passo delV ignota (i9 2 ?)-

See: Arturo Lanocita, Scriltori del tempo
nostro (1928), pp. 29-38; Giuseppe Ravcgnani,
/ Conternporanei (1930), pp. 31-37; Renato

Serra, Scritti (1938), I, 49-69.

J. C. D. L.

Bely, Andrei (pseud, of Boris Nikolayevich

Bugayev, 1880-1934, Russian poet, novelist,

critic, essayist, and theoretician of symbolism),
was born in Moscow, the only child of one of

Russia's leading mathematicians, N. V. Buga-

yev, dean of the faculty of natural sciences at

the University of Moscow. From early child-

hood he was moved by the music of Schumann,
Schubert, Beethoven, and Chopin and by the

poetry of Uhland and Goethe. Between 1891

and 1899 he attended the Polivanov Gym-
nasium, where his inclination toward literature

was encouraged. The family of M. S. Solovyov,
who was a brother of the poet Vladimir

Solovyov (q.v.), played a primary role in help-

ing the future poet find himself. Under the

guidance of the Solovyovs, Bugayev became
interested in philosophy and in literature,

particularly in modernistic trends. The poetry
of Vladimir Solovyov made a lasting impres-
sion on the youth. In 1899 in accordance with

his father's wishes he enrolled in the faculty
of natural sciences at the University of Mos
cow. Shortly after his father's death in 1903
he finished his course and transferred to the

liberal arts curriculum.

In 1902 Bugayev published his first literary

effort, Dramaticheskaya simfoniya (The Dra-

matic Symphony), using the pseudonym
Andrei Bcly (Andrew the White), under
which he became known in literature. Be
tween 1904 and 1909 he acted as member of

the editorial board of the symbolist periodical,

Vesy (The Balance); he was given charge in

1906 of the theoretical and polemical depart-
ments of the magazine. In 1909 he became a

member of the editorial board of the Mousa-

gethe Press and also organized the Society for

the Study of Poetic Rhythm. Bugayev spent
several months abroad in 1906, visiting Ger

many, Switzerland, and France. During 1910-

1911, with his wife, Anna Turgencva, he

journeyed to Italy, Sicily, Tunis, Egypt, Pales-

tine. With the collapse of symbolism as a

school in 1912 Bugayev became absorbed in

the anthroposophical doctrines of Rudolf

Steiner and in 1913 went abroad and eventually

joined the anthroposophist colony at Dornach.

Switzerland. On returning to Russia in 1916,
he joined Tvanov-Razumnik and the "Scythian"

literary group and, with them, greeted the

Revolution. To the Scythians it was a mani-

festation of the destructive cataclysm that

would leave Russia rejuvenated and purified
and thus fit for the messianic role which they
believed she was destined to play. After the

Revolution, Bely took an active part in the

various cultural organizations sponsored by
the Soviet government the Moscow Pro-

letkult, Palace of Arts, Theatrical Division of

the Department of Education and organized
the Free Philosophical Association. In 1921 he

went to Berlin, but returned to Russia two

years later.

Bely, throughout his voluminous literary

works, appears first of all as an ardent seeker

of new truths and, as a result of his searches, a

bold experimenter. He created a new literary

genre, the "symphony/' a novelette written in

rhythmic prose and developed in form and
content much after the pattern of a musical

composition. In his poetry also Bely appears
as an innovator, and his early verses served as

a first step toward the formal revolution in

Russian verse that was achieved by Blok,

Akhmatova, and Mayakovsky (qq.v.). Bely's
talents made him a legendary figure in Rus-

sian literature, and he was looked upon as the

standard-bearer for those symbolists who re-

garded the movement as a Weltanschauung,
rather than mere literary method (see French

symbolism). In his "symphonies" and verses

Bely reveals his belief in the Solovyovan no

tion that "this world is but a shadow" of

another world that is revealed to a poet in

moments of creative ecstasy. In his counter

poise of the real with the imaginary Bely con-

stantly denies the empiric reality. He sees

objects and people as shadows and caricatures

of the prototypes of the ideal world. He is

therefore prone to satirize what he sees, and
in this he is undeniably a master. In his works,

autobiographical to a large extent, Bely ap-
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pears as an exponent of the realist current in

symbolism.

Bely's many works, which reflect in content

the influence of Solovyov and also of Nietzsche

(q.v.), are characterized by their verbal artistry,

rhythm, and penchant for "stylization"; his

prose therefore approaches poetry. This is

illustrated best by his four "symphonies"

(1901-1908). His books of verse as well show

him as a maker of rhythm; his Zoloto v lazuri

(1903; Gold in Azure) is Solovyovan in content

and distinctly original in form. Subsequently
in Pepel (1904-1908; Ashes) and Urna (1908-

1909; Urn) and in the brilliant narrative poem
(Peruoye svidaniye (1921; The First Meeting),

which in part resembles Vladimir Solovyov's
Tri svidaniya (The Three Meetings), Bely
shows in addition a reversion to the poetry of

Nekrasov and Pushkin. His critical and theo-

retical works include Arabeski (1911; Ara-

besques), Simvolizm (1910; Symbolism), Lug
zelyony (1910; Green Pastures), Ritrn, kak

dialektika (1929; Rhythm as Dialectics),

Masterstvo Gogolya (1932; Gogol's Mastery).
Of particular significance are his experiments
in rhythm, for they opened the way to the

researches of the formalists. Bely's volumes of

memoirs, Vosportiinaniya ob A. A. Bloke

(Memoirs of Blok; in Epopeya, 1922-1923,
Nos. 1-4), Na rubezhe dvyhh stoleti (1929; On
the Border of Two Centuries), Nachalo veka

(1932; The Beginning of a Century), and

Mezlidu dvukh revolyutsi (1933; Between Two
Revolutions), give a brilliant sketch, at times

bordering on caricature, of the Russian intel-

lectual circles of the quarter century preceding
the October Revolution.

Two of Bely's novels, Serebryany golub

(1910; The Silver Dove) and Peterburg (1912;

Petersburg), which resemble some of the best

of the fantastic pages of Gogol and Dostoevski

(</.#.), are regarded by several critics as the

masterpieces of 20th-century Russian prose;

certainly, although they never achieved wide-

spread popularity, they were assiduously
studied by many a young writer. Bely's later

novels, Moskva (1927; Moscow) and Maski

(1933; Masks), do not measure up to his earlier

works. Bely's influence has been felt by most

of the leading Russian novelists of the ig2o's

and by such poets as Blok, Pasternak (q-v.),

Aseyev (q-v.), and many another younger poet.
See: Ellis (pseud, of L. L. Kobylinski), Rus-

shiye simvolisty (1910); R. V. Ivanov-

Razumnik, Vershiny (1921); Vladimir Orlov,

ed., "Aleksandr Blok i Andrei Bely, perepiska,"
in Letopisi gosudastvennovo literaturnovo

muzeya, Vol. VII (1940).

O. M.

BENAVENTE

Benavente, Jacinto (1866-, Spanish dramatist),
was born in Madrid. He has always lived

there, and his personality and dramatic work
are stamped with the unmistakable character

of that city. The society of Madrid in which
he has lived and moved, particularly the

upper middle class and the aristocracy, con-

stitutes the world of most of his comedies
and dramas. The title of his second dramatic

work, Gente conocida (1896), might just as

well have been applied to the first, El nido

ajeno (1894), and to most of those that

followed, over a hundred in number. Before

devoting himself to the theatre he had begun
his literary career with a volume called

Teatro fantdstico (1892), made up of short

sketches of a lyrical, imaginative nature not

intended for the stage. This was followed the

next year by a volume of poetry, Versos, and
a prose work entitled Cartas de mujeres in

which already the keen analyst of the femi-

nine soul that Benavente has always been
makes his appearance. The lyric and poetic
notes also have been present, in a varying de-

gree, in all his dramatic work. These first

plays of his, refined and exquisite in their

art, initiated certain aspects of the literary
revolution of the end of the century, and

they definitely place Benavente among the

creators of modernism in Spain. His theatre

stems, not from that of Echegaray (q.v.),

against which indeed he reacted, but from
the comedy of manners which had evolved in

Spain, in varying forms, from Moratin to

Perez Galdos (q.v.), with marked influences of

contemporary French and English play-

wrights and, a step removed, of Molire and

Shakespeare, whose works he has translated.

Though not without difficulty, this new
theatre triumphed completely about 1905
and came to replace that of the igth century
in the trend of the writers and the taste of

the public.

Outstanding among the works of his early

period (1894-1905) are La comida de las fieras

(1898), Lo cursi (1901), and La gobernadora
(1901; Eng. tr., The Governor's Wife, 1918).
Almost completely devoid of action, these

plays consist of a series of scenes or pictures
in which figures and types of Madrid society

appear on the stage while they themselves

look on as spectators. The painting was not

at all flattering; it was refined satire, faithful

and keen in its analysis, always ironical in

tone, reserved, and natural, but at heart cruel

and implacable, without the slightest attempt
at moralizing. In other works of this same

period, such as La noche del sdbado (1903;

Eng. tr., Saturday Night, 1918) and La
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princesa Bebt (1904; Eng. tr., Princess Beb4f

in Plays, Ser. 2, 1919), Benavcnte leaves the

narrow confines of the society of Madrid and

the limitations of reality for a cosmopolitan,
international atmosphere, artificial and fan-

tastic, essentially theatrical. In these works

his satire takes on a symbolic, transcendental

character, allowing him freely to express his

ideas, fundamentally skeptical and pessimistic
but tolerant and kindly, on love, education,

politics, human nature. Other dramas in

which symbolism enters the framework of

everyday life are a blend of the two foregoing

types. Rosas de otono (1905; Eng. tr.,

Autumnal Roses, in Plays, 1919) represents
the triumph of this superior form of Bena-

vente's drama in which he expresses that

conception of life found in varying forms in

all his better works. Here the drama of good
and evil has as its setting love and marriage;
human kindness is incarnated in woman and,

as in almost all of Benavente's work, is in

keeping with feminine ideas and sentiments.

To Benavente kindness is pity, the spirit of

self-sacrifice, abnegation, generosity, accept-

ing without protest the unavoidable evils

of life, and it is stronger than brute force (La

fuerza bruta, 1908; Eng. tr., Brute Force,

1935), than the evil that is done to us (El

mal que nos hacen, 1917), stronger even than

love (Mas fuerte que el amor, 1906). This

essentially Christian conception of life is in

no wise in contradiction to the skeptical,

pessimistic, critical, negative character which
is found in his first works and which will

always be the dominant characteristic of

Benavente's writings, for his eye catches with

greater precision, fidelity, and acuteness the

weaknesses of human nature. But, in spite of

this inclination, the fact that there is a touch

of sweetness in his bitterness, of sadness and

melancholy in his laughter, entitles Bena-

vente to a place among the great modern
satirists. Whatever place we or posterity may
assign him, his art is related to that of

Cervantes, Shakespeare, and Molire. The
idealism, kindness, and optimism in his work
counterbalance his critical, negative vision of

life and humanity and elevate it to the plane
of profound, consoling irony.
This moral and aesthetic conception is ex-

pressed in a variety of forms in Benavente's

later works and achieves its greatest perfec-

tion, depth, and intensity in Los malhechores

del bien (1905; Eng. tr., The Evil Doers of

Good, in Plays, 1917) and Los intereses creados

(1907; Eng. tr., The Bonds of Interest, in

Plays, 1917), which both the public and the

critics have considered his masterpieces. Los

malhechores del bien presents one of the

most deep-rooted and enduring traits of the

Spanish character, the idea of moral toler-

ance. It is expressed through the satirization

of outward, pharisaic goodness which smugly
sets itself up as an example and rule that

intolerant, inflexible goodness which to Bena-

vente as to the Spanish people is not only
not good, but the most unbearable form of

evil. In Los intereses creados, with classic

simplicity, free from the limitations of time

and space, is found the quintessence of

Benavente's conception of human nature.

The use of the device of two characters and
two worlds which are really one might lead

us to think that Benavente was approaching
the aesthetic quality of the Celestina or of

Cervantes if it were not for the contrast

between the vigor and liveliness of his vision

of these two worlds, the baser, evil side of

humanity being so much better presented
than the good.
Two works of Benavente differ markedly

in character from those already mentioned
Sefiora ama (1908) and La malquerida (1913;

Eng. tr. in Plays, 1917). These arc rustic

tragedies, simple yet masterly in their dra-

matic construction, of classic perfection and

power, It was La malquerida, together with

Los intereses creados, that established his

national and international prestige and cul-

minated in the award of the Nobel prize in

1922.
See: M. Buerio, Teatro espanol contem-

pordneo (1909), pp. 129-167; A. GonzAlez-

Blanco, Los dramaturges espanoles contem-

pordneos (1917), I, 27-168; John Dos Passos,

Rosinante to the Road Again (1922), pp. 182-

195; F. de Onis, Jacinto Benavente; estudio

literario (1923); Walter Starkie, Jacinto Bena-
vente (1924, in English); Angel Lazaro,

Jacinto Benavente; de su vida y de su obra

F. de O.

Benda, Julien (1867-, French philosopher,

essayist, and novelist), has offered in two

recent volumes a recapitulation of his life as

a "cleric" and a "monk" in the service of what
he considers the only true religion, that of

Intelligence. La Jeunesse d'un clerc (1936) and
Un Regulier dans le siecle (1938) rank among
the most extraordinary books of self-analysis
ever written. The cold, clinical lucidity with

which the author looks at himself and the

world about him, his uninhibited candor, his

readiness to flout every social convention that

would restrict his freedom of movement, his



imperviousncss to even the mildest type of

sentimentality all these traits combine to

make up an exceptional character whose

single but devouring passion is to avoid all

passions. "From the life of the heart," Benda

declares, "I never expected the full expression
of my being nor the satisfaction of my inner-

most faith. . . . Reason was my choice

reason in its nonhuman aspects."
To the reader of Benda's confessions it will

doubtless appear that he had strong dispo-
sitions for this type of vocation. "Eleuth6re,"

the Free Man, as he likes to call himself,

moved very early indeed in the realm of the

"nonhistorical." Born in Paris of unorthodox

Jewish parents whose ancestors had been

settled in France for no more than two or three

generations, he felt from the start no sternly

binding attachment to either land or race or

religion. As a boy he admired Spinoza who, he
was told, lived all alone and had an algebraic
mind. As a student he applied himself with

unlimited seriousness to both the sciences and
the humanities, merely wondering which of

the two disciplines would offer the greater

guarantee of universality. Having first entered

the Ecole Centrale des Arts et Manufactures,
he thought better of it and wound up with a

literary degree. From then on he clung to the

Greco-Roman tradition and the French classi-

cal models with such aggressive partiality that

cultural nationalism has sometimes been de-

nounced as the weak spot in his "clerical"

armor.

Projected against this background, Benda's

career shows a remarkable consistency. He

began philosophizing at the time and on
the subject of the Dreyfus affair (Dialogues
a Byzance, 1900). Recognition came, rather

oddly, with a novel, L'Ordination (1912; Eng.
tr., The Yoke of Pity, 1913), a powerful work
the hero of which, having succumbed to the

"life of the heart" after a long struggle, be-

comes that useless phenomenon, "a thing that

loves." Then followed in quick succession

three massive attacks upon the "man of the

hour," Henri Bergson (q.v.), and his intuitive

metaphysics: Le Bergsonisme, ou line Phi-

losophie de la rnobilite (1912); Une Philosophic

pathetique (1913), hospitably received in his

Cahiers de la quinzaine by the Bergsonian
Charles Peguy (q*v.)\ and Sur le succds du

bergsonisme (1914). Still during the same,
fertile period Benda wrote Belphdgor (1919;

Eng. tr., 1929). Placed under the sign of the

pagan god of Palestine who once inspired
Machiavelli, this "essay on the aesthetics of

present-day society" engulfs the vast majority
of contemporary writers in a sweeping con-
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demnation of the erratic, emotional, effeminate

tendencies of our age. Romain Rolland, Paul

Claudel, Maurice Barrte, Paul Bourget,
Charles Maurras, Georges Sorel (qq.v.} 9 and
others, including Benda's former friend,

Charles Pdguy, and, needless to say, Henri

Bergson, are summoned to the bar as utili-

tarians, obscurantists, and demagogues. The
time is not far off when Benda will call them
traitors. La Trahison des clercs, his most sen-

sational book (1927; Eng. tr., The Great

Betrayal, American title, The Treason of the

Intellectuals, both 1928), mourns the defeatist,

shameful, fateful surrender of Intelligence.
Erasmus is no more. His descendants have sold

his sacred trust; they have tinned ideas into

ideologies; they have become party men, prop-

agandists, organizers of political passions;

they adore the particular and the contingent
and despise the Eternal.

La Trahison des clercs was widely misin-

terpreted as meaning that the intellectual

must withdraw from temporal affairs. Of
course he must not. Far from taking shelter in

holy abstention, he enters worldly debates, but

he does so as an intellectual, namely, by con-

sidering things sub specie aeternitatis, from
the sole viewpoint of abstract truth and justice,
without regard to any practical consequences
whatsoever. Having definitely established this

point in La Fin de I'Eterncl (1929) and his

Essai d'un discours coherent sur les rapports
de Dieu et du monde (1931), Benda added ex-

ample to precept and offered a "clerical" dis-

cussion of such burning topics as that of na-

tionality (Esquisse d'une histoire des Franfais
dans leur volonte d'etre une nation, 1932),

Europcanism (Discours a la nation europeenne,

1933), and democracy (La Grande Epreuve des

democraties, 1942). The manuscript of this last

book, a strong, dialectical leaffirmation of the

democratic principle, was smuggled out of

German-dominated France and published in

New York. There is, after all, courage, re-

sponsibility and risk in Benda's chosen pro-
fession.

See: Louis Dumont-Wilden, "Julien Benda,
ou ridologue passionn6," Flambeau, I (1921),

382-413; Constant Bourquin, Julien Benda, ou
le Point de vue de Sirius (1925); Daniel Hal6vy,
"Deux Livres sur 1'apostasie des peuples" [La
Trahison des clercs and Jacques Maritain's

(<r/.t>.)
Primautd du spirituel], Bibliothdque

universelle et revue de Geneve, II (1927), 733-

750; H. E. Read, Julien Benda and the New
Humanism (1930); Jean Malaquais, "Julien
Benda et la justice abstraite," Cahiers du sud,

xviii (1939), 378-392-

J.-A. B.
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Bencdictsson, Victoria (pseud, of Ernst

Ahlgren, 1850-1888, Swedish novelist and

short-story writer), was born in Fru Alstad's

parish in southern SkSne. A child of elderly

parents whose marriage had been unhappy,
she herself married, at the age of 20, a widower

much older than herself in order to escape the

tyranny of her patents. Later a separation
took place. Meantime she had begun to try

her hand at literary composition, bombarding
editors of newspapers and magazines with

immatuie romantic tales of all kinds. Upon
the suggestion of one of these editors she

turned soon to an entirely different subject

rnattei, the peasant life of her native Skftne;

and in this she immediately succeeded in

attracting wide attention. In the course of her

very short literary career of some four years
were published two volumes of short stories

and two novels, in addition to two unimpor-
tant plays, one in collaboration with Axel

LundegArd (q-v.). She took her own life in

Copenhagen on the night of July 21-22, 1888,

because of her hopeless love for the Danish

critic Georg Brandes (q.v.).

Despite the weak strain in her nature which

precipitated the final catastrophe in her life,

Victoria Benedictsson was on the whole one
of the most sane and balanced literary figures
of her generation. Her short stories and novels

reveal a solid, healthy genius which reacted

strenuously against the morbid aestheticism

of certain of her immediate contemporaries.

Though her art is marked by sharp individual

traits, she was influenced to some extent by
the Danish and Norwegian "problem liter-

ature" of het generation as well as by Dickens

and George Eliot. Her two volumes of short

stories, Frdn Skdne (1884; From SkSne) and

Folklif och smdberdttelser (1887; Folk Life antj

Short Stories), deal primarily with realistic

folk motifs from the south of Sweden which
she knew so well. She simply describes, with

no literary pretensions and no forced obtrusion

of "problems" or "themes," a form of life

which she had known intimately from child-

hood. In this description of folk life there is no

attempt either to idealize or to brutalize, and
hence the talcs remain to our day among the

most genuine and living literary documents of

the i88o's. The two novels published during
her lifetime, Pengar (1885; Money) and Fru
Marianne (1887), as well as the posthumous
novel Modern (1888; The Mother), are more

purely in the spirit of the Scandinavian i88o's

than are her short stories, particularly in their

choice of subject matter, marriage and the re-

lation between man and woman. In Fru Mari-

anne, however, Victoria Benedictsson reacts

strongly against the tendency of the literature

of the day (e.g., A Doll's House by Ibsen, q.v.)

to attack the man and glorify the woman-in-
revolt in the marriage relationship. Fru

Marianne is, to begin with, a kind of "doll,"

but she finds salvation ultimately within the

marriage relationship in consequence of a

growing admiration for her husband's solid

though unromantic virtues. The novel be-

comes a hymn to man at work on the soil.

Among the unfinished manuscripts which
Victoria Benedictsson upon her death left with

her literary executor, Axel Lundegard, were a

number of short stories and a play which deal

with her tragic relationship with Georg
Brandes. They reveal with marvelous intensity
and power the nobility of her feelings in that

relationship and are among her greatest liter-

ary productions. Apart from Strindbcrg (q.v.),

it may be said that the i88o's in Sweden pro-
duced no more significant literary personality
than Victoria Benedictsson.

See: A. Lundcgard, Victoria Benedictsson;
en sjalvbiograft ur biev och anteckningar

(1890; 3d ed. revised and enlarged, 2 vols.,

1928); F. Book, Sveriges moderna litteratur

(1921), also published as Vol. Ill of O. Sylwan,
ed., Svenska litteraturens historia (1919-1921),

pp. 135-150; Ingrid af Schultn, Ernst Ahlgren

(1925); S. Linder, Ernst Ahlgren i sina romaner

(1930); G. Castrn, Den nya tiden, 1870-1914

(1932), Vol. VII of H. Schtick and K. Warburg,
lllustrerad svensk litteraturhistoria, 3d ed., pp.

176-192.
A. G.

Benediktsson, Einar (1864-1940, Icelandic

poet), was born at ElliSavatu near Reykjavik,
but he grew up in the North of Iceland. His

father was a judge of the superior court, a

district magistrate, and a political leader.

Emulating the father, the son studied law in

Copenhagen (graduating in 1892) and became
a political editor (Dagskrd, 1896-1898), an

attorney, and a district magistrate (1904-1907).
After that he lived abroad, often in England,

dividing his time between promotion of Ice-

landic natural resources and writing poetry,
until he returned to his homeland shortly be

fore 1930, his health broken. There he stayed
in seclusion until his death.

His criticism of the older poets, especially
the realists, in Dagskrd marks the turning

point to a new national romanticism, with re-

newed stress on the national heritage and an

insisting on a new capitalistic development of

the country's natural resources. To begin with,

he experimented with impressionistic prose



sketches, but later he concentrated on poetry,

producing the volumes Sogur og kvccdi (1897;

Stories and Poems), Hafblik (1906; Smooth

Seas), Hrannir (1913; Waves), Vogar (1921;

Inlets), and Hvamrnar (1930; Hollows). He
made a translation (1901) of Ibsen's (q.v.) Peer

Gynt.
Einar Benediktsson towers over his con-

temporaries. He is a great idealist aspiring to

material as well as spiritual progress for his

nation. His mind is occupied with the science

and philosophy of the times, but it is also

furnished with an abundance of images and

patterns drawn -from the native word-stock,

and his power over the Icelandic language has

become proverbial. His style is aristocratic and

ornate, and there is hardly a slipshod note in

the whole of his production. His poems are at

times hard reading because of the unusually

heavy burden of thought that they carry. Like

Matthias Jochumsson (q.v.), Benediktsson is

both broad and profound; but while Jochums-
son centers his thought on God and man,
Benediktsson starts with nature, whose outer

form, land, sea, and sky, he describes with

uncqualed mastery and whose inner structure,

from the electron to the galaxy, he seems to

sense in a mystic communion. Indeed this

mystic communion with the whole world, this

pantheistic feeling, is evident in most of his

poetry, whether he writes about the virgin

nature of his homeland or the works of man in

civilized countries the forges of Newcastle

upon Tyne, an evening in Rome, Stockholm,

Fifth Avenue. He has tried to formulate his

pantheistic religion in the essay "AlhygS" in

EimrciOin (1926).

In the beginning Benediktsson was a pro-

gressive national romanticist urging his com-

patriots not only to conserve the precious part
of their heritage, their language and literature,

but also to throw off their political yoke and

even more so the sloth of centuries in order to

join in the rapid progress of industrialization.

What he preached he tried to carry out in

practice, but without much success. In his

later years his philosophical and mystic bent

came more to the fore, but he never lost his

dream of progress and expansion. In his poetry
he roamed vikinglike over many lands in

search of subjects, but no amount of foreign
influence ever brought him to forget his be-

loved homeland.
See: K. Andrcsson, Einar Benediktsson

sjotugur (1934); R. 3eck, "Iceland's 'Poet

Laureate/
" Books Abroad, X (1936), 270-271;

S. Nordal, "Einar Benediktsson," Skirnir, CXIV
5-23.

S. E.
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Benelli, Sem (1875-, Italian dramatist), was
born in Pratp in Toscana. He has had a long
career, writing many plays which commanded
attention at the time of their production, but
it seems likely that he will be remembered

principally as the author of La Cena dellc

betfe (1909; the dates used here are those of

presentation, not of publication). In its way
this is as good a play as any in the modern
Italian theatre; La Cena has not the intellec-

tual appeal of a Pirandello (q.v.} drama, but it

has more feeling, more poetry, and certainly
an individuality of its own. The background
of the Renaissance with its contrasts of sub-

tlety and violence, refinement and brutality, is

brought to a focus in a plot which has some-

thing of the flavor of a novella. La Cena por-
trays the traditional astute weakling who gains
his terrible vengeance over the bullies who
torment him, but the story is told with a

psychological awareness which is quite modern
and prevents the play from being merely a

period piece. Not the least of its qualities is

the language; a staccato blank verse, full of

imagery and feeling, gives the play its tempo.
La Cena won international acclaim (Eng. trs.,

The Jester's Supper, 1924-1925, The Jest,

1939); in no other play did Benelli show the

same technical skill or create the same emo-
tional intensity. The best of his other works,
La Maschera di Rruto (1908), L'Amore dei ire

re (1910), Le Nozze dei ccntauri (1915) have, it

is true, the same elements, but the fusion of the

lyric and the dramatic is not successfully
achieved. Tignola (1908) is a sort of modern
dress version of La Cena but lacking its power,
and // Vezzo di perle (1926) is a comedy
that has charm but is of no particular impor-
tance.

Benelli was not merely a dramatist. He
served his country as a soldier in the First

World War and afterwards entered politics,

being elected deputy in 1921. It would seem
that the war had an important effect on his

inspiration; his post-war plays, though not un-

interesting, reveal an unsettled psychology, a

restless striving after a new vein. In the late

2o's he became manager of a company dedi-

cated to producing plays of real artistic and

literary merit on the Italian stage. In this

venture Benelli had considerable success; his

last noteworthy work, Orfeo e Proserpina

(1929), was written for and produced by this

company. The Opere of Benelli, one play to

each of the 30 volumes, were published in

1934-

See: C. Lori, S. Benelli, il suo teatro, la sua

compagnia (1928).

T. G. B.



BENGTSSON

Bengtsson, Frans Gunnar (1894-, Swedish

essayist), born in Tossjo, province of SkSne, is

a gentleman scholar with remarkably sensitive

and highly developed literary talents. He has

tried his hand with very considerable success

as a lyric poet (Tarningskast, 1923, Throw of

the Dice; Legenden om Babel, 1925, The

Legend of Babel), as a translator (Paradise

Lost, Chanson de Roland), as a biographer

(Karl XII, 2 vols., 1935-1936), and, most re-

cently, as a historical novelist (Rode Orm,
1942; Eng. tr., Red Orm, 1943). But he excels

in the informal personal essay, a literary

genre which he alone among modern Swedish

authors handles with consummate skill and

complete mastery. His first volume of essays,

Litteratorer och militarer (1929; Literary and

Military Figures), revealed him as a finished

practitioner of informal prose exposition; and
three volumes of essays which followed Sil-

verskoldarna (1931; The Silver Shields), De

l&ngh&riga merovingerna (1933; The Long-
haired Merovingians), and Sallskap for en

eremit (1938; Companionship for a Hermit)
have firmly established him as the incompara-

bly most distinguished Swedish exponent of

the literal y genre developed with so much
success in England and France during the igth

century. In form Bcngtsson's essays are pri-

marily in the great tradition of the informal

essay in England. They are particularly re-

lated, it would seem, to the essays of the

romantics Lamb and Hazlitt, and perhaps to

those of Stevenson, though the Swedish essay-

ist's prose is nowhere slavishly imitative in

manner. It is rather a marvelously virile, pre-
cise, and flexible medium of expression for a

vigorous, many faceted, and astonishingly
learned mind. The immense erudition in these

essays which includes a penchant that

amounts almost to a passion for unusual,
off the beaten track areas of knowledge is

handled lightly, with a grace and ease and a

pulsing stylistic flair that one tends to associate

with the clever dilettante rather than with the

precise thinker or the serious scholar. In

subject matter Bengtsson wanders widely over

the whole range of human experience and the

whole calendar of historical and semihistorical

records and events. His earlier essays con-

cerned themselves, apparently by personal

preference, with literary figures and military
heroes; one essay on Villon and another on
General Stonewall Jackson are certainly among
the best short prose sketches of these two

personalities. His later essays reveal that he
can write with fascinating freshness and com-

prehension on such well-worn themes as the

difficulties of maintaining an optimistic view

of human existence ("Forsok till optimistisk

betraktelse") or man's relation to nature

("Vintermanniskan"), or he can indulge
in outpourings or apparently inexhaustible

whimsicalities on such topics as the curious

vagaries of his own literary tastes ("Framfor
en bokhylla") or the physical and mental

habits of semidomesticated cats, rats, and bats

("Det narmaste sallskapet"). Serious or whimsi-

cal, penetrating or playful, satiric or construc-

tive in purpose, Bengtsson is always interest-

ing, for his essays give inimitable spontaneous

expression to a restless, original mind possess-

ing a natural flair for the unexpected, the

unusual, one might almost say the unique. In

tone and point of view Bengtsson may be said

to combine in his essays something of the

whimsicality of a Lamb with the vigor and

independence of spirit of a Hazlitt and the

heroic-romantic ideal of a Stevenson.

See: O. Bjurling, 'Trans Bengtsson poeten
och filosofen," Ord och bild, XLI (1932), 377-

379-
A. G.

Benjamin, Ren (1885-, French novelist,

dramatist, and critic), was born in Paris and
educated at the Sorbonne. At the beginning of

the First World War he had made a moderate

reputation with a novel, Madame Donheur

(1909), a comedy, Le Pacha (1911), and two

volumes of amusing but not very penetrating
criticism of French officialdom, La Farce de la

Sorbonne (1911; enlarged ed., 1921) and Les

Justices de paix (1913). In 1915, however, his

novel Gaspard, whose highly conventional

hero demonstrated the heroism of the Parisian

"little man" against the boche, found a ready-
made public and won the Prix Goncourt.

Since then Benjamin has produced prolifically

without greatly adding to his reputation. His

most successful work has been not his comedies
or novels but the continuation of his satiric

attacks on pretentiousness in high places, such

as Aliborons et demagogues (1927) and Au
soleil de la podsie: Sous I'ceil en fleur de

Madame de Noailles (1928). Witty and urbane,

catching with a few swift strokes the very
accent and visage of his victims, these sketches,

whether of professors, judges and lawyers,

politicians, or modern poets, cut through the

haze of convention and tradition to reveal that

it often hides the supremely ridiculous. Benja-
min's point of view is essentially that of the

rather skeptical bourgeois, and his success

consists of applying to more exalted and pre-
tentious circles the standards of common sense

by which the average man would judge his

neighbor. The results were superficially devas-
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tating. But Benjamin is no Voltaire, and the

easygoing attitude, the bourgeois good humor,
that makes him often more pleasant reading
than Voltaire at the same time keeps him from

going very deep, from ever grappling with

ultimate principles. With La Prodigieuse Vie

d'Honore de Balzac (1925; Eng. tr., Balzac,

1927) Benjamin entered a new field. He has

written since then a large number of popular
biographies, notably Joffre (1929), Moliere

OOSG), and Marie Antoinette (1940), marked

by an entertaining style and his usual common
sense but on the whole not rising greatly
above the level of journalism. Les Sept Etoiles

de France (1942) is a routine glorification of

P<kain, and not even very good journalism.
Versatile as he is, in all his work Benjamin

seems to be the victim of his own facility and
his willingness to capitalize immediately on
the undoubted power of his lively, practical,
but often superficial mind. He was elected to

the Goncourt Academy in 1938.
See: Lucien Dubcch, Les Chefs de file (1925).

C. W., Jr.

Benn, Gottfried (1886-, German poet and

critic), was born in Mansfcld, son of a Protes-

tant minister and a Frenchwoman. Before
the First World War intensified his personal

problem, Benn, who as physician had special-
ized in venereal diseases, published his first

poems under the significant title Morgue
(1912). He continued to write while serving in

the army, and Fleisch (1917) and Schutt (1924)
evidenced an uncompromising pessimism.
Much later, he turned to critical and essayistic

prose Nach dern Nihilismus (1932), Der neue
Staat und die Intellektuellen (1933), Kunst und
Macht (1934). Meanwhile he had written a

number of stories ("Gehirne," "Die Ero-

berung," "Die Reise," "Der Geburtstag," all in

the volume Gehirne, 1916) and a few dramatic

scenes.

The importance of Benn for German liter-

ature transcends by far the value of his indi-

vidual works, few if any of which may survive.

In the unmitigated horror of his images he

stands in the forefront of those German ex-

pressionists who, scorning the flight from life

of the neo-romanticist or the cool imper-

sonality of the impressionist, hurled themselves

in passionate rebellion against the demons of

a mechanized world, insisting upon the re-

generation of man and the rediscovery of God.

Benn functions here negatively, so to speak,

carrying the work of the literary naturalist

one step farther: the horrors he reports must

lead to reform and reversal. In his prose he

shares in those daring linguistic experiments

which triumphantly demonstrated unsuspected

possibilities of language.
B. Q. M.

Benoit, Pierre (1886-, French novelist), was
born in Albi, Tarn; his childhood was spent
in Tunisia and Algeria in the various garri-
sons to which his father, an army officer, was

assigned. This background partly explains his

love of travel and his inappeasable curiosity

concerning picturesque places and exotic

countries. In 1910, having started the study of

law in Algiers, completed his military service

in a regiment of Zouaves, and obtained his

degree in literature in Montpellier, he went
to Paris to prepare for a degree in history. His

preparation was not, however, of a very serious

nature. He much preferred the society of his

friends, many of whom were also to make a

name for themselves in the world of letters,

such as Francis Carco, Pierre Mac-Orlan, and
Roland Dorgels (qq.v.). He failed to receive

his degree but later, having passed an exami-

nation for a position in the Ministry of Public

Instruction, became a government employee.

During the First World War he served as a

lieutenant and was wounded.
At the time of his arrival in Paris, Benoit

had already written a play, which has nevei

been published, and several poems, which

appeared in 1914 under the title Diadumene.
His first novel, Koenigsmark (1918), enjoyed

great success and revealed its author to be a

talented novelist. Conceived during the war, it

is natural that it should deal with Germany.
L'Atlantide (1919), one of the first best sellers

of the post-war period, was a very well done
adventure story. The scene of Pour Don Carlos

(1920) is Spain, of Le Lac satt (1921) Utah, of

La Chaussee des grants (1922) the Ireland of

the Sinn Feiners. M lie de la Fertd (1923) takes

place in France, as does Le Roman des quatre,

published in the same year and written in

collaboration with Paul Bourget, Gerard
d'Houville (qq.v.), and Henri Duvernois.

Because his duties with the Ministry of

Public Instruction did not leave him sufficient

leisure, Benoit resigned and in 1923 left for

a 22-month tour through Turkey and Syria,
from which he brought back La Chdtelaine du
Liban (1924) and Le Puits de Jacob (1925). A
trip to the Far East furnished him with the

inspiration for Le Roi lepreux (1927). There
but remained for him to take a trip around
the world, and this he proceeded to do. From
Suez he went to Ceylon, Australia, New
Caledonia, the New Hebrides, Tahiti, Panama,
and the Antilles. Upon his return he wrote

Erromango (1929), the locale of which is the
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New Hebrides. The heroine of Le Soleil de

tninuit (1930) is called Amide, and like all the

author's heroines her name begins with the

letter A. His Axelle (1928) conforms to this

rule, and in it he once again treats of Germany
and of the camps of war prisoners there. Since

1930 Benoit has every year written a love and
adventure story, usually cleverly done and easy
to read. He was elected to the French Academy
in 1931.

See: Ren Aigrain, "L'Art et l'rudi-

tion de M. Pierre Benoit," Correspondant,
CCLXXVIII (1920), 701-719; Armand Praviel,

"tin Romancier de Gascogne: M. Pierre

Benoit," Correspondant, CCLXXXVII (1922),

P. B.

Berdyayev, Nikolai Aleksandrovich (1874-,
Russian theologian, philosopher, and critic),

is perhaps the foremost interpreter of modern
Russian orthodoxy, whose challenging analyses
of the philosophy of religion and history have

exerted considerable influence in the Western

World, without, however, having founded any
school. An eclectic, he has followed no sin-

gle master, though he has been variously
influenced by Marx, Hegel, Schopenhauer,
Nietzsche (<7-f .), and Solovyov (f].v.). His think-

ing is essentially apocalyptic and eschatologi-
cal. Its emphasis is on the moral and spiritual

depths of the contemporary crisis in Western
civilization. He attacks the heresies of racial-

ism and collectivism, which in his view mean
the end of Renaissance humanism with its

basis in individualism and which herald a new
Middle Ages. From this will emerge an era

of a newly spiritualized man. In this cyclical

conception of history Berdyayev is closer to

St. Augustine than to Spengler. To Berdyayev
history per se is tragic, but its contradictions

may be resolved when set against the back-

ground of eternity.

Berdyayev was born in Kiev and educated in

the Kiev Cadet Corps and in the University of

Kiev, first in the faculty of natural sciences,

then in the law school. Ever a stormy petrel,
he has more than once run afoul of established

policy. As a youth he became a student of

Marxism. In 1898 he was arrested and expelled
from the university. His first article appeared
(1899) in Die neue Zeit, followed by his first

book, Subektivizm i individualizm v obshchest-

vennoi filosofii (1900; Subjectivism and Indi-

vidualism in Social Philosophy); this brought
about a three-year exile in the Vologda region.
In 1904 he became editor of Novy put (The
New Path), and in 1905 editor of Voprosy
zhizni (Problems of Life). Just before the fall

of the monarchy (1917) he was again in

jeopardy for having criticized the Erastianism

of the governing synod of the Orthodox
Church. After the Revolution he founded

(1919) in Moscow the Free Academy of

Spiritual Culture and was given the chair of

philosophy at the University of Moscow. His

defense of religion caused first his imprison-
ment and finally his exile (1922). He went to

Berlin and thence to Paris (1934), where he

has since resided as director of the Academy
of the Philosophy of Religion, first founded by
him in Berlin, and as editor of Put (Path).

Berdyayev has published a long series of

works, widely translated, of which the most

important are Novoye srednevekovie (1923; A
New Middle Ages), Mirosozertzanie Dostoyev-

skago (1923; Eng. tr., Dostoievsky, 1934), O
naznachenii chclovcka (1931; Eng. tr., The

Destiny of Man, 1935), Filosofiya svobodnago
dukha (1927; The Philosophy of the Free

Spirit), which was awarded a prize by the

French Academy, Smysl istorii (1923; Eng. tr.,

The Meaning of History, 1936), Dukh i realnost

(1937; Eng. tr., Spirit and Reality, 1939),

Konstantin Leontev (published in a French tr.,

1938; Eng. tr., Constantine Leontiev, 1940).

Other books, available in English, are The
Russian Revolution; Two Essays on Its Impli-
cation in Religion and Psychology (1931), The
End of Our Time (1933), The Bourgeois Mind
and Other Essays (1934), Freedom and the

Spirit (1935), The Origin of Russian Commu-
nism (1937), War and the Christian Conscience

(1938), Slavery and Freedom (1913).

See: Eberliard Dennert, Die Krisis der

Gegemuart und die kommende Kultur: Eine

Einfuehrung in die Geschichtsphilosophie

Berdjajews (1928); Leo Shestov, "Nikolai

Berdyayev: gnosis i ekzistentsialnaya filosofiya,"

Sovremennyia zapiski, LXVII (1938), 196-229;
Monroe Beardsley, "Berdyaev: Sybil in Waste

Land," Russian Review, II (1943), 10-18.

N. S.

Berent, Waclaw (1873-1940, Polish novelist),

was born in Warsaw, the son of a prominent
dealer in optical instruments. A passion for re-

search was Berent's most marked trait, from

his boyish excursions into the natural world

with the help of his father's microscopes to the

final accumulation of primary material for his

Zmierzch wodzow (1939; Twilight of the

Leaders). The same zeal for investigation
which won Berent a doctorate in biology from

Munich in his early ao's drove him later as a

man of letters to undertake the task of reveal-

ing through the novel the "genealogy of the

Polish soul" from the partitions to the
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resurrection. His pioneer work in the execu-

tion of this task was Fachowiec (1898; The

Expert), a portrait of Polish society in the

epoch of positivism, when youth fled from

cultural pursuits into engineering and busi-

ness. Next came Prochno (1901; Rotten Wood),
a case study of the Young Poland era and of

the fin-de-siecle mood in general, based on

Berent's own experiences and observations

over a wide area, including Munich and Paris,

Zurich and Berlin, as well as Cracow and his

native Warsaw. After this followed Ozimina

(1911; Winter Wheat), which Berent intended

as an answer to the Wesele of Wyspiariski (q.v.)

but which was in reality only a Warsaw

counterpart of that Cracovian warning, since

in this the author depicted with exact fidelity

the danse macabre of Polish life in the capital

on the eve of the Russo-Japanese War. Finally,

in the cycle Nurt (The Current), Berent

delineated, in order, the buricrs of Poland

(Pogrobowcy, 1934), then certain of her re-

storers (Diogenes w kontuszu, 1937; Diogenes
in Polish Dress). Berent's last work, the above-

mentioned Zmierzch ivodzdw), was a fictionized

evocation of certain of Poland's "last leaders,"

notably General Dqbrowski.
Berent endeavored in all his writings to suit

his style to the period in question, and the

effort, coupled with the fact that he was an

investigator by temperament rather than an

artist, made his style often seem labored and

artificial. A deep student of Nietzsche (q.v.)

and an admirer of the Middle Ages this is

seen especially in Zywe kamienie (1918; Living

Stones) Berent was also a great Warsaw

patriot and to the end of making Warsaw a

great intellectual and artistic center founded

in 1930 a new literary monthly, Pa?ni$tnik

warszawski (Warsaw Memoir). Berent lived to

see all his clicams for his native city shattered

and the city itself in ruins under German

occupation.
See: Z. Dfbicki, Portrety, I (1927), 85-105;

reviews in Wiadomosci literackie, 1934, No. 47,

! 937' No. 13, 1939, No. 23; M. Kridl, "Waclaw

Berent, 1873-1940," Slavonic Year-Book, XX
(1941), 401-404.

A. P. C.

Bergamin, Jos6 (1894-, Spanish essayist), was

born in Madrid. He is a prominent figure in

the group of writers of the post-war generation

who, influenced by current literary taste, tend

to adopt shorter forms of prose expression.
The most consummate examples of this frag-

mentation of the literary unit are seen in

the "glosses" of Eugenio D'Ors, in the

greguerias of Ram6n Gomez de la Serna

(qq.v.), and, as its most recent manifestation,
in the "aphorisms" of Bergamfn.

His first book, El cohete y la estrella (1923),
and also some of his most felicitous contribu-

tions such as La cabeza a pdjaros (1934) are

in this manner. Notwithstanding his very
modern sensibility, Bergamin has pronounced
Spanish roots; in a sense he directly stems

from the Generation of '98 and was influenced

by the master Unamuno (q.v.), from whom
he takes a number of themes; more remotely
he is connected with the classic writers of

Spanish thought and language. Bergamfn at

times is closer to the literary processes aris-

ing with the Generation of '98 than to the

evolution of taste after the First World War.
His group posited a whole series of ideologi-
cal and stylistic problems. Then, as it sought
a new linguistic flexibility, as it rejuvenated
words by giving them new yet pristine mean-

ings, a rhetoric was evolved in certain sectors

of Spanish prose which in successive stages
becomes linguistic "wit," the modern "con-

ceptisrn" of Bergamfn. He himself oilers us a

sagacious interpretation of the related spirit
of the i7th century in his work Mangos y

capirotes (1933).

"Popular" themes are part ot Bergamfn's
inspiration. Popular thought and sentiment
are ever present in his work. He frequently
starts the development of a theme or the

conclusion or analysis of a bit of reasoning
with a word used in the sense given it by the

people. He often makes use of a saying or a

proverb from which he draws all the depth
and wisdom that it has lost in the course of

being bandied about from mouth to mouth.
Sometimes he modifies a proverb by altering
its traditional meaning in favor of a new one,
or he combines popular expressions to reach
an unexpected conclusion. Frequently the best

and most attractive part of his prose results

from this literary manipulation. Bergamfn
makes real discoveries, full of philosophic
meaning, of a trenchant wit and humor which
connects him with certain permanent modali-
ties of the Spanish spirit. This humor, bitter

at times, this "intention," his vivaciousness

and passionate interest in the current or his-

torical themes that he treats, prevent his

work from degenerating into a pure display
of cleverness. A militant fervor, an intellectual

passion, are constant in his writings. Often,

along with the deft selection of expression,
there is an echo of the impassioned and lyri-

cal tremor of Unamuno.
From the beginning Bergamfn found his

norm in a Catholic position, continually
vivified by doubt. This is an interior com-
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bative position, much in harmony with his

temperament. He was the founder in Madrid
of Cruz y raya (1933-1936), a journal which,
besides collecting the most select Spanish
literature produced during the years of its

publication, reflected the Catholic and liberal,

the religious and ideological position of

Bergamfn, who had close connections with

the French and Belgian group of the journal

Esprit. In the light of his character, he could

not help taking a definite position in the

Spanish civil struggle, and he was an ardent

supporter of the cause of the people. More

recently, from his refuge in Mexico City, some
of his latest books (e.g., Detrds de la cruz,

1941) are devoted to the spiritual drama of

the Spanish people. In this city he is con-

tinuing his publishing activity as the founder
and editor of the publishing establishment
"Schieca."

See: P, Salinas, Literatura espanola siglo
XX (1941).

F. G. L.

Berger, Johan Henning (1872-1924, Swedish
novelist and dramatist), a native of Stockholm,

spent the iSgo's in the United States, for the

most part in Chicago. Later he visited Munich
and Paris and after 1902 Copenhagen became
his official residence.

Berger's work is founded primarily on his

own experiences; e.g., Ysail (1905) and Bendel
& C:o (1910), the second novel of the trilogy
Dromlandet (1909-1911; The Land of Dreams),
have settings laid in Chicago. At times Berger
seems to be baldly realistic, but his work bears
the hallmark of impressionism. There is no

deep probing, no profound experiencing;
rather, there is a deployment of poignant
emotions, with that of pain predominating.
Although strong in descriptive powers, Berger
revealed weaknesses in plot construction. His

outstanding works are Ysail, the trilogy
Dromlandet, Livets blommor (1912; Life's

Flowers), and the drama Syndafloden (1908;

produced in the United States in 1917 as The
Deluge). Berger often depicted Swedish immi-

grants who could not adapt themselves to the
American environment. The figures are sensi-

tive creatures fashioned for intense suffering,
even from superficial hurts. They long for the
world of dreams and are bitterly disappointed
in never attaining it.

See: A. Moller, ed., Boken om Henning
Berger, en minnesgard av bans vanner (1924);
E. Norliug, Mdnskligt. (1930), pp. 149-191, 229-
271.

C. E. W. L. D.

Bergman, Bo (1869-, Swedish lyrist, critic, and
writer of short stories), was born in Stockholm
and educated at Uppsala. At first an official in

the Post Office Department, he has mainly
worked as a newspaper critic. He made his

debut as a poet with Marionetterna (1903;

Marionettes). This he followed with other

volumes of lyrics and of short stories, notably

Skeppet (1915; The Ship). Bergman is a city

recluse, a serene observer of life, who has a

deep love for both the past and present of his

native city. Although not an outstanding
figure, he has a certain mastery in whatever he
undertakes: essay, narrative, or verse. Inclined

to pessimism, he cultivates the mood of sunset

with especial charm. There is something of

Wordsworth in Bo Bergman's poetry an ob-

servant eye, a serious trend of thought, and
a spirit attuned to the bliss of solitude. In his

stories there is a similar fineness of perception
and an understanding pity for the victims of

complex maladjustments. In this he shows the

influence of Hjalmar Soderberg (q.v.). Berg-
man has well deserved the distinction of mem-
bership in the Swedish Academy.

See: C. W. Stork, Anthology of Swedish

Lyrics (1917; revised and enlarged ed., 1930);
H. A. Larsen, ed., Sweden's Best Stories (1928);
G. Bach, The History of the Scandinavian

Literatures, ed. by Frederika Blankner (1938).

C. W. S.

Bergman, Hjalmar (1883-1930, Swedish novel-

ist and playwright), was born at 6rebro, a
small residential town in central Sweden. Deli-

cate and sensitive as a child, he suffered all his

life from mental depression. He studied at

Uppsala and in Italy, specializing in history
and philosophy, but the most important part
of his education was the knowledge of local

life he obtained through the clientele of his

father, who was a banker. Marrying into a

well-known theatrical family, Bergman be-

came early familiar with the stage and began
his literary career as a dramatist. He won a

decided success in comedy, having several plays

produced at the Royal Dramatic Theatre. His
most important piece, Swedenhielms (1925;
The Swedenhielm Family), is a study of amus-

ing artistic types.
It was, however, in the novel and short story

that Hjalmar Bergman attained his fullest

expression. From 1910 to 1930 he was the most

popular prose writer in Sweden, producing
volume after volume of such variety in mood
and characterization that he has been called

by some a Swedish Dickens. He began in a

tragic vein with exotic scenes inspired by his



sojourn in Italy and the Near East, notably
the volume Amours (1910), a group of masterly
studies in sex psychology. He then turned to

themes in many other times and places, but
most significantly to contemporary life in the

small Swedish town and in Stockholm. This

group of novels may, on a small scale, be com-

pared to La Comddie humaine of Balzac, Con-

spicuous among them are Markurells i Wad-

hoping (1919; Eng. tr., God's Orchid, 1924);
Farmor och Vdr Herre (1921; The Grand-
mother and Our Lord); and Chefen fru Inge-

borg (1924, Madame Directress Ingeborg;
Eng. tr., The Head of the Firm, 1936). There
is in these a sharp cynical tone, much more
akin indeed to the French masters than to

Dickens, as well as an increasing influence of

Freudian abnormality. The result is brilliant

and highly sensational, not always agreeable
to conventional readers. The plots frequently
border on the grotesque and improbable. It

is perhaps in his short stories that Hjalmar
Bergman is most satisfying. Yet in all his

work he shows deep insight and a command of

plastic and vivid style that raise him close to

the best in modern fiction.

See: R. G. Berg, "Preface/' in Bergman, The
Head of the Firm (1936); G. Bach, The History
of the Scandinavian Literatures, ed. by Freder-

ika Blankner (1938); E. Linder, Hjalmar Berg-
mans ungdom (1942).

c. w. s.

Bergson, Henri (1859-1941, French philoso-

pher), undoubtedly possessed and illustrated

some of the finest qualities of the French

genius; yet, to the confusion of race theorists,

not a drop of Gallic blood was flowing in his

veins. His ancestors had been wealthy, ortho-

dox Jewish merchants of Warsaw, who shipped
grain down the Vistula to Danzig. His father,
a musician and composer, roamed Western

Europe and married an English girl by the

name of Katherine Levinson. Their children
were British citizens, and the future philoso-

pher, though born and reared in Paris, be-

came a naturalized Frenchman only after re-

ceiving his bachelor's degree. As late as 1878-
1881 professors and students of the Ecole
Normale Supdrieure pronounced him tres

anglais in his training and mental bent. Did
he not, in a generation newly won over to

Kantianism, present the unusual spectacle of

remaining faithful to the tenets of John Stuart
Mill and Herbert Spencer?

It was not long, however, before the young
educator, then in the provinces, underwent a

spiritual crisis of his own. It dawned upon

BERGSON

him that mechanistic hypotheses, and our

ordinary activities as well, rest on a conception
of time thoroughly incompatible with the

immediate data of consciousness. Time as we
perceive it from within is not at all that

homogeneous, quantitative substance which
the clock parcels out in equal installments.

"Lived time," or duration, is irregular, quali-
tative, indivisible. Valid though they may be,
even indispensable, for practical purposes, the

mensurations of the dial rob time of its tem-

poral essence; they are indeed but a symbolical
substitute borrowed from the categories of

space; they transcribe something intensive into

something extensive, something alive into

something inert, something of the spirit into

something of matter.

Such was Bergson's famous "intuition of

duration," a truly decisive step in his career

since it determined both the method and the

content of his doctrine. Starting from the

pragmatic assumption that our subservience
to the external world tends to standardize and
mechanize the processes of the mind, Berg-
sonian philosophy boldly proceeds to reverse

the trend and to remove, as it were, the several

layers of materiality accumulated upon us.

The Essai sur les donnees immddiates de la

conscience, Bergson's doctoral dissertation

(1889; Eng. tr., Time and Free Will, 1910) pro-
claims the freedom of the mind as an experi-
mental fact, directly ascertainable by intuition,

although most men ignore it and their super-
ficial psychic states are heavily embedded in

the law of necessity. Maticre et mdmoire (1896;

Eng. tr., Matter and Memory, 191 1) asserts just
as positively that our so-called past recollec-

tions preserve an immanent existence and are

always present within us or, in other terms,
that the mind, being one continuous flow of

consciousness, never forgets, never distin-

guishes between today and yesterday, whereas
the brain, supposedly the receptacle of mem-
ory, is but an instrument of selection which
eliminates and throws into oblivion what is

not useful to us. Finally, L'Evolution crdatrice

(1907; Eng. tr., Creative Evolution, 1911) de-

fines the mind as undiluted energy, knowing
itself intuitively as a genetic impulse, an dlan

vital, ever swelling, ever "becoming," ever

participating in the universal creation of

forms, despite and against the downward, the

deadly pull of instinctive passivity.
Rather foolish doubts have been cast oc-

casionally on Bergson's originality. But these
three great, epochal books, however much
they may owe to Heraclitus, Plotinus, Maine
de Biran (1766-1824), Fdix Ravaisson (1823-
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1900), Emile Boutroux (q.v.), and a score of

others, bear in themselves sufficient testimony

that he who wrote them knew how to melt a

variety of elements in the crucible of his own

thought. Other works by him merely strength-

en the very personal fiber of his doctrine. Le

Rire, a little classic (1900; Eng. tr., Laughter,

1911), stresses the ridiculous character of what-

ever in man is grossly reminiscent of the

mechanical. L'Energie spirituelle (1919; Eng.

tr., Mind-Energy, 1920) and La Pensde et le

mouvant (1934) are collections of essays with

self-explanatory titles. In Durt*e et simul-

tanJitd (1922) Bergson appraises his theories

in relation to those of Einstein. As for Les

Deux Sources de la morale et de la religion

(1932; Eng. tr., The Two Sources of Morality
and Religion, 1935), this book, in many respects

the author's testament, effects a near-fusion of

Bergsonism and Christianity. The former

disciple of Spencer, having demonstrated to

his satisfaction the factual immanence of the

soul, is now willing to admit of its immortality.
Anti-intellectual in the sense that it grants

intelligence the privilege of "thinking matter"

but denies it the higher one of "understand

ing life," the new metaphysics drew heavy fire

from the rationalists (e.g., Julien Benda, q.v .).

When called a mystic, a fetishist, a dreamer,

Bergson rebelled, clinging to his tenacious be-

lief in the experimental value of intuition.

When called a poet he softened because, after

all, he was quite aware of being one the re-

discoverer of some sort of paradise lost, a

supreme artisan of words and images, who
broke the automatism of language, who, with

the help of metaphors, suggested at least, if he

could not express, the reality that he had seen.

Thus Bergson was a stirrer of souls. His courses

at the College de France, where he was made
a professor in 1900, held spellbound huge
crowds of listeners (among them the usual

number of snobs and fashionable women) who

thronged the lecture room hours before his

arrival. In much the same manner L'Evolution

cr^atrice fascinated readers all over the world.

International from then on, the Bergsonian
current ran its unpredictable course far be-

yond the limits of philosophy proper. Berg-
sonism outside of Bergson is much less a body
of doctrine, faithfully accepted and trans-

mitted as such, than it is an dtat d'drne or,

more appropriately still, an elan vital. In

France alone, it pervaded literature through
Charles ,Pguy and Marcel Proust (qq.v.)\ it

entered the field of literary criticism through
Albert Thibaudet (q.v.) and that of aesthetics

through Tancrfede de Visan (1878-; see his

Attitude du lyrisme contemporain, 1911); it

made itself felt in psychopathology with

Charles Blondel (1876-), in sociology with

Maurice Halbwachs (1877-), even in syndical-
istic theory with Georges Sorel (q.v.). To
Edouard Le Roy (1870-), Bergson's successor

in the College de France (1921), fell the task of

achieving the complete merger of Bergsonism
and Catholic theology.

Elected to the French Academy in 1914,
chosen by the League of Nations as the first

chairman of its International Committee on
Intellectual Cooperation (1921-1925), awarded
the Nobel prize in 1927, Bergson rode on the

crest of honors until his health broke down.
The last years of his life were a long agony
of bedridden invalidism. But as if to crown his

evidence with the most triumphant argument
of them all, the flame of the spirit shone to the

last in the stricken body.
See: Albert Thibaudet, Trente Ans de vie

franfaise, Vol. Ill in 2 vols.r Le Bergsonisme
(1923); Jacques Chevalier, Bergson (1926; Eng.
tr., 1928); Andr6 Mctz, Bergson et le berg-
sonisnie (1933); Gilbert Maire, Bergson, mon
moitre (1935); Alfredo Coviello, "Bibliografia

bergsoniana," Sustancia (Tucumdn, Argen-
tina), II (1941), 394-440 (also 11 articles by
various collaborators, pp. 317!^).

J.-A. B.

Bernanos, Georges (1888-, French novelist and

political writer), was born in Paris. He sud-

denly came into the limelight in 1926 with the

publication of Sous le soleil de Satan (Eng.
tr., The Star of Satan, 1940), a powerful study
of mysticism and satanism, a masterpiece of

French fiction. Up to 1926 his literary activity
had been limited to occasional articles in the
Action fran$aise, the Revue universelle, and
less widely known royalist newspapers and

magazines. He is both a novelist of rare origi-

nality and an effective polemist.
Bernanos can perhaps be best characterized

as a firm believer in the essential dignity of

man and a militant Christian for whom
sanctity constitutes the highest form of ad-

venture and heroism. The comment attributed

to him by a critic to the effect that all

Dostoevski (q.v.) should be done over in a

Catholic spirit best illustrates the fundamental
aim which he has pursued not only in Sous

le soleil de Satan, but in the novels L'Imposture
(1927), La Joie (1929), and Journal d'un cure

de campagne (193^; Eng. tr., The Diary of a

Country Priest, 1937). Succeeding where

Huysmans and Leon Bloy (qq.v.) had failed in

the final decades of the last century, he has

described in these books the mysterious reac-

tions of the human soul to the solicitations of



divine grace in a way satisfactory to exacting

literary critics and to informed students of

mystical theology.
As a polemist Bernanos is strongly opposed

to the spirit of parliamentary democracy be-

cause, according to him, this form of govern-

ment is based upon a materialistic philosophy
which offers no real check to the greed and

selfishness of the financially powerful and

leads inevitably to either economic or political

tyranny. For France he advocates a return to

monarchy as the political regime offering the

best guarantees for the harmonious develop-
ment of a society based upon true honor and

justice. The policy of appeasement pursued by
the great powers, more particularly by certain

elements in his own country, in connection

with the conquest of Ethiopia, the destruction

of Loyalist Spain by the forces of fascism,

and the dismemberment of Czechoslovakia at

Munich constitutes in his estimation one of

the blackest and most shameful pages in the

history of mankind. It is also his earnest con-

viction that Western civilization can be saved

from total disintegration only by a spiritual

revival based upon the unequivocal accept-

ance of the Roman Catholic interpretation of

the concepts of justice, honor, and freedom.

His plea for a new moral order is not ad-

dressed exclusively, or even specifically, to

those outside the Catholic Church, but is

intended just as much for members of that

body. Many Catholic leaders, the author con-

tends, have allowed casuistry and opportunism
to lead them into unholy alliances with the

forces of reaction. These views, which form

the sum and substance of the political creed of

Bernanos, have been expressed with great

force and earnestness in La Grande Peur des

bien-pensants: Edouard Drumont (1931), Les

Grands Cimetieres sous la lune (1938; Eng.

tr., A Diary of My Times, 1938), Scandale

de la veritd (1939), Nous autres Franfais (1939),

and Lettre aux Anglais (1942; Eng. tr., Plea for

Liberty, 1944).

See: Pierre Brodin, "Georges Bernanos," in

Maltres et temoins de I'entre-deux-guerres

(1943)' PP- 183-199.

J.M. C.

Bernard, Jean Jacques (1888-, French drama-

tist and novelist), born at Enghien-les-Bains,
is the son of the well-known playwright
Tristan Bernard (q>v.) He is the outstanding

exponent of the dramatic theory baptized the

"school of silence." According to it "the

theatre is first and foremost the art of express-

ing what is unspoken/' that is to say, the in-

audible but pregnant speech of the heart and

BERNARD, JEAN JACQUES
soul, what lies inhibited or buried in the sub-

consciousness, what a pretentious rhetoric be-

fogs or conceals behind a screen of words.

Bernard's talent, first revealed before the

First World War, came to flower in his post-
war theatre, in La Maison epargnde (1919) and

especially in Le Feu qui reprend mal (1921;

Eng. tr., The Sulky Fire, 1939), both dramas of

soldiers who return from war to face, the one
an unsympathetic environment and the other

love grown cold through absence and not

readily rekindled. His art reached its peak in

Marline (1922; Eng. tr., 1927), which tells the

simple tale of a peasant girl's romance with a

city charmer, blighted all too soon. Here is

pure drama in its very essence, freed from all

rhetoric, ideology, and dramatic trappings.
The characters in it are transparent, the pas-
sion is both intense and diaphanous.
The same qualities characterize the rest of

Bernard's delicately intimate dramas. He has

mirrored the illusions and deceptions of life,

its pipe dreams, the rainbows of romance and

highways of desire, which the imagination
builds from the horizons to one's doors and
which reality pricks like bubbles; he has

painted the tragedies of love, of deep but

smothered passion, of soul mates in distress

and divided on earth, and the dramas of

spiritual and social imperfections and even of

industrial strife, in plays like L'Invitation au

voyage (1924; Eng. trs., Glamour, 1927, Invita-

tion to a Voyage, 1939), L'Ame en peine (1926;

Eng. tr., The Unquiet Spirit, 1932), A la

recherche des occurs (1934), National 6 (1935).
He has rendered as with strings, and in a

minor key, the themes and variations the

post-war theatre often played as though with

wind instruments, sometimes off key. With
him poetry catches up with realism and

psychology in the theatre. He extracts beauty
and pathos out of the most fugitive aspects
of life a look, a sigh, a momentary silence.

His insight into the heart is not marred by
splashes of jarring passion. The quality of his

analysis, the purity of his style, and the

sensitiveness of his dramatic climate give to his

creations a classic ring. Bernard has also

written short stories, as well as novels like Le
Roman de Marline (1929) and Madeleine
Landier (1933). After the liberation of France,
he published an account of the imprisonment
of French Jews in a concentration camp, Le

Camp de la mort lente: Compiegne 1941-1942

(1945)-

See: J. L. Palmer, Studies in the Contempo-
rary Theatre (1927), pp. 94-111; L. Hommel,
"Le Th^fttre de Jean-Jacques Bernard," Revue

gtnerale, XIII (1935), 592-597; J. L. Frith,
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"Introduction," in Bernard, The Sulky Fire

(*939)>PP- 7-"-
S. A. R.

Bernard, Tristan (pseud, of Paul Bernard,

1866-, French dramatist, novelist, and wit),

was born at Besan^on. He changed his given
name to Tristan, desiring to suggest, some of

his friends have said, the underlying melan-

choly of his humor. At the beginning of his

career he contributed to the Revue blanche.

In 1889 his novel Les MJrnoires d'un jeune
homme range? and his well-known short comedy
L*Anglais tel qu'on le parle both met with

great success. His later novels, such as Le Mari

pacifique (1901), were widely read and exerted

through their keen power of observation,

sense of the ridiculous, and fundamental pessi-
mism a beneficial influence over the novel of

that period which had turned to a rather

questionable lyricism.
His fame, however, rests chiefly on his

hilarious comedies which have amused several

generations of theatregoers both in France and
abroad. He has often been compared with

Courteline (q.v.) 9 while his detached irony and

sly humor recall American and English writers

of the same school. Essentially a popular
.dramatist, he has remained apart from any
school and has followed the old traditions of

the comedy since the time of Plautus, with

frequent resort to concealments, disguises, and
mistaken identity. One of his best-known

plays, Triplepatte (1905), shows the difficulty

experienced by a man who cannot make any
decision as to marriage because of too much
advice from his many friends; Le Prince Char-

mant (1921) portrays the familiar type of

young man who is sympathetic to everyone
but absolutely unreliable in financial matters.

Le Petit Cafd (1911) presents the amusing
situation of a waiter who is to inherit a for-

tune on condition that he remain with his

employer for 20 years. Some of his other well-

known comedies are Daisy (1902), M . Codomat

(1907), Le Danseur inconnu (1909), La Gloire

ambulanciere (1913), and Les Petites Curieuses

(1920).

A familiar figure in both Parisian society
and literary circles, Bernard has created many
a famous bon mot and has graciously accepted
the paternity of many others until he is now
not infrequently spoken of as the national
humorist.

See: L. Treich, ed., L'Esprit de Tristan
Bernard (1925).

J. F. M.

Bernstein, Henry (1876-, French playwright),
was born in Paris. He is generally thought of

as a painter of heartless and brutal characters,

hard businessmen, cynical adventurers. This

reputation is due to violent dramas such as

La Rafale (1905), La Griffe (1906), and Samson

(1907). Bernstein, however, had begun his

dramatic career with comedies of a milder

type, Le Marchd (1900), Le Detour (1902),

Joujou (1902), Frre Jacques (1904; written

with Pierre Veber), Le Bercail (1904).
After 1913 he wrote a few plays where the

emphasis is placed on the characters rather

than on a tense and dynamic plot. Le Secret

(1913), an analysis of a malicious woman who

enjoys hurting those whom she pretends to

love, and La Galerie des glaces (1924), built

around a case of inferiority complex and

retrospective jealousy, are among his best

psychological dramas. Such subtle studies are

the exception in Henry Bernstein's theatre. As
a rule his characters are dominated by violent

passions which they satisfy without any con-

sideration for the usual codes of morality and

decency. The public at times reacted unfavor-

ably, as in the case of Aprds moi (1911).

Henry Bernstein is an expert technician

who knows how to place his characters in the

light which will best intensify the tragic

elements of the plot. Israel (1908), based on a

conflict between Jews and members of the

French aristocracy, provides an excellent ex-

ample of his talent in creating dramatic

atmospheres. Aware of the changes in the

public's taste Bernstein, while keeping his

main characteristics, treats with remarkable

ease the most varied subjects. Judith (1922),

Mdlo (1929), Espoir (1934), are proofs of his

versatility.

See: G. Rageot, Un Nouveau Bernstein,"

Revue bleue, November 15, 1924, and "La
Nouvelle Esth^tique d'Henry Bernstein," ibid.,

April 3, 1926; L. Le Sidaner, Henry Bernstein

M. E. C.

Bertrana, Prudenci (1867-1941, Catalonian

novelist), was born in the city of Tortosa,

received his education in Ampurdan, and

spent much of his youth in Gerona, where he

contemplated nature and developed gifts as

a writer and painter. He originally intended

to be a painter, but it was in the literary

field that he was to attain real success. His

first important work was Ndufrags (1907; The

Shipwrecked). Josefat is characterized by a

crude and savage realism he never thereafter

abandoned. Jo is a passionate and turbulent

novel in which one does not know where the

fiction ends and libel begins; characters are

observed with a stinging sharpness. Proses



barbares are wild stories written in a lively

and colorful prose which came to be his

habitual manner. Herois (Heroes) and El

meu amic Pellini (My Friend Pellini)
followed. In 1931 he won the coveted Crexells

prize which the government of Catalonia

awarded each year to the best novel, with

L'hereu (The Heir). Full of biographical
references, L'hereu reveals Bertrana's pre-
dilection for a vigorously portrayed nature,
with sharp contrasts brought out with the

love of a landscape artist. A later novel is

El vagabund (The Vagabond). Bertrana also

did considerable work as a journalist.
In all of his literary work there is present

Bertrana's dual quality of painter and writer.

He brought to Catalonian literature a pessi-

mism perhaps less severe that that of Victor

Catali (q-v.) and cultivated a ruralism less

full of bitterness, but still acrid. Some of his

work has a human quality, blood-warm and
vital.

F. de P.

Betteloni, Vittorio (1840-1910, Italian poet
and critic), was born in Verona, where, except
for university studies in Pisa, he passed almost

all his life. He was a teacher and was often in

contact with Milanese literary salons and
coteries. Carducci (q.v.) defined him as the

first Italian poet to get away from romanticism.

He was a quiet, honest, simple soul and had
the courage to remain so when Italian writers

began to feel the need of absinthe, the smell

of death and the attraction to suicide to

stimulate their jaded poetic daemons. (In

Italy this phenomenon was known as scapiglia-

tura.) His own daemon obtained milder satis-

factions from a milliner of Florence and a

woman who played cards in the evening with

professors and vicars. His poetry is gently
sensuous and a little banal, but this very touch

of ordinary living and of realistic details,

simply and roughly applied from his palette to

his idyllic pictures, produced something of a

sensation in his time. Romanticists were

irritated, and young readers, who had had a

taste of the heady, heroic, and magniloquent
Carducci, mocked him, but Carducci, the

master, recognized him as a poet and wrote

one of his rare prefaces for Betteloni's Nuovi
Versi (1880). Because of these very details

prosaic, realistic Betteloni in a certain sense

is considered the predecessor of the Crepuscu-
lar school of poets, without, however, their

characteristic heartaches and yearnings.
Cultured and very clever at versification,

Betteloni translated with success Byron's Don
Juan, Goethe's Hermann und Dorothea, and
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Hamerling's Nero. Now and then he gives
evidence of having been exposed, like almost

all Italian poets of that period, to the germ
of Heine, but everyone may see how little the

resulting malady afflicted him by comparing
him with the contemporary Heinian-tainted

Stecchetti.

During the last few years of his life Betteloni

manifested a degree of irascibility at being

neglected when D'Annunzio (q.v .), who to him
seemed bombastic, Pascoli (q.v.), whom he

thought a deceiver, and Orsini (pseud, of

Domenico Gnoli, q.v.), "a mystifier," gath-
ered to themselves all the laurels. Perhaps
he was not even mollified by the fervid appro-
bation in 1904 of Benedetto Croce (q.v.). In

some of his prose essays there are vivid sketches

of living people written in a subdued tone of

human irony. The best of his poetical produc-
tion was gathered in a single volume, Poesie di

Vittorio Betteloni (1914); his prose writings
are contained in Impressioni critiche e ricordi

autobiografici (1914).

See: G. Brognoligo, Vittorio Betteloni; note

biografiche e critiche descritte dal suo carteggio

G. P.

Betti, Ugo (1892-, Italian poet, dramatist, and

short-story writer), born in Camerino, is a

judge by profession. A real poet of the post-
war generation (although he began his literary
career in 1910 by publishing a translation in

the style of Foscolo of the Epithalamium of

Catullus), he seems to stand at the confluence

of European poetical streams. Critics have

found in him traces of the nostalgic weakness

of the crepuscolari, reminiscences of the glitter-

ing display of D'Annunzio (q.v .), echoes of the

French symbolists (see French symbolism) and

especially of the weird and uncanny visitations

of Maeterlinck (q.v.), and imitations of popular
ballads. It may be added that certain rapid
cadences recall the manner of Jahier (q.v.). As
for his theatre there come to mind the names
of Pirandello (q.v.) and his feeling of inescap-
able human misery; of Georg Kaiser (q.v.)

and his tendency to universalize; of Chekhov

(q.v.) and his morbid softness; of Vildrac,

Gorki, L. N. Tolstoy (qq.v.) and their collec-

tivist thought. In his short stories the staccato

style of Verga (q.v.) has struck the critics. All

this shows that Betti is a cultured man of his

epoch. Not one of these tendencies is perma-
nent in his poetical language; and for each of

these cultural resonances, there is evidence of

a personal thought and feeling.

Betti is, to put it briefly and insufficiently,

not so much a decadent, as he has been called,
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as a neo-romanticist. His poetical creations,

which at the beginning had a folkloristic and
later gradually assumed a realistic tone, are

woven around the assumption that human

happiness and pain are without reason or ex-

planation and therefore a stupendous burden
to man. His God, like that of Vigny or of

Leopardi, is cold and indifferent towards his

creation, and life, not guided by reason, is but

a marvelous iniquity. This pessimistic view ex-

pressed itself in fables, tales, and myths, with

a discernible popular rhythm; in ballads of

laments of human groups (the little old

women, the emigrants, the drinkers, the sleep-

ing lovers); in figures without a name, symbols
that bespeak humanity (a sinner without con-

solation, a worried king, dwellings of men).
Later the same desolation reappeared in a

realistic form, in short studies of everyday life,

in which is felt Betti's vast solicitude, his feel-

ing of being deceived, his presentation of

sexual love with such a crude and intense per-

ception of details that the general feeling of

pity, commiseration, and ineluctable love for

his fellow men is sometimes destroyed. His

characters have a tendency to become types,
his countries have no frontiers, his epochs no

precise time. But even in the most realistic

study of the Italian middle class, there is a

final poetic inspiration, a current that carries

the reader beyond prosaic everyday life. Char-

acteristically enough, not a word of patriotic

rhetoric, not a line of flattery for the Duce

during the years of Fascism came from the pen
of Betti.

Betti produced little between his Re pen-
sieroso (1922) and Uomo e donna (1937). The
Canzonetta: La Morte (1932) won him the prize
of the Mondadori Academy and, considering
the general failure of these prizes in discover-

ing good writers, this exception must be noted.

Caino (1929) and Le Case (1937) are books of

short stories. Several plays have been praised

by critics and applauded by audiences: Frana

allo scalo nord (1932), a study of the responsi-

bility or better the irresponsibility of a

criminal; // Diluvio (1932); // Cacciatore

d'anitre (1937); and La Padrona (1927), con-

sidered his best play and perhaps symbolical
of life, where the ''Mistress/

1

Life, is depicted
as an attractive, powerful, cynical woman.
Several critics have recognized in him a great

poet and felt that he has succeeded in over-

coming the calligraphic tendency of contempo-
rary Italian lyricism, reverting to a poetry of

human content. Some lines of his poems
already enjoy a certain popularity and are

often quoted.
See: E. De Michelis, La Poesia di Ugo Betti

0937); D - Fabbri, "La Drammatica di Ugo
Betti," Rivista italiana del drarnma, Anno IV

(1940), Vol. I, No. 2, pp. 129-153.
G. P.

Bezru, Petr (pseud, of Vladimir Vasek, 1867-,
Czech poet), is one of the greatest names in re-

cent Czech literature. Bezru was born in

Opava (Troppau, then in Austrian Silesia),

where his father, Antonfn Vasek, was a promi-
nent Czech patriot and philologist. For a time

he studied classics at the University of Prague,
but gave this up and entered the postal service

in Brno, Moravia. He retired in 1927. During
the First World War, Bezru was imprisoned
for his attacks on the Archduke Frederick.

After the war, his voice was heard in favor of

an aggressive nationalism and a strong local

Moravian patriotism.
Bezru is the author of only one collection

of poems, Slezske pisnt (Silesian Songs), which

first appeared in a small edition in 1903 as

Slezske dislo (A Silesian Number) and then was

successively enlarged. It is the most original
and powerful group of poems in modern
Czech poetry. Bezru eschewed all expression
of the self and created the figure of a popular
bard and prophet, Petr Bezru, who sings the

sorrows of his race. He is particularly the poet
of the Czechs in Silesia, where national and
social oppression was especially strong under

the old Austria. Bezru passionately accuses

the German landlords and capitalists, but also

pleads for his people, the miners and peasants
of Silesia, against the indifference to their fate

among the Czechs in Bohemia and Moravia.

His rhapsodies have a tragic pathos which

succeeds in instilling an apparently local topic
with universal content: an outcry for justice, a

cry of hatred and anger against the oppressor.
Bezru is a master of an austere rhetoric, of

grandiose visions and symbols, of a monu-
mental semi-free verse which is still not com-

pletely divorced from popular forms. Only
occasionally, in a few poems, there is a note

of personal resignation and melancholy remi-

niscence, but usually the mask of the seer is

preserved with dignity and pathos. BezruC

seems almost without ancestors in literature;

he knows the folk ballad and uses it sometimes
with great effect, as in "Maryika Magdanova,"
the story of a girl who commits suicide by
drowning. He knows and admires J. S. Machar

(</.i;.),
from whom he took some unnecessary

classical conventions, and he must have read

some of the social poetry of the later Heine.
But he stands alone: the fiercest and the finest

voice of his nation against national and social

oppression.
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See: Adolf Veself, Peter Bezruf (1927); J. V.

Sedldk, Petr Bezrui (1931); Arturo Cronia,

Petr Bezruf (1932, in Italian); Klementina

RektorisovA, Bezrucuv ver$ (1935). There is a

German translation of the Silesian songs by

Rudolph Fuchs (Schlesische Lieder, 1931).
R. W.

Bezymenski, Alexander Ilyich (1898-, Russian

poet and playwright), was born in the city of

Zhitomir in the Ukraine and went to the

Vladimir Gymnasium and then to the Kiev

Commercial Institute in 1916. In 1917, at the

age of 19, he fought in the Revolution in

Petrograd on the side of the Bolsheviks. As

Trotski said of him, "Bezymenski is flesh of

the Revolution's flesh." lie was a leader of the

Vladimir Young Communists League (Com-

sornol) and retained a perpetual spirit of youth.
In one of his youthful poems he told how his

mother, who disapproved of his becoming a

Bolshevik, threw away his membership card,

and he added: "She did not understand that 1

do not carry my party ticket in my pocket, but

in myself." Far from believing in "art for art's

sake," he declared: "First of all I am a member
of the party, and only afterwards a maker of

verses." He was a member of the "October"

group of poets who glorified the October Revo-

lution. From its beginning down to its aboli-

tion in 1932 he was a director of the Association

of Proletarian Writers.

His first book was Yuny proletart (1920; The

Young Proletarian), a realistic and at the same

time epic novel in verse, telling how a young
worker became a Communist. His shorter

poems are of heroic romantic nature, embody-

ing the spirit of the Young Communists

youthful, cocksure, saucy, but severely self

critical. These poems were collected in a series

of volumes whose titles give some indication of

their contents: Oktyabrskie zori (1920; October

Dawns); K solntsu (1921; To the Sun); Kak

pakhnet zhizn (1924; How Life Smells);

Gorodok (1925; A Little Town); Gruz (1926;

Cargo); Put dorogi (1926; The Way of the

Road); Scrdtse cheloveche (1928; The Human
Heart). The style of these poems, somewhat

under the influence of Mayakovsky (q.v.), is

free verse, broken sentences, single words on

a line, conversational phrases, staccato effects,

hyperboles of metaphor, grotesque, satirical.

The subject matter is the joy of work, a revel

ing in the commonplace, an enthusiasm for the

Red army, for collective farms, for factories.

"Our soul is a factory. Our heart is a living
furnace." For him, flowers are all the more
beautiful if they are in factory windows; water-

falls, if they are connected with turbines. The

coming of spring is less important than the

price of food. A girl's lips do not mean so

much as factory chimneys. During a drought,
when the fields need rain, the crowd is at the

Dynamo Stadium in Moscow watching a foot-

ball game. Suddenly rain begins to pour, stop-

ping the game, but the crowd rises to applaud
the rain.

Once Bezymenski turned to write a verse

play for the Meyerhold Theatre. This was
called Vystrel (1929; The Shot) and represented
shock brigades keeping the trolley cars running
in spite of the efforts of enemies to destroy
them. Stikhi delayut stal (1930; Verses Make
Steel) shows how Bezyrnenski uses poems,
short verses, slogans on street banners, to help
reconstruction and national defense. Trage-

dinaya noch (1931; Tragic Night) was written

during the building of the Dneprostroi Dam
and introduces an American engineer con-

verted to Communism. More important than

the ordering of a new hat is the ordering of a

new world. "With the reconstruction of the

world goes the reconstruction of emotion."
When his master, Mayakovsky, committed
suicide in 1930, Bezytnenski condemned him
as a fabulous tower standing on stilts of mere
straw. A bullet ends a man, but not an age.

Only he is orr the right road who on every
front is in the trenches of the great class war,

who can in every little thing find a world

revolution. In Kak ponimayu ya lyubov (1936;
How I Understand Love) Bezymenski rejoices
in the common everyday task. Since the

German invasion of Russia he has thrown the

same indomitable spirit into the war elfort, but

in form he has turned from Mayakovsky back

to Pushkin and his war poems are written in

regular meters.

See: A. Oserrev, Alexander Bezymenski

(1926); Alexander Kaun, Soviet Poets and

Poetry (1943), pp. 13<>-137 I 54~i63.
H. W. L. D.

Bierbaum, Otto Julius (1865-1910, German

poet, novelist, critic, and bibliophile), born at

Griinberg, Silesia, was educated chiefly at

Dresden and Leipzig and studied philosophy,
law, and Chinese at Zurich, Leipzig, Munich,
and Berlin. Back in Munich he turned to

journalism, entering the circle of M. G. Conrad

(q.v .), editor of Die Gesellschaft and leader of

the South German naturalists, but he also

championed the art of such romantic painters
as BOcklin, Stuck, and others. In 1892 he pub-
lished an enthusiastic book on Liliencron

(q.v.), followed by editorial yeoman's service

for the "moderns" which in 1894 took him to

Berlin. Here his artistic taste and literary
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talents blended at last perfectly in the creation

of the sumptuous art magazine, Pan (1895).

Four years later, after an interim spent mostly
in Southern Tirol, he collaborated with A. W.

Heymel in founding the monthly, Die Insel,

and with it the Inselverlag, known to bibli-

ophiles. The Goethe-Kalender is likewise his

work (1905 ff.).

Bierbaum's first marriage in 1891 is reflected

in several volumes of verse eventually inte-

grated in Der Irrgarten der Liebe (1901;
revised ed., 1906). This book was a mine for

composers (e.g., Richard Strauss, "Traum
durch die Dammerung"). Its unequaled suc-

cess (86 editions up to 1923) was due only in

part to the popularity which the author had
attained as editor of Deutsche Chansons, the

literary expression of the "Uberbrettl" move-
ment initiated in 1900. Bierbaum used tra-

ditional, even archaic forms and themes, apply-

ing, however, all the delicate nuances of a

modern impressionistic verse technique and

adding the touch of a personal experience.
While replacing "Truth" by "Beauty" lack-

ing only depth in his lyric work, he remained

basically a naturalist in his fiction. Almost all

his novels and stories deal with things directly

experienced or observed as a child, as a Korps-
student, or as a man of letters (e.g., Studenten-

beichten, 1892, 1897; Pankrazius Graunzer,

1895; Stilpe, 1897). Later, after his second

marriage to an Italian woman (1901), these

were augmented by travel impressions gathered

chiefly in Italy (Empfindsame Reise im Auto-

mobil, 1903, etc.). The intent is humor and
satire carried to grotesque extremes, particu-

larly in Prinz Kuckuck (3 vols., 1906-1907), a

book hardly surpassed for its casual but de-

tailed depiction of moral, social, religious, and

political decay. However, there is far too much

joy of living and faith in the future in Bier-

baum to classify him as a pessimist or a

decadent. Combining as he did an ironic sense

of facts with a noble cult of aesthetic values,

he was a perfect symbol of Germany's well

to-do bourgeoisie before the First World War.
After almost another decade in or near

Munich, he died at Dresden in 1910.
See: E. Schick, O. J. Bierbaum (1903); P.

Pollard, Masks and Minstrels of New Germany
(1911), pp. 121-177; A. Dreyer, "Bierbaum/'

Biographisches Jahrbuch und deutscher Ne-

krolog, XV (1913), 170-177; E. Darge, Lebens-

bejahung in der deutschen Dichtung um igoo

(1934)-

H. W. N.

Billinger, Richard (1893-, German poet and

dramatist), was born in St. Marienkirchen near

Scharding on the Inn, where his peasant
ancestors had occupied the same land since

the i2th century. He abandoned his university
studies preparing him for the priesthood after

the discovery, in Ueber die Aecker (1921), of

his literary talent. He achieved even greater
success with his dramas (Das Perchtenspiel,

1926; Rauhnacht, 1931; Rosse, 1933), while

continuing with lyric output (Sichel am
Himrnel, 1931; Der Pfeil im Wappen, 1932).

His best poems have been called baroque or

have been likened to woodcuts of the old

masters. His main subject fields are traditional

or hereditary the simple piety of his Catholic

forebears and environment, the close union
with the soil and with nature which the

European peasant of every country enjoys. He
never wearies of singing the praise of God and
of prizing the beauties of his native land. To
these motifs may be added, especially in the

dramas, the dark and uncanny powers which
the country dweller has always been inclined

to shape into superstitions or manifestations

of the devil. Gifted with a true feeling for

stagecraft, he wove these materials together
with dance and sorcery into such a compelling

piece that Max Reinhardt gave Das Perch-

tenspiel a stirring performance.
Estimates of Billinger are by no means uni-

form, and he is significantly absent from

several recent accounts of German literature;

one which gives him brief mention speaks of

"der einst vielversprechende Richard Bil-

linger."
See: G. K. Brand, Werden und Wandlung

0933)> P- 315-
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Binding, Rudolf Georg (1867-1938, German
novelist and poet), was born at Basel, son of

the internationally famous jurist Karl Bin-

ding. He studied at Leipzig and Berlin, but

did not enter upon any professional career.

Instead, he devoted his time to horse racing
and to travels especially in Italy and Greece. A
cavalry captain in the First World War, he

was mayor after the war in a small town near

Frankfurt am Main and died at Starnberg

(Bavaria).

Binding was past 40 when he made his

debut in German literature. He began with

translations from D'Annunzio (q.v .)
and culti-

vated the small genre (legends and short

stories), in which he soon established himself

as a master. Although there are traces of

Goethe, Kleist, Keller (q.v.), and George (q.v.)

in his works, he is essentially a literary self-

made man, his real "educators" being his

father, the Rhine River, horses, the Hermes



statue by Praxiteles, and nature itself. For

Binding writing is a mission that carries the

highest responsibility. It combines romantic

longing for the divine with the classical urge
to embody the divine in human form. His

literary output is relatively small, but excels

in deep psychological insight, dramatic con-

densation, and musical plasticity. His charac-

ters, when represented as human, are full-

blooded individuals devoted to the pleasures
and duties of this world, but humble before

their god. When divine, they shine in ethereal

beauty, but long for self-realization through

earthly love and work. Whether human or

divine, however, they all have the same

chastity of soul, the same readiness for sacri-

fice, the same calmness in the presence of fate

and death.

In his first publication, Legenden der Zeit

099)> inhabitants of heaven and earth meet
in helpful understanding (Coelestina), oc-

casionally mocking each other about rigoris-

tic dogmas and priests (St. Georg's Stellver-

treter). Miracles happen in these as in the

Christian legends, but instead of detracting
from everyday life they lead to a fuller realiza-

tion of its inherent sanctity. The people in

his Novellen live their religion through friend-

ship (Die Waffenbruder, 1910), love (Die Vo-

gelscheuche, 1910; Der Opfergang, 1911; Ange-
lucia, 1911; Unsterblichkeit, 1921), and service

(Der Wingult, 1921). A us dem Kriege, a diary
written in the war and published in 1925 (Eng.
tr., Fatalist at War, 1929) without any changes
of the original form, is a courageous, realistic,

prophetic, and chivalrous book, one of the few

war productions with lasting appeal. Three

years later appeared his Erlebtes Leben (1928),
a classical autobiographical gem, symbolic of

the best of a generation who in the search for

the true meaning of their lives were tragically
deceived by the "as if" values of the glittering
but shallow Second Reich. In Rufe und Reden

(1928) Binding discusses the political and
cultural problems resulting from the war and
warns the German people against increasing
materialism, while in his Antwort eines

Deutschen an die Welt (1933) ^ie defends them

against foreign accusations such as those of

Romain Rolland ((]*>.). He strikes a lighter
chord in the Apollonian lyric prose hymn
Reitvorschrift an cine Geliebte (1924), the

charming philosophical dialogues Spiegel-

gesprache (1933), the tragicomical anecdote

Wir fordern Reims zur Ubergabe auf (1935),
while in Moselfahrt aus Liebeskummer (1932)
he attempts a new form of the Novelle by

embodying in a beautiful woman the charac-

ter of a special landscape, thus making nature
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the real protagonist of the story. Vom Leben
der Plastik (1933) is a subtle interpretation of

Georg Kolbe's sculptural work and revelatory
of Binding's own production.

Although Binding wrote exquisite poetry

(Gedichte, 1914; Stolz und Trauer, 1922;

Ausgewiihlte und neue Gedichte, 1932; Sieg
des Herzens, 1937), he earned his reputation
as one of the foremost classical writers in

modern German literature through his

legends, Novellen, and autobiography. His

inimitable style has gained, to be sure, through
masterful translations of D'Annunzio, Bdier

(q.v.), St. Francis of Assisi, and Villiers and

through the study of the above-mentioned

German writers; but essentially it is his own,
the true expression of a perfect gentleman, a

"virtuoso" whose art is life, because life is his

art.

See: F. Lennartz, Die Dichter unserer Zeit

(1938); T. Stenner, Rudolf G. Binding; Leben
und Werk (1938); H. Millotat, Rudolf Georg

Bindings erzahlerisches Werk (1939).

E.J.

Bjornson, Bjornstjerne (1832-1910, Norwegian

poet, novelist, dramatist, journalist, and

orator), was born in a parsonage high up in

the mountains of eastern Norway, but at the

age of five moved with his parents to another

parsonage at a northwestern fjord. He felt

himself a son of this district, Romsdal, mir-

roring in his character the contrasts of the

stormy fjords and the fertile valleys between

stern mountains. His father was of farmer

stock, his mother of a merchant family, and

he combined in himself the different and

even conflicting traditions of Norwegian his-

tory. It became a chief aim of his career to

reconcile the contrasting characters of na-

tional life, revealing to his countrymen the

live treasures of the farmer society and at the

same time freeing the country people from

the inhibitions of their isolated existence.

The whole task involved the general prob-
lems of uniting primitive instincts with con-

scious self-mastery, of civilizing the human
mind by giving spontaneity to its innermost

needs, of strengthening both individual liberty
and the laws of community. By his broad
human sympathies, by the exceptional vigor
and vitality of his personality, by his power-
ful creative imagination, he was able to bring
these problems home to his own nation as

well as to the other Scandinavian nations,

and later to larger parts of the world.

He went to high school at Molde, the small

capital of Romsdal, was prepared for the

university by courses at Christiania, and
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started university studies in 1852, but

abandoned them very soon for literary work.

As early as 1848 he wrote his first newspaper
article, inspired by the February Revolution,

and for 60 years he was the most assiduous

and brilliant journalist of Norway, beginning
as a literary critic, by degrees embracing all

political, social, moral questions of the day,

always in the vanguard for liberal and demo-

cratic progress, for mental freedom, for social

and national justice. He made his influence

felt in the whole political development of

Norway from 1859; ultimately, beginning in

the go's, he extended his activities to the

foreign press. In 1859 also he began appear-

ing as a public speaker and soon became the

greatest orator of the Scandinavian countries;

his magnificent voice, his splendid imagery,
his dazzling logic, his ever ready wit, made
his speeches powerful instruments in all kinds

of campaigning.
In 1854 Bjornson proclaimed his program

for re-creating Norwegian literature. He lifted

the banner of Henrik Wergeland, the greatest

Norwegian of the first half of the igth cen-

tury. Like Wergeland he rebelled against the

aestheticism that would keep individuality in

severe bondage; he wanted literature to serve

ideas, to reveal the intimate unity of life

and poetry, to be faithful to truth and to

nature. He wished to break absolutely with

the literary traditions of the Danish language
which, for the last centuries, had dominated

Norwegian literature. Bjornson won his first

victory in this field by a demonstration, the

"theatre battle" of 1856, by which he suc-

ceeded in stopping the engagement of Danish

actors at the theatres of Christiania. The next

year he became the director of the theatre at

Bergen (for two years, until 1859); later he

was the director of the theatre of Christiania

(1865-1867), and even managed his own
theatre there (1870-1872). The assertion of

genuine Norwegian speech was to him only
one aspect of his demand for truth in art,

and as a stage manager he proved highly
effective in teaching young actors to replace
fine declamation by psychological realism; in

fact, he was the father of a new theatrical

school in Norway.
His own first literary work was published

in 1857, a modest little novel, Synnove Sol-

bakken (first Eng. trs., 1881; Sunny Hill, a

Norwegian Idyll, 1932). It was the first of a

series of so-called "peasant novels" which,
for half a century or more, were the most

popular books of the nation. They were
written in a style strongly personal, in a

Norwegian that was modern and yet akin to

the manner of the old sagas. The unbroken
connection between ancient Norway and the

modern farmer society was indeed a funda-
mental tenet with Bjornson, and he wanted
to reveal what still survived of the sagas in

the culture of the farmer people even

though they themselves were unaware of it.

Therefore, as a natural supplement to his

peasant novels, he wrote a series of dramas,

epics, and romances built on saga motifs. In
all of them the chief theme was the struggle
to liberate the suppressed forces of the soul
and cultivate them to the advantage of

human cooperation. Bjornson ollered an inti-

mate combination of realism and poetry. He
became the great national poet of Norway.
It is significant that he published his lyrics
under the title Digte og sange (1870; Eng.
tr., Poems and Songs, 1915). Besides intimate

personal poems this work contained a number
of songs expressing sentiments of the whole
nation, among them the song that became
the national anthem of Norway. All of them
are compactly filled with poetic ideas and

images, and they have that peculiar quality
of turning household expressions into a most

vigorous poetry, as in the first line of the
national anthem: "Ja, vi elsker dette laudet"

(Yes, we love this country).

Bjornson often stayed for long periods
abroad (1860-1863 and 1873-1875, mostly in

Italy; 1880-1881, in the United States; 1882-

1887, in Paris; 1893-1896, in Italy and Ger-

many). During these visits he studied other
nations and enriched his own ideas. He sent

home the play En fallit (1875; Eng. tr., The
Bankrupt, in Three Dramas, 1914), which
was really the first social drama in Norway
and which had immediate repercussions out-

side the country, being performed and en

thusiastically received in German and other

foreign theatres. Its purpose was the reveal

ing of the "lies" of modern society. Of Bjorn
son's later dramas in the same vein none
reached higher in art and psychological

power than Over aevne (1883; Eng. trs.,

Pastor Sang, 1893, Beyond Our Power in

Plays, 1913, Beyond Human Might in Plays,
Ser. 2, 1914), which pictures the overstrain-

ing of Christian belief. The drama Paul

Lange og Tora Parsberg (1898; Eng. tr., Paul

Lange and Tora Parsberg, 1899) was an in-

dictment of political fanaticism and was filled

with mercy for noble weakness. The author's

broad humanity emerges also in his gay

comedy, Geografi og kaerlighet (1885; Eng.
tr., Love and Geography, in Plays, Ser. 2,

1914). Bjornson became increasingly known
as an international as well as a national
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fighter for truthful life. He was honored by
an annual state stipend from 1863 on and by
the Nobel prize in literature in 1903.

From 1875 he made the farm Aulestad in

eastern Norway his home, his workshop, and
a center of national life. On his last trip

abroad he died in Paris, in 1910. His funeral

in Christiania was that of a king.

See: Bjornson, Brev, ed. by H. Koht (6

vols., 1912-1932); C. Collin, Bjornson, barn-

dom og ungdom, 2d ed. (1923); C. Gierloff,

Bjornstjerne Bjornson (1932); J. Lescoffier,

Bjornson, la seconde jeunesse (1932); Harold

Larson, Bjornstjerne Bjornson: A Study in

Norwegian Nationalism (1944).

H. K

Blasco Ibdnez, Vicente (1867-1928), Spanish

novelist), was born at Valencia. A republican
in politics, a social reformer in economic

matters, a freethinker in religion, several

times a representative in the Cortes, founder

and editor of the radical Valencian news-

paper Pueblo, above all possessor of a tu

multuous temperament for years Blasco

Ibdncz led the life of an agitator and was

frequently imprisoned and exiled. His life

took a new direction in 1909. Having gone to

Argentina for a series of lectures, he finally

decided to become a colonizer. The result,

after four years of a hazardous, gaucho-like
life, was the founding of the two colonies,

Cervantes and Nueva Valencia. By 1914 he

was back in Paris, and during the First

World War he devoted himself to campaign

ing for the Allies. His outstanding piece of

work in this connection was the novel Los

cuatro jinetes del Apocalipsis (1916). Rcla

tively little known until then as a novelist

outside the Spanish-speaking world, with the

appearance of the English-American transla

tion of this novel, The Four Horsemen of the

Apocalypse (1918), he became an international

figure and the most translated of all modern

Spanish writers (all the novels mentioned in

the present article are available in English).

With Blasco IbAiiez the naturalistic novel

in Spain reached its highest mark. He is

ordinarily referred to as the Spanish Zola

(see Zola), but the denomination seems only
in part correct if one considers the difference

in temperament between the French and the

Spanish master. At any rate, as stated by
Blasco Ibdfiez himself, "Zola was a reflective

man in literature, and I am an impulsive
one. He attained his final result slowly,

through perforation, while I proceed through

explosion, violently and loudly." By nature

a man of action, life was for the Valencian

novelist an immediate experience, a direct

sensation. By the same token his art was not

the product of a patient collection of data

systematically classified and elaborated, but a

vivid rendition of a series of first impressions
of which his senses and his imagination, not

his notes he did not take them kept the

record. This keen sensory perception of

things and the capacity to reproduce them in

a fresh, vigorous, and colorful picture also

characterize his novel, which is, at its best, an

essentially descriptive, pictoric novel. Of this

the series of Valencian novels (Arroz y tar-

tana, 1894; Flor de mayo, 1895; ^M barraca,

1898; Entre naranjos, 1900; Canas y barro,

1902; also Los muertos mandan, 1909, with its

setting in the Balearic Islands) is the most

perfect example. Though less consistently
and in settings less colorful and less well

suited to Blasco Ib&nez's sensualistic tempera-
ment, other examples are to be found in

practically all his novels, including the two
war novels, Los cuatro jinetes del Apocalipsis
and Mare Nostrum (1918), especially the first

with its pictures of Argentinian land and life

and the war scenes. The result is inferior,

however, when he deals not with living

reality as perceived through his senses but
with ideas (as in the social novels La cate-

dral, 1903, El intruso, 1904, La bodega and La

horda, both 1905, and the more picturesque

Sangre y arena, 1908) or with psychological

problems (La niaja desnuda, 1906) or with

archaeological subjects (Sonnica la cortesana,

1901). The same is true of the historical novel

cultivated by him during the last years of

his life in a series of works conceived as a

historical revindication and an epic of Span-
ish heroes and deeds (El Papa del mar, 1925;
A los pies de Venus: Los Borgia, 1926; and
the two posthumous novels En busca del

Gran Kan: Cristobal Coldn and El caballero

de la Virgen> both 1929). In these works the

epic heroes are more interesting than the

superimposed novelistic action.

See: E. Zamacois, Vicente Blasco Ibdnez

(1910); C. Pitollet, V. Blasco Ibdnez; ses

romans et le roman de sa vie (1921); Joaquin
Ortega, "Vicente Blasco Ibdnez," University

of Wisconsin Studies in Language and Litera-

ture, No. 20 (1924), pp. 214-238; C. Barja,
Literatura espailola: Libros y autores moder-
nos9 revised ed. (1933), pp. 391-414.

C. B.

Bleibtreu, Karl (1859-1928, German critic,

novelist, and dramatist), was born in Berlin of

well-to-do parents. His financial circumstances

allowed him to devote his life to literary
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activity and historical researches. After his uni-

versity years and wide travels through Europe,
he settled in Charlottenburg, occupying him-

self with his writing and studies. In 1908 he

made Zurich his home and turned his attention

more and more to historical studies. He died

in Locarno.

Bleibtreu's important contribution to the

development of modern German literature is

to be found in his naturalistic period, rather

than in the series of narratives of important
battles of world history inspired by his father,

a well-known painter of battle scenes, or in his

historical and literary studies. Outstanding

among the theoretic documents of the natural-

istic period was his Revolution der Literatur

(1886), an analysis of German literature from

the naturalistic point of view combined with

highly subjective criticism of contemporary

literary tendencies. Although he takes excep-
tion to the more radical tendencies of con-

temporary German naturalism (q.v.), Blcibtreu

demands that literature play an active part in

contemporary life and treat contemporary
social subjects with extreme realism. Germinal

by Zola (q.v.) he cites as the work that con-

verted him to the naturalistic point of view.

His later volume of essays, Der Kampf um das

Dasein in der Literatur (1889), reveals the

temperamental and egotistic nature of his

criticism, but contributes little to an under-

standing of the naturalistic movement. Typical
of his naturalistic period is the collection of

short stories dealing with the bohcmian life

of Berlin, Schlechte Gesellschaft (1885). His

Byron tragedies, Lord Byrons Ictzte Liebe and
Seine Tochter (1886), he looked upon as ex-

amples of naturalistic treatment of the prob-
lem of heredity. Among his historical works

were a history of English literature (1888) and
a history of the First World War (1925).

See: H. Merian, Karl Bleibtreu als Drama-
tiker (1892); O. Stauf von der March, Karl

Bleibtreu (1920).

W. H. R.

Blix, Elias (1836-1902, Norwegian hymnist),
was the son of a fisherman in northern Nor-

way. Working his way through a teacher's

seminary at Tromso and the University of

Christiania, he became, in 1879, professor of

Hebrew in the faculty of theology, was

minister for church and education in the

first leftist government, 1884-1888, and re-

turned then to his professorship. In 1869
he published anonymously a small collection

of hymns, original and translated, in the

Norwegian vernacular, the Landsmaal (see

Norwegian literature), and this, augmented,
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became the nucleus of the complete hymn-
book in this language, published under his

name in 1891 and authorized for the Estab-

lished Church in 1892. His hymns are dis-

tinguished by their pure form, simple hearti-

ness, and cheerful temper, their images often

adopted from the nature-life of spring. His

deep-felt patriotic hymn "Gud signe vaart

dyre fedreland" (God Bless Our Dear-loved

Fatherland) became a national anthem. In

1882 Blix began a translation of the New
Testament in Landsmaal, and, partly trans-

lated, partly revised by him, the complete
work was published in 1889. As to form it

was a little stiff, conforming too strictly to

the demand of a literal rendering of the

original, but, together with his hymns, it

served to make the vernacular fit again for

Christian service.

See: L. Eskeland, Norsk salmesong, Elias

Blix (1904); P. Hognestad, Evangelisk salme-

song og Elias Blix (1905); E. Berggrav, Elias

Blix (1936).

H. K.

Blok, Alexander Aleksandrovich (1880-1921,
Russian poet, dramatist, critic, and translator),
is beyond doubt the greatest poet of the

century following Lermontov (1814-1841). He
was the supreme exponent of the short-lived

symbolist movement, but his creation and his

influence far transcend the school that nour-

ished his genius. Endowed with an extraor-

dinary penetration into the inner reality of

past and future, he had a genuinely prophetic
intuition, but his relationship to his own times

remained an insoluble problem for him to the

day of his death and colored all his work with

deepening pessimism. He was distinguished by
a singular personal beauty, by a gentle, un-

assuming reserve, and by a rare naturalness

and simplicity. Those who knew him felt

themselves in the presence of a superior being
who, for all his talent for friendship, seemed
ever apart and alone, as if he were indeed a

sojourner from other spheres.
Blok was a product of the most cultivated

of the Russian intelligentsia. His father was

professor of law at the University of Warsaw;
his mother, also a poet, was the daughter of

the botanist Beketov, rector of the University
of St. Petersburg. Blok's parents were early
divorced, and the boy was reared in his grand-
father's home, his winters spent in the milieu

of the university, his summers at the little

estate of Shakhmatovo near Moscow. He was

graduated from the Vvedensky Gymnasium
(1898) and from the University of St. Peters-

burg (1906), where he studied with the faculty



of history and philology. From 1897 on ^e
traveled extensively throughout Europe. He
married (1903) Lyubov, a talented actress and
the daughter of the great chemist Mendeleyev.
Their one child, Dmitri, died shortly after

birth, a loss that had a lasting effect upon the

poet.
Blok began writing early and was already

well known before his graduation. His first

poems appeared (1903) in Novy put (The New
Path), the journal edited by Merezhkovski and
his wife, Zinaida Hippius (qq.v.). Like Bryusov,

Bely, Vyacheslav Ivanov (qq.v.), and the other

symbolists, Blok came under the powerful
influence of Vladimir Solovyov (q-v.), one of

the most original thinkers of his time. Blok's

first book of lyrics, Stikhi o prekrasnoi dame

(1904; Verses about the Lady Beautiful),

instantly won the younger generation, who
found in it the unresolved longings they them-

selves felt but could not utter. This was the

era just before the abortive 1905 uprising,
when in literature as well as in life revolt

was spreading against the rigid rationalism of

the igth century, so that the renascent mysti-
cism of Blok's poems, with their intensity of

vision, their elusive, haunting music, and their

expanding concepts, came as a revelation. They
invoked the great spirits of the Romantic Age,
Pushkin and Lermontov, and at the same time

gave form to a profoundly felt, as yet inchoate,

presage of the future, one of vast perspectives
and of unknown hazards and rewards. They
were genuinely a "new word," and they did in

fact create a new literature.

Throughout his career Blok's creative pas-

sion was inspired by a trinity of the Lady
Beautiful, Christ, and Russia. It is impossible
to put a clear definition on their significance,

for they change in aspect from time to time

and in some sense partake of the elements of

one another in varying degrees. The tributary

sources of these concepts might be indicated,

but their main wellspring was in the poet's

own nature. The Lady Beautiful was some-

thing more than the restatement of the ideal-

ized image of medieval chivalry. At first she

was an embodiment of Solovyov's vision of

Sophia, Divine Wisdom, and for some time

Blok experienced a profound and mystical

relationship with her as fecund and fulfilling

as that of Dante with Beatrice. Suddenly his

visions ended, and the blissful communion
broke in disillusion.

The political hopes of 1905 broke in dis-

illusion as well. As Blok grew older, the ro-

mantic idealization of his immaturity gave

place more and more to ironic realism, even to

grotesquerie. The Lady Beautiful, no longer
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divine, became a mocking, carnal figure, while
the focus of his passion shifted from a deified

feminine abstraction to a messianic, revolu-

tionary vision of Russia. The Communist
Revolution set him on the side of the

Bolsheviks. In January, 1918, he wrote
Dvenadtsat (Eng. tr., The Twelve, 1920), the

most vivid expression of revolution in litera-

ture, universally regarded as the supreme
utterance of his genius. The edition soon ran
into more than 12 million copies. Hoardings
and banners bearing extracts from it were
scattered all over Russia, though its final

image of Christ leading the 12 rioting Red

guards through the snowy streets of Petrograd
pleased neither the religious nor the Bolshe-

viks. In the same month Blok wrote "Skify"

(1920; Eng. tr., "The Scythians," in Russian

Poetiy; an Anthology, 1927), an implacable,
bronze- throated challenge to the Western

World, only less powerful than Dvenadtsat.

This was his last work. His health began to

fail, as much from spiritual as from physical
exhaustion. Disillusion once more assailed

him. Twice in his life he had given his whole

passion to an ideal, which in each case had
failed him. "Perhaps I am," he said once, "un

enfant perdu." It had been given him to

express both mystically and realistically man's
eternal spiritual conflict. The Russian man in

his poetry was a metaphysical being, not

merely a historical or a geographical figure.
At the same time Blok's poems, such as the

remarkable Na pole Kulikovom (1908; On
Kulikovo Battlefield), were historical and

clairvoyant, filled with an apocalyptic sense of

cataclysm. In a profound sense Blok was a

herald of the Revolution. Khodasevich (q.v.)

said of him that he suffered from an "insomnia
of the heart." His terrible awareness of the

tragic complexities of life, together with his

special sense of its impenetrable mystery, in

the end proved a burden too great to bear.

After a long cardiac illness, complicated by
psychasthenia, he died on August 7, 1921, and
was buried in the Smolensk Cemetery in

Leningrad, with all the honors accorded a

great national poet.
Blok's collected work has been published in

five volumes, the first containing the lyrical

poems of the early mystical period from 1898
to 1904; the second, those of the transitional

and still immature period from 1904 to 1908;
the third, his finest lyrics, 1908 to 1916. The
fourth volume contains Dvenadtsat and an

unfinished autobiographical poem, Vozmezdie

(1922; Retaliation). The fifth is composed of

his wonderful lyric dramas. These include a

trilogy produced 1906-1907 comprising Bala-
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ganchik (The Little Booth), a Pierrot comedy
bitterly satirizing Blok's own mystical ex-

periences, produced by Meyerhold in the Kom-

missarzhevskaya Theatre; Korol na ploshch-
adi (Eng. tr., "The King in the Square/'
Slavonic Review, XII, 489-512), a comment on

the political and social consequences of the

1905 Revolution; Neznakomka (The Unknown

Lady), a ronvmtic theme colored by ironic and

grotesque realism, wherein a star appears on

earth as an alluring woman, tragically un-

recognized by the Poet who adores her. There
follow Faina, Pesnya sudby (1909; Eng. tr.,

"The Song of Fate," Poet Lore, XLIV, 1-41),
a semi-autobiographical drama of the trans-

formation of an isolated dreamer into an active

worker in public affairs, with a symbolic
connotation of Russia's destiny, and Roza i

krest (1913; Eng. tr., The Rose and the Cross,

1936), the finest poetic drama in Russian, a

mystical romance of medieval Fiance and a

transcendent utterance of the poet's sense of

the inseparable joy and suffering in life. Blok's

last play, commissioned by Gorky (q.v.}> was
Ramzes (1921; Rameses), scenes of life in

ancient Egypt reflecting modern problems of

strikes by labor. A translator himself (of

Rutebeuf, Byron, Grillparzer, Heine, Jacobson,
Hamsun, Finnish and Lettish poets), the works
of Blok have been rendered into a dozen

languages; many have appeared in English in

anthologies and periodicals, by Selver, Noyes,

Manning, Deutsch and Yarmolinsky, and
others. The best translation of Dvenadtsat is

the German by Wolfgang Groeger. Blok's

letters (Pisma A. A. Bloka) were published in

Leningrad in 1925.
See: A Bely, "Vospominaniya ob A. A.

Bloke," Epopeya (Berlin), 1922-1923, Nos. 1-4;
N. Volkov, Aleksandr Blok i teatr (1926);
Literaturnoye nasledstvo, 1927-1928, Nos. 27-
28; V. Pozner, "Alexandre Blok/' in Panorama
de la litterature ruSse conternporaine (1929),

PP- 159-172; C. M. Bowra, "Alexander Blok/'
in The Heritage of Symbolism (1943), pp.

144-179.

N. S.

Blomberg, Erik (1894-, Swedish poet and art

critic), was born and lives in Stockholm.
Ensamhetens sdnger (1928; Songs of Solitude),
his first work, was followed by several collec-

tions of verse, including Den fdngne guden
(1927; The Captive God) and Valda dikter

(1928; Selected Poems). His best volumes, how-
ever, are Mdnniskan och guden (1919; The
Man and the God) and Jorden (1920; The
Earth). Blomberg's lyrics comprise not only
songs of intimate feeling and pathos, but
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intellectual, philosophical poems in which the
chief motive is the duty of the individual to

the whole of which he is a part. A realist and
a revolutionary, he has been the most suc-

cessful of his group in free verse. Among
Blomberg's other works are Tolkningar av

engelsk och tysk lyrik (1926; Translations of

English and German Poetry), Nya tolkningar
(1931; New Translations), and En antologi av
svenska dikter (1934; An Anthology of Swedish

Poetry). He has also written at least three
volumes of essays, including Tidens romantik

(1931; Modern Romanticism).
See: Sten Selander, Den unga lyriken (1924);

C. W. Stork, Anthology of Swedish Lyrics, re-

vised and enlarged ed. (1930).

C. W. S.

Blomberg, Harry (1893-, Swedish poet, novel-

ist, and short-story writer), is among the more
productive of that considerable group of

Swedish authors of the last generation whose

origins are among the poorer working classes

and whose work has been concerned largely
with conditions among various proletarian

groups. Blomberg's published work, beginning
in 1917, and including to date about 30
volumes, was in the early years predominantly
poetic in form, but later he turned more to

prose fiction, with an occasional volume of

travels. His most recent work has been of a

highly personal, religious-confessional kind.

Blomberg's childhood and youth in Stockholm
were spent in the deepest poverty and under
the influence of pietistic sectarianism of a

distinctly tawdry and dubious kind. Upon his

escape from this unfortunate early environ-

ment, he became something of an irresponsible

vagabond. But his feeling of solidarity with
the working classes led him during and im-

mediately after the First World War to take
an active part in the organized struggle of

these classes for better working conditions and
for political power. He devoured Kropotkin
and Gorki (qq.v.) at this time and wrote "Red
verse" for extremist labor journals of the day,
some of which reappeared in the volume 7

revolutionstid: agitatorisk verse (1919; In

Revolutionary Times: Agitation Verse). Later
he became a member of the more moderate
labor group, the powerful Social Democratic

Party.

Finally, in the late 1930*8, he became a con
vert to the Oxford Group movement, partly in

consequence of his growing disillusionment
with the materialist-Marxist origins of

modern socialism and communism. This last

phase in Blomberg's development finds ex-

pression particularly in the novel Det brinner
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i snon (1935; It Burns in the Snow) and in the

highly personal religious-confessional work Vi

rn&ste borja am (1937; We Must Begin Over

Again). Land, oppna dig! (1938; Land, Open
Your Gates!) reveals that Blomberg's conver

sion has not, however, resulted in religious

quietism, in a passive acceptance of a social

and economic and political status quo where

ultimate comfort lies in the expectation of

better things beyond the grave. Blomberg re

mains social and political minded, but he has

finally come to approach the problem of man
in his relation to his fellows in terms of a

kind of Christian socialism which is in sharp
contrast to his previous Marxist point of view.

Though he has never been a really leading

figure in Swedish working-class circles, his

work has undoubtedly left its mark upon the

ferment of ideas which has characterized the

intellectual life of these circles since the First

World War. As literature in the narrower

sense, Blomberg's works are definitely not of

the very first order, partly because his literary

gifts are somewhat limited, partly because his

primary concern has always been propa

gandistic and idcational. His latest books

among the best he has written are an interest

ing, if not always profound, reflection of the

state of mind of the more sensitive representa
tives of the proletariat in a world where social,

economic, and political ideas are dissolving

and rebuilding under the threats of wartime

conditions and wartime psychology.
A. G.

Bloy, Lion Marie (1846-1917, French novelist

and essayist), was a Catholic pamphleteer in

Le Pal (1885), Les Dernieres Colonnes dt

Veglise (1905), and Belluaires et porchers

(1901), as well as in a large part of his other

works, and a novelist in Le Descspere (1886)

and La Femme pauvre (1897; Eng. tr., The
Woman Who Was Poor, 1939). He was like

wise the author of historical and critical

literary essays, among which is an interesting

review of Carlyle's French Revolution where

he found a kindred genius; of the Journal, the

seven volumes of which extend from the

Mendiant ingrat (1898) to the Porte des

humbles (posthumously published, 1918); and

of a partly published correspondence, Lettres

de jeunesse (1920), Lettres a la fiancee (1922;

Eng. tr., 1937), Lettres a ses filleuls (1928), and

Lettres d Vdronique (1933). These volumes of

correspondence, together with his two novels

and a prophetic vision entitled Le Salut par
les Juifs (1892), inscribed "to the glory of Israel

and of the Christian God," are the high peak
of Bloy's achievement.

BLOY

His work mirrors his life and personality
and cannot be considered apart from them.
Born of a lower middle-class family of

P^rigueux in Guyenne, Bloy never could live

in harmony with his unbelieving, anticlerical

father. His mother, who had Spanish blood,

gave him a deeply religious education. He
arrived in Paris when 18, having totally lost

his faith, and there frequented the art studios

while earning his living as a minor employee.
He at once became the prey of poverty, which
harrowed him to the end. What he experienced
as a volunteer at the age of 24 during the

Franco-Prussian War is recounted in Sueur de

sang 1870-1871 (1893). Having met Barbey
d'Aurevilly (q.v.) by chance in i860, he "con-

templated" the master with ecstatic admira-
tion and became his secretary. "Our great and
adored Aurevilly, whose language I have en-

deavored to speak," was to be his leader,

model, and introducer to Joseph de Maistre,

Balzac, Baudelaire (q.v.}> and the philosopher
Blanc de Saint-Bonnet. He also made Bloy
share his hatred for naturalist literature (see
Les Funerailles du naturalisme, Copenhagen,
1891), rationalism, Victor Hugo, and George
Sand. Aurevilly likewise introduced him into

literary circles and into journalism and recom-

mended him to publishers. In his preface to

his disciple's first published book, Le Rdvela-

teur du globe (1884), on Christopher Colum-
bus, Aurevilly praised the "new depth, energy,

(and) fiery spirit" it revealed and the majesty
of its biblical style. Yet he could not endow
him with his own capacity to build well-

constructed novels or to create characters

living independently of their author.

Bloy's novels, filled with essays and disquisi-

tions, are mostly autobiographical. They relate

the slightly transformed events of his own life

and the amazing and tragic lives of "V6ro-

nique" and "Clotilde Marlchal," i.e., Anne
Marie Route and Berthe Dumont, whose

strange fates were dramatically intertwined

with his own, and they present a complete

gallery of the people he knew. They express
the bitterness of an original and powerful
writer totally ignored, the agony of the

spiritual night which followed the collapse of

V^ronique's prophecies about impending apoc-

alyptic events when Bloy was to be a new

Elijah, and finally the despair caused by the

death of his patron-friend, the Reverend

Father Tardif de Moidrey, and by the loss of

two children due to his poverty. In spite of

his tranquilizing marriage to Jeanne Molbeck,
the daughter of a Danish poet, and the

strength derived from a deepening spiritual

life, he never quite recovered from those years
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of "torture and humiliation/' His solitude,

spiritual anguish, wounded pride, and violent

temperament explain how Bloy came to speak
of and to consider himself as an unfailing

judge sounding "hosanna and reprobation" on
his "twin trumpet"; but he could easily mis-

take his personal grievances for the sins of

others. His chief victims were former friends

Huysmans (sec Sur la tombe de Huysmans,
1913), Copp^e (qq-v.), Groux, gentle souls like

Louise Read, Aurevilly's guardian angel, those

who resented or ignored his demands for

financial help (Mcndiant ingrat), and the

majority of contemporary writers. He poured
vociferous reprobations scatologiques over the

rich and powerful, many of his fellow

Catholics, including a number of the clergy,

and the revelers at Good Friday banquets. On
the other hand, he remained deeply attached

to Villiers de I'lsle-Adam (q.v.), who appears
in La Femme pauvre as "Bohiimon de 1'Islc de

France," and to Ernest Hello, both companions
of his darkest days.
While protesting at his blind fury, one must

admit that Bloy was essentially firing at

bestiality, cruelty, and injustice and that the

true causes for his deserved or undeserved at-

tacks were his devotion to genius, courage, and

humility and his burning faith. There is in all

his writings a majestic and wild poetry drawn
from his very blood. It is clue to what

Aurevilly termed "a deep, flaming continuous

enthusiasm" issuing from his "kingly capacity
for love," and especially love of God. It also

comes from his self-termed "sepulchral imagi-

nation/
9

heightened by his strange hungering
for sorrow, and a Baudelairian passion for the

absolute (see Le Pelerin de I'absolu in the

Journal). The highest gift of this scorner of

poetry was his power to create images, at times

decorative allegories, at times emblems as

realistic as the paintings of Spanish primitives,

again flaming visions. From Father Tardif de

Moidrey's exegesis (see Le Livre de Ruth, pub
lished with a commentary by Paul Claudel,

1938), Bloy derived a conception of universal

symbolism linking together "both abysms"
with their "correspondences" in which several

generating symbols such as Jesus or the Poor,

the Cross, or the Paraclete play the chief part.
All these images tend to give the reader a sense

of the "Inconceivable" and to make him aware

of the pervading presence of mystery. Bloy's

style, which has the solemnity of Poe's, more
and more became "a conflagration in the

night," >ut as he divested himself of anger,

pride, and convulsive despair, there stole into

it an Edenic tranquillity.

See: J. Maritain, Quelques Pages sur Ldon

Bloy (1927); S. Fumet, Mission de Lion Bloy

0935): A. L. Laquerrtere and J. Bollery.

Hiblio-Iconographie de Leon Bloy (1935); J.

Bollery, Le Desespere de Lion Bloy (1937);

Marie Joseph Lory, Lion Bloy et son dpoque
0944) and Inddits de Ldon Bloy (1945).

M. M.

Blum, Lion (1872-, French statesman and

critic), born in Paris, was comfortably reared

in a liberal, righteous, Jewish merchant

family. The schoolboy was sensitive, brilliant,

and insubordinate. Leaving the Ecole Normale

Suprieure in 1891 after one year of unsatis-

factory work (he had found the discipline

burdensome), he earned licences in letters and
in law and at 23 was appointed to the Conseil

d'Etat, where he served with distinction until

entering the Chamber of Deputies in 1919. As
a youth the future premier was charmingly
successful in society and early became a re-

spected and in some cases cherished companion
of his literary generation. He was happily
married in 1896. In 1892 had begun his tie

with the Revue blanche, in which appeared
the bulk of his writings for a decade mainly
literary reviews and essays, sometimes political
articles (his friendship with Lucien Herr and

Jaures was decisive), sometimes autobiographi-
cal short stories. The volume En lisant (1906)
offers a fine selection of his periodical essays.
From 1904 to 1911 his dramatic reviews, partly
collected with the title Au theatre (4 vols.,

1906-1911), regularly appeared in a succession

of Paris journals. Here Blum gives free play
to his powers of analysis, finds much to arouse

enthusiasm, but recognizes no masterpieces.
His Nouvelles Conversations de Goethe avec

Eckermann (1907; in Revue blanche, 1897-

1901) is written in a style both lucid and
fertile with paradoxes; Blum presents, arbi-

trarily, but with fitting intelligence and gen-

tility, a contemporary Goethe discussing
letters, authors, ideas, and politics. Propheti-

cally for Blum, his socialistic Goethe envisions

a high role for synthesists as supercritics and
then statesmen, guiding art and science toward
the betterment of humanity.
No traditionalist, Blum is still a moralist,

like Gide (q.v.) whose genius he early noted.

He wished his provocative Du manage (1907)
to be considered ft sincerely moral essay. His

literary affinities, aside from the i7th century,
are closest with Stendhal, Flaubert (q.v.),

Marivaux, and, outside France, Tolstoy (q>v.),

Disraeli, and Hardy. Marivaux he prefers to

Molttre; he treasures L'Education senti-

mentale and places not only Tolstoy, but also

Hardy and D'Annunzio (q.v.) above his modern
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effort, Stendhal et le beylisme (1914), resulted

from years of devoted scholarship and, though
slow to gain recognition, now stands as an

excellent example of intuitive, yet objective,

literary penetration. Blum claimed Stendhal

as a brother, early discovering in himself the

qualities of the lite. But his sentimentality
does indeed rather recall his other favorite,

Marivaux, and his lucidity tends toward in-

tellectuality. His severest critics, literary and

political, stress the latter word and go so far

as to call him unfeeling. Blum himself, with

his race, speaks of "justice" before "charity."
Few without prejudice have challenged his

passion for that quality.
See: R. L. Stokes, Leon Blum (1937); M.

Thitfbaut, En lisant M. Leon Blum (1937); M.

Viclmiac, Leon Blum (1937).

J. D. Y.

Blunck, Hans Friedrich (1880-, German novel

ist and poet), born in Altona, is in every respect
a genuine product of Low German peasantry
and is today recognized as the interpreter of

the natives along the Baltic and the North

Seas and as the exponent of their folklore. For

a number of years he was syndic of the Uni-

versity of Hamburg, and from 1933 to 1935 he
served as president of the Reichsschrift-

tumskammer. He has since retired to a farm in

Holstein and is devoting his time to writing.
He became known after the First World

War through a trilogy of novels published
under the collective title Das werdende Volk,

presenting in the first part the story of the

warrior and statesman Heinz Hoyer (1920), in

the second part the adventures of the roving
seaman Berend Fock (1921), and in the last

part the life history of the farmer and prophet

Stelling Rottkinnsohn (1923). All three are

types of the poet's own people. Another trilogy,

Drei Biicher aus der Friihgeschichte (1926-

1928), is, in its searching qualities, even more
subtle and more powerful than its predecessor.
With the help of a new technique of combin-

ing saga, science, and poetry he re-creates in

the first of these three books, Streit mil den
Gottern (1926), the saga of Weland the smith,

who outdistances Wotan in a flying contest.

The next book, Der Kampf der Gestirne (1926),

is written around an old sun myth, and the

last, Gewalt ilber das Feuer (1928), deals in a

deeply religious mood with the poet's ances

tors. Since then he has added to these im-

pressive long novels a volume entitled

Marchen von der Niederelbe (1931) and two
novels based on the journals of his travels

through South America, Die Weibsmiihle
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(1927) and Land der Vulkane (1929). Of his

more recent works two important novels

portray great histoiic leaders: Grosse Fahrt

(1934) deals with the discovery of America

by the pirate admiral Pining, and Der einsame

Konig (1936) relates the end of Gciserich, the

king of the Vandals. Of his dramatic works

Jacob Leisler (1938), a stage version of the

American rebellion headed by Leisler, is the

most noteworthy. As a lyricist and writer of

epic poetry Blunck has not reached the dis-

tinction of his prose works. But his last col-

lection, Balladen und Gedichte (1937), which

supersedes several previous editions, shows

that he masters traditional forms with force

and skill. In 1938 Blunck was awarded the

German Goethe medal.

See: A. Soergel, Dichter aus deutschem
Volhstum (1934); F. Lennartz, Die Dichter

unserer Zeit (1938).

A. Bu.

Boborykin, Peter Dmitriyevich (1836-1921,
Russian novelist, short-story writer, and

dramatist), born near Nizhni-Novgorod, stud-

ied law and chemistry at the University of

Kazan and then mathematics and medicine at

Dorpat. Although he was the author and
translator of some fairly successful textbooks,

he soon turned his attention to the theatre

and the novel. In 1860 he wrote his first

drama, Odnodvorets (The Freeholder), and
also became known for his feuilletons pub-
lished under the pseudonym Neskazhus. His

novel V put-dorogu (On the Way) appeared
in 1862, and from then on until his death he

wrote over 20 novels and some 50 stories on
Russian life. He studied in Germany and at

the College dc France and the Sorbonne. In

1872 he brought out Teatralnoye iskusstvo

(The Art of the Theatre) and for a while in

1891 was director of stock at the Gorevaya
Theatre in Moscow. He was a constant traveler.

He withdrew from Russia at the triumph of

Bolshevism and died in Switzerland in 1921.
For many years a kind of popular dean of

Russian letters and constant favorite with

most of the reading public, Boborykin did

not win the approval of the critics and is not

recognized as a really creative artist or thinker.

He had a knack for giving a pleasant and some-

what superficial picture of the most recent

developments in Russian life, often before the

new ideas were fully assimilated by society.

His interpretations were often faulty, but they
were nonetheless well received. His great sub-

ject was the decay of the old aristocratic society
and the growing power of the businessman,
often drawn from the ranks of the old peas-
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antry or the merchant classes of the Old

Believers. Among his most characteristic works

are Zhertva vechernyaya (1868; Evening Sacri-

fice), Solidnyia dobrodeteli (1870; Solid Vir-

tues), Deltsy (1872; Men of Affairs), Doktor

Tsibulka (1874), Kitai-gorod (1882), Na
ushcherbe (1890; On the Wane), Vasili Tyorkin

(1892), Pereval (1894; The Summit), and

Tyaga (1898; The Flight).

With some talent for observing the shifting

currents of life and one of the first to appreci-
ate the new social trends in Russia, Boborykin

hardly tried to penetrate deeply and indeed

he remains as a novelist of a type that is rare

in Russian literature. He had no message to

convey, no doctrine to preach; he was simply
able to give a good picture of the world

around him and with this to hold the atten-

tion of the ordinary citizen of his own day.
See: S. Vengerov, Kritiho-biografichesky

slovar, IV (1895), 191-241; M. J.Olgin,/4 Guide
to Russian Literature (1920).

C. A. M.

Boelsche, WilheUn (1861-1939, German critic,

editor, scientist, and novelist), was born in

Cologne. His life was devoted entirely to

literary and scientific activities. Boelsche was

one of the most active members of the natural-

istic group in Berlin, a member of the literary
club "Durch" (q.v.) and later a leader of the

literary group in Friedrichshagen, cofounder

of the socialistic Freie Volksbuhne, and editor

of the naturalistic journal Freie Btihne. A
scientist in his own right and a well-known

popularizer of contemporary scientific ideas,

Boelsche formulated and defended the natural-

istic position on questions of aesthetics and

Weltanschauung in various articles in the

Freie Btihne and wrote one of the important
documents of the period, Die naturwisscn-

schaftlichen Grundlagen der Poesie: Prolego-
mena einer realistischen Aesthetik (1887). In

this he demands that modern literature ac-

cept science as its basis, and he analyzes the

meaning of science for the special problems of

literature. He further discusses in terms of

contemporary scientific hypotheses the prob-
lems of freedom of will, immortality, and love

as they impinge on the literary portrayal of

the human being. Primary influences on his

thought are Darwin and Zola (q.v.). Typically
naturalistic are his demand that literature

seek vital contact with contemporary life, his

emphasis on the evolutionary nature of all

human activity, his belief in the influence of

heredity and environment, and his desire for

extreme objectivity of portrayal. In Hinter
der Weltstadt (1901) he wrote an important

account of the contemporary literary life in

Berlin and Friedrichshagen. His best-known

novel is Die Miltagsgottin (1891). His later

career was devoted largely to popular scien-

tific works, such as Das Liebesleben in der

Natur (1898-1902). As biographer he wrote

Heinrich Heine (1887) and edited the works

of several well-known literary and scientific

writers.

W. H. R.

Bohlau, Helene (1859-, German novelist and

writer of short stories), was born in Weimar
and there grew to maturity. In love with her

literary mentor, a much older man, she

followed him to Constantinople, where she

married him; her husband became a Moslem
under the name of Omar al Raschid Bey. Her

early days in Weimar, her flight to Constanti-

nople, and her subsequent idyllic life in the

Near East were the significant experiences
which shaped her work.

Her writings fall into two main groups, one

composed of light, gemutlich, and often charm-

ing stories of Weimar in the time of Goethe,
the other comprising "thesis novels" (and

Novellen), largely feminist in tendency. Of the

first group her Ratsmadelgeschichten (1888) is

the most successful example. The primary
theme of her more serious works is the prob-
lem of woman in a world dominated by men

(Das Recht der Mutter, 1897; Halbtier, 1899);

but with all her feminism, her male characters

are often sympathetically drawn. She pro-
claims the right of the unhappily married

individual to divorce (Itn frischen Wasser,

1891). Isebies (1911) is an autobiographical
novel. Helene Bohlau 's novels are marked by

strong feeling and ethical nobility; they suffer

from a too obvious revealing of didactic pur-

pose, from sentimentality, and from the fact

that many of the problems which she discusses

are no longer of immediate interest. A collec-

tion of her works in six volumes appeared in

19*5-
H. C. H.

Boito, Arrigo (1842-1918, Italian poet, mu-

sician, and librettist), was born in Padua. His

father, a good painter of miniatures, aban
doned his wife, the Polish countess Giuseppina
Radolinska, when Arrigo was about 10 years
old and later was killed in a drunken brawl.

With the disintegration of his family, young
Boito was introduced to a life of want and
loneliness. These tragic episodes, however,
were mitigated by the companionship of his

brother Camillo, who became an eminent

architect, and by his mother's intelligent
interest in his musical aptitude. Eager to
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Milan, where she succeeded in having Arrigo
admitted to the Conservatory. While still

there he composed a cantata, // quattro

giugno and a mystery, Le Sorelle d'ltalia. The

lyrics of these two works were entirely Boito's,

but the music was in part by Franco Faccio,

the poet's inseparable friend. Recognition for

the successful presentation of these works at

the Conservatory came in the form of a re-

ward from Francesco De Sanctis (q-v.), then

minister of education, which financed a trip

abroad for the two young artists. In Paris they
made the acquaintance of Rossini, Verdi, and
Berlioz. The atmosphere was charged with the

new theories and activities of the Parnassians,

realists, and impressionists. It was natural for

Boito, who had already shown a penchant for

unorthodox phrase and defiant tone in his first

works, to identify himself with this world.

After Paris, Boito proceeded to Mystki, Poland,

where he met his Polish relatives, and from

there to Germany, Belgium, and England. He
returned to Milan an avowed enemy of all

that was smug and materialistic in the literary

and musical world of Italy. An admirer of

Goethe, Beethoven, and Wagner (q*v.), he

hoped to infuse new life into Italian poetry by

following the pattern of Germanic romantic

poetry: the fusion of verse and music. But his

real idols were Hugo and Baudelaire (q-v.).

Boito never in fact realized his noble inten-

tion of lifting Italian literature from its low

estate, although he did succeed in introducing
new harmonies in Italian music. Like most of

the scapigliati, a group of eccentric and ultra-

romantic writers of the iSGo's, he lacked the

spiritual insight and creative spark to produce
a genuine poetic work. Boito was essentially a

virtuoso of rhyme and rhythm, an able crafts-

man of supple, musical verse. Having led

everyone to expect great things of him, Boito

worked feverishly in a variety of genres: he

translated Polish works, musical dramas of

Wagner, and Weber's Freischutz; wrote critical

articles on music, painting, and sculpture; and,
with Emilio Praga, produced a satiric comedy,
Le Madri galanti (1863). Praga and he also

revived the Figaro, a critical and polemic re-

view. But the masterpiece never emerged. In-

stead he only succeeded in presenting his

problem, the eternal struggle of good and evil,

against a weird and fantastic background,

peopling his world with strange and morbid
characters and flooding the whole with sono-

rous verses. Such features appear in Re Orso

(1865), a dramatic legend and his first major
work, and to a lesser degree in the more

personal Libro del versi (1877), and in Ero e
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Leandro (1879), music by Bottesini; La Gi'o-

conda (1876), music by Ponchielli; and in other

librettos: Pier Luigi Farnese (1891), music by
Palumbo; La Falce (1875), music by Catalani;
and Amleto (1865), music by Franco Faccio. In
Otello (1887; and Falstafl (1893), music by
Verdi, his vivid imagination appears more

disciplined, inspired and also restrained no
doubt by Shakespeare's art. It was lack of

restraint which caused his original Mefistofele,
first presented at Milan in 1868, to fail

dismally. However, in 1875, abridged and
modified, this same opera was generously and

warmly applauded at Bologna.
The work upon which Boito lavished many

years of thought and effort was the dramatic

poem Nerone (1901), which he himself set to

music. As an opera, it was first presented at

La Scala on May i, 1924, under the direction

of Arturo Toscanini. Even this work, which

represents both the fruit of a youthful inspira-
tion and mature art, is replete with mystery
and ritual, fanfare and pageantry, morbid pas-
sions and macabre scenes, depraved and cynical
characters. Yet, although this work fails to

satisfy and convince, it is somewhat redeemed

by the portrayal of the simple, firm faith of

the Christian Fanuel and the deep humanity
of Rubria.

See: F. Ballo, Arrigo Boito (1938).

P. P. M.

Bojer, Johan (1872-, Norwegian novelist and

dramatist), a native of Orkdals0ren, near

Trondheim, won an international circle of

readers by presenting the problems of early

20th-century Norway in entertaining fictional

form. He established himself in Norway with

El folketog (1896; A Procession), in France
and Italy with Troens magt (1903, The Power
of Faith; Eng. tr., The Power of a Lie, 1908),
in England and America with Den store

hunger (1916; Eng. tr., The Great Hunger,
1918). These works revolved around rather

simple themes, e.g., that many politicians are

rascals, that idealists are often self-deceiving

egoists, and that material success does not of

itself bring happiness. But they were widely
acclaimed, even by such prominent and
various writers as Brandes, Holland (qq.v.),

Tagore, Galsworthy, and Hergesheimer, who
found Bojer stimulating and praised him for

his realism, his vigorous style, and his origi-
nal ideas. Norwegian critics, however, refused

to recognize him as a major writer, on the

grounds that his ideas interfered with his

art, his characters were insufficiently moti-

vated, and his style lacked artistic cultivation.

They were won over to a somewhat grudging
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admiration only by his epics of folk life, Den
siste viking (1921; Eng. tr., Last of the Vi-

kings, 1923), which dealt with the Lofoten

fishermen, and Folk ved sj0en (1929; Eng. tr.,

Folk by the Sea, American title, The Everlast-

ing Struggle, both 1931), a story of the poverty-
stricken tenants among whom Bojer spent his

boyhood. These works, along with some of

his fairy tales and the fantasia entitled

Fangen som sang (1913; Eng. tr., The Prisoner

Who Sang, 1924), certainly seem to show the

best promise of enduring value.

Within his own generation Bojer's grasp on

his public was predicated on the immediacy
of his writing to the problems that agitated
the civilized world. Nowhere else outside the

public press could one find so detailed and

entertaining a panorama of all the surface

aspects of Norwegian life through a genera-
tion of pre-war and post-war adjustment.

Practically every major event and every topic
of discussion between 1890 and 1925 turns up
here: the status of women, the relation of

labor and capital, the return to the soil,

national defense, munitions manufacture, war

profiteering, and many others. The characters

in his books (in contrast, e.g., to those of

Hamsun, q.v.) are such as one might conceiv-

ably have met in the rapidly advancing Nor-

way of that day, a generation of hard-working
and progressive people (the engineer is Bojer's
favorite character), national and enthusiastic,

liberal and somewhat inclined to overopti-
mism about the future. This purely sociologi-

cal value of his writings is fortified by a

remarkable skill of observation, which en-

ables him to reproduce creatively the

manners and mannerisms of real people, with

their quips and anecdotes, their foibles and

self-deceptions, as well as their unconscious

heroisms. He does not delve deeply into the

mechanism of their being, but marches them

firmly along toward a dramatic denouement.

The ideas which he advocates through them
are never profound, for his views are practi-

cally a barometer of liberal bourgeois opinion
in his day; he is the mouthpiece of an ideal-

istic individualism which already seems

quaintly old-fashioned. It is easy to see the

many influences that have played on his

thinking the ethical idealism of Ibsen (q-v.),

the national and religious liberalism of

Bjornson (q.v.), the poetic exaltation of Victor

Hugo, the realistic techniques of Zola and

Maup??sant (qq.v.). He lacks the colossal

vigor of these men, and his brew is to some
extent a dilution of their doctrines. He lacks

those mighty swings of the pendulum that

1O2

terrify, bewitch, and inspire. His appeal lies

in his humanism, his kindliness, and that

undogmatic religion which fills his best char-

acters with an abiding faith in the glory of

hard work and the mysterious power of love.

See: Carl Gad, Johan Bojer, the Man and
His Works (1920); A. W. Porterfield, "America
Reads Johan Bojer/' American-Scandinavian

Review, IX (1921), 477-481; H. P. Lodrup,
"Johan Bojer/' American-Scandinavian Re-

view, XIV (1926), 207-217; O. E. Rolvaag,
"When a Novelist Is in a Hurry/' Scandi-

navian Studies and Notes, IX (1926-1927),

61-67; P. G. La Chesnais, Johan Bojer (1930,
in French; Norwegian tr., 1932).

E. H.

Bolsche, Wilhelm, see Boelsche.

Bonilla y San Martin, Adolfo (1875-1926,

Spanish critic and literary historian), was born
at Madrid, where he spent most of his active

life as a writer, university professor, acade-

mician, lawyer, and counselor of the stock

exchange. He lived in an apartment com-

pletely choked with books which surrounded
him on all sides as he sat at his diminutive

table, making his vast frame seem doubly
large. His learning was matched by an amaz-

ing memory, both being commensurate with

the numberless volumes among which he had
the habit of writing until early morning hours.

His gifts bore a worthy comparison with

those of his famous teacher Marcelino

Mencndez y Pelayo (q-v.), whose favorite

disciple he was and in whose inspiring com-

pany he frequently spent many hours up to

the time of Mencndez y Pelayo 's death.

He was professor of philosophy at the Uni-

versity of Madrid, and his most enduring
work is to be found in that field. Sound and

original are Luis Fives y la filosofia del

renacimiento (1903), Historia de la filosofia

espafiola (2 vols., 1908-1911; unfinished), El

Codigo de Hammurabi y otros estudios de

historia y filosofia juridicas (1909), and Fer-

nando de Cdrdoba (1425-1486?} y los origenes
del renacimiento filosdfico en Espana (1911).

While still a student of the law he published

Concepto y teoria del derecho (1897); many
legal investigations subsequently appeared,
such as Derecho mercantil espanol (1904) and
Derecho bursdtil (1924; with D. Emilio

Miflana).
In emulation of the vast literary labors of

his maestro Mencndez y Pelayo, he edited,

with commentaries, a number of Spanish
classics. Some of these editions are of service
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as class texts and all of them reveal, in specific

elucidations, his extensive unmatched infor-

mation in the culture of his country. The
most noteworthy are his definitive edition

(1910) of Luis Wlez de Guevara's El diablo

cojuelo and Cldsicos de la literatura espanola

(12 vols., 1915-1917). He was also coeditor,

with R. Schevill, of Obras completas de Cer-

vantes (18 vols., 1914-1941); 12 volumes were

completed at the time of his death. Two
admirable studies may conclude this abbrevi-

ated list, La vida corporativa de los estu-

diantes espanoles en sus relaciones con la

historia de las universidades (1914) and Las

bacantes, o del origen del teatro (1921).

Bonilla traveled to the United States twice,

in 1916 and in 1924, lecturing on Spanish
literature at various American universities.

Two long sojourns were devoted to courses

given at the University of California. He was

always greatly respected as a forceful teacher

and attracted students by the readiness with

which he gave to everyone his time and his

unstinted kindly encouragement, he himself

being the exemplar of a tireless and devoted

worker in the field of Spanish literature and

history.
See: J. Puyol y Alonso, Adolfo Bonilla y

San Martin; su vida y sus obras (1927).

R. S.

Bonsels, Waldemar (1881-, German novelist,

poet, and playwright), was born near Ham-

burg and wandered over Europe, Egypt, India,

and much of the Western Hemisphere before

finally settling in Ambach on Lake Starnberg.
His Indienfahrt (written in 1912 but not pub-
lished until 1916; Eng. tr., An Indian Journey,

1928) gave to the German public a new kind of

travel literature; in a few simple and lyrically

conceived incidents he characterized India, the

poverty of its humanity, the lush extravagance
of nature. Impressions of the Americas were

set forth in two later books, Brasilianische

Tage und Ndchte (with A. von Dungern, 1931)

and Der Reiter in der Wuste; eine Ameri-

kafahrt (1935).

Bonsel's exceeding popularity rests, how-

ever, upon one book in particular, Die Biene

Maja (1912; Eng. tr., Maya, 1922). In this tale,

in which the creatures of nature are dis-

armingly endowed with the most pleasing

aspects of human intelligence and emotions,

he elaborates an incredibly sentimental gospel
of love for nature, for a vaguely conceived

God, and for his fellow beings. Three further

tales in the same manner (Das Anjekind, 1913,

Eng. tr., Angel-Child, 1926; Himmelsvolk,

1915, Eng. tr., Heavenfolk, 1924; Mario und
die Tiers, 1927, Eng. tr., Adventures of Mario,

1930) proved to be almost equally popular
with a certain public indifferent to the irre-

sponsible and florid qualities of the prose of

this minor author. The struggle and search for

God and pleasure are enlarged in his "Vaga-

bundentrilogie," Menschenwege (1918), Eros

und die Evangelien (1920), and Narren und
Helden (1923; Eng. tr., of the trilogy, Notes of

a Vagabond, 1931). Even in such early
"minutiae" as Ave Vita (1908, later appearing
as Leben, ich griisse Dich!), Der letzte Friihling

(1905), Blut (1905), and the Faust-like Don
Juan (1919) and in the later Mario und Gisele

(1930), the theme is an indistinct sort of

exuberant love. More attractive and of greater

apparent promise are his earliest books, Der

tiefste Traum (1911) and Wartalun (1911), in

which the supernatural and German folk

themes are happily fused.

See: Fritz Acller, Waldemar Bonsels: Sein

Weltbild und seine Gestaltcn (1925); Bonsels,

Tage der Kindheit (1931); C, R. Goedsche,
"Bonsels' Indienfahrt, a Travel Book as a

Work of Art," Monatshefte fiir deutschen

Unterricht, XXVII (1935), 81-87.
V. L.

Bontempclli, Massimo (1884-, Italian novel-

ist), born in the city of Como, has had an

extremely varied literary career. In his early

days a teacher in secondary schools, he was a

writer in the academic tradition Egloghe

(1904), Settenari e sonetti (1910), and Odi

(1910) . There is even a tragedy, Costanza

(1905), included in the production of this early

period, which, as critics have noted, had a

Carduccian flavor. Indeed like Carducci (f].v.)

he edited texts for classroom use. At about the

same time that he turned from teaching to

journalism his artistic outlook underwent a

revolutionary change, and he became a convert

to futurism. As a journalist Bontempelli had
a career of considerable distinction, serving at

various times on the staff of the Piccolo and
the Mondo and directing the Cronaca letteraria

of Florence and the Fieramosca. Though he

did not long remain faithful to the exaggera-
tions of futurismo, this movement has left its

mark on his work, and it is reasonable to say
that the odd combination of the scholar and
the advance guard experimentalist is what

gives his books their peculiar charm and vi-

tality. His style is sober and severe, natural,

effortless, and eminently readable. His topics
or plots, if they may be called that, are the

most bizarre imaginable. In this combination
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of logic and eccentricity he has much in

common with Pirandello (q.v.) and some of

the grotteschi, but he is too original and
individual to be classed as a member of any
school.

Bontempelli is extremely intelligent and

ironical, and his work has for the most part a

purely intellectual appeal. It is hard to call to

mind a really human character in all his novels

and stories. On the other hand his comments
on life and society in such volumes as Sette

Savi (1912) or La Vita intensa (1919) are pene-

trating and arresting, and the characters and

plots sufficiently well put together to give

point to the underlying thesis. There is a

certain restlessness in Bon tern pelli's art, as in-

deed one might expect from his checkered

career, and this restlessness found its clearest

expression as well as its most sympathetic
audience in the 2o's. In that period of post-war

uncertainty and readjustment Bontempelli was

at the height of his powers. La Vita operosa

(1920), Viaggi e scoperti (1922), and Eva
ultima (1923), in addition to the titles men-
tioned above, may be considered as represent-

ing the best of his work. Later works of note

are La Vita e la morte di Adria e dei suoi

figli (1930) and // Figlio di due madri (1933).

Bontempelli has achieved a recognized emi-

nence among contemporary writers; among
other distinctions he is a member of the Italian

Academy.
See: R. Serra, Le Lettere (1914), pp. 94-95)

G. A. Borgese, Tempo di edificare (1923), pp.

127-128; G. Antonini, // Romanzo contern-

poraneo in Italia (1928), pp. 194-204; P.

Pancrazi, Scrittori italiani del novecento

0934)> PP- 102-107.
T. G. B.

Borchardt, Rudolf (1877-1945, German poet,

essayist, historian), was born in Konigsberg, of

a Jewish family which had been Protestant for

some generations and had settled in East

Prussia. At Berlin, Bonn, and Gottingen he

studied the classics; after 1904 he lived in

Italy, chiefly near Lucca or Pistoia, with the

exception of short periods in Germany and the

years of the First World War, in which he took

part. His few publications before 1918 and the

lectures which he gave during later years
aroused passionate interest and opposition.

Borchardt is a poet of high aim, a philologist
and historian of genius gifted with the power
of evoking the great past, a "revolutionary
conservative," a violent fighter generous in

love and hate, combining strongly nationalistic

tendencies with a rare intuitive sense and an
unusual knowledge of the European heritage,

a volcanic personality. And such is his work
lava and flame. His style, with its sharp out-

lines, its Latin periods quivering with passion,
its wide historical vistas, has a poetry of its

own, heroic and scornful. He is highly indi-

vidual, even when he seems closest to great
models as if, through their touch and
medium, he won access to his deepest self. His

anthologies (Deutsche Dcnkreden, 1925; Ewiger
Vorrat deutscher Poesie, 1926; Der Deutsche in

der Landschaft, 1927) form an integral part of

his work. His translations were born from his

vision of the past, of the medieval period as

well as of the Greek middle ages. They range
from Tacitus' Germania (1914) and Hartmann
von Aue's Armer Heinrich (1925) to the

Homeric Hymns (Altionische Gotterlieder,

1924) and to Pindar (Pindarische Gedichte,

1930; one of Borcharclt's supreme achieve-

ments); from Landor's prose (Imagindre

Unterhaltungcn, 1923) and Swinburne's verse

(Englische Dichter, 1936 Borchardt in his

youth was steeped in English literature) to old

Provence (Die grossen Trobadors, 1924) and to

Dante's Vita nuova (1922) and the whole of the

Commedia (Dante deutsch, 1930 the work of

decades). For Dante he created a poetical

language of his own, a historically unrealized

stage between the German of the Middle Ages
and the later language an undertaking in a

way analogous to Doughty's in Arabia Deserta,

isolated, daring, and grand.
Most of these translations as well as the

anthologies are followed by essays which shed

new light on their subjects. Borchardt has

given a new interpretation to Dante and his

epoch (Epilegomena zu Dante I: Einleitung
in die Vita nova, 1923; Pisa, 1938). Some of his

prose will stand the test of time: Das Gesprach
iiber Formen und Platons Lysis deutsch (1905);
Rede iiber Hofmannsthal (1907), a fragment;
Der Krieg und die deutsche Selbsteinkehr

(1915); Der Krieg und die deutsche Verant-

wortung (1916); Prosa I (1920); Gartenphan-
tasie (1925); Handlungen und Abhandlungen
(1928); Die Aufgaben der Zeit gegenilber der

Literatur (1929); Filhrung (1931); Deutsche

Reisende, deutsches Schicksal (1932); Schriften

l,H 0934> 1935)-

Of his poetry and fiction, up to now only a

part is known: short plays (Krippenspiel, 1922;

Die geliebte Kleinigkeit, 1923); prologues of

tragic import (Die Papstin Jutta I: Verkun-

digung, 1920; Staufer I: Alpenubergang, 1936);
a comedy (Pamela, 1934); novelas and a novel

in contemporary setting, of mannered density

(Das hoffnungslose Geschlecht, 1929; Vereiri-

igung durch den Feind hindurch, 1937); tales

some in verse (Die halbgerettete Seele, 1920;
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Poetische Erzahlungen, 1923; Der ruhende

Uerakles, 1924). One of these tales, "Der

Durant," published as a fragment, is perhaps
he only legitimate continuation of the German
medieval epic, remarkable for its somber force.

3n this tale and on some of his lyrics of love

ind of despair (Jugendgedichte, 1913; Die

Schopfung aus Liebe, 1923; Vcrmischte Ge-

iichte, 1924) Borchardt's significance as a poet

may be said to rest securely. His poetry as

well as the rest of his work unlike that of

my other writer in tone is at times of highest
rank. An anthology of his verse and prose,

4usgewahlte Werke 1900-1918, was published
in 1925.

See: J. Nadler, "Von Bodmer zu Borchardt,"
IVissen und Lcbcn, 1924, pp. 883-892; J.

Nadler, Literaturgcschichte der deutschcn

Stiimme und Landschaften, Bd. 4 (1928), pp.

730-732; J. Hofmiller, "Borchardts deutscher

Dante," Corona, 1932, pp. 246-263.
H. St.

Bordeaux, Henry (1870--, French novelist and

:ritic), has been a very prolific writer, follow-

ing resolutely in the steps of such Roman
Catholic authors as Vogii, Bourget, and

Brunetire (qq.v.}. He was born at Thonon-

es-Bains, Haute-Savoie, of an old and dis-

inguished family of magistrates. Although he

emained all his life a devoted son of his

province, he has spent most of his life in Paris,

vhere he had come early to study law. He
published reminiscences of his career as a

awyer in Garnet d'un stagiaire (1911).

He has written all through his career an

ibundance of essays along the most diverse

ines Ames modernes (1895), Les Ecrivains et

'es mceurs (three series, 1897-1902), Vies

ntimes (1904). He has composed monographs,
>ooks for the young, animal stories. But he is

nost likely to be remembered as a writer of

iction. A historical novel, Jeanne Michelin;

^hronique du XVIlIe siccle (1896), was soon

bllowed by a series of stories that proved

extremely successful with the general public,
;uch as La Peur de vivre (1902; Eng. tr., The
*ear of Living, 1913), Les Roquevillard (1906;

Eng. tr., The Will to Live, 1915), Les Yeux qui
'ouvrent (1908; Eng. tr., The Awakening,
1914), La Croisee des chemins (1909; Eng. tr.,

The Parting of the Ways, 1911), La Robe de
aine (1910; Eng. tr., The Woollen Dress, 1912),
La Neige sur les pas (1912; Erig. tr.,

footprints beneath the Snow, 1913). All

ire what may be called ''family novels,"

vith the setting in most cases in Savoy; they
lave received high praise from some critics

md very severe handling from others; there

can be no question of their moral earnestness.

In 1914 Henry Bordeaux was mobilized,

serving as an infantry captain and then in the

Intelligence Department, at General Head-

quarters. He wrote moving and valuable books
on some of the events of these fateful years:
La Chanson de Vaux-Douaumont, I: Les
Derniers Jours du Fort de Vaux, II: Les

Captifs delivrcs (1916-1917; Eng. tr., The Last

Days of Fort Vaux, March 9-June 7, 1916, 1917;
The Deliverance of the Captives, Douaumont-
Vaux, October zi-November 3, 1916, 1919); Le
Chevalier de Vair: Guynemer (1918; Eng. tr.,

Guynemer, Knight of the Air, 1918); La
Bataille devant Souville (1921); Le Mardchal

Fayolle (1921).

After the First World War, Bordeaux re-

sumed his career as a novelist, with such works
as La Resurrection de la chair (1920), Le
Fanlome de la Rue Michel Ange (1922), Va-

lombre (1929). Murder Party, ou Celle qui
n'etait pas invitee (1931; Eng. tr., Murder

Party, 1931) has a title borrowed from the

American society game. In 1938 Bordeaux

signed his 5oth novel, Cendres chaudes. In

Montreal in 1942 La Sonate au clair de lune
was published. From his travels in the East,

between the two wars, he had brought back
Yamile sous les cedres (1923; Eng. tr., The
Gardens of Omar, 1924). Bordeaux contributed

to many of the best-known periodicals of the

time, and from 1910 to 1921 he was dramatic
critic of the Revue hebdornadaire (see his 4

vols., Vie au theatre). He was elected to the

French Academy to succeed Jules Lemaitre

(q.v.) and officially received in 1920.
See: Fidus, "M. Henry Bordeaux," Revue

des deux mondes, May 15, 1920, pp. 312-331;

Jules Bertaut, Henry Bordeaux et son czuvre

A. Sz.

Borgese, Giuseppe Antonio (1882-, Italian

critic, novelist, and publicist), born near

Palermo, spent his early years in his native

Sicily and went to school until he was 18. He
then went to the University of Florence from
which he obtained his doctor's degree in 1903,

submitting as his thesis a masterly Storia della

critica romantica in Italia (1905). Borgese was

already closely bound in his intellectual de-

velopment to the method and thinking of

Croce (q.v.). This alliance, which after an

exchange of views was to grow into a progres-
sive, often controversial, relationship, keyed
much of his early work.

After a one-year teaching apprenticeship at

the University of Turin, Borgese went, in

1910, to the University of Rome, where he
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taught German literature for the following
seven years. During this period his character-

istic pace of intense creative activity was set.

He wrote with intuition and taste about litera-

ture and the arts (much of this criticism was

collected in the three-volume work La Vita e

il libro, 1910-1913). In 1917 he was called to

the University of Milan, first as professor of

German literature and then, after 1924, as pro-
fessor of aesthetics and literary criticism. He
held this chair until 1931, the year in which

he came to the United States. His activity in

creative literature had come to the fore with

Rubt (1921; Eng. tr., 1923), a novel highly

praised in Italy and ahroad. Rub&, summariz-

ing an epoch, centered around its doomed
hero the passions of the First World War and

the catastrophe of the Armistice, foreboding
vaster ruins. He also wrote poems, plays, and

short stories (see especially a collection of

stories, // Pellegrino appassionato, 1933).

In 1917-1918, under Orlando's premiership,

Borgese headed the Press and Propaganda
Bureau. His political awareness, which had

matured through sharply chastening percep-
tion of the pitfalls of demagogy as personified
in a former friend, D'Annunzio (q.v.), made
him recoil from Fascism. During the year
when Borgese was teaching and lecturing in

the United States, the Fascist oath was imposed
on members of the teaching profession. Un-

willing to sign and being abroad, he chose

exile for the duration of a regime he abomi-

nated.

Beginning in 1931 Borgese has taught at the

University of California; the New School for

Social Research, New York City; Smith

College. Since 1936 he has been at the Uni-

versity of Chicago as professor of Italian

literature. When, in 1938, he became a citizen

of the United States, it meant something more
to him than the casual assumption of a title,

a new degree; he accepted it as a sign or seal of

a new assignment in living. He felt his greatest

duty now was to function within the frame-

work of the new society in which he lived as a

writer and in the new language. Goliath

(1937), The City of Man (1940; with Thomas
Mann, Lewis Mumford, et al.), and Common
Cause (1943) constitute a valid contribution of

material prepared for the well-informed non-

specialist in America.

Integration or Unity or, as Borgese puts
it, "Syntax" beyond and against a transitional

era ox fragmen tarism and decadence is his

leading thought or idee maitresse through all

the phases of his career. Since the very start
*

he has rallied directly to De Sanctis's (q.v.)

example, merging the aesthetic analysis of a

single poetic work with its interpretation as a

witness to history, and assigning to each its

place in the collective unfinished masterpiece
which Borgese calls the Bible of Humanity.

See: E. Roditi, "G. A. Borgese," Sewanee

Review, L (1942), 57-68.
F. K.

Borsi, Giosue-Francesco (1888-1915, Italian

journalist and writer), was born in Leghorn,
in a Carduccian, anticlerical environment

typical of that time. His parents, Averardo

Borsi, later editor of the Telegrafo, and Ver-

diana Fabbri, were natives of Castagneto
Maremma, later known as Castagneto Car-

clucci. It is not surprising, therefore, that their

son became Carducci's (q.v.) godchild and that

he was named Giosue (Joshua) in honor of his

godfather, and not in honor of Moses' suc-

cessor. Neither is it surprising, since Borsi's

father was an ardent anticlerical while his

mother was a fervent Catholic, that the name
of the recalcitrant pagan-minded poet of the

Maremma was coupled with that of the docile

Seraphic poet of Assisi. After completing his

elementary and secondary education in Leg-
horn, Giosue, to please his father, matriculated

in the faculty of jurisprudence at the Uni-

versity of Pisa. He devoted more time, how
ever, to his literary pursuits than to the study
of law and had some difficulty in qualifying
for a doctorate in jurisprudence.
As long as his father lived, Giosue led a

carefree, dissolute life. He frequented the

salons, where he was always welcome because

of his literary talent and personal charm. He
wrote well and recited even better. As one
would expect of a Carduccian disciple, he
took delight in classical artistry and in care-

fully wrought phraseology. This is evident in

writings like Primus Fons (poems published in

1907), and in the much admired // Pappa e i

dindi (1922), a lyric written for his little

nephew's birthday, in which there is an

apologia of the Italian language. Upon the

death of his father in December, 1910, Giosue

found himself burdened with manifold cares

and responsibilities, the weight of which was

augmented by the sorrow caused by the death

of his beloved sister, Laura, and of his little

nephew, Dino. It was during this period that

Borsi underwent the moral and religious crisis

recorded in his Confessioni a Giulia (1915)

which, helped by the beautiful example of his

sweet, saintly mother, culminated in his return

to the practice of the faith of his baptism.
From this time on his writings are decidedly

spiritual. They differ from those prior to his

conversion not only in content, but also in



style. There is no evidence of that fastidious-

ness of former years. Both in the Colloqui

(1916; Eng. tr., A Soldier's Confidences with

God, 1918), and in his Lettere dal fronte

(1916), one is impressed by the sincerity of his

thoughts and the simplicity of his style. Less

than a year after his conversion, upon Italy's

joining the Allies, Borsi enlisted in the Italian

army. Five months later, on November 10,

1915, he was killed at Zagora while leading his

men in a daring attack. His heroic death and

his startling conversion gave to Borsi's writings
a popularity which, under ordinary circurn

stances, they hardly would have attained.

See: Gustave Cantini, Giosue Borsi; nuova

biografia (1938).
S. M. S. M.

Botelho, Abel Acdcio de Almeida (1854-1917,

Portuguese novelist), was born in Taboa^o,
Beira Alta. He first followed a military career;

later he turned to politics and subsequently
to diplomacy. Under the republic (1910) he

was appointed ambassador to Argentina,
where he died. He began his literary career

as a journalist; he tried poetry and the

drama, without much success, and finally the

novel, in which he embraced the Zolaesque
realism (see Zola) initiated by E$a de Queiroz

(q.v.). His first novelistic works are found in

a compilation of stories, Mulheres da Beira

(1885-1896; Women of Beira), in which,

despite the still romantic character of the

themes, already the technical process and the

serenity of vision presage the realist. His

predominantly visual temperament, his great

powers of observation, and his talents as a

painter of landscapes are revealed brilliantly

in one of the stories, ''Corrida de touros no

Sabugal" (Bullfight in Sabugal). But the

novelistic work to which he owes his fame is

the series Patologia social, which begins with

O bardo de Lavos (1891; The Baron of Lavos).

In the preface he explains the psychological
basis of the work: the normal personality is

a result of balance between thought, senti-

ment, and will; when any one of these pre-

dominates, a psychological case appears. Each

novel proposes to exemplify a special case of

disorder, in characters where this derives

from a physiological-sexual determinism, from

a carnal fatalism. Within this monism all of

his work, which reached the extremes of

descriptive naturalism, is developed and

limited. O livro de Alda (1898; The Book of

Alda), Amanha (1902; Tomorrow), and Os
Idzaros (1904; The Lepers) form a part of the

Patologia, which shocked the public in its

time. His style, showing great linguistic rich*

BOURGET

ness, is elaborated with medical neologisms.
His powers of observation make him a

minutely precise painter of attitudes and

gestures, and he showed a remarkable feeling
for color.

See: F. de Figueiredo, "Abel Botelho," in

Historia da literatura realista, 1924 ed., pp.
214-218.

E. G. D.

Bourdet, Edouard (1887-, French dramatist),
was born in Saint-Germain-en-Laye, Scine-et-

Oise. When still a very young man he wrote a

light comedy, Le Rubicon (1910), which estab-

lished him as a master in the genre. Antoine

(q.v.) expressed his amazement that a beginner
should possess such sure touch and also praised
Bourdet for his power of observation. For the

next 10 years Bourdet was not heard from.

He came before the public again in 1920 with
La Cage ouverte, followed in 1922 by L'Heure
du berger and in 1924 by L'Hornme enchaine.

In 1926 he gained general recognition with La
Prisonniere (Eng. tr., The Captive, 1926). Vient

de paraitre (1928) added to his renown. Le
Sexe faible, produced in 1930 (Eng. tr., The
Sex Fable, 1931), enjoyed an exceptionally

long run, as did La Fleur des pois (1932), Les

Temps difficiles (1934), and Margot (1935).
Bourdet is one of the principal contemporary

exponents of the comedy of manners. His

plays are satirical; the author, without ever

losing his tolerant smile, mercilessly exposes
the follies and foibles of the society of his day.
His work is a gallery of the vices of the time, a

clever mixture of fact and satire, which com
bines the daring of a very personal autobi-

ographer and the prudence of the moralist.

See: F. Porch, "Edouard Bourdet," Revue
de Paris, Anne XLIV (1937), Tome V, pp.

217-228.
P. B.

Bourget, Paul (1852-1935, French novelist and

critic), was born at Amiens. He was educated

first at the Lyce of Clermont-Ferrand and

later, in Paris, at the Lyc6e Louis-le-Grand

and at the Ecole des Hautes Etudes. He began
writing poetry, and in 1875 was published La
Vie inquiete, a book of verse, followed by Edel

(1877) and Les Aveux (1882). Meanwhile he

was earning a living by contributing articles to

newspapers. A series of essays, written for the

Nouvelie Revue, published under the titles

Essais de psychologie contemporaine (1883)
and Nouveaux Essais de psychologie con-

temporaine (1885), attracted the attention of

the literary world, for those studies marked
a new departure in criticism. Adopting
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Taine's dictum that literature is a "living

psychology/' Bourget made a searching analy-

sis of the mental and moral characteristics of

certain writers who belonged to the generation

preceding his own, and tried to determine to

what degree they were responsible for the

pessimism which he found everywhere around

him. This approach to literature appeared so

illuminating that the author was immediately
rated as the most original critic since Sainte

Beuve.

But Bourget wanted above all to become a

novelist, and he judiciously chose the genre
which best permitted the application of his

gift of analysis to the study of real life the

psychological novel. His first attempt, L'lrrJ-

parable, appeared in 1884. Cruelle Enigme

(1885), AndrJ Cornells (1887), Mensonges

(1887), came next. In these works Bourget not

only revived a kind of fiction which is

specifically French, but gave it a new form; a

minute analysis of human feelings was his

chief aim. The author applied the method of

precise investigation that had made his Essais

so convincing, and met the tastes of a gen
eration brought up under the unchallenged
domination of realism. Bourget selected as the

object of his dissection the wealthy parvenus
who were the waifs left behind by the Second

Empire. It was not a world in which love can

be presented under its innocent aspects. But

behind the painter of rather objectionable
situations there lurked a stern moralist con-

vinced that "psychology is to ethics what

anatomy is to therapeutics." This moralist

came out openly in the next novel, Le Disciple

(1889), an earnest indictment of the determin

istic theory. In the preface the author empha
sized the lesson he wanted to impart. Assert

ing that the spiritual values are the important

thing in life, he beseeched the youth of his

time to shun scientific epicurism, a sure road

to immorality. Henceforth the ethical note

could be heard more distinctly, and Bourget
still further enlarged the scope of his novels

when he discovered that man, so far the chief

object of his interest, cannot be dissociated

from the social structure of which he forms a

part. This conception found expression in

Cosmopolis (1893), in which a love story is

subservient to a denunciation of cosmop-
olitism. The political discussions which were
the aftermath of the Dreyfus case accelerated

Bourget's advance towards the social novel. He
became convinced that the only remedy for

the
f moral diseases under which civilization

labored was for his country a return to its

ancient tradition. He therefore recommended
the rehabilitation of an aristocracy, on the

model of the English nobility, hereditary but

constantly rejuvenated by the admission of

men of merit, and a revival of the pristine

religion of France. Nearly all the novels he
wrote after 1900, L'Etape (1902), Un Divorce

(1904), L'Emigre (1907), present different

aspects of this belief. In Le Sens de la mort

(
1 9 1 5)> Cceur pensif ne sail ou il va (1924),
Nos actes nous suivent (2 vols., 1927), and
others he turned his attention to the moral
and social problems raised by the First World
War.

Bourget wrote also a great number of

nouvelles. The 22 volumes in which they have
been collected exhibit the author's versatility.

Bourget has tried all kinds of short stories,

from a simple anecdote offhandedly told to a

story leisurely unfolded by means of a com-

plicated plot. The variety of subjects in such
volumes as Pastels (1889), Complications senti-

mentales (1898), Drames de famillc (1900), Les
Detours du coeur (1908), Anomalies (1920) to

give only a few titles baffles classification.

Bourget's best short stories reach a degree of

excellence that has rarely been surpassed.
With La Barricade (1910) and Le Tribun

(1911) Bourget tried his hand at the drama.
As their subtitles indicate, these plays are

"chronicles" of the years 1910-1911, and they
evoke the politico-social atmosphere of that

period. A survey of this author's achievements
would not be complete without mention of a

more graceful side of his talent. Bourget was
an indefatigable traveler, and he has related

some of his wanderings in Etudes anglaises

(1889), in Sensations d'ltalie (1891) probably
the best and in Outre-mer (2 vols., 1895),
which is the journal of a tour in the United
States.

Few writers have been successful in so many
fields of literature, Bourget has a shrine of

his own in the pantheon of French criticism.

His place in fiction is also assured. In his life-

time he was passionately discussed; caught in

the maelstrom of the political dissensions

which divided public opinion during the

period 1894-1914, to some he became an idol

or a prophet, for others he served as a butt

for detraction. His intellectual qualities, how-

ever his keenness of mind, his insight into

the hidden motives of human actions, the

lucidity of his reasoning power, the deftness

with which he handled the most complicated

plots have generally been recognized. Bourget
had not the vitalizing imagination of Balzac,

his chief model; but the minute accuracy of

his observation, the sincerity with which he

reported his findings, combine to make his

works invaluable documents in which future
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students of manners will find a faithful image
of French society between the War of 1870
and the Second World War.

See: Giraud, Paul Bourget (1934); A.

Feuillerat, Paul Bourget; histoire d'un esprit
sous la Ille Republique (1937).

A. F.

Boutelleau, Jacques, see Chardonne, Jacques.

Boutens, Pieter Cornelis (1870-1943, Dutch

poet), was born in the city of Middelburg, on
the island of Walcheren. He studied classical

philology at the University of Utrecht, taught
Latin and Greek for some years at Noorthey,
a boys' preparatory school at Voorschoten, not

far from Leiden, and settled down at The

Hague, in the first decade of this century, for

a quiet bachelor life of study and poetic crea-

tion. He counts among the great poets some
consider him the greatest poet of his genera-
tion. His first book of verse, entitled Verzen,

appeared in 1898, with an introduction by

Lodcwijk van Deyssel (q*v.), then the leading

literary critic of Holland. Van Deyssel's praise

brought Boutens immediate recognition. His

early poetry revealed a mood steeped in mel-

ancholy, a contemplative sadness which is

purged of all self-pity and despair by the poet's
awareness of visible and invisible beauty and

by his gift of turning the seen into meaningful

symbols of the unseen. This tendency likewise

pervades all his later work, which appeared at

regular intervals during the next four decades

Praeludien (1902; Preludes), Stemmen (1907;

Voices), Vergeten Liedjes (1909; Forgotten

Melodies), Carrnina (1912; Songs), Lente-

maan (1916; Spring Moon), Liederen van

Isoude (1919; Songs of Isolda), Sonnetten

(1920; Sonnets), Zomerwolken (1922; Summer

Clouds), Bezonnen Verzen (1931; Thoughtful
Poems), Honderd Hollandsche Kwatrijnen

(1932; One Hundred Dutch Quatrains). He
was a deeply religious man, not of the church-

going type but keenly sensitive to the divine

and eternal beyond the everyday pageantry,
and obsessed with a nostalgia for the real life

of which the actual is but a token. Hence
sorrow and death are his favorite themes, but

he sees them transfigured into images of light
and beauty.
The secret of his greatness is not merely in

this aesthetic revaluation of man's existence.

He shares that tendency with other poets. He
was in addition past master in the handling
of his native language. Being a classical

scholar, he possessed an intimate knowledge of

ancient Greek literature. But he was equally
well read in German, French, and English

poetry. Among the poets whom he admired
were Goethe and Novalis, Louise Lab and
Baudelaire (q.v.), Shelley and Dante Gabriel

Rossetti. His many publications include a

beautifully printed edition of the CEuvres

completes de Louise Labe Lionoize publiees

par P. C. Boutens (1928). He had a retentive

memory for verse and could quote long pas*

sages from his favorite poets. There is many a

line in his poetry that echoes a remembered
note of one of those earlier singers. Hence

many and various influences combined in the

training and development of this scholarly
and deeply artistic poet. Those memories of

foreign verse could not fail to leave their mark

upon his own poetic diction. He was a daring
innovator and often achieved effects that

startled the sensitive by their strange beauty
and baffled the unresponsive by their enigmatic

phrasing. But even when the sense is vaguely
guessed, the verse conveys its meaning by its

music. Boutens is the most melodious of

singers, and the melody is ever in tune with

the mood.
Even so, he never was widely popular. Only

his Beatrijs (1908), a modern version of a

medieval Dutch legend, met with nation-wide

acclaim and was reprinted 32 times in a period
of 25 years. When Queen Wilhelmina cele-

brated the 40th anniversary of her inaugura-
tion, Boutens was asked by the government to

voice the nation's feelings in a poem that was
to be distributed among the school children of

Holland. The choice of the eulogist was un-

fortunate. The children did not understand
the poet's meaning. His tendency towards

enigmatic utterance incurred for him the

charge of living in an ivory tower. But those

who accused him of withdrawing from the

common life of his fellow men did not know
Boutens. He was neither blind nor indifferent

to the injustices of the social order, but being
a poet he had no better antidote to offer than

the beauty of his verse, which might touch

and comfort some of the victims of the social

disorder. Its evocation of the glories of the

Dutch landscape, of pasture, dune, and sea,

and clouded sky, must have given solace in the

past few years to thousands of Dutchmen who,
with Boutens, shared the pain and agony of

the Nazi terror. He did not live to see the hour
of liberation. He died, in the 72d year of his

life, at his home in The Hague, on March 25,

1943-

See: Oberman, "De hoofdgedachte bij

Boutens," Onze Eeuw, November, 1919; A.

A. M. Stols, Bibliographic van Boutens' werk

(1926-1930); H. Grierson, Two Dutch Poets

(1936), Taylorian Lecture; A. J. Barnouw,
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"Monthly Letter," published by The Nether-

land-America Foundation, March, 1943.
A. J. B.

Boutroux, Emile (1845-1921, French phi-

losopher), born in Montrouge near Paris, for

30 years (1877-1907) a professor at the Sor-

bonne, and from 1912 a member of the French

Academy, was in a way the man of a single

but highly significant book. At a time (1874)

when the fortunes of Taine (q.v.), Spencer,
and Haeckel were at their apogee, his doctoral

dissertation, DC la contingence des his de la

nature (Eng. tr., The Contingency of the Laws

of Nature, 1916), conspicuously reversed the

current trend and established liberty, instead

of necessity, as the fundamental law of crea-

tion. This work was profoundly original in

that it preserved a critical attitude toward

pure metaphysics and adopted the methods of

positive science only to deny that the uni-

verse could ever be reduced to mathematical

or mechanical unity. There are several worlds,

all of which enjoy a certain degree of auton-

omy. The lower spheres of matter condition

but do not produce the higher ones of the

spirit. Contingency is what defines this flexible

relationship. It spells liberty when the order

of things is considered from below, and har-

mony, or continuity, when the same order is

considered from above, i.e., from the point of

view of the divine will.

Fairly recognizable here is the inspiration
of Pascal, to whom Boutroux devoted an excel-

lent little book (Pascal, 1900), and that of

Leibnitz, whose Monadology he prefaced and
translated (1880). A similar vein reappears in

his later essays, such as De Videe de loi natu-

relie dans la science et la philosophic con-

temporaine (1895; Eng. tr., Natural Law in

Science and Philosophy, 1914) and Science et

religion dans la philosophic contemporaine
(1908; Eng. tr., Science 4? Religion in Con-

temporary Philosophy, 1909), Early and per-
sistent as it was, this challenge to determinism
had important repercussions. Boutroux shaped
in no small measure the ideas of a group of

mathematicians which included his own
brother-in-law, Henri Poincar6. Moreover,

despite a professed hostility to pragmatic

principles (e.g., in his William James, 1911,

Eng. tr., 1912), he definitely foreshadowed the

advent of the doctrines of Bergsonism (see

Bergson, Henri).
See: L6on Brunschvicg, "La Philosophic

d'Emj!e Boutroux," Revue de metaphysique et

de morale, XXIX (1922), 261-283; Mathieu

Schyns, La Philosophie d'Emile Boutroux

(1923); Lucy Shepard Crawford, The Phi-

losophy of Emile Boutroux as Representative

of French Idealism in the Nineteenth Century

(1924); Raymond Thamin, "La Vie et les

travaux d'Emile Boutroux/' Revue inter-

nationale de I'enseignement, LXXXI (1927),

129-145* 213-235.

J.-A. B.

Boy, pseud., see eleriski, Tadeusz.

Boye, Karin (1900-1941, Swedish poet, novel-

ist, and short-story writer), born in Goteborg
and who died, apparently a suicide, when she

was just past 40, was among the most original
and arresting of modern Swedish authors. As

a personality she was intent, moody, tautly

emotional, rigorously honest; as an artist she

was by instinct simple and direct, though her

subtle analytical temperament led her not

infrequently to employ literary-technical de-

vices which suggest certain strong affinities

with modern expressionist ic trends in the

graphic arts. It was perhaps the rare combina-

tion of deep emotionalism and sharp critical

intelligence in the same artistic personality
that brought about the inner crisis which re-

sulted in her early death. Her last novel,

Kallocain (1941), reveals clearly enough that

she had come to look upon certain develop-
ments in modern life (particularly political

developments) with such passionate disil-

lusionment that she could not continue to live

in a world which at so many essential points

inevitably did violence to the deepest and
most sensitive of individual values. Her
earliest work, two volumes of poems entitled

Moln (1922; Clouds) and Glornda land (1924;

Forgotten Land), reveals a young poet of

undeniable technical skill, but one who is

inspired by what might seem to be a somewhat
overstrained youthful idealism. Her later

poetry, contained in the volumes Hdrdarna

(1927; Hearthstones) and For trade ts skull

(1935; For the Sake of the Tree), maintains

with no essential change the austere, rigorous
idealism of her earlier verse, though this later

poetry has in it much more of the substance of

an immediate actual life, and it is moved by a

passionately warm feeling for mankind. That
which is most characteristic of her best poetry
is the note of a fine, dignified personal reserve

giving way to a vigorous humanitarianism
under the pressure of an overwhelming sense

of responsibility to a suffering mankind.
Besides her verse, Karin Boye has written

two volumes of short stories as well as five

novels. The spirit of high seriousness char-

acteristic of Karin Boye's poetry is just as

centrally present in her prose fiction, and in
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the novels, in fact, her brooding analytical

preoccupations come into even sharper relief

than in most of her poetry. The novels of the

early 1930*5 Astarte (1931), Merit vaknar

(
1 933> Merit Awakens), and Kris (1934; Crisis)

are strongly stylized and schematic in form,

in part because of the sharp focus on particular
moral and psychological problems typical of

these stories, in part because of the author's

conscious effort to employ contemporary ex

pressionistic literary techniques. The two later

novels, For lite (1936; Too Little) and

Kallocain, manage more successfully to avoid

the purely schematic and the abstract, telling

the central tale more naturally and directly,

though they, too, are concerned primarily
with psychological and moral problems of a

highly complex kind. For lite is a strangely

gripping tale which illustrates with probing,

moody power how a once promising literary

figure lives a weary shadow life of evasiveness

and frustration because of his inability to rise

creatively above the petty domestic fate which
is his. Kallocain is Karin Boye's contribution

to the literature of flaming protest against
modern totalitarian politics, written at a time

when totalitarianism was everywhere victori

ous in Europe.
A. G.

Boylesve, Ren6 (pseud, of Ren Tardiveau,

1867-1926, French novelist), took his pen name
from his mother's family name. He was born

at La Haye-Descartes, in the chateau country
of Touraine, and rarely has a writer's work

shown greater debt to the region of his child

hood and adolescent experience. Boylesve was

by temperament an aristocrat, by birth a

bourgeois familiar with peasant life. His work

expresses the several aspects of his complex,

enigmatic personality, but it is generally

agreed that his novels of provincial life in the

Touraine region are his major achievement.

All of these rornans provinciaux draw directly

upon the author's reservoir of memories from
his solitary childhood (his mother died when
he was four) and his adolescence, spent in

Tours with aged grandparents save for an

interlude of study at ecclesiastical schools in

Poitiers. After a strict Catholic upbringing,

Boylesve went to Paris and enrolled in the

school of law at the University of Paris, pur-

suing his studies in rather dilatory fashion,

actively participating in the advance-guard

literary life of the capital. Of his early associa-

tion with the symbolist movement and such

experimental periodicals as the Revue blanche,

slight trace remains in Boylesve's mature writ-

ing. Never a man of any school, he relied little

on theory or credo and wrote out of his per-
sonal experience, though always with an
ineradicable discretion and objectivity. The
key to his literary point of view lies in his

epigraph to his best novel, La Becqude (1901),
wherein he defines the novelist's role as that

of the social historian of manners blended
with the insight of the poet. His first pub-
lished novel, Le Medecin des dames de Neans

(1896), reveals his great absorption with pro-
vincial manners and customs, but also dis-

closes a remarkably subtle lyric gift suggestive
of the emotional lucidity of Proust. This study
in frustration, of the triumph of mediocrity
over poetry, has an expansive lyrical style
which Boylesve later abandoned for a tone of

severe sobriety and classical restraint, largely
because of the merciless priming of his work

by the editor of the Revue de Paris, Louis

Ganderax.
The provincial novels of Boylesve, as indeed

all his work, proceed from studies of charac-

ter, usually of one dominant person whose life

involves others in ever widening circles of

experience. Plot counts for little, the develop
ment spreading from the central character to

tableaux in which the painter's technique
seems the basis of Boylesve's composition.

Despite his love of music, his work shows lit-

tle of the modern thematic development and
the abandonment of linear treatment. In

La Becquee he portrays a strong woman de-

termined to preserve the family tradition and
the family property, despite the weaknesses or

capriciousness of the individual fledglings
under her wing. Austere, devoted to duty, in-

flexible where family interest clashes with

individual wish, she dies with no sense of real

victory, with only the knowledge that for a

time at least she has stemmed the tide of

individual disorder and chaos. Her mother-

bird protectiveness derives not from instinct

but from a long traditional consecration to

property and to the family. L'Enfant d la

balustrade (1903), a sequel to La Becqude, is

again a study of the pettiness and narrowness

of provincial life, in which even the strongest
characters are forced into compromise if they
wish to survive. The earlier Mademoiselle

Cloque (1899) is another instance of a study in

frustration, with an acid portrait of a church

quarrel in Tours, wherein the noble, idealistic

Mile Cloque is defeated by the forces of

opportunism and hypocrisy. Related to these

in content is La Jeune Fille bien dlevde (1909),

a mordant satire despite its suave presentation
of the values of small-town life, values in

which the tradition of a "good marriage" force

unhappiness on a profoundly emotional and
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gifted young girl. Madeleine feune femme
(1912), a work crowned by the French Acad-

emy, to which Boylesve was elected in 1918, is

a sequel to La Jeune Fille bien dlevee, con-

tinuing the unhappy Madeleine's career in

the disturbed and changing Paris of the turn

of the century. Here again disillusion is the lot

of the heroine still in love with beauty, no-

bility, and love. Such disenchantment is the

almost unvarying mood of Boylesve, a mood
reinforced by his work in two other fields: the

charming, and licentious, series Les Lefons
d'amour dans un pare (1902, 1924, 1925) and
the novels of straight analysis, such as Mon
Amour (1908), one of the impressive diary
novels in the French language. This cou-

rageous, undramatic pessimism is tempered by
his poetic sensitivity, but the three factors of

a solitary childhood and adolescence largely

spent under feminine supervision, an ample
family legacy, and a wealthy marriage to a

socially inclined family all combine with

Boylesve's native reserve and delicacy to make
his world one of limited, albeit intense, ex-

perience.
See: E. Grard-Gailly, Notes sur Rend

Boylesve (1937); I. Voilquin, L'CEuvre de Rend

Boylesve (1938).*

L. T.

Bracco, Roberto (1862-1943, Italian dramatist),
was born in Naples and lived almost con-

tinuously in that city, whose warm exuberance
he loved and personified. After attending local

secondary schools, he obtained a position in

the custom house and then drifted into

journalism. As a young reporter he wrote

poems in Neapolitan dialect, sketches, and
short stories; he then became a musical and
dramatic critic one of the best, indeed, of his

time in Italy and endeavored, among other

things, to explain the somewhat exotic beauty,
to Italians, of Wagner and Ibsen. He con-

tributed abundantly to local newspapers, such
as the Corriere di Napoli, and also to the

Capitan Fracassa of Rome, then the outstand-

ing literary periodical, and later became the

editor of Napoli and Piccolo.

In 1923 he was elected deputy from Cam-
pania on the anti-Fascist ticket. Because he

upheld with honest tenacity his own convic-
tions and those of his electorate, he was dis-

missed in 1926 and subjected to repeated
persecution and assault; presentation of his

plays was forbidden, as well as the sale of his

books. He ended his life in poverty. He was
married late and had no children.

In 1887 he had been asked by the famous
Italian actor Ermete Novelli to write a curtain

raiser; this casual request launched him into

the drama. At first he wrote merely short,

entertaining farces, such as Non fare ad
altri . . . (1886), Lui-lei-lui (1887), Un'Awen-
tura di viaggio (1887). He soon saw the

opportunity, however, of portraying on a

larger and more serious scale the drama of

society. His first long play was Una Donna
(1893), followed by L'Infedele (1894). His
abundant and varied output totals one volume
of verse, three volumes of essays and lectures,

four of short stories, and a dozen volumes of

plays. He also wrote, in 1887, a libretto, Le
Disilluse. Many of his plays were translated

into several languages.
His drama is based on contemporary life.

At times he treated ordinary situations, such
as the well-worn triangle, and such social

problems as the rights of women and the new
claims of the laboring class in Italian de-

mocracy. But he also attacked more subtle and
even spiritual problems. He followed the tra-

dition which, developed by Ibsen (q.v.) and in

Italy by Giacosa and Butti (qq.v.), became
known as Teatro del pensiero or "Drama of

Ideas/' The main characteristic of this genre
was that it preferred to treat problems of the

spirit rather than of temporary customs 01

circumstances. Bracco, however, went much
farther and, in his later and best work, under-
took to delve into problems imbedded in the

subconsciousness of his characters. He did
this with the conviction that, very often,

human actions are based on motives so deep-
lying that the person most involved is un-

aware of them, and that, as he once said,

"Drama should be able to express the pro-
foundest and most occult vibrations of the

soul." In his "Drama of the Subconscious," he

treated, with poetic vision and profound
analysis, with an ever-warm compassion for

humanity, and with touches of humor, plays
of a quality that grip the average theatre

audience and that also have a new and subtle

technique.
This drama he developed gradually in a

series of works: // Trionfo (1895), Tragedie
dell

fanima (1899), La Piccola Fonte (1905), /

Fantasmi (1906), // Piccolo Santo (1909),
L'Amante lontano (1916), and / Pazzi (1922).
Of these, the first is somewhat experimental
and hardly convincing; the last, which was
Bracco's favorite, presents a situation too

unusual to be generally appealing. Among the

others, La Piccola Fonte, the most imagi-
natively poetic, seems to oppose the selfish,

carnal, superman attitude of D'Annunzio's
Gioconda. II Piccolo Santo is Bracco's master-

piece and the most remarkable of his studies
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of the subconscious. In his "Nota" to this play
he gives a clear exposition of his intent and
method. Among his comedies, // Frutto acerbo

(1904) is perhaps the most richly humorous,
with the farcical jocosity of so many of his

short stories.

The loftiness of his serious plays, his expert

familiarity with the stage, his understanding
of both the humor and the misery of life, and

the fact that he advanced Italian drama, with

both popular and literary success, towards new

interpretations of mysterious humanity place
Bracco at the very top among Italian drama-

tists of his time.

See: L. MacClintock, The Contemporary
Drama of Italy (1920); P. Parisi, Roberto

Bracco (1923); R. Altrocchi, "Bracco and the

Drama of the Subconscious," North American

Review, CCXXIV (1927), 151-162. For a com-

plete list of his works see Bracco, // Piccolo

Santo, ed. by R. Altrocchi and M. Bloch (1929).

R. Al.

Braga, Alberto (1851-1911, Portuguese drama-

tist and short-story writer), was born in

Oporto. He settled in Lisbon, where he be-

came secretary of the Institute Industrial.

Such dramas as Irrna (Sister) and A estrada

de Damasco (The Road to Damascus) won
him but little fame. He is best known for his

contos, short stories and sketches which are

characterized by a simplicity of style and
theme. He chronicles, often in a nostalgic
fashion reminiscent of the Spaniard Antonio

de Trueba, episodes of the countryside of

northern Portugal. His mood is generally

melancholy and is hardly relieved by oc-

casional ventures in lighter vein. He possessed
definite artistic qualities which can readily
be seen in his Contos da minha lavra (1879;

Short Stories of My Own Making), Contos de

aldeia (1880; Village Stories), and Contos es-

colhidos (1892; Selected Short Stories).

See: A. F. G. Bell, Portuguese Literature

(1922), pp. 325-326; F. de Figueircdo, His-

tdria da literatura portugucsa, sd ed. (1923),

pp. 230-231.
G. 1. D.

Braga, Teofilo (Joaquim Te6filo Fernandas)

(1843-1924, Portuguese literary critic and

historian, poet, and polemist), outstanding in

politics as the first head of the short-lived

Republic of 1910, lives on in literature as

one of the earliest humanitarian poets in

Portugal and the first man to have attempted
a systematic history of Portuguese literature.

Te6filo Braga came from Ponta Delgada,
the little capital of the Azores. Although

handicapped by poverty and the early death
of his mother, he possessed such energy and

capacity for work that he made his own way,

beginning as a printer's devil. At that time

he adopted the name "Te6filo," after the

Faust-like clerk who had sold his soul to the

devil. In 1861 Braga went to Coimbra to

study. There he fell under the spell of Antero
de Quental (q.v.)> also from Ponta Delgada.
He became one of the brilliant young men
around Antero who, imbued with the philoso-

phy of Hegel and Comte, proclaimed the

primacy of science and fought the older gen-
eration as "ultraromantic." During this

violent war of pens, called the "Coimbra

question," hot- blooded Braga, the pale

prodigy, who seemed to know everything at

the age of 20, attacked the meek but pre-
tentious poet Castilho savagely, making many
enemies. He thus failed to obtain the pro-

fessorship he coveted at Coimbra and had to

content himself with a similar position in

Lisbon (1872). Further bad luck befell him
when his two children died a short time

apart and when he himself was struck with

blindness in his old age. Yet nothing could

break his spirit. On the eve of his death,

at the age of 81, he was still planning a

"philosophic history of Portugal" in 15
volumes.

Braga had two ambitions as a writer to

fulfill the dream of his elder friend Gomes
Monteiro by writing a complete and complex
history of Portuguese literature in 32 volumes
and to surpass Victor Hugo by composing a

gigantic epic on the progress of humankind.

Unaided, he battled against the odds of his

buoyant temperament and deficient educa-

tion, of poor or inaccessible source material,

and of the apathy reigning in the predomi-

nantly illiterate nation for which he labored.

Consumed with ambition and heedless of

friendly advice, he rushed one volume after

the other to the press, with the result that

honesty compelled him to revise his hasty

hypotheses time and again. Three times he

attempted a synthesis of Portuguese literature

according to Comte 's positivist system (1875,

1885, and 1909-1918). But whereas the pessi-

mism derived from German philosophy had

led him in 1870 to conclude that as an

"artificial" nation the Portuguese had never

had a truly national literature, he later (1909)
worked to refute this very idea, seeing in the

Portuguese language and literature moral

forces that kept the nation alive. Increasingly
dominated by an ardent nationalism, he tried

at all costs to link the present-day Portuguese
to the ancient Lusitanians and considered it
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the task of the arts, literature, politics, and

even of science to make Portugal conscious of

her racial heritage, her "lusismo." The latest

versions of his theories on "lusismo/
9 on

Portuguese lyrics, the Mozarabs, the Amadis

novel, the personality of Gil Vicente, may be

found in Histdria da literatura portuguesa (2

vols., 1909-1914; History of Portuguese Liter-

ature) and its continuations, Os seiscentistas

(1916; ^til-Century Writers) and Os drcades

(1918; The Arcadians). As modernas iddias na

literatura portuguesa (2 vols., 1892; Modern
Ideas in Portuguese Literature) reveals what

he thought about the writings of his con

temporaries.
While antagonism against institutions such

as the monarchy and personal animosity

against fellow writers such as Castilho often

biased his judgment, love for the people

inspired him to collect and interpret popular
literature. In 1867 he began a series of still

useful monographs with Histdria da poesia

popular portuguesa (History of Portuguese

Popular Poetry), Cancioneiro popular (Popu
lar Songbook), and Romanceiro geral (Gen-
eral Ballad Book), adding Cantos populares
do arquipdlago aforiano (1869; Folk Songs of

the Azores), Floresta de vdrios romances

(1869; Sylva of Several Ballads), and Contos

tradicionais do povo portuguds (2 vols., 1883;
Traditional Tales of the Portuguese People)
and summing up his studies on folklore in O
povo portugutfs; nos seus costumes, crenfas e

tradifoes (2 vols., 1885; The Portuguese

People; Their Customs, Beliefs, and Tradi

tions).

His own poetry was mostly written in the

eloquent alexandrine meter. Five years after

Hugo's La Legende des siecles he began his

epic on humankind, Visao dos tempos (1864;
Vision of the Ages), hailed as a new de-

parture in poetry. But these "sonorous tem-

pests" did not stand the test of time, nor

did his short stories and dramas. He has

merit, however, as an editor of great writers

(Camoes, Almeida-Garrett, and Bocage) and
of works of his personal friends (Joao de

Deus, q.v., and Antero de Quental).
In spite of their inaccuracy, Braga's teach-

ings bore some good fruit. His enthusiasm

was contagious. After him, fellow workers,
such as Adolfo Coelho and Michaelis de
Vasconcelos (q.v.), and students, such as

Hernani Cidade and Fidelino de Figueiredo

(q.v.), cultivated the field of literary history
which he, the uncouth pioneer, had roughly

all too roughly cleared for them.

See: T. Braga, Quarenta anos de vida lite-

rdria (IQO%): Quinquazendrio de Teofilo

Braga, 1858-1908 (1908); F. de Figueiredo,
Histdria da literatura realista (1914).

G. M. M.

Brahm, Otto (pseud, of Otto Abrahamson,

1856-1912, German theatrical director, jour-

nalist, and literary historian), was a leader of

the Berlin group of the German naturalistic

movement (see German naturalism). He was

born in Hamburg. Turning to literature after

a brief business career, he studied at the uni-

versities of Berlin, Strassburg, and Jena.
The greatest influence on his intellectual

development was that of Wilhehn Scherer

of the University of Berlin. After various

journalistic positions, Brahm was dramatic

critic (1881-1885) for the Vossische Zeitung,
where he was closely associated with Theodor
Fontane (q.v.). From 1855 to 1890 he was an

editorial contributor to Die Nation. In 1889
he became cofounder and director of the

Freie Biihne in Berlin, and, in 1890, editor of

the Freie Biihne fiir modernes Leben.

As M. G. Conrad had introduced Zola (q.v.),

Brahm, in the later naturalistic period, intro-

duced Ibsen to the German public and stage.
His reviews, his direction of the Freie Btihne,
the Deutsches Theater, and the Lessing
Theater, as well as his personal contacts with

the literary group in Berlin left an impress on

contemporary literary theory; his critical

genius and the peculiarly effective nature of

his activities in the press and theatre made his

influence on contemporary literary develop-
ment of the greatest importance. His function

in the history of naturalism was to produce
dramatic criticism of an exceedingly high
order, filled with a vivid realization of the

needs and meaning of the contemporary scene

and a keen awareness of the role of literature,

especially the drama, in an age of complex
social problems and new scientific theories.

He also discovered and presented the works of

several of the younger naturalistic dramatists

and created a theatre technique along natural-

istic lines. His reviews were collected after his

death by his friend Paul Schlenther under the

title Kritische Schriften (2 vols., 1913-1915).
Brahm wrote, among other literary historical

works, Heinrich von Kleist (1884), Henrik

Ibsen (1887), and Schiller (Vol. I, 1888; Vol.

II, 1892, incomplete).
See: G. Hirschfeld, Otto Brahm; Briefe und

Erinnerungen (1925); M. Newmark, Otto

Brahm, the Man and the Critic (1938).

W. H. R.

Brandes, Georg Morris Cohen (1842-1927,
Danish critic and biographer), was born into
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a cultivated middle-class family and into the

cultivated middle-class city of Copenhagen.
Its culture did not as yet foster free inquiry,
the official mind at least being weather-

stripped by an amalgam of orthodox Luther-

anism and political conservatism, but an

urban iSth-century spirit still throve of

which Brandes always remained the inheritor,

except for a period in youth when he felt the

impact of S0ren Kierkegaard. "Yet God pre-
serve me from him, or I shall never be able

to live," he wrote in his diary. The opposite
of a mystic, but not unlike a castigating

prophet in his passionate seriousness, Brandes
soon chose what to him was life the study
of creative literature, both psychologically
and aesthetically. With his warm, dynamic
personality and essentially ethical preoccupa-
tion, this widened into what Harald H0lfding
later was to call Brandes's "fight to liberate

and develop the uniqueness of individual

personality."
Individual personality expressing its

uniqueness in art had his brilliant champion-
ship, even in the case of people as unlike

Brandes as Selma Lagerlof, whom he

launched, or Hans Christian Andersen, whose

portrait is exquisitely done in the book

Danske Digtere (1877; Danish Writers), one

of several books of masterly literary portraits.
But the fight for liberation in those clays had
to be against nearly all accepted ideas. His

chief work began in 1871 with the first of

the lectures to be published as Hovedstrfim-

ninger i del iyde Aarhundredes Litteratur (6

vols., 1871-1890; Eng. tr., Main Currents in

Nineteenth Century Literature, 1901-1905).

Previously he had been to Paris, where he had
met and known Taine, Renan (qq*v.), and

John Stuart Mill, acquiring exactly the

weapons he longed for, as well as a French

clarity of style. He returned to be a "strong,
flexible blade" attacking the reaction of the

igth century, and the "Main Currents"

lectures, although most vividly about litera-

ture, were directed against whatever he saw

as holding the human spirit in bondage, the

topics being dmigrd literature, romanticism in

Germany, reaction in France, naturalism in

England, the romantic school in France, and

young Germany. These lectures went on, with

interruptions, until 1890, helping to depro-
vincialize all Scandinavia. The joy and hatred

stirred up by them were unprecedented. The

joy resulted in a new Scandinavian realism

in literature. In Det moderne Gennembruds
Mcend (1883; Men of the Modern Awakening)
Brandes describes this and portrays some of

the authors he had encouraged and helped to

inspire, among them Bj6rnson, Ibsen, Jens
Peter Jacobsen, Drachmann (qq.v.), Schan-

dorph. But the hatred resulted in a union
of clerical and conservative authorities which

prevented his getting the professorship in

aesthetics at the university, for which he was

supremely equipped.
In bitter disappointment he went in 1877

to live in Berlin, where he remained until

1883. From there he wrote the monographs
on Esaias Tegner (1878), Benjamin Disraeli

(1878; Eng. tr., Lord Beaconsfield, 1880), and
Ferdinand Lassalle (1881; Eng. tr., 1911).

Though he was successful, the Berlin stay was
exile for him, and when a number of anony-
mous Danish admirers offered him a pro-
fessor's salary, he returned home, this time

with leadership demanded of him; the former

sodden state had been well leavened, partly

by his own ideas. The new Danish radicalism

was much aided by his pen. He stood for no

compromise. As he wrote to Bjornson, "If a

deserter or a half-way dishonest writer doesn't

lose the sympathy of at least some of his

previous associates, you put a premium on
slackness and success-hunting." This quality
in Brandes, which could make him cry out

"Clerical or anticlerical, no other question
matters!" roused a similar opposition, which,
however great his fame and power at home
and in Europe, irked him almost into

intolerance of the religious as well as the

clerical. Urban he was and remained, and
the rise of the Danish farmers with their

Grundtvigian ideas (about mass education

and folk high schools) was no great pleasure
to him. He began to feel isolated. Hence his

sympathy for Nietzsche (g.f.), whom at the

end of the 8o's he discovered and lectured

on, thus incidentally affecting the work of

Strindberg and Hamsun (qq-v.). Even the pro-

fessorship which he received in 1902, with the

victory of Danish democracy, did not soothe

him. He began to write of misunderstood

greatness, producing his William Shakespeare

(1895-1896; Eng. tr., 1898), considered the

finest example of his power of luminous

interpretation. His autobiography was pub-
lished in three parts (1905-1908). In a spurt
towards the end he published the popular

biographies, Goethe (1915; Eng. tr., 1924),

Voltaire (1916; Eng. tr., 1930), Caesar (1918;

Eng. tr., 1924), Michelangelo (1921). For these

he drew largely on his extraordinary memory
of a lifetime of reading.
With Voltaire he had much in common,

especially the clear fiery anger at injustice,

oppression, and hypocrisy, but he was person-

ally frugal, "his furniture was books/' and he
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was capable of devoted friendship. What
fitted Brandes for his work as educator-critic

was a quality one of his teachers very early
discerned in him: he had the freshest, most

direct understanding of poetry and art, with

a form of presentation which revealed the

poetry in his own soul, a requisite for the

true aesthetic.

See: H. H. Boyesen, Essays on Scandinavian

Literature (1895); E. Forster-Nietzsche, Fr.

Nietzsches gesammelte Driefe (1904), pp. 265-

330; E. W. Gosse, Two Visits to Denmark

(1911); V. Andersen, Del nittende Aarhun-
drede anden Halvdel, Vol. IV (1925) of C. S.

Petersen and V. Andersen, Illustreret dansk

Litteraturhistorie, pp. 158-205; O. Seidlin,

"Gcorg Brandes, 1842-1927," Journal of the

History of Ideas, III (1942), 415-442.
S. T.

Brecht, Bert (Bertolt) (1898-, German drama-
tist and ballad writer), was born in Augsburg,
Bavaria. His literary ability found early recog-
nition in the award of the Kleist prize (1922).
He left Germany in 1933 because he was

strongly opposed to Hitlerism. Eventually so-

journing in Russia, he edited with Lion

Feuchtwanger (q.v.) and Willi Bredel a short-

lived anti-Nazi magazine, Das Wort (Moscow,

1936-1939). He came to the United States in

1941.
With his first dramas, Trommeln in der

Nacht, Baal, and Im Dickicht der Stadte, all

performed in 1922, Brecht established himself

as one of the more important exponents of

post-war expressionism, and indeed he was

hailed as "the apostle of a new dramatic era/'

For some time Brecht shared this unique
reputation with Arnolt Bronnen (originally

Bronner, 1895-, a convert to Nazism), whose
dramas Vatermord (1925) and Ostpolzug (1926)

enjoyed great, though transient, success.

Brecht's early dramas differ in two respects
from those of his immediate predecessors,
which had been either realistic or expression-
istic. Stylistically, they are characterized by a

queer mixture of realistic and expressionistic
elements and by an odd attempt to adapt the

technique of the ballad to that of the drama.

Philosophically, they are pervaded by a new
kind of realism. This new realism is in marked
contrast to old-type realism (Ibsen, the young
Gerhart Hauptmann, qq.v.}: its purpose is to

combine the rational with the irrational, to

depict life in all its incongruities, from de-

terminable, scientifically proved facts to the

undeterminable, demoniacal powers of fate.

Yet in his propaganda plays, or "Lehrstiicke,"

as he calls them, Brecht attempts to in-

doctrinate the reader with his own political
convictions (e.g., Die Rundkopfe und die

Spitzkopfe, performed in Copenhagen in 1936,

Eng. tr., Round Heads, Peak Heads, 1937; P ul) '

lished in Gesammelte Werke, Vol. II, 1938).

Brecht, so far, has scored his greatest theatri-

cal success with the Dreigroschenoper (1928),
an adaptation of John Gay's The Beggar's

Opera (1728). To English literature he is also

indebted for his drama Leben Eduard des

Ziueiten von England (1924), for which he

draws on Marlowe. The milieu of his comedy,
Mann ist Mann (1927), is the United States, as

it is of his Die Heilige Johanna der Schlacht-

hofe (written in 1922, published in 1938).

After emigrating from Germany, Brecht

published his novel, Dreigroschenrornan (1934;

Eng. tr., A Penny for the Poor, 1937). Mother

(1935), a play with music, is based on Gorky's

(q.v.) novel of the same name. Brecht's

Gesammelte Werke, in two volumes, printed
in Czechoslovakia and published in London,

appeared in 1938. They contain copious and
detailed commentaries ("Anmerkungen") by
Brecht himself. Subsequently, he wrote a

number of vigorous one-act plays, radio scripts,
and poems against Hitlerism. Most of this

material is collected in Furcht und Elend
des Dritten Reiches (New York, 1945). Sev-

eral of the playlets, such as The Informer,
The Jewish Wife, and In Search of Justice,

had also been included in a book, The Pri-

vate Life of the Master Race (1944; in Eng-
lish only), which Brecht calls a "documentary

play." This work, written in a partly ex-

pressionistic, partly naturalistic style, por-

trays with much objectivity the trials and
tribulations of the German people under

Hitler's yoke. Brecht's ballads are collected in

the Hauspostille (1927), in Lieder, Gedichte

und Chore (1934), and in Svendborger
Gedichte (1939). Most of his ballads are written

in the vein of Francois Villon and Frank

(Benjamin Franklin) Wedekind (q.v.) 9 while

a few are obviously patterned after the good
old "Moritat," naively popular examples of

the memento mori tradition, loose in rhyme
and macabre in content.

See: K. Thieme, "Des Teufels Gebetbuch,"

Hochland, XXIX (1932), 397-413; C. Tolks-

dorf, John Gays "Beggar's Opera" und Bert

Brechts "Dreigroschenoper" (1934); S. Tretya-
kov, "Bertolt Brecht," International Litera-

ture, V (Moscow, May, 1937), 60-70; "Gegen-

wartiges Theater," Mass und Wert, II (1939),

831-844; E. R. Bentley, "Bertolt Brecht and
His Work," in Brecht, The Private Life of the

Master Race (1944), pp. 1 17-136.
G. K.
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Bregendahl, Marie (1867-, Danish novelist),

born in Fly, was 35 years old when she began

writing novels dealing with the souls and

the lives of the people in the rural part of

Jutland, Denmark's mainland. At that time

she, herself a daughter of the soil, had seen

much, thought much, had married Jeppe

Aakjaer (g.t;.),
who already had secured an

outstanding place in Danish literature of the

period, and had been divorced from him.

On the bleak background of West Jutland's

storm-swept and sand-blown fields, with the

thundering music of the North Sea in her

ears and with a slowly and painfully ac-

quired experience of life, she had found her

special milieu and, in a peculiar sense, made
it her own. Her first story, Ved Lars Skradders

Sygeseng (1902; At the Sickbed of Lars the

Tailor), was soon followed by Hendrik i

Bakken (1904; Hendrik on the Hill) and En

D0dsnat (1912; Eng. tr., A Night of Death,

1931), powerful, poignant sketches etched in

that detached and dispassionate manner
which betrays profound sympathy. These

shorter novels became, as it were, the intro-

duction to Marie Bregendahl's cycle, Bille-

der af S0dalsfolkenes Liv (6 vols., 1914-1923;

Pictures from the Life of the Sea-valley

People), and to Holger Ilauge og hans Hustru

(2 double vols., 1934-1935; Holger Hauge and

His Wife); these two massive novels are her

principal works.

Within a frame of rustic life, of political

and social clashes and ferment, Marie Bre-

gendahl emphasizes the irrevocability of fate,

the futility of resisting it, the mournful ne-

cessity of having to submit to what must be.

In nearly all cases emotions and events are

closely affiliated with the meager soil and

harsh climate of that part of the Danish land-

scape where she is intimately at home. With

Marie Bregendahl, plot is not the essential

factor, nor yet style hers is not always flaw-

less but the probing of human souls, the

sympathetic understanding of deep tragedies

and little happinesses.
See: H. G. Topsoe-Jensen, Scandinavian

Literature from Brandes to Our Day (1929);

Helge Kjaergaard, Die ddnische Literatur der

neuesten Zeit (1871-1933) 0934)-
G. St.

Bremond, Henri (1865-1933, French historian

of religious ideas), offered a unique blending
of religious enthusiasm and of literary, non-

theological affinities. No one in the long list

of modern ecclesiastical authors has produced
anything comparable to this erudite writer's

Histoire littdraire du sentiment religieux en

France (11 vols., 1916-1933; unfinished). Born
in Aix-en-Provence in a house of pious Roman
Catholic traditions, Bremond entered the

Society of Jesus, in which other members of

his family were prominent; he spent nearly 10

years in England and Wales and came back to

France with broader views. His retirement
from his order in 1904, his faithfulness to his

modernist friend George Tyrrell in 1909, sug-

gested, without casting any doubt upon
Bremond's orthodoxy, the evolution from

dogma to feeling and, so to say, from Bossuet

to Fnelon. He had met Maurice Barrs (q.v.)

in Athens and had also visited Fogazzaro (q.v .).

Two collections of essays, both entitled

L'Inquietude religieuse (1901, 1909), and nu-

merous conttibutions to the Etudes and the

Correspondant proved his definite interest in

"choice souls," Newman (1905) and Fdnelon

(1910) exemplifying the foremost among them.
When he was able to give up as a livelihood

teaching in Jesuit schools, he devoted most of

his time hampered, however, by poor health

to his lifework, the presentation of religious
currents in French literature. In his view an
element of mysticism, transcending the matter-

of-factness of life, was the indispensable basis

for rich, substantial, and vital feeling. It was
this conviction which led this man of sunny
Provence to take sides in favor of romanticism,
in its spiritual sense, and to supplement his

learned studies by works of contemporary
interest such as De la poesie pure (1926), Pritre

et poesie (1926), and Racine et Vattry (1930).

As a kind of spiritual adviser of young men
of letters, his role during his brief stays in

Paris and his contact with circles connected

with the French Academy (to which he was

elected 1923) made him for a certain time a

well-known figure in the world of letters (see

interviews and articles in Nouvelles littdraires).

But he always went back with satisfaction to

his winter quarters near Pan and to a life of

meditation and research: this "Catholic Sainte-

Beuve," as he was called, could not easily dis-

pense with some kind of cell.

See: M. Martin du Card, De Sainte-Beuve A

Fdnelon: Henri Bremond (1927).

F. B.

Breton, Andr (1896-, French poet, novelist,

and critic), has been since its beginning the

great theorist and director of surrealism. The
son of modest Norman shopkeepers, Breton

was, at the start of the First World War, a

medical student, interested especially in

mental diseases. As an intern at Nantes in

1916 he met Jacques Vach6, that legendary

figure of dada and surrealism, whose complete
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contempt for society and systematic attempt
to turn his life into an extended hallucination

had an overwhelming effect on Breton. The
work of Rimbaud (q.v .)

had already deeply at-

tracted Breton, and the result of this dual

influence was a theory of life as well as art

which combined an extravagant scorn of all

accepted values with a corresponding exalta*

tion of the importance of the subconscious.

The first of these characteristics was shared by
the movement called dada, which after origi-

nating in Zurich in 1916, under the direction

of Tristan Tzara, invaded Paris in 1919; and
it was only natural for Breton and his friends

Philippe Soupault and Paul Eluard (qq.v.),

having already founded the review Literature

(1919), to associate themselves with dada.

In the early battles of dada Breton played a

leading role, taking full part in such demon-
strations as that held in the Salle Gaveau, May
26, 1920, at which the audience pelted the

speakers with raw beef; he produced the only

important books that can be connected with

the movement, Les Champs magnetiques

(1921), a volume of unconscious writing done
in collaboration with Soupault, and Les Pas

perdus (1924), a collection of critical and

autobiographical essays. The essence of dada
was negation, a refusal to express or discover

any meaning in art or society, and whether it

is regarded as a serious affair or as a gigantic

parody on all contemporary thought, it is

obvious that it was self-destructive. Breton

realized this fact more clearly than did Tzara

and broke with him in 1921, the rupture being

accompanied by the usual demonstrations and
counterdemonstrations.

A short period of quiet followed, broken in

1924 by Breton's Manifeste du surrealisme:

Poisson soluble and the organization in the

same year of the review La Revolution sur-

realiste. The leading collaborators with Breton

at this time included Soupault, Benjamin
Pret, Louis Aragon (q.v.), Eluard, Robert

Desnos, and Ren Crevel. In the years that

immediately followed, Breton was active as a

critic and theorist in Ldgitime Defense (1926)
and Le Surrealisme et la peinture (1928) and
as a creative writer in Nadja (1928), one of the

most remarkable books in modern literature,

the strange, deeply moving story of a love

affair between Breton and a woman, Nadja, of

marked psychic tendencies. The history of the

movement by no means ran smoothly: Breton

became more and more inclined to emphasize
investigation of psychiatric states and the

world of dreams and to look with disfavor on
those adherents who were not prepared to

embrace surrealism completely, with the result

that many former associates, including Desnos

and Soupault, were expelled from the group
by the Second Manifeste du surrdalisme (1930).

The question of surrealism's relations with the

Communist Party was also much debated; in

1930 the title of the official review was changed
to Le Surrealisme an service de la revolution;

but the Communists continued to regard the

apparent frivolity of the surrealists with sus-

picion, with the result that Aragon, the most

politically conscious of the group, left sur-

realism for Communism in 1932, as did Eluard

in 1938. Breton continued throughout this

period to combine theory and practice, pro-

ducing Les Vases communicants (1932), a study
of dreams, and, in collaboration with Eluard,

L'Immaculee Conception (1930), notable for

its attempt to simulate voluntarily various

types of mental disease. Breton's short essay,

Qu'est-ce que le surrealisme? published in

Paris in 1934, appeared in English in London
in 1936 as What Is Surrealism? In spite of

internal dissension, the movement received

new recruits, notably Salvador Dali and
Nicolas Galas, and extended its influence to

England and to America, its headquarters at

present, with Breton still dominating it, both

personally and in his works, Point du jour

(1934), L'Amour fou (1937), and Fata Morgana
0942).

Since Breton's own work is so closely con-

nected with surrealism, it is hard to evaluate

him without assessing it. Both Eluard and

Aragon surpass him in literary ability, and in

spite of the merits of Nadja, it is as the con-

trolling force of a school that he must take his

place in literary history. Surrealism is spun of

many yarns and is far from a sudden aberration

of French literature. Its way had been pre-

pared by such men as Apollinaire and Jarry,
to say nothing of Rimbaud and Lautr^amont

(qq.v.) As a literary practice, it is in large

part a logical development of the tendency of

French poetry since at least the time of the

symbolists (see French symbolism) to interest

itself in the subconscious, to become more

"pure," to use more startling metaphor, to

depend less on logical meaning than on the

juxtaposition of widely divergent images for

the sake of an effect felt not by the conscious

mind. Nor can the influence of cubism be over-

looked, particularly its device of rendering a

scene by abstracting its significant elements

and recombining them, with possible deforma-

tion, into a work of art whose arrangement is

purely formal. But surrealism, Breton has

always insisted, is not merely an aesthetic
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theory; it is a philosophy of life. It desires a

complete revolution of man's modes of thought
and, it naturally follows, of society as well.

The interpretation of the world provided by
the intellect does not correspond to anything
essential in the true nature of man or the

world, ancf surrealism proposes to replace it

by the liberation of the potentialities of the

subconscious. The two elements which enter

into this position are the spirit of revolt and

despair that affected the entire Western World
after the First World War (comparable in

many ways to the spirit of the romantics in

the 1830*5) and the desire to escape from a

materialistic, scientific world which holds no

mystery (also characteristic of much igth-

century poetry). The pure spirit of revolt is

more typical of dada than of surrealism; in

spite of its political tendency toward the left,

surrealism has stressed, as it grew, rather the

second element. It is not particularly in nature

as the igth century saw it, however, that sur-

realism finds an escape, but more often in the

trappings of the modern city factory chim-

neys, busses, and advertisements, neon signs

and wax mannequins, transformed into a

fantastic universe by the liberated sub

conscious. It is likely that surrealism's ultimate

value, and Breton's, will reside in this libera-

tion and the stimulus it gave to so much
modern literature, whether it called itself sur-

realism or not.

See: Marcel Raymond, De Baudelaire au

surrealisme (1933); Guy Mangeot, Histoire du

surrealisme (1934); David Gascoyne, A Short

Survey of Surrealism (1935); Herbert Read,

ed., Surrealism (1936); New Directions, 1940

(annual volume); G. E. Lemaitre, From
Cubism to Surrealism in French Literature

('940-
C. W., Jr.

Bfezina, Otokar (pseud, of Vaclav Jebavf,

1868-1929, Czech poet), is the leader of the

Czech symbolist movement and possibly the

greatest of all recent Czech lyric writers. He
was born in Po&itky (southern Bohemia), the

son of a poor shoemaker, and was a school-

teacher in different towns of Moravia. Bfezina

died in Jaromefice, where he had resided

since 1901.

Recently some of the early poetry and prose
of Bfezina, dating back to his school days, has

been unearthed. But his first collection of

poetry, Tajemnd ddlky (Mysterious Distances),
was published only in 1895 when he was near-

ing 30, and then within six years he added
four more small collections. A volume of essays

followed in 1903. After that Bfezina stopped

writing. Late in his life he was interviewed

by visitors and friends, and they, especially the

Catholic poet Jakub Demi, gave accounts of

his later views which excited much disappoint-
ment and controversy; he seemed to be char-

acterized chiefly by a disgruntled provincial
nationalism. But Bfezina must be judged on
the basis of his poetry, which appeared in five

small booklets.

Tajemnt ddlky is a work of youthful pessi-

mism, only superficially touched by a still

largely aesthetic mysticism. The themes are fin

de siecle, the bitterness of frustration, the

sense of guilt, the tragedy of love and friend-

ship, the attraction of death which appears as

a distant savior and comforter. In a few poems
personal sorrows like the early death of his

parents are hinted at, but on the whole solemn
tones of prayer prevail. The intricate clusters

of images, of which many are drawn from
Catholic liturgy, the strangely farfetched, ex-

tremely effective rhymes, the use of alex-

andrines which point to a reading of Bau-

delaire
(<7-t/.),

make even this first book unique
in Czech poetry. But the truly great Bfezina

begins to emerge only with Svitdni na 7,dpad&

(1896; Dawn in the West), though this col-

lection in turn represents only a transition to

V&try od polu (1897; Polar Winds), in which
Bfezina appears as a highly original symbolist

poet. The early pessimism has almost dis-

appeared and is replaced by a cosmic optimism
which has nothing of the shallow belief in

progress in it, but is rather the final insight of

a mystic who has reached an acceptance of all

existence as part of the divine pattern. God's

mysterious will works through the striving and
the evolution of all created things towards

cooperation and unity with Him. Bfezina, in a

highly personal way, manages to combine the

insight of all mystics, of whom he was an
ardent student, with a monistic optimism
which shows traces of reading in Emerson and
even Nietzsche (q.v.). In these two collections

Bfezina also found his most personal style: free

verse, with many dactyls and anapaests, some-

times rhymed, of enormously long lines;

clusters of magnificent metaphors which seem
to burst one from the other; hymns and

dithyrambs which are sometimes put into the

mouths of imaginary speakers including "the

sun, the earth, the waters, and the mystery of

fire." The images from the liturgy have dis-

appeared and are replaced by metaphors drawn
from the sciences or ordinary activities such as

winegrowing or farming. The next collection,

StaviteM chrdmu (1899; Builders of the
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Temple), represents some backsliding into

pessimism. Doubts and uncertainties have

arisen in the poet's mind: the suffering of all

creation, including inert matter, is voiced in

curious poems, and symbolic types such as

"prophets," "martyrs," "blind men," "mad-

men," join their voices in a stupendous ora-

torio of the whole universe. The last and

possibly greatest collection, Ruce (1901;

Hands), represents a return to certainty and
belief. The stress is here stronger than before

on the conception of man's cooperation with

God and humanity's unity, which is conceived

of as including the living, the dead, and the

unborn. The innumerable visible and invisible

hands, like a magical chain, of the title poem
carry out the mysterious laws of His eternal

will. One poem sings the "roundelay of

hearts," another foresees redeemed man for

whose sake "it is joyous to live," and another

evokes the time when the "delivered" earth

will be extinguished and the mighty current

of eternity will roll on. Some of the poems
return to traditional stanzas and closed rhyme
forms, a change which continues in 13 later

scattered poems where Bfezina even returns to

personal problems. The cycle came to an end
and the poet imposed silence upon himself,

surely because he realized that he had ex-

pressed all he had to say. The volume of essays,

Hudba pramenu (1903; The Music of the

Springs), planned as a commentary to his

poetry, is rather a paraphrase on a lower

stylistic level of his main ideas of art as service

to God, of the hidden economy of the universe,

of justice and the masses. The highly ornate

and metaphorical diction is not illuminated

by the same glow of imagination and the same

visionary power which uphold even the longest
of his poems.

In Bfezina's work modern Czech poetry has

reached its peak, a peak where the air is

rarefied and sometimes difficult to breathe.

Bfezina's contacts with ordinary reality are

slight, and his social message has little in

common with contemporary movements: it

breathes the spirit of all mysticism and possibly
of general Christianity. His grandiose visions

sing the glory of God and the mysteries of the
universe in a timeless exaltation.

See: M. Marten, Otokar Bfezina (1903); F.

X. Salda, DuSe a dilo (1913); J. Stangk, Otokar
Bfezina (1918); P. Selver, Otokar Bfezina; a

Study in Czech Literature (1921); E. Saudek,
Pod oblohou Otokara Bfeziny (1928); A.

Vesety, Otokar Bfezina (1928); G. Pickovd-

Saudkovd, Hovory s Otokarem Bfezinou (1929);

J. Demi, M4 svldectvi o Otokaru Bfezinovi

(1931); A. PospiSilovd, Otokar Bfezina (1936);

P. Fraenkel, O. Bfezina; genese dila (1937).

There is a German translation of Bfezina's

poetry by O. Pick and E. Saudek (1920), and
one in Italian by E. Lo Gatto, Venti dai poli e

I Construttori del tempio (1930).
R. W.

Brieux, Eugene (1858-1932, French dramatist),
was born and reared in one of the working-
class districts of Paris, where his father was a

carpenter. His limited early education was

later complemented with wide reading. He
was already interested in the theatre at the

time of his stay at Rouen as a journalist; but

his first plays worthy of attention were pro-
duced by Antoine (q.v.) Manages d'artistes

(1890) and especially Blanchette (1892), the

latter making him known to the public at

large. From then on Brieux's literary pro-
duction was regular and even more than

plentiful (40 plays). He was elected to the

French Academy in 1910.

If, like most of the playwrights of the

Th&ltre Libre where he made his dbut,
Brieux has a tendency to unveil with a some-

times cruel realism selfishness and pettiness,

particularly of the bourgeoisie, he does it

without the bitter irony and pessimism of

Becque's (q.v.) disciples. Indeed Brieux is

something of a missionary. He denounces tire-

lessly the moral degradation of the individual

by other men, by institutions, or by social

habits and prejudices, pointing out the ulti-

mate disastrous consequences and doing this

in the mood of a reformer.

Blanchette is about popular education. La
Couvee (1893) presents a problem dear to

Brieux, that of the intervention of parents in

the lives of their children. When these parents,
influenced by a more or less disguised egoism,

try to impose their will on their children,

especially where it concerns marriage and the

dowry, Brieux's indignation bursts forth.

There are similar themes in Les Trois Filles

de M. Dupont (1897), one of his best plays, and
in La Petite Arnie (1902). In plays like La

Franfaise (1907), La Femme seule (1913), and

Pierrette et Galaor (1923) Brieux is an ardent

defender of women and girls, and in his desire

to protect their rights he may seem to go so far

as to uphold free union and the illegitimate
child. Yet Brieux is at heart a very con-

servative moralist: if he seems to favor anti-

social solutions, it is because for him society
as it exists now leaves no alternative. In fact,

it is the family he defends in Le Berceau

(1898), in which he attacks divorce when there

are children, and in Les Remplafantes (1901),
in which he protests against the practice of
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wet-nursing. Brieux is somewhat in conflict

with himself in Maternite (1913), divided be-

tween arguments about preventing the birth

of unwanted children and the realization that

abortion is an antisocial practice. La Robe

rouge (1900), another outstanding play, de-

velops two themes, the crushing of the indi-

vidual by the powerful machine of the law and
the degradation caused by greed and ambition

in a judge; the author demands reform in

criminal legislation.

Brieux has been criticized for oversimplify-

ing very complex social problems. He is no

deep thinker, nor even always coherent. When
he wanders into a world which he does not

know very well, the world of science in

[/Evasion (1896) or the gallant society of La

Regence (1927), his talent weakens; and when
he studies the problem of religion in La Foi

(1912), his views appear shallow. He has not

always avoided rhetoric and melodrama. He
does sometimes excel in the portrayal of

humble folk, whom he may have had particu-

larly in mind when he said: "I have wished

that the amount of suffering upon this earth

might be diminished a little because I have

lived."

A large number of the plays of Brieux have

been translated into English and several were

produced in New York.

See: P. V. Thomas, The Plays of Eugene
Brieux (1915); A. Presas, Brieux; portrait
littdraire (1930).

A. C. L.

Broch, Hermann (1886-, Austrian novelist,

philosopher, and playwright), was born in

Vienna. The publication, late in his life, of an

amazing prose trilogy (Die Schlafwandler,

1930-1932; Eng. tr., The Sleepwalkers, 1932)

surprised especially those who had known him
as mathematician, engineer, and director of a

Viennese textile concern. The work is a strik-

ing example of a new type of European
cultural portraiture in which scientific specula-
tion and poetic imagination are combined to

represent the incoherent variety of contempo-

rary experience. In what Broch calls the poly-
historic form of the novel he blends many
creative devices, and at least in this resolute

attempt to find an adequate medium for the

complexity of rational and irrational impulses
he belongs in the distinguished company of

Joyce and Gide (q.v.). In the first volume of

the trilogy (Pasenow, or Romanticism 1888)
the stagnation and disintegration of the

spiritual life is revealed beneath the thin ice

of a deceptive romantic ideology. The central

figure of the second volume (Esch, or Anarchy

represents the drift from a pseudo-

bourgeois clerkdom to the despair of a godless
and valueless life. Huguenau, or Realism

1918 finally leaves no doubt of the collapse
of all organic coherence and shows, in a more
discursive fashion (see the intercalated reflec-

tions upon "The Decay of Values"), the escape
into substitute forms of belief. This remark-

ably complex triptych is Broch's central

achievement. A drama (Die Entsuhnung, 1934),
another novel (Die unbekannte Grosse, 1933;

Eng. tr., The Unknown Quantity, 1935), and
several short stories and essays (e.g., "Eine

leichte Enttauschung" and "Das Bose im

Wertsystem der Kunst," both appearing in Die

neue Rundschau, Jahrgang XLIV, Bd. I, pp.

502-517, Bd. II, pp. 157-191, and the pam-
phlet, James Joyce und die Gegenwart, 1935)
reiterate the existential elements in Broch's

philosophical position. His latest work, Der
Tod des Vergil (1945; Eng. tr., The Death of

Virgil, 1945), is an unusually stirring prose

poem which interprets the visions of Vergil
and depicts the age from whose bloodshed

and convulsions Christianity was soon to be

born.

Since coming to America in 1938, Broch has

been awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship for

1941-1942, membership in the American Insti-

tute of Arts and Letters, 1942, and a Rocke-

feller Fellowship for Philosophical and Psycho-

logical Research at Princeton University,

1942-1944-
See: Fritz Lehner, "Hermann Broch/' Life

and Letters To-day, Vol. XV (1936), No. 6, pp.

64-7L
V. L.

Brody, Sandor (1863-1924, Hungarian novel-

ist, short-story writer, and playwright), was

born in Eger and died in Budapest. His edu-

cation was superficial. Yet when he raised his

voice he attracted many readers and critics,

because in relationship to Hungarian literature

his voice sounded fresh and his manner of

communication seemed new. In fact Br6dy
was a romantic naturalist who made the mis-

take of thinking that he was the protagonist
of French realism in Hungary. Many readers

felt that he went beneath the surface of modern
life, and they liked it. It is safe to say that if

Br6dy had not colored his stories with ex-

periences of poverty, the response of the

readers, themselves often poor, would have

been less enthusiastic. As the editor of Fehdr

Konyv (White Book) and of Jovendd (Future).

Br6dy recorded the problems of his time with

journalistic flexibility. Both magazines ex-
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pressed the personal whims and convictions of

the editor.

Br6dy had a prolific pen. He wrote care-

lessly, but with spontaneity, impressing even

readers and critics who might have been in

disagreement with his views or literary

manners. Generally his work indicates an

attempt at the understanding of truth in its

social and sensual implications. In a senti-

mental, seemingly frank fashion he made use

of the material that the unfairness of modern
conditions offered. The social causes of modern
formlessness were unknown to him or only

partly understood; his intense subjectivity

prevented him from concentration upon
specific problems in need of solution. He liked

to generalize and preferred rambling wisdoms
to truth, which would have required prolonged
effort to comprehend. He liked to speak as

an eyewitness, but frequently his own bitter-

sweet-gay emotionalism interfered with ob-

jectivity in an almost tyrannical fashion. Be-

cause of inadequate self-criticism, he did not

know or did not care to know the difference

between good and mediocre writing; as a con-

sequence much of his work is today on the

unused shelves of libraries or in the dusty
basements of bookstores. Br6dy's promise was
not fulfilled. Nevertheless he is entitled to

recognition if only because the vitality of his

personality made him for a long time an in-

fluential figure in Hungarian literature and
because his romantic naturalism paved the

way to a freedom of expression on subjects

ignored by writers before him. His first im-

portant book of short stories, Nyornor (1884;

Poverty), remained one of his significant works;
Az eziist kecske (1898; The Silver Goat) is

considered his best novel; A dada (1902; The
Nurse) and Tanitono (1908; The School Marm)
are his best plays. His book on Rembrandt has

been translated into English under the title

Rembrandt; a Romance of Divine Love and
Art (1928).

J. R.

Broger, Karl (1886-, German poet and novel-

ist), was born in Nuremberg, where he has

spent much of his life. Of humble origin,

Broger is chiefly known for his contributions

to Arbeiterdichtung (1929), poetry drawing its

subject matter and imagery from the lives of

the industrial workers. Broger 's reputation
rests mainly upon his lyrics, which are char-

acterized by simplicity, melodiousness, and
restraint of style, and express sympathy for the

urban proletariat. While vaguely "socialist" in

conviction, Broger is an idealist rather than a

materialist, and cannot be classed as a Marxist.

(For his development up to the First World
War see his autobiographical novel Der Held
im Schatten, 1920.) In 1914 he supported the

war, though in no chauvinistic spirit, and
served in the infantry. His poem "Bekenntnis,"
written in that year, was one of the most

popular of German war lyrics. His war ex-

periences are reflected in the volumes of poetry
Kamerad, als wir marschiert . . . (1916) and
Soldaten der Erde (1918) and in the realistic

and vivid novel Bunker ij (1929; Eng. tr.,

Pillbox 77, 1930). Impressed by the horror of

the war, Broger turned increasingly to the

ideals of pacifism and universal brotherhood.

He was a leader of the Youth Movement.
Under the Weimar Republic he gained in-

creased recognition among the writers of the

"left." Broger edited the anthology Jiingste

Arbeiterdichtung (1925). The scope of his own

writing broadened to include the legend in

Die vierzchn Nothelfer (1923) and the histori-

cal novel in Der Guldenschuh (1934). His novel

Numberg (1935) shows the impressionable

poet as a supporter of Hitler.

H. C. H.

Brunetire, Ferdinand (1849-1906, French pro-
fessor and critic), born in Toulon, became the

outstanding literary judge in France following
the death of Taine (q.v.). He was a leading

professor at the Ecole Normale Suprieure
after earlier being refused admission as a

student to this exclusive institution, and he

was also for many years director of the Revue
des deux mondes. His work attracts attention

by its very mass some 30 volumes published

during his lifetime, not to mention many un-

collected and posthumous articles. His career,

indeed his life, was almost in its entirety that

of a literary critic. The substance of his

criticism is found in his Etudes critiques sur la

litterature franfaise (8 vols., 1880-1907) cover-

ing four centuries of French literature. Brune-

tte was in many ways out of harmony with

his age; he yearned for certainty and was

dogmatic at a time when, under the influence

of science, most of his contemporaries in

philosophy, religion, and literature thought
and wrote in terms of the relative and the

experimental. Yet he himself did not escape
the all pervading atmosphere, and he at-

tempted to apply to literary history the new

theory of evolution. Assimilating the genres
or types in literature to the Darwinian species
in the biological world, Brunetiere maintains

that each genre is born, constitutes itself, is

modified, and finally disappears or is trans-

formed into another type, just as with other

living organisms. There is, therefore, no
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spontaneous generation in literature. Hence
the importance of adhering closely to the his-

torical method in dealing with literary genres;
transition periods should be studied carefully,

for it is then that literary types assume new
forms. When a professor at the Ecole Normale

Sup6rieure, Brunettere exposed these theories

in a course, later published in book form as

L'Evolution de la critique (1890), The author's

plan envisioned a vast work which would treat

all literary genres according to the same

method; he had time to execute only part of

his project, Les Epoques du thddtre franfais

(1892) and L'Evolution de la podsie lyrique

(1894).

Other activities of Brunettere were less

purely theoretical. He considered it his duty
to wage a relentless war on those whom he

called "the enemies of the French soul/'

especially the literary naturalists (however in-

consistent this may seem in a would-be

scientific critic) and the romanticists. Art, he

thought, should serve a moral or at least a

social purpose; the proponents of "art for art's

sake" drew biting invective from him; the

subjectwism and lack of restraint of the

romanticists fared little better. His admiration

for lyth-century French classicism, on the

other hand, appears excessive. The mind which

he brings to criticism is hardly free and open;
his preestablished conception of life and of the

universe made him singularly narrow. This is

true especially of his later articles after his

conversion to Catholicism (1900). A moralizing

tendency is evident in much of his writing,
and in his later works this becomes sheer

religious propaganda for the Catholic cause.

Studies on Christian apologetics and religious

polemics fill almost entirely his last years.
Ren Doumic (q.v.), one of Brunetire's

disciples, takes malicious pleasure in drawing
up an impressively lengthy and varied list of

his master's adversaries. Many of Brunetire's

victims were perhaps more than partially right
when they accused him of lacking finesse and
tact, of being bellicose and vitriolic; his "ego
contra" attitude too often bespeaks the pe-
dantic pessimist. In spite of genuine defects,

Brunettere's work remains that of a consci-

entious, erudite scholar; his theory on literary
evolution helped to make the study of litera-

ture more living and dynamic; his power of

generalization enabled him to build countless

"palaces of ideas" which he presented in an

invariably dialectic and discursive style. He is

forever trying to convince. The austerity and
tenseness of his criticism are fatiguing, and
readers find themselves condemning his didac-

tic manner and even disagreeing with many of

his fundamental theories, but few will with-

hold their admiration for his qualities of order,

clarity, intellectual penetration, and, at times,

robust common sense.

See: A. Darlu, M. Brunetiere el I'individua-

lisme (1898); V. Giraud, Brunetiere (1907); G.

Fonsegrive, Ferdinand Brunetiere (1908); E.

Faguet, Ferdinand Brunetiere (1911); E. Hock-

ing, Brunetiere (1936).

N. J. T.

Bryusov, Valeri Yakovlevich (1873-1924, Rus-
sian poet, critic, novelist, and translator), was
born in Moscow into a wealthy merchant

family. After graduating from the famous
Polivanov Gymnasium, he matriculated with

the historico-philological faculty of the Uni-

versity of Moscow. White still in his teens

Bryusov resolved to become a litterateur. In

1894-1895 he published at his own expense
three booklets entitled Russhiye simvolisty

(Russian Symbolists), which contained transla-

tions from and imitations of some of the more

startling examples of Western modernist

poetry. By deliberately shocking public taste

and critics steeped in the traditional themes
and forms of poetry, Bryusov became notorious

overnight. Discovering thereupon that no Rus-

sian periodical would publish his verse, he
undertook a serious study not only of Western

modernist poetry but also that of such clas-

sical Russian authors as Pushkin, Tyutchev,
and Lermontov.

By the end of the igth century his persever-
ance won him recognition as a serious critic.

In 1899 the publishing house for modernist

literature, "Scorpio," was established, and

Bryusov was asked to act on its editorial board;

later he was virtual director of its policies.

By 1904, when he had organized Vesy (The
Balance), a periodical devoted to symbolist
literature, Bryusov became the acknowledged
head of the Moscow symbolists. His literary

reputation was so well established by 1908 that

his verses and prose were welcome even in the

traditional "thick" periodicals, and from 1910
to 1912 he even had charge of the literary

department of Russkaya mysl (Russian

Thought). With the outbreak of war in 1914,

Bryusov went to the front in the capacity of a

war correspondent. He enthusiastically wel-

comed the October Revolution of 1917 and
in 1919 became a member of the Communist

Party. Throughout the early years of the

Revolution Bryusov tirelessly worked in the

various projects of the Department of Educa-

tion of the Soviet government; he founded the

Literary Institute in Moscow in 1921.

Both in his poetry and in his prose Bryusov
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appears a classicist of Russian symbolism. His

verses, often cold, appear because of their

formal perfection "chiseled in marble" or

"cast in bronze." Although Bryusov at one

time subscribed to the symbolist dictum that

poetry was born of magic, yet at heart he was

too much of a rationalist to accept fully such

a notion. Symbolism to him was a literary

style rather than philosophical interpretation
of life. Bryusov's influence on symbolist and

non-symbolist poets alike has been very great.

Much of the "literary hooliganism" of such

futurist poets as Mayakovsky (q.v.), Burlyuk,
and Khlebnikov (q-v.) was anticipated in

Bryusov's collections, Rnsskiye simvolisty;

many a symbolist poet was indebted to Bryusov
for his editorial suggestions and for his pene-

trating critical comments. Such writers as

Alexander Blok and Andrei Bely (qq-v.) re-

garded Bryusov as their teacher in poetic
form.

Bryusov's literary output has been volumi-

nous. Ideologically it reflects the influence of

French and Belgian symbolists (see French

symbolism) of Baudelaire, Verlaine, Mal-

larm, Rimbaud, Maeterlinck (qq.v.), and,

after the turn of the century, especially of

Verhaeren
(</.i/.). Bryusov's books of verse,

Chefs d'ceuvre (1895), Me Earn Esse (1897),

Tertia Vigilia (1900), Urbi et Orbi (1903),

Stephanos (iQoG),Zerkalo tenei (1912; A Mirror

of Shadows), Posledniye mechty (1920; Last

Wishes), Mig (1922; Moment), Dali (1922;

Distance), Mea (1924), reflect the development
from a passionate egocentrism toward an im-

passionate objectivity. His Opyty (1918; Ex-

periments) comprises verses of varying worth

that illustrate every kind of meter and verse

known to prosody. Bryusov's prose includes

two semihistorical novels, Ognenny angel

(1903; The Fiery Angel) and Altar pobedy
(1913; Altar of Victory), and a number of short

stories. His Dalekiye i blizkiyie (1912; The
Distant Ones and the Near) is a collection of

penetrating critical essays on Russian poetry.

Bryusov's translations include Verlaine's Ro-
mances sans paroles (1894); Verhaeren 's HI-
Itne de Sparte (1909) and his poems (Stikhi
o sovremennosti, 1907, Poems of Modernity;
Sobranie stikhotvorenii, 1911, Collected

Poems); Maeterlinck's Pelldas et Mdlisande

(1907); D'Armunzio's Francesca da Rimini

(1908); a number of poems by Oscar Wilde; and
a collection, Frantsuzskiye liriki XIX veka

(1909; French Lyrics of the igth Century).

Bryusov also wrote a number of critical works
devoted to Pushkin. His Dnevniki, 1891-1910
(1927; Diaries, 1891-1910) and a volume of

memoirs, Iz moyei zhizni (1927), are valuable

documentary evidence of an era of intellectual

turmoil and seeking.
See: Ellis (pseud, of L. L. Kobylinski),

Russkiye simvolisty (1910); P. S. Kogan, ed.,

Valeriyu Bryusovu (1924); G. Lelevich, V. Ya.

Bryusov (1924).

O. M.

Budantsev, Sergei Fyodorovich (1896-, Russian

novelist, dramatist, and short-story writer), was
born on an estate in the former Government
of Ryazan, graduated from a Gymnasium in

1915, and, after a year at the University of

Moscow, visited Persia (1916-1918); later he
worked for newspapers in Astrakhan and
Baku. He had been contributing to the pro-
vincial press since 1913, and in 1923 he brought
out his Myatezh (The Revolt), a typical civil

war novel, depicting the triumph of the Red
sailors over the Socialist Revolutionaries in a

Volga town. A more considerable work is

Sarancha (1927; The Locusts), with its com

plex plot, deepened characterization, and con-

vincing description of life and intrigue in the

Turkestan steppes. His Povest o stradaniyakh
uma (1931; A Tale of a Suffering Mind)
aroused considerable controversy, for instead

of dealing with contemporary Russia, the

author had elected to explore the eternal

problem of the meaning of human life as it

appeared to a young Russian scientist of the

Go's.

Budantsev's plays are less known, but his

stories have attracted attention and represent
a real contribution to Russian literature. Like

his novels, they often center about the conflict

of sharply differentiated psychological types;

they are carefully composed and are written in

an expressive language which makes the most

of details. These stories have been gathered in

several collections (Yaponskaya duel, 1927,
The Japanese Duel; Rasskazy, 1929, Stories;

Lyubov k zhizni> 1935, Love of Life); the best

appear in Budantsev's Izbrannoye (1936;

Selected Works). The earliest deal with per-
sonal tragedy and social injustice among
Asiatics ("Zhena"; The Wife); of the later

stories, some give a penetrating analysis of or-

dinary Soviet citizens ("Vesennyaya pesn";

Spring Song), while others, which show the

transformation of intellectuals, arc psycho

logically weaker ("Inzhener Vyazemski";

Engineer Vyazemski).
See: G. Gorbachyov, Sovremennaya russkaya

literatura (1928); "Budantsev," in Litera

turnaya entsiklopediya, Vol. I (1929); G.

Struve, Soviet Russian Literature (1935), pp.

142-145-
P. A. P.
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Bulgakov, Mikhail Afanasyevich (1891-1940,
Russian novelist and dramatist), was born in

Kiev, graduated in 1916 from the medical

school of the university there, and remained in

that city during the following troublous years
of the Revolution and civil war, when Kiev

changed hands some 10 times. Arriving poor
and unknown in Moscow in 1921, he wrote

fantastic and satirical stories later collected in

Dyaboliada (1925; The Deviliad). His two-

volume novel, Belaya Gvardiya (1925; The
White Guard), dealt not unsympathetically
with the Tin bins, a charming family of the

old Russia, undergoing in Kiev the same
terrible experiences that Bulgakov had suf-

fered. By condensing this story and in one

case combining two characters into one,

Bulgakov turned his novel into a play, Dni

Turbinykh (1926; Eng. tr., The Days of the

Turbins, 1934). This was beautifully acted by
the Moscow Art Theatre and was also pro
duccd in England and America; it is often con

siclered the best written of all Soviet plays. It

brings in all the different forces then in con-

flict in Russia the followers of the tsar, the

followers of the Ukrainian hetman, the invad-

ing German armies, the outlaws under Pet

lura. The Bolsheviks themselves never ap

pear, but at the end of the play when they
are heard approaching and singing the "Inter-

nationale," one of the characters says with

evenhanded justice: "To some this is a

prologue and to some it is an epilogue." The

play has been much discussed and has con-

tinued to hold the stage.

Bulgakov also wrote Zoikina kvartira (1926;
Zoe's Apartment), a comedy making fun of

the difficulties of Soviet life, and Bagrovy
ostrov (1928; The Purple Island), a fantastic

allegory on Soviet censorship. For the Moscow
Art Theatre he dramatized (1932) Gogol's
novel Mertvie dushi (Dead Souls). For the same
theatre he acted as "dramaturge" or selector

and arranger of the repertoire. He attempted
a sequel to his story about the Turbin family
which represerrted the White Guard officers

flying to join the forces of Denikin fight-

ing against the Red armies in the south.

This was called Beg (1936; Flight). From then

on he turned to earlier history and literature.

In Moliere (1936) he dramatized the life of the

great French playwright of the i7th century.
Don Quixote (1940) dramatizes the novel of

Cervantes, Pushkin (produced in 1943 after

Bulgakov's death) the last days in the life of

the great Russian poet of the early igth

century.
See: Gleb Struve, Soviet Russian Literature

(
1 935)> PP- 145-15*; Moskovski Khudozhest-

venny Teatr v illyustratsiyakh i dokumentakh

(938).
H. W. L. D.

Bulgarian literature. Prior to the independ-
ence of Bulgaria in 1876, the literature of

that country had been didactic or revolution-

ary in character. Authors such as Father

Paisi (1722-?) and Khristo Botev (1848-1876)
were more interested in educating their

people and rousing them to a knowledge of

their past and present than in producing
literature as ordinarily defined.

The first real man of letters was Ivan

Vazov (q.v.). For 50 years he worked in all

forms of literature, lyric and epic poetry,
short story, novel, and drama, and made him-
self the leader of a national literature in the

best sense of the word. Originally romanticist

under the influence of Victor Hugo, he set

forth realistically and optimistically the

struggles for the liberation and the develop-
ment of the Bulgarian people. At the same
time there developed a group of writers such

as Todor Genchov Vlaykov (1865-), Georgi P.

Stamatov (1869-), Anton Strashimirov (1872-),

Stoyan Mikhaylovski (1856-1927), and Aleko

Konstantinov (1863-1897), who pictured in a

realistic manner Bulgarian village life with

its various manifestations of virtue and of

evil, but who believed that with the develop
meat of better conditions the good would

finally conquer the evil.

As national stability grew and Bulgarian
social and political life became better organ-

ized, it was only natural that a tendency
should arise to bring Bulgarian literature

nearer to European models. The leader in

this movement, which at first involved an

opposition to Vazov and his school, was

Pcncho Slaveykov (1866-1912). He was the

son of the prerevolutionary poet, Petko

Rachev Slaveykov, and after some education

at home went to Leipzig in 1892 and re-

mained there until 1908. There he came
under the influence of German writers, es

pecially Goethe, Heine, and Nietzsche (q.v.) 9

and sought to translate into Bulgarian the

ideals of modern literature as he understood

them. Yet he did it largely through Bulgarian
themes in such works as Epicheshi pesni (1907;

Epic Songs), Son' na shtastie (1907; Dream ol

Happiness), and Korvava pesn' (1911-1913;

Song of Blood). He was the first Bulgarian
aesthete and deliberate artist and from his

influence developed most of Bulgarian
modernism. In the same direction worked two
of his younger contemporaries, Peyo Kracho-
lov Yavorov (1878-1914), who leaned heavily
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upon Russian and French symbolists (see

French symbolism) in resolving the discords

in the human soul, and Petko Yu. Todorov

(1879-1916), who introduced Ibsen (q.v.) into

Bulgaria and reworked many Bulgarian folk

themes in a modern psychological manner.

Among prose authors in this period, the out-

standing name is Elin Pelin (pseud, of

Dimitar Ivanov, 1878-), whose short stories

reveal Bulgarian life under the impact of

modern civilization.

The old optimistic life vanished with the

First Balkan War in 1912, when Bulgaria
failed to recover Macedonia, and with the

heavy losses of the Second Balkan War in

1913. There followed the disastrous entrance

of the country into the First World War on

the side of the Central Powers, and all these

defeats together with the hope of securing

territory which all classes of the population
believe rightfully theirs led the nation into

the Second World War on the side of the

Axis, despite the democratic character of the

people. All this has had its reflection on

modern Bulgarian literature, which since

1912 has shown signs of interest in mysticism,

especially the medieval cult of Bogomilism,
in symbolism, and in a great development of

the historical novel inspired by ancient

Bulgarian history. The outstanding poet of

this period was Dimcho Dcbelyanov (1887-

1916), who fell in the First World War and
who left a small collection of poems which

by their quality secured his fame. They num
ber barely 50 but they have made a deep im-

pression upon the Bulgarian literary world.

To the same generation belong Ivan Grozev

(1872-) with his themes drawn from the

supernatural world, and Todor Trayanov
(1882-); they are the recognized leaders of

the symbolists with a real sense of the prob-
lems of Bulgaria, as may be seen e.g., in the

latter's Bulgarski baladi (1921; Bulgarian
Ballads) and Pesen* na pesnite (1921; Song of

Songs). Other outstanding symbolists are

Nikolay Rayaov (1888-), a professor of the

history of art at the Art Academy, with his

Bogomilski legendi (1912; Bogomil Legends),
and Nikolay Liliev (1885-) with his superb
mastery of the music of verse and his yearn-

ing for solitude.

In prose Jordan lovkov (1884-1938) holds

the first rank with his stories of peasant life,

especially those about his native province of

Dobrui?. He was an accurate observer and
a good student of psychology and had an ex-

cellent command of form and style, so that

some of his works, such as Staroplaninski

legendi (1927; Legends of the Staroplanina),

can be counted among the best products of

Bulgarian literature. His early death was one
of the great losses of the modern period.
Dobri Nemirov (1882-) is another master

painter of village life, as in Bratya (1927; The
Brothers) which presents conditions at the

time of the liberation of the country. He has

also worked in the field of the historical

novel, e.g., Angeloglasniyat (1938; The Angel-
voiced Singer). Georgi Raychev (1882-) is the

leading psychological novelist and his Grekh

(1923; Sin) is one of the finest of his works.

In general, however, it is fair to say that

Bulgarian authors have handled far more

satisfactorily the problem of village life and

village reaction to modern culture than they
have subjects related to the capital or to the

leading provincial cities such as Plovdiv.

Mention should be made of Angel Karaliychev

(1902-) who has gravitated from stories of

peasant life to stories of children.

For many years Bulgarian writers were

grouped around two literary periodicals, the

Hyperion, organ of the symbolists, and the

Zlatorog (Golden Horn), which united those

artists who were seeking especially for per-
fection of form. This second ideal has been

supported by critics such as Dr. Kiril

Khristich, editor of Mysl (Thought), Vladimir

Vasilev, Konstantin Galabov, Bozhan Angelov,
and lordan Badev.

Since the beginning of the 2Oth century
women have played a prominent part in

Bulgarian literature. Dora Gabe (1886-) won
a high reputation before the First World
War and has since then devoted herself

mainly to poems for children. Elisaveta

Bagryana's collection of lyric poems, Vechnata
i svyatata (Eternity and the Saint), which
combine abstract aestheticism and true feel-

ing, were published in 1927. Anna Kamcnova

(1894-) is the leading woman prose writer.

In a somewhat different vein is Dimitri

Shishmanov's (1889-1945), Blenove kray Akro-

pola (1938; Shadows on the Acropolis), a

series of fictionalized studies on the relations

of the ancient and the modern worlds which
attracted considerable attention as a type of

intelligent sophistication that had not pre-

viously appeared in Bulgarian literature.

Shishmanov has also written a number of

successful novels and dramas.

When we reflect that Bulgarian literature

has existed as an independent art only since

the liberation of the country, and when we
take into account the stormy history of this

century, we realize how much Bulgarian
writers have achieved. They have acclimated
themselves to nearly all the forms and move-
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ments of more recent times and have suc-

ceeded in leaving their own imprint upon
each form that they adopted. Their greatest

strength is undoubtedly in the description of

peasant life, presented in all periods of its

development and in a variety of literary

forms.

See: Bulgarski pisateli, Vols. I-VI (1929-

1930); D. Shishmanov, A Survey of Bulgarian
Literature (1932); lordan Badev, Skitsi na

zhivite, (1934).
C. A. M.

Bull, Olaf (1883-1933; Norwegian lyric poet),

born in Christiania, might justly be called

the Keats of Norway: he was a dreamer, a

pure artist, a passionate lover of truth and

beauty, a master of concrete imagery, and a

matchless workman who patiently wrought
into imperishable form the full wealth of a

pensive, restless spirit. He is the one Nor-

wegian poet who was at once (Digte, 1909;

Poems) recognized as a genius and whose

writings bore from birth the stamp of death-

lessness. His "Ode to a Grecian Urn" is a

poem called "Metope" (1927), wherein mel-

ancholy over the fragility of life is woven

into a vivid setting which preserves in the

"young, eternal alabaster of poetry" a mood
like that of Keats's "still unravished . . .

quietness." His themes were those of all great

lyric writers nature, love, beauty, death, and

the poet's self. He sang the nature of

Christiania, particularly the northern spring
in its earliest, most auspicious moments,

vivifying every nuance of color and light

among the shadows. In love he sought the

ideal beauty that is glimpsed but never won,

dwelling much on memory, concretely and

presently imaged, in which he found the true

eternity. His goal was to experience poetically
the entire universe, and he pursued it by

delving deeply into history, biology, geology,
and other branches of learning, as well as by
direct, acute perception of the outer world.

This goal required an intense objectification

of his experiences, expressed in life by a

completely bohemian, asocial existence, in

poetry by a constant veiling of the immediacy
of experience in allusion, myth, or poetic

imagery. He also hid behind a self-ironic

humor which can often be utterly charming.
In his last years poems of a less esoteric

nature, showing a warmer contact with nation

and society, came into being (De hundrede

aar, 1928, The Hundred Years; Ignis ardens,

1932), but in the midst of this new and fruit-

ful development his life was cut short by
disease. Bull is generally named in one breath

with Norway's masters of lyric verse, Werge-
land, Bjornson (q.v.), Vogt (q.v.). He lacks

their social stature and their urge to action,

but he shares their cosmic feeling and daring

imagery and exceeds them in chiseled per-
fection of form. Some of his most unfor-

gettable poems deal with the laws of fantasy
and the poet's difficult art, which he once de-

scribed as "festively forging parted thoughts
together." His published poems are only a

fraction compared with what he himself re-

jected, and not one of them was ever revised

after publication. His sense of form extended

beyond rhyme and rhythm into the very
sound texture of his lines, which he wove

together in a rich but subtle assonance. The
aristocratic form of his poetry won him
admirers among the fastidious rather than
the multitude. It is occasionally overloaded
with imagery and allusion to the point of un-

clarity, but is always imaginative, tender, yet
virile in its unflinching view of the world.

In form and spirit he has much in common
with the French symbolists (see French sym-
bolism), especially Paul Valcry (q.v.), and he
has learned from Bergson (q.v.), but his own

singular genius is apparent in every line.

See: T. Aurell, et al, "Olaf Bull," Samtiden

(1922, 1930, 1933, 1939); K. Elster, "Three

Lyric Poets of Norway," American-Scandi-
navian Review, XIII (1925), 653-665; J.

Knutzen, "Motiver i Olaf Bulls produksjon,"
Nordisk tidskrift, V (1929), 281-296.

E. H.

Bunin, Ivan Alekseyevich (1870-, Russian

novelist, short-story writer, and poet), 1933
winner of the Nobel award, is the most dis-

tinguished artist of contemporary Russian

letters. In an external sense he belongs to the

tradition represented by Aksakov, Leo Tol-

stoy (q.v.), Goncharov, Turgenev (q.v.), and
Chekhov (q.v.); in style and content his work
is a culmination of that tradition, broken

abruptly by the 1917 Revolution. In a more
fundamental sense, however, he is a unique
and original figure, closely akin to many of

the newest voices in literature, not merely the

end of an epoch.
Bunin was born in Voronezh, of landown-

ing nobility, whose ancestors included the

poet Zhukovsky. His childhood and youth
were spent in rural Central Russia in the

atmosphere of a declining gentry. He was

educated at the Yelets Gymnasium and the

University of Moscow. He made his dbut in

literature with a volume of poems (1891) and
a prose volume (1892), besides several brilliant

translations, notably of the poems of Byron,
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Tennyson, and Longfellow (The Song of

Hiawatha). In 1903 he was awarded the

coveted Pushkin prize, which placed him in

the front rank of Chekhov's successors. In

1909 the Russian Academy of Sciences elected

him one of 12 honorary members (correspond-

ing to the "Immortals" of the French

Academy). During this period Bunin traveled

extensively in Italy, Turkey, the Balkans,

Greece, North Africa, the Near and Far East.

Though associated with the Znanie group of

young realists led by Gorky, Bunin avoided

affiliation with either political or literary

innovators. For this reason and because his

first work was largely poetry, he did not

acquire fame until his novel Derevnya (1910;

Eng. tr., The Village, 1923) was published. A
diptych of peasant life, it inaugurated a long
series of works indicting the darkness and

barbarity of rural existence, particularly be-

fore the 1905 Revolution and the Stolypin

agrarian reform. Sukhodol (1911-1912; Eng.
tr., "Dry Valley," in The Elaghin Affair and
Other Stories, 1935), in the same genre, a

story of the fall of the house of Khrushchov,
and Derevnya belong among the most power-
ful examples of Russian prose. loann Rydalets

(1913; loann the Weeper) and Chasha zhizni

(1914; The Cup of Life), collections of poems
and stories in the same vein, were followed

by Gospodin iz San Frantsisko (1916; Eng. tr.,

The Gentleman from San Francisco and
Other Stories, 1923), his best-known story
noticed especially in the Nobel citation. A
miracle of artistic economy, it relates the

sudden death of an American millionaire in

Capri, its theme that of Ecclcsiastes, "Vanity
of vanities, saith the preacher, all is vanity."
An intransigent anti-Bolshevik, Bunin

emigrated to France (1919), where he has

since resided. Roza lerikhona (1923; The Rose

of Jericho) and Solnichnyi udar (1927; The
Sunstroke) are collections of stories and verse.

Mitina lyubov (1924-1925; Eng. tr., Mitya's
Love, 1926), a short novel of rare terseness

and insight, is a study of early love with its

mingled sensuality and idealism. Zhizn

Arseneva; istoki dnei (1930; Eng. tr., The
Well of Days, 1933), the first part of a long
work, is a novelized autobiography compar-
able with those of Aksakov and Tolstoy, but

more somber and searching. Bozhie drevo

(1931; God's Tree), short stories, Osvobozh-
denie Tolstovo (1937; The Liberation of

Tolstoy), Elle (1938), and Tyomnye allei

(1943; Dark Alleys) are his most recent works.

Bunin has been widely translated and several

volumes of his finest stories appear in English
The Dreams of Chang and Other Stories

(1923), Grammar of Love (1934), and The

Elaghin Affair and Other Stories mentioned
above. Besides the title stories, among the

most remarkable are "A Night Conversation"

(1911) and "A Goodly Life" (1911), both

peasant stories of cruelty and violence, the

latter told in the vernacular with extraordi-

nary phonetic accuracy; "Brethren" (1914),

the tragedy of a Colombo rickshaw man and
a bitter comment on imperialism; "Light

Breathing" (1916), about the seduction and
murder of a well-born young girl; "Gautami"

(1919), an Eastern parable on the acceptance
of life; and "The Cicadas" (1925; the dates

given are those of the original Russian), an

exquisite prose poem embodying his artistic

credo.

Bunin evades easy category. As a poet he

is allied with the Parnassians, rather than

with the symbolists. His conception of life

is that of a poet, and this attitude informs

all his prose. His understanding is primarily
a tragic one, but he affirms the eternal beauty
and meaning of life. He has a profound sense

of its continuity beyond material experience
and of the significance of atavistic memory.
The supreme mysteries of love and death are

the mainsprings of his creative power. For

all the searing social criticism implied in

much he has written, his chief concern is

with the soul of man, which he reveals with

marvelous skill and insight. Bunin should not

be read hastily. A painter rather than a

narrator or an analyst, he is outwardly ob-

jective, though actually his personality is

never absent. The structure of his work is

elemental, bare, and symmetrical, with few

characters and little plot. He has a phenome-
nal faculty of observation, as if endowed with

"eagle's eyes for Day and the owl's for

Night," and a gift for creating atmosphere,
in which all the sensory equipment serves to

convey texture, shape, color, taste, and odor.

In his descriptions he chooses always the

precise word, for its rhythmic and emotional

relation to the sentence as well as for its

connotation. Since his effects are often those

of style, an adequate translation is almost

impossible.
The clinical detachment and the merciless

veracity of his work, particularly of his early
and middle career, relate him to the great
realists. In latter years this phase has in-

creasingly given place to one more lyrical and

philosophical. His preoccupation with love

and death, as well as the sensuous beauty of

his language and the exotic element of his

many foreign tales, allies him with the

romanticists. In his impeccable restraint, in
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the symmetry and logic of his form and the

perfection of his style, he belongs with the

classicists. He has been criticized for his un-

contemporaneousness, but a less partisan

future may revise this opinion. Edmond

Jaloux has pointed out the increasing pre-

dominance in recent literature of "magic
realism/' whereby daily experience is made
to reveal the signs, the symbols, the poetry
of life. Such is Bunin's art, which deals with

unchanging verities rather than with the

dilemmas, however acute, of a shifting

politico-social arena. Controversy aside, he is

the acknowledged master of the Russian

language and a weaver of tales that for

clarity, beauty, and veracity rank with the

finest.

See: G, Struve, "The Art of Ivan Bunin,"

Slavonic Review, XI (i932~i933)> 423~436 > F -

Stepun, "Ivan Bunin/' Sovremennyia zapiski,

N. S.

Burte, Hermann (pseud, of Hermann Striibe,

1879-, German dramatist, novelist, and poet),

comes from a South German family of artisans

and peasants. His work was determined by
race consciousness and interest in aesthetics.

He spent years in France and England, study-

ing art. The Renaissance, Shakespeare, Byron
and Ruskin, Rabelais and French drama, left

deep impressions on him. His one-act plays in

Drei Einakter (1907) are first attempts, sup-

porting the principle that the world belongs

only to the strong and healthy. Love for an

English lady inspired the 154 sonnets of

Patricia (1910), which also present a broad

view of the poet's attitude toward God, the

world, and man. Despite the occasional use of

immaturely exaggerated language, it is a

strong poetic creation. A second collection of

sonnets, Die Flugelspielerin (1913), shows the

poet greatly improved in discipline and re-

straint. Returning from abroad, he decided

the Germans were sunk in godless materialism,

slavishly subject to all currents of foreign

thought. He wrote the novel Wiltfeber, der

ewige Deutsche (1912), an irate discourse on

religion, art, folk, and fatherland, composed in

a cyclic arrangement 12 chapters distributed

over 24 hours of one day and written in a

language of rhythmic force and beauty. This

work, for which Burte received the Kleist

prize, tries to show that modern civilization,

the ideas of Rousseau and Marx, lead to decay.
A change can only come through an anti-

Jewish Christianity, through a Nietzschean

will to reform, and through a return to life

close to the soil. The swastika is hailed, long

before Hitler, as the sign of German rebirth.

In the dramas Herzog Utz (1913) and Katie

(1914) Burte follows in the path of Kleist and
Hebbel. Utz goes on from love of woman to

work and duty, the way of a true ruler; Katte
is a sacrifice to the ultimate welfare of the
state. In his play Simson (1917) Burte empha-
sizes his nationalist-racist attitude by stating
that "he who is without folk is without God."
In later dramas and poems, though they are

mature and well written, he does not strike

any particularly new note. He has made an

interesting translation of poems of Voltaire,

Gedichte (1934).
See: A. Soergel, Dichtung und Dichter der

Zeit, 19, Auflage (1928), pp. 1037-1044.
W. K. P.

Busch, Wilhelm (1832-1908, German humor-
ist and illustrator), was born in Wiedensahl,
Hanover, the son of a general-store keeper.
His uncommon mathematical ability seeming
to indicate engineering as his proper vocation,
he attended the polytechnic institute in Han-
over. However, his passion for graphic art

proved to be dominant, and in 1851 he went
to Diisseldorf to study painting. Dissatisfied

with the trends he found in vogue there, he
transferred in 1852 to Antwerp, where he came

permanently under the spell of the great
realists of the Netherlands Rubens, Hals,

Brouwer, Teniers, Ostade. The decade 1854-

1864 he spent in Munich, then the leading art

center, but basically no better suited to his

temperament than Diisseldorf. In the art colo

ny he soon attracted attention by his inciden

tal productions, caricatures, costume designs,
comic drawings, and also humorous and origi

nal writings (an operetta, Der Vetter auf

Besuch, was performed in the Residenz

theater). Thus he came to the notice of Cas

par Braun, publisher of the comic weekly

Fliegende Blatter. Braun's invitation to con

tribute coincided with an ebb in Busch 's funds

(1859); it proved to be the hand of fate that

beckoned. For it led Busch into a field which

was peculiarly his own and in which his un

disputed mastery carried him to a unique
eminence in German letters. No other German

poet before or since has produced work so

abounding in familiar quotations of humorous
character; keen observation, an uncompromis-
ing realism tinged with pessimism, and a gift

for terse and pungent utterance combine in

these masterpieces of epigrammatic brevity.

Work for the weekly soon led to the creation

of pictorial series (the original of the wordless

comic strip) and to even more popular be-

cause quotable versified stories with ap-
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propriate illustrations. The first of these, Max
und Moritz (1865; Eng. tr., Max and Maurice,

1871), tapping the inexhaustible theme of the

naughty boy, made him a byword in every
German household and fixed his literary char-

acter, though not quite authentically, for all

time. Outstanding among his other picture
stories are Schnurrdiburr oder die Bienen

(1869; Eng. tr., Buzz a buzz; or, The Bees,

1872), Der heilige Antonius (1870), Balduin

Bahlamm, der verhinderte Dichter (1881), and
Maler Klecksel (1883). The last two present
humorous aspects of his own frustrations.

Genuine poetic talent is revealed in Kritik des

Herzens (1871), philosophic acumen in Edu-
ards Traum (1891; Eng. tr., Edward's Dream,

1909) exceptional autobiographic ability in

"Was mich betrifft" (1886). Busch's pre-
eminence as poet of "superior nonsense" is

challenged in the 2oth century only by
Christian Morgenstern (q.v.}.

See: Fritz Winther, Wilhelm Busch als

Dichter, Kunstler, Psychologe und Philosoph

(1910).

B. Q. M.

Busken Huet, Coenraad (1826-1886, Dutch

journalist and critic), born at The Hague,
studied theology at Leiden and Geneva and
became pastor of the Walloon Church at

Haarlem in 1851. He incurred the disapproval
of his congregation when he published his

Brieven over den Bijbel (1858; Letters about
the Bible), because the book was too out-

spoken a confession of his modernism. He
resigned from the ministry in 1862 and started

on a journalistic career in the editorial office

of De opregte Haarlemsche Courant (The
Outspoken Haarlem Courant). A series of

lectures by Huet on Dutch literature of the

last decade of the i8th century attracted the

attention of Potgieter (q.v.} t who made him a

member of the editorial board of De Gids

(The Guide). But here again his fiery, un-

compromising spirit soon came into conflict

with the other editors. They forced him out in

1865, an(J Potgieter, who sided with Huet,
went out with him. Huet became editor of De
Javabode (The Java Messenger), a daily paper

published in Batavia, Java. In 1872 he founded
there his own paper, called Algemeen Dagblad
van Nederlandsch Indie (General Journal of

Netherlands India). But in 1876 he retired

from newspaper work and settled down with
his wife and son in Paris to devote himself

entirely to writing and literary criticism. He
was a follower of Sainte-Beuve, of whom he
wrote in In Memoriam (1870): "He has been
for many of us an apostle, a mentor, a shep-

herd/' Huet was a relentless critic of Dutch
letters, but from his Huguenot ancestry he had
inherited a mental agility and grace that en-

abled him to give the damning verdict the

flavor of a compliment. His literary essays and
book reviews have been collected in Litera-

rische Fantasien en Kritieken (25 vols., 1881-

1888; Literary Fantasies and Criticisms). His

best-known work is Het Land van Rembrandt

(1884; The Country of Rembrandt), a history
of Dutch culture which is a lasting monument
to Rembrandt's country and to the author

himself.

See: J. Tielrooy, Cd. Busken Huet et la

litterature franfaise; essai de biographie in-

tellectuelle (1923).

A. J. B.

Busse, Carl (1872-1918, German lyricist, novel-

ist, and literary critic), was born in Linden

stadt, Posen. After receiving his doctorate from
Rostock University (1898; his thesis was No-
valis* Lyrik), he went to Berlin to devote him-

self earnestly to a literary career, both as a

creative artist and as a literary scholar.

Busse became known to a cultured German

public through his Gedichte (1892), composed
in finished rhythm, distinguished by a sprightly
undercurrent of optimism, and characterized

by a genuine love of nature. Further collec-

tions of poetry followed: Neue Gedichte

(1895), Vagabunden (1901), and Heilige Not

(1910). The last named, in particular, strikes a

note of deep and introspective contemplation.
In general, it may be said that Busse's poems
are influenced by German romanticism

strongly tempered, however, by the realistic

tendencies of Theodor Storm and Detlev von
Liliencron (qq.v.). His poetry strives toward

a combination of romanticism and poetic
realism.

In addition to poetry, Busse wrote novels

which, for the greater part, deal with life in

his native region, the German-Polish boundary
areas. His Schiller von Polajewo appeared in

1900 and was followed by Im polnischen Wind

(1906), Das Gymnasium zu Lengowo (1907),
Die Hoermanns (1909), and Winhelgliich

(1918). Busse edited two anthologies, Neuere
deutsche Lyrik (1895) anc^ Deutsche Kriegs
lieder (1915). He wrote an excellent Ge-

schichte der deutschen Dichtung im neunzehn-

ten Jahrhundert (1901) and an impressive
Geschichte der Weltliteratur (2 vols., 1910-

G. K.

Butti, Enrico Annibale (1868-1912, Italian

playwright and novelist), born in Milan of a
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well-to-do family, was versatile and tempera-
mental. At the University of Pavia his major
interests were physics and mathematics. Aban-

doning these studies, he transferred to the

University of Modena where he took a law

degree, though his experience in this pro-
fession was very short-lived. A musician of

more than average ability, he was one of the

more ardent admirers of Wagner and helped
secure a sympathetic audience for him in Italy.

Butti was wracked by chronic illness, and his

literary career was blighted by the presenti-
ment that his days would be brief. In spirit

and temperament he was a kinsman of the

anemic crepuscolari who, in plaintive and

nostalgic tones, sang of the innocent joys of

their sheltered childhood. Essentially an ideal-

ist, he cherished an inner sympathy for the

positivists and rationalists. Their philosophic
theories with their social, economic, scientific,

aud moral implications appealed to his heart;

but the social deterioration of his time

dampened his faith. This conflict between his

yearning for the ideal and the impact of a

stern reality accentuated both his pessimism
and his habit of introspection.

Such was Butti the man, and the artist in

him faithfully reflects these qualities. It is not

surprising therefore to find that the pre-

dominant note in Butti's novels (L'Automa,

1892; L'Anima, 1893; L'Immorale, 1894;

L'Incantesimo, 1897) is a predilection for phil-

osophical musings. The author's incurable

preoccupation with ideas still unclarified in

his own mind tends to blur his characters and

fetter their actions. Turning to the drama,
Butti hoped to invest his ideas with dramatic

force and elevate the tone of the Italian theatre

by neutralizing the influence of the French

naturalists and of Antoine's Theatre Libre

(see French naturalism; Antoine). However,
his early plays Paolo Errnoli and // Frutto

amaro (both published only in 1912), written

in collaboration with Cesare Hanau, as well as

Fiamme nell'ombra (1907), were in the preva-
lent naturalistic mariner. That his principal
aim was not to entertain but to induce his

audiences to ponder the problems of the day
is shown in La Corsa al piacere (1900), Una

Tempesta (1901), and Lucifero (1903), in

which he successively treats the themes of

pleasure as an end in itself, the theory of

socialism, and the soul's need for religion.

These plays reverberate with faint echoes from

Ibsen's (q-v.) world, but the drama never

attains the white heat of the Norwegian
master. Butti's protagonists, like their creator,

are disillusioned rationalists; the vision which
animates their thoughts and actions is that of

a freer and more humane civilization. Un-

fortunately, in contrast to Ibsen's determined,
virile characters, Butti's creatures give up their

lofty designs at the first clash with reality, ad-

mitting that they have been deceived and
defeated. The same theme of man's struggle to

break the shackles of reality and his ultimate

capitulation to traditional social forms is found
in L'Utopia (1894), La Fine d'un idcale (1898),
and in Sempre cost (1911). The plays which

brought him the greatest success were //

Cuculo (1907) and L'Intermezzo (1912), which
sounded a gay and cheerful note instead of the

somber, thoughtful strains so characteristic of

most of his work. Other plays are // Vortice

(1892), // Gigante ed i pigmei (1903), Tutto per
nulla (1906), Nel paese della fortuna (1911),
and // Castello del sogno (1910). This last

named, a dramatic poem in four acts, besides

epitomizing the author's philosophical creed,
contains passages with fresh and arresting

images of unsurpassed beauty in which
words glow with a new and profound mean-

ing.

See: G. A. Borgese, La Vita e il libra, I (1910),

173-183; C. Levi, Rivista teatrale italiana

(1912), pp. 321-337; A. Tilgher, La Scena e la

vita (1925), pp. 121-125.
P. P.M.

Buysse, Cyriel (1859-1932, Flemish novelist),
was born at Nevele, near Ghent, in the prov-
ince of East Flanders, the son of a wealthy
manufacturer. Originally he worked in his

father's weaving mill and for this business

spent two years, 1885 and 1886, in the United
States. On the ship which took him back to

Belgium he wrote his first short novel, De
Biezenstekker (The Reed Cutter), which was

published in 1890 in De Nieuwe Gids (The
New Guide, Amsterdam), then the leading

periodical in the Netherlands. In 1893 ap-

peared Buysse's first great novel, Het Recht
van de Sterkste (The Right of the Strongest).
From that time until his death he wrote

numerous novels and short stories. His finest,

and also best-known, works are Het Leven
van Roseke van Dalen (1906; The Life of

Rosy van Dalen), Het Ezelken (1910; The
Little Donkey), and Tantes (1924; Aunts).

Buysse was an associate founder of the

periodical Van Nu en Straks (Today and To-

morrow), and after this was discontinued he

established, with Louis Couperus (q.v.) and
W. G. van Nouhuys, the literary monthly
Groot Nederland (Great Netherland). This is

still in existence. In 1932 he was raised to the

peerage by the king of the Belgians with the

title of Baron van Deurle. Cyriel Buysse
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ranks as the greatest narrator of Flanders; in

his style he shows some similarity to Guy cle

Maupassant (r/.t;.).
He depicted the life of the

farmers and of the middle-class people in

the region between the rivers Scheldt and

132

Leie with penetrating accuracy and without

compassion.
See: Robert Rocmans, Kritische Bibliografie

van Cyriel Buysse (1931).

J. G.

Caillavet, Gaston Annan de (1870-1915, French

dramatist), a Parisian by birth and, one might
say, by estate, grew up in the charmed circle of

his mother's salon where Anatole France (q*v.)

reigned supreme. There he met Robert dc
Flers (q*v.), with whom he was to form a

literary partnership as close and fortunate as

that of Meilhac and Halvy a generation be-

fore.

Begun under such auspices, the two authors'

collaboration could not but retain a dis-

tinctively refined quality. Witty, urbane, and

tolerant, mildly naughty, mildly romantic,

mildly ironical, their librettos (with musical
scores by Claude Terrasse, Andr Mcssagcr,
Gabriel Piern<5) and such light comedies as Les

Sentiers de la vertu (1903), Miquette et sa mere

(1906), L'Ane de Buridan (1909), and La Belle

Aventure (1913; in collaboration with Etienne

Rey) recall the exquisite daintiness of a Pari-

sian gown or a champagne supper at the Bois.

Primerose (1911) borders more decidedly on
the sentimental, whereas Monsieur Brotonneau

(1914), their last play, seemed to presage an
evolution toward deeper character study.

Particularly outstanding, however, is the

trilogy Le Rot (1908; in collaboration with
Emmanuel Ar6ne), hilariously funny as it

records the unedifying escapades of visiting

royalty; Le Bois sacre (1910), a broadside
directed at those who worship official titles;

and L'Habit vert (1912), a humorous caricature

of the French Academy. These three plays,
more meaningly satirical, yet brimming with a

joie de vivre that is no more, perhaps evoke
best the brilliant and subtle atmosphere of the
old Parisian boulevard in its twilight.

See: Cesare Levi, Autori drammatici francesi

(
1 923) PP- 275-306; Jeanne Maurice-Pouquet
(Mme Gaston de Caillavet by her first mar-

riage), Le Salon de Mme Arman de Caillavet

(19156); Francis de Croisset, La Vie parisienne
au theatre (1929).

J.-A. B.

C&mara, Joao da (1852-1908, Portuguese
dramatist and short-story writer), was a mem-
ber of the nobility who began his literary
career in the yo's of the last century by writ-

ing one-act plays for the theatre. Through

them he acquired skill for the later dramatic
works which placed him among the foremost

dramatists of the post-romantic period in

Portugal.
Besides pretentious historical dramas in

verse, such as Afonso VI (1890) and Alcacer-

Kebir (1891), he enriched the Portuguese
stage with some 10 plays in prose, all of

which are essentially realistic and present

pictures either of Lisbon life or of that of

Alemtejo in southern Portugal. In the Lisbon

group he is inclined to depict the scandalous,
as in O pdntano (n.d.; The Swamp). Works of

the Alemtejo group reveal traits which arc

characteristic of the rugged rural Portuguese
stock. In A triste viuvinha (n.d.; The Sad
Little Widow) the action takes place in a

small town in Baixo Alemtejo, though it

might well have occurred in any other small
town in Portugal, for it stresses a family trait

peculiar to the primitive Catholic society of

the country. Os velhos (1893; Old People) is

genuinely regionalistic and portrays many
splendid but simple folks of Alemtejo.
Though Cfunara excels in the drama, he

also deserves mention as a storyteller with a

certain delicacy of style. His single volume of

stories is Contos (1900; Short Stories), and he
is at his best in "As estrelas do cego" (The
Blind Man's Stars), a masterly Christmas

sketch, a mood of Christmas as diaphanous
and airy as the theme of the story. Though
he attempted the novel, his works in that
field leave much to be desired.

See: C. de Figueiredo, Figuras literdrias

(1906), pp. 307-308; A. F. G. Bell, Portuguese
Literature (1922), pp. 311, 326-327.

G. I. D.

Camba, Julio (1884-, Spanish humorist), was
born at Villanueva de Arosa in Galicia. He
began to write when still in his teens and has
since been on the staff of all the most impor-
tant Madrid papers, but his work was mainly
done abroad. He has lived as a special corre-

spondent in several European and American
countries and has given, in a particular type
of short article created by him, a humoristic
and satirical view of the daily life in those
countries. He defined himself. adootinir the
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title of one of his books, as a traveling frog.

In his works the life of the modern world is

seen through the eyes of a typical Spaniard
and a man of rare insight. He writes also

about Spain, adopting for that the European
view acquired in his travels. Camba's literary

value rests on a great originality and a

sharply cold intelligence which enable him to

perceive the contrasts between different

countries and the ridiculous side of life in all

of them. He is gifted with unfailing logic in

examining and showing the absurdity of all

national or human prejudice. Apparently a

skeptic and often a cynic who laughs at the

useless worries of men, Camba nevertheless

reveals in his writings a serious and uncom-

promising respect for real values. He has

dealt at times with fundamental Spanish

problems in a thoughtful manner. Like other

contemporary writers, he has tried to under-

stand Spain in its similarities to and differ-

ences from modern Europe. As Federico de

Om's (q.v.) has pointed out, Camba's comic

interpretation of Spain in contrast to Europe
is closely related to the profound interpreta-
tions made by the great Spanish writers of

our epoch such as Costa, Ganivet, Unamuno,
Ortega, Azorin (qq.v.), and others. His best

books, made up of collections of his articles,

are Alemania; impresiones de un espailol and

Londres; impresiones de un espafiol (both

1916); Un ano en el otro mundo (1917) and
La ciudad automdtica (1932), about the

United States; La rana viajera (1920);

Aventuras de una peseta (1923); Sobre casi

todo and Sobre casi nada (both 1928); and
Haciendo de republica (1934).

See: F. de Onfs, "El humorismo de Julio
Camba/

9

Hispania, X (1927), 167-175.
A. del R.

Camino, Le6n Felipe, see Le6n-Felipe.

Campana, Dino (1885-1932, Italian poet), was
born in Marradi, a small town north of

Florence. From early youth he gave evidence

of peculiarity and even mental disorder. People
of his native town spoke of him as that "strange
son of the school superintendent/' As a young
man he became interested in chemistry and for

a time studied at the University of Bologna,
but because of his unorthodox ideas and his

dangerous experiments he was expelled. Then

Campana began a series of wanderings to

distant lands in Europe, to the Americas, then

again across Europe. He volunteered in the

First World War, but no sooner was he made a

sergeant in the Italian army than he began to

show unmistakable signs of derangement and

was promptly discharged. His mental insta-

bility finally caused his confinement to the in-

sane asylum of Castel Pucci, where he died in

1932. Campana's life was also a constant

struggle with material difficulties. He at-

tempted many trades and endured many bitter

experiences. He became a kind of modern

Ulysses whose journeys took him to the haunts
of gauchos, miners, gypsies, beggars, organ-

grinders, stokers, anarchists, and mountebanks.
In Canti orfici (1914; ad ed., 1928), a collec-

tion of poems and his one claim to literary
fame, Campana gives expression to the human
disappointments that were his and to the

spiritual exaltation with which he tried to

soothe them. Opposition of pagan and
Christian worlds is central in his poetry. Men
of letters like Papini and Soffici (qq.v.), who
were the first to recognize Campana's worth,

immediately discerned a deep and vibrant

lyrical form in the "fragments" of the Canti.

P. M. R.

Campanile, Achille (1900-, Italian humorist),
was born and has resided chiefly in Rome,
where, beginning in the early 2o's, he wrote

successively for three newspapers the Idea

nazionale, the Tribuna, and the Gazzetta del

popolo. On the Gazzetta del popolo he occu-

pied the especially created post of humorous

correspondent. He contributed also to the

humorous paper Travaso delle idee, to the

magazine 900, founded by Bontcmpelli (q.v.)

and Malaparte (pseud, of Curzio Suckert, q.v.},

and to the humorous periodical Sette bello,

revived and edited under his own direction.

In 1925, under the influence of the futurist

theatre, he wrote a series of pranks in play
form (some were dramatized puns consisting
of two speeches apiece), later collected under
the title L'Inventore del cavallo (1927). In the

years 1927-1934 were published a second vol-

ume of short pieces, eight novels, and a volume
of semiserious prose sketches. Campanile es-

tablished with these a humorous genre new to

Italy, bringing it to perfection and eventually

wearing out his initial rich inventiveness

within it. In general his writing might remind
American readers of Robert Benchley or of

James Thurber, for whose sorties into the im-

possible a special public has gradually been

prepared. But it could remind Italian readers

of nothing in their literary past; his work was,

as far as this may ever be, an absolutely fresh

experience, precipitating an utterly new vein

of exuberant, inventive, excruciating funniness

into Italian literature. Partisanship for and

against Campanile was sharp in the early 30*3;

a considerable army of admirers arose and
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were angrily challenged by readers who
claimed that human intelligence had been

insulted by the publication of such nonsense.

Whatever is solemn by tradition or pre-

sumption is material for Campanile's special

brand of wit-tickling; his books are a long
series of hilarious deflations of stock poses
and stereotyped manners, notably lacking

in that element of cynicism that characterizes

most Italian professional humor. The style is

serious and elegant, the events and characters

preposterous. The reader is given a view of a

choice assortment of human foibles which,

first reflected by distorting mirrors, are then

allowed the full logical development of the

new shape. Conversation, mood, and conven-

tion arc handled with similar pointed dis-

respect. And plot is always matched to detail.

In Ma che cosa quest'amore? (1927), e.g., the

plot hinges upon the following situation: five

men, traveling in a railroad compartment
which harbors also a beautiful lady, are in-

dividually seized by speculation as to whether

or not it would be advisable to try to kiss her

when the train enters a tunnel; the train

enters a tunnel, no one dares to kiss the lady,
nonetheless a kiss and a resounding slap are

heard; all five men now devote as much of theii

futures as the book recounts to discovering

who, indeed, received the distinction of that

slap. In the unfolding of this drama we are

treated to a horse who is a confirmed equine

lady-chaser, a distinguished Latinist who
achieved his culture as a result of searching
his father's library for money hidden between

the leaves of books, a petulant sea captain
whose crew teases him, a peroxide-blond young
man, a professional thinker, and a character

known as the Late-lamented Don Ilario Rossi.

It is difficult to make a comparative evalua-

tion of Campanile's books, since in a genre so

special every reader forms his own criteria of

excellence. Ma che cosa e quest
9amore? is one

of the best liked and most spontaneous, yet it

suffers undeniably from paddings of sheer silli-

ness and from the episodic nature of its con-

struction. Se la luna mi porta fortuna (1928)

contains passages which are probably slated

for a unique immortality, but it is overlong.

Agosto, moglie mia non ti conosco (1930)
seems by all means the most spontaneous, the

most pointed, and the most amusingly con-

structed of all these novels. Chiarastella (1934),

on the other hand, is certainly the weakest in

every
'

respect, giving no hint of the author's

real creativity. Cantilena aWangolo della

strada (1933)1 which lies outside the humorous
classification by intention, is a series of city

sketches and impressions of strictly limited

and casual interest.

I. B.

Campoamor, Ram6n de (1817-1901, Spanish

poet, essayist, and politician), was born at

Navia in Asturias. An attack of adolescent

mysticism made him seek, unsuccessfully, ad-

mission into the Society of Jesus. In Madrid
he studied in desultory fashion medicine,

biological sciences, mathematics, and astron-

omy. As a politician he was conservative and
a staunch monarchist. Enjoying moderate
economic comfort, he lived a pleasant and

tranquil life. This had a telling effect on his

temperament; he was emotionally well poised,

spiritually placid, and intellectually serene.

He was a solid, contented, middle-class gentle-
man without deep urges or disturbing pre-

occupations.
Fundamental to an understanding of Cam-

poamor is his worship of the intelligence.
When the study of science failed to reveal to

him the ultimate meaning of life, he turned

to meditation of a superficially metaphysical
character. With a certain amount of philo-

sophic levity he regarded himself as a thinker

and metaphysician. He was encouraged by
the attention paid to his controversies with

Emilio Castelar (q.v.) on human progress and
with Juan Valera (q.v.) on the relation be-

tween metaphysics and poetry. A partial
record of his intellectual quest is contained

in El personalismo (1855) an^ Lo absoluto

(1865), both in prose, and in El drama uni-

versal (1869), a pretentious work in verse.

However, Campoamor began his literary
career as a poet. In Ternezas y flores (1840)
and Ayes del alma (1842) one can already
discern his desire to forge a form appropriate
to his temperament, a poetic mold different

from the rhetorical style of the traditionalists

as well as from the verbalism, eloquence,
and artificial enthusiasm of the romanticists.

It is not necessary to wait until Doloras (1846)
and Pequenos poemas (1872-1874) to see that

Campoamor is concerned less with emotion,

spirit, and nature than with subjective and

completely personal impressions of human
behavior. Not excluding sentiment altogether,
he deals with it analytically and even psy-

chologically. Material phenomena and human
values have little worth for him as expository
or emotional poetic content; he converts

everything into philosophic or metaphysical
substance. Faithful to his motto of "art for

idea's sake," he rarely paints or sings; he com-
ments on life and draws blueprints of it.
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Campoamor reveals no unified outlook on
life. Disillusioned about the capacity of the

intelligence to grasp absolute truths, he aims

to demonstrate the relativity of all human
values. His observations are frequently con-

tradictory; hence his apparent pessimism and

optimism, skepticism and faith, liberalism

and conservatism. His equivocal attitudes con-

fused his contemporaries, and his poetry
aroused controversies. In retrospect, however,
he appears as a genial thinker who found it

more pleasant to view life serenely than to

be baffled by its mysteries.

Campoamor believed that he created new

poetic values in substance and in form. He
claimed originality for the dolora, pequeno
poema, and humorada, the molds for his most

popular verse. For convenient definition it

may be stated that a humorada is a brief epi

grammatic composition of sculptural con

tours; a dolora is, in Campoamor's own words,

a dramatic elaboration of a humorada; and a

pequeno poema is only an extended dolora.

The poetic quality of all these forms is fairly

uniform, predetermined by the author's con

viction that rhyme and rhythm alone dis

tinguish poetry from prose and that qualities
like cadence, imagery, color, and musicality
matter less than brevity, contrast, and dra-

matic style.

Campoamor's phenomenal popularity dur

ing his lifetime is understandable. In the

equivocal and oft conflicting tendencies of

his so-called philosophical reflections every-
one found something to confirm his beliefs or

doubts, prejudices or convictions. His pseudo

skepticism suited an age that lacked the spir-

itual energy to sustain long struggles after

initial clashes, the more so since this skepti-

cism is cleverly seasoned with sentimentality,
mild piety, and surface conformity. Much of

Campoamor's verse is inartistic and even un

poetical, and much of his thinking does not

rise above the commonplace, but these short-

comings are in part obscured by his broad

grace, humor, irony, and homespun wisdom.

Few probably were inspired by his poetry of

ideas, but none failed to derive momentary
satisfaction from it. And an important factor

contributing to its popularity is the ease with

which it can be memorized because of its

epigrammatic form.

Present-day opinion has reacted against

Campoamor, perhaps with excessive violence.

Even when stripped of poetic values in the

light of advanced aesthetic standards, he
nevertheless deserves commendation for his

independence. He owed nothing to his prede-

cessors and followed no contemporary vogues
in poetry. The oft asserted influence of Heine,

Hugo, Musset, and Byron can be heavily dis-

counted. Born into a century that valued
ideas highly, he sought to express the spirit
of his age in philosophic poetry. To condemn
the "bourgeois" level of his thinking is to

ignore the prominent role of the middle class

during the igth century. Artistically, spiritu-

ally, and intellectually Campoamor deserves

no worse of posterity than the realistic

novelists and dramatists among his contem-

poraries.
See: E. Pardo Bazdn, "Campoamor; estudio

biognifico," Retratos y apuntes litcrarios, Ser.

i, in Obras completas, XXXII, 5-62; H.
Peseux-Richard, "Humoradas, doloras et

petits poemes," Revue hispanique, I (1894),

236-257.

H. C. B.

Camus, Albert (1913-, French journalist, essay-
ist, novelist, and dramatist), lived in his native

Algiers until 1940. In France during the Ger-
man occupation, he founded with others the
influential underground newspaper Combat,
distinguished then and after the liberation by
Camus's lucid, outspoken editorials.

Before the war his only published book was
Noces (1939), sympathetic sketches of Algerian
life. His first important work, the novel

L'Etranger (1942; Eng. tr., The Stranger, 1946),

depicts a hero similar to those of Kafka (q.v.)

as an alien in a universe whose illogic and
illusions he does not share. In his sorry life

everything is left to chance and he is supremely
indifferent to all that happens because he has

no scale of values. This attitude became clear

when, later in the same year, appeared Le

Mythe de Sisyphe. This philosophical essay

analyzes a contemporary intellectual malady,
the recognition of the absurdity of human life.

Starting from the philosophy of Heidegger,

Kierkegaard, and Husserl, Camus refuses to

accept the existentialist view. He recommends

complete lucidity in the face of life's irration-

ality. His two plays, Caligula and Le Mai-

entendu (both 1944), illustrate aspects of the

same problem: the emperor adds to the

absurdity of life consciously and the other

hero does so unwittingly. Four brief Lettres A

un ami allemand (1945) originally appeared

clandestinely during the occupation.

Despite the negative attitude of his literary

works, Albert Camus has in his editorials taken

a positive stand for political purity and social

justice.

J. O'B.
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Cankar, Ivan (1876-1918, Slovene novelist,

dramatist, and poet), was born in the borough

of Vrhnika, near Ljubljana, in Slovenia. His

father, who had inherited a tiny house, a

small field, and his handicraft, was a tailor

with a numerous family for which he was not

able to provide. When their house burned

down the family started moving from one

dwelling to another, falling deeper and

deeper into misery. The only support of the

children was their mother, whom Ivan loved

with a tender and almost mystical love all

his life. The poverty of his home, combined

with many humiliations, and the sublime

figure of his mother, whom he called a saint

and martyr, left the deepest traces in the

mind of the frail and sensitive child. He

developed a very early resentment against the

"fat," well-off, practical, and successful people

and, on the other hand, a permanent admira-

tion, which endured throughout all the crises

of his life, for such purity and simplicity as

he found in his mother's character; the first

trait made him appear, at the very beginning
of his literary career, experienced and mature;

the second kept him idealistically youthful

until his end.

From the primary school at Vrhnika, Can-

kar was sent to the technical high school at

Ljubljana, where he graduated in 1896. In

the same year he went with a scholarship to

Vienna to study architecture, but soon gave

up his studies and his scholarship to devote

himself exclusively to literary work. He lived

mostly in the workers' quarter of the city

where he boarded with the family of a work-

man while the latter was serving a sentence

in jail. Cankar spent 13 years in Vienna

writing incessantly; the external monotony of

this laborious and hard life was interrupted

only once, when in 1907 he entered the

electoral contest as Social Democratic candi-

date in the elections for the Austrian Parlia-

ment; he went home for the campaign, al-

though he knew he could not win, and

returned after the elections to Vienna. In

1909 he left that city forever, spent a couple
of months as guest of the archbishop of

Sarajevo with his brother Karlo, who was at

that time the archbishop's secretary, then

went to Ljubljana, where during the First

World War he was for some time interned

by the Austrian authorities as politically sus-

pect. He died there after a fall on the stairs.

He ttad been productive as a writer until his

last illness. Cankar was physically weak, dis-

orderly in his habits, always in financial em-

barrassments, high-minded and generous, in

conversation brilliant though often hard and

sarcastic, inclined to alcoholism; he was

slavishly devoted to his work and fully con-

scious of its value and importance.

Although Cankar read and enthusiastically
admired the Russian, French, Scandinavian,
and German literature of his time, it is not

possible to compare him with any of the

famous literary names of the period; he
created literary subjects and forms of his

own, in the sphere of the international neo-

romanticism of the fin de sitcle and after,

consciously opposed to the previous French
naturalism (q.v.). In his first book, and only
volume of poetry, Erotika (1899), which the

lord bishop of Ljubljana found morally and

religiously dangerous and suppressed as well

as he could by buying up the first edition, he
is still partly dependent on the older Slovene

literature, but in his first book of prose,

Vinjete (1899; Vignettes), a collection of

short stories, he opened in Slovenia new lit-

erary ways.
In the subsequent and astonishingly fertile

period, 1909-1913, Cankar's many books turn

on three principal themes, sometimes in tir-

ing repetitions. There are stories about the

Slovene artist who is an outcast, a tramp, a

nuisance among "decent people," and a

foreigner in his own country: Tujci (1901;

Foreigners), V mesecini (1905; In the Moon-

shine); and the related play, PohujSanje v

Dolini Sentflorjanski (1908; Scandal in the

Valley of St. Florian). There are stories about

"longing souls," yearning for happiness in

their misery, for beauty in the dirtiness of

their lives: Na klancu (1902; On the Slope),
Krii na gori (1904; The Cross on the Hill),

Hisa Marije Pomocnice (1904; The House
of Our Lady of Help); and the play Lepa
Vida (1912; The Beautiful Vida). Finally
there are satirical tales criticizing Slovene

politics, social organization, and literature:

Za narodov blagor (1901; For the Nation's

Welfare), Martin Kaiur (1906; a "biography
of an idealist"), Krpanova kobila (1907;

Krpan's Mare), Hlapec Jernej (1907; The
Farmer's Man Bartholomew), Hlapci (1910;

Servants).
In his last period Cankar wrote principally

what may be called feuilletons, in which in

fact he reached the peak of his art. There he

is, often aware of approaching death, wise,

serene, very simple, and expressing himself in

a rarely pure and pregnant style. These

feuilletons are self-analytical studies and per-
sonal confessions, memories, scenes of animal

life, symbolical stories dealing with personal
and national problems rising from the war (the
latter were published as Podobe iz sanj, 1917;
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Parables from My Dreams); in the same form

appeared also the charming fragment of his

unfinished autobiography, Moje zivljenje

(1914; My Life).

Cankar's literary work, published posthu-

mously in 20 volumes, is surprisingly exten-

sive in view of his short life and marks a

historical epoch in Slovene literature. In close

touch with the vivid idiom of his native

village, he created a new, expressive, and
sonorous language and a new rhythmic style

immediately accepted by the younger genera-
tion of writers. Through his work Slovene

prose became really an art, and the somewhat

provincial literature of his country, which

could boast of only one name of really inter-

national greatness, Presercn, was lifted to the

European level. His ideas and genius also

decisively influenced the political attitude of

the Slovenes in Yugoslavia and materially

strengthened their determination to preserve
their cultural and idiomatic individuality in

the Yugoslav national unity. A number of his

works have been translated into Czech, Rus-

sian, German, French and English. There are

English translations of Hlapec Jernej in

njegova pravica (1907; Eng. tr., Yerney's

Justice, 1926) and of a number of short stories

"Slovene Idylls" (Slavonic Review, Vol.

XIII, 1934-1 935> PP- 494-5<>6), "I Know Now,
Mother," "Simple Martin" (both in Slavonic

Review, Vol. XVII, 1938-1939, PP- 35-4 1
)-

See: Ivan Cankar, Zbrani spisi (1926-1936),

complete edition with introductions and
annotations by Izidor Cankar.

I. C.

Cansinos-Assens, Rafael (1883-, Spanish novel-

ist and critic), was born in Seville. He studied

there until 1901, when he left for Madrid to

try his luck in the precarious field of creative

writing. Unlike many contemporaries, he has

not eked out a living by teaching or govern-
ment employment. In many respects he has

been a lonely figure, despite his numerous
activities in founding, and contributing to,

such literary reviews as Grecia, Ultra, and

Perseo, dedicated to the latest poetical schools

that were recruiting disciples in the 2o's. As
a literary critic he has written for Corres-

pondencia de Espana and Los limes del im-

partial and since 1925 for Libertad. For his

books of literary criticism Cansinos-Assns
was honored by the Spanish Academy with

the Chirel prize (1925). The French govern-
ment honored him in 1926. In the years be-

tween 1918 and 1923 he started the so-called

ultraista movement in Spanish poetry, a salu-

tary reaction against the modernista currents.

Cansinos-Assns has been a prodigiously

prolific writer. His literary criticism is best

represented by La nueva literatura (4 vols.,

1917-1927; Los hermes, 1898-1900-1916; Las
escuelas literarias, 1898-1900-1916; La evolu-

cidn de la poesia, 1917-1927; La evolution de
la novela, 1917-1927}, Los temas literarios y
su interpretacidn (1924), and Literaturas del

norte: La obra de Concha Espina (1924). He
has composed poetical and critical works on
the Spanish Jews Espana y los judios es-

paiioles (1919), Las luminarias de Hanukah

(1924), Los judios en la literatura espailola

(1937). He has made translations from books
in a great number of languages, including
the writings of the Emperor Julian and the

complete works of Dostoevski.

Cansinos-Ass6ns must be named with

Unamuno and Diez-Canedo (qq.v.) among the

critics who have done most in appreciating
the contemporary writers of Iberic America.
He has not neglected new names, and yet with

all his generosity in recognizing unknown
writers, he has discerned and accurately ap-

praised the outstanding figures, such as

Rubchi Dario, Amado Nervo, Blanco Fom-
bona, Herrera Reissig, Huidobro, Capdevila,
and Borges. Cansinos has participated fully
in the new movement commenced by Spanish
cultural circles on behalf of the Spanish Jews.

Following the pioneer work of Senator Angel
Pulitlo, he has sung with nostalgia and love

the imperishable genius of Sephardic Jewry.
M. J. B.

Cantoni, Alberto (1841-1904, Italian novelist),
was born at Pomponesco in the province of

Mantua, where he led a quiet, outdoor life

among the countryfolk whom he portrayed in

his books. He carefully avoided entering the

literary arena of his day and was satisfied to

know men without being known by them. His

works were not extensively read; they did

arouse the interest of a few among the younger
generation (particularly Pirandello, q.v.) who
were to develop a humoristic attitude new in

Italian literature. Cantoni died near his birth-

place, establishing in his will a fund for the

needy.
The novel by which he was to be best re-

membered, L'lllustrissimo, which appeared
posthumously in the Nuova Antologia (1905),
has been termed the northern counterpart of

Verga's (q.v.) I Malavoglia. It pictures the hard

life of Lombard peasants, a life which they

accept with resignation. A Milanese noble-

woman puts her suitor to the test by making
him disguise himself as a farm hand and seek

employment on his own farm. Thus for the
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first time he acquires direct knowledge of

rural living conditions. Maria, the noble-

woman with bucolic illusions, has brought
Galeazzo, the landowner, the experimenter, in

contact with reality. He has been able to see

with his own eyes the evils caused by absen-

teeism.

Other works of Cantoni, published in his

lifetime, are // Demonic dello stile (1887),

Pietro e Paola (1887), Un Re umorista (1891),

L'Altalena delle antipatie (1893), Humour
classico e moderno (1899), and Scaricalasino

(1901). Several short stories appeared in the

Nuova Antologia under Cantoni's name, but

were repudiated by him later.

The seclusiveness of Cantoni's life is some-

how communicated to most of his books. Croce

(q.v.) points out that "Cantoni sounds the

river of life here and there, from its banks

without ever plunging into it. He awaits the

right moment, which, however, fails to come.

. . . You will not obtain from him conclusive

and coherent thought, going deep to the root

of problems ... he feels life without taking

part in it." On the other hand Cantoni was
able to draw from his rustic environment,
from real life, vigorous characters, expressing
the author's ideas with youthful freshness of

sentiment. Blending art and criticism, he
strove (this was the aim of his humor) "to

make intelligent people smile melancholi-

cally." Incapable of improvisation, he worked

assiduously. He never quite succeeded in giv-

ing unity to his works unity of thought and
of ultimate purpose. Literary and social criti-

cism are intermingled throughout his novels.

See: L. Pirandello, "Alberto Cantoni,"
Nuova Antologia, CC (1905), 233-248; B. Croce,

La Lelteratura delta nuova Italia, 3d ed., Ill

(1929), 217-226.
C. F. W.

Capck, Josef (1887-1945, Czech painter, nov-

elist, and critic), was the elder brother of

Karel Capek (q.v.). He was born in Hronov

(northeastern Bohemia) and studied painting
in Prague and Paris. He was active as an art

critic, but following the invasion in 1939
was sent to a German concentration camp. He
died at Belsen in April, 1945. Josef Capek
has a considerable reputation as a painter; he
first belonged to the cubist school, but later

developed his own style of playful primitivism.
As a writer he collaborated with his brother

in early collections of sketches and stories and
in Adam the Creator, etc. He himself wrote a

Utopian play, Zemi mnoha jmen (1923; Eng.
tr., The Land of Many Names, 1926), and

He also produced two short novels: Sttn

kapradiny (1930; The Shadow of the Fern) is

a story of poachers in a suggestive nature

setting, while Kulhavy poutnik (1936; The

Limping Pilgrim) is more a philosophical
meditation than an actual novel. His prose
has been hailed as an anticipation of sur-

realism, largely because of his preoccupation
with the subconscious. Josef Capck was also an
art critic whose books such as NejskromnijSt
umtni (1920; The Humblest Art) and Umini

pfirodnich ndrodu (1938; The Art of Primitive

Nations) expound and defend the art of

children, savages, and untrained people.

See: V, Nezval, Josef fiapek (1937).
R. W.

tapek, Karel (1890-1938, Czech novelist, play

wright, and essayist), was the best-known

literary figure of liberated Czechoslovakia after

1918. Capek was born in Mal6 Svatonovice

(northeastern Bohemia), the son of a doctor.

He studied philosophy at the Czech University
of Prague and wrote a graduating thesis on

pragmatism (published 1917). He became a

journalist and was for a time stage manager
of the theatre in Vinohrady. Olga Scheinpflu-

gov3, a prominent actress, was his wife. He
died on Christmas Day, 1938, of pneumonia.

Capek is best known as a dramatist. R.U.R.

(1921; Eng. tr., 1923) and Ze zivota hmyzu
(1921; Eng. tr., The Insect Play, 1923) took the

world by storm and were acted with great

success in both London and New York. R.U.R.

even introduced the word robot (from robotit,

to drudge) into the English language. The
main idea was very timely in the 2o's: a warn-

ing against the dangers of a machine civiliza-

tion. The automatons moving stiffly like dolls,

the tense moments of their great revolt against

man, testify to Capek's vivid sense of the

stage. It was easy to overlook the flaw in the

structure: the way the robots are changed into

men of flesh and blood by a sleight of hand.

The Insect Play (known in the United States

as The World We Live In) is possibly better,

though the construction is looser. It is almost

a ballet or revue. The idea of presenting
butterflies as lovers, beetles rolling balls of

dirt as capitalists, ants as militaristic imperial-
ists, is carried through with gusto. There is in

the vivid scenes with the ants a perfect proph-

ecy of totalitarianism and its canting slogans.
Two other less well-known plays are equally

ingenious and effective on the stage: Vic

Makropulos (1922; Eng. tr., The Makropoulos
Secret, 1925) argues amusingly against the de-

sire for immortality, and Bild Nemoc (1937;
rtoQ\ ic on 4 rt si t nrrt o r f>



play against dictators. The other plays, Adam
Stvohtel (1927; Eng. tr., Adam the Creator,

1930), written in collaboration with Josef

Capek (q.v.), and Matka (1938; Eng. tr., The

Mother, 1939) as well as two early comedies,

are less successful.

But Capek was not merely a dramatist. He
was an extremely ambitious and subtle prac-

titioner of the craft of fiction, a philosopher-

poet passionately interested in the problems of

truth and justice. His early collections of

stories (e.g., Trapnd povidky, 1921; Eng. tr.,

Money and Other Stories, 1929) are still full

of youthful pessimism. Life is arbitrary and

disconnected, brutal and disconcertingly ir-

rational. The stories are painful and curiously
inconclusive. But this was only the first step
in his varied career as a writer. Two fanciful

romances follow: Tovdrna na absolutno (1922;

Eng. tr., The Absolute at Large, 1927) and

Krakatit (1924; Eng. tr., 1925). The weird in-

vention which liberates the Absolute like a gas

gives opportunity for much hilarious satire

against hypocrisy, while "Krakatit," the deadly

explosive which might destroy civilization, be

comes the leading theme of an anti-utopian
romance. After these two Wellsian pieces,

Capek wrote a number of pleasant, humorous
books of sketches and essays and several travel

books which give voice to his belief in ordinary
man, his sense of the bewildering variety and

beauty of the world. His optimism seems some-

times a shade too cheerful, his ridicule of the

abnormal and extravagant too complacent.
But there is much quiet fun and much insight,

especially in Anglicke listy (1923; Eng. tr.,

Letters from England, 1925) as well as in the

similar books on Italy, Holland, Spain, and

Scandinavia. Capek's interests veered more and

more to practical politics and to popular art

forms. His conversations with President

Masaryk (Hovory s T. G. Masarykem, 3 vols,,

1928-1935; Eng. tr., President Masaryk Tells

His Story, 1934; Masaryk on Thought and

Life, 1938) are a little classic in popular biogra-

phy and political education, and his Devatero

pohddek (1931; Eng. tr., Fairy Tales, 1933) is

a veritable treasure house of pure storytelling.

Povidky z fedne kapsy and Povidky z druhd

kapsy (1929; Eng. tr., Tales from Two Pockets,

1932) try to create a semiphilosophical mystery

story rather on the lines of Chesterton. But
the poet and writer of tragedy awakens again
in the three great novels: Hordubal (1933;

Eng. tr., 1943), Pov&trofi (1934; Eng. tr., Meteor,

1935)' and Obycejny zivot (1935; Eng. tr., An
Ordinary Life, 1936). Each of these stories tries

to tell the same story from a special point of

view in order to enhance the variety of its
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meanings and to suggest the utter mysterious-
ness of ultimate reality. Hordubal on the sur-

face is a story of crime: a peasant who has

returned from America to his home in Car-

pathian Russia dies under mysterious cir-

cumstances. Meteor is made up of speculative
reconstructions of the early history of a pilot
whose plane has come down in a crash. The
nurse, the doctor, and the poet, all tell their

story with the implication that the poet's
exact imagination came nearest to the truth.

The last volume, An Ordinary Life, is the

autobiography of a Czech railway clerk who
discovers unexpected hidden selves in his own
mind and past. After the great trilogy, Capek
wrote only two books of any length: a new
fanciful romance, Vdlka s mloky (1936; Eng.
tr., War with the Newts, 1937), a satire on
modern science and pseudo science as well as

international politics, and Prvni parta (1937;

Eng. tr., The First Rescue Party, 1939), a

straightforward, almost balladlike story of a

pit disaster. The fragment of an unfinished

novel, Zivot a dilo skladatele Foltyna (1939;

Eng. tr., The Cheat, 1941), was published
posthumously. It is the story of a young man
who marries a rich woman and uses others to

build up a fraudulent reputation as a com-

poser.

Capek is best known for his plays, his

visionary romances, and his genial travel

books. His finest work is the trilogy of novels
which centers around problems of truth and

reality and constitutes one of the most suc-

cessful attempts at a philosophical novel in

any language. Capek has been frequently
censured by Czech critics as too international,
but a book like An Ordinary Life gives a finely
drawn picture of the Czech scene, and there
is something very representative and national

in Capek's love of the common man, his genu-
ine faith in democracy and humanity.

See: J. Mukafovskf, ed., Vybor z prdzy K.

(lapka (1934), selections from Capek's prose; V.

Cernf, Karel apek (1936); Ren6 Wellek,

"Karel Capek," Slavonic Review, XV (1936-

1937), 191-206; Oliver Elton, Essays and
Addresses (1939).

R. W.

tapek-Chod, Karel Matj (1860-1927, Czech

novelist), is the most prominent novelist of the

Czech naturalist movement. He was born in

Domailice (western Bohemia) and became a

reporter and journalist in Prague, where he

died. Capek (who later adopted the name

Capek-Chod) is the Zola (q.v.) of Prague a

chronicler of the decay of the Prague hour-
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geoisie. Capek's outlook on life is, like that of

otlier naturalists, materialistic and pessimistic.

He is a determinist who believes that a

malicious fate plays us ugly tricks and thwarts

our finest aspirations. Though Capek has the

naturalist's thirst for facts and details, his

method is less objective than that of his foreign

models: he indulges in the grotesque, uses

caricature, and enjoys stylistic juggleries which

have an almost Rabelaisian effect. He is not

free from vulgarities and trivialities, but has a

fantastic vision of the world's tragedy and a

rough kind ot pity and of humor which make
us forget the faults of his loose composition
and the lapses of his taste. His vitality and

scope put him into the first rank of Czech

novelists. His most important books are:

Kalpar Len, mstitel (1908; Caspar L6n, the

Avenger), a crime story from the Prague

periphery; Turbina (1916; The Turbine), the

tragicomedy of the decay of an upper bour-

geois family of Prague; Antonin Vondrejc (2

vols., 1917-1918), again a story of decay, this

time of a poet forced into the drudgery of

journalism; Jindrove (1921; The Jindras), a

war novel which centers around a conllict be-

tween father and son. Capek-Chod is also the

author of several volumes of short stories.

See: H. Jelinek, Etudes tchecoslovaques

(1927); A. Novdk, "K. MatSj Capek-Chod," in

Almanack Leslie Akademie, 1928; F. Koviirna,

K. M. (lapek-Chod (1936). There are French

translations of Antonin Vondrejc and Turbina.

R. W.

Capuana, Luigi (1839-1915, Italian critic and

novelist), was born in Mineo, Sicily, the son

of a well-to-do farmer. His activity as a writer

was long and multifarious, beginning with a

dramatic legend in verse, Garibaldi, in 1861

and ending with a comedy, // Paraninfo, pub-
lished posthumously in 1919. He lived a very
full life. As novelist, critic, poet, playwright,

short-story and fairy-tale writer, parodist

(especially of his fellow Sicilian Rapisardi,

q.v.), student of science (both natural and oc-

cult), folklorist, politician (he was twice elected

mayor of his native town), teacher (at the

Istituto Superiore di Magistero in Rome and
later at the University of Catania), amateur

photographer, bird fancier, practical joker, and

gallant, he never had an idle moment. He was
a versatile man, not especially profound.

Curiosity and dilettantism are his main intel-

lectual traits. His claim to fame rests mainly
on his activity as a critic and fiction writer. In

both these capacities he looms large in the

history of verismo, the Italian counterpart of

naturalism.

His criticism is characterized by an innate

good taste which enables him to discern and
make appraisals correctly and engagingly in

an easy-flowing, urbane prose. He came early
under the influence of De Sanctis (#.f.), but
this influence was alloyed with the prevailing
scientism of his age and his own mental make-

up. Zola's (q^v.) naturalism and "experi-
mental" (actually it was ''instrumental") novel

found in Capuana a warm champion. Later,

however, he renounced naturalism and all

"isms," going back to the view that in art form
is everything. Form and impersonality may be
said to be the two main tenets of his critical

faith.

When in 1864 Capuana left his native town
for Florence in order to drink at the fountain-

head of the purest Italian, he did so fully
confident that Italy would soon have in him
her Shakespeare. By way of apprenticeship,
he became dramatic editor of Florence's lead-

ing newspaper, the Nazione. But right then he
"discovered" Balzac and thereupon bade fare-

well to Shakespeare and all dreams of dra-

matic glory. Laying aside forever his historical

dramas in verse, he proceeded to try his hand
at fiction writing. He was then far from think-

ing that some day all his dramatic talent

would be wasted on a dozen or more natural-

istic plays, most of them written in his native

dialect for the use of some Sicilian actors, who
at the time were enjoying a nation-wide vogue,
and for the benefit of his creditors, since

Capuana had this much in common with

Balzac he always lived beyond his, and his

kin's, means. At any rate, in 1865 he wrote his

first piece of fiction, Dottor Cymbalus, a short

story in which is already marked that pseudo
scientific background which is to be found in

so many of his stories. Then followed a long
interlude of critical and political activity,

interrupted in 1872 by the appearance of his

second short story, Delfina. Not until 1877 did

Capuana enter the field of fiction as a full-

fledged writer. In that year was published his

Profili di donne, a collection of psychological
studies which he, as a bachelor and lady's man,
felt competent to give. It was favorably re-

ceived. In 1879 appeared his first novel,

Giacinta, composed according to the natural-

istic formula. Unfavorably received by the

majority of critics, Giacinta was recast by
Capuana and then again revised. But the judg-
ment remained negative and continued so

when it appeared (1890) as a five-act play.
Giacinta was a failure, even though the author
won nation-wide notoriety, a failure because
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naturalism remained for Capuana a formula,

a tool, a prop, because it did not act on him,
as it did on his friend Verga (q.v.), as a releas-

ing lever, because he used it as a platform
rather than as a springboard. Naturalism did

not free him from all formalism; he merely
substituted another kind, which had little

more than novelty to recommend it. The truth

of the matter is that Capuana lacked an inner

world to which he might give expression. His

world was all outside him. His muse was not

that imagination which feeds upon an inner

world, but the fancy, which loves to sport
about with exteriors. His best pages are to be

found in those of his works which deal with an

outer world into which he has a clear insight
the world of his infancy and youth, the

elemental world of his Paesane (1894), the best

of his several dozen volumes of short stories,

and of his // Marchese di Roccaverdina (1901),

the best of his five novels.

See: A. Pellizzari, // Pensiero e I'arte di L.

Capuana (1919); P. Vetro, L. Capuana; la vita

e le opere (1922).

S. E. S.

Capus, Alfred (1858-1922, French journalist,

novelist, and dramatist), born at Aix-cn-

Provence, went to Paris to attain renown. As

one of the editors of the Figaro his short,

brilliant articles on political subjects attracted

much attention. His more important novels,

Qui perd gagne (1890), Faux Depart (1891),
Robinson (1910), and Scenes de la vie difficile

(1921), recall in their classic realism Lesage.

Simply though carefully written, they reveal a

certain disillusionment and a mild cynicism,
but in spite of the melancholy inherent in all

his work, they end happily.

Capus views the ordinary man with much

indulgence and sympathy. On the stage he

portrayed the life of these same people with

the same kindly realism, ironic and forgiving.
Most of his characters have a Micawber-like

trust in a kind Providence or in luck itself

which will in the end resolve all difficulties. In

Brignol et sa fille (1895) a confirmed optimist

escapes the ruin planned by one of his creditors

when his daughter happens to fall in love

with and marry the nephew of the creditor.

La Bourse, ou la vie (1900) and La Veine

(1902), one of his most popular and typical

comedies, present similar situations. In La
Petite Fonctionnaire (1901) a young woman,
earning her livelihood in a small, provincial

post office, is severely criticized by the local

townspeople who are quite overcome when she

succeeds in marrying a nobleman of the region.

Capus's sympathy for those women obliged to

earn their living does not, however, preclude
his satire of feminism in other plays. In Les

Deux Ecoles (1903) and Les Marts de Ldontine

(1903) he urges an indulgent attitude in mar-

riage on the part of both parties. His later

comedies, while much discussed, met with less

success. In general his amusing and optimistic

plays preach the doctrine that happiness is the

legitimate goal of life, that realities of life,

such as food, love, clothes, and money, are

perhaps more important to the average man
than ideals.

He was elected to the French Academy in

1914 and died at Neuilly-sur-Seine.
See: E. Quet, Alfred Capus (1904).

J. F. M.

Caragiale, Ion Luca (1853-1912, Rumanian

playwright), was a self-made man. Son and

grandson of traveling players, he had no

schooling and engaged in a succession of at

tempts to earn a living at newspaper, office,

and other kinds of work. In 1888 he became
director general of the Bucharest National

Theatre, after a series of successes with his

own comedies. Later he tried to be a merchant,

opened a beer garden, edited the humoristic

weekly Moftul romdn (Rumanian Trifle)

with brilliancy and verve, and finally, inherit-

ing a fortune from an aunt, voluntarily
exiled himself to Berlin, where he spent the

last years of his life in comfort and leisure

devoted to music.

Caragiale made his debut in 1874 with a

poem in the Bucharest Revista contemporanti

(Contemporary Review). He became famous,

however, through his comedies produced in

Bucharest and published in Convorbiri

literare (Literary Conversations). After several

years of inactivity, he gave N&pasta (1889;
False Accusation), a peasant drama which

reminds one of Tolstoy's (q.v.) Power of Dark-

ness. The play, trying to reach deep-down
to the foundations of the nation and the

pure language "of the soil," does not in fact

equal in craftsmanship the author's comedies.

It caused, moreover, numerous polemics and
made him weary of the stage. He now gave
more attention to prose writing and in one
of his short stories, "O fSclie de Pate" (1889;

An Easter Candle), he rose to the heights of

the genre. Another work in prose is his

Momente (1901; Moments). After the peasant

upheaval of 1907 he published a pamphlet,

7907 din primavard, pdna in toarnna (1907;

1907 from Spring to Autumn), in which he

frankly critized the ruling classes. From Berlin

he sent fables, epigrams, and sketches to

Bucharest periodicals.
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Caragiale caused the first accurate native

accents to resound and the first really living

figures to move on the stage of the National
Theatre. In his comedies of character and
mariners (e.g., De ale carnavalului, 1885, Carni-

val Adventures), he showed the inherent con-

flict in an oriental society embracing new occi-

dental customs and laws. In O scrisoare

pierdutd (1884; Lost Letter), one sees liberal

politics misinterpreted by a corrupt adminis
tration. In Cuconul Leonida fatft cu re-

acfiunea (1879; Mister Leonida Faces the Re-

action), we behold the retired officeholder,

imbued with "republicanism," who explains
to his wife that "universal suffrage" means
that everybody should receive a high salary
and no one pay any taxes. The mirth and

laughter of these scenes contain a bitter sedi-

ment. And the revolted author actually

whipped his contemporaries into sobriety and
reform.

See: P. Zarifopol, Introduce la opere de

Caragiale (1930).

L. F.

Carco, Francis (pseud, of Francois Marie
Alexandre Carcopino-Tusoli, 1886-, French
novelist, poet, and art critic), was born of

Corsican parents at Noumea, New Caledonia,
where his father was superintendent of prisons.
The violence of the surroundings the passion-
ate pent-up emotions of criminals, his father's

quick temper and ready hand, the exotic

scenery, his nurse's gruesome tales con-

tributed to enrich an algolagnic penchant.
When Carco was nine years old, the family
moved to the South of France where the

countryside developed his sensuous love of

nature and delight in physical sensation. At

14, an indifferent student but an avid reader
of the poetes maudits, he practiced the

technique of versification under the tutelage
of Charles de Pomairols. Francis Jammes (q.v.)
and Henry Bataille (q.v.} influenced his first

poems. The Lyote of Agen witnessed his culti-

vation of a bohemian personality. During his

military service Carco became organizer and
theorist of the group of "fantasist poets" whose

kinship was one of temperament and view-

point rather than one of art and technique.
He wrote La Boheme et mon caur (1912;

augmented editions, 1922, 1929; complete
edition, 1939) under the aegis of Villon,
Baudelaire (q.v.), and Verlaine (q.v.). The
tragerty of their destinies, their sordid existence

(itself helping them to create beauty), their

grandeur rising above social opprobrium, ex-

emplify for Carco the individual unfettering
himself from the bourgeois and fulfilling his

innermost purity of heart. Both the feeling of

spiritual affinity and the problem of environ-
ment versus artistic personality produced Le
Roman de Villon (1926; Eng. tr., The Romance
of Villon, 1927); La Ldgende et la vie d'Utrillo

(1927), in the series "La Vie de Boheme"
directed by Carco; and Verlaine (1939).

Chapters of Nostalgic de Paris (1941) are de-

voted to Baudelaire.

The Montmartre previous to the First

World War, with its bohemian life, its milieu
of artists and criminals, of pimps and prosti-
tutes and narcotic addicts, is his special prov-
ince. An apprenticeship as an art critic for

the newspaper Homme libre preceded the

publication of JJsus-la-Caille (1914), first of a

series in which he defended and explained,

sympathetically yet objectively, this marginal
society. Les Innocents (1916), Bob et Bobette
s'amment (1919), Paname (1925), are novels of

mceurs revealing the moral code of a social

stratum whose principles are severe though
different, the violation of whose tenets induces
the chastisement of the offender. The climax,
the result of moral disintegration, comes from
within rather than from direct punitive efforts

of the external world. Inexorable fate cannot
be avoided. It is the phosphorescence illumi-

nating the consciences of these elemental be-

ings who, confused by their own murky sense

of maladjustment, suddenly find their world
made too complex by problems of the spirit.

Instinct, clouded by fear (Perversitd, 1925;

Eng. tr., 1928) or premonition of doom
(L'Equipe, 1919) or an obsession (Rue Pigalle,

1927), succumbs to destiny. Carco lacks the

sentimentality of a Charles Louis Philippe
(q.v.); objective and dispassionate in his writ-

ing (his economy of structure and precise

penetration consistently are termed "classical"

by critics), yet fundamentally a moralist, he

objects to society's habit of condemning men
for its own faults (L

9Amour venal, 1924).
Nevertheless their degradation aroused in him
a feeling of voluptuousness (La Rue, 1930),

sublimating his personal emotional complex-
ities. Paul Bourget's (q.v.) influence, inciting
him to write L 9Homme traque (1922; Eng. trs.,

The Noose of Sin, 1923, The Hounded Man,
1924), which won the Grand Prix of the

French Academy, enlarged the scope of his

subject matter to include the bourgeois and to

emphasize the psychological situation. The
essential problem remains one of moral col-

lapse in an individual incapable of escaping
his fate. Carco has written about 30 books in

this vein, the first few replete with argot.
The passing of his youth has evoked in this

member of the Goncourt Academy a nostalgia
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for his bohemian days. His memoirs, important
documents for a consideration of French lit-

erary and artistic life since the halcyon days
of the cabaret Lapin Agile, reveal intimately
the nature and heart of this expression istic

painter in light and shadow of subtle moods.

He has said of his work that were the atmos-

phere removed nothing would remain. De
Montmartre au Quartier latin (1927; Eng. tr.,

The Last Bohemia, 1928), A voix basse (1938),

Boheme d f

artiste (1940), and others show him
restrained yet passionate, intelligent though

physical, fusing himself with and purging him-

self by the pain of his protagonists. Francis

Carco, the poet vibrantly sensitive to rain and

glistening streets, is known as the defender of

the voyou and the biographer of the prostitute.
A definitive edition of the MJmoires was pub-
lished in 1942 in Geneva, near which city

Carco resided during a part of the Second

World War.
See: H. Martineau, "Francis Carco/' Divan,

XIII (1921), 172-180; A. Th6rive, Opinions
litteraires (1925), pp. 113-129; Marcel Ormoy
et aL, "Francis Carco, poete," Divan, XXI

(1929), 145-212 (whole number); Y. Gandon,
Le Demon du style (1938), pp. 159-168; A.

Rousseaux, Literature du XXidme sitcle

0939). 1,21-32.
S. S. W.

Cardarelli, Vincenzo (1887-, Italian poet and

critic), was born in Corneto (Tarquinia). Self-

taught, he has spent most of his life in Rome
where he founded and directed the review

Ronda. His chief collaborators were Bacchelli,

Baldini, Barrili, Cecchi, and Ungaretti (qq-v.).

The Ronda represented a reaction against the

undisciplined and disintegrating manifesta-

tions of futurism and a return to the literary

elegance and moral order of the classic writers.

Leopardi became Cardarelli's chief idol and

master. In Viaggi nel tempo (1921) and // Sole

a picco (1929), two of Cardarelli's most char-

acteristic works, there is revealed however a

certain tormented, moralistic, and somewhat

haughty literary style which showed that

Leopardi was emulated more as a teacher of

letters than of ideas.

See: Pietro Pancrazi, Ragguagli di Parnaso

(1919-1920) (1920), pp. 119-126.
P. M. R.

Carducci, Giosue (1835-1907, Italian poet,
orator, scholar, and critic), was born in the

village of Val di Castello in Tuscany and had
his schooling in Florence and Pisa. After brief

periods of service as a teacher in San Miniato

and Pistoia he was appointed, in 1860, to the

professorship of Italian literature in the Uni-

versity of Bologna, a position which he held

until his retirement in 1904. The years of the

first half of his life were the culminating years
of the Risorgirnento, and man of letters though
he was, he was passionately concerned for the

liberation and unification of Italy and for her

establishment in the ways of democracy. The
successive phases of the struggle and the un-

happy vicissitudes of the newly made Italy are

reflected in his writings. Like so many other

Latin and Italian poets, he was a master of

satire; and his satiric power found plenty of

targets in the weaknesses and failures which

delayed completion of the national effort and
in the inefficiency and corruption of the years
that followed that completion. Yet he lived,

and lived intensely, not only in the exciting
life of his own day, but in the whole vast

pageant of classic and Italian history and in

the eternal simplicities of human toil and joy
and sorrow. These ranges of thought and feel-

ing give breadth and depth and universality to

his verse which is illumined always with

beauty seen and rendered, and marked always

by flawless artistry.

The successive volumes of his poems are

Rime (1857), Levia gravia (1868), Poesie (1871),
Nuove Poesie (1873), Odi barbare (1877),
Nuove Odi barbare (1882), Rime nuove (1887),
Terze Odi barbare (1889), and Rime e ritmi

(1899). The second, third, and seventh of these

volumes contain old as well as new material.

While there are beautiful and striking poems
in the three earliest volumes, it was with the

fourth, Nuove Poesie, that Carducci first estab-

lished himself on the nobler heights of poetry,
in a mastery which he thereafter maintained to

the end.

He has been called the poet of history, and
he well deserves that title. He must often have
stood on Italian summits dominating land-

scapes that quiver with the life of generations;
and it must be from such experience that he
derived the recurring phrase by which he ex-

presses his visualization of the past: "I stand

upon the mountain of the centuries/' From
that mountain he directs his vision over the

varied land of time and legend that lies below,
discerns men and scenes that glow with rich

significance, and then, as creator guided al-

ways by a strong sense of epic destiny evokes

those men, those scenes, for the modern world.

Yet he is even more essentially the poet of

that basic moral bond per la quale (as Dante

puts it) tutti a tutti semo amid. His favorite

word is pio, which he uses to express the will-

ing consciousness of interwoven life. Such

phrases as i7 pio travaglio and la giustizia pia
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del lavoro are characteristic; and in the most

famous of his sonnets he calls even the ox pio,

as being a willing partner with man. His pro-
found morality is vigorous and aggressive.

Often it finds vent in satire; often it exalts

wise sacrifice; oftenest it pervades his praise of

normal love and toil. Its most perfect and stir-

ring expression is to be found in "II Canto

dell' amore," in which it appears in splendid

synthesis with the other major elements of

his poetry.
His "long study and great love" of the Greek

and Latin classics furnished him with poetic

material, held him to fine standards of poetic

craftsmanship, and in the latter half of his life

led him to extensive and successful experi-

mentation in what he called "barbaric" metri-

cal forms. If the several types of the classic ode

are read without regard to the rules of scan-

sion, but with full acceptance of normal verbal

stress, the resulting rhythmic patterns differ

from the familiar ones, but they are none the

less interesting and distinctive. Carducci in his

odi barbare worked out such patterns in

Italian verse, fashioning Italian equivalents
for many classic strophes; and the new forms

proved to be a perfect vehicle for Carducci's

mature poetic genius.
He was often called upon for public ad-

dresses; and he never failed to endue his public
utterance with a substantial content and a

masterly prose form which make his orations

worthy companions to his poems. Noblest of

all is his oration (1882) on the death of Gari-

baldi, in which the soaring inspiration reaches

a height unsurpassed in ancient or modern

oratory. With all his activity in the fields

usually regarded as creative, he was no less

active and, in a sense, no less creative in

the fields of scholarship and criticism. The
fruits of such labors are to be found in many
volumes devoted to literary history and criti-

cism, and in many editions of Italian writers,

to which his notes and prefaces give perma-
nent worth. The most notable of his longer
studies is that in which he treats "Dello

svolgimento della letteratura nazionale"; his

editions of Petrarch and of Politian are his

most valuable achievements as editor; and his

two volumes on Parini constitute the most

impressive monument of his indefatigable

industry. He proved once and for all that

there is no necessary incompatibility between
the functions of poetry and of scholarship. His
works are collected in a go-volume National

Edition published in Bologna in 1939-1940 by
Zanichelli. Much of his poetry has been trans-

lated into English.
He was made a senator in 1890 and re-

ceived the Nobel prize in literature in 1906,
the year before his death.

See: G. Chiarini, Memorie della vita di

Giosue Carducci (1907); A. Jeanroy, Giosue

Carducci, I'homme et le poete (1911); B. Croce,
Giosue Carducci (1927).

E. H. W.

Camer, Josep (1884-, Catalonian poet), sums

up all of the nonconformity of the genera-
tion which, abandoning romantic and archae-

ological patterns, was identified with count-

less attempts at poetic renovation. With him
Catalonian poetry attains the full flowering
of the Renaixenfa, and it is he who effects

the fusion between the literary language and
the findings of the philological section of the

Institut d'Estudis Catalans, until that time
without benefit of the voice of an apostle. A
language which has suffered the literary pros-
tration of centuries does not recover without

pain as is evident in all the works of the

Renaixenga. But Garner is a very great artist

in language as in other respects, and although
in his poetry certain archaic forms are still

perpetuated, his work represents, from a

linguistic point of view, a most important
revolution. Indeed the Catalonian linguistic

reintegration has been called a literary
miracle.

Josep Garner was born in Barcelona, where
he received his primary and secondary edu-
cation in a private academy. He studied law
as well as philosophy and letters at the Uni-

versity of Barcelona. His poetic initiation

came early; when he was only 12 his first

verses were published, and at 15 the journal
Renaixenfa, of such great influence in the

evolution of Catalonian letters and in re-

viving the patriotic spirit, was regularly ac-

cepting his productions. In Primer llibre de
sonets (1905; First Book of Sonnets) and
Fruits saborosos (1906; Delicious Fruit) one
sees Garner's great promise as a renovator.

He had already produced two books of prose,
L'idil li dels nanyos (1904; The Idyl of the

Dwarfs) and Deu rondalles de Jesus infant

(1905; Two Serenades to the Child Jesus), of

similar importance in the literary evolution

of Catalan. There followed, in verse, Segon
llibre de sonets (1907; Second Book of Son-

nets), La rnalvestat d'Oriana (1910), and

Verger de les galanies (1911; The Garden of

Gallantry), while in the pages of the daily

paper Veu de Catalunya he created a new

style of political journalism. Monfoies (1912;

My Jewels), which shows Garner as the fully
matured artist, was followed by Auques i

ventalls (1914; Easter Prints and Fans) and



La paraula al vent (1916; The Word in the

Wind). In 1916 he was elected a member of

the Institut d'Estudis Catalans, the highest
cultural honor in Catalonia. At that time his

literary activity was extraordinary; in ad-

dition to composing poems, articles, and

essays for numerous publications, he directed

the journals Empori (Emporium) and Cata-

lunya and translated Prosa catalana into

Spanish, to make known in Spain outstanding
manifestations of the Renaixenfa; in this

volume he collected short stories of Ixart,

Vilanove, Caselles, and others and the Jacobt
of the master Joaquim Ruyra (q.v.).

In 1921 Joscp Garner embarked upon a

diplomatic career, but continued to maintain

his place in the world of Catalonian litera-

ture. From this time, many of his works, pub-
lished in Barcelona, were written in the

foreign countries to which his responsibilities

as a diplomat took him. Among the works of

this period are L'oreig entre les canyes

(1924; The Breeze among the Canes), La
inutil ofrena (1924; The Useless Offering), Les

bonhomies (1928), El cor quiet (1931; The

Quiet Heart), El veire encantat (1933), La

primavera el Poblet (1935; Spring in Poblet).

In prose La creacio d'Eva i altres contes (1925;

The Creation of Eve, and Other Short Stories),

and Les planetes del verdum (1921) are note-

worthy. Among his numerous translations is

the Pickwick Papers of Dickens (1933). For

the stage he prepared Verdaguer's (q.v.) poem,

"Canigo," translated Molicre's Le Malade

imaginaire and Shakespeare's Midsummer

Night's Dream, and wrote an original dra-

matic work, El giravolt de maig (1929; The

May Pinwhecl).
At the time of the invasion of Catalonia,

Garner, residing in Brussels as first secretary

of the Spanish embassy, had been named
minister plenipotentiary to Bucharest, but

did not go there. After a short stay in Paris

he went to Mexico and now lives in the

capital of that country. His literary activities

have continued through the medium of the

journal Revista dels Catalans d 9America

(Mexico City, 1939) and of Full Catala, a pub-
lication which he founded in collaboration

with J. M. Miquel i Verges, Pere Matalonga,
and Ferran de Pol. His latest work, the poem
Nabi, published in Buenos Aires in 1941,

was conceived in Hendaye, where he wrote a

fragment of the first canto. The originality
and force of the poem are outstanding; a

poetic objectivity shows how unchanging have

been certain characteristics of Josep Garner

throughout his evolution. In Mexico City he

holds a chair in the university and is a pro-
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fessor in the Centro de Estudios Hist6ricos

of the Colegio de Mexico.
See: J. Folguera, Les noves valors de la

poesia catalana (1919); J. M. Miquel i Verges,

prologue, in Garner, Nabi.

J. M. M. i V.

Carossa, Hans (1878-, German prose writei

and poet), was born in Tolz, Bavaria. Both his

father and his grandfather were physicians.
Carossa himself studied medicine and prac-
ticed in Passau, Nuremberg, and Munich. In

1916 he joined the German army as Bataillons-

arzt during the battle of the Somme, but was
shifted shortly afterward to the Rumanian
front, where he served until the last year of

the war. Back on the Western front at the time
of LudendorfFs last offensive, he was wounded
and sent home. After the war he continued his

practice in Munich for a time, then returned
to the country.
The combination of physician and poet, not

infrequent in German letters, as witness

Schiller, Kerner, Doblin (g.t;.), Schnitzler

(q.v.), and others, is of particular interest in

Carossa. While the family doctor is not exactly
in the romantic vanguard of scientific discov-

erers, he is in most intimate touch with those

human values which are the function of litera-

ture. Carossa, profiting by the keen observation

of the scientist, has made abundant use of

such material with the minimum of fiction.

His first prose work, Doktor Burgers Ende

(1913), represents a modern twist to the

Werther theme: a young physician, driven to

despair by the suffering of his patients, kills

himself when he fails to save his fiancee

from death. Carossa drew on his own profes-
sion again in Der Arzt Gion (1931; Eng. tr.,

Doctor Gion, 1933); indeed, Gion. being dia-

lectic for Jean or Hans, the book is confessedly
about Carossa himself. In this post-war narra-

tive, which is laid in Munich and has to do
with the disruptive effects of the war, the

author works, not with political matters or

shifting social classes, but with some half-

dozen individuals, cases such as any doctor

might have had at this period. They are

silhouetted against the backdrop of the time

with unforgettable effect both for the char-

acters and for the background. Gion and the

much weaker Geheimnisse des reiferen Lebens

(1936) are Carossa 's nearest approach to the

novel. His out and out autobiographical
works, Eine Kindheit (1922; Eng. tr., A Child-

hood, 1930), Rumdnisches Tagebuch (1924;

Eng. tr., A Roumanian Diary, 1929), Ver-

ivandlungen einer Jugend (1928; Eng. tr.,

Boyhood and Youth, 1930), Filhrung und
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Geleit (1933)1 and Das Jahr der schonen

Tduschungen (1941), cover the chief events of

a life that, with the exception of his participa-
tion in the war, was not pitched high with

excitement. From Goethe on down to the

present, German literature has tended more
and more to the idea that confession is the

truest form of self-expression. Carossa, in spite

of his comparatively uneventful career the

autobiographer par excellence, is a classic

fruition of that tenet. His confessions are the

product of modesty and of that clairvoyance
which honesty of intellectual dealing can

achieve. They are also noteworthy for the

author's reflective strolls along the byways of

his narrative.

The doctor appears to be under tribute to

the poet. Carossa's amorality despite his mystic

bent, his objective judgment of the problems
of life, his impartiality toward friend and foe,

all derive in some measure from his medical

discipline. But there is also a high ethical con-

tent in Carossa's writings, a positive Weltan-

schauung that makes them clear and luminous

among those of his troubled contemporaries.
In contrast to the negation that has character-

ized so much of European art and letters for

the last half century, here is one who bears

witness to the art of living without being
tormented.

In Fuhrung und Geleit, the most formless

but most revealing of his works, Carossa men-

tions many of his fellow writers. His attitude

toward them is always one of shy admiration,

which, if we may take him at his word, has

amounted to an obsession in some cases. The
imitation which that would imply is, however,

not apparent in his writings, which are char-

acteristic of no one but Carossa and fall into

no school. His style, a model of grace
and seeming simplicity, is warm and appeal-

ing,

Carossa is wont to think of himself primarily
as a lyric poet. His output, which has been

brought together in a rather slender volume

(Gesammelte Gedichte, 1938) is of a high
order. For one who has written so largely of

himself, Carossa's poems are surprisingly ob-

jective. They are colored with a straight-

forward symbolism and are most effective

when, as in "Die Fremde auf meiner Bank"
and "Der Blinde," the observed is held up
against the invisible and imponderable. Sym-

pathy with suffering inspires many of his lyrics,

but hh choice figures and classic style some-

times seem at variance with the realistic theme.

Such poems as "Empfangnis," "Mysterium der

Liebe," "An das Ungeborene," among others,

fail to strike fire, no doubt because the doctor
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sees love too much as a complication of

physiology.
See: Buck des Dankes fur Hans Carossa

(1928); M. Machate, Hans Carossa (1934); A.

Haueis, Hans Carossa (1935); F. Klatt, Hans
Carossa (1937).

H. W. P.

Casares, Julio (1877-, Spanish lexicographer
and critic), was born in Granada. A student
of modern languages, he can translate, it is

said, 18 of them, and he is chief of the

Language Division in the Spanish Foreign
Office. He is also the author of French-Spanish
and English-Spanish dictionaries. In the

international field he was one of the most
active members of the Committee on Intel-

lectual Cooperation in the League of Nations.

His work as a linguist consists mainly of

newspaper and magazine articles about

Spanish words and manners of speech; these

contributions are less in the domain of

scientific philology than examples of skillful

vulgarization as practiced by a man of sound
and vast learning. Some of the most impor-
tant were collected in Critica efimera (2 vols.,

1918-1919). Casares entered the Spanish

Academy in 1919, reading on the occasion the

address Sobre el nuevo concepto de un
diccionario de la lengua (1921); since then he
has been a permanent collaborator in the

work of that body, especially as a contributor

to the new editions of the dictionary. As a

literary commentator he is the author of

Critica profana (1915), a volume which
attracted special attention for its defense of

Castilian purism against the foreignism and

stylistic innovations of the modernist writers.

See: M. Bacarisse, "Dos criticos," Revista

de libros, IV (1920), 11-14.

A. del R

Castclar, Emilio (1832-1899, Spanish states

man, political philosopher, historian, critic,

and novelist), was born in Cddiz, cradle of

Spanish parliamentarianism, and won fame
as Spain's most brilliant parliamentary orator.

He made his political d6but at a rally in

Madrid in 1854 with an extemporaneous

speech and was at once acclaimed as a mag-
nificent orator and an ardent defender of

democracy. His eloquence attracted many
listeners to his classes at the University of

Madrid, where from 1858 he held the chair in

Spanish history, and to his celebrated lectures

at the Ateneo, later collected in La historia

de la civilizacidn en los cinco primeros siglos
del cristianismo en Europa (2d ed., 4 vols.,

1865). As a historian he showed predilection
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for broad themes of cultural or ideological

synthesis, as in his Historia del movimiento

republicano en Europa (9 vols., 1875) and La
revolution religiosa (4 vols., 1880-1883). In

the latter work he reveals his own deep
religious feeling as a Catholic but, at the

same time, his sympathy and tolerance for

the great figures of the Reformation, and it

was for religious tolerance, for freedom of

worship, that he fought in some of his most

impassioned addresses before the Cortes. John
Hay, who heard him, said: "His speech is

like a torrent in its inconceivable fluency,
like a raging fire in its brilliancy of color and
terrible energy of passion." Castelar also

kindled public opinion in the articles he
wrote for Soberania national and Discusidn

and especially for Democracia, an anti-

Bourbon newspaper of which he was the

editor. His popularity began to wane as his

political views became more conservative; as

fourth and last president (from September 6,

1873, to January 3, 1874) of the short-lived

First Spanish Republic, he was obliged to

take strong dictatorial measures, which were

not always in harmony with his principles, in

order to establish order. In 1888 he withdrew
from the political arena and spent his last

years in writing and in traveling in France
and Italy, the two countries to which he was
most devoted throughout his life.

Castelar was a prolific writer. In addition

to his political addresses, newspaper articles,

and historical works, he wrote a number of

novels, from the exceedingly sentimental

Ernesto (1855) to the somewhat more success-

ful historical novel Fra Filippo Lippi (3 vols.,

1877-1878). His best writing, however, is to

be found in his less ambitious and more

personal works (e.g., Recuerdos de Italia, 2

vols., 1872-1876) in which travel impressions
are intermingled with historical, literary, and
artistic reminiscences. In a style that is far

less rhapsodic and flowery than that of his

public speeches, he conveys his deep emotion
on first seeing the Sistine Chapel, or he evokes

a historical moment, a landscape, or a great

spiritual figure, as in "San Francisco y su con-

vcnto de Asfs." Castelar was the most cele-

brated Spaniard of the latter part of the igth

century in Europe and in America as well.

For years he contributed regularly to the

leading newspapers of Spanish America,
where he was so widely read that, as Rubn
Darfo could write on his death, his fame
reached virtually every village and hamlet.

See: B. Jarns, Castelar, hombre del Sinai

(1935)-
E. F. H.

Castelo Branco, Camilo (1825-1890, Portu-

guese novelist), first great figure in modern

Portuguese fiction, was born in Lisbon, of

Trds-os-Montes stock. As the illegitimate child

of a romantic love affair, his life was destined

to be a current of tumultuous passions,
accentuated by a psychopathic constitution.

Spontaneous, original, sensual, he showed a

curious duality of childish joy and deep
melancholy, of tenderness and sarcasm, of

kindness and egoism, which was later to pro-
duce a brilliant, unequal, and disorganized
work. He was an orphan at an early age, a

widower almost in his adolescence, an ir-

regular student, a brilliant and scandalous

bohcmian, imaginative and fantastic, with

mystic reactions which nearly led him into

the priesthood. All these phases contributed

to a melodramatic life which included im-

prisonment once for kidnaping, once for

adultery and a bitter and blind old age

ending in suicide.

Castelo Branco, author of a hundred
volumes, poetic, dramatic, critical, and novel-

istic, owes his fame to his work in the last-

named category. He inaugurated the novel of

passion which, with the rural novel, is the

bridge between Portuguese historical and
realistic fiction; he marks the transition be-

tween two epochs and two currents. The
Portugal of his earlier years was experiencing
the changes which followed civil war; the

youth of the period lived in an unrestrained

romantic dedication to violence and scandal-

ous love affairs. This atmosphere and his

imitation of Sue, Paul de Kock, Souli6, and
D'Arlincourt provide the ingredients of his

first novelistic works. Anatema (1851; Anath-

ema), Os rnisterios de Lisboa (1853; The
Mysteries of Lisbon), and O livro negro do
Padre Diniz (1855; The Black Book of Father

Diniz) are samples of the gloomy genre with

its nocturnal assassinations, gallows, mysteri-
ous origins, storming of convents, and the

like. But he soon abandoned this sensational

manner. At about that time he came in con-

tact with Balzac, for whom he never lost his

admiration. Onde estd a felicidadef (1856;
Where Is Happiness?), Urn homem de brios

(1857; A Man of Valor), and O que fazem as

mulheres (1858; What Women Do) are the

first products of his matured genius and place
him on the road to fame. His own imprison-
ment for adultery (1861) produced another

definite change in his work, in that it caused

him to bring his own passions and misfor-

tunes to the novel. During his incarceration

he wrote Amor de perdifdo (1862; Love of

Perdition), the most beautiful of his works
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dealing with passionate love, a veritable auto-

biographical confession. He retired to village

life, harassed by daily necessity, and produced
with amazing fecundity, becoming more and

more the realist. In Novelas do Minho (1875;

Novels of Minho), stories of country life in

the North, he now gave an objective view of

rural primitivism, as opposed to the rose-

tinted idealization of the ordinary writers of

the rural novel. Even so his romantic forma-

tion, his excessive temperament, inclined to-

ward sarcastic, caricatural deformation, his

active creativeness, were bound to place him
in conflict with the monotonous, platitudi-
narian writing of formal realism. He was at

the height of his fame when E^a de Queiroz

(q.v.) introduced the realism of Flaubert and
Zola (qq-v.) in his first novels. Castelo Branco

rebelled against the pseudoscientific methods
of the experimental novel by publishing
Eusdbio Macdrio (1879) and A corja (1880;
The Rabble) as parodies of this technique.
Here he attempted to ridicule the new
formula and as a result became involved in a

violent polemic with the proponents of the

new tendency. However, what had begun as

literary scoffing ended in a sort of acceptance,
indicative of his capacity for assimilation.

Thus in A brazilcira de Prazins (1882; The
Brazilian Girl from Prazins) can be detected,

beneath his ordinary passionate intensity, a

descriptive objectivity and structural balance,

unknown in his previous work.

Castelo Branco is the most important

representative of the literature of his genera-
tion. The over-all significance of his work

58 novels is comparable in some respects to

that of Balzac or Prez Gald6s (q.v.); his

portrait of the Portuguese society of the

period is a permanent record, fixed for all

time with emotion and high relief. He limits

himself, however, to a single emphasis: love

is made the motor center of human person-

ality. He shows a boundless inventive genius
and clever analysis of all the shades of

amorous passion. Perhaps his most outstand-

ing quality is the rich native texture of his

language, "pure marble from the national

quarry," a result of multifarious contacts in

the course of his eventful life and of a pro-
found knowledge of classic writers. Although
he protested that he was not a ''lapidary of

words," his greatest interest was in style and

vocabulary, and this brought about an oc-

casionr* sacrifice of psychological truth to

linguistic brilliance. Inclination to dramatize,
emotional intensity, exuberant imagination
of action, virulent deforming sarcasm, suc-

culent richness of his prose these are the

most distinguishing characteristics of the

novels of Castelo Branco. One limitation, in-

herent in his temperament, was his inability
to disengage himself from his writing; he
mixes in the action and takes sides with or

against his characters, whom one moment he
exalts and the next satirizes cruelly, es-

pecially those of the commercial middle class.

When he abandons his impetuosity and his

sincere emotionalism, he attains a great
verisimilitude and naturalness, particularly in

the depiction of the humble life of the

North, permeated with childhood recollec-

tions.

Castelo Branco 's work as a dramatist arid a

poet, although admirable within the frame
of its romanticism, is inferior to his novelistic

production. A volume of poems, Nas trevas

(1890; In the Darkness), composed when he
was blind, reveals at times a direct and im-

pressive grief. In 1885 he was made a vis-

count. In 1889 he received a life pension; this

he enjoyed only a short time. His spiritual
and physical suffering, the insanity of his

son, the conviction that his blindness was

incurable, and his hereditary, suicidal pessi-
mism can be said to have loaded the pistol
with which he took his life a year later.

See: A. Pimentel, O romance do romancista:

Vida de Castelo Branco (1890); T. Braga, As
modernas ideias na literatura portuguesa
(1892), I, 240-285; F. de Figueiredo, Historia

da literatura romdntica portuguesa, 1825-

1870 (1913), pp. 201-227.
E. G. D.

Castro, Am^rico (1885-, Spanish scholar and

critic), born in Brazil of Spanish parents, was
taken while a child to Granada, where he
had his early education and in 1904 finished

his studies for the degree of licenciado in

literature. For two years (1905-1907) he
followed courses in Paris at the Sorbonne,
and from that time Castro entered into the

living currents of continental European cul-

ture. As a result of his studies and travels

abroad, he acquired great skill in spoken
French and German, in which languages he
has lectured with distinction. On his return

to Spain he identified himself with the work
carried on in the Institucitin libre de en-

seiianza, founded by Francisco Giner de los

Rios (q.v.). If he owes his spiritual vision to

Don Francisco, he is also a faithful disciple
and collaborator of Ram6n Mcnchidez Pidal

(q.v.), who organized at the Centro de
Estudios Hist6ricos the program for a dis-

ciplined approach in all research connected
with the history and culture of Spain. Like
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Reyes, and Onfs (q-v.) 9 Castro was one of the

editors of the Revista de filologia espanola,
and it was in this famous review that some
of his memorable work appeared, such as his

Algunas observaciones acerca del honor en

los siglos XVI y XVII in 1916.

Through the Centro de Estudios Hist6ricos

and other government agencies, Castro has

contributed to the reformation of educational

practices and to the diffusion of Spanish
culture by training foreigners who came to

Spain to study and particularly by placing

young Spaniards in the great institutions of

learning throughout the world. Besides teach-

ing at the University of Madrid, where he

had the chair in the history of the Spanish

language, and writing monographs, essays,

and books on various subjects, Castro has

energetically popularized the findings of

Spanish scholars and critics by writing in the

Sol of Madrid and in the dailies of Buenos
Aires. Again like many of his contemporaries,
he has lectured at Berlin, Oxford, the Sor-

bonne, and the universities of the United

States and the Argentine. It was in Argentina
that he helped Arnado Alonso (q.v.) found

the Institute de Filologfa. A liberal in poli-

tics, he supported the second Spanish repub-
lic, which out of gratitude and admiration

sent him to Germany as Spanish ambassador.

After 1936 he left for America; he stayed in

Buenos Aires for a year and then removed to

the United States, where he taught two years
at the University of Wisconsin and one at the

University of Texas; he has more recently be-

come a professor at Princeton.

Castro's varied and multiple contributions

can be classified under four headings: erudite

essays on philology (e.g., Fueros leoneses, 1916,
in collaboration with Onfs, and an annotated

translation of Meyer-Liibke's book on Ro-
manic linguistics, 1914); interpretative essays,
on St. Theresa, Lope de Vega, the Spanish
theatre, the Don Juan legend, and other out-

standing themes and figures of Spanish
literature (Lengua, ensenanza y literatura,

1924; Santa Teresa y otros ensayos, 1929; the

introduction to El burlador de Sevilla, 1922,
which gives a synthetic vision of the Spanish

comedia); highly original essays (El pensa-
miento de Cervantes, 1925, the ambitious

nature of which created a deep stir among
European and American scholars and critics);

provocative essays which purport to reach the

cultured public at large (La peculiaridad

linguistica rioplatense y su sentido histdrico,

1940-
Castro belongs to the generation of uni-
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versity professors who have combined with

their scientific pursuits a sense of the Spanish

problem, namely, what meaning is to be

given the grandeur that was Spain and her

present inchoate state. He is not only a sober

investigator in the fields of philology, litera-

ture, and culture, but also an acid critic of

the dead hand of Spanish traditionalism. At
the beginning of his career he showed some
of the negativism of the demolishers, but as

political fetishes failed, Castro soon discovered

the positive elements in the unique culture

of Spain.
See: Ddmaso Alonso, review of El pensa-

mien to de Cervantel in Revista de la Bibli-

oteca, Archive y Mnseo del Ayuntamiento de

Madrid, III (1926), 385-388; C. A. Pastoo,
"Americo Castro," Universitario, IV (1927),

13-27; Anderson Imbert, "Amrico Castro,"

Sur, VII (1937), 86-88.

M. J. B.

Castro, Eugdnio de (1869-1944, Portuguese

poet), was born in Coimbra, to a family of a

very ancient academic and literary tradition.

In Lisbon he alternated studies in the liberal

arts with newspaper work; later he entered

the diplomatic corps and finally became a

teacher. After international recognition of his

writings and admission to the Portuguese
Academy at the age of 27 Castro was ap-

pointed professor of Romance philology in

the faculty of philosophy of the University of

Lisbon (1914) and then at the University of

Coimbra (1916), of which institution he be-

came director.

The earliest literary compositions of

Eugdnio de Castro, very youthful indeed,
showed great verbal talent, along with in-

genuousness and a strong poetic temperament.
A first trip to France initiated him into the

contemporary poetry of that country; this

meant for Castro a somewhat involved

mixture of Baudelaire (q.v .), Gautier, Leconte
de Lisle (q.v.), Verlaine (q.v.), Mallarm (q.v.)

and Maeterlinck (q.v.) and "art for art's sake."

This also meant for him a reaction against the

politico social servitude of Portuguese poetry
with its clamorous oratory. Eugnio de Castro

and Ant6nio Nobre (q.v.) were to restore Por-

tuguese poetry to aesthetic integrity (see Portu-

guese literature); Nobre, of a deep and morbid

sentimentality, changed the poetic substance,

Castro, healthy both mentally and physically
and with an elegant sense of balance, reno-

vated principally the media of expression.

Upon his return from this first trip to

France, he produced Oaristos (1890), the first

cry of revolt. In the preface-manifesto he
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declared with provocative aggressiveness that,

"with two or three shining exceptions, con-

temporary Portuguese poetry is based on

some few handfuls of feeble and decrepit

commonplaces"; he deplored the "Franciscan

poverty" of current verse and announced his

intention of trying new ways of metrical ex-

pression. Oaristos and Horas (1891; Hours)
offered a poetry of aristocratic, formal

splendor, Verlainian in tone, polyphonic and
rich in imagery. Fashioned only for os raros,

incomprehensible indeed to the uninitiated,

it nevertheless opened a new cycle in Portu-

guese poetic form. In keeping with his con-

tention advanced in Oaristos that two

thirds of the words in the language lay

ignored in the dictionaries, Castro revived a

whole archaic, aristocratic, and liturgical

vocabulary, replete with brilliant and magnifi-
cent images, in a veritable festival of the

senses. This refining of the lexicon was ac-

companied by a new typographical presenta-
tion which called for the use of a profusion
of capital letters and for special care in the

composition of the printed page. Eugnio de

Castro is a virtuoso, relying not on the

intrinsic meaning of words but on the in-

numerable possibilities of musical and visual

manipulation. At the same time he made no

attempt to express the inexpressible with the

suggestive verbal penumbra of a Mallarm;
rather, he endeavored to express more richly
what is already known.
The later evolution of Castro showed that

there remained in his temperament much of

the classicist, devoted to clear as well as

beautiful forms. Castro and his nefelibatas

(cloud treaders) a word which he used and
which degenerated into a nickname for the

group took from symbolism its technique
and external processes, rather than its essen-

tial aesthetic substance. In 1896, to be sure,

he returned to France to be consecrated as

the leader of Portuguese symbolism at a

banquet in his honor, presided over by
Catulle Mendes (q.v.). And he became identi-

fied with the most outstanding elements of

the international artistic movement; French
and Italian critics introduced him to the

world. The Mercure de France received and

protected him. He exerted an influence on

Spanish and Hispano-American modernism
and came to be the best-known and most
translated Portuguese poet. But beneath the

symbolist, the lover of opulent Parnassian

graces, the devotee of cosmopolitan and uni-

versal art, there throbbed a spirit at once

profoundly Portuguese and classical. Little by
little he evolved in the direction of a more

sober classical art he knew, admired, and
translated Latin and Greek classic authors

and Goethe until he finally moved into the

current of the national poetic tradition. Al-

ready in Sagramor (1895), a dramatic poem, a

Faustian incarnation of the tedium vitae, are

seen a certain rejection of the decadent style
and less interest in freakishness and brilliance

of rhyme. This work stands in contrast to

Belkiss (1894), a lyrical prose narration in-

fluenced by Maeterlinck which recounts, in a

language of Asiatic sumptuousness, the am-
orous peregrinations of the queen of Sheba

through a Utopian and legendary Orient. A
nereida de Harlem (1896; The Nereid of

Harlem), O rei Galaor (1897; King Galaor),
and Salomd (1896) continue to show much of

the pomp of the earlier manner. Saiidades

do ceu (1899; Longings for Heaven), whose
title indicates a national preoccupation, pre-
ceded the poem Constanta (1900), which
marked radical withdrawal from his former

art. Castro's identification with the amorous
and doleful soul of Portugal and its land-

scape, through the crepuscular figure of the

scorned queen, the rival of Ines de Castro, is

complete; the channels of his poetical crea-

tion and his means of expression are in the

most authentic Portuguese. Miguel de

Unamuno (q.v.) said of Constanfa that it is

"a symbol of Portugal itself."

From 1900 to the period following the First

World War, Castro alternated his old Par-

nassian taste, never abandoned completely (O
anel de Policrates, 1907, The Ring of Poli-

crates; Camafcus romanos, 1921, Roman Cam-

eos), with a preference for Pre-Raphaelite
themes from the national middle ages (O
cavaleiro das maos irresistiveis, 1916; The
Knight of the Irresistible Hands). His final

phase is one of definite devotion to national

folk themes, to the Neo-Garrettism that

Nobre had initiated in 1892. Without losing
its exquisite technique, Castro's poetry gained
in depth of sentiment. In a refined and sober

language he also sang in his later years of

the sadness and joys of family life. The
gentle, philosophical pessimism apparent in

all his previous work becomes a resigned and

indulgent Christian sadness. Cravos de papel

(1922; Paper Carnations), Canfoes desta negra
vida (1922; Songs of This Somber Life),
Descendo a encosta (1924; Coming Downhill),
Chamas duma candeia velha (1925; Flames of

an Old Lamp), and Ultimos versos (1938;
Last Verses) are examples of this final phase
of tender and intimately Portuguese verse.

The younger poets, who have surpassed
him, owe much to Castro. To him is due in
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great measure the return of Portuguese poetry
to dignity, as well as a new cultivation of

form and pure aestheticism. He completely
renovated the poetic instrument. To this

must be added the fact that his recognition
in the Latin world gave international voice

and prestige to the little-known contem-

porary Portuguese literature.

See: M . de Unamuno, For tierras de Portu-

gal y de Espana (1911), pp. 5-13; A. F. G.

Bell, Studies in Portuguese Literature (1914),

pp. 225-232; Rubn Dario, Los raros (1918),

pp. 245-265.
E. G. D.

Castro, Rosalia (i836?-i885, Spanish poet and

novelist), born at Santiago de Compostela in

Galicia, was the daughter of Doiia Teresa

Castro, who was a member of a noble family,
and of an unknown father. The air of

melancholy which pervades all her writing

may well be related to this circumstance.

Educated with great care, she early showed
remarkable talents for the arts, especially for

drawing, music, and singing, and composed
her first poems at the age of 12. In poor
health, she spent the winters either at the

Pazo de Lestrove, ancestral home of the

Castros, or at a modest house in the vicinity
of Padr6n, whose countryside she was to

exalt with home-loving devotion in all her

poetic work. She moved to Madrid at the age
of 20, established relations with the writers

of the capital, and became associated with

Ventura Ruiz Aguilera, the poet, with Eulogio
Florentino Sanz, translator of Heine, and with

Gustavo A. Bdcquer (q.v.). In 1857 was pub-
lished, in Museo universal, her first poem in

Galician, a paraphrase of the popular song
"Airinos, airinos, aires . . ." (Little airs, little

airs, airs . . ."), reflecting her anguish and
loneliness. That year also marks the appear-
ance of her first book, La flor, a short and

unimportant work in Spanish. The following

year she married the Galician historian Don
Manuel Murgufa, one of the best prose
writers of his time, accompanied him on his

travels through Spain as an archivist, re-

turned several times to Galicia but without

happiness, suffered family misfortunes, and

finally died in her home at Padron, July 15,

1885.

Rosalia Castro wrote three books of poetry,
Cantares gallegos (1863), Follas novas (1880),

and En las orillas del Sar (1884; Eng. tr. of

selected poems, Beside the River Sar, 1937).

The first two are in Galician, the third is in

Spanish. The efforts to revive a regional

language which had enjoyed such an illustri-

ous past coincide in Galicia with the Pro-

venial and Catalonian literary and cultural

revivals; they culminate indeed in this poet,
who appropriates all the smooth grace and

musicality of the Cancioneiros and the Can-

tigas of Alfonso the Wise. She adds her own

quality of grief, which is not simply an

ephemeral product of the rnal du sidcle but

such an absorbing and sincere sentiment that

it transcends the world that surrounds her,

through a mystic yearning and restlessness of

the spirit. This grief becomes the very sub-

stance of her life; once when she thought
herself free of it, she was tortured by its

absence. Her mysticism should be interpreted
in the light of this tragic attitude, as is

sagaciously pointed out by Unamuno (q.v.)

in his Andanzas y visiones espaiiolas. At
times she trembles with a religious fear

reminiscent of Baudelaire (q.v.)} she shows a

heroic, tortured religiosity sublimated by re-

morse. Rosalia typifies the pantheistic inter-

pretation of the saudade, the search for per-
fect communion with the earth which

engendered us, with the entire landscape.
Some of her poems, with their simple evocative

geographic nomenclature, anticipate a poetical
idea successful in later Spanish poetry (Una-
muno, Machado, Lorca); at other times the

poet gives clear shape to the things her eyes
behold, re-creating them and vivifying them in

a rich system of symbols.
Rosalia Castro is above all the poet of

Galicia. In her are all the rebellion, the

longings, the complaints, the historical con-

sciousness and aspirations of this Spanish

region. It was the Generation of '98

Unamuno, Azorfn, Dfez-Caneclo, Juan Ram6n

Jimenez (qq.v.) that revealed her to the rest

of Spanish-speaking Spain. During her life-

time the Catalonian and Provencal poets had
translated and admired her, and the latter

even invited her to preside over one of their

celebrated Joes Florals, an honor which the

poet's modesty would not permit her to ac-

cept. Modern criticism sees in her much more
than a forerunner of the metrical innovators

of modernism; she is considered a real pre-

cursor of poets such as Rubn Darfo,

Gutierrez Nijera, Amado Nervo, and Antonio

Machado (q.v.). Federico Garcia Lorca (q.v.)

refers to her reverently in one of his Poemas

gallegos. Her personality is beginning to be

disassociated from such figures as B^cquer,
Trueba, and Heine, with whom listless criti-

cal routine had too long connected her.

Her works in prose two early novels, La

hija del mar (1859) and Flavio (1861), the

novel Ruinas (1864), and two exotic tales, El
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caballero de las botas azules (1867) and El

primer loco (1881) have suffered an unjust

neglect. The shorter stories especially present

with originality certain of the disconcerting

problems found in the modern psychological

novel. Her rhetoric, very typical of her period,

is somewhat artificial. But a quality of

fantasy and illusion, in the manner of Bc-

qucr, suggests the tradition of the best Span

ish romantic prose.

See: C. Barja, En torno al lirismo gallego

del siglo XIX (1926), pp. 67-91; A. Cortina,

"Rosalia Castro de Murguia," Humanidades

(
1 93)> PP- ^i-iQS; R- Otero Pedrayo, Dis-

curso de ingreso na Academia Galega (1931)'

S. Griswold Morlcy, "Preface," in Castro, Be-

side the River Sar (1937)-
R. M. L,

Catala, Victor (pseud, of Catalina Albert i

Paradis, 1873-, Catalonian novelist and short-

story writer), was born in L'Escala. This little

village, a picturesque fishing port, is sur-

rounded by an imposing nature which

harmonizes the beauties of the sea and the

wildest mountains. The landscape of deep

contrasts and the rough people of the district

have exerted a marked influence on Victor

CataLVs literary vocation. At first she took

part in the poetic competitions which were

held each year in Barcelona (Joes Florals,

developed from those celebrated in Toulouse

and from those of the late Middle Ages in

Barcelona), and although her poetic works

did not pass unnoticed, the real field in

which she triumphed was in the cultivation

of the narrative genre. Her best works are in

Drames rurals (1902; Rural Dramas), a series

of stories or short novels in which she paints,

with a marked predilection for the darker

hues, different aspects of the simple folk of

the country. Her pronounced realism exerted

a great influence on a number of important
later prose writers. There followed Caires

Vius (1907), which showed that the literary

manner of Victor Catate was not a passing

caprice or a literary pose, but was grounded
in her thought and in her sensibility. The
novel Solitud (1905; Solitude) was a great

triumph; it was awarded the Fastenrath prize

in the Joes Florals and immediately trans-

lated into French, Spanish, Portuguese, Eng-

lish, German. The pattern of contrasts and

the interplay of the most sublime and the

most perverse instincts constitute the essence

of this great realistic novel. La mare balena

(The Mother Whale), a collection of stories,

was followed by the three-volume work Un

film (A Film).

The work of this Catalonian novelist shows

great daring not only in the choice of sub-

jects but in the courageous manner of

handling them. The new realistic view of life

and the startling fact that the author was a

woman disconcerted the public. But her

literary boldness prevailed and a whole group
of Catalonian novelists followed in her foot-

steps, creating a type of rural novel with

robust figures and rugged scenes full of

grandeur. Prudenci Bertrana (q.v .)
was one of

her outstanding followers. Other writers ex-

aggerated this wild depiction of the country
scene, and for some years Catalonian litera-

ture was marked by a novel thoroughly rustic

in which the characters spoke in the manner
of peasants (at times an attempt was made
to obtain this effect by the facile recourse of

vulgarisms). The devotees of ruralismo were

legion, if not always distinguished. There has

also been in some quarters vigorous resistance

to this vogue, but in any event Victor Catal

gave a great lesson in sincerity. Whatever
direction may be taken by the young Cat-

alonian novelist of recent years, her influence

vvilJ make itself felt as an ardent and deep-
felt message of literary integrity.

She has recently been living in retirement

in her little village of L'Escala, in that silence

which weighs upon all Catalonian writers,

unable to write in their language under
the regime of General Franco.

See: T. Cards, "Covcrsa amb Victor

Catala/* Revista de Catalunya (Barcelona),

1926; A. Schmecberger, Conteurs Catalans

(1926).
F. de P.

Catalonian literature, after highly honorable

achievements in the Middle Ages and es-

pecially in the i5th century, went through a

long period of decadence related to loss of

political independence and at the end of

the i8th century Antoni de Capmany had
declared the Catalonian idiom "dead for the

republic of letters." But precisely at this time

was born Antoni Puiz i Blanch (called

Puigblanch, 1775-1842), now rightly con-

sidered the initiator of a revival (Renaixenfa)
of Catalonian writing which has had results

reaching down to the present day. Two epic

poems which he probably wrote between 1815
and 1820 seem to have circulated in manu-

script among the students of the University
of Cervera, with copies of a Gramdtica y

apologia de la lengua cathalana, published in

1814 by another precursor, De Josep Pau

Ballott (1747-1821). These documents deeply
influenced contemporary youth.
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In 1815 a student, Bonaventura Carles

Aribau (1798-1862), was already writing his

first poetry in Catalan; somewhat later, in

1833, was published Aribau's famous "Oda a

la patria," solemn and noble, the theme of

which is homesickness for the native land

and melancholy recollections of her lost

grandeur. With this poem a romanticism be-

gan in Catalonian literature which was a

first stage of the Renaixenfa. From 1833 to

1859 certain foreign influences were im-

portant (Scotch philosophy, the archaeological
manner of Walter Scott, Manzoni, the German

romantics), although the poet Joaquim Rubio

i Ors (q.v.) proclaimed literary independence
in the prologue of his book of verse, Lo

gayter del Llohregat (1841). Catalonian poetry
was at that time marked by noble melancholy,

profound idealism, and a restrained style

which are the sources of its particular charm.

These characterstics are especially apparent
in the poems of Manuel Mil y Fontanals

(q.v.) and of Joscp Lluis Pong i Gallar^a

(1823-1894).
Two important events then occurred, al

most simultaneously. In 1858 the Majorcan
Marian Aguilo (1825-1897) took up residence

in Valencia, as the librarian of the university,

and became a true apostle of rejuvenation

through his faith in the unity and destiny of

the Catalan-speaking countries. His enthusi-

asm stirred two energetic disciples, Vicente

Wcnceslao Querol (q.v.) and Teodor Llorente

(1836-1911). Aguilo was in favor of a litera-

ture national to its very depths, removed

from all foreign influence (it was to be neither

classical nor romantic, as he said). Querol and
Llorente laid the foundations of a real

Valencian school, distinguished by the au-

tochthonous character of its themes and the

noble simplicity of its style, Querol, when he

called his poetry "rimas catalanas," marked
the literary unity of Catalonia, Valencia, the

Balearic Islands. Aguilo exercised a parallel

influence in his native country, where soon

appeared a Majorcan school. Although there

had been precursors in Valencia and in

Majorca and the other Balearic Islands, it is

indubitable that the great impulse which, in

a common desire for revival, cemented all the

countries of Catalan speech is to be traced

to his crusading spirit.

In 1859 the Jocs Florals of Barcelona,

which had been founded by a Catalonian

monarch of the i4th century, were reestab-

lished. They represented a tendency to per-

petuate, in fixed forms, the subject matter

of a somewhat stylized medievalism. The
enormous social influence they exerted is

undeniable; their anachronistic pomp aroused

the interest of "good society" in Catalonian

poetry. Most of the poets who began to write in

the tradition of the Jocs Florals are forgotten.
Victor Balaguer (1824-1901) is one of the

exceptions. He was a fiery and declamatory
poet, fond of Victor Hugo, enamored of

Italy; he had been there at the time of the

war for national unity, in which he saw an

object lesson for the Catalan-speaking
countries since, as he said, just as the Lom-
bards, the Tuscans, etc., form the Italian

nation, just so the Catalonians, the Valen-

cians, the natives of the Balearic Islands, etc.,

form the patria lemosina.

The great figure of Catalonian poetry of

the igth century, Jacint Verdaguer (q.v.), the

son of humble peasants, was still, in many
respects, a romantic. Rich Catalonian nature

held no secrets for him; he was thoroughly
familiar with the names of herbs, birds, and
minerals in all the dialects (Ampurdanian,
Majorcan, Leridan, Valencian), since he made

repeated excursions through this country.
Mountains and rivers became living beings
to him. His genial intuition gave him a feel

ing for primitive periods; it was as though
he had lived in those times and known their

heroes. His genius was predominantly epic
in character. His two epics, La Atldntida

(1877) and Canigd (1885), have been trans-

lated into almost all of the literary languages
of Europe and some of Asia; one of his

charms consists of a highly personal style,

characterized by an almost savage energy,
which suggests admirably the primitive and
barbarous character of the themes (the pre-
historic epoch in L'Atlantida, the gth century
in Canigo). Verdaguer, specifically with his

Canigo, really sums up Catalonian romanti-

cism.

Although in this period there was de-

veloped the historical novel in the manner of

Sir Walter Scott, by and large the only prose
of that time which has really survived is in

the humorous and costunibrista writings of

Robert Robert (1840-1905), whose talent, at

once tender and ironical, is reminiscent,

though in a more subdued tone, of Dickens.

The theatre, already somewhat developed by

precursors, attained the dignity of true dra-

matic poetry in this romantic period with the

dramas of Frederic Soler (Pitarra) (1839-

1895)-

Angel Guimer& (q.v.) sounds a new note.

His tragedias add to Catalonian literature

which already boasted, in Verdaguer, an epic

genre of great span another of the great

literary genres, the tragic poem. Although by
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preference he looks for his themes in the

Middle Ages, as did the romantics, he handles

them in a realistic manner and in a very per-

sonal style, distinguished by a concision

frequently approaching brutality. He seeks

deliberately the unadorned substantive. His

sentences are disorderly, hard, hesitating; they

give, at times, the sensation of a mere rough
draft, of something drawn with force but in-

complete, like certain statues of Rodin. His

prose drama Terra Baixa (1896), widely
translated and produced (Eng. tr., Maria of

the Lowlands, 1914), has been reverently pre-

sented by a proletarian wing of the theatre

for its social message. In his Poesies (1887) he

frequently treated macabre themes with a

horrifying exactitude of detail.

Joan Maragall (q.v.), whose talent was a

cultivated one, has become very popular in

his country as the author of landscape poetry.
He contemplates nature as would a good

bourgeois on vacation, and in this is to be

found the secret of his extensive success. At

times he interwove philosophical ideas (par-

ticularly those of Nietzsche, q.v.) into his

verse, especially in "Comte Arnau" which,

according to the author's purpose, was to be

the incarnation of the superman. This won
him the admiration of Unamuno (q.v.), who
was responsible for the renown that Maragall
obtained in Castile and in the Hispanic-
American countries. His "Cant espiritual"
is very beautiful, a sort of realistic credo in

which the author expresses his candid admira-

tion for the universe as perceived by the

senses and deplores the fact that death has to

deprive us of them.

The seed sown by Marian Aguilo now bore

fruit in the already mentioned Majorcan
school, with its classical, Mediterranean style.

Costa i Llobera (q.v.) is the Majorcan poet

par excellence circumspect, sober, devoid of

sentimentalism, impeccable, strong, serene,

and an admirer of Horace; even in meter he

follows the models of antiquity. Another poet
of great talent belonging to this school is

Joan Alcover (q.v.) 9 whose elegies, nobly mov-

ing, are a model in the genre. Along with

Verdaguer and Guimer, they are the Ma-

jorcan poets who again carried the Catalan

language to literary heights.
The spirit of realism naturally favored the

development of the novel. Narcls Oiler (q.v.)

is considered, more or less correctly, as a

disciple of Zola (q.v.) 9 who made him known
in France. Among other initiators of Cat-

alonian realism are Josep Pin i Soler (1842-

1927); Joaquira Ruyra (q.v.), author of short

stories and short novels, whose delightful

style won him the admiration of classic

writers; Prudenci Bertrana (q.v.); and Victor

Catala (q.v.), whose novel Solitud (1905) is

esteemed by the Catalonians as a masterpiece.
New dramatic authors, notably Santiago
Rusinol (q.v.) and Ignasi Iglcsics (q.v.),

abandoned the verse drama and cultivated a

type of prose comedy which enjoyed a great

popular success. Exaggeration of realism even

led to the belief that dramatic poetry had

died, its place taken by a dialogued prose
where the chief ambition was to reproduce,
like a phonograph, the conversations of real

life.

During this period the philologist Pompeu
Fabra (1868-), since exiled in France, carried

out his labors directed toward the fixation

and purification of the Catalan language. His

first grammatical studies appeared in the last

quarter of the igth century, his voluminous
Gramdtica de la lengua catalano in 1913.
His orthographic system was officially adopted
by the Institut d'Estudis Catalans.

In 1914 the Spanish state granted a sem-

blance of autonomy to Catalonia (considered
in a strict geographical sense, without Va-

lencia and the Balearic Islands), which was

organized with the name Mancomunitat
under the presidency of Enric Prat de la

Riba (1870-1917). He showed himself to be a

most devoted patron of Catalonian culture,

and with this official stimulus a new literary

movement, headed by Eugenio D'Ors (q.v.),

took over the directing role in the intellectual

life of the country. But this movement, while

characterized by an unflinching intellectual

spirit and by a devastating criticism of realism

and all that had preceded it, showed scorn

of the national literature of the preceding

century and at times an almost slavish ad-

miration for certain foreign schools (in par-
ticular French symbolism, q.v.)} as a result

the literature of that moment had scarcely

any roots in the national soil. On the other

hand it was able to profit by the judicious
reforms in the literary language which had
been effected by Pompeu Fabra, although it

is questionable whether what was gained in

the direction of purity of language was a

sufficient compensation for what was sacrificed

in native genius. There was even a loss in a

territorial sense, since the new literature, as

distinguished from the former, tended to

limit itself to a geographically circumscribed

Catalonia.

A multitude of lyric poets then made their

appearance, two of whom continue to be

admired, Josep Garner (q.v.) and Carles Riba.

Carner was the poet of the comfortable and
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elegant life of the bourgeoisie of the beauti-

ful environs of Barcelona; he was likewise

the poet of the coquettish modistes and

pretty neighborhood girls. More recently an
exile in Mexico, Garner is now the dean of

Catalonian. literature. The Hellenist Riba,

recently an exile in France, is above all an

intellectual, a university man, often an im-

pediment for his poetry; his Estances, how-

ever, is profound and subtle and continues to

exert a great influence on the younger gen-
eration.

The reaction against the realistic prose
theatre was carried out by Josep Maria de

Sagarra (q.v.). He is the most original and
at the same time the most popular of the

writers of his period; his dramatic poems, of

a highly nationalistic tone, enjoyed a noisy

triumph on the stage. Unquestionably en-

dowed with genius in his own way, he even

undertook an epic poem, El Conite Arnau

(1928), the fiist six cantos of which show an

astounding vigor and simplicity; unfortu-

nately the last four drag painfully. He has

also written various novels, the impudent
style of which is charming. The language of

Sagarra, extremely rich in native idiom which
lend it an inimitable flavor, attains this

spontaneous beauty vainly sought in diction-

aries and grammars.
Thousands of novels also appeared. The

novelist Joan Puig i Ferreter, later an exile

in France, introduced to his country the great
Russian authors of the iQth century. His

Camm5 de Franfa, standing apart from all

literary schools, is a collection of highly per-
sonal confessions.

In 1931 Catalonia, without Valencia and
the Balearic Islands, was organized into an
autonomous Generalitat; in 1939 it was in-

vaded by Franco's army. Recent times have
seen an implacable persecution of the na-

tional culture, which reached the point
where aged writers were shot and deposi-
tories of Catalonian books were burned. Such
a brusque interruption in the literary his-

tory of the country has come about that one
can rightfully consider the year 1939 as one
of those dates which mark the end of a

period. The present literary generation is

condemned to silence in its own country; one
can deduce something of the spirit that ani-

mates it from what is produced by that por-
tion of the group which exiled itself volun-

tarily and is now in free countries. These
look forward to another stirring revival of

the national spirit, with unity for the Cat-

alan-speaking countries.

See: Manuel de Montoliu, Manual d'his-

torica critica de la literatura catalana

moderna (1922); Jean Jacques Achille Ber-

trand, La Literature catalane contemporaine,
'#33-'933 (i933)-

J. S.

Cecdii, Emilio (1884-, Italian art critic, jour-
nalist, and essayist), began his literary career

with the Florentine group of the Leonardo
and the Voce, but revealed his real personality
with the Ronda at Rome in the post-war
period. He spent 17 years in acquiring that

dexterity of expression for which he is now
justly esteemed. During those years he wrote

Kipling (1911) and Studi critici (1912). Like

many Italians of his generation, he freed him-
self through the idealism of Croce and Gentile
from the sumptuousness of D'Annunzio (qq.v.)
and from a positivistic conception of life. But
he was not a thinker or a man of action, and
what remained after this philosophical house

cleaning was a sensitive view of the world in

delicate colors and a mind capable of examin-

ing the universe through a veil of sophisticated
culture. Anglo-Saxon readers especially are

likely to enjoy his humorous way of expres-
sion. He is in the main an essayist and some
models of his studied prose can be found in

certain modern English writers whom he
admired and translated, such as Stevenson,
Belloc, and Chesterton.

Since the publication of Pesci rossi (1920)
revealed him to sophisticated readers, his

typical modules have been articles which have
served as magazine ornaments and for that

characteristic Italian institution, the third

page of a newspaper. Be it a criticism of

modern or ancient art, a sketch of a street

scene, a portrait of a writer, a moral situation,
he likes to close himself within the limits of

two or three thousand words, starting with a

studied simplicity, then prancing around the

reader like a Red Indian dancer with that

enigmatic smile that makes one wonder if he
intends to end with a laugh or with a scalping.
This pose earned him the nickname of prank-
ster from critics. His sentences are measured,

rhythmical, and he alone knows how many
long travels, how many readings, what pro-
tracted pipe smokes, went into the finding of

a cadenza or a joke, an unexpected resem-

blance, or the reversal of a commonplace. He
is not a spontaneous author but a great
worker; and like every personality founded on

sensibility, and not on ideas or on a faith, he
is at his best when a change offers him new
and exciting material which he knows how to

absorb without being dominated by it. Editors

were shrewd enough to offer him several
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opportunities to travel. Qualche Cosa (1931) is

an account of a trip to Holland, Messico (1932),
of a visit to Mexico, and Et in Arcadia ego . . .

(
1 934) his impressions of Greece. He came
twice to the United States, once as a profes-
sor in the summer school of the University of

California at Berkeley, and went even to the

Portuguese African colony of Mozambique.
He has written only the first volume of a much
discussed history of English literature, Storia

delta letteratura inglese nel secolo XIX (1915).
His other books are collected pages or essays
La Giornata delle belle donne (1924), L'Osteria
del cattivo tempo (1927), Corse al trotto (1936).
To the great amazement of the professionals,
he wrote many illuminating pages on old and
on contemporary painters: Note d'arte a Valle

Giulia (1911), La Pittura italiana dell' otto-

cento (1927), Pietro Lorenzetti (1930), Giotto

0937)- From his pen has also come America
arnara (1939), which has had six printings;
this is a collection of articles on the civiliza-

tion of the United States, severe but fair.

Above all Cecchi loves his trade and feels

for it an ascetic reverence. If he has a morality,
it is the morality of form ("you can write in

any manner, but not without a manner"); and
he is not averse to a political order provided
it guarantees the writer the intimate freedom
of his room. Like a teacher of good penman-
ship, he is not interested so much in the

meaning of the phrase as in the style. It is quite
obvious that he likes to indulge in jokes, and

many of his articles or essays were written

only for the final jest in them or for some
intermingled or recondite quip recounted
with jaunty unconcern. Sometimes he pokes
fun even at the job of writing, but not too
much or his whole world would crumble in

ruins about him.
See: A. Gargiulo, "Emilio Cecchi," Nuova

Antologia, CCCXC (1937), 3M7; P- Pancrazi,
Scrittori italiani del novecento, revised ed.

0939)> PP- 1Q8-197-

G. P.

Cech, Svatopluk (1846-1908, Czech poet and
novelist), is usually contrasted with Vrchlicky
(q.v.) as the representative of a definitely
nationalistic tradition in poetry. Actually,
both in poetic technique and in the ideology
of liberalism the two poets were similar,

though tech preached a highly spiritual Pan-
Slavism and was far more strongly influenced

by Russian tomantic literature (Lermontov,

Pushkin). Cech was born in Ostfedek near
BeneSov (southeast of Prague), the son of a

steward on an estate. He studied law and

practiced it for a time, but soon devoted him-
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self only to poetry and the editing of literary

journals. Trips to the Caucasus and to Den-
mark were of importance in his formation. He
died in Prague.

Cech's main field was epic poetry, though
his talent was rather that of a rhetorical,

meditative, and descriptive poet. His best work
is in the fresco-like epical poems on themes
from Czech history. AdamiM (1873; The
Adamites) depicts the most radical sect of the

Hussites who flouted all social and sexual con-

ventions; Zizka (1879) centers round the great-
est warrior of the Hussites; Vdclav z Michalovic

(1880), possibly his best poem, is drawn from
the period of oppression after the Battle of the

White Mountain (1620); and Dagmar (1883)
tells the story of a Bohemian princess married
to a Danish king in the Middle Ages (here the

background is the conflict between Teuton
and Slav). All these poems are filled with

generous enthusiasm for a future of universal

freedom and democracy and are written in

magnificent, rather heavily decorative style.

Cech's ideas are even better expressed in his

artistically less successful allegories, Evropa
(1878; Europe) and Slavic (1882), which pre-
sent a discussion of communism versus de-

mocracy and of Pan-Slavism versus the conflict

between the Slavic nations, the poet siding
with slow progress and humanity. Cech was

most successful in his own time with his

political poems. Jitrni plsn& (1887; Morning
Songs) and especially Pisnt otroka (1895; The
Songs of a Slave) are effective declamation

pieces which under thin disguises attack

Austrian rule and give voice to the poet's

indignation against national and social op-
pression. A brief epical poem, LeSetmsky
kovdf (1883; The Blacksmith of LeSetfn), de-

picts in sharp colors the conflicts between the

older homely tradesmen and the encroaching
German capitalism.

But it would be a mistake to think of Cech

merely as a historical and political poet. He
wrote also several humorous and whimsical

fairy tales in verse, agreeable and sentimental

idyls of Czech country life (e.g., Ve stinu lipy,

1879, In the Shade of the Linden Tree), and a

whole collection of poems (Modlitby k Ne-

zndmernu, 1896; Prayers to the Unknown)
which give expression to a high-minded
agnosticism. His prose is less important: it

includes many stories, sketches, travel books,
two novels, and a very popular series of satiri

cal Utopian romances which describe the ad-

ventures of a Prague Philistine on the moon
and in the 15 th century (Vylet pdn& Brouikuv
do mesice, 1886, The Excursion of Mr. Broufek
to the Moon; Novy epochdlni vylet pana
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Broufka tentokrdte do patndcttho stoleti, 1888,

A New Amazing Excursion of Mr. Broutek,
This Time into the Fifteenth Century).

Cech was personally a shy and solitary ro-

mantic, who was saved from egoistic pessimism

only by his political enthusiasms and his faith

in the future victory of humanity and de-

mocracy. His ideas and his rhetorical pathos

appealed to his contemporaries, who exalted

him to the highest rank among Czech poets,

but his influence has been on the wane since

the advent of critical realism and symbolism.

See: V. Flajshans, Svatopluk ech (1906); F.

Strejfek, O Svatopluku Sechovi (1908); Arne

Novdk, Svatopluk ech; dilo a osobnost (2

vols., 1921-1923). There are German transla-

tions of Adamitd, Dagmar, and PisnS otroka.

R. W.

Cejador, Julio (1864-1927, Spanish scholar

and critic), born in Saragossa, entered very

young the Society of Jesus, which he left in

1900 to become a secular priest. While still

a Jesuit, he studied in France and traveled

in the Orient, amassing a considerable

amount of erudition in Semitic and Indo-

European languages, humanistic studies, and

modern literatures. In 1914 he was appointed

professor of Latin at the University of

Madrid. A tremendous worker, he composed
more than 50 large volumes on classical and

modern philological matter, constantly en-

gaged in polemics on linguistic and literary

points, and never let his pen rest. He ex-

pounded certain extravagant theories on the

unity of the origin of human languages and

on the Basque origin of Castilian. His main

contributions to the field of Spanish litera-

ture, probably the soundest part of his work,

are studies on the language of Cervantes,

collections of proverbs and traditional poetry,

editions of the Arcipreste de Hita (Juan

Ruiz), Quevedo, and others, and the Historia

de la lengua y literatura castellana (14 vols.,

1915-1922). A lack of critical balance and

scientific spirit, a questionable literary taste,

and the haste in which most of his books

were produced invalidate to a great extent

his work; it contains, nevertheless, a con-

siderable mass of facts and useful data. He is

also the author of novels and autobiographi-
cal books.

See: R. F. Giusti, Critica y poldmica, IV

A. del R.

Celine, Louis Ferdinand (pseud, of Louis

Ferdinand Destouches, 1894-, French novel-

ist), has lived a life like that of Bardamu and

Ferdinand, the best known of his characters.

Born in Paris, of obscure Breton stock, he took
a medical degree and became a practicing

physician in Paris. Many legends surround
him. The known facts are that he has traveled

widely in Africa and America and has worked
as a ship's doctor, as a hand in a Detroit

factory, as a research man for the Rockefeller

Foundation. When his first novel was pub-
lished, he was on the staff of a workingmen's
clinic at Clichy, devoting himself, for little or

no pay, to the ailing humanity which he
reviles in his novels.

Opinions vary as to whether Celine's work
has achieved more than a succds de scandale,

yet even critics who dismiss him as a cheap
pornographer admit that as expressions of

absolute misanthropy his novels are monu-
mental. The hero of Voyage an bout de la nuit

(1932; Eng. tr., Journey to the End of Night,
1934) stumbles through a life of darkness from
one human catastrophe to another. Despite
occasional illuminations of decency, love, and
human kindness, there is no light at the end.

In Mori a credit (1936; Eng. tr., Death on the

Installment Plan, 1938) the hero (significantly
his name is Ferdinand) witnesses the decom-

position of everything he touches. Science,

love, religion, stand revealed as cruel shams;
in this darkness there is not even a glimmer.
CcHine's conclusion is that the race is divided

between the maliciously evil and the insane.

Celine, like Gide (q.v.), had hoped that

Russia would find a better way of life: a trip
there (see Mea Culpa, 1937; Eng. tr., 1937) dis-

pelled the hope. Thenceforward his only re-

course was to fascism. Bagatelles pour un
massacre (1938) is a wild diatribe against Jews,
and Ecole des cadavres (1938) a hymn of hatred

of the "degenerate" French. Celine's crude

violence, his nihilistic style, the complete
filthiness of his vocabulary, are coupled with

a fierce sincerity. A plausible analysis would

be that his personality, too sensitive to bear

the spectacle of daily suffering in the hospital,
finds relief in a literary rejection of the flesh

which as a physician Celine feels powerless to

heal.

See: L. Trotsky, "Novelist and Politician,"

Atlantic Monthly, CLVI (1935), 413-420; G.

True, "L'Art et la passion de M. Ferdinand

C61ine," Revue hebdomadaire, Anne XLVII

(1938), Tome VII, pp. 550-565.
W. M. F.

Cena, Giovanni (1870-1917, Italian poet, novel-

ist, and editor), was born at Montanaro
Canavese in Piedmont. A kind heart plus

sincerity are not sufficient to produce a writer
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especially not a natural and simple one: this

is what is learned from reading the works of

this honest and well-intentioned soul who in

the go's cut something of a figure in Italian

literature. The son of indigent parents, greatly

oppressed by misery and maladies, he suc-

ceeded, by a rare and lucky stroke, in winning
attention through a book of poems, Madre

(1897), and later a social novel, G/i Ammoni-
tori (1904; Eng. tr., The Forewarners, 1908).

By this time he had become editor of the

authoritative Italian magazine Nuova An-

tologia. Wishing to spare others the terrible

sufferings of his youth, which had almost

made him turn anarchist, he dedicated all his

extra time to the education of the poor. He
founded private schools for the children of

peasants near Rome who had been left by
their landowners and by the government in a

state of permanent starvation, debasement,
and ignorance and under the continuous threat

of malaria. They won recognition for him

among those who had kind hearts in Italy.

These schools have been studied as pedagogical
models and were responsible for some of the

ideas adopted by Lombardo-Radice in the re-

form of the elementary school under Gentile.

In the verses of Cena are found, with very
few exceptions, only ashes taken from other

hearths, residues of other styles. There is

nothing simple, nothing genuine, nothing

artistically felt, nothing original. Even arti-

ficial stones which had fallen from the paste-
board crown of D'Annunzio (q-v.) reappear

among his prose works. G/i Ammonitori was

intended as an admonition to the upper classes

of the dangerous social situation in the 8o's;

today it reads like a depressing mixture of dull

autobiography and prosaic morality. Nothing
better can be salvaged from his letters and
critical reviews. In his times the work of

Cena had a temporary significance, but it

hardly survives an epoch (1880-1900) when
social problems predominated.

See: A. Momigliano, Impressioni di un
lettore contemporaneo (1928), pp. 66-72; G.

Lombardo-Radice, Pedagogia di apostoli e di

operai (1936), pp. 177-204.
G. P.

Cep, Jan (1902-, Czech novelist), is the most

gifted among the Czech "ruralists." He was
born the son of a poor peasant cottager in

Myslechovice near Litovel (northern Moravia)
and studied English and French at the Uni-

versity of Prague but without taking a degree.
He became reader in a large publishing house
and has done much translating, from Joseph
Conrad, Bernanos (q-v.)> Pourrat (q.v.), and

others. Cep, unlike the other "ruralists," Josef

Knap, FrantiSek Kfelina, and F. V. Kfii, is a

highly spiritual person who struggles for

religious certainty and peace. He depicts usu-

ally "the return of the native" who, broken by
urban civilization, goes back to his rural home,
to the soil, and finally to religion. Cep seems

to have been influenced by the early work of

Jaroslav Durych (q.v.), with whom he shared

a sense of the value of the Catholic tradition.

There is a strong individual tone, however, in

his highly sensitive style ranking with the

best in modern Czech prose in the magic of

his lyrical metaphors, in the refined melan-

choly which broods over all his little sketches,

stories, and fictitious diaries and journals. A
certain monotony of themes and lack of in-

vention have prevented Cep from reaching a

wider public, but he is one of the most culti-

vated and genuine of recent Czech writers. His

stories are collected as Zernezluc (1931; Bitter

Herb), Letnice (1932; Whitsuntide), Diravy

pldst' (1934; The Tattered Coat), and Modrd a

zlatd (1938; Blue and Gold), and there is a

fairly long novel, Hranice stinu (1935* The

Boundary of the Shadow), as well as a shorter

piece, Pribuzenstvo (1938; Relatives).

See: K. Sezima, "Jan Cep," in Mldzi (1936).

R. W.

Cernuda, Luis (1904-, Spanish poet), was

born in Seville. He studied law in the uni-

versity of that city and then went to Madrid,

where he lived some years. Later he served

as an instructor in Spanish at the University
of Toulouse. He was identified with the

group of poets devoted to the cause of the

Spanish republic during the civil war. More

recently he has lived in England and has

taught Spanish at the University of Glasgow.
His first verse is collected in Perfil del aire

(1927), a volume that already shows the purity
of his poetic vocation despite the occasional

faltering note. Here is a poetry of true ro-

mantic lineage, of the purified romanticism

personified by the poet Becquer (q.v.). The
romanticism of Cernuda is deeply felt and
also at times reflective, intcllectualized. In a

second book, Donde habita el olvido (1935),

his romantic spiritual life is refined to the

point of attaining the finest and most delicate

shades. Through a pure affinity of tempera-
ment, and not owing to any external cause,

he leaves the zones of traditional Spanish
romanticism and conies into contact with

such romantic elements as are represented by
Keats and Holderlin. His world is one of

pre-realities and phantoms peopling but not

satisfying his solitude. In Cernuda the classic
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Spanish sentiment of solitude is repeated
with the most modern subtleties and varia-

tions. Presentiment, reality, and forgetfulness
confuse their limits in a poetic atmosphere
which partakes of all three elements. This

poetry materializes in verbal form perhaps
the strongest immatcrializing, spiritualizing
force of contemporary Spanish lyric. The
purity of his poetic vision is matched exactly

by his language, which is light, elegant, and
at times deliberately pale. One finds nothing
heavy, dull, or abject in this poetry which,
above all else, aspires to be essentially poetic.
La realidad y el deseo is the title he has

given to the two editions of his complete
works, the first of which was published in

1936 and the second in 1940. In the last part
of his work the artist leans more toward

concrete, exterior realities in time and space.
Here his poetry seems to gain in force, in

noble serenity and breadth. In London in

1943 was published Cernuda's Oknos, el

affarero, a collection of prose poems which
evoke places and moments of his life in

Seville arid which are excellent examples of

the melancholy charm of nostalgia. During
recent years journals have published some
of his essays in the field of poetic criticism.

Here Cernuda brings to bear the same high

purpose and interpretative acumen that

characterize his poetry.
See: P. Salinas, Literatura cspafiola siglo

XX (1940* PP- 333~348.
P. S.

Chamson, Andr (1900-, French regional novel-

ist and essayist), was born in Nifties, Card, of

a family of peasant origin, and was brought

up in the severe Protestant tradition of the

Cevennes region, which forms the background
and inspiration of his best work. He studied in

the lycees of Als and Montpellier, received

his degree in history at the Sorbonne, and

then took the full course at the Ecole des

Chartes, in completion of which he wrote a

thesis on the geography of his native region.
From this point he has pursued a double

career as a novelist and as a student of art,

archaeology, geography, and history. Roux le

bandit (1925; Eng. tr., Roux the Bandit, 1929),

his first novel; Les Hommes de la route (1927;

Eng. tr., The Road, 1929), his best-known

work; Histoires de Tabusse (1928); and Le

Crime des justes (1929; Eng. tr., The Crime of

the Just, 1930) all draw a vivid, somber

picture of his native region. In Heritages

(1932) he approaches a more complex world,

and La Galere (1939) makes a sharp indict-

ment of corrupt French politics. His political

essays, L'Hommc contre Vhistoire (1927), La
Revolution de Dix-neuf (1930) and Rien qu'un
tdmoignage (1937), express the point of view

of an "advanced democrat." Like so many
French writers of the time, Chamson has

devoted much attention to contemporary
political problems and was associated with the

left-wing Association des Ecrivains et Artistes

Rvolutionnaires. He has also held political

posts. He was chief assistant in the Daladier

cabinet in 1934 at the time of the February 6

riots and, being an ardent supporter of the

Front Populaire, was made assistant curator of

the National Museum at the Palace of Ver-

sailles under the Blum government, a post
which he held until the fall of France. For

three years (1935-1938), in association with

Jean Gutfhenno and Andr6e Viollis, he edited

the progressive weekly, Vendredi.

Andr Chamson must be numbered among
the minor writers of the time, though his

quality is authentic. He lacks the originality
and color of Jean Giono (q.v.) t the strength
and passion of C. F. Ramuz (q.v.). Neverthe-

less his sober if uninspired style, his intimate

knowledge and poetic understanding of the

Cevenole peasantry and countryside, his feel-

ing for the common people, joined to his com-

prehension of history and of contemporary
political and social problems, have earned him
a place among the novelists and essayists of

the period whose work is strongly flavored by
the primitivism of regions relatively untouched

by modern life. With its note of revolt and

heresy reflecting his people's historic struggle
for freedom of conscience, his work is simple
and austere. As a Protestant he carries on a

valuable minority tradition in French litera-

ture.

See: Fritz Lehner, "Andrd Chamson,"

Deutsch-franzosische Rundschau, Vol. Ill

(1930); A, Rousseaux, Ames et visages du XXe
siecle (1932); John Lehmann, New Writing in

Europe (1940).

H. M. C.

Chapygin, Aleksei Pavlovich (1870-1937, Rus-

sian novelist and short-story writer), was born

in a village in the former Government of

Olonets and was apprenticed to an icon

painter in St. Petersburg. His depressing early
stories (1905-1910), dealing with the city poor,
were collected in 1912 (Nelyudimyie; The

Misanthropes), when Chapygin had already
turned to his native North, with its enduring
traditions and mystic outlook. The primitive

peasants of that region were then little known,
and his Bely skit (1914; The White Hermitage)
and Po zverinoi trope (1918; Along a Wild
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Animals' Trail) attracted attention. In the

tales of the Soviet period, Chapygin shows the

people he knew so well undergoing the impact
of the new social forces. The candid account of

his life in Zhizn moya (1930; My Life) and

Po tropam i dorogam (1931; Along the Trails

and Roads) contributed to the understanding
of his works by disclosing their decidedly

autobiographical inspiration.

Meanwhile, in his historical novel Razin

Stepan (3 vols., 1926-1927), a somewhat theatri-

cal elaboration of his earlier manner, Chapygin
had explored the minds of the ^th-century
Muscovites, a task for which his life had

eminently qualified him; and there is evidence

of long study in the rich dialogue, as well as in

the reinterpretation of Razin's role in accord-

ance with Soviet ideology. Gulyashchiye lyudi

(1936; Free Folk), a prologue as well as a

sequel to Razin Stepan, also deals mainly with

peasant uprisings, but is distinguished by a

relative simplicity of language. Both novels

combine epic sweep with minute detail, and,

in spite o[ the brutalities described, they re-

veal the author's optimism and testify to his

faith in the common people.
See: V. Dynnik, "A. Chapygin/' in Pechat i

revolyutsiya (1928), Book II, pp. 125-134; B.

S. Walbe, Aleksei Pavlovich Chapygin (1938).

P. A. P.

Chardonne, Jacques (pseud, of Jacques Bou-

tclleau, 1884-, French novelist), was born at

Barbezicux, Charcnte, of a French father and
an American mother. He received his early
education at home from tutors and later at-

tended school in Barbezieux. He was a sensi-

tive and passionate child and early showed a

leaning toward literature. However, he did

not start on a literary career until he was 35.

He has related the memories of the happy
days of his childhood in two books of familiar

essays, Le Bonheur de Barbezieux (1938) and

Chronique prlvee (1940). At the age of 18 he

went to Paris, where he attended the university
and obtained a law degree. He was married in

1910 and in the same year became a member
of the P. V. Stock publishing firm, which he

long headed. In 1915 his health failed, and he
was sent to Chardonne, a village near Vevey,
Switzerland, to recover. It was during this

convalescence of five years that he began his

first book, a novel, L'Epithalame (1921; Eng.
tr., Epithalamiurn, 1923). This novel concerns

itself with the spiritual problems of married
love. Only in marriage, thinks Chardonne, do
men and women reveal the secrets of their

hearts and show their full and complex per-
sonalities. He deals with the same theme in

Eva (1930; Eng. tr., Eva; or, The Interrupted

Diary, 1930) and Claire (1931) and in all his

other works. His outstanding achievement is

the cyclical novel, Les Destinees sentimentales

934- * 935)* in which he presents not only the

sentimental problems of husband and wife,
but also a faithful picture of French family
and business life and of French provincial

society.

Chardonne ranks high among the French
novelists of today for his fine portrayal of

characters, for the restraint and beauty of his

style, and for the moral worth of his mes-

sage.
See: M. Martin du Card, "Opinions et

portraits: Jacques Chardonne," Nouvelles

littdraires, December 5, 1931; A. Rous-
seaux, Ames et visages du XXe siecle (1936).

R. B.

Charon, see Linde, Otto zur.

Chattier, Emile (pseud. Alain, 1868-, French

essayist and philosopher), is known as Chartier

just plain Chartier to numberless genera-
tions of students in the lycees of Lorient,

Rouen, and Henri IV in Paris, as well as

to his fellow alumni of the Ecole Normale

Superieurc. But to the general public he is the

Alain of thousands and thousands of "Propos"
which he contributed beginning in 1906, first

to the Depeche de Rouen (1906-1914), then to

the Libres Propos (a weekly edited by himself,

1921-1924), the Revue des vivants, Revue

europeenne, Europe, Alsace franfalse, Navire
d'argent, Nouvelle Revue franfalse, etc. The
typical propos is a short, aphoristic piece of

50 or Go lines, strewn with concrete or poetical

images, pointing, like a fable or parable, to a

practical lesson. Though the propos as a genre
belongs to the art of the "columnist," Alain's

essays constitute definitely superior journal-
ism, and through them he enters the long
line of French moralists who for centuries

meted out to the reader pleasant and digestible

pills of worldly wisdom. Roughly one fourth

of these sketches were collected in volume
form, sometimes under loose titles such as Les
Cent et un Propos d*Alain (5 vols., 1908-1929),
Les Propos d*Alain (2 vols., 1920), Propos sur

I'esthetique (1923), Propos sur le christla-

nisme (1924), Propos sur le bonheur (1925),

Propos sur Education (1932), Propos de
literature (1934), Propos de politique (1934),

Propos d'economique (1935), sometimes under
a more significant heading, indicative of

a system. Thus a glance at the remainder of

Alain's lengthy bibliography reveals his sus-

tained interest in militant pacifism (Mars, ou
la Guerre jugde, 1921, Eng. tr., Mars; or, The
Truth about War, 1930, followed in 1939 by
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Convulsion dc la force and Echec & la force)}

in democracy and politics (Elements d'une

doctrine radicate, 1925; Le Citoyen contre les

pouvoirs, 1925); in aesthetics (Systeme des

beaux-arts, 1920, completed by Vingt Lefons
sur les beaux-arts, 1931; La Visile au musicien,

1927, and Entretiens chez le sculpteur, 1937);

in psychology and philosophy proper (Quatre-

vingt-un Chapitres sur I'esprit et les passions,

1915; Lettres au Docteur Mondor, 192-4; Sen-

timents, passions et signes, 1926; Esquisses de

Vhomme, 1927; Entretiens au bord de la mer,

1931; Les Dieux, 1934; Les Saisons de I'esprit,

1937; Minerve, ou De la sagesse, 1939); in

philosophical exegesis and literary criticism

(Les Idees et les Ages, 2 vols., 1927; Introduc-

tion aux Passions de I'dme de Descartes, 1928;

Idees: Platon, Descartes, Hegel, 1932, reprinted
in 1939 ^h an additional study on Auguste
Comte; Stendhal, 1935; Avec Balzac, 1937; com-

mentary, 1929, on Charmes by Paul VaWry,

q.v., and another, 1936, on La Jeune Parque

by the same author). In a class by themselves

stand Histoire de mes penstes (1936) and

Souvenirs de guerre (1937).

There is no mystery to the selection of

Chartier's pen name. It was chosen in obvious

remembrance of his 15th-century homonym,
the famous poet, Alain Chartier. From one

Norman to another, the greeting appears natu-

ral enough. One wonders, however, whether

the medieval Alain, polished courtier and
much traveled diplomat that he was, would
have thought of writing: "I do not just happen
to be from Normandy. I am Normandy itself."

Such is Emile Chartier's boast and a fair one

indeed. Around Mortagne, his native town,

among the hedgerows and the bushes, he found

the old "Chouan" spirit still intact and took

it as his own. It is an earthy spirit, intent

upon real things, sober, unafraid, diffident.

With Alain it becomes the "radical" spirit or

the faculty, rooted in one's conscience, to resist

power outwardly if power is illegal, inwardly

(with due physical obeisance) if power is legal,

but to resist in both cases, for all power, ac-

cording to Alain, is arbitrary in character, and
it is of the essence of any power, political or

not, to be "regal," to overreach itself, to

corrupt and be corrupted. If democracy, for

instance, commands his stout respect, it is not

that democracy is good government there are

no good governments as such; it is because

democracy devised the best means of curbing
the excesses of government and setting up the

citizen against the powers that be.

A fitting epigraph to Chartier's creed would
be found in the sentence, "The minute we
think, we should learn how not to die." To
live, then, is to be awake. To be awake is to

react. Acceptance of ready-made ideas means
surrender. Total conformity means death. Is it

at all surprising that youth responded to such

a stirring call? In fact, Alain's prestige radiated

far into academic and literary circles. He was
revered and heeded by his disciples as few

lycee professors have ever been. To be sure, a

few older students, such as Andr Maurois and
Henri Massis (qq.v.), were stimulated rather

than deeply marked; but Jean Provost (q*v.)>

some 15 years their junior, was fated to repre-
sent the Chartier tradition at its sturdiest.

This gifted writer joined the French Forces of

the Interior during the Second World War
and perished in 1944 at the hands of the

Germans, thus demonstrating in exemplary
fashion that "resistance" in the Alain sense is

something other and something more than
"conscientious objection."

See: Jean Provost, Albert Thibaudet, Ramon
Fernandez, Jean Schlumberger, and Pierre

Bost, "L'CEuvre d'Alain," Europe, XVI (1928),

129-152; Anonymous, Alain, professeur (1932);
Denis Saurat, "Alain," Nouvelle Revue fran-

(aise, XXXIX (1932), 760-766.

J.-A. B.

ChAteaubriant, Alphonse de (1877-, French

novelist), was born in Rennes and, except for

occasional visits to Paris, has spent most of his

life at the Chateau de la Motte Saint-Sulpice
in Vendee. A member of the country nobility,
he approached literature with typical detach-

ment and leserve and has preferred the

studious and tranquil life of the province
rather than the intellectual stimulation of the

capital.

Chflteaubriant was already 34 when, in 1911,
his first novel, Monsieur des Lourdines (Eng.
tr., The Keynote, 1912), was published. Here
is related the moving story of an old country

gentleman compelled to sell family estates to

pay off debts contracted by a prodigal son,

whose extravagances inin his father's life and

bring about his mother's death. Poetic lan-

guage, subdued emotion, and an admirable

plot at once revealed the author of this book
as a writer of unusual talent. Unspoiled by
success, Chflteaubriant waited 12 years before

offering the public his next novel, La Bri&re

(1923; Eng. tr., The Peat-Cutters, 1927). This
work sets forth a somber but powerful picture
of the primitive life of the people of La
Brtere, a region of peat bogs situated in the

most remote section of Brittany, near the

mouth of the Loire. The writer has analyzed
so convincingly the fears and superstitions of

the Brterons and drawn such masterful de-

scriptions of their drab and gloomy country-
side that one soon has the impression of read-
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ing about people and places long familiar. In

La Bri&re ChAteaubriant's artistic tempera-
ment has found its most perfect expression. La

Reponse du Seigneur (1933), the author's third

novel in 22 years, is the story of a gentleman of

the old school, a descendant of the Templars
and the last of his family. In his fondness for

moralizing, the hero preaches throughout the

book a long sermon on the need of a close

union of the human soul with the Divinity.
This novel falls far below the standards which

the author had set himself in Monsieur des

Lourdines and La Briere.

Chdteaubriant has produced two other nota-

ble books, La Meute (1927) and An pays de

Briere (1935). La Meute, a collection of six

short stories, affords an excellent illustration

of two divergent aspects of the author's person-

ality. The first three stories contain character

sketches of country gentlemen drawn with

complete objectivity and detachment. The rest

of the book is written in an entirely different

spirit. The reader is taken into a world of

poetry and dream, at times reminiscent of the

atmosphere found in the plays of Maeterlinck

(q.v.). Au pays de Briere is a series of notes

describing the few months which the author

had spent in La Britre years before. Written

in an emotional and subjective style which

contrasts strangely with the studiously sober

and impersonal style of his previous work

about the same region, it displays rare qualities

of comprehension and sympathy and presents
the country in a mellow and intensely poetic

light.

No one would have expected Chateaubriani

even temporarily to forsake literature for

political propaganda. It is a cruel irony of fate

that such a great artist, as the result of a trip

to Germany, should have written in 1937 La
Gerbe des forces (Nouvelle Allemagne), an ill-

timed and unjudicious praise of National

Socialism. In 1938 appeared Les Pas ont chanti,

a novel based upon memories of Chateau-

briant's childhood; this book lacks the origi-

nality and the interest that characterized his

earlier works.

J. M. C.

Chekhov, Anton Pavlovich (1860-1904, Russian

short-story writer and dramatist), the son of

a small grocer, a former serf, was born in the

little port of Taganrog, on the Sea of Azov.

He had to work for the family from his early

year*, and the tuberculosis he contracted while

a medical student at the University of Moscow

may have been partly due to overexertion

coupled with inadequate nutrition. Shortly
after graduation, in 1884, he discovered that

the stories he had been writing as a means of

subsistence had come to mean more to him
than the medical profession. He jestingly re-

marked that while he regarded medicine as

his lawful wife, literature was his irresistible

mistress. In 1886 the first collection of his

comic tales was published in book form, and
that date may be considered as the beginning
of his complete dedication to literature. Within
the 20 years of his writing activity he com-

posed over a thousand stories, five full-length

plays, and about half a dozen one-act plays.
One interlude in his career deserves mention.
In 1890 he journeyed to the convicts' settle-

ment on Sakhalin Island, and the following

year saw the publication of Sakhalin, the

record of his visit there. Although his first

play, Ivanov, was produced in 1887, his fame
as a playwright came to him only at the end
of the century, when the Moscow Art Theatre

adopted Chekhov and built its own success on
the masterly performances of his plays, be-

ginning with Chaika (The Sea Gull) in 1898,

following it with Dyadya Vanya (Uncle Vanya)
in 1899, Tri sestry (The Three Sisters) in 1901,
and ending with his swan song, Vishnyovy sad

(The Cherry Orchard), shortly before his

death. The Moscow Art Theatre meant much
to Chekhov, in more than one way; in 1901
he married one of its most gifted actresses,

Olga Knipper.
Chekhov's literary art is apparent in his

short stories as much as in his plays; the latter

must be seen on the stage to be fully appreci
ated. There is little action or external drama-
tism in any of his work, for Chekhov is mainly
concerned with bringing out the inner ex

periences and reactions of his characters.

Hence the effectiveness of his plays depends
not on traditional acting but on the ability of

the actors to live their parts with so deep a

sincerity as to infect the audience with their

subtly suggested moods and emotions. Che-

khov's plays are justly defined as the theatre

of mood or atmosphere. This definition might
be applied to his stories as well. In most of

them plot is reduced to a minimum, often

there is no sharply discernible beginning or

end, but one is made witness to a momentary
yet unforgettable flash of life in its perpetual
flow. What makes Chekhov's stones dramatic

and what renders his plays enduring literature

is the simple dialogue, free from verbosity and

blatancy, in which everyday words are so skill-

fully chosen and placed as to convey the

deepest emotion and tragedy. The curtain

usually drops on such simple utterances as

"If we could only knowl" or "It does not

matter" (The Three Sisters). In "Skuchnaya
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istoriya" (1889; A Dreary Story) the climax of

the professor's tragic loneliness and futility is

made to be felt in the words, "Let us have

lunch, Kate," which he speaks in reply to her

anguished question as to the meaning and

purpose of lifc. In his life and in his work
Chekhov detested the garish and loud. He
observed the ordinary and commonplace, and
he knew how to sift the significant from the

vulgar and mean, how to bring it to light with-

out using obvious italics. We come to under-

stand, and therefore to like, most of Chekhov's

characters, taken from all walks of life and rep-

resenting Russia on the eve of the 1905 Revo-
lution. His men are largely failures, weak of

will and resolution, incapable of action, most
often seeking an outlet in moaning and whim-

pering, in drinking and gambling, or in sui-

cide. His women, as in the case of Turgenev
(q.v.), are by comparison stronger and nobler

and are kept going by an aptitude for dreams
and aspirations. In all events, Chekhov endows
his characters with such essential humanness
that because of our kinship we feel unable to

condemn them. Chekhov's medical training
enabled him to diagnose men impartially and

objectively, and his mortal malady raised him
to a philosophical toleration of human frail-

ties. This impartiality and tolerance he im-

parts to his readers. But another message is

also suggested by this unpartisan artist in-

directly hatred for ugly conditions. By im-

plication we are told not to condemn his

miserable and stupid characters, since their

faults are not inherent but conditioned by the

environment. One sentence in a story by Che-
khov became the revolutionary slogan of

Russian society in 1904-1905: "One must not

live such a life!" The Russian masses translated

Chekhov's message dynamically: they destroyed
the ugly conditions of life, they changed life

itself.

Chekhov's work has been widely translated

into English.
See: W. Gerhardi, Anton Chekhov (1923, in

English); A. Derrnan, Tvorcheski portret Che-

khova (1929); P. Kogan, A. P. Chekhov (1929);
N. A. Toumanova, Anton Chekhov, the Voice

of Twilight Russia (1937).

A. K.

Chiarelli, Luigi (1884-, Italian playwright),
born at Trani, started his literary career as a

journalist, but soon turned to the theatre. He
became famous with La Maschera ed il volto,

first presented at the Argentina Theatre in

Rome on May 31, 1916. Previous plays, Vita

intirna (1909), Pasqua delle rose (1910), Astuzia

(1910), La Portantina (1911), Extra Dry (1912),

and // Record (1913), had attracted little at-

tention.

In La Maschera ed il volto, Chiarelli's chief

merit lies in having presented a very ancient

subject in a very new and extraordinary dress.

A betrayed husband intent upon wreaking

vengeance on an adulterous wife in accord-

ance with the traditional code suddenly finds

he cannot kill her. But he remains conven-

tional enough to affirm that he has done so,

and sending his wife out of the country, he

stands trial. His acquittal is followed by a

series of fantastic complications. A body is

found and identified as his wife's, the wife

returns to congratulate him on his acquittal,
he is likely to go to jail for pleading guilty to

a crime not committed, his own pride and his

wife's pride become deeply involved. The pair

finally take flight together, in the hope of

dislodging themselves from an absurdly ritu-

alistic world. Chiarelli is clever in his satire of

social fetishes and offers an agreeably shocking

amalgam of humorous and tragic incidents.

The adjective "grotesque" was applied to the

play by clamorous critics, and by many as a

paradoxical compliment, and Chiarelli's name
was permanently attached to the grotteschi
movement in the Italian theatre for which the

play is the point of departure.
Chiarelli himself continues with the formula

in his subsequent plays. In La Scala di seta

(1917), Chimere (1920), La Morte degli amanti

(1921), Fuochi d'artificio (1923), and Jolly

(1928), he aims again to show the fundamental
conflict between appearance and reality, mask
and face but never again with quite the same
success. The main action of La Scala di seta

concerns the inherent antagonism between

Roberto, imbued with an unswerving sense of

honesty, and Desire, a vain and silly dancer

with extraordinary political ambitions. Dsir6

actually becomes minister, and then while

glibly talking to a huge gathering of people
about justice and liberty, instinctively breaks

into a dance as the unthinking crowd applauds.
Chimere shows an even more conscious striv-

ing for grotesque effects. The play is redeemed
in part by the creation of a "truthful mad-
man" whose cynical quips and caustic humor
invest the otherwise trite scenes with a pseudo-

philosophical tone. In La Morte degli amanti,
the grotesqueness is supposed to reside in the

fact that Eleonora, having conceived love as a

romantic and fatal passion in the grand style,

tries in vain to arouse her husband's jealousy.
Other plays of Chiarelli are: Le Lacrime e

le stelle (1918), K-JI (1929), Carne bianca

(1934), Una Piii Due (1935), and Pulcinella

(1939)-
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See: G. Ruberti, Storia del teatro content*

poraneo, III (1928), 769-772; A. Tilgher, Studi

sul teatro contemporaneo (1928), pp. 120, 129.

P. P. M.

Chiesa, Francesco (1871-, Italian Swiss poet and

novelist), whose works are entirely in Italian,

was born at Sagno in the Ticino canton of

Switzerland. A graduate of the University of

Pavia in jurisprudence and for years director

of the canton liceo of Lugano, he had his first

verse published in 1897. His poetry, chiefly

contained in the volumes La Cattedrale (1903),

La Reggia (1904), Calliope (1907), and Con-

solazioni (1921), is that of a strict classicist and
is much admired for its formal perfection,

although it has been censured for a lack of

any deep feeling. Chiesa is better known for

his prose works. His novelle and stories, Istorie

e favole (1913), Racconti puerili (1920), and
Vite e miracoli di santi e profani (1922), estab

lished his reputation as a writer of prose. With
his novels Tempo di marzo (1925), Villadorna

(1928), and Racconti del mio orto (1929), he

has gained a wide recognition for the creation

of an original style, which is mobile, built of a

constant play of psychological and moral

analyses and of moments of lyricism more

commonly found in poetry. These last works,

in spite of their titles, are hardly novels at all.

What they contain as plot has almost no out-

line, and their substance is rather a weave of

successive psychological and moral experiences
on the part of the protagonist. In Chiesa's

narrative the event is almost always inward

and spiritual. He deserves the recognition he

has attained the more so in that his style is

strikingly unique in Italian prose. It has

qualities more commonly found in French, for

example in Anatole France (^.tv.), though jn

this respect there is no visible trace of imita

tion.

See: E. Cecchi, Studi critict (1912); A.

Momigliano, Irnpressioni di un lettore con-

temporaneo (1928).

C. S. S.

Chirikov, Yevgeni Nikolayevich (1864-1932,
Russian dramatist and journalist), was born in

Kazan into the local gentry. In his youth he

served several jail sentences for political ac-

tivity. He studied jurisprudence and medicine
at the University of Kazan and in 1887 was

expelled for participating in student disturb-

ances and exiled to the provinces. He began
his literary career in 1885 and by 1894 had be-

come a regular contributor to the well-known
God's World and Russkoye bogatstvo (Russian

Wealth). In 1903 he joined Gorky's (q.v.)

Knowledge group. After the Revolution of

1917 Chirikov emigrated abroad, where he

joined the anti-Soviet camp of Russian in-

telligentsia.

In such stories as Invalidy (1897; The
Invalids) and Chuzhestrantsy (1899; Foreigners)
Chirikov portrays life in provincial Russia and
the struggle between the supporters of the

Populist ideology and the Marxists. Chirikov's

better-known dramas include Yevrei (1905;
The Jews), Koldunya (1909; The Witch),

Lesnyie tainy (1911; Forest Mysteries), and
Tsar Prirody (1910; Tsar of Nature), which
were popular in Russia in the earjy 2Oth

century.
See: A. Derman, "E. N. Chirikov/' in S. A.

Vengerov, ed., Russkaya literatura XX veka, II

(i9 J 4)> 75-89.
O. M.

Cicognani, Bruno (1879-, Italian novelist), was

born in Florence, the son of a magistrate. His

mother, Giulia Nencioni, was the sister of

Enrico Nencioni, who was a friend of Carducci

(q.v.) and himself a writer of distinction. It

may be said that Cicognani has inherited the

gifts of both parents; he has been a magistrate
in his native city for years and has managed at

the same time to write several books of great
merit. His first work, La Crittogama, was pub-
lished in 1909; the date is noteworthy as show-

ing that even at that age he found time for

literary composition though he was not a

professional writer. The work itself is of

no particular importance. The volumes Sei

Storielle (1917), Cente di conoscenza (1918),

and // Figurinaio (1920) are of a very different

nature. In these the writer's literary skill and

gift for psychological analysis are already well

developed; his personality has taken shape
arid, especially in the pages of // Figurinaio,
he reveals himself as a true artist and a man of

definite individuality. Cicognani at this period
was a good deal of a naturalist in his taste for

sharp realism, strong phraseology, and rathei

sordid subjects. Yet even here one is conscious

of the two sides of his nature: he is a com-
bination of the keen, scientific, even remorse-

less student and of the sincerely religious and
warm-hearted human being. In La Valia

(1923), certainly one of the best novels about

the modern generation, these qualities are

beautifully blended, though the choice of

subject is again a little repugnant and the

book leaves a somewhat bitter taste in the

mouth. In Villa Beatrice (1932) is found the

same strength and the same humanity, with

the humanity being the predominant strain.

The novel is no less convincing than La Velia
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for all that; in this study of a frigid woman
Cicognani unites all the apparatus of modern
realism with an emotional and religious under-

standing. Both of these books reveal also an-

other characteristic of the author, his robust

carnpanilismo (localism): he is a Florentine

and every square, every alley, every corner of

his native town is real and dear to him and,

it might be added, every conceivable Floren-

tine type. This element is probably the basis

of both the realism and the feeling in his art;

it may be said to be the essence of the man. As

Cicognani has become older he has grown
away from fiction and devoted himself to

painstaking and charming descriptions of the

Florence of his childhood and youth. Such
books as L'Omino che a spento i fochi (1937)
and L'Etd favolosa are rare in any language;

perhaps in some ways they may be compared
to Anatole France's (q.v.) re-evocations of his

boyhood, but they have a Florentine sharpness
and color of their own. Cicognani's Tuscan

style is impeccable; he has all the virtues of

the traditional Tuscan writers without any of

the affectations of some of his contemporary
fellow townsmen. His language is precise, yet
full of warmth, smooth and graceful, yet

sturdy and unpretentious. An Italian critic,

Moscarclelli, has well said of Cicognani that

he is not a writer by profession; he is a writer

davvero (by authentic instinct).

See: N. Moscaidelli, Anime e corpi (1932),

pp. 217-224; P. Pancrazi, Scrittori italiani del

novecento (1934), pp. 43-53; A. Rommel,
Bruno Cicognani, der Mensch und der

Kiinstler (1938).

T. G, B.

Clarin, see Alas, Leopoldo.

Claudel, Paul (1868-, French poet, dramatist,

and essayist), born in the village of Villeneuve-

sur-Fre en Tardenois, on the fringe of the old

province of Champagne, was the son of a

middle-class official and the descendant of a

peasant family. He was a brilliant pupil of

the Lyce Louis-le-Grand in Paiis, where he

acquired an excellent knowledge of classical

literatures and of philosophy. He soon revolted

against his education which he considered

pagan and sterile; he rediscovered Catholicism

on Christmas night, 1886, in the cathedral of

Notre-Dame in Paris and has been ever since

an ardent mystic and believer. In 1898 he

passed the examination for the French diplo-
matic service. He was a visitor in the symbolist

cenacles, but never shared the bookish wor-

ship of literature as divorced from life which

was then typical of many men of letters. He

admired Mallarm, Verlaine (on whom he
wrote a long poem in 1922), and, above all,

Rimbaud (qq-v.) whom, paradoxically enough,
he revered as his religious as well as his literary
master. From 1893 to 1934 he lived mostly far

from France, first as consul in the United

States, China, Germany, and Italy, then as

minister in Rio de Janeiro and as ambassador
in Tokyo, Washington, and Brussels. His ca-

reer as a traveler in distant lands increased

his conspicuous originality. Since his retire-

ment he has lived in the country, in the prov-
ince of Dauphin^, and has devoted much of

his time to prose writings of a religious char-

acter.

Claudel is very widely cultured; he is con-

versant with Greek and Latin sacred and pro-
fane writers, with the Bible, with English
poetry, and has displayed a penetrating in-

sight into Dante (Ode jubilaire, 1921, on the
6ooth anniversary of Dante's death), Spain of
the i6th century (Le Soulier de satin, 1929),
the soul of Japan (L'Oiseau noir dans le soleil

levant, 1927) and that of China (Connaissance
de Vest, 1900). This last work, a fine series

of poems in prose, introduces us to a deeply

significant kind of exotic literature. The
sources of Claudel's inspiration, however, are

not primarily literary, but religious. To his

robust and mystical Catholic faith, the world

appears as instinct with divine presence and as

a harmonious whole singing the glory of God.
The task of the poet is to echo that music and
to interpret that divine order. Claudel's im-

personal and cosmic lyricism sings the beauty
of creation, now with impassioned rhetoric

and magnificent imagery, now with the tender

humility of a naive prayer. Instead of the

traditional alexandrine line, in which his in-

spiration has always felt cramped, Claudel has

substituted a varied rhythm reminiscent of

biblical verse. His most ambitious and proba-

bly his greatest lyrical poetry is to be found in

Cinq Grandes Odes (1910) and in Cette Heure

qui est entre le printemps et I'ttd (1913; re-

printed as La Cantate d trots voix, 1931). Two
other volumes, Corona Benignitatis Anni Dei

(1914) and La Messe Id-bas (1919), also contain

moving lyrics of a more humble and familiar

character.

Claudel's powerful and synthetizing genius
was naturally attracted by the dramatic form,

in which his creative imagination, his archi-

tectonic gifts, and his profound sense of the

inner conflict in man, torn between matter

and spirit, were to find full play. Some of his

dramas suffer from a formless lack of discipline
or from an excessive and monotonous abstrac-

tion, such as La Ville (1890), Le Repos du sep-
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titme four (1901), and Le Livre de Chris-

tophe Colomb (1930). L'Otage (1910) is a

well-built tragedy on a purely human plane,
but too rigorous in its harsh logic. Two early

dramas, Tlte d'or (1889) and VEchange (1893),

the second of which has an imaginary Ameri-

can setting, contain brilliant flashes of strange

lyricism and passages of sublime beauty.
Claudel's two masterpieces, which rank among
the few masterpieces of world drama since

Shakespeare and Racine, are L'Annonce faite

d Marie (1910, originally written as La Jeune
Fille Violaine) and Partage de midi (1906,

privately printed), a burning drama of hu-

man passion which ends in a hymn of divine

love.

Claudel is no less admired as an essayist and

as a prose writer. Besides a treatise of abstruse

and unorthodox metaphysics, Art podtique

(1906), and a subtle volume of unconventional

sociological discussions, Conversations dans le

Loir-et-Cher (1937), he has written some il-

luminating views on poetry and aesthetics

in Positions et propositions (1928-1934) and

beautiful religious, poetical, and humorous
meditations in several periodicals (Nouvelle
Revue iranfalse, Mesures) and in Figures et

paraboles (1936). His French translation (1896-

1920) of the Aeschylean trilogy of the Oresteia

and his numerous commentaries on the Scrip-

tures bear witness to the versatility and

originality of a strange genius, one of the

greatest in contemporary French literature.

Many of Claudel's works have been translated

into English.
See: J. de Tonqutklec, L'(Euvre de Claudel

(1917); E. Sainte-Marie Perrin, Introduction a

Vceuvre de Claudel (1926); J. Madaule, Le

Genie de Paul Claudel (1933) and Le Drame
de Paul Claudel (1936).

H. P.

Claussen, Sophus (1865-1931, Danish poet,

novelist, and journalist), was born on the

island of Langeland, the son of a peasant
farmer who rose to be a member of the

Danish House of Representatives and served

valiantly as such for 30 years. He received

classical schooling in Copenhagen. After a

sojourn of many years in France and Italy he

returned in 1911 to Denmark.

Claussen, probably the most esoteric poet
of the Danish school of symbolism and neo-

romanticism, was deeply influenced by Bau-
delaire (q.v.). He crusaded against conven-

tions, clothed his ideas frequently in para-
doxes as well as in symbolism. His most

original results were achieved in his poems.
Pileflftter (1899; Willow Flutes) contains the

little masterpiece "R0g" (Smoke), which draws

upon the modern industrial world the sym-
bols (rails, smoke) shifting and re-forming

repeatedly. During the next 25 years Claussen

put forth some 10 collections of poems.
Various thoughts recur again and again: Pan
is thus at times the young creative genius,

newly sprung from the earth, with whom
the poet identifies himself, or Pan is the great

generating spirit of nature. Claussen has a

neo-romantic conception of the poet's calling;

through intuition the poet divines before-

hand what science later works out laboriously.
The paradoxical "Atomerncs Opr0r" (The
Revolt of the Atoms) constitutes a solemn

warning against world dissension. Claussen's

Eros is usually a Don Juan in quest of the

ideal, but one who definitely extracts honey
out of each situation. The writer's style is

capricious, perhaps most perfectly so in the

lyrical prelude Frk. Regnveir (1894; Miss

Rainy Weather). The essays, L0vetandsfnug

(1918; Dandelion Down), Foraarstaler (1927;

Spring Discourses), give clear, invaluable in-

formation on the trends of the times and on
Claussen's own aesthetic theories, e.g., his

conviction that art, science, and religion

represent parallel efforts to express the in-

conceivable, the true, the eternal. The
author's novels, inlaid with lyrical travel

descriptions and sprightly adventures gen-

erally in France and Spain, arc less important
than the poems and the essays.

See: H. G. Topsoe-Jensen, Scandinavian
Literature from Brandes to Our Day (1929);

Helge Kjaergaard, Die ddnische Literatur der

neuesten Zeit (1871-1913) (1934)-

C. K. B.

Clemenceau, Georges (1841-1929, French states-

man), born in Mouilleron-en-Pareds, Vendee,
deserves a place in literature not only under
the heading of parliamentary eloquence or

political journalism (his articles at the time of

the Dreyfus affair were collected in no less

than seven volumes), but on account of other

wide literary interests and almost limitless

capacities. He wrote essays and short stories

(La MeUe sociale, 1895; Le Grand Pan, 1896;
Au fil des jours, 1900; AUK embuscades de la

vie, 1903; Figures de Vendee, 1903); tried his

hand at the novel (Les Plus Forts, 1898; Eng.
tr., The Strongest, 1919) and the drama (Le
Voile du bonheur, with incidental music by
Gabriel Faur, 1901; Eng. tr., The Veil of

Happiness, 1920); turned biographer (Demos-
thtne, 1926; Eng. tr., 1926) and art critic

(Claude Monet: Les Nympheas, 1928; Eng.
tr., Claude Monet: The Water Lilies, 1930);
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assessed in somber and sarcastic tones the dis-

appointing results of a decade of "peace
(Grandeurs et misdres d'une victoire, 1930;

Eng. tr., Grandeur and Misery of Victory,

1930); and left a huge philosophical testament

entitled An soir de la pensde (2 vols., 1927;

Eng. tr., In the Evening of My Thought, 2

vols., 1929). Faithfully reminiscent of his

intellectual dawn, Clemenccau's twilight is

that of a igth-century positivist who found it

possible in theory as well as in practice to

reconcile pessimistic materialism with humani-
tarian ideals.

See: Gustave Geffroy, Georges Clemenceau;
sa vie, son ceuvre (1919); Jean-Albert Bd,
"Paris et Clemenceau," Renaissance, I (1943),

391-406; Geoffrey Bruun, Clemenceau (1943).

J.-A. B.

Cocteau, Jean (1891-, French poet, dramatist,
and novelist), absorbed at a tender age the
earlier teachings of Andre Gide (q.v.) and has
ever since been "pursuing his own youth."
Every conceivable mood or mixture of moods
colored in turn this fervent quest. On many
occasions there stands revealed a tormented
Cocteau almost tragically aware of human
weakness, groping for certainty, afraid of love,
afraid of life, afraid of death. Le Potomak,
a fantastic medley of cartoons, prose, and
verse composed in 1913 and published in 1919
("definitive" ed., 1924), was an exploration of
the subconscious, attended by gloomy fore-

bodings. The haven of religion tempted him
for a while but, after having secured the good
offices of that experienced savior of souls,

Jacques Maritain (q.v.; see Lettre d Jacques
Maritain and the latter's RJponse a Jean Coc-

teau, 1926), the neophyte flippantly recanted
and thumbed his nose at his spiritual director.

"Artificial paradises" offered him no better

escape (see Opium: Journal d'une desintoxica-

tion, 1930; Eng tr., Opium: The Diary of an
Addict, 1932). Thus fortune had it that, despite
Cocteau's low critical opinion of his youthful
indiscretion, he did ultimately revert to the

inspiration of Le Potomak (La Fin du Po-

tomak, 1940).

More readily remembered, however, will be
the sophisticated and exuberant Cocteau, the
Prince Charming who, especially in his prime,
so captured the fancy of Parisians that they
felt powerless to resent his conceit and ec-

centricities. He became the astute magician
and purveyor of his own publicity, whose tricks

were legion, whether he permitted an exclu-
sive night club to use the name of one of his
works (Le Bceuf sur le toil) or decided, one
fine morning, to refurbish Jules Verne's old

Tour du monde en 80 jours and translate it

into action (see Mon Premier Voyage, 1937;

Eng. tr., Round the World Again in Eighty
Days, 1937). He became, too, the incomparable
promoter of new styles and new fashions,
whose word in matters of taste was almost law
as he sponsored with equal ease the painting
of Pablo Picasso and Giorgio de Chirico, Igor

Stravinsky and the Ballet Russe, the music of

Erik Satie and the "Groupe des Six" (Georges
Auric, Louis Durey, Arthur Honegger, Darius

Milhaud, Francis Poulenc, Germaine Taille-

ferre), the first appearances of American jazz,
the clown act of the Fratellini brothers, the

motion pictures of Charles Chaplin. The story
of Cocteau's own modernistic ballets (e.g.,

Parade, score by Erik Satie and scenery by
Picasso, 1917; Le Bceuf sur le toil, ou The

Nothing Happens Bar, score by Darius

Milhaud, 1920; Les Maries de la Tour Eiffel,

score by the entire "Groupe des Six/' 1921)
and later of his theatre, is one of gradual

progress and ultimate triumph built on a sure

knowledge of how and how far the "strong

honey" of novelty may be made palatable to

the general public. In this Cocteau was helped
immeasurably by the fact that he himself is a

product of the bourgeoisie bourgeoisante. This

prodigal son of a wealthy notary, born in

Maisons-Laffitte, a prosperous community near

Paris, conceals within his nimble mind an

ample provision of atavistic shrewdness or even
conservatism. It is significant, for instance, that

on aesthetic grounds he should call for "order

through anarchy" and label himself a "member
of the classical left."

The definite pattern of Cocteau's arabesques
emerges clearly from his poems (Poesie 1916-

192), 1924; Opera, ceuvres pottiques 1925-
1927, 1927; Mythologie, 1934; Allegories, 1941)
and his critical essays (e.g., Le Rappel A

I'ordre, 1926, Eng. tr., A Call to Order, 1926;
Essai de critique indirecte, 1932). Often enough
he is ranged with the "literary cubists," that

is to say, with a group of writers who, mostly

through direct acquaintance, underwent the

influence of Pablo Picasso. They transfer to

literature that painter's contempt of tradi-

tional rhetorics, of perspective, of anthro-

pomorphic reality. By treating language as he
does his "cubes" they achieve a deformation
of speech whereby certain elements ordinarily
associated are dissociated, or vice versa. The
result is a new, synthetic image suddenly
flashed on the screen of the poet's conscious-

ness. Admittedly this image may turn out to

be little more than a play on words. At best,

however, it is counted upon to shock its

creator into a brief mystical trance, thus
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affording him a glimpse of Beauty asleep in

the "meadows of inner silence/'

This art pottique was substantially that of

Max Jacob, Andr6 Salmon, and Guillaume

Apollinaire (qq-v.), all three Gocteau's elders

in point of age and performance, all three

authentic bohemians and far less hampered
than he by artificial constrictions. Cocteau's

not inconsiderable role will have been, in the

last analysis, to exploit their ideas on a grand
scale. Taking a leaf from Baudelaire (q>v.), he

conceives of all art as poetry and of verse

as but one of the wires through which the

mysterious "fluid" may pass. Thus he will call

his criticism "posie critique" and his ballets

"po&ie chortfgraphique." Except for Portraits-

Souvenir iqoo-jqrj (1935), references to his

"po6sie autobiographique" have been made
above. The "posie de roman" includes

Thomas I'imposteur and Le Grand Ecart (both

1923; Eng. tr., Thomas the Impostor and The
Grand Ecart, both 1925) and Les Enfants

terribles (1929; Eng. tr., Enfants terribles,

1930), a novel of troubled adolescence which

many consider Cocteau's masterpiece. The

"posie de th3tre" boasts modernistic adapta-
tions of Sophocles, Shakespeare, and, most

recently, Tasso (Antigone, with scenery by
Picasso and Renaissance costumes by Jean

Hugo, 1922; Romtto et Juliette, 1924; CEdipe
Roi, 1928, unperformed; Renaud et Armide,

1943), as well as an original, one-act tragedy,

Orphee (1926; Eng. tr., 1933). It includes such

diversified subjects as La Voix humaine (1930),

a one-character playlet consisting exclusively
of a telephone conversation; La Machine in*

female (1934; Eng. tr., The Infernal Machine,

1936); Les Chevaliers de la Table Ronde

(1937); Les Parents terribles (1938); Les

Monstres sacrds (1940); La Machine d ecrire

(1941; dates given for Cocteau's plays are those

of first performance). Finally, Cocteau's "po-
sie cin^matographique" (Le Sang d'un Pocte,

1933; Tristan et Iseult, after 1940; Eternel

Retour, 1944), together with his "posie
graphique" (Dessins, 1923; Vingt-cinq Dessins

d'un dormeur, 1928; Soixante Dessins pour
"Les Enfants terribles/' 1934), completes the

extraordinary picture of an extremely versatile

artist.

See: Pierre Dominique, Quatre Hommes
entre vingt: Montherlant, Morand, Cocteau,
Drieu La Rochelle (1924); Marcel Raymond,
De Baudelaire au surrealisme (1933), pp. 290-

308 an^ passim; Edith Sitwell, A Poet's Note-
book (1943), passim; Claude Mauriac, Jean
Cocteau, ou la Vdritd du mensonge (1945).

J.-A. B.

Coelho, Jos Francisco de Trindade, see

Trindade Coelho.

Colette, Sidonie Gabrielle (pseud. Colette

Willy, 1873-, French novelist), born at Saint-

Sauveur-en-Puisaye in Burgundy, was raised

in the country and developed a keen under-

standing of it and a profound love of nature.

After her marriage to Henry Gauthier-Villars,

a music critic, she lived in Paris among artists

and newspapermen. For six years after 1906,

the date of her divorce, she acted as a music-

hall dancer and mime. A second marriage, to

Henri de Jouvenel, brought her back to the

literary world, where she rapidly established

herself as a distinguished novelist and news-

paperwoman.
Her work is essentially subjective. A reflec-

tion of her childhood and of her first years of

marriage can be found in the Claudine series,

Claudine a Vtcole (1900), Claudine a Paris

(1901), Claudine en menage (1902), Claudi?ie

s'en va (1903), which she wrote in collabora-

tion with her husband and signed with his

penname, Willy. This collaboration stopped
in 1904, and from 1904 to 1916 Mme Colette

published under the name Colette Willy hei

remarkable Dialogues de bdtes (1904), followed

by Sept Dialogues de betes (1905), and several

of her most famous books, La Retraite senti-

mentale (1907), Les Vrilles de la vigne (1908),

L'Ingenue libertine (1909; a reprint of two

novels, Minne and Les Egarements de Minne,

published with Willy's signature in 1904 and

1905). Three volumes were inspired by her life

in the music hall, La Vagabonde (1910),

L'Envers du music-hall (1913), L'Entrave

(1913). From 1916 (La Paix chez les betes) to

1921 Mme Colette signed "Colette (Colette

Willy)," and from 1921 on simply "Colette."

This latest period marks the climax of her

career. La Fin de Chcri (1926) provided a

pathetic ending to Chdri (1920). In La Maison
de Claudine (1923) and in Sido (1929) Colette

draws a delightfully candid picture of her

childhood. In Mes Apprenlissages (1936) she

recalls her life with Willy and the dbut of

her literary career. La Naissance du jour

(1928), La Seconde (1929), Duo (1934), Bella

Vista (1937), Chambre d'hotel (1940), Julie de

Carneilhan (1941), and Le Kepi (1913) are

among her latest productions.
The world of Mme Colette is the world of

the senses. Her characters follow their instincts

with a sort of fatalistic resignation. They are

slaves of their impulses, and having no

spiritual interests to support them, they drift

along in helpless loneliness. These sad sped-
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mens of humanity are presented by Colette

with a subtle psychological insight and in a

style which is unanimously praised for its

originality and its power of suggestion. Her

descriptions and understanding of animals

and nature are unequaled in French contem-

porary literature, and Mme Colette will always
remain one of the greatest stylists of her time.

See: Fernand Keller and Andr6 Lautier,

Colette; son ceuvre (1923); Paul Reboux,

Colette, on le Genie du style (1925); Jean
Larnac, Colette; sa vie, son oeuvre (1927);

Claude Chauvitre, Colette (1931).

M. E. C.

Collett, Camilla (1813-1895, Norwegian au-

thor and feminist), was born in Kristiansand.

As the sister of the poet Henrik Wergeland,
she belonged to a highly gifted family and
was herself possessed of rare beauty, wit, and
charm. In 1841 she married Professor Jonas
Colic tt, who died in 1851, but whose in-

fluence on her career was very important. He

encouraged her to write and sympathized

fully with what became the leading purpose
of her life the emancipation of women. At

that time no opportunities for education or

paying work were open to women, and they
were moreover bound by the most rigid con-

ventions of "womanliness." It was the violence

done their emotional life that seemed to

Camilla Collett to lie at the heart of the

problem, and this was the subject of her first

book, Amtmandens dfitre (1855; The Gov-

ernor's Daughters). It was not only the first

cry of feminism but the first modern novel

in Norway, and, though imperfect in con-

struction, was so vibrant with noble indigna-
tion that it has retained its vitality to this

day. It was followed by short stories, sketches,

and recollections of her parental home. From

1872 Camilla Collett devoted her authorship

entirely to the cause of women. Her most

original contribution was Fra de stummes leir

(1877; From the Camp of the Silent), a series

of trenchant reviews in which she essayed to

show how a degraded conception of women

pervaded all literature, from books intended

for bread-and-butter misses to the works of

Byron, Goethe, and Dumas fits. Even Ibsen

(q.v.) came in for castigation. In his early

heroines, notably Solveig in Peer Gynt, she

saw the incarnation of a sorry old feminine
ideal which she called on Ibsen to destroy
rather than exalt. Jonas Lie (q.v.), almost

alone, won her approval for his self-reliant

heroines. Camilla Collett was a personal
friend of the Ibsens, and the change in Ibsen's

portrayal of women has been traced in part
to her influence. Jonas Lie was also indebted

to her.

See: A. Collett, Camilla Colletts livs historic

(1911); I. Gr0ndahl and O. Raknes, Chapters
in Norwegian Literature (1923).

H. A. L.

Coloma y Roldan, Luis (1851-1914, Spanish

novelist), born in Jerez de la Frontera, in the

province of C;UH/ in southern Spain, studied

law in the University of Seville and then

entered the Company of Jesus in 1873.

Padre Coloma occupies a minor position in

the group of so called Spanish naturalists

who modified the excesses of French natural-

ism (q.v.} by putting it more in tune with

Spanish realistic feeling. His literary produc-
tion is limited to two novels, a series of

stories, and some historical writing. His prin-

cipal work is the novel Pequeneces (1890), a

satire of the aristocracy of Madrid during the

period of the restoration of the house of

Bourbon. This novel enjoyed an immediate
but not enduring success; the author shows

skill in a colorful portrayal of society, but

the characters are overdrawn and the lan-

guage too subject to foreign influences. The
other novel is Boy (1910). Coloma's writings
of a historical nature include Retratos de

antano (1895) and Jeroinin (1905-1907).
See: Jose A. Halseiro, Novelistas espanoles

modernos (1933).

E. G. L.

Conrisso, Giovanni (1895-, Italian novelist),

was born in Treviso. He fought in the battle

for Fiume on the side of Gabriele D'Annunzio

(q.v.}. In Al vento delVAdriatico (1928), he

describes his adventures at Fiume and reveals

in his literary style strong traces of D'Annun-
zian sensualism. After the First World War,
Comisso went to sea, sailed the Mediter-

ranean, and visited many ports along the

Adriatic; in Gente di mare (1929) he tells of

these experiences. The book is noteworthy for

its pungent style and the author's delicate

sensitivity to the objects that attract him. In

Comisso's writings there is hardly a trace of

plot. What strikes the reader is the intense,

impressionistic, but somewhat adolescent curi-

osity of the author concerning the world about

him.

See: Pietro Pancrazi, Scrittori italiani del

novecento (1931), pp. 237-242.
P. M. R.

Conrad, Michael Georg (1846-1927, German
critic, novelist, and editor), was born in
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Gnodstadt in Franconia. After studying phi-

lology, he taught in German schools in Geneva

and, for five years, in Naples. His writings dur-

ing this period were devoted to political and

pedagogical subjects and to Freemasonry. In

1876 he gave up his teaching career for one of

journalism and literature. Leaving Italy, he

went to Paris where he became personally

acquainted with Zola (q.v.), whose literary

activities he discussed in a series of journalistic

articles published in German papers, thus be-

coming with Oskar Welten a pioneer theorist

of German naturalism (q.v.). His best critical

essays were published in this period: "Dei

Grossmeistcr des Naturalismus" in Parisiana

(1880); "Zola und Daudet" in Franzosische

Charakterkopfe (1881); "Kritische Zola-Stu-

dien" in Madame Lutetia (1883). ^n these ar-

ticles Conrad, with characteristic enthusiasm,

portrays Zola as a courageous and idealis-

tic moralist, a creative novelist of the first

rank, and an incisive and fearless critic and

defends his scientific and aesthetic theories

against the bitter attacks directed against him

by contemporary German criticism. Conrad
returned to Munich in 1882 and in 1885
founded the first of the naturalistic journals,
Die Gesellschaft, which gave the growing lit-

erary radicalism a rallying point; he gath-
ered around him the various elements of

the naturalistic group. With the rise of the

Berlin Freie Buhne Conrad's influence de-

clined. Two later critical and autobiographi-
cal works are important for an understanding
of the naturalistic period in Germany, Von
Emile Zola bis Gerhart Hauptmann (1902)
and Emile Zola (1905).

Conrad's activity as novelist extending
from his early stories Lutetias Tochter (1883)
and Toteutanz der Liebe (i88j) through a

novel of Munich life, Was die Isar rauscht

(1887), to a fantastic novel of the future, In

purpurncr Finsternis (1895), and a story of the

Bavarian king Ludwig II, Majestdt (1902)
was of lesser importance in the development
of modern German literature. In his later

career Conrad sat one term in the Reichstag
as deputy for the Demokratische Volkspartei

(1893)-

See: O. Stauf von der March, Michael Georg
Conrad (1925).

W. H. R.

Conradi, Hermann (1862-1890, German poet
and novelist), of middle-class parentage, grew
up a delicate, sensitive child whose ill-health

deepened his bookish interests and morbid

introspection. By 1880 his poems and critical

essays were already appearing in newspapers.
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His acquaintance with Heinrich and Julius
Hart

(<].v.), whose Kritische Waffengange
(1882-1884) gave a critical account of contem-

porary German literature, was fruitful for his

own literary development. In 1884 he settled

in Berlin, one of the new literary centers,
and soon was writing feverishly. With Wilhelm
Arent, who financed the venture and signed as

editor, and Karl Henckell (1864-1929), whose
extended productivity (poems of nature, love,
social injustice) is preserved in five volumes of
Gesammelte Werke (1923), Conradi published
an anthology of contemporary lyric poetry,
Moderne Dichter-Charaktere (1885). In his

introduction he castigated the trivial, shallow,
and conventional poetry of the day and ex-

pressed the need for a modern literature with
new form and new content. He envisaged an-
other era "of great souls and deep feelings."
In Conradi's remaining years there were pub-
lished in quick succession a volume of stories,

Brutalitaten (1886); a collection of lyrics, per-
haps his best work, Lieder eines Sunders

(1887); two pathological novels of the "Uber-

gangsmensch," Phrasen (1887) and Adam
Mensch (1889); and his psychological evalua-
tion of the age, Wilhelm II. und die junge
Generation (1889).
An early death cut short a career that gave

promise of greater achievement. Conradi was

potentially among the most talented of his

generation, but left nothing of lasting value.
In his work are indications of a deeper under-

standing of the problems of his age and of a
more serious striving for an artistic ideal than
he is usually credited with, but his general
immaturity and his exaggerated style are fatal

limitations. Feeling deeply, but unstable and

constantly in conflict with himself and the

world, he is perhaps the most articulate repre-
sentative of his group; intoxicated with his

own importance, rebellious and indignant yet

inextricably bound to the past, opposed to

naturalism (see German naturalism) but re-

flecting many of its characteristics, he saw the
conflict and confusion of the times and longed
for a vaguely felt but never clearly expressed
ideal. He sensed the tragic futility of his un-

happy, tempestuous life and characterized
himself as "a son of his age, but not its savior"

who "like a meteor is lost in the night."
See: P. Ssymank, "Leben Hermann Con-

radis," in Conradi, Gesammelte Schriften, ed.

by P. Ssymank and G. W. Peters, I (1911), xix-

ccliv; V. B. Kellett, "Hermann Conradi; a

Study and Interpretation of the Uebergangs-
mensch" (unpublished dissertation, Univ. of

Michigan, 1943).

W. A. R.



Conscience, Hendrik (1812-1883, Flemish

novelist), was born in Antwerp. His signifi-

cance for his native Flanders is not to be

measured by literary standards alone, since

his work has also political and moral implica-

tions.

The son of a minor Napoleonic official,

who had come from France to help in the

construction of the French invasion fleet, and

of a Flemish mother, Conscience became the

herald of a renewed national Flemish feel-

ing in Belgium. While Flemish as a lan-

guage was officially neglected in a centralized

Belgium that had finally attained inde-

pendence, his romantic masterpiece De Leeuw
van Vlaanderen (1838; Eng. tr., The Lion of

Flanders, 1855-1857), dealing with the de-

feat of the French aristocratic army by the

Flemish municipal militias at Kortrijk

(Courtrai) in 1302, gave his readers the reali-

zation of their former cultural greatness and

of their democratic achievements through the

ages. All his life he was to be the national

hero and the symbol of Flemish intellectual

rebirth. It was said of him that "he taught

his people to read/' He indeed provided them

with a great number of historical novels in

the tradition of Sir Walter Scott. In these

books the dripping sentimentality is nearly

always compensated for by a clever and im-

pressive handling of mass movements. His

descriptions of battles and of isolated en-

counters live up to the best models of con-

temporary fellow romanticists. His psychologi-

cal analysis is weak, and the pictures of his

heroes, and especially his heroines, are

schematic and unsatisfactory. They are

painted in the traditional black-or-white

formula, but this deficiency endeared them all

the more to less demanding country readers.

With all its defects faults in the construc-

tion as well as consistent weaknesses in the

expression De Leeuw van Vlaanderen be-

came a romantic classic, not only in Belgium
but in many other countries.

Among the more than a hundred volumes

he wrote, many are devoted to pictures of

rural felicity. Conscience was an ardent lover

of nature, a sentimental botanist. To him

the country and its most minute details

were the symbols of God's goodness and great-

ness. It inspired him to a continued grateful-

ness. The melancholy landscape of the

Kempen, north and east of Antwerp, pro-

vided the themes for a number of charming
and idyllic short novels: De Loteling (1850;

Eng. tr., The Conscript, 1864), Rikke-Tikke-

Tak (1851; Eng. tr., Ricketicketack, 1856),

Baes Gansendonck (Boss Gansendonck). A

COPEAU

sincere idealist, he had no fault to find with

the peasant folk and their rustic simplicity.
He was more critical, although still in a

mild fashion, when dealing with provincial
town life. He castigated the parvenus in

Siska van Rosemael (1844; Siska of Rosemael)
and objected to the adventurers of his day
who left the good old country for San

Francisco in 1840. The hero of Het Goudland
*j

(1854; The Land of Gold) is an exemplary
failure.

Conscience wanted to be a moral writer

and prided himself upon the fact that by his

writings "he never made a maiden blush."

It can be added that neither did he ever bore

them, which is an even greater achievement.

He dealt but little with the social problems
of his days. Although he was conscious of

their importance, they did not push him to

revolt. He was always a conciliatory and

charming figure and enjoyed an enormous

popularity. His works were translated into

many languages, including, in addition to

those already mentioned, the following Eng-
lish and American titles: Sketches from Flem-

ish Life (1840); The Progress of a Painter

(1852); The Good Mother (1852); Tales of

Flemish Life (1854); Tales of Old Flanders

0855); Tales and Romances (6 vols., 1855-

1857); The Poor Gentleman (1856); The Miser

(1856); Tales (6 vols., 1857); The Headman's
Son (1861); The Village Innkeeper (1867);

The Happiness of Being Rich (1869); Tales

(5 vols., 1889); Popular Tales (6 vols., 1902-

1906).

Victor Hugo and Dumas ptre praised him

highly. In the original Flemish his books

suffer from a lack of linguistic sensibility and

from an overabundance of Gallicisms which

he never completely overcame.

See: Emmanuel de Bom, Hendrik Con-

science (1912); Anton Jacob, Briefwisseling

van, met en over Hendrik Conscience (2 vols.,

1913-1922); Eugcen de Bock, H. Conscience

en de Opkomst van de Vlaamsche Romantiek

J.-A. G.

Copeau, Jacques (1879-, French theatrical

producer and critic), was born and educated

in Paris. He spent a year in Denmark, managed
a factory in the Ardennes, and sold modern

paintings in a Paris gallery before discovering

his vocation. As drama critic for the Ermitagc

(1904-1906) and the Grande Revue (1907-1910)

he wrote severe, prophetic articles, collected

in Critiques d'un autre temps (1923). One of

the founders and original editors, in 1909, of

the Nouvelle Revue franfaise he later became
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the editor in chief of that periodical (1912-

Irt 1911 the staging of his adaptation of

Dostoevski's (q-v.) The Brothers Karamazov

at the Th&Ure des Arts of Jacques Rouch6

brought him into contact with Dullin (q.v.),

who with Jouvet (q.v.) was to second and to

continue his revitalization of the French

theatre. In the autumn of 1913 he opened the

doors of the Th&ltre du Vieux Colombier, in

the street of the same name in Paris, with a

brilliant company of young actors whom he

had been training in the countryside. This

repertory theatre, animated by a youthful
enthusiasm and a disgust for the bombast and

conventions of the commercial theatres, in-

augurated a new era of simplicity and sincerity.

With a more imaginative sense of the theatre

than Antoine
(<y.t/.)

and a more consistent taste

than Lugn-Poe (q.v.), Copeau effected a revo

lution, turning the French stage definitively

away from the realistic reproduction of life

and the confusion of the arts to an authenti-

cally poetic interpretation of life. During the

first season (1913-1914) a broad repertory,

extending from Molire and Shakespeare to

Jules Renard (q.v.) and Paul Claudel (q.v.),

from Musset and Henry Becque (q.v.) to plays

by the young Ghtkm, Roger Martin du Card,
and Schlumberger (qq-v.), taught Parisian

audiences how varied and exciting an "art

theatre" could be. In less than a year Copeau
had created a community of dramatic workers

that can be compared only to Stanislavsky's
Moscow Art Theatre. But the war interrupted
his effort to create "a refuge for future talent."

Fortunately, however, the American financier

Otto Kahn and the French government en-

abled his well-trained company to play in

French at the Garrick Theatre in New York

(1917-1919), where they set an example for

such American groups as the Theatre Guild.

Returning to Paris in 1920, the Vieux Colom-
bier enriched its repertory with such impor-
tant creations as Cromedeyre-le-Vieil by Jules
Remains, Le Plaisir du hasard by Rend

Benjamin, Saul by Andr Gide, and Le

Paquebot Tenacity by Charles Vildrac (qq.v.).

In October, 1920, Copeau realized his ideal of

establishing a school for the study of all aspects
of the dramatic art. The loss of Dullin in 1919
and of Jouvet in 1922, who left to found their

own theatres, and Copeau's increasing absorp-
tion in his school, while impoverishing the

Th&Ure du Vieux Colombier itself, only served

to spread its influence. Copeau had accom-

plished his task, for the seed had taken root;

and when the theatre closed in 1924 he took a

small and young group back to the country

"to start all over again from the beginning/'

Through his own work and through his

disciples Copeau has continued to infuse new
life into the French theatre, and most of the

groups of the 2o's and 30*8 can be traced

directly to him. Named one of the four

mctteurs en scdne of the Com6clie Francaise in

1936, he became director of that official theatre

in 1940. He occupies a place among such out-

standing artists of the modern theatre as

Adolphe Appia, Gordon Craig, Max Rein-

hardt, and Constantin Stanislavsky.
See: W. Frank, The Art of the Vieux-

Colombier (1918); Copeau, Souvenirs du
Vieux-Colombier (1931); R. Brasillach, Ani-

mateurs de thddtre (1936).

J O'B.

Coppee, Francois (1842-1908, French poet,

playwright, and novelist), was born in Paris,

the son of a modest official at the Ministry of

War; he could not afford to complete his uni-

versity studies and himself found employment
in the same ministry. He remained there until

he was appointed assistant librarian of the

Senate (Palais du Luxembourg), two years
later becoming archivist of the Th&Ure

Fran^ais. In the meanwhile he had succeeded,

thanks to Mends (q-v.) 9 in joining the group
of young poets called Parnassians. His election

to the French Academy in 1884 allowed him
to live, with his mother and sister, on the in-

come from his writings. He had had a great

disappointment in love, the aristocratic mother
of a young Scandinavian girl having considered

the match a mesalliance. His philosophy was

for a number of years that of an agnostic; a

severe illness brought him back to the creed

of his younger years. The history of this con-

version is related in the preface to La bonne
souffranee (1898). When Coppee joined the

ranks of the anti-Dreyfusards, there resulted a

painful estrangement from many of his old

friends.

Coppee is known in France chiefly as a poet.
He contributed to the successive issues of Le
Parnasse contemporain (1866, 1869, 1877), but,

while he may well be regarded as a Parnassian

so far as the metrical form of his poetry is

concerned, the epithet does not fit his phi-

losophy. Far from being
"
impassible" he is, on

the contrary, sentimental. Pity for the suffering

poor is the fundamental theme of all that

came from his pen. This is borne out by the

very titles of his works Intimites (1868), Les

Humbles (1872), Deux Douleurs (one-act

drama, 1870), Contes tout simples (1894). He
carried the sentimental note into his Contes

en vers, which were very popular at the time
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(<?.#.,
"La Grfeve des forgerons," "Le Petit

Epicier de Montmartre"). He also left several

volumes of Contes en prose, for which he was,

during many years, better known in the

United States than for his poetry.
He had achieved sudden fame in 1869 when

the Oddon theatre staged a little one-act play
in verse, Le Passant, the two characters of

which (Zanetto and Sylvie) were enacted by
the two most applauded French actresses of

the day, Mme Sarah Bernhardt and Mme
Agard. He wrote other one-act plays, Le
Luthier de Cremone (1876) and Le Pater (1876

a drama of the days of the Commune, which

had been suppressed by the censor), as well as

two great political dramas, Severo Torelli

(1883) in five acts and Pour la couronne (1895)
in three acts. This last was received with great
acclaim.

Since his death Coppe's prestige has greatly
diminished. His sympathy for the under-

privileged has been termed insincere, and his

style has sounded bombastic to the cynics of a

later generation. Yet, while such a critic as

Lalou has not a good word to say of him and

speaks of liis "detestable sentimental sim-

plicity," Zola (q.v.) praises him for having
raised the banner of "naturalism in poetry/'
That Copp^e was accepted as a great writer in

his day is beyond a doubt, and it seems im-

probable that the harsh judgments of more
recent critics will be regarded as final by pos-

terity.

See: M. de Lescure, Franfois Coppde;
rhomrne, la vie et I'ccuvre (1889); L. Le Meur,
La Vie et Vccuvre de Franfois Coppee (1932).

A. Sz.

Corazzini, Sergio (1887-1907, Italian poet), was

born in Rome. He died there of tuberculosis at

the age of 20 after a brief period of precocious

literary activity from 1904 to 1907. He be-

longs to that group of "twilight" writers (i

crespuscolari) which included his friends Aldo

Palazzeschi, Marino Moretti, and Fausto Maria

Martini (qq.v.).

Corazzini's first poetry shows especially the

influence of D'Annunzio's (q.v.) Poema para-
disiaco, of Pascoli (q.v.), and of the French

symbolists (see French symbolism). His interest,

like Pascoli's, is centered upon the humble

things of everyday existence; for Corazzini

they are symbols of a monotonous suffering,
the visible silence that is the reality of every

day and in view of which he rebels against the

grandiose passionate world of poets like

D'Annunzio. Corazzini's earliest lyrics express
this suffering in a tone of bewilderment and
childlike simplicity, as in "Dolore" in Le

Dolcezze (1904), and "A Carlo Simoneschi" in

VAmaro Calice (1905). In his later poems,
Libra per la sera della domenica (1906), this

sadness becomes ironic. Sometimes his emotion
loses contact with any specific situation, and
the poet's suffering dominates what is other-

wise a spiritual void. The abstract emotions

Melancholy, Hope, and Despair are the actors;

the scene is the poet's state of mind. This

poetry, unrhetorical in intent and technique,
draws its dramatic force from a paradox.

Abandoning hope as illusory, the poet finds

life meaningless. As suffering is futile, so is the

expression of it. Hence the poet should be-

come indifferent, an attitude which would

actually render self-expression unnecessary.
Thus, aware of his spiritual exhaustion and

impotency and not capable of a total in-

difference, Corazzini turns his irony against
himself. Some critics consider Corazzini's po-

etry as the final expression of the decadence

present in the works of D'Annunzio and
Pascoli. For others he forms part of that

literary twilight after the sun of D'Annunzio
has set. It cannot be denied, however, that his

state of mind is not merely personal but had

meaning and reality for many of his genera-
tion; it is echoed by many and finally receives

a comprehensive treatment in the poetry of

Gozzano (q.v.).

See: G. Cuchetti, Un Antesignano dei

crepuscolari (1929); C. Pellizzi, La Letteratura

del nostro secolo (1929), pp. 314-316; W. Binni,
La Poetica del decadentismo italiano (1936),

pp. 127, 131, 139.

S. C. P.

Corbi&re, Tristan (pseud, of Edouard Joachim
Corbtere, 1845-1875, French poet), was born at

Coat-Congar in Brittany. His father, the son of

a naval officer, served in the navy, founded
several short-lived newspapers, and wrote

many books before marrying, at 50, a girl of

18 and becoming the director of the Morlaix
branch of a Le Havre steamship company.
Young Corbtere attended school at Saint-

Brieuc and Nantes. At 16, his health seriously

impaired, he returned to Morlaix, afterward

settling at Roscoff. It was there that, except
for a three months' sojourn in Italy, a short

trip to Palestine, and less than four years in

Paris, he spent the rest of his life. He died be-

fore reaching his 3oth year.
The fate of Corbi&re has been a curious one.

A central figure in modern French poetry, he
has been called the successor to Villon, the

brother of Verlaine (q.v.), the predecessor o!

Laforgue (q.v.), yet Les Amours jaunes (1873)
remained virtually unknown until Verlaine
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devoted to it a chapter of his book Les Pottes

maudits (1884).
Corbtere's poetry takes its place between the

romantics and Baudelaire (q.v.). The roman-

tics, contemporary with the rise of industrial-

ism, often made of poetry an escape and,

Corbtere thought, created a fictitious nature.

Corbtere did not like Hugo at all. His poetry
was in direct opposition to the great romantic's

gentle, poetic melancholy in Les Contempla-
tions. A startlingly sardonic note rings through
his work. He caricatures the rhetorics of ro-

manticism and the set romantic feelings. Cor-

bttre's sailors are realistic and alive, never

shadowy, artificial heroes like Hugo's.
Baudelaire, aware of the unreality of the

work of the romantic school, had turned to

introspection. His reaction against the anti-

intellectualism of the romanticists had led to

an abuse of the intellect. Here too, in Cor-

btere's opinion, there was a loss of contact with

the outside world. Corbifcre tried to counteract

both tendencies by a genuine return to nature,

by going back to the simple primary emotions,

by contact with unspoiled sensibility. In re-

asserting the importance of the life of instinct

common to all men, he tried to restore man's

confidence in man, to give its proper place to

something that was in danger of being denied.

His attachment to instinct, the earth, and the

sea is an expression of his belief in human
nature.

Corbtere's poetry may be viewed as a plea
for the integrity of man. He believed that the

experiences arising out of the changing world

were real, as were the old unchanging impulses
and needs. If the new feelings are to be seen

in their true perspective, he argued, they must
be treated as modifications of the great primary
emotions and related to them.

See: Paul Verlaine, Les Poetes maudits

(1884); Rmy de Gourmont, Le Livre des

masques (1896); Rcn Martineau, Tristan

Corbiere (1925); Alexandre Arnoux, Une Ame
et pas de violon, Tristan Corbitre (1929).

P. B.

Coromines, Pere (1870-1939, Catalonian prose

writer), a refugee in America, was the first

Catalonian author to die here after the

exodus of 1939. In his last impressions,
written in France and Argentina, Coromines
saw in the Catalonian dispersion something
similar to that of the Hebrews; from that fact

comes the title of his posthumous notes, un-
finished and issued fragmentarily by the pub-
lishing branch of the journal Catalunya of

Buenos Aires, Diari de la Didspora (Diary of

the Diaspora). He was born in Barcelona to

a family from Ampurias; in that city he

obtained his secondary education and pursued
studies in law. From his university years date

his first contacts with the common people
whom he would have liked to inculcate with

his theories, a combination of romantic

anarchism and an almost mystic goodness. A
misunderstanding of his motives brought
upon him a death sentence from which he

escaped almost miraculously. Upon leaving
the fortress of Montjuic, where he had been

imprisoned, he produced his first book, Les

presons imaginaries (1899; The Imaginary

Prisons), the title of which was an indication

of the author's idealism. The earnest desire

for goodness which constituted the guiding
star of his whole life was proclaimed in 1911
with the publication of his Vida austera

(Austere Life), a work which won him the

acclaim of critics, a kind of "modern effort

in the search for saintliness."

Pere Coromines also played an active role

in politics; he was one of the founders of

the old Esquerra catalana (Catalonian Left),

an organ of Catalonianism; his journalistic

campaigns, carried on through the medium
of Poble Catald (Catalonian People), are a

model of enthusiasm and not exempt from

grave errors in political tact. After many
years of a resulting ostracism, during which

he dedicated himself to practicing law and
to his literary tasks, he returned to active

political life with the establishment of the

republic in 1931. He was one of those who
drew up the statute of autonomy of his

country and among the first consejeros that

the government of Catalonia had. All of his

work is stamped with a deep Catalonian

spirit, and even in the philosophic themes he

attains a popular tone always in good taste.

In addition to the works already mentioned,
the following, from an extensive list, should

be noted: Les hores d'amor serenes (1912;
The Serene Hours of Love); Les grades de

I'Empordd (1919; The Graces of mpord);
Cartes d'un visionari (1921; Letters of a

Visionary); Estudi sobre el pensarnent fildsofic

dels jueus espanyols a VEdat Mitjana (1921;
Studies concerning the Philosophical Thought
of the Spanish Jews in the Middle Ages); A
reeds dels Tamarius (1925; In the Shadow of

the Tamarind Tree); a trilogy, En Tomds de

Bajalta SiMn (1925), Pigmalid (1928), and
Prometeu (1934); Interpretacid del vuit-cents

catald (1937; Interpretation of the Catalonian

Penny). Under the title El perfecte dandi

(The Perfect Dandy), which is the title of the

first story in the book, the journal Catalunya
of Buenos Aires issued in 1940, after his



death, some of Coromines's unpublished writ-

ings. He belonged to the Institut d'Estudis

Catalans, the most important cultural insti-

tution of Catalonia, and was head of the

scientific section. Some of his works have

been translated into French, Italian, and

Spanish. In his last essays, left in manuscript
in Buenos Aires, one feels the deep homesick-

ness that was oppressing him, offset only by
the unshakable faith in the resurrection of

his country.
See: "Aclvertiment," in Coromines, El per-

fecte dandi; J. Pous i Pags, "Pere Coromines
i el seu temps," Revista de Catalunya (Bar-

celonia), No. 97, March, 1940.

J. M. M. i V.

Corradini, Enrico (1865-1931, Italian play

wright, novelist, and founder of Italian na-

tionalism), was born at Samminiatello, near

Montelupo, in the province of Florence. After

graduation from the Royal Institute of Ad-
vanced Studies of Florence he began a liter-

ary career, attracted by the rising glory of

D'Annunzio (q.v.). In 1892 Corradini founded
a literary review entitled Germinal, by means
of which he sought to contribute to the efforts

that were being made to renovate Italian cul-

ture. At fust he did not meet with success as a

literary journalist and was forced to teach in

order to earn a livelihood. Dissatisfied with his

teaching, Corradini soon attempted to form a

new literary group, larger and more vigorous
than the preceding one. The attempt was suc-

cessful through a combination of fortunate

circumstances: the intelligent liberality of his

father, the audacity of a young publisher, the

unselfishness and courage of the group, and,
most of all, the sympathy and support given

by D'Annunzio. As he was more inclined

toward journalism than the others, Corradini
became the director of the review, which,
founded in 1896, took the name of the

Marzocco. Indefatigable and conscientious in

his efforts to assure the success of the new

enterprise, Corradini never received any com-

pensation for his work as director. Adopting
as its motto multa renascentur, the Marzocco

sought to reaffirm the lasting values of the

spirit and culture of Tuscany. The unprec-
edented success of the Marzocco gave Cor-

radini the opportunity to train himself in

criticism and to develop a robust, sincere, and

personal style which later became a permanent
characteristic of all his political writings.

Corradini's early critical studies of literature

and the theatre evince his desire to lead the

Italian theatre back to bourgeois models and
more especially to those set up by Ibsen and

CORRADINI

Maeterlinck (qq.v.). His dramatic short story

Dopo la morte (1894), on which D'Annunzio
based his Gioconda, shows the author's desire

to portray strong emotional conflicts. In his

novels Santamaura (1896), La Gioia (1897), and
La Verginitd (1898) and even in his dramat-

ic composition La Leonessa (1899), Corradini

shows the influence of D'Annunzio, but more
in form than in spirit. His power to portray
characters with deep dramatic significance

may best be studied in the plays Giulio Cesare

(1902; Eng. tr., 1929) and Carlotta Corday

(1908). In Giulio Cesare, considered the best

of his literary works because of its style and

depth of thought, the author presented the

hero of Rome as a character of intrinsic value

in the history of Italy.

Important as is the place of Corradini in

Italian literature and criticism, in the life of

his country he occupies a much more signifi

cant position as the founder and leader of the

Italian nationalist movement which, in No
vember, 1903, resulted in the establishment of

the review Regno. With its vigorous nationalist

program the Regno soon attracted several

promising young men, including Giovanni

Papini, Giuseppe Prezzolini, and Giuseppe
Antonio Borgese (qq.v.). The articles Corradini

published during this period are collected in

two volumes, La Vita nazionale (1907) and
L'Ombra della vita (1908). In February, 1905,

Corradini abandoned the Regno, but several

years later resumed expounding his nationalist

ideas in the Idea nazionale, a review estab-

lished in 1911 under his directorship.
In addition to two patriotic novels, La Patria

lontana (1910) and La Guerra lontana (1911),

in which the author dealt with problems of

political importance, Corradini also wrote

during this period works in support of Italy's

expansionistic program. A synthesis of his

political philosophy is contained in L'Unita e

la potenza delle nazioni (1922) and Discorsi

politici (1923). Of interest too are his Diario

postbellico (1924) and Fascismo vita d'ltalia

(1925). In his Riforma politica d'Europa (1929)
Corradini developed a "biological theory" of

the state and individual. A revised edition of

Giulio Cesare appeared in 1926. He also wrote

a new theatrical piece, L'aurea leggenda di

Madonna Chigi (1931), which enjoyed much
success on the stage.

See: P. L. Occhini, Enrico Corradini; scrit-

tore e nazionalista (1914) and Enrico Corradini

e la coscienza nazionale (1915); U. d'Andrea,
/ Precursori: Enrico Corradini (1928); C.

Pavoni, Enrico Corradini net giornalismo e

nella vita nazionale (1930).

H. R. M.
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Correia de Oliveira, Ant6nio (1879-, Portu-

guese poet), was born in Sao Pedro do Sul,

Beira, lived there until he was 19 years of

age, and then moved to Lisbon, where he

tried to follow a career in journalism with-

out great success. His friendship with the dis-

tinguished orator Ant6nio CAndido brought
him, along with a government post in the

capital, opportunity to devote himself almost

entirely to the writing of poetry. He has been

very productive.

In his first works especially (Ladainha, 1897,

Lamentation; Auto do fim do dia, 1900, Auto

of the Day's End; Alivio dos tristes, 1901,

Relief for the Sad; Cantigas, 1902, Couplets;

Raiz, 1903, Root; Ara, 1904, Altar), one can

perceive clearly the popular inspiration of

his work. Tentafdes de S. Frei Gil (1907;

Temptations of S. Frei Gil), Cravos (1910;

Carnations), and the collections A minha
terra (1915-1917; My Native Land) and Nossa

pdtria (1920; Our Country) have a certain

freshness of language and a quality of simple
emotion which have impressed many readers.

Although he comes within the realm of

Parnassianism and symbolism, nevertheless in

some of his later works the rhetorical in-

fluence of Eug^nio de Castro and Guerra

Junqueiro (qq.v.) is very apparent. It is in

this dualism, which at times assumes an

extremely decadent appearance and at others

is characterized by a too naive folklorism,

that one finds the reason for the divergent
evaluations of his literary work. On the one

hand is a middle-class preference for couplets
and ballads which he has improved upon and

returned to the common treasure of the

people, on the other hand the aversion and

scorn felt by the more modernistic literati.

Traditionalism, popular religiosity, regional-

ism, and even a certain pedagogical morality
and patriotism of primary school type are

probably not except to a great and authentic

poetic talent, such as Correia de Oliveira

does not possess the best sources of inspira-
tion for poetry today.
In 1937 he visited Brazil, where he was

received with academic honors, the greatest

respect and admiration, and the overflowing
affection of the Portuguese colony of Rio de

Janeiro. A result of this visit was the publica-
tion of Pdtria vossa (1938; Your Country),

poems full of fervor for that republic. In

1940 Historia pequenina de Portugal gigante

(A Little History of Gigantic Portugal) was
added to the author's series of patriotic ex-

hortations for children.

See: M. A. Vaz de Carvalho, Cerebros e

corafoes (1903); A. da Veiga Simoes, A nova

gerafdo (1911).

R. M. L.

Cossio, Jos Maria de (ca. 1895-, Spanish

critic), is a reader of taste and a lover of

poetry, rather than a professional writer. He
has for many years spent much of his time in

the province of Santandcr, alternating be-

tween long hours of reading in the Biblioteca

de Menndez y Pelayo (see Men^ndez y

Pelayo) located in the city of Santander and
his residence in the "Casona de Tudanca,"
the house made famous in one of Pereda's

(q.v.) novels. Cossfo is also well known as a

competent enthusiast on the subject of bull-

fighting. All his critical work, which includes

several books and a number of erudite articles

in learned reviews, is in some way connected
with his personal tastes and is marked by a

rich erudition and the freedom of interpreta-
tion born of a fine sense of poetic value and
a nonprofcssional critical attitude. It deals

mainly with the history of Spanish poetry.

Among other books, he is the author of Los
toros en la poesia castellana (1931; Vol. I,

Estudio, Vol. II, Antologia), Romancero

popular de la Montana (1933), La obra

literaria de Pereda; su historia y critica

(
1 934)> Poesia espanola: Notas de asedio

0936)> Siglo XVII: Espinosa, Gdngora,
Gracidn, Calderdn, Polo de Medina, Solis

(1940), and El romanticismo a la vista; tres

estudios (1942). He has been working for a

number of years on a history of bullfighting,
in several volumes (Los toros, Vol. I, 1943,
Vol. Ill, 1944).

A. del R.

Cossio, Manuel Bartolom (1858-1935, Span-
ish educator and art historian), born in Haro,

Logrono, a fervent disciple of Giner de los

Rios (q>v.), devoted most of his life to the

reform of public school education in Spain.
He taught for almost 50 years at the Insti-

tuci6n Libre de Ensenanza, at the University
of Madrid, and at the Museo Pedag6gico
Nacional, of which he was director from 1883
to 1929. He developed a new kind of teacher,

for whom teaching became a creative art and
who used the modern intuitive method of

awakening the child's sensibility instead of

cramming his head with words. Cossfo's ideal

that opportunities of university education be

brought to the rural masses found realization

in the Misiones Pedagdgicas, traveling schools

that along with teachers carried paintings,

recordings, and books to the most remote

Spanish villages. In his lectures and articles,
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fragments of which were published under

the title De su Jornada (1929), he constantly

pointed out the needs of Spanish education

in the light of observations he had made

during his extensive travels all over Europe
and the United States. In addition to his

educational activities Cossio explored and
evaluated Spanish art, the popular as well as

the fine arts. In his monumental study, El

Greco (1908) the product of many years of

study and countless excursions with his

students he revealed to the world the ex-

traordinary genius of the Toledan painter
and the meaning of his work as an authentic

expression of the soul of Spain.
See: Revista de pedagogia, September, 1935

(entire issue devoted to Cossfo); J. B. Trend,

Origins of Modern Spain (1934), pp. 192-207.
E. F. H.

Costa, Joaquin (1846-1911, Spanish jurist,

historian, and political philosopher), born in

Monz6n, Huesca, was one of the precursors of

the Generation of 1898; with his crusade for

the regeneration of Spain he did much to

orient Spanish political thought at the be-

ginning of this century. After the disastrous

defeat of 1898, he made impassioned speeches
all over the country in an effort to arouse

his compatriots from their lethargic indiffer-

ence. At the Ateneo, in his famous lectures

later collected in Oligarquia y caciquismo

(1901), he made a lucid and ruthless analysis
of the pseudo-parliamentary regime, showing
how it had brought only misery, servitude,

and ignorance to the Spanish people, and con-

cluded that the whole oligarchical system
must be extirpated by means of a rapid

"surgical operation." Costa had a gift of

phrase, and many of his pithy mottoes and

metaphors at once gained common currency,

e.g., his formula "la escuela y la despensa"

(school and pantry), which was his terse way
of saying that it would take nutrition and
education to transform the Spaniard, or his

"cirujano de hierro," the surgeon of iron

that was to be tutelary dictator until real

representative government should be possible.
His rallying cry "Desafricanizaci6n y euro-

peizaci6n de Espana" became the shibboleth

of a whole group of thinkers and writers.

Curiously enough Costa, the apostle of Euro-

peanization, was also the untiring investigator
of Spain's most ancient traditions. In fact, his

political speeches and essays occupied but a

small fraction of his life. Most of his effort

was spent in digging away at mountains of

documents, with characteristic Aragonese dili-

gence and tenacity, and in writing long

erudite works on such varied themes as

custom as the source of law, in La vida del

derecho (1876) and El derecho consuetudinario
de Espana (1885); the political ideals of the

Spanish people as expressed in their popular
poetry, in La poesia popular espanola y

mitologia y literatura celtohispanas (1881);
the evolution of Spanish political institutions,

in Estudios juridicos y politicos (1884); Span-
ish cultural origins, in the highly original
Estudios ibdricos (1891-1894); agrarian prob-
lems, in Colectivismo agrario en Espana
(1898) a work that, incidentally, still oilers

much that remains of universal interest

today.
See: C. Aparicio, Joaquin Costa, el gran

fracasado (1930).

E. F. H.

Costa i Llobera, Miquel (1854-1922, Cat-

alonian poet, prose writer, and sacred orator),
was born in the beautiful city of Pollcn^a on
the island of Majorca, of a well-to-do family.
He moved to Barcelona and then to Madrid
to study law, a career which he abandoned
for lack of real vocation. In 1874 he competed
in the poetic contests, the Joes Florals, in

Barcelona. Later he retired to his native city

where he devoted himself leisurely to litera-

ture; in 1885 his first volume of poems,
Poesies, was issued. Then he went to Rome
to study in the Gregorian University, was
ordained a priest in 1888, and the following

year received the degree of Doctor of Sacred

Theology. Travels through Italy gave a

permament classical stamp to his tastes and
manner of thinking. Returning to his native

island, he again devoted himself to literature

in his native tongue and again took part in

the poetic contests of Barcelona. He was

named mestre en gai saber (master trouba-

dour) in 1903 for having won first prize in

each one of the three essential subjects in the

celebration of the Joes Florals in songs to

faith, to love, and to native country. In 1909
he was named canon of the cathedral of

Palma de Mallorca. De Vagre de la terra

(From the Bitterness of the Earth), Tradicions

i fantasies (Traditions and Fantasies), and
Visions de Palestina (Visions of Palestine), ap-

peared in 1897, 1903, and 1908 respectively.

His crowning work is, without doubt, the

volume of poetry entitled Horacianes (1906;

Poems in the Manner of Horace), in which

formal perfection and inspiration were

happily joined.
The work of Costa i Llobera, although not

voluminous, has exerted a wide influence on
Catalonian literature in general and in the
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development of the so-called Majorcan school,

which aimed at formal perfection and felt

admiration for the most varied forms of

classicism. Costa i Llobera is a poet who is

all soul, without indeed a trace of humor or

irony, who gives himself up completely to the

power of a full-blown emotion. His songs
seem to spring tirelessly from a soul full of

serenity, as though lost in contemplation
of the inexhaustible beauties of the country
of Majorca. The reading of the poetic works

of Costa i Llobera, and in particular of his

Horacianes, carries those who can enjoy him
in Catalan to magnificent emotional heights.

The vital quality of his poetry is comparable
to what we enjoy in the great Creek and

Latin poets who were his teachers, especially
in Horace. Costa i Llobera has enjoyed a

European reputation, and his works have

been translated into Czech, Hungarian,
German, Swedish. An edition of his complete
works was published in 1924 by the Illustra-

cio Catalana in four volumes.

See: M. de Montoliu, Esludis de literatura

catalana (1912); A. Plana, Antologia de poetes
Catalans moderns (1914); C. Giardini, Antolo-

gia dei poeti catalani contemporanei, 1845-

1925 (1926).

F. de P.

Coster, Charles de, see De Coster.

Couperus, Louis (1863-1923, Dutch novelist),

was born at The Hague, but spent his child-

hood in Java, where his father held an im

portant position in the government service.

He was trained to be a high school teacher of

Dutch, but although he obtained the certificate

that made him eligible for appointment, he

never taught. His first novel, Eline Verc (1889),

scored an immediate success and won for him
a prominent place among Dutch writers of

fiction. The story is a subtle analysis of the

case of a weak, inconstant, aimless woman who
feels herself the prisoner of her heredity. In

Noodlot (1890; Fate), his second novel, the

characters are again the helpless victims of an
inexorable nemesis. In Metamorphosis (1889)

Couperus told in fiction form the story of his

own growth as an artist and of the genesis of

his early novels, Eline Vere, Noodlot, Extase

(1892), Majesteit (1893), and Wereldvrede

(1895; World Peace). Among his other novels

of life at The Hague the most outstanding is

De Boeken der kleine Zielen (1901-1903; the

four volumes comprising this work, published

separately in translation, were collected in

1932 in one volume with the title The Book of
the Small Souls), a story of the type and on the

scale of The Forsyte Saga, which it antedated

by 20 years. From the portrayal of this modern
scene he turned to the study of antiquity. In
De Berg van Licht (1905; The Mountain of

Light), Xerxes (1919), and Iskander (1920) he

painted the portraits of three dominant char-

acters of different periods of ancient history:

Heliogabalus, the young emperor whose per-
versities bring about his downfall; Xerxes, the
victim of his own ambitions; and Alexander
the Great, who is defeated by the vices of the

peoples he subdued. But though the scene and
the period have changed, the author's phi-

losophy remains the same. He sees in man a

will -less creature of his past and his environ-

ment. Couperus is not a moralist. He accepts
life as an artist enamored of its colors and
sounds, he plays with people's destinies as he

plays with the language, handling them either

with graceful nonchalance or distorting them
into something forced and unreal. He possesses
a saving sense of humor. In Van en over

Mijzelf en Anderen (1910; Of and concerning

Myself and Others) he smiles with gentle irony
at his own idiosyncrasies. These delicate

sketches of mocking self-revelation are among
his most precious contributions to Dutch litera-

ture. Nearly all the works of Couperus have
been translated into English and published in

the United States.

Couperus, in his early work, was a follower

of Flaubert and Zola (qq-v.). Yet the artist in

him was out of sympathy with naturalism. His
creative faculty functioned differently from
Zola's. The latter set to work like a scientist,

armed with a competent card index and with
the blueprint of his story in front of him.

Couperus let himself be guided by intuition

and the inspiration of the moment. Each life

he portrayed was lived by himself. He identr

fied himself with each of his characters.

Coupwus lived the greater part of his life

abroad. "I do not feel that I am Dutch/' he

wrote, "although I love my native language,
the richest, the loveliest that I know. ... I

feel myself to be an Italian who has been away
from his country for a very long time, but who
knows immediately on his return who and
what he is: a Mediterranean who has pined
away in the dim, chilly North." The Javanese
blood in his veins had need of sunshine and
warmth and blue skies. The outbreak of the

First World War forced him to leave Italy. He
returned to the dim, cold North and died at

Velp near Arnhem in 1923.

See: J. de Graaf, Le Reveil litttraire en
Hollande et le naturalisme franpais, 1880-

1900 (1938), pp. 125-140 and passim.
A. J. B.



Courteline, Georges (pseud, of Georges Moi-

naux, 1860-1929, French novelist and drama-

tist), was born in the city of Tours. He re-

ceived his secondary education at Meaux and

Paris. Though he was an undisciplined pupil,
he gave proof of great creative ability. Finding
him incapable of sustained work, his father

made him enlist in a cavalry regiment.

Georges hated army life and was discharged
for poor health at the end of 14 months. He
then entered the civil service as a clerk. The

job, though tedious, afforded him much time

for writing poems and short stories which

were published in various periodicals. His

first success came with the publication of Les

Gaietds de Vescadron (1886) and Le Train de

8h. 47 (1888), both based on his recollections

of the humdrum barrack life of peace times.

Later, in Messieurs les ronds-de-cuir (1893), he

ridiculed the civil service and the stultifying

routine of bureaucracy. In Boubouroche, a

short play based on the story of a gullible lover

and his clever mistress, first represented at the

Th&itre Libre in 1893, Courteline turned his

satire against womankind.
A writer of great talent, a pessimist with

a Molteresque flair for comedy that appeals
both to the few and to the many, Courteline

was from the first extremely popular. Many of

his novels and stories lent themselves to suc-

cessful adaptations for the stage that increased

his popularity still further. His later years
were plagued with illness; in 1925 one of his

legs had to be amputated. Official honors were

then bestowed on him. In 1926 the French

Academy awarded him a literary prize of

15,000 francs, the Goncourt Academy elected

him a member, and the French government
made him a Commander of the Legion of

Honor. He died on June 25, 1929, after a

second amputation.
See: J. Vivent, Les Inspirations et I'art de

Courteline (1921); J. Portail, Georges Courte-

line, Vhumor iste franfais (1928).
V. Gu.

Creanga, Ion (1837-1889, Rumanian popular

story teller), was born in the village of

Humuleti, district of Neam{, about 100

kilometers from Jassy, ancient capital of

Moldavia. He was the son of "Stephen, son

of Peter the Cobbler" and of "Smaranda,
born of David Creanga of the village of

Pipirig," and the first of eight children.

Creanga preferred the name of his maternal

grandfather, adopted it, and made it famous.

He attended the village school, then went
to TArgu-Neam( and Folticeni schools,

entered and graduated from the Jassy semi-

CROCE

r, and became a deacon in 1859. He also

took courses at the normal school in Jassy,

began teaching, and renounced the priest-
hood. He joined the Junimea (Youth) society
and contributed his popular tales and his

Amintiri din copildrie (1880; Childhood

Reminiscences) to Convorbiri literare (Liter-

ary Conversations). There he met Eminescu

(q*v.)> with whom he formed a lasting friend-

ship. He spent most of his time in the midst

of the people whose language and lore he so

successfully assimilated.

The stories he wrote were as ancient as the

Moldavian land, and he possessed a genius
for enclosing old and quaint sayings and ex-

pressions "of the soil" in the structure of his

prose. Native and foreign critics agree that

Creanga belongs with Andersen, the Grimm
brothers, and especially Charles Perrault,
whom he resembles in artistry. One finds in

the works of these story tellers the same

repetition of old tales in a simple popular
language, the same life, the same little people,
and the same healthy humor. CreangJl differs

from his predecessors in his realism, and es-

pecially in his use of popular proverbs, where
he has no equal among European story tellers.

See: J. Bouttere, La Vie et I'ceuvre de Ion

CreangH (1930).

L. F.

Croce, Benedetto (1866-, Italian philosopher,
critic, scholar, historian, editor, and publicist),
born at Pescasseroli, Aquila, is the descendant
of a wealthy family of landowners in the

Abruzzi and of magistrates under the Bourbons
in Naples. He was educated in a private Catho-
lic school restricted to children of families of

good social standing. He escaped death in the

earthquake of Casamicciola (1883), in which
most of his family perished. Together with his

brother, who had remained in Naples, he was
educated by his uncle, Silvio Spaventa, a well-

known conspirator in the Risorgimento who
after 1860 became an outstanding political

figure of united Italy. Croce enrolled in the

faculty of law of the University of Rome but
never graduated, attending only the courses

given by Antonio Labriola, a teacher who
awakened many young minds of Italy. Croce
made use of his financial independence to

dedicate himself to the study, first, of local

history (editing the magazine Napoli nobilis-

sima, 1892-1907), then of Marxist theories

(Materialismo storico ed economia marxisticaf

1900; Eng. tr., Historical Materialism and the

Economics of Karl Marx, 1914), then of phi-

losophy and history. He was not very active in

the earlier years in the field of politics. His
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fame was already established when Premier

Sonnino made him a senator (1910). After the

First World War, Giolitti, the last hope of a

confused and embittered Italy, appointed him

minister of public instruction, and Croce

served from June, 1920 to July, 1921. In this

capacity he proposed to Parliament, but with-

out success, a bill which introduced the state

examination (Le Riforrne degli esami e la

sistemazione delle scuole medie, 1921), later

a part of the famous Gentile Reform. Croce,

who is married and has had four children, has

always resided in Naples. He is a member of

several Italian academies among which the

Pontaniana is particularly to be remembered

because in its Atti Croce published the first

drafts of his most important works. From this

academy he withdrew because of Fascism. Ox-

ford (1933) and other universities have be-

stowed on him the degree of doctor honoris

causa.

Croce is the great unheeded man of Italy. It

remains a puzzle and a paradox why this

powerful thinker the most outstanding Ital-

ian since 1900, whose widespread influence is

recognizable and found active even in the

minds of his opponents did not exert a

greater influence on his own people at critical

moments of their history. In 1914 Italy went

to war against Germany in spite of admoni

dons of a neutrally minded Croce, and in 19/10,

once more against Croce 's warnings, sided with

Germany. In other matters too his hold on

Italians, in spite of his eminence, has been

insignificant. The example he has set in

matters of methodical work, the lessons he has

given as to the necessity of placing humanity
above the nation and of being moderate in

victory and hopeful in adversity, his modesty
in action, his aversion to pomp and rhetoric,

his high regard for civic duties, have all had

singularly slight effect on his contemporaries.
In social matters Italians chose to imitate

D'Annunzio (q.v .),
the charmer, and in politics

Followed the domineering Mussolini.

Outside of Italy Croce is known particularly
in two connections, for his influence as a

philosopher of art and for his opposition to

Germany and Fascism. Thus limited, an ap-

praisal of him is true to the same extent that

a plan representing only two sections of a

great and elaborate building would be true.

The wings cover a wide expanse: Marxism,

philosophy, law, history, criticism, politics, the

history of painting and religion, ethics (e.g.,

Filosofia della pratica: Economia ed etica,

1908; Eng. tr., Philosophy of the Practical:

Economic and Ethic, 1913; Frammenti di etica,

1922; Eng. tr., The Conduct of Life, 1924).

Croce's scores of volumes reveal an accom-

plished specialist and, at the same time, a uni-

versal thinker. Serious matters are often com-
bined with anecdotes and witty remarks. The
book reviews and notes published by him in

his bimonthly Critica (1903-1944) show him at

his best in the fields of polemical writing and
of brilliant criticism.

Croce has made two clear rsums of his

own aesthetics (Breviario di estetica, 1913; Eng.
tr., The Essence of ^Esthetic, 1921; and an

article, "Aesthetics," first in English in the

Encyclopaedia Britannica, i4th edition, and
then in Italian, Aesthetics in nuce, 1929),
which give the impression of a perfectly defi-

nite, almost axiomatic writer. But if one
follows the efforts and development of his

thought through his original writings, he is

seen to be groping with his problems and mak-

ing his way only gradually towards the light
of truth. He became a philosopher through
an active feeling of dissatisfaction with his

hard labor of erudition. His system was the

fruit of studies of art and history this must
be remembered; and his fundamental concep-
tion of "intuition" was twice revised (particu-

larly in L'Intuizione pura e il carattere lirico

dell
9

arte, 1908). Although criticisms of op-

ponents provoked these changes, their inser-

tion did not mean the acceptance of the ob-

jections, but rather a further free development
of his own initial thought.

It is well known that his system is related to

the idealistic school of philosophy; i.e., for him
the world is Spirit and only Spirit. Spirit is one
in its manifestation. Multiplicity is taken ac-

count of by Croce's theory of circularity where-

by one moment or aspect, which always mirrors

the entire unity, passes into the other and yet
retains its distinctiveness, to the point that

each moment has to be studied separately if

a knowledge of its function and of its place
is to be acquired. There are four moments
or aspects, two theoretic and two practical:
aesthetics, or knowledge of the individual;

philosophy, or knowledge of the universal;

economic, or action for individual aims; and
ethics, or action for universal aims. Essential

works are Tesi fondamentali di un'estetica

come scienza dell
9

espressione e linguistica ge-
nerate (published first in Atti dell' Accademia

Pontaniana, 1900, as a separate volume, 1902;

Eng. tr., ^Esthetic as Science of Expression and
General Linguistic, 1909), Lineamenti di una

logica come scienza del concetto puro (1905;

Eng. tr., Logic as the Science of Pure Concept,
1917)1 and Filosofia della pratica (1908; there

are several subsequent editions with important
changes).
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A dry summary gives but the faintest idea of

the richness and the originality of Croce and
none at all of the terseness, the clarity, the

brilliancy of his writing. His style is very

limpid; one may agree or disagree with him,
but one always knows what he means. He is

direct: he goes straight to his point without

rhetorical paddings or ornamental digressions.
His prose is an example of intellectual probity
and purity, and its beauty is enhanced by a

rhythm which seems to be born of the joy of

thinking and of discovering. In his minor

pieces he is often aggressive, ironic, and hard.

His mood is consistently controversial. He has

repeatedly asserted that all philosophy must
be considered from a controversial viewpoint,
and this is, in fact, the impression his writings

give.
Croce 's philosophy proceeds from Vico (La

Filosofia di Giambattista Vico, 1911; Eng. tr.,

The Philosophy of Giambattista Vico, 1913)
and Hegel (Cid che & vivo e cid che & morto
della filosofia di Hegel, 1907; Eng. tr., What Is

Living and What Is Dead of the Philosophy of

Hegel, 1915), but includes De Sanctis's (q.v.)

idealism. His Vico, however, is purified of all

sociological heaviness, and his Hegel is cleansed

of all Prussianism. De Sanctis, too, has been

clarified, made smoother and more coherent.

Croce is thus a very powerful reviver who has

made of Vico, Hegel, and De Sanctis, not to

mention other minor luminaries, true living

personalities for contemporary Italian thought.
Croce has more importance as a philosopher

of art than as a literary critic, but his criticism

is remarkable (Ariosto, Shakespeare e Cor-

neille, 1920; Eng. tr., Ariosto, Shakespeare and

Corneille, 1920; La Poesia di Dante, 1920; Eng.
tr., The Poetry of Dante, 1922; Alessandro

Manzoni; saggi e discussioni, 1930; Giosue

Carducci; studio critico, 1927; La Letteratura

della nuova Italia, 4 vols., 1914-1915; 5th vol.,

1939; 6th vol., 1940). He has also written essays
on English, Spanish, French, German, and
even Scandinavian authors, and an anthology
of interesting judgments could be collected on

others, even in the fields of Latin, early
Christian, and Russian literatures. One feels

that he is at his best when he comments on

poets of the imagination (Ariosto, Shakespeare,

Goethe) and at his worst when he deals with

extreme lyricism (Leopardi or Baudelaire,

q.v,}. His trend is decidedly antiromantic, and
he has shown no mercy for the modern dec-

adent literature in Italy. All told his criticism

has exercised a profound renovating influence

in Italy (see Italian criticism).

He has not always been a friend of de-

mocracy nor an adversary of Germany; it

would even be correct to say that by his sharp
and devastating thoughts on democracy, Free-

masonry, pacifism, internationalism (Pagine
sulla guerra, 1919) Croce, in spite of himself,

paved the way for Fascism. His idea of freedom
has no connection with what Americans under-

stand by this word. By freedom Croce means
that "liberty" of the human mind whereby
man strives to actualize those faculties which
raise him above the immediate utilitarian

interests of the individual person. It is a free-

dom which is also an obligation: a liberty to

do everything that tends to give to the human
soul the dignity which an ethical development
has bestowed upon humanity. Such liberty

easily becomes identical with coercion by par-

ents, teachers, and the state authorities. In

politics his liberalism is the doctrine of those

who are able to think historically and, there-

fore, in a certain sense, are above all parties.
He has shown in his historical works a tend-

ency to justify all governments and institu-

tions: the Bourbon dynasty in southern Italy

(Storia del regno di Napoli, Bari 1925), the

Spanish Inquisition, and the dictatorship,
veneered with democracy, of Giolitti in pre-
war Italy (Storia d'Italia dal 1871 al 1915, 1927;

Eng. tr., A History of Italy, 1871-1915, 1929).

He respects heroes, but he is definitely op-

posed to revolution and sudden changes. His

admiration and respect are reserved for efforts

that develop in a ponderously slow rhythm
over extended periods of time.

He has an aristocratic liking for unpopu-
larity and has often found himself on the side

of minorities; he was the most influential man
of culture who in 1914 advocated neutrality
for Italy. Likewise he showed till 1925 a certain

tolerance towards Fascism (when it could be
considered merely in its anti-Communist as-

pects). But as the movement gained ground he
became first silent and then more and more
critical. If he did not openly attack Fascism

itself (which would not then have been possi-

ble), he assailed similar manifestations of the

past or of other countries in such a manner
that everyone understood to what and to

whom he referred. Such was his authority
that, whether out of a sense of chivalry,

through fear of public opinion abroad, or for

some other reason, Mussolini allowed him to

continue publishing his Critica and many of

his major historical works (especially remark-

able is the Storia d'Europa nel secolo deci-

mono, 1932; Eng. tr., History of Europe in the

Nineteenth Century, 1933, a defense of the

idea of freedom considered as the soul of that

century). The survival of an active Croce be-

tween 1922 and 1943 in Italy was a thing that
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would not have been possible in Germany,
Russia, or Spain. When Fascism came to an

end, the figure of Croce glowed with the light

of a solitary preserver of freedom and dignity;
but while Italians paid homage,to his idealistic

figure, they did not follow his political advice,

and it seems that his hopes for a strong liberal

party in Italy have not aroused enthusiasm.

Collections of his articles on politics and

ethics and on recent events have been pub-
lished in the United States but are not es-

pecially to be recommended either because

their introductions are weak (Germany and

Europe; a Spiritual Dissension, tr. with intro-

duction by Vincent Sheean, 1944) or because

they lack notes which would enable the Anglo-
Saxon reader to understand the historical

situations that called them forth (Politics and

Morals, tr. from the Italian by Salvatore J.

Castiglione, 1945).

In considering Croce's development it may
be said that the direction of his personality
has been toward a universal conception of the

world; and in more recent years the study of

and the translations from Goethe (Goethe,

1919; Eng. tr., 1923; Nuovi saggi sul Goethe,

1934) are perhaps significant of this trend. In

his bitterness concerning recent developments
in Europe he has always kept a margin for

human considerations and sometimes even foi

a humorous remark. The reflections he pub
lished on Fascism bear this Olympic imprint,
as does the moderation in his advice to the

political winners in Italy.

Although Croce remains consistent in his

philosophical denial of a personal God and
of the immortality of the soul, his interest in

religious problems and figures has grown,

especially as regards the period of the Reforma-
tion. He has always believed (like Vico) in a

providential power organizing history and en-

trusting to each man a task which he must
actualize for universal ends.

See: G. Castellano, Benedetto Croce (1924;
2d ed., 1936); K. Bossier and others, L'Opera
filosofica storica e letteraria di B. Croce; saggi
di scrittori italiani e stranieri e bibliografia dal

1920 al 1941 (1941). These two books contain

an almost complete bibliography of the works
of and on Croce.

G. P.

Croisset, Francis de (pseud, of Franz Wie-

ner, 1877-, French playwright), was born in

Brussels. He is known as the author of numer-
ous light comedies, at times objectionable
from a moral point of view. These plays,
written in a lively style, are typical of the so-

called theatre du boulevard, in which sophisti-

cated and witty dialogue makes up for thin-

ness of content. Only in UEpervier (1914) did

Croisset attempt to draw a character study,
the portrait of a society adventurer reminiscent
of Abel Herman t's (q.v.) famous vicomte de

Courptere. Among his olher plays should be
mentioned L'Homme a I'oreille coupee, also

called Une Mauvaise Plaisanterie, banned by
the censors in 1900; Chdrubin, three acts in

verse, rehearsed at the Com<Mie Fran^aise in

1901 but presented only in 1908 at the Thitre
Femina; Le Bonheur, mesdames (1905); and
Le Cccur dispose (1912).

In collaboration with Emmanuel Arne,
Croisset wrote Paris-New-York (1907). With
Maurice Leblanc he adapted for the stage the

well-known detective story Arsene Lupin
(1908), and, after the death of Gaston de
Caillavet (q.v.) in 1915, he became the collabo-

rator of Robert dc Flers (q.v.) in Le Retour

(1920), Les Vignes du Seigneur (1923), Romance

(1923), Les Nouveaux Messieurs (1925), Cibou-

lette (1926), Le Docteur Miracle (1930). Croisset

has also written a volume of poems (Nuits de

quinze ans, 1898), novels (La Feerie cinghalaise,

1926; Nous avons fait un beau voyage, 1930),

essays and dramatic criticism (Pour la langue
franfaise, 1924; Nos Marionnettes, 1928; LVn-
vasion an theatre, 1929; La Vie parisienne au

thfritre, 1929; Le Souvenir de Robert de Flers,

1929). A collection of his aphorisms and
wittiest repartees was published in 1930 in a

volume entitled L'Esprit de Francis de Crois-

See: L. Maigue, "Une Trilogie de jeunes/'
Grande Revue, March 15, 1906, pp. 453-472.

M. E. C.

Crommelynck, Fernand (1888-, Belgian

dramatist), was born in Brussels. His mother
was French. His father belonged to a family
of modest bourgeoisie connected with theatri-

cal life, and one of his uncles was a famous
vernacular actor. Crommelynck received a

complete stage training very early, and he

probably learned more from the theatre it-

self than from school or college. Before the

outbreak of the First World War, three plays
of Crommelynck had already been staged in

Brussels, Nous n 9
irons plus au bois (1906), Le

Sculpteur de masques (1908), and Le Mar-
chand de regrets (1913). These early works
show his extraordinary skill for creating
morbid atmospheres and characters (like the

sculptor of masks or the "spleen seller," the
dealer of antiques in a small Flemish town)
who live, love, hate, and die in the midst of

strange surroundings, suggesting the presence
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of ghosts and witchcraft. Le Sculpteur de

masques was an inspiration for the French

dramatist St. Georges de Bouh61ier's Le
Carnaval des enfants.
Le Cocu magnifique, presented in Paris

(1921), brought Crommelynck suddenly into

the full light of European glory. The play,
entitled by the author a lyrical farce, is an

extremely accurate and ruthless study of a

lover's jealousy. The protagonist is repre-
sented on the stage by two actors, one of

whom, Estrugo, is but a shade of the other, a

kind of interior lago, always appearing in

time to renew the suspicions and doubts of

the husband about his wife's faithfulness. Le
Cocu magnifique ranks among the most

representative plays staged in Europe be-

tween the two world wars and has been
translated into many languages. Despite the

development of the scandalous plot, the play
is saved by the stupendous dramatic atmos-

phere that pervades it and also by the

poetical intensity of the dialogue.
Before 1921 Crommelynck earned his liveli-

hood as an actor. The tremendous success of

Le Cocu magnifique enabled him to devote
all his time to the writing of plays. With his

wife and children he left Belgium and went
to live in Saint-Cloud, near Paris, in the

house that had belonged to Emile Verhaeren

(q.v.)> and which the Crommclyncks shared
with the poet's widow. Les Amants puerils

(1923) was not as successful as Le Cocu

magnifique. Tripes d'or (1930) was a social

satire, depicting the vanity of wealth and

capitalistic grandeur. This play, translated

into Russian, was produced in Moscow with

great success. Crommelynck's lyric impetus
triumphed again with Carine, ou la Jeune
Fille folle de son dme (1934), in which the

passion of a pure and chaste girl is analyzed.
Carine prefers death rather than see her
dream of love blemished. The locale of the

play is a French provincial chateau, the time
is autumn, and the chateau guests are all

clad in red hunting coats. Une Femme qui a

le coeur trop petit (1934) and Chaud et froid

(1936) were the last works of Crommelynck
produced before the Second World War.

Glittering with splendid images, Crom-

melynck's language is often overweighted
with ornamentation. As a whole, it is arti-

ficial. The skill with which he surrounds a

scene in an atmosphere of mystery and un-

usual tenseness is on occasion reminiscent
of the Elizabethans. He has given to the con-

temporary theatre a lyrical expression thor-

oughly novel and sometimes deeply moving.
L. K.

Curel, Francois de (1854-1928, French drama-

tist), born at Metz, through his father was de-

scended from a noble family of Lorraine and

through his mother from a family of steel

magnates, the Wendels. Curel was originally
destined for an industrial career, but his plans
were altered by the refusal of the German
authorities to allow him to participate in the

management of the family interests. He de-

cided to devote his enforced leisure to writing,
His career as a dramatist began with the send-

ing to Antoine (q.v.) of three plays, all oi

which were accepted by the founder of the

Th^tre Libre. From then on, writing only
when inspiration prompted him, Curel lived

the life of a wealthy nobleman, dividing his

time between his Paris residence and hh
Lorraine forest, the majestic beauty of which

he has described in unforgettable terms. He
became a member of the French Academy in

1919, succeeding Paul Hervieu (q.v.).

The conflicts between ideal and reality, be-

tween humanity and animality, between senti-

ment and instinct, dominate Curel's theatre,

One of his first plays, Sauve des eaux (1889),

which became in successive versions L'Amoui
brode (1893) and La Danse devant le miroir

(1913), is a study of the passion of two people
in search of an ideal love which, when they
are confronted by reality, seems inaccessible,

The heroines of L'Envers d'une sainte (1892)

and L'Invitee (1893) also called upon love to

satisfy their need for an ideal and were

cruelly disappointed; their proud and tor-

mented souls are analyzed with pitiless lu-

cidity.

After these dramas about love, Curel turned

to the "theatre of ideas." But realizing how
deficient in dramatic appeal ideas may be in

themselves, he always denied that he had in-

tended to use the theatre for the discussion

of abstractions; ideas interested him for "the

storms which they raise in the soul." It is in-

deed to an idea, that of the perpetuity of the

race in an aristocratic family, that the char-

acters in Les Fossiles (1892) sacrifice their

happiness, just as Albert Donnat, in La Nou-
velle Idole (1895), sacrifices a young girl and
himself to an idea, that of the progress of

science, the "new idol." The industrialist Jean
de Miremont, in Le Repas du lion (1897),
swears to devote his life to a program, the

improvement of conditions among the working
classes; and the main character in Le Coup
d'aile (1906) sacrifices his family to his haunt-

ing and mad desire for power and glory. The
violent internal conflicts in the minds of such

heroes of Curel have produced plays of power-
ful dramatic interest. In La Fille sauvage
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(1902), on the other hand, the dramatic qual-

ity of the story of this girl savage gradually

brought into contact with civilization is really

subordinated to the author's views on the de-

velopment of humanity, which constitute the

main interest of this work.

During a long period when Curel remained
aloof from the theatre, his dramatic genius
underwent remarkable changes. A new comic

vein, made up of gaiety and irony, appears.
The conflicts which had inspired Curel's first

dramas now emerge again. Autobiographical
details increase. The author has more and
more a tendency to put himself on the stage in

the guise of various characters which clearly

embody at least some aspects of his own per-

sonality.

La Comddie du gdnie (1918) is less a play
than an ironic and somewhat disillusioned ac-

count of the intellectual and professional ad-

ventures of a dramatist in whom it is easy to

recognize Curel himself. L'Ame en folie (1919)
is an entertaining comedy on the conflicting

hereditary tendencies in human nature. The
ironic Ivresse du sage (1922), while exposing

opinions on human selection compared with

animal selection, makes fun of a philosopher
who claims to be free of the tyranny of the

flesh. Terre inhumainc (1922) shows us how
war brings back in the human race the bestial

traits which civilization seemed to have

crushed; and, when peace comes, the hero of

La Viveuse et le moribond (1925) succeeds

only with difficulty in suppressing the primi-
tive animal resurrected by the war. In his last

play, Orage mystique (1927), behind an amus-

ing comedy plot Curel attempts to analyze the

creation of characters by a dramatist, a sub

ject already studied in his answers to Binet in

L'Annee psychologique (1894).

Curel had no great success with theatre

audiences, except in the case of L'Ame en folie.

Ordinarily, while highly praised by the critics,

his plays surprised and interested rather than

pleased the public. Never mediocre, Curel is

irregular as a dramatist. Capable of attaining

greatness, he is at times disconcerting for his

awkwardness. He dared to bring ideas upon
the stage, and homage must be paid to the

nobility of his thoughts and his perfect in-

tellectual honesty.
See: P. Blanchart, Franfois de Curel (1924);

E. Pronier, La Vie et Vceuvre de Franfois de

Curel (1934); A. Lveque, "Francois de Curel:

Observations sur la creation dramatique,"
Publicc*ions of the Modern Language Associa-

tion of America, LII (1937), 550-580.
A. C. L.

Curros Enrfquez, Manuel (1851-1908, Span-
ish poet and journalist), was born at Celanova

in Galicia and from an early age took part in

heated liberal and republican campaigns. He
studied law, and as a result of the September
Revolution of 1868 he moved to Madrid,
where he edited Impartial, Porvenir, Pais,

and other literary and political newspapers
and journals. With the publication of his first

book the bishop of Orense brought legal
action against him, and he was convicted of

irreverent attacks against the Catholic re-

ligion and the ministers of the Church. A
higher court absolved him, and his personal

popularity and that of his work became very

great. In America especially, in the colonies

of Spanish emigrants, there was a succession

of editions and expressions of devotion and
esteem. He became a Treasury official in

Orense and in 1894 moved to Havana, Cuba,
where he was editor of the Diario de la

marina. After his death in Havana, his body
was moved to Galicia, where monuments and
statues have been erected to him.

Aires d'a mina terra (1879), his first work
and the volume which caused his denuncia-

tion by the Church, contains the best of his

poetry. Three poems in particular were re-

sponsible for the official protest. In "Mirando
o chau" (Looking at the Ground) God ob-

serves his work, the creation, viewing it with

the just and liberal spirit of Curros; the

poem, admittedly an imitation of Stranger,
has attacks on the degenerate church, venal

administration of justice, social inequality,

hypocrisy. "A igrexa fria" (The Cold Church)

depicts licentious ecclesiastical life within

sight of the ruins of a monastery. "O divino

sainete" (The Divine Farce) is a parody of

Dante in the traditional tercets of the

medieval Galician lyric, in which the poet,

accompanied by priests, monks, and fanatics

and led by the poet Anon, visits the pope
and urges him again to live real Christianity
and abandon luxury and pomp. Outstanding
in this and similar verse of Curros are ex-

traordinary energy of satire, civic virility, and
a flowing naturalness of language, agile and
flexible as a whip.

Perhaps the most intense lyrical power of

Curros, however, is found in a somewhat
different type of verse in the same book. The
beautiful Marian legend, "A Virxe d'o

Cristal" (The Virgin of the Crystal), could be

taken for one of the Cantigas de Santa Maria
of Alfonso the Wise. Highly dramatic is

the "Nouturnio" (Nocturne), a dialogue be-

tween a miserable old man and the haunting
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croak of a toad, his only companion, which

ends in an angry threat against heaven;

equally vivid are the poems on emigration
and homesickness and those that recall family

tragedies. The "complaint" of Rosalia Castro,

the vague Celtic argumentation of Pondal

(qq.v.), have become in Curros a violent

revolutionary protest.
See: "Homenaje en honor de Curros

Enriquez," Boletin de la Real Academia

Gallega, May, 1915; Csar Barja, "En torno

al lirismo gallego del siglo XIX," Smith

College Studies in Modern Languages, Vol.

VII (1926), Nos. 2-3, pp. 112-124.
R. M. L.

Czech literature (see also Slovak literature). A
word about background is particularly neces-

sary for the understanding of recent Czech

literature. The Czechs, who are geographically
the westernmost of the Slavs, have always had

stronger literary and cultural relations with

Western and Southern Europe than with the

Slavic East (Russian literature became an im-

portant influence only during the igth cen-

tury). The fine poetic tradition established as

early as the 14th century and already Western

in quality was interrupted by the Hussite wars

and their consequences: Czech literature then

became for a long period largely an instru-

ment in the intellectual and social struggle of

the nation against Rome. The Czechs, like the

Germans, did not have a proper Renaissance.

When the old Bohemia came to an end with

the defeat of the Bohemian army in the Battle

of the White Mountain (1620), an absolutist

Hapsburg regime was established and the

country was re-Catholicized by force; Bohemia
was deprived of its upper classes, cut off from

the West, and became, with notable excep
tions, a stagnant peasant community. Late

in the i8th century, the Czechs began to

"awaken," i.e., ideas of the general European
Enlightenment began to penetrate into the

country and contacts with the West were re

established. The revival passed through fairly

distinct stages: a philological stage in which

the Czech language was revived and poetic
diction rejuvenated; a poetical one when,

early in the igth century, poetry in the neo

classical and later in the romantic manner was

created; and finally, the political stage which

led to the abortive revolution of 1848. In 1861,

with the reemergence of the Czech nation

from a new period of absolutism and oppres-

sion, the process of literary revival was accom-

plished. The romantic movement, which had

been particularly strong, inspired as it was by

nationalism and enthusiasm for folk poetry,
now belonged to the past. One great figure
survived until 1876 the historian of Bohemia,
FrantiSek Palackf, born at the end of the i8th

century. But new critical and realistic forces

were becoming vocal in these last decades. By
1870 the leading literary figures, Jan Neruda,
Vftzslav Hdlek, and Karolina Svetld (qq.v.),

exemplified the struggle between the dying
romanticism and the emergence of realism.

Especially Neruda's terse ironical poetry, in-

spired by modern scientific ideas, and his

humorous prose, lovingly depicting the small

people of Prague, anticipated an unromantic
future.

Czech literature between 1870 and the First

World War was predominantly middle class in

social origin and ideology. The old aristocracy,
as far as it survived, had turned away from
its nation and played no role as a producer
or patron of literature. The upper bourgeoisie
of wealth and Austrian officialdom were largely
German, and the few Czechs who penetrated
there had little interest in the literature of

their own tongue. The middle class, which

produced and consumed Czech literature, was
recruited constantly from the peasants and
sometimes from the factory workers. But
authors who can be described as proletarians
or peasants were rare. Practically no literature

was written in any dialect, and Prague was

almost the only literary center. The majority
of authors made their living as teachers, small

officials, clerks, and in many cases as journalists
and editors, and found their public among the

same intelligentsia the students, doctors, and

lawyers scattered over the country. Among
those of high literary standing only Jirdsek

(q.v.) can be described as widely populat.
Most books were published in small editions,

cheaply produced, though there was a limited

public for expensively printed books. One
notable feature of Czech literature is its close

relation with scholarship. When an independ-
ent Czech university was reestablished in

Prague in 1882, much of the intellectual life

of the nation centered round this institution.

Masaryk, Vrchlick^, Salda (qq.v.), and BeneS

were university professors. Even very technical

scholars especially philologists such as Jan
Gebauer (1838-1907), who watched over the

development of the language, literary his-

torians such as Jaroslav Vlek (1860-1930) and
Arne Novrik (q.v.), and historians such as Josef

Pekaf (1870-1937) and Josef Susta (1874-1945)
commanded national attention and took

part in contemporary affairs.

Theatrical life was very limited. Actually
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only the National Theatre, rebuilt in 1883,

was a great stage with fine actors, to which only
later was some competition offered by the

Municipal Theatre of Vinohrady, a suburb of

Prague. The provinces were of little impor-
tance to the stage. These social conditions

changed somewhat as a result of the First

World War and the establishment of the in-

dependent republic. Czech literature expanded
considerably in mass; the reading public sud-

denly increased, not only because education

awakened in the lower classes a hunger for

literature, but also because Czech was again
read widely in Slovakia and by the reclaimed

minorities. The growth in the number of

newspapers and frequently short-lived peri-

odicals was startling. A state-supported expan-
sion of public libraries was added to stimulate

a general democratization of literature. Now
a whole "proletarian" movement of poets

emerged, few of whom, however, were of

strictly proletarian origin, and a group of very
self-conscious "ruralists" who preached a re-

turn to the soil and opposed the centralization

of literature in Prague. Thus the earlier, al-

most absolute monopoly by the middle class

and by Prague was, at least partially, broken

after 1918. Two new universities, those of Brno

and Bratislava, were founded, and academic

life spread considerably, without, however,

preserving its role of national leadership. The

Prague National Theatre also ceased to be the

only stage of great artistic pretensions. Small

experimental theatres in Prague were centers

of excellent stagecraft, and theatres elsewhere,

in Brno, Moravsk Ostrava, and Bratislava,

took serious part in the development of the

drama. All told, there was after the war a most

impressive expansion with the concomitant

dangers in a break with tradition, in com-

mercialization and nivellization, though these

processes scarcely went so far in Czechoslovakia

as they did in the West.

Czech literature stands at the crossroads of

practically all cultural influences: proximity
to Germany, the Slavic language, strong sym-

pathies with the West and Western political

ideology have all had their effect. German in-

fluence in the early igth century was consider-

able, anti-German though the outlook of most
writers was. Kindred Slavic literatures played
an important and for a time a major role.

With the 1870'$ a flood of French influences

arrived, largely through the work of Vrchlicky
and his school. The "decadents," critics such

as Salda, and, after the First World War, many
exponents of the newest movements in poetry
were in a large measure dependent on literary
fashions in Paris. Only after the war did con-

tacts with the Anglo-Saxon world become more
intimate, though Masaryk's orientation had
been largely English and American since 1880.

Karel Capek (q.v.) especially can be described

as sympathetic to the usual Anglo-Saxon men-

tality. German influences declined at this time;

only a group of German writers from Prague
Rilke, Kafka, Werfel (qq.v.) commanded

attention, Scandinavia influenced the drama

through Ibsen (q.v.) and, to a lesser degree,
the novel. The relation with the other Slavic

literatures was again more intimate. But Polish

and Yugoslav literature remained largely the

interest of scholars, and Russian literature

alone had any popular appeal. Russian ro-

manticism (exemplified in Pushkin) was im-

portant for many older (Cech) and even certain

much younger poets (Hora); the Russian novel

(especially the work of Dostoevski, q.v.) com-
manded a wide reading public and influenced

numerous writers. Recently, too, a section of

the public has shown strong interest in the

new Soviet literature, mostly for political rea-

sons. On the whole, the amazing flood of trans-

lations from all literatures and all authors,

good and bad, increased after 1918 and showed
how avidly the Czech reading public wanted
to escape its narrow national limits. Czech

literature, like every other small literature, is

always confronted with the problem of in-

dividuality and nationality. Possibly writers in

the post-war years have gone too far in incor-

porating the general Western cultural pattern
into Czech literature. A closer examina-
tion shows, however, that a genuine attempt
has been made to express something individual

and peculiarly Czech. A study of the main

figures of Czech literature reveals a great num-
ber of original authors who managed to be at

once Czech and in some measure universal.

In the late 1870*5 new figures arose, to domi-

nate Czech literature for some 20 years. In the

go's a new generation matured which revolted

very sharply against the preceding group, and

similarly, just after the First World War, an-

other new generation enforced a break with

the past. So at least three fairly well defined

periods of recent Czech literature can be dis-

tinguished: from about 1876 to 1894, a period
in which rhetorical, decorative poetry funda-

mentally romantic in outlook prevailed; from

1894 to 1918, when naturalism and symbolism
triumphed; since 1918, a time when different

movements, vaguely lumped together as "mod-
ernism/' have dominated the literary scene.

One can draw the distinctions on the basis of

generations another way. In the first period
writers born in the 1840'$ and 1850*3 were
leaders. In the early part of the second period
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the generation born in the Go's and 70*8 made
itself felt; just before the First World War a

new and less clearly defined group became

vocal, writers born in the late 70*5 and in the

8o's who are known as "the lost generation."
Post-war literature from 1918 on was domi-

nated by those born in the go's and in the early
2Oth century. Of course, there were survivals

and anticipations, and within each generation
there was conflict. Poetry is the leading genre
in Czech literature, and the different periods
are most clearly demarcated by its prestige
and success. The novel has had a less clear

evolution, and the drama, though most sue

cessful abroad, was definitely of minor literary

importance. Criticism became very influential

only after the 1890*5.

The early beginnings of realism were inter

rupted by a new great wave of oratorical poetry
which, in technique and outlook, corresponds

roughly to that of the great English Victorians.

The two leading figures were Jaroslav

Vrchlick^ and Svatopluk Cech (q.v.), protago
nists of the often contrasted "cosmopolite'*
and "patriotic" movements. Vrchlicky and

his numerous followers and imitators were

grouped around a quarterly, Lumir, edited by

J. V. Slddek (q.v.), a fine poet and the transla-

tor of Shakespeare into Czech; Cecil's work
had first appeared in an almanac called Ruch

(1868). The two groups are thus called "Lumi-

rovci" and "Ruchovci," respectively. Actually,

however, the contrast between these opposing
schools is superficial. Vrchlicky stressed the

contacts with France and Italy, while Cech was

more pro-Russian in his outlook; but in the

history of poetry they must both be classed as

splendid rhetoricians, in the style sometimes

of Hugo and sometimes of the French Parnas-

sians. Ideologically they were also basically

similar. Both were good Czech patriots, liberal

democrats, believers in progressive evolution,

cosmic optimists. Much of their splendid and

dazzling work has lost its appeal today, but

Vrchlickf will survive not only as a virtuoso

of all forms and themes, but also as an intimate

lyrical poet, who late in life found his way
back to a simple, chaste, and even terse style.

His historical importance can scarcely be over-

rated. He definitely broke away from depend-
ence on German romantic models and "opened
the windows" to Europe. His enormous ac

tivity as a translator of poetry is in itself a

major achievement. Somewhat later, in loose

association with the "Lumirovci," there ap

peared another major writer, Julius Zeyer

(q.v.), who can best be compared to the English

Pre-Raphaelites. He is a nostalgic neo-roman-

tic, an aesthete with Catholic and medieval

sympathies, a decorative artist with a rather

tenuous hold on reality.

While poetry revived romanticism, the novel
became more and more realistic and purely
descriptive in its techniques. The historical

novel, which had been popular among the

Czechs, emancipated itself slowly from the
model of Sir Walter Scott and achieved real

artistic success in the careful work of Alois

Jirdsek and Zikmund Winter (q.v.). Jinisek,
who was a genuine student of history, became
a great favorite of the masses and a powerful
stimulus of national and historical conscious-

ness. The novel of peasant life also assumed
new forms in the late igth century. It became
more sociological, more exact, less prone to

idealize the peasant. The nostalgic portrait of

Babifka (1855; Grandmother) by Mrs. BoZena
Nmcovi (1820-1862) had been the classic of

the genre. Now Josef Holeek (q.v.) created a

great cycle of novels depicting the Czech

peasant with realistic technique and preach-

ing a conservative agrarian ideology, rare in a

time dominated by igth-century liberalism.

Mrs. Terza Novilkovd (q.v.) brooded in her

novels over the peasants' moral and religious

struggles, in the spirit of an earnest investiga-
tor of manners and social problems, and
numerous other competent writers, such as

Karel V. Rais (1859-1926), Alois Mrtik (1861-

1925), and Jan Herben (1857-1936), specialized
in different regions of the country and in differ-

ent approaches to the problem of the peasant
who was still felt to be the backbone of the

nation.

In the go's a revolution was brought about
in Czech literature. The prevailing style and

ideology of both the "Lumirovci" and the

"Ruchovci" were criticized and condemned by
a new generation, which was, however, very

sharply divided within itself. One stream of

revolt can be described as realist and natural-

ist; the other, as symbolist and impressionist

(there was also a small group of Czech "deca

dents" who, in practice, were nearest to the

symbolists). The realist movement had its in-

tellectual spokesman in Tom^S Masaryk. His

importance, especially in his later years, far

transcends the field of belles-lettres, but he

profoundly influenced literature by his sharp
criticisms of the German intellectual tradition,

his distrust of rhetoric, of romanticism, and of

optimistic liberalism. Masaryk's literary criti-

cism was, on the other hand, too puiely moral-

istic to influence directly the practice of po-

etry. J. S. Machar (q.v.), with his skeptical,

satirical, and even dry mind, returned Czech

poetic diction to the terse colloquial tradition

interrupted since Neruda though later in
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his life Machar surveyed world history poeti-

cally in the spirit of an anti-Christian, Nie-

tzschean individualist. Petr Bezru (q-v.), the

great poet of Czech nationalism, is stylistically

related to Machar. His monumental SlezskJ

pisne (Silesian Songs) cultivate an austere

rhetoric which gives tragic expression to the

poet's longing for justice and his hatred and

anger for the oppressor. A younger poet, Vik-

tor Dyk (q.v .),
is also primarily a political poet,

a fervent nationalist. He cultivated concise,

hard, sharp, even epigrammatic forms and
with Machar presents a strongly intellectualis-

tic trend among Czech poets. Karel Toman

(pseud, of Antonfn BerntiSek, 1877-) *s another

fine poet who, though standing by himself in

many ways, must be classed with Dyk, for he

too cultivates concise, monumental forms. But

he is far more impersonal and matter-of-fact

and seems to have no ideology except an in-

stinctive social revolt and a love for his home
and nation.

The novel, in accordance with the triumph
of naturalism in the West, turned away from

history and the countryside to study the town
and the bourgeoisie in the light of the positiv-
istic creed. In Czech literature there were,

however, few orthodox naturalists; among
them Karel MatSj Capek-Chod (q.v.) stands

out because he escaped photographic natural

ism and rose to write grotesque visions of

Prague and the life of its bourgeoisie. Josef K.

Slejhar (1864-1914) is rather a gloomy mystic
in the wake of Dostoevski (q.v.), and Ignat
Herrmann (1854-1935) is a popular genre

painter of the small people of Prague.
Czech drama was slow to emancipate itself

from romanticism. The closet dramas of the

poets were largely failures on the stage, which

had to survive on mediocre realistic comedies
and florid historical dramas. The change came

only when Jaroslav Hilbert (q.v.) produced
good imitations of Ibsen and later wrote

moralistic criticisms of history and Czech so-

ciety for the stage.
Naturalism and related techniques were

rather one tendency of the time than a unified

movement. The more purely poetic movements
of "decadence" and of symbolism crystallized
far more clearly, but here too, surprisingly, it

is difficult to distinguish the lines between
brands of neo-romanticism, impressionism,
and even tendencies called neoclassic. F. X.

Salda was the most influential critic who con-

sistently opposed both the academic art of the

"Lumiiovci" and the new materialistic natural-

ism and advocated a highly metaphorical, sym-
bolistic poetry and an art responsible to so-

ciety, inspired by an idealistic philosophy.

Salda's great influence extended into the

1930*5, when he still continued to be the

spokesman for the newest art movements.

Arne Novdk judged and surveyed the whole

course of Czech literature from a point of view

much more conservative and traditional. A
new nonnaturalist poetry began to flourish in

the go's. There was even a small group of

Czech ''decadents" who cultivated the morbid

aestheticism of the fm-de-siccle mood with

considerable skill and success. Jiff Kardsek ze

Lvovic (1871-) was the most versatile writer of

the group, its critical mouthpiece and organ-
izer, but a proletarian, Karel Hlavdfek (q.v.),

who died early in life, was its most original

artist. Nearer to Salda's ideals were the two

great symbolist poets who began to write in

the go's. Antonfn Sova (q.v.) was a sensitive,

moody poet whose roots were in an impres-
sionist, introspective, subjective lyricism; it

was only in his later years that he turned to

symbolism. He also wrote much high-minded,
rhetorical poetry envisaging a Utopian social-

ism. Otokar Bfczina (q.v), who is usually

coupled with Sova, was a far greater and more
consistent artist. Bfezina is possibly the greatest

recent C/edi poet. He wrote a few volumes of

hymns which combine an original Christian

mysticism with an ecstatic cosmic optimism,

expressed in wonderful cascades of metaphors
and majestic free verse. Bfezina, though he

cannot be described as an orthodox Roman
Catholic, stimulated the founding of a self-

conscious Catholic literary movement; there

were several talented poets in this group early

in the soth century, but it is only since the

First World War that Jakub Demi (1878-), a

poet, and Jaroslav Durych (q.v.), the novelist,

have here made original contributions of real

distinction. Bfezina, by the very nature of his

rare and sublime art, could not have many
direct followeis. Among the younger poets

prominent before 1918, Otakar Theer (q.v.) is

nearest to him, though Theer attempted to

achieve very different classical and even sculp-

turesque effects in free verse. Otokar Fischer

(q.v.), an excellent literary historian and trans-

lator of verse, is as a poet associated with his

friend Theer.

The symbolist movement was, possibly by
its very nature, less successful in the field of

the novel. Two women stand out, RuSena
Svobodovd (q.v.) and Boiena BeneSovA (1873-

ig36). Both tried to overcome the forms of

realism and naturalism by highly stylized

techniques. Mrs. Svobodovd is a very ambitious
artist who suffers, however, from preciosity
arid aestheticism, while Mrs. BeneSovA is pre-

occupied with ethical problems. Her depth
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and earnestness are impaired only by an un-

deniable coldness of imagination. This could

not be said of FrAna Srdmek (q.v.), also a lyrical

poet of distinction, whose impressionist novels

glorify sex and adolescent love with lyrical

tenderness. In all these novelists, narrative

power and composition are weak; the novel

with them somewhat approaches lyrical poetry
in its effect and aim. This tendency to lyricism

precluded the success of these writers on the

stage, though several of them (Salda, Theer,

Fischer, Sramek) tried to return poetry to the

theatre.

Many of these writers lived beyond 1918,

producing some of their best work in the years
after the First World War, and it would be

absurd to deny the continuity of Czech litera-

ture through the war years. But the literary

atmosphere changed after the establishment

of an independent Czechoslovak republic. A
stream of self-confidence and buoyant opti-
mism flooded the country. The pre-war writers,

exclusively interested in the adventures of their

own souls, lost their following. Social ques-
tions, sentiments common to the masses of

mankind, became the central topic. Subjec-
tivism, individualism, anything that savored of

"decadence," were swept away in a great flood

of communal experience. The old intellectual-

ism disappeared, and many writers embraced a

gospel of life in direct opposition to spirit and
mind. Freed as they just wTere from the prison
of the war years, they glorified the pleasures
of mere existence, the beauty of the simplest

and nearest things. Criticism, still led by Salda,

was prolific in producing manifestoes, pro-

grams, and many essays which usually either

overrated the peculiar art of the critic's liking
or indulged in fierce polemics against the

enemy. Only a few critics stand out in this

peiiod: F. Gotz (1894), an untiring defender of

every new movement; B. V&clavek (1897-1942),
the best among the Marxist critics; and A.

Vyskoil (1890-), whose outlook is Catholic.

Czech poetry, after 1918, went through three

rather clearly marked stages which can be

labeled "proletarian" poetry, "poetism," and a

return to spiritualism. First, a new social

radicalism became the keynote of the young
poets, inspired by the successes of the Com-
munist revolution in Russia. The most promi-
nent poet of this movement was Jiff Wolker

(q.v.), whose early death made him even more
than during his life the symbol of the young
generation. His poetical technique is tradi-

tional. It preserves the lucid simplicity of the

folk song and folk ballad. More "modernist"

techniques were inspired and practiced by two
older poets, S. K. Neumann (q*v.), who had his

roots in an anarchic individualism and had

sung hymns to sensual love before he came to

glorify industrial civilization and the Russian

Revolution, and Josef Hora (q.v.), for whom
adherence to the "proletarian" movement was

only an episode. Later, Hora developed into a

melancholy philosophical poet who returned

to the tradition of romanticism, but still pre-
served his own style. The enthusiasm for "pro-
letarian" poetry began to evaporate about

1924. Social conditions seemed stabilized and a

period of peace and prosperity in store. There
arose a new movement, headed by Vftzslav

Nezval (q.v.), which called itself "poetism."
This was a new designation for pure poetry
devoid of thought and propaganda, for poetry
as a play of fancy and association. Nezval was
a virtuoso of colorful little pictures, illogical

associations, and whole topsy-turvy worlds.

Later, his obvious associations with futurism

weakened, and he embraced the creed of

French surrealism. The reaction against "poet-
ism" came with the general darkening of the

international and national horizon. A new

group of poets has arisen whose exact achieve-

ment and comparative rank it would be diffi-

cult to judge at this moment. They have a new

spirituality, a new, very abstract style, and a

hyrnnlike rhythm quite different from the

little splashes of color and the comic ditties

of Nezval. Jan Zahradnfek (1905-) and Fran*

tisek Halas (1901-) seem to be the most prom-
ising of these newcomers. Here are the be

ginnings of a further development of Czech

poetry whose fruits cannot now be predicted.
But the Parisian modernism seems dead, and

perhaps it is a significant fact that even the

poets formerly connected with "proletarian"

poetry and "poetism" Nezval, Hora, and
Scifert have returned to patriotic and philo-

sophic themes.

It is much more difficult to distinguish clear

stages in the development of the Czech post
war novel. Certain tendencies of the novel

agree with the general trend of literature away
from individualism. The old psychological
novel disappears almost completely. The old

forms of narrative, with a clear chain of events,

were largely discarded in favor of forms which
tried to grasp a great multitude of events and

figures. Experiments in form increased in

number, and the themes seemed to cover the

universe. The social novel, devoted to a dis

cussion of social problems, has been very much
in the forefront of popular attention, but one

cannot say that it has achieved great artistic

success. Marie Majerovi (1882-), a special

ist in industrial problems, has a zest and vi

tality which make us forget her rather crude
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distribution of light and shade, and there are

other competent writers who try to give docu-

mentary pictures of social conflicts, largely in

the cities. The best recent pictures of the social

scene in Czechoslovakia, the novels of Mrs.

Marie Tilschovd (1873-) and of Mrs. Marie

Pujmanovd (1893-), are actually revivals or

survivals of naturalism. The country has again
become the topic of fiction, written in a quite
different spirit from the older folklore idyls,

The new "ruralists," as they call themselves,

have done much for a clearer understanding
of the peasant and his struggles. J. Knap
(1900-) has been the mouthpiece of the very
self-conscious movement, FrantiSek Kfelina

(1902-) and J. V. Kfii (1900-) are the best-

known names, but Jan Cep (q.v.) is the out-

standing artist. He is only loosely related to

the group as he has no social axe to grind, but

rather struggles for inner harmony with a

deep melancholy for which the soil and the

country are only a symbolic cure. The war

novel, also a special field with very different

techniques and outlooks, has had its pro-
moters. Jaroslav HaSek (q.v.) has drawn a gro-

tesque picture of the Austrian Empire in dis-

solution and created the type of the "go-slow"

Czech in his Dobry vojdk Svejk (Good Soldier

Svejk). But artistically, Hasek is a survival of

naturalism, full of low humor and naive

propaganda. The great adventure of the

Czechoslovak legions in Russia and Siberia lent

itself to different treatment. Rudolf Medek

(1890-1940) has written in a heroic spirit

novels based on his own experiences, while

Josef Kopta (1894-) tried rather, in his Treti

rota (1924; Third Platoon), to describe the

soul of the masses in a quiet, kindly way which

stresses the human side of the war that is

missing both in the heroic Medek and the

cynical HaSek.

Among the younger fiction writers, Egon
Hostovsky (1908-) specializes in novels of

horror and crime, presented with great skill;

indeed in the recent Czech novel the general
level of technique, facility, and knowledge of

the subject is high. Four authors seem to stand

out most conspicuously as personalities with a

clearly discernible development and individual

style. Ivan Olbracht (q.v.) began with subtle

psychological novels and has since achieved

great success with Nikola] Suhaj, loupeznik
(Nikolaj Suhaj, the Robber), a vivid picture of

Sub-Carpathian Russia which has rare narra-

tive a^d epic power. It is difficult to imagine
a greater contrast than that between the com-
munist Olbracht and Jaroslav Durych. Durych
is a Roman Catholic writer who has, almost

singlehanded, revived the Czech historical
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novel. His great novel on Wallenstein, Blou-
d&ni (The Erring Quest), is a large-scale fresco

of the Thirty Years' War in baroque taste, in-

spired by a fervid mysticism and otherworldli-
ness which penetrate his poetry and the rest of
his prose as well. Another violent contrast in

ideology and style is that of Karel Capek with

both Olbracht and Durych. Capek is best

known as a playwright, in collaboration with
his painter-brother Josef Capek (q.v.). But his

best work is in his fiction, especially in a trilogy
of philosophical novels which overshadows his

other varied writings his crime stories, his

humorous travel books, fairy tales, essays, etc.

Capek felt in harmony with his age, though he

criticized the evils of modern civilization in

several anti-utopian Utopias. There is some-

thing genuinely representative in Capck's love

of the small man, in his belief in democracy
and humanity. Of a still different mental type
is Vladislav VanCura (q.v.), who had nothing
of Capek's optimism. He glories in the merely
animal, in the grotesque and repulsive; he be-

came an amazing virtuoso of style and tech-

nique who broke with all the traditional forms

of the novel. On the whole, the Czech novel

after the First World War has presented an

astonishingly vivid picture of reality.

Compared to the abundance of good poetry
and competent novels, the production of the

drama since 1918 seems meager in actual

achievement, in spite of the excellent stage-
craft of the Prague theatre. The brothers

Capek have made the round of the world's

stages with their plays which treat topical

problems with great skill. The poetical drama,
in spite of ambitious attempts, has failed in

this period as everywhere else. Only FrantiSek

Langer (q.v.) has scored lasting success with

well-constructed though hardly profound
comedies and dramas from the life of the

Prague bourgeoisie on the outskirts of the

city.

See: J. Jakubec and A. Novdk, Geschichte

der dechischen Literatur (1907; ad ed., 1913);
A. Novdk, Pfehledne d&jiny literatury ceskd

(1909; 4th ed., 1939), "Die tschechische Litera-

tur/' in O. Walzel, Handbuch der Literatur*

wissenschaft (1931), "Czech Literature during
and after the War," Slavonic Review, II (1923-

1924), 114-132, and "Ceskd literatura/' in

fieskoslovenskd vlastivSda, Vol. VII (1933); F.

X. Salda, Moderni literatura feskd (1909; 3d
ed., 1929) and Krdsnd literatura ieskd v prvnim
desitileti republiky (1930); H. Jelinek, La
Literature tchdque contemporaine (1912),
Etudes tchecoslovaques (1927), and Histoire de
la literature tcheque (3 vols., 1930-1935); F.
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stoleti (1935); K. Polik, Ceskoslovenskd litera-

tura, 1890-1935 (1936); R. Wellek, "Twenty
Years of Czech Literature (1918-1938)," Sla-

vonic Review, XVII (i938-!939)> 3*9~"342, and

DABROWSKA
"The Two Traditions of Czech Literature/'
in A. Kaun and E. J. Simmons, eds., Slavic

Studies (1943), 16 essays in honor of G. R.

Noyes; P. Selver, Czechoslovak Literature; an
Outline (1942).

R. W.
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Dabit, Eugene (1898-1936, French novelist),

was born in Paris, the son of a laborer. He
attended school only until he was 11 years old.

He worked as an apprentice locksmith, as an

elevator operator at the Lamarck station of

the Paris subway, as a house painter. At 18 he

enlisted in the army and was at the front from

December, 1916, to November, 1918. Upon his

return he completed his education by attend-

ing night school, taking courses in drawing
and painting. He discovered Balzac, Flaubert

(q.v.), Zola (q.v.), Maupassant (q.v.) t Huys-
mans (q.v.), Proust (q.v.), and Gide (q.v.). The
works of Vall6s (q.v.) were a revelation to him.

He recognized in them the Paris he knew its

joys, its sorrows, its violence, and its force.

Huysmans instilled in him an admiration for a

vigorous and precise style. In reading Charles

Louis Philippe (q.v.), Dabit felt as if he were

meeting a friend and a guide who would help
him clarify his desires and bring to light his

weaknesses. At the time his parents had be-

come the proprietors of a 5o-room hotel. Dabit

wrote of the lives of those who frequented the

place in Hotel du Nord (1929; Eng. tr., 1931),

a realistic novel awarded the Populist Prize in

1931. Overnight he became well known. Ad-

vised and encouraged by Roger Martin du
Card (q.v.) and Gide, he wrote a second book,

in part autobiographical, Petit-Louis (1930).

From then on one or two books appeared

every year Villa Oasis (1932), Faubourgs de

Paris (1933), Un Mort tout neuf (1934), L'lle

(1934), La Zone verte (1935), Trains de vie

(1936). He died of scarlet fever on August 21,

1936, in a hospital in Sevastopol, after having
been ill only four days. He had accompanied
Gide and Louis Guilloux

(4.1;.) on a two-

month trip to Soviet Russia to attend the

funeral of Maxim Gorky (q.v.).

Like many writers born of the masses,

Eugene Dabit mistrusted perhaps a little too

strongly those of his associates who wrote for

the masses. He doubted the sincerity of the

"populist" school of writers and disliked be-

ing classed as one of them. The preface to his

last book is typical in this respect; in it he
declares that literature, without sacrificing

any of its value, should be employed as a

weapon against a treacherous and cruel world.

P. B.

D^browska, Marja (ne Szumska, 1892-, Polish

sociologist and novelist), was born in Rus6w,
Kalisz district, German Poland. She began to

write when very young; at 15 her first story
was published in the Gazeta kaliska. She
studied much abroad natural science in Brus-

sels, social conditions in Switzerland, England,
and France, the cooperative movement in Fin-

land and then returned to Poland to marry
a well-known social worker and to dedicate
herself to the cause of social and economic
reform. After a lo-year apprenticeship as a

militant publicist, she turned to fiction, mak-

ing use for this purpose of memories of her
own childhood. The result was the impres-
sive saga of Kalisz, Noce i dnie (1932-1934;

Nights and Days), which now won for D^brow-
ska renown as a literary artist on a par with
the fame she had previously enjoyed as a

student of social change, thanks especially to

an earlier novel, Ludzie stamtqd (1925; The
Landless). As a result of her challenging
Rozdroze (1937; The Crossroads), a condensed

survey of the peasant problem in Poland from
the earliest times to the present, together with
its sequel, R$ce w uScisku (1939; Hand in

Hand), Dqbrowska became the center of a

head-on clash between the elements in Poland
that desired slow, organic evolution and those

demanding immediate change, especially in

the relationship of the peasant to the state.

In 1939 D^browska turned to the sea as a

theme, since the sea was then an important
issue in Poland's national life, and produced
a drama of the times of King Wladystaw IV

(lyth century), Genjusz sierocy (Orphan Gen-

ius). This was widely praised for its literary

qualities as well as for its applicability to an
immediate problem.

See: F. Schoell, "Le Roman-Fleuve de Marja
Dqbrowska," Pologne litteraire, 1933, No. 100;

K. Czachowski, Obraz wspdlczesnej literatury

polskiej, III (1936), 200-228, 690-692; J. Spyt-
kowski, "Sumienie spoteczne," Marchott, III

(1936-1937)' 554-556.
A. P. C.
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Danish literature has always accorded an im-

portant place to the critic. For a full century
Denmark was under the dominion of two

critics of widely different principles and out-

look. Johan Ludvig Heiberg (1791-1860), who
was the literary czar before the advent of

Georg Brandes (q.v.), was above all else an

arbiter of form, and it is noteworthy that he

condemned an erratic genius such as Hans
Christian Andersen because his style was not

according to accepted standards. Brandes, on

the other hand, concerned himself with the

message of the writer rather than the form.

Modern Danish literature may be said to

date from 1871 when Brandes began his series

of epoch-making lectures on world literature

in Copenhagen. He declared that Denmark
was 40 years behind the times and needed

to be awakened out of her romantic dream-

ing. To some extent this awakening had al-

ready begun. The disastrous war of 1864 had
roused the Danes out of their complacency,
and in the field of literature the Jutlander
Steen Steensen Blicher (1782-1848) and the

Jew Mei'r Aron Coldschmidt (1819-1887) had
been forerunners of realism. The brilliance

and aggressiveness of Brandes and his faculty
for stirring up discussion made him the leader

of a movement for which the times were ripe.

Momentous as his influence was, it was due
less to any positive contribution than to the

general effect of liberation. True, Brandes

developed a tyranny of his own, and it is

surprising how many writers revolted against
the spell he cast over them. But even in re-

volt they owed to him the incitement that

helped them to realize their own indi-

viduality. The immediate effect of the move-
ment initiated by him was to make Danish

writers see the world afresh and coin new

expressions for what they saw. This is es-

pecially true of Jens Peter Jacobsen (q.v.), the

finest spirit in what came to be known as the

Modern Awakening (Del moderne Gennetn-

brud). His penetration especially into femi-

nine psychology was something new in Danish

literature. His novel Niels Lyhne (1880; Eng.
tr. f 1919), though ostensibly placed in the

time preceding the war of 1864, actually
mirrors the currents of thought in the 70*5.

Niels Lyhne believes in atheism as the salva-

tion of humanity, but "falls" from atheism

in a moment of sore trial. A dreamer but

essentially sound, he became the model for

many later heroes who had nothing in

common with him except inability to fit

themselves into organized society. Jacobsen's

style also had many imitators. As Brandes

pointed out, language "needs to be tuned

afresh" a few times in a century, and it was

Jacobsen who molded the Danish language
into a medium fit for modern ideas. He owed
some of its oral quality to the example of

Hans Christian Andersen, but the richness

of color and texture was all his own and has

never been surpassed in Danish literature.

His prose is often rhythmic. His poetry, which
is thoughtful and psychological rather than

lyrical, became the inspiration of Stucken-

berg (q.v.) and the poets of the 90*5.

The finest lyrist of the period and the only

poet of rank in the Modern Awakening was

Holger Drachmann (q.v.). He was drawn to

the new movement by his instinct of revolt

and his sympathy for the oppressed. Some of

his poems about the sweated trades might
have been written under the influence of the

Russian Revolution. On the other hand, his

nationalism, and especially his feeling for the

Danes who had so recently come under the

German yoke, drew him to the conservative

camp. Drachmann has written also popular
plays, short stories, and a long autobiographi-
cal novel, Forskrevet (1890; Signed Away).
Sophus Schandorph (1844-1922), under the

influence of Zola (q.v.), wrote peasant tales

in which a somewhat heavy-handed realism

is redeemed by a jovial good humor. He may
be considered as a forerunner of Henrik

Pontoppidan (q.v.), the greatest of Danish
naturalists. Pontoppidan continued the line

from Brandes and Jacobsen in criticizing the

Danes for their addiction to dreams, but while

Jacobsen concentrated on one character re-

flected in a few satellite persons, Pontoppidan
filled a great canvas with a variety of figures.
His fame rests chiefly on three broadly

planned novel cycles which, together with his

short stories, form an almost complete picture
of Danish life in town and country and of

Danish religious movements and politics as

seen in the span of a long lifetime. The
central work in point of time and importance
is Lykke-Per (2 vols., 1898-1904; Lucky Per).

Pontoppidan's style matches his thought,

manly and vigorous. In contrast to him, the

sensitive, neurasthenic Herman Bang (q.v.)

had something feminine in his nature. He is

most nearly classic in what have been called

"tragic idylls," stories depicting the joyless
lives of persons chiefly women who hang
on the fringes of gentility or are victims of

social injustice. Under the influence of the

French naturalists (see French naturalism)
and of the Norwegian novelist Jonas Lie

(q.v.), Bang developed an impressionistic
treatment and a scintillating style, sometimes
marred by mannerisms, but his subjective ap-
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proach prevented him from attaining the ob-

jectivity of the true naturalist. In the spirit

of the age he castigated the complacency
and weakness of his countrymen in such

works as Tine (1889), dealing with the defeat

of 1864, and Sink (1887; Stucco), a novel of

Copenhagen in which he describes the sons

of those who fought at Dybbol as a kind of

lost generation, unable to lay hold of life

either in honest work or in genuine passion.

Most of the men of the Modern Awakening
were influenced by English and French

thought, but Karl Gjellerup (q.v.) pronounced
himself a disciple of the Germans. While his

contemporaries took their subjects close at

hand, he went far afield for exotic themes.

His ethical sense revolted against the idea of

free love, and he sided with Bjornstjerne

Bjornson (q.v.) in the Morality Feud which

shook Scandinavia. Study of Old Norse led

him to the common Germanic origins and

from those to modern Germany; Schiller re-

vealed to him the glory that was Greece, and

from Greek thought he went on to that of

India, thus completing the "Aryan" cycle. He

finally became an exponent of Buddhism.

Peter Nanscn (1861-1918), a writer typical

of the 8o's, imitates Herman Bang in his

impressionistic style but without Bang's
human sympathy. The literary and bohemian

circles, which Holger Drachmann described

seriously in his novel Forskrevet, the new
writers dealt with frivolously. The back-

ground of their books is the city, but its life

of pleasure, never the workaday world. Erotic

themes are treated with blas6 cynicism. Akin

to Peter Nansen were the Copenhagen drama

tists, Edvard Brandes (1847-1931), Otto

Benzon (1856-1927), Gustav Esmann (1860-

1904), and on a somewhat more serious plane
Arne Einar Christiansen (1861-). Gustav Wied

(q.v.), the author of plays, short stories, and

novels, gravitated between naturalism and

fantastic caricature. All these writers con

tinned to some extent the traditions of the

great 18th-century comedy writer, Ludvig
Holberg, but without his didactic purpose.
On the whole it must be said that naturalism

had become decadent and realism had de-

generated into materialism.

The neo-romantic movement of the early

go's, which in Sweden was initiated by
Heidenstam and Lagerlof (qq-v.), in Norway
by Hamsun (q.v.), was represented in Den-
mark chiefly by the poets. As leaders must be

counted the three friends Johannes J0rgen-
sen, Sophus Claussen (qq*v.), and Viggo
Stuckenberg. J0rgensen was at first an ad-

mirer of Brandes and under his influence be-

came a freethinker, but, feeling his spiritual
needs unsatisfied, turned to a mystic religion
and finally, in 1896, was converted to Catholi-

cism. He has told the story of his conversion
in a remarkable autobiography Mit Livs

Legende (6 vols., 1916-1919; Eng. tr., J0r-

gensen, an Autobiography, 2 vols., 1928-1929.)

J0rgensen has written limpid and beautiful

poems and voluminous prose. His inter-

national fame rests on his biographies of

Francis of Assisi and Catherine of Siena.

Viggo Stuckenberg collaborated with his

friend J0rgensen in establishing, in 1893, the

magazine Taarnet (The Tower), which was
to be the organ of the symbolic school of

poetry, but owing to lack of funds was short-

lived. In this magazine Stuckenberg began
the publication of a dramatic poem, Den
vilde Ja'ger (The Wild Huntsman), which in

its medieval mysticism marked a very distinct

departure from the literary ideals of the

preceding decade. Sophus Claussen is first

and last a lyric poet. He and Ludvig Holstein

(q.v.) have written nature lyrics inspired by
the gentle, idyllic scenes of the Danish
islands. The youngest in the group of poets
of the go's was Hclge Rode (q.v.), whose

lyrics have sometimes been compared to those

of Shelley. The best of his poems are con-

tained in a volume which takes its name from
a poem entitled Ariel (1914). He wrote also

plays, notable for intellectual content rather

than adaptation for the stage, but he became
best known for his subtle essays, one volume
of which significantly is entitled Regenera
tionen i vort Aandsliv (1923; The Regenera-
tion in Our Intellectual Life). He made him
self the leader in a movement which, in

pointed reference to the so-called Modern

Awakening (Del moderne Genncmbrud) he

called, in his book of that name, Del sjalelige
Gennembrud (1928; The Awakening of the

Soul). J0rgensen said of him: "Helge Rode
had the courage in 1892 to mention a word
that was taboo in the highest intellectual

circles; he mentioned God." Helge Rode
never, like Johannes J0rgcnsen, accepted an

authoritarian religion, but he vindicated the

supremacy of the spirit against the material-

istic principles of the age. In his book written

during the First World War, Krig og Aand

(1917; War and the Spirit), he attempted to

show how the intellectual development of

the half century from 1864 to 1914, passing

through the phases of naturalism, Darwinism,
and Nietzscheism, had led directly to the

catastrophe. As the only possible salvation

of the world he saw a return to religious
faith. To the neo-romanticists belong also
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two poets of a different trend, Sophus
Michaelis (1865-1932) and Niels M011er (1859-

1941), who tended to choose subjects remote

in time and place in order to get away from

the drabncss of modern life. The popular

poet Laurits Christian Nielsen (1871-1930),
with his subjects from folk life, bridged the

gap between the poets of the go's and the

writers of the soil who initiated the new

century.
The writers of the soil were natives of

Jutland, the mainland of Denmark, which,
with its harsher natural conditions of heath

and sand dune perhaps also its proximity to

the enemy in the South has tended to de-

velop a folk of sterner stuff than those who
live on the islands. Their movement was a

protest against the assumption that all

literary values began and ended in Copen-
hagen. It was a reaction also against the

introspection of the neo-romanticists and
marked a return to a naturalism somcwhai

akin to that of Pontoppidan (who was him
self a Jutlander), though none of the group
had his breadth or his multiplicity of types.

They may be classified rather as regional

writers, each one cultivating his own small

strip with minute care. Somewhat broader

than the rest is Jakob Knudsen (q.v.), the

oldest of the group, though his important

literary production does not begin till to-

ward the end of the igth century. He was

originally a teacher and clergyman and was
influenced by the great Danish philosopher
S0ren Kierkegaard. Knudsen's fiction deals

primarily with ethical and religious prob-
lems, seen from an unconventional point of

view. His most significant work, Den gamle
Freest (1899; The Old Pastor), has for its

central figure a patriarchal leader in the

parish. Johannes V. Jensen (q.v.) in his youth
made himself the leader of the Jutland
writers in their protest against the sophistica-
tion of Copenhagen, and he may be counted

as a regional writer in so far as his point of

departure has been that region in Jutland
where his ancestors had lived for generations.
All the harshness and primitiveness of old

Jutland is in his masterly Himmerlands-
historier (3 vols., 1898-1910; Himmerland

Stories), but he has an infinitely wider out-

look than the other writers of the group.
Travels in America and the Orient gave him
a marked sympathy for the Anglo-Saxon
people and an admiration for American
technical achievements. He developed a

racial theory by which he traced a connec-

tion between his native Jutlanders and the

Anglo-Saxon elements in England and

America. The assumption that people who
went out from Himmerland were the original
Cimbri who attacked the Roman Empire is

the basis of his greatest work, Den lange
Reise (1909-1920; The Long Journey), a racial

epic of six independent novels in which he
tells the history of the Northern race from a

time so remote that Scandinavia was in the

preglacial tropical age, down to Columbus

(whom he counts as a Northerner). It is

written with a grandeur of conception and a

power of imagination never equaled in Dan-
ish literature and rarely in any literature.

Though based on historical and scientific

studies, it is a creative work which does not

pretend to keep within the stockade of known
facts. Among the older Jutland writers Johan
Skjoldborg and Jeppe Aakj^cr (qq.v.) were

definitely enlisted in the service of social

reform. Skjoldborg in his novel Gyldholm
(1902) described with stark realism the life

of the pauperized agricultural laborers upon
whose toil the luxury and refinement of the

Danish manorial estates rested. Jeppe Aakjaer
in Vredens D0rn; et Tyendes Saga (1904;
Children of Wrath; the Saga of a Servant)

painted a dark picture of the life of servants

on the peasant farms. He continued to

champion reform in books that are sometimes
marred by too great zeal, but he is wholly the

artist in his lyrics, among which Rugens Sange

(igoG; Songs of the Rye) are best known.
Marie Bregendahl (q.v.), in her low-toned

stories of peasant home life, has created some
authentic interiors and fine types of peasant
women. All these peasant writers move among
elemental realities as they tell the story of

people who grapple with the problems of

their harsh, simple lives, exhibiting a grim
strength that is impressive. The books de-

scribing them may at times be monotonous in

their sharply narrowed field, but have the

integrity that comes from knowledge and

sympathy.
The Jutland writers were rooted in tra-

dition. Martin Andersen Nex0 (q.v.), spokes-
man of the city proletariat, declared of his

hero, Pelle, that it was his purpose to create

a hero who should "spring naked out of

nothing and conquer the world." He vindi-

cates the sacredness of every human life,

however poor and obscure, and fulminates

against a world that cares nothing for its

poorer children. He sees the world as a con-

stant struggle between the oppressed and the

oppressor, the exploited and the exploiter.

He is unwilling to concede a spark of humane

feeling to the upper classes. It cannot be

denied that he is often unjust and in particu-
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lar that he describes as if they still existed

conditions and abuses that have long since

been reformed in Denmark, defending him-

self by saying that he is describing the eternal

struggle between those who have and those

who have not. Since the Russian Revolution
he has looked to Communism as the salva-

tion of humanity. Despite his savage theories,

there is in Ncx0's writing an element of the

idyllic which did much to win international

fame for his four-volume novel cycle Pelle

Erobreren (1906-1910; Eng. tr., Pelle the

Conqueror, 1913-1917; combined in one

volume, 1930), the story of a poor boy who
becomes a labor leader. The feminine

counterpart, Ditte Menneskebarn (5 vols.,

1917-1921; Eng. tr., Dilte: Girl Alive! 1920;

Ditte, Daughter of Man, 1921; Ditte: Toward
the Stars, 1922; combined in one volume,

1931), the story of a poor servant girl, is

darker and more poignantly moving. Knud

Hjort0 (1869-1932), a native of the island of

Zealand, has written some regional books, but

has done his most distinguished work in

philosophical and psychological novels. Otto

Rung (1874-) writes novels akin to the

English and American with a complexity of

characters and plot, drawing sometimes on
current conditions, as in his Paradisfuglen

(1919; The Bird of Paradise), which describes

conditions in Copenhagen during the First

World War. Harald Kidde's (1878-1918)
sensitive and dreamy art was more akin to

that of J. P. Jacobsen and was cut short by
his early death in 1918. Among women novel-

ists Gyrithe Lemche (1866-) specializes in the

solid historical novel, Karin Michaclis (1872-)
excels as an interpreter of feminine psy-

chology, while Thit Jensen (1876-) has turned

from vigorous novels of the soil to novels of

medieval Denmark. Johannes Anker-Larsen's

(1874-) novel De Vises Sten (1923; Eng. tr.,

The Philosopher's Stone, 1924) was an expres-
sion of the religious unrest following the

war. Johannes Buchholtz (1882-) writes

stories of provincial life full of humor and
with a light touch. Jacob Paludan (1896-) is

a striking example of the reaction against
modern noisy and strident civilization with

its destruction of more quiet values. In his

novel Fugle omkring Fyret (1925; Eng. tr.,

Birds around the Light, 1928) he describes a

fishing hamlet and its simple people being
demoralized by the construction of an arti-

ficial harbor which is itself destroyed by the

sea. Later he wrote a series of novels about
the time of the First World War and after in

Denmark, always seeing modern life from a

pessimistic point of view. A departure from

the preoccupation with the near and immedi-
ate was an almost startlingly brilliant his-

torical novel by a young writer, Nis Petersen

(1897-1943), entitled Sandalmagernes Gade

(1931; Eng. tr., The Street of the Sandal-

makers, 1933) from Rome at the time of

Marcus Aurelius.

In the present century a younger group of

writers has continued the tradition from the

Jutland school, but without the social pas-
sion for reform that marked the work of

Aakjitr and Skjoldborg. The oldest is Thomas
Olcsen L0kkeu (q.v.), who was born in 1877,
but whose first important work did not ap-

pear till after the First World War. His

three serial novels about the fate of the

farmer Nils Ilald pictures the disintegrating
influence of wartime speculation on rural

Denmark. Klavs Bjcrg og Bodil (1923; Klavs

Bjerg and Bodil) deals with more primitive

types and is a powerful story of the struggle
for survival on the sand dunes along the

North Sea. Tn this book, as often in stories

of western Jutland, where life is hard, the

influence of the pietistic dissenters is felt.

Hans Kirk's (q.v) first novel, Fiskerne (1928;
The Fishermen), is a subtle study of the form

religion takes in each of the simple people
that make up the group. Harry S0iberg's

(q.v.) most important work, the three-volume

novel De Levendes Land (1916-1920; The Land
of the Living) has for its main theme the

religious stirrings in a community on the

western coast. Marcus Lauesen (1907-), a

young writer of South Jutland, found a fresh

background for his novels from the Danish-

German border. Og nu venter vi paa Skib

(1931; Eng. tr., Waiting for a Ship, 1933)
describes the decline of an old family of ship-
owners whose ships once sailed to China and
whose romantic past lent glamour to the

little town in South Jutland.

Poetry continues to hold a high place in

Danish literature. Valdemar R0rdam (q.v.), a

very prolific writer, is akin to the romanticists

of the early igth century. Warmly patriotic,

he has been especially the spokesman of the

South Jutlanders in their sufferings under

German rule. He has written plays and long
narrative poems, of which the best known is

Gudrun Dyre (1902), but is finest as a lyrist.

Hans Hartvig Seedorf Pedersen (q.v.) is a

versatile poet who has won popularity by his

humorous and sometimes grim ballads, but

has written also elegies and poems inspired

by his travels around the world. Kai Hoff-

mann (1874-) is a singer of everyday life and

of simple things. Emil B0nnelyche (1893-) is

a pioneer of expressionism.
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Drama has had fewer votaries. Among the

older men, Henri Nathansen (q.v.) had one of

the finest talents. Best known is his play

Indenfor Murenc (1912; Within the Walls)
which gives a picture of the Jewish group
in Denmark. Nathansen's contention has been

that the Jews have tended too much to give

up their special heritage, allowing themselves

to be absorbed by the gentiles. In a biography
of Brandes he reproaches the great critic with

being too Danish and too little Jewish. Svend

Borberg (1888-) has written a hyper-modern

play in Circus Juris (1935), in which he

argues that every person has within him
several individuals, often at odds, so that one

cannot form a just opinion of him merely by
his external action. Two playwrights of widely
different outlook and choice of subjects, Kaj
Munk and Kjeld Abell (qq.v.} 9 have domi-

nated the drama of Denmark in recent years.

Kaj Munk, a clergyman who has been in-

fluenced by the Danish philosopher S0ren

Kierkegaard, likes to recreate the strong men,
one might perhaps say the great criminals, of

history with a mixture of fascination and

loathing. Among them are Herod in his great

play En Idealist (1928; An Idealist); Henry
VIII in Cant (1934), perhaps his most suc-

cessful play on the stage; Mussolini in Sejren

(1936; The Victory). He pictures his strong
men so convincingly that he sometimes makes
us think for a moment that he admires them
for their wholeness and singleness of purpose,
but he always leads them to their downfall.

His real hero is the gentle, unworldly Pro-

fessor Mensch in Han sidder ved Smeltediglen

(1938; He Sits by the Melting Pot) who re-

fuses to lend himself to persecution of the

Jews. Kaj Munk has himself given the pro-

gram which he thinks modern drama must

follow; if it is to be successful it must learn

from the films, where things happen, and
must get away from the quiet conversation

pieces of the past. Kjeld Abell has also learned

from the films. He portrays with a light

humorous touch full of grace the common

everyday people of his own city, but his

humor sometimes hides a bitter satire, as in

Melodicn, der blev vak (1935; Eng. tr., The

Melody That Got Lost, 1939), a comedy about

the poor office proletariat, which has been

called a communistic vaudeville. Eva aftjener
sin Barnepligt (1936; Eva Serves Her Time as

a Child) is a delightful comedy about children,

ironical on the subject of the joys of child-

hood. The underlying social theory of Abell's

light comedies came out surprisingly in Anna
Sophie Hedvig (1939; Eng. tr. in Scandinavian

Plays of the Twentieth Century, Ser. 2, 1944),

a drama about a gentle, middle-aged woman
teacher in a provincial girls' school, who

deliberately murders the principal of the

school in order to save a pupil from tyranny.
The act is justified by the author and in the

last scene is linked with all revolt against

injustice through the introduction of the exe-

cution of a young revolutionary.
See: Vilhelm Andeisen, Del nittende

Aarhundrede anden Halvdel, Vol. IV (1925)
of C. S. Petersen and V. Andersen, Illustreret

dansk Litteraturhistorie; Hanna Astrup Lar-

sen, ed., Denmark's Best Stories (1928); H. G.

Topsoe-Jensen, Scandinavian Literature from
Brandes to Our Day (1929); Helge Kjaergaard,
Die dcinische Literatur der neuesten Zeit

(1871-19}}) (1934).

H. A. L.

D'Annunzio, Gabriele (1863-1938, Italian poet,
novelist, and publicist), is the last of recent

Italian literary figures of truly European fame
and also occupies a significant place in the

political and social history of Italy. He is a

kind of last sun and such a burning one that

he seems to have left apathy and barrenness

behind him, as though instead of providing
the country's soil with a gentle heat he had
seared it and made it arid. His life might be

reconstructed by an admirer as if it were a

Dantean journey, which from an Inferno of

sensual experience (1883-1910), through the

Purgatory of his French exile (1910-1915),

finally led him by way of his military ex-

ploits and the rescue of Fiume (1915-1920) to

assumption in a Paradise of the nation's bene-

factors where he remained until the end (1938).
The eye of the critic can discern something
true in this ascent, recognizing especially the

signs of a growing need to escape from the dis-

tressing and boring sensual dilettantism of

the early years, provided it also discerns the

indelible print left by that sensuality upon
the entire life.

D'Annunzio was born into a patriarchal

family of "pure Sabelian race" in the charm-

ing town of Pescara, near the mountains and
on the Adriatic coast, half-way down the

Italian Peninsula. From youth he had a certain

kind of handsomeness, and his features were
illuminated by a smile of ambiguous quality
such as appears on the faces of primitive
Etruscan statues. His first period was one of

precocious conquest. His eloquence already
had the fascination that makes women yield
and sweeps men into action; he knew glory at

an age when others only dream about it, knew
love at an age when it is for most only romantic

imaginings, and had money in abundance at
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a time when it is apt to be only a hope. Later

he was to see the Italian aristocratic world at

his knees, the masses childishly curious about

his every gesture, youth imitating him in his

external appearance even austere representa-
tives of the Soviets finally paid him the tribute

of a visit. He unscrupulously used everything
and everybody. He was able to choose from

among the world's pleasures: his luxuries, his

entertainments, his various dwellings, and his

innumerable love affairs (especially that with

Eleonora Duse, which inspired // Fuoco, 1900;

Eng. trs., The Flame of Life, 1900, The Flame,

1906, 1914) became famous in the current

annals of literature and scandal. When nearly

40, driven from his Settignano villa by credi-

tors accumulated through a manner of life

more extravagant than truly elegant, D'An-

nunzio left his country and established himself

in France (1910), where he took pleasure in

writing works for the theatre (Le Martyre de

St. Sebastien, 191 1) in his own brand of French,

conquered with his personal fascination world-

ly and intellectual elements in Paris, and en-

gaged in his single and highly successful

motion-picture enterprise (Cabiria, 1914).

He left France in May, 1915, to play his role

in the reaction that swept Italy into war

against Austria and Germany. At the end of

the war he led the expedition which, in op-

position to the Treaty of Versailles, restored

Fiume to Italy (the March on Ronchi, Sep-
tember 11-12, 1919). He was later obliged by
Giolitti's prosaic firmness to leave Fiume.

When Fascism came, he accepted it somewhat

hesitatingly and lived a life apart in the dis-

dainful, menacing solitude of the Vittoriale,

a museum more than an abode. Fortune,

which had protected him since birth, granted
him the favor of dying before he could witness

his country's ruin.

D'Annunzio's life appears restricted after

all to a single desire, the search for a new,

stimulating, attractive sensation, and a parallel

limitation can be found in his art whatever

the abundance of rhymed and free verse,

dramas, novels, short stories, apologetic pieces,

descriptions, dialogues, diaries, confessions,

proclamations, letters, notes. Concerning the

one D'Annunzian tone there is fundamental

agreement among the critics; they always come
back to this theme of the "senses," in evidence

from his very earliest compositions.
Prirno Vere (1880), which immediately found

appreciation, and Canto novo (1882), which

gave him fame, are poems based on the

manner of Carducci (q-v.) and Lorenzo Stec-

chetti (pseud, of Olindo Guerrini, 1845-

1916); // Libro delle vergini (1884) and San

Pantaleone (1886) show him looking towards
naturalism and wanting to be an Abruzzian

Verga (q.v.), although at the same time bor-

rowing freely from Maupassant (q.v.). But he

really detached himself early from all those

masters. A very keen eye was accompanied by
a profound indifference to human thought
and sorrow, and by an ingenuous barbarism
which could be felt in his communion with
the sea, the earth, and the sky, without any
preoccupations of a historical or reflective

character, and with a special delight in sexual

imagery (in 1883 the Intermezzo di rime,

openly aphrodisiac, caused a scandal). Analyses
were as precise as they were cruel, descriptions
as accurate as they were cold. The subject
matter of D'Annunzio's writings was to change,
but he never really left this one manner. Some
of his masterpieces are already in this earlier

work and stand comparison with pages of Le
Laudi (1903-1912), especially the first book, or

the Notturno (1921). He always describes. If

the scenes are invented, the myth has the pre-
cision and the reality of fact; if taken from
real life, the description has the enchanted
air of the myth, He is forever the painter of

bodies and not of souls. The pictures live their

own life separate from the ensemble of the

book. It is easier to isolate them in the verses

and diaries than in the novels, but the result

of the reading is consistently this isolation of

a page, a detail, a paragraph; the reader is

fatally led to neglect the plot, which is pure
fiction, to forget the character, who has no

life, to skip the thesis, which is artificial.

D'Annunzio's art has been compared with that

of the Alexandrians and of the Italian Marini;
his quality of decadence or excessive romantic

individualism is equally the cultural summa-
tion of much else, as can be seen from his first

novel, II Piacere (1889; Eng. tr., The Child of

Pleasure, 1898). He continues with this kind

of magic, but as one Italian critic says, "In all

our literature there is no writer of his rank

who is equally lacking in ideas." As to subject
matter there are various shifts. From 1890 to

1894 he wavers between Russian influences

(e.g., the two novels L'Innocente, 1892, Eng.
trs., The Intruder, 1898, The Victim, 1914;

and Giovanni Episcopo, 1892, Eng. tr., Episco-

po fr Company, 1896; to which corresponds in

poetry the Poema paradisiaco, 1893) and the

influence of Schopenhauer and Nietzsche

(q.v.) (II Trionfo delta morte, 1894; Eng. tr.,

The Triumph of Death, 1896), where we can

already perceive the desire to escape sensu-

ality through death. His fundamental manner
is the same in his several dramatic efforts,

composed especially during his friendship with
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Eleonora Duse: Allegoria della primavera

(1895), // Sogno d'un mattino di primavera

(1897; Eng. tr., The Dream of a Spring Morn-

ing* 1902), // Sogno d'un tramonto d'autumno

(1898; Eng. tr., The Dream of an Autumn Sun-

set, 1904). In these as in certain novels he

takes up the theme, which was dear to him, of

mysterious reincarnations of ancient figures

and tragic destinies in modern personages (La
Cittd morta, 1898; Eng. tr., The Dead City,

1902). In La Figlia di Jorio (1904; Eng. tr., The

Daughter of Jorio, 1907) D'Annunzio wrote

his dramatic masterpiece, which won and still

keeps puhlic favor, above all on account of the

fairy-like character of the folkloristic back-

ground. La Fiaccola sotto il moggio (1905) is

an inferior play about lust, and La Nave (1908)
is chiefly a drama of collective lust. Francesca

(1902; Eng. tr., Francesca da Rimini, 1902) and

Parisina (1913) are noteworthy linguistic ex-

ercises, and the same may be said of the empty
and academic Vita di Cola di Rienzi (1913)

and of the philological tour de force already
mentioned, Le Martyre de St. Sebastien, a

morbid mixture of carnality and exterior

Catholicism. The bishop of Paris properly
condemned it as blasphemous. Various other

attempts to play with Christian thought, es-

pecially during the time when D'Annunzio
was a neighbor of a M. Bremond in the French

Landes (Contemplazione della rnorte, 1912) are

not to be taken very seriously.
Italians of recent years have greatly admired

in D'Annunzio the public, military, and patri-
otic poet (Odi navali, although these were

written in 1892), the eulogist of Garibaldi

(1901), Verdi (1901), Victor Hugo (1902), and
Carducci (1903), the bard of the Gesta d'oltre-

mare (composed for the war in Tripoli, 1912)
and later the trumpeting herald of Fiuine

(1920). In the last period of his life D'Annun-
zio produced certain fragmentary and diary-
like books, where one finds indeed a far lighter,
more transparent, and lucid writer (La Leda
senza cigno, 1916), and even made use of the

futuristic technique (// Notturno, 1921), there-

by presenting Marinetti (q.v.) with a master-

piece in his own style.

The essence of D'Annunzio's art is really in

the third book of Le Laudi, Alcione, written

mostly after 1900 and published in 1907. Here
are fables and myths seized in their immediate

aspects, without the usual artificial interposi-
tions, direct and impressive. "La Pioggia nel

pintto," "Bocca d'Arno," "La Morte del

cervo," "La Sera fiesolana," are constantly and

rightly cited as samples of a D'Annunzio who
now displays, on a vaster scale, the power he
had previously shown in the "Falce di lume

calante'
9

of the Canto novo of 1882. The
mature artist and the beginner prove their

identity.
The effects D'Annunzio had on Italian life

may be traceable to some deep inclination or

tradition of the country's ruling classes which
has made the so-called "D'Annunzianism"

possible, a compound in which it is difficult to

say what is the proportion of rhetoric, of

affectation, of hardness of heart, of civil in-

difference, of provincialism, of ignorance, and
of arrogance; its analysis would lead back to

Petrarch and perhaps even to Cicero. D'An-

nunzianism was an "Italian disease." Naturally
what was first imitated in him was his outward

appearance; his necktie, his goatee, his choice

of words, his scorn for creditors, his dogs with

languorous eyes, his ladies with high-sounding
names, his insolent possessiveness, his easy for-

getfulness. Then came the more serious de-

formations, above all the rhetoricism which

leads people to think that a thing has been

done when it has only been said, albeit in

exquisite fashion. In this D'Annunzianism
has been lethal to many Italians. Politically,

D'Annunzio's influence began in 1915. The
famous March on Ronchi of 1919 prevented
Fiuine from becoming part of the Balkans,

but, by provoking the first political revolt in

the Italian army, D'Annunzio Balkanized all

of Italy and opened the way for the March on

Rome of 1922. It has been said that D'Annun-
zio gave Italy a new aesthetic consciousness,

and certainly from his generation dates the

conviction, spread throughout Italy, of the

beauty of the country and of the importance
of this beauty. But perhaps this aesthetic con-

sciousness was gained at the expense of the

political consciousness which it had been

Carducci
v

s great merit to have aroused.

A complete edition of the works of D'Annun-
zio has been published by the house of

Mondadori at Verona in 49 volumes (1927-

1936).

See: G. Borgese, Gabriele D'Annunzio (1909);
E. Thovez, // Pastore, il gregge e la zampogna
(1910); G. Passerini, Vocabolario dannunziano

(1928); B. Croce, La Letteratura della nuova

Italia, 3d ed., IV (1930), 7-70; F. V. Nardelli,

L'Arcangelo: Vita e rniracoli di G. D'Annunzio

(1931; Eng. tr., Gabriel, the Archangel, 1931);
A. Sodini, Ariel armato (1931); M. Parenti,

Bibliografia dannunziana essenziale (1939).

G. P.

Dantas, Julio (1876-, Portuguese drama tist,

short-story writer, and poet), is well known
in his own country as a brilliant, versatile
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playwright and an untiring teller of amorous

stories. He survives as the youngest member
of a generation of dramatists and actors to

which Lopes de Mcndon^a, Mesquita, and the

brothers Rosa had belonged. Although born
at Lagos, his real home is Lisbon, where he
received his schooling. In 1899 he graduated
from medical school, and at the same time

had his first play produced in the capital.
From the outset the psychiatrist and the

writer were inseparable in him, as is shown

by his doctor's thesis, Pin tores e poetas de

Rilhafoles (1900; Painters and Poets at

Rilhafoles), which deals with artists among
the insane. As a doctor, Dantas has seen

distinguished service in the Portuguese army;
as a man of letters, he achieved the distinc-

tion of being elected president of the Portu-

guese Academy of Sciences.

By 1900 four promising works had come
from the pen of Dantas, foreshadowing his

later career. They were Nada (1896; Nothing),
a slender volume of materialist poems, whose

originality lay in a combination of revived

traditional verse forms with modern, nihilistic

obsessions and a shocking anatomical vocabu-

lary; Doentes (1897; Sick People), a collection

of short stories, written in collaboration with

Manuel Penteado; and two historical dramas,
O que morreu de amor (1899; The One Who
Died of Love) and Viriato trdgico (1900;

Tragic Viriatus). Soon thereafter, Dantas was

to win great success as the author of plays
which engaged all his talents his sense for

inner drama, his skill in supplying pictur-

esque detail, his clinical insight, his sensuous

lyricism, his gift of telling anecdotes. While

remaining faithful to the nationalist and his-

toricizing spirit of the i9th century in taking

many of his plots from Portuguese history,
he avoided dealing with great events or pas-

sions, to which he preferred frivolous but

always entertaining subjects. One such vaguely
historical drama was A Severa (1901; Severa),

the melodrama which made him famous. In

A Severa Dantas succeeded perfectly in creat-

ing the enchanted atmosphere of Lisbon's

red-light district, the ancient Mouraria,
around Count Marialva and the gypsy Severa,

two romantic figures beloved by the Lis-

bonese. The introduction of these two new

types on the Portuguese stage showed that

the refined archaism of the decadent aristo-

crat and the slangy vulgarity of the "fado"

songstress could be bedfellows. One year later

A ceia dos cardeals (1902; Eng. tr., The
Cardinals

9

Collation, 1927) appeared. It

marked a turn to the lyrical one-act drama
in verse and proved the author's most popu-

lar work in and outside Portugal. A tender

emotion, saiidade, pervades the play, reaching
its highest pitch in the superficial but intense

glorification of Portuguese love as the only
heartfelt love in the world. Once more Dantas
was able to make the lyrical fiber of the

Portuguese vibrate when he produced Rosas

de todo o ano (1907; Eng. tr., Roses All the

Year Round, 1912), the tender story of two
women's love for the same scoundrel. Here,
as in his witty short sketches and in his tales,

he was at his best, flattering the fair sex.

When he aimed higher he failed. In vain he
tried to introduce the themes of heredity
and social justice, under the influence of the

Norwegians and the French. When he tackled

great drama and melodrama it was through

adaptations, from Ant6nio Ferrcira, Tirso de

Molina, Shakespeare, Rostand (q.v.).

See: F. de Figueircdo, "O sr. Julio Dantas,"
in Revista de historia, VII (1918), 77-96;
Wilhelm Gicse, Aspectos da obra lilerdria de

Julio Dantas (1941?).

G. M. M.

Danvila, Alfonso (1876-, Spanish novelist),

has had a career in the diplomatic service,

which he entered in 1896, and he has been

Spanish ambassador to Argentina and to

France. Another example of a not uncommon
alliance of diplomacy and letters, he first

wrote novels of customs with a refined and

worldly atmosphere (e.g., Lully Arjona, 1901).

He also soon became interested following

probably in the footsteps of his father,

Manuel Danvila Collado, a noted historian

in historical studies of the i8th century, and

composed monographs such as Luisa Isabel

de Orleans y Luis I (1902) and Fernando VI

y dona Barbara de Braganza (1905). From a

combination of both his previous fields came
what is considered his most important con-

tribution to literature a series of historical

novels about the peninsular war in the early

years of the i8th century, with the mean-

ingful title Luchas fratricidas de Espana

(1923-1930), comprising some 14 volumes that

begin with El testamento de Carlos II and
end with Aim hay Pirineos. Well documented,
written in an entertaining narrative style,

rich in incident and anecdote, if they do
not reach the level of the Episodios nacionales

of Perez Galdos (<7-f.) they are not unworthy
of that model. They have also the interest of

focusing attention on the first moment of

the tragic civil strife among Spaniards in

modern history.

See: E. Surez Calimano, a/ ensayos (1926).

A. del R.
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Doublet, Theodor (1876-1934, German poet),

was born in Trieste, of German parents, and

grew up as a bilingual child, equally at home
in German and in Italian. One of his grand-
mothers was Irish. Soon after his final exami-

nations at the Fiume Gymnasium he gave up
the striving for a profession and became a

vagrant intellectual. In Naples he conceived

the plan of his epic poem Das Nmdlicht (pub-
lished at Florence in 1910; a much revised edi-

tion was published in Geneva in 1922). Later

years in Paris were Daubler's really formative

period. Although essentially a lonely soul, he

there met and became the lifelong friend of

Moeller van den Bruck, who in most respects
was his spiritual opposite. Daubler spent most

of the year 1914 in Italy. In Germany during

nearly the entire period of the First World

War, he tried repeatedly and unsuccessfully to

become a soldier. After the war his homeless

ness continued; he traveled in Greece and the

Near East and visited Egypt and the Scandi

navian countries. In 1928 he became a menibei

of the Prussian Academy of Letters. lie died in

1934 in a sanatorium in the Black Forest.

Daubler undoubtedly was a creative poet.
Under the influence of superstitious servants

he early developed a very personal religion.
Das Nordlicht is conceived as an original
cosmic myth. Stylistically, Daubler seems to

have been thwarted by the almost insur-

mountable conflict between the Italian desire

for harmony and the German tendency to-

wards the baroque. Only in rare poems did

he achieve a perfect expression of his own
self (see Das Sternenkind, 1917; Die Treppe
zurn Nordlicht, 1920). His travel diaries are of

considerable interest. Daubler exercised his

greatest influence through his early enthusi-

asm for expressionism (Der neue Standpunkt,

1917; 7ra Kampfe um die moderne Kunst,

1918).

See: S. Heiszel, "Theodor Daubler ein

Schwabe?" Dichtung und Volkstum, XXXVIII

(1937), 208-224.
E. R.

Daudet, Alphonse (1840-1897, French poet,

short-story writer, playwright, and novelist),
was born at Nimes in Languedoc, the son of a

royalist father and a deeply religious mother.

Because his father, the owner of a silk manu-

factory, lost his money, the family moved to

Lyons, where Alphonse obtained his early

schooling. At the age of 16 he was appointed a

monitor in the College d'Alais, which position

promptly became distasteful to his sensitive

and gentle nature. The following year he

joined his elder brother, Ernest, in Paris, and

there his literary career began with the pub-
lication of a collection of verse. Les Amou-
reuses (1857), while distinctly adolescent, con-

tained a few graceful poems and gave him
entrance into several salons where he met men
and women of literary importance. He wrote

short articles for several newspapers, notably
Villemessant's Evdnement and Figaro, until he

received a sinecure in the private offices of the

duke of Morny, the emperor's half brother

and president of the Corps Lcgislatif (1860-

1865). The duke admired the young Southerner

greatly and asked him to collaborate on more
than one of the plays he was in the habit of

writing with other members of his staff. Still

other plays composed at this time with the aid

of L'Epine met with indifferent success. Morny
granted Daudet frequent leaves of absence

in search of renewed health. Thus he made
several trips to his native Languedoc and one

to Algeria, where he gathered the material for

numerous later stories and novels. His mar

riage to Julia Allan! (1867) was a great boon,

since she calmed his excitable temperament,
seived him often as a wise collaborator, and
eased his later life of pain and ill-health.

Daudet, under the influence of his close

friend Mistral (q.v.) and other members of the

Felibrige movement, soon established himself

as a short-story writer of Provence, producing
Les Lettres de mon monlin in i860. These por-

tray the author's sensitive nature, his gentle

irony, his gift for flashing, brilliantly colored,

impetuous prose. There followed a semi-

autobiographical work, Le Petit Chose (1868),

the first part of which contains many details

of his early childhood. In 1872 appeared Les

Avcntnres prodigienses de Tartarin de Taras-

con, a burlesque of the meridional character;

as well as the moving tragedy L'Arlesienne.

With Fromont jeune et Risler ain& (1874)
Daudet began the writing of full-length novels,

which promptly made him one of the most

widely read and successful authors of his time.

In rapid succession appeared Jack (1876), Le
Nabab (1877), Les Rots en exil (1879), Numa
Roumestan (1881), L'Evangeliste (1883), Sapho
(1884), Tartarin sur les Alpes (1885), L'lmmor-
tel (1888), Port Tarascon (1890), and Sontien

de famille (1898). For the most part the sub-

stance of these novels was taken from con

temporary life, individuals Daudet knew per-

sonally, or events noted in daily newspapers.
His habit was to fill numerous notebooks with

a vast quantity of heterogeneous material,
which he then used at will as he composed.
Daudet was more a chronicler of his times

than an inventor, reproducing true experiences
as he had seen and felt them himself. His chief
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claim to an established position in French

letters lies in his sensibility. His capacity for

emotion, so pronounced in his works, set him

apart from his master, Flaubert (q.v.), and the

members of the later naturalistic school. His

characters, likened to those of Charles Dickens,

are frequently exaggerated under the stimulus

of his great sympathy for humanity. His ex-

cellent sense of humor, a quality none too

common in French authors of his period,
restrained a tendency to irony from becoming
bitter or didactic. Many of his works have

been translated into English.
See: E. Daudet, Mon Frtre et rnoi (1882)); R.

H. Sherard, Alphonse Daudet (1894, in

English); Y. Martinet, Alphonse Daudet; sa vie

et son ocuvre (1940).

A. R. F.

Daudet, L&m (1867-1942, French novelist,

critic, and journalist), was one of the most

colorful figures in modern French letters and

politics. Born and raised in Paris, the son of

Alphonse Daudet (q.v.), he moved in artistic

and literary circles from childhood, taking for

granted his familiar footing with Zola, the

Goncourts, and Mistral (qq.v.) 9 looking irrever-

ently at even the old giant, Hugo. He was

destined for medicine and studied under

Charcot, but the attraction of letters proved
too strong, and he entered journalism in 1900,

writing at first for the Gaulois and Libre

Parole and then forming a lifelong association

with the Action franfaise when it became a

daily in 1908. A radical, or at least a liberal, in

art and politics as a young man, he was led

first by his friendship with Edouard Drumout
and then by the intellectual spell of Charles

Maurras (q.v.) into the royalist camp. His

activities for the cause, both as an editor of the

Action franfaise and as a politician (he was

deputy for Paris, 1919-1924, and was defeated

for senator in 1926), not only provided an

ample outlet for his boundless exuberance but

also dominated his literary production for the

rest of his life.

He was not an original thinker in politics

he himself always acknowledged his complete

dependence on Maurras; nor as a critic in such

works as Etudes et milieux littdraires (1927)
and Flambeaux (1929) did he formulate or

follow a systematic theory of art. Except for

Le Voyage de Shakespeare (1896), his novels

are at best second-rate: the handling of a

plausible story and the creation of character

are beyond him. But he had himself to give,

the perceptions and reflections of an aggres-
sive sensualist gifted with a comic sense who
was able to pack a great deal into his life; and

he found his true form in the memoir, in

which he is justly comparable with Saint-

Simon. Daudet wrote great French prose, a

blend of the classic and the colloquial (the

homely, revealing word), as might be expected
of a man whose demigods were Rabelais,

Montaigne, and Shakespeare. He was un-

equaled at portraying in a few phrases yet
with the utmost vividness a character, a face,

or a scene, and he exploited this gift to the full

in his reminiscences, Souvenirs des milieux

litteraires, politiques, artistiques et medicaux

(6 vols., 1914-1921; Eng. tr. of selections, Mem-
oirs of Leon Daudet, 1925), and such books of

history as Panorama de la Hie rdpublique

(1936) and Le stupide XIXe siecle (1922; Eng.
tr., The Stupid XlXth Century, 1928).

Yet Lon Daudct's undoubted merits are off-

set for all but the most blind followers of the

Action franfaise by grave defects. Even for

French political journalism, his daily polemics
could be described as nothing but insanely
violent, often unfair, generally vulgar, and
sometimes obscene. Pguy said of the Action

franfaise, thinking of Leon Daudet perhaps,
that everything about it was i8th century ex-

cept its manners. Prejudice and hatred run

through his work a literary hatred of Zola

and his school, a political hatred of all liberals

and radicals, a national hatred of everything
German, and an anti-Semitism that has not

often been rivaled in France. These prejudices
often led him into ridiculous positions as a

critic, either of literature, politics, thought, or

men: his readers would gather that the work
of Flaubert (q.v.), Zola, and the whole school

of Medan was without value, that all presidents
of the republic were corrupt imbeciles, that

Bergson (q.v.) was of no importance as a

philosopher. Yet he was capable of showing
unexpected appreciations, as when he was one
of the first to hail the work of Proust (q.v.).

His work remains thus a mixture which will

both attract and repel the average reader, by
the very fact that it reproduces completely a

baffling personality which even his enemies

will admit had many of the characteristics of

genius. He died at Saint-Rmy de Provence on

July i, 1942.

See: Robert Guillou, Ldon Daudet; son

charactere, ses romans, sa politique (1918);

Edouard Mas, Leon Daudet; son ceuvre (1928).

C. W., Jr.

Dauthendey, Max (1867-1918, German poet
arid novelist), born in Wiirzburg, Bavaria, was

brought up in a Russian home atmosphere by
a father with French ancestry and a Russian

mother who are described in Der Geist meines
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Vaters (1912) and Gedankengut aus meinen

Wanderjahren (1913). His philosophy of life

he later embodied in Verdensaltet (published
in 1893 with his Swedish friend, Gustaf

Uddgren, as collaborator), which contains his

theory of artistic creation, and in Lied der

Weltfestlichkeit (1918), which proclaims the

art of finding solace in the beauty and life of

animate and inanimate nature. From 1886

until his death he traveled all over Europe,

year after year, although often in financial

stress, and in 1897 he visited the United States

and Mexico. In 1905-1906 he took part in a

Cook's Tour around the world. But he always
returned gladly to his home town, which in-

spired many of his poems in Singsangbuch

(1907), Der weisse Schlaf (1907), Lusamgartlein

(1909), and IVeltspuck (1910). Likewise the

novel Josa Gerth (1893) and several dramas

(e.g., Fran Raufenbarth, 1911, and the tragedy
Die Heidin Geilane, 1912) spring from his life

in Wiirzburg. The atmosphere of Sweden is

reflected in Ultra Violett (1893) and Reliquien

(1897) and such dramas as Sun (1895), Sehn-

sucht (1895). Der Drache Grauli (1911), and

Maja (1911). Memories of his journeys to Paris,

Sweden, and Greece found an echo in Banket-

sang vom Kalzer auf der Bah (1905), and
Mexico gave him the idea for his novel

Raubmenschen (1911). His play Spielereien
einer Kaiserin (1910; Eng. tr., Caprices of an

Empress, 1912) had a brief success on the

stage. The experiences harvested on his voyage
around the world were published as collections

of Novellen in Ligam (1909), Die acht Gesichter

am Biwasee (1911), and Geschichten aus den

vier Winden (1915). Likewise his songs in Die

geflugelte Erde (1910) resulted from this tour.

In April, 1914, he set out once more on a

world cruise, but the outbreak of the First

World War prevented his return. In Java he
wrote his last collection of songs, Des grossen

Krieges Not (1915), and his diaries, on which
are based the posthumous works, Erlebnisse

auf ]ava (1924) and Letzte Reise (1924).

During his lifetime Dauthendey was hardly-
known in Germany, and even today his recog-
nition as a poet is disputed by literary his-

torians and clitics. His orgies of light, color,

and sound and his eccentric art forms make
this impressionistic and exotic writer at least

a poeta sui generis.
See: C. Mumm, Max Dauthendeys Sprache

und Stil (1925); H. G. Wendt, Max Dauthen-

dey, Poet-Philosopher (1936).
F. S.

De Amicis, Edmondo (1840-1908), Italian essay-

ist, novelist, and short-story writer), was born

at Oneglia in Liguria, but spent the greater

part of his life in Turin. As an infantry officer

in the Italian army he fought in the campaign
against Austria in 1866 and took part in the

famous battle of Custozza. He wrote many
articles for the army newspaper Italia militare,

of which he was editor for a time. These
articles appeared in book form under the title

La Vita militare (1868; Eng. tr., Military Life
in Italy, 1882). In his effort to depict a soldier's

life, the author seems to have recourse to every
conceivable device for drawing a tear: long
marches, thirst, disease, sacrifice, insanity, love,

death, are all recurrent themes. Because of this

volume the poet Carducci (<j-v.), always in-

tolerant of the sentimental, termed De Ami-
cis "Edmondo the languorous," long-winded
founder of Italian bourgeois prose.

After the publication of a collection of short

stories, Novelle (1872), De Amicis retired from
the army to devote himself entirely to a

literary career. Between the years 1872 and

1879 he visited many countries and wrote his

well-known books of travel: Spagna (1872;

Eng. tr., Spain, 1881), Olanda (1874; Eng. tr.,

Holland, 1880, American title, Holland and
Its People, 1881), Ricordi di Londra (1874; Eng.
tr., Jottings about London, 1883), Marocco

(1876; Eng. tr., Morocco, 1879, American title,

Morocco, Its People and Places), Costanti-

nopili (1878-1879; Eng. tr., Constantinople,

1878), Ricordi di Parigi (1879; Eng. tr.,

Studies of Paris, 1879). The most ambitious

works of their kind to be written in Italian,

often published in beautifully illustrated edi-

tions, translated into many languages, they
reached a wide audience. Though over-lyrical
in style and full of inaccuracies in detail, these

books won popularity because of the author's

genuine enthusiasm and his sympathetic in-

terpretation of the customs and peoples of

other lands.

Cuore (1886; Eng. tr., Cuore, an Italian

Schoolboy's Journal, 1887) was read in every

elementary school in Italy until Fascism came
into power. It is widely used today in the

United States as a textbook in teaching Italian.

Cuore is directed to children between the ages
of nine and thirteen and is written in finished

Tuscan style. True to its name, it goes to the

heart. It is sentimental in the extreme, but

never undignified. In many touching anecdotes

the story brings out the mutual respect that

exists between pupil and teacher and cuts

through all social prejudices in its portrayal of

the deeds and actions of the individual boys.
The basic theme of Cuore is that there is

something fine and lovable in every child, if

only it can be reached and developed soon
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enough. Quite simply, De Amicis has hit upon
a fundamental concept in modern education,

but in his hands it is shorn of all theory.
His long novel Sull'oceano (1889; Eng. tr.,

On Blue Water, 1897) is no more than an

extended series of anecdotes depicting the

problems and sufferings of illiterate emigrants
on their interminable ocean voyage. // Ro-
manzo di un maestro (1890; Eng. tr., The
Romance of a Schoolmaster, 1892) and La
Maestrina degli operai (1894; Eng. tr., Won by
a Woman, 1897) are both concerned with the

idealistic but forgotten young schoolteacher,

relegated to a country town and at the mercy
of inflated politicians and inept superin-
tendents.

Ever in search of the good in the individual

and in society, De Amicis in 1890 openly de-

clared himself a Socialist. Fra scuola e casa

(1892) and La Carrozza di tutti (1899), both

collections of short stories and anecdotes, re-

flect the socialistic trend of the author's think-

ing at this time and arc vivid in their defense

of the oppressed and in their appeal to human
sympathy. But in these and others of his later

works the sentiment is laid on too thick, the

idealism has become too soft. What in his

earlier writings was a genuine gift had now
become a too conscious technique.

In 1905 De Amicis's L'Idioma gentile was

well received. It was written in a new vein and
seemed to furnish simple, concrete answers to

the ever-debated Italian questione della lin-

gua. Following in the footsteps of Manzoni,
De Amicis's ideas are in direct opposition to

those of the philosopher Benedetto Croce

(ry.r;.).
De Amicis conceives of language as a

tool and urges his readers to love their mother

tongue and to perfect their use of it in all its

details. Croce, who considers expression in-

trinsically an individual matter and the idea

the main thing, accuses De Amicis of childish-

ness and pedantry. This all too "gentle"
volume dissolves under the acute scrutiny of

Croce's criticism. The strength of De Amicis

lies elsewhere. People who are guided by the

heart rather than the mind will no doubt

continue to read Cuore.

See: J. H. Brovedani, Edmondo De Amicis;
rhomme et I'ceuvre (1914); V. Chialant, Ed-

mondo De Amicis, educatore e artista (1911).

M. V. H.

Deauville, Max (pseud, of Maurice Duwez,
1881-, Belgian novelist, war chronicler, play-

wright, and moralist), was born in Brussels.

A doctor by profession, he received early
initiation into the world of letters as secretary
to the bibliographer Spoelberch de Louven-

joul (q.v.). His first novel, La Fausse Route, ap-

peared in 1907; his subsequent literary ac-

tivity, averaging more than a book a year,
is unusual among nonprofessional authors.

In his pre-war fiction he appears as a de-

tached and slightly ironical observer of the

human comedy, but his master novel,

ISAmour dans les mines (1910), reveals pro-
found sympathy for its victims. His early

plays recall, by their delicate psychology and

simplicity of plot, certain of Musset's. The
First World War was to bring a profound
change. Deauville joined the medical corps at

the start and saw active service throughout
the conflict. A diary, Jusqu'd I'Yser (1917),
won international fame when Jean Norton
Cru (see below) hailed it as a literary and

documentary masterpiece. It is a chronicle,

objective as Caesar's Commentaries. In a

different tone are his two following works,
La Boue de Flandres (1922) and Introduction

a la vie militaire (1923), both written, he says,

during the war. Here he gives free rein to his

irony; his declared aim is to deflate military

authority, and it is hard to believe that the

manuscript was not revised after the Armi-

stice. A novel, Jonas (1923), portraying the

immediately succeeding years, is in the same

spirit, which also marks his later writings.

Irony he holds to be the great source of

consolation, capable of alleviating the pain
in every human heart. Certainly irony often

dominates in contemporary literature, and at

times one wonders why so much energy is

spent in lashing the despicable and incor-

rigible gang often presented as humanity.
How much is pure pose among these authors?

This question rarely comes to mind in reading
Max Deauville; he possesses an innate sense

of decorum, and his sincerity is manifest. His

irony is tinged with pity, and if he laughs
it is indeed that he may not weep. He is

fundamentally an idealist, embittered by his

observation of men's folly and using irony as

a stoic armor. "Literature," he says, "is the

product of the discord between the life we
lead and what should logically be ours."

Hence in most of his work discreet pity goes
hand in hand with satire. A striking example
of this may be seen in his theatrical master-

piece, Ecce Homo, piece en sept tableaux

(1931), which is also an original experiment,
in both form and matter, in stage craftsman-

ship. The action is slight; historical color is

deliberately sacrificed to accentuate the time-

lessness of the drama; this, and the mystico-

poetic utterances of certain characters, suggest
the influence of Maeterlinck (g.v.), but the

intellectual intention outweighs the emo-
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.ional. Christ, whose figure dominates the

iction, does not appear on the stage; the

Galileans are called communists, and Roman
)fficers, in khaki uniforms, use the language
>f modern barracks. Their unawareness of

he significance of what is happening under

heir eyes recalls The Procurator of Judea of

Vnatole France (q.v.). It may be surmised

hat the latter's Histoire contemporaine has

lad some influence on the disillusioned phi-

osophy of Deauville's post-war work. Keenly
ilive to the varied trends of contemporary

hought, he leaves his personal touch on all

lis work. His style is marked by classic aus-

erity rather than by the search for color

:haracteristic of the Flemings. He is always
nore interested in the psychological reactions

>f his characters than in their actions; hence

lis plots are never complicated. Many of his

'stories" are first cousins of essays intended

o propound ideas, and monologues with the

ame purpose often replace dialogue. Had he

ived in the i8th century, he would probably
lave left memoirs and a collection of maxims.

Maurice Gauchez hails him as the La
Rochefoucauld of our time.

See: M. Gauchez, A la recherche d'une

)ersonnalitd (1926); J. N. Cru, Temoins

1929); Nervie, 1931, No. 7 (special number
ievoted to Max Deauville).

B. M. VV.

le Bosis, Adolfo (1863-1924, Italian poet),
)orn in Ancona, settled in Rome in his youth
tnd lived there until his death. His early close

riendship with D'Annunzio (q.v.) influenced

lecisively his taste and vocation. Together
hey were young dandies in Roman society,
kmulated Wilde and Whistler in manner, and
ailed the Adriatic in the spirit of Shelley.

Together also, with Giovanni Pascoli (q-v.) as

L third, they founded in 1895 the periodical
lonvito, in which they published their own
ind their friends' works (e.g., those of Edoardo

icarfoglio, Francesco Paolo Michetti, Giulio

^ristide Sartorio). The foreword by de Bosis

mtlines their common creed: ''Facing the

>resent muddy tide of barbarism, there are

till some who keep the faith in the Latin race,

n the indestructible power of Beauty, in the

overeign dignity of the spirit, in the necessity
>f intellectual hierarchies and in the creative

>ower of the Word." Having exhausted his

riend's capital, D'Annunzio moved on to new
idventures; but de Bosis retired into the or-

lerly life of a successful business lawyer and
ather of a large family.
Of his own verse he published only two

volumes, Amori ac Silentio and Rime sparse

(issued together in 1922). His poetry expresses
a despairing love for art and a strong faith in

man's progress and is mostly in the vein of

stoic consolation. Strangely enough, it also

contains one of the first specimens of "social"

poetry, "Ode a un macchinista." His verse has

been much appreciated for its melody and for

the experimenting with new techniques ("Ode
ai convalescent!," "La Sera," "Ode al maie,"

"Eidola"). The name of Adolfo de Bosis re-

mains linked in Italian literature to that of

Shelley, whom he worshiped and translated

with rare perfection (Cenci, 1898; Prometheus

Unbound, 1922; Lyrics, 1928).
See: G. L. Russo, Adolfo de Bosis (1922); B.

Groce, La Letteratura della nuova Italia, 3d
ed., IV (1929), 141-156.

G. de S.

de Bosis, Lauro (1901-1931?, Italian poet), was

born in Rome, the youngest son of Adolfo de

Bosis (q.v.) and Lillian Vernon, an American.

He grew up in the aesthetic and romantic

atmosphere of his father's circle, which left

a deep impression upon him. Philosophy and
literature remained his lasting interests, al-

though he received a scientific education and
took his degree rn chemistry at the University
of Rome in 1922. Between 1922 and 1926 he
translated into Italian verse the Oedipus Rex
and the Antigone of Sophocles, and the

Prometheus Bound of Aeschylus. He also trans-

lated the abridged edition of Frazer's The
Golden Bough (1924). In 1927 he wrote a

lyrical drama, Icaro, which received the Olym-
pic prize in Amsterdam in 1928 and was pub
lished in Milan in 1930 (Eng. tr., 1933).
Between 1924 and 1930, Lauro de Bosis

made several visits to the United States, first

as lecturer, then as executive secretary of the

Italy-America Society. He also gave a summer
course on Italian literature at Harvard. In

1932 was published his TJie Golden Book of

Italian Poetry, an anthology preceded by a

remarkable historical essay in which the in-

fluence of Croce (q.v.) is very perceptible.
At the beginning of the Fascist movement,

de Bosis, like many young men of his time,

was attracted by its reform program; but he
soon recognized it as a threat to Italian free-

dom. In 1930, together with Mario Vinciguerra,
Renzo Rendi, and others, he founded the

"Alleanza Nazionale," an underground organ-
ization which published a bimonthly leaflet.

During one of Lauro de Bosis's trips to Amer-
ica, the committee, including his own mother,
was arrested. Vinciguerra and Rendi received

heavy sentences. "My first instinct/' he writes,

"was to go to Rome and to share their fate,
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but I realized that the duty of a soldier is

not to surrender, but to fight to the end." He
learned to fly and on October 2, 1931, piloted
a plane over Rome, scattering leaflets ad-

dressed to the population. He managed to

escape pursuit planes, but vanished at sea on
the return flight in the darkness.

On the night before leaving, he wrote his

most important document, The Story of My
Death (1933), which covers the story of his

attempt and carries his message. "No one takes

Fascism seriously. Beginning with its leaders,

every one counts on its speedy fall, and it

seems out of proportion to give one's life to

end something that will collapse by itself.

That is a mistake. It is necessary to die. I hope
that many others will follow me and will at

last succeed in rousing public opinion."
G. de S.

De Coster, Charles, (1827-1879, Belgian novel-

ist), was born in Munich; his parents were

in the service of a nobleman, who acted as

godfather to the child but took small interest

in his subsequent career. In all his writings
De Coster shows sympathy with the humble

people, whom he declares vastly more color-

ful than the aristocracy. The family soon

moved to Brussels, the father died, and

Charles was obliged to shift for himself.

Artist to the finger tips, he had no interest

in bourgeois professions and spent his life in

obscure poverty. His ambition was to endow
his country with a literary tradition to match
its glory in artists of the brush; hence he

sought the company of young painters and
such men of letters as there were. "I am one
of those who know how to wait," he declared,

and his long effort toward perfection proves
his sincerity. Fame came only after his death,

but he had seen his dream fulfilled: his books

were illustrated by the most gifted artists of

his time. Of his minor compositions, Legendes
flamandcs (1858; Eng. tr., Flemish Legends,

1920) attracted some attention from the start

and has been translated into several lan-

guages. Its style is a discreet imitation of

Rabelais's; its matter is based on folklore.

The author's preference among the legends
was for "Sire Halewyn," perhaps because of

its brilliant coloring, but most critics agree
with Flicien Rops who gave the palm to

"Smets Smee," for which he made all the

illustrations. The popular verve of the style,

the satire of tyrants, and the sympathy for

the fugged sagacity of the humble make this

legend the precursor of Ulenspiegel.
De Coster's skill in handling Old French

brought an appointment in the government

archives. He held this post four years (1860-

1864), and if his contribution to the editing
of ancient laws was not large, the experience
was invaluable for the documentation of his

masterpiece. Les Aventures de Tyl Ulen-

spiegel et de Lamrne Goedzak appeared in a

de luxe edition at the end of 1867. More
than 10 years had been spent in its composi-
tion. It is written in the slightly archaic style,

handled with greater dexterity than in the

Legendes, which he regarded as best adapted
to reproduce in French the Flemish atmos-

phere. The author's avowed purpose was to

revive yesterday to create tomorrow: "a

people is dying," he declared, "when it

ignores its past." Peoples whose liberties are

threatened by unscrupulous despots, do-

mestic or foreign, have rallied to his book.

Ulenspiegel may well claim as his heirs the

underground warriors of our day. De Coster

was one of the editors of the periodical

Uylenspiegel (1856-1864) and made its de-

vise his own: "I walk up and down on the

face of the earth, praising all lovely things
and hooting at folly." In Ulenspiegel he

chose a legendary and popular hero, keeping

many traditional episodes. These, appearing

sporadically throughout the book, figure

chiefly in the first part where the urchin,

Ulenspiegel, is up to all the pranks ever

imagined by the imp of the perverse. But

when the Inquisition burns his father and
tortures his mother he hears the call, for

freedom is the essence of lovely things.

Throughout the story scenes of horror are set

off by jubilant escapades in which the hero

outwits and mocks the oppressor much as his

descendants did in the Second World War.
The author's thumbnail review of his book

can hardly be bettered:
"Above all, this is a

joyous, artistic, and literary work, of which

history is only the frame and of which love,

life, and sentiment, beside the grotesque and
the satiric, are the elements." He kept his

word and offers the greatest variety. At first

sight there seems to be little unity; short

chapters, each a picture in itself and often

suggesting a painting, present a bewildering
number of characters, some historical, some

fanciful, but as the story progresses the

reader becomes aware that the constantly

changing scenes constitute an artfully molded

panorama. Ulenspiegel and Lamme belong to

folklore: the former had appeared in many
chapbooks, the latter was suggested by popu-
lar woodcuts. They present a pair often com-

pared to Don Quixote and Sancho Panza.

Nele, Ulenspiegel's fiancee, offers the delicate

aspect of the love scenes. She is inspired by
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De Coster's own betrothed, Elisa Spruyt,
whom we know from his posthumously pub-
lished Lettres a Elisa (1894). Satiric bias has

doubtless entered into the portraits of certain

of the historical characters, e.g., Philip II and

the Duke of Alva, whose ghoulish figures

enhance the contrast between the Spanish
and Flemish temperaments, but they leave an

indelible impression on the reader. Among
the historical sources for Ulenspiegel must be

mentioned Van Meteren's Histoire des Evo-

lutions dans les Pays Das, which Charles

Potvin declares De Coster had read 10 times;

Marnix de Sainte-Aldegonde's Tableau des

differens de la religion; and, of special inter-

est to American readers, John Lathrop
Motley's histories of the Low Countries. Less

tangible but very real inspiration came from

paintings of the old masters; the author

haunted museums all his life and appears as

the direct forerunner of the next generation
of pen-painters such as Lemonnier and De-

molder (qq.v!). Yet all the study of sources

has in no wise challenged De Coster's es-

sential originality; he took his property
where he found it, and Ulcnspiegel's motto

"I am not body but spirit" is true in many
senses. A new illustrated edition of Ulen-

spiegel was published in New York in 1943.

See: Charles Potvin, ed., Lettres a Elisa

(1894); Joseph Hansc, Charles De Coster

(1928); Lon Louis Sosset, Introduction A

Vccuvre de Charles De Coster (1937).

B. M. W.

Dehmel, Richard (1803-1920, German poet),
the most distinguished representative of the

transition from extreme naturalism to classic

restraint, was born in Wendisch-Hermsdorf,
the son of a forester. The landscape of his

poetry is that of Brandenburg, a wide, open
plain with huge forests of spruce and pine. In

it the city of Berlin rises with its factories,

forges, and smokestacks. The poet's own land-

scape has two divergent aspects, on the one
hand giant spruce trees battling with the

elements, on the other buzzing telegraph wires

and blast furnaces belching smoke and flame.

The same dualism is evident in the poet: he is

both a realistic naturalist and a visionary seer.

On the one hand he exemplifies a daring dis-

regard of conventional forms; every poem is a

law unto itself. On the other hand his verse

displays a painstaking mathematical exactness

that recalls Dante. A pure lyric genius, he will

sing his social gospel in melodious verse and

preach it in impassioned prose.
We see the same dualism in Dehmel's life.

While a pupil in a Berlin Gymnasium he

comes into conflict with his orthodox teachers.

He is ousted and finishes his preparatory train-

ing at Danzig. At the university he studies

philosophy and literature, as well as the

natural sciences. He writes his dissertation in

the field of economics, accepts a secretarial

position with a fire insurance company. Not

until he has published two volumes of poems
does he feel he has the right to resign from his

position and to devote himself to literature.

In 1889 he married Paula Oppenheimer, with

whom he collaborated on a volume of verse

for children. Frau Paula, he felt, freed his

latent powers and showed him the way to

serene clarity. But tumultuous passions are

seething in the eloquent prophet of a stern

ethical code; his first marriage ends in divorce

(1899) and Frau Ida (Auerbarh) becomes his

second wife. Now Dehmel preaches and prac-
tices rigorous self-discipline and is among
the first to see that this is the gospel of

Nietzsche (q.v.}. As a young man Dehmel had
been rejected for military service because an
excess of nervous energy produced an epileptic
condition. Well over 40 he becomes a daring

Alpine climber and when almost 51 scales

Mont Blanc. The same year the pacifist

Dehmel forces the army to accept him for

service in the trenches. For him human happi-
ness is the joyful will to sacrifice. When the

First World War ends in tragic defeat, he

urges the formation of an "iron guard" in

which only volunteers would be allowed to

serve. This last dream of social service he did

not realize; the overexertion of the war years
had begun to exact its toll. For some time
Dehmel had begun to limp. A bloodclot had

developed; he knew his chances for recovery
were negligible. What did it matter? To a

young friend he lemarkecl: "I have not really
been a good man (ein guter Mensch), but I

believe I have become one." Towards the end
he felt he had been privileged to achieve in

life what he had long since achieved in his

best poetry the rich harmony of full ma-

turity.

Dehmel's development is clearly visible in

his poems from volume to volume; even the

titles are significant: Erlosungen (1891), Aber
die Liebe (1893), Weib und Welt (1896),
Schone wilde Welt (1913). The first three

volumes weie carefully revised and radically

changed in subsequent editions, the last vol-

ume was greatly enlarged. A study of these

changes reveals the gradual growth of the

poet. There can be no doubt that DehmeJ has
enriched German lyric poetry with a new and

significant note. His lyrics show us man in

his threefold life as an individual, as a member
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of society, and as a bit of cosmic life. There
is an astounding variety of form and content.

Any careful selection will show this and will

also show that the variety of form results from
the variety of content. His novel in verse Zwei
Menschen (1903) is the work of a great lyric

poet. The meager and conventional plot
should not blind the reader to its real signifi-
cance. Of Dehmel's dramas his last seems the

most significant. A "cosmopolitical" comedy, it

is the summing up of his war experiences: Die

Gotterfamilie (1921), the fantastic vision of an
insane world. A year before his death DehmeFs
Kriegstagcbuch was published with the mean-

ingful subtitle Zwischen Volk und Menschheit.
For him the poet, as the best of mankind in all

nations, stands zwischen Volk und Menschheit.
See: J. Bab, Richard Dehmel (1926); H.

Slochower, Richard Dehmel, der Mensch und
der Denker (1928).

F. Br.

Deledda, Grazia (1875-1936, Italian novelist),
was born in the town of Nuoro, Sardinia, and
lived there during the formative years of her
life. Most of her stories have the island as a

background, and her home remained an in-

spiration to her perhaps to an even greater

degree than in the case of other Italian novel-

ists. She wrote her first short stories at the

age of 17, and even these early works show the

qualities of a born narrator. She has a simple
style and the ability to sketch a situation or a

character in a few deft phrases. Her stories

have action and movement, and she has an

eye for realistic detail that makes the Sardinian
tales particularly charming. Because she tells

of simple folk, peasants or the rural aristocracy

occasionally contrasted with city life to bring
out the full flavor because she has an interest

in the troubles of the lowly and the tormented,
and perhaps even more because her work is

infused with a tragic sense of destiny, Deledda
has been occasionally looked upon as a suc-

cessor to Verga (q.v .).
It is a tempting compari-

son, but it would hardly be a fair one. She
is not a "student of life" as Verga is, not a

philosopher at all, and if she may be con-
sidered an "observer," to use the word of the

veristi, she is one whose impartiality is con-

tinually marred or relieved by the lyric

impulse. The great scenes and the great char-

acters in her novels are created more through
emotional intensity than by the scrupulous
cold-blooded concentration of the true natural-

ist. The characters themselves, though their

problems are more complex, are actually less

profound than Verga's peasants. The charge
has been made that Deledda follows a formula,

that from the beginning of her career to the
end her novels always contain the same in-

gredients: a thwarted or obsessed hero or

heroine, a dash of Sardinian violence, and a

good deal of local color. There is some truth
in the charge, though it is fair to point out
that in such late works as L'lncendio nell'oli-

veto (1918) and La Madre (1920; Eng. tr.,

The Woman if the Priest, 1922, American title,

The Mother, 1923) there is much more at-

tention paid to psychological atmosphere and
character study and less reliance on violence

and the picturesque. Deledda was such a

serious and conscientious artist that Italian

critics have been very well disposed to her and
anxious to spare her from being pigeonholed
as another regionalist. It would be only reason-

able to admit that she is, viewing her work as

a whole, precisely that, but she has qualities of

perception and human sympathy that raise

her far above the level of the writer of pro-
vincial vignettes. Her characters do indeed
follow a pattern; essentially they are all

simple, passionate souls, usually under the

influence of some obsession, capable of single-
minded egoism relieved by moments of rather

romantic self-abnegation. Essentially too they
are all feminine, the men witness Anania in

Cenere (1904), one of her finest novels even
more perhaps than the women. It follows that

such novels as L'Edera (1904) or La Madre :

where the principal character is a woman,
seem considerably more realistic psychologi-

cally than the others. When all has been said

of her limitations, however, the fact remains
that Grazia Deledda has to her credit many
well-told tales, sincere and moving, and that

her whole career was remarkable and admira-
ble in that she realized her faults and wrote
novels of increasing merit as she grew older.

If her work, taken as a whole, seems repe-
titious, it also will appear impressive. Some
dozen novels of hers will always stand out as

competent and inspiring, and it can be said

that she never wrote a bad book, taking the

adjective in any of its possible senses. World-
wide recognition came to her in 1926 when she

was awarded the Nobel prize.
In addition to the titles mentioned above

the following should be cited as representing
her best work: // Vecchio delta montagna
(1900), Elias Portoliu (1903), Nostalgic (1905),
Sino al confine (1910), Canne al vento (1913),
Le Colpe Altrui (1914), // Dio del viventi

(1922), La Fuga in Egitto (1925), Annalena
Bilsini, (1927).

See: P. Pancrazi, Venti uomini, un satire e

un burattino (1923), pp. 89-101; L. Russo, 1

Narratori (1923), pp. 153-156; G. A. Borgese,
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La Vita e il libro, 2d ed., II (1928), 78-85, 138,

313; L. Falchi, L'Opera di Grazia Deledda

(1929); M. Mundula, Grazia Deledda (1929).
T. G. B.

De Marchi, Emilio (1851-1901, Italian author

of novels and short stories), born at Milan, was

a schoolmaster by profession. He had the

practical sense of life of the typical Lombard
and the didactic inclination of the born

teacher. The incurable illness which shortened

his life and the loss of a beloved child elicited

no complaints from him, but sharpened his

sensibility to the hardships of those around
him laborers and farmers and unpretentious
citizens of small means like himself as well

as his sympathy with the difficulties and

dangers of youth. Many of his earliest pub-
lications, such as L'Etd preziosa (1887), a work
devoted to the guidance of young people in

the formative period of life, have an uncon-

cealed educative purpose, and in all his literary
work the moral preoccupation is fundamental.

It finds aesthetic expression because devotion

to duty and love of others are the profoundest

feelings of the author and the chief subjects
of his thought. Literature, he says, should not

be an amusement for the idle, but a help to

good living. (For De Marchi's reaction to the

vogue of D'Annunzio, cj.v., see an illuminating
interview with Luigi Venturini in the Ras-

segna nazionale, March 16, 1901.)

In the best of his short stories and novels

the didactic tendency is transcended by the

author's creative imagination. Admirably real

istic, sympathetic, and humorous are the Storie

di ogni colore (1885) and Nuove Storie di ogni
colore (1895). Of the novels // Cappello del

prete (i8S$), Demetrio Pianelli (1890), Arabella

(1892), Giacomo I'idealista (1897), Col fuoco
non si scherza (1901) the masterpiece is

Demetrio Pianelli. It is the story of an un-

couth, middle-aged government clerk who is

dragged out of the poor but peaceful life that

he has contrived for himself, into the troubled

lives of others, by natural affection and an un-

conscious sense of duty. Demetrio struggles

manfully to save from starvation the children

of a supercilious half brother who has com-

mitted suicide and left his family nothing but

debts. He meets with prejudice, obstinate

stupidity, duplicity, and, worst of all, with the

passion of love. He falls in love with the

beautiful and good but stupid widow who,

prejudiced against him by her dead husband,
was at first the most formidable obstacle to his

task. He defends her against the insidiousness

of the influential head of his own office who
has tried to make use of her poverty for his

own guilty pleasure. Demetrio leaves the way
open for her to marry a wealthy friend who is

also in love with her. His work is now done:

he has saved the children and the woman he

loves, but he has lost her and has been trans-

ferred to an even more wretched position in

the government service. Unconscious of his

own heroism Demetrio reflects with resigna-
tion on his dreary future, comforted only by
the trust and affection of the woman, who now
understands him. In this novel there is no

preaching and no obvious teaching. It ends

sadly as do all the others, for life, in the

author's experience, is sad. This is a world in

which virtue is not often rewarded, and in-

justice must be borne with resignation: the

good that is in human beings, producing
affection and devotion to duty, alone makes it

worth while.

De Marchi is a romantic realist, like Man-
zoni. He is often called a manzoniano because

of the moral sentiment which distinguishes
them both and because of the many traces in

his own work of the influence of Manzoni's
/ Promessi Sposi. But he lacks the orthodox
faith of the latter, as is particularly evident in

Giacomo I'idealista, which represents the fail-

ure of an optimistic philosophy when brought
into conflict with the sad reality of life. He is

also without that shrinking from the study of

sexual love, which is a peculiarity of Manzoni.

For De Marchi the passion of love is so

common a misfortune that it demands sym
pathetic study (Col fuoco non si scherza). He is

inferior to Manzoni as a craftsman in the use

of language, but superior in that sympathetic

understanding of common people which is a

characteristic of Italian romanticism.

Besides stories and novels, De Marchi is the

author of some contemplative verse, Vecchie

Cadenze e nuove (1891), a comedy or two, and
critical essays on literature.

See: Benedetto Croce, La Letteratura delta

nuova Italia, III (1915), 155-162; Nino Sam
martano, Emilio De Marchi (1926); Annibale

Pesante, Due Manzoniani: I. Nievo, E. De
Marchi (1930).

J.
E. S.

Demolder, Eug&ne (1862-1919, Belgian novel-

ist and art critic), was born at Molenbeek
Saint-Jean, a picturesque suburb of Brussels.

He dabbled in law, received his doctorate,

and spent 10 years as a minor magistrate, but

his interests were always artistic and literary.
He was associated with Edmond Picard's Art

moderne and with the brilliant group who
created the Jeune Belgique (see Belgian liter-

ature in French) from which, feeling his
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independence cramped, he revolted to found
with others in 1895 the rival review, Coq
rouge. The same year he married the daugh-
ter of the artist Fdicien Rops and spent the

last third of his life at Essonnes in France

(Seine-et-Oise). His thought is not profound,
nor is he interested primarily in the creation

of character; his personages serve to evoke

the atmosphere of a period or of an artistic

milieu, but here he gives evidence of wide
and accurate scholarship, joined with un-

equaled sensitivity. His work is first of all an

interpretative transposition of plastic art. His

friend Albert Giraud (q.v.) remarked that one
needed blue glasses to read him. Demolder's
first volume, Impressions d'art (1889), is a

collection of essays dealing with both ancient

and contemporary masters; it contains in

germ all that he was to write. In Contes

d'Yperdamme (1891) and Rccits de Nazareth

(1893), he would renew subjects treated by
old Dutch painters which seemed to him
more real on their canvas than in the Scrip-
tures. Like his masters, he places Nazareth in

a Flemish landscape. His one experiment in

playwriting, La Mori aux berceaux (1899),

inspired by paintings of the Massacre of the

Innocents, recalls Maeterlinck's (q.v.) static

drama: the forebodings of the mother replace
action. In L'Agonie d*Albion (1901), he re-

produces in words the satiric caricatures

aimed at England during the Boer War. His

sympathy here is always with the underdog,
but it would be an error to attach much

political significance to this amusing skit.

The one thing he ever took seriously was his

love of art. Reminiscences of his experience
as a magistrate may be found in Sous la robe

(1897). Doubtless James Ensor's picture, Les

Sons Juges, was not foreign to the conception
of these memoirs. 1 he humanitarian instincts

of the author are strongly marked in Sous

la robe; he is not composing a pica for re-

form, but his native good sense should make
the book the vacle mecum of police magis-
trates. Two volumes in which the mature
colorist appears at his best are L'Arche de

M. Chenus (1904), a scries of sketches in

which the author portrays himself and his

vague pantheistic dreams, and L'Espagne en

auto (1906), with its vividly painted land-

scapes.
Influence of artists is equally strong in

Demolder's pure fiction one volume of short

stories, Quattuor (1897), anc* three novels.

His masterpiece, La Route d'emeraude (1899),

is a recreation of the century of Rembrandt,
whose figure dominates this panorama of

artistic life in old Holland. Many incidents

are introduced merely to place before our

eyes living models of the master: e.g., The
Rat Killer, The Night Watch; light effects, so

characteristic of Rembrandt, are dramatically
used throughout the novel. Minor figures,

typical of other aspects of the artistic life of

the period, serve for variety and humor.

Richepin's (q.v.) attempt to dramatize the

story offers but an impoverished skeleton.

Les Patins de la reine de Hollande (1901)
reveals Demolder's delight in folklore. He
always takes his picturesque where he finds

it, with no regard for chronology; in Les

Patins, among other antitheses is an idyllic

love story set off by grotesque antics of the

devil. The painter James Ensor, to whom the

author devoted a critical essay in 1892, seems

to have been the godfather of these diableries.

One suspects in reading the novel that De-

moldcr preferred art to life; this impression
is reinforced by Le Jardin de la Pompadour
(1904), inspired by the iSth-century painters
of sophisticated frivolity. Certain scenes seem

suggested also by whimsicalities of Rops.
Here is indeed a far cry from the robust

disciple of Rembrandt and the old Dutch

masters, but Demolder has succeeded admira-

bly in evoking the century of fans and be-

ribboned shepherdesses. He always sought

variety, and his first essays revealed a re-

markably catholicity of taste. Death seized

him while he was at work on a novel set in

the period of Louis Philippe.
See: H. Krains, Portraits d'ecrivains beiges

(1930), pp. 7-30; B. M. Wooclbridge, Le
Roman beige contemporain (1930), pp. 149-

183; L. Bocquet, La Litterature franfaise de

Belgique (1932), pp. 84-96.
B. M. W.

De Roberto, Federico (1861-1927, Italian nov-

elist and critic), although born in Naples, is

considered a Sicilian, both on account of the

subject matter of his works and the fact that

he spent practically all his life in the region of

Catania, whence came Verga (<7-i>.)
and Ca-

puana (q.v.). With them he forms the triad

in whose writings Italian naturalistic fiction

achieved its greatest artistic excellence. He
started as a critic with a collection of studies

called Arabeschi (1883). A long period of

silence intervened before the publication of

his second work, Documenti umani (1888), a

collection of regionalistic short stories, the

title of which already betrays the detached

attitude of the historian or sociologist. The
youthful critic had turned artist, but his

readers immediately perceived that he had
taken with him into his art the intellectualism
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of the critic. Other works of fiction followed

one another in rapid succession, in all of

which is found the cool self-possession, the

cold detachment of the man of science, but

none, or not enough, of the warm glow of the

artist. Then came his psychological novel

L'lllusione (1891), the story of an aristocratic

Italian Bovary, which, though reminiscent of

Flaubert (q.v.), is none the less a true work of

art, for here the author's imagination does

not remain inert, but accompanies and en-

livens the probing of his heroine's soul. This
was followed by De Roberto's masterpiece, 7

Vicere (1894), a vast sociological and psycho-

logical study depicting, together with a whole
eventful epoch, the survival in wealth and

power of a princely house amid the degenera-
tion of some of its members and the crumbling
of agelong privileges a survival which follows

as the natural consequence of the continuation

in other members of the princely house of

those predatory instincts which had made it

great and the continuation in the people
about them of the servile instincts which had

kept them subservient. With these two novels

De Roberto reached the pinnacle of his art.

Thereafter he never again achieved that deli-

cate balance of cold, scientific investigation
and imaginative afflatus so frequently met with

in the pages of these two voluminous works.

The artist succumbed more and more to the

psychologist, and his subsequent publications
added to the bulk of his production but not

to his fame, which, incidentally, owes practi-

cally nothing to his activity as a critic.

See: L. Russo, / Narratori (1923), pp. 93-97;
A. Gatti, "Federico De Roberto nel romanzo
italiano," Nuova Antologia, CDVI (1939), 123-

133-

S. E. S.

De Sanctis, Francesco (1817-1883, Italian critic

and literary historian), was born in Morra

Irpina, Avellino, not far from Naples. As a

boy he went to that city to enter the private
school of Basilio Puoti, grammarian and

"purist." Later, under the protection of this

teacher, young De Sanctis conducted a private
school of literature of his own (1838-1848). He
soon found his own interests in the study of

literature to be quite outside Puoti's narrow

precepts and was early in rebellion against all

that was Arcadian and academic, convinced

that a school should remain always open to

the responsibilities of the present. This con-

viction was shared by his pupils, who wor-

shiped him; they joined him therefore in

action in the liberal revolution in Naples in

1848. With the triumphant Bourbon suppres-

sion, De Sanctis was watched as a dangerous
liberal. Late in 1850 he was seized and taken

to the prison of Castel dcirOvo in Naples,
where he was held without trial for two and
one half years. He was released in order to be

sent in exile to America, but he managed to

make his way to Turin to join the many other

liberals there preparing for the day of unifica-

tion. In Turin he resumed his teaching and

writing on both literature and politics. Called

to the chair of Italian literature in the Poly-
technic Institute of Zurich in 1856, he soon

won a large audience with his excellent lec-

tures. He continued there his study of German

philosophy, but kept in close touch with

events in Italy. When the long-awaited mo-
ment for action carne, he resigned his post and
hastened to Naples, where the king had agreed
to the institution of a parliament (1860). Gari-

baldi entered the city in September and

promptly appointed De Sanctis governor of

his home province of Avellino. The following

year he became minister of education in the

cabinet of Cavour, a post which he held for

only one year on this occasion, but which he

again occupied in 1878 and in 1879-1881. Dur-

ing this decade preceding the final unification,

DC Sanctis wrote much and talked much on

the importance of education in the new nation,

voicing the persuasion that now new Italians

must be created worthy of the new Italy. In

1871 he was appointed to the chair of com-

parative literature in the University of Naples.
In that same year he finished his two-volume
Storia delta letteratura italiana (Eng. tr.,

History of Italian Literature, 1931), to which

he planned to add a third volume to bring it

up to his own day. This volume as such he

never finished, but his courses at the uni-

versity (since published) were in the direction

of preparation for it. He remained at the uni-

versity until 1877.

De Sanctis's main critical work is contained

in his Saggi critici (1866), his Storia della

letteratura italiana, and his Nuovi Saggi
critici (1872). His complete works contain

many essays on politics, essays and polemics on

criticism, and the fragment of an autobiogra-

phy written at the end of his life; but his fame

rests upon his criticism of Italian literature

(see Italian literary criticism). He is now

commonly considered to be Italy's foremost

literary critic, and his contemporaries knew
him as one of her greatest teachers of litera

ture. The best of his published critical work

grew out of his classroom lectures, and much
of it has kept the style of the spoken lesson.

De Sanctis's criticism is outstanding in its

time for its insistence upon poetry as the
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product of an autonomous faculty of the

human spirit, the fantasia, which is intuitive,

organic, and synthetic. Faithful in his best

criticism to this principle of the autonomy of

art, he could effectively reject the neoclassic

attention to externalities of form, the French

concern with the biographical (Saintc-Beuve),

and the contemporary German preoccupation
with the idea in art (Hegel). In conformity
with such a principle, his importance as a

teacher and critic of literature resides in his

determination to keep his eye on the work of

art itself. His greatness lies in his power of

analysis and synthesis in the examination of a

single work of art. His intuitions of literary

qualities in the single work make him one of

the great literary critics of modern times. De
Sanctis was able to see the literary object al-

most without distraction and as a whole. He
once remarked that good criticism was like the

eye which sees objects but does not see itself.

In his Storia della letteratura italiana, now

generally recognized as a classic and as his

greatest work, such a criterion of autonomy
and of undistracted attention required grave

compromise with other interests. The exclusive

attention to the single work of art and the

principle of the freedom of that work, as a

form, from everything else obviously did not

allow at all for the writing of a history with

continuity and evolution, either between works

of art or between persons and works of art. His

new historiographical purpose required that

the work of art be used as a document to some-

thing else. These conflicts were never recon-

ciled in De Sanctis's work, nor is it clear that

they could have been reconciled. In the Storia,

the essay on the individual form stands grafted
into a dialectic which seeks to view it as part
of the spiritual journey of a people and the

birth of a nation. The Storia thus clearly at-

tempts to satisfy a national demand. The
romantics had long insisted on viewing society

in literature. Now the new nation turns and
would see itself in its national literature. The
will to re-educate Italians for a new Italy takes

over. The result is far from being a work of

pure and consistent criticism; but it has

proved to be a work of great vitality.

While De Sanctis went far beyond his time

in the perception of certain fundamental

principles concerning the nature of poetry, he

quite naturally brought to the explication of

those principles tastes and predilections which

were very much of his time. In the Divine

Comedy, Hell was more poetic than Paradise,

Francesca da Rimini more poetic than Bea-

trice. By the same romantic penchant for the

dramatic, Shakespeare's is a greater poetry

than Dante's. However, in spite of the dis-

count that the passing of one or two genera-
tions must always make in the estimate of a

critic, literary history and literary criticism in

Italy today constantly return to the Storia and
to the Saggi for certain fundamental percep-
tions regarding Italian literature.

See: B. Croce, Estetica come scienza del-

I'espressione e linguistica generate, 4th ed.,

revised (1912), Ch. XV; Croce, G/i Scritti di

F. D. S. e la loro varia fortuna (1917), and De
Sanctis, Pagine sparse, ed. by Croce (1934), for

complete bibliography; G. A. Borgese, Storia

della critica romantica in Italia, new ed. (1920),
Ch. XVII; L. A. Breglio, Life and Criticism of
Francesco De Sanctis (1941).

c. s. s.

Descaves, Lucien (1861-, French novelist,

dramatist, and critic), was born in Paris in the

Montrouge quarter; his father was an engraver
of some talent, and Lucien Descaves remained
faithful to the atmosphere and to the artisans

of the faubourgs. He became a bank clerk at

the Credit Lyonnais, which showed him the

sordid world of business, and he then spent
four years in army service and learned to note
with an implacable eye the insipid coarseness

and the brutality of the professional noncom-
missioned officers. When he was able to return

to civilian life, he became friends with Edmond
de Goncourt, Alphonse Daudet (qq*v.), Gus-
tave Geffroy, Severine, J. K. Huysmans (q-v.) 9

and even Zola (q.v .). But when Zola's La Terre

was published, he signed the "Manifeste des

Cinq" (Figaro, August 18, 1887) and revolted

against the extremes of naturalism (see French

naturalism). In 1889 the publication of Sous-

Offs was the occasion of a scandal; Descaves

was prosecuted and then acquitted after a very

eloquent plea made by Alexandre Millerand

(1890). But the victory had a Pyrrhic quality
since the antimilitaristic author continued to

be ostracized by bourgeois opinion. He was

able, however, in 1892, when the Journal was

founded, to use the medium of an important

daily newspaper and to give free play to his

stormy temperament. He was elected to the

Goncourt Academy in 1900, became its enfant

terrible, and eventually its president (1944).

The writings of Descaves, numerous and
varied, show a constant interest in minute ob-

servation of everyday reality and warm sym-

pathy for the abundant troubles of humble
folk. At first harsh, not to say brutal, in the

current naturalistic manner, he gradually freed

himself from such heaviness and pessimism
and grew to be both ironical and tender,

critical and sentimental in a word, funda-
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mentally Parisian. His novels and stories in-

clude Le Calvaire d'Heloise Pajadou (1882),

Une Vieille Rate (1883), La Teigne (1886), all

youthful works; La Caserne (1887), Miscres du
sabre (1887), and Sous-Offs, which are violent

satires of military life; Les Emmurds (1894), a

moving account of the life of the blind; La
Colonne (1902), an episode of the Commune,
and Philemon, Vieux de la Vieille (1913),

which is the odyssey of a political exile who
took refuge in Switzerland after the terrible

Bloody Week; Darabbas (1914), which is elo-

quent and heart-rending; and finally the story
of Georgin, L'Imagier d'Epinal (1919), proof
of the author's admiration for the small trades-

men.
His dramatic writing, extensive and uneven,

shows that Descaves was again preoccupied
with social and moral problems and again full

of sympathy for idealistic revolutionaries.

Among the plays are La Pelote (1889), written

with Bonnetain; Les Chapons (1890), written

with Darien; La Cage (1898), production of

which was forbidden by the censor; La Clai-

ritre (1900), written with Donnay (q.v.) and

very successful; Oiseaux de passage (1904),

also written with Donnay and containing an

analysis, by contrast, of the revolts of occi-

dental idealism and of Slavic mysticism;
L'Attentat (1906), biting political satire,

written with Capus (<7-t/.);
La Preferde (1906),

full of sentiment; La Saignde (1913), a tragic

picture of the Commune, written with Noztere;

Pierre Dupont (1922); L'As de cceur (1920), a

post-war drama; Le Cceur dbloui (1926); Les

Fruits de I'amour (1928).

Descaves also composed, over a period of

more than half a century, several thousand

articles, often piquant, at times aggressive and
formidable and earning him lasting enemies.

The best of these pieces are in the Intran-

sigeant and the Journal, both of which news-

papers he long served as literary editor.

Although a rebel and of the line of Jules
Valtes (q.v.) he did not always succeed in

suppressing delicate sensibilities and authentic

enthusiasms, as appears from La Vie doulou-

reuse de Marceline Desbordes-Valmore (1911),
the devoted pages of Les Demises Annees de

Huysmarts (1941), and especially Les Mdmoires
d'un ours (1946), which is an autobiography.

See: Emile Moselly, Lucien Descaves; hi-

ographie critique (1910); L6on Deffoux, Lucien
Descaves (1930).

G. G.

Desjardins, Paul (1859-1940, French philoso-

pher and critic), was born in Paris of a well-to-

do family and after a brilliant academic career

entered the teaching profession, eventually be-

coming director of the Ecole Normale de

Sevres. His published work is small, not much
more than a half-dozen volumes, of which

only Esquisses et impressions (1888) and La
MJthode des classiques (1904) are very large in

bulk, but most of it is of the highest quality.
His influence on European culture, however,
cannot be measured merely in terms of publi-
cation. Desjardins, at the end of the igth

century, was one of the many in France who

deplored the wave of pessimism which,
whether or not the result of the defeat of

1870, had made itself felt more and more in

the years that followed it. In Le Devoir present

(1891; Eng. tr., The Present Duty, 1893) he

divided mankind into the positives and the

negatives, those with and those without faith

in life and civilization, and condemning the

latter the disciples of Renan (q.v.), of Darwin,
of Zola (q-v.) he called for a rcveil moral and
an association of men of good will who, regard-
less of race or creed, would unite in affirming
the primacy of spiritual values. His first step
towards this end was the formation in 1892
of the Union pour 1'Action Morale, which in

1898 was split by the Dreyfus affair and, with

the schism of Vaugeois and Pujo (founders of

the Action franfaise), became the Union pour
la V^rite.

From 1892 Desjardins's life was one of tire-

less devotion to the Union and its ideals; in

its monthly bulletin and in personal discus-

sions he labored heroically for the cause of

humanism and the maintenance of the highest
ideals of European culture. In pursuance of

this purpose he bought the century-old Cis-

tercian abbey at Pontigny and in 1910 organ-
ized the first of the famous "Entretiens d't

de Pontigny," informal discussions of artistic,

philosophical, economic, and moral problems

by intellectual leaders of all countries. Des-

jardins preserved throughout these troubled

years an intellectual and spiritual integrity

and detachment that few could rival; his one

vocation was the search for truth, and he be-

lieved that it could best be arrived at by free

and friendly discussion, by cooperation, faith

in mankind, and good will, rather than by

suspicion, intolerance, and partisan hatreds.

The First World War dealt a serious blow to

his ideals, but he persisted; the conferences

were resumed in 1922 and during the succeed-

ing years reached a new brilliance. With the

Second World War came a new interruption
and the death of Desjardins, still hopeful in

spite of all. Neither the war nor his death was
allowed to put an end to the work, however;

during the Second World War the conferences
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took on a new life at South Hadley, Massa-

chusetts, under the sponsorship of the New
York Ecole Libre des Hautes Etudes.

See: Ernst Robert Curtius, Franzosischer

Ceist im neuen Europa (1925); Jean Dietz,

Paul Desjardins (1930); M. D. Petre, "Paul

Desjardins; a Personal Reminiscence/' Hibbert

Journal, XXXVIII (1940), 505-510.
C. W., Jr.

Deus Ramos, Joao de (1830-1896, Portuguese

poet), was born in Sao Bartolomeu de

Messines, Algarve, of humble parents. In

1849 he went to Coimbra to study law. A
contemplative and indolent character, given
to self-absorption, he evinced a complete
indifference to his academic obligations and

gave his time to poetry and bohemian student

life. This delayed his law degree 10 years.

When he was eventually graduated in 1859,

he was so fond of the Coimbra atmosphere
that he remained there until 1862. As a

result he became attached to the group
which, under the name Generation of Coim-

bra, was to have so much importance in the

history of recent Portuguese literature (q.v.).

A product of romanticism, and also an un-

compromising nonconformer and a mystic

rebel, he identified himself spiritually with

the new revolt, exerted an influence on many
of its adherents, and maintained close rela-

tions with almost all of them. Later he left

for South Portugal and for a period engaged
in journalism in Beja. Returning home, he

hunted and loitered about the countryside
until 1868. Joao de Deus had never bothered

about the publication of his writings; these

he composed mentally, and when they took

final form he either wrote them down or

dictated them to his friends, who collected

his scribbled sheets and sent them to the

reviews. As early as 1860 some of his friends

had thought of collecting his works, and

Antero de Quental (q.v.) had proclaimed
their great artistic worth in an article. In

1868 he published his first collection of poems
with the simple title Flores do campo (Wild

Flowers). Later Te6filo Braga (q.v.) was to

collect the lyrical works scattered in maga-
zines and newspapers in a volume entitled

Campo de ftores (1893; Field of Flowers),
which Joao de Deus dedicated to "his con-

temporaries at the University of Coimbra."

In 1868 also a group of friends induced the

poet to enter politics and sent him to Parlia-

ment as a deputy. He accepted indolently but

soon became disgusted and gave up the post.

He married at this time, and his years of

poverty began. He shut himself up in a

garret, worked at the sewing machine to help
his wife, composed verses on commission for

confectionery shops and rural parties, and
did the most menial sort of work for book-

dealers, lacking the energy to look for a posi-
tion or even to leave his house.

Flores do campo had been successful but
the poverty continued. In 1875 he produced
Folhas soltas (Loose Leaves) and that same

year abandoned poetry to devote himself to

the active promotion of a reading method
for schools which he had invented (Cartilha
maternal; Maternal Primer). From that mo-
ment his resigned apathy disappeared, and
he developed a miraculous self-discipline and

great energy and tenacity in his apostleship
of popular education. In 1888 his method was

officially accepted, and he was appointed to

introduce it. In 1896 the youth of the schools

paid elaborate homage to him in his home
where he lived in semi-poverty. Before the

end of that year he died, modest, smiling,
and kindly, as he had lived.

Before the publication of the first verses of

Quental and before the appearance of a

new aesthetic with the polemic of Coimbra,

Joao de Deus and this is his importance
had already asserted himself as a lyric poet.

Chronologically he belongs to realism, but he
is separated from this type of poetry by the

fact that he does not philosophize. Actually,
he is the last great romantic, although also

apart from this movement in his scorn for

history. He revitalized decadent amorous

lyricism, limiting the show of the sentiments

and the overfree expansion of the subjective
to a pure expression of love. He abolished

artificial verbalism and brought to lyricism
the only originality possible at that time: a

maximum expressiveness within the frame-

work of an eloquent simplicity, which in him
reaches the pure folkloric. He renovated the

suggestive value of the commonest vocabulary

through delicacy of emotion and smooth

musicality. A veritable symphonist of words,
he created a new metaphysic of love within a

new elaboration of Lusitanian rhythms, char-

acterized by extreme fluidity and sweetness.

This was an unexpected revelation, and its

influence was felt in all subsequent poetry. A
succession of images expresses the iridescences

of lyric emotion a method that had been
unknown in Portuguese poetry. His poetry
contains only contemplative love; there is no

anger, hate, or grief. E$a de Queiroz (q.v.)

referred to "his two interests, woman and

divinity: Love and Mysticism ." Women never
caused him erotic uneasiness, or rather he
was able to transform an emotion of voluptu-
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ous origin into a beautiful beatitude of pure

contemplation. His work is the synthesis of

the best Portuguese lyricism. A man of scant

culture, through an intuition of genius he

was able to combine the traditional vein of

the Cancioneiros with Renaissance Neopla-
tonism and the natural flow of folk poetry
and so produce the purest lyricism in Portu-

guese poetry since Camoes.

See: T. Braga, "Joao de Deus e a reno-

va^ao do moderno lyrismo," in As modernas

idtias na literatura portuguesa (1892), II, 5-

95; A. F. G. Bell, "Three Poets of the Nine-

teenth Century," in Studies in Portuguese
Literature (1914); E. de Castro, "Joao de

Deus," Biblos, VI (Coimbra, 1930), 109-130.
E. G. D.

Deutschland, Das Jungste. This designation
for German naturalism (q.v.) is repeatedly
used by the writers of the naturalistic period.
It was created by analogy with Das Junge
Deutschland, a literary movement of the 1830*8

which the naturalists felt was akin to their

own in its insistence on contemporary subject
matter and its belief that literature's function

was to shape and direct contemporary thought.
The naturalists saw their own desire for so-

cial reform through literary activity as a

further development of the political aspira-
tions of Das Junge Deutschland. Many of

their scientific ideas and aesthetic theories

were foreshadowed, they believed, by Ludolf

Wienbarg and other critics of the earlier

group.
W. H. R.

Deyssel, Lodewijk van (pseud, of Karel Joan

Lodewijk Alberdingk Thijm, 1864-, Dutch

critic, essayist, and novelist), was born at Hil-

versum and spent his childhood at Amster-

dam, where his father, a leader among Dutch
Roman Catholics, taught aesthetics and the

history of art at the Academy of Fine Arts.

From 1875 till 1878 he was a pupil at a Catho-

lic boarding school at Rolduc in the province
of Limburg. Here he had to speak French

and learned to read French literature. He
reveled in its beauty, and at the age of 17 he

took up the defense of Dumas fils and Zola

(q.v.) against the strictures of W. J. F. Nuyens,
a prominent Roman Catholic writer. Van

Deyssel admired in Zola his passion for truth

and his application of the positivist method
to J^terary art. He sensed the poverty of

Dutch literature and longed to do his part
in revitalizing it. He professed himself an
advocate of "art for art's sake." An author

who made his books subserve religious, polit-

ical, or social ends did not deserve the name
of artist. He saw in Zola neither a social re-

former nor a popularizer of scientific knowl-

edge, but a pure artist who portrayed reality
with a scientist's objectivity. Still, he did not

wholly agree with the French master. There
was something of the moralist in Zola that

detracted from his greatness as an artist. For

that reason Van Deyssel felt more and more
drawn towards the art of the Goncourts (q.v.).

In this period, and under these influences, he
wrote two naturalistic novels, Een Liefde

(1887; A Love Story) and De kleine Republick
(1886; The Little Republic). They shocked

Dutch society by the frank description of in-

decent scenes. He had introduced them, Van

Deyssel explained in later life, not from any
delight in such scenes, but to proclaim his

theory that "we have the right to say every-

thing." Een Liefde is the study of a woman
born for love who, married to an unresponsive
husband, mentally disintegrates. The other

novel is a minute record of life in the Catholic

boys' school at Rolduc. But Van Deyssel was
too much of a lyricist to find permanent satis-

faction in naturalism. A few years after the

appearance of Een Liefde he declared in De
Dood van het Naturalisme (1891; Naturalism
Is Dead): "Naturalism no longer fills me with

the happiness of a dazzling dawn such as I

feel at the discovery of a new, incipient art."

He now veered toward the mysticism of

Maeterlinck and Huysmans (qq.v.). The mys-
terious life of the soul had greater fascination

for his sensitive nature than the sordidness of

visible reality. Still, he paid a noble tribute to

Zola on the occasion of his death in 1902.
Van Deyssel was one of the so-called

"Eightiers" who edited De Nieuwe Gids (The
New Guide), the organ of the rebel generation
which revolutionized Dutch literature. As a

literary critic he was bold and aggressive. His

criticism was a clarion call to rebellion against
all that was smug and humdrum and plati-

tudinous. He used words for the voicing of

passion and pride and profanity such as the

preceding generation had been taught to avoid

as obscene and wicked. If his prose had been

merely daring, the revolt that he led, aided by
his friend Willem Kloos (q-v.), would have
been a flash in the pan. But he was an inspired

prophet who challenged the age in magnificent

language that burned itself into the hearts of

his youthful contemporaries. After 1900 the

fight that he led so brilliantly was won. Van

Deyssel was recognized as the dean of modern
Dutch literature. His productivity declined in

the security of triumph. His later work was
marked by exquisiteness of observation and
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his early prose.
See: J. de Graaf, Le Reveil littdraire en

Hollande et le naturalisme franfais, 1880-

iyoo (1938), pp. 56-73 and passim.

A.J.B.

Dicenta, Joaquin (1863-1917, Spanish drama-

tist), was born in Calatayud, the birthplace
of Martial, but he did not inherit the

Hispano-Roman's incisive wit. He began his

education in the school of the Piarist fathers

at Getafe, near Madrid, and came out a rebel

against religion and the established social

order. Many tales are told of the excesses of

his wild bohemian life. He began his literary
career by writing poems in Edtn, a journal

published by the perfume trade, and later

wrote for a large number of newspapers, most
of them decidedly ephemeral in character.

From time to time throughout his career he

published sketches, short stories, and novels,

now forgotten. Although he wrote a number
of dramas, in verse or prose, and even
zarzuelas (musical comedies), he is commonly
thought of as the dramatist of the proletariat
because of one play, Juan Jose, the dramatic
sensation of Spain in the late igth century.
He had begun his career as a playwright with
a frankly romantic verse drama in four acts

called El suicidio de Werther (1888), brought
to the boards through the influence of

Manuel Tamayo y Bans (q.v.). The play had
small success, and the verse dramas which
followed even less. Los irresponsables (1892),
still in verse, won ecclesiastical censure and
attention from dramatic critics. Dicenta be-

gan his prose plays with the thesis drama
Luciano (1894). This was followed by Juan
Jose (1895; Eng. tr., 1919), the most popular
play written in Spain after Zorrilla's Don
Juan Tenorio. It has been translated into

seven foreign languages. Juan Jos6, an honest

workman, through the persecutions of his

rich and cruel employer, is turned into a

murderer. The play had real novelty in Spain
and possesses considerable dramatic brute

strength. So does the less popular Aurora

(1902), first shown in Barcelona. Daniel (1906)
is a violent play of syndicalist activities in a

mine. In Sobrevivirse (1911) Dicenta turns

from the proletariat to portray the tragedy
of a dramatist who has outlived his inspira-
tion and commits suicide. El lobo (1914)
shows a hardened criminal transformed by
love into a hero. In all these plays, despite
their external crude realism, Dicenta remains

fundamentally romantic in spirit; his protest

against social abuses, timely enough, is

DIDRING

mainly sentimental. Echegaray (q.v.), who
considerably influenced Dicenta, was the

romanticist of the bourgeois: Dicenta him-
self was "a romantic in a workman's smock/'
as Dfez-Canedo (q.v.) has called him. At any
rate he gave the proletariat dramatic dignity.

See: A. Gonzdlez-Blanco, Los dramaturges
espanoles contempordneos, Ser. i (1917), pp.
205-294.

N. B. A.

Didring, Ernst (1868-1931, Swedish drama-
tist and novelist), has been one of the most

productive of Swedish dramatists of the last

half century. His first play, Midnattssol (Mid-
night Sun), was performed in 1897; and since

the turn of the century he has written some
20 others, most of which have been successfully

produced in Sweden. Didring's greatest the-

atrical triumph was Hogt Spel (1909; High
Stakes), an exciting dramatic treatment of

jealousy, which won recognition also out-

side of Sweden. He has been far less productive
as a writer of prose fiction. But one of his

novels, Malm (3 vols., 1914-1919; Iron Ore),
is to be reckoned among the more successful

of that rather large number of novels of the

last 50 years which have described the in-

dustrial development of modern Norrland, the

far northern Swedish region famous for its

fabulous iron deposits and rich lumber and

fishing industries. In Malm Didring is not so

much concerned with the popular brand of

Arctic literary romanticism, with its pander-
ing to the merely picturesque and its over-

strained lyricism. Rather, he is occupied with
the solid and heroic labors of that group of

men who built the far northern railroad

through what seemed an impassable terrain

and opened the great iron mines in the heart

of a desolate Arctic countryside, bringing the

blessings of a productive civilization to the

wilderness and adding one of the most stirring

chapters to the story of Sweden's modern in-

dustrial development. Didring's novel has an

epic sweep in keeping with the demands of its

theme; and though it may be said to be some-
what uneven in purely literary qualities, it

maintains for the most part a finely controlled

narrative touch and a firm handling of char
acter. As an artist in general, Didring is

scarcely of first rank; but his work everywhere,
in addition to a noteworthy industry, possesses
a sober sense of reality which speaks directly
on current themes without lending itself to

excesses of propaganda. In his plays he de-

veloped with time into a skillful manipulator
of dramatic construction and dialogue.

Aside from his authorship Didring was
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active in a number of ways. He served as an

accountant for the R6yal Swedish Railways
for a quarter of a century (during which time

he was active in establishing an employees'

pension system), was a member of a Swedish

Red Cross committee concerned with war

prisoners during and after the First World

War, and occupied positions of high trust

in both the Swedish Authors' Society and the

Swedish Dramatists' Society. Just before his

death in 1931 he was the recipient of the

annual literary prize of Samfundet De Nio,

perhaps a rather tardy semiofficial recognition
of his long and unselfish if not distinguished
service to Swedish literary and cultural life.

See: Ruben Gustafsson Berg, "Ernst Did-

ring," Ord och bild, XLI (1932), 209-224.
A. G.

Diego, Gerardo (1896-, Spanish poet), is the

most representative of the writers of "pure"

poetry who came into prominence about

1919. He is especially associated with the

movement dubbed creacionismo by the

Chilean poet Vicente Huidobro, who believed

that the poet should not mirror God's world

but create his own. Diego, born in Santander,

studied with the Jesuits in Deusto, a district

of Bilbao, and at the universities of Sala-

manca and Madrid. He has taught at the

institutes of Soria, Gij6n, and Santander and

lectured widely on literature and music.

Diego's first book, El romancero de la novia

(1920), was followed by Imagen (1922), of

capital importance in the "pure" poetry

movement, whose creed it states and illus

trates. "Does it not seem to you, my brothers,

that for a good many years we have lived

on Saturday?" asks the poet. "We have been

resting because God has given us everything

ready-made. Let us shape our own Mondays,

Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays, and Fri

days." Poetry has been too long the reflection

and plaything of humanity; it must be "de

humanized," freed from narrative, descriptive,

and rhetorical preoccupation with the com
mon coin of human experience. Having no

emotional substance, it must skip over the

surface of life with a kind of cosmic playful-

ness, catching up images, recombining and

refocusing them until they become inde-

pendent lyric creations.

For Diego, the symbol of poetry is water,

which yields its transparence to a multiplicity
of images, its eternal rhythm to innumerable

melodies, "singing always the same verse, but

with different water," "a frieze running for-

ever in the same deliberate posture." The
beauty of water informs such musical poems

of Imagen as "Madrigal" and "Movimiento

perpetuo." Tossed into the air it gives title

and inspiration to Manual de espumas (1924),
which is almost pure creacionismo, and per-

haps reaches its highest point in the fresh

and jubilant aspiration of "Parafso."

Viewed in the order of their publication,

Diego's books show an alternation of crea-

cionismo with poetry of more or less tra-

ditional type. Imagen is followed by Soria

(1923), whose lyrical visions of Castile recall

Antonio Machado (q.v.). Manual de espumas
is followed by Versos humanos (1925) and
Viacrucis (1931). Viacrucis, a collection of 33
decimas in the baroque style, is tender and

moving. Versos humanos, although largely
traditional in character, contains, in the

sonnet "El ciprs de Silos," for example, some
of Diego's most audacious multiple imagery;
it reiterates the assurance that his poetry may
be for the moment in captivity to human
experience, but will soon leave the cage and
resume its lyric flight.

Diego has had great influence among the

poets of his group. His Antologia poetica en
honor de Gongora (1927) acclaimed one of

the most potent sources of their inspiration.
His Poesia espanola (1932; new volume, 1934)
is an excellent presentation and interpreta-
tion of their work.

See: A. Valbucna Prat, La pocsia espanola

contempordnea (1930); F. de Onfs, Antologia
de la poesia espanola e hispanoamericana,
1882-1932 (1934).

D. K. A.

Diez-Cancdo, Enrique (1879-1944, Spanish

poet and critic), was born in Badajoz. He
began his literary work as a poet in the first

year of this century, winning a prize in a

contest of the newspaper Liberal. Three

books, Versos de las horas (1906), La visita

del sol (1907), and Del cercado ajeno (1907),
were soon published. Del cercado ajeno,
made up of translations of foreign poets,

especially French, established his reputation
as a translator and a connoisseur of contem-

porary European poetry. In the same period
he began to distinguish himself as a critic -

the most constant activity of his life. From

1909 to 1911 Dfez-Canedo studied in Paris,

becoming acquainted with many Spanish
American writers who were living in or visit-

ing the French capital and whom he made
known to the Spanish public. He contributed

to the most important reviews and papers
of the Hispanic world and taught French and

history of art. He was also a dramatic critic

for Voz and Sol and for many years was one



of the most active and amiable persons in

the literary life of Madrid. He lectured in

several countries and was in 1931 a visiting

professor at Columbia University. As a result

of his close friendship with Azana (q.v.) 9 he

was ambassador to Uruguay and Argentina

during the Republic. In 1935 he entered the

Spanish Academy, reading an address on a

subject he knew particularly well, the literary

relations between Spain and Spanish America

(Unidad y diversidad de las letras hispdnicas).
Like many other Spanish writers, he lived in

exile in ftfexico after the fall of the Republic.
Well equipped by culture, curiosity, and

taste for literary criticism, Canedo's work,

although fragmentary and circumstantial, is

vast and in several respects of very high

authority the evaluation of many contem-

porary writers, the review of new plays and

books, the diffusion of foreign literature in

Spain, and the study of current Spanish
American literature, a field in which he was

a recognized expert. He knew also the litera-

ture and plastic arts of the past, and when
the pressing duties of the professional critic

left him free time, he wrote scholarly studies

such as those found in his edition of Boscdn

and of Carcilaso, those collected in Conver-

saciones literarias (1921) and Los dioses en el

Prado (1931), and his lecture "Espafia en los

umbrales del arte moderno" (Revista de

Indias, Bogotri, Vol. IV, 1939, pp. 80-94).

Though known primarily as a critic, never-

theless it is probably in poetry that Canedo
best expressed his instinctive feeling for per-

fection in form as well as his fine sensibility

of a natural, intimate, and minor-key lyri-

cism, equidistant from the rhetoric of certain

modernists and the subtilized expression of

more recent pure poetry. Other volumes of

his poetry are La sornbra del ensueilo (1916),

Algunos versos (1924), Epigramas americanos

(1928), and El desterrado (1940),

See: T. Navarro Tomds, Discurso (1935),

composed for Diez-Canedo's reception into

the Spanish Academy.
A. del R.

Di Giacomo, Salvatore (1860-1934, Italian

dialectal poet, novelist, and playwright), was

born in Naples, where he was educated and

spent his life. He began the study of medicine,

but was soon lured away by the love of letters

and in 1881 wrote his first sonnet in the

Neapolitan dialect. All his subsequent poems
were written in Neapolitan. He also wrote

stories, in the Italian language, most of them

having Neapolitan life as a background:
Novelle napoletane (1919). Di Giacomo became

DI GIACOMO
a contributor to the Corriere del mattino, the

Pungolo, and later to the Corriere di Napoli.
For many years he served as librarian of the

Lucchesi-Palli in Naples. As a scholar he was

especially erudite in the history of Naples,
about which he wrote a total of 34 volumes, in

Italian. Like Petrarch he thought his fame
would rest on his scholarly work, of which he
would often talk, rather than on his poetry,
for which in fact his fame spread even beyond
national boundaries, notably to Germany and
France. One of his famous songs "A Mare-

chiare," set to music by Tosti, is still sung the

world over. On March 18, 1929, he was ad-

mitted to the Italian Academy.
Di Giacomo matured early as a poet and by

1910 had already written his best poems. His

last years were devoted almost entirely to

editing his works; the final edition of his com-

plete poems appeared in 1927. In his old age
Di Giacomo suffered from both physical and

spiritual afflictions. He died alone, away from
friends. His publisher, Achille Ricciardi, said

he died even away from his poetry and him-
self.

Di Giacomo began writing when folklore

studies and verism had reached their zenith in

Italy. His early poems and novels deal directly
with the common people. Poems such as "O
funneco verde," "Irma," "A Strata/' are ex-

amples among many of his veristic beginning.
Even the great series of sonnets "San Francisco"

is to some extent veristic. But he is not the

poet of the people. His documentation is not

like that of Verga or Capuana (qq.v.). His is

attenuated, sentimentalized, and even made

subjective. Indeed at times he becomes so very

personal that one can no longer properly

speak of verism. His novels and dramas, how-

ever more veristic than his poetry, also show
the poet's individuality; they are often mere
versions of his poems, keeping not only the

subject but also the feeling. Di Giacomo never

really wrote prose or verism. The throbbing

personality of the author could not remain

enchained by either. His poetry is thus lyric,

but it unfolds a melancholic lyricism which

affects the reader not by a crescendo, but by a

sostenuto. It often leaves the reader in tears.

His is a sweet and dreamy melancholy, not

merely in the subject, but especially in the

tone. Poems such as "O Munasterio," "Tutto,

tutto se scorda," "Nannind," "Pusilleco," e.g.,

leave one very sad. He is simple and innocent

like a child, and like a child he is easily en-

chanted by the starry sky or the big moon

shining on the sea of Naples. At times he is

enthralled by the macabre and the weird; his

enchantment gives place to mystification and
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mystery; he becomes a victim of his own

youthful and impetuous fantasy. In his later

years Di Giacomo did not write with the same

verve; he himself admits it in one of his last

poems. The philosophy of his poetry, which

shows dissatisfaction with life, is no longer

melancholic, but tragic, for the poet ceases to

derive appeasement from his own sorrow.

Turmoil finally seizes him as well as his char-

acters and readers.

Di Giacomo's poetic language, in Neapolitan
dialect, contains earmarks of the poet's culture.

His verses are musical, polished, and refined.

But the greatness of his poetry lies in the

fact that it is warm and refreshing; it does not

owe, however, its warmth and freshness to the

dialect per se, as it has been claimed; no

language is fresh or stale, warm or cold in

itself. Di Giacomo's Neapolitan becomes pe-

culiarly his particular channel of expression;
it is the reflection of his poetic genius which

Croce (<7-t;.)
first of all recognized. To Croce, in

fact, Di Giacomo owes his rapid rise to fame,

but he would have sooner or later surmounted
the obstacle of dialect and would have been

given recognition just the same because poetry
is poetry in any language. Today he is con-

sidered not only the outstanding modern Nea-

politan poet, but one of Italy's greatest lyric

geniuses.
See: F. Gaeta, Salvatore Di Giacomo (1911);

L. Russo, Salvatore De Giacomo (1921); B.

Croce, La Letteratura delta nuova Italia, 2d

ed., Ill (1922), 73-100.
F. D. M.

Ddblin, Alfred (1878-, German novelist and

essayist), had the greatest narrative talent of

any of the members of the German expression-
ist movement. A writer of tremendous vitality,

fertile imagery, and vision, he is thoroughly

grounded in modern science and philosophy.
He was born in Stettin, but his parents moved
to Berlin when he was 10 years of age. He
studied in Berlin and Freiburg, obtaining his

M.D. in 1905. However, he turned to journal-
ism, and it was not until 1911 that he went
back to Berlin to settle down as a psychiatrist
in the workers' district around the Alexander-

platz. He married and had four sons. During
the first phase of his life his publications were
confined to his professional field and to essays
on philosophic and aesthetic questions.

Writing was a passion with Doblin; after

experiences he needed expression. Most of his

early writings remained unpublished. His first

public appearance as a writer was made in

Der Sturm, the expressionist periodical pub-
lished by Herwarth Walden. The stories there

presented were later collected in Die Ermor-

dung einer Butterblume (1913). Here vision

merges with reality, perspective with distor-

tion, and reflection with symbolism char-

acteristics revealed also in most of Doblin's

later work. His first great success was the

"Chinese" novel, Die drei Sprunge dcs Wang-
lun (1915), which brought him the Fontane

prize. It is not a story of adventures or curi-

osities, although there is a colorful background
and exciting incidents abound, but a literary

attempt to transplant the soul of the Far East

to Europe. Wang-lun, the roaming revolution-

ary and reformer, must succumb to the crude

power of the state, but even in his defeat

he demonstrates the victory of the nonviolent

spirit over brute force.

In the First World War, Doblin was foi

three years a physician at the front, but even

there he continued his work. Wadzeks Kar?ipf
mit der Dampfmaschine (1918) poses gro-

tesquely and ironically the problem of man
versus machine. The historical novel Wallen-

stein (1920), which varied the philosophical
theme of Wang-lun, was also partly written at

the front. Stripping history of idealizing em-

bellishments, Doblin shows the collapse of

mere power, and is obviously giving his in-

terpretation of the First World War. Berge,
Meere und Giganten (1924) is a satirical, yet

horribly powerful vision of the future of man,
a veritable nightmare of expressionist conjura-
tion. Man's modern science without goodness
of heart will lead to fantastic apocalyptic
doom. Doblin's best-known novel is Berlin

Alexanderplatz (1929; Eng. tr., Alexanderplatz,
Berlin, 1931). The best elements of expression-
ism are fused in this unique work, which

though wrongly called an imitation of Joyce
nevertheless suggests the Irish writer. The

story of the fate of a simple, if rude, prole-

tarian, done with consummate skill and an

intimate knowledge of people and locale, has

been translated into many languages and has

secured the author's fame.

When the anti-Semitic tide rose, Doblin

left Germany. His books were burned there,

but he continued his work. Some of his writ-

ings in exile are: Babylonische Wanderung
(1934); Pardon wird nicht gegeben (1935; Eng.
tr., Men without Mercy, 1937); two exotic

historical novels dealing with the Spanish con-

quistadores, the Indians, and the Jesuits, Die

Fahrt ins Land ohne Tod (1937) and Der
blaue Tiger (1938). Burger und Soldaten 1918

(1939) is the first volume of a projected trilogy
on the German revolution in 1918. The nov-

elette Nocturno (1944) adds little origi-

nality to a well-known literary motif. A dis-
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criminating essay on German literature written

in exile since 1933 is Die deutsche Literatur

(1938). Doblin and his family lived for a while

in Palestine, then moved to the United States.

He returned to Germany after the war and in

Baden-Baden interested himself in the publish

ing of a literary magazine.
See: A. Soergel, Dichtung und Dichter der

Z.eit, Ncue Folge: Im Banne des Expressio-

nisnius, 4. Auflage (1927), pp. 871-885; W.
Mahrholz, Deutsche Literatur der Gegenwart

(1930), pp. 425-427; F. Bertaux, A Panorama

of German Literature from i8ji to 1931

(1935), pp. 186-192; H. von Hofe, "German
Literature in Exile: Alfred Doblin/' German

Quarterly, XVII (1944), 28-31.
W. R. P.

Dobrogeanu-Gherea, Constantin (1855-1920,
Rumanian literary critic), was born and edu-

cated in Russia where he took part in rcvolu

tionary activities. He suffered imprisonment,

escaped to Norway and England, and finally

took refuge in Rumania. He contributed to

the Jassy Contemporanul (The Contemporary)

political articles and literary criticisms. His

polemics with Titu Maiorescu (q.v.} mark an

epoch in Rumanian letters. In 1890 he be-

came a Rumanian citizen, the manager of the

Ploeti railroad-station restaurant, and a

guiding spirit of political propaganda. When
the leaders of the Rumanian Socialist Party
renounced their struggle and joined the

liberals, Dobrogcanu-Gherea alone continued

to uphold socialist theories in his writings. In

Neoiobagia (1910; New Serfdom) he gave a

searching analysis of the exploitation of the

peasantry. His main work, however, is in the

three volumes of Studii critice (1890-1897;
Critical Studies). If politically the seeds of

Dobrogcanu-Gherea's ideas fell on stony

ground, from a literary point of view they

germinated the Poporanist (People's) move
mcnt which blossomed in 1906.

See: B. Lazareanu, loan Gherea (1924).

L. F

Domenchina, Juan Jos6 (1898-, Spanish poet
and critic), was born in Madrid. Little is

known of his early life. With his first volumes

of poems Del poema eterno (1917) and Las

interrogaciones del silencio (1918) he began
to attract attention and to be considered as

one of the main poets in the transition be-

tween modernism and the "new poetry."

From the beginning his poetry had an

intellectual bent strangely mixed with a

Castilian sense of reality and a baroque form

of expression. Diez-Canedo (q.v.) defined this

as the "corporeity of the abstract," a defini-

tion adopted by the poet himself as the title

of one of his most characteristic books, La

corporeidad de lo abstracto (1929), and by
most of the critics who have studied Domen-
china's poetry. In 1936 he collected his poetic
work in the volume Poesias completas, which
included the books already mentioned as well

as the later Dddalo (1932) and Margen (1933).
The early elements of his poetry have not

changed, but are rather intensified, acquir-

ing a humane, neo-romantic, and expression-
istic character which reaches at times a dis-

torted satiric tone in the best baroque and
stoic Spanish tradition of the i7th century.
The same can be said of his last book,
Destierro (1942), written in Mexico, where
Domenchina has lived since 1939.
He has also tried narrative prose in two

novels, but outside the field of poetry he is

best known as a critic for his Cronicas de
Gerardo Rivera (1935), made up of news-

paper articles in which he judged incisively

many contemporary writers. In 1941 he pub-
lished in Mexico an anthology of contem-

porary Spanish poetry, good as far as the

selection of poetry is concerned, but marred

by unkind criticism of some fellow poets in

the introductory notes.

See: E. Dfez-Canedo, "Juan Jos Domen
china, poeta estoico," in Domenchina, La

corporeidad de lo abstracto (1929), pp. 9-15.
A. del R.

Donnay, Maurice (1859-1915, French play

wright), born in Paris, studied to be an

engineer and graduated from the Ecole Cen-

trale in 1885. In 1890 he was a member of the

famous Montmartre cabaret, Le Chat Noir,

where he presented certain pieces d'ombres

Phrynd (1891), Ailleurs (1891). In 1892 he

began his real dramatic subjects.

Donnay is one of the most important au
thors of light comedies. At times he indulged
in dramas typical of the boulevard theatre

(Education de Prince, 1900; La Patronne,

1908; La Belle Angevine, 1922, with Andr6
Rivoire; Le Geste, 1924, with Henri Duvernois)
and even wrote librettos for musical comedies

(Le Manage de Telemaque, 1910, with Jules
Lemaitre, q.v., and Le Roi Candaule, 1920).
He also contributed plays of deep psychologi-
cal significance (Amants, 1895; La Doulou-

reuse, 1897; L'Autre Danger, 1902; Paraitre,

1906) as well as studies of social problems.
Among the latter are La Clairtere (1900; with
Lucien Descaves, q.v.), an amusing satire of a

phalanstery; Le Retour de Jerusalem (1903),
on the Jewish question; Oiseaux de passage
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(1904; with Lucien Descaves), on the difficulty

people of different races and backgrounds find

in understanding each other; Les Eclaireuses

(1913), on feminism. A skepticism without

bitterness and a keen sense of humor prevented
Maurice Donnay from giving his social dramas

the dull character of problem plays.

Although primarily a playwright, he wrote

the Vie amoureuse d'A Ifred de Mussel (1926)

and volumes of an autobiographical nature,

Pendant qu'ils sont d Noyon (1917), Autour

du Chat Noir (1926), Mes Debuts d Paris (1937).

Maurice Donnay was elected to the French

Academy in 1907.

See: Roger Le Brim, Maurice Donnay
(1903); Paul Flat, "Maurice Donnay/' Revue

blcue, LII (1914), 359-362; Henry Bidou, "Les

Epoques du th&Ure contemporain en France:

IV, La P^riode Donnay-Capus," Revue heb-

domadaire, Anne XXX (1921), Tome I, pp.

195-210; P. Bathille, Maurice Donnay; son

aeuvre (1933).
M. E. C.

Dorfler, Peter (1878-, German novelist), was

born at Untergermaringen in Wiirttemberg,
of an old Catholic peasant family. After com-

pleting the Gymnasium at Augsburg, he

studied theology and now lives in Munich as

a priest and director of an orphanage. A

representative of regional literature, Dorfler

began with short stories and extensive novels

having a Swabian background, almost in the

same manner in which Heinrich Hansjacob

(1837-1916), also a Catholic priest, had some

20 years earlier told peasant tales of the Black

Forest district. His first book and still one of

his best is A Is Mutter noch lebte (1912), the

story of a young man, a monument to his own
mother. It was followed by the novel Judith
Finsterwalderin (1916), telling in a most

simple and clear language the tragic fate of a

young peasant girl. Here as well as in the

tales which rapidly followed, Dorfler proved
to be a genuine writer of and for the people:
well he knew how to combine the sense of

realism of the Swabians with piety and hearty
humor. He originated a genre of fiction which
was light but not unrelated to the important

problems of life, simple but not superficial.
Dorfler's creative power appears at its best

in the two novel-trilogies, Appolonia and

Allgau. The first stories, Die Lampe der

torichten Jungfrau (1930), Appolonias Sommer
(i93'0 and as kommende Geschlecht (1932),
tell of the daughter of a Swabian miller and
her sacrifices for three generations of her

family. In the second trilogy, Der Notwender

(!934)> Dcr Zwingherr (1935), and Der Alp-

konig (1936), an outstanding leader risen

from the people struggles against the internal

and external troubles of his homeland, the

Allgau, Dorfler belongs to the writers of the

literature of ''race and soil." In spite of his

Catholic faith, he was given high honors by
Nazi officials.

See: F. Lennartz, Die Dichter unserer Zeit

(1938), pp. 57-59; J. Bithell, Modern German
Literaturej 1880-1938 (1939), p. 490.

H. Sch.

Dorgetes, Roland (pseud, of R. Lcavel6, 1886-,

French novelist), was born at Amiens. He
attended the Ecole des Arts D^coratifs in Paris,

but soon drifted to Montmartre, to live a

bohemian life during some 12 years. His name
was associated with a famous hoax to fool art

critics. When war came, Dorgels, who like

Barbusse (q.v.) had not previously been a

soldier, volunteered for the front. After a few

months in the trenches, disillusion came, and
he looked for a change. Flying was an honor-

able escape: Dorgetes flew, but not at the

front. These facts are important to correct the

author's imaginary heroics described by his

biographers. In 1919 was published his first

book and greatest success, Les Croix de bois

(Eng. tr., Wooden Crosses, 1921), a war novel

visibly inspired by Barbusse 's best seller, Le
Feu. But he was careful to avoid the brutal

realism for which his senior had been blamed.

A good critic who had never been a soldier

wrote the review that initiated the success.

There followed Le Cabaret de la belle fernme

(1919; Eng. tr., The Cabaret up the Line, 1930),
war tales; Saint Magloire (1922; Eng. tr., 1923),

the story of a saint in a 20th-century com-

munity; Le RJveil des morts (1923), the re-

habilitation of war-devastated regions; and
four travel books, Sur la route mandarine

(1925; Eng. tr., On the Mandarin Road, 1926),
Partir (1926; Eng. tr., Departure, 1928), La
Caravane sans chameaux (1928), Entre le del

et I'eau (1930). The most sincere and original
works of Dorgels, Le Chdteau des brouillards

(1932) and Quand fdtais Montmartrois (1936),

describe the bohemian life he knew so well,

a milieu which had not been so vividly pre-
sented since Henri Murger gave Scenes de la

vie de Boheme in 1850. Dorgels was elected

to the Goncourt Academy in 1929, succeeding

Georges Courteline (g.t/.).

See: J. N. Cru, Tefmoms (1929), pp. 587-592;
A. Dubeux, Roland DorgeUs (1930).

J. N. C.

D'Ors, Eugenio (1882-, Spanish critic and

essayist), was born in Barcelona. He is a
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writer of great artistic and philosophic ca-

pacity, always responsive to the conflicts and

problems of the modern spirit. The title of

one of his most substantial works, Las ideas

y las format (1928), suggests his major inter-

ests. He is especially attracted to the treat-

ment of aesthetic problems, which he offers

the reader in his own disconnected and

fragmentary mode of expression the "glosa."
This is a shorter commentary than the essay,

rejected as too digressive; the subject is

isolated with precision and all the skill of a

craftsman. This technique is notable in El

nuevo glosario (1922), Didlogos de la pasidn
meditabunda (1922), and Cuando ya este

tranquilo (1930). The form of the gloss and

the enormous field opened to the curiosity of

the writer have caused at times a misunder

standing of the great unity of the work of

D'Ors. Even those glosses which are the most

frivolous from the standpoint of their content

or those apparently most removed from the

fields of art and thought can be fitted into a

system of ideas and into a coherent body of

philosophical thought. D'Ors is one of the

Spanish thinkers who have tried, with

modern sensibility, to overcome the tradi-

tional conflicts of philosophy by means of

their own solutions. He is really a systematic
writer within his "discontinuity," He has an

inherent feeling for order even to giving the

word order its architectonic sense; he favors a

classifying precision, an established norm. He
chooses his themes from among the most

lofty and developed forms of human culture

much in the manner of a gardener more in-

tent on the perfection of the flower than on
its mysterious gestation. He is devoted to

intelligence, to reason; he is the enemy of

"phantasmagories," as he calls everything
that cannot be classified or reduced to

method.
In consequence of an antiromantic tem-

perament, D'Ors shuns certain traditional

Spanish values which are not in agreement
with his attitude. However, he exalts others,

since despite his cosmopolitanism D'Ors has

a deep concern for Spanish things. Less

Hispanized than his immediate predecessors
of the Generation of '98 (see Spanish litera-

ture), he nevertheless turns toward lo his-

pdnico from his native Catalonia. He began

by being a Catalonian writer employing the

Catalan language and signed his work with

the pseudonym Xenius, a Catalan diminutive

of Eugenio. He then wrote his famous novel

La ben plantada (1912). Already in 1906 he

was collaborating on the important Cat-

alonian newspaper Veu de Catalunya, and

that same year his Glosari, which fascinated

the young Catalonian intellectuals, also estab-

lished the author as a European figure. As
a director of public education he took an
active part in the movement for the political
and intellectual renovation of Catalonia.

Then, in 1920, he broke with his Catalonian

friends, wrote his following works in Spanish,
collaborated only on Madrid newspapers, and

finally adhered to the cause of Franco, taking
an active part in its political educational

program.
D'Ors is a restless and crusading writer

who attempts, as he says, to elevate to the

rank of a "category" the anecdotal flow of

history. His attempt to reconstruct a mor-

phology of culture is interesting, and the

classification and connections which he estab-

lishes between the apparently different

modalities of the spirit are penetrating and
fruitful. To him is due in great measure a

revaluation of baroque art; he rectifies tra-

ditional concepts and establishes the fact

that here is a manifestation of culture gen-
eral during certain periods of history; far

from being a deformation of classical taste,

here is a forerunner, it is argued, of the

romantic attitude. As an art critic the inter-

pretation by D'Ors of the great painters is

significant (Poussi?i y el Greco, 1922; Tres

horas en el Museo del Prado, 1923; C&zanne,

1924; L'Art de Goya, 1928; Pablo Picasso,

An academic spirit par excellence, attracted

by so many currents, D'Ors may be said to

have two poles, the aristocratic, ironic, ration-

alistic, rococo taste of the i8th century on the

one hand and the classical Mediterranean

values which embody a certain aspect of the

Catalan spirit on the other. For although
D'Ors still feels lo hispdnico through the uni-

lateral and exclusive form of the new and

already decrepit falangismo, he has very deep
roots in Catalonian tradition, one of the

richest variations of the Hispanic spirit and
attitude witness his cosmopolitan zeal, his

"classicism," his plastic capacity, his luminous
order. The work of D'Ors is damaged, never-

theless, by a certain affectation of tone, doubt-

less the result of his purely intellectual ad-

herence to irony, an attitude from which he
is temperamentally as removed as he is from
humor and jesting.

See: D'Ors, La filosofia del hombre que
trabaja y que juega (1914), introduction by
Manuel G. Morente, commentaries by M. de

Unamuno, and other studies; Samuel Putnam,
ed., The European Caravan (1931).

F. G. L.
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Dossi, Carlo (pseud, of Alberto Pisani, 1849-

1910, Italian novelist and diplomat), was born

at Zenevedro, Pavia. At the age of 19 he won

recognition as a literary artist by writing

L'Altrjeri (1868), the story >of his childhood

friendship with little Lisa, his pale-faced play-

mate, and of her death. The simplicity and the

grace of this work recall the Vita nuova; its

poetry is derived from the subtle observation

of a world of delicate feelings and kind deeds

in which the commonplaces of daily life take

on artistic value. In La Vita d'Alberto Pisani

(1870), a romantic autobiography, his style is

often overcast by the clouds of Werther and

Orthis. Elvira (1872) contains many delightful
stories about the little things which make a

child's life meaningful and about the joys of

innocent love. When Dossi took his place in

public life as secretary to Crispi, and later as

minister in Bogotil and Athens, the personal

poet yielded to the satirist. But he learned

little about men; deeply rooted in him were

an aristocratic aversion for the vulgarity of the

masses which led him to publish his works in

small private editions and a general distrust

and ignorance of the outer world as a whole.

La Colonia felice (1874) is a poem of ideas

which tells of a group of convicts deported to

a distant island and there left to themselves,
who decide to submit to laws and appoint a

ruler in order to build up a natural society
and live happily. The three volumes of 7

Ritratti umani (1873-1885) present a series of

portraits of a vulgar and sordid world with the

habits and faults that Dossi bitterly resented;

the first volume, // Campionario, is a loud pro-
test against the dull and the tedious in men
and things, and the third, La Desinenza in A
is a bitter satire of various types of women.
The characters are generally as unconcerned
with their contemporaries as the author him-

self; sometimes they are reduced to mere ab-

stractions. Gocce d'inchiostro (1880) and Amori

(1887) are two collections of stories which had

already appeared separately in periodicals; the

last contains enchanting reflections of his own
inner world of youthful memories. At the age
of 40 Dossi stopped publishing: "The lamp was
soon clogged by too much oil and afterwards
it only smoked." He died in 1910 at Cardina,
near Como. Posthumously published were his

memoirs, the Note azzure (1912), and two
comedies, Ona Famiglia de Cilapponi (1921),
Commediole (1927).

I>ossi belongs to the period of late Lombard
romanticism, to the Milanese circle of the

painter Tranquillo Cremona from whom he
borrowed effects of delicata sfumatura. But he
also reacted vigorously against the tradition

established by the followers of Manzoni, and
his own disciple Lucini has regarded him as

the master of a new literary style. Dossi tried

to enrich the Italian narrative language with

obsolete Latin or caustic Milanese or newly
coined idioms. He believed that a language
became monotonous when nationally adopted
and commonly used; he claimed for the writer

the right to invent new words as he created

new modes and discovered new thoughts. This
thirst for a manifold richness of expression
tortured him at every page of his work. Croce
confirmed him as an artist of merit and has

given him a place of importance among the

writers of the new Italy. As a poet of simple

feelings and quiet scenes, the master of tones

and rhythms, Dossi is now widely esteemed.

See: G. P. Lucini, L'Qra topica di Carlo

Dossi; saggio di critica integrate (1911); B.

Croce, La Letteratura delta nuova Italia, 2d

ed., Ill (1922), 201-217.
N. L.

Dostoevski, Fyodor Mikhailovich (1821-1881,
Russian novelist and journalist), born in Mos-

cow, was sent to a military engineering school

in St. Petersburg at the age of 17. Dull drill

and technical studies bored him and he sought
relief in fiction and poetry and in translating
Balzac's Eugenie Grandet. In 1843 he ob-

tained a commission in the army, but the next

year resigned to devote all his time to litera-

ture. His first novel, Bednyie lyudi (1846; Poor

Folk), aroused the enthusiasm of the leading
critic, Belinski, who acclaimed the author of

this slight tale a coming new force in Russian

literature. At the end of the same year (1846)
he published his second work, Dvoinik (The
Double), which disappointed Belinski. Over
the next three years Dostoevski wrote some 12

sketches and short stories, concluding with an

unfinished novel, Netochka Nezvanova (1849).
The influence of several authors, particularly
that of Gogol, is apparent in these works, but

one can also detect some of the characteristic

traits of the great novels of the future the

original dramatic method, a deep sympathy
with humiliated, oppressed people, and an in-

tense interest in morbid psychology.

During this early period in St. Petersburg,
Dostoevski had been a shy, lonely, unsociable

individual, always poor and with few friends.

Eventually his liberal sympathies brought him
into contact with a group of young men,
known as the Petrashevski Circle, who met

regularly to talk of social and political reforms.

No doubt some of these youths, Dostoevski

included, were preparing to engage in the

illegal printing of controversial writings. At
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any event, the reactionary government of

Nicholas I did not tolerate this kind of activi-

ty, however harmless, and in April, 1849, many
members of the Petrashevski Circle were

arrested and sentenced to death. At the place

of execution they were informed that this

pena l ty_really a cruel, theatrical device on

the part of the tsar had been commuted to

exile to Siberia. Dostoevski never forgot those

terrible moments. He was now to spend four

years of hard labor at Omsk. His epilepsy,

traces of which had begun to appear earlier,

was no doubt aggravated by his severe suffer-

ings at this time. His experiences as a convict

played an important part in his development.

Any radical leanings were abandoned; he ac-

quired a firmer faith in the teachings of Christ,

and his study of the New Testament in prison

taught him his notable doctrine of salvation

by suffering; he had come in prison to know

the common Russian people as never before,

and he was convinced that upon them rested

the future greatness of Russia.

Dostoevski was released from prison in 1854,

but the terms of his sentence obliged him to

serve as a private in the ranks. He was

quartered in the little Siberian town of Semi-

palatinsk, where he met and married Marya

Isaycva, a widow with one child. An amnesty
in 1859 allowed him to return to St. Peters-

burg. Literature was claiming all his attention

once again, for he depended upon his pen for

a livelihood. His first new work was Dyadyush-
kin son (1859; Uncle's Dream), an amusing
and satirical long short story of a provincial

town, quite unlike anything he had done up
to this time. In the same year appeared the

novelette Selo Stepanchihovo i evo obitateli

(The Village of Stepanchikovo and Its In-

habitants; Eng. tr, as The Friend of the

Family), in which he returned to his early

method, particularly in the repulsive but

brilliantly realized character, Foma Opiskin.
His prison experiences began to appear in

1861 in the vivid Zapiski iz Mertvovo Doma

(Notes from the House of the Dead; Eng. tr,

as Buried Alive, Prison Life in Siberia, The
House of the Dead), a book that Leo Tolstoy

(q.v.) thought was the author's greatest. In

the same year a full-length novel, Unizhonnyie
i oskorblyonnyie (The Insulted and Injured),

was issued in serial form. Once again
Dostoevski was regarded by the public as one

of the leading novelists.

Meanwhile, in 1861, he had entered the

field of journalism with his own periodical

Vremya (Time). It achieved an immediate suc-

cess, partly because of his astuteness in steer-

ing a middle course between the prevailing

extremes of radical and conservative thought.
In rather affluent circumstances for the first

time, he went abroad, but in 1863, some
months after his return, an unfortunate article

on the Poles brought about the suppression
of his review. The blow left him deeply in

debt; yet in the midst of his misfortunes he
went abroad to keep a rendezvous in Paris with
Polina Suslova, a handsome devotee of the

new type of emancipated woman, with whom
he had fallen passionately in love, and also

to try his fortune at the gaming tables of

Wiesbaden. His luck with both was execrable.

Upon his return home he revived his review
under the name of Epokha (The Epoch), but it

got off to a bad start and lasted only a short

time. He contributed to it his remarkable

piece Zapiski iz podpolya (1864, Notes from
the Underground; Eng. tr. as Letters from the

Underworld), a kind of prologue to the five

great novels that followed.

This same year (1864) his wife and his

brother died and, deep in debt, he wrote

furiously to pay off creditors. Prestupleniye i

nakazaniye (Crime and Punishment) appeared
in 1866, and the next year Igrok (The
Gambler). While writing these works he em-

ployed a stenographer, Anna Snitkina, whom
he married in 1867, one f the most fortunate

events of his life. The couple soon went

abroad, and this time Dostoevski remained in

Europe for four years, living a hand to mouth
existence while he indulged his passion for

gambling.
He wrote Idiot (1868-1869; The Idiot) and

began Besy (The Demons; Eng. tr. as The

Possessed) in 1871, the year he returned to

Russia. He eventually obtained a position as

editor of a conservative weekly (1873-1874), to

which he contributed a column, "Dnevnik

pisatelya" (The Diary of a Writer), later

offered with much success as a separate publi-
cation. A novel, Podrostok (A Raw Youth),

appeared in 1875, and Bratya Karamazovy
(The Brothers Karamazov) in 1880. The last

few years of his life were spent in fairly good
financial circumstances. His contemporary
fame reached its height upon the occasion of

an address delivered at the unveiling of the

Pushkin Memorial in 1880, and when he died

the following year he was accorded a public
funeral.

Dostoevski's fame rests largely upon Crime
and Punishment, The Idiot, The Possessed,

and The Brothers Karamazov. He possessed in

an extraordinary degree the qualities of the

consummate novelist dramatic construction,

psychological insight, convincingness, and the

ability to create memorable characters, such as
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Raskolnikov, Sonya Marmeladova, Prince

Myshkin, Stavrogin, and Dmitri and Ivan

Karamazov. He also infused his works with his

powerful personality and his ethical and moral

thought. Throughout his novels runs his

special message of meekness and faith in

Christ, whose precepts of suffering and love

will enable the Russian people to bring about

universal brotherhood. His vision of a purer
and finer world was founded on the love and

innate goodness that dwell in the hearts of

men. This positive doctrine in his novels, how-

ever, is always opposed by a negative one, for

Dostoevski's own life was a constant struggle
between good and evil, and this struggle is

reflected in the great characters he created.

There are numerous English translations

of Dostoevski's works.

See: N. N. Strakhov, Biografiya, pisma i

zametki iz zapisnoi knizhki Dostoyevskovo

(1883); E. H. Carr, Dostoevshy (1931, in

English); N. A. Berdyayev, Dostoievsky: An

Interpretation, tr. by Donald Attwater (1934);

Avrahm Yarmolinsky, Dostoevsky; a Life

(1934); E. J. Simmons, Dostoevski: The Mak-

ing of a Novelist (1940).

E. J. S.

Doumic, Ren (1860-1937, French critic), born

in Paris, made a brilliant record at the Lyce
Condorcet and the Ecole Normale Supftrieurc
and taught rhetoric at the College Stanislas,

engaging in journalism at the same time. In

1897 he abandoned systematic teaching to give
all his time to criticism. By then he had
written for the Correspondant, the Revue

bleue, and the Journal des ddbats, and, more

important, he had established himself solidly
at the Revue des deux mondes f whose dramatic

criticism he continued to write until his death.

In 1910 he was elected to the French Academy,
and in 1919 he succeeded Frdric Masson as

its secretaire perpetueL But in 1916 an even

more important event had taken place:
Doumic became editor of the Revue des deux

mondes, in which position he remained the

rest of his life.

Doumic, like his master Brunettere (q.v.),

believed that art and morality were insepara-
ble. The task of the critic, as he saw it, was to

place writers according to the classic accepted
values, to reward those who seemed to work
for the spiritual and moral benefit of society
and to punish those who, like Baudelaire (q.v.),

seei:;ed to have aligned themselves with the

forces of evil. The critic was a teacher also,

improving the public's moral perception as

well as its aesthetic, spreading those ideas

which were obviously wholesome, handing

down the approved verities. To these aims was

added, during the later part of Doumic's life,

the complementary one of maintaining the

prestige of the Revue and the Academy. To
him the Revue in particular seemed the

natural guardian of all that was important in

the French spirit; it was the living expression
of the glories of the French intellect. As its

editor he was faced with the problem of keep-

ing it "up to date" without lowering its stand-

ards; and his success is amply demonstrated

by the fact that he tripled its circulation,

though not without suppressing to some degree
his own taste in the arts and politics and

accepting in literature audacities of form so

long as the sense was not contrary to faith and
morals. In the Academy, too, his influence was

profound.

Though Doumic was most at home in

dramatic criticism, collected in such volumes
as De Scribe A Ibsen (1893) and Essai sur le

thddtre contemporain (1897), he produced also

the useful Histoire de la literature franfaise

(1890); a long series of interesting literary

essays, Etudes sur la littdrature franfaise (6

vols., 1896-1 908); and three respectable, if not

brilliant, studies, George Sand (1909; Eng. tr.,

1910), Lamartine (1911), and Saint-Simon

(1919). A volume of articles, Contemporary
French Novelists, was published in English
translation in 1899. The most striking charac-

teristics of Doumic's criticism are its blunt-

ness, its deliberate dryness of style, and its

constant moral elevation. For all his honesty
and high-mindedness, however, Doumic was

without any great originality, and it is difficult

to see his work as anything more than a weaker

continuation of Bruncticre.

See: Emile Faguet, Propos littdraires, S6r. 4

(1907); John Charpentier, "Ren6 Doumic,"
Mercure de France, CCLXXXI (1938), 24-32;
Gabriel Hanotaux, "Le Souvenir de Rend
Doumic," Revue des deux mondes, November

15* 1938, pp. 266-292.
C. W., Jr.

Drachmann, Holger Henrik Herholdt (1846-

1908, Danish poet), was the son of a naval

surgeon in Copenhagen. From boyhood he
was familiar with the sea and the men who
lived by the sea and wanted at first to be-

come a marine painter. His travels as a

"journeyman painter" took him to England,
and the poverty and misery he saw around
the docks of London made him a revolution-

ary. His first published poem, "Engelske
Socialister" (1871; English Socialists), revealed

a striking talent. It was followed by two

collections, Digte (1872; Poems) and Deem-
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pede Melodier (1875; Muted Melodies), still

under the sign of revolt. Drachmann natu-

rally joined the group of which Georg
Brandes (q.v.) was the center, but other

elements in his rich, complex nature asserted

themselves. He made a trip to South Jutland,
which had come under German rule in 1864,

and wrote a series of travel letters Derovre

fra Grce.men (1877; Over There from the

Border) which had an immense popular suc-

cess. Incredible as it nowr seems, the patriotic

note together with the implied strictures on

the literary and political squabbles in Copen-

hagen offended Drach matin's internationally
minded friends. At the same time he ex-

pressed his disgust at the "Lenten fare" of

the problem literature. He craved romance

and heroics. Nevertheless his sea stories, e.g.,

I Storm og Stille (1874; In Storm and Calm)
or Paa S0mands Tro og Love (1878; On a

Sailor's Word and Promise), though some-

what sentimental, show a more sympathetic

understanding of the common man than does

the work of the professed realists. From this

early romantic period are the fairy-tale poem
Prinsessen og del halve Kongerige (1878; The
Princess and Half the Kingdom) and the

popular poem 0stenfor
'

Sol og Vesten for

Maane (1880; East of the Sun and West of

the Moon). At the same time Drachmann
attained his full stature as a lyric poet in

Sange ved Havet (1877; Songs by the Sea),

Ranker og Roser (1879; Vines and Roses), and

Ungdom i Digt og Sang (1879; Youth in

Poetry and Song). In these collections he

developed to the point of virtuosity that

peculiar flexible verse form which is so well

suited to express infinitely varied moods. The

pretty fairy-tale comedy Der var en Gang
(1887; Once upon a Time) has retained its

place on the Danish stage.

In spite of his charm and his gift for catch

ing the popular imagination, Drachmann re-

mained a lonely man. His South Jutland
letters had pleased the conservatives, but his

extravagances and the irregularities of his

life brought down upon him their censure.

His entire life became a swinging back and

forth between the mutually hostile intel-

lectual camps of Denmark, just as tempera-

mentally he vibrated between his inherited

bourgeois standards and his own bohemian

tastes. In his un-bourgeois phase he felt akin

to Byron, whose Don Juan he translated

(1879). In his big two-volume novel of Copen
hagen, Forskrevet (1890; Signed Away), he

personifies the two sides of his nature in two

friends, one a vagabond poet, the other a

hard-working artist-journalist. The book is

formless and chaotic, but rich in profound
characterization and written in beautiful

lyrical prose. The friends are both inspired

by Edith, a singer in a variety theatre

modeled after a woman who had great influ-

ence over Drachmann for a number of years.
She appears under various names in his

works, notably as Suleima in a cycle included
in Sangenes Bog (1889; The Book of Songs),

containing some of the finest poems of his

maturity. Drachmann was enormously pro-
ductive. Threescore volumes of prose and

poetry reflect the events and the mental and
emotional crises of his life. Of uneven merit,

they all bear the stamp of his genius and his

subjective experience.
See: Georg Brandes, Del moderne Gen

nembruds Mcend (1883); Vdfldemar Vedel,

Holger Drachmann (1909).

H. A. L.

Dreyer, Max (1862-, German dramatist and

novelist), was born in Rostock, Mecklenburg.
After receiving his doctorate in 1884, he be-

came a Gymnasium teacher. Disappointed in

his profession because of the rigidity of the

educational system, he resigned in the late

8o's and became a free-lance writer. School
life and pedagogical problems, however, were
to play a large part in the best of his literary
work.

Dreyer wrote a score of realistic dramas,
some of which were very successful on the

stage. His drama Drei (1894) deals with a

triangular marital problem, Der Winterschlaf

(1896) with a tragic love affair; In Dehandlung
(1897) satirizes the conventional morality of

typical small-town society. His greatest stage
success was achieved in Der Probekandidat

(1900; Eng. tr., On Probation, 1903), in which
a young teacher fights for the maintenance of

his intellectual integrity. It is generally con-

sidered to be Dreyer's most characteristic and

powerful drama.

In the early period of his creative writing,

Dreyer is strongly influenced by Ibsen as well

as by the earlier works of Gerhart Hauptmann
(qq.v). In Dreyer's subsequent plays this in-

fluence grows weaker, even though an oc-

casional attempt is made to grapple with

"problems," as in Die Siebzehnjahrigen (1904),
which deals with the disturbances of a boy
and a girl in adolescence. Most of Dreyer's
later plays, however, are written in a lighter

vein, e.g., the comedies Das Tal des Lebens

(1903) and Des Pfarrers Tochter von Strela-

dorf (1910).

In addition to his plays, Dreyer wrote a

number of novels, the more important of
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which are Der deutsche Morgen (1915), Nach-

wuchs (1917), Die Siedler von Hohenmoor

(1922), Das Gymnasium von St. Jurgen (1925),

Der Weg durchs Feuer (1930), and Tapfere
kleine Renate (1932). A volume of poetry, in

Low German, Nah Huus, appeared in 1904.

G. K,

Drieu La Rochelle, Pierre (1893-, French

novelist and critic), was born in Paris of a

well-to-do Norman family. Destined for di-

plomacy, he attended the Ecole des Sciences

Politiques; but the First World War soon put
an end to that. By the end of the war, he had

written two volumes of verse, Interrogation

(1917), which Barrfrs thought the best book

inspired by the conflict, and Fond de can line

(1920). Both Were strongly reminiscent of

Rimbaud and, even more noticeably, of

Claudel (qq.v.) in violence and magniloquence
of metaphor and sweep of long, free-verse line.

In the years following the war, Drieu provided
a perfect example of the intellectual confusion

and moral bankruptcy of his generation: dis-

oriented, yet passionately desiring order, he

jumped from movement to movement with an

agility that rivaled Cocteau's (q.v.). Commu-
nism, surrealism, the Action Francaise, all at

some time counted him as an adherent; he

dabbled, like Mauriac (q.v.), in Catholic

mysticism and, like Montherlant (q.v.), sang
the praises of the stadium and the bedroom.
A volume of short stories, Plainte contre in*

connu (1924), and two semi-autobiographical
novels, Etat-Civil (1921) and Le Jeune Euro-

peen (1927), convey vividly but confusedly the

emptiness he and the post-war generation
found behind all accepted values, their desire

for action and energy, without any distinct

idea of the end toward which it was to.be
directed. In Mesure de la France (1923) he

surveyed with little hope the political and
economic situation of his country, and in

Geneve ou Moscou (1928) he called for a new

party of the right, young, authoritarian, and
antimaterialist. His novels of this period,
L'Homme convert de femmes (1925), Une
Femme d sa fenfire (1930), and Le Feu follet

(1931), continue the theme of disillusion,

mixed with a need for the assertion of the

individual which finds its outlet in sport,

violence, and a monotonous and physical love.

In the next decade, however, Drieu discovered

his leader in Doriot and his program in the

PiiYti Populaire Fran^ais. His position was
made clear in such books as Avec Doriot (1937),
a collection of articles which appeared in

Doriot's Emancipation nationale, and the

novel Gilles (1939), the story of a rootless young

man who, disgusted with the bourgeois world,

finds salvation fighting for Franco in Spain.

Immediately after the French defeat of 1940,
Drieu became the director of the Nouvelle

Revue franfaise and stood out, intellectually
at least, as the most prominent of the col-

laborationists.

See: Andrd Rousseaux, Ames et visages du
XXe si&cle (1932); Paul Chauveau, Charac-

t&res (1933); Beatrice Corrigan, "Drieu La
Rochelle: Study of a Collaborator," University

of Toronto Quarterly, XIV (1945), 199-205;

Jean Ehrhard, Le Roman franfais depuis
Marcel Proust (n.d.).

C. W., Jr.

Du Bos, Charles (1882-1939, French critic),

anima naturalitcr Christiana ever on guard

against the spirit of the salon, was born in

Paris to the head of the exclusive Jockey Club
and his wife, ne Eustis, of the family which

supplied an American minister to France.

The call of the blood, the English poets and

Emerson, read at Oxford (1900-1901), suc-

cessive sojourns (1902-1907) in the Florence

of D'Annunzio (q.v.) aucl the Berlin of George
(q.v.) arid Simmel, with a return visit, this

time to the England of Hemy James, fitted

him for the spiritual interpretation of foreign
literatures. With the Nouvelle Revue franfaise

group he labored to develop, through the in-

terpenetration of cultures, the "European/'

synonymous with the fullest humanity.
The enemy for Du Bos is Cartesian and

Voltairian rationalism as well as the (to him)
false classical unity trisecting into man, writer,

and Christian the oneness of creative person-

ality restored, via Rousseau, by Claudel (q.v.).

Looking to Bergson (q.v.) and the Plato of the

transcendent Idea, he combines moralism

(without being moralistic), intuition, and

ecstasy. Thus, outside of the France of Pascal

and Baudelaire (q.v.), he feels particularly at

home in English, German, and Russian litera-

tures. In a household of faith hospitable to

apparent contraries, the Trinity is Shake-

speare, Dante, and Keats, with Novalis and
Pater as sources of decisive revelation. Nietz-

sche (q.v.) figures as the noblest of adversaries

and the dearest of tempters in the years of

"individual truths" (1918-1927). But Du Bos

"passed beyond" to Catholicism.

Through translations and the editorship of

a series of foreign writers, thanks also to un-

usual powers of conversation and extensive

friendships, Du Bos sowed germs of thought
and influence freely, like a grand seigneur of

ideas. The organizing tendency is a view of

literature which won him a lodging, not with-
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out protest on his part, in Thibaudet
f

s (q.v.)

Quartier des philosophes. Literature is "life

becoming conscious of itself when, in the soul

of a man of genius, it joins its plenitude of

expression." A masterpiece embodies a sense

of life, but in its characteristic music a meta-

physic speaks. Thus the Dialogue avec Andrd
Gide (1929) rejects together Gide (q.v.),

Goethe, and Nietzsche, the whole family of

spirits whose art informs the hypothesis, "The
end of life is life itself."

Creative criticism results, but with tran-

scendental tendencies. The critic, through

analysis-in-ecstasy applied to the tone and

tempo of style, re-creates the artist's inspira-

tion and intuits his truth. In rapid formula

this criticism is the fusion of Pater, Proust

(q*v.) 9 and the later James with Du Bos's

spiritual fervor and his need to explain. It

expects only "approximation" of the artist's

essential quality. Judgment is not expressed

directly but, at most, overheard in the critic's

tone. Du Bos made exhausting efforts to "be-

come the object," and hostile judges will add,

"Only to substitute himself too often for it."

The most characteristic work of this self-

styled fragmentist is Extraits d'un journal (2d

ed., augmented, 1931), from which radiate

seven volumes of Approximations (1922-1937).
It marks those "tops of sovereignty" in the

presence of literature, music, and painting
which led to religion. Other important writ-

ings are Byron et le besoin de la fatalitd (1929;

Eng. tr., Byron and the Need of Fatality, 1932),

three articles, "Du spirituel dans 1'ordre lit-

t&raire" (in Vigile, 1930), and What Is Litera-

ture? (1940), lectures in English in 1938 be-

fore the faculty of Saint Mary's College, Notre

Dame, Indiana. Du Bos projected much, com-

pleted little and that in a style uninviting to

the general reader. Chronic ill-health, but even

more the exquisite sincerities of his form of

the religion of art, constricted expression.
Friends have suggested that Du Bos is the

Sainte-Beuve of the 2oth century; in no spirit

of derogation one may think more naturally
of Mallarm (q.v.).

See: E. R. Curtius, "Du Bos," Revue nou-

velle, July is-August 15, 1926; Paul Archam-

bault, Tdmoins du spirituel (1932); Andr6

Maurois, "Mon Ami Charles du Bos," Nou-
velles litteraires> August 12, 1939.

A. P. B.

Ducasse, Isidore Lucien, see Lautramom,
comte de.

Dui, Jovan (1874-1943, Serb poet), was born

in the small town of Trebinje, Herzegovina.

He attended teachers' colleges in Mostar and
Sombor and studied law in Geneva and Paris.

Choosing a diplomatic career, he served in

Sofia, Rome, Athens, Madrid, Cairo, Geneva,

Budapest, Bucharest. After the outbreak of

the Second World War, he found refuge in

the United States, where he died in Gary,
Indiana, in sad and bitter exile.

At the beginning strongly influenced by
Russian poets, especially Pushkin, and by the

Serbian poet Vojislav Hit (q.v.) as well, DuCic

quickly found himself and achieved original

expression of his great poetical talent. His

stay in France gave him an intimate ac-

quaintance with French literature, and he
became enthusiastic about the poetry of the

Parnassians and the symbolists (see French

symbolism), without however any slavish

copying of their manners. Ducic was indeed
a poet of individualistic tendencies, given to

deep introspection. He knew how to turn all

his emotions into art. His poetry, often very

personal, was extraordinarily subtle, fluid,

ethereal, gracious, of a diverse and variable

artistic inspiration. He wrote with harmony
and elegance, but was never merely conven-

tional or orthodox in his sentiments; on the

contrary, his poems abound in rare, delicate

feelings, disquietudes, vaguenesses, nuances,

mists, and shadows. Very haughty, with a

certain scorn for mediocrity and everyday
life, he desired his muse "to be too beautiful

lest she should please everybody."
Dui's first book, Pesme (1900; Poems),

was followed in 1908 by another collection of

lyrics and in 1912 by a choice of his best

poems; his Sabrana dela (1929; Collected

Works) comprehend all his poetic as well as

his prose writings. The sonnet sequences

"Jadranski soneti" (Adriatic Sonnets) and
"Carski soneti" (Imperial Sonnets) are master-

pieces of poetry. The latter possess moreover
a great national value because of their

brilliant glorification of the Serbian race,

reverence for its past, and belief in its future.

Duic was also a first-rate prose writer.

Besides many critical and aesthetic essays, he

published cycles of letters concerning his ex-

tensive travels; he describes Geneva, the Alps,
the Ionian Sea, Paris, Athens, Madrid. These
letters, which reveal an extraordinary pic-
torial gift and imaginative power, are among
the most brilliant pages in Yugoslav litera-

ture. Blago Cara Radovana (1931; The
Treasure of Emperor Radovan), a series of

essays on women, love, friendship, poets,

prophets, heroes, etc., fascinates one not so

much by its thoughts, often commonplace, as

by the colorfulness and brightness of its in-
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comparable style. During Dufitf's few final

years in the United States were published a

monograph, Grof Sava Vladislavit (1942), and

Federalizam i Centralizam (1943; Federalism

and Centralism), a book of political con-

troversy.

Dui6 has appropriately been called "the

prince of Serbian poetry and prose" of the

2oth century.
See: B. Popovid, "Jedna kritiika analiza,"

Srpski knjiievni glasnik (1914); P. Albala,

"Putopisi Jovana Duia," Letopis malice

srpske, August i, 1928; N. Mirkovtt, "Jovan
Dui," Slavische Rundschau, July, 1932; P.

Albala, "Jedna knjiga iivotne mudrosti-Blago
Cara Radovana," Prilozi za knjiievnost, jezik,

istoriju i folklor (1938).

P. A.

Duhamel, Georges (pseud. Denis Thvenin,

1884-, French poet, dramatist, novelist, essay-

ist, and critic), born in Paris, was the son of a

physician. He too studied medicine and began
to practice shortly before the First World
War. He is also an excellent flautist. In 1906

Duhamel, Vildrac (q-v.) later his brother-in

law and several other young men interested

in the arts rented a house at Creteil, which

they called the Abbaye. There they planned
to live a life in common, working together and

devoting themselves to their vocations. They
bought a press and printed books, including
DuhamePs Des legendes, des batailles (1906).

In 1907 the group disbanded, due in part to a

lack of money. Such an enterprise was destined

to fail, since the groundwork had not been

carefully prepared. Shortly after leaving the

Abbaye, Duhamel became interested in the

theatre. In 1911 the Odon produced his play
La Lumitre (Eng. tr., The Light, 1914), in

1912 Dans Vombre des statues (Eng. tr., In the

Shadow of Statues, 1914). In 1913 the Thddtre

des Arts presented Le Combat (Eng. tr., 1915).

UCEuvre des athletes was played at the Vieux

Colombier in 1920; it is an excellent satire on

a literary club of that name and was well

received. Duhamel's wife was a member of the

Vieux Colombier (founded by Jacques Copeau,
q.v.). La Journde des aveux, played at the

Com^die des Champs-Elyses in 1923, illus-

trates Duhamel's keen powers of observation

and a certain sensitivity and delicacy which are

characteristic of his entire work.

In,, 1913 Duhamel accepted the position of

literary critic on the Mercure de France and
wrote a volume on the poetry of Paul Claudel

(q.v.). Then the First World War broke out,

and he left for the front in the capacity of

surgeon. The years spent in front-line ambu-

lances revealed another side of Duhamel the

portrayer of suffering and the champion of

justice. Two volumes of war stories were

written at the front, Vie des martyrs (1917;

Eng. tr., The New Book of Martyrs, 1918) and
Civilisation (1918; Eng. tr., 1919), for which
he was awarded the Prix Goncourt. The de-

scriptions of the suffering of the wounded and

dying and the irony with which Duhamel
describes the stupidity and heartlessncss of

those in charge of the hospitals are handled
with consummate art and deep-felt sympathy.
Duhamel the novelist has created charac-

ters who will surely live in posterity. In his

Cycle de Salavin (1920-1932; Eng. tr., Salavin,

1936) he describes the gropings of a mediocre

man, Salavin, who tries hard to adapt himself

to life, who is too introspective, too sensitive,

too afraid of life to attain happiness. He tries

friendship, but it fails him; he tries saintliness,

but falls victim to his own generosity; he tries

to take an active part in society, but innocently
falls into a trap. Finally he leaves France, hop-

ing to change his personality in devoting him-

self to others, but is wounded by the very boy
he tried to protect. Before he dies, he tells

his wife that, were he to start life anew, he

would know now how to live.

In Chronique des Pasquier (Eng. tr., The

Pasquier Chronicles, 1937-), the first volume
of which was published in 1933 and which is

still in the course of publication, Duhamel
describes a certain bourgeois family of Paris,

giving the reader a picture of French life

during the early years of the century. The
mother is a self-sacrificing, self-effacing wom-
an; the father is an extraordinary and fantastic

person, who studied medicine in middle age,
after all the children were born, and actually
became a practicing if not too effectual phy-
sician. Of the five children Laurent, the

scientist, represents the ideal towards which
Duhamel has always strived.

Duhamel has also written many volumes of

essays. Among the first is La Possession du
monde (1919; Eng. tr., The Heart's Domain,

1919), in which he entreats man to appreciate
the beauty of nature, to aspire to happiness

through the cultivation of his inner life.

Duhamel has traveled all over Europe, and his

books have been translated into nearly every

language. Scenes de la vie future (1930) was

written after a short and hasty voyage to the

United States. Something of a diatribe al-

though Duhamel did not authorize the title

used in the English translation (America: The
Menace, 1931) he warns the reader against an
overindustrialized civilization, where man al-

lows himself to become a slave of the machine.
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In Querelles de famille (1931) he shows how
France, too, has been too greatly influenced by
modern inventions like the radio and tele-

graph. Man has drifted away from the whole-

some, simple life. Before the outbreak of the

Second World War, Duhamel produced several

volumes of essays in which he warned France

against Nazism and made a plea for a strong,

united France.

Duhamel's style is sober and free from ex-

aggerations, humorous, in the best tradition

of the greatest French writers. His sympathy
for his fellow beings has attracted many young
writers to him; his influence as a person and

as a writer has been great throughout Europe.
He is a member of the French Academy.

See: H. Massis, Jugements, II (1924), 155-

206; Andr Thdrive, Georges Duhamel, ou
I'Intelligence du cccur (1925) and Georges
Duhamel (1927); P. Claudel et a/., Duhamel et

nous (1937).
H. H.

Dullin, Charles (1885-, French actor, theatrical

director, and metteur en scene), fled his native

Yenne in Savoie, a clerkship in Lyon, and the

cabarets of Montmartre to distinguish himself

in the lole of Smerdiakov in Copeau's adapta-
tion of The Brothers Karamazov (1911). As the

associate of Jacques Copeau (q*v.) in the

ThdStre du Vieux Colombier (1913-1914, 1917-

1919) and of Firmin Gemier at the Comdie
Montaigne he gathered experience for his own

experiments. His Atelier (opened in 1921)

which finally made a financial success with the

adaptation by Stefan Zweig and Jules Ro-

mains (qq>v.) of Volpone began as a rigorous
school for actors following the theories of

Stanislavsky and Copeau (q.v.) and gradually
became a school for dramatists as well. Using
music by Darius Milhaud and Georges Auric,

sets and costumes by Jean Hugo, Touchagues,
et al., he has taught the virtues of a stylized

simplicity far from the conventional natural

ism of the Th&Ure Libre and created spectacles

containing fairylike qualities. His marked

predilection for Aristophanes (Plutus, Peace),

for the English great (Shakespeare, Jonson,
Ford, and Farquhar), and for the Spanish
theatre (Cervantes, Calder6n, Jacinto Grau)
has enriched the Paris stage with beautiful

performances.
J. O'B.

Durch, Der Verein, Parallel to M. G. Conrad's

activity as naturalistic critic and editor in

Munich, there arose in Berlin in 1886 a

literary club, "Durch," in which the revolu-

tionary young writers gathered. The name was

suggested by Konrad Kiister, a leader in uni-

versity circles and publisher of university

journals, who came into contact with the group
of young literary rebels through Leo Berg and

Eugen Wolff. Other members were Arno Holz

(q-v.), Johannes Schlaf (q*v.), John Henry
Mackay, Heinrich and Julius Hart (q*v.)>

Gerhart Hauptmann (q.v.), and Adalbert von
Hanstein. In the years 1887 and 1888 articles

by club members appeared in Ktister's Allge-
meine deutsche Universitdlszeitung, the most

important of these being Eugen Wolff's "Die

'Moderne,' zur Revolution und Reform der

Literatur." The club sought to combat the

contemporary mediocrity of German literature

and to develop a modern and realistic litera-

ture which should treat contemporary social

problems frankly and forcefully. Striving to

avoid narrow dogmatism, it demanded recog-
nition of contemporary scientific hypotheses
and of the complex social conditions of modern
life. The club provided a prelude to the later

formulation of naturalistic theory.
See: A. von Hanstein, Das jungste Deutsch-

land (1901); W. Liepe, ed., Verein Durch:
Facsimile der Protokolle 1887: Aus der Werde*
zeit des deutschen Naturalisrnus (1932).

W. H. R.

Durkheim, Emile (1858-1917, French sociolo-

gist and philosopher), born in Epinal, Vosges,

taught at the University of Bordeaux from

1887 to 1902 and at the Sorbonne for the rest

of his life. Some 50 years after sociology had
received its letters patent from Auguste Comte,
he found it in France at least still inorganic
and undeveloped. At the time of his death he
had made it, with the semi-independent help
of Lucien Lvy-Bruhl (1857-1939), a thorough-

ly autonomous science, complete with a char-

ter, a program of studies, a review (Annde

sociologique, 1898-1913, continued by others

after 1923 and superseded in 1934 by the

Annales sociologiques), and, last but not least,

an impressive team of workers eager to follow

in the master's footsteps (Cdestin Bougte,
Henri Hubert, Marcel Mauss, Francois Si-

miand, Paul Fauconnet, Maurice Halbwachs,
Charles Lalo, Georges Davy, et a/.).

Durkheim's four main works are: De la

division du travail social, his doctoral disserta-

tion (1893; Eng. tr., Emile Durkheim on the

Division of Labor in Society, 1933); Les R&gles
de la mtthode sociologique (1895; Eng. tr.,

The Rules of Sociological Method, 1938); Le
Suicide (1897); an^ Les Formes JHmentaires
de la vie religieuse: Le Syst&me tottmique en
Australie (1912; Eng. tr., The Elementary
Forms of the Religious Life, 1915). Two of
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these are deserving of special mention. Les

Ragles de la mdthode sociologique, somewhat
reminiscent in title and purpose of the Dis-

cours de la mdthode of Descartes, effects an

abrupt separation between sociology and in-

dividual psychology (for an opposite view see

Tarde, Gabriel) and insists that social facts be

considered as "things," that is to say, as en-

tirely original syntheses with no relation to

their personal constituents. In Les Formes

lUmentaires de la vie religieuse Durkheim, a

deeply religious spirit who counted rabbis

among his relatives, asserts that religion is the

social fact par excellence, not only because it

is social in its essence and origins, but because

all collective representations laws, customs,

traditions, fashions, tastes, revolutions are

religious in character, having the same aura of

coercion and supra-individual power which

surrounds the mystical gatherings of primitive
tribes.

See: Maurice Halbwachs, "La Doctrine

d'Emile Durkheim/' Revue philosophique,
LXXXV (1918), 353-411; Georges Davy, Emile

Durkheim (1927); Georges Gurvitch, Essais de

sociologie (1938), pp. 68-90, 113-169, 189-193,

277-306; Harry Alpert, Emile Durkheim and
His Sociology (1939)-

J.-A. B.

Durych, Jaroslav (1886-, Czech novelist and

poet), is the outstanding representative of the

Catholic movement in recent Czech literature.

He was born in Hradec Knilov, studied

medicine at the University of Prague and was

an army doctor during the First World War.
He rose to be a colonel in the medical corps of

the Czechoslovak army. Durych 's short stories

and novels have a great variety of settings, but

are variations on one theme: man's desire foi

divine grace. This grace can be found in mys-
tical union with God, in the love of a pure,

simple woman, in the humility of the poorest

beggar, and in moments preceding death.

Durych, convinced Catholic of the Neo-Thom-
ist persuasion, wants to create a Catholic art

which aspires to the Absolute, which would
turn the age to God and eternity and revive

the Catholic glories of Czech history. But these

spiritual aspirations are always crossed by

Durych 's strong instincts: his sensuality, which

struggles with his cult of innocence and purity;
his rebellion against social oppression, which

scenes difficult to reconcile with his glorifica-
tion of the Counter Reformation; his pre-
dilections for the horrible and cruel, grotesque
and even brutal, which frequently debase his

urge towards mystical ecstasy.

Some of Durych's best work is in small

legends and fairy tales, graceful or horrible,

whereas his full-length novels suffer from dis-

jointed plots, repetitions, and monotony. The
novels include Na hordch (1919; On the

Mountains), a poetic love story set in a dim
medieval setting, and Sedmikrdska (1925; The

Daisy), Pant Anezka Berkovd (1931; Mrs. Agnes
Berk), and Pisen o ruzi (1934; The Song of

the Rose), all three set in small-town sur-

roundings. Bloudeni (3 vols., 1929; Eng. tr.,

The Descent of the Idol, 1935), the most im-

portant, is a large-scale attempt at a historic

novel. Its story is set in the time of the Thirty
Years' War, and the figures of the great
General Wallenstein and of the Emperor
Ferdinand II, together with other historical

references, are part of the background. In the

foreground is the story of a Czech Protestant

emigrant and a Catholic girl of Spanish origin
whose love finds fulfillment only in the hour
of death. Durych enters with sympathy and

understanding into the civilization of the

Jesuit baroque, but his strained, ornate style,

his fantastic landscapes, feverish visions, super-
human passions, and grandiose battle scenes

are "expressionism" in a highly modernist

manner rather than an imitation of 17th-

century art. BloudSni is, at least, a welcome
reaction against the antiquarian type of his-

torical writing represented by Jirisck (q.v.)

and Winter (q.v.). A set of three stories,

Rehviem (1930; Requiem), placed just after

Wallenstein's assassination, is a particularly
successful example of Durych's art on a small

scale. His last novel, Masopust (1938; The Car-

nival), is also drawn from history, this time

the i6th century; in it his usual motifs of

wandering at random and of searching for

the one predestined woman are varied with

less effect than in the great book on the

Wallenstein period.

Durych also wrote distinguished verse,

mostly in the simple popular style of ballads

and songs (collected as Bdsn&, 1930, Poems),
and some dramas on themes of martyrdom
(e.g., Svaty Vdclav, 1925, St. Wenceslaus) which

try to revive the form of the ^th-century

Spanish autos. His miscellaneous prose in-

cludes travel impressions from Germany, Italy,

and Spain, reminiscences, and some criticism

expounding the Neo-Thomist dogmas or at-

tacking all different contemporary ways of

thinking (e.g., Ejhle, ttovtk, 1928, Behold a

Man; Vdhy iivota a um&ni, 1933, The Scales

of Life and Art). Durych admires Otokar
Bfezina (q.v.), to whom he devoted an early

pamphlet (1918) in which he declared his

allegiance to a symbolist art permeated with

the Catholic spirit. He, of all the many Czech



Catholic writers of the last decades, has come

nearest to fulfilling this ideal.

See: J. BartoS, Kdo jest Jaroslav Dwych?
(1930).

R. W.

Dutch literature (see also Belgian literature in

Flemish). Modern Dutch literature had its

beginnings in the Bo's of the past century.

Each new movement in the history of letters

has always been a revolt of the rising genera-
tion against the standards and preferences of

its immediate predecessor, and the forms in

which the modernism of the young rebels

found expression have loomed large and alarm-

ing to their older contemporaries. In retro-

spect the contrasts generally fade, and the per-

spective supplied by the passage of time levels

the seemingly jagged line of development into

a course of smooth continuity.
But this general truth does not hold for

Holland's literary movement of the 8o's. This

did, indeed, revolutionize Dutch literature

and bring about so profound a change in dic-

tion and word usage that the cleavage between

the periods preceding and following the 8o's

is still clearly apparent to all readers more
than half a century after the breach occurred.

It was not only a difference in the handling of

the language that set off the new era in such

sharp contrast to the past. The general out-

look, the attitude towards life and the world,

underwent a profound transformation. The
first half of the igth century was an age of

emotional stagnation. The Dutch of that

period were an orderly, conventional, church-

going community, whose main concern was

the pursuit of commerce. They were keen

businessmen, but poor connoisseurs of letters.

They lived by sight, rather than by insight.

They knew a good picture from a bad one,

but they cared little for poetry. Their sense

of realism distrusted the genuineness of poetic
exaltation. It made them feel embarrassed and
uncomfortable. They liked descriptive and
didactic verse that portrayed the domestic

scene with edifying unction, and, from a

patriotic sense of duty, they read and ap-

plauded poetry that glorified the national

heroes of the past. At the same time they

secretly thanked God that heroism was no

longer required from their own most un-

heroic age.
There was, it is true, one poet of great

merit, an Amsterdam merchant who had a

very uncommercial passion for the cult of

letters. E. J. Potgieter (q.v.) was the founder

and editor of De Gids (The Guide), the lead-

ing literary monthly, and tried all his life, by
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criticism and example, to lift the literary out-

put of Holland above the pedestrian level to

which it had sunk. He was ably assisted by his

fellow editor Coenraad Busken Huet (q.v.) 9 a

theologian who, unable to reconcile personal
belief with traditional doctrine, had left the

church to make a living with his pen. It was
a trenchant and merciless weapon in his hand.
But not even the ablest critic can castigate an
artless generation into repentance and creative

vigor. When dissension arose between Huet
and other members of the editorial board,

Potgieter sided with Huet. In 1865 the two
men left De Gids in charge of respectable

mediocrity.
It was 20 years later that a group of young

writers at Amsterdam founded a new monthly
which, by way of challenge, they called De
Nieuwe Gids (The New Guide). The name
implied that, in their opinion, De Gids was

superannuated and no longer able to give

guidance. De Nieuwe Gids would take over

that literary mission. In the 20 years preceding
their entrance upon the literary scene, rum-

blings of the revolution they were to bring
had reverberated in the writings of Multatuli

(q.v.), the self-pitying pen name of Eduard
Douwes Dekker meaning "I have suffered

much." He had won sudden fame in 1860 with

his autobiographic novel Max Havelaar, a

biting satire on the self-satisfied bourgeoisie
of Holland which neglected its Christian duty
towards the natives of Java for the sake of the

profits that the labor of those natives put
into Dutch pockets. Multatuli's style struck

home by its directness and simple beauty. "I

do my best," he wrote, "to write living Dutch,

although I have been to school." A rebel by
temperament, he hated school for its choking

grip on originality. By shaking off the grip
of the literary standard upon the language,
which squeezed all expression into stereotyped
cliches, he prepared the revolutionary move-
ment that was started by the young editors of

De Nieuwe Gids.

A passion for truth in art was the motive

power of their movement. "Whatever one
wishes to say, there is only one word to express
it, only one verb to animate it, and only one

adjective to qualify it." That well-known
dictum of Guy de Maupassant (q.v.) f inspired

by Flaubert (q.v .),
was adopted as the guiding

principle of the movement. "Word art" was
the favorite name by which these writers called

their new style. Each strove for a strikingly
individual form of expression. New words
were coined and old words were given new

syntactic functions. This hunt for the one
exact phrase often led to mannerisms and ex-
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cesses, but even the severest critics of these

cannot deny that this word art transformed

and permanently enriched the language.
The substance of much of what they wrote

has lost the powerful appeal which it possessed

for their own generation. The sonnets and the

best of the critical prose of Willem Kloos

(q.v.)> the leader of these "Eightiers," as they

are called, the bulk of the prose writings of

Lodewijk van Deysscl (q.v.), critic, essayist,

and novelist, the ceuvre of Frederik van Eeden

(q.v.) 9 the most versatile among the group,
and Albert Verwey's (q.v.) first volume of

poems have stood the critical test of time.

The revolt of the next generation against

the "Eightiers" was voiced by C. S. Adama van

Scheltema (q-v.). He condemned their move-

ment for its self-centered egotism and its

barren adoration of "art for art's sake." Jacques
Perk (q .v.) 9 the young poet of the sonnet

sequence "Mathilda," had turned the Lord's

Prayer into an invocation of beauty. He died

at the age of 21, four years before De Nieuwe

Gids was started. But Willem Kloos, who

edited his posthumous volume of verse, hailed

him as a herald of the movement. Perk's

deification of beauty was indeed akin to the

"Eightiers's" passionate worship of art. Art is

passion, they proclaimed, but Scheltema re-

torted that art is the memory of passion con-

ventionalized, the styleful re-creation of it, a

process in which the intellect must take a part.

The "Eightiers," in denying the need for

control of the passionate impulse by the un-

impassioned reason, did not for long sustain

the high excellence to which they rose in their

best moments.
In this respect P. C. Boutens (q.v.) differs

from the "Eightiers," for although he shares

their intense individualism, he knows how to

purify his emotions in the crucible of the

intellect. He is the poet of poets of the intro-

spective mood. His verse technique is unsur-

passed by any other living Dutch poet, but

owing to his proud aloofness from the passions
astir among the people of his own age, his

poetry, mysteriously phrased and expressive of

intellectualized emotion, appeals to only a

small circle of readers.

Another "Eightier" who did not belong to

the Nieuwe Gids group but was hailed by
them as a kindred soul was Herman Gorter

(q.v.), whose poem Mei (May) is considered

one <)f the great poems of modern Dutch litera-

ture. It appeared in 1889 and immediately

gained for its author a prominent place among
the poets of his generation.

In general it is not the theory that makes

the poet, but the poet who makes the theory.
And this theory should help in the under-

standing of his poetry. Adama van Scheltema's

theory that all art must be for the many is not

belied by the fact that Boutens's poetry, which
is for the few, is nevertheless great art. Nor
does the fact that the poetry of Boutens is

greater art than Schelterna's refute Scheltema's

conception of the poet's mission. It only

proves that, of the two, Boutens is the greater

poet. His verse is like a deep, unrippled
mountain lake that mirrors the haunting still-

ness of the dark woods and the infinity of the

sky above. Only the lips of those who can
climb that height will touch its waters.

Scheltema's songs are like running brooks that

reflect the varying scenery through which they

pass woods and fields, the villages and the

main road, and the city with its splendor and
its slums. Like the brook his poetry seeks the

valley where the people toil and suffer, to

bring them a draught of eternal life.

His protest against the self-cult of the

"Eightiers" was echoed by the generation born

shortly before or in the 8o's. The Social Demo-
cratic Labor Party was in the ascendant; the

proletariat began to assert itself and found

eloquent spokesmen for its cause in the poets
of the rising generation. Scheltema joined the

party. A. van Collem, a contemporary of the

"Eightiers," became a Communist. Henrietta

Roland Hoist's (q.v.) poetry was the singing
voice of the Communist Party.
The same spirit of revolt which animated

Roland Hoist in political life seems loath to

obey the discipline of rhyme and meter. Her
artistic conscience evidently constrains her to

observe the traditional conventions, but the

revolutionist in her finds it difficult to keep
within the irksome bounds of prosody. This
lends to her verse something rugged and fierce,

as if it were on the verge of breaking from its

restraint into the lawlessness of free verse.

The "Eightiers" themselves found no lasting
satisfaction in their barren worship of beauty,
art, and the divine self. They abandoned their

egotism for a humanitarian devotion to

communal concepts the nation, the prole-

tariat, mankind. Verwey, who in his youth had

written, "Self is the only god," embraced the

past of his own and other peoples as it is re

vealed by their literatures and turned critic

and historian; Herman Gorter made the cause

of the world's proletariat his own and became
an exponent of Marxism; Frederick van Eeden

vainly searched for the true life in the foot-

steps of Thoreau and Tolstoy, until he found
it in the bosom of the Church of Rome; Van
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Deyssel, child of a devoutly Catholic home,
was drawn away from his worship of Zola (q.v.)

and the naturalistic portrayal of human base-

ness to the mysticism of Huysmans and Maeter-

linck (qq.v.) through which he recaptured the

lost faith of his infancy. Kloos alone did not

change. But the homage that was given him by
a younger generation was for the achievement

of his youth, which held a promise unful-

filled in riper age.

This diversity of tendencies among the

editors found its reflection in the destinies of

De Nieuwe Gids. Verwey was the first to leave

the fold. He was followed by Van Eeden in

1893. Then Van Deyssel resigned and founded

with Verwey Tiveemaandelijksch TijdscJirift

(Bimonthly Periodical), which in 1902 was

turned into a monthly under the title De
XXste Eeuw (The 2oth Century). Three years
later Verwey seceded again and founded De

Deweging (The Movement). As its editor for

14 years he made it a rallying point of a group
of younger poets, who recognized in him their

mentor and master. The most prominent

among these were Geerten Gossaert (pseud, of

Frederik Carel Gerretson), Jakobus Cornelis

Bloem, Pieter Nicolaas van Eyck, Adrianus

Roland Hoist, and Martinus Nijhoff. Verwey
alone of the "Eightiers" can be said to have

formed a school, although his own verse lacks

the emotional quality of that of Kloos, Van

Eeden, Gorter, and Boutens. Verwey's poetry
seems the happy result of industrious effort,

thought turned into verse because the thinker

willed it; whereas the poetry of the others,

especially Gorter's, impresses one by its in-

evitability, as thought crystallized into that

very form by an impulse stronger than its

thinker.

Among the novelists, the epic poets of our

time, the late Louis Couperus (q-v.) is the

only one who has won for himself inter-

national recognition. In one of his Roman
stories, De Komedianten (1917; Eng. tr., The
Comedians; a Story of Ancient Rome, 1926),

he describes a scene in the Theatre of Pompey.
A popular mime, the story of a brigand who
atones for his crimes on the cross, is being

played that day. Instead of the usual life-size

doll, a convicted murderer is crucified and

lacerated by a bear before the eyes of the

horrified audience. Tacitus and Juvenal rise

from their seats in disgust and call to Martial,

"Come away with us." But Martial answers,

"I am staying. This is my own time. I want to

look on, that I may know it." "Our time," says

Tacitus gloomily, "which one day I shall re-

cord that posterity may know." "Indeed,"

Juvenal joins in, "our time which one day I

shall scourge." "And I," replies Martial, "shall

no less celebrate it in verse, since I am nothing
but a poet."
This threefold attitude towards life, of the

chronicler, the moralist, and the poet, defines

the chief varieties of the modern novel. That
of Couperus is the poet's. He accepts life as an
artist enamored of its colors and sounds, even

though they are the allurements of corrup-
tion. He creates an elegant entertainment out

of this Vanity Fair, be it modern or ancient,

and plays with people's destinies as he plays
with the language, handling them with grace-
ful nonchalance or distorting them into some-

thing forced and unreal, as the whim of his

playful mood dictates.

Marcellus Emants (q.v.), on the other hand,
is the Juvenal of modern Dutch literature.

Neither he nor Couperus ever identified him-
self with De Nieuwe Gids. They were of The
Hague, the worldly resort of diplomacy, of mil-

itary display, of the idle rich. Emants is the

stern critic of that life of leisure, where woman
reigns supreme. Woman as the embodiment of

insincerity, vanity, and folly is the theme of

most of Emants 's novels and plays. His novels

are masterpieces of psychoanalysis, but they
leave the reader chilled by their skeptical
denial of all loveliness.

The chronicler's novel is a more common

type in Dutch literature. The objective descrip-
tion of everyday life, including the smallest

details of the milieu, the thoughts, and the

actions with photographic accuracy, is the

main subject of what we nevertheless persist in

calling fiction. The plot is negligible, the

realism and the word art are considered as

constituting the essential elements of a good
novel. Some of these novels are indeed fine

works of art, closely akin to the art of the

Dutch genre painters of the i7th century, but

whereas those paintings can be taken in at a

glance, the picture of the novelist demands
sustained attention from the reader which de-

tracts from his aesthetic pleasure. Jacobus van

Looy's (q.v.) Jaapje (1917) is a beautiful in-

stance of this pictorial character of the Dutch
novel. Van Looy was a painter by profession,
and under his hands the story of little Jaapje's
life in the orphanage has become a series of

exquisite word pictures rich in action and
color. The artist watches the shifting scene of

every day, and only by the manner in which
his little hero's feelings are affected by that

spectacle is Jaapje's inner life disclosed to us.

But this unjudging realism invited reaction.

It left the reader unsatisfied because it gave
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him no other than aesthetic enjoyment. And
the Dutch public, whatever the literary con-

noisseurs may say to the contrary, wants to

be edified. It likes a story with an ethical

purpose. "Art without a purpose is no art,"

decreed Nico van Suchtelen. The novelist

should not be merely a painter, but also a

poet who unveils the eternal behind the

shifting pageant of reality. He must reveal to

us our fellow men as they might be according
to their deepest selves, as they live in their

dreams. The descriptive realists, like Cou-

perus's Tacitus, have faithfully and often

artistically recorded their own time, that

posterity may know. A complete collection of

such novels will give some future historian a

comprehensive picture of early 20th-century
life in Holland. But the school, if so unorgan-
ized a movement may be called by that name,
of which Van Suchtelen is the chief exponent,
wants to interpret this age to itself, depicting
its good and its evil not for the sake of the

picture, but for the sake of the good in an
author's fancy that might be turned into

future reality.
A unique figure among Holland's novelists

is Arthur van Schendel. He does not take his

subject matter from the world in which he
lives, but from the world that lives in him.
His stories deal with creatures of his fancy,
incarnations of an elemental longing for love

and wisdom. They tell of dreamed existences

in which the abstract outweighs the concrete.
His later novels, though, are of the naturalis-

tic school. Still, they create in the reader an

impression that the happenings in these
stories of actual life are not real but seen in

dreams. This is due to Van Schendel's tech-

nique, which is that of the impersonal and
wholly unemotional recorder. It is only
through the words of the recorder that we
know what the characters did, said, and

thought.
Holland's dramatic output is small in com

parison with that of the poets and novelists.

The "Eigh tiers," with the sole exception of

Van Eeden, were not interested in the stage.
The only playwright whose work has more
than ephemeral value is Herman Heijermans
(q-v.). His mind was quick to perceive dramatic

possibilities in the most trifling incidents of

everyday life. That facility proved sometimes
a pitfall for his artistic conscience. Too often,

also, he let his wit outrun the judgment of
his taste. But when time will have winnowed
the chaff, enough will remain that is of lasting
value.

After the First World War a reaction set in

against the intellectualized poetry of Verwey's

disciples. It was led by Hendrik Marsman

(q.v.) who, strongly influenced by German ex-

pressionism, became the exponent of what he
liked to call "vitalism." The "vitalists" longed
to merge themselves in the dynamic com-

munity of the nameless. To them the poet was
one of the millions, but at the same time their

spokesman and protagonist. In 1933 Marsman
clearly formulated the artistic credo of his

youth in an article entitled "De Dood van het

Vitalisme" (The Death of Vitalism). The poets
of Marsman's generation had their organ first

in Het Getij (The Tide), afterwards in De
vrije Bladen (Free Leaflets). Chief among
them were Jan Slauerhoff, Hendrik de Vries,

Jan Engelman, Anthonie Donker. They op-

posed to the sensitive refinement and the

individualism of De Beweging the vehemence
and immediacy of actuality. The "vitalists"

developed a new rhetoric which, worked to

death by their imitators, discredited the move-
ment and called forth a reaction in the

periodical Forum. This preached clarity, sober-

ness, veracity. The leaders of the forum group
were Menno ter Braak, Charles E. du Perron,
and Simon Vestdijk, all three of whom had a

strong influence upon the youngest genera-
tion, Ter Braak through his keen, trenchant

style, Du Perron through the charm of his

personality even more than through his

writings, and Vestdijk through his novels

which, together with those of Arthur van

Schendel, are among the very best that modern
Holland has produced.

Shortly before the German invasion a group
of young modernists, under the influence of

French surrealism, rebelled against the literal-

ness of Forum and pleaded for the irrational

as the source of true poetry. Although the

various artistic credos of these rival groups
create an impression of irreconcilable differ-

ences, the practice of the youngest writers

does not confirm the existence of a profound
cleavage. Bewilderment, despondency, cyni-
cism, hopelessness, are the moods that pervade
all their writings, and the manner of voicing
these does not strikingly vary from one author
to another. What variety there is springs from
their individualism rather than from their

adherence to some aesthetic dogma.
See: K. H. de Raaf and J. J. Griss, Zeven

Eeuwen; Spiegel der Nederlandsche Letteren,
Vierde Deel: Stemmingen en Gestalten (1920);
A. J. Barnouw, Holland under Queen Wil-

helmina (1923); J. de Graaf, Le Reveil littdraire

en Hollande et le naturalisme franfais, 1880-

1900 (1938); J, Greshoff, Nieuwe Neder-
landsche Dichtkunst (1942).

A. J. B.
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Duun, Olav (1876-1939, Norwegian novelist),

was born in one of the islands belonging to

the district of Namdalen in northern Tronde-

lag, where fjords, forests, and mountains
unite in determining nature and life. He was
a farmer's son and participated for some

years in the work of farming and fishing, but

at 25 left his home to study at a teachers'

college. Graduating in 1904, he became a

public school teacher, serving most of the

time at Botne, near the town of Holmestrand
on the Oslo Fjord. He continued to live

there in some isolation, even after it was

possible for him to give up his teaching

position. He began to write books in 1907,
first short stories, but soon almost exclusively

novels, and after a decade he won fame and

recognition as one of the most important
authors of Norway. Very few of his books,

however, attained a large sale, because he

chose to write in the literary form of the

vernacular, called Landsmaal (see Norwegian
literature), from which wide circles of the

reading public still kept aloof. To him it

was the only natural medium, and also it

conformed closely to his home dialect which
was the more necessary to him as his home
district was the exclusive scene of all his

works. Not that it was the design of his

authorship to picture merely local life, but

he felt the need of writing only about what
he intimately knew; and his novels give proof
of profound psychological study which, com-

bined with his masterful, original art, make
them human documents of the broadest

interest.

The fundamental theme of all his novels is

the battle of man with the forces that would
dominate his thoughts and acts. The first

novels pictured man and the forces of nature.

Later we see man struggling against the

mental forces within himself created by social

surroundings and moral traditions. The
monumental work of this order is the series

of six relatively short novels, finally collected

under the title Juvikingar (1918-1923; Eng.
tr., The People of Juvik, 1930-1935). This is

virtually constructed like one of the great
Icelandic family sagas, embracing a period of

a century and a half and telling of the de-

termined fight of succeeding generations.
Culmination is in the story of the last man
of the family (presented in the three last

volumes), his mental growth from childhood,
his ripening, his final victory over the

primitive heritage. Wild self-assertion cedes

to the nobleness of self-sacrifice; the strength
of resignation, however, is really won by
virtue of inherited will power. Here, in color-

ful pictures, is the education of man from
barbarism to the highest morality.
The next climax in Duun's authorship was

a trilogy of novels Medmenneske (1929;
Fellow Beings), Ragnhild (1931), Siste leve&re

(1933; The Last Year of Life) centered
around a single person, a woman, who simply
by her innate goodness, in her fight to save
the human essence of her soul, is driven to

murder, and then finally, through her suffer-

ings, is able to give an example of purity to

the world.

Taken together, Duun's novels present a

marvelous galaxy of varied and sharply de-

signed characters. In the later ones he made
society and surroundings more and more
secondary, though they are always distinctly
felt, and he never abandoned showing the

fight of the individual against the hidden
forces of his own soul. He himself defined
the idea of his whole authorship by the title

of his last book, Menneske og maktene (1938;
The Man and the Powers). Duun was plainly

continuing here the line of Ibsen (q.v.). Also,
his novels are just as severely and firmly con-

structed as Ibsen's dramas, and they are like

the Icelandic sagas in that the characters
reveal the secrets of their nature by their own
acts and words, without any interference of

the author's pointer. The style of Duun is

often surprising for its striking, unaffected

paradoxes, of a subtle irony. Without art-

istry he was an exquisite artist, whose every
word served the aim of his work and helped
illuminate the eternal psychology of strug-

gling manhood.
See: A. Overland, Olav Duun (1926), and

"Olav Duun/' in Syn og segn (1936); R.

Thesen, Menneske og maktene (1941).

H. K.

Dwinger, Edwin Erich (1898-, German novel

ist), born in Kiel, the son of a technical officei

in the German navy and a Russian woman, is

a powerful writer on war experiences. Volun-

teering to become a cavalry officer, he went to

the Eastern front at the age of 17 and in 1915
fell, severely wounded, into the hands of the

Russians. After long and painful months he
recovered and was gradually moved eastward
thousands of miles into Siberia. Later he
served against the Bolsheviks in Kolchak's
White army and took part in the catastrophic
retreat of the Whites through Siberia. In 1920
he succeeded in escaping to Germany, where
he settled down to live on a farm in southern
Bavaria.

His first attempts to give expression in the
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form of fiction to the chaotic wealth of his

experiences were the novels Das grosse Grab

(1920), Korsakoff (1926), and Das letzte Opfer

(1928). He failed. It was not given to him to

invent a plot and to create ^human conflicts,

and he was also too much absorbed in the feel-

ing that he had a message for the German

people and the world. As he expressed it

later: "After Siberia one cannot fight for small

objectives; our steel-trained souls must search

for something which is worthy of our dead and

which breaks up the soil as thoroughly as

Bolshevism did in Russia." Dwinger found the

form he needed in the "diaries" of the trilogy

later called Die deutsche Passion. The three

parts were Die Armee hinter Stacheldraht

(1929; Eng. tr., Prisoner of War, 1930),

Zwischen Weiss und Rot (1930; Eng. tr., Be-

tween White and Red, 1932), and Wir rufen

Deutschland (1932). Dwinger presents unfor-

gettable scenes of the sufferings of war prison-

ers in Siberia, of whom 600,000 perished. He

reports the derangement and the perversions
of the survivors, the insanity and abysmal

hopelessness of years of imprisonment, but

also the heroic greatness of men in defeat.

Thanks to his maternal heritage he is able to

give a fair and realistic picture of the Russians,

who vacillate between the extremes of cruelty

and brokenhearted contrition. In a compact

style which abounds in gripping scenes and

pictures, Dwinger reports his story as a human

being who always sides with the oppressed.
The sufferings which he and his comrades

endured have meaning in so far as they

impede other world catastrophes. Germany
must abolish its class distinctions and find a

way to socialism of the heart. The third vol-

ume of the trilogy reveals a decline of

Dwinger's power. He often loses himself in

critical and dialectic discussions to show the

necessity of a Germany based on an ethnic

community.
None of Dwinger's lat^r works, among them

the novel Die letzten Reiter (1935), can be

ranked with the first two books of his trilogy.

In his Spanische Silhouetten (1937) ^e gives
his impressions of a trip through Spain on
Franco's side during the civil war, a piece of

journalistic reporting blended with con-

ventional fascist ideology. In The Second
World War he served as a war correspondent
with a Panzer Division. The book Panzer-

fuhrer (1941) is a glorification of leadership,
but "also describes ably the work of the staff,

the action in the field, and the life of the

division when at rest.

See: A. Fris, "Edwin Erich Dwinger," Die
neue Rundschau, Jahrgang XLIV (1933), Bd.

I, pp. 840-850; W, K. Pfeiler, War and the

German Mind (1941), pp- 279-285.
W. K. P.

Dygasirisld, Adolf (1839-1902, Polish novel-

ist), was born in Niegoslawice, Kiclce district,

Russian Poland. Reaching maturity at the

most tragic moment in all Polish history, 1863,
he left his studies in the Warsaw Szkola

GJ6wna (see Polish literature) to participate
in the fatal events of that year. The exigencies
of his own temperament, a tendency to aloof-

ness and gloom, coupled with the necessities

imposed by the times, made him a perpetual
wanderer, earning a poor living however and
wherever he could, now as the proprietor of a

bookshop in Cracow (1874-1878), now as a

journalist and teacher in Warsaw (1879-1888),

again as a tutor in various country houses

(1889) or a chronicler of emigrant life in

South America (1890-1891), finally as a plod-

ding journalist once more in Warsaw. Of the

scores of works from his pen among these

translations and manuals for teachers two
will not be forgotten: the letters he wrote
from Brazil and later reworked in semi-

fictional form as Na zlamanie karku (1893;

Backbreaking Work) and the Kiplingesque
Gody zycia (1902; The Feast of Living). The
former is important because of its influence on
the better-known portrait of the Brazilian

Pole by Konopnicka (q-v.) 9 Pan Balcer w
Brazylji (1892; Mr. Balcer in Brazil), while the

latter, an epic of the life cycle of a wren and
a prose poem in praise of the life-giving forces

of nature, not only possesses great intrinsic

beauty, but is, besides, a pioneer work of its

kind in Polish.

See: Z. Wasilewski, Wspdtczesni (1923), pp.

164-197; K. Czachowski, Obraz wspdlczcsnej

literatury polskiej, I, (1934) 40-49, 303-306.
A. P. C.

Dyk, Viktor (1877-1931, Czech poet, dramatist,
and novelist), has written the most important
political poetry of the Czechs. A strong nation-

alism inspires his ironical and satirical spirit.

Dyk was born at Psovka near Mlnlk (north
of Prague), the son of a steward on an estate.

He became a journalist, taking a prominent
part in the editing of several periodicals of

the "Radical Progressive" Party which was

sharply anti-Austrian. In 1917 he was im-

prisoned by the Austrian authorities. After

the liberation of Czechoslovakia, he became a
member of Parliament and later a senator for

the National Democratic Party. He died of

heart failure while bathing in the Adriatic
near Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia.
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Skepticism and even nihilism were the main

themes of Dyk's early poetry, but his despair
was always tempered by irony and satire. He
uses stanzaic forms and loves points, para-

doxes, and grotesque rhymes. The best col-

lection was called Marnosti (1900; Vanities).

He then slowly turned away from individual

problems of futility and found his themes

more and more in political satire and exhorta-

tions to his nation. Satiry a sarkasmy (1905;

Satires and Sarcasms) and Pohddky z naSi

vesnice (1910; Fairy Tales from Our Village)

upbraid the nation for abandoning its old

traditions and recommend an uncompromis-
ing nationalism of a conservative brand. The

political verse of Dyk culminates in four col-

lections, Lehkd a teikt kroky (1915; Light and

Heavy Steps), Anebo (1918; Or), Okno (1920;

The Window), and Posledni rok (1922; The
Last Year), which comment on the war and

post-war developments as well as on the

author's experiences in an Austrian prison.

Among the later books of less importance,
Devdtd vlna (1930; The Ninth Wave) is inter-

esting for its personal tone; the feeling of

approaching death unifies a miscellany of inti-

mate lyrics. Besides lyrical poetry, where Dyk
is at his best, he attempted also epics on a

small scale a cycle of ballads or romances like

that on Giuseppe Moro (1911) or a short verse

story like Zdpas Jifiho Macku (1918; The

Struggle of George Macku), which deals with

a peasant's defiance of death.

As a diamatist Dyk used a technique of

effective dialogue, with sharp dialectics, which

makes each of his dramas almost a series of

epigrams on the stage. Pose I (1907; The Mes-

senger) is a historical drama which attempts to

indict the spirit of Christian pacifism for the

loss of the independence of the nation in the

Battle of the White Mountain (1620). Zmou-
dfeni Dona Quijota (1913; Don Quixote Re-

covers His Reason) is an ironic dramatiza-

tion of the conflict between romantic dream
and sober reality, while Rcvoluini trilogie

(1921; The Trilogy of the Revolution) contains

three short plays on the French Revolution

which bring out the poet's sarcastic attitude

towards idealism.

Least successful is the voluminous prose of

this author. He wrote some good short stories

which vary the theme of romantic illusionism,.

e.g., Krysaf (1915; The Pied Piper). But his

attempts at satirical and political novels are

artistic failures in spite of the interest of the

materials, which are based on memories of

events and personalities. The composition is

loose, and debate and discussion crowd out all

imagination. Konec Hackenschmiduv (1904;
Hackenschmid's End) depicts the students' part
in the "Progressive" movement; Soykovy d&ti

(1929; Soyka's Children) is a chronicle of the

war; and D2s z prdzdna (1932; Horror vacui)

attempts to reconstruct Czech political life of

the early igth century. Dyk also wrote po-
lemical prose, a certain amount of criticism,

and reminiscences.

Dyk overcame his early nihilism by a fervent

nationalism which recommended the most
radical measures against Austrian dominion
and which after the establishment of the re-

public turned against socialism and the hu-

manitarian democracy represented by Presi-

dent Masaryk (q.v.). Dyk thought of the nation

in terms of its historical tradition and con-

ceived of it as a moral absolute. Artistically,
he is important as a lyrical poet, because in a

time of rhetoric he cultivated concise, hard,
and sharp forms. But imagination is too

frequently sacrificed to sheer intellect. His

dramas seem excogitated, and his novels suffer

from too much topical discussion. Though
Dyk has been compared to Barrfcs (q.v.), he is

far drier, more sober and subdued, and far

more narrow.

See: K. H. Hilar, Viktor Dyk; essay o jeho
ironii (1910); M. Rutte, Viktor Dyk; portrtt
bdsnika (1931); H. Jelfnek, Viktor Dyk (1932);

A. Novik, Viktor Dyk (1936).

R. W.

E

Ebner-Eschenbach, Marie von (nde von Dub-

sky, 1830-1916, Austrian poet and novelist),

was born in Moravia (Zdislawitz); her husband,

Baron von Ebner-Eschenbach, was like herself

a member of the Austrian aristocracy. Much
of her life was spent in Vienna, the summers

usually on her country estate; and the Aus-

trian metropolis and countryside repeatedly
form the background of her narratives.

Influenced largely by Schiller and the per-

formances of the Vienna Burgtheater, she be-

gan to write as a young girl. Her lyric verses

are of scant importance, and her dramatic

attempts, in which she persisted for many
years, likewise met with slight success. Even
in the field of the Novelle, it was not until

1881 that the publication of Lotti die Uhr-
macherin brought her recognition. In the 80*3,

however, her reputation grew rapidly; soon

Marie von Ebner was considered one of the
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masters of the igth-century Novell*. Most of

her Novellen may be described, to quote the

title of one of her books, as "village and castle

stories," stories of the peasantry and of the

landed gentry. Among her best-known shorter

narratives are "Die Freiherrn von Gemper-
lein," "Krambambuli" (Eng. tr., igiS-^S)*
and "Komtess Muschi" (Eng. tr., The Two
Countesses, 1893). Perhaps her most important

longer work is the novel Das Gemeindekind

(1887; Eng. tr., Child of the Parish, 1893);

Unsiihnbar (1890; Eng. tr., Beyond Atonement,

1892) is less convincing and more sentimental.

Her works are marked by narrative skill, a

generally sympathetic treatment of character,

quiet humor, and an emphasis on the develop-
ment and education of the central figure which

places many of them in the tradition of the

Bildungsroman. The didactic tendency is oc-

casionally all too evident in her fiction; it

appears to best advantage in her Aphorismen

(1880; Eng. tr., Aphorisms, 1883). Her female

characters follow one of two dominant pat-

terns, the gentle "model girl" or the sport-

loving, reckless tomboy. In general, she por-

trays women and children more successfully

than men. The sentimentality of many of the

stories is relieved by occasional flashes of

psychological insight. An enemy of naturalism,

Marie von Ebner strove for that middle ground
between realism and idealization which is

vaguely described in German literary history
as "poetic realism." Socially and politically she

was staunchly conservative, a consistent sup-

porter of the family and the church. Though
her criticism of the Austrian aristocracy was

sometimes incisive, she apparently never

questioned the privileges and powers of the

nobility. She was by no means devoid of sym-

pathy for the poor and uneducated and felt

that the lower classes should be decently
treated by their "superiors" in the hierarchy of

Austrian society.

Marie von Ebner-Eschenbach has often been

compared with Luise von Francois (1817-1893)
who greatly admired her and who also writes

largely of the aristocracy and from the aristo-

cratic point of view (see her novel Die letzte

Reckenbiirgerin, 1871).
See: M. Necker, Marie von Ebner-Eschen-

bach (1900); A. Bettelheim, Marie von Ebner-
Eschenbach (1900) and Marie von Ebner-
Eschenbachs Wirken und Vermachtnis (1920).

H. C. H.

de Queiroz, Jos Maria (1845-1900, Portu-

guese fiction writer and journalist), the in-

disputable master of the Portuguese novel,
was born in P6voa-de-Varzim, Minho, to a

middle-class family. He studied law in

Coimbra and was a bosom companion of

Antero de Quental (q.v.) and an outstanding
member of the Generation of 1865. He did

not take an active part in the "Coimbra

dispute" or in the student struggles, but he
did participate in the "Conferencias demo-
cniticas do Casino de Lisboa" in 1871 (see

Portuguese literature). After graduation he

engaged in political journalism in Evora and

practiced law intermittently in Lisbon. In

1869 he attended the opening of the Suez

Canal and traveled through the Orient, ex-

periences which he was to use later in his

writings. In 1870 he was municipal adminis-

trator in Leiria and there familiarized him-

self with the provincial atmosphere, which he
also incorporated subsequently in his work.

Finally he entered the Foreign Service, which
took him to consular posts in Cuba (1873-

1874) and England (1874-1888) and to Paris

(1888-1900). The last assignment constituted

the realization of a lifelong ambition, nur-

tured as he was in the Gallophilism of his

generation. His long absence from his native

land enabled him to judge it dispassionately
and at the same time to come in contact with

new currents of ideas. This resulted in a rich-

ness of intellectual experience which acted as

a leaven in his already rich personality.
The articles and stories which were his first

work (collected posthumously in Prosas bar-

baras, 1905, Barbaric Prose) reveal him as

under a multitude of youthful influences: he

has imagination in the manner of Hoffmann,
Parnassian erudition, Poe-like gloominess
transmitted by way of Baudelaire (q.v.) and
Germanic lyricism in the manner of Heine.

All of this was presented in a provocative
new language, Gallicized, twisted, and nebu-

lously lyric. But in E^a's case these influences

were only the point of departure for his

vigorous originality. In 1871 he undertook

with Ramalho Ortigao (q.v.), with whom he
had already collaborated on a mystery novel,

the publication of the monthly review As

farpas (1871-1883; The Darts), "a monument
of criticism and . * . of the social history of

its time and country," in which he revealed

his biting irony and his bent for reform.

After the lectures in 1871 and after having
been converted in some measure to French

naturalism, he produced O crime do Padre
Amaro (1875; Father Amaro's Crime), a thesis

novel directed against the corruption of the

clergy, in which he utilized his observations

made in Leiria. The work concerns sacri-

legious love in a mean provincial atmosphere,
elaborated with all the characteristics of
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determinism, inheritance, detailed analysis,

and psychophysiological description. There is

a broader social scene in O primo Basilic

(1878, Cousin Basil; Eng. tr., Dragon's Teeth,

1889), in which, through a case recalling
Madame Bovary (see Flaubert), the moral

constitution of a middle-class Lisbon family
is analyzed. The panorama of Portuguese so-

ciety is widened in Os Maias (1880; The

Maias) to embrace high society, tardily ro-

mantic. The great financial, religious, and

literary world is depicted with thoroughness
and increasing irony. Opposition to these first

two novels gave rise to the polemic about the

new novelistic art (see again Portuguese lit-

erature). E^a has been called the Portuguese
Zola (q.v.), but this is unjust, since naturalism

was only a subordinate element from which
he soon freed himself to affirm a personal art.

His evolution was slow and harmonious.
Observation disciplined his imagination.

Eventually he found his distinctive manner,

rhythmic, suggestive, and ironic, a mixture
of essential romanticism and realistic probity.
In O mandarim (1880; The Mandarin), a

delightful, short, fanciful novel, is a charm-

ing view of China gathered through his read-

ings. "On the rugged nakedness of truth the

diaphanous mantle of fancy" are the words
which open A reliquia (1887; Eng. tr., The
Relic, 1925); in a sordid novelistic incident of

religious hypocrisy he encases an evocation of

Palestine, suggestive of Renan (q.v.) and hav-

ing recollections of his own journey, and a

poetic reconstruction of the Passion. He had

already treated the theme of Christ (see

Prosas bdrbaras), and he returned to it in a

delightful story, Suave milagre (1891; Eng.
tr., The Sweet Miracle, 1904), included in the

posthumous Contos (1902; Short Stories).
Because of his ironic denationalizing criti-

cism a great deal has been said of his foreign

sympathies and antipatriotic attitude. But his

rebellious satire is only an aspect of his

essential Portuguese tenderness, that of a

"poor man from P6voa-de-Varzim," as he
defined himself. He treated Portugal ironi-

cally because he loved her so much and
wished to improve her, and his mockery and

dejection are deeply Lusitanian. This tender-

ness keeps revealing itself; in A ilustre casa

de Rarnires (1900; The Illustrious House of

Ramires) it expands lyrically over the es-

sentials of Portuguese life. A cidade e as

serras (1901; The City and the Mountains) is

a hymn to native country and by extension a

hymn to primitive simplicity. An aesthete

disillusioned and surfeited with civilization,

Ea here becomes emotional on contact with

nature and simple things. A return to ingenu-
ousness, coupled with the poetically archae-

ological, is also the explanation of the Pre-

Raphaelite hagiology of the "Lendas de
Santos" (Saints' Legends), included posthu-

mously in Ultimas pdginas (1911; Last Pages).
He projected the richness of his own human
personality as a universal Lusitanian in the

type "Fradique Mendes" (Correspondent de

Fradique Mendes, 1900; Correspondence of

Fradique Mendes), the incarnation of the

ideal of his generation, a skeptic and senti-

mental dandy who parades through the

world his thirst for artistocratic perfection
and his caustic politeness. To E<ja, irony was

the prism for the analysis of reality, but his

smile, devoid of bitterness, reveals a benevo-

lent comprehension of human weaknesses. He
is a master in the creation of unexpected

relationships between things, an implacable
enunciator of the harassing contrast between

the aspiration and the reality of the human

being; nevertheless his irony is different from

that of a Bernard Shaw or an Anatole France

(q.v.} 9 less corrosive, less cruelly refined.

For his particular art E<ja needed a new
instrument, ductile and complicated; he had
to renew the structure of the language, and
indeed he started the greatest revolution that

Portuguese prose ever underwent in all its

history. He broke up the long oratorical

sentence, so dear to the Peninsular ear,

joined words in new and subtle combina-

tions, and encompassed in one line a whole

series of insinuations, the product of patient
observation and synthesis. Uniting abstract

elements with concrete images and distilling

metaphysical suggestion in lyrical expression,
he succeeded in creating a style in which

fantasy and reality constantly intermingle.
He has been reproached for verbal and

syntactical poverty and Gallicisms, but he has

a rare intensity of expression. A victim of the

"illness of perfection," he changed his thought
over and over again, always dissatisfied, ever

in search of the ideal, ineffable note. He suc-

ceeded in evolving a new aesthetic in a new

language; he revealed another world, of

vague concepts existing in the subconscious.

E$a's ability to catch an observed totality

in a few strokes is comparable to that of

Maupassant (q.v.). He complained of not hav-

ing attained either the "sublime note of

eternal reality'' of Balzac or "the exact note

of transitory reality" of Flaubert, but in fact

he sometimes achieved both qualities and

suggests also the vigor of Zola, the caricatural

tenderness of Dickens, the succulent hu-

manity of Thackeray, and the mental aristoc-
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racy of Renan. In his very characteristic work

as a journalist and a letter writer, collected

posthumously in several volumes, is further

evidence of his great gifts as an observer of

the life and culture of the end of the century.

His death marks the end of a period in

Portuguese literature. His work has been

translated into many European languages,

and his influence, discernible not only in the

Peninsula but also in all the Hispanic world,

is now beginning to be studied as it deserves.

See: F. de Figueiredo, Histdria da literatura

realista (1914), pp. 117-170; A. Cabral, Efa

de Queiroz; a sua vida e a sua obra (1920);

C. Ramalhete, Efa de Queiroz (1942); Joao

Caspar Simoes, Efa de Queiroz, o homem o

artista (1945)-
E. G. D.

Echegaray, Jos (1832-1916, Spanish drama-

tist), was born and died in Madrid. He de-

voted himself with brilliant success to diverse

activities, coming to occupy an outstanding

position in the scientific, political, and literary

life of Spain. Although he was past 40 when

he began to cultivate the field of literature,

it proved nevertheless the one in which his

personality displayed itself in its most origi-

nal form. He taught at the School of Civil

Engineering until the Revolution of 1868

brought him into the political arena. He was

elected to the Cortes Constituyentes, was ap-

pointed director of public works and minister

of the interior, and was considered an au-

thority on economic questions. From 1874,

however, when his two first plays, El libro

talonario, a comedy, and La esposa del

vengador, a romantic drama, were presented
on the stage, he devoted himself almost

entirely to the theatre. The success of these

works was surpassed the following year by
the theatrical, romantic drama En el puno de

la espada, which definitely established the

popularity of its author. From that moment
for 30 years Echegaray contributed to the

Spanish stage a steady stream of dramas and

comedies in prose and verse, and he may
well be considered the most genuine and
almost exclusive representative of the Spanish
theatre during this period. Of all his works

there are several besides En el puno de la

espada which most intensely reflect the

quality of his talent O locura o santidad

(1876; Eng. trs., Folly or Saintliness, 1895,
Maa.nan or Saint, 1912), En el seno de la

muerte (1879), El gran Galeoto (1881; Eng.
trs., The Great Galeoto, 1895, The World and
His Wife, 1908), Mariana (1892; Eng. tr.,

1895), Mancha que limpia (1895), El loco

(1900; Eng. tr., The Madman Divine, 1908).
For a complete evaluation of Echegaray's
work one of his comedies must be included,

as, for example, Un critico incipiente (1891),
and also some of his best short stories and
articles and speeches.
The dramas referred to can be classified

into two different groups, the romantic
dramas which are in the nature of historic

legends and the dramas which deal with con-

temporary moral and social problems; the

best of his work falls into the latter division.

But the difference between the two is more

apparent than real. The nature of the dra-

matic conflict in Echegaray is that of the

typical romantic drama. Certain of his later

works, such as El loco Dios or El hijo de don

Juan (1892; Eng. tr., The Son of Don Juan,

1895), are exceptions; in these he attempted
to infuse new life into his theatre by way of

a belated Ibsenian inspiration (see Ibsen,

Henrik). His theatre in general, however, is

in the nature of a retrogression. Echegaray
stems directly from romanticism, both French
and Spanish; but, one step removed, he has

as his background and origin the classical

Spanish theatre especially Calder6n and,
in a certain sense, Shakespeare. Among all

these influences the most important, from
the point of view of similarity of results, is

that of CaldenSn. It might be said that just
as Calder6n was the stylized dramatist of the

decadence of the Spanish theatre in the

golden age, Echegaray is a belated romantic
who appears when romanticism has been

completely eclipsed and the powerful reac-

tion of the middle of the century has set in

against it. This explains both the good and
the bad qualities of Echegaray's theatre. It

also explains the popularity and resounding
success of his plays, which revived the subject
matter and procedure of the romantic and,
to a certain extent, the classical theatre, so

deeply rooted in the Spanish people. The
conflicts assume stark, violent forms, with

man and human will the plaything of the

more powerful fatalities of chance, and give
rise to those calculated, electric, almost physi-
cal clashes between individuals. Such is the

formula of most of Echegaray's dramas. They
revive in modern guise, coldly and with an

eye to effect, the old themes and conflicts

a sense of chivalry, honor based on conjugal

fidelity which, clouded over by the shadow of

a doubt, makes life full of anguish, unbear-

able. These ideals in their most extreme and
unreal forms are the very essence of drama
in such of his plays as O locura o santidad,
the drama of a conscience scrupulous to the
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point of mad Galeoto, the

drama of public opinion in which there is a

spirit of revolt, of horror, and even of re-

demption with regard to these dominant

sentiments. For this reason the two plays
have been the most popular and undoubtedly

represent the culminating moments of Eche-

garay's work.

The literary generation that followed him
reacted violently against Echegaray at the

very moment he was at the height of his

national popularity and had been inter-

nationally recognized through the award of

the Nobel prize (1905). Yet the reputation of

Echegaray, within Spain and abroad, is based

on positive values which must be judged by
the author's own artistic concepts. His talent

lies in the way he handles a type of art which

is not realistic, which consists in the use of

an abstract device whereby themes, over-

simplified and at the same time exaggerated,
are juxtaposed with intense dramatic effect.

There is, as might be expected from one with

his mathematical mind, a deliberate with-

drawal from reality. The characters are types
or simply generic human beings; the passions
are abstractions and logical principles; the

words are rhetoric. But all this world in

which reality is emptied of its content has a

perfect harmony of its own, a structural,

musical beauty.
See: J. Yxart, El arte escdnico en Espana

(1894); E. Merime, Jose Echegaray et son

ceuvre dramatique (1916); M. Bueno, Teatro

espanol contempordneo (1909-); G. B. Shaw,
Dramatic Opinions and Essays, 1916 ed., I,

81-89, II, 186-194.
F. de O.

Edschmid, Kasimir (pseud, of Eduard Schmid,

1890-, German novelist), was born in Darm-

stadt, which has remained his home. He is by
and large the real leader of the expressionis-

tic group of German writers. Three short

novels, Die seeks Miindungen (1915), Das

rasende Leben (1916), and Timur (1917), were

the first proclamations of his idea of ecstatic

and passionate living in an imaginary world.

In a special volume, Uber den Expressionismus
in der Literatur (1918), and in his own periodi-

cal, Tribilne der Kunst und Zeit (1918-1920),

he expounded the artistic, ethical, and techni-

cal theories of expressionism. Die achatnen

Kugeln (1920) ''with its hospital routine and

erotic minutiae" is his first full-sized novel of

considerable length, in which he applies all

the newly established principles of form, style,

and diction of the expressionistic movement.

Nine years later they seem to him still valid,

since they are still in evidence in his next

novel, Lord Byron; der Roman einer Leiden-

schaft (1929; Eng. tr., Lord Byron; the Story of
a Passion, Am. tr., The Passionate Rebel; the

Life of Lord Byron, both 1930); this is not so

much a biographical account as a psychologi-
cal study of the poet's sex life. Repeated
journeys to Italy and other Mediterranean
countries are later extended to Africa and
South America, and after 1929 the observa-

tions and experiences of these travels are

almost exclusively the background or subject
matter of his writings. While language, vocabu-

lary, and style of the earlier works have not

essentially changed, his presentation is now
more direct and realistic. Afrika nackt und

angezogen (1929) and Glanz und Elend Suda-

merikas; Roman eines Erdteils (1930; Eng. tr.,

South America; Lights and Shadows, 1932) are

the best representatives of this new type of

travel writing. Edschmid tries to retain as far

as possible the narrative form. Among his

products of the last 10 years are four books
with very significant titles dealing with Italy
and the Mediterranean: Zauber und Grosse

des Mittelmeeres (1932), Italien: Lorbeer, Leid
und Ruhm (1935), Italien: Garten, Manner
und Geschichten (1937), and Italien: Inseln,

Rdmer und Casaren (1939).
See: A. Soergel, Dichtung und Dichter der

Zeit, Neue Folge: Im Banne des Expressionis-
mus, 4. Auflage (1927), pp. 346-349' 828-839;

J. Bithell, Modern German Literature, 1880-

*938 (*939)> PP- 400-489.
A. Bu.

Eeden, Frederik Willem van (1860-1938,
Dutch poet, novelist, essayist, and dramatist),
was born at Haarlem and studied medicine at

the University of Amsterdam, where he took

his M.D. in 1886. He started to practice at

Bussum, while conducting at the same time a

psychotherapeutic clinic at Amsterdam. But

gradually his literary work and his interest in

social experiments drew him away from the

practice of medicine. He was one of the

founders and first editors of De Nieuwe Gids

(The New Guide), in which he published his

philosophical fairy tale De kleine Johannes

(1887; Eng. tr., Little Johannes, 1895). This

story is a poetical autobiography. Its principal
motif is Johannes's longing for the Great

Light, i.e., Van Eeden's search for God. The
search leads him on to "the great, dark city of

humanity and its misery." That is the story of

the poet Van Eeden in a nutshell. He turned

away from the pride and self-glorification of

the Nieuwe Gids group to share and alleviate

the sufferings of his fellow men. He founded
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a communal colony, which, ardent admirer of

Thoreau as he was, he called Walden. This

experiment ended in failure, but Van Eeden,

not disillusioned, continued his quest for the

true life until he found peace at last in the

bosom of the Church of Rome. In his poem
Ellen (1889) he sang a mystical hymn to divine

love, which alone can make man's heart sus-

ceptible to beauty. Then followed his great

dramatic poem De Breeders; Tragedie van het

Recht (1894; The Brothers; a Tragedy of

Justice), which in the second edition was re-

named De Broederveete (The Brothers' Feud).

In this, perhaps his greatest work, stark realism

and mysticism are interwoven into a moving
and deeply significant drama. Van Eeden gave
the fullest and clearest exposition of his

Weltanschauung in a long philosophical poem
in terza rima entitled Het Lied van Schijn en

Wezen (1895-1910; Song of Semblance and

Substance). The novelist Van Eeden is at his

best in Van de Koele Meren des Doods (1900,

Of the Cool Pools of Death; Eng. tr., The

Deeps of Deliverance, 1902). He was the only
one among the "Eightiers" who took an in-

terest in the stage, and his versatility ranged
from farce to tragedy, from satirical comedy
to the stately historical play. But he was pri-

marily a mystic and philosopher and could

portray his inner self much more vividly than

he could portray others. Still, some of his

plays had a stage success IJsbrand (1908), In

Kenterend Getij (1910; Change of Tide), De
Heks van Haarlem (1915; The Witch of

Haarlem). His prose essays fill six series of

Studies (1890-1918). They reveal the wide

range of his knowledge and intellectual curi

osity.

Van Eeden was indeed the most versatile

among the authors of his generation and the

one who, more than all others, commands the

admiration and the interest of present-day
Holland. It is clear from his diaries that Van
Eeden felt himself to be a solitary stranger

among his fellow men, who failed or refused

to understand him. He had, indeed, more
enemies than friends among his contempo-
raries. But two years after his death, a society
was founded for the study of his works, the

Frederik van Eeden Genootschap, with head-

quarters at Amsterdam. The Mededeelingen
(Publications) which this organization has

issued since February, 1935, contain a mass of

valuable information and original documents
that throw new light upon this enigmatic
figure in modern Dutch literature.

See: A. Lang, "Introductory Essay," in Van
Eeden, Little Johannes (1895); W. H. Dircks,

"Introduction," in Van Eeden, The Deeps of

Deliverance (1902); G. Kalff, Jr., Frederik van

Eeden; Psychologie van den Tachtiger (1927);
H. W. van Tricht, Frederik van Eeden, Denker
en Strijder (1934); Mededeelingen van het

Frederik van Eeden Genootschap (1935-1940).
A. J. B.

Eekhoud) Georges (1854-1927, Belgian novel-

ist), appears as one of the most subjective of

Belgian writers. He was born in Antwerp.
Little is known of his early years; certain

biographers have relied too heavily on refer-

ences more or less personal in his La
Nouvelle Carthage (1888) and attributed his

anarchistic tendencies to a supposed unhappy
childhood. Such inferences are contradicted

by his Souvenirs, published in 1914. These,

however, stop at his nth year, when his

father died; his mother he had scarcely
known. His guardian wished him to prepare
for a business or professional career, and this

may have caused friction. When he came into

possession of his heritage, Eekhoud lived for

a few months as a gentleman farmer in the

rugged Campine around Antwerp. This

period was the happiest of his life; it sup-

plied the matter, and especially the inspira-

tion, for many of his future books. Ever after-

wards he evoked memories or dreams of that

short experience. Hence the nostalgia so

marked in his writing. When his financial

resources were exhausted, he declined a last

offer from his guardian and for the rest of

his life eked out a precarious existence as a

journalist in Brussels.

He began his literary career in 1877 with a

tiny volume of verse, shortly followed by two
others. The fanatic lover of independence
and of "irregulars" is in bud in certain of

these poems. His first prose work was a

biography (1881) of the popular Flemish

novelist, Hendrik Conscience (q.v.), for whom
he repeatedly expressed admiration in later

years. A note of naive sentimentality in some
of his tales seems to stem from this source.

In 1881 Eekhoud joined the vivacious group
who, under the leadership of Max Waller,
edited the Jeune Belgique (see Belgian Litera-

ture in French). In 1893 ^e broke with his as-

sociates, whose growing Parnassian trend to-

ward aloof objectivity was repugnant to him.

Doubtless his own passion for independence
was enhanced by this incident. He was

accused of abandoning art in the name of

an effort toward social reform, but such

charges are based on an at least partial mis-

understanding. More than his colleagues he
had taken to heart De Coster's (q.v.) advice:

"Go to the humble folk the bourgeois are
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all tarred with monotony." He protests

repeatedly that he would not change the

social status of his beloved vagabonds that

would destroy their picturcsqueness but at

last he became aware of dangers inherent in

this fascination. In Le Terroir incarne (1925)
two artists are discussing their principles.
One would be the impassive and disinterested

interpreter of nature. The other seeks to

concentrate and symbolize a whole region in

a single individual; he finds his ideal in a

simple peasant and loses sight of his pictorial
ideal in the obsession unwittingly wrought
by his rustic model. Finally he prays for

strength to create a work which may im-

mortalize his subject in art and kill it for

himself. Thus, at the end of his career,

Eekhoud seems to admit the strictures of his

former colleagues of the Jeune Belgique.
Yet the power of his work comes from his

passionate espousal of pariahs and criminals.

The stories of Le Cycle patibulaire (definitive

ed., 1896) are among the most vitriolic he has

signed. He would argue that his outcasts are,

more or less consciously, unrecognized saints.

The last story of the first edition (1892), "Le
Suicide par amour," preaches universal

charity, but declares that ideal humanity
must be created out of dreams. Eekhoud ever

defends the most heterodox and brutal ethics

provided only that they take their rise in

primitive impulse and in revolt from con-

temptible bourgeois uniformity. His favorite

painters are Rubens and Jordaens, whose de-

light in brawniness he shares; in English lit-

erature, it is the Elizabethans who charm
him. He translated plays from Webster,

Fletcher, and Marlowe and wrote Au Sticle

de Shakespeare (1893). Unlike Verhaeren

(fl.t;.),
he can see only evil in "progress and

curses our financial civilization. Striking in

this respect is his novel La Nouvelle Carthage
(Eng. tr., The New Carthage, 1917), in which
he deplores the modernization of Antwerp
and delights in recalling its ancient pictur-

esque squalor. The hero, who has much in

common with the author, clashes violently
with a social reformer who would "save"

what can be saved of the populace and ignore
the hopelessly depraved. For Eekhoud the

latter are the most precious of the denizens

and to change them would be blasphemy
against art. Yet he is far from being consis-

tent. He admired the Russian novelists for

their revolutionary trends and wrote in 1891:

"Literature has been preparing for a long
time the social upheaval of tomorrow."

The majority of his short stories (e.g.,

Kermesses, 1884; Nouvelles Kermesses, 1887;

and Derni&res Kermesses, 1920), as well as

many of his novels (e.g., Kees Doorik, 1883;
Les Milices de Saint-Francois, 1886; and Escal

Vigor, 1899), deal with rustic scenes. There is

a certain realism in the setting, but the

characters, whether peasants or aristocrats,

are too often mere symbols destined to per-

sonify their creator's visions. The novels, at

least when judged by conventional standards,
are faulty in structure: they are formed of

loosely connected episodes offering dramatic

expression of preconceived theories or paint-

ing pictures. One cannot forget that Eekhoud,
like many of his countrymen, was obsessed by
traditions of the brush. He wrote several

volumes of art criticism, among which Les

Peintres animaliers beiges (1911) deserves

special mention. A similar phenomenon is

apparent in his manner of writing. Francis

Nautet, the critic of Jeune Belgique, re-

marked that Eekhoud had a language rather

than a style. He cares more for colorful words
than for harmony of phrase and seeks first

to give vent to his robust individuality.
His power lies in his passionate sincerity,

in the conflict within himself of the artist

and the humanitarian, in his championing of

the picturesque helots of civilization, and in

his cosmopolitan sympathies. While exalting

always his tiny Campine, he would commune
in ever widening circles with "tragic and

agonized humanity."
See: J. Bithell: Contemporary Belgian Lit-

erature (1915); H. Krains; Portraits d'ecrivains

beiges (1930); G. Vanwelkenhuyzen, L7n-

fluence du naturalisme franfais en Belgique

(1930); G. Black, Bibliographie de Georges
Eekhoud (1931).

B. M. W.

Egge, Peter (1869-, Norwegian novelist), was

born in Trondheim. His first success was

with a group of stories about his native city

and environs. Later he often returns to the

same milieu. His books are low-toned, with-

out great events, but with the stress laid on
the inner life of the characters. Inde i

ffordene (1920; By the Deep Fjords) describes

the conflict that arises when a professional
man's daughter marries into one of the

proud, stiff-necked peasant families. Jagtvig

og hans Gud (1920; Jaegtvig and His God) is

a study of a poor shoemaker who thinks he
is born to create a new religion. Hansine
Solstad (1925; Eng. tr., Hansine Solstad, the

History of an Honest Woman, 1929), generally
considered the author's masterpiece, describes

a peasant girl whose consciousness of an un-
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stained family record sustains her through a

lifetime of unmerited disgrace.

Egge is a very productive writer. Besides

a great number of novels, some historical,

but most of them with modern themes, he

has written successful serious dramas as well

as comedies in which his sense of humor,
restrained in his other works, has free play.

H. A. L.

Ehrenburg, Ilya Grigoriyevich (1891-, Rus-

sian journalist, poet, and novelist), is the

Soviet Union's most brilliant war correspond-
ent. Extensive travel and long residence abroad

have given him a knowledge of Europe which,

together with his remarkable powers of ob-

servation and his faculty of discerning the

inner significance of events, have won him an

international reputation in his reporting of

both World Wars and of the Ethiopian and

Spanish wars. His voluminous literary pro-

duction, including novels, short stories, poems,
translations, articles, plays, and criticism,

while artistically uneven and derivative, is re-

garded in the U.S.S.R. as a valuable source of

sociological information on Western countries.

Born in Moscow of poor Jewish parents,

Ehrenburg spent his childhood in a suburban

brewery and his youth in wandering over

Russia, enduring the severest hardships. In

1909 he went to Paris, where he became one

olf a cosmopolitan group of writers, including
his close friend, Francis Jammes (q.v.) 9 whose
work he translated (1913). At one point his

interest in Catholicism nearly led him to join
the Benedictine order. In 1917 he returned to

Russia, where he remained four years. There
he lectured on Russian literature and worked
at organizing children's theatres with V. L.

Durov, a famous animal trainer and collabora-

tor with the eminent physiologist, Ivan Pavlov.

As a writer Ehrenburg belonged to the group
once known as "fellow travelers," who ac-

cepted the Revolution yet remained its critics.

In 1921 he returned to Paris. Expelled at first

as a Bolshevik, he was later allowed to return;

except for numerous journeys throughout
Europe and to the U.S.S.R., he remained in

Paris until 1940.

At his best Ehrenburg is a master storyteller
of a cinematic, satirical type of adventure tale.

His essential rootlessness is both an asset and a

liability to his vivid, versatile talent, giving
it now perspective, now a cynical superficiality.
His c!uef work includes Lik voiny (1920; The
Face of War), called the best Russian depiction
of the first world conflict; Neobychainye
pokhozhdeniya Khulio Khurenito i yevo uch-

enikov (1921; Eng. tr., The Extraordinary

Adventures of Julio Jurenito and His Dis-

ciples, 1930), a picaresque legend after the

manner of Candide, satirizing several nations

in their nihilistic characteristics; Lubov Zhan-

ny Nei (1924; Eng. tr., The Love of Jeanne

Ney, 1929), an ironic story of love and spies
with a French-Soviet background; V Pro-

tochnom Pereyulke (1927; Eng. tr., A Street in

Moscow, 1932), a richly detailed portrayal of

Moscow slums; Vtoroi den (1933, The Second

Day; Eng. tr., Out of Chaos, 1934), a novel

dealing with the collective versus the indi-

vidual will as manifested in the construction

of a giant Siberian steel plant; Ispaniya (1937)
and Chto cheloveku nado (1937; What a Man
Needs), articles and sketches on the Spanish
civil war; Padenie Parizha (1942; Eng. tr., The
Fall of Paris, 1942), a novel of the decay of

France from 1935 to 1 94 which won the

100,000-ruble Stalin prize and sold 35,000

copies the first week of its publication in

London; Voina (1942; Eng. tr., Russia at War,

1943).
See: Y, Zamyatin, "Ehrenburg," Rossiya^

*923; G. Struve, "Ehrenburg," in Soviet Rus-

sian Literature (1935), pp. 11-13.
N. S.

Ekelund, Vilhelm (1880-, Swedish poet and

essayist), began his literary career in the limited

lyric manner of the nature poets of Sk&ne, the

province of his birth in the south of Sweden.

But since his muse demanded sterner gods to

worship, he developed soon into Swedish po-

etry's most persistent and fanatical seeker after

Beauty in the absolute, abstract Platonic

sense. Though the early poetry with motifs

from Skine's countryside was a mere pre-

liminary phase in Ekelund's development, it

contains some of the most exquisitely beauti-

ful nature poetry in the Swedish language.
Indeed, in these early poems contained in

the volumes Varbris (1900; Spring Breeze),

Syner (1901; Visions), and Melodier i skymning
(1902; Twilight Melodies) he outdid his

master Ola Hansson (q.v.) in the creation of

sensitive, mellifluous, nature-intoxicated verse.

In his later reaction against the tendency of

such verse to become a merely sensuous and

passive form of aestheticism, Ekelund turned
to other sources of inspiration, first to Nietz-

sche (q.v.) and to Platen and Holderlin, and

then, in his most mature stage of development,
to philosophers and mystics such as Sweden-

borg and Emerson, Pascal and Thomas

Kempis. In Nietzsche he found the heroic

ideal, at least partly derivative from the an-

cient Greeks (Pindar, Heraclitus); and in

Platen and Holderlin he discovered in its
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purest form a passionate, never satisfied long-

ing for Absolute Beauty, a form of beauty com-

pletely dissociated from the world of phe-
nomena and the senses. In the philosophers
and mystics he found at first merely certain

other spiritual manifestations of a passionate,

essentially heroic seeking after Beauty and

Truth; but later in his development, when he

had come to respond somewhat less to the

heroic ideal, he sought in his reading more the

quiet and calm of the classical conception of

beauty and the Christian conception of truth.

Always, however, the object of his quest has

been the Absolute; never has he been satisfied

with outward beauty alone or with the mere

appearance of truth. This has made him the

most exclusive of Swedish authors, a restless

half-disembodied spirit ranging widely in the

most rarefied regions of art and of thought,
far distant from the ordinary everyday pre-

occupations of man.
The best of his mature work is contained in

four volumes of poems Elegier (1903; Ele-

gies), In Candidum (1905), Havets stjdrna

(1906; The Star of the Sea), and Dithyramber
i aftonglans, (1906; Dithyrambs in the Splendor
of Evening) and in a long series of volumes

of prose aphorisms and essays beginning with

Antikt ideal (1909; The Antique Ideal).

Though for a long time he lias not employed
verse to any extent to give expression to his

thought, his aphoristic prose, with its marvel

ous compactness of phrase, its flashing meta-

phors, and its subtle half-rhythmic form, is

certainly not wanting in the qualities of pure

poetry. He stands today as the one Swedish

master of the aphoristic style, and though his

influence upon contemporary Swedish litera

ture is difficult to trace with precision, it is

unquestionably present, particularly on the

younger generation of poets.
See: O. Levertin, Svensk litteiatur \ (1908),

A. Werin, "Vilhelm Ekelund som essayist/'

Ord och bild, XXVII (1918), 641-648; A.

Osterling, Dagens gaming (1921); N. Svanberg,
"Vilhelm Ekelund's lyrik," Nysvenska studier,

III (1923), 148-156; F. Book, Resa kring
svenska Parnassen (1926) pp. 85-102; G.

Castrcn, Den nya tiden 1870-1914 (1932), Vol.

VII of II. Schuck and K. Warburg, lllustrerad

svensk litteraturhistoria, 3d ed., pp. 442-447;
K. Stromberg, Modern svensk litteratur (1932),

pp. 108-114; S. Ahlstrom, Vilhelm Ekelund

(1940).
A. G.

Elskamp, Max (1862-1931, Belgian poet), was

born in Antwerp. This strange and eccentric

gentleman of the rich bourgeoisie never left

his native town, except during the First

World War when he spent four years in

Holland. He was born in a part of the city

overflowing with Flemish fishmongers and
thrift shops. Although he disliked these sur-

roundings, he never went away from this

proletarian district. He spent the greatest

part of his life in his fine house and collected

rare rose trees and sundials for his garden.
Between 1892 and 1898 he published several

tiny books of poetry. Although very few

copies of Dominicales (1892) and Salutations

dont d'angdliques (1893) were printed, they
were immediately appreciated in the cenacles

of the French symbolists in Paris. Elskamp's
French syntax, his modes of expression, and
his abundance of rare and unexpected images
made him akin to Mallarm6 (q*v.). But his

inspiration was much closer to that of Ver-

laine's (q.v.) La Bonne Chanson. He draws
the themes of his songs from the life of the

simple people of his neighborhood; from
their faith, their devotion to the calvaries, the

baroque statues of saints placed on artificial

rocks around the church. He celebrated the

daily toil of the humble, their games and
festivities. He uses musical rhythms, repeti-

tions, and alliterations in his short poems,
and although, at first sight, they would seem
to be songs of folklore, they are in fact

extremely intellectual stanzas, chiseled with

patience and wit. In 1898 Elskamp collected

all his poems in one volume under the title

Louange de la vie (the same title was adopted
a few years later by Gabriele d'Annunzio,

q.v., for his great poetical work Le Laudi).
After that, Elskamp remained silent for 23

years. An exile in Holland during the First

World War, he wrote Sous les tentes de
I'exode (1921), and, after his return to

Antwerp, La Chanson de la rue St. Paul

(1922), glorifying the modest provincial street

of his birth. But he never again attained the

freshness and purity of his early works.

Elskamp's influence can be retraced in the

works of the foremost Catholic poets of

France: Charles Pdguy and Paul Claudel

(qq.v.). His influence is to be found also in

some of Guillaume Apollinaire's (q.v.) songs.
In Belgium, Max Elskamp was considered by
nearly all the French-writing poets of the

1920-1930 generation as their master.

L. K.

Elsschot, Willem, see Ridder, Alfons de.

Elster, Kristian (1841-1881, Norwegian novel-

ist), achieved his first important recognition

posthumously with Farlige folk (1881;
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Dangerous People), his best novel. During the

6o's he had published a number of sketches,

short stories, reviews, and correspondence,
but in spite of encouragement from Brandes

and Ibsen (qq.v.), he was unable to overcome
a fatal shyness and lack of self-confidence

which was the bane of his life and a common
theme of his writing. Elster's stories are

somber in tone, pessimistic about the cultural

future of his country, filled with a sense of

injustice. His characters are conceived against
a background of cultural conflict between

peasants and officials, a background which
Elster had special qualifications for under-

standing. His death cut short an unusually

promising literary career; as Bjornson put it,

"he died before the Word was matured on

his lips, that last Word of understanding for

which his whole life had been a search."

See: J. B. Halvorsen, Norsk forfalter-

lexikon, II (1888), 216-220; G. Brandes,
Samlede skrifter, III (1900), 416-424; G. and
E. Brandes, Breweksling, ed. by F, Bull

(1939)' I> Par * 2, 375-387-
E. H.

Eluard, Paul (1895-, French poet), was born at

Saint-Denis, Seine, He became associated in

the beginning of his poetic career first with

the dadaist and then with the surrealist move-

ment. His early poetry, such as Les Necessites

d'une vie et les consequences des reves (1921),

presents impersonal and pure images of the

external world or flashes of that "living reali-

ty" of dreams which seem to be automatically

registered, but which the poet views by the

cold light of his detached spirit. Throughout,
he appears to be armored against his own

sensibility and that of the world.

These traits do not disappear totally from
his later poetry, but with the publication of

Mourir de ne pas mourir (1924) he reveals a

new manner, the "beating of the loving heart

in the breast that is vanquished." He under-

takes "the magic study of the happiness no-

body evades." In love with love, he adores the

same woman in all women; all his loves mirror

one soul; she embodies for him the taste and

fragrance of the earth and the radiance of the

heavens. He feels he exists only because her

eyes behold and reflect him, and when they do
not the universe ceases to be. Lamartine,

Vigny, Baudelaire (q.v.), had known desola-

tion, tyut their loneliness was an earth solitude.

Eluard's is an univers solitude, as the title to

one of his poems indicates. The woman he
loves in the end loses her human entity,

merging with nature and, ultimately, with the

Absolute.

His poetry is like a nebula of ineffable pas-
sion and vision, and sometimes appears form-

less and vaporous. Its myriad images, like

stars, reflect the invisible and the unknown.
There was still enough of the classic in

Baudelaire and Rimbaud (q.v.) to lead them
to seek "correspondences" between nature and
their spirits; each image in Eluard is a lost

paradise and fulfills Hegel's definition of the

romantic spirit which "seeks itself solely with-

in and resists what sets limits to it." There
are indeed no limits in Eluard's poetic domain.
The very titles of his books convey the breath

of it: Capitate de la douleur (1926), Les

Dessous d'une vie, ou la Pyramide humaine

(1926), L'Amour la poesie (1929), La Vie im-

mediate (1932), La Rose publique (1934), Les

Yeux fertile* (1936). Not everything in them
rises to the same high level of purity, but the

greater part does and stands as a wonderful

bridge over the abyss between dream and

reality, between what can be felt and thought
and what lies beyond.

Eluard's poetic experience does not neglect
the human condition, however. He has taken

an active interest in the political and poetic
activities of surrealism as well as in its experi-
mental explorations in the realm of the sub-

consciousness, of which he has wtitten the best

example in L'Immaculee Conception (1930),

done in collaboration with Andr Breton (q.v.).

This responsiveness of the poet to the pathos
of life is reflected even more markedly in his

later work, as in Cours naturel (1938), which
contains the moving poem "Victoire de

Guernica," in Chanson complete (1939), and,

especially, in the poems which he wrote to sing
the tragedy and heroism of the unconquered
soul of France during the terrible years 1940-

1944, including Poesie et veritd (1942) and An
rendezvous allemand (1945).

See: Marcel Raymond, De Baudelaire au

surrdalisme (1933). PP- 32 *-323> 354~358 ; Jean

Cassou, Pour la poesie (1935), pp. 268-278;

Eluard, Thorns of Thunder, English transla-

tions of selected poems, ed. by George Reavey

(1936); Michel Carrouges, Eluard et Claudel

(1945)-
S. A. R.

Emants, Marcellus (1848-1923, Dutch novelist,

poet, and playwright), was born at Voorburg,
a suburb of The Hague. He studied law at

Leiden, but, being a man of means, instead of

practicing he devoted himself entirely to litera-

ture. He was the first in Holland to declare

that art, no less than science, should free it-

self from the tyrannical domination of re-

ligious dogmas and ethical concepts. Truth in
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art was his favorite slogan. In 1879 he made
his d6but with Een drietal Novellen (Three
Short Stories). In his preface the author re-

vealed that one of these had been written for

the periodical De Banter (The Banner), but

that it had been refused because it might have

shocked "proper ladies who administered re-

spectable circulating libraries." The story was

based, he said, on a sketch from nature, and

"the responsibility for the coarseness or the

dignity of the characters and situations rested,

perhaps, with the public in which the spirit

of the age is embodied, but not with him who

caught its reflection in his mirror." In that

same year was published his article "Schoon-

heid" (1879; Beauty), in which he clearly

formulated his conception of the mission of

naturalism in art.

Emants believed with Taine (q-v.), for

whom he had a deep admiration, that "every
human action is the necessary reaction of an

individual to the influence of his environ-

ment." Most of Emants's stories are objective
studies of neurasthenic or hypersensitive

people. The greatest of these is Een nagelaten
Bekentenis 1894; (A Posthumous Confession),
the story of a man who knows himself to be

the helpless victim of his fatal heredity. He

struggles in vain to assume his place in the

world of normal beings. "I have heard it said

all too often that a man who knows his own
faults is able to eradicate them. Those who

say so must have very little self-knowledge."
He cannot free himself from the curse that is

on him and is driven by his fate to the murder
of his wife. In Inwijding (1901; Initiation),

Waan (1905; Delusion), and Liefdeleven (1916;
Love Life) the dominant theme is the agony of

slowly dying love. The author seems obsessed

with the hopelessness and futility of all exist-

ence. His novels are masterpieces of psycho-

analysis, but they leave the reader chilled by
their skeptical denial of all loveliness. Emants

expressed in poetry also his despair of man's

goodness. He symbolized in Lilith (1879) the

eternal libido and its inescapable results.

"All who are conceived in voluptuousness shall

sooner or later fall a prey to voluptuousness."
Woman as the embodiment of selfishness and

folly is the theme of Emants's best drama,
Domheidsmacht (1904; The Power of Folly).

Among the foreign authors who influenced

his work were Flaubert, Zola, and above all

Turgenev (qq.v.).

See: T. de Wyzewa, Ecrivains Strangers, S6r.

i (1896), pp. 293 ff.; J. de Graaf, Le Rtveil

litteraire en Hollande et le naturalisme fran-

fais, 1880-1900 (1938), pp. 107-125.
A. J. B.

Eminescu, Mihail (pseud, of Mihail Iminovici,

1850-1889, Rumanian poet), was born in

Botojani, the sixth child of the 10 boys
and girls in Gheorghe and Rali{a Iminovici 's

family. His father, a modest merchant and
farmer, wished to bring up his offspring care-

fully. Mihail spent his childhood in the

native Moldavian town and on the Ipoteti
farm. At the age of six he was sent to primary
school, in Cernauti, Bukovina, graduated,
and attended secondary school for a while.

He did not, however, finish his studies, but

took to the road with various theatrical stock

companies in which he served as prompter.
His first published verse appeared in the

Budapest Familia (The Family) in 1866. The
editor of this periodical is responsible for

the change of Iminovici's name to Eminescu, as

more Rumanian sounding.
Eminescu went to the University of Vienna

in 1869 to study philosophy. There he met
other young Rumanian writers, and from
there he mailed his lyric contributions to

Convorbiri literare (Literary Conversations),
the influential publication of the Jassy

Junimea (Youth) society. Returning to his

native country, he was helped by this society
to continue his studies in Berlin and Jena.
He came back once more to Jassy, and in

1874 was appointed director of the library in

that city and inspector of schools in 1875. A
year later he temporarily joined the news-

paper Curierul de lafi (The Jassy Courrier)
and from 1877 to 1883 he lived in Bucharest

as an editor of Timpul (Time), the official

organ of the Conservative Party. During
these years he wrote most of his poems. But
in 1883, the first signs of insanity appeared,
and after long, painful, and agonizing suffer-

ings he died June 15, 1889, in a Bucharest

asylum.
In 1883 Titu Maiorescu (q.v.) published

most of Eminescu's poetical works in book

form. This was followed by numerous edi-

tions, and some of his verse as well as his

prose appeared posthumously. Eminescu's

influence grew to the extent of absorbing

generation after generation of writers as well

as statesmen. His articles written during his

editorship of the Bucharest and Jassy dailies,

collected, commented upon, and published

by admiring epigoni, became the credo of

various political leaders; his hold on men of

the newer ideologies was extraordinary. As a

poet he is undoubtedly head and shoulders

above all others in his land. He runs the

gamut of passion and revolt. We behold his

sweetheart passing a soothing hand over his

stormy brow; Hyperion, the star, pleading
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with God to be made a man, for the sake of

a woman; the conflict between emperor and

proletarian in revolutionary Paris; small talk

of small towns; the fairy tales and ancient

lore of the mountains and valleys; the crea-

tion of the world. An innovator, a creator of

enduring lyric monuments, Eminescu com-

pares favorably with the great European
romantic poets.

See: G. CSlincscu, Viata lui Mihail Emi-

nescu (1932).
L. F.

Engstrttm, Albert (1869-1940, Swedish prose
humorist and illustrator), was born in Lonne-

berga near Kalmar on the southwest coast of

Sweden. He studied at Uppsala (1889-1891)
and later at the art school of Goteborg under

the celebrated master Carl Larsson. In 1897
he founded the humorous weekly Strix, after

which he published a long succession of vol-

umes consisting mainly of short stories about

peasant and seafaring life. Outstanding among
these are En bok (1905; A Book) and Black

och saltvatten (1914; Ink and Salt Water).
It came as a surprise to literary Sweden that

Engstrom was finally elected to the Academy,
but few choices have been more popular.

Engstrom is the nearest that Sweden has

come to producing a Mark Twain. He de

lighted in rough characters, preferring the

profane, hard-drinking, loud-laughing sailors

of the old school. Old Skipper Isakson, first

introduced on his deathbed, was destined to re-

cover and become probably the most appreci
ated of his heroes. Like the American hu-

morist, Albert Engstrom was fond of tall

stories, the wilder and more extravagant the

better. Like him too he enjoyed deflating
famous historical personages. Few Swedish
authors of importance have been deficient in

humor, but Engstrom raised the national gift

to the level of a new art. Many of his books

were illustrated by himself, and few authors

have been happier in this combination of the

arts.

See: F. Book, Sveriges moderna litteratur

(1921), also published as Vol. Ill of O. Sylwan,
ed., Svenska litteraturens historia (1919-1921),

pp. 325-331; H. A. Larsen, ed., Sweden's Best

Stories (1928).

c. w. s.

Erenburg, Ilya Grigoriyevich, see Ehrenburg.
/

Erlingsson, porsteinn (1858-1914, Icelandic

poet and short-story writer), was born of well-

to-do parents at St6ramork, Rangdrvallasfsla,
Iceland. After a happy youth Erlingsson went

to school in Reykjavik and then in Copen-
hagen, where he began by studying law at the

university but ended by devoting his time to

Icelandic studies and poetry. Here he con-

tracted the tuberculosis of the lungs which

finally was to prove fatal. On his return to

Iceland, he eked out a meager living by

journalism and private teaching.
In Copenhagen, Erlingsson was influenced

not only by Brandes's (q.v.) realism, but also

by the growing socialistic movement. He be-

came an ardent socialist, an antimonarchist,
and an intrepid attacker of church and clergy.
His satire was as sharp as it was brilliantly

executed; it proved very effective in demolish-

ing the fundamentalism of the igth-century
Lutheran Church in Iceland. But Erlingsson
was far more than a satirist. Fervent love and
nature lyrics also came from his pen. He loved

nature in its sunny summer garb, and he ex-

pressed his sympathy with birds and beasts

not only in poems, but also in exquisite short

stories cast in the form of oriental tales.

Erlingsson was deeply interested in Icelandic

folk poetry; he polished its chief vehicle, the

quatrain (ferskeytla), to a degree of perfection
attained only by the few masters of this form.

A high degree of workmanship is character-

istic of everything he wrote.

Erlingsson's volume of poems, pyrnar

(Thorns), was printed in three editions (1897,

1905, and posthumously, with many additions,

in 1918). The poem Eidurinn (i9 ! 3' The
Oath), on the same subject as The Virgin of

Skalholt by Kamban (q.v.), and the animal

tales, Mdlleysingjar (1928; The Dumb Ones),

complete the list of his productions.
See: Erlingsson, pyrnar (1918), ed. by S.

Nordal, with an introduction by several au-

thors.

S. E.

Ernst, Paul (1866-1933, German poet, essayist,

and writer of fiction and drama), composed
many hundred essays, several hundred short

stories, six novels, and 23 works for the theatre

(comedies, tragedies, historical dramas, and
what he conceived as a new form and called

"redemption drama" or "meta-tragedy"). He
also produced Erdachte Gesprache (1921), two

slender volumes of short poems, two epics,

the more important of which is Das Kaiser-

buck (6 vols., 1923-1928), and two volumes of

autobiography, Jugenderinnerungen (1930)
and Jiinglingsjahre (1932), which are actually
a comprehensive account of the economic,

social, and political conditions and of the

literary trends in the last three decades of the

igth century. He edited with critical prefaces
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some 50 works from German and other

European literatures, in some cases supplying
also the translation.

The author of this enormous output of

prose and verse, fiction, drama, and criticism

was born in Elbingerode and grew up at

Clausthal in the stable economic and social

conditions of the Harz Mountains, the son of

upright parents in modestly comfortable cir-

cumstances. His father was a mine foreman

possessing all the simple virtues characteristic

of the old-fashioned skilled workman and

official, to whom Paul Ernst has set up so fine

and touching a monument in his Geschichten

von deutscher Art (1928). The boy was an

omnivorous reader. Destined for the ministry,
he felt himself repelled by the modern theology

professed at Gottingen and Tubingen and by
the indifference of its propounders to the social

problems and needs that confronted and horri-

fied him in Berlin. He gave up theology for

practical social action, writing both literary

criticism and essays on economics, politics, and

sociology, later editing the Social Democratic,

i.e., Marxian, Berliner Volkstribune and mak-

ing political speeches.
The first of his published works is his essay

Leo Tolstoy und der slawische Roman (1889).

Significant in this essay is the respectful at-

tention he devotes to Tolstoy's criticism and

interpretation of the Gospels. Subscribing to

Marxian economics, he wrote his doctoral

dissertation on Die gesellschaftliche Repro
duktion des Capitals bei gesteigerter Produk-
tivitdt der Arbeit (Bern, 1892). Shortly after,

he freed himself from his Marxian connec-

tions and at the end of the decade turned to

creative literature, writing four one-act plays
in the naturalistic manner. These satisfied

neither the public nor the author. A trip to

Italy in 1900 afforded him the necessary clari

fication of his reflections concerning the prin-

ciples of art and the laws governing the various

genres. There, in the classic forms, both liter

ary and pictorial, he found the intention of

poet and artist, and the means they employed,
more congenial to his innate conservatism.

Thereafter Paul Ernst was to combat natural-

ism in art as well as Marxism in all its mani
festations (Der Weg zur Form, 1906; Ein

Credo, 1912; Der Zusammenbruch des deut-

schen Idealismus, 1919; Der Zusammenbruch
des Marxismus, 1919; Grundlagen der neuen

Gesellschaft, 1930).

His political and artistic principles thus

clarified, he began his important work as a

mature man of 35 with a strong predilection
for the drama (which to him was synonymous
with tragedy) and a low regard for the novel.

Yet some of his novels (Der schmale Weg zum
Gliick, 1904; Der Schatz im Morgenbrotsthal,

1926; Griin aus Trummern, 1933; Das Gliick

von Lautenthal, 1933) found their way to the

hearts of a public that remained cold to his

dramas. Der schmale Weg zum Gliick has

passed through 10 editions. No comparable
success greeted his Brunhild (1909), the perfect

exemplification of his theory of tragedy, or

his Ariadne (1912), written after he had
received the "grace of faith in Jesus Christ"

and had decided that tragedy and its essential

pessimism must give way to a form "beyond
tragedy," to "redemption drama." The same

disappointing reception awaited Das Kaiser-

buck, which he undertook after the First

World War hoping by this panorama of the

glorious medieval past to give courage to his

defeated and despoiled nation. But the very

length, 100,000 verses, precluded its becoming
the familiar companion of his people. More-

over, Paul Ernst is in no sense what he most

ardently aspired to be a writer for the masses.

Though he denied it persistently, he is

essentially a thinker with a penchant for ab-

stract thought. This does not detract from his

Novellen, and here, in the short story of classic

construction and brevity with its unexpected

point and often two or three turns in as many
pages, in this art for an intellectual elite which
he brought back from Italy and cultivated for

30 years, he became the supreme master. In

his Komodianten- und Spitzbubengeschichten

(1920) the iGth-century Italian setting is so

perfect that many Germans speak of the tales

as translations. And his Geschichten von
deutscher Art might more readily and more

profitably become a German household book
than the great Kaiserbuch with its heterodox

ideas concerning good and evil.

Paul Ernst is, for all his excellent novels and

stories, most stimulating as a critic in matters

purely literary and technical. In matters re-

ligious and philosophical, subjects which oc-

cupied him constantly, his thought remains

to the end confused and confusing because,

though he was able to free himself from

Marxism and naturalism, he was never able

to free himself from the intellectual prison of

subjectivity and modernism for which Lessing,
Kant, the "higher critics," and Tolstoy con-

tributed the foundation stones. However per-

sistently he speaks of God, God is for him not

a spirit both transcendent and immanent, not

a reality though also not Vaihinger's "neces-

sary fiction" but a necessary function of the

human mind: "Gott ist kein Ding [an sich],

sondern ein Vorgang" (God is no [ultimate]

reality, but a process). However deep an
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experience his own very special "gift of faith

in Jesus Christ" was, and it was a deep ex-

perience, it did not prevent his denying the

historical Jesus of Nazareth. Upon so unstable

a foundation and out of theses so uncom-

pelling it was impossible to build great drama
or to fulfil as a positive force, except in the

practical implications of his best novels and

stories, the function of the poet as he con-

ceived it that of prophet and high priest of

his people. But in his very limitations Paul

Ernst remains the most significant writer of

his day, for his self-contradictions constitute

a reductio ad absurdum of nominalism and

modernism, of post-Kantian philosophy and

theosophy. More than any other contemporary
German thinker outside the Church, Ernst

points the way to the restoration of orthodox

Christianity among the intelligentsia.

See: K. A. Kutzbach, "Von Paul Ernsts letzter

Lebenszeit" and "Nachwort" (with bibli-

ography), in Paul Ernst Gedenkbuch (1933),

pp. 25-28, 212-232; A. Potthoff, Paul Ernst

(1935); J. F. Goodloe, "Zur Einfiihrung in

Paul Ernsts Werke und Weltanschauung,"
Monatshefte fur deutschen Unterricht,
XXXII (1940), 9-17.

J. F. G.

Ertel, Alexander Ivanovich (1855-1908, Rus-

sian novelist), was born near Voronezh, son of

the manager of an estate. The boy was pre-

pared for the Gymnasium, but his father re-

fused to allow him to enter, and when he was

13 he was compelled to assist in his father's

work. The family moved to the neighborhood
of Usman, and there Alexander met a girl of

a more cultured milieu and married her in

1875* She educated him and interested him in

literature. In 1878 they moved to St. Peters-

burg to take charge of a library. Troubles ac-

cumulated. The library did not succeed; Ertel

had a severe illness and was arrested because

of some slight contact with revolutionary

organizations and forced to settle in Tver

(Kalinin). Here he separated from his wife and
married a second time. Harassed by material

needs, he was forced to take charge of various

estates. He gradually gave up writing and died
in 1908 after 10 years of silence.

His first important work, Zapiski stepnyaka
(1890; Memoirs of a Man of the Steppes), was
written under the influence of Turgenev (q.v.)
and Gleb Uspenski. Then came Volkhonskaya
baryshnya (1883; A Young Lady of Volkhonka)
and Pyatikhiny deti (1884; The Children of

Pyatikhin). Ertel gradually came under the

influence of L. N. Tolstoy (q.v.) and reached
the highest level of his achievement in Gar-

dininy, ikh dvornya, priverzhentsy i vragi

(1888; The Gardinins, Their House, Adher-

ents, and Enemies). Later came Smena (1898;

The Change). In spirit and methods of treat-

ment Ertel was very close to the Russian

Populists, but he believed instinctively, and
also because of his knowledge of estate ad-

ministration, in a more truthful and realistic

approach to the peasant problems. He es-

caped largely from the direct following of

Tolstoy by his increasing appreciation of

Western culture. In his later years there was
also a growing interest in the essence of re-

ligion that separated him from many of the

Populists. Ertel was a keen observer of the

reality of Russian peasant life, looking at it as

one who had been reared in a rural environ-

ment; he treated less well the decaying gentry
and had no reason for feeling that sense of

personal guilt and obligation which marked

many of his literary associates. Definitely a

minor writer, he nevertheless composed in The
Gardinins one of the best works of the period
and won for his style the compliments of

Tolstoy.
See: F. D. Batyushkov, "A. I. Ertel, po

neizdannym dokumentam," Sobraniye sochi-

neni, I (1909), 1-48; D. S. Mirsky, Contem-

porary Russian Literature (1926).
C. A. M.

Esenin, Sergei Aleksandrovich, see Yesenin.

Espina, Antonio (1894-, Spanish poet, novel-

ist, and essayist), was born, studied, and has

lived the major part of his life in Madrid,
where he has been the editor of various im-

portant daily and weekly periodicals and a

contributor to the reviews Pluma, Espana,
Revista de Occidente, and Gaceta literaria.

All of his books have been published in that

city. These embrace a variety of genres: he

started with verses in Umbrales (1918) and,

after a prose interlude (Divagaciones, 1920),

continued with the same genre in Signario

(1923), which is his most characteristic book

of poetry. Narrative writing is found in

Pdjaro pinto (1927), in which volume a story,

"Xelfa, carne de cera," is outstanding and

indispensable for an understanding of his

work. The novel Luna de copas (1928) was

followed by two of a biographical type, Luis

Candelas (1930) and Romea, o el comediante

(1935). He is seen as a short-story writer in

Las siete virtudes (1931), a book prepared in

collaboration with other writers. But the

newspaper article, literary and political in

nature and elevated very often to the category
of the essay, has occupied the major part of
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Espina
f

s attention. The best examples are to

be found in Lo cdmico contempordneo (1927)

and especially in El nuevo diantre (1934).

He has made a translation of a work by

Benjamin Constant, Adolfo (1924), and of a

play by Crommelynck (q.v.), El estupendo
cornudo (1926), later presented in Madrid.

Some of his writings have been translated

into various languages.

Espina says that "poetry is the really un-

expressable. The nearer we approach what

can actually be expressed, the greater danger
there is without our realizing it of losing

our way." Onis places Espina's poetry "in

that stream which represents the total dis-

integration ot modernism, the way for which

was prepared by post-modernistic irony,"

although "his basic art transcends both the

former and the latter." His work is char-

acterized by great facility of creation in both

verse and prose, the search for the unstable,

an apparent puerility, voluntary contradic-

tions, imaginative dissociation, whim, gri-

mace, and caricature; all these qualities are

presented in a universal post-war tone which

is at the same time deeply Spanish. It has

been pointed out that Espina is nearer to the

"esperpento" (as created by Valle-InclAn, q.v.)

than to the newly developed film art; this is

another way of affirming that he is a national

product rather than an expression of cos-

mopolitanism. His humor and jesting reveal

living depths of sentiment. His literary criti-

cism and political thought are entirely devoid

of any meaningless use of word and image
and arise from a deep and responsible ap

preciation of human values.

See: Gerardo Diego, Poesia espanola

(Antologid) (1934), pp. 265-274, 582; Federico

de Onis, Antologia de la poesia espanola e

hispanoamericana (1934), pp. 1046-1052, 1194.
A. I.

Espina de Serna, Concha (1877-, Spanish

novelist), was born and bred in Sanlander.

The charming daughter of well-to-do parents,

she was given the advantages of a good edu-

cation and encouragement to develop her

taste for writing.
The first poems of her girl

hood were published in the local newspaper.
She married early and went with her husband

to Chile. Soon her marriage proved to be a

tragic mistake. Unhappy and in need of

money, she began to write poems and articles

for the Correo espanol of Buenos Aires and

for other newspapers. After three years she

returned to Spain, where first a volume of

lyric poems, Mis /lores (1904), was published,

then a collection of short stories and articles,

Trozos de la vida (1907), and her first novel,
La nina de Luzmela (1909). In this story of

a Cantabrian Cinderella, Concha Espina's
distinctive contributions to the Spanish novel

are already apparent her sensitive interpre-
tation of a woman's mind and heart and her
intimate and realistic portrayal of the physi-
cal aspects and social customs of her native

province. Since 1909 her fertile pen has pro-
duced more than 30 volumes, including 14
novels and a dozen collections of short stories

as well as poems, essays, one drama (El jayon,

1918), and works of other genres. The country
around Santander forms the background of

the novels Despertar para morir (1910), Agua
de nieve (1912; Eng. tr,, The Woman and the

Sea, 1934), La rosa de los vientos (1916),
Dulce nombre (1921; Eng. tr., Red Beacon,

1924), Altar mayor (1926), and La flor de ayer

(
1 934) and of many short stories. La esfinge

maragata (1914; Eng. tr., Mariflor, 1924) tells

of life in an isolated community in the

province of Le6n, a district so poor and
barren that the men must go south to work

through the winter, leaving the women to

watch over house and land. This penetrating

study of the effect upon women of such

poverty and loneliness has become Concha

Espina's best-known work.

During the 1920*5 Concha Espina traveled

extensively in Spain, Central Europe, and the

United States. The novels El metal de los

muertos (1920), a sociological study of life in

the Rio Tinto mines, and El cdliz rojo (1923),
an exposition of the problem of the Sephardic

Jew in Germany, and the short stories in

Tierras del aquildn (1924) and Copa de
horizontes (1930) reflect this experience in

their backgrounds. Two volumes of American
reminiscences are entitled Singladuras (1932)
and Alas y leguas. In 1936-1937, during the

Spanish civil war, Concha Espina, whose

sympathies were with the Falangists, lived in

seclusion in her country home in Mascuerras

(Luzmela) in territory held by the Loyalists.

After the victory of General Franco's forces in

the province, she published the diary she had

kept during the months of her retirement,

Esclavitud y libertad: Diario de una prisio-

nera (1938), and some stories of the revolu-

tion, Retaguardia (imdgenes de vivos y

muertos) (1937), Luna roja (1939), and
Princesas del martirio (1940).

See: R. Cansinos-Assns, Literatures del

norte: La obra de Concha Espina (1924); E.

A. Boyd, Studies from Ten Literatures (1925),

pp. 128-136; Cuadernos de literatura con-

tempordnea, No. i (1942).

E. H. H*
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Estaunil, Edouard (1862-1943, French novel-

ist), was born at Dijon in Burgundy. From

early childhood he was brought up by his

widowed mother a woman of exceptional

charm and intelligence and an austere grand-
father to whose rigid discipline the child

readily submitted. He received his schooling at

the hands of Jesuit masters, and it was the

memory of his schooldays which suggested to

him, in later years, the idea of his best-known

novel, L'Empreinte (1896). In 1882 he was ad-

mitted to the Ecole Polytechnique to study

engineering; he was subsequently appointed
director of the Ecole d'Application de T6-

llgraphie, a none too flourishing school of

engineering in Paris. Here he was fortunate

enough to secure the collaboration of such

eminent men as Henri Poincar and Pierre

Curie, and very soon the school was infused

with new life. Estaunte did other engineering

work; during the First World War highly re-

sponsible work was entrusted to him, and his

services were recognized by the French and

the Belgian governments he was made Com-
mander of the Legion of Honor and received

the medal of the Order of Leopold.
He hesitated for some time to let his interest

in purely literary pursuits be known. It was

the publisher Perrin who brought him before

the public. He was from the outset, and re-

mained to the end, what Thibaudet (q.v.)

called It romancier de la douleur. He reminds

one of Edouard Rod, who introduced him to

the Revue des deux mondes; they have the

same deep sympathy for all those who suffer

their destiny without any morbid self-pity.

Estaunte's first novel, Un Simple (1891), deals

with exactly the same problem as the Pierre

et Jean of Maupassant (q.v.). The two works

were published within a few weeks of each

other; Estauntt dedicated a later book of his,

Le Ferment (1899), to Maupassant. In 1892

came a second novel, La Bonne Dame, and in

1896 L'Empreinte, in which Estaunte used his

experience as a pupil of the Jesuits. His ap-

parent thesis is that the education of the

Jesuits, widespread in France, leaves so in-

delible an impression on the young souls of

the pupils that they are never able to efface

it. The novel was considered by some an attack

on religious education; this impression Es-

tauni promptly corrected by the following
novel, Le Ferment, in which he stressed the

disadvantage of a purely rationalistic upbring-

ing. The later novels and stories of Estauni

never aroused as much discussion, but were
esteemed as keen analyses of the varied ex-

periences of interesting and unhappy souls.

The best known are L'Epave (1902); La Vie

secr&te (1909), which was awarded the Prix

Femina; Les Choses voient (1913), the choses

being three pieces of furniture abandoned in

an attic which tell the stories of three genera-
tions; L'Ascension de Monsieur Baslevre

(1919). on the ascent of a mediocre soul to a

state of ardent spirituality; L'Appel de la

route (1921), on the inevitableness of suffering.
A characteristic story, "L'lnfirme aux mains
de Iumi6re," gave its title to a collection of

shorter narratives (1923); another collection

bears the title Le Silence dans la campagne
(1924). In 1932 appeared Estaunte's last novel,

Madame Clapain. He also wrote a study of his

great Burgundian compatriot, Buffon (1924),
and was a frequent contributor to such peri-
odicals as the Revue des deux mondes, Revue
de Paris, Grande Revue, and Revue bleue. He
was elected to the French Academy in 1923, to

succeed Alfred Capus (q.v.).

See: Andr Bellessort, "Un Grand Romancier

contemporain," in Nouvelles Etudes (1923),

pp. 236-264; John Charpentier, Eslaunie,
avec . . , un essai de bibliographic, par Francis

Ambriere (1932); Camille C6, Regards sur

I'ceuvre d'Edouard Estaunie (1935); M. H.

Ilsey, ''Edouard Estauni's Message," French

Review, XVI (1942-1943), 461-471.
A. Sz.

Estonian literature. The few Estonians who
could afford a university training in the 1820*5

and 1830*5 included two men who gave a new
direction to Estonian letters for much of the

igth century. F. R. Faehlmann (1798-1850)
interested himself in folklore and then, in-

fluenced by the success of Lonnrot's Kalevala

(1835; collected poems about the heroic Kalev),
he turned to the Finnish national epic poem
based on oral traditions (the Estonian Ian

guage is related to Finnish). After his death
his friend F. R. Kreutzwald (1803-1882) fin-

ished the compilation of the Kalevipoeg (The
Son of Kalev), published 1857-1861. A sense

of continuity now stimulated national con-

sciousness to dream of future counterparts of

past glories, of a time when, as the poet said,

"Kalev comes home to bring happiness to his

people." Kreutzwald, although earning the

reputation of being the "father of song," did

not actually lead literary expression of the

expanding national feeling towards great

lyrical heights. But Lydia Koidula (1843-1886)
achieved altogether admirable literary form in

her passionate, triumphant, and poignant pa-
triotic songs. For a short period after the death
of Koidula the romantic historical novel was a

prevailing genre.
The moods of the next generation were
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different and more various. Many wanted hard

facts, not exalted feelings. The realistic or

naturalistic novel, presenting social data in

somber and simple language, met this desire.

Eduard Vilde (1865-1933), the master of the

new school, was realistic in his early novels

and then sharply critical and revolutionary in

his later fiction. A similar belligerent tendency

prevailed in the short stories of Ernst Peterson

(1868-) and in the earlier works of Anton H.
Tammsaare (1878-1940) and Mait Metsanurk

(1879-). Julian Liiv (1864-1913) was the only

poet among the realists.

Prose writers of a new school called Noor
Eesti (Young Estonia) exemplified a great im-

provement in Estonian literary style, but the

very nobility of their language kept them from

attaining the popularity of the realistic novel-

ists. Friedebert Tuglas (1886-), the greatest
master of this new style, has published several

volumes of short stories. Jaan Oksa (1884-1918)
was perhaps the most cosmically inspired of

this group. Young Estonia also brought about

its own renaissance of Estonian lyrics. Gustav

Suits (1883-) is a poet of great intensity of

thought and an impressive poetical style.

Villem Ridala (1885-) is mainly known as an

author of nature poems. Ernst Enno (1875-

1934) was a pioneer remaining for the most

part outside the group.
In its turn also the Young Estonia move-

ment did not go unchallenged. Its modernism
was violently attacked by the above-named

Eduard Vilde. And, during the First World

War, a group of younger lyrical writers, taking

up in their own way the modernist and in-

dividualist tendencies of Young Estonia,

formed themselves into what was known as the

Siuru group (Siuru is the name of a mytho-

logical bird). Rapturous sensualism gradually

gave place to something more idealistic. Marie

Under (1883-) has the greatest poetic talent

of this group. Henrik Visnapuu (1890-),

marked innovator in lyrics, has written nature,

love, and patriotic songs and poems of variety
and a remarkable ingenuity of form. Johannes

Semper (1892-), beginning as a lyrical poet
and translator of poetry, turned to literary

criticism and in 1935 embarked as a novelist

with a definite gift of style. August Gailit

(1891-) is an author of fantastical novels. In

1926 A. H. Tammsaare, who has come to be

regarded as the master of Estonian fiction, be-

gan the publication of his monumental novel

Tode ja digus (Truth and Justice), a vast

painting of the social life of Estonia from the

last quarter of the igth century down to the

present day. He has been followed by many
younger writers.

On the whole the realist revival continues

to be dominant, and its representatives are

gradually achieving a synthesis of objective

description and artistic form. Mait Metsanurk
has produced successful war novels; Oskar

Luts (1887-) has maintained his position as

the foremost Estonian humorist. A. Jakobson
and A. Malk are the most prominent writers

among the younger realists. Of the younger
poetical generation, J. Siitiste and E. Hiir

deserve to be mentioned.

Estonian drama and comedy attained a high
level in the works of August Kitzberg (1856-

1927), who mostly treated rural subjects.
Eduard Vilde wrote at least one drama and
one comedy of high quality. A. H. Tammsaare
offered in Judith (1921) one of the most origi-
nal treatments of this favored theme, and

Hugo Raudsepp (1883-), the wittiest of Es-

tonian essayists, has revealed himself as the

writer of comedies in which his humor suc-

cessfully overshadows his castigating tendency.
See: O. Kallas, Die Wiederholungslieder der

estnischen Volkspoesie (1901); M. Martna,
L'Estonie (1920); M. Kampmaa, Eesti Kir-

jandusloo Peajooned, Vol. IV (1936); A.

Pullerits, Eesti Kirjandusest (1937).

E. Ju.

Eulenberg, Herbert (1876-, German dramatist

and short-story writer), was born in Miihlheim
am Rhein near Cologne and has remained

attached to his Rhenish home country all his

life. As a young student he stepped into the

arena of naturalism (see German naturalism)
and whipped up its diminishing enthusiasm

by a revival of the ideals of the "storm and
stress" of Goethe's youth. Passion is his driv-

ing motive, the weird, the uncanny, the sensa

tional, and the grotesque are the aim of his

dramatic presentations. Anna IValewska (1899),
a play with a sex motif involving father and

daughter, is the most noteworthy product of

his youth and typical of his life's work. Sensu-

ality and sexuality are the themes he discusses

in all their variations. In the first decade ot

the century he is one of the most productive

stage writers in Germany and his work possibly
the most frequently performed. Among his

plays are Leidenschaft (1901), a dramatization

of his favorite sex theme; Kassandra (1903);

Ritter Blaubart (1905), a fairy play in the

Strindberg manner; Simson (1910); Alles um
Liebe (privately printed in 1910), a rather

tragic comedy; Belinde (1912), awarded the

Schiller prize; Die Insel (1919), a drama with a

truly Shakespearean note. Sonderbare Ge-

schichten (1910) is a collection of short stories

in the style of the later romanticists, especially
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in the manner of E. T. A. Hoffmann. Generally

speaking, all Eulenberg's prose writings up to

the First World War show these same tenden-

cies. Actual post-war conditions are described

in Der Banherott Europas (1922) and Die

Hohenzollern (1928; Eng. tr,, The Hohenzol-

lerns, 1929). His most recent writings, such as

Pankraz, der Schmoller (1938), indicate a lean-

ing towards the biographical presentation.
A. Bu.

Euringer, Richard (1891-, German novelist

and lyric poet), was born at Augsburg, Ba-

varia. School and the study of music were
followed by military service in 1913. He served

as an airplane pilot in the First World War
and in 1917 became the head of a Bavarian

pilot-training school. After the war he re-

sumed his studies, but soon had to give them

up for want of funds, and for some time he
tried to make a living as a worker in a saw-

mill and as an office boy in a bank. During the

years of the Weimar Republic, Euringer was
a herald and champion of the coming Third

Reich; in 1933 he was rewarded for his loyalty
to Hitler by being appointed chief librarian

of the public library of Essen, without having
been professionally trained for library work.

He retired in 1936 to a small town in Lippe
and since that date has given his time over to

writing.

Upon his return from the First World War,

Euringer had begun pouring out plays, stories,

and visionary verses. Eventually he succeeded

in producing one of the better war novels,

Fliegerschule 4 (1929), showing the positive
side of the war as well as its tragedy. This
novel belongs to those war tales that stress the

common adventures of a group of soldiers,

here of pilots. Later Euringer took up the

problem of unemployment in a novel entitled

Die Arbeitslosen (1930), but tendentious

theories are far too predominant. The same
can be said of his historical novel Die Fiirsten

fallen (1935), which pictures the collapse of

the old European monarchies between 1793
and 1886, a period of European history which
he calls "one hundred years of anarchy."

Euringer's lyrics (Die Gedichte, 1937) come
from a world entirely lacking the classical

severity of George's or Rilke's (qq.v.) verses;

they are original, frequently obscure, at times

full of life. His outstanding success was

Deutsche Passion (1933), a radio play in which
he revived some of the traits of the medieval

mysteries. For this work he was awarded the

first national state prize of the Third Reich.

See: F. Lennartz, Die Dichter unserer Zeit

0938)> PP- 73-75-
H. Sch.

Evreinov, Nikolai Nikolayevich, see Yevreinov.

Faeroese literature. In the isolation of the

Atlantic the people of the small, rugged
Faeroe Islands have preserved not only a

dialect, Faeroese, which is closer to Old
Norse than any modern language except
Icelandic, but also a unique ballad literature,

dating from the i3th century. This is the

literary expression of their folk dancing (ring

dance), from which a renaissance of folk

dancing has spread in Scandinavia in recent

times. Considering the smallness of the popu-
lation (approximately 25,000) literary interest

and activity have been great.

Up to the late i8th century the ballads

were preserved orally only, and nothing was

printed until the igth. Then Venceslaus

Ulricus Hammershaimb (1819-1909) virtually
created the Faeroese written language with
his grammar (1854) and his editions of ballads

and folk tales, of which F<er0sk Anthologi
(1884-1891) is the best. His work was carried

on by the linguist and folklorist Jakob Jakob-
sen (1864-1918), whose chief works are

Farpiske Folkesagn og JEventyr (1898-1901;

Faeroese Folk Tales and Marchen) and An
Etymological Dictionary of the Norn Lan-

guage in Shetland (2 vols., 1928-1932).
The modern poetry is, as might be ex-

pected, predominantly lyric, with a strong
strain of the old ballads. Of the modern

poets the brothers Jens Hendrik Oliver

Djurhuus (1881-) and Hans Andreas Djur-
huus (1883-) are perhaps most prominent,
the first for his Yrkingar (1914; Poems), the

second for several volumes of poetry, two

plays, and two novels. Even better beloved

by his fellow countrymen is the ardent

patriot and political leader J6hannes Paturs-

son (1866-). He has a volume of poems
(Yrkingar, 1932) to his credit. Of the prose
writers HeSin Bru (pseud, of Hans Jacob
Jakobsen, 1901-) has written fine novels

(Lognbrd, 1930, Mirage; Fastatokur, 1936,
Firm Grip) in Faeroese itself, while William
Heinesen (1900-) and Jorgen Frantz Jakobsen
(1901-1937) have written in Danish for a
wider public. Heinesen's novel Ndatun (1938)
was well received, and Jakobsen's Barbara
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(1939), published after the author's death,

became a best seller in Denmark.
See: A. Sigmundsson, "Tunga og b6k-

menntir Faereyinga," Skinfaxi, XXIV (1933),

100-114; E. Krenn, Die Entwicklung der

foeroyischen Literatur (1940).

S. E.

Faguet, Emile (1847-1916, French critic), was
born at La Roche-sur-Yon. After attendance

at the Ecole Normale Suprieure, he spent a

superficially tranquil life, teaching first at La
Rochelle and Bordeaux, then at the Sorbonne,
and producing a steady flow of books and
articles (he averaged over a book a year for a

period of 30 years) which won him both dis-

tinction and popularity. He succeeded Jules
Lemaitre (q.v.) as dramatic critic on the

Journal des debats in 1896 and in 1901 was
elected to the French Academy.
As a critic Faguet occupied a middle ground

between the classicism of Brunetire (q.v) and
the impressionism of Lemaitre or Anatole
France (q.v). Though not without standards,
his criticism did not attempt primarily to dis-

tribute rewards and punishments. Books were

interesting to him chiefly for what they re-

vealed of an author's character or ideas, and
to make the reader join him in apprehending
this revelation was the object of his work.

Strong in logic, deft in analysis and synthesis,
he succeeded best in writing of those men in

whom the rational intellect prevailed; weaker
in aesthetic sense, he sometimes did badly
with poets who were merely poets. He lacked,
or rarely showed, the gift of presenting a large

picture, the growth or decline through several

generations of a literary type or a mode of

thought; his chief works of purely literary
criticism, Seizieme Siecle (1894), Dix-septime
Siecle (1885), Dix-huitieme Sitcle (1890), and
Dix-neuvieme Sitcle (1887), are hardly more
than a series of individual studies, given a

larger unity only by the covers of a book. As
he grew older, Faguet's interest turned almost

exclusively to the problems of his own day,
which he presented in such books as L'Anti-

cttricalisme (1906), Le Socialisme (1907), and
Le Feminisme (1910) with his habitual adroit-

ness and precision in grasping and expound-
ing the ideas of others, but without reaching
any notable conclusions. His final work, jean-

Jacques Rousseau (5 vols., 1911-1913), is an

amazing pendant, both in size and in fertility
of ideas, to a life so full of literary activity.
There is hardly a great French writer whom

Faguet has not analyzed, always with interest,

generally with keen intelligence. In particular
his championing of the i?th century as against

the i8th led to a new interest in the earlier

period and, in the minds of many readers, to

a wholesome revision of judgment. Perhaps,
on the whole, his greatest merit is the fact

that, in a period in which criticism seemed

likely to be dominated overmuch by the

minutiae of historical scholarship on the one
hand and the sweeping vistas of the sociolo-

gist on the other, he covered erudition with

grace and insisted that a proper primary
emphasis be put upon the individual writer

and his work.

See: Victor Giraud, Les Maitres de I'heure

(1911); Alexandre B61is, La Critique franfaise
d la fin du XIXe siecle (1926).

C. W., Jr.

Fagus (pseud, of Georges Engine Faillet, 1872-

1933, French poet), was born in Brussels, the

son of a Frenchman who had been exiled

after the Commune in 1871. The family re-

turned to Paris after the amnesty of 1880. As

a youth Fagus was, like his father, a radical,

but later became reconciled to the republic
and for some time earned his living as an

official at the Prefecture of the Seine; he finally

turned into a decided reactionary, a fanatic

royalist, and an ardent Catholic. Indifferent

to recognition by the general public, he re-

mained, until his death in an accident, un
isole. He belongs to the generation of the

symbolists (see French symbolism), who not

infrequently could be called bohemians in

their writings and gentlemen in their tastes

and their way of living. Hostile to all that

savored of vulgarity, he insisted on decency in

behavior and manners; his language was that

of a purist. As an artist he belongs to the

family of the Villons, with such writers as

Mathurin Rgnier, Gerard de Nerval, and

Verlaine (q-v.), and Gautier would no doubt

have added his name to the list of his Gro-

tesques.
The titles of his collections of poetry to-

gether with the dates of publication are in

themselves somewhat revelatory of his evolu-

tion towards an ever more orthodox philoso-

phy and creed: Colloque sentimental entre

Emile Zola et Fagus; potmes (1898); Fagus:
Testament de sa vie, recueilli et expurgd

(1898); Ixion; potme (1903); Jeunes Fleurs;

exercices poetiques (1906); Frtre Tranquille;

dialogue entre la raison et le spectre de la

mort (1918); La Danse macabre (1920); La
Priere de 40 heures, ou les 14 Stations sous

I'horloge du destin (1920; republished in La
Guirlande d rdpousde, 1921); Les Epherntres

(1925); Le Sacre des Innocents; po&mes (1927);

Ballade de Saint Cdme offerte d M. Aug.
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Fournier pour tout I'Hdtel-Dieu et les autres

hospitaliers (1927). In 1908 was published a

small volume, Aphorismes, and in 1926

Clavecin, comments on the art of writing. As a

scholar he translated Vergil's Eclogues (1929)

and the Chanson de Roland (1929). He was a

contributor to numerous periodicals and for a

time, after 1925, wrote "Chroniques" for the

Evenemcnt.

See: H. Martineau, "Fagus," Divan, XVII

(No. 100, May, 1925), 195-312; Adolphe van

Bever and Paul Lautaud, Pottes d'aujour-

d'hui (1929).
A. Sz.

Falkberget, Johan (1879-, Norwegian novelist),

was born near the small mining town of

Roros. Among his forbears on both sides were

people who had come from Sweden. They
were peasant miners, and the boy began
work in the mines when he was only eight

years old. It was hard, rough toil in sordid,

brutal surroundings, but redeemed by the

austere beauty of nature on the treeless

mountain plateau. Johan was only 16 when
his first stories were published in a local

paper. After he had definitely left the mines,

he served a short time as editor of a labor

paper and then went to Christiania to try

his luck as an author. After many rebuffs he

placed his first book, Svarte fjelde (1907;

Black Mountains). It dealt with a remarkable

subject matter quite new to Norwegian
literature and revealed a narrative gift that

has made Falkberget one of the most popular
authors in his homeland. Outstanding among
his earlier books is Lisbet paa Jarnfjeld (1915;

Eng. tr., Lisbeth of Jarnfjeld, 1930), the story

of a woman from the high mountains who
marries a man from the lowlands and can

never tame her wild nature to pull together
with him.

In 1922 Falkberget returned to his home
to take over the small farm his father had

cleared on the edge of Rugelsj0en. There he

lived, writing, studying his background in

archives and in present-day life till he had

thoroughly mastered it, and identifying him-

self closely with the people. With Den fjerde

nattevagt (1923; The Fourth Night Watch)
he began writing historical novels, at which

he was to excel. The central figure is a clergy

man of the early igth century who comes to

the mining community full of a desire to

dominate, but who learns charity and hu

mility. The great trilogy Christianus Sextus

(1927-1935), placed in the i8th century, is

the story of the mine of that name and a

monument to the simple, hard-working

people. In 1940 Falkberget fled before the in-

vading Germans and walked across the

plateau to Sweden carrying the manuscript
of his latest book, Nattens br0d (1940; Night
Bread.) In this book he takes the story of the

mine back to its beginning in the 17th

century.

Falkberget's understanding of the life of

the poor, their toil and hardships down
through the centuries, is deep and genuine,
but his work is free from the gospel of hate.

In hatred he sees only a negative, corrosive

influence. Regeneration must come from
work and from love based on Christian faith.

See: T. Freding, "Johan Falkberget,"
American-Scandinavian Review, XXI (1933),

401-406; A. H. Winsnes, Norges litteratur fra

februarrevolutionen til verdenskrigen, part 2,

pp. 561-571, Vol. V (1937) of F. Bull, F.

Paasche, and A. H. Winsnes, Norsk litteratur-

historic.

H. A. L.

Fallstrdra, Daniel (1858-1937, Swedish poet),
was born at Gavle, in central Sweden. He be-

gan his career as a journalist, and brought out
his first volume of lyrics, Stockholm och

skdrgdrden (Stockholm and the Coast), in

1881. This book was followed by many others,
both of verse and of short stories. There is

little originality in the poetry of Fallstrom.

He was neither a thinker nor a pioneer in any
way. And yet few poets below the highest rank
have had a wider audience in Sweden. A
natural singer, he had something of Snoilsky's

(q.v.) freshness and joy of life. Love songs and

pictures of Stockholm, the sea, and the country
poured from his pen in melodious abundance,
never impressive but seldom insipid. Facile,

with neither the firm classic touch of Snoilsky
nor the intensity of Froding (q.v.), Fallstrom

is still far from negligible. He was a sort of

Swedish Whittier; at all events he was a poet
who, like Whittier, found a sure path to the
hearts of his people.

See: K. Warburg, Svensk litteraturhistoria

i sammandrag (1911); C. W. Stork, Anthology
of Swedish Lyrics (1917; revised and enlarged
ed., 1930).

C. W. S.

Fargue, Lion Paul (1878-, French poet), born
in Paris, made his dbut in symbolist circles

(see French symbolism) and attended Mal-
larm^'s (q.v.) receptions. One of his first poems,
Tancrede (1894), was a characteristic symbol-
ist confession, showing the influence of both
La Bruytre and Gide (q*v.)\ it dramatized the

plight of the young man as an artist.
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Fargue was a frequent contributor to such

magazines as Mesures and the Nouvelle Revue

Iranfalse. It was not until 1912 that a collec-

tion of his works, called simply Poemes, was

published. Their appearance passed almost

unnoticed; they were read only by a select

circle of admirers on whom, indeed, they
exerted a strong influence. Though somewhat
reminiscent of Rimbaud (q.v.) in their image-

ry, they differ entirely in psychological back-

ground. After a second long period during
which nothing of Fargue was published there

appeared, in 1921, Espaces and Sous la lampe.

Espaces includes "Vulturne," with its fantas-

tic visions, and "Epaisseurs," the name of

which suggests the density of the matter

through which dreams must penetrate to at-

tain being. Sous la lampe comprises "Banalit,"
a title indicative of the fund of experience
from which the poet draws his inspiration,
and "Suite familtere," a summary of his artis-

tic theories. In 1932 appeared Fargue's D'aprts
Paris, in which factual accounts mingle with

the dreams, the nightmares, the fantasies, in-

vented in the course of his wanderings through
the sleeping city: "J'ai bu le lait divin que
versent les nuits blanches/'

Basically Fargue is an escapist; he finds a

remedy for his sorrow in the dreams that

haunt him: "J'ai tant rev, j'ai tant rev que
je ne suis plus ici." His special domain is the

visionary penumbra where life is more enjoy-
able than in hard reality. Through lyrical day-
dreams pass memories of his childhood,

glimpses of ephemeral happiness, short, poign-
ant scenes imbued with a sense of melancholy.
He is irrevocably alone. Solitude, death, the

tragic inanity of life, darkness and its night-

mares, the plight of soul and body, constitute

the major themes of these verbal symphonies.
Some of Fargue's poems are rhythmic and
sensitive in the manner of Chopin's dtudes.

Others, while finely attuned to every poetic
nuance, have a certain firmness which presages
Romains (q-v.) or a quality which recalls the

melancholic yet smiling nonchalance of a lied.

Most of Fargue's work is in prose, but it has

little in common with what are generically
called prose poems; it is so personal and rich

that only the word poetry can properly de-

scribe it. A great experimenter with words,

images, and sounds, Fargue is one of the links

between symbolism and surrealism (see Breton,

Andrd).
See: Rgis Michaud, Modern Thought and

Literature in France (1934); Ren6 Lalou,

Histoire de la literature franfaise content-

poraine, enlarged ed., Vol. II (1940).

P. B

Farina, Salvatore (1846-1918, Italian novelist),
was born in Sardinia, but spent most of his

life in Milan. He studied law at Pavia and
Turin, but the publication of his first novel,

Cuore e blasone (1864), at a very early age
started him on a literary career to which

subsequently he dedicated all his attention

and energy. Farina wrote with great facility
and has some 70 titles to his credit. It may be
said that they are on much the same plane;
almost any novel or, indeed, short story will

give the measure of the artist. The best known
however are // Romanzo di un vedovo (1871),
Mio Figlio! (originally appearing in the

Nuova Antologia as a series of episodes, 1877-

1881), A more ha cent' occhi (1883), and Amore

bugiardo (1893). Farina has a conventional

outlook on life; his plots are based on the

simple emotional problems of the Piccola

borghesia. He presents characters that are

easily recognizable without necessarily being
"types," devoid of psychological complications
and treated with sympathy sometimes verging
on sentimentalism. It is fair to add that he

possesses also a playful irony that keeps the

sentimental tendency within bounds and gives
to his work a coloring of humor that has

made some critics mention Dickens by way of

comparison. It is not a comparison that will

stand analysis; more revealing of Farina's

tone is the fact that his books were very

popular in Germany during the later years of

the past century. He is not in the least pro-
found, but he is no fool either; his attitude

toward life is sane and healthy, and the char-

acters he depicts are always credible. He took

no part in the verismo controversy; schools

and literary camps meant nothing to him. His

style is charming; he had a respect for good
Tuscan without letting it prevent the frequent
use of picturesque regional phraseology. Not
a great author, Farina is none the less an

honest and accomplished craftsman, and his

novels bear rereading today.
See: B. Croce, Critica, IV (1906), 186-192,

VI (1908), 410-411, IX (1911), 340, XII (1914),

282, and La Letteratura della nuova Italia, ad

ed., I (1921), 192-199; Farina, La Mia Giornata

(3 vols., 1910-1915), his memoirs; L. Russo, /

Narratori (1923), pp. 47-48; V. Dendi, Un
Romanziere dimenticato, Salvatore Farina

1921).
T. G. B.

Faure, Elie (1873-1937, French essayist and
art critic), was born at Sainte-Foy-la-Grande in

the province of Gascony, the country of

Montaigne, Montesquieu, and Gobineau; in

one of his books, Les Trois Gouttes de sang
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(1929), he has shrewdly analyzed the ethnic

and psychological originality of that region of

southwestern France. His father was of peasant

stock; his mother came from a well-known

Protestant family, the Reclus, and several of

his maternal uncles were doctors or geogra-

phers. Elie Faure soon revolted against his

education and the Protestant environment, to

which he owed little except and the excep-
tions are notable an indomitable passion for

truth, an austere refusal to compromise, an

obstinate independence of character. He
studied medicine in Paris, practiced some

branches of it all his life, and served as a doctor

during the First World War. His main interest,

however, was in art and philosophy. The chief

formative influences were for him Montaigne,

Spinoza, Lamarck, Michelet, Gobineau (q.v.),

and Nietzsche (q.v.); to these should be added

the names of the innumerable artists whom he

admired, first in the Louvre museum and in

the medieval cathedrals, then in Italy, in

Spain, and in Asia. Elie Faure's best-known

work is his Histoire de Vart, in four volumes

(1909; revised ed., 1920; Eng. tr., 1921-1924),
to which he added in 1926 a fifth volume, on
his own theories, L

f

Esprit des formes (Eng. tr.,

1930). Scholars and specialists primarily at-

tached to factual objectivity and historical

method have often criticized this ambitious

work; it is rich in dangerous but pregnant

generalizations, dazzling by its piercing intu-

itions, and always thought provoking. The
same original combination of profundity and
occasional superficiality, of immense knowl-

edge and of lyrical exaltation, characterizes

the other volumes of art criticism written by
Elie Faure (Velasquez, 1903; Derain, 1923;

Cezanne, 1923; The Italian Renaissance, 1929,

published in English; Corot, 1931; Ombres

solides, 1934).

It is possible that future readers will rank

higher among Faure's works his volumes of

philosophical meditations, La Danse sur le feu
et Veau (1920; Eng. tr., The Dance over Fire

and Water, 1926), Napoleon (1921; Eng. tr.,

1924), Montaigne et ses trois premiers-nds

(1926), and, above all, Les Constructeurs (1914;
revised ed., 1921), one of the finest works of

critical and personal interpretation of the

present century. Toward the end of his life

Faure undertook a trip around the world. On
his return three volumes appeared, Mon
Periple, Ddcouverte de I'archipel, D'autres

terres en vue, all in 1932, which constitute a

genial achievement in that most difficult of

all genres, the analysis of the souls of the

various peoples and races in the world. The
acute and lyrical interpretation of Asia and,

to a lesser extent, the pages on North America
have been especially admired. Faure's message,

through its apocalyptic and at times florid

style, through its rejection of bourgeois mo-

rality and of spiritual inertia, has antagonized

many critics, professors, and snobs. No con-

temporary French writer has proved more con-

sistently scornful of academic and worldly
honors. With Nietzschean fervor, but with

more humility than the German thinker,

Faure has sung lyrical hymns to adventure and
the life of danger, even to wars and revolu-

tions, to a tragic conception of life which
honors above all men the hero and the saint.

The fame of this courageous and generous

prophet is probably destined to rise higher, as

posterity recognizes his lucid insight and his

fearless faith.

See: "Hommage & Elie Faure" (by several

eminent French writers and artists in a special

number), Europe, December 15, 1937.
H. P.

Federer, Heinrich (1866-1928, Swiss novelist),

born in Brienz, was for many years the most

popular writer in Switzerland. That a Catho-

lic author Federer was an ordained priest
could attain such a position is evidence of the

conciliatory spirit of his work and of the

willingness, on the part of the Protestants, to

acknowledge its humane qualities. In Federer,

Catholic Swiss literature, which had long
been relegated to a secondary role, reached

a place equal to that occupied by Protestant

writing, falling in line with and strengthen-

ing the national tradition of tolerance.

Though all his novels and stories draw

extensively on Catholic life and customs, they
are nevertheless predominantly Swiss in char-

acter, so much so that Federer can be said to

typify the high standards of Swiss literary

craftmanship, for a number of reasons. He
makes his literary occupation to a marked

degree a means for pedagogical intentions,

for preaching Christian ethics and explaining
their application to everyday life. This peda-

gogical aim Federer attains by the simple

expedient of keeping in close touch with such

practical problems as the bringing up of

children, the political affairs of small com-

munities, the relationship between husband
and wife, and by imperceptibly blending his

advice into the epic movement of events,

without pedantry or dullness. The favorite

milieu out of which he fashions his stories

is that of the lower middle classes, preferably
the inhabitants of mountain districts where
he spent many years. Berge und Menschen

(1911), Jungfer Therese (1913), Das Matteli-
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seppi (1916), are among the best regional
novels Switzerland can show and there is no

dearth in this particular species. An oc-

casional journey into foreign fields, such as

Sisto e Sesto (1913) and Patria (1917), is like-

wise in the best Swiss tradition, opening as

it does a window upon the wider world.

Whether it be the Italian scene or his native

mountains, Federer always apprehends the

outside world with an almost sensuous de-

light, a Wirklichkeitsfreude, characteristic of

Swiss literature. Federer's style makes ample
use of the Swiss prerogative of spicing Ger-

man literary diction with ingredients from

native dialects. This is of course a process
which requires good judgment as to the de-

gree to which the interspersion with local

expressions may be carried, without dis-

couraging the non -Swiss German reader.

Federer, to judge by his enthusiastic recep-

tion in Germany, was able to infuse new
blood into a language which, during the

second half of the last century, suffered con-

siderably through pollution by stilted official

proclamations, sloppy journalism, and a

colorless commercial jargon.
See: F. Wagner, Heinrich Federer; der

Mann und das Werk (1931); O. Floeck, Hein

rich Federer; Leben und Werk (1938).
H. B.

Fedin, Konstantin Aleksandrovich (1892-,

Russian novelist), comes of a lower-middle-

class family. He traveled extensively in West

ern Europe, served in the Red army, and has

been publishing since 1913. His early stories,

like Gorky's (q.v.) first novels, deal extensively
with the narrowness and insipidity of middle-

class life, but show scant originality. His first

major success came with the novel Goroda i

gody (1924; Cities and Years), in which he

developed the theme of culture and the Revo
lution. Here, though the canvas is broad,

including pre-igi4 society, the First World

War, and the Revolution itself, with scenes

in both Germany and Russia, the emphasis is

in some degree misleading, since the intel-

lectuals are overweighted and too little atten-

tion is given either to the upper middle class

or to the masses. The essence of the novel

derives from one man's struggle against

society: Fcdin's hero, an intellectual, unable

to reconcile himself with the proletarian

revolution, perishes. Soviet critics attribute

the weak aspects of the novel to Fedin's per-

sonal affinity with this hero, though its

rich and figured style, coupled with an ap-

preciably affected language, lends it con-

siderable charm. The hero's psychology is

not, however, highly plausible, and the se-

quence of events is irrationally confused.

From the standpoint of socialist realism, the

individualistic tendencies exhibited both here
and in Fedin's next novel, Bratya (1928;

Brothers), have also been subjected to some
criticism. In the latter novel Fedin discusses

the irreconcilability of art and life and en-

deavors to justify the individualism of his

hero, the composer Karev. In Transvaal

(1928), attacking the official agrarian policy,
Fedin even went so far as to idealize the un-

popular kulak, or prosperous peasant, against
whom the subsequent collectivization pro-

gram was directed. These fictional works

brought Fedin some unpopularity, and it was
not until 1930 that he produced another

story, entitled Starik (The Old Man). A pro-
nounced change in his approach to revolu-

tionary reality was later signalized by his

novel Pokhishchenie Yevropy (1934; The
Rape of Europe). In this, Europe, shaken by
crisis, is unfavorably contrasted with the

progressive Soviet Union, so that the prole-

tariat, in its new function of leadership is,

so to speak, running away with the decadent

middle-class continent. The novel is also

celebrated for its description of unemploy
ment in the capitalist countries. While Fedin
can hardly be regarded as a leading talent, he
is distinguished by unusual ability in plot

development and by an effective style.

See: G. Reavey and M. Slonim, Soviet

Literature; an Anthology (1934), pp. 144-163;
G. Struve, 25 Years of Soviet Russian Litera

ture (1944), pp. 33~42, 265-269.
S. H. C.

Feij6, Ant6nio Joaquim de Castro (1862-1917,

Portuguese poet), was Portugal's last Parnas

sian of rank. He was born in the northern

town of Ponte de Lima, home of the "singer
of the clear, gentle, haunting river Lima,"

Diogo Bernardes, whom he counted among
his forebears. After studies at Coimbra (1877-

1883) Feij6 entered the Foreign Service and
was sent to Brazil in 1886. In 1891 he went

to Stockholm, remaining there, much to his

regret, until his death.

Antero de Quental's (q.v.) influence pre
dominates in the melancholy attempts at
"
understanding the modern scientific truths"

which Feij6 recorded poetically in his first

sizable book, Transfigurafdes (1882; Trans

figurations). For a time the ironical aesthete

and suave diplomat forgot Antero's desperate

pessimism in a Parnassian cult of impeccable
form and a huge appetite for refined

pleasures. In Liricas e bucdlicas (1884; Lyrics
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and Bucolics) he thus presents a motley of

musical impressions, morbid thoughts, and

stanzas as sweet and gentle as folk songs.

With other aesthetes of Europe he then

turned away from the machine age to the

purer art of the Orient and retranslated

Judith Gautier's Livre de jade into a musical

Portuguese of gemlike perfection, giving it

the title Cancioneiro chines (1890; 2d ed.,

improved and enlarged, 1903; Chinese Song-

book). Bailatas (1907; Little Jumps) shows

him as a master in the gentle art of irony,
which turns once more to gloom in his last

poems, posthumously published as Sol de

inverno (1922; Winter Sun).
See: J. H. Stabler, tr., Songs of Li-Tai-Pt

from the Cancioneiro chinas of Antonio

Castro Feijd (1922); Francisco Queiroz,
Antdnio Feijd e os poetas contempordneos de

Ribeiro Lima (193?); Luiz de Magalhais and
Alberto d'Oliveira, essays in Feij6, Poesias

completas (i939?)> PP- 397-341-
G. M. M.

Fernandez Almagro, Melchor (1895-, Spanish

critic), was born in Granada. There he lived

the first 20 years of his life, studied law at the

university, and began his literary activities in

the local newspapers. He finished studies for

the doctorate in law in 1913 at Madrid,
where he has since lived. In 1921 he became

a member of the editorial staff of the con

servative paper Epoca. More recently he has

written, mainly as a dramatic critic, for Voz,

Sol, and several other papers. His main books

are Vida y obra de Angel Ganivet (1925);

Origenes del regimen constitucional en

Espana (1928); Historia del reinado de don

Alfonso XIII (1933), completed recently with

Historia de la Republica espanola (1931-1916)

(1940); and Jovellanos: Antologia, seleccidn y

prologo (1940). To several reviews he has

contributed literary studies on such figures as

Valle Incldn, Garcia Lorca, and Mir6 (qq.v.).

All his critical works are distinguished by a

sense of objectivity, a wealth of significant

details, and a keen perception of cultural and

literary values.

A. del R.

Fernandez Florez, Wenceslao (Spanish jour-
nalist and novelist), was born, if the literary
historian Cejador be correct, in La Coruna in

the extreme northwest of Spain. The date of

his birth is not forthcoming. One of the

several writers of Galician origin looming
large on the contemporary Spanish literary

horizon, Fernandez F16rez cultivated the field

of journalistic literature first in his native

province, later in Madrid.
In Volvoreta (1917), which was awarded a

prize by the Circle of Fine Arts of Madrid,
the theme is developed by the author with a

degree of tenderness and lyricism rarely
attained afterward. It shows the trusting
male deceived by an altogether unscrupulous
daughter of Eve, whose nickname (volvoreta =

butterfly) the antihcro's mother rightly sus-

pects to be indicative of frivolity. Attractive

scenes of the damp Galician countryside and
of its inhabitants add to the harmony of the

effect. Ha entrado un ladron (ca. 1920) tells

less artistically the same tale of disappointed
love in the prosier atmosphere of middle-

class Madrid. Jacinto Remesal excites less

pity and greater scorn than did the well-

studied adolescent, Sergio, of the earlier novel.

The material of Las acotaciones de un oyente

(1916), of Las gafas del diablo (1918), which
merited a prize from the Royal Spanish

Academy, and of El espejo ironico (1921) was

originally contributed to the conservative

Madrid newspaper, ABC. The value of these

humorous journalistic glimpses of modern

Spanish society, however fairly observed, was

largely ephemeral. This was justly recognized

by their author in the preparation of later

editions. The statement of Ferndndez FMrez
that his shorter novels have cost him as much
effort as the longer is readily applicable to

Silencio (1918), an account of the progressive
annulment of conscience, of personality,

through alcoholism. With its unsmiling hu-

mor and excision of irrelevant matter, the

unity of this novelette is a positive achieve-

ment. El calor de la hoguera (Apuntes para
la historia de un pueblo espafiol durante la

guerra europea), which constitutes the final

selection in the volume Silencio, is utilized to

form in part the novel Los que no fuirnos a

la guerra (1930). In these pictures of con

temporary customs Ferndndez Flrirez paints
with light but revealing strokes the venal

publisher, patriots searching for a German

spy, the supposed volunteer who is shortly
discovered enjoying the sporting life in

Madrid, and, above all others, Don Arfstides,

the zealous boy-scout leader. He who has con-

sidered the recent feminine industrial worker
will perhaps stifle a yawn at Ferndndez
F16rez's concluding observation that the First

World War produced a new race of women.
The philosophical novels El secreto de Barba
Azul (1923) and Las siete columnas (1926)

probably represent the high point of their

author's satirical art. The thesis of the

former, an unusually episodical narrative, is
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that Bluebeard's forbidden chamber was

empty, i.e., that human life has no purpose
whatsoever. A remedy, thinks Wladimiro

Kull, would be to attract the attention of the

gods by collective suicide. Las siete columnas,
another prize winner, is a more cohesive

work, done into English by Sir Peter Chalmers

Mitchell (The Seven Pillars, 1934). It presents
and develops the engaging notion that the

social edifice, civilization, progress, all are

supported by the seven pillars which are the

deadly sins. When the columns collapse

through a pact entered upon by the Devil

and the hermit Acracio Pdrez, devastation

sweeps the world so thoroughly that Acracio

himself joins the procession demanding the

restoration of wickedness in its several forms.

Among representative works of the not un-

prolific Ferndndez F16rez, one of the most

recent is La novela numero 13 (1941), so

titled, says the author, because it is his i3th
novel. (The first one, La tristcza de la paz,
was published in 1910.) An ostensible account

of the adventures of an English detective in

Spain, La novela numero 13 serves as a

vehicle for altogether unflattering pictures of

the Marxist aspects of the republican govern-
ment. Detective Ring's search for the

thoroughbred race horse Wotan ends with

the discovery that he himself has consumed

part of the animal, meat being scarce in

Barcelona. If he is intended to be in any

way symbolic, Ring's English tenacity appears
more praiseworthy than his perspicacity. It is

appropriate at this point to recall that a

little earlier Fcrndndez F16rez had printed
Una isla en el Mar Rojo, a bitter commentary
on Spanish civil warfare as seen from the

vantage point of an embassy.
The least acute reader of Fernandez F16rez

will at once be aware that this is an ironically
humorous writer. The irony has not, how-

ever, as Chalmers Mitchell says, the "suavity
of Anatole France [q.v.] nor the bitter pa-

thology of Octave Mirbeau [q.v.]. It is life

seen through the hard and positive eyes of a

Spaniard and even the humor is grim."
Fernandez F16rez has tried his hand particu-

larly at the journalistic essay, the short story,

the short novel, the novel of regulation

length, psychological, philosophical, and, es-

pecially, frivolous. Within the limits of one

work several tendencies are in conflict the

"ironic temper;" the partiality for pathetic
incidents (in Volvoreta the tubercular chil-

dren of Dofta Maria de Soils die one by one
before her eyes); the periodic insertion, in the

tradition of the older Spanish novel, of ex-

traneous anecdotes within the bigger frame-

work; the fondness, grown to disturbing pro-

portions in La novela numero 13, of the

author's characters for prolix discourses on

problems of human behavior (thus the detec-

tive airs his views on nudism and Valds
finds the continuity of human existence in

man's desire for trade). In short, the reader

may come to feel that a simpler, less diffuse

and less varying formula would leave a more

lasting flavor, a deeper impression of the

obvious inventive talents and satiric powers
of FernAndez Florez.

See: J. Casares, Critica efimera, II (1919),

87-101, 181-187; R - Cansinos-Assns, La
evolucidn de la novela, 1917-1927, Vol. IV

(1927) of La nueva literatura, pp. 139-149.
R. K. S.

Ferndndez y Gonzalez, Manuel (1821-1888,

Spanish novelist), is known as the Spanish
Dumas. He had something of the charm and
verve of his native Seville and the curse of

uncontrollable fluency. He wrote long and
short poems, modeled on those of Zorrilla,

but his principal works were novels, of which
he produced the astounding number of 300.
Since many are long, they fill about 500
volumes. Throughout all of them the reader

may normally expect at least one thrill per
page. As in the case of the Dumas produc-
tions, many of the works of Ferndndez y
Gonzalez appeared in newspapers, and the

voluble Andalusian had no difficulty in dictat-

ing the required number of thousands of

words per day. Relatively few of the novels

are sentimental social works of the Eugene
Sue type. Most are based at least distantly on

Spanish history and legend, which the author

truly loved, especially of the medieval period
and the golden age. Examples are Los siete

Infantes de Lara (1853); Obispo, casado y rey

(1865), on Rarairo the Monk, king of Aragon;
Men Rodriguez de Sanabria (1853), on l^e
times of Peter the Cruel; El pastelero de

Madrigal (1862), on the famous impostor who
claimed to be King Sebastian of Portugal;
and El conde-duque de Olivares (1868). La
historia de los siete murcidlagos (1863) best

shows Ferndndez y Gonzdlez's vivid and
brilliant imagination in the realm of the
fantastic. His virtues are vigor, rapidity of

action, picturesqueness, and color. He was a
born storyteller, but not a real literary crafts-

man. The care and polish of the true artist

were unknown to him.

See: A. Gonzalez-Bianco, Historia de la

novela en Espana desde el romanticismo a
nuestros dias (1909).

N. B. A.
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Ferrari, Severino (1856-1905, Italian critic,

scholar, and poet), was born in Alberino,

Bologna. Beginning his studies in Bologna in

1865, he continued them in Florence, where

in 1878 he received the degree of doctor of

philosophy. His father had given him a taste

for classical literature. He taught in various

schools in Italy and finally (1897) was aP"

pointed to a chair in the Istituto Magistrate
Femminile in Florence; at this time he also

assisted Carducci (q*v.), who was lecturing at

the University of Bologna. In 1877, together
with other ambitious young men, he had
founded the review Nuovi Goliardi to combat

pedantic criticism and to satirize the partners
of Mario Rapisardi (q.v.), who were Carducci's

enemies; the conflict between carducciani and

rapisardiani was at the moment tense. Except
for financial difficulties the review would un-

doubtedly have succeeded. Ferrari continued

the struggle alone and between 1877 and 1883
he composed a poem in eight cantos, // Mago,
published in Rome in 1884. Since his vein

was satiric as well as lyric, he was tempted to

imitate the poems of Heinrich Heine, whose
influence in Italy was then considerable. //

Mago, abounding in allusions, allegories, and

caricatures, does not often really succeed in

being a social and literary satire, but does con-

tain beautiful descriptions of the Romagna
countryside. His marriage in 1886 was the in-

spiration for many of his verses.

It was as a lyrical poet that Ferrari achieved

distinction. His lyrics are in three main

groups: / Bordatini (1885), Versi (1892), and
Sonetti (1901). One finds in them echoes of

various schools and a harmonious, happy
blending of various elements. Ferrari did not

imitate the great classic writers like Dante,

Petrarch, Cavalcanti, and Politian from any
pedantic motive, but because of a personal,

spiritual affinity with them. His discipleship
was the natural result of a careful, passionate

study. Indeed it is not accurate to speak of

imitations when referring to his poems, but
rather of original rearrangements. He felt that

the old classic poetry was still alive and he
wished to continue the glorious tradition by
using the most popular Italian forms of poetry
since the i4th century the madrigal and the

ballad which he was convinced had the pos-

sibility of expressing the complexity of the

modern mind.
A clJse friend of Carducci, Ferrari was also

influenced by him, but his personal horizons

are much more limited than Carducci's. Pas-

sion for historical or philosophical research

was unknown to Ferrari, whose muse was only
nourished by the serene springs of domestic

affection. In I Bordatini, the group of poems
dedicated to his wife and to his native country-
side, Ferrari reveals his personality: his sane,

youthful passion is displayed with potency of

inspiration and purity of form. Unlike other

lyric poets, he celebrated one love and not

love, one woman and not women. Carducci

found in Ferrari's poems "much variety and
vividness of images and of feelings," and time

has more or less vindicated this estimate.

Ferrari would be entitled to a higher place in

modern literature if his style were always up
to the ideas and to the beauty of his inspira-
tion. But his verse often sounds harsh and in

the last group, Sonetti, he seems unable to

exercise control over it. It is not easy to place
him in literature. He is neither a romantic

nor a sensualist, and his personality is not

clearly enough defined to allow him to stand

alone. He is a gentle soul, who greatly loved

all that was his: his wife, his friends, and his

country.
Ferrari's work as a scholar is considerable.

He carried on long and patient research on

poesia popolareggiante from the i4th century
on and sponsored its study. Together with

Carducci, he commented on Petrarch's Can-

zoniere, some cantos of Dante's Divine

Comedy, and other classical masterpieces. He

compiled many anthologies and made anno-

tated texts for school use. In 1905 he died in a

sanitarium at Collegigliato where he had been

confined for a nervous ailment.

See: B. Croce, La Letteratura della nuova

Italia, 2d ed., II (1921), 282-289.
D. F.

Ferrero, Guglielmo (1871-1942, Italian his-

torian and essayist), was born at Portici, near

Naples, and died in Geneva. After studying at

the universities of Pisa arid Turin, he as-

sociated himself with Cesare Lombroso, the

famous criminologist, whose daughter he later

married. Notable among his early works are

L'Europa giovane (1897) anc^ H Militarismo

(1898; Eng. tr., Militarism, 1902); Ferrero here

begins his passionate advocacy of democracy
which he never abandoned. In the first-named

book the social situation in northern Europe
is studied and a quasi-racialist interpretation
of European peoples is given the northerners

are held to be by nature better adapted to

industrialism. Ferrero always approached a

historical problem with a few simple ideas,

adding little or no qualification. This perhaps
explains his world-wide journalistic popular-

ity, and on this score too it may be contended
that the facts are forced into an arbitrary

pattern. Controversial issues reached a po-
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lemical stage with the publication of his five

volume Grandezza e decadenza di Roma
(1902-1907; Eng. tr., The Greatness and De-

cline of Rome, 1907-1909). Ferrero states that

the Roman histories of Mommsen and Duruy
are not read today because they are based on
the no longer arresting struggle between re-

publicanism and monarchy. However, his own
work is also based on problems of contempo-

rary interest, i.e., the class struggle and extreme

concern over economic problems. To this must
be added sensational parallels between Roman
and modern history: Caesar and Napoleon,

Tammany Hall and the organization of the

Roman unemployed by demagogues, etc. The
work is lively and colorful in style, and it can

be said, despite the cold reception Ferrero

received from scholars, that thanks to him

many read something of ancient history who

ordinarily never would have done so.

In Memorie di un sovrano deposto (1920)

and La Ruine de la civilisation antique (1921)

Ferrero makes use of the principles of legiti-

macy, an idea which he develops extensively
in his last works. Opposed to Fascism he left

Italy in 1930 to become professor of modern

history at the University of Geneva. His last

writings constitute a trilogy: Aventure: Bona-

parte en Italic 1796-1797 (1935; Eng. tr., The
Gamble: Bonaparte in Italy 1796-1797, 1939),

Reconstruction: Talleyrand a Vienne (1940;

Eng. tr., The Reconstruction of Europe

Talleyrand and the Congress of Vienna, 1941),

and, finally published only in America on ac-

count of the impossible conditions in Europe,
The Principles of Power: The Great Political

Crises of History (1942). Aventure rs a most

intriguing piece of historical writing. The
events of 1796-1797 in Italy are shown to

sweep the historical personages beyond their

own calculations. The central idea of the three

volumes is that force creates fear and instabil-

ity, the illegitimate government itself feeling
insecure. Ferrero does not however state the

criteria which determine the legitimacy of a

state; at times it seems that a regime or dynasty
is legitimate if it has been tolerated for cen-

turies. Ferrero does say that a modern state

derives true legitimacy from democratic con-

sent and respect for minority opinion. In gen-
eral his political outlook suffers grievously
because of a lack of consideration for economic

matters; an ethico-political structure is formed
without regard to what Benedetto Croce (q.v.)

would call a preceding moment in the hier-

archy of life.

See: C. Barbagallo, L'Opera storica di

Guglielmo Ferrero e i suoi critici (1911).
V. G.

Feuchtwanger, Lion (pseud. J. L. Wetcheek,

1884-, German dramatist and novelist), son of

a wealthy manufacturer, was born in Munich.
His international reputation can best be ex-

plained by his being a scholar, a Jew, and an
effective publicist. After having received a
Ph. D. in 1907 (his dissertation was on Heine's
"Rabbi von Bacharach"), Feuchtwanger
started on a literary career with a number of

widely performed dramas and adaptations of

Greek plays. His fame, however, began with
his renewal of the historical novel, in which

interesting pictures of the past were given a

modern psychological understanding, in 1923

appeared Die hdssliche Herzogin (Eng. tr.,

The Ugly Duchess, 1928), a story of the 14th

century, followed by Jud Suss (1925; Eng. tr.,

Power, 1926), a fascinating presentation of the

age of absolutism. Feuchtwanger's scholarly
interest in the character of the Jewish historian

and politician Josephus resulted in the crea-

tion of a formidable novel in three massive

volumes, Der judische Krieg (1932; Eng. tr.,

Josephus, 1932), Die Sohne (1935; Eng. tr., The
Jew of Rome, 1935), and Josephus and the

Emperor (1942, in English only). A by-product
of his studies of Roman antiquity, with al-

lusions to present-day conditions, is the novel

Der falsche Nero (1936; Eng. tr., The Pre-

tender, 1937). But Feuchtwanger is also a

publicist of contemporary events. Erfolg (1930;

Eng. tr., Success, 1930) gives a clear insight
into the life of Munich following the revolu-

tion of 1919 and the rise of the Hitler move-
ment. After Feuchtwanger had been driven

by the Nazis to France, he published Die Ge-
schwister Oppenheim (1933; Eng. tr., The Op-
permanns, 1933), a story of a Berlin Jewish

family before and during the Hitler dictator-

ship, and Exil (1940; Eng. tr., Paris Gazette,

1940), a novel about journalism and journalists
in Paris. Personal experiences are revealed in

the books Moskau 1937 (1937; Eng. tr., Moscow,
J937> 1 937) anc* Unholdes Frankreich (1942;

Eng. tr., The Devil in France, 1941). The latter

is an account of his hardships in France after

that country collapsed. With great difficulty

Feuchtwanger escaped to Spain and finally

reached the United States. Here was pub-
lished the sensational novel Double, Double,
Toil and Trouble (1943; originally written,

but not published, under the title Die Zau-

berer), which is hardly worthy of Feucht-

wanger's talent. Far better is the novel Simone

(1944, in English), which treats the German
invasion of France and deals with the timeless

topic of the triumph of idealism over selfish-

ness.

See: A. Burkhard, "Thomas Becket and Josef
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Siisz Oppenheimer," Germanic Review, VI

(1931), 144-153; L. Franulic, Cien autores con-

tempordneos, I (Santiago de Chile, 1941), 248-

259-
H. Bf.

Fialho de Almeida, Jos Valentim (1857-1911,

Portuguese prose writer), was born in Vilar-

de-Frades, Alemtejo. He began to study in

Lisbon, but poverty obliged him to work as

a pharmacist's clerk. After overcoming great
difficulties giving private lessons and col-

laborating on obscure publications he re

ceived his medical degree, only to abandon
this profession and devote himself whole-

heartedly to literary activities. He became
well known at once for his political cam

paigns against the monarchy and attained

great popularity. In 1889 he began to pub-
lish O5 gatos (1889-1893; The Cats), a

monthly review devoted to Portuguese life

and edited exclusively by him. This was a

continuation of As farpas (1871-1883; The

Darts), through which, years before, E^a de

Queiroz and Ramalho Ortigao (qq.v.) had

fustigated the weaknesses of that same society.

Os gatos, "mewing little, scratching always,
and never fearing," launched inexorable at-

tacks against the institutions and the person
of the king and his ministers, replacing the

delicate humor of As farpas by aggressive,

defamatory violence. Os gatos is the pessi-

mistic reaction of a passionate temperament
which sees nothing but a society in ruins,

inspiring only hate and scorn. There is lack-

ing the reforming faith and social didacticism

of Ramalho, but there are unforgettable

pages of journalistic impressions and descrip
tive prose. In Pasquinadas (1890; Pasqui-

nades), Vida irdnica (1892; Ironical Life), A

esquina (1903; The Corner), and other books

of criticism and journalism, Fialho's biting
satire stirred the life of his period with its

acid commentary, at once plebeian and aristo-

cratic. His literary initiation coincided with

the triumph of realism, to which he ad-

hered, although through personal and literary
admiration for Castelo Branco (q.v.) there re-

mained in his work much romantic senti-

mental disorder and subjective expansiveness.
If one adds to this the materialism which was
a result of his medical training and the bitter-

ness and narrowness of his life, spent at times

in the <company of an insane brother, one
better understands the author's corrosive

personality.
His purely literary work is made up ot

various collections of stories Contos (1881;
Short Stories), A cidade do vtcio (1882; The

City of Vice), and O pais das uvas (1893;

Country of Grapes). He was not interested in

the soul but in the instincts; a uniform,
elemental primitivism permeates all these

narratives. In this naturalistic version of

rural life Fialho represents the extreme re-

action against the falsely idealized vision of

romanticism. His literary merit is found in

his capacity for apprehending the plastic

physiognomy of things. The highly energetic

style of his prose and the almost brutal

quality of the descriptive coloring reveal a

chromatic hypersensitivity. He has recourse

even to syntactical distortions, in his vehe-

ment desire to give in all its richness the pic-
torial sensation which his eyes beheld. He
would intersperse Gallicisms in his writings
when the desired shade was lacking in the

vernacular, and he argued the necessity of

overcoming by Neo-Latin contributions the

rigidity and inadequacy of the old Portuguese
language. His influence on modern Portu

guese letters in this and other ways has been
extensive. In O pais das uvas he has given, in

powerful and palpitating style, a dazzling and
luminous vision of the people and the

countryside of his native district, Alemtejo.

Expatriation was the bitter end of his life.

The clever cajolery of the dictator Joao
Franco had softened him and even made him
a fervent supporter; when this regime fell,

he found himself surrounded and isolated in

a hostile atmosphere. He left for his own
province and from there went to Cuba, where
he died in 1911.

See: Claudio Basto, A linguagem de Fialho

(1917); Castelo Branco Chaves, Fialho de
Almeida (1923); A. Forjaz de Sampaio,
"Fialho de Almeida," in Journal dum rebelde

(1924), pp. 63-93.
E. G. D

Figueiredo, Fidelino de Sousa (1888-, Portu

gucse literary critic and historian), a reformer
at heart, with an unusually strong philosophic
bent, has raised the standards of Portuguese
criticism on the basis of individualist princi-

ples. Furthermore, he has introduced the

study of comparative literature in Portugal.
Born within the bounds of "Pombal's

Lisbon," he went to Coimbra to study law

and, under Te6filo Braga (q.v.), literature.

Soon he began to write as a journalist. Dis-

satisfied over the iconoclast Republic of 1910
and its break with a cherished past, he

gathered a group of social-minded tradition-

alists around his Revista de histdria (1912-
1928; Review of History). His hour of action
struck when, as a young conservative deputy,
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he entered the short-lived cabinet (1918-

1919) of the dictator-general Sid6nio Paes.

When Paes was murdered, Figueiredo went

into exile. Remaining true to his ideals of

enlightened conservatism, he soon found him-

self outdistanced by Portugal's modern Se-

bastianists. Like a medieval scholar he wan-

dered from university to university, from

country to country, as the intellectual am-
bassador of his beloved "little backyard." He

taught abroad in Rio de Janeiro (1920),

visited Madrid (1927-1930) and Berkeley,
California (1931, 1937), among other places,
returned to Brazil and finally to Portugal.
Guided by ideas received from Benedetto

Croce, Paul Bourget (qq>v.) 9 and Sainte-

Beuve, Figueiredo injected a sound critical

spirit into the study of Portuguese literature,

till then a favorite ground for national self-

glorification. He applied a psychological
method, which focused on the individual

personality of each author as the primary
factor in his works. The practical outgrowth
of his theories was A histdria litcrdria como
cincia (1912; Literary History as a Science),

with its good comparative bibliography, and

three standard works, Histdria da literatura

romdntica portuguesa, 1825-1870 (1913; His

tory of Portuguese Romantic Literature),

Histdria da literatura realista, iSji-iyoo

(1914; History of Realist Literature), and

Histdria da literatura cldssica, 1502-1825 (3

vols., 1917-1924; History of Classic Litera-

ture). Other didactic works included a con-

cise Histdria da literatura portuguesa (1919;
also published by "Labor," Barcelona, as

Historia de la literatura portuguesa, 1927).

Sincere friendship for Spain speaks through
his translations from Unamuno and Menn
dez y Pelayo (qq.v.) and through two origi-

nal studies, As duas Espanhas (1932; The
Two Spains) and Pirene (1935; Pyrene). Most
of his shorter literary papers are gathered in

the four volumes of Estudos de literatura

(1917-1924; Studies of Literature). Special

subjects are taken up in Caracteristicas da

literatura portuguesa (1914), in Histdria dum
"vencido da vida" (1930; History of a "Victim

of Life"), a study of Oliveira Martins, in A

cpica portuguesa no seculo XVI (1931; Portu-

guese Epics of the iGth Century), and in

Antero (1942). He has also written works of

fiction, including the autobiographic novel

Sob a cinza do tddio (preface, 1925; Under
the Ashes of Disgust).
As a historian Figueiredo laid down his

program of militant traditionalism in the

handbook O espirito histdrico (1910; The
Historical Spirit). This program was carried

out in the 16 volumes of his Revista de his-

tdria. The Estudos de histdria americana

(1929) is a contribution to Portuguese-Ameri-
can relations.

Figueiredo himself has provided the best

key to his ideas on politics and literature in

two volumes of essays that challenge blind,

extreme nationalism Notas para um idea-

Hum porfugues (1929; Notes for a Portuguese
System of Ideas) and Problemas da dtica do

pensamento: O dever dos intelectuais (1936;
Problems of Thought Ethics: The Duty of

the Intellectuals).

See: Figueiredo, Notas para um idearium

portuguls (1929), pp. 153-160.
G. M. M.

Finnish literature. The generation of 1880

gave a new impetus and new directions to

Finnish literature. Until approximately that

date most authors of the country had been
educated in Swedish-language schools (Swed-
ish remained the sole official language of

instruction in all secondary schools until

1859) and Swedish-language literature had

played an important and sometimes a domi-
nant role. In the i88o's a group of new
writers began to employ the vernacular, the

mother tongue, with new enthusiasm and

gave direct and natural expression to the

local culture. A distinctly Finnish style de-

veloped. These writers also established con-

tacts with the whole world outside, opened
up new horizons for their countrymen,

suggested new ways of art and life.

The foreign literary influence came mainly
from the Scandinavian countries, especially
from Norway, and in lesser degree and not as

directly from France and from Russia. The

general European tendency of the time to

stress realities of life in the selection and
treatment of literary themes (see French

naturalism, German naturalism) came to the

fore also in Finnish literature. The works of

Minna Canth (1844-1897), the pioneer of the

new school, are very representative in this

respect. In her drama Tyomiehen Vaimo

(1885; The Laborer's Wife) she indicts the

upper classes of society for condoning if not

actively supporting traditions and laws which

kept the poorer classes in hopeless servitude

and poverty. In the Papin Perhe (1891; The
Parson's Family) it is the older generation
which is set up in opposition to the younger;
the old people appear with all their deep-
seated prejudices and narrowness whereas the

children demand a healthy, free development
of personality.
While Minna Canth wrote with the fervor
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of the social reformer, Juhani Aho (pseud, of

Juhani Brofeldt, 1861-1921), although he too

wrote of the life of the common folk, was

less concerned with the solution of their

social problems than he was with giving us

realistic, often humorous glimpses of their

everyday lives. In Rautatie (1884; The Rail-

road) Aho tells an amusing tale about an ex-

cursion of two backwoods dwellers, husband
and wife, who wish to see that fabulous

wonder, "the train." It is only a small bit of

the life of primitive people, but presented
with remarkable art. In two of his novels,

Papin Tytdr (1885; The Parson's Daughter)
and Papin Rouva (1893; The Parson's Wife),
Aho treats of the mode of living in an edu-

cated middle class home. The plot centers in

a young daughter of the family who is com-

pelled to marry the man of her father's

choice. These two works, especially Papin
Rouva, are artistically well conceived and
executed. With great mastery Aho describes

the fine shades of feeling in the soul of the

young woman and the grayness of a loveless

marriage and her internal struggles in having
to live with a man who is spiritually coarse.

The moods of the characters fuse remarkably
well with the background of nature. Aho

possessed a notable talent for portraying
natural scenery as a background for the

delineation of his characters. The qualities of

Juhani Aho as an artist will be remembered
most, perhaps, on account of his short stories,

which he called Lastuja (1902; Chips). In

them particularly he developed his distinctive

style, full of poetic imagery.
The influence of Leo Tolstoy (q.v.) was felt

very strongly in Finland, especially in the

case of the eminent writer Arvid Jarnefelt

(1861-1932). In Heraamiseni (1894; My Con-

version) Jarnefelt confesses his Tolstoyan
faith completely and unreservedly. He has

written short stories, novels, dramas. The
stories assembled in his two collections,

Ihmiskohtaloita (1885; Human Fates) and
Eldmdn Meri (1904; The Sea of Life), are

among the best in Finnish literature.

The outstanding lyric poet in recent

Finnish letters is Eino Leino (pseud, of Armas
Eino Leopold Lonnbohm, 1879-1926), a pro-
lific writer, and inspired. He has interpreted
the yearnings and sufferings of his people and
his own personal sentiments and visions as

only a .irue poet can do, notably in Helkavirsia

(1903; Helga Hymns) and in Ajan Aalloilta

(1899; The Waves of Time).
Two other masters of verse are Otto

Manninen (1872-) and Veikko Antero Kosken-
niemi (1885-). Manninen has published two

notable collections, Sakeita (1905-1910; Stan-

zas) and Virran Tyven (1925; The Calm of

the Stream). His verse is precise, concentrated

in both thought and feeling; fine intellectual

quality and genuine feeling combine to form
a beautiful, integrated whole. Occasionally he
turns to the symbolical. Koskenniemi in-

terprets the general human feelings awakened
in him by life about him; his poetry brings
before us the great eternal problems of life

and human fate. Sometimes he contemplates
his own misfortunes, but without tears.

The most eminent of recent Finnish novel-

ists is Frans Eemil Sillanpaa (1888-). Even in

his earliest works, e.g., Elama fa Aurinko

(1916; Life and the Sun), he gave evidence

of a rare talent for the impressionistic paint-

ing of fleeting moments and situations. Such
novels as Nuorena Nukkunut (1931; Eng. tr.,

Fallen Asleep While Young, American title,

The Maid Silja, both 1933) and Hurskas

Kurjuus (1919, The Holy Misery; Eng. tr.,

Meek Heritage, 1938) are good examples of a

kind of patient, resigned living which Sil-

lanpaa can describe in an excellent way. He
received the Nobel prize in literature in 1939.

Sillanpaa's latest work, Ihmiselon Ihanuus

ja Kurjuus (1945; The Beauty and Misery of

Human Life), shows that he is still a master

artist.

The best Finnish dramatist is Maria Jotuni

(1880-1943). Her last play, Klaus, Louhikon
Herra (1941; Klaus, the Master of Louhikko),
was well received and was awarded a prize as

the best Finnish drama written in 1941. It deals

with life of the Finnish nobility in the 15th

century.
The best representative of the younger

generation of novelists is Mika Valtari (1908-),
a very prolific writer.

Other writers such as Unto Seppanen
(1904-), Uuno Kailas, Lauri Haarla (1890-

1944), Maila Talvio (1871-), Arvi Jiirventaus

(1883-), and Kaarlo Sarkia (1902-1945) effec-

tively depict various aspects of life about them
and also act as interpreters to Finland of the

great world outside.

See: V. Tarkiainen, Suomalaisen Kirjalli-

suuden Historia (1934), pp. 199-325.

J. B. O.

Fischer, Otokar (1883-1938, Czech poet and

critic), represents a fine combination of poetry
and scholarship. He was born in Kolfn, studied

German literature at Prague and Berlin, and
became professor of German literature at the

Czech University of Prague. From 1935 to 1938
he was dramatic director of the Prague Na-
tional Theatre. He died of a heart attack on
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March 12, 1938, while reading the news of

Germany's invasion of Austria.

Fischer's poetry collected under such titles

as Hofici kef (1912; The Burning Bush), Ldto

(1920; Summer), Kruhy (1923; Circles), Hlasy

(1926; Voices), and Host (1930; The Guest), as

well as Posledni bdsne (1938; Last Poems)

expresses the struggle of a sensitive soul with

fate and with his own divided mind. A de-

pendence on post-romantic poetry such as that

of Theer (q.v.) gave way to a simpler and finer

expression in later years, and the early sub-

jective problems of mental isolation were
more and more replaced by poetry which
treated the tortuous problems of the Czech

Jew and the wider questions of life and death.

Fischer is possibly the best poetic translator

in the whole of Czech literature. He combined
remarkable scholarship and ingenuity with a

real sense of style. His greatest achievement is

a i5-volume edition of Goethe which contains

his masterly translation of both parts of Faust.

He translated dramas by Kleist, Nietzsche's

(q.v.) Also sprach Zarathustra and the poems
of Heine, Shakespeare's Macbeth, Marlowe's
Edward II, Shelley's The Cenci, Corneille's

Polyeucte, Lope de Vega's Fuente ovejuna, as

well as selections from Villon, Verhaeren

(q.v.), Pushkin, and Kipling. Fischer was like-

wise an ambitious dramatist, and his Spartakus

(1925) is a successful attempt at composing
poetic drama.

As a literary critic find historian Fischer also

achieved great distinction. He began with

highly specialized work in German and after-

wards wrote monographs on Kleist (1912),

Nietzsche (1913), and Heine (2 vols., 1924)
which all show his mastery of facts and keen

analysis of difficult personalities. A booklet,

Otdzky literdrni psychologic (1917; Problems
of Literary Psychology), outlines the subject
which attracted him most. His criticisms and

studies, collected in the volumes Duch a slovo

(1927; Spirit and Word) and Slovo a svet (1938;
Word and World), belong to the most dis-

tinguished productions of Czech literary

scholarship. K dramatu (1919; Towards the

Drama) is a collection of his dramatic criticism.

One book, Belgie a NSmecko (1926; Belgium
and Germany), was the fruit of a year's stay

as professor at the University of Ghent; it

studies Pan-German policies and aspirations
as they affected Beligum, with a keen under-

standing of the parallels to the situation in

Bohemia.
See: V. Jirdt and others, Dilo Otokara

Fischera (1933); R. Wellek, "Otokar Fischer/'

Slavonic Review, XVII (1938-1939), 215-218.
R. W.

Flaubert, Gustave (1821-1880, French novel-

ist), was born at Rouen in Normandy. Until

1846 he lived in the city hospital, where his

father was chief surgeon. Added to this gloomy
atmosphere, the excesses of provincial romanti-

cism in the 1830*5 produced a deep influence

on Flaubert, who was naturally sensitive and

impressionable. After early schooling in

Rouen, he studied law in Paris unwillingly
and unsuccessfully (1841-1843). This unhappy
venture was terminated by a serious nervous

malady which diverted him from a normal,

active life and determined his literary voca-

tion. Reading and meditating, he constructed

his own inner world. Of his (Euvres de jeunesse

(1910) the most significant are Novembre

(written 1842) and the first Education senti-

rnentale (written 1843-1845), both based on

reality and often scrupulously detailed, but

unrestrained in treatment and expression.

They are interesting studies of Flaubert's early
manner.
Limited in his attachments, Flaubert was

particularly affected by separation from his in-

timate friends and by the death of his father

and of his sister (1846). He spent most of his

remaining years at Croisset, a country estate

on the Seine near Rouen, devoted to the care

of his mother and to the education of his niece.

Above all he consecrated himself to literature

as a pure art. A trip through Touraine and

Brittany in 1847 with Maxime Du Camp in-

spired their collaboration in a travel book, Par

les champs et par les graves (1885). In 1848

Flaubert began a work which was to haunt

him for a quarter of a century, La Tentation de

Saint Antoine (1874; three versions composed
1848-1849, 1856, 1869-1872). Like his other

early literary conceptions, this philosophical

dialogue reveals the pessimistic and romantic

influence of Alfred Le Poittevin. Toward 1848,

when Le Poittevin died, he was superseded as

Flaubert's literary counselor by Louis Bouil-

het, a Latinist and poet obsessed by the idea of

objectivity and perfection of form. Bouilhet

condemned the first Tentation de Saint An-

toine as lyric and fantastic. Following an ex-

tensive trip to the eastern Mediterranean

countries (1849-1851), Flaubert began under
Bouilhet's strict supervision the composition
of his great novels, modeled and chiseled with

extreme care and precision: Madame Bovary

(1857), a penetrating character study set in a

meticulously faithful milieu of Norman pro-
vincial life; Salammbd (1862), a brilliant epic
of ancient Carthage, reconstructed after a trip
to Tunisia (1858) and exhaustive documenta-

tion; a second Education sentimentale (1869),

having little in common with the first except
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the title. This representation of the charac-

ter and manners of the generation of 1840,

based on Flaubert's own experience and ob-

servation, a work in grisaille, devoid of positive
action and heroics, tinged with irony and dis-

enchantment, is acclaimed by connoisseurs as

his masterpiece.
Flaubert's last years were darkened by a suc-

cession of misfortunes, private and public
the death of Bouilhet (1869), the Prussian

invasion and the occupation of Croisset, the

loss of his mother (1872), the bitter struggles

between liberals and reactionaries, and family
financial difficulties involving tremendous sac-

rifices (1875-1879). He was also saddened by
his failure in the theatre and by general lack

of understanding of his work. His Trow
Contes (1877), the only work published for

possible profit, was received with mingled ad-

miration and disapproval. He left unfinished

Bouvard et Pecuchet (1881, ed. by Maupas-
sant), a savage attack on accepted ideas and a

bitter satire of human ignorance, stupidity,

prejudice, and ineptitude.
Flaubert's career was a long series of strug

gles. Seeking in literature an escape from his

infirmities and disillusionments, he forced

himself to overcome a natural tendency toward

excessive lyricism and imagination by a severe

application of discipline and restraint. Ques-
tions of style and composition tortured him

endlessly. He was preoccupied with truthful-

ness of character and of situation, naturalness

of dialogue, and exactness of setting. But he

was principally concerned with form. Har

mony and rhythm of phrase, logic and solidity

of structure, were essential. For Flaubert truth

and beauty were inseparable, if not identical.

"There are no fine thoughts without beautiful

form and vice versa. . . . The Idea exists

only by virtue of its form." Flaubert was a

perfectionist, spending long years of almost

incessant toil in elaborating and revising a

single novel. He was completely devoted to

his art, which was sacred to him. Because
of his disdain for prevailing tastes and con-

ventions, his work was not fully appreciated at

first. Uncompromising in his principles, he
refused to make concessions for the sake of

popular or commercial success. But gradually
he came to be recognized as one of the masters
of igth-century prose. He has been classified

as a realist, but he himself disclaimed relation-

ship w'th any literary school. In his ideals he
resembles the Parnassians and the partisans of
"art for art's sake." Aesthetically he is close to

Baudelaire. Flaubert's Correspondence (new
ed., 9 vols., 1926-1933) gives an intimate

picture of the man and an eloquent expression

of his ideas and theories. One of the most

important literary correspondences of the igth

century, it has been an inspiration for many
younger writers. Most of the works of Flaubert

have been translated into English.
See: R. Descharmes and R. Dumesnil, Au-

tour de Flaubert (2 vols., 1912); R. Dumesnil,
Gustave Flaubert; Vhomme et Vceuvre (1932);
A. Thibaudet, Gustave Flaubert (1935)-

J- F. J.

Flers, Robert Pellev de La Motte-Ango,

marquis de (1872-1927, French dramatist),
born in Pont-l'Evcque, of a family prominent
in Norman annals since the Middle Ages,

spurned the more austere occupations of his

forebears and devoted his life to the theatre.

In 1901 he married the daughter of the well-

known dramatist Sardou (q.v.) and began his

highly successful collaboration with Gaston
de Caillavet (q-v.). The latter died during the

First World War (1915), and Robert de Flers,

having volunteered his services, fulfilled im-

portant military and diplomatic missions to

Russia and Rumania. Too modestly recorded

in his volumes Sur les chemins de la guerre

(1919) and La Petite Table (1920), they were

formally eulogized in the Rumanian Parlia-

ment. With Francis de Croisset ((].v.) as a new
associate, he produced another series of plays,
at least one of which, the operetta Ciboulette

(1926; music by Reynaldo Hahn), enjoyed the

popularity of his former works. By then he

held several influential positions, including
that of literary director and dramatic critic of

Figaro. His election in 1920 to the French

Academy, which he had satirized in one of his

best-known comedies (L*Habit vert, 1912),
served notice upon his bewildered ancestors,

two of whom had been members of the Ins-

titut, that all roads lead to the Coupole.
See: Emmanuel Chaumi6, La Belle Aven-

ture de Robert de Flers: Russic-Roumanie

(1929); Francis de Croisset, Le Souvenir de
Robert de Flers (1929).

J.-A. B.

Flex, Walter (1887-1917, German poet, novel-

ist, and dramatist), is the poetic representative
of the idealist German war volunteer of 1914,
the very opposite of Remarque (q.v.). Born in

Eisenach, Thuringia, he came from a family in

which classical culture and idealism had

merged with a strong patriotic consciousness.

After university studies, the young philologist
served for several years as a tutor in the Bis-

marck family. Early works written between

1909 and 1914 Demetrius (1910), 1m Wechsel

(1910), Zwolf Bismarcks (1913), Wallensteim
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Antlitz (1918), and the drama Lothar (1920)

showed marked talent, but it is the experience
of the war that gave substance to his work.

From the standpoint of an idealism which he

tried to carry into personal action, Flex wrote

his war poems and reflections Sonne und
Schild (1915), Vom grossen Abendmahl (1915),

Im Felde ziuischen Nacht und Tag (1917), and
Leutnantsdienst (1917). His great success was

the story Der Wanderer zwischen beiden

Welten (1916), in which he depicts a high type
of man equal to the war and its problems. The
hero, a young lieutenant, wants the German
soul and humanity rejuvenated through the

spirit of the "Wandervogel," that idealist Ger-

man youth movement which since the tinn of

the century tried to fuse the spirit of Rousseau
with Nietzsche's (q.v.) Dionysian joy of living
and with Christian faith and charity; "Stay

pure in heart and ripen" is the motto of the

story. This was to be followed by a long novel

dealing in detail with Flex's own personal

development. But in 1917 Flex fell in action,

and only two chapters of the novel (Wolf
Eschenlohr, 1919) were finished; we can see

that he meant to offer a non-compromising
idealism which was to solve the social question
on a national basis. Genuine brotherhood was

to remove the cleavage between the classes of

the people and create the comradeship of the

nation, things for which the war and the ex-

perience of the front had paved the way. The
work of Flex, more intellectual than passion-
ate, was essentially traditional and conserva-

tive. His collected works appeared in 1926.
See: A. Socrgel, Dichtung und Dichter der

Zeit, Neue Folge: Im Ranne des Expressio-
nismus, 4. Auflage (1927), pp. 503-507; J. Klein,
Walter Flex, ein Deuter des Weltkrieges

(1928); C. Flex, Walter Flex (1937); W. K.

Pfeiler, War and the German Mind (1941), pp.
82-90

W. K. P.

Fofanov, Konstantin Mikhailovich (1862-1911,
Russian poet), was born into the family of a

small shopkeeper near St. Petersburg. He re-

ceived little education. His lyrical verse, some-

what decadent in its mood and devoid of civic

ideology, harmonized in content with the anti-

social ("art for art's sake") trend that charac-

terized Russian poetry of the i88o's. His work

soon became well known throughout Russia.

Characteristic collections are Stikhotvoreniya

(1887; Verses) and Teni i tainy (1891; Shadows

and Mysteries). A great many of his poems
were set to music, and Fofanov became an

important literary figure. The greatest weak-

ness of his poetry was its lack of depth, and

eventually the symbolists replaced Fofanov in

the readers' favor.

See: V. Bryusov, Dalekiye i blizkiyie (1912).

O. M.

Fogazzaro, Antonio (1842-1911, Italian novel-

ist), was born in the Venetian city of Vicenza.

His family was well-to-do; he never had to

earn his living. In his boyhood he had as

tutor the gentle and open-minded poet-priest,
Giacomo Zanella (q.v.), who influenced him

deeply in many ways, strengthening the re-

ligious interest that was native to him and

giving it a somewhat modernistic character.

The young Antonio loved music and was not

far from seeking a musical career; but lack of

really outstanding talent together with a not

unsympathetic parental disapproval kept him
from entering that field. The failure of the

war of 1859 made it unsafe for his family,
known for its patriotism, to remain in what
was still an Austrian province, and for the

seven years that were to intervene before the

final liberation of Venetia the family lived in

Turin, where Antonio studied law, to little

purpose. In 1866 the family returned to

Vicenza. Thereafter Fogazzaro's life ran

smoothly, divided chiefly, in locale, between

two homes, a villa just outside Vicenza, and a

villa at the water's edge at Oria, where a

mountain valley, the Valsolda, comes down in

beauty to the northern shore of the Lake of

Lugano.
Fogazzaro came late into literary activity.

It was not until 1874, when he was 32 years of

age, that he published his first book, Miranda,
a brief sentimental romance in blank verse;

and it was not until 1881 that the series of

prose novels, which constitute his only really

important work, began with the publication
of Malombra (Eng. tr., The Woman, 1907).

His later novels are Daniele Cortis (1885; Eng.
tr., 1887), // Mistero del poeta (1888), Piccolo

Mondo antico (1896; Eng. tr., The Patriot,

1906), Piccolo Mondo moderno (1900), // Santo

(1905; Eng. tr., The Saint, 1906), and Leila

(1910; Eng. tr., 1911). Malombra and // Mistero

del poeta are of slight interest; but the others

are all good novels, and Piccolo Mondo antico

is a masterpiece, generally regarded as the

greatest Italian novel of the latter half of the

igth century.
The five successful novels are concerned

typically with the love affairs and other prob-
lems of high-minded protagonists, of whom
one is the more meditative and idealistic, and
the other the more energetic and humanly
effective. The leading figures are surrounded,

always, by an amazing host of secondary char-
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acters, depicted with an individualization, a

vitality, and an irresistible humor that make
them one of the most memorable groups of

acquaintances in all modern literature. Fo-

gazzaro 's humor, which expresses itself in de-

scription, in convincingly real dialogue (some-
times in dialect), and in the ingenious
confrontation of fixed habits with chance situ-

ations is a type which one associates more

readily with English than with Continental

fiction. First and foremost, Fogazzaro is a

novelist of character: his personages are so real

to him that some of them pursue him from
book to book, insisting on reappearance a

phenomenon as marked as in the cases of

Trollope and Balzac. The five novels all reveal

Fogazzaro's preoccupation with religion; and
all gain a flavor of melodic reminiscence from

the extent and fineness of his musical culture:

musical references are as omnipresent in his

pages as is the sound of running water in the

gardens of an Italian villa.

Piccolo Mondo antico is a study of the

mutual influence of a husband, Franco Mai-

roni, who is deeply religious, but rather a

dreamer than a man of positive force, and his

wife Luisa, who lacks religious faith, but does

possess an energetic conviction of moral right
and a very strong sense of justice. Their ex-

periences, closely interwoven with those of

other members of their families and of the

ubiquitous surrounding throng, take them

through critical perplexity, through comedy,
and through deeply moving tragedy to final

integration. The book gains an elevating pa-
triotic tone from the participation of its actors

in the preparations for the war of 1859. The
three remaining novels proceed from Piccolo

Mondo antico and form a series with it. Piero

Maironi, son of Franco and Luisa, is the hero
of Piccolo Mondo moderno and // Santo. In

the latter book he has left his own social

world and reappears as a religious leader, fired

with a Franciscan flame of love and abnega-
tion and with a glowing desire for the regenera-
tion of the church from within. One of Piero 's

disciples is the hero of the less significant final

novel, Leila. II Santo, while it has elements of

greatness as a novel, is primarily an intense
fictional appeal for a turn toward modernism
in the policy of the church. As such it found
disfavor with the Vatican and was placed upon
the Index as was also the case with the
much nilder Leila.

In addition to his novels Fogazzaro wrote a
considerable number of short stories, some of
them gems of this form of narrative art. A
first collection of such stories, Fedele, was pub-
lished in 1887. A second collection, Racconti

brevi, was published in 1894 and reissued, with

additions, in 1901 under the title Idilii spez-
zati. He also wrote much verse, of placid

beauty rather than distinction. An early vol-

ume, Valsolda (1876), is a collection of lyrics

suggested by the sights and sounds of his

Alpine valley. A definitive volume, Le Poesie

(1908), contains all of his verse that he thought
worth preserving. He published also four vol-

umes of miscellaneous prose writings and one
collection of dramatic sketches, Scene (1903).
He was made a senator in 1896.

See: S. Rumor, Antonio Fogazzaro, ad ed.

(1920); P. Nardi, Fogazzaro, ad ed. (1930);
Lucienne Portier, Antonio Fogazzaro (1937,
in French).

E. H. W.

Fogelqvist, Torsten (1880-1941, Swedish edu-
cator, publicist, and critic), born in Lidkoping,
is one of the most important cultural per-
sonalities in 20th-century Sweden. Though he
wrote some creditable verse in his earlier years
(Pd vaxtavla, 1912, On a Wax Tablet; Sdnger
till den forlorade skonheten, 1915, Songs to

Lost Beauty), it is as an educator, publicist,
and essayist that he has made his important
contribution to modern Swedish life. As a

popular lecturer he traveled far and wide in

Sweden in the early years of the century, an

activity which he continued as time permitted
down through his life, even after 1908 when
he became first an instructor and then rektor
at the famous folk high school at Brunnsvik
in Dalecarlia. In 1919 he became a member
of the editorial staff of the leading liberal

newspaper in Stockholm, Dagens nyheter (The
Daily News) and in 1931 was elected to the
Swedish Academy. The view of life which
motivated all of his activities as an educator,

publicist, and essayist may be called a kind of
common-sense humanism, in which the con-

cept of evolution, with its stress upon change
and development in man's social, economic,
and political life, fuses with a fine sense of
the historically organic nature of the intel-

lectual and spiritual sides of human life. His
love for the noble spiritual inheritance of
man's past in general, and the Swedish past in

particular, enabled him to avoid becoming
encased in any of the schematic excesses of

modern Marxist thought, even though his

educational activities brought him into close
and sympathetic contact with the younger
working classes in modern Sweden.
The rich fruit of his mature thinking is con-

tained in a brilliant series of prose essays and
travel sketches, among which may be men-
tioned Bok och m&rd (1917; Book and Sword),
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Fools), Ndr stugan blev mig trdng (1922; When
the Cottage Became Too Small), Typer och

tankesatt (1927; Types and Ways of Thought),
and Svenska och klassiska utsikter (1940;

Swedish and Classical Views). He has also

written a group of penetrating biographical
and critical monographs on three of his Swed-

ish contemporaries, the artist-caricaturist Al-

bert Engstrom, and the poets Erik Axel Karl-

feldt and Dan Andersson (qq.v.). During the

difficult days before the outbreak of the Second

World War and after, Fogelqvist spoke out

strongly with the conviction and eloquence of

the great humanistic tradition against the

reign of brutality and terror represented in

totalitarian thought and action in Europe.
See: B. Bergman, "Torsten Fogelkvist," Ord

och bild, XXXVI (1927), 177-184; S. Selander,

Europeer, amerikaner och annat (1930), pp.

200-207; V. Sp&ngberg, Duktigt folk (1930),

pp. 116-119; T. Fogelkvist, Jag minus den

ljuva tiden (1935).

A. G.

Fontane, Theodor (1819-1898, German novel-

ist), is the master of realism in German fiction.

A descendant of French Huguenot refugees,
Fontane was born in the little Brandenburg
town of Neu-Ruppin, but in his early child-

hood the family removed to Swinemiinde on
the Baltic Sea. To prepare for his father's pro-
fession he was apprenticed to an apothecary
in Berlin; later he worked as an apothe-

cary's assistant in Leipzig, Dresden, and Ber-

lin. While thus employed he wrote numerous
articles for newspapers and journals and pub-
lished a volume of poems (1851). This new

apprenticeship introduced him to a new pro-
fession. In 1852 he visited England as a special

correspondent for a Berlin newspaper and
made a longer visit in 1854-1859. After his

return to Germany he served on the staff of

the Kreuzzeitung (1860-1870) and, primarily
as a critic of the theatre, on the Vossische

Zeitung (1870-1889). On the strength of his

popular histories of the Prussian wars of the

i86o's, a Berlin newspaper commissioned him
to write a history of the Franco-Prussian War;
he journeyed to the front, where he was

captured and held a prisoner for a month. He
died in Berlin, September 20, 1898.

Fontane's ballads first brought him recogni-
tion in the literary world. His themes were

taken from English and Scotch history as well

as from legends and historical events of his

Prussian fatherland; "Von der schonen Rosa-

mund," "Archibald Douglas," "Der alte

Derffling," and "Der Tag von Hemmingstedt"

FONTANE
are justly reckoned among the most successful

efforts to perpetuate the ballad tradition in
modern times. Fontane was in his Goth year
when his first novel was published. His ex-

perience as a journalist had sharpened his

eye in observing the significance of detail in
human phenomena; the years had brought
also a sanity and balance, a ripening of human
understanding, from which his novels derived
inestimable profit. His first novels were his-

torical, in the tradition of Scott and of Scott's

chief German follower, Willibald Alexis (For
dem Sturm, 1878; Crete Minde, 1880; El-

lernklipp, 1881). His last historical novel,
Schach von Wuthenow (1883), is a masterly
example of the genre; the essential qualities
of a historical period, the time immediately
preceding the battle of Jena, are embodied in

fictitious character and fictitious circumstance.
In the meantime with L'Adultera (1882) the
novelist had entered the field in which he was
to become preeminent, the realistic novel of

contemporary life in Berlin and the surround-

ing countryside.
His conception of realism differed sharply

from the left-wing realism of the naturalists.

"Genuine realism," he said, "will always be
full of beauty, for the beautiful belongs to

life as well as the ugly," and again, "Art must
resort to the ideal to give the impression of

completeness." He chose his characters from
the everyday world; they enter into normal
human relationships and meet with no sensa-

tional experiences. He records with extraor-

dinary fidelity the seemingly petty happen-
ings which form the substance of most lives,

and in the choice of detail he shows a con-
summate mastery, revealing the hidden mean-

ing of the apparently insignificant. Fontane's
interest centers in character, not in incident;
for the most part he avoids scenes of excite-

ment or even ignores the climax of an action,
for he is more concerned with the slow process
of inconspicuous steps which lead to a crisis.

His plots are of extreme simplicity indeed
the last two narratives, Die Poggenpuhls (1896)
and Der Stechlin (1899), hardly present at all

the sequence of related events which one calls

a plot. Fontane introduces and develops the

characters by natural and effortless methods;
conversation forms a conspicuous element, and

exquisitely subtle and varied are the grada-
tions in speech by which his figures are char-

acterized. The artistic use of foreshadowing
devices and his sympathetic relation to the
characters of his own creation are not irrecon-

cilable with true realism. The most constant
theme in his stories is the problem of a mar-

riage in which some form of inequality or dis-
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parity constitutes a latent source of misunder-

standing, and the intrusion of a third person
raises this to the surface. His masterpiece,

Effi Driest (1895; Eng. tr., 1913-1915) is a novel

of this type. The heroine, daughter of a

country gentleman, marries a man of her

parents' choosing, a middle-aged government
official who had once been a suitor for her

mother's hand; from girlish play she is called

to the obligations of a new social position.

Effi Driest is a supreme example of the novel-

ist's ripened art. It is a subdued tragedy of

marital error, related with the reticence of a

great artist. Other novels present subtle varia-

tions of this general problem L'Adultera,

Graf Petofy (1884), Ctcile (1887), Unwieder-

bringlich (1892). Another distinguished ex-

ample of Fontanc's realism is Irrungen, Wir-

rungen (1888; Eng. tr., Trials and Tribula-

tions, 1917). It presents the love of a young
aristocrat for a girl of the people, an age-old

story, here related in a very modern version.

The lovers are separated by barriers of tradi-

tion which act as a kind of fate to which one

bows in wistful resignation. The heroine, Lene

Nimptsch, is one of the most convincing and

memorable of Fontane's creations. Stine (1890)

is a kindred tale, but more distinctly in a

minor key, reaching a tragic conclusion in the

suicide of the noble lover. In Frau Jenny
Treibel (1892) the novelist casts an eye upon
the plutocratic bourgeoisie. Frau Jenny has

risen from humble origins to affluence and

social position, and Fontane examines her and

her circle with fine irony and amused toler-

ance. The slight plot is concerned with her

plans for an appropriate marriage for her

second son. It may be added that two or three

of Fontane's novels (e.g., Unterm Birnbaurn,

1885; Quitt, 1891) fall outside the usual

pattern and contain some complexity of plot
as well as thrilling or even melodramatic in-

cidents.

Among the most engaging of Fontane's

works are the autobiographical writings Meine

Kinderjahre (1894; Eng. tr., of extracts, My
Childhood Days, 1913-1915), Von Zwanzig bis

Dreissig (1898), and Kriegsgefangen (1871), a

delightfully good-humored account of his im-

prisonment in France; the selections from his

journalistic correspondence, Ein Sommer in

London (1854), A us England (1860), and
Jenseits des Tweed (1860), show a shrewd and

friendly, understanding of English life and
culture. In his Wanderungen durch die Mark
Brandenburg (4 vols., 1862-1882) Fontane pays
tribute to the neglected beauty of his Prussian
fatherland. His letters (various collections, es-

pecially 1904, 1910) reveal the distinction and

charm of his personality and contain much
pertinent comment on life and literature.

See: Franz Servaes, Fontane (1900); Joseph
Dresch, Le Roman social en Allemagne (1850-

1900) (1913); Conrad Wandrey, Theodor Fon-
tane (1919); Kenneth Haycns, Theodor Fon-

tane; a Critical Study (1920); Heinrich Spiero,
Fontane (1928).

H. W. H.-T.

Forsslund, Karl Erik (1872-1941, Swedish poet
and novelist), was born at Orebro and livec 1

most of his life as a schoolteacher at Falun in

the mountain region of Dalecarlia. Beginning
with narrative prose, he became best known
for his lyrics, of which the first collection was
Arbetare (1902; Workers). He celebrated in

particular the old-time Nordic virtues of the

mountain folk among whom he taught. His

ringing verse is represented in literary an-

thologies and still more often in socialistic

publications. The youthful dreamer, he be-

lieved, is the true prophet and molder of the

future. The war against oppression and luxury
is like the forces of spring returning to rout

the cold inertia of winter. A more generous
and genial-hearted revolutionary would be

hard to find.

See: K. Warburg, Svensk litteraturhistoria i

sammandrag (1911); C. W. Stork, Anthology of

Swedish Lyrics (1917; revised and enlarged ed.,

1930.)

C. W. S.

Fort, Paul (1872-, French poet), was born in

Reims. When he was only 18, La Petite Bete,

a one-act comedy in prose, was published. In

the same year, reacting against the naturalistic

theatre and wishing to provide a stage for the

"idealistic" drama of the symbolists, he

founded the Theatre d'Art (later the Th&kre
de 1'CEuvre). A number of his poems appeared
in little magazines and plaquettes; collected,

they formed the first volume of his Ballades

franfaises (1897), f r which Pierre Lou^s
(q.v.) composed a dithyrambic preface. Further

books of ballads followed; and Fort found
himself master of one of the numerous schools

of poetry then flourishing, with headquarters
in a cafe, the Closerie des Lilas. In 1905 he
founded the review Vers et prose, important in

the later history of French symbolism (q.v.),

and was its editor until 1914. These were years
of glory, culminating in his election (1912) as

"prince of poets." Mistral (q.v.), voting for

him, dubbed him la Cigale du Nord. The First

World War and the years that followed failed

to slacken the rhythm of his production: at

the end of a 4O-year period (1897-1937) no
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fewer than 38 volumes of the Ballades

franfaises et chroniques de France had been

published. Three of the chroniques, cast in

dramatic form, reached the stage of the

Odon; a fourth, Les Compares du roi Louis

(1923), that of the Comdic Franchise. In 1927
Fort was awarded the Prix Lasserre; in the

same year he and Louis Mandin published
their Histoire de la poesie franfaise depuis

1850. It early became evident that, in so

voluminous a poetic output, some sort of sift-

ing would be imperative. Choix de ballades

franfaises (1913) was the first of many Paul

Fort anthologies, the latest of them having
been published since the disaster of 1940 by
the poet's friends, in attempted mitigation of

his extreme poverty.
Like all poets whose inspiration is abundant,

facile, and uneven, Fort tends to repeat him-

self. Although sometimes reckoned a symbo-
list, he seems rather a belated romantic strayed
into a fog that has some relation to symbolism,
and out again. Specialist of the ballad, he

makes effective use of the traditional themes

of popular poetry. With them he has made

many gay and charming songs. He delights in

the lively, the colorful, the picturesque; less

naive than it appears, this picturesqueness is

not exempt from preciosity and often a rather

too complacent (if agreeably ironic) sentimen-

tality. At times he verges on semi-greatness.

Although employing rhyme and alexandrines,

he takes every kind of liberty with both. His

rhymes shade into assonance, his alexandrines

into highly rhythmic prose. While he has been

acclaimed as a precursor of the vers librists

and a creator of new metrical forms, his inno-

vation would appear to consist in the device of

printing a ballad stanza in the form of a

paragraph of prose. But his poems retain their

vitality and freshness, for his exuberance is in-

exhaustible. He is the Peter Pan of French

poetry, with a world of ballads for his Never-

Never Land. As poet, chronicler, and animator

of literary movements, his measure of fame
seems secure.

See: Rmy de Gourmont, Promenades littt-

raires, Vol. IV (1912); Adolphe ven Bever and

Paul Lautaud, Poetes d'aujourd'hui (1929),

Vol. I.

J. Me.

Forzano, Giovacchino (1884-, Italian play-

wright and librettist), born at Borgo San

Lorenzo in Florence province, has had a

kaleidoscopic career. He studied medicine,

sang as a baritone, and obtained a law degree.
In the field of journalism he has been editor

and director of small, local newspapers as

well as the Nazione di Firenze. He has also

been stage director of such theatres as La
Scala of Milan and Opera Reale of Rome.
His talents and experience have been used by
the Italian moving picture industry, for which
he has directed many films.

Forzano's theatrical production has been

prodigious. His buoyant temperament, facile

wit, and amazing versatility have made him
the idol of the masses and one of Italy's fore-

most box-office attractions. His immense popu-
larity is due to the wide range and variety of

subjects treated, his fertility of invention, and
his skill in maintaining the interest of the

audience. The scene of Sly (1920) is a London
tavern of ^th-century England; in Tien-Hoa

(1924) a Chinese girl commits suicide to keep
faith with her dream of love; in Gutlibi (1925)
a Senegalese boxer becomes involved in the

intrigues of Bolshevik politics in Serbia; and
in Jack Broder (1929) an immigrant Italian

girl, masquerading as a young man, becomes a

famous American screen star. Forzano is at

his best in the creation of light comedies in

which the sentimental, comic, and even tragic
elements are expertly blended. His Madonna
Oretta (1918) and Le Campane di San Lucio

(1916), of a gay, sparkling humor and colorful

in their highly flavored Tuscan dialogue, be-

long to this class. Sly, already mentioned, is

the offspring of Shakespeare's prologue to The

Taming of the Shrew; Forzano transforms

Christopher Sly, the drunken tinker, into a

wine-loving poet who, upon awakening in the

lord's palace after his abduction, falls in love

with the latter's mistress. In the most power-
ful scene of the play, Sly professes his love in

beautifully sensitive and touching verses

which recall Cyrano addressing Roxane (see

Rostand).
The French Revolution has inspired many

of Forzano's historical dramas: // Conte di

Brechard (1923), / Fiordalisi d'oro (1924),

Madame Roland (1926), Danton (1930), and

Campo di Maggio (1930; Eng. adaptation,

Napoleon, the Hundred Days, 1932). For this

last-named play and for Villafranca (1931)

Mussolini suggested the themes. In Campo di

Maggio, Napoleon is somewhat extraordinarily

portrayed as animated by love of humanity,
devoted to family, generous with friend and
foe, and inspired by a desire to weld all

European nations into a happy, peaceful
union.

The more serious critics have deplored For-

zano's prolific output and have often classified

him as a Scribe or a Sardou (q.v.). It is to be

regretted that a writer as gifted as Forzano

has viewed the theatre solely as a medium for
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providing entertainment and achieving "suc-

cess" rather than as a vehicle for the study of

real people and their problems. Forzano also

wrote many librettos for operas by such famous

composers as Mascagni, Franchetti, Puccini,

Wolf-Ferrari, Leoncavallo, Randegger, and

Lehar.

See: G. Ruberti, Storia del teatro contem-

poraneo, II (1928), 687-689.
P. P. M.

Foamier, Alain- (pseud, of Henri Fournier,

1886-1914, French novelist), was born near

Bourges, Cher, at La Chapelle-d'Angillon,
where his parents were schoolteachers. His

childhood was remarkable chiefly for the in-

tense joy he took in his surroundings, a joy
that became nostalgic with the passage of time.

After pursuing at Brest studies intended to

prepare him for the merchant marine, he

abandoned the idea of going to sea and went

to the Lyc6e Lakanal, near Paris, to prepare
for the Ecole Normale Suprieure. At Lakanal

he met Jacques Riviere, (q-v.), later to be his

brother-in-law; in 1905, when Fournier spent
a summer in England, began the voluminous

correspondence, since published, which is such

a valuable source of information on the intel-

lectual and spiritual life of the two young men.
For two successive years Fournier failed in his

entrance examinations for the Ecole Normale.

He spent two years in military service, prac-
ticed journalism, and in 1913 published Le

Grand Meaulnes, his only completed novel

and the basis of his reputation. Fragments of

Colombe Blanchct, the novel upon which he

was working when war broke out in 1914,

were published after the war by the Nouvelle

Revue franfaise (December, 1922); Miracles,

a collection of stories and verse, some of them

previously published in periodicals, appeared
in 1924. Fournier was killed in action in Sep
tember, 1914.

The first vague plans and sketches for what
was to become Le Grand Meaulnes date back

to about 1902 and seem to have their origin in

Fournier's desire to express his emotions about

the scenes of his childhood. By 1905 he called

the projected book Les Gens du Domaine. His

literary ideas were under the influence of such
writers as Rgnier, Mallarm6, Rimbaud, Fran-

cis Jammes (qq.v.; Claudel and Gide, qq.v.,
were to come later), and his basic idea was

symbolist in character: he planned to write,

not about the immediate scene, but about the

invisible one behind it. In the final form of the

novel, however, this "other landscape" appears

only indirectly. Le Grand Mequlnes is a story
of love and adventure, its protagonists are very

human adolescents, its settings basically realis-

tic. But the chief source of its elusive charm is

the continual suggestion of deeper significance.
As interesting as the novel is the spiritual

adventure which lies behind it and which is

revealed by Fournier's letters. In them can be
traced the evolution of the "Domain" from a

place to a state of mind. They tell of Mile de

Q., or Yvonne de Calais as Fournier was to call

her in Le Grand Meaulnes, the young woman
twice seen in 1905, but at once absorbed into

his Domain; they show her becoming a symbol,
a Beatrice. Before Le Grand Meaulnes was
finished, there came a check in this definitely

mystical trend; and the refusal, the sense of

contamination and of loss which accompanied
this check, took their place in the novel be-

side the suggestion of the Domain.
See: Jacques Riviere, "Introduction/* in

Alain-Fournier, Miracles (1924); Havelock

Ellis, From Rousseau to Proust (1935), pp.

345-362; Henri Peyre, Homines et ceuvres du
XXe siecle (1938), pp. 179-212; Harold March,
"The 'Other Landscape' of Alain-Fournier/

1

Publications of the Modern Language Associa-

tion, LVI (1941), 266-279.
H. M. M.

France, Anatole (pseud, of Jacques Anatole

Thibault, 1844-1924, French novelist, story

writer, poet, critic, and historian), was widely

regarded in his time as the "prince of letters"

and the leading exemplar of French intelli-

gence, wisdom, and wit, on whom had fallen

the mantle of Voltaire and of Renan (q.v.).

While the future will probably not wholly

ratify his contemporaries' high estimate, it

will certainly rescue him from his present rela-

tive disfavor among critics and give him a dis-

tinguished place in his country's gallery of

literary figures. Though he was not gifted
with a powerful creative imagination, he pos-
sessed an admirably perceptive, comprehen-
sive, and well-furnished mind and a delicate,

responsive sensibility that made him perhaps
the most lucid "witness" of his age. His under-

standing of the traditions and character of his

country gave him an impressive authority as

its spokesman both at home and abroad.

He was born in Paris, the only son of a

bookdealer who had a small shop on the Quai
Malaquais. The world of books became his

natural habitat, and though he was far from

being an exemplary student and failed to

graduate from the Marist College Stanislas,

all his life he was a voracious reader, with a

prodigious memory and a sixth sense which
made books extraordinarily real and living to

him. Rather shy and retiring, yet fond of good
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conversation and later a brilliant talker in

small groups, addicted to "silent orgies of

meditation," yet responsive to feminine charm
and delighting in the equivocal comedy of sex,

he was more at home in the study and the

library than in the drawing room or boudoir.

His life was almost entirely spent in reading
and "scribbling in the margins of old books/'

Aside from a few trips to Italy, a brief Medi-

terranean voyage, a lecture tour to Buenos

Aires, and a visit to Sweden to receive the

Nobel prize in literature, Paris remained his

home until he retired, at 70, to his country

place, La Bchellerie, in Touraine. His mar-

riage in 1877 to Valerie Gurin, by whom he

had a daughter, Suzanne, was at first a happy
one; it was at this time that his writing showed
a certain sentimental vein and that his first

tender reminiscences of childhood and stories

for children Abeille (1883) and Nos Enfants

(1896) were produced. But incompatibilities
led to a divorce in 1892, and during the follow-

ing 20 years, which form his most productive

period, he was inspired and somewhat domi-

nated by Mme Arman de Caillavet, the great
love of his life. His last years were melancholy,

though he outwardly showed an Olympian
serenity. He was given a state funeral that had
not been equaled in pomp since that of Victor

Hugo 40 years before, while the young genera-
tion of writers raised a cry of revolt against
one who had held the center of the stage too

long and who incarnated a literary ideal on

which it had resolutely turned its back.

His first published writings were a study of

Alfred- de Vigny (1868), a sheaf of critical

articles which he contributed to small reviews,

and poems in the Parnassian spirit, the best

of which he collected in Les Poemes dords

(1872). These show a reverence for the classic

tradition, to remain with him throughout his

life, and a distinguished if not original poetic
talent reaching its peak in a poetic drama, Les

Noces corinthiennes (1876). His first attempts
in prose narrative, Jocaste and Le Chat maigre

(both 1879), show many influences and lack

almost wholly the distinctive Anatolian

"manner." This is a complex blend of irony,
tenderness, sensuality, love of beauty, worldly
wisdom, and studied disingenuousness, sprin-
kled with literary allusions culled from many
sources, which first revealed itself in Le Crime
de Sylvestre Bonnard (1881) and Le Livre de

mon ami (1885). When in 1888 Adrien H6brard

appointed him to the literary editorship of the

Temps, he was able for the first time to dis-

play his special qualities as a writer and per-

haps also his special limitations to the full.

His excellence, indeed, lies not so much in his

ability to meet the demands of sustained work
as in the immediate impact of his style, re-

flecting his many-faceted mind, the infinite

play of his fancy and his memory around a

great variety of themes. As a critic he was the

leading impressionist of the period and af

firmed the inescapable subjectivity of all judg-
ments.

In 1897 he was at the height of his fame.

He had been elected to the French Academy;
Thais (1890), L'Etui de nacre (1892), La
Rotisserie de la reine Pddauque (1893), Le Lys

rouge (1894), and Le Jardin d'Epicure (1894),

among others, had been published. Master of

language, he wrote in a pure classic style, en-

riched by the cadences and colors of the ro-

mantics which he adapted to the taste of the

sophisticated, self-indulgent, world-weary in-

tellectual lite of the day. Two things pre-
served Anatole France from becoming what
some have been tempted to see in him, a facile

purveyor of literary pleasure: these were a

hard core of peasant soundness and a sense of

kinship with the common people. Beneath his

many moods and apparent contradictions, be
neath what frequently could be taken for

frivolity and intellectual irresponsibility, he
shows attachment to the simple virtues of

truth, justice, and goodness. Though he was
mild by temperament and his far-roaming

intelligence inclined him to detachment, he
had a strong social sense which aligned him
in the tradition of the French Revolution and
led him to take sides in political issues and

champion popular causes. With Zola (q.v.) he
defended Dreyfus in the famous "affair," He
flayed superstition, intolerance, injustice, dem-

agogy, and dictatorship, eloquently defended
freedom of thought, liberal education, and sci-

ence, and advocated mass education, the sepa-
ration of church and state, social reform, labor

organization, and the rights of minorities. He
became a friend and admirer of the great so-

cialist Jean Jaurs, a supporter of the Russian

Revolution, and an advocate of socialism. After

1897 his work increasingly assumed the charac-

ter of social satire. His strongest and most

imaginative writing is contained in the four

loosely constructed novels that compose L'His-

toire contemporaine (1897-1901) and in

L'Affaire Crainquebille (1901), L'lle des Pin-

gouins (1908), and La Rdvolte des anges (1914),
all of which involve broad political and social

issues and make sharp, sweeping indictments of

contemporary society. His monumental Vie de

Jeanne d'Arc (1908), in the tradition of Renan's
Vie de Jdsus, is his chief bid for consideration
as a historian. Most of the writings of Anatole
France have been translated into English.
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He was keenly aware of living at the end of

an era, in a period of transition when new
forces were in germination. Though he brings

nothing essentially new to the world of litera-

ture, his work as a whole constitutes, with the

inevitable limitations of perspective imposed

by time and place, a brilliant summation of

several centuries of French thought and life. A
modern and heretical heir of the Greco-Roman
and Christian traditions, in his stories and

novels he revives scenes of the Alexandrian

period, the Italian Renaissance, the French

middle ages, the i8th century, and the period
of the French Revolution. He heightens his

pictures of the past with adumbrations of the

present and those of the present with echoes

of the past.
The key to his mind and temper is irony, a

disposition to view all things in the double

light of appearance and reality, to subject

words, acts, institutions, to the test of a dis-

placed perspective which brings out a contrast

between the intent and its social projection.
His world is one in which such ambivalences

have infinite play and in which the relativity

of time and place, plus the subjectivity of any
human view, give a fleeting and uncertain con-

sistency to phenomena.
See: Gustave Michaut, Anatole France; ttude

psychologique (1913); Lon Carias, Anatole

France (1931); Haakon M. Chevalier, The
Ironic Temper: Anatole France and His Time

(1932); E. Preston Dargan, Anatole France,

1844-1896 (1937, in English).
H. M. C.

Frank, Bruno (1886-1945, German novelist,

dramatist and poet), born in Stuttgart,
studied at several universities in South

Germany, taking the Ph.D. degree at Heidel-

berg. He lived as a writer near Munich until,

after 1933, he left Germany; the United States

was his home for some years before his death.

Frank began his literary career in 1905 as a

poet; Aits der goldenen Schale (3d ed.,

Gedichte, 1907) contains graceful but not very

original lyrics. Selected poems of the next

years were published in Die Keller (1920). Only
a few among the many earlier novels, stories,

and dramas which Frank wrote were success-

ful, notably the novel Die Fiirstin (1915) and
the drama Die Schwestern und der Fremde

(1918). It was not until after 1920 that Frank
foun<) the artistic formula that made him
internationally known. He once wrote, "The
masses detest being bored, they need strong
stimuli." Adhering to this formula, he builds

plots full of action around psychologically
modernized historical figures or events, as in

Tage des Konigs; drei Erzdhlungen (1924; Eng.
tr., The Days of the King, 1927), Trench;
Roman eines Gilnstlings (1926; Eng. tr.,

Trench; the Love Story of a Favourite, 1928),

the drama Zwdlftausend (1926; Eng. tr., Twelve

Thousand, 1928), the novel Ein Mann namens
Cervantes (1934; Eng. tr., A Man Called

Cervantes, 1934); or he piques the reader's

curiosity by using well-known, if thinly veiled

contemporary personalities as subjects for

more or less fantastic stories, as in Der Magier
(1925) and Politische Novelle (1928). The
novel Der Reiscpass (1927; Eng. tr., Lost

Heritage, 1937), a love story among emigres,
makes use of popular anti-Nazi feelings to

hold the interest of the reader. A novel, Die

Tochter, was published in Mexico City in 1943

(Eng. tr., One Fair Daughter, 1943).

W. R. G.

Frank) Leonhard (1882-, German novelist and

dramatist), was born at Wiirzburg, the son of a

cabinetmaker. At the age of 13 he became the

apprentice of a bicycle mechanic. For some
time he tried to make a living as a factory

hand, a chauffeur, a house painter, and a hos-

pital attendant. At 30 he wrote his first novel,

Die Rduberbande (1914; Eng, tr., The Robber

Band, 1928), the story of several Wiirzburg

boys who, named after some characters from
Karl May's (q.v .) books, took part as disguised

"brigands" in a series of romantic adventures

and pranks. In a sequel to this story, Das

Ochsenfurter Mannerquartett (1927; Eng. tr.,

The Singers, 1932), the revolutionary tunes of

Die Rduberbande are softened into a bitter-

sweet scherzo on the theme of boys turning

bourgeois: we now meet the old "brigands" as

middle-aged men who have abandoned their

adventurous spirit after the war. Frank's

second novel, Die Ursache (1920; Eng. tr., The
Cause of the Crime, 1928), proved his talents

as an original narrator. With this book he

joined the ranks of those who exploited revolt

against the old order as a literary theme; it is

full of warlike compassion for the innocently

guilty creatures who are the victims of a co-

ercive educational system. There was also a

Freudian influence behind this protest inas-

much as it showed that not only moral but
also psychological motives of repressed feelings
in childhood are the cause of such a rebellious

attitude.

When the First World War broke out,
Frank left Germany and went to Switzerland
as a refugee, where he became a member of a
Zurich group of anti-war writers. Here his

Der Mensch ist gut (1917) was written, a power-
ful, humanitarian denunciation of the war
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spirit, the first of its kind in German literature.

The book was a great success and even during
the war was widely read, in spite of its ghastly

picture of suffering. It may have contributed

to the weakening of the German home front.

In any case it was enough in itself to make
Frank again depart from Germany after 1933,

when he joined the many recently exiled

German writers. In 1924, still impressed by the

revolution of 1918, he produced the novel Der

Burger (Eng. tr., A Middle-Class Man, 1930),

less remarkable for its plot than for its style,

similar to the technique employed in a movie

script with its rapidly changing scenes. After

this book Frank was definitely classed with the

expressionists. In his short story Karl und
Anna (1927; Eng. tr., 1929) he succeeded in

presenting one of the most original variants of

the Enoch Arden motif of the husband's re-

turn, but the story is centered primarily
around sexual and not patriotic problems.
Two years afterward he recast this novel into

a very effective and successful play under the

same title (1929; Eng. tr., 1929). Of his many
short stories Im letzten Wagen (1925; Eng. tr.,

In the Last Coach and Other Stories, 1935)
scerns especially typical of his art, which skill-

fully combines sensationalism and psychologi-
cal cruelty. More and more Frank disengaged
himself from any allegiance to his native land,

and the ground of his narratives became the

wide world of international affairs. A large
number of his books have been translated into

foreign languages.
See: W. Mahrholz, Deutsche Literatur der

Gegemvart (1930), pp. 399-403; J. Bithell,

Modern German Literature, 1880-1938 (1939),

pp. 411-413.
H. Sch.

French literature (see also French naturalism,

French symbolism). The years between 1870
and 1940 undoubtedly constitute one of the

richest periods in the history of French letters.

Seldom had French literature proved more

boldly original than under the Third Repub-
lic. Its prestige and influence abroad rose

higher than at any other time except during
the age of classicism and the Enlightenment.

Literary evolution does not necessarily coin-

cide with the sharply outlined fluctuations of

political, social, and military history. No other

date, however, could provide such a logical

starting point for an account of modern French

literature as the year 1870. The brutal events

which then shook France brought to the fore

tendencies which might otherwise have re-

mained dormant for many years. Between 1869
and 1876 the last survivors of the great ro-

mantic generation died Lamartine, Sainte-

Beuve, Mdrime, Dumas pere, Gamier,
Michelet, Quinet, George Sand. Hugo alone

lived on, a universally respected patriarch of

French letters, though of little influence on

younger poets. Until about 1885 the main
intellectual currents were those which had suc-

ceeded and opposed romanticism. Positivism

was the most widespread philosophical atti-

tude. Science was worshiped by many; mecha-
nistic and determinist explanations of the uni-

verse and of man were generally accepted;

metaphysical speculation was ridiculed as

futile. Emile Littr (1801-1881), Claude Ber-

nard (1813-1878), Marcelin Berthelot (1827-

1907), and the psychologist Thodule Ribot

(1839-1916) were the chief representatives of

scientific positivism, even while another great
scientist, Louis Pasteur (1822-1895), asserted

his faith in spiritual and Catholic beliefs. The
chief influence on literature was that of Taine

(q.v.), through his critical theories advanced

during the Second Empire and his philosophi-
cal study, De Vintelligence (1870). After the

war and the Commune, Taine turned almost

exclusively to the writing of history and did

not conceal his disapproval of the realistic

novelists and the poets of the new school. His
ambitious work, in 12 volumes, Les Origines
de la France contemporaine, suffers in ret-

rospect from his excessive passion for gen-
eralization. However, it impressed many
French writers (Bourget, Barrs, Maurras,

qq.v.), through its severe appraisal of the

faults of the French Revolution. Until his

death in 1893 the prestige of Taine was im-

mense, owing to his encyclopedic knowledge,

splendid intellectual integrity, and ardent

though somewhat artificial style. Since then it

has declined noticeably, while Renan (q.v.),

often associated with Taine as the chief guid-

ing spirit of the years 1870-1900, remains to

this day a powerful influence. His Souvenirs

d'enfance et de jeunesee (1883) won many
readers to his harmonious and lucid prose. As
a historian of religion, his work, even when

superseded by subsequent research, stands un-

rivaled for its subtle portrayal of souls and
vivid evocation of scenery. As a political
thinker he censured the excesses of democracy
after 1871, advocating an austere moral and
intellectual reform of France; but he soon

adopted a more liberal attitude toward the

republican regime and branded with prophetic
insight the evils which unchecked nationalism

and racial ideas would unleash in Europe. His

philosophy, which he never tried to organize
into a logical system, reacting against positiv-
ism and materialism, conceived of the universe
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as animated by a "mobile becoming*' and a

mysterious "nisus" notions which prepared

many minds for the elan vital of Bergson (q.v.).

Loti, France, Lemaitre (qq.v.), and Barrs
owed much to Kenan's assertion that religious

felling should be preserved and purified while

religious dogmas were being ruthlessly dis-

carded. "He Christianized us/' Barr6s wrote

of Renan in 1923. Besides Taine and Renan,
mention must be made of two important

philosophers, Antoine Cournot (1801-1877)
and Charles Renouvier (1815-1903), whose in-

fluence on literature was relatively slight, and
of two original essayists, Henri Frd6ric Amiel

(q.v.) and Louis Menard (1822-1901), both

torn between analysis and reverie, between

nostalgia for the past and acceptance of

modern science. In literary criticism Mont^gut
(q.v.), through his wide curiosity and his

refined style, and to a lesser extent Scherer and
Weiss (qq.v.) seemed the least unworthy suc-

cessors of Sainte-Beuve. After Taine and
Renan the most important prose writer out-

side the field of fiction, although with a great
narrative gift, was Gobincau (q.v .).

He died in

1882, neglected by his contemporaries, but his

fame soon spread, first in Germany, where his

influence became considerable on Wagner,
Nietzsche (qq.v.), and other exponents of racial

theories. His philosophy of history hardly
stands the test of critical examination; but Les

Pleiades (1874), Nouvelles asiatiques (1876),
and some of his posthumously published
works are remarkable for their literary charm
and the originality of an acute and independ-
ent mind, reminiscent of Stendhal at his best.

In the novel the years 1870-1885 saw the

triumph of naturalism (see French naturalism).
Flaubert's (q.v.) gospel of artistic and im

personal realism was strikingly reiterated in

his posthumous works Bouvard et Ptcuchet

(1881) and Correspondance (1884-1892). The
Goncourt brothers, Huysmans, and even

Alphonse Daudet (qq.v.), with his sensitive and
humorous realism, have lost much of their

earlier appeal. Maupassant (q.v.) remains un-

rivaled in his short stories, but succeeded less

conspicuously in the creation of character, al-

though he has been much admired outside of

France as a novelist. Zola's (q.v.) stature has

risen since his death: his pseudoscientific and

sociological theories have been exploded, but
his epic imagination, his powerful inspiration,
his bhital and massive strength, rank him

among the great masters of the French novel.

Two original temperaments, Jules Vallfcs and

Barbey d'Aurevilly (qq.v.), the latter a colorful

stylist and a brilliant storyteller rather than a

novelist, remained outside of naturalism. A

third one, Paul Arfene (1843-1896), wrote of his

native Provence with a delicate and racy flavor

equal to that of Daudet.

The drama of the years 1870-1885 trailed

behind the novel. The comedy of manners

maintained a conventional technique with

Alexandre Dumas fils (1824-1895), Edouard

Pailleron (1834-1899), Henry Meilhac (1831-

1897), and Ludovic Halevy (1834-1908).

Eugene Labiche (1815-1888) enjoyed lasting

success in light, almost farcical comedy.

Poetry seemed, until 1885, to be chiefly char-

acterized by Parnassian tendencies worship
of art for art's sake, aloofness from the present,
colorful and often ponderous evocation of

ancient or "barbarian" cultures and religions,

emphasis on sculptural beauty and elaborate

technique. Leconte de Lisle (q.v.), however, oc-

casionally struck a profoundly moving note in

his more personal poems, and Heredia (q.v.)

developed an impeccable technique for the

sonnet. The minor Parnassians, including Ban-

ville (q.v.), whose fanciful and decorative verse

Mallarm6 (q.v.) esteemed, and once overrated

talents such as Coppe and Menctes (qq.v.)

were soon eclipsed by the advent of more

original poets. Sully-Prudhomme (q.v.) de-

serves a partial rehabilitation today, as do the

philosophical poets Jean Labor (1840-1909)

and, even more, Charles Cros (1842-1888).
A marked change became perceptible in the

intellectual atmosphere around 1885-1890.
Positivism and determinism no longer satisfied

the youth or the scientists themselves. The

validity of scientific laws was declared by many
thinkers to be merely relative and statistical.

Some rash prophets proclaimed "the bank-

ruptcy of science." A formula borrowed from

Herbert Spencer, "the Unknowable," was

seized upon as making allowance for the mys-

tery in the universe. Hegel and Schopenhauer
were repeatedly quoted and occasionally read

by French men of letters and were revered as

teachers of philosophical idealism. Boutroux

(q.v.) became the most eminent in a group of

philosophers, among whom were Jules Lache-

lier (1832-1918), Alfred Fouillle (1838-1912),
Marie Jean Guyau (1854-1888), and the great
mathematician Henri Poincar6 (1854-1912),
who asserted the relativity of scientific laws

and the irreducibility of mental and moral
forces to physical phenomena. Bergson, whose
first work appeared in 1889, was soon to pro-
vide a rallying point for the new tendencies.

The poets, long subdued by the prestige of

Hugo (who died in 1885) and of the Parnassian

school, suddenly leaped to the vanguard of

literary evolution and have remained to this

day the boldest and most original element in
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French literature. The last 15 years of the igth

century may be called the age of symbolism
(see French symbolism). Baudelaire (q.v.) was
hailed as the forerunner of the movement.
Rimbaud (q.v.), who had abandoned literature

in 1873, was discovered. The younger poets

grouped themselves around Verlaine (q.v.) and
Mallarm6. By the close of the century it be-

came clear that a major revolution, affecting
both content and technique, had occurred in

French poetry.
Prose writers remained comparatively un-

touched by symbolism, an essentially poetical
movement. Villiers de I'lsle-Adam (q.v.) is the

only important storyteller who invested with a

flamboyant and sonorous prose the idealistic

visions of the symbolists. Laforgue (q.v.) died

prematurely, before he could outgrow the

humorous boyishness of his bitter talent. The
expert artistry of Pierre Louys (q.v.) was at its

best, not in his ingenious tales, but in his rare

poems and prose poems. Rmy de Gourmont

(q.v.), who tried his hand at the novel in a dry,
cold manner, proved in criticism a keen expert
at "disassociating ideas" and an original in-

terpreter of the new literary tendencies. Marcel

Schwob (q.v.) had likewise more delicacy of

touch and wealth of erudition than imagi-
native gifts. Teodor de Wyzewa, a Pole, and
Edouard Schur (qq.v.), an Alsatian, both

passionately fond of music, versed in several

foreign literatures, and attracted by esoteric

doctrines, were occasionally interesting critics.

Vogii6 (q-v.), whose novels are forgotten,
widened the intellectual horizon of his genera-
tion through his pioneer work on the Russian

novel (1886). The three leading critics of that

period opposed symbolism as well as most of

the new aspirations of their times: they

championed French classicism and extolled the

virtues of lucidity and order. Bruneti&re (q.v.),

who attempted to judge literary works by

dogmatic standards, to carry the notion of

evolution into aesthetic history, and to up-
hold traditional moral values, suffers in ret-

rospect from his conservative prejudices and
oratorical style. Lemaitre, who stood in sharp
contrast to him, displaying nonchalant irony
in his impressionistic articles, lacked the vigor
and boldness of a great critic. Faguet (q.v.)

wrote with an overabundant facility, but at

his best evinced remarkable gifts as an analyst

of ideas and a portrayer of intellectual tem-

peraments, especially in his Politiques et

moralistes (3 vols., 1891-1900). The most in-

fluential dramatic critic of the period, Sarcey

(q.v.), did little to win the public to innova-

tions of the stage. Fustel de Coulanges (1830-

1889), a worthy successor of Taine and

Tocqueville in his austere and systematic in-

terpretations of the past, and Albert Sorel

(1842-1906) were the most notable historians.

Gaston Paris, Lanson, and Bdier (qq.v.)

renovated literary history through an original
combination of solid scientific discipline and
artistic taste.

The French novel of the years 1885-1900,

sharing in the general reaction against natural

ism, shifted its emphasis from the minute

description of reality to the analysis of psy-

chological motives and a sympathetic render-

ing of men's emotions. Irony and pity al-

ternated in the works of the two most popular
novelists of the period, France and Loti. Each
of them has left three or four masterpieces

among a score of less significant works. Neither

of them could contrive a dramatic plot, for-

getting himself and endowing imaginative
characters with life. Bourget was a consci-

entious builder of novels in the Balzacian

manner. His heroes, however, often appear as

too logically conceived; they embody intel-

lectual or moral problems, but fail to haunt

the reader like the more spontaneous charac-

ters of Balzac or Zola. His volumes of criticism,

from the early Essais de psychologic contem-

poraine (2 vols., 1883-1885) to Quelques

Tdmoignages (1928), show Bourget at his best

as an intellectual analyst. Regnier, Hermant,
and Marcel Provost (qq.v.) brought to the

novel their subtle gifts of irony and style in

the best 18th-century tradition, but lacked the

imaginative power which the creation of plot
and character seems to demand. J. H. Rosny
(1856-1940), Renard (q.v.), Mirbeau (q-v.), and
Paul Adam (q.v.), who grasped reality with

more vigor and tried to depict the contempo-

rary world, failed to fulfill the promise of their

early works.

On the French stage the most significant

event between 1870 and 1900 was the founding
of the ThUre Libre by Antoine (4.1;.) in 1887.

Becque (q.v.) had already given two plays
whose brutal truth, skillful characterization,

and terse dialogue were not unworthy of Mo-
Ittre. Antoine accustomed Parisian audiences

to realistic plays and pioneering innovations in

the staging and the acting. His chief claim to

fame may well lie in his discovery of several

new playwrights Francois de Curel, Brieux,

Porto-Riche (qq.v.) and to his courageous

championing of foreign plays by Ibsen, Tol

stoy, Hauptmann (qq.v.), et al. Soon after, in

1893, Lugn-Poe (q.v.) opened his Th&Ure de

1'CEuvre, which staged many foreign plays and
launched several of the boldest French dra-

matic attempts by Jarry, Crommelynck, Coc-

teau (qq.v.), et al. Both the Th4tre de 1'CEuvre
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and Paul Fort's (q.v.) Th&tre d'Art, the latter

founded in 1891, attempted to revitalize the

drama through symbolism. Such, a poetical in-

vasion of the stage, though salutary after the

realistic excesses of Antoine's Th&itre Libre

and the didactic preaching of Curel and

Brieux, was bound to be short-lived. Maeter-

linck (q.v.) was the only dramatist among the

symbolists who reached wide popularity: his

ethereal dream-like characters, his mechanical

suggestion of atmosphere, and the mannerism
of his style have been judged severely by later

generations. So have the colorful rhetoric and

the dazzling verve of Rostand (q.v.). Neverthe-

less Cyrano de Bergerac (1897) and L'Aiglon

(1900) remain the only poetic dramas since Cor-

neille and Hugo which have caught the

imagination of the French public at large.

At the turn of the century France was torn

by the profound spiritual crisis which resulted

from the Dreyfus case. Literature was invaded

by political feuds. Historians, political

thinkers, moralists, aligned themselves either

with the democratic forces which insisted upon
extending the liberal gains of the French

Revolution farther in the social field or with

the conservative elements which preferred
traditional order to progress and dreamed

nostalgically of the stately hierarchy of pre-

revolutionary France. In the realm of pure

philosophy the years 1900-1913 saw the

triumph of Bergsonism. The notions of crea-

tive evolution, of the supremacy of intuition

over intellectual deduction, of duration as

opposed to time, and of the perpetual mobility
of a world in which free will was restored and

spiritual energy vindicated, corresponded to

the aspirations of the generation which had

grown up in the days of symbolism. Georges
Sorel, Peguy, Thibaudet (qq.v.), professional

philosophers such as Le Roy (1870-) and
Chevalier (1882-), even artistic temperaments
like Proust (q.v.), came under the spell of the

new philosophy, which reshaped and rein-

forced the deep-seated Pascalian tendencies of

French thought. Benda (q.v.), a staunch sup-

porter of pure intellectualism, and Maritain

(q.v*) , who discerned a dangerous pantheistic
current in a philosophy which seemed to dis-

trust intelligence and Thomist rationalism,
were in 1912-1914 the most vigorous opponents
of Bergsonism. The other eminent French

philosophers of that time were the sociologists
Tardcand Durkheim (qq.v.). Political thinkers

of radical or socialist tendencies were rare in

20th-century France, and the lack was fraught
with grave consequences in a country in which

ideological doctrines hold much prestige over

practical politics. Georges Sorel blended

Bergsonism and Marxism in an original sys-

tem advocating action and violence as more
fruitful than theoretical meditation: his social-

ism has proved influential chiefly on recent

totalitarian doctrines. Jaurfcs (1859-1914), an

eloquent orator and a prophetic historian, and
Blum (q.v.), a subtle literary critic and a re-

fined stylist, failed to develop an original body
of thought to support their socialist policies,
and this was true also of the champions of

"radical" doctrines, Edouard Herriot (1872-,
in Agir, 1917, and Creer, 1919) and the pene-

trating essayist Alain (pseud, of Emile

Chartier, q.v.). The first decade of the 20th

century was accompanied in France as in other

countries (Kipling, Nietzsche and his Pan-

Germanist successors, D'Annunzio, q.v.) by a

revival of nationalist ideas. Barrs, whose

group novel Les Deracines had appeared as

early as 1897, expounded his romantic religion
of the soil, the race, and the dead, in most of

his subsequent works. Maurras became the

priest of neoclassical paganism in his graceful
Anthinea (1901) and of royalist doctrines in his

Enquete sur la monarchic, 1900-1909 (1909;
definitive ed., 1924) and in his newspaper,
Action franfaise (a daily since 1908). His influ-

ence on literature has been profound, although
his purely literary merits seem to have been
much overestimated by partisanship. Bainville

(q.v.) was the most lucid historian in that

group, Leon Daudet (q.v.) the most robust and
humorous polemist. The cogent but fallacious

logic of their reasoning convinced a few critics

of dogmatist tendencies, who laid most evils

of modern literature to romanticism, itself an
offshoot of Rousseauism and revolutionary
ideas Pierre Lasserre (1867-1930), Seilltere

(q.v.) t Massis (q.v.), and even, more recently,
Daniel Halvy (1882-). The greatest essayist of

the early 2oth century was, however, a thinker

more illogical than all these, but nearer to

the soul of the people of France and always
open to the unpredictable elan vital celebrated

by Bergson Charles Pguy. He was at the

same time a socialist and a Christian, a fierce

patriot, a tireless reasoner, and a mystic. He
wrote too much and too hastily and indulged
in mannerisms of style which gave a racy flavor

to his prose but weakened his poetry. As a

literary critic, as a Bergsonian philosopher, as

a Catholic interpreter of medieval faith, and
as an ardent champion of social justice and
Christian charity, Pguy remains to this day
the chief representative of France's conflicting

aspirations before the First World War.
Those years did not witness any outstanding

development in the drama or the novel. The
bold innovations of realistic and symbolist
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drama were followed by a relapse into conven-

tional plays of love, jealousy, and social satire.

Tristan Bernard, Capus, Donnay, Flers, and

Caillavet (qq.v.) were all skillful masters of

witty comedy; Henri Lavedan (1859-1940),
Bataille (q.v.), Sacha Guitry (q.v.) 9 and the

most expert builder of plots among them,
Bernstein (q.v.), moved as well as entertained

their audiences for several decades. None of

their works can lay claim to permanent sur-

vival as literature. Courteline (q.v.) displayed
more racy verve in his ebullient farces with

occasionally tragic undertones. The most

popular among the French novelists in that

decade was Romain Rolland (q.v.). His Jean-

Christophe (1904-1912), however, was more
successful in translation with foreign readers

than at home: the French have always balked

at Rolland's inelegant style, at the loose

structure of his serial novel, and at the lack of

originality of his psychological revelation. La
Colline inspirde (1913) by Barrs suffers from

just the opposite faults, strained pathos and

overwrought prose. The best secondary talents

among the noveljsts who preceded Proust were

Renard (q-v.), a craftsman in a limited field,

Philippe (q.v.), who continued and enriched

the realistic tradition, Boylesve (q.v.), a deli-

cate and modest artist, and Estaunte (q.v.), a

more moving creator, obsessed with the tragedy
of human suffering.

After 1900 poetry was the branch of litera

ture most fertile in bold innovations. Symbol-
ism had been attacked as soon as it seemed to

have succeeded in its revolutionary attempts.
The different tendencies or "schools" which

undertook to replace it all proved abortive or

sterile. The Ecole Romane, which advocated a

return to classical or medieval models, could

boast of only one gifted poet, its standard-

bearer, Mordas (q.v.). Like most neoclassical

tendencies, it mistook prosaic coldness for

classical perfection and reiteration of the ob-

vious for lucidity. Rgnier and Gerard
d'Houville (q.v.) reached graceful elegance in

their aristocratic evocation of Greek and Alex-

andrian models, but could not lead the way to

a poetical renaissance. Charles Gurin (1873-

1907) was a felicitous and often moving suc-

cessor to the Parnassian tradition; Louis Le
Cardonnel (1862-1936) and Alibert (q.v.) sang
with Vergilian ease and grace of mystic Italy

and southern France. Toulet (q.v.) blended

irony with tenderness in his verse, Fagus (9.1;.)

recaptured a few Villonian accents, and Spire

(q.v.) proved an original technician and theo-

rist of verse as well as a gifted poet. Two
currents opposed symbolism with more success

early in the aoth century. The first, naturism,

was hardly successful under that name: it

advocated the worship of life, reality, nature,

and emotion and admired Walt Whitman. It

then reappeared as unanimism and celebrated

the group and its spiritual roots, the poetry of

city life, the sentimental kinship of Europeans,
and the fraternity of all men. The inspiration
of these poets (Arcos, Chennevi&re, Martin-

Barzun, Duhamel) and ther style proved un-

equal to their great themes. Remains (q.v.),

who became the theorist of unanimism, never

mastered the language of poetry. Vildrac (q.v.)

wrote more musical verse. The powerful

Belgian poet Verhaeren (q.v.), Jammes (q.v.)

in the more truly naive masterpieces written

before he cultivated his simplicity, and Fort in

his fresh though monotonous ballads were the

true apostles of the return to nature and robust

health after the decadent eccentricities all

three were sons and heirs of the symbolist
movement. Anna de Noailles (q.v.) poured out

her tragic and eloquent lamentations on

death, old age, and the tortures of love; she

celebrated beauty, youth, and nature with

pagan fire and romantic exuberance. The form
she used lacked originality and subtlety, and
her rhetoric lacked the restrained and poignant
music which a few readers appreciated in an-

other woman poet, also of foreign origin,
Rene Vivien (q.v .).

The years 1900-1914 seem today, with the

perspective of three decades, to have been
dominated by two great poetical figures,

Claudel and Apollinaire (qq.v.). Claudel is the

most powerful Catholic singer ever born in

France. As a creator of grandiose images, as a

cosmic evocator of a universe all instinct with

God's presence, as an eloquent successor to

Rimbaud and little as he would admit it to

Hugo, he stands unrivaled among 20th-

century French poets. His best works appeared
in 1910 (Cinq Grandes Odes) and 1913 (Cette
Heure qui est entre le printemps et I'etd, re-

printed in 1931 as La Cantate d trois voix).

Apollinaire struck a more modest note of

melancholy tenderness; he transfigured fa-

miliar life with his playful humor and brought
the themes and rhythms of the French folk

song back into poetry. As an art critic and a

champion of all aesthetic innovations he

opened most of the new paths of later literary
evolution. His friends Salmon, Carco (in La
Bohtme et mon cceur, 1912), and the discon

certing Jacob (qq.v.), alternately the humblest

mystic and the strangest mystifier, deserve

positions beside him.

Suddenly, around 1911-1913, a number of

significant works appeared which revealed a

true literary renaissance. After a decade of
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hesitation the new century seemed to have

found itself. In painting, Cezanne was be-

latedly recognized; the "Fauves" and the

cubists were struggling for new modes of ex-

pression. The Russian ballet had in 1909
revealed a new decorative art, and Stravinsky's
Rites of Spring (1913) seized the Parisian van-

guard with enthusiasm. Dostoevski's (q.v.)

novels were eagerly read and imitated. The
Nouvelle Revue franfaise was founded (1909)

to voice the emergent literary aspirations, and

the theatre of the Vieux Colombier was estab-

lished (1913). The writers who heralded that

literary flowering were in part men in their

early 4o's who had had to wait 10 or 15 years
before gathering their audience and publish-

ing their masterpieces Proust (Du cote de

chez Swann, 1913), Gide (La Porte dtroite,

1909; Les Caves du Vatican, 1914), Claudcl

(L'Otage, 1910; L'Annonce faite a Marie, 1910),

Pguy (L'Argent, Eve, 1913). But there were

also younger men, born around 1885, who

(except for Alain-Fournier, q.v., and Ernest

Psichaii, killed in the war) were to form in

the post-war years one of the most brilliant

galaxies of talents France has ever known
Carco, Duhamel, Giraudoux, Jouhandeau,

Jouve, Larbaud, Maritain, Roger Martin du
Gard, Mauriac, Reverdy, Rivtere, Remains,
Suars, Supervielle, Vildrac (qq.v.). The First

World War matured their talents, inspired the

reading public with a freer curiosity, and

destroyed their respect for once venerable

traditions; it produced a huge crop of war

books, only a few of which (those by Duhamel,
Maurois, Barbusse, and Dorgels, qq.v.) have

any lasting value; but it brought nothing

essentially new to French letters, which de-

veloped with a fair degree of continuity be-

tween 1911 and 1930.

Speed and mobility, the mottoes of the

young, were hardly conducive to serene medi-
tation on eternal issues. Philosophical specula-
tion was then in France much less original
than purely literary achievement. Bergson re-

mained the great patriarch of French phi-

losophy; his last great work appeared only in

1932. Maritain alone rivals him in personal

prestige. His austere advocacy of Thomist
Catholicism, his speculations on the problems
of free will, knowledge, ethics, education,

government, and of a humanism turned toward

God, and, even more, his charity and his

undemanding of art drew many literary and
artistic figures to him. The influence of other

French thinkers penetrated little outside uni-

versity circles. Lon Brunschvicg (1869-1944),

Linden L6vy-Bruhl (1857-1939), and Maurice
Blondel (1861-) have been the most eminent,

and, among their successors, Etienne Gilson

(1884-), Gaston Bachelard (1884-), Louis

Lavelle, and Jean Wahl (1888-). Two lyrical

essayists, Faure (q.v.) and Snares, deserve to

rank among the most versatile and occasionally
the most penetrating ever produced in the

country of Montaigne and Pascal. Henri

Focillon (1881-1943) applied his universal and

illuminating meditations to art criticism and
the philosophy of history. Andr6 Siegfried

(1875-) and Lucien Romier (1885-1944) have

treated of political and economic subjects
with literary charm. Literary criticism was

practiced by many keen minds, often with

brilliance, seldom with the unchallenged au-

thority which critics of earlier eras had pos-
sessed. Weekly articles by Souday (q.v.}, Jaloux

(q.v.), Henry Bidou (1873-), Lucien Dubech

(1882-1941), Andr Thrive (1891-), while un-

deniably influential on readers and writers,

have proved little more than ephemeral pro-
nouncements. Lalou (q.v.), Benjamin Cr^mieux

(1888-1944), and Lon Pierre-Quint (1895-)
have done more to mold opinion on living

literature. Next to the original "criticism of

creators," that of Gide and Vatery (qq.v.) 9 the

three most important critics of the last 20

years have been Rivtere, Du Bos (q.v.), and
Thibaudet. Bremond (q.v.) in his Histoire

litteraire du sentiment religieux en France (11

vols., 1916-1933) and Charles Andler (1866-

1933) in his Nietzsche (6 vols., 1921-1930) have

come nearest in our time to Sainte-Bcuve's

encyclopedic Port-Royal. Andr Chevrillon

(1864-), Emile Legouis (1861-1937), and Louis

Cazamian (1877-) have been Taine's worthiest

successors as interpreters of English literature.

The novel received the lion's share in the

French literary production from 1911 to 1930.

Proust towers above all other novelists of this

century because of his power to create life, the

depth of his psychological penetration, the

originality of his technique, and above all the

poetical magic of his prose. The other two
novelists of his generation, Gide and Colette

(q.v.), fell far short of his supreme eminence.

Gide is a very great prose writer and perhaps
the most characteristic man of letters of France
in the last 30 years. His truly Goethian curi-

osity and sympathy and the purity of his art

were, however, ill suited to the novel; his

shorter recits remain more moving than his

ambitious attempts in the manner of Stendhal
and Dostoevski. Colette can exquisitely express
the world of form and color, of keen sensa-

tions, and of feminine emotions, but lacks

power to evoke more complex or less purely
subjective characters. The most remarkable of

the novelists who achieved their main success



after the First World War is Mauriac. His

intensely Catholic view of life, the provincial

atmosphere of his tales of sin and remorse, the

absence of social conflicts in his books, and
his superbly classical technique have not yet
won for him an adequate appreciation outside

of France. Jouhandeau, at times hauntingly

tragic, and Bernanos (q.v.), addicted to imagi-
native eloquence and too often unequal to his

best achievement, are also able novelists of

Catholic inspiration. There have been several

adepts in the group novel, less traditional in

technique and more preoccupied with the

Balzacian delineation of an age or society.

Romains is the most ambitious of all, and the

length of his Les Hommes de bonne volontd

(1932-) has stretched his creative invention to

the breaking point. He knows, analyzes, ex-

plains, and organizes life but seldom re-creates

it. Duhamel succeeded in conjuring up a com-

pelling character in Salavin, but has since

failed to endow his Chronique des Pasquier

(1933-) with intensity. Roger Martin du Card
related the adventures of Les Thibault (1922-

1940) with more convincing reality, an un-

obtrusive technical mastery, and a fluid style,

although he cannot be compared, for sheer

imaginative force, with the very great masters,

Balzac, Flaubert, Zola, Proust. His earlier Jean
Barois (1913) reached greater heights of intel-

lectual tragedy. Rend Bhaine (1880-), who was

among the first moderns to undertake a saga of

the contemporary world, failed to win an audi-

ence for his Histoire d'une socidtd (12 vols.,

1908-1939). Other novelists of the same genera-
tion worthy of mention were Jean Richard
Bloch (1884-), author of Jewish novels inspired

by a robust liberal faith; the Tharaud brothers

(q.v.), skillful storytellers; Andr Demaison

(1885-), the author of forceful exotic tales on
French African colonies; Mac-Orlan (q.v.),

whose adventure novels retained psychology
and style; Pourrat (q.v.) and the powerful
Swiss writer Ramuz (q.v.), who have renovated

provincial and peasant fiction. Alain-Fournier

had written, one year before the First World
War, in which he soon lost his life, an original
tale of delicate fantasy, Le Grand Meaulnes,
which was to be widely but vainly imitated

in the post-war years, when the character of

the "adolescent" invaded French fiction.

Radiguet (q.v.), who died at 20, seemed to

promise a brilliant career as a skillful and

cynical adapter of a Stendhalian tradition. The
time-honored French psychological novel was

attempted by many in the age of Proust and
Gide. Larbaud will probably remain as the
most ingenious and touching of those minores.
Lacretelle (q.v.) began with promise but failed
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to shake off some intellectual coldness, and
Maurois, after an adroitly constructed but un-

convincing novel, Climats (1928), struck a

happier vein and a wider success in biography
and journalistic essays. Giraudoux and Morand
(q.v.) will probably provide the future his-

torian of the years 1920-1930 with the most
valuable illustrations of the manners and
fashions of the age. Giraudoux embodied with
fresh charm the perennial French tradition of

preciosite and sketched a few vivid jeunes filles

among the gallery of middle-aged women and
corrupt young men almost exclusively por-
trayed in the post-war novel. Morand launched
a striking fashion with his abrupt and exotic
stories (Ouvert la nuit, 1922; Ferme la nuit,

1923); he then failed, like many of his brilliant

contemporaries, in his attempts at self-renewal,

though he drew, in Air indien (1932), a strik-

ing picture of the South American continent
seen "with the eye on the object." Luc Durtain

(188 1-), after a short-lived success as a super-
ficial novelist of California, wrote a keen and
colorful travel book in Le Globe sous le bras

(1936), which, along with Morand's stories and
Faure's lucid analyses, bore evidence of the en-

larged cosmopolitan curiosity of post-war
France.

The 10 years which followed the First World
War are probably the most brilliant the French

stage has known for a century. Much credit

should go to the impulse given in 1913, and

again in 1920, by the Vieux Colombier of

Copeau (q.v.). The earlier courageous attempts
of Antoine, Lugn6-Poe, and Gemier were re-

sumed by him with more ardent faith and
keener artistic touch; innovations borrowed
from great foreign producers (Stanislavsky,
Gordon Craig, Reinhardt) were introduced.
To technical improvements in the staging,

interpreting, and acting of plays, Copeau
added an austere insistence upon sincerity,
honest workmanship, and art. He avoided the

two common pitfalls of vanguard theatres, in-

tellectual snobbery and disconcerting strange-
ness. Suggestion, rather than realistic illusion,

became the motto of his dramatic perform-
ances; they aimed at enhancing the poetical
virtue of the text. Copeau 's lessons proved
lastingly fruitful, although he had decided, in

1924, to close the Vieux Colombier. The
French dramatic renaissance of the 1920*5
owed much to his example. The Com^die
Fran^aise and even the commercial theatres

underwent the influence of his reforms. His
truest followers were, however, in the best

literary theatres of the last 20 years, led by
Baty, Dullin, Jouvet, Pitoeff (qq.v.) 9 Andr
Obey, et al. The most substantial result of that
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dramatic revival was to achieve a reconcilia-

tion between the stage and literature, which

would have been unthinkable in the igth

century. The most powerful French dramatist

today, though not the most easily staged, is

one of the loftiest poets Claudel. The most

original modern tragedies have been written

by the most refined of the modern precieux,
Giraudoux. Remains contrived ingenious
comedies as well as elaborate works of fiction.

Most of the finest writers of the age (Gide and

Rolland before 1914, then Mauriac, Martin du

Card, Duhamel, Giono, q.v.) 9 with varied suc-

cess, brought the homage of their talent to the

stage. Cocteau, after Claudel and Giraudoux,

displayed some originality in modernizing old

tragic themes (in Antigone, OrphJe, La Ma-
chine infernale). Among other attempts at

tragedy, those of Lenormand (q.v.) utilized the

revelations of abnormal psychology and psy-

choanalysis with ponderous and humorless

didacticism. Raynal (q.v.), while addicted to

declamatory displays of virtuosity, is the au-

thor of a powerful psychological drama, Le
Maitre de son cceur (acted in 1920). Simon
Gantillon (1890-) in Maya (1924) and Passeur

(q.v.) in several recent plays showed un-

common gifts of stark force and ingenious
structure. The attempts of Ghon and Marcel

(qq.v.) to revive a Catholic or philosophical
drama have been more courageous than suc-

cessful. The most original note in the drama
since the First World War is a delicate blend-

ing of humor and poetry, of sentiment

tempered with discreet mockery; brutal real-

ism and melodramatic utterances have given

way to delicate nuances and an art of sugges
tion, often through use of "silence." Even
more than Achard or Sarment (qq.v.), whose

early promise is still unfulfilled, J. J. Bernard

(q.v.) and Vildrac were the most representa-
tive of those post-war playwrights who added
a strain of Shakespearean fantasy to the tradi

tion of Marivaux and Musset. Pure comedy,
which Molifcre called more difficult than any
other kind of writing, has had few adepts in

the disillusioned post-war years. Emile Mazud
(1884-) and Crommelynck, on an old and ap-

parently inexhaustible Gallic theme, Denys
Amiel (q.v.) and Andr Obey, Pellerin (q.v), in

one or two original attempts, and lately Pagnol

(q.v.) have produced the best recent outbursts

of French laughter.
The Brightest star in the poetical firmament

after the First World War was that of Valry.
While his great contemporary Claudel wrote
the best of his lyrical work before 1914, Val6ry
had been silent for 20 years before he gave the

world his masterpiece, La Jcune Parque, in

1917. A slender volume, Charmes, followed in

1922. In the best of those poems he rivaled

Racine and La Fontaine in pure and fluid

music, Mallarm6 in deliberate and elliptic
condensation. They united with miraculous

harmony the pangs of the intellect and the

thrills of the flesh; only the heart at times

remained unmoved. A felicitous fusion of

classical, Parnassian, and symbolist elements,

Valry's poetry could not well be imitated.

Expressed in a terse epigrammatic prose

worthy of the i8th century, the poet's theories,

which banished inspiration and the un-

conscious from artistic creation, fortunately

kept pale imitators at a distance. St.-J. Perse

(q.v.), whose strange, sparkling jewels dazzled

T. S. Eliot and Archibald MacLeish, is much
nearer to Claudel than to Valry and even

nearer at times to a more musical and more
fluid Parnassian tradition. The Lithuanian
Milosz (q.v.) wrote moving poems. Fargue

(q.v.) transfigured with humor the familiar

mysteries of modern life, and Yvan Goll (1891-)

recaptured the charm of old ballads. Cocteau,
in his verse as in his plays, novels, and lucid

critical essays, is alternately cutting a boyish

prank and repressing a bitter sob. There are

three true poets, born around 1885, who may
rank in future estimates as great poets, second

only to Claudel and Valry in the post-war

years Jouve, Reverdy, and Supervielle. fouve,
after writing clear and direct poems inspired

by horror of war and pity for suffering, became

engrossed in religious mysticism; his poetical

fragments are sometimes rugged and dry, some-

times hauntingly mysterious, as if written by
a French brother of Blake or Holderlin.

Reverdy, after sharing the literary nihilism of

dada, developed a very original manner, un-

touched by publicity and coteries, in Les

Epaves du del (1924) and Ferraille (1937). In

his rendering of restrained emotion and of

metaphysical or religious anxiety he is prob-

ably one of the most authentic of recent French

poets and at times almost Baudelairian. Super-
vielle is the least revolutionary and difficult of

the moderns. His themes are friendship, love,

family affections, childhood memories, but
also cosmic visions of oceans and planets gravi-

tating through a poet's dreams. A profound
philosophical emotion aroused by man's soli-

tude in the universe permeates his finest vol-

ume, La Fable du monde (1938). None of these

poets achieved the reputation won by the sur-

realists in the era between the two world wars.

The surrealist revolt was fiercely logical in

its madness, scornful of traditional moral and
aesthetic conventions, skillful in its organized
publicity. In spite of its obviously preposterous
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claims, it constituted the marching wing of

French literature after 1920 and recruited the

largest number of genuine talents. Its be-

ginnings are often traced back to dada,

founded in Zurich in 1916, a radical revision

of the essential literary values and a challenge
to all rational processes of thought. Yet no
first-rate figure emerged from dadaism, al-

though its founder, Tristan Tzara (1896-),
made some curious experiments with poetry
and one of its members, Ribemont-Dessaignes

(1884-), showed promise as a novelist and essay-
ist. In the same year, 1916, in Nantes, inde-

pendently from the abortive dada movement,
the future founder of surrealism, Breton (q.v.),

met Jacques Vach (1895-1919) who, though
he did not condescend to write anything him-

self, seems to have possessed fierce originality.
The bitter nihilism of Vach6 rejected all the

traditional elements of Western culture, ex-

cept for a very few prophets of the new vision,

Rimbaud, Lautreamont (q.v.), Jarry, Apol-
linaire. Vach committed suicide in 1919, as

two other members of the surrealist group
did later, Jacques Rigaut (1929) and Ren
'Crevel (1935). Surrealism (q.v.) took shape
officially in 1924 under the guidance and strict

ferule of Breton, assisted in his early mani-
festoes and experiments by Soupault, Aragon,
and Eluard (qq.v.). The original affiliates have
since broken with Breton's uncompromising
orthodoxy, and new recruits have been added,

chiefly from the ranks of painters. The move-
ment became international in character: young
English, American, German, and Spanish

painters and poets have applied and developed
its principles with originality. In its negative

aspect surrealism was an all embracing revolt

against the whole legacy of the past, aesthetic,

moral, even political and social. Hence its pro-

voking audacity, helped somewhat by Freud's

discoveries, in doing away with the moral ban
on subconscious and erotic visions and also its

subsequent and often stormy association with

Communist or Trotskyist doctrines, which
caused several surrealist schisms. From 1930
on, however, it was clear that surrealism had

gone beyond its negative stage and had grown
into a constructive attempt to annex new

provinces to psychology and literature. The
main achievements of the surrealists, often dis-

figured by childish stunts, may be summarized
as: opening the oneiric domain to poetry;

breaking the shackles of logic and releasing
the forces of imagination, however irrational

and humorously absurd the results might be;

recovering the purity of a child's vision of the

world and the illogical freshness of a spon-
taneous flow of images; reaching the "super-

real" state in which the subjective and the ob-

jective, the ego and the universe, are merged
in a higher synthesis. In spite of an excess of

obstinate reasoning in its very madness and of

questionable claims to scientific validity, sur-

realism appears today a romantic aspiration
toward greater sincerity in literature (man's
subconscious being less prone to lying or self-

deception than his rationalizing ego) and
toward liberation of imagination.
The best of recent French poetry derives

from the surrealist impulse. Breton, though no
mean poet, is chiefly a clear and brilliant

master of French prose in his doctrinal mani-

festoes, his graceful novel, Nadja (1928), and
the original psychological speculations of

L*Amour fou (1937). Eluard is the poet of love,

conceived as a pathetic struggle against soli-

tude, an aspiration toward purity, and the cos-

mic center of the universe. His delicate music

and his fresh and graceful gift for coining ever

renewed images have made him the most

widely admired and imitated younger French

poet today. Aragon, though apparently a more

energetic temperament, is more plastic than

Breton or Eluard: his successive works reflect

the play of varied fashions or influences. In his

early novels a master of satire and a virtuoso

of truculent prose, after the Second World
War began he suddenly won great popular
acclaim through his eloquent restatement of

traditional themes love, the tragedy of war,
the bitterness of defeat, patriotic fervor (Le
Creve-Cceur, 1941; Les Yeux d'Elsa, 1943).

Raymond Roussel (1877-1933), an original

precursor, and Benjamin Pret (1899-) are the

other outstanding surrealist poets. In fiction,

surrealism has not produced in France works

to be ranked with the German novels of

Kafka (q.v.); Raymond Queneau and Julien

Gracq are the only two promising younger
novelists who may be attached to the group.
The year 1930 seems to have closed an era of

inflation and false security in Europe. The
dreams of a permanent Franco-German under-

standing were shattered; economic and politi-

cal problems loomed large after the fallacious

prosperity of the years 1920-1930. France, the

last country to feel the blows of the world-

wide depression, was the first to repudiate the

literary fashions of the post-war years. Avid

newcomers to the world of letters published in

literary weeklies manifestoes demanding a new

appraisal of the legacy of their elders; about

1930 a few striking works by Celine (q.v.),

Giono, Malraux (q.v.), and Saint Exupry
(q.v.) ushered in a new period which, for lack

of a better name, may be called "the second

pre-war era/' The years 1930-1939 discarded
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some of the more superficial features of the

preceding literature: the literary inflation

which had led to brief, repetitious volumes

devoid of solid content; the excessive intel-

lectuality of many post-war novels; the fashion

for adolescent characters deficient in will power
and addicted to selfish analysis of their feel-

ings or of their inability to feel; the escapism
which had inspired endless travel books, non-

chalant reveries, and the subtle games of a new

preciosite. The new period is marked by the

ardent interest taken by men of letters in

political and social problems; Gide led the

way, with Malraux, Celine, Chamson (q.v.),

and Drieu La Rochelle (q.v.) soon following.
On all sides recent writers aspired to a closer

communion with the people and repudiated
the complacent self-analysis of their predeces-
sors. They sought a new faith and tried to mold
a better world or a better man, to build work

more solid than the ephemeral volumes of the

previous years. The men of this new literary

generation, born around 1895-1900, found

themselves at 30 or 35. Much may be expected
of it, after the tragic experience of the Second

World War.

In the novel the outstanding representatives
of this generation are six men of striking origi-

nality. Celine, the oldest of the group, stands

in sharp contrast to Proust and Gide. His

power, brutal and truculent like that of a

modern Rabelais, marred by mannerism and

blatant crudities, is nevertheless haunting. The

Voyage au bout de la nuit (1932) is a Goyesque

nightmare; but his subsequent writing fell far

below that startling dbut. Giono, born in

1895, revealed his full stature in his early

masterpieces (Un de Baumugnes, 1929; Jean
le bleu, 1932). With him French fiction has

risen to epic heights and recovered a healthy
contact with the earth and simple, healthy

people. Le Chant du monde (1934) and, in

parts, Que ma joie demeure (1935) are among
the most powerful novels of the century, but

excessive eagerness to deliver an ideological

message has detracted from the later achieve-

ment of this spiritual son of Rousseau and
Zola. Montherlant (q.v.), slightly younger than

Giono, began his literary career much earlier

and dazzled his contemporaries by his magnifi-
cent style and a boyish, cynical insolence al-

ternating with sincere yearning for heroism.

His novels are disappointing, but an anthology
of his'best reflective passages would constitute

one of the finest examples of the passionate
romanticism concealed behind the bitter dry-
ness of recent French literature. Malraux, born
in 1901, has conquered new domains for French
fiction: he fled from provincial life and thread-

bare erotic themes to Asiatic revolutions and

European civil wars. His novels, composed with
a bold and harsh technique, scornful of tra-

ditional rules and even of the average reader's

demands, are obsessed by the tragic solitude

of the modern hero and his desperate attempts
to find a faith for which to live and die. A
similar groping search for a faith gives a

spiritual meaning to the works of Saint

Exupdry. His tales of an airman's life reveal

an epic moralist and a creator of dazzling

images. Julien Green (q.v.), born, like Saint

Exupry, in 1900, has, alone in this group, re-

tained the traditional form of the French

novel, swift, condensed, violent, like classical

tragedy; his themes are lurid nightmares of

terror and hate, at times too close to the mys-

tery story to be fully convincing. Next to these

outstanding names, many more testify to the

continued vitality of the French novel: Cham-
son, also born in 1900, is a racy portrayer of

peasants in the C6vennes and a refined artist,

especially in Le Crime des justes (1929). Roger
Vercel (1894-), Kessel (q.v.), and Edouard
Peisson have written skillful tales of sea and
air adventures. Paul Nizan (1905-1940), a

vigorous novelist and essayist attracted by
revolutionary doctrines, was killed in the

battle of France. The early tales of Jean Sartre

(q.v.) blended cynicism and odd metaphysical

anxiety (La Nausee, 1938; Le Mur, 1939).

Giono's imaginative or mythical realism has

allured many of the younger novelists, while

old-fashioned realism counted few adepts in

recent French literature. In 1930 a new group
headed by Andr6 ThArive (1891-) and Lcfon

Lemonnier (1890-) attracted some attention

under the name of populism; they advocated a

new naturalism, concerned with the common
people and the working man instead of the

bourgeois or aristocratic heroes of Gide,

Mauriac, and Proust. But populism failed to

produce any masterpieces. Dabit (q.v.) gave
the best examples of realistic fiction. Guilloux

(q.v.) in Le Sang noir (1935) displayed, with

less power but more sincerity, some of the

satiric verve and social bitterness of Celine.

Henry Poulaille (1896-) and Malaquais (q.v.)

have not yet risen to their stature or proved
that they can avoid the pitfall of too many
realistic novels lack of art and style and
monotonous sordidness of subject.
That same generation born around 1900 has

had a number of gifted essayists and critics,

but none has yet voiced its aspirations or ex-

pressed its original message with undisputed
authority. Drieu la Rochelle, whose early
works promised much and whose short stories

in La Comddie de Charieroi (1934) are among
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the best of their decade, failed to reach a

consistent doctrine in politics or literature.

Ramon Fernandez (1894-1944) also disap-

pointed those who had expected from him

some of the best philosophical criticism of his

age. Marcel Arland (1899-) has proved most

sensitive to literary values in critical essays on

the novel, and Jean Prevost (q.v.) is often lucid

and sturdy in his intellectual approach. Jean
Cassou (1897-) ancl Roland de Ren6ville

(1903-) are, with the two Swiss critics Albert

Bguin and Marcel Raymond (1897-), the best

interpreters of contemporary poetry. Among
the younger group Roger Caillois (1913-), Ren6

Etiemble (1909-), and Edmonde Magny have

shown acumen and courage in their critical

judgment. The gifts of Thierry-Maulnier

(pseud, of Jacques Talagrand, 1908-) are ad-

mirable when political partisanship and youth-

ful paradoxes have not spoiled them.

In the drama Salacrou (q.v.) and Jean
Anouilh have been the chief representatives of

the same generation along with the few drama-

tists already mentioned who were recognized

before 1930 Achard, Pagnol, and Sarment.

In poetry the leaders of surrealism belong to

the same age group, and their lasting achieve-

ment, following their early revolt, has been

effected since 1930. Their influence, often

indirect, has left few recent poets untouched:

the Belgian Henry Michaux (1899-) is prob-

ably the most brilliant of their followers. The
tradition of their compatriots, who contributed

several leading talents to French symbolism,
has been maintained by three other Belgian

poets, Eric de Haulleville (1900-1941), Odilon

Jean Prier (1901-1928), and Alain Bosquet

(1920-), the first an ambitious lyricist, the

second moving in his restraint and simplicity,

the third an original adapter of the fluid,

erotic imagery of surrealism. Audiberti (q.v.)

is more eloquent and sonorous; his astounding
verbal gift is dangerously reminiscent of

Hugo's facility and excesses. Georges Pelorson

(1908-) attempted in Connaissance (1937) to

load six-syllable verse with philosophical

meaning. La Tour du Pin (q.v.), on the eve

of the Second World War, was acclaimed the

most pleasing and suavely musical of the

younger poets: his themes and manner were

the most traditional of his generation. In the

suffering which followed the German invasion

of 1940, French poetry suddenly reached a

wide public. Aragon, Eluard, Jouve, redis-

covered universal subjects and reintegrated

appeal to emotion in their art. Two other

poets, Pierre Emmanuel and Lanza Del Vasto,

won the audience of the French readers.

At the beginning of the Second World War,

French literature, although accused, as it has

been regularly for the last hundred years, of

being obscure, morbid, decadent, and futile,

was characterized by hardy, wholesome quali-
ties. It was at the same time the most tra-

ditional in Europe in some aspects and the

most revolutionary in many of its experiments.

During the tragic years which followed the

defeat of 1940, the French people found much
comfort in the continued vitality of their lit-

erature.

The influence of the war on French letters

cannot yet be fully assessed: it was in a sense

negative, since it eliminated a number of

writers who died between 1940 and 1945

(Giraudoux, Max Jacob, Romain Holland,
Saint Exupry, Valery) and others who had

thoroughly discredited themselves through
collaboration with the enemy and lack of

moral courage (Celine, Chardonne, A. de

Chateaubriant, Drieu la Rochelle, Maurras,

Morand). The war years also created a gulf
between the writers admired in the 30*5 and
the youth of France which had grown under
the tragic stress of national humiliation and of

heroic fight for freedom. Gide, Claudel, even

Valery, have ceased being the masters of the

younger generation; Romains counts few

admirers, Giraudoux's last play (Sodome et

Gomorrhe, 1943) was but a weaker repetition
of his former manner, Montherlant and Giono
had signally failed to apply during times of

misery the message that they had preached in

happier days. But literature continued active,

both underground and in the open, and when
France was finally liberated in 1944, the vitality
of her letters astonished foreign observers.

Some pre-war writers had grown in stature:

Mauriac through his courageous role in rally-

ing French Catholics against the clerical hy-

pocrisy of Vichy and through his recent works,

notably his play, Les Mai Aimds (1945);

Chamson, who fought in the maquis and in the

regular army and penned a vivid picture of

life during the enemy occupation in Le Putts

des miracles (1945); Aragon, who followed his

war poetry with a brilliant novel of remi-

niscences of his youth, Aurdlien (1945); and
above all Malraux. Through his active fight

against tyranny and through his Les Noyers
de I'Altenburg (1943), which contained

splendid passages, as well as through his earlier

works reread in the light of subsequent events,

Malraux appeared as the precursor of the

strongest movement of the years 1944-1946.
This movement is often termed existential-

ism. Its starting point is philosophical, and
some of its abstruse doctrines appeal to youth
through their very obscurity. The phenome-
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nology of the German Husserl, the metaphysi-
cal speculations of two other Germans, Jaspers
and Heidegger, and the tragic anguish of the

19th-century Dane, Kierkegaard, have been

integrated by these French men of letters into

a strange system which proclaims the essential

absurdity of life, denounces reason as power-

less, rejects the easy refuge of the traditional

faith in God and immortality. These negations

are accompanied by a fierce determination to

endow life with a man-made significance,

since it has for them no transcendent meaning,
and by the full acceptance of solidarity with

other men in misery and in the conquest of

freedom. Out of their very pessimism, clearly

inspired by the conditions of life in Europe
since 1940, these younger French writers

emerge with the will to transform the world

around them through their pens and through
their actions. They reject the ivory- tower con-

ception of the artist's role and maintain that

literature is no fancy activity independent of

politics, but is bound up with the struggle for

liberty and fraternity. Sartre is the acknowl-

edged leader of the new school: two plays, a

huge treatise of philosophy, a fictional trilogy,

Les Chemins de la Liberte, and many articles

written since 1940 bear witness to the versa-

tility and the originality of his talent. Beside

him, though holding divergent philosophical

views, is Albert Camus (q.v.), born in a suburb

of Algiers, who, after a hard struggle for life

and the practice of varied professions, revealed

himself as a prose writer of eminence in Noces

(1939), then in an ideological essay, Le Mythe
de Sisyphe (1942), in which the Greek myth
was reinterpreted as a proud vindication of

man's fate against the absurd decrees of the

gods, and in a baffling novel, L'Etranger (1942).

His two plays, Le Malentendu and Caligula

(both 1944), are, in spite of an unconventional

and faulty dramatic technique, striking
achievements. Camus, even more than Sartre,

has proved a bold leader of public opinion
through his articles in the newspaper Combat.
Simone de Beauvoir is another gifted member
of the group: her novel, Le Sang des autres

(1945), which illustrates the thesis of man's

responsibility in society, and her play, Les
Douches inutiles (1945), have brought exis-

tentialist ideas within the reach of a wider

public. Michel Leyris and Raymond Queneau
in the essay and the novel, Maurice Blanchot
as essayist and critic, Anouilh in several plays,
Elsa Triolet in the long short story (Le Premier
Accroc coitte 200 francs, 1944), and Romain
Gary, whose first book, Education europdenne
(1945), strikingly evoked the horrors of the

Polish underground hunted by the Germans,

stand foremost among the new writers of talent

in France. Francis Ponge, Loys Masson, and
Pierre Seghers are the younger poets who, to-

gether with Aragon, Eluard, Emmanuel, and

Michaux, promise to assure an era of continued

fertility to French poetry. In all its manifesta-

tions, recent literature seems today more con-

cerned with philosophical issues and with

probing the meaning of life than it had been
after the First World War; it is also more

socially minded, eager to enrich its substance

through communion with other men and

through a will to act which repudiates the

complacent aestheticism of previous genera-
tions. At the same time, it has apparently

emerged from the years of distress with no

regimentation of the minds: the number and
the variety of its individual talents bid fair to

make the French writings of tomorrow fully

worthy of the literary accomplishments of

yesterday.
See: D. Parodi, La Philosophic content-

poraine en France (1919); B. Crmieux, XXe
siecle (1924); R. Lalou, Histoire de la littera-

ture franfaise contemporaine (1922; enlarged
ed., Vol. I, 1941, Vol. II, 1940); I. Benrubi,

Contemporary Thought of France (1926); John
Palmer, Studies in the Contemporary Theatre

(1927); E. Se, Le Theatre franfais contem-

porain (1928); Edmund Wilson, Axel's Castle

(1931); R. Michaud, Vingtieme Siecle; an

Anthology (1933) and Modern Thought and
Literature in France (1934); Marcel Raymond,
De Baudelaire an surrealisme (1933); G. True,
Tableau du XXe sitclc, Vol. Ill: La PensJe

(1933); C. S6nchal, Les Grands Courants de la

literature franfaise contemporaine (1934); R.

Brasillach, Animateurs de thddtre (1936); A.

Thibaudet, Histoire de la litterature franfaise
de 1789 a nos jours (1936); H. Peyre, Hommes
ct ceuvres du vingtierne siecle (1938); G. E.

Lemaitre, From Cubism to Surrealism in

French Literature (1941); P. Brodin, Les

Ecrivains franfais de Ventre-deux-guerres

(1942) and Maitres et tdmoins de I'entre-deux-

guerres (1943); M. E. Coindreau, La Farce est

jouee (1942); S. A. Rhodes, ed., The Contem-

porary French Theater (1942).

H. P.

French naturalism can be defined as a "school"

only in most general terms. For its outspoken-
ness and brutality, for its usual (though not

exclusive) penchant toward the drab, the

vulgar, and the pathological, it strongly re-

sembles naturalism in other countries (see
German naturalism). Its basic philosophy,
reminiscent of Locke, Condillac, and Diderot,
holds that there is nothing in the human mind



which does not emanate from the senses. By

way of consequence, metaphysics are brushed

aside, together with psychology as an intro-

spective and analytical instrument of dis-

covery; art, in particular, is but the factual

reproduction of the sensation as experienced.

The naturalists claim to have fallen heirs to

one of the oldest French traditions that of

common sense and matter-of-factness, in short

that of realism, as it runs from the fabliau

and the farce through Rabelais and Moltere to

Balzac and Flaubert (q.v.). All such views are

too sweeping not to require discussion and

sometimes contradiction. The healthy hue of

French realism is more often than not at

variance with naturalist morbidity. Balzac's

mysticism and Flaubert's insistence on le reel

dcrit (i.e., on an aesthetic transposition of

reality) prove incompatible, if not always with

naturalist practice, at least with naturalist

theory.

Except for these broad definitions, the

naturalist school never boasted a unified doc-

trine. It would be possible, of course, to build

a case for Emile Zola (q.v.) as its leader and

the Rougon-Macquart as its towering achieve-

ment. After all, it was Zola who first appro-

priated the word naturalism (in the preface to

the second edition of Therese Raquin, May,

1868) and came nearest to making it a rallying

motto for all those who sought "sincerity in

art/' namely, a free and total expression of

themselves and their beliefs, unhampered by
the rules of public taste or the laws of con-

formism. He befriended Cezanne and Manet

and defended them at a time when their

paintings were the butt of contempt and de-

rision. He enlisted for himself the moral

support of Flaubert, despite their violent

differences on artistic grounds. His best novel,

and one of his boldest, L'Assommoir (1877),

appeared in the midst of the political reaction

then rampant under the name of "moral

order" and touched off a wide "naturalist cam-

paign" against bigotry and intolerance. The
same year Zola began gathering in his country
house at Mdan, near Paris, a group of five

and as yet unknown disciples, Paul Alexis,

Joris Karl Huysmans, Guy de Maupassant

(qq.v.) 9 Henry Card (1851-1924), and L6on

Hennique (1852-1935). The publication of Les

Soirees de Mddan (1880), a collection of six

stories relating to the Franco-Prussian War

(one by each member, including Maupassant's
"Boule de Suif"), bears striking proof of Zola's

ascendancy and stamps the Mdan group as

the most closely knit of all naturalist associa-

tions.

This, however, is only part of the general
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picture. From the very beginning two trends

at least had been apparent within naturalism.

Zola's tendency, as is shown at greater length
elsewhere in this volume, was to make litera-

ture an adjunct of science. In a clumsy sort of

way he took to himself Taine's (q.v.) determin-

ism and extracted from Claude Bernard's

Introduction a I'etude de la mededne expdri-
mentale (1865) his own, rather extravagant

theory of the experimental novel. Yet the de-

pressingly materialistic atmosphere of this type
of novel, or its pseudoscientific method, should
not hide the fact that it conveys a broadly
humanitarian message. It has a political,
democratic tinge one is reminded of Zola's

pronouncement, "The Republic will be natu-

ralist, or it will not be"; it is optimistic, yes,

optimistic as it reveals an almost childish con-

fidence in the possibility of immediate reform
and progress. Maupassant said one day that

naturalism was a reaction against the verbal

and mental incontinence of Victor Hugo. This

may be true in terms of Maupassant's works,
but there is no denying the link which exists

between the Rougon-Macquart and, say, Les
Miserables. On the other hand, in those early

days when Zola was still groping in the dark,
the literary team of Edmond and Jules de
Goncourt (q.v.) had given what is generally
considered the first true sample of a naturalis-

tic novel, Germinie Lacerteux (1864). Rich and

independent, connoisseurs and art collectors,

attracted to the rare, the exotic, the exquisite,
the two brothers stood in strong contrast to

the rugged, plebeian Emile Zola. Describing
themselves as historians and chroniclers rather

than scientists, they probed social evils, but
with considerably less gusto, and delved into

"popular" subjects, but far more detachedly,
than the inventor of the experimental novel.

Throughout the course of naturalism the

aristocratic reserve and dilettantism of Ed-
mond de Goncourt (Jules died prematurely, in

1870), emulated in many respects by Alphonse
Daudet (q.v.), was to exert a restraining and
somewhat dissolvent influence. In 1885 Ed-

mond opened the doors of his "grenier
d'Auteuir* (his studio at Auteuil, a Paris dis-

trict) to a host of young writers and artists who
might otherwise have found their way to the

Mdan cottage. He and Alphonse Daudet
in 1887 inspired, rather underhandedly, the

manifesto of five newcomers, all naturalists,

Lucien Descaves (q.v.)> ]. H. Rosny aine

(1856-1940), Paul Bonnetain (1858-1899), Paul

Margueritte (1860-1918), and Gustave Guiches

(1860-1935), against Zola's novel, La Terre

("Manifeste des Cinq," Figaro, August 18,

1887). Finally, Edmond 's will provided for the
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foundation of the Goncourt Academy, which
was to become the logical repository of

naturalism, but from which Zola was signifi-

cantly excluded. As things happened, Zola died

before the formal inauguration of the Academy
in 1903.

Hovering between Zola and Goncourt, de-

voted to both but seldom in full agreement
with either, the younger naturalists soon

evolved a philosophy of their own. Age, here,

was a decisive factor. Those who had been 20

or thereabouts in the fateful years 1870-1871
felt particularly the terrible impact of the

Franco-Prussian War and of the communistic

uprising (la Commune) which followed. Not

without a certain amount of literary pose, they

thought of themselves we have seen this

phenomenon repeated and amplified in more

recent times as a "lost generation." Pessimism

pervaded their writings. It was tempered no

longer by Zola's unshakable faith in science

and the future, by Daudet's indulgent smile,

or by Edmond de Goncourt's escapist pro-

pensities; it was stark pessimism, sheer gloom
and despair, a deep sense of utter futility,

Schopenhauer had played little or no part in

Zola's formation; but these people read

him with delight and reveled in such adages
of his as "Life is a pendulum which swings
from Sorrow to Ennui/' To cite a few out-

standing examples, Huysmans's novelette A
vau-l'eau (1882), in which the above maxim is

quoted, many of Maupassant's short stories,

Henry Chard's Une Belle Journee (1881),

Georges Darien's antimilitaristic novel Biribi

(1890), Jules Renard's (q.v.) Foil de carotte

(1894) such works forced down the reader's

throat some of the bitterest "slices of life" that

he ever swallowed. From the novel, where

naturalism flourished first and foremost, this

disillusioned spirit crept upon the stage.

Earlier attempts at creating a naturalist theatre

had been obscured and doomed to failure by
the immense vogue of Alexandre Dumas fils,

exponent of the
"
thesis play/' Thesis plays

represent at best a formula of prenaturalistic

vintage. Dumas himself, however, not unlike

Flaubert, came to admire at least the courage
and independence of his would-be successors.

Through his good offices Henry Becque's (q.v.)

Les Corbeaux was admitted to the Comdie
Fran^aise (1882). This somber work, many
offerings of the Th6&tre Libre (see Antoine,

Andr), Octave Mirbeau's (q.v.) dramatic

masterpiece, Les Affaires sont les affaires

(1903), testify to the strange vitality of that

pessimist aesthetic which, in the words of the

critic Rmy de Gourmont (q.v.), "could hardly

go farther, or lower, without falling into sheer

caricature/' This wholesale demoralization

Paul Bourget (q.v.) saw fit to denounce in Le

Disciple (1889); away from it finally fled a

number of naturalists, some, like Huysmans,
into the fold of religion.
Naturalism in general may best be sum-

marized in negative terms. It is a revolt a

bourgeois revolt, by the way, long immune
from any trace of Marxism against the bour-

geoisie as it had emerged from half a century
of growing prosperity, as it was going to appear
at the time of the Dreyfus affair, dull and

self-seeking, vain and hypocritical, full of

these ready-made ideas which Flaubert had so

mercilessly satirized, socially conservative and

reactionary in politics, attached to everything
"academic" and conventional in art and litera-

ture, from the snobbish novels of Octave
Feuillet and the spectacular dramas of Vic-

torien Sardou (q.v.) to the stilted paintings of

Bouguereau. Against this vast bourgeois com-

placency to define it in other days the ro-

manticists had used the word resistance

naturalism hurls itself, a minority movement,

noisy to be sure, but a minority movement
nevertheless, curiously conscious, because of

this fact, of its affinities with other "vanguard"
manifestations, such as positivism in philoso-

phy, Darwinian or Spencerian evolutionism in

science, symbolism in poetry, realism or im-

pressionism in the fine arts. In this challenge
thrown at the society in which they lived, a

challenge which they strove to make as blunt

and shocking as possible, whether it be con-

structive (e.g., with Zola) or merely devastat-

ing, the naturalists found cause enough, at

times, to forget their own quarrels and

strength enough to insure their survival.

Despite all assertions to the contrary, natu-

ralism did not die around 1890. It could easily
be shown that, at any given moment during
the last 50 years, dozens of French novelists of

greater or lesser repute (not to mention the

dramatists) have been writing in one or an-

other of the naturalist traditions. Wherever
the spark of active or passive rebellion is

readily discernible in the industrial novels of

Pierre Hamp (q.v.), in the peasant novels of

Charles Ferdinand Ramuz (q.v.), among the

literary witnesses of the First World War (e.g.,

Henri Barbusse, Roland Dorgetes, qq.v.), in

the vast social frescoes unfolded by Romain
Rolland, Roger Martin du Card, Jules Ro-

mains, and Georges Duhamel (qq.v.), at the

very heart of "populism" (e.g., Lon Lemon-
nier, Eug&ne Dabit, q.v.), in Louis Ferdinand

Celine's (q.v.) Voyage au bout de la nuit

(1932), as late as 1938 in Jean Paul Sartre's

(q.v.) La Nausde naturalism lives on.
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See: Lon Deffoux and Emile Zavie, Le

Groiipe de Mddan, suivi de deux essais sur le

naturalisme (1920); Pierre Martino, Le Natu-

ralisme frarifais (1923); Lon Deffoux, Le
Naturalisme (1929); Maurice Le Blond et al.,

"Le Naturalisme et les Soirees de Mdan,"
Marges, Spring number, 1930; Rcn Dumesnil,
La Publication des "Soirees de Mtdan" (1933)

and Le Rdalisme, Vol. IX (1936) of Histoire de

la litterature franfalse, publide sous la direc-

tion de J. Calvet, pp. 391-500.

J.-A. B.

French surrealism, see surrealism.

French symbolism is a literary movement
which exercised a profound influence on the

poetry and, to a lesser extent, on the prose, the

thought, and the arts of France at the end of

the igth century and which spread from

France to several other countries of Europe
and America. Precise definition is almost im-

possible. The achievement of the symbolist

poets seldom coincided with what they wanted

to do; their theories and manifestoes are often

misleading. The use of symbols is only one

among many features of their work. Even when
the group appeared fairly coherent, the sym-
bolists never constituted a school, heeding or

applying the lessons of one master. The most

active period of the symbolist movement,

though not necessarily the greatest, was be-

tween 1885 and 1892 when a dozen literary

circles and over 100 poetry magazines flour-

ished in Paris. But more revolutionary and

more lasting works had been written by an

earlier generation; and long after 1892 the

lessons and the influences of symbolism were

still felt. Symbolism, second only to romanti-

cism as a force in igth-century letters, appears
above all as an invasion of many fields of art

and thought by poetry.

Historically, three main generations of sym
bolists may be distinguished. The first includes

writers born in the early 40'$, at the same time

as most of the impressionist painters and

Rodin Mallarmd (1842), Verlaine (1844), Cor

bire (1845), Lautr&unont (1846), and the pre-

cocious Rimbaud (1854; qq.v.), who developed
as a poet before the others and gave up litera-

ture at 19. To these a lesser but original poet,

Charles Cros (1842), and the only great prose
writer of symbolism, Villiers de I'lsle-Adam

(1840; q.v.) should be added. Most of symbol-
ism and "decadentism" is already latent or

present in their works. Their common starting

point was the Les Fleurs du mal (1857) and

some of the prose writings of Baudelaire (q.v.),

the ancestor and founder of symbolism. A

second generation coined the words symbolist
and decadent, fought the battle for the new

poetry as a group, multiplied manifestoes and
technical innovations, but produced few poets
of the very first rank. Its outstanding repre-
sentatives were Henri de Rgnier and the

American-born Vieltf-Griffin (qq.v.), both of

whom produced some of the masterpieces of

musical free verse and then developed into

more traditional poets. Jules Laforgue (q.v.),

who died at 27, wrote in a humorous and origi-
nal familiar vein. Samain (q.v.) popularized
and often vulgarized symbolist themes. Moras
(q-v.), who appeared for a time as the champion
and possible leader of the new group, soon

deserted it to advocate a return to nco- or

pseudo-classicism. Verhaeren (q.v.), a more ro-

bust talent, outgrew symbolism and sang con-

temporary life. Two other Belgians, Roden-
bach and Van Lerberghe, and the American-
born Stuart Merrill (qq.v.), wrote graceful and

moving lyrics. Maeterlinck (q.v .) acquired wide
fame in the go's as the dramatist of the group.
A. F. Harold, Adolphe Rett (qq.v.), Ephraim
Mikhacil, Ren6 Ghil (q.v.) and Gustave Kahn

(q.v.) deserve mention among the minor sym-
bolists, the last two especially as theorists and
technical innovators. The critics of the move-
ment were Edouard Dujardin, Teodor de

Wyzewa (q.v.), and above all Rmy de Gour-

mont (q.v.). These men were all born between

1855 and 1866. Around 1870 a third generation
was born, which was to enlarge and revive

symbolism, after the movement had been al-

most stifled in ineffectual literary disputes. It

included four writers of great eminence

(Claudel, Gide, Proust, and Valery, qq.v.), two

important poets (Jamrnes and Paul Fort, qq.v.),

and several critics (Schwob, q.v., Andr Fon-

tainas, Royre, q.v., Camille Mauclair, and the

youngest of the group, Thibaudet, q.v.), who

interpreted symbolism for the 2Oth century.

Bonnard, Vuillard, Matisse, and Rouault were,

in painting, their contemporaries.
The symbolists had had predecessors in

France and in other countries. In their fight

for recognition they hailed as their masters

Baudelaire (and sometimes two original poets
of the romantic period, Gdrard de Nerval and

Aloysius Bertrand); E. A. Poe who, as one of

the few poets in the English language to ex-

press aesthetic and doctrinal ideas on poetry,
has had a powerful appeal in France; Shelley
and at times Swinburne and Walt Whitman,
the last as a master of free or irregular verse;

among the Germans, Wagner (q.v .)
and a few

of the romantics, Novalis, Jean Paul Richter.

The public and official critics were very re-

luctant to take the symbolists seriously. It was
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only in 1884 that the publication of two prose
works, Verlaine's Les Poetes maudits and

Huysmans's (q-v.) A rebours, attracted atten-

tion to them. Several symbolist manifestoes

followed (1885-1886), and many reviews,

among which Vogue (1886-1889), Revue in-

ddpendante (nouvelle serie, 1886-1895), Mer-

cure de France (since 1890), Ermitage (1890-

1906), and Revue blanche (1891-1903) remain

as the most important. In the 2oth century,
Vers et prose (1905-1914) and Phalange (1906-

1914) continued the justification and the de

velopment of symbolism.
The confusion which still obscures today

the history of the symbolist movement in

France (which has not yet been adequately
written) can be easily explained. The poets
were all of individualistic temperaments,
sometimes in agreement on what they re-

jected, seldom on what they wanted. No power-
ful personality, comparable to Victor Hugo
among the romantics, won recognition as their

accepted leader. Rimbaud had renounced lit-

erature, Verlaine was no chef d'ecole, and
Mallarm6 then seemed too esoteric a writer

and too modest a master. No influential critic,

comparable to Sainte-Beuve, helped the sym-
bolists to clarify and formulate their ideas. The

very word symbol lends itself to many di

vergent interpretations. While far preferable
to decadent, which was for a time popular,
and certainly as apt a label for that group of

poets as romantic or Parnassian had been for

earlier movements, the word symbolist con

fused the public and misled many poets. The

public's general indifference had unfortunate

consequences: the symbolists were branded by

many contemporaries as a decadent and mor-
t

bid group of sterile eccentrics. Tolstoy's (q.v.)

What Is Art? (1897-1898; Eng. tr., 1898) and
a ponderous and pseudoscientific volume by
Max Nordau, Degeneration (1892; Eng. tr.,

^gs), both widely read in the late go's, Ver-

laine's wretched life and Oscar Wilde's trial

(1895), encouraged this belief in the general

public. The unfortunate phrase fin de sitcle

seemed to justify it. Today symbolism appears
on the contrary to have been, not an end but

a beginning, not an abortive literary move-

ment but one of the most fertile in the last two

or three centuries.

Symbolism did not originate in any pre-
conceived doctrine about the part to be played

by symbols in literary creation. It was rooted

in a profound dissatisfaction felt by the youth
of 1870-1890 for the intellectual atmosphere
then prevailing and in a desire to vindicate

neglected predecessors (Poe, Baudelaire, Wag
ner) at the expense of official critical opinion.

Symbolism involved a reaction of poetry (and
of imagination, fancy, intuition, and the free

expression of personal sensibility) against

prose. It involved very specifically a revolt

against the realistic and naturalistic novel

which then reigned supreme in France and a

parallel revolt against the Parnassian school

which had exaggerated the worship of ob-

jective and sculptural verse and had reduced

poetry to description or to the narrative of

ancient mythological legends. On a philo-

sophical plane symbolism was a protest against
the bourgeois spirit of the igth century, against

positivism and materialism (followers of

Comte and of Taine, q.v.), but never became
a philosophical movement and produced no

great philosopher (the first great work of Berg-

son, q.v., appeared in 1889). The philosophical
culture of the symbolists (even of Mallarm
and Villiers de 1'Isle-Adam) was superficial.

By borrowing, however, a few sentences from

Hegel, Fichte, and Novalis (whom Maeter-

linck, q.v., translated) and by taking a con-

venient formula from Schopenhauer ("The
world is my representation"), they rejected the

tyranny of the object and proclaimed as their

chief credo the ideal character of the world,

the superiority of nonrational and intuitive

perception over intellectual and scientific

knowledge. They quoted the later philosophi
cal writings of Renan (q.v.) and those of Her-

bert Spencer, whose formula of "the Unknow-
able" seemed to justify their assertion that

much, in this mysterious universe, will always
resist and deride the efforts of human under-

standing.
Such a philosophical credo found a ready

aesthetic translation in symbolist poems. Since

it is vain to describe an elusive reality or to

explain an unknowable world, literature

should cultivate strangeness, obscurity, dream-

like vagueness. It should express the poet's
inner visions through suggestive metaphors
and fluid melody. Against the bourgeois wor-

ship of activity and success, it should celebrate

the rarest and most complex forms of beauty.
Above all, in a world where every appearance
has a hidden meaning, symbols are the only

possible vehicle of eternal mysteries. The sym-
bolists had little difficulty in proving that

great geniuses had always expressed themselves

symbolically (Pindar, Dante, Shakespeare).

They quoted Swedenborg, Balzac's Louis

Lambert, Emerson's hyperbolic praise of sym-
bols in his essay "Poetry and Imagination,"

Carlyle, Vigny's attempts at symbolism,

Wagner's doctrinal pronouncements, and,

especially, Baudelaire's sonnet "Correspon-
dances."
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From that sonnet the essence of symbolism
was derived- First, nature has a profound
hidden meaning, which can only be revealed

through "universal analogy." The invisible

can be made visible and sensible if re-created

by the artist's synthetic magic. These vertical

correspondences, as they might be called, will

be rendered through a series of symbols (Greek

sumballo, to throw together) which fuse into

one whole the thing which is signified and the

sign which signifies it. Second, all arts are

parallel translations of one fundamental mys-

tery. Senses correspond to each other; a sound

can be translated through a perfume and a

perfume through a vision; each vowel suggests

a color. Haunted by these horizontal corre-

spondences or synaesthesiae and impatient to

reach an impossible Wagnerian synthesis of all

the arts, the symbolists often fell into sterile

technical virtuosity.

The value of the symbolist poets can be

measured by their success in giving life, depth,

and suggestive power to symbols. Some created

only allegories, i.e., inferior symbols, too ex-

plicit and too static. Others (especially the

poets of the second symbolist generation and

even, at times, Mallarm) made their symbols
too voluntary and too intellectual, oversubtle

and precious riddles. The greatest among them

created symbols spontaneously and intuitively

and recaptured the freshness and the mytho-

poeic power of primitive bards (Nerval, Rim
baud, Claudel; Hopkins, Yeats, Eliot, in Eng-
land; George, Rilke, qq.v., in Germany). Sym-
bolism, in that sense, lies at the source of all

great art: the concluding lines of the second

part of Goethe's Faust ("Alles Vergangliche
1st nur ein Gleichnis"), Kenan's famous prayer
to Athena ("Tout n'est ici-bas que symbole et

que songe"), and many other pronouncements
were quoted to prove it. Symbolism reintro-

duced depth of thought and multiplicity of

meaning into poetry, the mystical quest for

the One hidden in nature behind the Many,
and made suggestion, not clear communica-

tion, its method. Occasionally the symbolists
carried subtlety too far, disguised their mean-

ing artificially, resorted to esoteric allusions

and private associations, and opened up the

way to much of the obscurity of contemporary

poetry.
Much has been made of the technical inno-

vations introduced by the symbolists. Such

innovations appeared more revolutionary in

France than they would have in other litera-

tures, since the great achievement of French

poetry has, in the past, been accomplished by
a modest and voluntary submission to tra-

ditional rules of versification. Some of these

reforms had permanent results, others have
been rejected. The vocabulary of the symbol-
ists is intentionally vague and "rare"; many
farfetched and over-precious words were

coined; archaic words were revived. A new and
obscure but suggestive meaning was lent to

many adjectives and nouns. The syntax is,

especially in Mallarmd, even more revolution-

ary. The usual sequence of words is purposely
altered or upset; orderly rhetorical develop-
ment is carefully avoided, and Verlaine's ad-

vice to "wring the neck of eloquence" is

followed. The impression produced is ob-

scurity and strangeness, but often admirable

plasticity and new effects of suggestion. The
symbolists renounce the elaborate compari-
sons dear to the Parnassians, omit the first

term of the analogy, and emphasize the

second, which becomes a symbolic image.
Explicit, clear-cut substantives are avoided,

adjectives and verbs which suggest subtle mo-
tion or delicate vibration are multiplied. In

versification, symbolism has been defined by
Valry as an attempt by several poets to

"reprendre la Musique, leur bien." Fluid

melody and delicate music were avowedly their

aim. Their best poems have a pure singing

quality which French poetry had seldom pos-
sessed since the i6th century (Verlaine,

Rd>gnier). Much theoretical discussion took

place in symbolist cenacles over free verse.

This term designates a varied poetic pattern
in which rhymes may disappear, caesuras and
accents are capriciously displaced, and the

sequence of the lines follows the poet's chang-

ing moods. But free verse (sometimes called

freed verse, vers libdrd, and, by Mallarm6, vers

polymorphe) is not the only or the best inno-

vation of symbolist poetry. The poem in prose

enjoyed a wide and, at times, a dangerous

vogue; a verse reminiscent of the Bible and of

Pascal was revived and given a new splendor

by Rimbaud and Claudel, even by Paul Fort

and, later on, by St.-J. Perse (q.v.). Several

poets merely used the traditional alexandrine

which they made more supple and more musi-

cal. On the whole, metrical innovations intro-

duced by the symbolists were not claims to

more facility or to anarchic freedom, but a re-

volt against dead forms, a search for a new
mold, as well as for a new idiom, for poetry.

In painting, the great contemporaries of

symbolism were not the symbolist painters,
Puvis de Chavannes, Gustave Moreau, Eugdne
Carrtere, Odilon Redon, but the impression-
ists and the postimpressionists. Rodin, who
repeatedly proclaimed that "all is symbol,"
is not, however, a symbolist, and Csar Franck,

Faur, and Debussy cannot be characterized
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truly as symbolist musicians. Even Wagner's
relation to French symbolism has been ex-

aggerated, and the powerful vitality of his

sonorous orchestration has little in common
with the delicate and subtle music of symbolist

poets.
French symbolism has proved influential

not only in the igth century, but through
the first 30 or 40 years of the 2oth century.
Numerous reactions tried to attack or to out-

grow it around 1900 the neoclassicism of

Moras and Maurras (qq.v!)\ the neo-romanti-

cism of Verhaeren, Rostand (g.t;.), Mme de

Noailles (q.v.)\ the social humanitarianism of

Remain Rolland (q.v.); unanimism; the gospel
of action and heroic life of Nietzsche (q.v.),

Kipling, Pguy (q.v.}. But the fame and influ-

ence of Baudelaire, Rimbaud, Lautramont,
Mallarm, have steadily increased.

A latent symbolism or a "diffused mysticism"

(Emerson) had long characterized English

poetry. The influence of French symbolism in

England made it more conscious, provided it

with theories and technical innovations, and

gave an impetus to English poetry at a time

when it seemed to have exhausted its igth-

century vitality. The decadent aspects of sym-
bolism were exaggerated by English imitators

or disciples (Oscar Wilde, Ernest Dowson,
Lionel Johnson), and an effete aestheticism

was encouraged (Walter Pater, George Moore,
Charles Morgan). The lessons in art and

technique proved more beneficial (Walter de

la Mare, Sturge Moore), as did the influence of

the most ironical and humorous among the

French symbolists (Corbitre, Laforgue) on T.

S. Eliot and his successors. The Irish literary

renaissance, with Yeats, &, Synge, had prob-

ably the closest affinities with French symbol-
ism.

In America the action of French symbolism

(which cannot be clearly distinguished from
that of Thophile Gautier and the Parnas-

sians) was felt on the imagist group (1914-

1917), on Ezra Pound, Wallace Stevens, et al.

(Corbtere, Laforgue), probably on Hart Crane.

In Spain, Portugal, and Spanish America the

Parnassian lessons in picturesque form and
skillful technique were admired along with

the symbolist models of mysterious suggestion:
Antonio Machado, Eugnio de Castro, Jorge
Guillen (qq*v.) 9 who is often compared to

Val6ry-4 and most Spanish American poets,
above all Rubn Dario, might be mentioned.
An exhaustive study by Enid L, Duthie,

L'Influence du syrnbolisme franfats dans le

renouveau podtique de I'Allemagne (1933), has

traced the powerful and lasting influence of

symbolism on Stefan George and his circle.

Baudelaire, Verlaine, Mallarm6, were equally

worshiped by Hugo von Hofmannsthal (q.v.)

and the Jungwien group in the early go's, and
the same poets, along with Gide and Valry,
by Rilke. In Russia the stimulating action of

French symbolism was keenly felt first in the

late go's by admirers of Baudelaire and dec-

adent literature (Bryusov, Balmont, Annenski,

Merezhkovski, qq.v.), then by the more mysti-
cal and dreamlike Blok and Bely (qq-v.) in the

first decade of the present century.
The technical experiments and the philo-

sophical aspirations of the symbolists have

been among the boldest in the history of liter-

ature. They could not but end in partial

failures, just as romanticism, a broader move-

ment embracing all literary genres and all the

arts and richer in geniuses, had done before.

Symbolism, in its flight away from reality, was
sometimes lost in the clouds of a rarefied at-

mosphere; in its flight from its enemy, prose,
it often "desperately tried to save its soul from
the victor by giving up its body (Robinson

Jeffers) and was too easily content in doing
without the earth, the flesh, and its passions;
in its contempt for eloquence and communica-
tion with a profanum vulgus, it became need-

lessly esoteric and appeared to sing only for

the few initiates of a secret cult. But these

excesses were the inevitable price of a higher

good. Symbolism rediscovered the original
tradition of French poetry a discreet, deli-

cate, and indirect lyricism expressed in a fluid

and subtle music. It rediscovered the essence

of all great poetry to feel with intensity and

express through pregnant images and sug-

gestive symbols the mystery of existence and
the life of the soul

See: Adolphe van Bever and Paul Lautaud,
Les Poetes d'aujourd'hui (1900); Ernest Ray-
naud, La Mlee symboliste (4 vols., igi8-ig36);
Pierre Martino, Parnasse et symbolisme, 1850-

1900 (1926); John Charpentier, Le Symbolisme
(1927); Marcel Raymond, De Baudelaire au
surrtalisme (1933). On symbolism in England:
Arthur Symons, The Symbolist Movement in

Literature (1899); W. B. Yeats, Ideas of Good
and Evil (1903); Louis Cazamian, "Symbolism
and Poetry," in Essais en deux langues (1938),

pp. 187-204. On symbolism in America: Amy
Lowell, Six French Poets (1915); Ren Taupin,
L'Influence du symbolisme franfais sur la

podsie americainef de 1910 a 1920 (ig2g);
Edmund Wilson, Axel's Castle (igsi).

H. P.

Frenssen, Gustav (1863-1945, German novel-

ist), a chief exponent of regionalism in German
fiction, was born at Barlt in Holstein, the son
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of a local cabinetmaker. After theological

studies, he served for 10 years as Lutheran

pastor in two villages near his home; a collec-

tion of his vigorous but rather unorthodox
sermons bears the title Dorfpredigten (1899;

Eng. tr. of selections, Village Sermons, 1924).

While working as country pastor Frenssen

published three novels, Die Sandgrafin (1896),
Die drei Getreuen (1898; Eng. tr., The Three

Comrades, 1907), and Jorn Uhl (1901; Eng. tr.,

1905). The third novel proved a sensational

success, and Frenssen resigned his pastorate to

devote himself to writing. During these years
Frenssen's belief in the orthodox bases for pro-
fessional service in the church had become

radically undermined; this shift of religious

opinion appears as a fairly constant factor in

his work (Hilligenlei, 1905, Eng. tr., Holyland,
1906; Der Pastor von Poggsee, 1921, Eng. tr.,

The Pastor of Poggsee, 1931).

Frenssen lived for a time at Blankenese on
the Elbe near Hamburg, but he returned in

his later years to Barlt. With keen under-

standing and a sympathy which occasionally

degenerates into sentimentality, he portrays
the peasants, fishermen, and seafaring folk of

his homeland who wrest a livelihood from

meager acres or seek it in ceaseless struggle
with a bleak northern sea. His stories seem to

lose validity when he wanders from these

narrow confines, as in Klaus Hinrich Baas

(1909; Eng. tr., 1911), which relates the rise of

a Holstein lad to commercial eminence in

Hamburg, or in that part of Lutte Witt (1924)

covering the period before the youthful hero

returns from the Ruhr to Holstein. One of the

novelist's chief successes, Peter Moors Fahrt
nach Sudwest, (1907; Eng. tr., Peter Moor's

Journey to Southwest Africa, 1908), hardly
forms an exception; its popularity depended
in part upon German interest in African colo-

nization. Frenssen was not a voluminous au-

thor: a career of nearly 50 years produced 15
works of fiction, three plays, an epic, Bismarck

(1914), and some miscellaneous writings (e.g.,

Briefe aus Amerika, 1923). Among the novels,

Jorn Uhl remains the most representative; it

is the story of a peasant youth who by sheer

strength of character rises to mastery of his

fate in conflict with adversity and with sordid

and debasing surroundings. In Hilligenlei
Frenssen sought to explain his new theological

position; into the substance of the story the

novelist inserts as the work of his hero a

rationalized and humanized life of Christ. Otto

Babendiek (1926; Eng. tr., abridged, The
Anvil, 1930) is an autobiography in the form
of a novel. Frenssen's characters are widely
varied within the limits of Holstein types and

are vividly conceived. He invests with beauty
and charm the rather monotonous landscape
of the North Sea shores, and he is capable of

highly effective and graphic narrative the ac-

count of the battle of Gravelotte in Jorn Uhl
is deservedly esteemed. But his novels are weak
in construction, are anecdotal and episodic; in

this respect the shorter talcs (e.g., Der Unter-

gang der Anna Hollmann, 191 1) show superior

craftsmanship. Frenssen's signal talents in

portraying the life of a particular region are

marred by confused but militant thinking on

theology, morals, and politics.

See: H. M. Elster, Gustav Frenssen (1912);

A. Droege, Die Technik in Gustav Frenssens

Romanen (1915); W. Alberts, Gustav Frenssen,

ein Dichter unserer Zeit (1922).
H. W. H.-T.

Freytag, Gustav (1816-1895, German dramatist,

novelist, and journalist), was born at Kreuz-

burg, Silesia, the son of a physician. He studied

Germanic philology at the universities of

Breslau and Berlin and entered upon a promis-

ing career as a scholar at Breslau. But success

as a dramatist soon lured him to the literary

circles of Dresden and Leipzig. The stirring

events of 1848 aroused his political interests,

and in that year, together with the historian of

literature Julian Schmidt, he became editor

of the influential weekly Die Grenzboten, a

post he occupied for more than 20 years.

Though ardently Prussian and nationalistic,

Freytag was liberal in his political views and

opposed Bismarck's policies with outspoken

vigor. He served for a period as a member of

the North German Parliament. His liberalism

gained for him the friendship of the duke of

Coburg, in whose duchy at Siebleben he had a

summer home, and of the Prussian crown

prince (afterwards Emperor Frederick). The
last years of his life Freytag resided in

Wiesbaden, where he died in 1895.

Freytag 's dramas gained favorable recogni-
tion on the stage, but the only play which has

stood the test of time is the popular comedy
Die Journalisten (1854; Eng. tr., 1888), in which

the dramatist combines small-town life, local

journalism, and local politics with an adroit

hand. In spite of technical merits his other

plays (e.g., Die Valentine, 1847; ^raf Waide-

mar, 1850; and Die Fabler, 1859, an ambitious

historical tragedy) are largely forgotten. As a

novelist his reputation rests primarily upon
Soil und Haben (1855; Eng. tr., Debit and

Credit, 1856), which is one of the outstanding
novels of the mid-century, a work of epic
breadth, providing a comprehensive panorama
of German life at the time; the solid merits of
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the middle classes and the dignity of honest

labor form the theme of the novel. In Die

verlorene Handschrift (1864; Eng. tr., The
Lost Manuscript, 1865) Freytag used the back-

ground of university life, to which he had

been introduced in his youth. Through the

pages of Die Grenzboten Freytag sought to

communicate to others his own patriotism,
and for this purpose he wrote a series of

sketches from German history, later published
as Dilder aus der deutschen Vergangenheit (5

vols., 1859-1867; Eng. tr., Pictures of German

Life, 4 vols., 1862-1863); in these he presents
in brief compass the salient features of a

historical epoch, often focused in the career of

a commanding personality Charlemagne, Lu

ther, Frederick the Great. With similar aim he

produced Die Ahnen (6 vols., 1872-1880; Eng.
tr. of selections, Ingo, 1873, Ingraban, 1873),

stories illustrating different periods of German

history; the author's narrative gifts and his

skill in evoking the spirit of a past epoch do

not entirely conceal his pedagogical purpose.
Outside of Germany, Freytag is undoubtedly
best known through his Technik des Dramas

(1863; Eng. tr., Technique of the Drama, 1895),

a study of dramatic structure based mainly

upon an examination of the Greeks, Shake-

speare, and the German classics; this work was

long and widely influential, even authoritative.

Freytag was for decades an outstanding

figure in German letters, but his reputation
has gradually dimmed. His political opinions
have only historical interest* In literature he

was not a great spontaneous creator, but a

conscious artist of talent, trained in close ob

servation of the masters; in Soil und Haben,
for example, the patterns of Scott and Dickens

are evident. Indeed the very presence among
his works of a ''technique of the drama" bears

testimony to the studied methods which guided
his creative imagination.

See: Freytag, Erinnerungen aus meinem
Leben (1887; Eng. tr., Reminiscences of My
Life, 1890); F. Seiler, Gustav Freytag (1898); H.

Lindau, Gustav Freytag (1907).

H. W. H.-T.

FriSj6nsson, GuSmundur (1869-1944, Icelandic

poet, novelist, short-story writer, and essayist),

was born at Silakekur in pingeyjarsysla, near

the shores of the Arctic. His father was poor,
with 2 large family; but there was talent in the

group, and two of the sons became literary

figures. GuSmundur FriSj6nsson himself had
a brief schooling, became a farmer, and, like

his father, raised a big family. He lived and
died at Sandur, near his birthplace.

In spite of his time- and energy-consuming

occupation. FriSj6nsson was one of the most

prolific recent authors of Iceland. He began as

a realist in the i8go's, spurred on by the intel-

lectual atmosphere of his native district. There
a spiritual awakening was in progress among
the farmers due in large part to the efforts of

Benedikt J6nsson, the librarian at AuSnir,
and to the early writings of the farmer-novelist

porgils Gjallandi (pseud, of Jon Stefcinsson).

Later FriSj6nsson became more of a national

romantic. Three collections of his essays and
lectures have been published, six collections

of poems (1902-1942), one novel, and 10 col-

lections of short stories, apart from a host of

articles in newspapers and periodicals.

FriSj6nsson has the rather narrow point of

view of the Icelandic farmer, but within his

limited sphere he is a keen observer. His sensi-

tive nature has made him especially able to

see and to appreciate the passive heroism so

common among the poorer Icelandic farmers.

One of his early poems, "Ekkjan vi<5 Ana" (The
Widow at the River), deals with such heroism,
and the poet has returned to the theme in

many a short story. He appreciates fully the

viitues developed through centuries by the

farmers in their hard struggle for existence;

he has little understanding and less patience
with the modern currents of thought and ac-

tion that tend to sweep away this old cultu/e.

The Old Icelandic tradition is very strongly
felt in his poems especially; they are as ornate

and polyphonous as Bach's music. His prose

style, too, is distinguished with the same
characteristics; it is rich in images and highly

poetical. Like Stephan G. Stephansson (q.v.) t

FriSj6nsson exemplifies in his work Icelandic

rustic culture at its best.

See: G. Finnbogason, "GuSmundur Fri$j6ns-
son," Vaka, III (1929), 129-160; S. Einarsson,
"FrA GuSmundi FriSjonssyni og sogum hans,"

Timarit pjdtiraknisfelags fslendinga, XVIII

(1936), 52-66.
S. E.

Froding, Gustaf (1860-1911, Swedish poet), was
born near Karlstad, in the pastoral and min-

ing province of Varmland on the western

border of central Sweden. His was the country-
side so well known to readers of Gosta Berlings

saga by Selma Lagerlof (q.v.). Varmland is a

district of lakes and forests, far from the tur-

moil of big cities yet with a gay, high-spirited
local aristocracy. The peasants are noted for

their hard drinking and rough humor. The
loneliness of the region and the rigor of the

climate have developed a peculiar sensitiveness

in the Varmlander; old legends and supersti-
tions are entwined with his earliest memories.



Mountain trolls, water nixies, and wood spirits

are not mere characters of folklore but more
than half actual to the popular consciousness.

Froding came of cultivated and artistic stock

on both sides. He was unusually shy and pro-
tected himself at school by clowning. His

family life was early broken up by an accident

to his father and the severe nervous collapse
of his mother. There was insanity in his blood.

From 1880 to 1883 he was at the University of

Uppsala but left without taking a degree. He

finally went into newspaper work at Karlstad,

where he enlisted on the side of the radicals;

this separated him even more from his family.

Habits of dissipation formed at the university

grew upon him and undermined his already
delicate health. It was at this time that he

began to contribute poems to his newspaper,
his principal models being Burns, Heine, and

Byron. His first pieces were mostly pictures of

Varmland nature and characters close to the

soil. Poetry had been at a low ebb in Sweden,
but the success of the oriental sketches of

Heidenstam (q.v.), Vallfart och vandringsar

(1888; Pilgrimage and Wanderyears), encour-

aged Froding to bring out a volume, the now
famous Gitarr och dragharmonica (1891; Eng.
tr,, Guitar and Concertina; a Century of Poems

by Froding, by C. D. Locock, 1925). Although
it was well received, it did not for some time

attain the tremendous popularity it was to

command later.

Other collections followed, more personal
and fantastic, the influence of Heine pre-

dominating over that of Burns, his original in-

spiration. The visionary and the morbid side

of his nature foreboded the mental breakdown
which came in 1894 with shattering severity.

Although he partly recovered, his creative

power was lost, and he wrote little more of

importance. He never married. His fame had,

in his later years, been growing rapidly, and
his funeral was celebrated by a demonstration

unequaled in the history of Swedish literature.

Today he is the most admired and beloved of

all Swedish poets.
It is hard to give a final estimate of Eroding's

poetry. Sir Edmund Gosse acclaims him as

"one of the few great singing poets whom
Europe has produced in the second half of the

nineteenth century." He is at least that. His

"terrible and enchanting lyrics" attain the

highest perfection both in vivid reality of feel-

ing and in spontaneity of rhythm. He is a

melodist par excellence, in subtlety as well as

in freshness; and yet, as we read him, we never

think of him primarily as a virtuoso. What-
ever his mood, he carries us with him irresisti-

bly. At times he is almost insupportably in-

FUCINI

tense, and again he will relax into humor,
boisterous, grim, or delicate. His emotional

range is wide and varied, but through all its

gamut he is equally a master of his art. In the

whirlwind of his passion, he has the temper-
ance that gives its smoothness.

The keynote of Froding's appeal is human

sympathy, especially for the victims of circum-

stance, though he enjoys an occasional dig at

the "unco guid." His popularity rests chiefly
on his scenes from peasant and small-town life,

where he is most objective and humorous. A
rough hunter, a girl of the streets, an in-

corrigible small boy, a nasal prayer leader, a

gay lieutenant, a drunken recruit, even an old

mountain troll may emerge as his central

figure. Into all he can project himself. But he
has also a more idealistic and universal note.

His "Man and Woman," depicting Adam and
Eve in the world's first lover's quarrel, sums

up the relations of sex from primitive brutality
to the final reconciliation in tender forgiveness.
The "Poor Monk of Skara" shows us a rene-

gade priest won back to life and love by the

beauty of nature. His wonderful fantasy
"Dreams in Hades" likewise ends with "a ray
of moonlight through Hades' door." To the

problem of life's bitterness and cruelty his

answer is like that of Shelley, an all pardoning
compassion and the hope of a better age to be.

See: F. Book, Sveriges moderna litteratur

(1921), also published as Vol. Ill of O. Sylwan,
ed., Svenska litteraturens historia (1919-1921),

pp. 239-265; E. Gosse and W. A. Craigie, eds.,

The Oxford Book of Scandinavian Verse

(1925); M. Hellberg, Frodingsminnen (1925).
For other translations of his poetry see: Frod-

ing, Selected Poems, tr. and with an introduc-

tion by C. W. Stork (1916); C. W. Stork, An-

thology of Siuedish Lyrics (1917; revised and

enlarged ed., 1930).

C. W. S.

Fucini, Renato (early pseud. Neri Tanfucio,

1843-1921, Italian writer of poems, stories, and

sketches), was born at Monterotondo near Pisa.

After studying in the various places where his

father, a country doctor, happened to be

stationed, he attended the university of Pisa,

specializing in agriculture. He became in-

spector of schools near Pistoia, taught in a

secondary school, was assistant city engineer,
and, for a time, was librarian of the Bihlioteca

Riccardiana in Florence. He spent most of his

life in that city, except for vacations on his

farm near Empoli or in his little villa at Ca-

stiglioncello, near Leghorn.
It was at Pisa, while a student, that he began

to write facetious, witty sonnets in the Pisan
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dialect. Enthusiastic friends prevailed upon
him to publish them; they appeared in 1872
as Cento Sonetti in vernacolo pisano. Later he
added 50 more sonnets. This book became

popular all over Italy and has had some 25
editions. The reason for this immediate and

lasting popularity lies in the merry tone, the

ease, the benevolent satire, the utter spon-

taneity of these sonnets, which Miss R. S.

Phelps aptly called "little snapshots of 150

aspects of contemporary life/' Later he wrote

poems in standard Italian and proved that he
could treat serious as well as humorous topics
in the purest Tuscan with equal spontaneity.
In 1878, after a trip to Naples, he published
Napoli a occhio nudo, a collection of letters

to a friend, describing that city with a masterly
touch.

A direct result of his country life was Le
Veglie di Neri (1884), a collection of short
stories and sketches of Tuscan scenes and char-

acters, sometimes pathetic, but in a healthy,
restrained way, more often humorous, always
delightfully genuine and vivacious. A similar

volume, All
9

aria aperta, appeared in 1897, anc*
a third, smaller one, Nella campagna toscana,
in 1908. During his later years he devoted him-
self to school books (Mondo nuovo, 1901;
Mondo vecchio, 1904). Three of his works

appeared posthumously in 1922: Acqua pas-
sata, Foglie al vento, both containing auto-

biographical incidents and anecdotes, and La
Maestrina. For his joyousness, the purity of his

Tuscan style, his genuine humanity, his

spontaneity, Fucini has a unique place among
Italian writers.

See: B. Croce, La Letteratura della nuova
Italia, III (1915), 139-146; G. Biagi, preface to

Fucini, Acqua passata (1922); R. S. Phelps,
Italian Silhouettes (1924), pp. 142-159.

R. Al.

Fulda, Ludwig (1862-1932, German dramatist

and translator), was born in Frankfurt am
Main, studied in Heidelberg, Munich, and
Berlin, visited the United States in 1906
(Amerikanische Eindrucke, 1906), and became

president of the literary section of the Prussian

Academy in 1926. His editing of the works of

German poets around 1700 (Die Gegner der
zweiten schlesischen Schule, 2 vols., 1883, in

Kilrschners deutsche Nationallitteratur) sug-
gested to him the problem of his first drama.
The failure of this dramatization of the tragic
fate of Christian Giinther (1882) is almost

symbolic of Fulda's own work, since his keen

intelligence senses ideals which his amiable,
versatile, and facile talent is unable to attain

or even to attempt. In spite of his early and

courageous espousal of Ibsen's (q.v.) cause after

the famous performance of Ghosts in Augs-
burg in 1886 and in spite of his membership
in the directorate of the Freie Buhne, he
deviated little in his own productions from
the claptrap of the more ordinary French
social drama and piice d these; but with an

unfailing scent for timely innovations and

public demands he infused into them just

enough of opportune problems and growing
tendencies to insure stage success. Thus, in Das
verlorene Paradies (1890) he anticipated

Hauptmann's (q.v.) Die Weber (1892) in treat-

ment of a threatening strike, in Die Sklavin

(1892) he presented a parlor Nora, and in his

symbolic drama Der Talisman (1893), based

upon Hans Christian Andersen's "The Em-
peror's Clothes," he broke the yoke of natural-

ism and ushered in the neo-romantic drama.
The awarding of the Schiller prize for this last

work was vetoed by William II, but Fulda
received the Viennese Bauernfeld prize for his

comedy Die Kameraden (1894). His three score

plays show little or no development except in

routine. Of lasting value, however, is Fulda's

achievement as a translator. In this field his

empathic and linguistic talents and his gift of

versification (which also comes to light in a
collection of epigrams, Sinngedichte, 1888)
master the most divergent form problems.
Notable are his renderings of Ibsen (poems
and Peer Gynt, 1915), Cavalotti (Hohes Lied,

1894), Beaumarchais (Figaro, 1894), Rostand,

(Die Romantischen, 1895, and Cyrano de

Bergerac, 1898), Moltere (Meisterwerke, 4 vols.,

1897), Shakespeare (Sonnctte, 1913), and the

Spanish dramatists (Meisterlustspiele der

Spanier, 2 vols., 1926).

See: A. Klaar, Ludivig Fulda (1922).

E. F.

Furmanov, Dmitri (1891-1926, Russian novel-

ist), son of a bartender, was born at Sereda,
in the former Government of Kostroma,

graduated from a technical school, studied
literature at the University of Moscow, joined
the Communist Party in 1918, and took an
active part in the civil war. He was appointed
commissar of various fighting units, then

political chief on the Turkestan front. He
won great popularity in Soviet Russia through
his novel Chapayev (1923), the first full-scale

literary work attempting to depict revolu-

tionary events. Furmanov portrayed Cha-

payev, an undisciplined guerrilla leader of
the southeastern steppes behind the Volga
River, as a true representative of the ele-

mental forces of a people in revolt. He used
a semi-journalistic method, reporting accu-
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rately the facts of the civil war. Furraanov's

other books (Dnevnik, 1923, Diary; Myatezh,

!923, Uprising; Pozhar, 1924, Fire) follow the

same line of factual naturalism. They lack

plot, artistic construction, or elaborate form;

they are documentary reports on actuality. In

1923-1925 some enthusiastic critics in Russia

acclaimed Furmanov as an initiator of a new
"artless literature," asserting that "when the

events are as fantastic as they are today, the

writer does not need to add anything to

them, his goal being merely to state them."

Undoubtedly a very gifted man, Furmanov

may be considered as a representative of the

"factual literature" which flourished in the

early period of Soviet art. His novels have

hardly any aesthetic value, but they remain

as vivid and interesting documents, faithfully

reflecting the turbulent years of the Russian

Revolution. A very successful film was made
out of Chapayev.

M. S.

Gabriel y Galn, Jos Maria (1870-1905,

Spanish poet), was born and raised in Frades

de la Sierra, a village of Salamanca. He be-

came a schoolteacher, a profession he soon

gave up when he married and took up farm-

ing in a village of Estremadura, Guijo de

Granadilla, isolated and archaic. It was there

he lived the traditional life he describes in

his poems. He became famous overnight with

the poem "El ama," which was awarded first

prize in the Juegos Florales held in Sala-

manca in 1901. In this poem he sang of the

life of a ranch in Salamanca, the landscape of

Castile, and the austere, traditional character

of the Castilian peasant. At the same time he
won recognition with another poem, "El

Cristu benditu/
9

written in the dialect of

Estremadura. These two poems contained all

of GalAn, and when they were published they
sufficed to give him a glory and popularity
in which enthusiasm for his work was mingled
with protest and with disapprobation of the

revolutionary tendencies of the new modernist

literature. Nevertheless, this popular tradi-

tionalist poetry of Galon's was still another

product of the literary revolution that oc-

curred at the end of the century. His glori-

fication of Castile was linked with that of

Unamuno, Antonio Machado, and Azorln

(qq.v.). His classic tendencies were not the

conventional ones of the igth century, but

derived from the old rustic and popular

poetry, which had been rediscovered by the

new school. His traditional sentiments are

sincere and deep; he had lived from child-

hood in the country of Salamanca, where the

customs of the peasants still preserved the

harmony and grandeur of the great Spain of

the past. His traditionalism is therefore

healthy, gay, and serene, not sad and pessi-

mistic like that of the modernists. All this

holds true of his first poems, both those he

called "castellanas" (see Castellanas, 1902;

Campesinas, 1904; Nuevas castellanas, 1905)'

and those he called "extremenas" (Extremenas,

1902) in which the use of the dialect of East-

ern Le6n very close to Castilian simplifies
and accentuates the rustic, primitive note. As

long as Galrin keeps to this field he is a great

poet, deservedly popular; but in a number of

his poems his true originality is smothered

by the excess, the vulgarity, and the pedantry
of the rhetoric of the igth century, and for

this reason he has had many detractors as

well as many admirers.

See: E. Pardo Baz<1n, Retratos y apuntes
literarios, Ser. i (ca. 1908); A. Revilla Marcos,

Jose Maria Gabriel y Galdn; su vida y sus

obras (1923); F. Iscar Peyra, Gabriel y Galdn,

poeta de Castilla (1936).

F. de O.

Gaeta, Francesco (1879-1927, Italian poet), a

solitary man, difficult of approach, lived all his

life in Naples, where he was born and where

he committed suicide a few moments after his

mother's funeral cortege had left the house.

He is remote from all trends of Italian con-

temporary literature, in spite of the fact that

his youthful writings (1895-1904) show that at

first he tried the forms of Carducci and
D'Annunzio (qq-v.). Very soon, almost through
an effort of will, his style manifested itself in

a new direction (Sonetti voluttuosi, 1904-1906).
With certain strange contortions, twists of

verses, interpolations of incidental sentences,

and frequent use of Latinisms, he manifested a

very modern and personal force of feeling. In

his last poems (Poesie d'amore, 1906-1920) he
had mastered his technique and no longer
offered to the reader such a rough and angular
surface: smooth, melodious, and at times grace
ful, he was able to give full expression to his

world. It is a world of sensuous, rapturous love

which permeates one's very being, full of

colors, odors, instances of forsaking all for a
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great love. But for him pleasure is forever

restrained by a certain melancholy and tor

ment.

One of the characteristics of his poetry is the

abundance of realistic details: hairpins, under-

clothes, shawls, the odor of beef stew, cries of

children, are all described in an impeccable,
classical verse form. He wrote a masterful

critical essay on Di Giacomo (q*v.), to whom he

has been compared because of a common Nea-

politan background, but the cultural reso

nances of Gaeta touch horizons never dreamed
of by Di Giacomo, who, on the other hand, is

more of a natural poet than Gaeta. The vi

brations and agitations of voluptuousness in

Gaeta always carry in their wake something
that is somber and consuming and, in many
instances, the menacing shadow of death. The
trend of mind of Gaeta, when he wrote on

practical matters, was also rather unusual for

an Italian. He was an admirer of old Indian

wisdom, convinced of the magnanimity and

superior humanity of the Aryans, and in the

last years of his life, when his mind was op
pressed by cloudy thoughts, he became anti-

Semitic (one of his manuscripts was published,

posthumously, with the title Che cosa e la

Massoneria, 1939).

He enjoyed a place in Italian literature bur

never attained fame and this was partly re

sponsible for his misanthropy. A selection of

his works in two volumes, Poesie and Prose,

was published in 1928 by Croce (q.v.), who was
a true friend and an appreciative critic during
his life and after his death.

See: P. Pancrazi, Scrittori italiani del novc
cento (1934), pp. 28-35.

G. P.

Galdds, Benito Prez, see P6rez Gald6s.

Ganiret, Angel (1865-1898, Spanish essayist),

emerged, at a time when the provincial spirit

and the commonplace were dominant in

Spain, as an extraordinary nonconformist

who contemplated his native country from

the north of Europe and aspired to ascertain

critically the essence of her peculiar nature

and the reasons for her decline. He was born
in Granada; there his aesthetic sense of life

was formed in the midst of natural beauty
and tJ)at created by the art of two civiliza

tions. His irregular character was incom

patible with the sort of life possible for him
at that time he might have been lawyer or

archivist or professor and he preferred to

embark on a diplomatic career in order to

live abroad. He resided in Antwerp, Helsinki,

and Riga. An indefatigable reader, he con-

tinued to nourish an intellectual passion
which carried him far beyond any cold

scientific curiosity the latter, indeed, being
a quality difficult to find in an Andalusian.

Ganivet read especially those authors in

whom he could find some connection with

his Spanish soul: nonconformists or anarchists

such as Renan (g.v.), Schopenhauer, Nietzsche

(q.v.), Tolstoy (q.v.), Kropotkin (q.v.), and
certain Scandinavian writers. At the same time

he immersed himself in Spanish tradition,

beginning with Seneca.

Anguished and pressed for time, he wrote

all of his books in some three years: Granada
la bella (1896); Idearium espanol (1897); La

conquista del reino de Maya (1897), a rather

disconnected satire of modern culture as ap

plied to a people in the center of Africa;

Los trabafos del infatigable creador Pio Cid

(1898), an autobiographical novel which the

author left incomplete and in which, in deep

intensity of style, he reveals the uncer-

tainty of his character torn between faith

and doubt, impulse and quietist fatalism.

The drama El escultor de su alma (1904) ap-

peared posthumously, and also Hombres del

norte (1905), a collection of essays on Jonas
Lie, Bjornstjerne Bjornson, and Henrik Ibsen

(qq.v.} 9 previously published in a daily paper
of Granada, as were Ganivet's Cartas finlande-

sas (1898).
This feverish activity allowed no peace or

faith in life to that exuberant and mal-

adjusted temperament, the victim, moreover,
of a grave illness, progressive paralysis. In

November, 1898, when he was in Riga, Gani-

vet threw himself into the Dvina from the

tug on which he was going to meet his wife,

who had borne him a son and was coming to

join him. Pulled out of the water he hurled

himself in again, confirming what he had
written in his books, that he would die when
he wished.

Ganivet is considered today the initiator

of the reaction against the Spanish igth

century and of the revival of Spanish litera-

ture in the 2oth century. His works have been

republished and made the subject of numer-

ous studies. When his body was moved to

Granada in 1925, the intelligentsia organized
ceremonies to honor the memory of the un-

fortunate writer, at a moment in which the

country felt itself oppressed by the dictator-

ship of Primo de Rivera. His most outstand-

ing work remains the Idearium espanol, in

which are analyzed the essential character-

istics of the Spanish soul. These, according to

Ganivet, are Senecan stoicism and religious
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and poetic exaltation, with the latter traits

susceptible of assuming the opposite states of

either mysticism or fanaticism. As though he
had read Hegel, Ganivet also outlines a

geographic theory to explain history: con-

tinental nations possess spirit and resistance;

insular nations are aggressive (Napoleon was
an island that fell on a continent); peninsulas
like Spain have a spirit of independence.

Spain's error probably consisted in attempt
ing to conduct herself politically as a con-

tinental nation, and her capital vice was
"collective abulia." As opposed to the pro-

grams of Europeanization that Joaqufn Costa

(q.v.) and others were proposing during those

years, Ganivet recommends a return to the

Spanish way of being. Paraphrasing St.

Augustine he writes: "Noli foras ire; in

interiore Hispaniae habitat veritas." With-
out attempting to decide this problem, let

us say only that the life of a people can-

not be grasped through heterogeneous for-

mulae about Seneca's doubtful influence

and geographical conditions; it is juggling

history to say that Spain should not have

gotten away from herself, since, in explaining
that history, it must be taken into account

that she did do so, and to a great extent. The

interesting thing in Ganivet is not the ques-
tion whether he was right or wrong "scien-

tifically," but the fact that he brought to a

somnolent nation themes that would bestir it,

that would oblige people to meditate on the

meaning of their own lives and those of

others. Ganivet's work gains vehemence and

permanence because he himself lived the op-

position between Spain and the rest of

Europe. On the one hand he recognized the

worth of the north of Europe, and on the

other he did not abandon hope in the so-

called backwardness of his country, in which

many people had "the singular good fortune
of not being able to read. ... If the learned
have only ideas gleaned from books of diverse

origin, it is prudent and safe to be guided
by the people, who are more artistic and phil-

osophical than it would seem" (Granada la

belld). That preference for the spirit, given
and expressed in the completeness of life, not

merely in books, is an idea which was to take

deep root in Unamuno (<7-t/.),
who was doubt-

less greatly influenced by Ganivet. "The people
must understand art, since they create it; they
are unable to express their thoughts, but they
know how to adapt themselves to everything
that is grand and beautiful and they are

never out of tune" (Granada la bella). In this

view there is something more than hackneyed
romanticism.

GARBORG
Like Spain herself, Ganivet desired both

to withdraw from and to enter into the orbit

of modern culture; for example, he detested

the regimentation and symmetry of such insti-

tutions as railway stations and school build-

ings and even proposed that centers of instruc-

tion be developed in the individual farm-

houses, the living nuclei of Spain's national

existence. In other words, life organically de

veloping from within, not organized from
without. The author's inner life was divided

between reason, which differentiates, and a

tendency toward a total contemplation leading
to fatalism, the whole focused on the convic-

tion that human spiritual activity is of value

when it is converted into the stuff of life. The

living person, not the idea, triumphs. Ganivet

diffused the belief, today as generally wide-

spread as it is debatable, that there exists a

Senecan basis for Spanish life; he also helped
to complicate, usefully, the question of what

constitutes the essential nature of progress and

civilization. After him came Unamuno, Rod6,
and even the theories of Waldo Frank in his

Virgin Spain (1926).

Sec: M. Ferndndez Almagro, Vida y obra de

Angel Ganivet (1925); H. Jeschke, "Angel
Ganivet; seine Personlichkeit und Haupt-
werke," Revue hispanique, LXXII (1928),

102-246; A. Espina, Ganivet; el hombre y la

obra (1942).
A. C.

Garborg, Arne (1851-1924, Norwegian poet,

novelist, and essayist), was born in the parish
of Time in Jaeren, southwestern Norway. He
came of a family of poor but independent

peasant farmers who had owned their own
land for two hundred years. It was a happy
household until, when Arne was about eight

years old, his father, Eivind Garborg, went

through a religious crisis which made him

gloomy and tyrannical. He forbade the chil-

dren going to a "worldly" school or even read-

ing books. But Arne managed to read by
stealth. He resolved to leave the farm, to

which as eldest son he had odal rights, and

go to the city. Yet he never ceased to regret
the break in that family continuity which he
came to value more and more as he grew
older.

Garborg afterwards wrote that he was born
in the iyth century and had to go through all

phases of modern development before he
could be himself. In Christiania he studied

at the university, supporting himself by writ-

ing trenchant, irreverent articles on the

questions of the day. He learned to handle

the Riksmaal with virtuosity, but in his first
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important book he returned to the Lands-

maal (see Norwegian literature). Bonde-

studentar (1883; Peasant Students) describes

a phenomenon new in Garbbrg's day, the

peasant boy uprooted from his environs and

unable to fit himself into the life of the

university. Mannfolk (1888; Menfolk) is a

naturalistic novel describing young men adrift

in the city in the most difficult phase of their

lives, that of sex. Hjaa mor (1890; At

Mother's) is its feminine counterpart, a

weaker novel about the dreary life of a young
girl who tries to keep respectable. In the

natural reaction against the pietism of his

home, Garborg had enlisted on the side of

the modernists in the two burning questions
of the day, free love and atheism. But he

soon revolted against the flat negativism of

the atheistic theory of life and sickened of

the sensuality that masqueraded as free love.

Tratte mcend (1891; Tired Men), written in

diary form, is a record of disintegration in a

man whose dissipated life has rendered him

incapable of wholehearted love and trust,

while he demands unsullied purity in the

woman who attracts him. It is written in

brilliant Riksmaal well suited to the sophisti-

cations of its hero.

Tratte mcend marked Garhorg's farewell

to the city before he returned to the scenes

and subjects of his childhood in Jaeren. In

Fred (1892; Eng. tr., Peace, 1929), the story
of Enok Hove is based on that of Garborg's
own father. It is a tragic and powerful study
of a sincere but unlearned peasant nature in

the grip of a fire-and-brimstone religion. The
chronicles of the Hove family are continued
in the drama Lceraren (1896; The Teacher),
Den burtkomne faderen (1899; The Lost

Father), and Heimkomin son (1908; The Son
Come Home). Here Garborg evolves an un-

dogmatic religion and a social theory. Paulus,
who in Lceraren had sold his ancestral farm
in order to follow literally the commands of

Jesus, allows it to come back into the family
and consents to work for his nephew as a

hired man.
Meanwhile Garborg had written philo-

sophical-religious books, and a translation of

the Odyssey into Landsmaal, besides publish-

ing volumes of letters and diaries, and the

most popular of all his works, the poetic cycle

Haugtussa (1895; The Hill Innocent). It tells

the story of a young girl who has the mystic
power of seeing the souls of the dead, as well

as the trolls and sprites that surround human
beings, though they are invisible to others.

The struggle by which she wins over the

powers of darkness is described with a

spiritual exaltation which, combined with the

lyric beauty of the separate poems, the

pictures of Jaeren landscapes, and the homely
intimate details of peasant life, makes

Haugtussa the most important poetic work
ever published in the Norwegian Landsmaal.

See: I. Gr0ndahl and O. Raknes, Chapters
in Norwegian Literature (1923); H. A. Larsen,

"Arne Garborg," American-Scandinavian Re-

view, XII (1924), 275-283.
H. A. L.

Garcia Lorca, Federico (1899-1936, Spanish

poet and dramatist), is the most widely
known Spanish writer of recent generations.
This is due both to his tragic end and to

the expressive power of his inspiration which

gained for him in the Spanish-speaking world

a popularity unparalleled among first-rank

poets. Born near Granada, he found in his

native Andalusia the main source of his

themes and the charm, passion, and soul

which form the permanent basis of his

temperament and style. His university studies

in Granada in literature and law left no ap-

preciable influence on him, in contrast to the

lasting traces of an early artistic self-education

as musician and poet. When he arrived at

Madrid, at 19, he had already published a

book of poetic prose, Impresiones y paisajes

(1918), and written many poems, selections

from which appeared in his Libro de pocmas
(1921). A year before, his first play, El male-

ficio de la mariposa, was presented without

success. For some time Lorca wrote much but

published little. Nevertheless, through the

reading of his poems and his rare personal
attractiveness he became known increasingly
as one of the most important young writers

of the "vanguardia" movement. His standing
was confirmed in 1927 by the presentation,
with Dalf's scenery, of the historical play
Mariana Pineda and by the volume Can-

clonesf a collection of delicate short poems,
some inspired by folkloric and children's

songs, others of an exquisite musical im-

pressionism.
Lorca's real success came through the pub-

lication of Rornancero gitano (1928), the only
volume of poetry of the period which ap-

pealed to the general public and yet at the

same time was highly regarded by the

selected few for whom the new art was

primarily intended. Many of his "romances"

were soon recited everywhere; some, sung by
the common people, came to enrich the

treasure of traditional poetry. It was a repeti-

tion of that most characteristic phenomenon
of Spanish literature in which a learned poet
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takes his subjects from the people and the

people incorporate the new product into the

stream of their living art. Although Lorca's

poetry contains many apparently contra-

dictory elements varying in range from the

simple forms of folkloric poetry to the ab-

stract and surrealistic style of his odes ("Oda
a Salvador Dali," "Oda a Walt Whitman")
he probably struck in Romancero his most

authentic note, that of re-creating the popu-
lar spirit of Andalusia, giving it a lyric sense

and meaning.
In 1929 Lorca spent a year in New York.

The impression made by the modern city

upon this poet rooted in the soil and earthly

passions is powerfully expressed in Poeta en

Nueva York (1940; Eng. tr., The Poet in

New York and Other Poems, 1940). It shows

the influence of many contemporary trends,

especially of surrealism, but the accent is

Lorca's: its rich imagery has the concrete

sense of reality, its tone is dramatic. What he

misses in the mechanistic civilization is an

expression of natural impulses. That is why
4<
E1 rey de Harlem," one of his great poems,

exalts the primitive nature of the Negro, in

contrast to the cold soulless sensuality of the

city.

The last five years of his life, after his

return to Spain, were a succession of triumphs
and a proof of his creative power. In 1931

was published El cante jondo, a collection of

early Andalusian poems, the result of his

friendship with De Falla. He directed the

"Barraca," a student traveling theatre which

carried to rural Spain the best Spanish classi-

cal plays, combining modern and classical

staging. These were also the years of his great
dramatic production Amor de don Per-

limplin, La zapatera prodigiosa, Dona Rosita

la soltera, and the two rural tragedies Bodas
de sangre and Yerma (Eng. trs. in From
Lorca's Theatre: Five Plays, 1941; Blood

Wedding, 1939). Together with certain

minor works, they represent the highest at-

tainment of a contemporary poetic theatre

along the lines of the tradition of Spanish
classic and romantic drama. Like his poetry,
his theatre runs a wide gamut, from the

"cdmara" caprice suggestive of "ballet"

technique, to bare tragedy. Like his poetry,
it is also lyrical, musical, plastic, and dra-

matic.

Lorca's final work, Llanto por Sdnchez

Mejias (1935; Eng. tr., Lament for the Death

of a Bullfighter and Other Poems, 1937), and
his last two tragedies represent the plenitude
and synthesis of the multiple elements of his

art. That art is very complex and gives the

impression of absolute spontaneity because,

although it is a product of his time and of his

country, it is above all the creation of a born

poet. At the outbreak of the civil war Lorca

was shot in Granada with the tacit consent of

the fascist authorities, by one of the irre-

sponsible groups let loose by the military re-

bellion. Modern and traditional, refined and

primitive, Lorca has been appropriately said

to be the essence of "living poetry." Though
sometimes he skirted a dangerous facility, the

strange force of his poetic personality raises

his work to a superior plane.
See: R. M. Nadal, "Introduction," in Garcfa

Lorca, Poems (1939); Angel del Rfo, "Garcia

Lorca," Revista hispdnica moderna, VI (1940),

193-260.
A. del R.

Garcia Morente, Manuel (1888-1941, Spanish

philosopher), born in Arjonilla, Jan, was

educated at the University of Madrid. He
early came under the influence of Francisco

Giner de los Rios (q.v.) and of his Instituci6n

Libre de Ensenanza, which was an important

contributing factor to the development of

new educational doctrines and ideals in Spain.
Garcia Morente went to Germany when Neo-

Kantian philosophy was still prevalent and
studied at the University of Marburg. In 1912
he was appointed professor of philosophy at

the University of Madrid; later on he became
a member of the Academia de Ciencias

Morales y Polfticas. Under the influence of

Jose Ortega y Gasset (q.v.) his thought evolved

towards phenomenology and the philosophy
of values. A few years before his death, he be-

came a Roman Catholic and a priest. He
visited Argentina twice as a professor; in his

second visit (1937) ^e became the founder

and the first dean of the new faculty of phi*

losophy of the University of TucumAn. He
applied his excellent qualities as a writer to

educational purposes, rather than to the con-

struction of a new personal system. Both his

books and his oral teachings were always a

model of clearness and careful construction;

his vocabulary was rich and classic, his style
even and orderly.

Garcfa Morente's La filosofia de Kant and
La filosofia de Bergson were both published
in 1917; they are the best studies of these

philosophers ever written in Spanish. Two of

his most important long essays are "Ensayo
sobre el progreso" (Revista de Occidente,

January, February, March, 1932), on the phi-

losophy of values applied to the problem of

progress, and "Ensayo sobre la vida privada"
(Revista de Occident*, January, February,
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1935), a phenomenological study on private
life. His introduction to philosophy, Lecciones

preliminares de filosofia, was written and pub-
lished in Tucumdn, in 1937. His last works

are Idea de la hispanidad (1938) and, with

Juan Zaragiieta, Fundamentos de filosofia

(1943)-
E. N.

Gdrdonyi, G<*za (1863-1925, Hungarian novel-

ist, poet, playwright), was born in Agard and

died in Eger. The idealistic habits that Gdr-

donyi acquired as a young elementary school

teacher followed him throughout his life. He
was devoted to idealism in its most profound
sense; this idealism sustained his spirit when

conditions tried his faith in values. He lived

in the provinces rather than in Budapest,
which he visited only on necessary trips to

publishers or theatrical directors. As a rule the

setting of his stories and plays is a Hungarian

village or a small town, or a historical back-

ground is employed. His marriage failed, and

this affected his views about women. Either he

idealized them, because it was impossible to

meet the ideal woman in life, or with the

fervor of a misogynist, he assailed them.

Though Gdrdonyi did not live according to

the tenets of an unquestioning faith, he was

always inclined to be religious and, like

Turgenev (q.v.), in the last years of his life he

was interested in spiritualism and mysticism.

His nation appreciated him; he was a member
of several important literary societies, and one

of the literary societies of Hungary is named
after him. He had a certain international

reputation too and in 1899 won first prize in

a short-story contest arranged by Le Journal
in Paris. He was also recognized in Italy. His

juvenile stories show the same kind of warmth
and understanding heart that is revealed in

the juvenile stories of the Italian writer

Edmondo de Amicis (q.v.).

It is rather ironic that Gdrdonyi's popularity
started with a series of amusing sketches about

a village judge whose name is used as the title:

Gore Gdbor (1895; Gabriel Gore). The comic

spirit that permeates these sketches is akin to

the farcical gaiety of the fabliau; these

sketches, however, would not justify Gdr-

donyi's literary fame. In his cheerful moods

Gdrdonyi was apt to turn to stock characters

or to plots almost painfully simple. It is said

that in his later years he himself felt uncom-
fortable when some of his early works were
mentioned. His lyric poems are rich in senti-

ment and conventional in phrasing. His best

play is Bor (1901; Wine). This is delightful,
realistic, convincing; it has the charm and

freshness of folklore. His other plays are less

vital.

Gdrdonyi's idealism is successfully expressed
in his historical and social novels and stories.

In envisaging the Hungarian past he liked to

portray the ferocious times of Attila or the

heroic times of the Middle Ages or the desolate

i6th century. A Idthatallan ember (1902; The
Invisible Man), Az egri csillagok (1905; The
Stars of Eger), and Isten rabjai (1908; God's

Slaves) are his representative historical novels.

Gdrdonyi understood the soul of historical

reality, though sometimes his perspective was
not sufficiently reliable and he was apt to

stylize history. Az en falum (1908; My Village)
contains his best short stories; they have humor
and idealism. However, a good deal of his

work is unsatisfactory; he wrote too much and
in consequence many of his writings are more
noble in intention than in artistic results.

See: L. Gopcsa, Gdrdonyi Gdza Jlete (1923);
L. Szabolcska, Gdrdonyi dlete 4s kolteszete

(1926).

J.R.

Garshin, Vsevolod Mikhailovich (1855-1888,

short-story writer), was born near Bakhmut in

the Ukraine. For some years he lived with his

father, an army officer; the parents were es

tranged. At a Gymnasium in St. Petersburg he
was attracted by natural science; but after

entering the Institute of Mines he decided to

devote himself to literature. Painting of the

social scene also became one of his interests,

and he formed friendships among the younger
painters as well as among the writers. In

1877 the Russo-Turkish War broke out and

Garshin, swept up by the desire to share the

common man's suffering, volunteered. He
was wounded in the leg and a year later left

the service. His second story, "Chetyre

dnya
M
(1877; Eng. tr., "Four Days," published,

with the other translations mentioned below,

in The Signal and Other Stories, 1912), brought
him immediate fame; but a mental disorder,

which had already manifested itself, inter-

rupted his literary activity (1880-1882), and
the year of his marriage proved to be only a

respite (1883). Thereafter, the periods of his

illness recurred with increasing frequency and

finally led to his tragic suicide.

The literary output of Garshin is not great,
but among his so-odd stories and sketches are

a number of minor masterpieces. Acute sensi-

bility and moral earnestness, qualities which
he shares with the giants of Russian literature,

compensate for his lack of creative force.

Garshin's ideas closely parallel those of the

Populists; submerging his ego in the life of the
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people was with him a consuming desire, par-

ticularly in his youth. For a time he found

peace in military life, but he never minimized

the horror of war; it is his keen awareness of it

that gives poignancy to such stories as 'Tour

Days" and "Trus" (1879; Eng. tr., "Coward").
For Garshin war was first of all an unavoidable

evil. The wounded man who spends four days
on a battlefield does not know the answer to

war's fundamental contradictions, and the

"coward" simply resolves to undergo that evil

without finding the reason for its existence.

"Iz vospominani ryadovovo Ivanova" (1883;

Eng. tr., "From the Reminiscences of Private

Ivanov"), on the same theme, has a larger

sweep, but is calmer and pervaded with sad-

ness. The same year saw the appearance of

Garshin's acknowledged masterpiece, "Krasny
tsvetok" (Eng. tr., "The Scarlet Blossom"); the

author's experiences as well as his interest in

psychiatry made him particularly qualified to

give an accurate portrayal of a madman striv-

ing to eradicate all evil, which to him was con-

centrated in the three poppies growing in the

hospital garden. While this story represents
Garshin's most direct approach to the problem
of evil, the issue pervades much of his work.

In "Proisshestviye" (1878; Eng. tr., "An In-

cident") and "Nadezhda Nikolayevna" (1885;

Eng. tr., "Nadezhda Nikolayevna") his ideal-

ized prostitutes inspire true love, but never-

theless precipitate tragedies. In "Vstrecha"

(1879; Eng. tr., "The Meeting") a predatory
individual confronts a well-meaning but in-

effective man. In "Khudozhniki" (1879; The
Artists) a painter fails because he cannot find

moral justification for his art. "Attalea Prin-

ceps" (1880; Eng. tr., "Attalea Princeps") is a

negation of violence, its symbolism foreshadow-

ing "Skazaniye o gordom Aggeye" (1886; The
Tale of the Proud Aggei); the latter, as well as

the "Signal" (1887; Eng. tr., "The Signal"),

clearly shows the influence of Leo Tolstoy

<**)
See: V. G. Korolenko, "V. M. Garshin," in

D. N. Ovsyaniko-Kulikovski, ed., Istoriya
russkoi literatury XIX veka, IV (1910), 335-

361; G. A. Byaly, Garshin; literaturnaya borba

vosmidesyatykh godov (1937).

P. A. P.

Geijerstam, Gustaf af (1858-1909, Swedish

novelist, short-story writer, and publicist), was
born in Vastmanland. Brought up in a staid,

conservative family tradition with which he
broke during his years as a student at Uppsala
(in the late 70*8 and early 8o's), Geijerstam be-

came one of the most active proponents of the

new realistic and liberal literary movement of

the 8o's. His first work was a collection of

scarcely distinguished short stories Grdkallt

(1882; Gray Cold), dealing with themes charac-

teristic of the reform-minded literature of the

day, such as the conflicts between parents and
children and between young men and their

beloved resulting from differing views on social

and religious questions. Two partly autobi-

ographical novels, Erik Crane (1885) and
Pastor Hallin (1887), develop similai themes

at greater length but scarcely with more dis-

tinction. Geijerstam's realistic peasant tales

Fattigt Folk (2 vols., 1884-1889; Poor People)
and Kronofogdcns berdttelser (1890; The
District Bailiff's Stories) are more important,

chiefly, perhaps, because they are far more

objective, much less concerned with pressing
home current ideals of social reform. In some
of these tales one finds a strong preoccupation
with certain primitive criminal types, studied

sympathetically in terms of subconscious and
unconscious motivations; in this he was

obviously influenced by Dostoevski (q.v.). This

new emphasis upon a psychological, as dis-

tinguished from a social or ethical, approach
became characteristic of Geijerstam in the go's

and later. From about the middle of the go's

Geijerstam was very productive, turning out

until his death in 1909 a steady stream of

novels, short stories, plays (chiefly broad

peasant farces in an old Swedish burlesque

tradition), and essays. Among the more

popular of these later works are the hopelessly
sentimental Boken om lillebror (1900, 17th

ed., 1910; Eng. tr., The Book about Little

Brother, 1921) and Kvinnomakt (1901; Eng.
tr., Woman Power, 1927). None of this late

work, however, weighs at all heavily in the

literary scales, though it was exceedingly

popular with a broad public (in Germany as

well as in Sweden), and though much of it

gives apparently sincere, if superficial, expres-
sion to the reaction current in the early years
of the century against an oversimplified view

of human life and human psychology charac-

teristic of the earlier social reform literature

of the 8o's. Geijerstam may be said to be a

first-class journalist and a publicist of some

distinction rather than a literary genius of

real originality and power.
See: G. Castr^n, Den nya tiden, 1870-1914

(1932), Vol. VII of H. Schuck and K. Warburg,
Illustrerad svensk litteraturhistoria, 3d ed., pp.

203-208; M. Johnsson, En Attitalist: Gustaf af

Geijerstam, 1858-1895 (1934).

A. G.

Gentile, Giovanni (1875-1944, Italian philoso-

pher, educator, and statesman), was born in
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Castelvetrano, Sicily, of poor parents. After

studying classics at the Trapani Lyceum, he

attended the Normal School of Pisa, where

through Dona to Jaja he became acquainted
with the Hegelian philosophy of Bertrando

Spaventa, the most important influence on his

intellectual formation. He has held chairs of

philosophy at the universities of Naples,
Palermo, Pisa, and Rome. In 1903 he began to

write for Croce's (q.v.) Critica and in 1920
started his own Giornale critico della filosofia

italiana.

Gentile's doctoral thesis, Rosmini e Gioberti

(1898), the first volume of his series of out-

standing contributions on the history of Italian

philosophy since the Renaissance, was fol-

lowed by Dal Genovesi al Galluppi (1903),
Studi vichiani (1915), Le Origini delta filosofia

contemporanea in Italia (1917-1923), Giordano
Bruno e il pensiero del Rinascimento (1920),
Bertrando Spaventa (1920), Studi sul Rinasci-

mento (1923), / Profeti del Risorgimento
italiano (1923), and // Pensiero italiano del

secolo XIX (1928). His most important works
as an educator are Sommario di pedagogia
come scienza filosofica (2 vols., 1913-1914), La

Riforrna dell' educazione (1920; Eng. tr., The
Reform of Education, 1922), and La Riforma
della scuola in Italia (1932). His main books in

political philosophy are La Filosofia di Marx
(1899), / Fondamenti della filosofia del diritto

(1916), Che cosa e il fascismo (1925), and

Origini e dottrina del fascismo (1929). His con-

tributions in the philosophy of religion in-

clude // Modernismo e i rapporti fra religione
e filosofia (1909) and Discorsi di religione

(1920). In the field of aesthetics and literary
criticism are Frammenti di estetica e lettera-

tura (1921), Dante e Manzoni (1923), Manzoni
e Leopardi (1929), and La Filosofia dell'arte

(1930-

Gentile's political activities were intensified

with the March on Rome in 1922, at which
time he was made a senator and became virtu-

ally the "official philosopher" of the new
Fascist state. This political change was destined

to bring about an unfortunate rift between
him and his former colleague, Benedetto
Croce. Gentile was minister of public instruc-

tion under Mussolini from October, 1922 to

June, 1924, during which time he devoted
himself zealously to the reform of the Italian

school system. He was president of the follow-

ing organizations: Committee to Reform the

Italian Constitution; Fascist Institute of

Culture, whose organ is Educazione fascista;

Higher Council of Public Instruction; Leo-
nardo Foundation; and Inter- University Insti-

tute. He also directed the monumental work

of the new Enciclopedia italiana. However,
with the Second World War, he lost practically
all of his political influence and a considerable

amount of his philosophical influence in Italy.

He was shot and killed by political enemies

outside his house in Florence on April 15,

'944-
Gentile calls his philosophical system by the

double name of "actual idealism" or "actual-

ism." This system is developed in La Riforma
della dialettica hegeliana (1913), Teoria ge-
nerate dello spirito come atto puro (1916; Eng.
tr., The Theory of Mind as Pure Act, 1922),

and Sistema di logica come teoria del conoscere

(2 vols., 1917). The "actualistic" philosophy

represents historically a great and persistent
effort to "out-Hegel

1 '

Hegel and reach an

idealism that is absolutely absolute. Actualism

is based on the method of "absolute im-

manence," in which absolutely nothing is pre-

supposed by the process of thinking because

the "thinking ego" posits everything. Reality
is "pure experience" or philosophy itself,

which is the synthetic "moment" or aspect of

the spirit; and art, on the one hand, science

and religion, on the other, are respectively the

subjective and objective "moments" of spirit-

ual reality, which is at once both the knowing
and willing, the thinking and doing of man.

The unification of intellectual and practical

activities leads Gentile to identify actualism

with Fascism. Actual idealism as a philosophy,
which is an original form of Hegelian neo-

idealism, is important for both historical and

logical reasons. The Gentilian system re-

markably recapitulates the subjectivistic trend

of modern thought and thus serves as the

crucial test of the entire idealistic tradition,

of which it claims to be the "most rigorous
form." In this sense, Gentile is the "last" of

the moderns.

See: E. Chiocchetti, La Filosofia di Giovanni

Gentile (1922); V. La Via, L' Idealismo attuale

di Giovanni Gentile (1925); M. M. Thompson,
The Educational Philosophy of Giovanni

Gentile (1934); R. W. Holmes, The Idealism of

Giovanni Gentile (1937); P. Romanelli, Gen-

tile: The Philosophy of Giovanni Gentile

P. R.

George, Stefan (1868-1933, German poet), was

born in the village of Biidesheim near Bingen
on the Rhine. He spent his childhood in

Bingen and at the Greek and Latin school in

Darmstadt where he completed his schooling
in 1888. Subsequently he devoted himself to

the study of modern languages, first in French
Switzerland and Paris, later at the University



of Berlin. During his frequent long stays in

Paris, he had personal contacts with Mallarm6,

Verlaine, Rgnier (qq-v.), and Rodin. In

London he met Ernest Dowson, and in Bel-

gium and the Netherlands he formed friend-

ships with Van Lerberghe, Verhaeren, Verwey

(qq.v.), and the painters Ensor and Toorop.
His journeys took him north as far as Copen-

hagen, east to Vienna, west and south to

central Spain and to Paestum in Italy. After

1914, he left Germany only for vacations in the

Swiss Alps, which he preferred to the windy
seashore. He refused honors and funds offered

him by the Nazi government and died a

voluntary exile in Locarno, Switzerland, on

December 4, 1933- He is buried in Locarno.

His work may be divided into five periods.

The first period includes poems written up to

his 2ist year. At this time George intended to

become a painter. These poems show that

blend of emotion and philosophy dear to

youth and are full of tormenting questions
about the meaning of life. Some of them were

written in a language he himself had invented

and later transcribed into German. Only
selections are extant, published by George
himself in the Fibel (1901) and in the last

volume of his works.

The second period comprises 1 the Hymnen
(1890), Pilgerfahrten (1891), Algabal (1892),

and Die Bticher der Hirten und Preisgedichte,

der Sagen und Sdnge und der fidngenden Gar-

ten (1895). The poetry of this period may be

termed symbolistic and impressionistic. It is

in strong opposition to the naturalistic trend

of the German poetry of that time. Not only
did George incorporate the elements of the

French symbolist poets (see French symbolism)
and impressionist painters, but he also set his

stamp on the language of his country. He
made it more stern and sparing and utilized

the vowel sounds in new and richer com-

binations. Emotions are not described 01

analyzed, but conveyed by ear and eye im-

pressions. As is the case with many other

works of the poet, the composition of Hymnen
covers the period of a year, the eternal cycle

which nature and the human soul, in tune

with the changing seasons, require for their

renewal. In Pilgerfahrten he is no longer

satisfied with the creatures of his imagination,

but searches among his contemporaries for a

gesture of deeper understanding. It was at this

juncture that, together with the young Aus-

trian poet Hugo von Hofmannsthal (q.v.) and

the Belgian Paul G^rardy, he founded the

journal Blatter filr die Kunst (1892-1919),

which was published at irregular intervals and

only for subscribers. In Algabal he dramatizes

GEORGE

the young Roman emperor Heliogabalus, but

he deviates from the historical data: his

Algabal feels himself close to the passions of

the people and is imbued with a sense of

remoteness from his environment. "Hirten
und Preisgedichte" represents the poet's re-

covery from this feverish and futile search for

companionship. He takes refuge in the world

surrounding him, in the unpolluted woods
and valleys of his native land and in the

simple life of fishermen and shepherds, un-

touched by the changing centuries. The curves

and points and windings of a Gothic town,
more French than German, and those aspects
of knighthood that are still valid in the

modern world form the background for the

"Sagen und Sange." In "Hangende Garten,"
an impetuous inner life, in which each mo-
ment is savored to the utmost, is set against
oriental scenery.
The next sequence, the monochrome and

linear period, embraces Das Jahr der Seele

(1897) and tfie volume Der Teppich des Lebens
und die Lieder von Traum und Tod, mit

einem Vorspiel (1899). In Das Jahr der Seele

George is almost reconciled to not finding a

companion. An undercurrent of gentle and
steadfast melancholy combines even the most

contrasting colors into a delicately tinted, ho-

mogeneous whole. The poems speak of an "I"

and a "you," but more often these terms do
not represent two persons but the poet in

discussion with himself. From the heights of

his solitude he beholds men and objects spread
before him like a tapestry of life, and he draws
the figures as one sees them on the wall hang-

ings of the Middle Ages, where the most char-

acteristic gesture is arrested at the peak of

motion. In the dramatic rise of the "Vorspiel"
to "Der Teppich," the poet expresses his phi-

losophy in a dialogue with an angel who is

none other than his own soul. "Die Lieder von
Traum und Tod" supplies a mystical and
transcendent close to this period of despair.
The fourth, his classical period, comprises

Der siebente Ring (1907) and Der Stern des

Dundes (1914). The poet found the companion
for whom he had been searching in a boy who
died at the age of 15, after George had known
him for about a year. In the poet's life, this

companion, called Maximin, played a role

similar to that of Dante's Beatrice. In Tage
und Taten (1903), George's only volume of

prose, he describes his first encounter with
Maximin. Der siebente Ring reveals the realms
thrown open by this friendship. The laws of

the new world and the new life are given in

Der Stern des Bundes. The language of these

poems is terse and forceful, and its beauty does
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not depend on poetic devices or sustaining

power of rhyme.
In his last period, George is the judge and

seer of his time. Das neuc Reich (1928) treats

of the actual problems of his age. The subject
matter is wide in scope, ranging from poems on

the basic significance of the First World War
to lyrics akin to folk songs in their poignant

simplicity of symbols and of meaning.

George translated Shakespeare's Sonnets

(Sonelte, 1912), selected cantos from Dante's

The Divine Comedy (Gottliche Komodie,

1909), the major part of Baudelaire's Les

Fleurs du mal (Die Blumen des Bosen, 1901),

and poems by Rossetti, Swinburne, Dowson,

Jacobsen (q.v.)> Kloos, Verwcy, Verhaeren,

Verlaine, Mallarme, Rimbaud (q*v.), R<5gnier,
D'Annunzio (g.t;.),

and Rolicz-Liedcr.

See: F. Gundolf, George (1930); F. Wolters,

Stefan George und die Blatter fur die Kunst

(1930); E. L. Duthie, L'Influence du symbo-
lisme franfais dans le renouveau poetique de

I'Allemagne; les Blatter fiir die Kunst de 1892
d 1900 (1933); E. Morwitz, Die Dichtung Stefan

Georges (1934); Stefan George, Poems, tr. by
C. N. Valhope and E. Morwitz (1943), German
text included; B. von Bothmer, Stefan George

Bibliography (in preparation).
E. M.

G6raldy, Paul (pseud, of Paul Le Fvre, 1885-,

French poet and dramatist), was born in Paris,

where he resides. His poems and plays con-

cern the behavior of men and women of the

rich, leisured class. His characters are tense,

nervous, fastidious materially if not spiritually;

they have no moral code except that they
demand integrity from each other in their

own relations; they are insecure and des-

perately seeking momentary happiness with

each other.

Petites Ames (1908) reflects the poet's

adolescence, Toi et moi (1913; Eng. tr., You
and Me, 1923) his growing concern with the

psychological aspects of love between man and
woman a problem which he continues to

dissect in Aimer (1921), Robert et Marianne

(1925), and Christine (1932), all presented with

considerable success at the ConukUe Fran^aise.
In these plays he is more lyrical than pro-
found. Les Noces d'argent (Eng. tr., condensed

version, Nest, 1922) concerns the estrangement
of parents and children in a rich middle-class

family/ It was produced at the Comdie
Fran^aise in 1917 and failed. In 1928 at the

same theatre it was presented again, this time
with success, and subsequently appeared in

translation all over Europe and in America.

The vigorous treatment of the subject is

occasionally reminiscent of Henry Becque
(<7.i/.), but for the most part Les Noces d'argent
is just another "well-made play." Duo (1938),

adopted from the novel of the same name by
Colette (q.v.) 9 has, on the other hand, not only
virile dramatic action but plausible character-

ization and real pathos. G6raldy has written

three pieces with Robert Spitzer, Do Sol Mi
Do (1925), L'Homme de joie (1929), and Son
Mari (1927), all produced successfully in the

boulevard theatres, and one play with Lave-

line, La Princesse (1919). produced at the

Odon. His one-act plays include Les Spec-
tat.eurs (1906), La Comedie de Famille (1908),
and Les Grands Garfons (1922; Eng. tr., Just

Boys: Father and Son, 1933). "Le Grand-P6re,"
a dramatic poem, was declaimed by Feraudy
at the Comldic Fran^aise (May 22, 1915).

Graldy has also written the novels La Guerre,

Madame (1917; Eng. tr., The War, Madame,
1917) and Le Prelude (1922); L 9Amour (1929;

Eng. tr., L f

Amour; or, The Art of Love, 1930),

maxims; and Clidindin (1937), a children's

story.
See: John Palmer, Studies in the Contem-

porary Theatre (1937).

E. B. M.

German literature. In the movement of Ger
man literature between 1870 and 1940, two

themes recur with striking persistence the

gradual emancipation of the writer from the

bourgeois tenets of the igth century and the

emerging sense of the artist's increased re-

sponsibility within the changing social and

political life of the nation. The Franco-

Prussian War is no casually chosen point of

departure; it represents the meaningful date

at which, in Germany, the achievement of

nationalistic aspirations coincided with the

first decisive signs of cultural self-criticism.

Soon after the recognition of Germany as a pre

ponderant factor in European politics, German
writers themselves began to insist upon the

dangers of intellectual isolation and hoped to

share in the spiritual life of the continent.

None of the German literary movements, in

which the endeavors of the three successive

generations were to be crystallized, could have
taken shape or direction without the influx of

ideas, gratefully though never uncritically re-

ceived, from all parts of Europe. Nationalistic

and cosmopolitan tendencies were, at the end
of the century, curiously intermingled, and it

is well to remember that in the cardinal figure
of Friedrich Nietzsche (q.v.) elements of Teu-
tonic self-assertion and equally blunt expres-
sions of contempt for the narrow-minded men
of the new Reich exist fruitfully side by side.
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The igth century was, in Germany, on the

whole, not favorable for the literary artist. In

many respects the lingering memory of the

idealistic and romantic tradition had para

lyzed, rather than enhanced, the creative will,

and in spite of many a remarkable individual

work the total impression is one of imaginative
frustration and indecision; between 1848 and

1870 only one or two novelists contributed to

the permanent greatness of the German tra-

dition, and the lyrical achievement of the gen-
eration between Heinrich Heine and the

realistic poets is platitudinous and uneven.

Apart from an academic sort of prose in the

considerable body of memoirs, the most

vigorous writing of the period and the most

distinctly creative intellectual criticism came
from the historians and political pamphlet-
eers. The novelists, dramatists, and poets, with

a few interesting but hardly striking excep-

tions, chose, before 1870, to keep aloof from

the disquieting preoccupation with the new

political issues. Indeed, even where the Ger-

man writers of the 70'$ or 8o
f

s turned to the

pressing subject matter of the changing social

scene, they did so with a self-conscious effort

of preserving their identity as artists, whose

responsibilities were not primarily political.

The German novelist in particular re-

mained ineffectual for so long and his work

never reached more than a limited inter-

national or even national public because,

throughout its history, German fiction has

been provincial in setting and parochial in

subject matter, whereas the urgent social

themes of the advancing century have been

predominantly related to the world of the city.

In dealing with urban themes and problems
the German novelist has, on the whole, been

least at ease.

The most distinguished exception to this

general observation, and the most urbanely
civilized portraitist of Prussian society, both

aristocratic and bourgeois, between 1860 and

1890, is Theodor Fontane (q.v.). By seizing

upon the narrow yet significant Prussian scene,

and by the keenness of his observation, he es-

tablished himself as the one novelist of the

age who succeeded in bridging the gulf that

usually exists in German fiction between the

provincial theme and the craftsmanship of a

cosmopolitan storyteller. The motivating ele-

ments of his work are a lively sense of histori-

cal continuity and a quick perception of the

speech and gestures by which the people of

his world reveal their special virtues. More-

over, unlike all his other contemporaries,
Fontane is wholly unsentimental. In his early

journalistic work, he developed a sense of de-

tached and intelligent precision that served

him supremely well in his major novels. While
it may not be just to compare Fontane to

Henry James or Joseph Conrad or, for that

matter, to any of his distinguished European
contemporaries, he is the only writer of Ger-

man fiction in the late igth century who
could, now and again, have held his own in

their company.
No less significant a narrative artist, though

a writer of an entirely different temperament,
is Wilhelm Raabe (q.v.). In the originality of

his idiom, in the breadth of his vision, and in

the warmth of his sympathy, he surpasses, at

times, Fontane himself, who has much of the

cool detachment of Flaubert (q.v.) while Raabe
continues the fertile tradition of the German
baroque imagination. His novels, from Die
Chronik der Sperlingsgasse (1857) to ^ie
somber trilogy Der Hungerpastor (1864), Abu
Telfan (1867), and Der Schiidderump (1870),
reflect an ever growing concern with the dis-

integration of the quaint but organic life in

the German provinces. As early as 1864 (Der

Hungerpastor) and 1876 (Hcracker) and as

late as 1891 (Stopfkuchen), he interprets ap-

prehensively the implications of the far-

reaching achievements of the Prussian armies

between 1864 and 1871. Again and again he

ponders the disturbing transformation of the

nation's emotional life and the conversion of

a contemplative people into the efficient but

barren organization of the German state.

Whatever virtues may illuminate Raabe's

world, his is the humor, often bookish and

tortuous, of a patient and understanding but

never uncritical observer of a society which

threatened to substitute sham values for genu-
ine belief.

Few novelists of the time can match the

sustained storyteller's craft of Fontane or

Raabe. One of them, the Swiss Gottfried

Keller (q.v.), greatest of all the mid-century
realists, issued in 1879 a carefully considered

revision of his most impressive novel, Der

grtine Heinrich (1854-1855); but apart from

a late "political" tale, Martin Salander (1886),

he confined himself at that time to the more

congenial medium of the Novelle, a form of

the short story in which the romantics had
excelled and which was now, in the 70*5 and

8o's, once again the favorite German narrative

vehicle. Twenty-four volumes of Paul Heyse's

(q.v.) Deutscher Novellenschatz (1871-1876)

testify to the popularity of this attractive genre
in which genuine fabulists such as the North
German, Theodor Storm (q.v.); Gottfried

Keller and C. F. Meyer (q.v.) in the firm, round
manner of the Southwest; and the accora-
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plished Austrians, Ferdinand von Saar (q.v.)

and Marie von Ebner-Eschenbach (q.v.) spoke

authoritatively and appealingly.
It is true that in most of these shorter narra-

tives the provincial themes of German fiction

predominate; but the soundness of their form

and the steadiness of their human appeal is so

striking that, in retrospect, the work of these

realistic craftsmen overshadows on the whole

the emerging discussion of the new "natural-

istic" point of view (see German naturalism).

Compared to the substantial and lasting

achievements of these five or six conservative

prose writers, the naturalistic controversy now
seems little more than a brief interlude, but

like the subsequent challenge of the "ex-

pressionistic" point of view it served as a

climactic shock without which the new
"modern" idiom of the 2oth century could not

have been finally established. This critical

skirmish was conducted with vigor and some

bitterness, mainly in those cities in which the

recent European reorganization had vested

economic and social strength in Berlin,

Leipzig, and Munich. Some of the new literary

journals sustained the controversy between

the rearguard of the idealistic tradition and
the cosmopolitan advance of the pscudoscien-
tific and mechanistic-minded forces. In their

pages and in the belligerent pamphlets of the

outstanding protagonists, the voices of a new

generation were first heard, and a distinguished

group of European writers (Ibsen, Zola, Tol-

stoy, Maupassant, Strindberg, Hamsun, Ger-

hart Hauptmann, qq.v.) broke for the first

time, with concerted effort, into the estab-

lished world of bourgeois belief.

The compelling influence of the mid-

century's three most persuasive analysts, Taine

(q.v.) 9 Darwin, and Marx, left the German
writers especially preoccupied with the de-

terminist pattern of life. At the beginning of

the 8o's the fascination of the idealistic tra-

dition seems to be coming to an end: whether

optimistic at the prospects of evolutionary

progress or resigned to pessimistic immobility,
the artist finds himself compelled to abandon
the humanistic faith in the creative will of

the individual. At a time when German im-

perialism begins its most aggressive career, the

work of Schopenhauer seems, paradoxically,
to find its belated fulfillment in the natural-

istic philosophy.
At the same time, the earlier predominance

of the provincial and idyllic themes now gives

way to a deliberate emphasis upon the social

issues of the city and of those human types
and classes that had not yet actually entered

the main stream of self-conscious literature.

In the flourishing tradition of the German

popular fiction and poetry, the subjects of

class conflict and social tension had, of course,

not been uncommon. Even the technique of

minutely detailed observation and description
was not the contribution of the young natural-

ists alone. But the new matter was now being

employed with an aggressive baldness of ges-
ture and design that makes any comparison
between the German naturalists and their

English, French, or Russian contemporaries
difficult. The popularity of the novelist and
dramatist Hermann Sudermann (q.v.) is not

due to the superiority of his achievements; in

such works as Der Katzensteg (1889) or Fran

Sorge (1887), he turns the impartial con-

scientiousness of Zola or Tolstoy into German

sentimentality and fails to accomplish more
than a transparently crude artifice.

The new and somewhat nai've critical belief

in the staccato reproduction of a narrow seg-
ment of life, applied, as it was, with the stub-

bornness of the smaller German naturalistic

talents, made any fiction of real distinction im-

possible. The instrument of the German lan-

guage which had, since the days of Goethe,
become so impressive an organ of thought and

eloquence now failed to serve and discipline
the narrative artist. Fontane, one of the first

to recognize the courage and justice of the

naturalistic idiom, bestowed his earliest and

generous praise not upon a work of fiction, but

upon the paradigmatic play of Arno Holz and

Johannes Schlaf (qq.v.), Die Familie Selicke

(1890). It was in the drama or the theatre

that the nervous manner of meticulous report-

ing proved to be most effective.

The German drama of the immediate past
had not been undistinguished. Still bound to

the idealistic conventions of belief and tech-

nique, its subject matter had philosophical
substance, patriotic fervor, and, here and

there, popular appeal. Throughout the age,
Richard Wagner's (q.v.) influence was com-

pelling, even irresistible. In 1876 his festival

house at Bayreuth was finally opened with
his Nibelungen tetralogy, and six years later

Parsifal concluded the spectacular career of an
artist whose creative work and critical convic-

tions, with all their one-sidedness, were more

widely disturbing than those of any other of

his European contemporaries.
The naturalistic drama differed in essential

respects, however, from Wagner's romantically
conceived and emotionally strenuous notion of

the Gesamtkunstwerk. With something like

pedantic consistency, the new playwrights pro-
ceeded to dissolve the heroic center of the
classical drama into a dull variety of in-
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voluntary gestures and episodic situations;

even in its subject matter the naturalistic

drama was at first tiresome and monotonous,
but it soon abandoned the narrow preoccupa-
tion with crime, hunger, and disease. In the

hands of its most vigorous and gifted artist,

Gerhart Hauptmann, it became a remarkably

telling and flexible form.

Hauptmann's achievement is not easily

summarized. In many respects he has been an

awkward and at times even irresponsible

artist, whose long career has been filled with

surprises and disappointments. But in the

company of his more superficial and less

courageous and now generously forgotten

contemporaries, he remains in Germany the

only genuine representative of the modern
realistic drama. The spectacular aspects of his

early success (For Sonnenaufgang, 1889) are

now a matter of record. What gives him lasting
distinction is that, within the brief period of

10 or 15 years, he enlarged the indistinct me-

dium of naturalistic speech and action into a

variety of impressive dramatic accomplish-
ments. The influence upon him of Ibsen's,

Bjornson's, (q.v.) and Dostoevski's (q.v.) reli-

gious idealism is strong at first, and compassion
remains his most persistent trait. Die Weber

(1892), a stirring account of exploited and trag-

ically charged human beings, has proved to be

Hauptmann's most straightforward work, free

of the clich6 and claptrap of similar "prop-

aganda" plays. Both in comedy (Der Biber-

pelz, 1893) and in historical tragedy (Florian

Geyer, 1895), he develops the naturalistic style

by the force and detachment of his own tem-

perament into a superbly final type of igth

century epic-drama. Two later and even more

powerful plays, Fuhrmann Henschel (1899)
and Rose Bernd (1903), reaffirmed his skill in

human portraiture; but he had then already

passed beyond the strict pattern of naturalistic

doctrine, for in Hanneles Himmelfahrt (1893)
and his most widely played lyrical drama in

verse, Die versunkene Gloche (1897), he had
made use of newly developed symbolic poetic
devices. Throughout his later career he has

shown himself to be resourceful and versatile.

Characteristically, he has remained immune
to the disturbing influence of Nietzsche his

strength is drawn not from the philosophers,
but from a deep sense of the nervous energy
and delicate contour of the individual human

being.

Hauptmann's work, as well as that of his

lesser naturalistic contemporaries, owes much
to the flourishing theatrical culture of the

time. Three events indicate the memorable ad-

vance of the Berlin theatre: the production in

1874, by the duke of Meiningen's troupe, of

Shakespeare's Julius Caesar, a display of "real-

istic" staging and mass scenes which was not

to be easily surpassed; the establishment, in

1883, of the Deutsches Theater which, under
the directorship of A. L'Arronge, was to de-

vote itself both to the classics and to the more
drastic new portrayals of Berlin life; and the

founding, in 1889, of the Verein Freie Biihne.

With its first production (Ibsen's Ghosts) and

by its sensitiveness to the new contemporary
idiom, it gained at once, under its director,

Otto Brahm, the respect and enthusiasm of

the younger generation. The work of Max
Reinhardt (1873-1943), the most agile theatri-

cal talent of the past 50 years, gave to the

newly invigorated medium particular distinc-

tion. With an extraordinary feeling for the

spectacular elements of the old Austrian ba-

roque theatre he combined a metropolitan in-

stinct for the subtleties of poetic effect and
a flair for the new function of actor and stage

designer. His wide range from Molidre to

Strindberg, from Gorky's Night Asylum to

Johann Strauss's Die Fledermaus, from Goethe
to Georg Kaiser, suggests the measure of his

contribution to the vitality and elegance of

the stage which long has been, and is espe-

cially at the present time, the one artistic

area within which the collective devotion of

the Germans to the symbols and images of art

finds conspicuous public expression.
It was the imaginative strength of the new

theatre which directly or indirectly facilitated

for the younger writers the transition from the

unpromising doctrine of naturalism to more
flexible and more specifically poetic forms.

Whether the generation of poets, painters, or

musicians which now began to reexamine the

sources and aims of the work of art declared

its allegiance to an "impressionistic," "symbol-
ist," or "neo-romantic" group, its common
concern was with the irrational source of the

artist's vision. The new poetry did not, of

course, at once abandon its preoccupation
with the pressing contemporary subject matter

of social issues. On the contrary, two of its

most forceful representatives, the poets Detlev

von Liliencron and Richard Dehmel (qq-v.) 9

with all their nervous impressionistic percep-
tion were intensely, at times even hectically,

concerned with the current issues of sex, social

tension, and the city. Those were relevant

themes, and the conservative talents assembled

in Heyse's Milnchner Dichterbuch (1882) are

the poorer for their want of them. Wilhelm
Boelsche in an influential essay, Die natur-

wissenschaftlichen Grundlagen der Poesie

(1887), the young Arno Holz (q.v.) in his first
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volume of lyrics, Das Buck der Zeit (1885), and
the avant-garde writers in Arent's Moderne
Dichter-Charaktere (1885) had stressed the

link between the poet and the new "scien-

tific" or the "French" manner of seeing the

world. But the stirring example of poetic in-

spiration and political fervor was Walt Whit

man, whose poetry had long been vigorously
defended by Freiligrath and was now ener

getically recognized by Johannes Schlaf (Walt
Whitman, 1897, 1904). Against the lean and

formalized imagery of the German mid-cen

tury poets, Whitman represented the voice

and rhythm of unself-conscious imagination.
In Dehmel and Liliencron, in the later

poetry of Holz (Phantasus, 1898-1899), and in

one or two minor impressionist poets, the cu-

riously delicate and on the whole unmartial

sensibility of the post-Bismarckian era was to

find its appropriate idiom. Their perception
was not merely precise and accurate, but sub-

tle, and the pulse of their verse was more pas
sionate and restless than might have appeared
tolerable, even to the most understanding

poets of the older generation. But, for the first

time since the flowering of the romantics in

the 1820*5 and 1830*8, the poet spoke with the

aggressive ardor of the genuinely inspired

singer.

The year 1890 indicates the beginning of a

far-reaching imaginative movement, of which

Hugo von Hofmannsthal, Raincr Maria Rilke,

and Stefan George (qq.v.) are the most striking

representatives. About George's strange and

masterly personality gathered the proud apos-
tles of the aristocratic and antimaterialistic

faith, who, in the Blatter fiir die Kunst (1892-

1919), denounced the pedestrian dullness of

naturalism. Hofmannsthal was bound to the

new attitude, if not directly at least indirectly,

by the patrician delicacy and depth of his

intelligence. Rilke, the sensitive Easterner, the

pater seraphicus, kept cautiously apart from

the slowly forming circle of George's followers.

But all three, throughout their work, are con

cerncd with the question of the poet's position
in an antipoetical world.

In the lyrical poetry at the turn of the

century, a feeling of the artist's self-conscious-

ness is especially obvious. To the young
Nietzsche, who had met Wagner in 1868, it

was axiomatic that civilization and culture

should culminate in the artist; with him in

1872 (ice Die Geburt der Tragodie), as it had
also been with Schopenhauer, no creative ac-

tivity transcended that of the musician. But
the poetry of the go's, whether it came from
the East, the West, or the South, reflected the

precarious situation of the man of feeling and

vision in a fundamentally incoherent society.
The Kaiser's refusal to patronize the natu-

ralistic playwrights was merely obtuse, the

overwhelming public embarrassment in the

face of Baudelaire (q.v .), Dehmel, Wedekind,
and Strindberg was more serious. The word

decadence, which was to become so sympto-
matic of the intellectual climate of the go's,

meant, of course, more than degeneracy and
moral degradation; it conveyed the pathetic
increase of spiritual and nervous energies
at the expense of biological strength and

bourgeois efficacy. Thomas Mann's Sudden-
brooks (1901), a prodigiously gifted young
man's first novel, paraphrases this theme, and
his tales, from Der kleine Herr Friedemann

(1898) to Der Tod in Venedig (1913), even the

entertainingly moralizing Konigliche Hoheit

(1909), reflect with singular perspicacity some
of the spiritual elements which now motivate

the young neo-romantics a lively sense of the

irrational heritage of the German past, an

insistence upon the traditional responsibility
of the man of letters, and the ever more press-

ing concern with the virtues and destiny of

man.
These were, in substance, Nietzsche's prob-

lems; and Nietzsche's work is the gigantic

gauge by which not only those immediately
under his influence but also each genera-
tion since his death in 1900 have measured
their world. His peremptory challenges, formu-

lated in the most brilliant and disciplined

prose of the century, were ultimately directed

at the nature of man, at the biological source

of his perception, the depth and fiber of his

emotional and intellectual constitution, and
above all his moral obligation to a society in

a state of precarious crisis.

Impressionists, symbolists, and expressionists
alike were profoundly affected by Nietzsche's

complex work. Among the early impressionists,
those who were indebted to the brothers Gon-
court (q.v.} and the French painters from
Monet to Renoir, the preoccupation was,

clearly, with a new understanding of the art-

ist's private sensibility. In Germany, Eduard
von Hartmann (1842-1906), the philosopher of

the "unconscious," had some time before (1869)
dissolved the round individuality of the ego
into a series of atomic and fleeting perceptions
which were, in the subsequent intuitive and

metaphysical philosophy of Bergson (q.v.) and
the psychology of Wundt and Freud, con-

firmed as the new units of experience. The
symbols of Baudelaire and Mallarm (q.v.), the

light gestures of Mantes and Liebermann, and
the "small sensations" of Cezanne and Debussy
make up some of the most generally distinc-
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tive elements of the intellectual climate of the

European fin de si&cle.

Vienna, always delicate and melancholy in

its temper, became the scene of much of the

new writing: the emotional refinements of

Arthur Schnitzler (q.v.) found their most ap-

propriate setting in a society more urbanely,
more naively preoccupied with the transi tori-

ness of life than was the weary Claudio in Hof-

mannsthal's Der Tor und der Tod (1893).

Peter Altenberg (q-v.)> with his extraordinary

feeling for the brittle, revealing detail, is the

characteristic Austrian master of a literary

chamber music for which Johannes Schlaf's

(q.v.) Chekhov-like sketches, In Dingsda (1892),

with their blurring and lyrical overtones, sup-

plied a minor German melody.

Hugo von Hofmannsthal, the most sensi-

tive of the Viennese poets of the go's, devel-

oped the resources of his Austrian heritage
into a body of disciplined verse and prose
so distinguished that the impressionistic idiom

of his early poetry was but the promising be-

ginning of a literary career which surpasses in

variety, breadth, and wisdom that of any of

his contemporaries. His association with Max
Reinhardt and Richard Strauss links him to

the baroque theatrical and musical splendor
of the post-Wagnerian and neo-roraantic gen-

eration; his rich, measured, and classical prose

is, in modern German literature, unrivaled.

If the gravity of tradition and cultural re-

sponsibility dominate Hofmannsthal's work, it

is the religious crisis of the age which gives
direction and significance to Rilke's poetry.

He, too, began as an impressionist. His earliest

poems, before Das Buch der Bilder (1902),

have little specific weight. But the contrasting

experiences, first of Russia and later of Rodin's

masterly absorption in work, and the insta-

bility of his own restless life produced, before

the First World War, poetry which for wealth

and steadiness of vision is, in retrospect, strik-

ingly consistent and impressive. His cardinal

theme, elaborated with an ever more severe

measure of self-denial and objectivity, is the

loneliness of modern man. The issues of

Kierkegaard's Christian radicalism, the re-

ligious speculations of subsequent Protestant

theologians such as Earth and Brunner, even

the prominent psychotherapeutic reflections

of men like Jung, are all touched tangentially
in Rilke's work. It may be that one source of

Rilke's perception was private and romantic;

but in an age which was overcharged with a

disturbing variety of shifting attitudes and

concerns, his total contribution is both unique
and convincing. His poetry is never, except by

profound implication, ''political"; neither in

his magnificent late work nor in his volumi-

nous correspondence is there evidence of any
concern for the simpler and institutional social

ties that hold men together. Even the events

of the First World War drove Rilke only into

a more intense search for the stable realities

in which the supremely conscious man, the

poet, could find his place.
In George, the third of the great modern

German poets, the paradoxical tensions that

sustain the pattern of the past 50 years be-

come most sharply visible. His influence upon
the German scene of the last two generations
is incalculable. Beginning as the self-willed

center of a small group of antipositivist minds,
he ended not only as a poet who had achieved

an extraordinary manner of his own, but as a

prophet of national resurgence. George, the

master and seer, and his Kreis of devout fol-

lowers belong in the succession of Nietzsche;

aristocratic and pointedly disciplined, but
never divorced from the broad current of a

common historical heritage on the contrary,

intensely aware of the cultural and traditional

responsibilities of the poet this group repre-
sents the extreme measure of the deliberate

and stylized, even "heroic" gesture.
The images of past greatness, to which

George and his circle were devoted, became
the objects of a peculiarly sensitive and exalted

form of mythography, and the group's Blatter

flir die Kunst, at first confined to an esoteric

circle, provided a guarded platform for men
who have since become conspicuous repre-
sentatives of the new historical sensibility. Few
of the disciples attained distinct poetic sig-

nificance, but George himself, both in his

rigorously cultivated idiom and in his gradual

focusing upon the political subject matter of

the "Reich," achieved an incomparable degree
of poetic intensity. His translations from many
European poets indicate the range of his

spiritual indebtedness.

More palpably than any other major poet

George demanded the return to categorical

values; indeed, the relativism of the natural

sciences and the conciliatory perspectivisra of

the historical school had gradually given

way to a stricter concept of the humanities

(Geisteswissenschaften), for which the phi-

losopher and historian, Wilhelm Dilthey

(1833-1911), had given far-reaching and sug-

gestive definitions and which was now to bear

fruit in almost all phases of contemporary
thinking. The philosophical writings of the

time, whether they are concerned with socio-

logical, aesthetic, or religious problems, are,

therefore, of outstanding importance for the

appraisal of German literature. Historians not
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only of the German past, but of the European
literatures as well gave new and remarkable

impetus to the critical examination of literary

patterns and values.

The intellectual currents among the crea-

tive writers of the Wilhelmian era are not

easily analyzed, but in a comprehensive sense

they can be called political, for all impulses of

the time spring from a deep-rooted sense of

unprecedented change in the outer and inner

life of the nation. To divide them into liberal

and conservative is perhaps trf give unwar-

ranted unity to a large variety of revolutionary

attitudes; but the direction of their attack is

in almost all cases anti-bourgeois, and much
of their aggressive terminology is no less Nie-

tzschean than was the privately poetic temper
of the impressionistic and symbolist poets. At

the turn of the century, so it seemed, the after-

math of 1870 merged into a premonition of

1914. For their genuine and vigorous com-

ments upon all forms of cultural hypocrisy the

South German satirists, with their mocking
but prudent strength, were especially effective.

Jugend and Simplicissimus, two of the sharp-

est and wittiest of the semipolitical papers,
both founded in Munich in 1896 provide

genuine and biting social criticism; Karl Kraus

(q.v.) and the belligerent but securely rooted

Bavarian, Ludwig Thoma (q.v.), were early

contributors; the ironical and devastating
Biedermeier cartoons of Thomas Theodor

Heine became, 25 years after Wilhelm Busch

(q.v.}, the inimitable signature of oblique
social pessimism.

In the North, it was Paul Ernst (q.v.) who,
socialist in politics but conservative in tem-

perament and neoclassicist in form, analyzed
in his extensive and varied writings the col-

lapse of German idealism. Nietzsche's influence

upon his thinking is unmistakable. With
ceaseless energy of thought he challenged, in

his austere tragedies as well as in his expert
narrative works, the determinism and fatalis-

tic concepts of the naturalistic doctrine. Others

(Ferdinand Avenarius, 1856-1923; Arthur
Moeller van den Bruck, 1876-1925; Wilhelm
von Scholz, Wilhelm Schafer, Heinrich Mann,
qq.v.) also stated the case for a more resolutely

"political" literature.

Perhaps no part of the literary life profited
more from the seriousness with which the

place of the arts was now being discussed than
German fiction at the turn of the century.
Even though the new novel is highly indi-

vidualistic, it reflects nevertheless the strong
interest of the time in matters of a broader
cultural kind. Eduard von Keyserling (q.v.),

in temperament and style related to the widely

read Danes, J. P. Jacobsen and Herman Bang
(qq.v.), observes the oppressively thin atmos-

phere and the self-conscious paralysis of an
enervated and overbred Baltic aristocracy.
Even in the work of Thomas Mann, the formal

detachment of the Flaubert-Fontane tradition

now merges more expressly with the emotional

temper of the German romantic heritage. Yet

Thomas Mann soon transcends his early pro-

ficiency in the impressionistic idiom. The scope
and texture of his work have steadily grown;
the many memorable figures of his distin-

guished world, the Tonio Krogers and Budden-
brooks, the Aschenbachs and Castorps, even
the recent mythological characters of a re-

created past, have appeared before us as ever

more urgent reminders of the novelist's con-

cern with the human chance of spiritual self-

justification. If, in the earliest tales, it was the

socially suspect "artist" who failed to assert

himself against an uncomprehending bour-

geoisie, the problem of man's adjustment to

society and his mastery of the irrational

has of late become Thomas Mann's domi-
nant theme. With his work the German
novel has undoubtedly attained European
rank, but in spite (or because) of the accuracy
and refinement of his observation, he has, to

some extent, remained the characteristic repre-
sentative of an atomistic age. When in the late

2o's the mood of the time became revolution-

ary, it seemed to many that his voice and his

preceptorial humanism had lost much of their

persuasive force. Since his arrival in the

United States he has, once again, taken an
active part in the discussion of political issues.

Many other less brittle novelists may in their

work have recorded the changing tide of con-

temporary feeling more directly and often

with more absorbing passion, but in intelli-

gence, moral seriousness, and craftsmanship
Thomas Mann has rarely been surpassed.
Of the numerous women writers in whom

the delicacy of naturalistic and impressionistic
observation is successfully united with a lively

sense of plot and character, only one, Ricarda

Huch (q.v.), has attained lasting significance.
Her early patrician novel, Erinnerungen von

Ludolf Ursleu dem Jungeren (1893), was
followed by a series of broad historical works
in which scholarly solidity and expertness of

narrative style are happily combined. The
sense of obligating tradition, so pronounced in

Ricarda Huch, is at the same time one of the

dominant traits of the period itself; it is the

quality by which many of the impressionist
novelists and poets succeeded in giving perma-
nence to their talent.

The initial phases of this return to signifi-
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cant values were inevitably critical of the

very foundations of the time. Nietzsche's cul-

tural pessimism, his anticipation of the cen-

tury of nihilism, his doubts of the validity of

current values, his insistence upon biological

rather than ideological standards all merged
into an apocalyptic sense of crisis without

which neither the generation before nor that

after the First World War can be rightly

understood. The acid work of the dramatist

Frank Wedekind (q.v.) is an indication of the

cynical despair and skepticism with which,

even before the astringent social challenge of

Heinrich Mann, Georg Kaiser (q.v.), Alfred

Doblin (q.v.), and Hermann Broch (q.v.), all

contemporary values were being regarded. In

the years between the appearance of Raabe's

Horacker (1876) and Heinrich Mann's Der
Untertan (1918), the form of cultural criti-

cism had hardened and its intention had

gained in bitterness.

The sense of instability and crisis was, how-

ever, not confined to the disillusioned older

generation, for the establishment of communal

youth organizations and ideologically militant

Biinde, such as the "Wandervogel" (1896) and
the "Pfadfinder" (1911), represents an early
and far-reaching mobilization of the younger

generation itself; both the hopelessness of

youth and its revolutionary mood henceforth

remain prominent pathological themes. Even
the enormous success of Hans Breuer's song-
book, Der Zupfgeigenhansl (1908), by which
much of the popular poetic feeling and

imagery of the subsequent period was being
determined, has had considerable political

significance.

The lively interest in Strindberg and

Kierkegaard, in Rilke and the French sym-
bolist poets (see French symbolism), and the

ever more fashionable preoccupation with

Eastern, especially Russian, literature are suf-

ficiently telling signs. The rebarbative, almost

oriental, fiction of Wassermann (q.v.) repre-
sents in its subject matter the most persuasive
statement of the prevailing sense of the indi-

vidual's merging into humanity or, better, of

man's individual responsibility for the whole
of mankind. In their form these and other

popular novels avoid the radical idiom which
was to become characteristic of the expression-
istic generation. Impressionistic delicacy and
naturalistic determinism had, of course, be-

come equally suspect during the years before

1914. The Blatter fur die Kunst had prepared
the attack upon both attitudes. Now the artist

demanded images which were not accidental,

but essential and absolutely valid; he insisted

not so much upon an adherence to formal

principles of external accuracy as upon imagi-
native re-creation, an "ex-pression" of the

commonly concealed core of any given thing
or experience. Not the artist's "impression" of

a stable world, but the intensity of his intui-

tive emotional grasp was now to be the source

of his work. The reality which he was to repre-
sent was not to be a mere copy, a literal tran-

scription of casual living, but a vision different

from it in shape and more intensely spiritual
in quality.

In music and painting, in the early works of

Munch, Gauguin, Van Gogh, Picasso and

Kokoschka, the disintegration or, it would
be better to say the deliberate reorganization
of the pattern of things seen and felt, became

plainly apparent. In Schonberg's Pierrot lu-

naire (1912) and in the statues of Wilhelm
Lehmbruck (1881-1919) and Ernst Barlach

(q.v.), the characteristic manipulation of

purposeful distortion suggested the striking

range of the new sensibility. In all of these

artists, most movingly, perhaps, in the work of

the painter Franz Marc (1880-1916), the

ecstatic intensity of feeling breaks conventional

forms and a new, inner organ of perception
seems to be at work. The "expressionist" idiom

was, of course, not confined to German litera-

ture in the poetry of Rimbaud, Claudel, and

Jammes (qq*v.) it found significant French

representatives but in the revolutionary and
hectic decade after the First World War, it

had its most enthusiastic supporters in

Germany. As early as 1910 some of its tenets

were expounded in two periodicals with the

indicative titles Sturm and Aktion. Hermann
Bahr (q.v.), the mercurial Viennese who had
in 1891 proclaimed the end of naturalism,

Die Uberwindung des Naturalismus, now out-

lined in his brief and popular Expressionismus

(1916) its main features. A vast literature of

enthusiastic and pseudocritical adherence to

the new creed paraphrased the anti-bourgeois,

pacifist, and revolutionary (activist) nature of

the new theses.

But only in the work of the lyrical poets
did the expressionistic doctrine release poetic

energies that were to become a living part of

the literary tradition. Kurt Pinthus's compre-
hensive and crystallizing anthology, Mensch-

heitsddmmerung (1920), reveals the variety
of expressionist themes and temperaments.
The early poets, the visionary Georg Heym,
the evanescent Georg Trakl, the religious
Ernst Stadler, and August Stramni (qq*v.)>

prophetically anticipate the apocalyptic
shadows of the war years. In the poems of

Gerrit Engelke (1892-1918), Max Barthel

(1893-), Karl Broger (q.v.), Heinrich Lersch
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(q.v.) f and J. R. Becher (q.v.), the fervor of in-

spiration and rebellion against the demons of

a mechanized age illuminates proletarian and
humanitarian motives. The younger genera-
tion, emphatic in their denunciation of war,

nevertheless reflect the political currents of

the time. Only in the baroque work of a few

of these poets does the private experience pre-

dominate. The early poetry of Franz Werfel

(q.v.), with its brilliant musical cadences and

its religious groping reminiscent of the young
Rilke, has in spite of its anti-war sentiments

few of the strident artificialities of the ex-

pressionist fraternity. Only now and then does

it break into the rebellious cry of the later

drama.

For it was in the expressionistic drama that

the conventions of feeling and form were most

strikingly and most consistently denied. Here,

in the lyrical and monodramatic plays of

R. J. Sorge, Walter Hasenclever, Fritz von

Unruh, and Ernst Toller (qq.v.) and in the

sharp and bizarre social indictments of Carl

Sternheim (q.v.), Georg Kaiser, and Arnolt

Bronnen (1895-), the shiftless and fearful

undercurrents of life were cast into startling

images and intellectualized symbols and repre-
sented in actions and characters which were

stripped of their superficial plausibility. At

the same time the typically flamboyant

'cry" uttered in an unresponsive "space" de-

manded new patterns of presentation: the

expressionistic theatre (Jessner, Martin, Feh-

ling, Piscator), with its grotesquely dissolved

architectural frame and the distorted but in-

tense and rhythmical tones and gestures of

its depersonalized actors, provided an ade-

quate if puzzling medium for a revolutionary
and uprooted generation. Few of the expres
sionist plays have survived the psychological
climate in which they were conceived. They
remain essentially the telling documents of a

period of frenzied vertigo and of an idealistic

resurgence in which the collective experience
of social instability and political defeat found

its compensating poetic form in hyperbolic
effusion and frantic commotion.

The same measure of formal dissolution was

not, perhaps, feasible in the realm of expres-
sionistic prose fiction. But the German novel-

ist of that time shares with his contemporaries
in France and England a will to redefine in

theory and practice the shape and function of

narrative art. In the works of Kasimir

Edschmid (q.v.), Dciblin, E. G. Kolbenheyer
(q.v.) 9 and Hermann Stehr (q.v.), the spirit of

social and private rebellion and the quest for

a new faith are pressed into an explosive and

belligerent narrative idiom. The memory of

Nietzsche's intellectual criticism and Freud's

insistence upon the symbolic nature of all ex-

plicit human acts is now apparent in every
form of prose writing, especially in the re-

markable neo-romantic and surrealist novels

of Franz Kafka (q.v.), whose influence upon
the present generation, particularly in Eng-
land and America, has been lasting and pro-
found. Near Kafka and Rilke stands Franz

Werfel as the third representative of a specif-

ically Eastern form of religious seriousness and
inward idealism.

By 1924, the year in which Thomas Mann's
Der Zauberberg sums up the conflicting tend-

encies of a bewildering age, the expressionistic
interlude had come to an end. It is true that,

for a short time, the radical theses of social

revolution continued to be advanced in the

shrill and dissonant manner of the political
theatre. But the dramatist's voice had lost the

dithyrambic note of private agony. If a new
social and intellectual order had not yet
been found, if a common denominator of ac-

cepted beliefs had not been established, there

nevertheless began to emerge from among the

poets and artists strong and striking signs of a

recovery of the emotional equilibrium. The
terms "matter-of-factness" (Neue Sachlichkeit)
and "magic realism" offered themselves con-

veniently for the critical discussion of the

change in perspective. Actually, the firmer and
unsentimental frame in which life now seemed
to gain coherence and which was to give stabil

ity of vision to the poets owed its preliminary

strength to more than one element. It was not,

certainly, a casual reflection of temporary
economic prosperity; rather it was, in the work
of the significant writers, a "decision" to survey
with utmost soberness the moral resources

from which the contemporary life was to

derive its validity.

First among these was the attempt to focus

more sharply upon the memories of the First

World War. The impact of those four cata

clysmic years had been immense. To the ex-

pressionists, they had conjured up eschatologi-
cal visions of radical evil; now in a mood of

recollection and recovery, the poets of the late

2o's seem more disposed to accept the moral

challenge of a supremely precarious life.

Remarque's justly popular Im Westen nichts

Neues (1929) may not have been the most sub-

stantial of all war books, but in the rnov-

ing pages of Carossa's un heroic yet resolute

and steady Rurnanisches Tagebuch (1924), in

the volume Kriegsbriefe gefallener Studenten

(1928), in Ludwig Renn's documentary Krieg

(1928), in R. G. Binding's disciplined Aus dem
Kriege (1925), and in the sharply realistic and
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detached work of J. M. Wehner, E. E. Dwinger,
and especially Ernst Junger (qq.v.), there

emerges a poetic sensibility which in many
respects far transcends the mere subject matter

of the war and leads away from speculation

directly into the stern idiom of what con

temporary German critics sometimes broadly
term existential issues.

But the war, whether contemplated as an

individual experience or a collective effort, is

only one of many tentative motives of recollec-

tion and reorientation. Among them themes of

German history have, especially in the "po
litical" fiction of the past years, become
more and more frequent. Spengler's spectacu-
lar Der Untergang des Abendlandes (1918)

produced no more than a cursory wave of

pseudohistorical interest; the startling and

appalling complexity of its weave left no di-

rect impression upon the poets. Hans Grimm's

(q.v.) cumbersome but widely discussed Volk

ohne Raum (1926) and his far superior Die

Olewagen Saga (1918) represent a popular type
of semihistorical fiction in which the pride
and tribulation of Germans abroad supply the

appealing subject matter. Josef Pontcn's (q.v.)

I
7olk auf dem Wege (5 vols., 1930-1941) and
the numerous novels of German life in the

diaspora are likely to remain documents of the

tenacity of the national character. Most of

these works are not easily appreciated and will

remain, at best, tempting hieroglyphs to the

foreign reader. They lack the transparent ease

of such successful writers of historical fiction

as Alfred Neumann, Bruno Frank, and Stefan

Zweig (qq.v.), whose works state not so much
the weight of conservatively conceived "per-
ennial" values as, rather, the contemporary
problems of liberal living.

In Hermann Hesse's Der Steppenwolf (1927),
in Broch's broad trilogy, Die Schlafwandler

(1930-1932), in Robert Musil's (q.v.) ironically
brittle Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften (1930-),
even in Erich Kiistner's (q.v.) Fabian (1931),
the moral deflation of the age finds its most
effective expression: all bourgeois forms of life

seem here permanently broken, there remains

only (as in the memorable world of Kafka) the

oppressive reality of man's preoccupation with

the plain business of living. The younger

generation, disturbingly dislocated, now sur-

veys the shattered frame of its life; in some of

its books, aspects of powerful social criticism

are mixed in masterly fashion with elements

of demonic force.

At the same time, a curious preoccupation
with nature, understood as accepting life not

only within the desiccated limits of the city,

but in a more loosely defined frame of ele-

mental though deeply, civilized obligations, is

the subject of much of that literature which
has sprung up in the monotonous ideological
climate of the past 10 years. Without doubt a

few of the younger novelists have produced
distinguished, though seldom original, work
and have achieved novels with the peculiarly

provincial and emotional strength inherent in

the tradition of German fiction. But their

work, where it promises to remain alive, draws
in the main on the literary forms of the past;
it owes as much to the serene igth-century
world of Richter, Stifter, and Keller as it does

to the ironic formal tradition from Flaubert

to Hamsun and Thomas Mann.
The narratives of Binding and the autobio-

graphical tales of Carossa point in another di-

rection; they are, together with the remarka-

ble prose of Junger, documents of a specifically
humanistic concern for the spiritual and
moral heritage. Thomas Mann's work, from

Der Zauberberg to his pointillist portrait of

Goethe (Lotte in Weimar, 1939) and the most

recent Joseph tales (1933-1944), although dif-

ferent in its fundamental premises, indicates

this resolution most clearly.

Whatever the sources of the emotional co-

hesion which the contemporary writer in Ger-

many hopes to establish, whether historical,

regional, or religious, whether reasoned or ir-

rational, the idiom of the past 15 years is

tranquil and collected. It conveys a calm which
is not always free of strain and which is the

evidence of something like a deep sense of re-

nunciation. Its dominant character, in remark-

able contrast to the experimental temper of

the war generation, is a self-conscious obliga-
tion to tradition, While the expressionist and

revolutionary poets dealt with problems of the

social and political crisis in large and meta

physical gestures, many of their less militant

contemporaries withdrew deliberately, with-

out even an indication of protest, from a dis-

appointing present. The form of their work,
different from the loose, sharp "cry" of the

years of the First World War, was severe, their

melody restrained. The poetry of the late

Rilke, of R. A. Schroder (q.v.) and Rudolf Bor
chardt (q.v.) is indicative of a palpable shift

from expressionist abandon to the austerity
of a disciplined idiom. Another phase of

the recent progress of poetry began with

Bert Brecht's (q.v.) Hauspostille (1927), the

catching and ironic rhymes of Kastner's

"Gebrauchslyrik," and the melancholy and
reticent verses of Joachim Ringelnatz (1883-

1934). These poets, in form though not in

content indebted to Christian Morgenstern
(q. v.), hoped for the response of a politically
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alert public; it was their aim to produce

"quotable gestures/' and whether they repre-
sented the ideology of right or left, they ad-

vanced, underneath their attitude of deceptive
detachment, the strongest claim to political

action.

The latest aspect of poetry owes its peculiar
character first of all to a striking and not al-

ways organic change in subject matter a

change away from collective and "liberal"

social themes, towards the more irrational

subject of a man's place in the total natural

frame of his earthly life. It is a poetry of being
and not of speculation and knowledge. After

the pungent and caustic short verses of the

Gebrauchslyriker, the modern poet is once

again, in Germany and elsewhere, ready to

experiment with more sustained and demand-

ing forms of expression. He cultivates classical

meters; hymn, ode, philosophical poem, choral

chant, and ballad are popular. But in the more

distinguished representatives the quality of

this latest poetry is also determined by the

confluence of certain impersonal and "objec-
tive" elements drawn from Rilke's later elegies
and the elevated pathos of Germany's greatest

"pure" poet, Holderlin. In the poems of both

of these paradigmatic and widely praised
artists, private emotions and the imagery of

individualistic experience are subordinated to

the acceptance of the inescapable realities of

the world. Most of the National Socialist

poets lived, of course, only by the artificial

inner (and outer) support of a rigid and
narrow ideological framework. Their work
served the demands of a brief day; and not the

limitations of subject matter alone, but their

blunt and defective poetic perception has de-

prived most of them of permanent significance.
*

Something of the declamatoriness of the

poets is also apparent in the more recent

drama, for which the early expressionist,
Hanns Johst (q-v.), has been a vociferous

though by no means distinguished spokesman.
The combination of modern technical re-

sources (radio, film, mass meeting, open-air

stages) and an urgent sense of the dramatist's

propagandistic function have produced a

peculiar theatrical idiom in which strained

solemnity alternates with palpable doctrine

and broad popular appeal. Here, as in the

novel or ballad, historical themes predomi-
nate.

,
In the plays and critical utterances of

some of the younger playwrights, there is a

lively concern about the relevance to modern

tragedy of man's "religious" and political de-

pendence.

Many of the German writers whose work
illuminated and reflected the European world

between 1914 and 1934 have, during the Nazi

decade, lived abroad. Many have passed

through years of the deepest despair, some
have adjusted themselves in Russia, England,
or the Americas to new languages and a new

public. German literary magazines abroad
have carried the convictions and visions of the

exiled across more than 10 years of enforced

separation. Among those in Germany who
have survived the war and the final collapse
of their world, some will again be able to

speak freely. The years to come will challenge
these poets, young or old, to reassert against
the evidence of destruction and incoherence

their destined power of evoking and sustain-

ing the permanent signs of human virtue and
resolution.
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Naturalisrnus bis zur Literatur des Un-
wirklichen (1938); Jethro Bithell, Modern Ger-

man Literature, 1880-1938 (1939); Richard

Samuel and R. Hinton Thomas, Expressionism
in German Life, Literature, and the Theatre

(1910-1924) (1939); Josef Nadler, Literatur-

geschichte des deutschen Volhes, Bd. 3 (1814-

1914), Bd. 4 (1914-1940), (1938-1941); Victor

Lange, Modern German Literature, 1870-

*94 0945)-
V. L.

German naturalism. In 1880 German literature

began to play a role in the European natural-

istic movement and in the ensuing two decades

contributed some of its outstanding docu-

ments. The German movement started in the

field of literary theory under the influence of

the theory and practice of Emile Zola (q.v.).

Its first phase was the defense and interpreta-
tion of Zola (whom German criticism was

vilifying) by four enthusiasts: Michael Georg
Conrad (q.v.), the only German naturalist to

make personal contact with Zola; Oskar
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Welten, who gave the most complete German

analysis of Zola; and the brothers Heinrich

and Julius Hart (q.v.). These men offered a

favorable interpretation of the French natu-

ralist's activity and explained the theories on
which his works were based. In the second

phase an attack was launched on the popular
German literature of the day for its backward-

looking and trivial rumination of the German

literary tradition and its lack of contact with

the contemporary world. Outstanding in this

phase, when with the rise of Germany to the

stature of a world power in 1870-1871 there

came a desire for a literature commensurate
with the nation's new position, were the Harts,

Karl Bleibtreu (q.v.), Klaus Hermann, and the

group of writers gathered in the literary club

"Durch" (q.v.) and the lyric anthology
Moderns Dichter-Charaktere (1885). Common
to the work of all these writers was the con-

viction that German literature was not alive

to the needs of the day and needed revitaliz-

ing. In the third phase there was an attempt
to formulate an aesthetic theory along natu-

ralistic lines. Leaders in this endeavor were

Wilhelm Boelsche (q.v.), a scientist who

analyzed literary problems in terms of con-

temporary scientific hypotheses, and Conrad

Alberti, who sought to formulate an even more

complete naturalistic theory along social and

scientific lines. Around 1890 a final phase

developed in which a critical theory arose that

was to undermine the naturalistic position.
This took the form of an attack on natural-

ism's demand for extreme objectivity and first

appeared as a recognition by Georg Brandes

(q.v.) of the strongly subjective elements in

Zola's works. The tendency was then fur-

ther developed by Julius Langbehn, Max
Nordau, and Hermann Bahr (q.v.). Arno Holz

(q.v.) sought to counter this attack against the

naturalistic position by formulation of so-

called konsequenter Naturalismus, in which
he stated a theory of the nature of art that

excluded the subjective element; in reality his

essay, criticized by his naturalistic colleagues,
served to bring about the final downfall of

naturalistic theory in Germany.
Naturalistic creative activity was most

effective in the fields of the drama and the

novel. The lyric played a brief part in the

early years of the movement in Germany with

Arno Holz's Das Buck der Zeit and the anthol-

ogy Moderne Dichter-Charaktere, more im-

portant for its introductory essays by Karl

Henckell and Hermann Conradi (q.v.) than

for its poetic offerings. In the later naturalistic

period, however, the lyric was considered a

genre unsuited to modern needs. The major

influence on German naturalistic drama was
that of Henrik Ibsen (q.v.), whose social

dramas were hailed enthusiastically by the

German naturalists and produced by the

Freie Buhne. The leading dramatic critic of

German naturalism was Otto Brahm (q.v.),

director of the Freie Biihne, outstanding in-

terpreter of Ibsen in Germany, and one of the

most incisive of the modern German critics*

The founding of the Freie Buhne in 1889 on
the model of the Th&ltre Libre gave the

naturalistic drama a testing ground where the

works of Ibsen, Zola, and the German natural-

ists were brought before the public. Holz and

Johannes Schlaf (q.v.) collaborated on prose
sketches and the drama Die Farnilie Selicke,

which, employing an extremely naturalistic

treatment of language and detail, played a

central role in the rise of the German natural-

istic drama. Under their influence, Gerhart

Hauptmann (q.v.) began his career with Vor

Sonnenaufgang, which had a stormy presenta-
tion by the Freie Buhne, and he produced in

the ensuing years the outstanding dramatic

works of German naturalism, Einsame Men-
schen and Die Weber. Only partly within the

naturalistic movement, Hermann Suclermann

(q.v.) combined the well-made play with natu-

ralistic elements in such dramas as Die Ehre
and Heimat. The naturalistic repertoire was

increased by dramas from the pens of Max
Halbe (q.v.), whose Jugend was a contem-

porary hit, Georg Hirschfeld, Max Dreyer

(q.v.), Ernst Rosmer, Otto Erich Hartleben

(q.v.), Paul Ernst (q.v.), in his early period,
and others. In Austria, Ludwig Anzengruber

(q.v.) was a forerunner of naturalistic tenden-

cies, and Arthur Schnitzler (q.v.), in his early

works, a contributor to the naturalistic reper-
toire. The development of naturalistic drama
was broken off by the rise of neo-romanticism

around 1896,

Zola's Rougon-Macquart novels were the

major influence on the German naturalistic

novel wherein, after several abortive attempts

by Karl Bleibtreu, Conrad Alberti, and
Hermann Conradi to portray contemporary
life naturalistically, there was a widening of

the field of the German prose narrative to in-

clude new social subjects and a new interpre-
tation of modern life. Leading novelists were
Max Kretzer, author of Berlin novels, Clara

Viebig, Wilhelm von Polenz (qq.v.), with

novels of peasant life, and Georg von

Ompteda, novelist of the German artistocracy.
Hermann Sudcrmann once again stood on the

periphery of the movement. Again Anzen-

gruber was a forerunner of naturalism with

his novels of Austrian village life. Theodor
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Fontane (q.v.) contributed some of the best

novels of the period.

Leading naturalistic journals were Die

Gesellschaft, edited by M. G. Conrad in

Munich from 1885, which gave German natu-

ralism a rallying point and played a major
role in its development, and the Freie Buhne,

published in Berlin under the editorship of

Otto Brahm from 1890. The Harts' Kritische

Waffengange, a series of essays published 1882-

1884, and their short-lived Berliner Monats-

hefte (1885) and Kritisches Jahrbuch (1889)

were major contributions to German natural-

istic journalism.
See: E. Wolff, Die jiingste deutsche Litera-

turstromung und das Prinzip der Moderns

(1886); L. Berg, Der Naturalismus (1892); A.

von Hanstein, Das jtingste Deutschland (1901);

M. G. Conrad, Emile Zola (1906); O. Brahm,
Kritische Schriften (2 vols., 1913-1915); H.

Rohl, Der Naturalismus (1927); W. H. Root,

German Criticism of Zola (1931); Georg
Brandes, "Emile Zola," Deutsche Rundschau,
LIV (1888), 27-44.

W. H. R.

Gershenzon, Mikhail Osipovich (1869-1925,
Russian literary historian), born in Kishinev

of a Jewish family, graduated from a local

Gymnasium in 1887. He studied in Berlin and

then at Moscow University, where he followed

courses on the history of ancient Greece under

P. G. Vinogradov and wrote a thesis, "The
Athenian Polity of Aristotle/' for which he

was awarded a gold medal. In 1893 his articles

began to appear in Russkaya mysl (Russian

Thought). He visited Italy in 1896 as a cor-

respondent of a leading Russian daily. On his

return to Russia, Gershenzon became a con-

tributor to a number of the so-called "thick"

periodicals. Eventually he became absorbed in

the study of Pushkin and his milieu and

gained recognition as a leading authority in

this field. As a result of these studies Ger-

shenzon published in 1908 a monograph on

P. Y. Chaadayev; later came his Istoricheskiye

zapiski (O russkom obsfichestve) (1910; His-

torical Notes on Russian Society), Obrazy pro-
chlovo (1912; Images of the Past), Griboyedov-

skaya Moskva (1914; The Moscow of Gri*

boyedov), Mudrost Pushkina (1919; The
Wisdom of Pushkin), Stati o Pushkine (1926;

Essays on Pushkin). Gershenzon also edited

Russfiiye Propilei (6 vols., 1915-1919, The
Russian Propylaea).

After the Revolution of 1917 Gershenzon
served in the Department of Education,
Central Archives; he also organized and was

elected first president of the Ail-Russian

Congress of Writers.

See: Andrei Bely, "M. O. Gershenzon/
1

Rossiya, 5 (14), 1925.
O. M.

Gezelle, Guido (1830-1899, Flemish poet), was
born at Bruges. He studied for the priesthood
and after his consecration was appointed an
instructor at the Roman Catholic seminary of

Roesselare. There he won the lifelong affec-

tion of a group of young enthusiasts in whom
he stirred that love of poetry which lies

dormant in many Flemish souls. But the

Francophile higher clergy frowned on his

popularity with the boys, in whom he aroused
a nationalistic Flemish spirit, and in 1860 he
was transferred to Bruges and given the

humble office of curate. By that time there

had been published Dichtoefeningcn (1858;
Poetic Exercises), which contains his famous

poem "O 't ruischen van het Ranke Riet"

(O Rustling of the Rushes' Throng), Ge-

dichten, Gezangen en Gebeden (1859; Poems,

Songs, and Prayers), and Kerkhofblornmen

(1860; Churchyard Flowers). But after his

transfer he remained silent for 30 years, per-

haps under compulsion of his superiors. He
consoled himself with the study of languages
he was an able linguist and especially of

his own beloved Flemish. The love of words
was a passion with him. He collected them as

an 18th-century virtuoso collected rare cam-
eos. He gathered them out of old books, out

of the rough speech of the day laborer by the

roadside, no matter where he found them, as

long as he thought them beautiful. "Old
words are of more value than old jewels,"
he used to say. He edited for 14 years a

linguistic monthly called Loquela (1881-1895),
in which he published the treasures he dis-

covered. After Gezelle's death this valuable

material was rearranged into a dictionary
under the same title, Loquela (1907). In 1893
the poet broke his long silence with the

publication of Tijdkrans (Time Garland),
which was followed by Rijmsnoer (1897;

String of Rhymes). In these he gave his very
best. He died in 1899, hardly known, outside

the circle of his former students, as the great

poet he was. It remained for the young
leaders of the literary revival, the editors of

Van Nu en Straks (Today and Tomorrow) in

Flanders and of De Nieuwe Gids (The New
Guide) in Holland, to make him known to

lovers of poetry and spread his fame.

The charm of Gezelle's poetry is not in its

thought. He was a thinker, though not
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original enough to create great poetry out of

his meditations. But as a visionary and an

interpreter of nature's beauty he was original
to a great degree. All the innumerable sounds

of nature, the rustling of the reed on the

water's edge, the calls of birds, the song of

the scythe among the wheat, the roar of

thunder, are reechoed in his verse; all the

variegated hues of his Flemish country, the

blues of its summer skies, the grays of its

November days, are described with a profu-
sion of words set to melodious rhythms.

Among his works is a masterly translation

(1886) of Longfellow's Hiawatha which shows

the best characteristics of his uncommon
talent. His native town gave him belated

recognition by the erection of a fine statue.

See: A. J. Barnouw, "The Voice of

Flanders," Nation, C (New York, 1915), 106-

107; G. L. van Roosbroeck, Guido Gezelle,

the Mystic Poet of Flanders (1919); A. de

Ridder, La Litterature flamande contempo-
raine (1923).

A. J. B.

Ghon, Henri (pseud, of Henri Vanglon, 1875-

194,1, French playwright), was born in Bray-
sur-Seine. In spite of a precocious talent for

drama (at the age of eight he had written a

play entitled Un Mari trompd), Henri Ghdon
chose medicine as his profession. As early as

1897, however, he contributed articles of

literary criticism to various reviews and maga-
zines. In 1899 his play Le Fils de M. Sage was

published in Ermitage, and in 1911 he pre-
sented Le Pain, a symbolic drama of pro
letarian and revolutionary character, followed

in 1914 by L'Eau de vie, a tragic picture of the

degrading effect of alcoholism on a family.
Andr Gide and Jacques Copeau (qq.v.),

with whom he founded the Nouvelle Revue

franfaise in 1909, strongly influenced Ghon.
His conversion to Catholicism during the First

World War was another powerful element in

the development of his art. While still in the

army he wrote two religious dramas, Les Trois

Miracles de Sainte Cecile and Le Martyre de

Saint Valcrien (published in 1922). In 1921

Copeau presented at the Vieux Colombier Le
Pauvre sous I'escalier, in which Ghon, mix-

ing comedy and tragedy, uses the familiar and
naive style that remained his favorite means
of expression. He believed that the mission of

the theatre was a return to the simplicity of

the old miracle plays. In order to help the

diffusion of his religious dramas Ghon
founded in 1924 a company, the Compagnons
de Notre Dame, which became the Com-

GHIL

pagnons de Jeux in 1931, under the direction

of Henri Brochet.

Ghon not only wrote a considerable num
ber of plays (Jeux et miracles pour le peuple
fidele, 2 vols., 1922; Saint Maurice, ou

I'Obdissance, 1923; Thomas d'Aquin, 1924; Le
Comddien et la grdce, 1925; La Merveilleuse

Histoire du jeune Bernard de Menthon, 1926;
La Mort de Lazare, 1931); he also published
volumes of poems (Chansons d'aube, 1897;
Solitude de I'ete, 1898; Foi en la France, 1916),

essays (Nos Directions, 1911), and novels (Le
Consolateur, 1903; Les Jeux de I'Enfer et du

Ciel, 3 vols., 1929; La Jambe noire, 1941).
See: Marcel Raymond, Henri Ghdon; sa vie,

son ceuvre (1939); Marcel Raymond, Le Jeu
retrouvd (1943).

M. E. C.

Ghil, Ren (1862-1925, French poet), was born

in Tourcoing, French Flanders. He studied in

Paris at the Lyce Condorcet, where he shared

the friendship of Ephrai'm Mikhael, Pierre

Quillard, Stuart Merrill (q.v.), and Andr
Fontainas, all of whom were soon to play a part
in the symbolist movement. His first book of

poems, Ldgendes d'dmes et de sang (1885),

written under the influence of Mallarm (q.v.),

was an attempt at applying his scientific con-

ception of poetry. The following year, in the

Trait^ du verbe, he defined and expanded his

theories. His main purpose was to submit the

art of verse to a scientific method by applying
to the sounds of speech the principles of instru-

mental music, creating thereby what he calls

instrumentation verbale. Taking Rimbaud's

(q.v.) "Sonnet des voyelles" as a starting point,
Ghil claimed that vowels, and even con-

sonants, not only possess color suggestions, but

also a particular timbre corresponding to

such and such a musical instrument and

capable of evoking by sound alone a variety

of emotions. He then began to apply this

musical technique to the exposition of his

philosophical and scientific concepts, and to

that effect several books of poems were pub-
lished. As if to leave no doubt concerning
their unity of design, these works bear a

unique title, (Euvre (1889-1909), divided into

three parts, Dire du mieux, Dire des sangs,
Dire de la lot. Although verbal orchestration

was his main intent, the author dreamed of

fusing together all the forms of art, literary,

pictorial, plastic, as well as musical. By such

means Ghil aimed at giving a complete

synthesis of man since his remotest origins. In

spite of the elaborate treatises in which he

explained his intentions De la podsic scien*
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tifique (1909), La Tradition de la polsie

scientifique (1920), Les Dates et les ceuvres

(1923) he has had no disciple, but his work
remains a curious example of experimenta-
tion in the domain of poetic technique.

See: Andr Barre, Le Symbolisme (1912);

C. A. Fusil, La Poesie scientifique (1918);

Adolphe van Bever and Paul Lautaud,
Pastes d'aujourd'hui (1929).

M. D.

Giacosa, Giuseppe (1847-1906, Italian drama-

tist), was born and died at Colleretto-Parella,

in a mountain valley in Piedmont. The region
itself, with its crags and torrents and medieval

castles, has been the site through the centuries

of plentiful romantic action; it is no wonder
that it gave scene and mood to Giacosa for

many of his early plays.

After a false start in the law, he turned to

the writing which was to be the main business

of his life. Within the period 1870-1904 he

wrote some 25 plays, most of the earlier ones

in verse, the later ones in prose. He was clearly
the leading Italian dramatist of the latter part
of the igth century. His first success came with

Una Partita a scacchi (1872), a brief romantic

idyl in a medieval setting. // Trionfo d'amore

(1875) is of the same general character. Then
came comedies of Goldonian type, of which
the best are Sorprese notturne (1875) and

Acquazzoni in montagna (1876). Presently,

however, the Middle Ages return this time

not in idyllic form, but in the full panoply of

historical romance. The two best plays of this

kind are // Fratello d'armi (1877) and // Conte
rosso (1880). // Fratello d'armi is perhaps the

best product of pure romanticism in Italy. It

is somewhat incoherent in structure and
uses the romantic stops somewhat too re-

lentlessly, but it is a very good play none the

less stirring, passionate, unexpected, and with

more realization of character than one might
expect to find in such a work. After 1880

Giacosa reverted occasionally to traditional

comedy or historical romance, notably in La
Dame de Challant, a historical play written in

French for Sarah Bernhardt and first produced
by her in New York in 1891. But he devoted
himself mainly to social dramas, finding his

themes among the ordinary problems of

modern social and business life (after the

naturalist fashion), and treating them, when
he is at his best, with a restraint that is almost
classic and with a direct simplicity and a

common-sense sanity of judgment that are

quite his own. The three most notable of these

plays are Tristi Amori (1888), Come le foglie

(1900), and // Piii Forte (1904). Tristi Amori

is the best of all, a play so good and so satisfy-

ing that it seems to render quite unnecessary
and insignificant most of the mass of modern

plays that deal with the triangle theme.

Giacosa's persons are not of heroic stature:

they are everyday people, neither very admir-

able nor very villainous, mixed in their

motives, and not too effectual in their at-

tempts to deal with the forces that play around
them and through them. Yet they are well

worth knowing and observing, and some of

them are permanently likable. Giacosa never

preaches, but can at times cut through to re-

markably telling statements of essential fact.

No triangle play ends with words more
memorable than the culminating words of

Tristi Amori: "Things like this have no

ending . . . they just drag on hopelessly."
In collaboration with Luigi Illica, Giacosa

wrote the libretti for three familiar operas by
Puccini: La Boheme (1896), Tosca (1899), and
Madama Butterfly (1903). He wrote also three

volumes of good historical and descriptive

prose: Novelle e paesi valdostani (1886),

Castelli valdostani e canavesani (1898), and

Impressioni d'America (1898). The last one
was written on the basis of a stay of several

months in the United States, to which he

came, in 1891, to superintend the rehearsals

for La Dame de Challant.

See: S. A. Smith, "Introduction/' in Giacosa,

Tristi Amori, ed. by R. Altrocchi and B. M.

Woodbridge (1920).
E. H. W.

Gide, Andr (1869-, French novelist, critic,

essayist, and dramatist), is among the most dis-

turbing and controversial of great contem

poraries, for hesitations and contradictions

mark all his thought. He insists that he writes

to be reread; and if he admirably fulfills his

function, which is to disturb and provoke the

reader, it is also true that each of his books

contains the precise antidote for the poison
that it apparently distills.

Born in Paris, Andrd Gide descends, on his

father's side, from Cdvennes Huguenots and,
on his mother's, from Norman Catholics

recently converted to Protestantism. In these

divergent influences he sees the source of his

intellectual contradictions and the reason for

his writing, since only in art could he harmo-
nize his opposing tendencies. His father's death

in 1880 left Andr6 in the care of three austere

women whose rigid principles did not prevent
their pampering the boy his mother, his

Aunt Claire, and the English spinster Anna
Shackleton. An indifferent pupil afflicted with

nervous disorders, he studied at the Ecole
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Alsacicnne and under private tutors. The con-

flict between his intense religious fervor and

his awakening to manhood found expression
in Les Cahiers d'Andre Walter (1891), begun
at 18 and published anonymously as the

posthumous diary of an unhappy youth.

Though telling in romanticized form the story

of his own pure love for his cousin Em
manuMe, this little volume of lyrical prose,
soon to be followed by Walter's Poesies (1892),

also reduced to its essence the philosophico-

literary idealism of the epoch and hence

opened to its author the doors of the cdnacles.

For two or three seasons Gide circulated among
the symbolists, a stiff and artificial figure whose

uncornprising intellectualism and devout faith

embarrassed his friends. Meanwhile his subtle

Traitd du Narcisse (1892), Tentative amou-
reuse (1893), and Voyage d'Urien (1893) further

identified him with French symbolism (q.v.).

But in the fall of 1893 he undertook a trip to

North Africa which, as he had foreseen when
he left his beloved Bible at home, marked the

great turning point in his life. Falling ill at

Biskra, he narrowly escaped death, and his

convalescence taught him the value of life, of

the present moment, and of that ardent fervor

which gives life its zest. He also learned the

secret of his tormented nature and resolved

not to stifle his inclinations. Deliberately he

renounced his past, seeking the primitive man
under the veneer of education. After a year in

the desert he recanted his former life in an
ironic epitaph, Paludes (1895); in 1897 his

break with symbolism was confirmed by Les

Nourritures terrestres, a breviary of revolt

which preaches the joy of living by the senses,

restlessly eager for every eventuality. On his

return to Paris in 1895 he had witnessed his

mother's death and married his cousin. Hence-

forth, with Paris and his two Norman estates

as headquarters, he was to travel frequently,
to Africa, Italy, Germany, England, and even-

tually Russia.

"To free oneself is nothing; it's being free

that is hard" this is the problem which Gide
examines from all sides during the next 20

years. The too receptive Saul and the over-

generous Candaulus, heroes of his beautiful

verse dramas Saul (1903) and Le Roi Candaule

(1901), together with the Michel of L7m-
moraliste (1902), end tragically because of

breaking with conventional morality in their

search for self-fulfillment. The Alissa of La
Porte etroite (1909), counterpart of L'lmmora-

liste, illustrates the dangers of the other ex-

treme, renunciation. In Le Retour de I'enfant

prodigue (1907) Gide's prodigal, while ad-

mitting his errors, helps his younger brother

to escape. Finally, the seductive Lafcadio of

Les Caves du Vatican (1914) finds himself the

prisoner of a free, unmotivated act he has

committed to prove his own liberty. Indeed,
even during his period of maturity between
the two wars, Gide consistently returns to the

problem of personal freedom: in his dialogues
on the subject of homosexuality, Corydon
(1924), in his outspoken memoirs, Si le grain
ne meurt (1926), and in Les Faux-Monnayeurs
(1926) the only novel he has written, for he
has classified the frankly ironic works as soties

(Paludes; Le Promethee rnal enchaine, 1899;
Les Caves du Vatican) and the soberly classical

works recounted by one of the protagonists as

recits (L'Immoraliste; La Porte dtroite; La

Symphonic pastorale, 1919; and a few others).

In treating the three themes of his novel the

adolescent revolt, the decaying of bourgeois
families, and the creation of a work of art

Gide reveals many of the antinomies upon
which his dynamic equilibrium rests: the soul

and the flesh, life and art, expression and

restraint, the individual and society, classicism

and romanticism, Christ and Christianity, God
and the Devil. Here, moreover, his predilec-
tion for the complex form of a book within a

book, which he had originally indulged in his

first work, yields its happiest results.

It is natural that his lifelong preoccupation
with freedom and his keenly sympathetic
nature should have made Andr Gide a

champion of the oppressed. As mayor of a

commune in Normandy (1896), later as a juror
in Rouen (1912), and finally as a special envoy
of the Colonial Ministry (1925-1926), he had

ample opportunity to observe social injustice.

His Voyage au Congo (1927) and Retour du
Tchad (1928), in fact, led to legal reform and

eventually to curbing of the industrial con-

cessions in the colonies. When, in the early

30*5, he declared his admiration for Soviet

Russia and his sympathy toward Communism,
Gide shocked the men of his generation, as he

had so often done before, and raised another

barrier between himself and official honors.

After a trip to Russia his Retour de 1'U.RJS.S.

(1936), which told of his disappointment and
criticized the Soviets for abandoning their

original principles, momentarily alienated

even his young admirers. But Gide has always
been an independent.

Gide's critical writings, found chiefly in

Prdtextes (1903), Nouveaux Prdtextes (1911),

Dostoievsky (1923), and Incidences (1924), have

won him a place as one of the most perspica-
cious literary critics of his time. His double
nature permits him to admire the classical

(Goethe, Racine, Bach) while nourishing a
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predilection for tormented and complicated
souls (Nietzsche, q.v., Dostoevski, q.v., Blake,

Whitman, Baudelaire, q.v.). These and a few

others (Montaigne, Browning, Chopin) are the

spiritual brothers having most intimate in

fluence on the man who, in a lecture in 1900,
made a most eloquent apology for all influ-

ences. The same broad sympathies are shown
in his clairvoyant criticism of contemporaries,
for he has often been the first to discern and

encourage authentic talent. In 1909 he was a

prime mover in founding the Nouvelle Revue
franfaise, a focal point in recent French litera-

ture. His own influence has been as wide as

that of any writer of his generation; suffice it

to mention two Academicians and a Nobel

prizewinner who have felt that influence,

Mauriac, Lacretelle, and Martin du Card

(qq.v.), and certain leaders of the group born
around 1900, Giono, Green, Malraux, and
Saint Exupchy (qq.v.).
A skeptic, questioning all values, like

Montaigne vaunting his uncertainty and his

inconsistencies, Gide early dedicated himself
to the study of man. In a style which varies

from the colored, ejaculatory prose of his early
works to the voluntarily bare understatement
of his mature works, he has explored the most

complex and most disturbing characters, emo-
tions, and ideas. Though "le gidisme" has

frequently exerted an unfortunate influence

upon those who failed to read to the end his

maxim, "It is good to follow your penchant
provided you go upward," nevertheless Gide's

position as a moral philosopher only grows
with time. He can be best read in the 15-
volume edition of the (Euvres completes (1932-
*939)> to which should be added the 1300
pages of the definitive Journal (1939), supple-
mented by Pages de journal, 1939-1942 (1944).

See: C. Du Bos, Le Dialogue avec Andr6
Gide (1929); R. Fernandez, Andre Gide (1931);
L. Pierre-Quint, Andre Gide; sa vie, son ceuvre

(1932); J- Hytier, Andrt Gide (1938).

). O'B.

Gil, Augusto (1873-1929, Portuguese poet),
was born near Oporto, in Lordelo de Giro,
but from early childhood lived in A Guarda,
Beira. He held important administrative posi-
tions in the Department of Public Education.
This poet is perhaps the best Portuguese

example in recent times of one who drew his

inspiration from folkloric elements. Although
literary influences from contemporary mod-
ernistic formalism can be seen in his first

book, Musa cdrulea (1894; Cerulean Muse),
there are already apparent a simplicity of

expression and a spontaneous grace which
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point to the folkloric orientation of his later

work. Indeed, Augusto Gil belonged to a

group of poets who passed through the last

10 years of the last century and the first

third of the present one without allowing
their personalities to become permanently
stamped with any of the dominant tendencies,

although they continued to appropriate dis-

creetly from each of them. In Gil is another
instance of that miracle which at times

touches folkloric poets when their verses are

attributed to the people owing to the au-

thenticity of their form and sentiments. The
triads of the folk song backed by the tradi-

tion of centuries, the quality of the cradle

songs, the wittiness of the erotic couplet, the

objective emotion which characterizes his

treatment of landscape (valley of the Mon-

dego), have made the poet one of the best

known and most enjoyed by the Portuguese
public. Luar de Janeiro (1909; January Moon-

light), O craveiro da janela (1920; The Car-

nation Pot in the Window), and Avena
nistica (1927; Rustic Wheat) are his most

representative books. In the religious vein,
Alba plena (1916; Full Dawn) is the story of

the Virgin Mary, presented in short poems.
At times, owing to the nature of the theme,
these deviate somewhat from the poet's char-

acteristic folkloric technique. Gil's Rosas
desta manha (This Morning's Roses) was

published posthumously in 1931.
See: Agostinho de Campos, Antologia portu-

guesa: Augusto Gil (1923).

R. M. L.

Gil, Ricardo (1855-1908, Spanish poet), was
born in Murcia. His poetry is contained in

two books, De los quince a los treinta (1885)
and La caja de musica (1898), which antedate

the appearance of the Spanish poets of the

modernist period. He has, therefore, the dis-

tinction of being one of the few Spanish fore-

runners of the great poetic movement at the

end of the past century, whose greatest crea-

tive figures and precursors were Spanish
American, not Spanish. Ricardo Gil dis-

tinguished himself in his day as an independ-
ent, who drank directly at the fount of

French poetry and, under its influence, pro-
duced a poetry of his own, characterized by
its intimate lyric quality, its delicacy, its

elegance. The rest of his work is contained in

a posthumous volume, El ultimo libra (1909).
See: F. Balart, Impresiones (1894), pp. 131-

143; E. Diez-Canedo, "Ricardo Gil," Lectura,
Afio VIII (Madrid, 1908), Tomo I, pp. 56-57.

F. de O,
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Gilkin, Iwan (1858-1923, Belgian poet and

dramatist), was born in Brussels, studied law

at the University of Louvain, then lived in

Brussels and devoted himself exclusively to

literature. He is a purely intellectual poet.

His first two volumes of verses, La Damnation

de I'artiste (1890) and Tdntbres (1892; pub-
lished under the title La Nuit in 1897),

written with Parnassian correctness, are like

an echo of Baudelaire's (q.v.) Les Fleurs du

mal, amplified in the search for perverted
sensations. Led on by a pessimism which

"darkened his inner life for seventeen years/'

he describes with diabolical pleasure the per

vcrsity of mankind: "If evil were not attrac-

tive, evil would not exist." According to him
the only outcome of this state of corruption
is death, and death itself is fearful because of

the mystery of the great beyond. It is hard to

believe the assertion of his intimate friend

Albert Giraud (q.v.) that Gilkin's inspiration
was original and not inspired by Baudelaire.

La Nuit was to be followed by two volumes
of a more optimistic and redeeming nature,

L'Aurore and La Lumtere, yet these never

appeared. Le Cerisier fleuri (1899) sounds a

more cheerful note. It is a collection of poems
written in a lighter vein; the versification is

freer, the tone is gay, the general theme is

the enjoyment of life. The change in phi-

losophy is complete in Promethde, a dramatic

poem, also published in 1899. In this work
Gilkin has admittedly been inspired by
Goethe's outlook on life as well as by the

tragedy of /Eschylus. Now the author believes

in the final triumph of spirit over matter,
and he has gone over to a restricted type of

free verse, using occasionally lines of nine or

eleven syllables, and rhyming masculine end-

ings with feminine ones or a singular with a

plural.
Gilkin has written two dramas in prose:

Savonarole (1906) and Les Etudiants russes

(1906). In the first he powerfully evokes the

ascetic figure of the great Dominican monk
and the irresistible influence of his persuasive

personality on the Italian people of his time.

Les Etudiants russes gives a picture of the

various phases of the "Russian soul" at the
end of the igth century, where oriental fatal-

ism is mixed with the social philosophies of

the western world.

See: H. Liebrecht, Histoire de la literature

beige d'expression franfaise (1910); F. Castillo

Nijera, Un Sidcle de podsie beige (1931; with

Spanish translations and notes); G. Doutre-

pont, Histoire illustrde de la literature fran-

faise en Belgique (1939).

L. V.

Gille, Vatere (1867-, Belgian poet), was born

in Brussels. He studied at the University of

Louvain and after the death of Max Waller

succeeded to the editorship of the Jeune

Belgique (see Belgian Literature in French).
Then he became librarian of the Royal Li-

brary in Brussels. His weekly critical articles

on historical, literary, and artistic subjects in

the daily paper Dernitre Heure were much

appreciated. His first volume of verses, Le
Chdteau des merveilles (1893), is composed of

delicate short poems in the manner of

Th<ophile Gautier. La Cithare (1897), a col-

lection of beautifully chiseled, plastic and

serene pictures of ancient Greece, was crowned

by the French Academy; it is reminiscent of

the art of Chnicr and of Leconte de Lisle

(q.v.). Gille is a poet of Parnassian correctness

and great purity of expression whose constant

care seems to have been to keep in check the

potential outbursts of his lyricism. The pass-

ing touch of Baudelairian pessimism (see

Baudelaire) found in Le Coffret d'ebtne (1900)

is completely offset by Le Collier d'opales

(1899), La Corbeille d'octobre (1902), and Jolt

Mai (1905), which are like hymns of fresh-

ness and youth moderated by an epicurean
outlook on life. It is in La Corbeille d'octobre

that the poet reaches the height of purity in

his nobly subdued lyricism. Gille also wrote

short plays: Ce n'dtait qu'un rcve (1903) is

a fairy tale full of refreshing grace, Madame
refoit (1908), a comedy of customs.

See: Henri Liebrecht, Valere Gille (1906).

L. V.

Gimlnez Caballero, Ernesto (1899-, Spanish

essayist and journalist), born in Madrid, is

one of the most representative prose writers

of the generation following the First World
War. In 1927 he founded the Gaceta literaria,

a journal which for several years was an

organ of the then so-called vanguardismo. As

an active litterateur, founder of publishing
firms, of clubs, and organizer of banquets, he

was one of the most outstanding theorists,

propagandists, and directors of this move-

ment now well forgotten except for its

renovating impulse. The books of Gim&iez
Caballero himself which were written accord-

ing to the ruling patterns of that time the

cult of machinery, the cinema, sports, horror

of the romantic and the sentimental, devotion

to metaphor and to "the new" show today a

surprising and melancholy oldness (e.g.,

Hercules jugando a los dados, 1929). In Spain,
once the brief moment of literary revolution

had passed, the young innovators accepted
their seniors; in poetry the influence of Juan
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Ram6n Jimenez (q.v.) is seen, and in thought

patterns that of Unamuno and of Ortega

(qq.v.). The influence of Ortega is especially
discernible in Gim^nez Caballero. Appraisal
of Spain, so common with the Generation of

'98, can already be observed in the author's

first book, Notas marruecas de un soldado

(1923). The critical approach to Spanish
matters becomes pronounced in one of his

most representative works, Los toros, las

castafiuelas y la Virgen (1927); a clever and

arbitrary book, written in an agile and pur-

poseful prose on themes concerning the

common people, it seeks, as he declared later,

"Hispanic awakenings." His lack of accord

with the pessimistic attitude of the earlier gen-

eration, which he accepted at first, and later

his disagreement with middle of the road

positions (Manuel Azana, 1932) lead him to

adopt a nationalistic position which carried

him to fascism. Much more attune to the

Italian than to the German spirit, just as he

was the "impresario" of vanguardism he was

also one of the first and most active theorists

of a Spanish Falangism inspired by Rome. To
this phase belong Genio de Espana (1932),

one of his most popular works; Arte y Estado

(1935); Roma madre: Apologia del fascismo,

el Duce y Roma (1939), awarded the Inter-

national Prize of Fascism.

As facile and prolific as he is acute, Gi-

ractoez Caballero is a cross between essayist

and journalist. A man with university train-

ing and a wide field of interests, but no ex-

clusive specialization, he possesses a fund of

literary and historical information. His devo-

tion to contemporary themes, his predilection
for current innovations, the transfer to the

essay of the journalistic treatment of actuality,

assume in Gimnez Caballero the appearance
of nonconformity and protest. What will pre-

vail of his work when the contemporary as-

pect vanishes will presumably be his distinc-

tive personality, his notable agility as a

writer, his constant zeal for literary endeavor,

and the light shed, independent of his grasp
of current happenings, on certain aspects of

the Spanish soul.

See: Samuel Putnam, ed., The European
Caravan (1931).

F. G. L.

Giner de los Rios, Francisco (1839-1915,

Spanish educator and philosopher), was the

guiding spirit of the educational renaissance

in modern Spain. Born in Ronda, he studied

at the universities of Barcelona and Granada,
but it was not until he went to Madrid in

1863 and heard the lectures of Sanz del Rfo

(<7.t;.) that he found the philosophy that was
to direct all his thinking and action for the

rest of his life. In 1868 he won an appoint-
ment to the chair of philosophy of law, a

position he was to hold for over 30 years,
with several interruptions. One of these came
in 1875 when Giner protested against the

unconstitutional infringements made on aca-

demic freedom by the Restoration Govern-
ment and as a result was arrested and im-

prisoned in Cadiz. On his release, in 1876,

together with some kindred spirits he founded
the Institucidn Libre de Enscnanza, a private

corporation free from any religious com-

munion, philosophical school, or political

party, "for the purpose of cooperating in the

general progress of education." Beginning as

a college, the Instituci6n was soon obliged to

add preparatory and then elementary instruc-

tion. Its innovations were quite revolutionary:
education was to be not only intellectual but

physical and moral as well; students were en-

couraged to develop a spirit o free inquiry
and to form independent judgments; text-

books and examinations were abolished; his-

tory of art classes were held in the Prado

Museum; students and teachers went on
week-end walking trips into the Sierra de
Guadarrama or on short journeys to discover

the art treasures of some old Spanish town.

It was Giner's profound conviction that the

regeneration of Spain could be brought about

only by the slow process of education, by
making men better, and to this cause he de-

voted all his fervor and energy for over 40

years. The Instituck'm was Giner's greatest
work. Its greatness was due not so much to

the new educational ideas and methods that

came from England and Germany as to

Giner's own vibrant personality and glowing
spirit which left a deep imprint on the minds
of some of the greatest poets, thinkers, and
teachers of modern Spain.

Giner's writings, from his first published
volumes (Estudios juridicos y politicos, 1875;
Estudios de literatura y arte, 1876; Estudios

filosdftcos y religiosos, 1876), reveal a multi-

plicity of interests and an inexhaustible

curiosity, and though they deal with the most
varied themes literary, aesthetic, juridical,

religious all have in common a philosophical

spirit and a deep social consciousness. On the

philosophy of law he wrote a number of

works which were widely used Principios de
derecho natural (1872) and Resumen de la

filosofia del derecho (1898), both of these in

collaboration with his student Alfredo Cal-

der6n, and La persona social (1899). On edu-

cational topics he wrote innumerable studies,
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Estudios sobre educatidn (1886), Educacidn y
senanza (1889), Pedagogia universitaria (1910).

All of of his essays and longer works were

gathered together by his friends and disciples

in the edition of his Obras completas (18

vols., 1916-1927).
See: Boletin de la Institucidn Libre de

Ensenanza, 1915 (entire issue devoted to Gincr

de los Rios); J. B. Trend, Origins of Modern

Spain (1934), PP- 5~ 1 32.

E. F. H.

Giono, Jean (1895-, French novelist), born at

Manosque in Provence, near the relatively

barren plateaus of the Lower Alps and the

valleys of the Upper Durance, partakes of the

same mixed Italian and French blood as Pierre

Gassendi and Emile Zola
(<y.t/.),

to whose basic

naturalism he has given new meaning. His

semi-autobiographical work, Jean le bleu

(1932; Eng. tr., Blue Boy, 1946), is an

account of his home life with his Picdmontcse

Protestant shoemaker father and his Parisian

mother and of early educational influences. At

the age of 14 he enthusiastically read in trans-

lation the great books of classical antiquity.
His imagination was kindled by the pantheism
of the Greeks no less than by their primitivism,
which recalled to him the people and scenes of

his own frontier land. His early poems reveal

the obsession of this Hellenistic cult. Caught
in the First World War at the age of 19, he

saw nothing in war but its horrors, which he

described, at times in magisterial fashion, in

Le Grand Troupcau (1931). His complete
failure to be touched by the spirit of heroism

and sacrifice led to the anarchistic pacifistic

creed of Refus d'obeissance (1937) and Pre-

cisions (1939). Over these later works hovers

the shadow of the greater war to come.

Giono's position is in an occidental tradition

that stems from Homer and the Bible. His

prose has epic characteristics, more Dionysian
than Apollonian, more pantheistic than

Christian. He has a poetic gift for direct

imagery, born of sensation, for bold and
sensuous metaphors that search out the inner-

most nature of reality and link man intimately
with objective nature, with the soil of the

earth under his feet (Les Vraies Richesses,

1936) and the clear starry firmament just
above his head (Le Serpent d'etoiles, 1933, and
Le Poids du del, 1938). His best works include

an early group of three short novels, Colline

(1920; Eng. tr., Hill of Destiny, 1929), Un
de Baumugnes (1929; Eng. tr., Lovers Are
Never Losers, 1931), and Regain (1930; Eng.
tr., Harvest, 1939); a later, more ample trilogy,

Le Chant du monde (1934; Eng. tr., The Song

of the World, 1937), Batailles dans la montagne
OOS?)' and Qw* ma joie demeure (1935; Eng.
tr., Joy of Man's Desiring, 1940); and a number
of excellent short stories of which the best

known are La Femme du boulanger (1935;
cinema version, The Baker's Wife, 1939) and
Solitude de la pitie (1932; Eng. tr., The Soli-

tude of Pity, 1935). On the technical side

Giono is unique in the direct (indirect from
the author's viewpoint) presentation and
characterization of simple peasants, nature's

true noblemen, through naturalness of gesture,

quaintness of speech, and sincerity of act. His
interest in symbol and metaphor undoubtedly
was the motive of his Pour saluer Melville

(1940); Triomphe de la vie (1942) is an indica-

tion that his literary career is far from com-

pletion. A play, Lanceurs de graines, was suc-

cessfully presented in 1937 in several European
capitals.

Giono's revolt against modern civilization

and the machine age is genuine, if Utopian.
Certain aspects of his thought recall the Ameri-
can writers Thoreau and Whitman. His

primitivism is not the soft pastoral longing of

a Rousseau because of the boldness and per-
sistence of his imagery Giono has often been

charged with preciositd but the hardy physi-

ological naturalism of a Diderot or a D. H.
Lawrence. His supreme good is life itself,

superior to all political ideologies and con

taining its own religious mysticism.
See: C. Michelfelder, Jean Giono et les re-

ligions de la terre (1938).

N. L. T.

Giraud, Albert (pseud, of Albert Kayenberg,
1860-1929, Belgian poet), was born in Lou-

vain, the old university town, where he spent
his childhood and his youth and studied at

the law school. As a student he joined the

Jeune Belgique group, a movement for the

rebirth of an autonomous, national Belgian
literature (see Belgian literature in French).
After receiving his degree Giraud went to live

in Brussels and, having no interest in the

practice of law, devoted himself to journalism
and poetry. Of an artistically haughty disposi-

tion, filled with bitterness and disdain for the

indifference and unintelligence of the crowd,
he seemed to live outside of his time and
aloof from his fellow citizens. An admirer of

Vigny and of Leconte de Lisle (q.v.), he was
an uncompromising partisan of "art for art's

sake." In his sonnets (Hors du sitcle, 1888-

1894; La Guirlande des dieux, 1910) he
chisels his lines with a sculptural perfection

equaled only, perhaps, by Heredia (q.v.)> but
with more subjective expression than the
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Parnassians. One feels his soul vibrate through
the cold precision of his style. It is interesting
to notice that the first volume of Hors du

siecle appeared five years before Heredia's

Trophees. Contemptuous of the common-

placeness of his contemporaries, Giraud likes

to evoke in colorful strokes the sumptuous

splendor of the past, of ancient Rome, of the

bygone glory of his own country of Flanders

(La Frise empourpree, 1912). At times he re-

minds the reader of the rhythmical incantation

of Baudelaire's (q.v.) suggestive phrases. His

technical mastery is especially apparent in

two collections of his youth, Pierrot lunaire

(1884) and Pierrot narcisse (1891; published

together in 1898 under the title Heros et

pierrots). In these volumes of subtle badinage
his mirth is without joy, his gaiety is only
external and bears the mark of the misery
and hopelessness hidden in his proud soul.

Between 1884 and 1921 Giraud wrote all told

10 volumes of verses.

See: J. Chot and R. Dethier, Histoire des

lettres franfaises en Belgique (1910); H.

Liebrecht, Histoire de la litterature beige
d*expression franfaise (1910); G. Doutrepont,
Histoire illustree de la litterature franfaise en

Belgique (1939).
L. V.

Giraudoux, Jean (1882-1944, French novelist,

dramatist, and essayist), was born in Bellac,

Haute-Vienne. He was an excellent student,

graduated with highest honors from the Ecole

Normale Supdrieure, and passed the examina-

tions for diplomatic service at the Quai

d'Orsay. His earliest publication is Provinci-

ales (1909). The First World War, in which

Giraudoux saw active service, inspired him
to write Lectures pour une ombre (1918) and

Adorable Clio (1920). A mission to the United

states resulted in Arnica America (1918). Fol

lowing the peace, he resumed his duties as a

diplomat, but continued to write. His best-

known books of this time, built around

charming young girl characters, were Suzanne

et le Paciftque (1921; Eng. tr., 1923), Juliette au

pays des hommes (1924), Bella (1926; Eng. tr.,

1926), and Eglantine (1927).

From his very first book it was evident that

Giraudoux represented in literature the

school of impressionism that had already suc-

ceeded in the fields of painting and of music.

His masters could only be Claude Monet and
Claude Debussy. His earlier works are entirely

lacking in plot. They seem to consist merely
of trifling incidents, unrelated details,

brusque transitions, and lengthy, irrelevant

digressions. The merit of these earlier works

lies in their style. It is extremely poetic, with

striking use of imagery. Figures of speech
flow in an unending stream, some poignantly
beautiful, some delightfully extravagant, some

frankly humorous ("La mort est si ancienne

qu'on lui parle latin").

Although such a style would seem emi-

nently unsuited to the drama, the first play
of Giraudoux, Siegfried (1928; Eng. tr., 1930),

adapted from a particularly desultory novel,
was highly successful. It was followed by
Amphitryon 38 (1929; Eng. tr., 1938), La
Guerre de Troie n'aura pas lieu (1935), and
Electre (1937), all based on ancient Greek

myths, but adapted to modern circumstances.

The limitations of the stage obliged Girau-
doux to discipline the exuberant fantasy
which had characterized him as a novelist.

On the other hand, he contributed to the

freeing of contemporary French drama from
the bonds of a pseudo realism. He restored

its inherent artistic dignity by the only
feasible means, i.e., by the emphasis he placed
on dialogue and the magic of his style, at a

moment when films clearly pointed to the

fact that the rebirth of the theatre depended
on its reversion to type. Giraudoux discovered

the secret of composition which, in the plays
of Racine and of Shakespeare as in those of

the ancient Greeks, transforms the puppets
on the stage into symbols of humanity.
Giraudoux became commissioner of infor

mation just before the Second World War.
and his last important work, of a quite differ-

ent tenor, was a series of political essays, Pleins

Pouvoirs (1939), concerning the duty of

France to remain "a first-rate power."
See: A. Gide, Nouveaux Prdtextes (1911);

R. Brasillach, Portraits (1935); A - Rousseaux,
Le Paradis perdu (1936); G. E. Lemaitre,
Four French Novelists (1938); P. Brodin, Les
Ecrivains franfais de I'entre-deux-guerres

(1942); C. E. Magny, Prdcieux Giraudoux

(1945-)

P. B.

Giuliotti, Domenico (1877-, Italian journalist
and religious writer), founder with Federigo
Tozzi (q.v.) of the Torre (Siena) and con-

tributor to Italian and French reviews, was
born in San Casciano in Val di Pesa, not far

from Greve, in the province of Florence,
where he has always resided. He gave up the

study of law to devote himself entirely to

writing.
His poems, Ombre d'un ombra (1910),

written prior to his conversion, are romantic
in style and pessimistic in tone. After wander-

ing from Catholicism to atheism to theosophy,
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Giuliotti was influenced by the reading of

French Catholic reactionary authors such as

De Maistre, Veuillot, Hello, and Bloy (q.v.)

and returned to the faith of his childhood.

The Antologia dei Cattolici francesi (1920),

translated from the French, may be con-

sidered a tribute to these writers. In his

UOra di Barabba (1920), in a manner not

unlike that of Hello and Bloy, he gives vent

to his odium for corrupt society, the wealthy

bourgeoisie. In forceful and plebeian lan-

guage he flays those Christians whose lives

are not in keeping with the tenets of the

faith they profess. The book brought a storm

of protests from those offended by his in-

vectives or by his seeming "holier than thou"

attitude. Giuliotti was not displeased by this,

thinking that he was accomplishing what he

had set out to do, shocking the perverted

bourgeois back on to the path of righteous-

ness. The Dizionario dell'omo salvatico (a

first installment published in 1923), written

in collaboration with Papini (q.v.), brought
a still greater storm of protests. This time

the authors were really perturbed, for Papini
answered with L'Omo salvatico si difende

(1923), a 45-page explanation, hoping there-

with to justify the language and the style of

the Dizionario. He promised that in the

future they would be very careful not to

scandalize their faithful coreligionists. Papini
closed by asking the readers to pray for the

authors. No other part of the Dizionario has

ever appeared. Indeed one notices a marked

change in Giuliotti's subsequent works. In

his Pensieri d'un malpensante (1936) he is

still the fervid and fervent apologist of former

years, but not the vehement, bitter polemist
of L'Ora di Barabba. Polvere dell'esilio (1929)
has a decided serenity. Papini said this book

is "a church on a mountain, built of stones

of theology and pillars of prayer, all lighted
and embellished by the radiant richness of

poetry." Giuliotti's S. Francesco (1931) and
his // Ponte sul mondo (1932) are so ortho-

dox, both in style and in content, that they
were given the imprimatur of the ecclesiasti-

cal authorities. The last named book, an ex-

planation and commentary on the Mass, has

been translated into English (The Bridge
over the World, 1935).

See: G. Papini, "Domenico Giuliotti" and
"L'Omo salvatico si difende," in La Scala di

Giacobbe (1932), pp. 299-323, 137-184.
S. M. S. M.

Gjalski, Ksaver Sandor (pseud, of Ljubo Bab it,

1854-1935, Croat novelist), was born in the

house of the conservative and wealthy vice-

governor of Zagorje, Tito Babid. His mother

belonged to the aristocratic house of M. S.

Gyalya, whence the pen name Gjalski. A
lifelong civil servant, he led a sheltered ex-

istence, but often changed his residence and
thus acquired intimate knowledge of all

Croatia. In politics he joined the Serb-Croat

coalition against the pro-Hapsburgs and was
elected to the Croat Diet. Later lie became

governor of Zagreb county and after the

foundation of Yugoslavia he was sent to the

first Yugoslav Parliament.

Gjalski is one of the most fecund Croat
writers of the realistic period. His first piece
of prose, Illustrissimus Battorich (1884), de-

scribing the life of the semi-aristocratic Croat

bourgeoisie, made him famous. From then on

virtually every year a new novel of his

appeared and became a best seller. Most of

the novels were of patriotic inspiration. In

the fight between the younger and older

generations Gjalski allied himself with youth
and wrote in their reviews, Mladost (Youth),
Hrvatski salon (Croat Salon), and Zivot (Life).

His complete works were published by him-
self in 1913.

See: D. Prohaska, Pregled savremene

hrvatsko-srpske knjizevnosti (1921).

M. H.

Gjellerup, Karl (1857-1919, Danish novelist),

born at Roholte on the island of Zealand,
was the son of a clergyman and, true to

family tradition, studied theology. But the

influence of Brandes (q.v.) and reading Dar-

win and Spencer made him a pronounced
atheist, even before he had taken his degree.
His first book, En Idealist (1878; An Idealist),

declared his break with Christianity and fore-

shadowed the devotion to the German spirit

and culture which found full expression in

Germanernes Lcerling (1882; The Disciple of

the Teutons). Gjellerup read widely, and

many intellectual currents are traceable in

his works. He abandoned the naturalism of

his Danish contemporaries to worship the

humanism of Goethe and Schiller. He essayed

tragedies in the grand style with choruses

patterned after those of Schiller. Among these

the best is his Brynhild (1884), in which he

endeavors to combine his northern theme
with the Greek Spirit. A similar effort is to

be traced in his drama on a Greek theme,

Thamyris (1887). In his novel Minna (1889;

Eng. tr., 1913), considered his finest work, he

pays a tribute to the German spirit in the

person of his German-born wife, with the

scene laid in Dresden.

Mftllen (1896; The Mill) marks a return to
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a Danish background. It is a broadly conceived

story of crime and atonement and has sug-

gestions of Dostoevski (q.v.). At the same time

its doctrine of renunciation points to the

ideals of Buddhism which engrossed Gjellerup
in his last period, when he wrote Pilgrirnen
Kamanita (1896; Eng. tr., The Pilgrim Kama-

nita, 1911) and Verdensvandrere (1910; World

Wanderers). In the latter he tells the story of

a modern Englishman and a German girl,

meeting in India, where they learn from an

ancient tale of a former incarnation in which

they were lovers. The man, whom he calls Sir

Edmund Trevelyan, is in part modeled on

Byron's piratical friend, Edward John Tre-

lawny, and Shelley figures with Hindu kings
and sages among those who were associated in

a former incarnation. In spite of much erudi-

tion and an exotic imagination hardly

equaled in Danish literature, the story leaves

the reader rather cold. Gjellerup's last work,

Den gyldne Gren (1917; The Golden Bough),
has the scene laid in ancient Rome at the

time of Tiberius. It breathes unrelenting
hatred against the Roman world together
with an increased sympathy for Christianity.

During the last years of his life Gjellerup
made his home in Dresden, wrote many of

his books simultaneously in German and in

Danish, and was an ardent champion of

Germany. In 1917 he shared the Nobel prize
in literature with Henrik Pontoppidan (q.v.).

See: Karl Gjellerup, der Dichter und

Denker; sein Leben in Selbstzeugnissen und

Briefen, I-II (1921-1922); Helge Kjaergaard,
Die ddnische Literatur der neuesten Zeit

(1871-1933} (1934)-

H. A. L.

Gladkov, Fyodor Vasilyevich (1883-, Russian

novelist and dramatist), was born in the

former Government of Saratov, of peasant
stock. For many years he led a precarious
existence, for he did not achieve success until

after the Revolution, although he began
writing early. Exile to Siberia gave him new
material, and in 1912 he wrote Izgoi (The
Outcasts), a novel of political prisoners, their

torments and aspirations, a theme to which
he returned in Staraya sekretnaya (1927; The
Old Dungeon). His drama Vataga (1923; The
Band), an episode from the 1905 Revolution,

portrays the unleashing of violent passions

among the primitive Caspian Sea fishermen.

Ognenny kon (1923; The Fiery Steed), an

apocalyptic novel of the civil war, is another
characteristic work. The early Gladkov was

strongly influenced by Gorky, and more re-

motely by Dostoevski (qq.v.). A proletarian

realist, he also showed romantic tenden-

cies; his tone was high-pitched, his language
hyperbolic.

In 1926 Gladkov scored his greatest popular
success with Tsement (Eng. tr., Cement, 1929),
the first novel devoted to post-revolutionary
reconstruction. The hero succeeds in reorgan-

izing a cement factory, but does not solve the

problem of his relation to his wife, who
represents the "new woman." The over-

documented Energiya (1933; Energy) deals

with similar themes and dwells particularly
on the new attitude toward work as ex-

pressed in the building of Dneprostroi.

Novaya zemlya (1931; The New Land) and

Tragediya Lyubashi (1935; Lyubasha's Trage-

dy) explore the subject of human relation-

ships against the background of collective

society. Malenkaya trilogiya (1936; A Little

Trilogy) satirizes certain objectionable types

among the Communists. Opalyonnaya dusha

(1943; The Scorched Soul) and Klyatva (1944;
The Oath), two collections of short stories,

represent Gladkov's contribution to war lit-

erature, but the emphasis falls on the ac-

complishments of the home front. His mature
work is more subdued in tone, and conforms
to the theory of Socialist Realism.

See: Fyodor Gladkov (1928); "Gladkov," in

Literaturnaya entsiklopediya, Vol. I (1929); I.

Astakhov, "O tvorchestve F. Gladkova,"
Literatura i iskusstvo, 1931, Nos. 11-12, pp.

56-72.
P. A. P.

Glesener, Edmond (1874-, Belgian novelist),
was born at Lige, where he received an ex-

cellent education Greek and Latin, natural

.sciences, and finally law. In 1900 he entered

government service as a clerk at Brussels.

When he retired, shortly before the Second
World War, he was director of fine arts and
letters. His literary work has profited from
all his experience: study of the classics en-

hanced his appreciation of the power of

restraint and simplicity in style; scientific

method sharpened his observation; his pro-
fession gave him insight into political life;

while memories of his youth in the provinces
have proved an inexhaustible treasure trove.

"We wrack our brains for matter," he de-

clares, "and for years the richest of all has
been under our eyes." He has written four

novels and seven collections of stories, all

composed with a meticulous cult of form. He
acknowledges study of Flaubert, and the con-
tent of his work often recalls Maupassant
(qq.v.), occasionally Stendhal. He is a realist,

as uncompromising as the limits of art allow,
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but his interest in human nature brings

humor, social satire, and vastly more psycho-

logical acumen than most realists possess.

His first volume, Aristide Truffaut (1898),

is almost without plot; it is a whimsical por-
trait of his father, whose passion for bracket

sawing arouses protests from a practical-

minded spouse and reflective chuckles from

the author. The epigraph is from Candid e,

and at the end Aristide has turned to cultiva-

tion of his garden. Voltaire must certainly be

included among Glesener's masters. Le Cceur

de Franfois Remy (1904) is replete with ac-

tion, chosen for the revelation of character,

and with poetry. An ultrasensitive basket

weaver, fascinated by a gypsy girl, deserts

his home to join a family of nomads. A sub-

ordinated side of the author's temperament
has found expression here: he avows his

youthful passion for the open road. The spell
of the Romany alternates with the hero's

sense of degradation to form an intensely
human drama, and Franfois Remy has often

been hailed as Glesener's masterpiece. Doubt-
less life in the capital quickened nostalgia
for the Campine around Lige, and this con-

tributes to the poignancy of the work. With
the two volumes of Ghronique d'un petit

pays (1913) is found the full-fledged satirist

of contemporary manners. The hero, Honord
Colette, is a scion of Maupassant's Bel Ami,
making his way by impudence and by the

fascination he exercises over women. Playing
the game according to the rules of organi/cd

society, he pushes himself from the slums to

a place of dignity and degenerates as he rises.

The major interest is in individuals, but

politics provide a colorful frame. There is a

galaxy of subtly drawn characters, the most

amusing being the imperturbable Arthur
Boileau, mouthpiece of the author. He indi-

cates Gil Bias as his main inspiration and
states that he was attempting to revive the

picaresque novel. But while Le Sage created
a marionette, father of the protagonists of

the contes philosophiques, Honord Colette
lives by his own right. Complicated psychol-

ogy would be misplaced in these elemental

beings, but each one is adequately presented.
Une Jeunesse, also in two volumes, appeared
in 1927. This is a study of adultery among
the bourgeoisie, viewed more from the psy-

chological reactions of the principals than
as a triangle. Attention is concentrated on
them and on their relations to their families.

The action is placed in Li6ge and in the

Ardennes, whose calm beauty contrasts with
the unbridled passions of the actors. The
author never indulges in moralizing; even his

noble priest, 1'Abbl Faniel, is content to let

life teach its own lesson. Here is adultery in

its fairest light, but the lovers soon find the

aliquid amari which lies in wait for men of

honor when they violate their code. The
sense of ruin in their career is ever-present to

both and is impressed on the reader by the

logic of an objective narrative. The hero re-

calls at times Fnkleric Moreau of Flaubert's

L'Education sentimentale.

Glesener shows the same variety in his

short stories as in his novels. The first three

collections (1921-1923) center around the

First World War, now stigmatizing the

atrocities of the invasion or mocking the

champions of Kultur, now exposing the un-

edifying activities of Flemish separationists
and of profiteers across the Dutch frontier

where, threatened with arrest, the author had
taken refuge in 1917. The best of the region-
alistic collections, L'Ombre des sapins, (1934)

represents the complete fruition of his powers.
Here his dramatic talent is at its height;

objective narrative deepens into terror the

pity inspired by Franfois Remy. The inevi-

tability of ancient tragedy hovers over peas
ants caught in the meshes of fate; perennial
traits of their class avarice, sensuality, blind

obstinacy constitute the flaw which draws

Nemesis upon them, and they appear as

symbols of humanity in agony. The reading
of any of Glesener's volumes brings the convic-

tion that, as stylist of the classic tradition and
as artisan of the novel, he has not received

from foreign critics due meed.

See: B. M. Woodbridge, "Edmond Glese-

ner," Publications of the Modern Language
Association, LIT (1937), 1191-1203 (with

bibliography).
B. M. W.

Glowacki, Aleksander, see Prus, Boleslaw.

Gnoli, Domenico, Conte (pseud. Giulio Orsini,

1838-1915, Italian poet and critic), was born

in Rome. He remains known in modern
Italian literature for one successful literary

deceit or transformation. He was already a

patriarch and a somewhat effete man of

letters, whose earlier poems had won him

only a respectful silence, when he succeeded

in making himself famous under the very
well kept and exciting secret of a pseudonym.
As a presumably young, fresh, revolutionary

poet, he became admired by the generation
of the turn of the century, in large part on
account of the new lilt of a single quatrain
("Giace anemica la musa. . . .") which was
soon on all lips. In a confession published
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posthumously and similar to that of Poe on

the creation of "The Raven," Gnoli has ex-

plained that he formed his celebrated quat-
rain only "for metrical reasons" in one of

those "experiments" which are the re-crea-

tions of pure artists. From this germ of

metric experiment there really sprang a new

poet.

The old poet, i.e., the "first" Dornenico

Gnoli, a charming gentleman in charge of

the National Library of Rome and then of

the Lancisiana in the same city, wrote, before

and also after this literary adventure, several

books and an indefinite number of articles

(he was editor of the Nuova Antologia and

created the Archivio storico dell'arte) in

which erudition is enlivened by a poetical

feeling of love for the Eternal City. lie had

something in common with Ferdinand Ore

gorovius (1821-1891), German interpreter of

Italy, whom he would have been happy to

emulate. His poems, well written, in a classi-

cal style, and in "pure" Italian, assure him a

place of honor among those poets who lived

between 1849 and 1870 in the old Rome
faithful to Italy and to "purism." They were

published in one volume in 1913 by Laterza

(/ Poeti della scuola romana, 1850-70); they
are patriotic, dignified and boring. On the

other hand, his three books, published when
he was over 60 years old and related to his

other and really important poetic personality,

Orpheus (1901), Fra terra ed astri (1903),

Jacovella (1905), win him a place among the

poeti crepuscolari who flourished in the new

century. These books are full of direct,

nostalgic, simple, resigned, and disconsolate

poesy.
G. P.

Gobetti, Piero (1901-1926, Italian political

writer and critic), born in Turin, was the

foremost representative of the intellectual

sphere of Turin, where he lived all of his

short life. Even in his student days he stood

out as an intellectual leader. His first venture

was Energie nuove, a weekly (1919). He drew
for a collaboration on his masters, Francesco

Ruffini and Luigi Einaudi, as well as on his

fellow students. As a Piedmontese of the edu-

cated middle class, he was strongly conscious

of the Cavourian classical liberal tradition,

which he felt as a "moral religion." Amid the

intellectual confusion of the post-war years
and many escapes into extremist doctrines, he
formed the idea of a thorough revision of

Italian political values a "liberal revolu-

tion." He was the first among the writers of

the bourgeoisie to study without preconcep-
tion the Russian Revolution in its back*

ground and achievements. Undeterred by the

threatening insurrectional atmosphere of

Turin in 1920, he established close ties with

the group of young Communist intellectuals

around Antonio Gramsci and became the

literary editor of their paper, the Ordine
nuovo. In 1922, he founded his own weekly,
Rivoluzione liberate, which became the chief

organ of anti-Fascist intellectuals. In it he

subjected to a pitiless critique not only
Fascism, but also the many interests, moder-

ate and conservative, which had put them-

selves at the service of the new regime, and
tried to trace the causes of Italian political
decadence as a whole. He stood up under the

threats and attacks of the local Fascists. But
after 1924, the order came from Mussolini

"to make life impossible for him." He was

repeatedly beaten up, his friends silenced,

his presses destroyed, until he reali/cd that

the only alternative left was to quit or go
abroad. Accordingly, he moved to Paris in

1926. But a few days after his arrival, owing
to his frail health and to the maltreatment
he had suffered, he died of a heart attack.

The sum of the work that Gobetti put
into the 25 years of his life is prodigious and
should be multiplied by the work of the

whole group which he brought into being
and kept going singlehanded (periodicals

published later, like the Caffe and the

Baretti, go back to his influence). Apart from
incisive polemical articles, which provided
memorable analyses of the political scene, he
has left Risorgimento senza eroi (1926; a

series of historical studies), Giacomo Matteotti

-(1924; a biography), and one comprehensive
book, Rivoluzione liberale (1924), which is an

analysis of Italian political life since the time

of Cavour and also a statement of Gobetti's

doctrine. His revision of values may be de-

fined in his own words: "Marx instead of

Mazzini, Cattaneo instead of Gioberti," or,

not a society of artificially unified emotional

currents and confusions, but instead an active

and ordered conflict of "autonomies," i.e.,

individual and group initiatives, with the

statesman as a "diplomat" who steers without

suppressing or degrading any of the original
forces. Hence his respect and sympathy for

the rising young Communists. The sorry ex-

perience of Italian Socialism in the first

decades of the 2oth century, degenerating
into demagogy and subsidy-hunting, had not

driven him like other liberals into the

advocacy of bribery or repression, for he con-
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sidered fear the cardinal sin of a ruling class;

but instead had showed him the need for

new energies from the working class to take

up the formative struggle of modern society.

The role of the liberal is to recognize such

forces and give them moral leadership.
G. de S.

Gobineau, Arthur, comte de (1816-1882,

French publicist, novelist, and social philoso-

pher), was born in Ville-d'Avray near Paris

on Bastille Day, an anniversary he was to

deplore all his life. He was brought up in

France, then in Switzerland, and then again
in France (Lorient and Paris). He became

especially interested in oriental languages
and, like many a young man, wrote his first

verses at the age of 16. Between 1841 and

1849, in which year Tocqucville made
Gobineau his chef de cabinet, many articles,

poems, and novels were published in the

most important newspapers and magazines
and afterward collected in book form (e.g.,

Ternove, Mademoiselle Irnois, Nicolas Bela-

voir, all 1847; L'Abbaye de Typhaines, 1848).

In 1853 appeared the first part of L'Essai

stir I'inegalite des races humaines, a work of

many weaknesses and considerable charm,
which for purely political reasons has up to

now made the reputation of Gobineau. After

the coup d'etat of Napoleon III he entered

the diplomatic service and went as first

secretary to Persia. While his career took him
to Newfoundland, to Teheran again as

minister, to Greece, Brazil, and Stockholm, he

kept on with literary activities. After retire-

ment from the diplomatic corps he traveled

in Italy, England, and Germany; he became
an intimate of Wagner (q.v.) and was greatly
attached to the comtesse de la Tour, for

whom he neglected his wife (ne Gabrielle

Clemence Monnerot). But still he wrote, to

the very end of his days, producing a great

variety of books, from works as debatable

and vulnerable as Lectures des textes cunei-

formes (1858) and Histoire d'Ottar Garl et de
sa descendance (1879) to others worthy of

esteem and admiration such as Les Religions
et les philosophies dans I'Asie centrale (1876),
Les Pleiades (1874; Eng. tr., 1928), and
Nouvelles asiatiques (1876). Posthumous

volumes, which show a letter writer of the

highest quality (correspondence with Tocque-
ville, Prokesch, Keller, Adolphe Franck,
Marie Dragoumis; see Correspondance cntre

Tocqueville et Gobineau, 1908, etc.), confirm

the true nature of his political and philo-

sophical position, which is very different from

common report as built up by the press and

misinterpreted by Hitlerian and other fascist

propaganda.

Although it is possible to find in the abun-
dance of his writings many contradictory
texts (the letters to Prokesch, for example,
are inconsistent with L'Essai, and the Deux
Etudes sur la Grdce moderne, 1905, nullify
what these same letters affirm about Hellas),
the essential Gobineau is not really elusive to

impartial scholarship. Gobineau is feudal,

accepting nothing which has come since the

days of the great barons; autocracy, if re-

actionary and at the same time "moderate,"

appears to him the least unsatisfactory solu-

tion. The vigorous criticisms in La Troisieme

Rcpublique franfalse et ce qu'elle vaut (1907)
are by no means all unfair. At the same time

Gobineau considers it idle to resist democratic

degeneration: since the death of the last

Aryan, some two thousand years ago, human-

ity is destined to decrepitude and aestheti-

cism. Germany and Italy are not more esti-

mable than other countries, perhaps less so.

It becomes clear that Gobineau is remote

from all fascist doctrine; he believes only in

a hereditary aristocracy, scorns war and im-

perialism, speaks of the Jews with sympathy,
often with friendliness, at times with admira-

tion. He is not in the least a "discovery" of

the Pan-Germans. From his very youth he

was celebrated by Frenchmen.

But it is not particularly his political views

or his historical fantasies which promise any

permanence to Gobineau as a writer those

pages of L'Essai which deal with China

abound in ignorant mistakes that in them-

selves destroy the whole thesis of the book.

It is for his narrative gift, for his genius as

a conteur, that this "descendant of kings" is

likely to remain known, and also perhaps for

the scope of his mind. The originality of his

novel Les Pleiades (too suggestive of an in-

ferior Stendhal) may be impugned, but

Gobineau stands completely on his own in

his masterpiece, the Nouvelles asiatiques. His

style, direct, sober, exact, is never spoiled by
the modes of the times; there are none of

the defects of romanticism or of realism.

With due allowances made for his eccentric-

ity and his nobleman's fanaticism, Gobineau
is still definitely one of the geniuses of the

French igth century. When recent conflicts of

fascism and liberalism have passed into

history, this really great man will have his

deserved recognition.
See: R. Dreyfus, La Vie et les prophJties

du comte de Gobineau (1905); M. Lange, Le
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Comte de Gobineau (1924); "Gobineau et le

gobinisme," Nouvelle Revue franfaise, XLII

(
J 934)> 161-310 (special number devoted to

this author); Etiemble, "Gobineau, juez del

fascismo," Sur, February, 1942.

E.

Goetel, Ferdynand (1890-, Polish novelist and

publicist), was born at Sucha in the Tatras,

the son of a poor railroad conductor. Both

his parents were of German origin, his father

the son of a German colonist in the Bochnia

salt mines, his mother the daughter of a

retired Austrian soldier, and both parents
were intelligent beyond their circumstances.

After the death of his father in 1896, Goetel

came under the influence of an uncle, the

proprietor of the caf Pod Pawiem (At the

Sign of the Peacock), which was one of the

principal meeting places of the Young Poland

(see Polish literature) group. At school

Goetel was lazy and indifferent to routine

tasks but, under the influence of socialism,

active and enthusiastic in extracurricular

projects for spreading enlightenment, espe-

cially in the new folk universities. After

studying architecture at the Vienna Poly-

technic (1908-1912), Goetel abandoned this

and went to Warsaw, intending to take up
writing as a profession. On the outbreak of

the First World War he was interned by the

Russians and deported to Turkestan. The

experiences he underwent there, first as a

common laborer at road construction, later as

a highway engineer, together with those he

suffered in his subsequent flight by way of

Persia and India back to Poland, gave him
the material for a series of tales, among these

Przcz plonqcy wschod (1923; Through the

Flaming East), Kar Chat (1923), and the

widely translated Z dnia na dzien (1926; Eng.
tr., From Day to Day, 1931). Goetel's Eastern

stories and also his later description of Ice-

land, Wyspa na chmurnej polnocy (1928; An
Island in the Cloudy North), together with

the Icelandic tale Serce lodow (1930; Glaciers'

Heart), won swift popularity, answering as

they did the post-war craving in Poland for

something at once exotic and realistic. In the

go's, after an isolated bid for fame as a

dramatist with the tendentious Samuel
Zborowski (1929), Goetel gradually abandoned
belles-lettres to become one of Free Poland's

leading* publicists. Identifying himself with
the curious, pseudoarchaic, self-consciously
"Old Polish" journal Merkuryusz (Mercury),
he came to be known as the very high priest
of the would-be "Polonizers of Polish litera-

ture/' With the publication in 1938 of his

Pod znakiem faszyzmu (Under the Banner of

Fascism), in which "an heroic attitude toward
life" is held up as an ideal, Goctel's ideologi
cal sympathies became suspect and, despite
his high position in the P.E.N. Club, he be-

gan to be regarded as dangerously reaction-

ary. In 1939, with Cyklon (Cyclone), a weak
and diffuse tale based on an old journey
back from India, Goetel endeavored, without

success, to recapture the public that had ad-

mired his earlier novels. During the Second
World War, Goetel remained in Poland.

See: Z. D^bicki, Portrety, II (1928), 351-

367; K. Czachowski, Obraz wspolczcsnej litera-

tury polskiej, III (1936), 246-258, 692-694;
A. P. Coleman, "Ferdinand Goetel Today,"
Books Abroad, XIII (1939), 420-423.

K. Z.

GojawiczyAska, Pola (pseud, of Apolonia

Gojawiczyriska, 1896-, Polish novelist), was

born in Warsaw of poor and humble parents.

Through her talent for writing, discovered

by a teacher, and her great capacity for work,
she won the interest and support of Ignacy
Matuszewski, then secretary of the treasury.

Her semi-autobiographical story "Maryjka"
was published in the official Gazeta polska

(1932) through his help. Thus auspiciously

launched, she continued to write, and when
a brief residence in Silesia removed her from

the center of the literary world, she took

advantage of the temporary exile to produce
a fine portrait of the mining district and

especially of its women in Ziemia Elzbiety

(1934; The Land of Elizabeth). On her return

to Warsaw, Gojawiczyriska proceeded to re-

create in the two novels Dziewcz$ta z Nowoli-

pek (1935; The Girls from Nowolipki) and

Rajska jablon (1937; The Apple Tree of

Paradise) the hard, drab world from which

she herself had sprung, thereby making War-
saw's "lower depths" literary material. Inter-

ested primarily in exploring not society as a

whole but woman, Gojawiczyriska next pur-
sued, in Slupy ogniste (1938; Pillars of Fire),

her favorite theme, the tribulations of woman
in a man's world. Though this work was

distinctly inferior to those which preceded
it, GojawiczyAska was regarded, on the eve of

Poland's collapse, as one of the most promis-

ing and serious of the younger writers.

See: K. Czachowski, Najnowska twdrczosd

literacka (1938), pp. 117-121; A. P. Coleman,
"The Literary Scene in Poland," New York

Times Book Review, April 9, 1939, pp. 8, 24.

A. P. C.
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G6mez de Baquero, Eduardo (pseud. An-

drenio, 1866-1929, Spanish journalist and

critic), was for the first 25 years of this

century the leading literary critic in Madrid.

He was born in Madrid and studied both law

and letters in its university. An attempted

political career was ill-starred, for he attained

no post of importance either by election or

by appointment. His vocation as a writer,

however, was soon revealed. When he was but

16 his articles were appearing in the Revista

de Espana on such weighty topics as "El

panslavismo y la paz europea." Later he

wrote for many of the important journals
and newspapers of the day: Espana moderna;

Epoca, in which he first used the pseudonym
Andrenio (1904); Impartial, where he suc-

ceeded Clarin (see Alas, Leopoldo) as literary

critic; Sol, Voz, and other publications of

Spain and Latin America. In 1924 he was

elected to the Spanish Academy.
The variety of subjects on which Andrenio

wrote reveals the range of his intellectual

interest as well as his competence in diverse

fields legal, social, and historical questions,
modes and manners, short fictions, literary

topics above all. Andrenio's literary criticisms

are uniformly benevolent but not blindly

laudatory, for he had the discrimination

necessary to select the good qualities of a

book, leaving the defects unmentioned. His

style is simple, lucid, and gently ironical. His

literary studies, such as those in Novelas y
novelistas (1918), are in no sense exhaustive,

but they point out aspects of the subject
which arc evocative and significant. An-
drenio's tranquil objectivity and his real

literary insight made it possible for him to

write with equally sympathetic appreciation
of men of hostile literary schools. El re-

nacimiento de la novela espanola en el siglo
XIX (1924) is a brief but excellent rsum
of the development of this genre. Taken all

together, Andrenio's criticisms form a kind of

literary history of the period which is most

valuable for its freshness and contempo
raneity.

Other published collections of articles in-

clude the following: Letras e ideas (1905),

Aspectos (1909), De Callardo a Unamuno

(1926), Pirandello y compania (1928), Nacio-

nalismo e hispanismo (1928), Guignol (1929),

Pen Club (1929).

See: R. Mcnfridez Pidal, "Pr61ogo," in An-

drenio, Guignol (1929); F, de Onfs, introduc-

tion to Antonio Alonso, Antologia de ensayos

espafwles (1936).
K. R. W.

G6mez de la Serna, Ram6n (1891-, Spanish
novelist, dramatist, critic, and aphorist), was
born in Madrid, a city that was to be the

scene of many of his descriptive and interpre-
tative pages. There he studied at the uni-

versity. Writing is his unmistakable vocation,

and few authors have been as prolific. He
has lived in Portugal and France and more

recently in Buenos Aires. His personality
abounds in picturesque characteristics, and in

his autobiographical pages he has woven
around himself a sort of legend. For many
years he had in the old caf Pombo in

Madrid a literary tertulia which without

doubt was the most animated and colorful

of the period; he wrote the history of this

group in his book Pombo (1918). His frank

and jovial character and eagerness to amuse,
so evident in his radio talks and in his

lectures, give him the appearance of a mod-
ern buffoon, completely anti-academic and

lacking in any sort of solemnity.
G6mcz dc la Serna's inherent need to create

has led him to cultivate many different kinds

of writing, and in all his peculiar tempera-
ment, which he has himself labeled "Ra-

monismo," is discernible above the character-

istics of the genre. "Ramonismo" consists of a

grotesquely dramatic vision of the world,

ranging from simple caricatural deformation,

with an elemental comic intent, to deep in-

sight into the pathetic side of life. His novels,

among which La viuda blanca y negra (1918),

El doctor inverosimil (1921), Cinelandia (1927;

Eng. tr., Movieland, 1930), El torero Caracho

(1927), and Policefalo y senora (1932) are out-

standing, are an attempt to express through
characters and their actions all the bustling
and heterogeneous content of his creative

imagination. He finds happiest outlet in

books of very personal cast El raslro (1915),

Senos (1918), El circo (1922). Without doubt

one of his masterpieces is El rastro, in which

the author gives us the motley spectacle of

the secondhand market in Madrid, a whole

world in itself, composed entirely of worn-out

things thrown away in their final agonal

stage. In these various books the author's span
reaches from insignificant details of observa-

tion to the weightiest moral considerations.

The critico- biographical works, Oscar Wilde

(1921), Azorin (1923), Goya (1928), and El

Greco (1935), are not objective historical

treatments, but personal reconstructions of

figures whom the author reshapes in order to

bring out more fully their natures. His Re-

tratos contempordneos (1942) contains au-

thentic if impressionistic likenesses of some
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of the best writers of the present day. Among
his dramatic works are El drama del palacio
deshabitado (1909) and Los rnedios seres,

which was produced in Madrid in 1929. He
has essayed art criticism in his book Ismos

0930-
G6mez de la Serna is the inventor of a

minor genre, the gregueria, to which he turns

continually and which might be described as

the cell of his literary organism. The sug-

gestion of the Spanish word, "confused noise"

or "jargon," applies to his fashioning in this

small mold of all the phases of his creative

restlessness. A gregueria is necessarily short,

aphoristic, and very closely related to the

Japanese haikai. Everything can be expressed
in the gregueria, all that is comic, all that is

lyric, sudden revelations arising from a new
association of ideas, condensed and instan

taneous in their effect. The author has com-

posed several books made up entirely of such

little pieces; the most important are

Greguerias (1918) and Flor de greguerias

0933) selections from which are translated in

Some Greguerias (1944). The gregueria also

finds its way, with or without the author's

express design, into his novels, his stories, and

indeed all his work. Occasionally this form

turns into a small poem of lyric intensity.

At first this author was considered merely

extravagant and whimsical, yet his total

product now shows an urge for literary crea

tion not less serious than fervent. Shunning
all appearance .of the sacerdotal solemnity
inherited from certain 18th-century concep
tions, he gives free rein to intellectual capers,

but his frivolity, only apparent, hides feelings

of torment and desperation about the insolv

able problems of human existence. He is a

victim of his own profound sense of paradox
when he declares that literature is a matter

"of working in order not to produce, of work-

ing so that everything will be quite de-

stroyed." He typifies the struggle between the

propensity for disorder and the need for

order in the modern world. By virtue of his

desperate individuality, his gift for contrasts,

and his plasticity of expression, he is attached

today to the Spanish baroque, in the manner
of Quevedo; his work is a genial modern
version of that tradition.

See: J. Cassou, "La Signification profonde
de Ramrin G6mez de la Serna," Revue

europJerine, N.S. Ill (1928), 175-178; M.
P6rez Ferrero, Vida de Ramdn (1935).

P. S.

Goncourt, Edmond de (1822-1896) and Jules
de (1830-1870; French realistic novelists,

diarists, and historians), les frres Goncourt,
are an amazing example of harmonious unity
in literary collaboration. Born one in Nancy,
the other in Paris, they were the only
children of a cavalry captain who had served

Napoleon. Their education at the College
Bourbon was unusual in that it failed to

imbue them with the ordinary national

prejudices. In 1848 their dying mother

pledged her sons to unite their lives; they
never married and, it is said, were separated

only once for as much as 24 hours. With a

modest inheritance, the Goncourts needed no
careers. They first practiced art, later shifted

to literature. On December 2, 1851, when
their first novel was published, the brothers

inaugurated their Journal, one of the world's

best-known literary diaries. They widened
their circle of friends and began to gratify a

taste for the unconventionally beautiful by

collecting pictures, correspondence, and sou

venirs of the i8th century. They were already
successful as historians and art critics; their

representative works of this period are His
toire de la societt franfaise pendant la

Revolution (1854), Portraits intimes du
XVHie sitcle (2 vols., 1857-1858), UArt du
XVHie sidcle (3 vols., 1859-1875). As his

torians the Goncourts advanced their craft by
their new approach to the history of manners,
a skillful use of the apparently insignificant
document. As writers they laboriously prac
ticed an individual impressionistic style

marked by neologisms and labeled by them
le style artiste. This style, the fruit of their

exacerbated nerves and mental modernitd (a

word coined by the Goncourts in 1858), has

restricted their circle of readers.

The Goncourts' representative novels ap
peared in the last decade of Jules

f

s life. They
are documentary fiction, with keys duly set

down in the Journal, and as such they place
Edmond and Jules with the igth-century
realists like Murger and Flaubert (q.v.) t al-

though the brothers' flair for exceptional

subjects and pathological cases supports their

claim to have anticipated Zola's scientific

naturalism (see French naturalism). Charles

Demailly (1860) is a tableau of Parisian

journalism and letters, whose themes are ex-

tracted from the Journal. Soeur Philomtne

(1861) springs from an incident in a Rouen

hospital. Renee Mauperin (1864), their most

widely read novel, retells their father's bi-

ography, and its heroine is drawn after a

childhood playmate* Germinie Lacerteux

(1864) anticipates Zola's proletarian novels; it

is based on the posthumous revelation of the

"uterine furors" of their own model house-
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keeper. Manette Salomon (1867), perhaps the

only adequate novel of artist life in the

French language, will always deserve a read-

ing. The tale embodies a Goncourt thesis,

that marriage prevents success in art, and

contains furthermore the first eulogy of the

Japanese color print to be found in European
literature. Madame Gervaisais (1869) contains

the exact story of the life and conversion of

an aunt of the Goncourts. Five years after

Jules died, prematurely exhausted, Edmond

began to publish again catalogues of Wat-

teau and Prud'hon; the first monographs on

the Japanese color-print masters, Outamaro

(1891) and Hokousai (1896); and his own
novels, La Fille Elisa (1875) on prostitution,
Les Freres Zemganno (1879) on the pathetic

tragedy of a circus team, La Faustin (1882)

about a star actress, Chcrie (1884) about the

modern society girl. Dramatizations of nine

of these talcs were made, a few for the

Th&ltre Libre of Antoine (q.v.).

In 1885 Edmond inaugurated Sunday re-

ceptions in the upper story of his Auteuil

house, his "grenier," where the opportunity
to meet Alphonse Daudet, Zola, and Tur-

gcnev (qq.v.) served to attract the younger

generation of writers and diffuse the cults of

style artiste, le XVHie siecle, le japonisme.
This house and its contents are described in

La Maison d'un artiste (1881). It fostered the

fashion of studios hung with Japanese em
broideries and overcrowded with bibelots.

Edmond published three volumes of Le

Journal des Goncourt in 1887, which were

followed by six others. The unexpurgated

diary was to have appeared 20 years after the

death of the surviving writer. Its entries re-

flect the humors of their friend Gavarni, pre-
serve the whims and ideals of the brothers,

and record the many sayings of Sainte-Beuve,

Gautier, Flaubert (q-v.) t and Renan (q.v.) t plus

gossip about the celebrities of half a century.
In 1882 Edmond let it be known that his

collections were to be sold to endow an

academy of 10 members. The Goncourt

Academy, inaugurated in 1900, elects its

members without declaration of candidacy.

They receive annuities and at an annual

luncheon award the coveted Prix Goncourt

to the author of "le meilleur ouvrage en

prose paru dans I'ann6e."

See: Alidor Delzant, Les Goncourt (1889);

Marcel Sauvage, Jules et Edmond de Gon

court; leur auvre (1932); Georges de Tra/,

Edmond et Jules de Goncourt (1941).
W. L. S.

Goris, Jan-Albert (pseud. Marnix Gijsen,

1899-, Flemish poet and essayist), was born
in Antwerp and studied at Louvain, where he
was graduated with the degree of Doctor of

History in 1925. He became successively pro-
fessor at this same university, chief of the

cabinet of the mayor of Antwerp, director in

the Fine Arts Service of the municipality of

Antwerp, chief of the cabinet of the minister

of economic affairs, high commissioner for

tourism in Belgium, and finally commissioner
of information for Belgium in the United
States.

After he had spent a year in the United
States in his youth (among other things, he
studied at Seattle), he paid several visits to

this country and in 1927 wrote Ontdek
Amerika (Discover America; French tr., Le
Ccrur de I'Amerique, 1933). Goris's poetry,
collected in one volume entitled Het Huis

(1925; The House), is not extensive, but of

high value and importance. Het Huis, re-

garded exclusively as poetry, contains some
of the richest poems written in the Dutch

language and has had a profound effect on
the development of poetry in the Nether-

lands. He is without any doubt the greatest
of the poets who came to the fore in Flanders

after the First World War. His critical and
theoretical work is likewise of genuine value

and significance.

During the Second World War, his Relgium
in Bondage (1943) and Strangers Should Not

Whisper (1945), written in English, and
Du genie fiamand (1943), written in French,

were published in New York. At Pretoria,

South Africa, there appeared from his pen in

1944 an anthology of Flemish lyric poetry
Vlaamsche Lyriek, with excellent character-

izations of the poets.

J.G.

Gorky, Maxim (pseud, of Aleksei Peshkov,

1868-1936, Russian novelist, playwright, and

essayist), had the unique distinction among
Russian authors of playing an equally im-

portant part in his country before and after

the Revolution. He could also claim a prac-

tically equal significance as man and as

writer. So interwoven were the events of his

life with those of Russian history and with

his literary expression that both in his life

and in his work one loses sight of the border-

line between Dichtung and Wahrheit. Born
in Nizhni-Novgorod (now renamed Gorky)
on the Mother Volga, the restless wanderer

learned to know this great river and all his

vast native land by tramping and by plying
the widest variety of trades, from errand boy,

ragpicker, bird catcher, apple peddler,
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gardener, kitchen boy on a steamer, to ap-

prentice at a draughtsman's, at an icon shop,
in a bakery, to railroad watchman and steve-

dore. This intimate contact witlV men and life

gave Gorky his sense of reality, which co-

existed in him with a perpetual dream of a

different world and a better life. Realism

coupled with romanticism such was the out-

look of Gorky the man and the author.

In the very first story he published, "Makar

Chudra" (1892), he displayed his robust

knowledge and understanding of actual con-

ditions among groups as disparate as intel-

lectuals and horse thieves and at the same

time his dreamy yearning after a seemingly
unattainable fairyland. Similarly in life he

lived actively and dreamed dynamically,

throwing in his lot with the revolutionary

movement, supporting the tsar's opponents
with pen and substance, and often risking his

freedom and very life in behalf of the

people's cause. The contradiction between his

realism and romanticism seemed glaring. On
the one hand, he knew and portrayed the

bulk of humanity as stupid, mean, cruel,

stagnant, ignorant, and shortsighted. On the

other hand, even from the lowest depths of

human degradation he had his Satan pro-

claim, "Man that sounds proud!" (Na due,

1902; Eng. tr., The Lower Depths, 1912), and

in his poem in prose Chelovek (1903; Eng.

tr., Man, 1926) he sang a hopeful hymn to

potentially free man, armed with reason and

vision, master qf nature and machine. In his

tramp stories (1895-1902) he exposed truth

fully the squalor and brutality of the

"Lumpenproletariat," but by implication he

expressed his preference for the hobos' free-

dom from walls and possessions as against

the thralldom of things and traditions that

weighed down the life of "smug citizens"

(Meshchane, 1902, Eng. tr., The Smug
Citizen, 1906; Foma Gordeyev, 1899, Eng. tr.,

1901; Troye, 1901, Eng. tr., Three of Them,

1902). Hatred for seamy reality sharpened his

yearning for the remote and ideal, for the

legendary vistas of such of his early tales as

"Old Woman Izerghil" (1895). Free from illu

sions about the human race as it is and as he
so well knew it, Gorky nevertheless kept his

faith in man's eventual triumph over his

own stupidity and slavery. Only such a faith

can explain the fundamental buoyancy of his

masterly' autobiographical works, notably
Detstvo (1913; Eng. tr., My Childhood, 1915),
in which the sunny religiosity of Grand-
mother lends hope and courage in the face

of sordidness, cruelty, and misery. Only such

a faith could hearten Gorky in his support

of the revolutionary movement at a time

when it seemed "impractical" to dream of

any positive outcome of the struggle of a

handful of idealists against the double enemy
of a powerful autocracy above and mass
inertia below.

Gorky's faith in man evolved from the

nai've individualism of his early tales to the

collectivism of his mature productions. Mat
(1907-1908; Eng. tr., Mother, 1907) was the

first portrayal in Russian literature of the

factory proletariat as a nascent force destined

to break down the existing order. One may
follow Gorky's gropings in his Ispoved (1908;

Eng. tr., The Confession, 1916), with the

seeker Matvei, who discards religion after

religion, ideal after ideal, until he finally
embraces the one "god" the people, "crea-

tor of all gods . . . creator of miracles." The
collective mass of humanity, when organized

by an intelligent will, is invincible and knows
no barriers on its forward march. Such was
the final formula of Gorky's views, at the end
of a long and tortuous quest. His faith was

put to hard tests again and again, during the

mass madness of the First World War and
the excesses of the Revolution of 1917 and
the resultant civil war. There were times

when Gorky vacillated arid seemed to reel on
the brink of despondency about the human
race. He rallied, however, at the lowest ebb
of the Bolshevik experiment, when the new
state appeared doomed, with war and inter-

vention on 16 fronts and inner breakdown
and starvation. Gorky drew strength from the

sight of a collective mass united by an

intelligent will under the guidance of under

standing leaders. The inveterate dreamer
once again undertook to champion a "lost

cause." Despite his distaste for the Bolshevik

methods, he came out in their support,

against the opposition of virtually the whole
world. His faith in collective man was re-

vived and sustained.

For some 40 years Gorky suffered from

tuberculosis of the lungs. He defied medical

experts, as he had defied other authorities

and institutions, and survived more than one
death sentence pronounced by famous special-
ists. It was necessary for him, however, to

reside in a congenial climate, which he found
in southern Italy, for many years his second

home. In 1928 he threw all considerations of

health to the winds and returned to Russia,

where he spent his last eight years in vari-

egated activity. He had the rare satisfaction

for a dreamer of living to see his dreams
come true. The land which had treated him
to persecution, prison, and exile received him
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now with universal enthusiasm. He actually

saw the transformation, within a few years,

of a backward patriarchal country into a

highly industrialized union of numerous

nationalities, cemented by a sense of equality
and loyalty to an order free from masters

and slaves. He saw man rise from darkness,

stupidity, and pettiness to the height of his

potentialities. It was natural that his spirits

were high during these last years and that he

eagerly participated in numerous cultural

undertakings. Aside from editing various

periodicals and editions of classics and

foreign authors, Gorky managed to write in

this period a prodigious number of essays

and much fiction. Most notable is his un-

finished dramatic trilogy, the first of which,

Yegor Bulychov (1932; Eng. tr. in The Last

Plays of Maxim Gorki, 1937), won consider-

able success on the stage, and the second,

Dostigayev i drugiye (1934; Eng. tr., Dostigaeff
and the Others, in The Last Plays), was

moderately acclaimed. His four-volume novel,

Klim Samgin Sorok let (1927-1936; Eng. tr.,

Bystander, 1930; The Magnet, 1931; Other

Fires, 1933; The Specter, 1938), is an am-

bitious survey of Russian events from 1880 to

1924. Had Gorky lived longer, he would

probably have revised and shortened this

somewhat lumbering novel. With all its flaws,

it is a valuable record and has some of

Gorky's memorable portraits.

Both at home and abroad Maxim Gorky
remains a living challenge to environment

and circumstances, a symbol of dynamic

optimism and faith in man.

See: K. Chukovski, Dve dushi M. Gorkvo

(1925); R. Grigoryev, M. Gorky (1925); A.

Kaun, Maxim Gorky and His Russia (1931);

V. Desnitski, M. Gorky (1940).
A. K.

Gorter, Herman (1864-1927, Dutch poet), was

born at Wormerveer, studied classic philology
at the University of Amsterdam, and took his

Ph.D. with a dissertation on Aeschylus. He
was 25 years old when the publication of

Met (1889; May) won him a leading place

among the poets of his generation. Mei defies

all attempts of the literary historians to label

it with some descriptive name from their list

of genres. It is not an epic, though its length
and form make it look like one. The tone is

lyrical, and much of its verse is verbal paint-

ing of the beauty that is Holland, the Dutch

landscape and all that makes it lovely to the

artist's eye meadows, inland lake and sea-

shore, birds, flowers, herds of cattle, and the

clouds that graze the pasture of the sky. But

Mei is also a myth, resembling, not in form
but intent, the Icelandic Edda, and it is at

the same time a lyrical autobiography. The
myth is the story of May, personification of

short-lived physical beauty, who seeks to per-

petuate herself by marrying the blind God
Balder, embodiment of the world soul. But

physical beauty cannot immortalize itself

through the soul. May is transitory, Balder

alone is eternal. He can be realized only

through music, and Gorter, the poet, who at-

tempted to marry the beauty of May to the

music of his verse only succeeded in express-

ing his frustration. Language proved inade-

quate to voice the life of the soul, which can

be rendered by music only. Hence Gorter, in

Verzen (1890), tried the impossible by divorc-

ing his verse from all word meaning, string-

ing words together that carried no sense, but

appealed to the hearer only through the

beauty of melodious sound and rhythm.
There is much in Mei that is equally elusive

and must be emotionally savored rather than

understood. But it remains, for all that, a

magnificent poem that will be read when the

bulk of the output of Gorter's generation has

ceased to find an echo in the hearts of posterity.
This highly individualized art, however,

could not satisfy Gorter for long. In the intro-

duction to De School der Poezie (1897; The
School of Poetry) he declared that he strove

"to know not only the emotional life of man
and the superficial aspect of the world, but

the very laws that govern mankind and the

world," because he believed that only through
that knowledge could he rise to the highest

poetry. Pan (1912) is the outcome of this

ambition. The fundamental idea of this epic,
which he expanded in a revised edition to

three times its original length, is that the

poet, or Pan, the God of the universe and
the spirit of mankind, sees the past, present,
and future of humanity (represented by the

proletariat) pass by him in review and ex-

periences in his mind humanity's oneness

with the universe. That concept of unity as

the desirable goal became the dominant

thought of Gorter's life. He strove for social

unity as a theoretical exponent of Marxism.
But the intellectual effort was detrimental to

the poetry. Gorter published a definitive edi-

tion of his verse in 1916, "In these two

volumes," he wrote, "I have collected all the

poems which were written by me between

1890 and 1906 and which, as attempts, at-

tained a certain degree of perfection." The
second volume included Het kleine Helden-
dicht (Brief Epic; originally published in

1906). There are blind admirers of Gorter in
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Holland who accept his own estimate of his

poetry as final. But it is highly doubtful

whether posterity will agree with them. It

is more likely that Gorter will live as the

poet of Mei.

See: W. van Ravesteijn, Herman Gorter, de

Dichter van Pan; ecu heroisch en tragisch
Leven (1928); J. C. Brandt Corstius, Herman
Gorter (1934).

A. J. B.

Gfttt, Emil (1864-1908, German dramatist and

philosopher), born in Jechtingen am Kaiser-

stuhl, strikes the casual observer as being one
of those problematic characters whose great

gifts never seem to bear full fruit. He com-

pleted only a few works: three plays, Edel-

wild (1901), Der Schwarzktinstler (1905), and

Mauserung (1908), and a small number of

short stories. The stern demands he made
on himself not only left most of his literary

projects unfinished they even induced him
to question whether literature in general has

more than ephemeral significance. Time and

again he tried to escape from reflection and

imagination into the sphere of action, as a

farmer, as a small manufacturer and in-

ventor. Yet it would be wrong to attribute such

restlessness to some subconscious realization

of insufficient literary ability, for there is the

evidence of his comedies which combine

great formal skill with dramatic verve and

deep serenity. Worthy of the old Spanish
tradition from which they stem, they form a

welcome addition to the repertory of the

German stage, which is none too abundantly
endowed with plays of an entertaining and
at the same time thought-provoking charac-

ter. If Gott could not apply himself ex-

clusively to writing, it was because he felt in

all seriousness that more urgent problems
were pressing on German civilization, calling
for a practical solution rather than for

theoretical discussion. However, the seem-

ingly hopeless difFuseness of Gott's interests

became, in the form of innumerable entries

in his Tagebucher (1914), a constructive

reckoning with the skepticism of his time
and a steady reorientation towards lasting
values. These diaries contain stores of ethical

wisdom just as Amiel's disseminate psycho-
logical insight. With Nietzsche (q.v.) and

Tolstoy (q.v.) as his initial mentors, he
visualized a form of culture which would
add to the intellectual honesty and fearless-

ness of the former the Christian candor of

the latter, leaving no place for either Nietz-

sche's brusqueness or Tolstoy's sentimen-

tality. Gott's most cherished vision was of a life

which would, in the measure of human

possibilities, become a new imitatio Christi,

with as little dogma and externalized religion
as possible, but with the full enactment of

the one universal truth that to be good is to

know that all men are brothers under the

skin. It is not too much to say that in Gott's

Tagebucher a new spiritual vitality and a

fresh confidence in life slowly gain ascend-

ancy over all ancient and modern prophets
of gloom.

See: R. Woerner in Gott, Gesammelte

Werke, I (1910), pp. xii-cx; A. von Grolman,
Werk und Wirklichkeit (1937), pp. 45-164.

H. B.

Gourmont, Remy de (1858-1915, French critic,

esayist, and writer of fiction), was born

in Normandy, of an old aristocratic family.

After studying at the Lyc6c of Coutances and

the University of Caen, he went to Paris and

became an assistant librarian at the Biblio

thque Nationale, a position which he was

forced to resign after the publication of an

"unpatriotic" article (1891). He was very
active in the literary circles of the capital

and soon enjoyed considerable prestige, es-

pecially among the poets of the symbolist
school. His Le Livre des masques (1896) is an

interesting portrait gallery of the leading
writers of that time. In 1889 he joined the

group that was founding the Mercure de

France, to which he contributed regularly

until the time of his death in 1915. When
he was in his 30*8, a mysterious disease dis-

figured him almost completely, and there-

after he withdrew more and more among his

books to live the semi-recluse life of a lay

Benedictine.

Gourmont's numerous writings all bear the

mark of a brilliant mind endowed with a

wide and eclectic curiosity and often at-

tracted by very esoteric studies. His first book

of criticism, Le Latin mystique (1892), an

essay on medieval hymnology, shows his

interest in little-known subjects and gives at

the same time a key to his own poetry

(Divertissements, 1912). "Litanies de la rose,"

"Les Saintes du Paradis," and "Oraisons

mauvaises" are all characterized by a Bau-

delaire-like (see Baudelaire) mixture of

mysticism and sensuality and reveal an artist

enamored of rare and melodious words rather

than a really inspired poet. In his short

stories also, in Le Pelerin du silence (1896)

and Couleurs (1908), he appears more con-

cerned with the artistic arrangement of

musical words than with the telling of his

sensuous tales. His first novel, Sixtine (1890),



he himself described as a "novel of the

cerebral life," and his later ones, Les Chevaux
de Diomede (1897), Une Nuit au Luxembourg
(1906), Un Cceur virginal (1907), if they may
be called novels at all, are likewise largely
cerebral. These strange books evince their

author's constant preoccupation with sex:

both passionate and cold, ardent and ironical,

they leave the reader with a sense of un-

reality. The heroines especially, fleshly and

yet ethereal, have the unsubstantial quality
of Pre-Raphaelite virgins. Curiously enough,
it is Eve, in Lilith (1892), a dramatic treat-

ment of Paradise Lost, that one remembers
as a real woman.
Gourmont's love for words led him to a

study of their derivations. This new interest

engendered some of his most original works,

L'Esthdtique de la langue franfaise (1899), La
Culture des iddes (1900), Le Probldme du

style (1902). To him words were not chilly
and abstract symbols but living organisms
which should be kept alive in all their savor

and freshness. From this conception sprang
also his theory of the "dissociation of ideas/'

his desire to break up associations of ideas

which have become encysted in stereotyped

phrases and threaten to harden a language
into deadly woodenness. New fields of study
were constantly attracting him history, phi-

losophy, theology, sociology, biology. His

Physique de I'amour; essai sur rinstinct

sexuel appeared in 1904 when he thought he
had discovered a scientific basis for his theory
that man's love is only animal instinct. In

1902 was published Le Chemin de velours,
a reevaluation of the old quarrel between
the Janscnists and the Jesuits, favorable in

its conclusions to the less inhuman ethics of

the latter. He was the most influential of the

Mercure's collaborators. His articles cover an
ever wider range of subjects, further reveal-

ing his insatiable curiosity, his truly encyclo-

pedic knowledge, and no matter what their

subject, they open new vistas illuminated
with flashes of insight. They appeared later

in volume form, Promenades litteraires (7
vols., 1904-1928), Promenades philosophiques
(3 vols., 1905-1909). The articles on literature
reveal a critic of catholic taste, partial perhaps
to the very modern writers or to the lesser

known of the distant past "I feel at home
before Boileau and after Baudelaire" a

comprehending judge with no set code or

doctrine, whose viewpoint is always novel,

whose conclusions are always challenging. In

his commentaries on current events, on con-

temporary life and manners (Epilogues* 1903-

1907), he often displays an elegant cynicism,
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the detached irony of a modern La Roche
foucauld.

The last years of his life were brightened
by the visits of a beloved American woman,
'TAmazone" (Lettres d I'Amazone, 1914;
Lettres intimes a I'Amazone, 1928). But the
outbreak of the First World War gave his

commentaries a new and sadder tone

(Pendant I'orage, 1915; Dans la tourmente,
1916; Pendant la guerre, 1917). This lover of

beauty, this hater of the coarse and vulgar,
died on September 29, 1915, as he was work-

ing on an indignant article protesting the
German shelling of Reims Cathedral. Many
of Gourmont's works have been translated

into English.
See: Legrand-Chabrier, R<fmy de Gour-

mont; son oeuvre (1925); P. E. Jacob, Rdmy
de Gourmonl (1931).

V. Gu.

Gozzano, Guido (1883-1916, Italian poet), was
born in Aglte Canavese in the province of
Turin. When he entered law school at the

University of Turin he was already
threatened with tuberculosis, which was to

carry him to an early death. Of a restless,

dissatisfied nature, he was attracted by distant
worlds where he also hoped to recover his

health. Gozzano wrote impressions of a

journey to India in the form of letters, and
these were collected and published posthu-
mously under the title Verso la cuna del
mondo (1917). Other posthumous works are
a series of charming fairy tales for children,
La Principessa si sposa (1917), and two
volumes of not very successful short stories,
UAllare del passato (1918), and L fUltima
Traccia (1919). But it was through his lyrics

first published in 1907 as La Via del

rifugio (collected and republished in a re-

vised edition in 1927 as / Primi e Gli Ultimi

Colloqui) that Gozzano achieved instant

fame and became the most popular of those

poets who because of their passive attitude
towards life and their predilection for

nuances, half tones, and shadows were called

a crepuscolari. Their poetry, which is sensu-

ous, with no object or ideal, gives evidence of

deriving from D'Annunzio (q.v.), although in
a certain sense it represents a reaction to him.

Besides the decadent D'Annunzio of //

Piacere and Poema paradisiaco, the French

poets Jules Laforgue and Francis Jammes
(qq.v.) seem to have influenced Gozzano.
The poet is melancholic and wants to get
away from himself, he yearns for ordinary
healthy living, but he cannot achieve this
his inborn love for simplicity has been dissi-
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pated by a literary education which has re-

duced him to indifference and made him a

sophist. He is disgusted with being a poet, a

refined, modern man, he is tired of affected

women and bemoans not having a plain,

primitive soul, like his old servant described

in "L'Analfabeta." His dreams of purifying
himself by marrying a peasant girl and by

living in the country never materialize. But

if the poet is too weary to make a fresh start

toward a realization of his dreams, he is none-

theless able to crystallize them into perfect

poetical units, as in "La Signorina Feliciti."

His beautiful and most popular poem,
"L'Amica di nonna Speranza," shows him a

real virtuoso in creating verbal effects. With

the most commonplace words, by means of

redundant repetitions and implacable rhymes,
he succeeds in creating an unforgettable

poetic picture of the world of 1850. This

sentimental bourgeois world of the Risorgi*

mento, long since forgotten and considered

decadent, appeals to Gozzano's imagination;
it affords him pleasure to enumerate the

knickknacks, to describe the salons, to report
the conversations, to share the dreams of the

young girls of that past era. But this poem
like most of the others ends on a forlorn,

desperate note. Gozzano's experiences in the

present and his visions of the past actual

everyday life and the life of his dreams

remain vague; he makes a continuous effort

to escape from one into the other without

finding refuge or peace in either one. He
celebrated many erotic adventures, but never

real love; he sang of many women, but not

one of them appears to have been his

spiritual guide or inspiration.
In contrast to Carducci (q.v.) who had a

passion for heroic deeds and to D'Annunzio
who had developed a rhetoric of sensualism,

Gozzano had no dominant feeling only these

blurred sensations. He was incapable of

setting a goal for himself. His poetry is

nothing but the sometimes impressively lyri-

cal outpourings of his ambiguity. He was not

averse to displaying his torture, to criticiz-

ing himself and his works. He saw clearly
what the future held for him; in one of his

poems he said that nothing of his would re-

main save a few verses. These, he said, sprang
from his dry heart, like flowers sprouting
from a ground which fire has seared. They
constitute a mirror in which Gozzano's des-

perate, poetical soul has come face to face

with itself. The critics could add but little.

See: Pietro Pancrazi, Scrittori italiani del

novecento (1934), pp. 1-13; Giuseppe Pe-

tronio, "Poeti del nostro secolo: I Crepu-

scolari: Guido Gozzano/' Leonardo, July-

August, 1935, pp. 294-303; Benedetto Croce,

"Guido Gozzano," Critica, XXXIV (1936),

D. F.

Graf, Arturo (1848-1913, Italian poet, critic,

and scholar), was born at Athens of a Ger-

man father and an Italian mother. Graf was

precocious in his studies, showing particular
interest in poetry. At 15 he went to Italy

where, in 1870, he received his degree in

jurisprudence from the University of Naples.
Here he also studied under the critic Fran-

cesco de Sanctis (q.v.) and formed an endur-

ing friendship with Antonio Labriola, a

leading economist and sociologist. The prac-
tice of law did not interest him, and he
turned to studies in philology and literature,

which he was forced to interrupt in order to

aid his brother, who had met with financial

reverses in Rumania. In November, 1874,
Graf returned to Rome, devoting himself

entirely to investigations of the literature of

the Middle Ages. The following year he be-

gan teaching and had such success that in

1876 he was appointed to the professorship
of Italian literature at the University of

Turin^ Graf was a forceful speaker and com
bined in unusual degree gifts of exposition
and scholarship. His La Crisi letteraria (1888),
Per la nostra cultura (1898), and L'Uni*

versita futura (1906) show the development
of his ideas on education and culture. He
contributed regularly to the important peri-

odical, Nuova Antologia. He was the founder
and for seven years (1883-1890) the codirector

with Francesco Novati and Rodolfo Renier
of the Giornale storico della letteratura

italiana.

The characteristic note in all the poetical

production of Graf is the tragic destiny of

mankind: evil, sorrow, and death. His lyrics
are replete with images of dead monks, dead

virgins, dances of skeletons, and abandoned
cemeteries. They contain also many mytho-
logical and legendary characters who sym-
bolize the mystery of life Prometheus,

Ulysses, Christ, Faust, Charlemagne. The
thought of death and sorrow occurs so fre-

quently in his poems that the reader is often

reminded of Leopardi, but Graf's pessimism
is more intellectual. Like Leopardi he does
not believe that man can improve his con-

dition. In Medusa (1880, 1881, 1890), his first

and most significant book of poems, Graf

portrays a world of fearful imagination. Later
collections are Dopo il tramonto (1893), Le
Danaidi (1897), Morgana (1901), Poemetti
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drammatici (1903), and Rime della selva

(1906). All his poems were published together
under the title Poesie in 1922. Graf labored

over his verse and not always with success.

Some sonnets, such as "Notte di luglio," "La

Martire," and certain other pieces do suggest

poetical genius.
Graf also wrote fiction. // Riscatto (1901) is

a psychological and, in part, autobiographi-
cal novel of some quality. His most im-

portant works on history, criticism, and litera-

ture are Studi drammatici (1878), Roma nella

mernoria e nelle immaginazioni del medioevo

(1882-1883), Attraverso il cinquecento (1888),

// Diavolo (1889; Eng. tr., The Story of the

Devil, 1931), Mitif leggende e superstizioni

del medioevo (1892-93), Foscolo, Manzoni,

Leopardi (1898), L 9

Anglomania e I'influsso

inglese in Italia nel secolo XVIII (1911).

Graf was intensely interested in researches

in the biological sciences and psychology,

especially in those topics that concerned

the transmutation of the species, heredity,

dreams, hypnosis, and the hidden world. He
also showed great interest in current ideas

on evolution, socialism, mysticism, neoclas-

sicism, and Neo-Catholicism.

See: G. A. Ccsareo, Critica Militante (1907);
R. Renier, "Arturo Graf," in Annuario della

Regia Universita di Torino (1913-1914); V.

Cian, "Arturo Graf," in Alii della Reale

Accademia dclle Scienze di Torino (1918)

pp. 973-1007; B. Croce, La Letteratura della

nuova Italia, 2d ed., II (1921), 203-212.
H. R. M.

Grandmontagne, Francisco (1866-1936, Span-
ish essayist), of French-Basque parentage, was
born in the Castilian province of Burgos and
combined in personality and style the best

features of Basque and Castilian character.

When still very young he emigrated to Ar-

gentina; he worked in cities and in the

Pampa, accepting, at his different tasks, the

hard schooling of the emigrant. He became a

noted newspaper man in Buenos Aires and
one of the editors of Prensa; he returned

numerous times to Spain (first in 1903), where
he stayed only the last years of his life.

Highly esteemed by Unamuno (4.1;.) and
other figures of the Generation of '98 for his

straightforward, ironic, and critical mind, for

his deep feeling of Hispanic values and the

force and purity of his style, he interpreted

Argentina and the Spanish American world
for Spain, and the Spanish world for Argen-
tina. As the poet Antonio Machado (q.v.) said

of him, he was "the chronicler of two
worlds." A great admirer of the Argentine, he

studied its modern development, especially in

the volume Origenes del progreso argentino:
Una gran potencia en esbozo (1928). His

works, most of them of Argentine back-

ground, include two early novels, Teodoro
Foronda (1896) and La maldonada (1898), and
books of sketches, stories, and essays about

types and customs, such as Vivos, tilingos y
locos lindos (1901) and Los inmigrantes

prdsperos (1933). He also wrote, perhaps with

less sagacity, about Spanish problems.
See: "El escritor y el hornbre en Francisco

Grandmontagne/' Prensa (Buenos Aires),

February 24, 1935.

A. del R.

Gras, Flix (1844-1901, Provencal poet and

novelist), was born in Malemort, a small

village of the Comtat Venaissin. Most of his

life was spent in Avignon, where he was for

many years a justice of the peace. He came
of an old family of prosperous farmers and
received his education at the College of

B6ziers. While still a student, he became
interested in the Felibrige. This literary

school, whose object was the revival of the

language and literature of Provence, had

steadily been growing in influence. Flix
Gras was completely won over to its cause

after he had seen his sister crowned as

"queen of the Felibrige" by Roumanille (q.v.),

whom she later married. Having joined her

in Avignon, he was soon in direct contact

with the already famous Felibres, attending
their meetings and taking part in their ac-

tivities. Thus he stands as one of the first

Provencal poets to owe their literary voca

tion to the founders of this movement. Gras

is the greatest of the "second generation of

Felibres," towering far above the others. In

contrast with his masters, however, he was to

remain all his life an outspoken "red of the

south," i.e., a liberal in politics and religion,

a firm believer in the ideals of the French

Revolution. He was to enjoy also the dis-

tinction of being the Provencal writer most

read in the United States not excepting
Mistral (q.v.).

His important works in verse consist of

two somber epic poems in 12 cantos, Li Car-

bouni^ (1876; The Charcoal Burners), drama-

tizing the life of rustic Alpine mountaineers,
and Toloza (1880), dealing with the Albigen-
sian crusade, as well as Lou Roumancero

prouvenfau (1887), composed of lyrics evok-

ing the history and legend of medieval
Provence. Some of these had appeared pre-

viously in L'Armana prouvenfau, the organ
of the Felibrige. Having thus established a
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solid reputation as an epic and lyrical poet,

Gras turned to prose. He published Li Papa-
lino (1891; Stories of Papal Avignon) and Li

Rouge ddu Miejour (i vol., with French tr.

on opposite pages, 1896; 3 parts, in French,

Les Rouges du Midi, 1898-1900; Eng. tr. f

The Reds of the Midi, 1896, The Terror,

1898, and The White Terror, 1899, the last

two being the second and third volumes of

the series). He also published a little pam-
phlet, Lou Catechisme dou bon felibre (1892),

which defines the ideals of the Felibrige.

Li Papalino comprises picturesque and

colorful stories permeated with good humor
and gaiety, told in an energetic, yet light

and harmonious language. It was Li Rouge
dou Miejour, however, that won him a

prominent and even original place among
the authors of historical fiction. This is the

story of the famous battalion of patriots from

Marseille to whose enthusiasm we owe the

name of the French national anthem. It is

extraordinarily alive, rich in color, swift in

action, epic-like in its rhythm. It was pub*
lished simultaneously in Provencal, French,

and English. The English translation has had

several American editions.

Felix Gras was third capoulid (honorary

head) of the Felibrige, succeeding Mistral and
Roumanille. In that capacity he made many
speeches which added not a little to his

popularity. He distinguished himself as a

French patriot and an intelligent leader of

Provencal regionalism.
See: C. P. Julian and P. Fontan, Anthologie

du Felibrige proven$al (1924); M. Jouveau,
"Fdlix Gras/' Feu, XX (1926), 321-330; F.

Bertrand, Fdlix Gras et son oeuvre (1935).

A. V. R.

Grau, Jacinto (1877-, Spanish playwright),
born in Barcelona, is perhaps Spain's greatest

living dramatist. But his plays have been

boycotted silently and consistently in Madrid,
even while received with glowing acceptance
in Paris, Berlin, and Prague. Grau's unflinch-

ing sincerity, his deeply rooted purpose to

renovate the Spanish stage, and his irascible

temperament combined with a self-acclaimed

egotism have incurred for him the dislike of

many critics and theatre managers among his

compatriots. A Spanish commentator said

some years ago that there are two literary

generations in present-day Spain, the Genera-
tion of 1898 (including such men as Una-
muno, Ortega y Gasset, Baroja, Benavente,
Valle-Incldn, qq.v.) and the Unknown Genera-
tion. Grau would belong to the latter. In the

long run Grau may well emerge, in his

measured dignity and even apparent aloof-

ness from social problems, as sounder and
more wise and more sincere than many of his

contemporaries. With him there have been

no fanfares of words, no merely sonorous de-

nunciations; his artistic productions have

vigor and a constant eloquence.
Grau has worked diligently during the last

40 years for a new Spanish stage. Younger
participants in the conflict over Spanish
drama have acclaimed his plays as "van-

guardistas." Trasuntos (1899) was the first

and already very characteristic literary prod-
uct of this half-Catalonian, half-Andalusian

author. In the introduction to this work the

great Catalonian poet, Maragall (q.v.),

pointed out Grau's qualities: a subtle, poetic
vision of reality (symbolized in the very title);

a strong tendency to philosophize; a really

dynamic style. To these must be added a

sense of a new way of life, freed from pro
vincialisms and outmoded routines, and the

already-mentioned urge to renovate dramatic

technique, specifically by combining with

contemporary symbolization in stage produc-
tion the restrained dignity of classical tragedy
and the underlying human vitality of the

golden-age period of the Spanish theatre. No
other modern playwright in Spain has suc-

ceeded so well in going back to Calder6n.

Grau has simplified the baroque complica-
tions into a very tense unity and has created

situations and characters that transcend pro
saic reality; he searches the ultimate mean

ing of man and all his passions.
Human love in its multitudinous and con

dieting aspects is the leitmotif of his plays.
His themes are those that constantly recur in

dramatic endeavor. The prodigal son is

represented in El hifo prddigo (1918), a bibli-

cal play which attains the human grandeur
and desperate dignity of Calder6n's tragedies.
El conde Alarcos (1917), based on an old

Spanish ballad, combines poetic medievalism
and a "vanguardist" presentation; it suggests
Edwin Arlington Robinson's Tristram. In
Don Juan de Carillana (1913) and El burlador

que no se burla (1930) is found the treatment
of the Don Juan theme in two very different

aspects, without the baroque complications
in style and the eschatological or teleological
elements of Tirso's famous play and without
the sexually romantic or romantically sexual

imitations which followed it. El burlador que
no se burla exalts natural love. Its ending
is disconcerting to squeamish moralists who
think of this love as sin: after Don Juan's
death, the women he has loved not deceived
and who have loved him remember him
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with nostalgic gratitude. Love as triumphant
in varying aspects is treated in El tercer

demonio (1908); in El caballero Varona (1929),

a play really liked by the Madrid public; in

La Senora guapa (published 1943 but first

produced about 1930). The tragedy of man in

relation to the mysteries of illusion, destiny,

and death is worked out with a poetic realism

and impressive dramatic technique in Los

tres locos del mundo (1930). El senor de Pig-

malion (1921), which bears a strong re-

semblance to Capek's (q.v.) R.U.R. and was in

fact printed before the latter play was per-

formed, had a turbulent stage career; its pre-
miere had to be given at Paris, whence it

traveled triumphantly to Berlin and Prague,
but Madrid hardly knows it. All these plays
and a dozen others show a sensitive, dramatic

genius rare in present-day Spain. They are

far different from the products of such writers

as the Alvarez Quintero brothers, Linares

Rivas, and even Benavente (qq.v.). They all

convey a feeling that they are "new."

Today Grau, an exile in Buenos Aires, is

having his plays republished, with com
mentaries and essays which throw a great deal

of light on the Spanish stage of the last 40

years. He has also written more recently a

study entitled Unamuno y la Espana de su

tiempo (1943), which is an admirable in

terpretation as well as a tribute to one who
like himself suffered much for a nobler Spain.

See: J. Cejador y Franca, Historia de la

lengua y literatura castellana, XI (1919), 234-

244; Federico Navas, "Jacinto Grau," in Las

esfinges de Talia, o encuesta sobre la crisis

del teatro (1928), pp. 55-58; E. Estdvez

Ortega, "El teatro moderno de Jacinto Grau/'
in Nuevo escenario (1928), pp. 42-49; J. M.
de Osma, "El conde Alarcos, tragedia de

Jacinto Grau/' Hispania, XII (1929), 179-184.
F. S. y E.

Greek literature. Modern Greece has lacked,

almost up to the present, the sine qua
non of a representative literature, namely, a

standardized literary idiom. The spiritual re-

vival of Greece which began about 1800 with

the founding of the revolutionary society,

Philike Hetairia, produced the War of Inde-

pendence (1821-1829) and freed most of the

Greek realm from political servitude within

the Ottoman Empire. It did not, however,

free the Greek language. This continued,

long after the creation of an independent
Greek state (1832), to labor under its old

bondage to the classical tongue of Hellas

and the language of the New Testament.

Through snobbishness and traditionalism the

very ones who were most sincere in their de-

sire to see a living native literature in Greece
were those most responsible for the trend

which actually retarded this. Adamantios
Korais (1748-1833), for example, a great

patriot, "reformed" the language for literary

purposes, but followed the Hellenic pattern,

choosing a mold far removed from the living

tongue of the klephts whose gallantry had
won Greece her freedom. The language of

Korais has often been dubbed satirically

"korakistika," or "learned jargon/'
A pioneer in the countermovement to that

represented by Korais was Athanasios Chris-

topoulos (1772-1847), who wrote drinking

songs and love verses in the popular idiom,
the most popular of which were Lirika (1811;

Lyrics); but it was Dionysios Solomos (1798-

1857) who first made outstandingly successful

use of the vernacular (or demotiki, as op-

posed to the katharevousa, or pure Greek) as

literary material. A native of the Ionian

island of Zante, Solomos turned his back on a

brilliant career as an Italian poet in order to

found a school of Greek poetry deriving its

inspiration from the klephtic ballads of his

native islands. His own most celebrated work
was "E odi tis elephtherias" (1824; Ode to

Liberty) which, set to music, has become the

national anthem of Greece. To the Ionian

school belonged also the gifted poet Andreas
Kalvos (1796-1869); the satiric Andreas Las-

caratos (1811-1901); and Aristotle Valaoritis

(1824-1879), whose poems in praise of the

patriot-revolutionaries were widely read and
admired.

The outstanding representative of the

classical trend in Greek letters was the dis

tinguished scholar, linguist, archaeologist,
and diplomat, Alexandros Rizos Rhangavis

(1810-1892), generally known as Rangabe.

Rangabe's fame as a literary figure is based

especially on his dramas, chief among which

are the classical tragedy, in verse, Triakontai

tirani (1866; The Thirty Tyrants) and the

Aristophanic comedy Tou Koutrouli o gamos
(1845; The Marriage of Koutroulis).

At the opposite pole to Rangabe was

lannis (Jean) Psichari (1854-1929), a native of

Odessa, who, like so many Greeks of his day,
was educated in Paris. Like lannis Papa-

diamantopoulos who, under the pseudonym
Jean Mor&is (q.v.), became one of the poets
of the French symbolist school, Psichari

aspired to a literary career in French, but

turned, under the influence of Emile Le-

grand, whom he succeeded as professor of

philology at the Paris Ecole des Langues
Orientates Vivantes, to the propagation of
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modern Greek. His satirical account of a

journey to Greece, To taxidi mou (1888; My
Journey), written in the demotic tongue,

played an immeasureable part in the conver-

sion of Greek writers of his day and later to

the vernacular. Besides philological essays,

written in French, Psichari wrote plays and

short stories in his native tongue. One short

story, Arosti doula (1907; The Sick Girl), has

sociological implications. Outstanding in the

field of the short story was Alexandros Papa-
diamtis (1851-1911). Unlike most of his gener-

ation, Papadiamtis kept himself free for the

most part from foreign influences, and his

short stories, 120 of which are to be found in

the collection Ta rodina akrogalia (1913; The

Happy Shores), possess a native charm and

freshness rarely found in modern Greek. To
be noted also are the Ionian tales of Argyris
Eftaliotis (1849-1923) which appeared under

the title Nisiotikes islories (1894; Eng. tr. f

Tales from the Isles of Greece, 1897).

The drama, long shackled by the romantic

tradition and hampered by the servility of its

authors, especially Demetrios Vctnadakis

(1834-1907) and Spyridon Vasiliadis (1845-

1874), to the katharevousa, began to emanci-

pate itself with lannis Kambisis (1872-1902),
the Greek Ibsen (q.v.), and his realistic, often

grimly satirical dramas of Athenian life.

Kambisis was followed by Spyros Meias

(1880-), a disciple of Gorky (q.v.), and

Gregorios Xenopoulos (1867-), the outstand-

ing playwright of modern Greece. Best known
for his Stella Violanti (1909), which has been

called the Greek Doll's House, Xenopoulos is

the dramatist par excellence of the modern
woman. All three of the above wrote in the

language of the people, as does also De-

metrios Tangopoulos (1867-1926), whose

Zontani kai pethamcni (1905; The Live and

the Dead) represents the recent trend to sym-
bolism in Greek drama.

Poetry flourished in Greece above all other

literary forms in the late igth century and
more recently, especially lyric poetry. The in

fluence of the Ionian school mentioned above
is seen in the poems of Stephen Martzokis

(1855-1913) and of the French symbolists (see
French symbolism) in those of Konstantinos

Hadzopoulos (1868-), especially in To phthi-
noporo (1917; Autumn). Hadzopoulos is

known also for his illuminating critical essays.
The poet to win the highest favor popu-

larly was George Drossinis (1859-), who began
by writing in the katharevousa with interpo-
lations of verse in the demotiki. Later he
wrote exclusively in the popular tongue, and
his poems from this period found in the

collections Photera skotadia (1903-1914; Light

Shadows) and Klista vlephara (1914-1917;
Closed Eyes) are among the most popular in

modern Greek. Less popular with average
readers but more widely recognized by the

critics both at home and abroad was Kostes

Palamas (q.v.). A native of Patras and edu-

cated in Athens, Palamas began his literary
career as a partisan of the katharevousa, only
to become converted to the demotiki at the

time of the celebrated linguistic riots, which
took place in Athens in 1901 over the publi-
cation of Pallis's vulgate translation of the

New Testament, and to become, along with

Psichari, an advocate of this allegedly sacri-

legious translation. One of the most profound
and patriotic thinkers of his day, Palamas

produced his finest poetry in the series

Assalephti zoi (1904; Eng. tr. of first part,

Life Immovable, 1919, of second part, incom-

plete, A Hundred Voices and Other Poems,

1921). In these, as in his Grammata (1913;

Letters), the lyrical genius of Palamas is

often, unfortunately, overshadowed by ex-

cessive cerebration and too great use of

symbolism. The recent trend to free verse in

Greece is represented by the poet Angellos
Sikelianos (1884-) whose long poem Aphierosi

(1922; Consecration) is one of his finest. A
leader in the movement to produce Greek

classical drama on the modern stage, Si-

kelianos is master to the young poets of to

day.
See: H. Pernot, Etudes de literature

grecque moderns (1918); D. C. Hesseling,
Histoire de la litterature grecque moderne

(1924); A. Kambanis, Hystoria tis neas elli-

nikis logotechnias (1925).

S. A. V.

Green, Julien (1900-, French novelist), was

born in Paris of American parents; his

father came from Virginia and his mother
from Savannah. Obsessed as he has been by
the mysteries of heredity and of remote an-

cestral influences, he discovered in his sensi-

bility the complex traces of Irish blood

(visionary mysticism), of Scottish blood (fear
of death and haunting of predestination),
and of his American origins (a morbid pre-

occupation with the violent and supernatural
forces of evil, which he shares with Poe,

Melville, Hawthorne, and William Faulkner).
French was to him not only the language in

which he thought and wrote, but also the

much needed influence of clarity, sanity, and
order which alone could fuse into an artistic

whole his conflicting tendencies. He was edu-

cated in a Paris lycte, enlisted in the French
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army at the end of the First World War,
studied at the University of Virginia from 1919
to 1922, tried painting in Paris, and began his

career as a French novelist in 1924. His early

volumes, Le Voyageur sur la terre (1924; Eng.
tr., The Pilgrim on the Earth, 1929, and in

the volume Christine and Other Stories, 1930)
and Mont-Cinre (1926; Eng. tr., Avarice

House, 1927), while spoiled by some crude

melodramatic elements, give, in the French

language, a counterpart to the novels of the

Bronte sisters and of Hawthorne. Their theme
is hallucination, fear, haunting remorse, and

madness. At the same time a series of critical

essays (Suite anglaise, 1927) was published, on

Samuel Johnson, Blake, Charles Lamb,
Charlotte Bronte, and in 1928 a study of

Hawthorne. His literary and artistic tastes,

his inner torments, and his fear of love, of

death, and of life after death are discreetly

but fully revealed in the two volumes of his

Journal (1938-1939; Eng. tr., Personal Record,

1928-1939, 1939)- His best novels are probably
Adrienne Mesurat (1927; Eng. tr., The Closed

Garden, 1928), Leviathan (1929; Eng. tr,,

The Dark Journey, 1929, and in Christine

and Other Stories, 1930), Le Visionnaire

(1934; Eng. tr., The Dreamer, 1934), Minuit

(1936; Eng. tr., Midnight, 1936). Between 1940
and 1945 Green lived in the United States,

where a novel, Varouna (1940; Eng. tr,, Then
Shall the Dust Return, 1941), a volume of

reminiscences in English, Memories of Happy
Days (1942), and translations from P^guy (q-v.)

were published.

Although he at times recalls Balzac (in his

imaginative realism and his haunting evoca-

tion of French provincial life) and at times

Kafka (q.v.), Julien Green stands out as one

of the most original novelists of the 2Oth

century. He succeeds in creating a world of

his own, weird and unreal, which the reader

enters with full suspension of disbelief.

Murder, suicide, rape, madness, are the usual

incidents in Green's novel of terror and of

sadistic violence. No poetic description of

nature, no touch of humor, relieves the tense

atmosphere. The characters are often morbid

and hysterical, and yet convincing, and are

conceived with a rare imaginative power. Be-

neath these tales of horror there runs a strain

of metaphysical anxiety: life is a wasteland

of perpetual frustration, and man, try as he

may, is powerless to escape from a hideous

reality and to communicate with other hu-

man beings. A skillful technique, which often

divides the nightmarish visions into two or

three distinct episodes, emphasizing the soli-

tude of the heroes, adds to the credibility of

Green's novels. The style lacks originality
and power and does not always do justice to

the intensity of the author's hallucinations.

H. P.

Grieg, Johan Nordahl Brim (1902-1943, Nor-

wegian poet, novelist, and dramatist), was,
while he lived, the foremost exponent of

Norwegian fighting spirit in the Second
World War and became through his death its

most striking symbol. Born in Bergen of a

distinguished family, distantly related to

Edvard Grieg, and destined for university
training, he early showed talents of a stormier
kind than would normally lead to a life of

scholarship. He interspersed his student days
with adventures in journalism, with a voyage
as common seaman on a Norwegian freighter,
and with tramps across the continent of

Europe. The salient traits of his authorship
were already present in his first collection of

verse, Rundt Kap det Code Haab (1922;
Around the Cape of Good Hope) his eager

appetite for adventure, his passionate es-

pousal of the common man, his patriotic,
near-bombastic lyricism. A year at Oxford

(1923-1924) led to the writing of a long essay
on "Rudyard Kipling and the British Em-
pire" (published in Edda, Vol. XXVII, 1927,

pp. 75-108, 196-249), significant for the kin-

ship which is clearly present between these

two poets. Grieg's Anglo-Saxon orientation

appears also from an essay collection entitled

De unge d0de (1932; The Young Dead), on
Keats, Shelley, Byron, Rupert Brooke, and
other English poets who died young. Mean-
while he had tried his hand as columnist,

theatre critic, detective-story writer, poet, and
novelist. He awakened attention, even scan-

dal, by his frankly naturalistic story of sailor

life, Skibet gar videre (1924; Eng. tr., The

Ship Sails On, 1927). But the rest of his books

from the 2o's added little to his stature: two

collections of verse, Stene i str0mmen (1925;

Stones in the Stream) and Norge i vdre hjerter

(1929; Norway in Our Hearts); and three

plays, En ung manns kjcerlighet (1927; A
Young Man's Love), Darrabas (1927), and
Atlanterhavet (1932; The Atlantic Ocean).
A new phase of his life began when he

went to live in Russia (1933-1935). Here he
studied the Russian theatre and found his

proletarian sympathies strongly reinforced.

Social problems became the central theme of

his next three plays, which established him
as the leading youthful dramatist on the

Norwegian stage: V&r cere og v&r makt (1935;
Our Honor and Our Might), attacking the

greed of Norwegian ship owners during the
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First World War; Men imorgen (1936; But
Tomorrow ), on the conflict between Nazism

and labor; and Nederlaget (1937; Eng. tr.,

The Defeat, 1944), a picture of the Paris

Commune in 1871. In 1936 and 1937 he

carried on the battle against fascism by pub-

lishing a periodical, Veien frem (The Road

Ahead). In 1937 he went to Spain as corre-

spondent and helper behind the front on the

republican side. He published a volume of

correspondence, Spansk sommer (1937; Span-
ish Summer), but more important was his re-

markable novel Men ung md verden ennu

vare (1938; But Young the World Must Be),

a panorama of world events from Norway,
Russia, and Spain, including an analysis of

the Moscow trials.

In 1939 he joined the Norwegian army for

neutrality service. He was on furlough in Oslo

on April 9, 1940, when the Germans invaded,

but stole out to rejoin the army. He was

given a special assignment, carried it through
at great personal risk, and accompanied the

Norwegian government to England in June,

1940. From that time to his death in an

American bomber over Berlin on December

2, i943i he was *n constant active service, ris-

ing to the rank of captain. His particular task

became that of strengthening the spirit of

his countrymen in exile and at home. He
participated in all the activities of the fight-

ing forces without regard to personal safety
and poured into his verse the impression of

all that he saw. His lyrics of war, though few

in number, were a notable contribution to

the Norwegian and Allied cause. That

patriotic fervor which sometimes seemed

extravagant in peace found its transmutation

in times of war. The bombast is gone, leaving

only a deep passion for his native land and
the shattered values of peace: "We kill, that

our children may not become as we are." The
appeal of his poetry lies in its immediacy of

experience and its breadth of spirit. Grieg
was able to keep his idealism intact and
his courage young, until he himself joined
"the young dead" of whom he once had
written.

See: K. Elster, "Johan Nordahl Brim Grieg/'
in Norsk biografisk leksikon, IV (1929), 618-

620; Halvdan Koht, "Nordahl Grieg,"
American-Scandinavian Review, XXX (1942),

32-40; Olav Rytter, "Nordahl Grieg," Norse-

man, II (1944), 113-120. There are transla-

tions of Grieg's poetry in American-Scandi-
navian Review, XXIX (1941), 109-110, XXXII
(
I 943) i5-*6; C. W. Stork, Anthology of

Norwegian Lyrics (1942); Joy Davidman, War
Poems of the United Nations (1943); Norse-

man, I (1943), 68, no, 243-247* II (!944)> "*
E. H.

Griese, Friedrich (1890-, German novelist),

was born of an old peasant family at

Lehsten, a village in Mecklenburg. After

attending the village school there and two

teachers' colleges, in 1911 he became a

teacher. Immediately after the outbreak of

the First World War he volunteered for the

front; he went nearly deaf in 1916, was

discharged from military service, and resumed

teaching. The peaceful life of a village school-

master and the solitude of his rural sur-

roundings helped Griese toward literary crea-

tion. Since 1921 he has written and published
a long series of novels and stories, firmly

rooted in the ideas of the rural world and

usually located in his homeland Mecklenburg.
Griese's place in German literary history is

in the long tradition of the regional novel.

In an autobiographical sketch he has pointed
out that he has always attempted to make

transparent the secret background of things,

the dark and uncanny powers which, dreaded

by the peasant, are still the fountainhead of

life. Not unlike another representative of

the "Heimatkunst" movement, Timm Kroger

(1844-1918), also a native of Lower Germany,
Griese became "Heimatdichtcr" without in-

tention or design, "letting himself be driven

where his visions and the flood of his yearn-

ing wanted to go."
After a few vigorous tales which he himself

regarded later only as a preparation for his

spacious sagas and legends, his first well-

balanced full novel, Alte Glocken, was pub-
lished in 1925. Soon afterwards he completed
a collection of short stories, Die letzte Garbe

(1927). In the same year appeared his first

outstanding novel, Winter (Eng. tr., 1929), in

which a long winter of almost supernatural
cold engulfs a Low German village and ele-

vates men and animals into gigantic mythical
dimensions. A number of gloomy and stir-

ring short stories were soon followed by the

novels Der Sohn seiner Mutter (1929), the

mysterious and grave tale of a peasant boy,
and Das Tal der Armen (1929), in which a

remote village is slowly absorbed by the out-

side world. Der ewige Acker (1930) shows
how the miserable years during and after the

First World War cleansed the earth for a

new beginning. Griese's latest novels, Das
letzte Gesicht (1934), Baume im Wind (1937),
and Die Weisskopfe (1939), bring him closest

to his literary model, Knut Hamsun (q.v.).

Between 1931 and 1936 his interest in history
resulted in impressive and popular historical
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novels as well as a biography of Fritz Renter

(1938). Less successful were three plays
Mensch aus Erde gemacht (1933), Wind im
Luch (1937), and Der heimliche Konig (1939).

Griesc was elected a member of the Prus-

sian Academy of Letters and awarded the

Lessing prize in 1934. The state of Mecklen-

burg decided to make a present of Rethus,

an old water mill near Parchim, "to its

greatest living poet/' He still resides there,

after having resigned from his position at a

primary school in Kiel where he had been

teaching since 1926. There is no doubt that

Griese's literary work makes him preeminent

among the many modern German writers

whose glorification of peasant life, soil, and

countryside is typical of the "Heimatkunst."

See: A. Soergel, Dichtung und Dichter der

Zeit, Dritte Folge: Dichter aus deuischem

Volkstum (1934), pp. 207-231; K. Melcher,

Friedrich Griese (1936).

H. Sch.

Grimm, Hans (1875-, German novelist, short

story writer, and essayist), is widely known,

not so much for his strictly creative writing

in the field in which he is indisputably the

greatest living master the longer short story

as for the authorship of his stupendous
novel Volk ohne Raum (1926). The title be-

came instantly a new designation for the

German nation and a slogan offering to the

German politicians the long-sought "politi-

cal synthesis." Despite its 1352 pages and the

measured tempo of its style which seems to

echo the patient, plodding feet of the Ger
man peasant and emigrant Cornelius Frie

bott, despite the epic retardation and the

repetition of both narrative and conversa

tional formulae, more than a million copies
were sold between its appearance in 1926 and

the outbreak of the Second World War in

1939. Volk ohne Raum is one of the most

harrowingly painful fictionalized records ever

penned by an earnest and heart- torn patriot.

The suffering recounted is senseless, whether

it be that of the Germans in their over

crowded fatherland or of those who emi

grated only to become involved in the Boer

War and impoverished by it and then dis-

possessed and shipped like cattle back to a

fatherland even less able to contain them at

the close of the First World War. It is the

suffering of protagonists who are mere

struggling victims of a relentless fate,

patiently enduring a passion without any
scheme of redemption. The same theme is

treated, in fact with greater objectivity, con-

ciseness, and artistry, in an earlier and per

haps Grimm's best story, Die Olewagen Saga
(1918).

Prior to the unexpected success of his novel

Hans Grimm had been from 1895 to 1910
a merchant apprentice in England and clerk

and independent merchant in Cape Colony.
In 1910 he returned to Germany to become a

writer. He studied political economy in

Munich, fought in the First World War, and
then settled at Lippoldsberg on the Weser, to

discover subsequently that his new home ad-

joined the farms and glassworks that had

belonged centuries before to his ancestors.

Thus his return to Germany, followed closely

by the war, with its intensification of his

patriotism, and later by his accidental settling
near the earliest-known home of his family

that he chanced to be born in Wiesbaden
is without significance for him became in

the deepest sense a return of the native and
served to shape the "African writer's" de-

termination to become a "German writer," a

"political writer."

Regardless of the chronology in which his

works appeared, they fall into two distinct,

but organically related groups, the creative

writing of the artist and the political writing
of the patriot. To the latter category belong,
besides the political novel Volk ohne Raum,
the documentary volumes dealing with the

sufferings and injustices wantonly inflicted

on the South African Germans during and
after the First World War, Der Olsucher von
Duala (1918), Die dreizehn Briefe aus

Deutsch'Sudwest-Afrika (1928), Das deutsche

Stidwester-Buch (1929). Here also belong the

series of 34 short essays which were written

between 1911 and 1931 and make up the

volume Der Schriftsteller und die Zeit (1931);
the longer essay Von der burger lichen Ehre
und der burgerlichen Notwendigkeit (1932);
the essays that have appeared in the pages
of the magazine Das Innere Reich, founded
in 1934 by Paul Alverdes and Karl Benno
von Mechow (qq.v.)\ and the Englische Rede:

Wie ich den Engldnder sehe; Deutsher und

englischer Wortlant (1938).

His purely creative writing consists of the

30-odd stories that make up the volumes

Siidafrikanische Novellen (1913), Der Gang
durch den Sand (1916), Der Richter in der

Karu (1930), Luderitzland (1934), and the

already mentioned Olewagen Saga. All except
one of these stories are African in theme,
substance, feeling, and style. This preoccupa-
tion with the colonial world and its sharp
social cleavage is doubtless the direct result

of Kipling's influence on Grimm. But

Kipling's "white man's burden" is scarcely to
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be recognized in the realistic race antagonism

depicted in "Der Gang durch den Sand." In

this story Grimm's conception of race is still

that of the white man versus the colored, but

subsequently in his political writings it was

to develop into the more narrowly exclusive

conception of the Nordic man, to all intents

and purposes the British and the German
man. He did not follow but rather blazed

the trail for the still narrower racial theory

developed by his younger contemporaries.
Grimm is not a party man. He is himself

thoroughly sincere and without arritre-

pensee. What his earlier political writings
had lacked a scheme of redemption to put
an end to the German passion his later

essays, and particularly his Englische Rede,

develop in a plan for understanding between

Germany and England. This is but the logical

consequence of his inordinate admiration for

the British Empire and British justice. The
finest paean of praise ever hymned to the

British colonial official is "Der Richter in der

Karu," and significantly Grimm considers this

his finest work. What he expresses here and
elsewhere indirectly and subtly he proclaims
directly and emphatically in the Englische
Rede.

See: G. K. Brand, "Hans Grimm" (with

biography and bibliography), Die neue Lite-

ratur, XXVII (1926), 529-537; A. Soergel,

Dichtung und Dichter der Zeit, Dritte Folge:
Dichter aus deutschem Volkstum (1934), pp.
43-58; G. H. Danton, "Hans Grimm's Volk
ohne Raum," Mouatshefte fur deutschen

Unterricht, XXVII (1935), 33-43; W. Stein-

born, "Der unbekannte Hans Grimm," Das
Innere Reich, V (1938), 674-703, 790-816; R.
T. House, "The South-African Stones of

Hans Grimm," American-German Review, VI

(*939)> 16-17* 34.

J. F. G.

Gripenberg, Bertel (1878-, Finnish poet writ

ing in Swedish), who was born in St. Peters

burg, Russia, but comes of the old Swedish-
Finnish aristocracy, has brought to Swedish

poetry a fire and intensity lacking since the

time of Froding (q.v.). Beginning in Dikter

(1915; Poems) with the perennial themes of
love and wine, he turned later to descriptions
of nature, to Finland's heroic past, and then
to contemporary political and social conflicts,

emphasizing in particular the debt of his

country to Swedish culture, Gripenberg is

temperamentally a modernist, with a clarion

ring in his lines. He is a fine sonneteer and
has translated

effectively Oscar Wilde's

"Ballad of Reading Gaol" and Edgar Lee

Masters's Spoon River Anthology.
See: C. W. Stork, Anthology of Swedish

Lyrics (1917; revised and enlarged ed., 1930);
G. Bach, The History of the Scandinavian

Literatures, ed, by Frederika Blankner (1938).
C. W. S.

Grondal, Benedikt Sveinbjarnarson (1826-

1907, Icelandic scholar, poet, and dramatist),
was born at BessastaSir near Reykjavik, the

son of Sveinbjorn Egilsson, famous Icelandic

scholar. He was named after his maternal

grandfather, who also was a poet. At home
and in the Latin school of his father, Grondal

became imbued with the love of the classics,

those of Greek and Roman antiquity as well

as the Old Icelandic sagas and Eddas. He

grew up into the romantic movement, be-

coming himself more romantic than most in

his poetry. Nature impressed him deeply, and

he remained a faithful natural scientist until

his death. His artistic nature also found out-

let in calligraphy and drawing.

Though brilliantly gifted, Grondal was an

erratic genius. He studied natural history,

philosophy, aesthetics, literature, and "north-

ern antiquities" at the University of Copen-

hagen, becoming an M.A. (the first one) in

the last-named subject in 1863. A decade of

literary work in Copenhagen followed, after

which he went home and taught school for

another decade (1874-1883). After that time

he was his own master until death over-

took him.

Among Grondal's most important works

are the following: Heljarslodarorusta (1861;

The Battle of Hel's Field); Clavis poetica

antiquae linguae septentrionalis (1864), an

excellent tool; f>6rdar saga Geirmundssonar

(1891; The Saga of |>6rSur Geirmundsson), a

Rabelaisian satire; Kvadabok (1900; Poems);
and Dcegradvol (1923; Autobiography). His

poetry and prose have many facets, but he is

most effective when giving rein to his un-

bridled imagination. In that mood he wrote

some excellent nonsense poems and parodies,
as well as Aristophanic plays and Rabelaisian

satire. Best of all his works is the inimitable

burlesque, Heljarslodarorusta, a mock ro-

mance on the battle of Solferino in 1859. It

is also his most popular work.

See: Benedikt Grondal dttrcedur (1906); S.

Einarsson, "Benedikt Grondal and Heljar-

slodarorusta," Journal of English and Ger-

manic Philology, XXXVI (1937), 3

543-550*
S. E.



Grubiriski, Wadaw (1883-, Polish dramatist,

critic, and short-story writer), was born in

Warsaw of a theatrical family. Educated at

school in the social sciences, Grubiriski

steeped himself privately in literature, phi-

losophy, and the arts pertaining to the

theatre. In 1909 he began his career by hav-

ing a somewhat daring play presented on the

Warsaw stage (Pijani, The Drunks) and was

regarded thereafter in bourgeois circles as a

bad moral influence. Like his masters Wilde,
Anatole France (q.v.), Flaubert (q-v.), and

Przybyszewski (q.v.), Grubiriski had no desire

to be an influence at all, good or bad. "The
author," he said in his confession (1925),
"exhibits his hero objectively, like a tiger,

or bull; you observe how he looks, thinks,

and acts, but you make up your own opinion
of him, as you would of a bull. ..." A de-

tached, sybaritic, amused observer of the

human animal, Grubiriski was a master

showman of the animal's foibles and a su-

perb stylist, a fact publicly recognized in

1939 by an Academy award for the "exquisite
Polish" of his Listy poganskie (1938; Pagan
Letters). Of his short stories, the collection

Czlowiek z klarnetem (1927; Man with Clari-

onet) is representative, and of his plays, the

following are the most popular: Kochankowie

(1919; The Lovers), Pi$kna Helena (1919;
Fair Helen), Lenin (1921; a comedy), Lampa
Aladyna (1923; Aladdin's Lamp), and Nie-

winna grzesznica (1926; The Sinless Sinner).
A relic of the last phase of Young Poland (see

Polish literature), Grubiriski was somewhat
out of place in the Poland of the 1930*5. His

plays gradually disappeared from the boards,
as the older generation passed from the scene

and the neurotic dandyism of the fin de
siecle went out of fashion.

See: Z. D?bicki, Portrety, II (1928), 271-
286; K. Czachowski, Obraz wspdlczesnej liter-

atury polskiej, II (1934), 171-174, 375-376;

J. Lorcntowicz, Tcatr Polski w Warszawie

(1938), passim.
A. P. C.

GuSmundsson, Kristmann (1902-, Icelandic

novelist), was born at pverfell in Borgarf-

jorSur, His mother's family was deeply rooted

in the soil, his father was a temperamental
rover. The youth of GuSmundsson was
marred by lack of parental care and by sick-

ness, yet he grew up to be a healthy boy
whose optimism and enterprising nature

nothing could curb. Having been a jack-of-

all-trades, he finally (1924) decided to go to

Norway and become a writer. Two years
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later his first book of short stories, hlandsk

kjcerlighet (1926; Icelandic Loves), was an
immediate success. Many novels and a host of
short stories have appeared in Norwegian.
Since 1939 GuSmundsson has lived in Iceland
and written in Icelandic.

Kristmann GuSmundsson is a master of

the modern romance. Like no other Icelandic
novelist he understands the psychology of

love, especially young love, and describes it

with a realism that nevertheless seems

ethereally romantic. With him the spiritual
and the physical aspects of love unite in

harmony without the bad conscience that

troubles some of the pre-war writers, such as

Kamban (qv.) who, during the 1920'$, fought
a struggle of emancipation from the older

ideology of love. Next to love, character
interests GuSmundsson, This is especially
evident in his family sagas: Drudekjolen
(1927; Icelandic tr., Brudarkjdllinn, 1933;

Eng. tr., The Bridal Gown, 1931), Livets

morgen (1929; Icelandic tr., Morgunn lifsins,

1932; Eng. tr., Morning of Life, 1936), Del

hellige fjell (1932; The Holy Fell), Jordens
barn (1934; Children of Earth), and Gydjan
og uxinn (1937; Eng. tr., Winged Citadel,

1940). The last is a historical romance from
the Crete of Minoan times, but it is full of
allusions to modern psychoanalysis and
modern world politics. Perhaps finest of

GuSmundsson's characters is the hero of

Morning of Life; in him the heroic ideal of
the sagas is once more incarnated. Not the
least source of GuSmundsson's charm is his

facile narrative talent, his obvious joy in

telling a story. His books have been trans-

lated into many languages.
See: G. G. Hagalin, "Kristmann Gu8

mundsson, "Idunn, XIV (1930), 55-70.
S. E.

Guerra Junqueiro, Abilio (1850-1923, Portu

guese poet), was born in Freixo-de-Espada-&-
Cinta, Trds-os-Montes, the son of well-to-do

farmers. In 1868 he matriculated in the Uni-

versity of Coimbra. He arrived there in a

revolutionary moment and joined the group
known as the Generation of Coimbra (see

Portuguese literature), of which he became an

outstanding member. Before he reached the

age of 20 some of his writing had already
been published, and about the time he
entered the university, Baptismo de amor
(Baptism of Love) appeared. Already he
showed verbal opulence, notable metrical

flexibility, and a certain oratorical and gran-

diloquent tendency. Upon obtaining his de-
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gree (1873), Junqueiro was employed in gov-
ernment administration. Later he was identi-

fied with the republican movement and
carried out a violent campaign against the

monarchy and the Church.

He matured artistically in a devotion to

the Hugo of La LJgende des siecles and went

on to become the most typical and worthy

representative of the social and liberal poetry
of Portuguese realism. He was one of those

who rescued Portuguese poetry from the stag-

nant waters of an exhausted romantic-

Arcadian lyricism. In 1874 was published the

work which established his reputation, A
morte de D. Jodo (Don Juan's Death), a col-

lection of poems without great continuity but

held together by the eternal theme of the

Seducer, whom he makes the symbol of social

corruption, a product of romantic senti-

mentalism. In these lyrical and satirical poems
the main character is grotesquely debased; he

is reduced to an extreme state of pauperism
and is made to die in an alley, weak and

diseased. Junqueiro was immediately charged
with degrading poetry and taking the themes

of his verses from the privy, the hospital, and

the brothel. He retorted that the basis for the

new poetry lay in science and not in the

transports of romantic lyricism and explained
the principles of his aesthetic. Art should ex-

press effectively the results of science; it must

be progressive and help in giving "a methodi-

cal and definite idea" of the universe, its ulti-

mate aim being justice. Everything opposed
to justice could be symbolized in Don Juan
as corruption and in Jehovah as tyranny. The
moral scandal aroused by A morte de D. Jodo
was followed in 1885 by the religious scandal

of A velhice do Padre Eterno (The Old Age
of the Eternal Father). With the same

virulence with which he had attacked the

libertinism personified by Don Juan, he now
assailed the figure of Jehovah. The Church,

religious fanaticism, and intolerance are the

targets of these poems, characterized by a

rabid sarcasm, in verse of resounding so-

norousness and of extraordinarily daring rich

ness of rhythms and images. In both works
he definitely incorporated prose into poetry
and introduced elements which until then

had been considered outside the realm of the

poetically beautiful, an extreme reaction

against the decorous fastidiousness of the

reigning poetry. In the taste for the repulsive
and the ugly there is a satanic element
reminiscent of Baudelaire (q.v.), but by and

large the model is Hugo, from whom
Junqueiro took the alexandrine, to acclima-

tize it in Portugal.

On the occasion of the English ultimatum
of 1890 Junqueiro 's lyre gave expression to

national wrath in Finis Patriae (1891), a col-

lection of poems, and Pdtria, a dramatic poem
not published until 1896, both full of the

fury aroused by the humiliation of his im-

potent native country. The bitter, lyrically

passionate vision of national downfall and
the accusation against the supposedly guilty
element, the dynasty, furnished a poetic ful-

fillment of the historical negativism of

Oliveira Martins (q.v.). Patria was read avidly,
and its mysterious and spectral atmosphere,
the sinister symbolism of some of its char-

actersespecially O Doido, personification of

past Portuguese glory and its Messianic

pessimism made a deep impression. Certain
technical characteristics of this lyrical libel,

the symbolistic repetitions and the morbid
cadences, had a notable influence on much of

the poety which followed. Junqueiro's art,

essentially pictorial and descriptive, reached
its apogee in some of the pages of Pdtria. In

1892 the publication of Os simples (The
Simple Ones) marked a new phase in his

work. Here, in keeping with the impulses of

a new generation, he abandoned social and

philosophical themes and with a more inti-

mately contemplative attitude turned his

attention to the objects and humble souls of

Portuguese rural life. Images lost their ora-

torical brilliance, were fitted to the candid

simplicity of the themes. With a delicately
restrained lyricism he gave himself over to an
intimate communion with nature, desirous of

calm for his disillusioned soul and in search

of the tranquil faith of village life. Even so

he endeavored to understand by systematic

.processes the essence and evolution of the sur-

rounding world. His scientific obsession,
which he never lost, led him to write a

mystico-philosophical poetry of allegorical
character, in which he tried to translate

poetically the postulates of scientific natural-

ism and impart a lyric expression to the dis-

coveries of the laboratory. The result is seen

in Orafdo ao pdo (1902; Prayer to Bread) and

Orafdo a luz (1904; Prayer to Light), his last

estimable productions.

Shortly after the republic was proclaimed

(1910) Junqueiro was sent to Switzerland as

minister. There he composed an essay, Notas

sobre a Suifa (1911), which is his best work
in prose (later included in Prosas dispersas,

1921, Collected Prose). The last years of his

life, during which he underwent a mystico-
Christian evolution, were spent in retirement

on his property at Barca d'Avila. In this

phase, which has been called Tolstoyan (sec
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Tolstoy, Leo), he devoted himself to the culti-

vation of his vineyards and to radiological

experiments.
See: A. da Veiga Simoes, A nova gerafdo

(1911), pp. 77-83; F. de Figueiredo, Historia

da literatura realista, 1924 ed., pp. 112-132;
P. Hourcade, Guerra Junquciro et le probleme
des influences franfaises dans son oeuvre (1932).

E. G. D.

Guglielminetti, Amalia (1885?-, Italian

poetess and novelist), was born in Turin. In

her verse she aroused curiosity and interest

by her bold treatment of sensuous love and
was even hailed by some as a "new Sappho."
However, upon a closer scrutiny, it was seen

that she was merely recounting personal ex-

periences which she was unable to translate

into authentic lyricism or suffuse with the

breath of true poetry. The myth of a new,
realistic poetess of power was soon dissipated,

although she has continued to have readers.

What intensity she attained is intellectual

rather than emotional. The most passionate
and most intimate moments are described

with a calculating precision and coldness

which make one realize their falseness and
lack of sincere human emotion. Her works,
sensuous and audacious, lack the human
spark which might have made her really

great.
Her principal writings are Voci di giovi-

nezza (1903), Le Vergini folli (1907), L'lnsonne

(1913), Anime allo specchio (1917; short

stories). Le Ore inutili (1919), Gli Occhi cer

chiati d'azzurro (1920).

E. F

Guillen, Jorge (1893-, Spanish poet)., was
born in Valladolid. The external events of the
life of this most remarkable lyricist present
no special interest. At one time he was a

lecturer in Spanish at the University of Paris

and later professor of Spanish literature in

the universities of Murcia and Seville; more
recently he traveled to the United States and
has been professor of Spanish at Wellesley

College.
If the poetry ot a great contemporary,

Garda Lorca (q.v.), can be described as the

overflow of lights and sounds, as suggestive of

juice of fruit bitten when ripe, the art of

Guillen can be called a search for the stark,

the precise; it always involves care to hit the
mark exactly. Guillen has produced only one
book, Cdntico (1928; 3d ed., enl., 1945), yet it

is enough to place him among the poets who
can confidently await the judgment of pos-

terity. The verses of Guill&i are for a limited

number of readers and will never attain wide

popularity, although this is not because they
contain strange words or recondite allusions.
On the contrary, his terse lines include

scarcely any references to the complicated or
the mysterious. His soul retreats candidly
within itself, fearful of drawing away from
the first bubbling of the poetic spring.
There is neither action nor anecdote; there
are no catalogued emotions. The difficult

thing in his work is the "poetic quality" of
the poetry.

In Cdntico every theme is connected with
the anguish or joy caused by impressions
received in complete innocence, along with a
vehement desire to possess the present mo-
ment as part of a vehement longing for

eternity. The author is master of his art

of the frame, the portrayal, the coloring. It

is almost unbelievable that creative power
can reach this degree of intensity with no
more ingredients than empty spaces, limiting
outlines which encompass the infinite, early

lights of dawn, nothings of pre- and of post-
existence, fleeting, yet nevertheless eternal,
instants.

Guillen's poetry is integrated by a succes-
sion of "astonishments" before a world which
the poet always contemplates as though in an
initial moment, at the beginning of exist-

ence. In the 20 lines of "Nino" the child and
the world in which he is seen are both
children: "An instant without history, ob-

stinately peopled with myths among things:
sea alone with its birds." For most poets the
world is there, given, present in its primary
elements, though indeed these can be com-
bined later in an infinite number of ways.
But Guillen shows surprise before something
which is not yet completely world, which is

not yet experience already created around
about him; he stands at the point of inter-

section between the creative intent and the
act of creation, that is to say, at "wild sur
mise" between nothing and being.
This is difficult poetry, although clear once

the reader has grasped its dense meaning.
Sequence is obtained through effective chords
and cadences, as in a language in which
modulations of tone replace stress. We are far

removed from the surrealistic seismograph
that will register the obscure chaos in the
subterranean conscience.

See: Andrenio (E. G6mez de Baquero), Pen
Club: Los poetas (1929), pp. 109-114; P.

Salinas, Literatura espanola siglo XX (1941),

pp. 263-277; Frances Avery Pleak, The Poetry
f J rge Guilldn (1942).

A. C.
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Guilloux, Louis (1899-, French novelist), was

born in Saint-Brieuc, Brittany, of poor work-

ing-class parents. From childhood he was

connected with socialism: his father was a

leading member of the Socialist Party in

Saint-Brieuc, and Guilloux's first position was

that of secretary to Augustin Hamon, the

socialist, sociologist, and translator of Shaw.

The work of Corky and Romain Rolland

(qq.v.) had a great influence on him,

Guilloux says; and to this must be added the

impression made by the philosopher Georges
Palante, whose pupil he was at the lycee at

Saint-Brieuc.

After working on various Parisian news

papers, Guilloux began to write seriously

about 1925. His early books, La Maison du

peuple (1927), Compagnons (1931)' anc*

Hymenee (1932), written in a deliberately

simple style and drawing strongly on his

early memories of working-class life, can be

best described as mystical literature, the ex-

pression of the dreams of the pre-war socialist

movement, tender, tragic, pervaded by a

somewhat inarticulate love for humanity. Le

Sang noir (1935; Eng. tr., Bitter Victory,

1936), his most important work, revealed a

new power. This massive, closely packed story

of the last day in the life of Merlin, a teacher

in an obscure provincial lycee, is in one

sense an epitome of modern European
history. The year is 1917, the soldiers are

revolting, the professional patriots of the

town are declaiming empty phrases; in the

eyes of the intellectual nihilist, Merlin, the

town, France, all modern civilization is an

obscene, meaningless joke. Yet Merlin him
self is made equally impotent by conflicting
ideals. Attacking society and the bourgeoisie,
he still stores away his money in securities

and real estate; believing in nothing, he

commits suicide because he feels he has lost

his "honor." The one faint ray of hope ex-

pressed is Guilloux's rather indefinite sug-

gestion that some of the younger generation,
Merlin's pupils, seeing the hollowness in him
as well as in the society which surrounds

him, will be able to avoid his errors and to

carry his confused and tragic negation on
into something positive. What this positive

position is to be Guilloux does not say, but

from his early work and his articles up until

the Secpnd World War in Ce Soir and Andr6
Chamson's leftist weekly Vendredi, it is clear

that for him the solution is to be found in

the political and economic liberation of the

working class.

See: Frckteric Lefevre, "Une Heure avec M.
Louis Guilloux, romancier," Nouvelles litte-

raires, December 21, 1935; Eleanor Clark,

"Death of a Thinker: A Note on the French

Novel, 1925-40," Kenyan Review, III (1941)'

322-334-
C. W., Jr.

Guimeri, Angel (1849-1924, Catalonian play-

wright, orator, and poet), was born in Santa
Cruz de Tenerife, Canary Islands, of a

Catalonian father. At the age of seven he
went with his parents to Catalonia and re-

ceived his first impressions of the landscape
of the Bajo Pened^s, rich in memories of the

passage of the Romans. He studied in Barce-

lona and returned to his father's village, El

Vendrell, to aid his family in the wine busi-

ness. But he was really interested only in the

cultivation of literature and after 1872 lived

in Barcelona, since he considered this the

most suitable place in which to make him-
self known in the field of letters. He was an
assiduous competitor in the poetic contests

called Joes Florals; in 1877 he was named
mestre en gat saber (master troubadour) upon
winning the three prizes necessary to obtain

this title. He was a frequent collaborator

on the newspaper Renaixenfa, converted to a

magazine by him and other literary men;
from 1872 he was the editor of the publica-
tion. In 1874 he identified himself with the

patriotic organization Jove Catalunya and in

1895, in a memorable presidential speech, in

Catalan, he enthroned this language in the

Ateneo. Never playing party politics, he dedi-

cated his efforts to preaching the good news
of the renaissance of the Catalonian soul,

with the breadth of vision shared by all those

identified with the Renaixenfa movement.
His patriotic speeches are collected in Cants

a la pdtria (1906; Songs to the Fatherland).
Some of his verse had been gathered in

Poesies (1887); here already he shows himself

to be an exalted patriot and employs an

energetic language, replete with brusque
images and outlines. Segon llibre de poesies,
which appeared in 1920, is very inferior to

the first volume of poems.
For the theatre Guimcri wrote Gala

Placidia (1879), Judith de Welp (1883), and
El fill del mar (1886; The Son of the Sea),

which already reveal a tragic dramatist of

full stature. Mar i eel (1888; Sea and Sky) has

the energy of the great German romantic

dramatists, but the psychological verisimili-

tude of the characters and the humanness
and naturalness of the situations elevated it

beyond any school. There follow Rei i monjo
(1890; King and Monk); L'Anima rnorta (1892;

The Dead Soul); and Les manges de Sant
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Aymant (1895; The Monks of Sant Aymant),
based on the legend of Count Arnau, a sort

of Don Juan, Faust, and Satan rolled into

one, whose memory is alive in all Catalonia.

La boja (1890; The Insane Woman) inaugu-
rates his modern dramas, which include: En

polvora (In Gunpowder); Maria Rosa (1894);

La festa del blat (1896; The Wheat Festival);

and Terra baixa (1896; Eng. tr., Marta of the

Lowlands, 1914), a very original play based

on the contrast between the purity of the

people of the high mountain region and the

abject passions which animate those who live

in the flatlands. La farsa (1899; The Farce),

La filla del mar (1899; The Daughter of the

Sea), La pecadora (1902; The Sinner), and

others follow. In his final period he cultivated

a theatre based on very abstract ideas and of

relatively slight value. His sainetes, La sala

d'espera (1890; The Waiting Room) and La

baldirona, still appear occasionally on the

Catalonian stage. GuimenVs tragedies and

dramas were translated into Portuguese,

German, Italian, Czech, Dutch, Russian,

Spanish, English. Several attempts were made
to set his dramas to music, including the

German Tie/land, based on Terra Baixa, with

music by D'Albert; La Catalane, with music

by the French master Leborne; Euda d'Uriach,

based on Les monges de Sant Aymant, in

collaboration with the Catalonian composer
Vives. Guimeri, genial and irregular, has

been criticized frequently as guilty of bad

taste. This is occasionally true of both his

poetry and plays, but many of his creations

are magnificent, and his work is notable for

imaginative quality as well as for a certain

predilection for macabre ideas and the pre-
sentation of hallucinations. He saw his

country submerged, resigned, unaware of its

great racial heritage; he devoted all of his

life in literary works, in speeches, in poems
to the task of shaking off its lethargic con-

formity. He is not only one of the most

representative but also one of the noblest

men among the instigators of the great move-
ment of revival, the Renaixenfa. As man and
artist he never felt that he was a member of

a learned caste separate from the people. He
died the i8th of July, 1924, the object of the

adoration of his compatriots, although op-

posed until the end of his life by certain

literary intellectuals out of touch with the

national struggle.
See: J. Prepatx, La Renaissance des lettres

catalanes (1883); J. Yxart, prologue, in Gui-

meri, Poesies (1887); J. L, Pagano, Attraverso

la Spagna literaria (1902); M. de Montoliu,
Estudis de literatura catalana (1912); A.

Rovita i Virgili, "Angel GuimerV Revista de

Catalunya (Barcelona), August, 1924.

F. de P.

Guitry, Sacha (1885-, French actor and

dramatist), son of the famous actor Lucien

Guitry, was born at Saint Petersburg (Lenin-

grad). A skillful, versatile artist, he is per-

haps the best-known actor on the French

stage of recent times. His reputation abroad,

where he has played in many countries, is

equally great. His more successful roles, most
of which he has written and created him-

self, have been in that light, vivacious comedy
so typical of the modern French stage. Fol-

lowing in the tradition of Moli6re, with

whom some of his more ardent admirers have

compared him, he has used to good account

his extensive knowledge of acting and stage-
craft. In the composition of more than a

hundred plays, he frankly sets out to amuse
and entertain. Fantastic plots and impossible
situations are redeemed by sparkling, witty

dialogue and excellent dramatic construction.

Brilliant rather than profound, he views his

fellow men realistically rather than ideally.
He has no illusions as to the fundamental

egotism of mankind. His frankness and

audacity have made him a favorite even with
such men as Anatole France, Bergson, Octave

Mirbeau, and Tristan Bernard (qq.v.), and

many other similar and equally important
writers have expressed their admiration for

him. George Bernard Shaw, in a presentation

copy of his Sam t Joan, wrote: "To Sacha

Guitry, who, like myself, does not write in

chains and who, indeed, should have written

this play."
His earlier plays, such as Nono (1905),

L'lllusionniste (1921), and L'Amour masqud
(1923), are frequently nothing more than bril-

liant improvisations. In Le Veilleur de nuit

(1911) a kindhearteci professor refuses to be

jealous of his mistress's second lover and in

the end finally wins the sympathy of the

audience and embarrasses the guilty couple
by his generous attitude. La Prise de Berg-op-
Zoom (1912), in spite of its military title, turns

out to be merely a sprightly comedy of gay-
hearted philandering. Jean, ou I'Irrestible

Vocation du fils Mondoucet (1912) shows the

stage aspirations of the son of a good bourgeois
who is horrified at his son's infatuation with
the theatre and finally at the son's appearance
in a kingly role. Later Guitry turned to more
serious subjects and inaugurated a series of

dramatic biographies, such as Jean de la

Fontaine (1916), Deburau (1918), Pasteur

(1919), and Mozart (1925). In each case Guitry
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has admirably caught the spirit of the titular

personage in a number of interesting but de-

tached scenes. Le Comddien (1921) and the

autobiographical Un Sujet de roman (1923)

take us to the backstage he knows so well.

Mariette (1928), with its charming background
of the Second Empire, is a good example of his

operettas.

He has also collaborated with A. Willemetz

in several typical Parisian revues. In more

recent years he has become even better known

throughout the world by his successes both as

director and as actor in the cinema. Les Perles

de la couronne and Le Roman d'un tricheur

are typical of his films. In his autobiography,
Souvenirs (1935), he has given us an amusing
account of his life. Both on and o(F the stage

he has earned the reputation of a wit, and his

private life as well as his public has entertained

France.

J. F. M.

Gullberg, Hjalmar (1898-, Swedish poet and

translator of the Greek classics), born in Lund,

is among the more sober, intellectual, and dis-

illusioned of contemporary Swedish poets,

though his work is not without a strain of

deep personal pathos. Aside from his poetic

production he has made magnificent transla

tions of Euripides (Hippolytus, 1930; Medea,

1931; Alcestis, 1933) and Sophocles (Antigone,

1935) and has collaborated with Ivar Harrie

in the translation of Aristophanes (The Birds,

1928; Lysistrata, 1932) as well as Calder6n

(Casa con dos puertas mala es de guardar,

1934). As a poet Gullberg leaves on a first

reading a rather confused impression, partly

because of his complex, frequently paradoxi-
cal style, partly because his subtle, probing
intellectual temperament is little conducive to

sharply expressive perspectives or to obvious

forms of intellectual or spiritual confessions.

That which is most characteristic of both the

form and the content of the bulk of his early

verse / en frammande stad (1927; In a Strange

City), Sonat (1929; Sonata), Andliga ovningar

(1932; Spiritual Exercises), Karlek i tjugonde
seklet (1933; Love in the 2oth Century), and

Ensamstdende bildad herre (1935; Unattached

Cultured Gentleman) is a precarious poetic
balance between the ironic-grotesque and the

elevated, between the modernity of an age of

jazz ai^d sensationalism and the past of a sober

classical and humanistic tradition. In form,

Gullberg's early verse combines with amazing
virtuosity modern slang and banal journalese
with echoes of the Bible and of classical drama;
in content, his poetry frequently employs the

most obvious and trivial of motifs from every-

day life as the point of departure for an inter-

pretation of the highest spiritual values. He
looks upon the contemporary scene in general
with complete disillusionment, with a pessi-

mism which falls short of the most devastating

cynicism only because the poet is, in the last

analysis, seeking values above and beyond this

life. The religious-metaphysical strain has

always been more or less apparent in Gull-

berg's work, in the earliest work in rather

baffling and perhaps largely superficial forms,
later in somewhat more tangible, clearly de-

fined outlines, and finally (particularly in Alt

avervinna varlden, 1937, To Conquer the

World) in a wholly elevated and sublime form
of lyrical expression which is concerned with

purely absolute, nameless, and all but inde-

finable values beyond both the world of the

senses and of thought. In this last phase of

Gullberg's development he joins hands with

Vilhelm Ekelund (q.v.), whose long and rest-

less search for the World of the Absolute be-

yond the ken of human thought has gained
for him the admiration of his countrymen
even though it has necessarily left him all but

spiritually isolated in the rarified regions of

the spirit where the heroic ideal has inevitably
led him.

See: S. Ahlgren, "Teknik och poesi: en

studie i Hjalmar Gullbergs diktning,"
Bonniers litterara magasin, VII (1938), 26-31.

A. G.

Gumilyov, Nikolai Stepanovich (1886-1921,
Russian poet, essayist, short-story writer, and

translator), born in Kronstadt into the family
of a navy physician, spent his childhood in

Tsarskoye Selo. In 1895 he entered the Gure
vich Gymnasium in St. Petersburg; several

years later the family moved to Tiflis, where

Gumilyov became interested in radical politi
cal activities. He returned to Tsarskoye Selo

in 1903, however, and entered the Gymnasium;
here, under the guidance of its principal, I. F.

Annenski (q.v.)> he became interested in

Nietzsche (q.v.) and symbolism and soon

changed his political views. After finishing at

the Gymnasium, Gumilyov entered the his

torico-philological faculty of the University of

St. Petersburg and on completing the course

in 1906 went to Paris, where he attended

lectures at the Sorbonne. While there he pub-
lished a nonperiodical miscellany, Sirius. He
traveled extensively, visiting France, Italy,

Germany (1906-1912), Egypt (1907), and

Abyssinia (1909-1910), where he collected folk

songs. In 1908 Gumilyov returned to Tsar-

skoye Selo once more and soon made fast

friends with Annenski and later with Vyache-
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slav Ivanov (q.v.), under whose guidance he

organized the Academy of Verse, which eventu-

ally became the Society of Enthusiasts of the

Artistic Word. With the founding of the

periodical Apollo (1909-1917), Gumilyov be-

came one of its leading spirits and was soon

the acknowledged leader of the "Acmeist"

school of poetry centering about the Apollo.
In 1910 he married A. A. Gorenko (see

Akhmatova, Anna).

Gumilyov's interest in the ethnography of

exotic lands continued to absorb him. In 1913
he headed a scientific expedition to Somaliland

for the Museum of Anthropology and Eth-

nography. With the outbreak of war in 1914

Gumilyov volunteered for army service and
went to the front as an officer; here he was

twice awarded the cross of St. George for

bravery. In the spring of 1917 he was dis-

patched to Paris by the Provisional Govern-

ment. He returned to Russia in 1918 and be-

came a member of the editorial board of the

"Universal Literature" publications. From

1919 to 1921 he lectured in various studios

("Proletarian Culture," "Baltic Fleet," "Trans-

lations") and at the Institute of the Living
Word; he also headed the Third Poet Work-

shop. In June of 1921 he went to Sevastopol.
He was accused of complicity in the Tagantsev
conspiracy, found guilty, and on August 25,

1921, executed by a firing squad.

Although Gumilyov began his literary
career as a disciple of symbolism, he eventually
rebelled and led the revolt against its theories.

By 1912, together with Gorodetski, he had

gained an extensive following among the poets
who wished to establish the tangible world,
with all its sounds, scents, and colors, as a

legitimate province of poetry. To this purpose
Gumilyov organized these "Acmeist" poets
into a Poet Workshop. The Acmeists countered
the mysticism, vagueness, abstractness, and
diffusiveness of the symbolists with realism,

precision, concreteness, and laconism of ex-

pression. Gumilyov and other leading ex-

ponents of Acmeism tremendously influenced

the verse technique of many of the Leningrad
poets.

Gumilyov's first published poem appeared
in 1902 in a Tiflis daily. His first book of verse,

Put konkvistadorov (The Path of the Con-

quistadors), was published in 1905 and re-

flected his predilection for what is exotic,

romantic, foreign. His subsequent books,

Romanticheskiye tsvety (1908; Romantic

Flowers); Zhemchuga (1910; Pearls), Chuzhoye
nebo (1912; Foreign Skies), Kolchan (1916;
The Quiver), Kostyor (1918; The Campfire),

Ditya Allakha (1918; Child of Allah), Shatyor

(1921; The Tent), show this same trait and
often contain his own observations made dur-

ing his many travels. His African scenes and

landscapes became famous in Russian poetry.
In his last book, Ognenny stolp (1921; The
Pillar of Flame), Gumilyov returns to the

mystical tradition of symbolism, vividly re-

flected in his poem "Zabludivshisya tramvai"

(The Strayed Trolley). His translations in-

clude poems of Thdophile Gautier, Coleridge's
The Rime of the Ancient Mariner, a book of

Babylonian epics and one of French folk songs.
His critical essays are contained in the volume
Pisma o russkoi poezii (1923; Letters on Rus-

sian Poetry).
See: G. Ivanov, "O poezii Gumilyova,"

Letopis doma literatorov, Vol. I (1921); V.

Sayanov, "N. Gumilyov/' Na literaturnom

postu, 1927, Nos. 17-18.
O. M.

Gunnarsson, Gunnar (1889-, Icelandic novelist,

dramatist, and poet), was born at Val}?j6fssta-

Sur in Flj6tsdalur, East Iceland. His father

came of a long line of parsons and sturdy

farmers, his mother was the daughter of a

picturesque farmer-fisherman on the coast.

The boy grew up with his family in

Flj6tsdalur and VopnafjorSur until 1907,

when he went to Denmark to seek his fortune.

Though he had little schooling, he worked

steadily towards the goal of becoming a writer.

He joined the small group of Icelandic

writers in Copenhagen who aspired to write

in Danish in order to win a wider public, but

he was out of tune with their Bohemian life

and their Nietzschean aspirations. Yet he

shared with them the romantic view of their

faraway homeland, and his first work,

Borgslagtens Historic (4 vols., 1912-1914; Eng.
tr. Guest the One-eyed, 1920), became an

Icelandic family saga. It contained the beauti-

ful legend of Guest the One-eyed and won
instant popularity throughout Scandinavia.

During the First World War, Gunnarsson

struggled bravely, in a series of novels (Livets

Strand, 1915, The Shore of Life; Varg i Veum,
1916, The Outcast; and Salige er de Enfoldige,

1920, Eng. tr., Seven Days' Darkness, 1930), to

find meaning in a war-mad world. In part
these novels may have represented his growing
pains during the difficult development from
the simple faith of his fathers to his own

equally simple but newborn faith in the

Icelandic race and its immortality; in part he
was undoubtedly influenced by the expres-
sionistic tendencies of the time (Strindberg,

q.v.).

His new faith finds unobtrusive expression
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in studies of his nation's history and his own

past. Edbr0dre (1918; Eng. tr., The Sworn

Brothers, 1920), about the first settlers in Ice-

land, was the first of a planned series of 12

novels that was to depict on a broad canvas

the fate of his people. Six more of these his-

torical novels have appeared, the last being
Graamand (1936; Gray Man), on a subject
from Sturlunga saga. The story of J6n Arason

(1930), last Catholic bishop of Iceland, and the

phantasy Vikivaki (1932; Vigil Dancing) also

belong to this class. But already in the 1920'$

Gunnarsson had found time to write the story

of his own life in Kirken paa Djerget (5 vols.,

1924-1928, The Church on the Mountain;

Eng. tr. of Vols Mil, Ships in the Sky, 1938,
and The Night and the Dream, 1938). In this

great work burns the quiet flame of Gunnars
son's admiration for his heroes in homespun.
Here is also eloquent testimony to Gunnars
son's love of the soil, if the rocky coasts and

stony plains of his homeland may be given
such an epithet. At his best Gunnarsson merges
land and people in a single vision of hu

inanity's burning bush in the wilderness. With
Hamsun and Dunn (qq.v.) in Norway and

Johannes V. Jensen (q.v.) in Denmark, Gun-
narsson is one of the great interpreters of the

common people of the North. As such he has

won a stable reputation in Europe.
In 1938 Gunnarsson went back to his home

district to live at SkriSuklaustur in Flj6tsdalur.
Here he has written his latest work, Heidahar-

mur (1940; The Heath Laments), in elegant
Icelandic despite his long Danish exile. Apart
from the novels he has also written several

volumes of short stories, plays, and poetry.
See: K. Elfelt, Gunnar Gunnarsson (1927);

S. Einarsson, "Gunnar Gunnarsson," Skirnir,

CXII (1938), 138-160, and in ]6n Bjarnason

Academy Year Book (1940), pp. 9-24; H. de

Boor, "Gunnar Gunnarsson/' Nordische Stim-

men, IX (1939), 180-183.
S. E.

Gunther, Agnes (ne Breuning, 1863-1911,
German novelist), was born in Stuttgart and
died in Marburg; she was the wife of the

professor of theology Rudolf Gunther. Her
one novel, Die Heilige und ihr Narr (1913),

published posthumously, is a veritable kitchen

midden of all the leitmotifs, stage properties,
and scenic effects of romanticism unrestrained.

The life of the "saint" and her "fool," who
appear in the novel only as ghosts, is the

subject of the fragment Von der Hexe, die

eine Heilige war. For a few years the novel

topped the list of best sellers and then dis-

appeared.

See: K. J. Friedrich, Die Heilige: Erinnerun-

gen an Agnes Gunther, 2d ed., (1918).

J- F. G.

Gyulai, P&l (1826-1909, Hungarian critic, story

writer, and poet), was born in Kolozsvrir and
died in Budapest. His father was a government
clerk. As a young man Gyulai hesitated be-

tween studying law and Calvinistic theology.
His solution was to study both. But his real

aspirations were literary. He taught in various

secondary schools, was a tutor in aristocratic

homes, and finally went to Budapest where he
became acquainted with the younger writers.

In 1858 he married Miria Szcndrey, sister of

the wife of Siindor Petofi, Hungary's great

lyric poet. His wife died in 1866. Gyulai spent
about a year abroad, mostly in Germany and
in France, and upon his return to his native

land centered his activities exclusively on
literature. He assisted in the publication of

several literary periodicals, but his critical

vigilance was especially felt when he edited

Rudapesti Szemle (Budapest Review), one of

the most scholarly literary publications

Hungary ever had. Gyulai was a militant

critic; his persistent criticism of Moricz J6kai

(</.i/.),
the most popular novelist of his time,

implied the courage to defy public opinion
without fear. Sometimes his righteousness
made him seem unpleasant but never to such

an extent as to interfere with his prestige. His

poems, influenced by Byron and Arany (q.v.),

reveal him as a minor creator; his stories were

more original; it was his critical work that

revealed the essence of his nature. His nation

respected him: rich and poor knew that he
had dedicated his life to Hungarian culture

and that his recognition was well merited. He
was a member of the Hungarian Scientific

Academy, president of the Kisfaludy Tdrsasdg

(Kisfaludy Society), professor of Hungarian
literature at the University of Budapest, a

member of the House of Magnates. His col-

lected works appeared in 1902.

There is a resemblance between Gyulai 's

sense of values and that of the Victorian era

in English literature. The complacency of the

age in moral matters was less felt in Hungary
than in England only because Hungary's social,

political, and economic position was less favor-

able and less secure. Yet the guidance that

critics were expected to offer to writers and
readers had to be moral, and it was assumed
that the social structure was more or less

stable. However, it speaks for Gyulai's critical

intelligence and desire for impartiality that he
never ignored world literature and that he

sought an understanding of its organic re*
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lationship to Hungarian literature. He al-

lowed, as it were, Western critical ideas to

descend upon his spirit and tried to apply
them to the creative works of Hungarian
writers and poets. But the real source of his

work was Hungarian. He was a nationalist,

reluctant to identify nationalism with slogans
and verbal flag-waving. In such patriotic poems
as "Hadnagy uram" (My Lieutenant), in such

romantic poems as "ji litogatds" (Night
Visit in which mother love is glorified), in

such stories as "Egy rgi ndvarhdz utols6

gazdiija" (The Last Owner of the Old Home-

stead), one senses the romantic, emotional

intercourse hetween national and universal

human issues. His elegies, his satirical poems
and stories, though greatly prized by his con

temporaries, are only slightly above the aver-

age of similar works written at that time; most

of them probably would have been forgotten
without Gyulai's critical reputation. In fact,

in their form they are romantic or semi-

romantic crumbs of a pre-Victorian age; in

their ideas they are a mixture not only of

nationalism and humanitarianism, but of

puritanisrn, sentimentalism, and idealism.

Gyulai, like many other critics of world litera-

ture, served the interests of literature more

forcefully in the realm of criticism than in

that of creative imagination.
As a critic he had no equal among his con

temporaries. His observations were original,
his analytical intelligence genuine, his intui-

tive and acquired knowledge unusual. He

wrote political and literary essays; he collected

Transylvanian (Szkely) folk songs and ballads;

he wrote monographs about Arany, Petfifi,

Vorosmarty, Katona, Eotvos, and other out-

standing Hungarian writers and poets; he par-

ticipated in critical activities that before him
seemed outside the jurisdiction of Hungarian
literary critics; indeed through his fruitful

criticisms other literary critics were encouraged
to remain true to their own aesthetic sensi-

bilities. His best critical essays were published
under the title Birdlatok es kritikai dolgozatok

(1854; Criticisms and Critical Essays). Gyulai
objected to cleverness, to verbosity, to eccen-

tricity, to seeming modernity. He was con-

servative in a noble sense, interested in con-

serving values that deserved to remain precious
to a nation's culture. He was the professional
critic with insight; this made him intolerant

of catchwords and somewhat suspicious about

the exhibitionistic propaganda of "progress."
He may have been overcautious at times when
a more sympathetic understanding of a new
writer would have justified a freer approach
to his work. Yet even as an old man he did not

close his eyes to the compelling and strange

poetic personality of Ady (q.v.}\ this shows
that as a critic he recogni/ed ability even when
it did not meet his taste.

Sec: S. Galamb, Gyulai Pal novelldi (1919-

1922); T. Doczy, "Gyulai PAl kritikai elve,"

Nyugat (1922); Gy. Mitrovics, Gyulai Pdl

esztetikdja (1926).

J. R.

H
Hagalin, GuSmundur G. (1898-, Icelandic

novelist, poet, and playwright), was born at

Lokinhamrar in VestfirSir, of robust farmer-

fisherman stock. He soon determined to be-

come a writer and after a brief attendance at

school acted as editor of several ephemeral

newspapers, thus having an opportunity to

indulge in his desire to write. He visited Nor-

way in 1925-1927. In 1930 he became a li-

brarian in fsafjorffur in his home district and

has remained there ever since.

Hagalfn made his start in the lyric and

national romantic period of the early 1920'$.

Soon he found his field, however, in short

stories and novels describing with humor and

gusto the life of the fishermen of VestfirSir.

Sometimes he contrasted the old generation
with the new, to the latter's detriment. After

1930 Hagalin, like Laxness (q*v.) 9 gave up the

classical style of his early works for one more
redolent of the earth and sea. In rough and

robust dialect, assumed in order to depict the

primitive characters close to the soil, he has

written several short stories and the novels

Kristrim i Hamravik (1933) and Sturla i

Vogum (2 vols., 1938). The first pictures an old

woman in an isolated cottage facing the Arctic,

a widow poor yet perfectly content and self-

contained, fearing neither God nor man, a

master of her small world. The second de-

scribes a rugged, individualistic farmer in his

development towards a social consciousness

that finds outlet in practical cooperation with

his fellow men. Hagalfn has also written two

adventure biographies of a shark fisherman

and a skipper.
See: S. Einarsson, "GuSmundur Gfslason

Hagalin," in Idunn, XVIII (1934), 65-88.
S. E.

Halbe, Max (1865-1945, German dramatist and

novelist), was born in northeastern Germany
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near Danzig, in a district where German and

Polish racial elements have intermingled for

centuries. Growing estrangement between his

parents and social ostracism which their

Protestant neighbors imposed upon them for

being Catholics cast early shadows upon his

youth. From 1883 to 1888 he studied first law,

then languages and history at the universities

of Heidelberg, Berlin, and Munich. In Berlin

he became acquainted with Gerhart Haupt-
mann (q.v.) and other naturalistic writers, and
their influence, together with that of Ibsen

(q.v.), is apparent in his first dramatic at-

tempts. In the play Eisgang (1892) a social and

psychological problem is pictured against the

background of a great natural panorama in

his homeland. Encouraged by the success of

this play, Halbe wrote the drama which was
to become his only lasting contribution to

German letters, Jugend (1893; Eng. tr., When
Love Is Young, 1904). The new element was
the psychology of adolescence: two young
people, carried away by their love to a fateful

end, express their feelings in highly poetical

language. Again the scene was laid in the

Polish-German borderland. The performance
of the play was given an enthusiastic recep-
tion . From then on, however, Halbe 's rich

dramatic output was a series of bad failures

alternating with mild successes. Mutter Erde

(1897; Eng. tr., Mother Earth, 1913-1915),
Haus Rosenhagen (1901; Eng. tr., The Rosen-

hagens, 1910), and Der Strom (New York, 1903;
Berlin, 1904) are perhaps the only plays that

deserve to be saved from oblivion. In 1895,
after a short stay in Switzerland, Halbe went
to Munich, which was to become his second
home. There he joined the groups of writers

who made the Bavarian capital a center of

literary activity at about the turn of the

century. He was particularly intimate with
Frank Wedekind and Graf von Keyserling
(qq-v.). His theatrical ventures, such as an
"Intimate Theatre for Dramatic Experiments"
and, in 1899, a "People's Theatre," were
rather short-lived. By 1908 Halbe reached the

end of his first period. After some sad failures

among his plays, he turned to writing fiction

which, with the rural novelette Frau Meseck

(1897), had brought him some success earlier

in his career. His two novels, Die Tat des

Dietrich Stpbdus (1910) and Jo (1917), are

written rwith a surprising mastery of style and
form strangely absent from the historical

dramas he wrote during the same period. The
publication of his Gesammelte Werke (1917-
1923) marked the conclusion of Halbe 's second

period. His later Jahrhundertwende: Ge-
schichte meines Lebens, iScft-igtj (1935) has

significance for its picture of naturalism.

Halbe belongs to those artists who, after

initial successes, do not live up to expectation.
The reason for his failure is to be seen in a

lack of inner balance. Soergel calls him "a

naturalist with the soul of a romanticist/' In

fact, his lyrical and moody tendencies though

effectively supporting the dramatic develop-
ment in Jugend tend in many other plays
to slow down the action and to divert atten-

tion from the main theme. The background
of nature is rarely sufficiently integrated with

the action and the characters, nor does the

racial conflict between Germans and Poles

ever attain dramatic significance. His con

templative mood and the plastic descriptions
of the landscape stand him in good stead in

his prose writings. Yet the great epic of his

homeland, West Prussia, which Germans ex-

pected of him at the time of its greatest

ethnological and territorial tribulations never

came from his pen. As a result of his boyhood

experiences, Halbe could have been a rebel

and a writer of social drama. But his charac-

ters only speak about the social conflict, and

compared with Wedekind's Frtihlings Er-

wachen (1891), his Jugend breathes the sad,

mellow air of fall. Oddly enough, Halbe tried

to give vent to his inner conflicts in the form

of comedies, all of which were failures simply
because they lack humor. Similarly, his his-

torical plays, e.g., Das wahre Gesicht (1907),

never succeed in reviving the past and suffer

from baroque language and psychological

twists. In an introductory poem to his Gesam-

melte Werke Halbe pictures himself as a

"wanderer, fighter, and searcher." He never

arrived at his goal, and to this day Alfred

Kerr's benevolent judgment of him still

stands: "What characterizes Halbe is the fact

that he never quite succeeded,"

See: A. Kerr, Die Welt im Drama, I (1917),

163-179; H. von Htilsen, "Max Halbe," Der

Turner, XXVIII (1925), 56-61; A. Soergel,

Dichtung und Dichter der Zeit, 19. Auflage

(1928), pp. 394-400.
W. N.

H&lek, VitSzslav (1835-1874, Czech poet, novel-

ist, and dramatist), was born in Dolinek near

Mlnfk (north of Prague), became a journal

ist, made two trips to Slovakia and to the

Balkans and Turkey, and died in Prague.
Hdlek was at first a romantic poet in the wake
of Byron and Heine and in his later work
moved towards realism. Vecernl pisnS (1858;

Evening Songs), a sentimental imitation of

Heine, established his local fame as a lyric

poet, but his best work is V prirodi (1872-
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1874; In Nature), which belongs to his last

years. These are fine descriptive poems full of

a rather naive nature worship. His epical

poetry shows a similar evolution towards

realism: from Alfred (1856), an imitation of

Byron's stories, through different Balkan

legends, to a Slovak idyl, Dve z Tater (1871;

The Girl from the Tatra Mountains), and

Pohddky z nast vesnice (1874; Tales from Our

Village), which versify little anecdotes and

genre pictures of peasant life with skill and
charm. His prose also moved away from con-

ventional romanticism to sensitive studies of

real social problems of the Czech countryside.
Na statku a v chaloupce (1871; In the Manor
House and in the Cottage) and Pod pustym
kopccm (1874; Under the Bare Hill) show al-

ready traces of his reading of Turgenev (q.v.).

His dramas, pseudo-Shakespearean history

plays, are of little value. Hcilek's position in

his own time was very considerable, but his

prestige declined sharply after his work was
attacked by the poet Machar (q.v.) in 1894.

Recently his historical importance and genuine
though narrow talent have again been ap-

preciated.
See: J. S. Machar, Knihy feuilletonu, Vol. II

(1902); L. Cech, Literatura Zeskd 19. stoletl,

Vol. Ill (1907); J. Mukafovsky, "Vitezslav

Hilek," Slovo a slovesnost, I (1935), 73-87.
R. W.

Hallsti6m, Per (1866-, Swedish poet, drama-

tist, and short-story writer), was born in

Stockholm and trained as a scientist. He spent
a few years abroad, working as a chemist in

London and in Chicago, before settling down
in his own country and turning definitely to

literature. Hallstrom made his debut as a

lyric poet in 1891, but soon found his perfect
medium in the short story. His novel, En

gammal historia (1895; An Old Tale), a sad
and graceful idyl of the late i8th century in

Sweden, is in fact an expanded short story.
He has also essayed the drama, and his comedy
Erotikon (1908; Eroticism), an attack on the

modern cult of free love, was a decided suc-

cess. A Shakespearean type of play, Greven av

Antwerpen (1899; The Count of Antwerp),
was better received by the critics than by the

public of the theatre. Hallstrom has more

recently been working on a new translation

of Shakespeare into Swedish. For some years
he has been secretary of the Swedish Academy,
to which he was elected in 1908, and chairman
of the committee for awarding the Nobel prize
in literature.

It is, as suggested, upon his collections of

short stories, particularly those in such volumes

as Purpur (1895; Purple) and Thanatos (1900;

Death), that Hallstrom's reputation is most

securely based. His type is as far as possible
removed from that of his contemporary,

Hjalmar Soderberg (q.v.); he employs the

generous and somehow epic manner of Balzac

rather than the crisper idiom of Maupassant

(q.v.). There is something almost monumental
in a Hallstrom story. "The Falcon," which is

set in the Middle Ages, gives a complete

picture of the life of certain French nobles,

their pride, their cruelty. In "A Florentine

Fantasy" is the glow of the Italian Renaissance.

"Out of the Dark" presents the mysterious

figure of a young girl suddenly brought at mid-

night into a sophisticated group of modern

Swedish artists. Each of these stories is arrest-

ing, unforgettable.
There is an underlying philosophy in Hall-

Strom's stories. Combined with a strong sense

of beauty are a deep pity and a faith in human
ideals and character. It is this which gives a

peculiar nobility to his art. He is often at-

tracted to the theme of death, which he treats

much in the manner of Shakespeare, as not

the end but the fulfillment of life. Hallstrom

is not an author likely to appeal to the popular
taste of any time, but it is doubtful whether

any modern Swedish prose master, not even

excepting Verner von Heidenstam (q>v.), has

a more valid claim on the recognition of

posterity.
See: J. Mortensen, Frdn Roda rummet till

sekelskiftet (1919); Hallstrom, Selected Short

Stories, tr. by F. J. Fielden (1922); C. W. Stork,

tr., Modern Swedish Masterpieces (1923); H.

A. Larsen, ed., Sweden's Best Stories (1928); G.

Bach, The History of the Scandinavian Litera-

tures, ed. by Frederika Blankner (1938).

C. W. S,

Hamp, Pierre (pseud, of Pierre Bourillon,

1876-, French novelist and sociologist), born at

Nice, was the son of a chef-cuisinier who re

garcled his art as equal in dignity to any pro
fession an authentic descendant of the

legendary and immortal Vatel. Pierre was

brought up in this tradition. He went to

Paris for an apprenticeship as pastry cook and
chef and was then employed at the Savoy in

London and at a hotel in Brighton. Having
saved some money, he returned to France,

where he began to acquire an education at

the then flourishing University Populaire. His
life up to the time when he left the kitchen

is told in his capital little book, Mes Metiers

(1931). It was in England that he had begun
to realize the appalling, not to say humiliating,
conditions that a youth of his social stratum
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had to endure, however cheerfully, and to

contrast all this with the dignity attached to

the condition of the English workingman. Al-

though he was later completely identified with

the world of letters and of general ideas, he

never disowned his past, saying he would have

liked to be known as Frtre Hamp, religieux du

travail, and continuing to advocate honor for

servants and workingmen.

Hamp is one of the talented writers of the

time who found their way into print through

P6guy (q.v.) and the Cahiers de la quinzaine.
He had first been encouraged to take to his

pen and become the "narrator for labor" by
Paul Desjardins (q.v.), author of Le Devoir

present and the organizer of the meetings of

Pontigny (a literary and social forum, con-

tinued during the Second World War at

Mount Holyoke College in New England by
French scholars in exile). Hamp relates these

beginnings in another autobiographical book,

// faut que vous naissiez de nouveau (1936), a

sequel to Mes Metiers. The great social achieve-

ment in his view would be happiness for the

worker. The series of his books published
under the general, and very relevant, title La
Peine des hornmes shows how shockingly dis-

tant from this goal we now are. The best

known of this dramatic series are Marde fraiche

(1908), Vin de Champagne (1909), Le Rail

(1912), Cantique des Cantiques (1922; on mak-

ing perfumery), Le Lin (1922; on the feminine

dress industry), La Laine (1931), Mineurs et

metiers de fer (1932).

For the most part Hamp lets facts speak for

themselves; the human lesson is clear enough.
Sometimes he cannot refrain from sounding a

personal note of indignation or of hope, as in

La Victoire mecanicienne (1920; partly on
conditions in the great markets of Paris) or in

L'Enqudte (1914; an investigation into the

starvation wages of the textile workers of

Lille).

Hamp's Trilogfc de guerre (Le Travail in-

vincible, 1918; Les Metiers blessds, 1919; La
Victoire mecanicienne), contains a formidable

indictment of the German method of system-
atic destruction of the industries of France

during the First World War, a destruction

which to Hamp betrays more than anything
else the sheer stupidity on the part of the

leaders of Germany since the cooperation of

French ^nd German industry could have done
wonders for the prosperity of continental

Europe. Similar ideas pervade a series called

Gens (Eng. tr., People, 1921), with the follow-

ing tableaux: S.A.R. Philippe d'Orldans,
L f

Epidemic (on the Goncourt Academy), Mon-
sieur Curieux, Mile Moloch, Vieille Histoire.

Hamp has also written a number of plays,

Prologue pour une pitce sans cocu, La Maison
avant tout (a four-act play first published in

the Petite Illustration in 1923), La Campagne,
Monsieur I'Administrates, Madame la

Guerre.

The style of Hamp is often pungent be-

cause of its very sobriety. His documentation
seems faultless and his originality cannot be
denied.

See: A. Beaunier, "Les Ides de Pierre

Hamp," Revue des deux mondes, April i,

1 9*3> PP- 689-701; T. W. Bussom, "Pierre

Hamp, Prophet of the French Proletariat,"
South Atlantic Quarterly, XXVII (1928), 376-
39*

A. Sz.

Hamsun, Knut (1859-, Norwegian novelist),
is one of the most sharply developed literary

personalities in modern Scandinavia. Most of

his work, in fact all of his best work, is a

direct expression of a highly individualized

personality. This accounts for the pulsing

intimacy of his work, for its freshness and

vigor, its inexhaustible narrative inventive-

ness, its intensely personal lyric quality, and
its impatience with anything that places
bonds upon the free development of purely
individual values in human life. The figures
from Hamsun's generation who have had the

greatest significance for him are Strindberg,
Nietzsche, and Bjornson (qq*v.} Strindberg
and Nietzsche because of their passionate,

revolutionary individualism, Bjornson because

of his rich natural vitality and his highly

personal literary style. Bjornson 's almost

promiscuous social-mindedness, on the other

hand, has always been to Hamsun something
to be deprecated. As the mouthpiece for his

own highly developed individualism Hamsun
has created as the central figure in many of

his novels the antisocial vagabond type he

calls en tilvaerelsens udlending (an outcast

from society). Though some of the com-

ponents of this character type are drawn from

the novelist's Strindberg-Nietzsche enthusi-

asms, Hamsun's early experience of life, with

its restless shifts of scene and occupation,

suggests the more immediate autobiographical

origins of the recurrent vagabond type in his

work.

Hamsun was born in the mountain valley
of Gudbrandsdal in central Norway, his

parents on both sides being of very old

peasant stock. When scarcely three years old,

he moved with his parents to Hamaroy in

the Far North, where he remained until he

was 20, except for a year in his early teens
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in Gudbrandsdalen. At 15 he was again back

in the North Country where, for the next

five years, he carried on a strenuous wander-

ing existence, being in rapid succession a

clerk in a general store, an itinerant mer-

chant, a shoemaker's apprentice, a sheriff's

deputy, a schoolteacher, and finally an author

in a small local way. At the age of 20 he set

out again for more southern parts of Norway,
with the intention of establishing himself as

a journalist and lecturer. Unsuccessful in

these plans, he emigrated in 1882 to America,
where he spent some two years at miscel-

laneous occupations, chiefly in Wisconsin and
M ;nnesota. Finding a semifrontier middle-

western United States hardly more apprecia-
tive of his talents than the Old World had

been, Hamsun returned to Norway in 1884

only to go back to America for another two

year period, 1886-1888, during which time he
was a streetcar conductor in Chicago, harvest

hand in North Dakota, and lecturer on liter-

ary and general cultural subjects before small

Scandinavian groups in Minneapolis. Though
most of his lectures dealt with contemporary
European literary figures (Ibsen, Bjornson,

Strindberg, Lie, Kielland, Garborg, Zola,

Dostoevski, Leo Tolstoy, qq.v.), he developed
in his farewell appearance in Minneapolis his

impressions, almost exclusively negative, of

the contemporary American scene, a subject
on which he shortly afterwards published the

book (Del rnoderne Amerikas aandsliv, 1889;
The Cultural Life of Modern America) that

first attracted to him some general Scandina-

vian attention.

It was, however, with Suit (1890; Eng. tr.,

Hunger, 1899) that he had his first real liter-

ary success. Suit was an amazingly mature
novel for one whose literary apprenticeship
had been so miscellaneous and on the whole
so unpromising as Hamsun's. Objectively con-

ceived and yet starkly intense in its execution,
this novel is a study in the strange vagaries
of the human mind under the disintegrating
stress of physical starvation. In its preoccupa-
tion with purely psychological phenomena,
Suit represented the young Hamsun's re-

action against the current Scandinavian

"problem literature
1 '

of the 8o's. This reaction

he further developed in a series of lectures in

which he mercilessly satirized the chief Nor-

wegian exponents of this problem literature

(Ibsen, Bjornson, Lie, and Kielland) and
called for a "new literature" whose primary
concern would be the individual as such

rather than the individual as a mere cog in

a piece of social or political machinery. Dur-

ing the two decades following these critical

pronouncements, Hamsun wrote almost a

score of volumes (including novels and plays
as well as one volume of poems), most of

which gave direct creative expression to the

literary program propounded in his lectures.

The plays are prevailingly closet dramas, not

easily adapted to the stage. Some of the

poems are among the best in Norwegian,

particularly the famous tribute to Bjornson
on his yoth birthday and a number of the

nature lyrics.

The novels, 10 in all, contain some of

Hamsun's very best work. Of the better

novels may be mentioned two early ones,

Mysterier (1892; Eng. tr., Mysteries, 1927) and
Pan (1894; Eng. tr., 1920), and the later

Under hostsjernen (1907; Eng. tr., Under the

Autumn Star, in Wanderers, 1922) with its

sequel, En vandrer spiller med sordin (1909;

Eng. tr., A Wanderer Plays on Muted Strings,
in Wanderers, 1922). In Johan Nagel, the

central character in Mysterier, we are intro-

duced for the first time in Hamsun's work to

the typical Hamsun vagabond figure, a young
man, sensitive to nature and to love, highly
critical of urban society and the pretenses of

"civilization," full of irrational impulses and

provocative paradoxes. Thomas Glahn is a

parallel figure in Pan, though Glahn is a far

less negative character than is Nagel. He is

just as antipathetic to "civilization" as Nagel;
but while the latter lives constantly on the

periphery of civilization, gaining a kind of

perverse pleasure out of his feeling of su-

periority to it, Glahn expresses his antipathy

positively by an escape from society into the

great wilderness solitude of arctic Nordland.

Both of these novels illustrate Hamsun's

prose style at its best, spontaneous, flexible,

full of haunting irregular rhythms, an infi-

nitely sensitive instrument which handles

with seemingly effortless ease the shifting

moods of character and landscape and points

of view in these tales. In fJnder hostsjernen
and En vandrer spiller med sordin we again
meet the wanderer-vagabond type but with

a difference. Since he had written Pan Ham-
sun had undergone a profound inner crisis,

one associated with the passing of the splen-

did vigor of youth and the coming of middle

age; and this finds central expression in the

new novels. Nagel and Glahn, both in the

full flower of young manhood, had been

sufficient unto themselves, superior to their

environment even during moments of partial

outward defeat. The hero of Under host-

sjernen and En vandrer spiller med sordin is,

in contrast, a man in his 40*8, little given to

polemics, seeking rather than attacking seek-
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ing his way back to the sources of his youth,
sources which he can find now only in part,

chiefly in memory and contemplation rather

than in fact and action. And unlike Nagel
and Glahn, Hamsun's new wanderer-hero is

a laborer, a worker with his hands. There is

a fine self-irony in the picture, a quiet at

least half-resignation to life as it is; and the

tale is suffused with a delicate poetic melan

choly.
Hamsun's final phase of development as a

novelist takes a twofold aspect. In the first

group of novels, including Born av- tiden

(1913; Children of the Time), Segelfoss by

(1915; Eng. tr., Segelfoss Town, 1925), and
Markens grade (1917; Eng. tr., Growth of the

Soil, 1920), he departs from his sharp focus

on the individual and takes up problems con

cerned broadly with society as a whole. In the

second group of stories from the last two
decades (Landstrykere, 1927, Eng. tr., Vaga-

bonds, 1930; August, 1930, Eng. tr., 1931;
Men livet lever, 1933, Eng. tr., The Road
Leads On 9 1934; Ringen slutet, 1936, Eng.
tr., The Ring Is Closed, 1937), he again re-

turns to a consideration of the wanderer type;
this time it is subjected to a searching, largely

negative analysis, though he retains no little

sympathy for the type even when he finds its

rootlessness essentially sterile in the last

analysis if not actually destructive of human
values. Hamsun's departure from a preoccupa-
tion with the "outcast from society" in Born
av tiden, Segelfoss by, and Markens grode re-

veals him at the height of his powers. The
first two of these novels provide a broadly
conceived attack on a modern industrial

civilization which tends to cheapen human
life and destroy society's moral stamina, while

Markens grode, a paean of praise to man at

work on the soil, is by common consent Ham
sun's greatest novel, if not the most im-

pressive peasant novel ever written. In this

saga Hamsun has combined a heroic theme
with a simplicity of manner and a warm
human feeling that make it unique among
primitivistic novels. Its action avoids specifica-
tion in both time and place, and in style it

resembles the best of biblical narrative far

more than it does the tradition of the modern
novel. It is the work which won for its author
in 1920 the Nobel prize in literature.

As a" very old man Hamsun has had the

dubious distinction of being the only Nor-

wegian author of first rank who welcomed
the Nazis upon their invasion of Norway in

April, 1940. However little one is prepared to

condone this step, it should be pointed out

that Hamsun was at any rate consistent in

thus expressing his sympathy for the German
cause in the Second World War. He was an

admirer of Prussian militarism in the First

World War, and he apparently remained one.

It should be noted also that the primitivism
which lies at the base of all his social criti-

cism is not without direct points of contact

with central tenets in the Nazi philosophy.
See: John Landquist, Knut Hamsun (1917,

in Swedish); Hanna Astrup Larsen, Knut

Hamsun (1922, in English); Walter A. Be-

rendsohn, Knut Hamsun (1929, in German);
Einar Skavlan, Knut Hamsun (1929); Alrik

Gustafson, Six Scandinavian Novelists (1940),

pp. 226-285.
A. G.

Handel-Mazzetti, Enrica, Freiin von (1871-,

Austrian novelist and poet), was born in

Vienna. Her grandfather Heinrich had

married an Italian baroness, Carolina Mazzetti

of Milan. A posthumous daughter of an

Austrian army officer, she was educated by her

Hungarian mother and in later years by pri-

vate tutors. One year (1886-1887) she spent
at the institute for the Englische Fraulein in

St. Polten. As early as 1892 she was writing her

first verse and fiction, but she acquired no

literary fame until the appearance of her great

historical novels. In these she draws with

masterful strokes a picture of the Reforma-

tion in her homeland, with all its fury and

devotion, its rage and passion. Reminiscences

of one of her ancestors who in 1674 was ac-

cused as a witch and tortured to death may
have influenced her when, in true baroque
style, she paints those gruesome scenes of tor-

ment with which her work abounds. The first

cycle of novels written in this spirit about the

Counter Reformation consists of Meinrad

Helmpergers denkwurdiges Jahr (1900), Jesse

und Maria (1906; Eng. tr., 1931), Die arme

Margaret (1910), and the trilogy Stephana
Schwertner (1913-1914). She returns to her

own times in a second group of novels, Brtider-

lein und Schwesterlein (1913), Ritas Briefe (5

vols., 1915-1921), and Ritas Vermachtnis

(1922), in which the social life of Vienna and
her favorite idea of the sponsa Chris ti play
an important part. Then, perhaps recognizing
that her great strength lay in the historical

novel, she turned her attention to the

Napoleonic era. At short intervals appeared
Der deutsche Held (1920) and the volumes

comprising the trilogy on the murderer of

Kotzebue, Karl Sand (1924-1926). Her latest

works take us back once more to the i8th

century. In the Novelle entitled Johann
Christian Giinther (1927) she pictures the
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death of the 18th-century poet, and in another

trilogy, Frau Maria (1929-1931), the Reichs-

stift Quedlinburg. As for her lyric poems,
mention should be made of the collection

Deutsches Recht und andere Gedichte (1908).
In her boundless loyalty to the Church she

is a fervent defender of the Catholic faith, at

the same time treating all problems with

greatest charity. As a writer she has found

recognition in seeing many of her great novels

translated into several languages, in having
bestowed upon her (1932) the Goethe medal,
and in being elected (1933) a member of the

Dichterakadcmie in Berlin.

See: E. Korrodi, Enrica von Handel-Mazzetti;
die Persdnlichkeit und ihr Dichtwerk (1908);
P. Sicbertz, Enrica von Handel-Mazzettis
Persdnlichkeit, Werk und Dedeutung (1931).

F. S.

Hansson, Ola (1860-1925, Swedish poet, short-

story writer, and critic), was born in Honsinge
in southernmost SkSne. Throughout his

literary career he retained no small measure of

admiration for the solid, healthy peasant stock

from which he came; but an even stronger
strain in his art was an extreme tendency
toward decadent and pathological themes
nurtured by his reading of Jens Peter Jacob-
sen, Paul Bourget (qq.v>), and others. Because
of the hostility which much of his early work
aroused in Sweden, he came early to live an

expatriate's restless, wandering existence, in

Germany and France, and late in life in Den-
mark. His most significant work is doubtless

to be found in his two early collections of

poems, Dikter (1884; Poems) and Notturno

(1885), in which he gave the most delicate,

hypersensitive impressionistic expression to

various aspects of life in his native Skane,

particularly to its natural phenomena and its

landscape moods. Ola Hansson was the first

poet of SkSne to capture its peculiar natural
charm in finely modulated, softly melodious
verse; and later poets from his province, such

as Vilhelm Ekelund and Anders ^sterling
(qq.v.) admit freely their indebtedness to

Hansson.

The volume which first aroused nearly uni-

versal reaction against Ola Hansson in Sweden
was Sensitiva amorosa (1887), a series of daring
"case studies" in pathological eroticism, con-

ceived in terms of the budding pseudo psy-

chiatry of the day and couched in a prose style
which was the last word in the overrefined and
the prdcieux. In the late 8o

f

s and early go's
Hansson was occupied chiefly with prose criti

cism, writing in rapid succession a consider-

able number of critical essays published in

Germany, Denmark, Norway, and Sweden.
These essays were concerned at first with
Scandinavian authors of the day, but they
soon came to have a wider scope, including
lengthy studies of Edgar Allan Poe and a

number of French authors (Bourget, Huys-
mans, Richepin, qq.v.) as well as effusive

panegyrics on Nietzsche (q-v.) and Julius Lang-
behn, late igth-century prophet of Pan-
Germanism in his Rembrandt als Erzieher

(1890). Practically everything that Ola Hansson
wrote in the go's was strongly influenced by
Nietzsche and Langbehn: they provided him
with the metaphysical basis for his rejection
of naturalism as an art form in the extended

essay Materialismen i skdnlitteraturen (1892;
Materialism in Literature); they inspired the
overstrained superman complex as developed
in Ung Ofegs visor (i8gg; Eng. tr., Young
Ofeg's Ditties, 1895); and they were the origin
of the racial theories which were at the basis

of the social and economic theorizing in Resan
hem (1895; The Trip Home). None of this

work can be said to be of first importance. It

is too uncritically enthusiastic, losing itself in

apostrophe and paradox and getting nowhere
in particular. After 1900 Ola Hansson pro-
duced more sparingly and somewhat more

solidly; but on the whole his later work rises

only occasionally, in his lyric poetry, to some-

thing resembling a significant creative art.

Despite the falling off in quality of this late

work, however, Ola Hansson had the satis-

faction during his last years of tardy recogni-
tion from his countrymen for the unquestion-
ably important contribution which he had
made to Swedish lyric poetry in his early works
Dikter and Notturno.

See: F. Vetterlund, "Ola Hansson/' in

Skissblad om poeter (1914), pp. 205-248; F.

Book, Sveriges moderna litteratur (1921), also

published as Vol. Ill of O, Sylwan, ed., Svenska
litteraturens historia (19^-1921), pp. 347-362;
E. Ek, Ola Hansson (1925); H. Gullberg, "Ola
Hanssons Skine," in Skdne: drsbok (1925), pp.
196-201; E. Ekelund, Ola Hanssons ungdoms-
diktning (1930).

A. G.

Hardt, Ernst (1876-, German dramatist, story
writer, and poet), was born in Graudenz, West
Prussia. After graduation from the military
academy of Lichterfelde, he traveled for four

years in Greece and Spain, then lived as a
writer in Dresden and Weimar. From 19 ig to

1924 he was director of the Weimar theatre,
and after 1924 director of the Cologne radio
station. In 1898 appeared his first stories, in
the volume Priester des Todes, and his first
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drama, Tote Zeit. Never of great originality,

he wrote dramas and stories under the influ-

ence of Hugo von Hofmannsthal (q.v.) and

poetry (A us den Tagen des Knaben, 1904)

under that of Stefan George (q.v.). Hardt be-

came internationally known as a representa-

tive of the eclecticism of neo-romanticism and

its craving for psychological abnormalities.

For his drama Tantris der Narr (1907; Eng.

trs., Tantris the Fool, 1909, Tristram the

Jester, 1913) he received the national Schiller

prize. Of his other dramas, only the tragedy
Gudrun (1911) and the comedy Schirin und
Gertraitde (1913) were successes. The best

among his stories is An den Toren des Lebens

(1904). Gesammelte Erzdhlungen was pub-
lished in 1909.

After the First World War, Hardt seems to

have felt that his creative days were over.

From that time on he has devoted his stylistic

gifts to rendering excellent translations from

the French (Taine, Flaubert, qq.v., Balzac,

Vauvenargues, Rousseau).
See: O. Nieten, Uber den Neuromantiker

Ernst Hardt (1914). A Soergcl, Dichtung und
Dichter der Zeit, 19. Auflage (1928), pp. 1011-

1015.
W. R. G.

Hart, Heinrich (1855-1906) and Julius (1859-

1930; German critics, dramatists, and poets),

were so completely united in their literary

careers that it is impossible to treat them

separately. Heinrich was born in Wesel and

Julius in Minister. After their school and uni-

versity years, Heinrich left their Wcsphalian
home and went to Berlin, whither he was

soon followed by Julius. The two brothers at

once entered actively into the literary life of

the Prussian capital, joining forces with the

group of young writers who were endeavoring
to reform contemporary German literature.

They soon became leaders in the early phases
of German naturalistic development as mem-
bers of the literary club "Durch" (q.v.), as con-

tributors to the anthology Moderne Dichter-

Charaktere (1885), and, later, as members of

the Friedrichshagen group gathered around
Wilhelm Boelsche (q.v.) and Bruno Wille.

Throughout the naturalistic revolution they
were active as critics and theorists; their

critical position was that of a balanced and
reasonable aesthetic theory, and they may well

be considered with Otto Brahm (q.v.) the lead-

ing naturalistic critics. Their most important
contribution was Kritische Waffenglinge

(1882-1884). This collection of essays gave

powerful expression to the demands made by
the radical literary youth of the day on con-

temporary German literature, analyzed Zola

(q.v.) and his importance for modern German
letters, and directed brilliant attacks against
the modish literati of the day, Hugo Burger,
Albert Triiger, et al. Somewhat more conserva-

tive than their naturalistic confreres, the

Harts none the less worked for a literature

that should be contemporary in subject matter
and spirit, base its portrayals on a wide under-

standing of current scientific hypotheses, and,

avoiding imitation of outmoded classicism and
romanticism, seek to create a balanced realism.

Of lesser importance in the history of modern
German literature were the short-lived jour-
nals edited by the Harts, Berliner Monatshefte
(1885) and Kritischcs Jahrbuch (1889), in

which they carried on their campaign for a

reawakening of contemporary German letters.

Their critical activity was continued in the

Freie Biihne with articles on various aspects
of naturalistic aesthetics during the heyday of

German naturalism and, after its decline, in

Die deutsche Zeitung, Die tdgliche Rundschau,
and other papers. They were also active in

various religious and socialistic movements

during their later years.
Heinrich Hart's literary works include lyric

poetry, Weltpfingsten (1878); drama; an un-
finished epic of human history, Das Lied der
Mcnschhcit (1888-1896); and two volumes of

short stories, Kinder des Lichts (1884) and

Heilige und Tanzerinnen (1905). His Gesam-
melte Werke appeared in four volumes in

1907.

Julius Hart's literary career led him to the
field of the lyric, Samara (1878), Homo Sum
(1890), Triumph des Lebens (1899). In the
drama he attempted lyric tragedy, Juan
Tenorto (1881), and a bourgeois tragedy, Der

Sumpf (1885). His literary output also includes
several volumes of short stories, e.g., Ftinf
Novellen (1888), and an anthology of Spanish
poetry.

See: L. H. Wolf, Die aesthetische Grundlage
der Literaturrevolution der achtziger Jahre:
Die Kritische WaQengange der Brilder Hart
(1921); K. Tillmann, Die Zeitschriften der
Gebruder Hart (1923).

W. H. R.

Hartleben, Otto Erich (1864-1905, German
lyric poet and dramatist), was born at Claus-

thal, an old mining town in the Harz Moun-
tains where his paternal ancestors had been

surveyors of mines for many generations.
Early in his life he lost his parents. In 1885
he took up the study of law, which he pur-
sued at the universities of Berlin and Tu-
bingen. He was, however, mainly devoted to
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the social amenities of university life. Al-

though he had passed the first of two examina-

tions required for admission to the bar, he
decided to become a free-lance writer and
combined this with an entirely undisciplined
existence. Almost all his literary works owe
their production to an occasional sober hour.

Later, failing health forced him to give up
the merry revels with his boon companions,
and he retired to Salo near Lake Garda in

northern Italy. There he built his famous villa

Halkyone, which was supposed to become the

center of a new academy of poetry. But before

he was able to carry out this and similar plans
Hartleben died, at 41. After his death the

literary world witnessed the strange and un-

happy spectacle of two women each claiming
the legal rights of a wife.

There can be no doubt that Hartleben had

great gifts; his humor was genuine, and many
of his verses are full of music and almost flaw-

less in form. He began as a disciple of Count
A. von Platen (Meine Verse, 1895; Von reifen

Fruchten; meiner Verse zweiter Teil, 1904).

His first books were two "delightfully nasty"
short stories, Die Geschichte vom abgerissenen

Knopf (1893) and Der gastfreie Pastor (1895),

in which he looked at small-town ways with

the perspective of a skillful but unkind ob-

server. His characters are often caricatures. Of
his plays, only one was a real stage success

Rosenmontag (1900; Eng. tr., Love's Carnival,

1904), more theatrical than truly dramatic.

It had merit as an attack upon Prussian

militarism.

On the whole Hartleben was only a

moderately capable follower of Maupassant

(q.v.) who never equaled his master. Belonging
to the shock troops of his literary generation,
he liked to irritate, tease, and alarm the

bourgeois, without seriously questioning the

latter's form of life and without being really
wicked.

See: W. Mahrholz, Deutsche Literatur der

Gegenwart (1930), pp. 82-83; J. Bithell,

Modern German Literature, 1880-1938 (1939),

pp. 68-69.
H. Sch.

HaSek, Jaroslav (1883-1923, Czech novelist and

journalist), is the creator of the "Good Soldier

Svejk," a humorous type which became the

symbol of the Czech "go-slow" attitude towards

Austria during the First World War. HaSek

was born in Prague and became a journalist.

In the First World War he served in the

Austrian army and was taken prisoner by the

Russians. He joined first the Czech legions in

Russia, but later changed over to the Com

munists. After his return to Prague, he was
a free-lance writer leading a merry bohemian
life, which gave rise to many legends and
anecdotes. Hasek produced a number of

ephemeral books of humorous sketches, but

Osudy dobreho vojdka Svejka za svttovt valky

(4 vols., 1920-1923; Eng. tr., The Good Soldier

Schweik, 1930) established his reputation at

home and abroad. A stage version was a great
success in post-war Germany, and some critics

hailed Svejk as a second Don Quixote. But

Svejk, a loosely organized scries of coarse

farcical scenes interspersed with naive reflec-

tions, is no great work of art. The main figure,

Svejk, a fat dogcatcher from the Prague area,
is vivid and convincing enough; he gets into

trouble with the Austrian authorities for a

supposed insult to His Majesty, is drafted, gets
to the Russian front, and finally becomes a

Russian prisoner. Svejk is a coward and shirker

who assumes the innocence and stupidity of

an idiot to disarm the railing officers, a happy-
go-lucky skeptic as to war and military glory,
an endless talker and coarse jester. The many
hilarious scenes and the grotesque figures of

the Austrian army (insolent officers, drunken

chaplains, and the like) pleased a post-war
audience which remembered the Austrian

Empire and the war as a horrible dream and
a bad joke. Svejk was unfinished when HaSek
died and was concluded, rather lamely, by a

fellow humorist, Karel VanSk.
See: J. Durych, Ejhle, tlov&k (1928); E. A.

Longen, Jaroslav Hasek (1928); V. Menger,
/. H., zajatec . 294, 2/7 (1934) and /. H. Doma
(1935)-

R. W.

Hasenclever, Walter (1890-1940, German
dramatist and poet), was born in Aachen. He
saw something of the world in his student

years, attending not only the University of

Leipzig but those of Oxford and Lausanne as

well. He was wounded in the First World War
and spent a year or more in a hospital.

Hasenclever was nothing if not sensational.

His first poems, Der Jungling (1913), were, to

be sure, not exciting except for their subject
matter: they were the warnings of a confessed

libertine. With the play Der Sohn (1914), how-

ever, the theme of revolt breaks out. A boy
of 20 who refuses to be intimidated any longer

by his tyrant of a father escapes from home,
becomes a revolutionary both socially and

politically, and when the bailiffs hale him
again before his outraged parent threatens his

father with a pistol, with the result that the
latter dies of a stroke. This play, produced for
the first time in 1916, was one of the early
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shots fired in the battle of expressionism; it

also introduced the motif of father-son hatred

which ran like a lurid thread through the

literature of the period. As he was drawn into

the war in 1915 Hasenclever became more

politically conscious. In that year he wrote a

dramatic poem, Der Retter, in which a poet,

prophet of peace and of the brotherhood of

man, goes down before the firing squad of the

field marshal; his message, we are assured,

will live on after him. Spiritual and political

leadership is also attributed to the poet in

Der politische Dichter (1919), which contains

poetry of a highly revolutionary sort. The
most violent of all Hasenclever's works is his

drama Antigone (1917). The Greek story is

used as a framework for antimilitary argu-
ments: Creon, a mask for William II, becomes
the most brutal of tyrants, who is brought to

book by the rage of the people; the proud
Antigone turns democrat and pacifist.

Eventually Hasenclever found revolution

unprofitable. Two experiments with dramatic

technique followed, Die Menschen (1918),
which approaches pantomime since the text

consists mostly of interjections, and Jenseits

(1920), a ghostly tragedy with two characters

and an implied spook. Latterly Hasenclever
had taken the path of comedy with Ein besserer

Herr (1927), Ehen werden im Himmel geschlos-
sen (1929), and Napoleon greift ein (1930). In

1917 he was awarded the Kleist prize.
See: K. Martens, Die deutsche Literatur

unver Zeit (1922), pp. 500 ff.; A. Soergel,

Dichtung und Dichter der Zeit, Neue Folge:
Im Banne des Expressionismus, 4. Auflage
OQS?)* PP- 706-716.

H. W. P.

Haulleville, Eric de (1900-1941, Belgian poet,
novelist, and essayist), was born in Brussels.

He came from a family which for generations
had devoted itself to arts and letters. His

grandfather, Baron Prosper de Haulleville, a
well-known historian and a leader of the

Belgian Catholic press, was a personal friend
of Montalembert and Louis Veuillot. His

father, Baron Alphonse de Haulleville, was
one of the founders of the Colonial Museum
of Tervueren (near Brussels), devoted to

African ethnography. Eric, from his child-

hood, was familiar with Negro statues and
African art. In his first poems, Denouement
(1921), he displayed a marvelous imagination
together with a Baudelairian "sens de la sur-

prise/' a particular taste for the unexpected
and for lyrical contrast which constitutes his

principal poetic qualities.
Haulleville lived in Paris for nearly 10

years and was intimately connected with the

leading personalities of contemporary litera-

ture and art. Le Genre Jpique (1928) is an

original attempt to render a prismatic view of

the visible and the interior world of a poet
in short poems, fairy tales, dialogues, and
brief dramatic scenes. Le Voyage aux lies

Galapagos (1934), a poetic novel in which the

influence of the surrealist technique can be

retraced, won the Albert I prize in 1935.

Haulleville returned to Brussels after his

marriage to Rose Nys, Mrs. Aldous Huxley's

younger sister. He became the private secre-

tary to Burgomaster Adolphe Max, and after

the death of the heroic Brussels mayor re-

mained in the same position with Burgo-
master Vandemeulebroeck. In fleeing Belgium

during the Second World War, the poet,

already worn by a long illness, walked many
miles, with his wife and their little girl,

through areas devastated by bombs and cities

aflame. When at last they arrived in the south

of France, there was no longer hope of saving
him. He passed the final months of his life

in bed correcting the copies of his last manu-

script, UAnneau des amides (posthumously

published, 1941), which contains his best

poems. He died in St. Paul de Vence (Var,

France) on March 20, 1941.

Haulleville's poetry in his more significant

works, despite the ironical fantasy which

always gives them a particular color, is in-

spired by deep and moving thoughts of a

metaphysical and cosmic character. More
than once his lyrical outcry reaches a Shel-

leyan grandeur rarely equaled by a poet in this

century.
L. K.

Hauptmann, Carl (1858-1921, German drama-

tist and novelist), was born in Obersalzbrunn,

Silesia, the elder brother of Gerhart Haupt-
mann (g.v.). Silcsian mysticism, especially the

works of Jakob Bohme and Meister Eckhart,

early attracted his attention. Interested in the

metaphysical approach to natural science, he

took his doctorate at Jena under Haeckel in

zoology and Avenarius in natural philosophy.

Although he gave great promise as a scientist,

his brother Gerhart's literary success started

Carl on a new career. When the dramas
Marianne (1894), Waldleute (1895), and

Ephraims Breite (1898; Eng. tr., 1900) ap-

peared, the critics proclaimed him a late

naturalist, an imitator of his brother Gerhart,
and a talented, forceful writer who, however,

might more profitably have confined his en-

deavors to natural science. But the collection

of aphorisms and lyrics, Aus meinem Tagebuch
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(1900), helped create a better understanding
of the man and the poet. In this work he

denied all connection with the naturalistic

doctrine. He did not share the naturalist's

reticence about the "idea"; in fact, the "force

of the idea" is a predominant theme in his

works.

His dramatic efforts cover an extensive field:

tragedy in Die Austreibung (1905), realism in

the dramatic poem Moses (1906), symbolism in

Die Bcrgschmiede (1902), Hauptmann's best-

known drama. In Napoleon Bonaparte (1911),

his crowning dramatic achievement, he re-

constructed the career of the French emperor
within the framework and spirit of Napoleon's
own time. Supernatural and realistic elements

are interwoven in Die lange Jule (1912) and
Die armseligen Besenbinder (1913). Haupt-
mann turned to comedy in Die Rebhuhner

(1916), to tragicomedy in Tobias Buntschuh

(1916), the first play in the trilogy Die goldenen
Strassen, of which the second and third parts
are Gaukler, Tod und Juwelier and Musik

(both 1919). Der abtriinnige Zar and Krieg, ein

Tedeum (Eng. tr., War, a Tedeum, in Drama,
Vol. VI, 1916, pp. 597-653), both published
in 1914, predict the coming catastro-

phe; words are subordinated to plot for a

more vivid picture of the nature of things to

come.

In the field of prose two works appeared in

1902, the short stories collected under the

title Aus Hiltten am Hange and the novel

Mathilde descriptions of milieu and charac-

terizations without the naturalistic undertone

of social significance. Hauptmann's striving for

perfection in the moral sense reached a climax

in the novel Einhart der Ldchler (1907), in

which he portrays the life of a misunderstood

artist; here again he combined dream with

reality. Ismael Friedmann (1913), Nachte,

Schicksale, and Das Rubczahlbuch (all three

1915) have their setting in Silesia. Hauptmann
also commanded the lyric form, as in Der
Sonnenwanderer (1896).

He died in 1921 in his native and beloved

Silesian mountains, where he spent the greater

part of his life. A sojourn in Italy and a trip

to America in 1907 were his only extended

travels. Had not his brother Gerhart over-

shadowed him, Carl would have stood out in

clearer relief as the poet he was a conformer

to no literary "ism," a discerning and sensitive

master of words, a man whose outlook was

tempered by Silesian mysticism and environ-

ment, and a soul striving to envisage the

future.

See: H. H. Borcherdt, ed., Carl Hauptmann,
er und iiber ihn (1911); H. Razinger, Carl

Hauptmann; Gestalt und Werk (1928); W.
Goldstein, Carl Hauptmann; cine Werkdeu-

tung (1930-
W. J. M.

Hauptmann, Gerhart (1862-1946, German
dramatist and novelist), was born in Obersalz-

brunn, Silesia. Reared in Protestant orthodoxy,
but early exposed to the more emotional teach-

ings of Moravian pietism, he was as a young
man subjected to the impact of an almost reli-

gious belief in scientific causality and material-

istic determinism, tempered by a vague kind of

socialistic meliorism, which at that time at-

tracted the young intellectuals of Germany. A
failure as a Gymnasium pupil, he turned to

farming, sculpture in Breslau and Rome,

desultory academic study in Jena and Berlin,

and finally to literature. His marriage to a

beautiful young heiress, who supported him

throughout the four years of their engagement,
freed him from the necessity of literary hack
work. Marital incompatibilities and a passion-
ate attachment to a young violinist led to

more than 10 years of self-torturing inner con-

flicts, terminating in divorce and a new mar-

riage in 1904. He received the Nobel prize in

literature (1912) and honorary degrees from
Oxford (1905), Leipzig (1909), Prague (1921),
and Columbia (1932). The Weimar Republic
bestowed on him the order Pour le Mrite

(1922). The Third Reich ignored him, but he
remained one of the most popular dramatists

on the German stage.

Hauptmann's work will perhaps go down in

history as the most complete artistic expression
of the so-called historicism and the relativistic

skepticism of the last 50 years. In the fact that

he is essentially a product of a time of transi-

tion and of uncertain groping lies his distinc-

tion as well as his limitations. In a manner

unparalleled in German literature he demon-
strated a receptivity to the varied intellectual

currents of the age and a sensitivity to new
literary movements, without persistently fol-

lowing any of them. Few other writers have
delved so deeply into the contradictions and
irrationalities of human behavior, few have
looked at the facts of life and of nature with
the same honesty and candor. While he be-

lieved in a Supreme Being and felt a cosmic
oneness with nature, he could not reconcile
with the existence of evil and suffering the
Christian concept of God as a loving father.

Life was to him a non-rational mystery which
must be accepted. It can be portrayed; it can-

not be explained.
After dabbling with epigonic dramas, epics,

and social ballads, Hauptmann began to ex-
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periment with realistic sketches, some unpub-
lished fragments containing painstaking and

minute reproductions of various dialects.

When he met Arno Holz (q.v.) hfc was already
well along the road to the naturalistic style of

which Holz claimed to be the originator.
What he most owed to Holz was encourage
ment to apply the new technique to the drama.

For Sonnenaufgang (1889; Eng. tr., Before

Dawn, 1909) marks the birth of the naturalistic

drama. This and the other early plays, except
for a greater illusion of realism in speech and

in situations, were still reminiscent of Ibsen

(q.v.) with his emphasis on milieu, heredity,

or education. An entirely new dramatic form

was evolved in Die Weber (1892; Eng. tr., The

Weavers, 1899). Five seemingly independent
tableaux are organically bound together in a

climactic action of overpowering force. From

the more than 70 characters no individual

hero stands out. The hero is in fact the whole

proletarian group. A similar structural princi

pie is observed in Der Bibcrpelz (1893; Eng.

tr., The Beaver Coat, 1912), one of the few

great comedies in German literature. The sue

cess of The Weavers prompted Hauptmann to

apply the same technique to a theme from the

Peasants' War of the i6th century, Florian

Ceyer (1895; Eng. tr., 1929). The dramatist

has succeeded here in combining the speech

forms, the psychology, and the cultural and

social background of a forgotten age in such a

stupendous historic pageant that it took the

German public nearly 30 years to appreciate
its accuracy and its artistic cogency. Both plays
are typical naturalistic tragedies. There is no

clash of ideas only the collision of great
natural forces. No divine order of eternal

justice and righteousness is vindicated as in

the Hegelian type of tragedy. As in Oedipus
Rex and King Lear, the reader is left with the

depressing feeling of the senselessness of hu
man events, the brutality of Ijfe, and the

dominating role played by error and chance.

The neo-romantic movement is reflected in

the touching dream play Hanneles Him-

melfahrt (1893; Eng. tr., Hannele, 1894), the

first drama in world literature making a child

the heroine. In this play the romantic super-
naturalism could still be explained on purely

psychologic grounds as figments of a feverish

mind. A complete surrender to romanticism
was made in Die versunkene Glocke (1897;

Eng. tr.> The Sunken Bell, 1898), the most

personal as well as the most popular of Haupt-
mann's dramas. In most of the plays up to The
Sunken Bell the tragic outcome is generally
the result of man-made causes and could be
avoided by man-made reforms. When Haupt-

mann became more engrossed in his own

personal problems, he envisaged tragedy as

inherent in human nature itself. Out of man's

nature grow not only his most glorious and
idealistic impulses, but also the most disgust-

ing and brutal of his instincts. It is largely a

matter of chance in which direction nature
asserts itself in any given individual. Hence
there is no guilt and no poetic justice. And so

sex reveals itself in its highest sublimation

as self-sacrificing love in Haiiptmann's most
beautiful verse drama, Der arme Heinrich

(1902; Eng. tr., Henry of Aue, 1914), as well

as in one of its most pathological expres-
sions, that of nymphomania, in Kaiser Karls

Geisel (1908; Eng. tr., Charlemagne's Hos-

The emphasis on nature and character

found its most adequate expression in the two

greatest German tragedies of the last 50 years,

Fuhrmann Henschel (1899; Eng. tr., Drayman
Henschel, 1913) and Rose Bernd (1903; Eng.
tr., 1913). As in the other naturalistic plays,
dialect predominates, but the structure is

more closely knit and the characters are no

longer examples of static and plastic analysis.

They are human beings undergoing an evolu-

tionary change. As if to escape from the bru

tality of everyday life, Hauptmann turned

more and more to legendary, romantic, and

balladcsque subjects, even though they were
often given a realistic background. The most

fascinating and beautiful of these, symbolizing
the varied reactions of men to beauty, is found
in Und Pippa tanzt (1906; Eng. tr., And Pippa
Dances, 1907), which the poet loved best of all

his plays. As a sort of summing up of a lifelong

preoccupation with the figure of Christ, he
.wrote the most profound religious novel of his

time, Der Narr in Cfiristo, Emanuel Quint
(1910; Eng. tr., The Fool in Christ, Emanuel

Quint, 1911). With sympathetic insight Quint
is drawn as a modern mystic who tries to carry
out literally the simple social precepts of Jesus
and meets with a somewhat similar fate. A

journey to Greece produced in the travel diary
Griechischer Fruhling (1908) a unique ap
preciation of a pastoral, pre-Socratic, essen

daily Dionysiac Greece with its serenity and

joyous acceptance of life even in its most tragic

implications. This new outlook was reflected

in the forceful drama Der Bogen des Odysseus

(1914; Eng. tr., The Bow of Odysseus, 1917),
in which the hero appears at first almost as a

dreamy German who has actually lost the

sense of his own identity, until he regains his

former prowess by contact with his native

soil. Der Ketzer von Soana (1918; Eng. tr.,

The Heretic of Soana, 1923), a dithyrambic
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praise of pagan assertion of life and of the

senses, is stylistically and structurally the most

finished of Hauptmann's narrative works. In

a number of books appearing before the out-

break of the First World War he had expressed
a presentiment of a catastrophic collapse of

Western civilization. The war caused him to

withdraw within himself and to continue work

on the exotic themes selected earlier. Der

weisse HeiJand (1920; Eng. tr., The White

Saviour, 1924) is an exquisite tragedy in

melodious trochaic tetrameters, holding up to

scorn Christian fanatic zeal over against the

guilelcssness of the Christlike Montezuma.

Indipohdi (1921; Eng. tr., 1925) is steeped in

Buddhistic longing for nonexistence. The epic
Till Eulenspicgel (1928) is the work which

Hauptmann considered his greatest. It contains

grandiose and realistic pictures of the de-

pressing and chaotic conditions in post-war

Germany and finally takes the hero to Greece,

where he lives for a thousand years a charac-

teristically bucolic existence with Baubo, the

handmaiden of the gods. After the centaur

Chiron has shown him the realm of the Pla-

tonic ideas, he returns to the phenomenal
world and finally seeks death in the Swiss

glacier ice. Later works were two dramas,

Iphigenie in Delphi (1941) and Iphigenie in

Aulis (1944).

Hauptmann wrote more than 60 books. It

is impossible as yet to trace a definite line of

development. Some of his works are known to

have gone through long periods of gestation,
others were finished years before they were

published. Of many others the history is un-

known. Das Abenteuer meiner Jugend (1937)
is a detailed and illuminating autobiography
of the first 26 years, but Hauptmann pub-
lished practically nothing about his later life

or about his works. Aphorisms and fragments
were brought together in Ausblicke (1922),

collected speeches in Um Volk und Geist

(1932). So-called conversations, Gesprache
(1932), were written down from memory and

arranged by Josef Chapiro.
C. F. W. Behl and F. A. Voigt have been at

work on a definitive edition of Gerhart Haupt-
mann's works, of which 17 volumes appeared
in 1942.

See: P. Schlenther, Gerhart Hauptmann
(1897; revised by A. Eloesser, 1922); J. Rohr,
Gerhart Hauptmanns Dramcn (1910); E.

Sulger-Gebing, Gerhart Hauptmann (1916;

revised by W. Linden, 1932); H. von HCilsen,

Gerhart Hauptmann (1927); V. Ludwig,

Hauptmann-Bibliographie (1932); Felix A.

Voigt, Antike und antikes Lebensgefuhl im

Werke Gerhart Hauptmanns (1935), Haupt-

mann-Studien (1936), and Hauptmann-Jahr-
buck (1936, 1937).

F. W. J. H.

Hazard, Paul (1878-1944, French scholar and

critic), was born in the village of Nordpeene,
Nord, the son of a schoolmaster. He became
himself one of the most eminent teachers and

investigators of his generation, joining high

professional competence and scrupulousness
with qualities of imagination and grace that

endeared him to students in two hemispheres,
Trained at the Ecole Normale Sup^rieure,
which he entered in 1900, he was appointed to

the chair of comparative literature at the

University of Lyon in 1910; he was called to

Paris to the Sorbonne in 1919 and became a

member of the faculty of the College de
France in 1925. He lectured extensively abroad
and received honorary degrees from the uni-

versities of Turin, Santiago (Chile), Mexico,

Sofia, Harvard, and Columbia. He was visit-

ing professor at Columbia University in alter-

nate years from 1932 to 1940. Near the end of

1939 he was elected a member of the French

Academy.
Hazard's doctoral thesis, La Revolution

franfaise et les lettres italiennes (1910), has

been called a model; here, as constantly in his

subsequent writing, he is substantial, docu-

mented, but with no suggestion of the ponder-
ous, he is hospitable to general ideas, never

irresponsibly affirmative. The multiplicity of

his interests is indicated by such titles as

Leopardi (1913), Lamartine (1926), Stendhal

(1927), Don Quichotte (1931). In 1932 appeared
Les Livres, les enfants et les hommes (Eng. tr.,

Books, Children b Men, 1944), a sensitive ap-

praisal of works written for very young readers,

or taken over by them, throughout Europe
and through the centuries. The comprehensive
Histoire de la litterature franfaise (2 vols.,

1923-1924), compiled with Joseph Bdier

(q.v.), ranks with the Histoire of Gustave
Lanson (q.v.). Hazard was long an editor of

the highly reputed Revue de litterature com-

parde founded by him and Fernand Balden-

sperger (q.v.).

La Crise de la conscience europeenne (3 vols.,

1935) is a study of the mind and the heart of

Europe in the decades from 1680 to 1715. One
reviewer said that the title of the first chapter,
"De la stability au mouvement," might have
served the entire work, but Hazard while he
had the boldness of his lucidity and he has

had to endure the not over-devastating re-

proach of being "un esprit trop clair" was

capable of both seeking and distrusting sim-

plicity. This book is indispensable for any
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student of the period and of the genesis of a

relativistic attitude in modern Europe.
Hazard came to New York for another

semester at Columbia University in 1940; he

returned to France in January, 1941, to re-

main with his own people in their tragic or-

deal. The enemy refused to accept him for the

post to which he was then nominated, the

rectorship of the University of Paris. He con-

tinued to teach, at Lyon and at Paris, and to

study. Before his death in April, 1944, he had

completed, in cruel circumstances and with a

true humanist's steadiness, a continuation of

his report on the European "conscience," a

large new work to be entitled Les Origines
intellectuelles de I'Europe contemporaine: Le
Dix-huitieme Sidcle de Montesquieu & Lessing.
A clandestine review, France de demain, early
in 1944 published Paul Hazard's character-

istically moving exhortation to his country-
men, "Pour que vive 1'Amc de la France" (re-

published in the Romanic Review, December,

1944)-

See: Jean Marie Carr, "Paul Hazard,"
Revue de litterature comparde, XX (1940), 5-

12; Henri Peyre, "Paul Hazard," French Re-

view, XVII (1944)* SOQ-S^-
H. S.

Hedberg, Tor Harald (1862-1931, Swedish

dramatist, novelist, and poet), born in Stock-

holm, the son of a writer, served for 10 years
as literary and dramatic critic of the news-

paper Svenska dagbladet (The Swedish Daily

Paper), and from 1910 to 1922 was the di-

rector of the Dramatic Theatre. He was also a

member of the Swedish Academy.

Hedberg's literary career is marked by an

early and fruitful beginning. He began writ-

ing shortly after leaving Uppsala, and by the

time he was 30 had 10 titles to his credit.

Although he was a member of the group of

writers who called themselves "Det unga

Sverige" (Young Sweden), his work was little

marked by the views of fellow authors. While
his companions were struggling with the

problems involved in representing objective

reality, Hedberg was concerning himself with

psychological studies. His earliest writings
were in the field of prose fiction. In works like

Johannes Karr (1885), Judas (1886), and Pa

Torpa G&rd (1888; At Torpa Estate), he in-

variably treated the main character from the

standpoint of inner stress. In the go's Hedberg
turned his attention to the drama. With Judas

(1895) he repeated an earlier choice of sub-

ject, and the focus once more is on a psycho-

logical battle. Judas seemingly can resolve his

conflict only by betraying Jesus. In Gerhard

Grim (1897) there are tendencies that are

obviously derived from Faust. The most suc-

cessful of Hedberg's dramas, however, is Johan

Ulfstjerna (1907). The setting is contemporary
and laid in a province of Finland that was

formerly Swedish. The figure of Johan
Ulfstjerna is very well drawn; indeed, Hedberg
has succeeded in investing him with truth and

reality. Whereas Judas is the label for a psy-

chological problem presented in dramatic

form, Johan Ulfstjerna is a human being who
offers himself for the benefit of his fellow

men.
See: J. Landquist, Essayer (1913); A. Brunius,

Ansikten och masker (1917); H. Ahlenius, Tor

Hedberg (1935).

C. E. W. L. D.

Heiberg, Gunnar Edvard Rode (1857-1929;

Norwegian dramatist, essayist, and critic), was
one of the most defiantly aristocratic indi-

vidualists of his generation, carrying the spirit

of Ibsen (q*v.) through the neo-romantic re-

action and into the 2oth century. Born in

Christiania of a highly cultivated family, he
was early conversant with European culture,

"the first trueborn European in Norwegian
literature" (Helge Krog). His first foreign

journey took him to Rome, where he met

Ibsen; in later years he spent much time in

Copenhagen and other European centers, but

most of all in Paris, which stood nearest to

his own cosmopolitan esprit. Even as a uni-

versity student, he had broken with the family
conservatism, making friends with the ex-

treme naturalists, the so-called bohbme, and

choosing, as he said, "two teachers, Johan
Sverdrup and Georg Brandes" (see Brandes),
the bannermen of political and literary radi-

calism in his day.
His literary dbut (1878) consisted of two

poems in the spirit of Shelley and Wergeland,

praising the free human spirit and the pure
intellect personified in the rebel Cain. His
first drama, Tante Ulrikke (1883; Aunt

Ulrikke), was Ibsenian in technique, but

more violent and explosive. For four years

(1884-1888) he was artistic director of the

National Theatre in Bergen, doing brilliant

work, but being forced out of the position be-

cause of his uncompromisingly contemporary
choice of repertoire. The play Kong Midas

(1890; King Midas) was a satire on such dog-
matic and self-appointed truthtellers as

Bjornson (q.v.), but with its plea for a more
inclusive and artistic humanity in literature

it became a turning point in his production.
From now on he avoided surface realism and

developed a lyric-satiric style of his own,
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which is often charming, even exalted, but

can also be dramatically baffling. A series of

plays in the go's developed his idea that

human beings are more important than

theories, that mass action is harmful, and
that the lone, self-assertive creator is the

highest form of human being. The high

points of his dramatic production are

Balkonen (1894; Eng. tr., The Balcony, 1922)

and Kjarlighedens tragedie (1904; Eng. tr.,

The Tragedy of Love, in T. H. Dickinson,

Chief Contemporary Dramatists, Ser. 2, 1921),

both picturing in lyric prose the conflict be-

tween erotic passion and intellectual culture;

]<*g vil verge mil land (1912; I Shall Defend

My Land) and Paradesengen (1913; Bed of

State), satires concerning true and false

patriotism. He had a talent for disrespect,

mixing the most vicious lampoons with a

luxuriant lyricism. His women were creatures

of untamable, primitive passions, while his

men were delicate, lyrical, overrefined, when

they were not brutal and unreflective. His

fundamental, almost mystic devotion was to

the wholehearted, all-consuming passion,

whether in the form of selfless agitation for

social justice, uncompromising, defiant patri-

otism, or the erotic demands of his uncivi-

lizable women. He worshiped the genuine
and flayed without mercy every touch of the

meretricious.

Heiberg developed his ideas at length in

the many brilliant essays and theatrical criti-

cisms which he reprinted in such volumes as

Pariserbreve (1900; Letters from Paris), Ibsen

og Bj0rnson paa scenen (1918; Ibsen and

Bjornson on the Stage), Franske visitter (1918;
French Visits), Norsk teater (1920; Norwegian
Theatre), Salt og sukker (1924; Salt and

Sugar). The title of the last-named is sug-

gestive of Heiberg's spirit: an occasionally

inorganic blend of scoffer and worshiper, but

first and last an artist. His style is nervous,

agile, unrhetorical, sometimes jerky and

mannered, but always sparkling with ma-
licious wit and dramatic indignation. He is,

as one critic remarks, most unlikely ever to

be canonized, but he towers high as an un-

compromising portrayer of the beauty and

the bitterness of life.

See: Schou, et al, "Heiberg," Samtiden

(19 1 ?* '923' ^O* !937); Julius Bab, Das
Drama der Liebe (1925); E. Skavlan, "Gunnar
Edvard Rode Heiberg," in Norsk biografisk

leksikon, V (1931), 576-581.
E. H.

Heidenstam, Verner von (1859-1940, Swedish

poet and novelist), was born in Vastergotland

(Olshammar, on Lake Vatter), where, in a

magnificently picturesque countryside rich in

famous historical traditions from the Swedish
middle ages, he spent most of his childhood
and youth. After brief attendance at a private
school in Stockholm, interrupted by illness

when he was 16, he left Sweden to travel for

his health in the south of Europe and the
Near East. He remained abroad for something
over 10 years, not returning permanently to

his native land until March, 1887. A year later

his first volume of poetry, Vallfart och van-

dringsdr (Pilgrimage and Wanderyears) at-

tracted wide and favorable attention in

Sweden. During the next few years he com-

posed chiefly in prose a number of relatively

unimportant autobiographical volumes and
two significant antinaturalistic critical essays,
one in collaboration with Oskar Levertin

(q.v.). His first important volume of poetry,
Dikter (Poems), appeared in 1895 and firmly

established Heidenstam as one of the most

significant literary figures of the go's. In the

late go's and the early years of our century he

wrote some distinguished historical fiction, in-

cluding Karolinerna (i8g7-i8g8; Eng. tr., The
Charles Men, ig2o), Heliga Birgittas pil-

grimsfdrd (1901; Saint Birgitta's Pilgrimage),
and Folkungatrddet (2 vols., igos-igoy; Eng.
tr., The Tree of the Folkungs, ig25). His

richest and most mature volume of poems,

Nya dikter (New Poems), appeared in igis.

Some of his poems have been translated into

English (Sweden's Laureate: Selected Poems,
tr. by C. W. Stork, igig). In igi6 the Nobel

prize in literature was awarded to Heiden-

stam, with the significant Swedish citation

"the leader of a new era in our literature/'

Only occasional poems and essays came from
Heidenstam's pen after 1915. His contribution

one of the most important in modern Swed-

ish literature had already been made.

Heidenstam's significance in the history of

Swedish literature lies chiefly in the fact that

he was among the first consciously to break

with the spirit of sober reason characteristic

of the utilitarian social-reform prose literature

of the Swedish 8o's, the literature which, fol-

lowing the critical dictum of the Dane Georg
Brandes (q-v.), had sought primarily "to put
problems into debate." Heidenstam's first

volume of poems, with its riot of color and its

youthful exuberance of feeling and utterance,

pointed a new way in terms of creative litera-

ture; and his critical essay "Renascence" (1889)
contained a direct conscious attack on the

realism of the 8o's. He maintained that by the

early go's this realism had already exhausted
its possibilities and that it was furthermore
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essentially irreconcilable with the Swedish

national temper. In place of the realism of the

8o's, deriving largely from foreign sources,

Heidenstam championed a new, more purely
Swedish literary program, one that would favor

the subjective and the personal and would

seek to unite the imaginative strain with a

sense of the beautiful and also with a bold,

racy realism. The challenge of these ideas was

met immediately, not only in Heidenstam's

own creative work, but also in Selma Lagerlof's

early novels and in the magnificent lyric

flowering of such poets of the go's as Froding,
Karlfeldt, and Levertin (qq.v.)) Heidenstam's

own work illustrates these ideas both in the

genre of lyric poetry and in historical fiction

most brilliantly, no doubt, in his lyrics, though
his novels and short stories are among the best

Swedish historical fiction that there is. His

poetry, which early revealed some excesses in

the overuse of color and in imaginative ex-

uberance, came with the years to be more dis-

ciplined, more concentrated, more firmly
classical in form and spirit, though it lost little

if any of the essential freshness and vigor of

conception that characterized his early poems.
In his attitude toward life Heidenstam is

essentially pagan, more in the Greek, per-

haps, than in the early Scandinavian sense.

Though his subjects, particularly in some of

the historical novels, are not infrequently
drawn from an at least semibarbaric Scandi-

navian past, he reveals everywhere the sensi-

tive aristocrat's born distrust of barbarism as

such, favoring always a kind of harmonious
classical humanism, not without a strong ad-

mixture of the heroic, as his final cultural

ideal. Heidenstam is chiefly indebted for his

poetic ideal, it would seem, to the Swedish-
Finn Johan Ludvig Runeberg, and, in a lesser

degree, to Goethe.

See: John Landquist, Verncr von Heiden-
stam (1909); Ruben Gustafsson Berg, Fore

'Vallfart och Vandrings&r* (1919); Fredrik

Book, Sveriges moderna litteratur (1921), also

published as Vol. Ill of O. Sylwan, ed., Svenska
litteraturens historia (1919-1921), pp. 185-211;
Alrik Gustafson, Six Scandinavian Novelists

(1940).

A. G.

Heijeimans, Herman (1864-1924, Dutch play-
wright and short-story writer), was born at

Rotterdam. His father intended him for a
business career, but he loathed the prospect
of spending his life among account books and
figures. He went to Amsterdam in 1892 and
entered the literary profession as a reporter for

the Telegraaf. His first dramatic venture, Dora

Kremer (1893), was a failure. But shortly after-

wards another play of his, in one act, scored a

sensational success. He had it produced as a

translation from the Russian and considered

the applause which it earned both from the

public and the press as confirmation of his

belief that only foreign plays had a chance of

success with people who, in their foolish

ignorance, judged things by their origin in-

stead of their intrinsic value. But this

Ahasverus (1893; Eng. tr., 1934), by the

fictitious Ivan Jelakowitch, was undeniably a

better drama than Heijermans's first play, and
the success that he afterwards won in his own
name seems to vindicate the public and the

critics. The successful presentation of Ghetto

(1898; Eng. tr., 1899) and * ts subsequent vogue
in London and Paris gave him the certainty of

his own power. From then on he wrote for the

stage with never lagging productivity. Bet
Zevende Gebod (1899; The Seventh Command-
ment), a satire on bourgeois morality, Op
Hoop van Zegen (1900; Eng. tr., The Good

Hope, 1912), a tragic picture of seafaring life,

and a long series of other plays of varying
force and quality followed in rapid succession

during the next 20 years. Most of these plays
have been translated into German. De rijzende
Zon (Eng. tr., The Rising Sun, 1926), in which

Meggie Albanesi scored one of her earliest

successes in London (1925), completes the list

of Heijermans's plays available in English.
However, others have been performed before

English-speaking audiences: A Case of Arson

(De Brand in de Jonge Jan) and Links

(Schakels) by the London Stage Society (1908);
The Hired Servant (De Meid) by the Pioneer

Players in St. Martin's Theatre, London (1917);
and Eva Bonheur in New York (1925).
The secret of Heijermans's popularity in

Holland is in the intensely Dutch character of

his work. A fondness for the minute portrayal
of reality akin to the art of the Dutch genre
painters of the i7th century and coupled with
it a strong sense of the humorous and farcical,

such as those painters had, made his plays
colorful pictures of life in a style that was

enjoyed as a truly native art. Their popularity
was no doubt due in part to the author's

tendency to champion the cause of the under-

dog and the victims of our social order. Still

Heijermans's fame among his countrymen is

a distinctly artistic triumph such as no social

reformer could have achieved. A social re-

former he was and meant to be, but he owed
his success in that field to the persuasive power
of his art. His most famous play, The Good
Hope, started an agitation for better govern-
ment control of seagoing craft, which resulted
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in the Ships Act of 1909. When Heijermans
died, leaving a widow and two little children

in straitened circumstances, the crews of

Holland's merchant marine contributed to a

fund for their relief, in recognition of the

great service his art had rendered them and

their families.

It would be difficult to say to what extent

foreign influences molded Heijermans's art.

In his later years he conceived a deep admira-

tion for Gerhart Hauptmann (q.v.), which

may partly account for his turning from

realistic to symbolical drama. Uitkomst (1907;

Deliverance], which deals with the dream
visions of a child on its sickbed, shows affinity

to Hanneles Himmelfahrt. But otherwise he

does not seem to have been greatly dependent
on literary inspiration. Not literature, but life

was his source book.

Heijermans was also a master of the short

story. Most of his short stories were written,

during his residence in Germany, for the

Telegraaf and the Handelsblad, both Amster-
dam dailies. They were published under the

pseudonym Samuel Falkland, and the col-

lected edition of these Falklandjes, as they are

called in Dutch, fills 20 volumes. These alone

and many a precious gem they contain in

the midst of less noble matter would secure

for him a place among Holland's writers. The
fact that the author's pseudonym in the

diminutive has become the recognized name
for these stories affords a measure of their

popularity.
See: A. J. Barnouw, "Herman Heijermans/'

New York Times, December 21, 1924, Section

7, p. 2, "Herman Heijermans," Theatre Arts

Monthly, IX (1925), 109-112, and The Dutch;
a Portrait Study of the People of Holland

(1940), pp. 189-214, especially pp. 201-205.
A. J. B.

Heiseler, Henry von (1875-1928, German poet,

dramatist, and critic), father of the poet Bernt

von Heiseler (1907-), was born and educated
in Russia and moved to Germany in 1905. He
chanced to be in St. Petersburg at the outbreak

of the First World War and had to serve in

the Russian army, in a noncombatant capacity.
After many harrowing experiences he was able

to return to Germany in 1922. Bilingual in the

practical, everyday sense of the word and as

much at home in German culture as in Rus-
sian life, Heiseler nevertheless experienced all

the difficulties of a writer who works in a

medium which is not fully and utterly his

native tongue. His desire to go back to

Germany clearly indicated that he was pain-

fully aware of how unsatisfactory it is for a

poet to live and to create abroad, severed from
direct contact with his cherished tradition.

This is not to say that he ever came close to

the borderline of dilettantism which is en-

countered so often in the work of other

German writers abroad, notably among those

who content themselves with speaking to a

linguistic minority whose limited vernacular

they acquire or those who drift into a kind of

glorified reportage destined for consumption
in their faraway home country. Heiseler kept
to the high level of neoclassical art, drawing
his inspiration from Stefan George (q.v.).

Nevertheless the trained ear will often discern

a lack of native rhythm in his poems (Der

Engel des Krieges, 1914) or the absence of

idiomatic raciness in his stories. Similarly, his

preference for Russian scenes and subjects
his best plays (Peter und Alexdj, 1906; Grischa,

1916; Die Kinder Godundfs, 1923) all deal

with Russian life and history accentuates the

dualism of his cultural allegiance.
It is in his thought rather than in his emo-

tions that he overcame the handicap of a man
with two countries, turning it indeed into the

advantage of a well-informed observer of both

Russian and German civilization, if not of

European life in general. For this reason his

critical essays deserve the closest attention;

they contain seeds which may yet bear rich

fruit in literary criticism and political thought.
His fondest hope was for an intimate cultural

union of Germany with England and the

United States which he felt was bound to

issue from their common instinct for order

and justice and from the identity of their

spiritual aspirations as he discovered them in

Shakespeare, Keats, Browning, Walt Whitman,
Bach, Goethe, and George. Heiseler 's masterly
translations of English and also of Russian
and French literary works form his practical
contribution towards this cultural alliance

which would then lead to some sort of politi-
cal confederation. The spadework was to be
done by writers and philosophers; creative

writing Heiseler considered to be of immensely
greater significance in the evolution of man-
kind than the doings of so-called men of ac-

tion, of rulers, conquerors, or industrialists.

See: W. Schneider, Die auslandsdeutsche

Dichtung unserer Zeit (1936), pp. 120-129;
Andrd von Gronicka, Henry von Heiseler, a

Russo-German Writer (1944).

H. B.

Hellens, Franz (pseud, of Frdric van

Ermengem, 1881-, Belgian novelist, poet, and
art critic), was born in Ghent. His father
was a university professor; he himself studied
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law, traveled widely, and has been for years
in charge of the Parliamentary Library at

Brussels. There is as yet no biography of

Hellens, although Belgian critics count him
as one of their most original authors, and his

books have been much translated. His own

writings vividly reflect emotional reactions to

his experiences, but, living in the midst of

what he calls "reality's fantastiques," he

attaches small importance to the concrete

facts of his existence. "I have gone through
life like a somnambulist," he says. The

biographer's task will not be an easy one.

Fortunately he gave his own account of the

origin of many of his works in Documents

secrets, published in a limited edition in

1931. From it one learns that he composes
with difficulty a fact hardly to be surmised

from a glance at his bibliography. He is

among the most productive of Belgian novel

ists.

His earliest interest was in music, and its

influence is clearly traceable in the structure

of his stories. But, true to the national tra-

dition, his first literary inspiration came from

painters. He mentions specifically two con-

temporaries, Lemaire and Jules de Bruycker,
to whom, and to their common master, the

elder Breughel, he was indebted for his

initiation into the picturesque quarters of

Ghent. His first novel, En ville morte (1906),
and collections of stories such as Hors-le-vent

(1909) and Claris latentes (1912) bear titles

significantly characteristic of this period. He
has written critical studies of artists, e.g.,

Gerard Terborch (1911) and James Ensor

(1921), but the overtones of music and line

rather than color in the plastic arts have
held his attention. He avows the fascination

that Poe's stories always awoke in him, add-

ing that while Poe proceeds from the un
known to the known, he begins with reality
to end in mystery which lies in an inner

crisis of consciousness. Realitds fantastiques

(1923), in which he declares he has put the

essence of himself, reveals his kinship with

Poe. Of special interest for the conception of

his art are his remarks about the composi-
tion of Melusine, written in 1917, which
baffled the publishers and appeared only in

1920. It is distinctly in the surrealist manner.
He declares that it was all composed in a

feverish trance which lasted for months. The
uninitbred would be ill-advised in attempt-

ing to make his acquaintance through this

novel. CEil-de-Dieu (1925) will prove an
easier approach. Hellens says that this book
was inspired by his admiration for the multi-

ple personality revealed in Charlie Chaplin's

art. The hero is at once Harlequin, Pierrot,

and Don Quixote. At the start the intention

seems to be a parody of the detective novel;

little by little the author falls under the spell
of his own creation, who is idealized as a

champion of frankness, nobility, and courage
in a pusillanimous world. Another novel,

Bass-Bassina-Boulou (1922), is the exteriori-

zation, to use one of his favorite words, of

the fascination exercised by an African fetish

found in a junk shop. The imagined odyssey
of this deity includes tragedy, comedy, and
social satire, but there is nothing of the re-

former in Hellens; he appears rather as an
elfish explorer of the uncanny for its own
sake. Another source of inspiration comes
from memories of his childhood and youth.
Le Naif (1926), Les Filles du desir (1930),
and Frederic (1935) belong to this group.

Autobiography? Doubtless, but in Hellens's

peculiar manner. "I have only confused

memories of objects, but I cannot forget the

atmosphere, which is the sonority of things,"
he says. This sonority of things, real or

imaginary, has always guided him. Two
psychological novels in more realistic vein

are La Femme partagee (1929) and Grippe-
cceur (1931). The potentially scabrous theme
of the first is handled with extraordinary

restraint; the second evolves around little

ironies that fester in a tormented spirit to

breed tragedy, and the slight action exists

only to furnish reminiscences which become
half-conscious directors of the heroine's life.

There appear in Hellens's work at the

same time unity of inspiration he is always
the seeker of untouched realms of mystery
within the familiar and great variety of

execution. Alert to every trend in contem-

porary literature and often himself a fore-

runner, he is usually less recondite than his

fellow craftsmen of the vanguard. The per-

sonal mark is easy to distinguish in all his

writing; direct literary influences, if they

exist, are so subtle as to defy precision.

See: Nervie, 1932, No. 6 (special issue on

Hellens); M. J. Hachellc, L'CEuvre de Franz

Hellens; essai bibliographique, critique et

iconographique (1937).
B. M. W.

Hellstrom, Gustaf (1882-, Swedish novelist,

short-story writer), educated at the University
of Lund, has spent a great deal of his life out-

side Sweden (in London, Paris, and New York)
as foreign correspondent of a leading Swedish

newspaper, Dagens nyheter (The Daily News).
Because of this extensive residence abroad,
Hellstrom has been able to maintain in the
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later phases of his work a much more objective
attitude toward developments in his home-

land than most of his Swedish contemporaries.
His heavy, rather serious artistic temperament
was ill-adapted to the airy skepticism of some
of the turn of the century literature in Sweden
which he affected in his earliest tales; but soon

after his first residence abroad (in London) he

had his first real literary success with Kuskar

(1910; Drivers), a volume of tales which re-

veals a strong English influence in its direct,

unassuming realism and its sensitive respon-
siveness to the fascinating variety of life in a

large modern city. During the First World
War he continued his literary work in France,

writing in addition to a couple of rather un-

important novels with Parisian backgrounds

(Kring en kvinna, 1914, About a Woman;
Bengt Dlancks sentimentala resa, 1917, Bengt
Blanck's Sentimental Journey) two serious

semijournalistic studies on modern France

(Joffre, 1916; and Kulturfaktorn: franska stam-

ningar under varldskriget, 1916, The Cultural

Factor: French Reactions during the World

War). In these he attempted to correct the

popular Swedish notion that France was a

basically degenerate nation, her higher culture

spending itself in a mere play of essentially

empty intellectual and artistic subtleties. A
clever, broadly ironic book on American upper-
class life entitled Ett rekommendationsbrev

(1920; A Letter of Introduction) brought to an
at least temporary close Hellstrom's books on
the foreign scene. He then turned again to

Sweden for material in a number of arresting

novels, first in a series of fictionalized auto-

biographical volumes appearing under the

collective title En man utan humor (1921 ff.;

A Man without Humor) and then with two
works of more purely literary importance,
Snormakare Lekholm far en ide (1927; Eng.
tr., Lacemaker Lekholm Has an Idea, 1930)
and Carl Heribert Malmros (1931).

Snormakare Lekholm far en idd is Hell-

Strom's one indubitable masterpiece. It is a

detailed, unhurried story of three generations
of a typical middle-class Swedish family in

all of its fortunate and less fortunate rami-

fications, with the central action of the tale

taking place in a small Swedish garrison town,
but with appropriate periphery material from
other localities being provided to fill in the

broader outlines of the family picture. Its

general literary model may well have been

Arnold Bennett's Clayhanger cycle, though its

humor seems to owe more to Dickens and

possibly Fielding. Basically, however, Hell-

Strom's novel is a fresh, original work, in

which comic and half-tragic action are blended

in rich human profusion, and in which the

elements of narrative structure, characteriza-

tion, dialogue, and the handling of milieu are

everywhere intellectually and aesthetically

satisfying. It ranks unquestionably among the

few very best Swedish genealogical novels.

See: K. Stromberg, Modern svensk litteratur

(1932), pp. 69-70, 134-137; H. Ahlenius, Gustaf
Hellstrom (1934).

A. G.

Hemmer, Jarl (1893-, Finnish poet and novel-

ist writing in Swedish), born in Vaasa, Fin-

land, is the leading younger poet of his

country. He lives at BorgS (now called Porvoo),
on the southwestern coast near Helsinki,

where Finland's great epic master, J. L. Rune-

berg, spent his declining years. Traditional in

form, there is in Hemmer's lyrics the fresh,

unmistakable glow of beauty. Love of nature
is his predominant theme. Typical of his many
volumes is Over dunklet (1919; Above the

Dark). Hemmer is also a prose writer of dis-

tinction. Best known abroad is his prize novel

En man och hans samvete (1931; Eng. tr., A
Fool of Faith, 1935), a strong, highly realistic,

psychological tale of suffering and hopeless-
ness, describing the tragic experiences of a

priest during the Finnish Revolution, 1917-

1918.
See: C, W. Stork, Anthology of Swedish

Lyrics (revised and enlarged ed., 1930); G.

Bach, The History of the Scandinavian Litera-

tures, ed. by Frederika Blankner (1938).

C. W. S.

H&non, Louis (1880-1913, French novelist

and short-story writer), was born in Brest. He
was educated at the Lyce Montaigne and

Lyce Louis-le-Grand of Paris. He then studied

law at the University of Paris and at the same
time attended courses at the School of Oriental

Languages, in preparation for entrance into

the colonial service of France, a career which,

however, he never pursued. In 1903 he went
to England as a commercial clerk, remaining
in that country until 1911. He had become a

devotee of sports and physical fitness, and dur-

ing this period he wrote many articles and
short stories dealing with these subjects for

sporting magazines in France. "Lizzie Blake-

stone," a roman-feuilleton on English life, ap-

peared in 1908 in the Temps of Paris.

In 1911 he went to Canada, working as a

translator in Montreal. During a sojourn in

the back country north of Quebec in 1912, he
was profoundly impressed with the life and
character of the French Canadian pioneers of

that region, and returning to Montreal in
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1913, he wrote his great novel of French

Canadian life, Maria Chapdelaine (Eng. tr.,

1921). This was published serially, January-

February, 1914, in the Temps of Paris, receiv-

ing but scant attention from the public and

none from the critics. In the meantime H6mon
had set out on a walking tour to the Far West.

As he was walking along the railroad tracks

near the town of Chapleau, Ontario, on the

evening of July 8, 1913, he was run over and

killed by a train.

His masterpiece, on which his reputation

rests, received little attention until it was pub-
lished in book form in Montreal in 1916 and

in Paris by Grasset in 1921. Since then the

critics, become enthusiastic, have been prac-

tically unanimous in proclaiming it as one of

the world's great novels. Afte*- his death a

number of his short stories were found in

manuscript and have been published.
See: Ren6 Bazin, "L'Auteur de Maria

Chapdelaine: Louis Hmon, "Revve des deux

mondes, October i, 1921, pp. 528^54; L - J-

Dalbis, Le Bouclier canadien-franfais (1928);

Allan McAndrew, Louis Hemon; sa vie et son

(zwvre (1936),
L. G. M.

Herczeg, Ferenc (1863-, Hungarian playwright,

novelist, and short-story writer), was born in

Versecz, but has been a resident of Budapest
most of his life. His father was the mayor of

Versecz; the family was cultured, and the

educational and social opportunities of young

Herczeg were very good indeed. He studied

law at the University of Budapest, but never

practiced. There was a short interlude in his

life when he hesitated between German and

Hungarian writing; then he chose the Hun-

garian language as his medium of expression.
His life is a success story. While he is not

intense, he provides a perfect example of a

human destiny governed by a rather excep-
tional ability and by a sense of decorum that

has harmonized with the attitude of the

gentry. Herczeg's family belonged to the

middle class, but his taste and perhaps his

vanity induced him to seek the company of

the ruling "historical classes"; he was ac-

cepted by them, in fact he lived, reflected, and
acted exactly as a member of that particular
social stratum was expected to live, reflect, and
act. He knew how to portray the individuals

of this class and their idiosyncrasies; his de-

votion made him observant and forgiving. As
the editor of U.j Id6k (New Times), a popular
weekly, and of Magyar Figyeld (Hungarian
Observer), a political review under the

guidance of Count Istvdn Tisza, the Hun-

garian statesman, Herczeg reached both the

"bourgeois" and the "historical" elements of

the country. In his capacity of writer he rep-
resented that sort of entertaining imagination
and observation which stimulates but does not

profoundly stir. In his ideology he rarely went
a step farther than was permissible for a

Hungarian gentleman. He made use of almost

every literary genre, but it is difficult to say
how much of his work promises permanent
value. He was appreciated by his nation, es-

pecially by his own class, in various ways
politically, socially, in a literary sense. His
collected works appeared in 1926.

Herczeg wrote comedies, farces, tragedies,

"light" and "heavy" historical and social

novels and stories; some of his work has been
translated into foreign tongues. Several of his

plays were produced on the English and
American stage. Yet despite a certain Havor of

savoir-vivre that reveals a cosmopolitan tem-

perament, Herczeg wrote as a Hungarian
spectator for Hungarian spectators and
readers. His literary output is extensive, and
few of the foibles of human life and the heroic

gestures of its nobility have escaped his ob-

servation. With the exception of some short

stories, one misses a certain warmth in his

work, perhaps the kind of warmth without
which one is unable to feel the common lot of

mankind. It is this lack of warmth, this de-

tachment, that induced certain critics to call

Herczeg a snob, yet it would be wrong to say
that he was always emotionally arid. He is

the literary gentleman with a monocle, un-

prepared and unwilling to mingle with those

not sufficiently well bred lo respect good
manners. At first glance it seems that problems
interested him merely in relation to his

prejudices. A more thorough analysis of his

entire work, however, shows that his creative

spirit recognized deeper problems, and as a

result he has written a few novels, stories, and

plays where warmth prevails over his custom-

ary aloofness. Trifles and great things alike

in plays as well as in stories were expressed

by Herczeg with a certain mastery of composi-
tion, albeit in his earlier works his Hungarian
language was sometimes stilted and the man-
ner of phrasing seemed rather Teutonic than

Magyar. In his later years he conquered this

defect.

Of his gay but superficial stories (several of

them dramatized) Gyurkovics Idnyok (1893;
The Gyurkovics Girls) and Gyurkovics fiuk

(1895; The Gyurkovics Boys) are the best

known. Ludicrous, hilarious, but essentially

meaningless scenes and incidents are appro-

priately portrayed in a light manner. In deal-
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ing with his characters and this applies to

later stories and novels too, e.g., Szabolcs

hdzassdga (1904; The Marriage of Szabolcs) or

Egy ledny tortdnete (1904; The Story of a

Girl) Herczeg does not seem dismayed by the

shallow existence of his "heroes" and

"heroines." He perceives their emptiness, but

is amused by their charm or is detached about

them. Gradually the atmosphere of his fiction

became more serious. In his historical novels,

e.g., Pogdnyok (1902; Pagans) and Az diet

kapuja (1919; Life's Gate), the writer makes

us understand certain problems that the Hun-

garian nation has had to face during its

history; he writes with the conscience of a

patriot and with the meticulousness of an

artist. In his social novels, e.g., Idcgenek kozt

(1900; Among Strangers) and Az arany hegedti

(1916; The Golden Violin), Herczeg reached a

level of creative honesty that did not allow

him to be blinded by the prejudices of his

class. Of course his sympathies and antipa-

thies were always conditioned by the ironic

intelligence of one who belonged to the privi-

leged classes; but greed, selfishness, tactless-

ness, rudeness, "gogetting," received condem-

nation from him, even when observed in

"gentlemen." His comedies are romantic,

pleasant, yet somehow second-rate, though
never cheap. Of his psychological plays Kek
roka (1917; Blue Fox) is the best; his best

tragedy is Bizdnc (1904; Byzantium). Some of

his historical plays are paraphrased presenta-
tions of modern Hungarian problems, e.g., A
hid (1925; The Bridge). The play Ocskay

brigaderos (1901; Brigadier Ocskay) is patriotic

pyrotechnics. The most definite criticism one

might make of Herczeg is that there is no

haunting magic in his art; it is efficient, per-

plexing, entertaining, biased, but never over

whelming.
See: J. Horvdth, Herczeg Ferenc (1925); M.

Rubinyi, Herczeg Ferenc (1926); J, Gassner,

Masters of the Drama (1940).

J. R.

Heredia, Jos6 Maria de (1842-1905, French

poet), was, in the words of his biographer
Ibrovac, an offspring of the Vikings and the

conquistadorcs: he was born in Cuba to a

Spanish father, descendant of Don Pedro de

Heredia who in 1532 founded a city on the

South American coast, and a French mother,
one of whose ancestors, Girarci d'Ouville, had
been president a mortier of the Normandy
Parliament under Louis XV. Except for two

years at the Royal College of Havana, he re-

ceived his entire education in France, so that

it was easy for him to adopt as his own the

country and language of his mother. His
financial independence enabled him to devote

himself to the career of amateur man of letters.

In his early 2o's he became associated with a

group of young poets who, under the leader-

ship of Leconte de Lisle and Banville (qq.v.)>

launched the Parnassian movement, and it was
later to be his proudest boast that he was the

eleve bien-aimd of Leconte de Lisle. The six

sonnets which he contributed to the 1866

Parnasse contemporain and the 25 printed in

that of 1876 furnished the nucleus for his only

original literary production, Les Trophees, a

volume projected as early as 1866 but not

published until 1893. This work was composed
of 118 sonnets, three poems in terza rima on

episodes from the Spanish Romancero, and a

yoo-line prologue, in alexandrine couplets, to

a projected epic on the conquest of Peru (Les

Conqucrants de I'or, which never advanced

beyond this stage). It was enthusiastically re-

ceived, and in the very next year Heredia was
elected to the French Academy, where his dis-

cours de reception evoked high praise. During
his last 20 years his apartment, first in the Rue
Balzac and then at the Arsenal, of which he
was appointed librarian in 1901, was the

rendezvous of the literary tout Paris. Of his

three daughters, the eldest became the wife of

the critic Ren Doumic (q.v.), the second, a

poet and novelist in her own right who signed
herself Gerard d'Houville (q-v.), married
Henri de Regnier (q.v.), and the third married

Pierre Louys (q.v.).

Heredia's place in the history of literature is

unique, resting as it does upon a single volume
of poems, all but four of which are written in

the same form the strictly regular Petrarchan

sonnet. Les Trophees is, in several essential

respects, a very remarkable work. Unlike most

other lyric poets, Heredia is here, in the main,

rigorously impersonal in his treatment of his

subject matter which is nothing more or less

than the history of civilization. The sonnets,

grouped under five rubrics ("La Grce et la

Sicile," "Rome et les barbares," "Le Moyen
Age et la Renaissance," "L'Orient et les tro-

piques," and "La Nature et le reve"), form
a series of thumbnail sketches of episodes,

personages, and scenes which make of them a

miniature Legende des siccles. These sketches

are written in a language which, for flam-

boyance and rarity of vocabulary, for sonority
of rhythm and richness of rhyme, and for

pictorial and sculptural effect, has rarely been

surpassed. The sonnets are marvels of con-

densation and suggestion; whatever their

theme Perseus' rescue of Andromeda, An-

thony and Cleopatra before the battle of
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Actium, the visit of the Three Wise Kings, the

discovery of a hemisphere, a Breton land-

scapethey are, at one and the same time, as

clear-cut as cameos and as evocative as Chopin

preludes. They are poetry transmuted into

painting, sculpture, and architecture and as

such a supreme achievement in the realm of

the transposition d'art. What they lack in

depth of feeling they compensate for in per-

fection of form. Les Trophees constitutes one

of the culminating points in the objective and

plastic phases of Parnassian poetry.
Heredia also contributed to periodicals a

few poems (not included in Les Trophies] and
articles and made two translations, Veridique
Histoire de la conquSte de la Nouvelle Espagne

(4 vols., 1877-1887) from the Spanish of Bernal

Diaz del Castillo and La Nonne Alferez (1894)
from that of Catalina de Erauso. He was co-

editor, with Andr de Guerne, of Leconte de

Lisle's Dcrniers Poemes (1895), and on his

death he left a critical edition of Antlr

Chnier's Les Bucoliques, which was published
in 1905.

See: Miodrag Ibrovac, Jose-Maria de

Heredia; sa vie, son oeuvre (1923) and Les

Sources des Trophies (1923).

A. S.

Hermann-Neisse, Max (1886-1941, German

poet, novelist, and dramatist), was born in

Neisse, Silesia, and as a youth went to Berlin.

Here, a little man with a large hunchback and
a face like the mask of a very old person, he

lived a quiet life, devoted only to his literary
work and to his wife Leni, whom he glorified
in many poems. He started in the ironic and

experimental idiom of certain Berlin groups
(Portrate des Provinztheaters, 1913; Sie und
die Stadt, 1914), but soon found his own

melody in carefully rhymed verses, far re-

moved from the eccentricities of his expression-
istic friends. There is almost no development
in his work from the early books (Emporung,
Andacht, Ewigkeit, 1917; Verbannung, 1919;
Die Preisgabef 1919; Im Stern des Schmerzes,

1924; Einsame Stimme, 1928; Abschied, 1928;
Musik der Nacht, 1932) to his last two col-

lections of poems, written in exile (Urn tins die

Fremde, 1936; Letzte Gedichte, 1941). He also

wrote several novels (Cajetan Schaltermann,

1920; Der Fluchtling, 1921; Der Todeskandi-

dat, 1927.) and a number of farcelike comedies.
But his true literary achievement lies in his

poetry, so full of melancholy, accompanied by
a little irony and much admiration for the

beauties of this world.

K. P.

Hermant, Abel (1862-, French novelist and

playwright), was born in Paris. He entered the

Ecole Normale Sup6rieure in 1880 and left it

after a year. In 1883 a volume of his verse, Les

Mdpris, was published. He became an out-

standing figure in the field of fiction in 1887
with the publication of his third novel, Le
Cavalier Miserey, a realistic picture of military
life. He was elected to the French Academy in

1927 from which he was ejected in 1945 for

his allegiance to the political regime of

Marshal Ptftain.

One of the most prolific writers of our time,

Hermant has made important contributions in

every genre. His first novels, Monsieur Rabos-

son (1884), La Mission de Cruchod (1885),

Le Cavalier Miserey (1887), Nathalie Madort

(1888), were strongly influenced by his masters,

the naturalists. After Les Confidences d'une

aieule (1893), he developed a style of his own
in the manner of the iSth-century satirical

novelists. In 1901 Souvenirs du vicomte de

Courpiere, par un tdrnoin marked the be-

ginning of the Mdmoires pour servir a I'his-

toire de la soctetd, which ended in 1937 with

La Derniere Incarnation de Monsieur de

Courpicre. The whole series (20 volumes)
shows Hermant at his best, always witty, at

times bitterly sarcastic (see the five volumes
on M. de Courpicre; the three volumes on the

cadet de Coutras; Les Grands Bourgeois, 1906;

Les Renards, 1912), but also serious and dis-

creetly subjective (the four volumes of con

fcssions; the trilogy D'une guerre A I'autre

guerre, consisting of L'Aube ardente, 1919, La

Journee breve, 1920, Le Crepuscule tragique,

1921). Hermant has also written short stones

and novelettes (Eddy et Paddy, 1895), 20

comedies of manners, two volumes of memoirs

(Souvenirs de la vie frivole, 1933; Souvenirs de

la vie mondaine, 1935), several essays and
critical studies, and, in the last 20 years, im-

portant contributions to the campaign for the

preservation of the French language (Xavier,
ou les Entretiens sur la grammaire franfaise,

1923; Lettres a Xavier sur Vart d'ecrire, 1925;

Remarques and Nouvelles Remarques de Af.

Lancelot pour la defense de la langue fran-

faise, both 1929; Les Samedis de M. Lancelot,

1931; Ainsi parla M. Lancelot, 1932).

A strict observer of the classical disciplines,
Abel Hermant ranks as an admirable stylist,

a keen psychologist, the wittiest and most cruel

observer of the society of his time.

See: R. Peltier, Abel Hermant; son ceuvrc

(1924); A. Thrive, Essai sur Abel Hermant

(1926); "Hommage & Abel Hermant," Divan,
XIX (No. 126, February, 1927), 1-108.

M. E. C.
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Hlrold, Andrl Ferdinand (1865-, French poet
and dramatist), grandson of the composer
Louis Joseph Ferdinand Harold, was born in

Paris. There, after completing his classical

studies, he received a scholarly training at the

Ecole des Hautes Etudes and the Ecole des

Chartcs, with special emphasis on Sanskrit

language and literature. From this erudite

culture came the main source of inspiration
for his dramatic and poetic writings. With
remarkable skill he adapted to the French

stage several examples of ancient Hindu

drama, among them L'Anneau de Qakuntala

(1895), from the well-known heroic pastoral of

the poet Kalidasa. His translations of the

masterpieces of Greek tragedy, presented to

the public at the Od6on in Paris, include Les

Perses (1896), Electre (1908), Les Sept contre

Thebes (1909), and Andromaque (1909).

Steeped in the symbolist movement, Hdrold

utilized the legends of ancient civilizations to

illustrate his philosophical and humanitarian

ideas, in such poems as Les Images tendres et

merveilleuses (1897). However, in other col

lections, restraining his penchant for crudi

tion and his fondness for the past, he ex-

presses with tenderness his own personal emo-

tions, as in Au hasard des chemins (1900).

He can also render with delicate feeling his

impressions of man and nature seen through
his temperament. In this mood were con-

ceived Les Pceans et les threnes (1890), Cheva-

leries sentimentales (1893), and Interm&de

pastoral (1896). In all these poems Harold

combines a wealth of images with a learned

and rare vocabulary, which only a trained

philologist can fully appreciate and under-

stand. In the matter of technique his verse is

more or less emancipated in the manner of

Verlaine (q*v.), but it never reaches the com-

plete freedom of vers libre, which he considers

as an inferior medium, at most an interesting

experiment. On the other hand, an ardent

champion of the new school of poetry, he is

perhaps the best theorician of symbolism,
which he defined and illustrated in numerous

literary reviews and in a course of lectures at

the Ecole des Hautes Etudes.

See: Rmy de Gourmont, Le Livre des

masques (1896); Andr Barre, Le Symbolisme
(1912); Adolphe van Bever and Paul Lau-
taud, Poetes d'aujourd'hui (1929),

M. D.

Hervieu, Paul (1857-1915, French novelist and

playwright), born at Neuilly-sur-Seine, had a

career as lawyer and diplomat. His first liter-

ary contributions were signed Eliacin. He be-

came known first as a short-story writer and

a novelist with Diog&ne le chien (1882), L'Alpe
homicide (1886), Ulnconnu (1887), Flirt

(1890); these early works already showed re-

markable qualities of analysis.
In 1890 Hervieu wrote his first play, Point

de lendernain, and two years later Les Paroles

restent. Then came his two best novels,

Feints par eux-memes (1893), a bitter satire

of French society, and L'Armature (1895), a

study of the importance of money in the

modern world. After 1895 he used the theatre

as a constant vehicle to expose social evils

and suggest their possible cure Les Tenailles

(1893), La Lot de Vhomme (1897), L'Enigme
(1901), La Course du flambeau (1901), Le
Dedale (1903), Le Rdveil (1905), Modestie

(1909), Connais-toi (1909), Bagatelle (1912), Le
Destin est maitre (1914). A historical drama,

Thdroigne de Mericourt (1902), was the only

interruption to this series of problem plays.

Hervieu treats the eternal themes of di-

vorce, family honor, the relationship between

parents and children. He writes with an ex-

treme concision and a strict adherence to

rules. He continues the tradition of the classic

playwright, but his dramas, impeccably put
together, suffer from a sort of mathematical

logic, from an oversimplification which results

in artificiality. His style has often been

criticized for its lack of spontaneity and its

unnatural pomposity.
See: Charles Malherbe, Paul Hervieu (1912);

T. D. Barker, "Reading List on Paul Hervieu ,"

Bulletin of Bibliography, VIII (1914), 40;

Edmond Esttve, Paul Hervieu, conteur, mora-

liste et dramaturge (1917); Claude Ferval, Paul

Hervieu (1917).

M. E. C.

Herzog, Emile, see Maurois, Andr.

Hesse, Hermann (1877-, German novelist and

poet), son and grandson of missionaries in

India, was born in the Swabian city of Calw,

idyllic background of many of his earlier

stories. When 13 years old, he decided to be-

come a poet, lost interest in his schoolwork,

and was forced to leave the theological pre-

paratory school at Maulbronn; later, in a

similar mood, he left the Gymnasium at

Cannstatt. While employed as a mechanic in

Calw and as a bookseller in Tubingen and

Basel, he relentlessly pursued his education

through reading.
Hesse became famous through his novel

Peter Camenzind (1904), the story of the

dreamer from the uplands who, after plunging
into the decadent artist's life in Paris, finally
discovers in the spirit of St. Francis of Assisi
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the intimate life with nature for which he

longs. Hesse's musical prose and delicate por-

trayal of natural scenery are the outstanding
features of his earlier narratives, e.g., Vnterm
Rad (1905), in which a young boy breaking
down under the strain of study drowns him-

self, and Nachbarn (1908), where small-town

life is pictured with the sympathetic and

humorous touch of a Gottfried Keller (q.v.).

Hesse's qualities are especially apparent in the

touching stories of Knulp (1915), the beloved

vagabond, who brings to everyone happiness
and a little longing for freedom and who dies

in the blizzard arguing humbly with the Lord

over the "futility" of his life. Here and in

other stories young Hesse glorifies childhood

as the only period when man can abandon
himself to his innocent senses and live a full

life. After we have crossed the threshold of

puberty, life can never be the same for us.

Hence the gentle retrospective melancholy

pervading these early stories. In 1911 Hesse

left his wife and three sons and the beautiful

home on Lake Constance and decided upon
an extended trip to India. Hesse's marital

difficulties are projected into the figure of the

famous painter Veraguth in the novel

Rosshalde (1914).

The First World War threw Hesse into the

severest crisis. When he publicly regretted the

terrible bloodshed and hatred, he was treated

as a traitor and forsaken by his friends. He
began to probe ever deeper into his own soul

and assumed his full share of personal re-

sponsibility for the savagery rampant in

Europe. Before he moved to southern Switzer-

land in 1919, Hesse lived in Bern, a center of

psychoanalysis. His psychoanalytical novel

Demian (1919; Eng. tr., 1923) made a deep

impression on the young people emerging
from the war. With subtle and searching in-

sight Hesse traces the mental development of

a sensitive individual through childhood and

adolescence, through revolt and spiritual lone-

liness, until occult forces guide him to "Frau

Eva," who appears as the symbol of creative

and all-embracing life. Hesse's relation to

the orthodox world of his father and the

poet's absorption in Indian mysticism are re-

flected in Siddhartha (1923), the story of the

son who must move ever further away from

paternal wisdom into a worldly life before he
can find his spiritual self. Der Steppenwolf
(1927; png. tr., Steppenwolf, 1929), leading
into the pleasure world of large cities, is a

severe indictment of our present cultureless

age. It lays bare the wolfish, infernal in-

stincts that lurk so closely beside our cultured

selves. In its deadly seriousness, in its unre-

mitting introspection and psychoanalytic

imagery, it is a bewildering novel that aroused

much discussion. Narziss und Goldmund

(1930; Eng. tr., Death and the Lover, 1932)
is a masterpiece. Narziss, the abbot and ascetic

scholar, who lives in a world of lofty abstract

thought, is contrasted with Goldmund, his

beloved pupil, who leaves the monastery to

experience life's pain in mortal danger and

guilt and life's rapture as woman after woman
offers her love to him. The thinker and the

creative artist, each serving God in his own

way, are united by bonds of mutual under-

standing. A novel by Hesse entitled Das

Glasperlenspiel was published in 1943. Hesse's

poetry (Gedichte, 1922; Trost der Nacht,

1929), alternately sombre, radiant, and idyllic,

very melodious, revealing its depth through
subtle symbolism, is popular because, steeped
in the tradition of German romanticism, it is

yet thoroughly modern and personal.
Hesse, "the last of the German roman-

ticists," is a great individualist. The problem
of spiritual loneliness occurs again and again
in his works. These constitute a continuous

effort on his part to find himself, for "man's

soul is his fate."

See: Hugo Ball, Hermann Hesse (1927); H.
R. Schmid, Hermann Hesse (1928).

E. Hof.

Heym, Georg (1887-1912, German lyric poet),
was born at Hirschberg in Silesia, of an old

family of clergymen and civil servants. Hav-

ing completed the Gymnasium in Berlin, he

studied law at Wiirzburg and Berlin. In

January, 1912, while skating on the Havel
river near Berlin, he and a friend were
drowned. Not yet 25, flashing with life, he

went to a death which he had earlier de-

scribed many times with gruesome joy.

Influenced by Baudelaire and Rimbaud

(qq.v.}, Heym's verses precede German ex-

pressionism like a tragic prologue. He was
the first in modern German literature who
strove for a new release of his consciousness

and innermost experience and whose attitude

towards life was entirely distinct from that of

the naturalists. In his two books of poetry,
Der ewige Tag (1911) and Umbra vitae (1912),
even the somber titles indicate some of the

recurrent motifs of his verses, written in an
eccentric technique. They were breathtaking
visions and unheard-of and gigantic allegories
in which he tried to reflect the horror and
terrible solitude of the modern large cities.

Cruelly and inexorably he spoke in his

rhythms of the monster Berlin and its soul-

devouring dreadfulness. Envisioning a modern
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Inferno, he thrust into eternal pain those con-

demned to the misery and agony of modern
cities. All these motifs were presented even

more strikingly in the second volume of his

poems, published posthumously. The cities,

once a goal of yearning for the poets, are now
cursed: they are full of evil and hellish

demons, and to live in them means endless

torture. Combined with such interpretation
of the mercilessness of the cities and the re-

sulting melancholy of their inhabitants is an

uncanny foreboding of the horrors of modern
warfare. In his volume of short stories, Der
Dieb (1912), the same outcry of a tormented

human heart can be heard. There is more in

Heym's verses than mere "glimpses in gloom
with the phosphorescence of fine poetry."

Many motifs of more recent poetry were an-

ticipated by him.

Sec: A. Ruest, "Ein toter Sanger des

Krieges," (Literarische Echo, XVII (1914-
1 9 1 5)> PP- 39 1 "39^> B. Deutsch and A. Yar-

mclinsky, Contemporary German Poetry; an

Anthology (1923), pp. xxii-xxiv, 191.

H. Sch.

Heyse, Paul (1830-1914, German novelist and

dramatist), was born in Berlin, where both
his father and his grandfather, the compiler
of a standard dictionary, had been well-known

linguists. Paul's mother came from the family
of a well-to-do Jewish court jeweler related

to the Mendelssohns. He studied the classics

at the University of Berlin for two years,
chose Romance languages for his specialty,
and took a doctor's degree, with a dissertation

on the poetry of the troubadours. In 1852 he
made his first journey to Italy, the land of his

deepest and most lasting sympathies, in order

to do research on Provencal manuscripts and
in preparation for his career as university
lecturer. He returned to Berlin; at the age of

24 he was called to Munich to the court of

the Bavarian king, Maximilian II. Here he
became a member of the recently established

Round Table of the King, and the guarantee
of a generous honorarium freed him for the

rest of his life from all financial worries. Al-

though he had at this time published only a

few romantic stories and verses, one tragedy,
and one short story (his renowned L'Arrab-

biata, which, from a technical point of view,
he never surpassed), Heyse abandoned Ro-
mance philology and settled in the Bavarian

capital. Soon he shared the honor of being a

leading member of the new "Miinchener
Dichterkreis" with his friend the poet
Emanuel Geibel, to whose recommendation
he owed the original royal invitation. Shortly

after his arrival in Munich, Heyse married,
but his wife died in 1862. Though he found

happiness in a second marriage in 1867, he
went through many personal sorrows; his

amazing literary productiveness, however, was
not affected. When King Maximilian II died

in 1864, his successor, Ludwig II, known for

his enthusiastic patronage of Richard Wagner
(q.v.), generously continued the stipend. In

the last years of the century Heyse became
one of the most bitter enemies of the natural-

istic and impressionistic schools of writers,

although he was a good friend of Ibsen's

(q.v.} during the latter's stay in Munich. He
disliked what he considered the naturalistic

reveling in the baser aspects of life; he felt

that German letters had taken a trend which
he was unable to follow. This animosity led

to passionate attacks upon him by some of

the representatives of other literary schools.

After many years of fame Heyse now ex-

perienced personal hostility and even ob-

livion. In 1910, however, the Nobel prize was

awarded to him the first German writer so

honored in recognition of the fact that he
was one of the finest craftsmen of the German

igth-century novel. A few months before the

outbreak of the First World War, Heyse died

in his Munich home.
In the course of his long life Heyse pro-

duced about 120 Novellen, six large novels,

numerous narrative and lyric poems, some 60

plays, and many translations from Italian,

Spanish, and English literature. Much of the

translation is masterly, above all the versions

of modern Italian poets such as Giusti and

Leopardi. Among his Novellen the best are

L'Arrabbiata (1855; Eng. tr., 1855), Das

Mddchen von Treppi (1858; Eng. trs., The
Maiden of Treppi, Love's Victory, both 1874),

Andrea Del/in (1859; Eng. tr., 1864), and Der
Weinhiiter von Meran (1864). Many of the

tales have an Italian background and served

to stimulate the imagination of those who,
faithful to the old German yearning, drew

their inspiration from Italy. Among his long
novels is Kinder der Welt (1872; Eng. tr.,

Children of the World, 1882). None of the 60

plays was a stage success. All in all, Heyse was

a brilliant if at times unduly conscious repre-
sentative of German realism.

See: Heyse, Jugenderinnerungen und Be-

kenntnisse (2 vols.; 5th ed., 1912); A. Farinelli,

Paul Heyse (1913).

H. Sch.

Hilbert, Jaroslav (1871-1936, Czech dramatist),
is the most important Czech playwright be-

fore the First World War. He was born in
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Louny, but spent most of his life in Prague
as a journalist and theatre critic and there

he died. Vina (1896; The Guilt) was one of

the greatest successes of the Prague National

Theatre. It came at a time when Ibsen (q.v.)

had begun to penetrate into Bohemia and

when the theatre had a group of excellent

actors (especially Hana KvapilovA and Edvard

Vojan) of this new naturalistic style. Vina is

an extremely effective imitation of Ibsen and

portrays a sensitive, "fallen" girl who perishes

by the consciousness of her guilt and the

brutality of the man. O Boha (1898; Of God),
later renamed P&st (The Fist), is a religious

drama depicting the revolt of a desperate
mother against God and his decrees, while

Psanci (1900; The Outlaws) analyzes the

problems of decadence in a style which at-

tempts symbolism in a realistic setting remi-

niscent of the later Ibsen. Hilbert outgrew
the Ibsen period and turned to history as a

source of material for his plays. Falkenstejn

(1903) has a hero whose desire for liberty is

crushed by small-minded neighbors and the

treachery of his wife; Kolumbus (1915; Co-

lumbus) interprets the character of the ex-

plorer as that of a great man cheated of his

just reward by fate and by his contemporaries.
After the war Hilbert turned to plays drawn

from the life of the Prague bourgeoisie which

he judges with stern, conservative ethical

standards and finds corrupt and materialistic.

Druhy breh (1924; The Second Shore) is a

well-constructed and extremely effective acting

play. Bliienci (1931; The Twins) is drawn

from the heroic story of the Czech legions in

Siberia, and Michael (1935) turns to the con

flict of aristocracy and bourgeoisie. The
numerous comedies and some prose are of

less importance. Hilbert had a fine sense of

the stage; he was a strong moralist with clear

conceptions, but the very rationalism of his

mind, the hardheaded speculation, make his

plays cerebral and, in a curious manner,
dated.

See: J. Knap, Hilbert; pfipad leskt drama

tiky (1926).
R. W.

Hille, Peter (1854-1904, German poet, novel

ist, and playwright), was born in Erwitzen,

Westphalia. He was a schoolmate in Miinster

of Heinrich and Julius Hart (q.v.), in whose
school t,aper his first poems appeared and who
remained his friends and admirers through-
out his strange life. A true poet and mystic,
this wayward genius, following an insatiable

wanderlust, roamed about Europe as a poor,

penniless tramp, happy and content with his

lot, having neither wants nor ambitions and

enjoying the beauty of the world with child-

like faith and wonder. According to his bi-

ographer Heinrich Hart, he never lacked

ideas. He would jot them down on any avail-

able scrap of paper and then stuff the paper
into his pocket or into a sack in which he
carried his few belongings. It is not surprising
that most of Peter Hille's writing was frag-

mentary and not published until after his

death, when it was collected and edited by
the Harts. Hille failed whenever he attempted
more ambitious works, as in his novels (Die
Sozialisten, 1887; Die Hassenburg, 1905) or in

Des Platonikers Sohn (1896), the only play he

completed. They are deficient in structure

and lacking in development. His domain was
the prose sketch, marked by striking aphor-
isms, and the short lyrical poem expressing a

variety of moods. To quote Julius Hart: "His
art explains too little and does not organize
its material, does not subject it to any unify-

ing purpose. It is no art of order and com-

position, of plans and rules, but full of

intangible suggestions and strong sense im-

pressions, born from absorbing observation

and sincere emotional response."
See: H. Hart, Peter Hille (1904).

O. S. F.

Hippius, Zinaida Nikolayevna (1869-1945, Rus-

sian poet, essayist, and critic), born in Belev,

Tula Province, came of an old Germanic fam-

ily of nobles. As a child she traveled much in

Russia with her family, to Saratov, Kharkov,
St. Petersburg, Moscow. In her youth Hippius
was sickly, and the doctors suspected con-

genital tuberculosis; the family therefore

moved to Yalta in 1884. Although she attended

no school, Hippius was an avid reader and
was particularly fond of Nadson's (q.v.)

poetry, but her own poetic experiments little

resembled his verses. In 1888, while in Tiflis,

Hippius met D. S. Merezhkovski (q.v.), who
had recently launched on his literary career.

They were married the following year and
moved to St. Petersburg, where they began to

cultivate literary friends; their home eventu-

ally became a salon for modernist writers and

philosophers. Hippius was the life of these

gatherings, and it was largely due to her

efforts that meetings of the Religious-Philo-

sophical Society were organized in 1901-1902.
She also was instrumental in establishing the

periodical Novy put (1903-1909; The New
Path). Her charm, wit, and shrewd analytical

ability were greatly esteemed. In 1905-1906
the Merezhkovskis displayed sympathy for the

revolutionary movement and were obliged to
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leave the country for several years. In the

course of the next decade, however, their

political opinions underwent a definite

change, and after the October Revolution

they emigrated and joined the anti-Soviet

camp of Russians abroad.

Although Hippius wrote some short stories

(Zerkala, 1897; The Mirrors), novelettes, and
dramas (Chyortova kukla, 1911, The Devil's

Doll; Roman-Tsarevich, 1914; Zelyonoye
koltso, 1914, The Green Ring), her prose fic-

tion is inferior to her poetry and criticism.

Her prose works show the influence of

Dostoevski (q-v.) modified by that of modern
decadence. Unlike her prose, which at times

shows an awareness of social problems, Hip-

pius's poetry is quite detached from renlity.

Her verse she did not create in quantity and
wrote only when she "felt she could not do

otherwise" presents a curious blend of de-

vout religious mysticism and decadent

acstheticism often touched with perversity.
Her first two books of verse, entitled So-

braniye stikhov (Vol. I, 1904, Vol. II, 1910;

A Collection of Poems), contain her finest

poetry. Her critical essays, Literaturnyi
dnevnik (1911; A Literary Diary), display a

penetrating brilliance rare in journalism.
After the Revolution, Hippius wrote two

books of essays, Chernaya knizhka (1924; The
Black Book) and Sinyaya kniga (1929; The
Blue Book), in which she gave vent to her

violent antipathy to the Soviet regime. She

also produced a series of literary sketches,

Zhivyia litsa (1924; Living Faces). Her work
of the last two decades has little literary

merit.

See: V. Bryusov, "Z. N. Hippius," in S. A.

Vengerov, ed., Russkaya literatura XX veha,

I (1914), 178-188.
O. M.

HIavAfek, Karel (1874-1898, Czech poet), was

a prominent poet of the Czech "decadence."

He was born in a suburb of Prague, the son

of a laborer, and made a precarious living as

draftsman and illustrator. He died of tuber-

culosis at the age of 24. His poetry combines

the technique of symbolism and the melan-

choly fin-de-siecle mood with a proletarian's
hatred for the rich and powerful. Pozdg k

rdnu (1896; Early, towards Morning) contains

melodious, dreamy lyrics somewhat in the

style of Verlaine (q.v.), while Mstivd kantitena

(1898; The Revengeful Cantilene) uses the

masque of the ^th-ccntury gueux to express
the poet's desperate struggle against death

and his revolt against social oppression. The
contrast between the sophisticated and arti-

ficial technique and the raw content is

frequently remarkable. A collection of prose

poems, Zalmy (Psalms), was not published
until 1934.

See: F. Soldan, Karel Hlavdtek, typ Zeskd

dekadence (1930); J. Mukafovsk^, introduc-

tion to Hlav^ek, Zalmy (1934); F. X. $alda,
Mladd zdpasy (1934).

R. W.

Hoel, Sigurd (1890-, Norwegian novelist and

critic), has two major strings to his bow, the

post-war, urban milieu of Oslo and the

memories of a rural childhood in Nord-Odal.
From a scientific course at the university he
turned to teaching, but has mostly worked as

a journalist and literary critic. He is noted as

a purveyor of European and American litera-

ture to his countrymen, having translated

such writers as Faulkner, Conrad, and Erskine

Caldwell, and having edited a series of trans-

lations with introductions, the latter published

separately as 50 gule (1939; 50 Yellow-jacketed

Books). These brilliant critiques reveal a

subtle, ironic mind, averse to sentimentality,
inclined to view the world intellectually rather

than emotionally. His novels and short stories

show in addition a certain awareness of Freud-

ian doctrine, and in technique they are com-

parable to the stories of Vicki Baum and
Ernest Hemingway. Human problems in a

post-war world occupied him from the start, in

the short stories of Veien vi gaar (1922; The
Road We Travel) and the novel Syvstjernen

(1924; The Pleiades). Hoel's characters are

usually rootless figures in earnest search of

happiness and are all too often frustrated in

their longing. The theme is graciously and

amusingly handled in Syndere i sommersol

(1927; Eng. tr., Sinners in Summertime, 1930),

wherein a group of intellectual youth attempt
in vain to take love lightly and cynically. The

young man in Indenting (1929; Nothing) finds

exactly what the title states. En dag i oktober

(1931; Eng. tr., One Day in October, 1932) is

the tragicomic story of how bourgeois society

stamps out happiness because it fears its

effects. Both in this book and in Fjorten dager

f0r frostnettene (1935; Fourteen Days before

the Frost Nights) we meet the intellectual

who is unable to assimilate love into his life.

Sesam sesam (1938; Open Sesame) is a witty
and malicious satire on the literary life of a

European capital. In the meanwhile Hoel
had created a deeper form in his stories of

childhood, Veien til verdens ende (1933; Road
to the World's End), and Prinsessen pd glass-

herget (1939; The Princess on the Glass

Mountain). Both titles are drawn from well-
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known Norwegian child's stories, and the

books are simply but cleverly told reconstruc-

tions of a child's view of the world. Here too

there are happinesses and frustrations, the

material out of which Hoel's modern world

is created.

Hoel wrote critical articles of importance
in Samtiden (1924, 1925* J 929) and also a

defense of his own writing (1932); there

followed a caustic analysis by Eugenia Kiel-

land and a reply by Arnulf Overland (Samti-

den, 1934).

See: K. Elster, "Sigurd Hoel," in Norsk

biograflsk leksikon VI (i934)> i? 1-^-
E. H.

Hofmannsthal, Hugo von (1874-1929, Aus-

trian poet, dramatist, novelist, and essayist),

was born in Vienna and died in near-by

Rodaun in a charming baroque mansion

which he had occupied since his marriage in

1901. Except for summers spent in the

Austrian Alps and travels throughout Europe,

especially Italy, he did not leave the vicinity

of the capital of the old empire whose great

literary representative he was. In his own

ancestry as in that ancient community of

nations were mixed many races and many
classes Austrian peasants, Jewish merchants,

and Lombard patricians. In his mind as on

the cosmopolitan scene of the Hapsburg Em-

pire lived many regions and many ages

oriental dream, occidental thought, and Medi-

terranean form. This diversity was to him
both a blessing and a burden, but he in-

creasingly realized that it was a part of his

Austrian heritage. Such an inheritance, too,

was Hofmannsthal's lifelong obsession with

the theatre and opera, those great forms of

the baroque from which Austrian culture

stems. Strengthened by this tradition, Hof-

mannsthal and his friends of Jungwien,
Arthur Schnitzler, Richard Beer-Hofmann,
and Hermann Bahr (qq.v.), were but little

affected by the Berlin naturalism. Rather they
sailed in that European current which is in-

sufficiently defined as "neo-romanticism" or

"symbolism." Hofmannsthal's true contem-

poraries and his only peers in German letters

are Stefan George (q.v.), with whom he had a

short but significant association (see Brief-
wechsel zwischen George und Hofmannsthal,
1938), ?nd R. M. Rilke (q.v.).

Hofmannsthal's beginnings as a writer were
marked by astonishing precocity. At the age
of 16 his first verses were published, at 17
his first play (Gestern) and the first of his

illuminating essays on the modern writers of

Italy, France, England, and Scandinavia. At

18 he reached maturity as a master of German
verse, and a small group of poems and a

scries of short plays written within the seven

following years are of matchless beauty.

Among the latter are Der Tod des Tizian

(1892; Eng. tr., Death of Titian, 1913), a

hymn on the unity of art and life; Der Tor
und der Tod (1893; Eng. tr., Death and the

Fool, 1913), the condemnation and redemp-
tion of an aesthete; Alkestis (1895), a drama
of vicarious death; Der Kaiser und die Hexe

(1896), an eerie play of enchantment and
deliverance; Das kleine Welttheater (1897),
a mysterious pageant of life; Der Abenteurer
und die Sdngerin (1899; Eng. tr., The Ad-
venturer and the Singer, 1917), about the

grandeur and the misery of the adventurer;
Die Hochzeit der Sobeide (1899; Eng. tr., The

Marriage of Sobeide, 1913), about youthful
dream and disenchantment; and Das Berg-
werk von Falun (1899), an initiation into the

mystery of existence. Hardly two of these arc

alike, but they are all united by their rare

blending of grace with wisdom and their

intense awareness of the magic of the world.

Hofmannsthal had reached in this early
work an apogee; the youthful state of in-

spiration that had been his could not be

prolonged without insincerity. As he emerged
from an inner crisis he resumed his work on
another plane. Hofmannsthars middle period
is marked by an outward expansion. He
strove to master the form of high tragedy re-

interpreting old dramatic themes, such as

Elektra (1903; Eng. tr., Electra, 1908), Odipus
und die Sphinx (1906), and Das gerettete

Venedig (1905; Eng. tr., Venice Preserved,

1915), after Otway, He entered the field of

comedy in Cristinas Heimreise (1910; Eng. tr.,

Christina's Journey Home, 1917), Der Rosen-
kavalier (1911; Eng. tr., The Rose-Bearer,

1912), and Ariadne auf Naxos (1912; Eng. tr.,

Ariadne on Naxos, 1913). The last two, as

well as Elektra, were set to music by the

composer Richard Strauss (see their Brief-

wechsel, 1926, Eng. tr., 1927), for whom
Hofmannsthal subsequently wrote Die Frau
ohne Schatten (1919), Die agyptische Helena

(1928), and Arabella (1933), all of them liter-

ary creations in their own right. The in-

creased interest in the theatre that is mani-
fested in this association resulted also in

collaboration with the producer Max Rein-

hardt, for whom Hofmannsthal translated

and adapted plays by Sophocles, Calder6n,
and Moltere as well as the old Everyman
(Jedermann, 1911; Eng. tr., The Play of Every-
man, 1917). This was the period of Hof-
mannsthal's greatest public success.
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For some years, however, an inner trans-

formation had been preparing in the poet's

mind when the outbreak of the war and sub-

sequently the fall of Austria painfully inter-

rupted the outward expansion of his life and

work and turned him to introspection into

the roots of his existence. He became now
more than ever an ardent interpreter and

advocate of his native land and its European
mission. In Der Rosenkavalicr and in the

novel Andreas, begun before the war and

published posthumously (1932; Eng. tr., 1936)
as a beautiful fragment, he had already re-

turned to the native scene. Now he portrayed
the Austrian character in the delightful

comedy Der Schwierige (1921). In the Salz-

burg Festivals which he founded with Max
Rcinhardt he undertook to carry on Austria's

theatrical mission as he saw it. To these festi-

vals he dedicated Das Salzburger Grosse

Welttheater (1922), in which he refashioned

Calder6n's dramatic allegory into an expres-
sion of his enlightened conservatism. He pro-
claimed a "conservative revolution" in his

speech Das Schrifttum als geistiger Raum der

Nation (1927). His desire to safeguard a

European heritage which he saw threatened

from below and without now pervades every
word of his, written or spoken. Hofmanns-
thal's production during these years culmi-

nates in two works the symbolic tale Die

Fran ohne Schatten (1919), a fuller treatment

of the subject of his opera and the key to his

personal and poetic being, and the gigantic
dramatic composition Der Turm (1923; new
version, 1927), an attempt to interpret the

spiritual as well as the political revolution of

his time and to ban the evil forces whose

rampant growth he watched with clairvoyant

anxiety. Der Turm is the only one completed
of many dramatic plans found in Hofmanns-
thal's papers (see Semiramis, 1933; Drama-
tische Entiviirfe aus dem Nachlass, 1936; etc.)

in which he seemed to strive for a new
dramatic form, a symbolic realism, inspired

by Calder6n and the drama of the baroque,
and full development of which was inter-

rupted by his untimely death.

Rarely has a poet commanded such a wealth

of different materials, moods, and manners.
There is the magic of the Arabian Nights
and the severity of the medieval morality, the

passionate uproar of Dionysian Greece and
the morbid charm of dying Venice, the rustic

purity of Carinthian peasants and the mellow
abundance of the Renaissance, the naive

grace of Mozartian rococo and the apocalyptic

gloom of the baroque. In this pageant of

masques, where is the author's own face?

This question is relevant, for his was a sen-

sitivity that in great moments endowed him
with a feeling of mystical identity with every
life however remote from his own. He pro-
claimed the glory of this state in the char-

acters of emperors and spirits, of artists and

lovers, he revealed it in childhood and
wealth, in magic and madness. But he is also

aware of its ambiguous nature its inhu-

manity and its impotence. The aesthete in his

ivory tower, the beautiful but barren woman,
the actor who is never himself, the adventurer

who is not twice the same, are among the sym-
bols which express the doubtful aspects of that

privilege. It may become angels or children,

but men must accept life, however ugly and
sordid it be and even though they may have to

pay for it with guilt and pain. The "way into

life" now becomes Hofrnannsthal's leading
theme. It may be achieved by love or by deed,

by marriage or parenthood or by assuming
one's position in the order of society and in

the continuity of history. Thus the mystical
strain in Hofmannsthal's work is comple-
mented by another that may truly be called

moral. These two knit his work into one,

lending it a profundity beneath the beauty
of its surface that was overlooked by many
of his earlier critics. Since Hofmannsthal's

death his greatness as a poet has been in-

creasingly recognized, but the interpretation
of his work is only beginning.

Hofmannsthal's Gesammelte Werke (3 vols.,

1934) are supplemented by a number of

posthumous publications in addition to those

mentioned above, including Nachlese der Ge-

dichte (1934); two volumes of prose, Loris

(1930) and Beriihrung der Spharen (1931);

two volumes of letters, Briefe 1890-1901

(1935) and Briefe 7900-7909 (1937); an^ many
miscellaneous papers in the journal Corona

(1930-1943). A complete edition in 12 volumes,

edited by H. Steiner, has begun to appear

(1946-).
See: G. Schaeder, Hugo von Hofmannsthal

(1933); K. J. Krtiger, Hugo von Hofmannsthal
und Richard Strauss (1935); C. J. Naef, Hugo
von Hofmannsthals Wesen und Werk (1938),

with bibliography by Herbert Steiner; Jethro
Bithell, Modern German Literature, 1880-

1938 (1939)-

R. A.

Hogberg, Olof (1855-1932, Swedish novelist

and amateur ethnologist), is notable in Swed-
ish literature for one monumental novel, Den
stora vreden (The Great Wrath), portions of

which first appeared as a prize novel in 1906
in the Swedish women's magazine /dun, where
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Selma Lagerlof's (q.v.) famous Gosta Berlings

saga had first appeared 15 years earlier. Hog-

berg has written other novels, such as

Baggbolingar (1911), Utbolingar (1912), and

Storfursten av Lappland (1915; The Grand
Duke of Lapland); but these are of no im-

portance as compared with the strange, many-
faceted Den stora vreden, in part a stirring

provincial chronicle from pagan times down
to the early i8th century, in part a magnifi-
cent fragment of natural history, in part a

treasure trove of Arctic mythology and folk-

lore. Hogberg was born into an old peasant

family from the semi-Arctic province of

Angermanland. After completing his educa-

tion at the University of Uppsala, he returned

to his native province as a teacher and

journalist, driven by a never flagging interest

in the folk life and folk superstitions of his

native province and a consuming desire to

give this material adequate literary form. Den
stora vreden was the result of 20 years of

struggle with this strange and diversified

material. Though the work lacks literary

finish in the usual sense of the term, it is

powerfully conceived and written in a bold,

harsh, crudely intense prose style that seems
the only fitting medium for the fantastic

miscellany of material which is poured with

such rich and primitive abandon into the

book. Important as the book is in itself, it is

unquestionably more important as the work
which "discoVered" the far north of Sweden
as a vast, seemingly inexhaustible source of

inspiration and of subject matter for imagina-
tive literary treatment. Since Olof Hogberg
majrty Swedish writers of prose fiction have

employed these materials with success (Lud-

vjg Nordstrom, Ernst Didring, qq.v., Gustaf

Medenvind-Eriksson, Hildur Dixelius-Brett-

ner, Astrid Varing, and others), and in each

case Hogberg's Den stora vreden has left its

imprint upon these authors. Hogberg did for

this section of the country what Selma Lager-
lof and Gustaf Eroding (qq.v.) did for the

province of Varmland, what Karlfeldt (q.v.)

did for Dalecarlia, what A. U. B45th and Ola

Hansson (qq.v.) did for Sk&ne.

Hogberg's work is perhaps to be compared
most directly with that of Selma LagerlSf,

though Den stora vreden differs in certain

essential respects from Gosta Berlings saga.

Hogberg's novel, like Selma Lagerlof's, is

primarily a folk epic, in which the author

serves simply as the modern literary inter-

mediary in grouping and retelling old tales

of the folk. In this retelling both authors are

deeply gripped by their materials and treat

them with an imaginative intensity and a

lyrical fervor seldom found in Swedish prose
fiction. But Hogberg's work is stylistically far

more primitive, more directly the property of

"the folk"; and in general structure it is

somewhat less unified than is Gosta Berlings

saga, chiefly because its materials are more
diversified and inclusive, going back much
farther in time for their origins and includ-

ing a much more massive and complicated

body of folk traditions. As a literary phe-
nomenon it may well be said, indeed, that

Den stora vreden is all but unique in the

annals of Swedish literature. In modern
literature in general it finds perhaps its closest

counterpart in Alexis Kivi's Finnish folk epic
Seitseman veljestd (1870; Eng. tr., Seven

Brothers, 1929).
See: Luclvig Nordstrom, "Olof Hogberg/'

Ord och bild, XXX (1921), 319-330.
A. G.

Holeiek, Josef (1853-1929, Czech novelist and

poet), is the author of an enormous io-volume

cycle of novels depicting Czech peasant life.

Holefek was born in Stozice near Vodftany

(southern Bohemia) and became a journalist.
He was a war correspondent and frequent
traveler in the Balkans and also visited

Russia. He died in Prague. In his early years
he wrote much about Yugoslavia, especially

Montenegro, an interest which led to his

translation of the Yugoslav heroic folk poetry

(Srbskd ndrodni epika, 4 vols., 1909-1926;
Serbian National Epics) and to imitation of

its style in original poetry about Yugoslav
heroes (e.g., Sokolovic, 1922). Holecek also

translated the Finnish national epic, Kalevala

(5 vols., 1894-1896). But the cycle of novels,

NaSi (10 vols., 1898-1930; Our People), is his

most important work. It attempts to present
a complete study of the Czech peasant in

southern Bohemia as he was before the ad-

vent of industrialization. The action covers

the years 1840-1866 and centers around an
ideal peasant, a "strong Christian," Kojan.
The plot is poorly organized and of little

interest compared to Holeiek's penetrating

analysis of the Czech peasant, of his religious
and social problems, and a wonderfully vivid

and detailed picture is presented of his

customs, superstitions, legends, and beliefs.

The book is permeated by a conservative

agrarian ideology of strong Christian color-

ing. Holecek was influenced by the Russian

Slavophiles, though his religious thought is

primitive general Christianity rather than

that of any particular denomination. Holeiek

preaches love for the soil, for family, com-

munity, and nation, with a strong accent on
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Pan-Slavism. He depicts the struggle of the

peasant with the landlord and the usurer

and succeeds in creating sharply individual-

ized types. The books especially the first

three volumes can be compared with Rey-
mont's (q.v.) The Peasants, not merely as a

documentary novel with folkloristic informa-

tion, but also as a searching analysis of the

peasant's soul which to Holefek was identical

with the soul of the nation.

See: J. Vobornfk, Josef Holetek (1913); E.

Chalupn^, Dilo Josefa Holefka (1926).

R. W.

Holstein, Ludvig, Greve (1864-1943, Danish

lyrical poet), was born in fertile southern
Zealand. He studied in Copenhagen and was
for years connected with the publishing firm

Gylclendal. His outwardly uneventful life is

reflected in his poetry. In his best poems
Holstein is one of the finest representatives of

Danish neo-romanticism and symbolism, to

which Helge Rode (q-v.) also belongs.

Throughout his whole life Holstein remained
close to nature. His themes are preeminently
Danish: the beechtree with its "tin-grey"
trunk, the apple in bloom in the spring and

fragrant with fruit in the fall, the bewitching
summer nights, the Northerner's longing for

and exultation over "the good sun," "the

gentle sun." Holstein's meter is varied, but

always musical; alliteration occurs frequently.
An aristocratic restraint characterizes his love

poems. In one, the poet even warns us that

"the heart's happiness" must be cared for like

a costly garden, weeded, and protected against

scorching rays.
In Holstein's production a lull of almost

two decades occurs. During the first period,
which brings Digte (1895, Poems; included is

the haunting "Far, hvor flyver Svanerne hen?"

Father, Where Do the Wild Swans Go?) and
the lyrical love drama Tove (1898), an under-

current of sadness runs, at times half-hidden

below the fresh gayety. In the second period
ushered in by the poet's marriage from

1915 on, optimism prevails in the poem col-

lections L0v (1915; Leaves), Mos og Muld
(1917; Moss and Mould), Aebletid (1920;

Appletime), Hymner og Viser (1922; Hymns
and Songs), and Jehi (1929; Become). Sadness,
when it does occur, is deepened into sorrow.

Decidedly earthy, realistic traits crop up.
The poet's conscious feeling of his deep-
rootedness in Denmark brings abiding happi-
ness. Nature is now clearly pantheistic. One

spirit rules behind myriad manifestations (see

"Vaaren"; Spring). The feeling of continuity,

everlastingness, stands out. The poet meets

everywhere the miracles of nature (the only

miracles). Holstein's credo is reiterated in the

religious-philosophical essay Den grflnne Mark

(1925; The Green Field) "Root, know your
crown; crown, know your root," the poet ex-

horts. In Jehi Holstein's poetry becomes
cosmic.

See: C. Ludwigs, "Ludvig Holstein," in

Ejnar Skovrup, ed., Hovedtraek af nordisk

Digtning i Nytiden, I (1920), 129-134; Helge

Kjaergaard, Die danische Literatur der

neuesten Zeit (1871-19))) (1934)-

C. K. B.

Holz, Arno (1863-1929, German poet, literary

theorist, and dramatist), was born in the East

Prussian city of Rastenburg. In 1875 his

family moved to Berlin, and the boy was

brought into contact with the modern urban

life that he was to make the subject of his

first important volume of verse, Das Buch der

Zeit (1886). His lyric apprenticeship was served

in the school of Emmanuel Geibel and Julius
Wolff and showed none of his later radicalism

(e.g., Deutsche Weisen, 1884, with Otto

ferschke).
Holz's real career, typical of the radical and

experimental nature of German literature in

the last decades of the nineteenth century,
started with the naturalistic revolution, of

which Das Buch der Zeit is an important
document with its interest in social problems
and the modern city and its enthusiasm for

Zola and Ibsen (qq.v.). In 1885 Holz was one

of the contributors to the naturalistic an-

thology Moderne Dichter-Charaktere. His

major contribution to German naturalistic

theory was Die Kunst, ihr Wesen und ihre

Gesetze (1891), an exposition of the theory of

so-called konsequenter Naturalismus. In this

essay Holz attempted to formulate an aes-

thetic theory which should exclude the subjec-

tive element from artistic creation and give
naturalism a logical, objective theoretic basis.

In reality, its extreme ideas undermined the

naturalistic position. More important than

his theory was his collaboration with Johannes
Schlaf (q.v.) in writing, under the joint

pseudonym Bjarne P. Holmsen, Papa Hamlet

(1889), a phonetic and photographic reproduc-
tion of reality. This with the drama Die
Familie Selicke (1890), produced by the Freie

Biihne in the same year, and Neue Gleise

(1892) was of great influence in the develop-
ment of Gerhart Hauptmann (q.v.) and the

naturalistic drama in general. With the de-

cline of German naturalism, Holz turned

back to the lyric with a volume of modernis-

tic poetry, Phantasus (1898-1899). In 1899 was
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published Die Revolution der Lyrik, a theo-

retic defense of his new poetic technique in

which he championed a poetic form that

should be a direct expression of the subject

matter, avoiding rhyme and strophe, a form

that is not ''free" but "natural" verse. Typo-

graphically the lines are centered on the page
and not aligned with the left-hand margin,
the so-called Mittelachse verse. His later

career produced further volumes of lyrics,

such as Dafnis; lyrisches Portrdt aits dem ij.

Jahrhundert (1904), and several dramas,

among them Traumulus (1904), written with

Otto Jerschke, and Sonnenfinsternis (1908), a

tragedy. His works appeared in 10 volumes in

1924 under the title Das Werk von Arno Holz.

See: (X E. Lessing, Die neue Form (1910);

R. Ress, Arno Holz und seine kunstlerische

Bedeutung (1913); K. Turley, Arno Holz

(1935)-
W. H. R.

Hora, Josef (1891-1945, Czech poet), was, next

to Wolker (q-v.), the most outstanding mem-
ber of the group who composed "pioletarian"

verse, and he later developed into a writer

of metaphysical reflection and meditation of

considerable power. He was born in Dobfin

near Roudnice (north of Prague) and became

a journalist, first with the Communist and
then with the Socialist press. He began as a

follower of S. K. Neumann (q.v.). Two col-

lections, Strom v kvttu (1920; The Tree in

Bloom) and Pracujici den (1920; The Work-

ing Day), established him in the group of

proletarian poets. But his enthusiasm for the

revolution was even then tempered by a

desire for individual integrity and by a

frankly contradictory longing for escape from

the masses and from towns. Srdce a vfava

svtta (1922; The Heart and the Tumult of

the World) constitutes the break with the

rhetoric of the proletarians and his return to

the forms of folk poetry as well as to themes
of nature, home, quiet, and even an un-

proletarian loneliness. The change is complete
in Italic (1925; Italy), which is ostensibly a

travel diary. In this the poet achieved a style
of almost classical serenity and severity. The
later collections, among which Struny ve v&tru

(1927; Strings in the Wind) is perhaps the

best, offer a new metaphysical quality. Medi-
tations on time and the universe, nourished

by th'e reading of William James, Bergson
(q.v.), and modern physics, acute realizations

of the dreamlike character of existence, testify
to a degree of spiritualization rare in recent

Czech verse. MdchovskJ variace (1936; Varia-

tions on a Theme of MAcha) celebrates the

great Czech romantic poet on the hundredth

anniversary of his death and demonstrates the

author's own affinity with romantic themes
and forms. This is also obvious in the more
recent volume, Jan houslista (1940; John the

Violinist), a slight, sentimental story with an

early- igth-century flavor about the return of

a great violinist from America to his down-
trodden native country. The convention dis-

guises the author's profound and very per-
sonal despair over life and the fate of his

nation. Besides these main collections Hora
wrote a book of ballads, Tonouci stiny (1933;

Drowning Shadows), some verse satires, and
some less impressive novelistic prose. In his

later years he was extremely successful as a

translator of verse; his paraphrase (1937) of

Pushkin's Onegin is a masterpiece comparable
to the finest achievements of Otokar Fischer

(q.v.). Hora, apparently an out and out
modernist and prophet of the coming revolu-

tion, found his way back to the sources of

poetry in Slavic romanticism, in Mdcha and
Pushkin and their melancholy. Hora died in

July, 1945, and was honored by a state funeral

and the newly created title of "national poet."

See: F. X. Salda, O nejmladSi pocsii ceskJ

(1928); A. M. Pisa, Proletarska poesie (1936).

R. W.

Houville, Gerard cP (pseud, of Marie Louise

Antoinette de Heredia, 1875-, French poet
and prose writer), was born in Paris. Most of

the 89 poems that comprise her one volume
of poetry were originally published in the

Revue des deux mondes from 1894 to 1919;

others appeared in the Renaissance latine and
the Revue hebdomadaire. The first poems
were signed with a triple X, but later she

adopted the pseudonym Gdrard d'Houville.

Her collected verse, entitled Les Poesies de

Gerard d'Houville, was published in an
edition de luxe in 1930, in regular edition in

1931. Daughter of the well-known Parnassian

poet, Jose Maria de Heredia, and wife of the

symbolist poet, Henri de Rgnier (qq.v.)>

Gerard d'Houville shows certain characteris-

tics of both, though she is not directly in-

fluenced by either. Like her famous father she

was attracted by classical subjects; many of

her poems revive the atmosphere and legends
of Greek and Roman antiquity with new

imagery and interpretations. Like Heredia

also she sometimes paints objective, colorful

scenes. Strangely enough the daughter of

Heredia has written only one sonnet. In the

symbolist vein she often demonstrates a love

of abstractions and analogies, a preoccupation
with musical effects, but, unlike Mallarm
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(q.v.) and many .of his disciples, she is never

obscure. Allusions to romantic love are fre-

quent, but her treatment of this passion

differs from that of a typically romantic poet
such as the comtesse de Noailles (q.v.);

whereas the latter is inclined to be exalted

and tragic, Gerard d'Houville is more often

tender and melancholy. Favorite themes are

death and the passing of youth, both of

which Gerard d'Houville dreads with a very

feminine and pagan fervor. Besides elegies in

the antique manner and reminiscences of

childhood, including nostalgic reveries about

her Creole ancestors and their land which

she never saw, there are impressions of Paris

and of travels in foreign lands; three poems

inspired by maternal love, and many medita-

tions on the spiritual aspect of human ex-

perience. All her poems are modeled on con

ventional verse forms, and classic clarity of

thought and expression is a distinctive quality
of her graceful and harmonious style.

As a prose writer Gerard d'Houville has

won much admiration and acclaim. In the

early part of the century she wrote regular

chroniques for the Gaulois; later she con-

tributed to other Paris periodicals, notably
the Revue des deux mondes and Figaro,

where she replaced Robert de Flers (q.v.) as

dramatic critic after his death in 1927. In

1918 she was the first woman to be awarded

the Grand Prix de Litterature by the French

Academy. Her prose works include several

novels, one of which (Le Roman des quatrej

1923) was in collaboration with Paul Bourget,
Pierre Benoit (qq.v.), and Henri Duvernois,

short stories, essays, plays, travel sketches,

stories for children, prefaces, and a book of

prose poems about flowers (Le Diad&me des

flores, 1925, edition de luxe with woodcuts

by A. E. Marty).
See: Charles Maurras, "Le Romantisme

feminin," in L'Avenir de Vintelligence (1905);

Jean de Gourmont, Les Muses d'aujourd'hui

(1910); Y. G. Le Dantec, "G6rard d'Houville,

pote," Muse franfaise, January 10, 1931.
C. B. C.

Huch, Friedrich (1873-1913, German novelist),

born in Braunschweig, was one of the few

writers of his time who were able to continue

in a classical vein without giving the impres-
sion of a weak imitator or of a merely deft

virtuoso. To label him a neoclassicist as is

often done tends to obscure the interesting

problem his creative work raises: what is the

philosophical attitude which may compel a

genuine revival of the older tradition? Can
the novel, usually considered to be the most

favorable medium for a realistic presentation
of life, be made responsive to classical styliza-
tion? Huch's first novel, Peter Michel (1901),
answers these questions once and for all. The
hero of this story who starts out as a simple
country boy and ends by fitting perfectly into

boring bourgeois life is yet, for a number of

years between, lifted above his ordinary self

by a strong yearning for a more dignified
form of existence; to this extent he transcends

his particular character and partakes of a

more universal if not to say classical impulse
which remains the same throughout the ages.
To enshrine such transcendence in a novel ne-

cessitates a blending of realistic detail and
idealistic substance and a resolutely con-

densed diction, a task which Huch in all his

works achieves with supreme skill. The setting
of his novels is always contemporary and

captivating, while the content touches on

general issues of human nature, as when he

presents a modern version of "elective affini-

ties" in Die Gcschwister (1903) or when the

essence of human emotions, true love, is

gradually evolved out of a welter of lower

impulses in Pitt urid Fox (1909). Even in Mao
(1907) and in Enzio (1911), where a seemingly

preponderant psychological interest results in

an excellent dissection of decadent characters,

closer inspection reveals that Huch again re-

duces the complexity of modern life to the

simplicity of those plots which, to use the

terminology of classical criticism, have their

roots in the timeless attributes of men.
See: Th. Roffler, Bildnisse aus der neueren

deutschen Literatur (1933), pp. 208-228; R.

Deneckc, Friedrich Huch und die Proble-

matik der bilrgerlichen Welt (1938).

H. B.

Huch, Ricarda (1864-, German novelist and

historian), born in Braunschweig, is a sister of

the novelist Rudolf Huch (1862-) and a

cousin of Friedrich Huch (q.v.). Inherited lit-

erary talents, the background of a highly
cultured home, the opportunity of a uni-

versity education a rare privilege then for

women together with an astounding zest for

work have enabled Ricarda Huch to become
the undisputed leading woman writer in

present-day Germany. It is understandable

that her work should provide an irresistible

challenge to critics of literature, awakening a

desire to analyze it from a psychological view

point and to throw into high relief its

typically feminine qualities. Her creative

work, it has been pointed out, shows none
of the paralyzing influences which learning
and scholarly inclinations quite often have.
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Her style, though refined and deliberate in

choice of words and structures, remains

vigorous and natural; not even the abundance
of accurate historical detail displayed in her

later novels obstructs the epic flow of tales

that are usually gripping. Moreover, while

Ricarda Huch is conversant with all current

European ideas, nevertheless emotions and

strong instincts govern the lives of her charac-

ters. The best known among her earlier

works, Erinnerungcn von Ludolf Ursleu dem

Jungeren 1893; Eng. tr., Recollections of

Ludolf Ursleu the Younger, 1913-1915)1 at

first evokes reminiscences of that long series

of European novels portraying the disintegra-
tion of a well-to-do family, brought about by
an overdose of introspection and intellectual

refinement, with an accompanying loss of

vitality. With Ricarda Huch, however, dis

aster results much less from intellcctualism

than from the onrush of irrational passion.
Much has been made of the fact that after

her soth year she all but ceased to produce
creative literature and instead turned to

history and philosophy, the inference being
that such a shift corresponds to certain bio-

logical changes in women. However this may
be, it seems that the truly feminine aspects of

Ricarda Huch's work still await a more subtle

discussion. Ever since she began to write she

has made periodic attempts to form a definite

philosophy of life and to clarify her social,

moral, and political concepts. "Like drops of

rain falling from the sky upon the ground
we pass through our allotted span of time,

tossed about by the winds of fate" this state

rnent in her first novel was less an abiding
conviction than an attitude which Ricarda

Huch in all her subsequent works tried to

repudiate in favor of a more masculine set of

beliefs, possessing ample scope for the exercise

of will power. She failed time and again in

the attempt. But this failure became her

greatest asset and the most intriguing feature

of her work the combining of a truly epic

style with the ability to discern, in a welter

of conflicts and opposites, the lasting values

of beauty and love. No matter to what aspects
of life she turns, she always transcends

ephemeral phenomena and reconciles the con-

flicts in a vision of final harmony and

beatitude, even when she delves into such a

sordid milieu of broken lives as in Aus der

Triurriphgasse (1902). It was only natural that

her predestined epic understanding tended to

radiate through ever wider spheres of reality
and to turn to vast historic panoramas, as in

Die Geschichten von Garibaldi (1906-1907;

Eng. tr., Defeat, 1928; Victory, 1929), Das

Leben des Grafen Federigo Confalonieri

(1910), and the monumental account of the

Thirty Years' War, Der grosse Krieg in

Deutschland (1912-1914). With the last-

mentioned work the end of her creative

period is reached. Thereafter she devoted all

her energies to historical, critical, and philo-

sophical studies, a field in which she was

already well accredited by virtue of her two

volumes on the romantic movement, Die

Blutezeit der Romantik (1899) and Ausbrei-

tung und Verfall der Romantik (1902). The
crisis affecting this change was fundamentally
intellectual. It is as if once more Ricarda

Huch had wanted to cast off her womanly,

harmonizing role and to fling herself into

the man-made world of ideas and polemical
issues. But it was in vain; whether she sided

with Christianity against neopaganism (Der
Sinn der Heiligen Schrift, 1919) or with

Bakunin's socialism against the bourgeois

mentality (Michael Bakunin und die Anar-

chic, 1923), the balance is soon restored as

she reveals deep appreciation of personality

(Entpersonlichung, 1921) or extols the sturdi-

ness of German Burgertum (Im alien Reich,

1927). A more recent book, Das Zeitalter dei

Glaubensspaltung (1937), dealing with the age
of Reformation and its gigantic inner ten

sions, shows her power at its best; she ex

periences life as a bitter struggle and yet she

inspires us to release our fondest hopes and
warmest sympathies into the world and
towards man, notwithstanding his apparent

shortcomings. The same maternal instinct

with which other woman writers of her time,

notably Agnes Sapper (1852-1929) and Helena
Christaller (1872-), have sanctified life within

the precincts of the family or the small com-

munity has in the work of Ricarda Huch ex-

tended its beneficial function into far wider

spheres of time and place.

See: E. Gottlieb, Ricarda Huch; ein Beitrag
zur Geschichte der deutschen Epik (1914); O.

Walzel, Ricarda Huch (1916); E. Hoppe,
Ricarda Huch (1936).

H, B

Hungarian literature. In portraying the

salient traits of Hungarian literature from

1870 to the present, one must be especially
careful not to succumb to comfortable general-
izations. The complexities of Hungarian cul-

ture cannot be simplified by a few attractive

labels. One may at least affirm that in this

period Hungarian literature has shown an

organic relationship to the main tendencies of

Western European literature. It is the tradi-

tion of Hungary to be associated culturally
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with the West. But it should be stressed also

that literary schools, like naturalism, realism,

impressionism, symbolism, expressionism, fu-

turism, dadaism, surrealism, current for a con-

siderable time in Western Europe, had their

exponents in Hungary at considerably later

dates. There are two reasons for this delayed

action. One is Hungary's geographical and

historical position in the Danubian Valley

which made her political existence for cen-

turies precarious, so that literature necessarily

became above all a weapon of essentially

national interests; the other reason is that

much of modern literature in Western Europe
seemed eccentric, therefore incongruous with

the Hungarian spirit. The traumatic elfects of

Western European writers and poets, the

neurotic tendencies of their art, their symbols
as a whole, seemed forced and alien; even the

anchorites of beauty in Hungarian literature,

who withdrew to the seclusion of personal
taste, admitting pronounced individualism,

found much of exaggerated Western indi-

vidualism obnoxious or simply undesirable.

While these two reasons appear valid as ex-

pressions of a nation's defense mechanism and

cultural indigenousness, they contain only
half-truth; in fact they also indicate an eva-

sion of responsibility as to an imaginative con-

ception of progress. To be sure, not only the

Parnassian adherence to form, as emphasized

by Western European creators, but ideological
innovations with a sociological perspective im

plying a need of change in social structure,

were considered tenets incompatible with

those of Hungarian literature. Consequently
writers had too many hurdles to surmount,
as too much stress was laid upon conservatism,

despite the bargaining technique of a liberal

political era. But some change in literary taste

was inevitable. The industrial and commercial

expansion of Budapest, the conflict that

emerged from the contrast of pastoral illusions

and urbane sophistication, affected of course

the taste and views of writers and readers. On
the other hand, the grand style of patriotic

pride manifested by the festivities of 1896,
when a symbolic expression was given to the

fact that the Hungarians had lived in Europe
for one thousand years, seems in some respects
anachronistic in its enthusiastic tone and color

if one considers the social and economic ail

ments which were causing peasants and pro
letarians to migrate to America. The dis-

possessed were symptoms of a chaos that in

deed evoked the sympathy of some writers and

poets. The analogous social symptoms of West-

ern Europe finally induced some Hungarian
writers (e.g., S^ndor Br6dy, q.v.) to devote

their attention to the portrayal of the ex-

ploited in the manner of Emile Zola (q-v.), but

it was only in the 20th century that this de-

votion to the "underdog" achieved real literary

significance, though too often it meant sub-

ordination of art to didacticism.

Hungary's foremost poet in the 70*8, Jdnos

Arany (q.v.) 9 a classicist par excellence (see his

Toldi, a genuine epic poem) and at the same
time close to the people, objected to cosmo-

politanism. It would be unfair to accuse Arany
of intolerance; he was too powerful a genius
for pettiness, and his criticism was directed

mainly against journalistic tricks in the name
of literature. Nevertheless he stigmatized cos-

mopolitanism in his own fashion. The leading

literary critic of that time, Pdl Gyulai (q.v.),

author of Petofi Sdndor 4s lirai kolteszetunk

(SAndor Petofi and Our Lyric Poetry), though
an ardent nationalist possessed sufficient intel-

lectual flexibility and curiosity to notice the

importance of Thackeray, Taine (q-v.), and
Sainte-Beuve (cf. especially his Birdlatok 4s

kritikai dolgozatok, 1854, Criticisms and
Critical Essays). It is also pertinent to recall

the exuberant imagination of M6ricz J6kai

(q.v.), whose narrative genius (see A fekete

gydmdntok, 1870, Eng. tr., Black Diamonds,

1896) was recognized by Gyulai, yet whose his-

torical ambiguity and romantic formlessness

were severely criticized by the latter. These
writers were Hungarians (Magyars) to the very
core of their being; they were not insensible

to the values of the West but they were in-

clined to relegate modern aesthetic and soci-

ological theories of literature to a pattern of

life which, in their estimation, in its funda-

mental meaning could not be transferred to

Hungary. In truth, they should not be num-
bered among those who determined the liter

ary character of the last three decades of the

igth century; their literary position was se^

cure when the younger writers were still more
or less inarticulate, Arany died in 1882, Cyulai
in 1909, J6kai in 1904. They were accepted as

literary spokesmen of their country before

1870. Ferenc Toldy, the literary historian, and

Agost Greguss, the critic of aesthetic problems,

belong to this generation.

Just as it was immensely difficult for the

American South, conditioned by the pictur-

esque and sentimental associations of colonels,

juleps, magnolias, plantations, and mammies,
to discharge its prejudices in exchange for a

democratic concept and a problematical com-
mercial affluence promised by the North, so it

was confusing for the Hungarian aristocracy
and gentry to associate itself with the idea of

progress that meant a refusal of inherited
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prejudices. The rapid rise of a plutocracy, only

too willing to promote its own interests by co-

operating with the traditional class distinc-

tions, and rejoicing in nationalism with the

eagerness of neophytes, helped to maintain a

system which involved pressure upon those

now unwilling to accept the new ideology of

vested interests and collaboration with the

others. Most writers and poets either shared

the ethical implication of nationalism without

ascertaining its economic unfairness or actu-

ally agreed, sometimes in a sheepish way,

with the widespread belief that change would

be detrimental to the general welfare of the

country. The criteria of success resembled

those of the American "gilded age"; unfortu-

nately even gifted writers, to whom careerism

should have been abhorrent, were compelled

to show preference for social and literary norms

harmful to the total expression of their crea-

tive urge. Only in the 2oth century, with the

appearance of Endre Ady (q.v.) on the horizon

of Hungarian literature (see especially his

Ver e?s arany, 1907, Blood and Gold), did dis-

sension with petrifying traditions and preju-

dices reach expression so forceful that the

cleavage between the 20th-century Hungarian

literary mentality and that of the late igth

century became obvious even to those who as a

rule paid little attention to literature.

Hungarian literature also gave frequent evi-

dence, however, of a spiritual mobility akin to

that of Western Europe. The romantic pessi-

mism (Magdny, 1889; Solitude) of Gyula Re-

viczky (q.f.); the philosophical naturalism of

Jdnos Vajda (q.v.)\ the superman complex of

Jenfi Komjathy; the oriental sadness (Kolte-

menyek, 1876; Poems) of J6zsef Kiss (q.v.); the

satirical power of Ldszl6 Arany; the mellow

sorrow of Gyula Vargha all implied partici-

pation in an utterly modern sensitiveness.

These poets grappled as Hungarians and as

creators with a fate which expected them to be

fugitives from traditions. They were not great

poets; they were not carried away by the de-

moniac power of superhuman restlessness; but

they faced life with epical and lyrical courage,
and in some of their works they revealed great-
ness. In the sphere of the novel the style and
wit of ZoltAn Ambrus (q.v.) must be mentioned

(Midas kirdly, 1906; King Midas), also the

naturalistically suggested romantic intensity

(A nap lovagja; The Knight of the Day) of

Sdndor Br6dy, the erratic and satirical intelli-

gence of Lajos Tolnai, the psychological real-

ism of Zsigrnond Justh, and the humor and

irony (Szent Pdter esernyoje, 1895; Eng. tr., St.

Peter's Umbrella, 1900) of KAlmdn Mikszdth

(q.v.).
The professional competence of literary

historians, philologists, and critics, like Jen6
P6terfy (4.1;.), Lajos Dczsi, Frigyes Riedl,
Bernit Alexander, Lszl6 N6gyesy, Zoltdn

Ferenczi, P41 Hunfalvy, showed an engaging
and refreshing mentality, simultaneously studi-

ous and human.
But most of the popular writers of these

times pictured life with an engaging optimism
in order to be enjoyed by conventional readers.

It would be wrong to condemn these poets,
novelists, short-story writers, and playwrights
as mediocre; some were endowed with ability
above the average for instance, Jeno Rrikosi,

Lajos D6czy, Kdroly Eotvos, G6za Gardonyi
(q.v.) 9 Ferenc Herczeg (q.v.), Victor Cholnoky,
Bela T6th, Gyula Krudy yet most merely
had an aptitude for facile writing. Episodes
from Hungarian history, the life of the nobles,
the rich, the bourgeoisie, the peasants, and
the gypsies, were portrayed sentimentally,
anecdotically, or with a restraint of "gentle-
manly" humor or superiority. Ferenc Csep-
reghy, Ede T6th, Gergely Csiky, Ede Szigli-

geti, Victor Rdkosi, Arpdd Berczik, Adolf

Agai, Istvdn Tomorkehiy, Istv<in Szomahizy,
Antal Viiradi, Gyula Pekdr, Istvdn Bdrsony,
Dezso Malonyai, playwrights and novelists,
either ignored or did not understand complex
social and aesthetic problems, The archaic

usage of a patriotic vocabulary by Sdndor
Endrodi and Kdlmdn Thaly was rather an
adroit control of a poetic pattein than an

organic revelation of the Hungarian spirit in

poetry (see Thaly 's Regi magyar vitezi enekek,
Old Hungarian Battle Songs). The religious

poems of Gedeon Minds/en ty, the rhetorical

poems of Emil Abrdnyi, the bucolic poems of

Mihaly Szabolcska, the political poems of

Andor Kozma, the patriotic poems of Mikl6s
Bdrd and J6zsef Lvay, the sentimental poems
of Odon Jakab, Gyula Szivay, and Sdndor Saj6,
the love poems of Imre Farkas, the cabaret

poems of Jen6 Heltai, the literary histories of

Zsolt Beothy and Ferenc Badics, all bear wit-

ness of an age in which optical illusion was
the most successful inspiration and material of

creative or pseudo-creative activities.

In the first decade of the 2Oth century a

literary periodical, Nyugat (West), edited by
the critic and poet Ignotus (17.1;.)

and by Ernd
Osvdt, brought into its orbit writers and poets
dissatisfied with the smugness and convention-
alism of the preceding generation. They be-

lieved that a work of literature should be a

work of art and that love for one's country
should not interfere with the freedom of the
creative mind. Not all good writers joined
Nyugat, but the majority did. Some were in-

fluenced by French symbolism (q.v.) 9 others by
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the sensualism and the social implications of

German, Scandinavian, Italian, and Russian

writers, others by the humanitarianism and
camaraderie of Walt Whitman. In their social

and historical views several of the contributors

were inclined to be Marxists. After the experi-
ment of the communist revolution in 1919,

many of the communists and their fellow

travelers repudiated Marxism; some of the

dogmatic communists or socialists indeed re-

mained faithful to their principles and became

political refugees. The pragmatism of Nyugat,
in the service of literary integrity and social

progress, became the source of an eclectic liter-

ature in which the most contradictory tastes

found an opportunity to meet on the common

ground of respect for artistic ability. As to

workmanship this generation ranks among the

foremost in Hungarian literature. The poets
Endre Ady, MihAly Babits (</.v.), Dezso

Kosztolinyi (q.v.), Gyula Juh&sz, Arpdd T6th,

Zoltin Somly6, Ern6 Szdp, OszkAr Gell&rt,

Mikin Flist, Anna Lesznai, and among the

younger ones, Lorinc Szab6, Tivadar Raith,

and Sophie Torok; the novelists and short-

story writers Zsigmond M6ricz (g.i/.), Geza

CsAth, Gyula Szini, Margit Kaffka (q.v.), Bla
Rvesz, Dezsfi Szabd (q.v .),

Gza Laczk6, Mihdly
FOldi, Ferenc M6ra, Inhi Gulicsy, Mikl6s

Suranyi, Lajos Nagy, Frigyes Karinthy; the

playwrights Ferenc Molndr (q-v.), Kdlmiln

Harsanyi, Dezso Szomory, Lajos Biro, Meny-
hrt Lengyel; the critics and literary scholars

Aladdr Schcipflin, Gyorgy Lukacs, Lajos
Katona, Robert Gragger, Jdnos Horvdth,

Lajos Hatvany, Gyorgy Kiraly, Zsolt Alszeghy,

Jen6 D6czy, Jozsef Nagy, Kdroly Kernyi all

these, irrespective of the conspicuous differ-

ences of their talent, must be considered as

creators and interpreters who rate high.

Naturally the quality of their intentions was
sometimes nobler than their execution. None-
theless their sense of literary orientation was

extraordinary, and their spirit loyal to hu-

manity, to art, and to their country.

Among the avant-garde poets an iron

molder, Lajos Kassdk, excelled in manifestoes

and sometimes in good free verse (Mdglydk
dnekelnek; Singing Pyres). G6za Gy6ni, who
lost his life in the First World War, and Gdbor
Olih were somewhat sidetracked by the con-

servative pressure of Jen6 Rikosi, the power-
ful jingoistic publicist; but these poets, too,

practiced their art with a structural sensitive-

ness unknown to poets of corresponding abili-

ty in the preceding generation. It should be

said that most of the poets were also story

writers, playwrights, novelists, or critics. In

significance and influence Endre Ady towered

for some time over the rest of the poets

(Szeretnem ha szeretnenek, 1909; I Should Like
to Be Loved); after his death in 1919 Mihily
Babits symbolized creative maturity in

Hungary. It is also important to say that while

the Nyugat generation was often slandered by
the writers of the older generation and was
considered "international" in its outlook the

really gifted poets and writers never betrayed
their Hungarianism. As a matter of fact Ady
recaptured the verbal music and spirit of the

Reformation in many of his poems, and

Kosztoldnyi (Eros vdrunk a nyelv; Our
Language Is Our Fort of Strength) taught his

countrymen to distinguish between a "pure"
and "impure" Hungarian language. The fever-

ishness of the Nyugat generation and of some
of the writers independent of Nyugat suggested
a crisis of the Hungarian spirit and the ap-

proach of an upheaval which indeed reached
the country in 1918.
The ominous tone that characterized Hun-

garian literature in the second decade of the

2oth century implied need of a revision of

the Hungarian spirit; it also implied a Cas-

sandra anxiety about the future. The Trianon

peace treaty (June 4, 1920) mutilated Hungary.
Hungarians in Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia,
and Rumania (Transylvania), confronted with

an alien political and cultural world, learned

to attach importance to their regionalistic
literature. They soon discovered that their

native tongue, used artistically by writers and

poets and refreshed by the fecund idioms of

the people, might be the main source of their

pride and self-confidence as Hungarians in a

non-Hungarian world. Meanwhile, in Hungary
proper, writers of peasant stock (some excep-

tionally well educated) rediscovered the rich-

ness of folklore and also propagated the need

of land reform. What Bela Bart6k and Zoltn

KodAly did for Hungarian music as an ex-

pression of folk characteristics, Gyula Illys,

Jozsef Erd&yi, P41 Szabd, Jdnos Kodoldnyi,
Ptfter Veres, and Istv^n Sinka did or tried to

do in poetry, fiction, plays, and biographies.
Attila J6zsef, despite his strongly personal

voice, expressed the plight of the proletarians
and the social outcasts with a sans-culottic

temper and authentic poetic ability. Various

small literary magazines reflected the need of

understanding the "isms" of the West. Urbane
sensitiveness and social conscience came out in

the poetic works of Mikl6s Radn6ti and
Istvdn Vas; Sdndor Weoros, ZoltAn Jkely, Pdl

Toldalaghy, Pdl Gulyds, and Ferenc Jankovich

registered the civilized and weary sensibilities

of the lost generation. Lajos Zilahy as a play-

wright and novelist and Sdndor Mdrai as a
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novelist and writer of sophisticated travel

sketches hold to the belief that taste, though

expressed in Hungarian, is not incompatible
with a cosmopolitan culture. Influenced by

MihAly Babits the discoursive essay found in-

telligent exponents in the works of Gyula
Ortutay, Gyorgy Buday, Albert Gyergyai,
Lszl6 Mdtrai, Tibor Joo, LAszl6 Istemeth,

Dezs6 Keresztury, Lrfszld Cs. Szab6, Gribor

Haldsz, and Antal S/erb. Some writers con-

centrated on "racial" questions in literary

reference; Gyula Farkas as a literary historian

and Cecile Tormay as a novelist accentuated

an ideology that seemed to confirm certain

"racial" theories of Germany. There was a

Catholic renaissance, influenced chiefly by

Sigrid Undset (q.v.) and Jacques Maritain

(q-v.) t without works of paramount merit,

SAndor Sik was the most notable Catholic poet
of these years, and he belonged rather to the

preceding generation; Zsolt Aradi repre-
sented the Catholic point of view in fiction

and journalism. In the realm of literary
criticism Elemr CsAsz^r, related to the older

generation, represented the academic point of

view, and in the realm of literary history Jenfi
Pinter was the voice of traditional national-

ism. Many biographies were written; Zsolt

Harsdnyi, in the manner of Emil Ludwig, com

piled biographical material (e.g., s mJgis

mozog a fold, The Stargazer) not less interest-

ing because romanticized.

In the Succession States, circumstances and
cultural awareness led to the creation of very
substantial regionalistic literature; the most
admirable work was done by Transylvanian
writers centering around a literary periodical,

ErdJlyi Helikon (Transylvania Helicon), first

edited by Aladdr Kuncz, later by Lajos Aprily,
and finally by Ldszl6 Kovdcs. The folklore col-

lections of Jdnos Kriza in the igth century

(Vadrdzhdk; Wild Roses), the "Main Street"

stories of Istvdn Petelei (Viddki emberek; Men
of the Countryside), the fables of Elek Benedek

(Szulofoldem; My Native Soil), determined the

kind of framework within which the writers

of the 20th-century Transylvania, though
under foreign rule or because of it, remained.
The genuine cultural past of Transylvania
functioned like a centripetal force, made more
powerful by the crucial demands of post-war
conditions. In Transylvanian literature as

well as jn the Hungarian literature of Czecho-
slovakia and Yugoslavia there were also dis-

tinct tendencies of "leftist" character.

The spiritualism of Sdndor Remenyik's

poetry, the local color of Lajos Aprily, the

exquisite imagination of Jen6 Dzsida, the dis-

turbing intellectual intensity of Ferenc

Szemter, the pensive energy of L6szl6 Tompa,
afforded poetic experience to those who knew
how to differentiate between provincialism
and regionalism; the historical novels of

SAndor Makkai and KAroly K6s, the memoirs
of Miklos Kisbdn and Aladdr Kuncz, the de-

lightful and shrewd folk stories of Aron
Tamisi and J6zsef Nyiro, the enterprising
tales of Jdnos Kemtfny and Ern6 Ligeti,

the critical dissertations of Kdroly Molter,

Miklos Krdmer, Gza Tabry, indicated that

the Hungarian language as a medium of crea-

tive and critical expression remained authentic

in new Transylvania. Hungarian literary

regionalism in Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia
seemed less rich. One of the characteristic

features of recent Hungarian literature has

been a rather abundant translation of foreign

works; . Arpdd T6th, Lorincz Szab6, G6za

Kepes, Gyorgy R6nay, Gyorgy Faludy, and

others, with varied ability and poetic sensi-

bility, have reproduced in Hungarian the

choicest works of Western Europe and

America, ancient and modern alike. In the late

igth century Jdnos Csengeri, Antal Racl6,

Kdroly Szdsz, and B61a VikAr excelled in this

field.

In Hungary proper as well as in the Suc-

cession States, especially since 1918, the eco-

nomic lot of the literati has been anything but

enviable. The merciless and frantic logic of

poverty offset a great many creative dreams. It

was hard to expect writers to have a "healthy"
view of life when the disastrous and desolate

conditions of their environment ridiculed

their private visions. There were scores of

"one book" writers and "splendid promises"
in modern Hungary and in the Succession

States. Nevertheless it is remarkable that they
were able to produce as much as they did.

Literary work did not necessarily enhance

their reputation. The Hungarian spirit, im-

bued with sorrow, is not decadent in its es-

sence; it is on the contrary vital, chiefly in its

indignation and tenderness. But one cannot

dismiss from the discussion of Hungarian
writers and poets the political and historical

intangibles that affect them, and the political,

social, and economic tangibles that occupied
too much of their energies. The creative in-

stinct that knows how to eliminate unneces-

sary interferences has its limits; the pressure of

political unfairness and poverty almost con-

stant in the past two decades has been apt to

destroy the aesthetic zest of very able men and
women and compel them to find other ob-

jectives in life in order to remain alive.

See: Zs. Beothy, Magyar irodalomtortdnet

(1900); A. Polignac, Notes sur la literature
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hongroise (1900); J. Kont, Geschichtc der

ungarischen Literatur (1906); Fr. Riedl, A

History of Hungarian Literature (1906); H.

Horvdth, Neue ungarische Lyrik (1918); R.

Gragger, Bibliographia Hungariae (1923); B.

Bartok, Hungarian Folk Music (1931); K. Viski,

Hungarian Peasant Customs (1932); J. Pinter,

Magyar irodalomtortdnet (1935); J. Rem6nyi,

"Hungarian Writers and the Tragic Sense/'

Books Abroad, XIV (1940), 361-364.

J. R.

Hurban Vajanskf, Svetozdr (1847-1916, Slovak

poet and novelist), was, after Hviezdoslav (q.v.)>

the leading literary figure of Slovakia in the

later igth century. He was the son of the

patriot and writer Jozef Miloslav Hurban

(1817-1888). He was born at Hlbokd, practiced
law in different Slovak towns, and later be-

came a journalist and editor. He was fre-

quently fined and even imprisoned by the

Magyar authorities. He died in Turfcansky

Svaty Martin.

Hurban inherited from his father, an as-

sociate of L'udevft Stiir, founder of the new
Slovak literary language, a strong Slovak na-

tionalism which led him to criticize the Czechs

as "Westerners" who had abandoned the true

Slavic character, Hurban hoped that the libera-

tion of his nation from the Magyar yoke would

be accomplished by Russia. His literary affilia-

tions were largely Russian, especially with

Russian B>ronism and with Turgenev (q.v.)

and Goncharov. As a poet Hurban remained

in the tradition of Byronic romanticism. A
collection entitled Tatry a more (1880; The
Tatra Mountains and the Sea) expressed his

love of Slovakia and her natural beauties as

well as his hatred of the Magyar oppressors.
In his later poetry (e.g., VerSe, 1890, Verse)
Hurban shows the influence of the Czech poet

Vrchlicky (q.v.): his style has become more
rhetorical and decorative. But Hurban Vajan

sk^'s prose is far superior to his poetry. His

stories and novels give an excellent though
somewhat idealized picture of Slovak society,

in the style of a moderate realism. Hurban

Vajanskf depicts the Slovak landed gentry

especially in very favorable colors, since he

put all hopes of a national regeneration in

this class. The titles of his principal novels

are: Letiace tiene (1883; Flying Shadows),
Suchd ratolest (1883; The Dry Branch), and
KoreA a vyhonky (1895-1896; The Root and

the Shoots). Hurban Vajanskf also wrote

travel books, reminiscences, and much political

and literary journalism, which secured him
the position of a leading man of letters in his

nation for many decades.

See: A. Pra&k, Studentskd Uta S. H. Vajan-
skJho (1925); A. Mrz, Svetozdr Hurban Vajan-

sky (1926).

R. W.

Huysmans, Joris Karl (pseud, of Charles Marie -

Georges Huysmans, 1848-1907, French novelist

and art critic), was born in Paris. He was
descended from Dutch painters through his

father and from middle-class Burgundians
through his mother. In 1866 he became a civil

servant at the Ministry of the Interior and
remained a ''model government officer" until

1898. The only true events in his life are those

of his literary achievements, the object of his

constant concern, and his reconversion to

Catholicism in 1892. With the latter are con-

nected his various sojourns in Benedictine

monasteries, particularly at Igny ("Notre-
Dame de 1'Atre" in En route) and Ligug ("Val
des saints" in L'Oblat). Apart from a few short

journeys taken with his novels in view, he
remained a confirmed Parisian (e.g., Croquis
parisiens, 1880) deeply rooted in the Saint-

Sulpice quarter of the capital which is in-

separable from his novels. After the Drageoir
aux epices (1874), in which Banville found
him able "to depict by means of harmony and

rhythm," he joined the naturalists and con-

tributed "Sac au dos" to the Les Soirdes de
Mddan (1880). To this period belong Marthe;
histoire d'une fille (1876), on the houses of

prostitution; Les Soeurs Vatard (1879), on 'he

low life of women book stitchers; En manage
(1881), relating the pitiful love affairs of drab

characters soon stifled by the social structure;

A vaii'l'eau (1882; Eng. tr., Downstream, n.d.);

and En rade (not published before 1887).

During this phase Huysmans adhered faith-

fully to the naturalists' creed as put forth in

his apology (1876) of Zola (q.v.) which, how-

ever, brushed aside the latter's political and
scientific preoccupations. On the other hand,
he acknowledged Gautier, Flaubert (q-v.)> the

Goncourts (q.v.), and later Barbey d'Aurevilly

(q.v.) as his masters in style. In L'Art moderne

(1883), his collected "Salons," Huysmans

opened up new art vistas, extolled impression-

ism, and, as later in Certains (1889), praised
the genius of Degas, Renoir, Whistler, and
others through keen analyses and lively de-

scriptions giving proof of an original, inquisi-

tive flair.

In 1884 A rebours (Eng, tr., Against the

Grain, with introduction by Havelock Ellis,

1922) came as a thunderbolt. In this "minute

panorama" (preface to the 1903 edition), richly
colored and fashioned like a Persian carpet, he
remained far from Baudelaire (q.v.) though
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claiming him for his master. His hero, Des

Esseintes, whose traits were borrowed from

Ludwig II of Bavaria, Robert de Montesquiou,
and the author himself, disgusted with his

times and his own personality, vainly tries to

find a reason to live and a new orientation by

searching art and literature. Huysmans's use of

"artifice" in this work as a specific for disgust

inspired Oscar Wilde in the writing of The
Picture of Dorian Gray. In A rebours Huys-
mans does for the Latin writers of the dec-

adence and for the new French poets, Cor-

bi6re, Mallarm, (qq.v.), et al. f what in UArt
moderne he had done for the impressionists.
Zola upbraided Huysmans bitterly for his be-

trayal of naturalism, but the enthusiastic

symbolists opened wide the Revue inddpen-
dante to him and Barbey's famous review of

the book remains an important document for

historians of the modern French novel. All the

tendencies and "intellectual atmosphere of

that period" were embodied in Huysmans's

masterpiece, the source of all his future novels

(preface to the 1903 edition).

Ld-Bas (1891; Eng. tr., Down There, 1924),

concerning black magic from the Middle Ages
to our day, preceded the Catholic tetralogy

comprising En route (1895; Eng. tr., 1896),

which caused many conversions to Catholicism;

La Cathedra le (1898; Eng. tr., The Cathedral,

1898), on the Christian symbology at Chartres;

LOblat (1903; Eng. tr., Oblate, 1924), on litur-

gy; and Les Foules de Lourdes (1905; Eng. tr.,

Crowds of Lourdes, 1925). To the end Huys-
mans prided himself on remaining true to the

descriptive, naturalistic method, apparent in

Sainte Lydwine de Schiedam (1901; Eng. tr.,

1923). He has created a single but famous type

bearing in turn the names of Folantin, Des

Esseintes, and Durtal, whose main prototype
was himself, with his hypersensitivity, pessi-

mism, harsh humor, devotion to art, and

genuine religious convictions (see his auto-

biography signed A. Meunier in Les Hommes
d'aujourd'hui No. 263, 1885). His hero anath-

ematizes what sickens, irks, or scandalizes

him with crude, coarse words, in a highly
colored, intricate style teeming with pictur-

esque treasure troves, and by his "syntactic

irony." He enjoys bringing into relief the

oddities, sins, and absurdities of the quaint
characters for whom he kept on the lookout.

Paul Valdry said of Huysmans in VarittA II:

"He ha^ revealed to many a reader the exist-

ence of a hidden, exceptional art, and he de-

rived from mysticism and occultism ... a

somewhat precious literary matter."

See: Havelock Ellis, Affirmations (1898);

Barbey d'Aurevilly, Le Roman contemporain

(1902); James Huneker, "The Pessimist's Prog-
ress: J.-K. Huysmans," North American Re-

view, CLXXXVI (1907), 41-54; L. Descaves,

introduction and postfaces in Huysmans,
(Euvres completes (1928-1934); R. Dumcsnil,
La Publication d'En route (1931); Fr. Leftvre,

Entretiens sur J.-K. Huysmans (1931). There
is a Soctetd J.-K. Huysmans.

M. M.

Hviezdoslav (pseud, of Pavol OrszAgh, 1849-

1921, Slovak poet), was the most prominent
Slovak verse writer of the later igth century.
He was born at VySnf Kubfn (in the district of

Orava), studied law, was a district judge for

some time, and then practiced law in different

Slovak towns. He became a member of the

first National Assembly after the founding of

the Czechoslovak republic. He died in his

native village.

Hviezdoslav was fundamentally a romantic

in his love for the simple people and the

beauties of Slovak nature. In distinction from
the usual Slovak verse of the time, however,
his did not imitate the style of folk poetry;
he developed a highly literary and decorative

manner which represents an analogue to the

diction of Vrchlick^ (q.v.) and Cech (q.v.) in

contemporary Czech writing. Hviezdoslav

introduced the most difficult stanzaic forms of

the West into Slovak and translated much great

foreign poetry into excellent Slovak verse. Ver-

sions of Shakespeare's Hamlet and A Mid-
summer Night's Dream, Madach's The Trag-

edy of Man, Pushkin's Boris Godunov, as well

as excerpts from Goethe represent a solid

achievement which demonstrated that Slovak

could be used for the most sublime flights of

the imagination. Hviezdoslav also wrote much

poetry drawn from Old Testament subjects:

two epical poems, Agar (1883) and Rdchel

(1891), and a verse drama, Herodes a Herodias

(1909). In spite of these systematic moves to es-

cape provincialism in subject matter and form,

Hviezdoslav remained an ardent Slovak patriot
who strongly believed in the common people
and democracy. This democratic outlook made
him sympathetic to the Czechs, and he hailed

the union of the Czechs and Slovaks after

1918 with genuine enthusiasm. All told, his

best work is in the poems with Slovak settings.

Hdjnikova zena (1886; The Gamekeeper's
Wife) is a simple story of a gamekeeper's wife

who shoots the son of her master when he

forces his attentions on her and who then pays
with temporary madness. A versified family
chronicle, Eio Vlkolinsky (1890), and its con-

tinuation, Gdbor Vlkolinsky (1899), depict the

regeneration by peasant blood of a gentry
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family and give a vivid picture of Slovak

country life. Here Hviezdoslav's power of ob-

servation and description, his sonorous verse,

his love for his people, have full play and

compensate for a lack of deeper powers of

characterization or more original handling of

ideas and forms.

See: P. Bujndk, P. Orszdgh-Hviezdoslav

R. W.

Ibsen, Henrik (1828-1906, Norwegian drama-

tist and poet), was born in the small town of

Skien, in southeastern Norway, of wealthy
merchant parents. When he was eight years

old, however, his father went bankrupt, and
before he was 16 he was apprenticed to a

pharmacist in the still smaller town of Grim-

stad, where he worked for more than six

years. He had high ambitions, prepared him-

self for the university, and went to Christiania

in 1850 in order to take his entrance exami-

nations, but did not finish them. When, later

in life, he had a doctor's degree, it was an

honorary title granted him by the University
of Uppsala in 1877.

The characteristic qualities observable in

him in his childhood and youth are a vivid

sensitiveness and a rebellions mind. Ibsen was

early drawn to literary production and tried

his hand at many literary forms poems,
novels, dramas imitating authors of different

styles but at the same time strongly self-

assertive, endeavoring to protect himself

against the pressure of surroundings and sat-

irizing them. He felt his efforts toward mental

liberation strengthened by the revolutions of

1848 and in the winter of 1848-1849 wrote

the first work that revealed something of his

deepest tendencies, the drama Catiline. This

glorifies the fight of a rebel, and the reason

for Catiline's defeat is sought in his failure to

keep faith with himself, in the betrayal of

his own true personality.
Catiline was published anonymously in

1850, but without the slightest success. An
opposition weekly on which Ibsen was collab-

orating during the next year, still anony-

mously, had no more success. He was happy
to be called as a stage manager to the new

Norwegian theatre established at Bergen in

1850 for the purpose of liberating the theatri-

cal art from the Danish traditions, and he

worked there for six years (1851-1857). Later

he was called as a director for the Norwegian
theatre at Christiania, set up with the same

program, and there he worked for five years
until the theatre went bankrupt (1862).

Meanwhile he had published, now under

his own name, three new dramas, all of them

complying with the demand of the age for

reviving national traditions. But he felt ever

more unhappy in all this "servant's work" and
at last rebelled. In 1862 was published his

first modern drama, Kaerlighedens komedie

(The Comedy of Love), satirizing the con

temporary conventions of betrothal and mar-

riage and thereby scandalizing bourgeois

society. The next year he used a theme of

history as a call to his nation for truly na
tional action in the drama Kongs-emnerne
(1863; The Pretenders). But he felt he could

not write in full freedom as long as he stayed
at home, and in the spring of 1864 he left

Norway and went to Rome.
Ibsen remained abroad until 1891, making

only short visits to Norway in 1874 and 1885.

He was not assimilated in any way by the

foreign countries where he lived during all

those years, mostly Italy and Germany. His

need was to keep free of all influences and

pressures that might tend to suppress his

mental independence, and the works he sent

home from abroad were belligerent dramas
intended to raise his nation to moral truth

and freedom. He devoted his life to drama-

turgical authorship with a singular perti

nacity, feeling that the drama form was the

natural expression of battles within himself.

The volcanic drama Brand (1866), with its

transcendental ethical demand for faithful-

ness to the mission of providence, stirred pro-

foundly the whole Scandinavian world and
made Ibsen the moral prophet of these na-

tions. The Norwegian state authorities

honored him by an annual stipend like that

given to Bjornson (q.v.). In the next year, 1867,

was published the counterpart of Brand, the

fanciful satire of moral faithlessness and self

betrayal, Peer Gynt. This character was

pictured as the Norwegian type, and the work
was received with both anger and enthusiasm

combined. And in a merry comedy, De ungc*
forbund (1869; The League of Youth), he

pictured a Peer Gynt in politics, representing
the traits of several Norwegian politicians.

In an interval after these plays there was

published a selection of his poems (Digle, 1871 ;

Poems) and a philosophical double drama,

Kejser og Galilaer (1873; Emperor and Gali-

lean), in which Ibsen tried to clarify his own
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ideas about the future, in a dialectical way

predicting a kind of unity between paganism
and Christianity which virtually amounted to

a demand for personal moral unity.
Then followed, from 1877 on t^le ncw ser *es

of combat dramas which at once won world

fame for him. They continued what Bjornson
had begun in 1875, but with still more dra-

matic energy and consistency, one work after

the other attacking the moral conventions of

modern society. In Samfundets stotter (1877;
The Pillars of Society) Ibsen presented the

businessman who betrayed his love and him-

self for wealth and social power. Et dukkehjem

(1879; A Doll's House) showed the falseness of

a marriage that did not rest upon true com-

radeship. In Gengangere (1881; Ghosts) he

pictured the tragic consequences of a marriage
enforced by social considerations, not by love.

The comedy En folkefiende (1882; An Enemy
of the People) satirized gaily all the people
who did not want to listen to truth that came
athwart their personal interests. All these

dramas were brilliantly constructed, virtually

on the same plan as the Greek tragedies, rush-

ing direct into the catastrophe. They were per-
formed in innumerable theatres and in many
languages all over the world, and everywhere

they roused heated discussions by virtue of

their appeal to the conscience of every indi-

vidual. At the same time they were profound
psychological studies, deeply searching into

the secret forces of man's character. In fact, the

deepest craving of Ibsen was the moral

honesty of man toward himself, and his dramas
more and more became purely psychological,

seeking the battle and the victory within the

souls of man. Such above all were Vildanden

(1884; The Wild Duck), Rosmersholm (1886),
Hedda Gabler (1890), certainly eminent crea-

tions of dramatic authorship, the favorite

plays of the greatest actors and actresses.

In 1891 Ibsen returned to Norway and re-

mained at Christiania until his death. Here he
wrote a series of dramas of a more introspec-
tive nature and finished his life work by what
he called a dramatical epilogue, Nar vi dode

v&gner (1899; When We Dead Awaken), a final

account of his whole authorship, charging him-

self with having devoted all his efforts to

aesthetical production instead of direct action

and thus failing himself to appreciate the far-

reaching moral effects of his literary works.

His nation and the whole world felt the im-

pact of his insistence upon new moral values

and what he himself called the moving of

mental boundaries. Ibsen's works have been
translated into the principal European lan-

guages and into Japanese; an English edition

of his collected works by William Archer was

published 1906-1912.
See: H. Jaeger, Ibsen (1888; Eng. tr., 1890);

G. Brandes, Ibsen (1898, in Danish); Ibsen,

Breve, ed. by H. Koht and J. Elias (2 vols.,

1904); E. Gosse, Ibsen (1907, in English); R.

Wocrner, Ibsen, 2d ed. (2 vols., 1912, in

German); Ibsen, Samlede verker; hundredrs-

utgave, ed. by F. Bull, H. Koht, and D. A. Seip

(1928-); H. Koht, Henrik Ibsen (2 vols., 1928-

1929; Eng. tr., 1931); A. E. Zucker, Ibsen, the

Master Builder (1929).
H. K.

Icelandic literature. As in no other Germanic

country, tradition in Icelandic literature is un-

broken, from the time of the Eddie poems

(800-1200) and the sagas (igth century) to the

present day. From the time of the settlement

of the island (874) there is no break in the

language; hence people, even children, read

the Eddas and sagas with little more difficulty

than the daily newspaper. Modern poets still

compose their poems according to the allitera-

tive rules valid in Eddie poetry and Beowulf,

and the saga style is much in evidence in popu
lar literature. Even the heroic spirit of the

sagas, though sorely beset through the ages by
the church on the one hand and by escapist

French romances in prose and in rhyme

(rimur) on the other, has never quite lost

its hold on the people, and in the romantic

revival of the 1830*8 it flared up with renewed

vigor.
The romantic movement, of Danish-German

origin, had two aspects: admiration for the

golden age of the sagas and hopes and de-

mands for increased political independence of

the country. Both ideas are still potent in

Icelandic literature, though the latter lost its

actuality after 1918, when Iceland gained
national independence. The pioneers of the

romantic movement were Bjarni Th6rarensen

(1786-1841) and J6nas Hallgrimsson (1807-

1845). The tradition was continued by Grimur

Thomsen, Benedikt S. Grondal, Steingrfmur
Thorsteinsson, and Matthias Jochumsson

(qq.v.), who was for half a century the leading

poet of Iceland. The romanticists created a

puristic prose with patterns from the sagas and

from popular speech; this style may be called,

however paradoxically, classical style of the

igth and 20th centuries. Its greatest early

monuments were Sveinbjorn Egilsson's trans-

lations of the Iliad and the Odyssey, J6n
Arnason's fslenzkar pjddsogur og afintyri

(1862-1864; Eng. tr., Icelandic Legends, 2 vols.,

1864-1866), and J6n Th6roddsen's novels

Piltur og sttilka (1850; Eng. tr., Lad and Lass,
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1890) and Madur og kona (1876; Man and

Wife). Though partly idyllic, these abound,

too, in humorous characters. Th6roddsen
wrote under the influence of Scott. The play-

wright IndriSi Einarsson (1851-1939) wrote

romantic and realistic dramas and worked

indefatigably for the stage in Reykjavik.
Under the influence of Georg Brandes (q.v.)

Icelandic students in Copenhagen inaugurated
a movement of realism with the periodical
VerOandi (1882; The Present). Its individualis-

tic liberalism broke with the narrow funda-

mentalist outlook of the Lutheran State

Church. Social and intellectual criticism

marked its beginnings, and Gcstur Pdlsson

(1852-1891), one of Verdandi's editors, a

brilliant short-story writer, never outgrew this

attitude. But Hannes Hafstein (1861-1922), a

spirited singer of love, life, and liberty, became
a national romantic, and Einar H. Kvaran

(q.v .)
became an apostle of Christian humani-

tarianism and spiritualism after the turn of

the century. Of the realists none were more

important than the Icelandic-Canadian

Stcphan G. Stephansson and porsteinn Er-

lingsson (qq.v.). They had similar views, but

were of different poetic genius: Erlingsson was

a perfectionist in the art of simplicity, while

Stephansson was ornate. Stephansson towers

over most of his contemporaries, not only in

Iceland, but also in Canada.

In the 1870*5 and i88o's Icelanders flocked

to America, especially to Canada, with the

greatest settlement in and near Winnipeg.
Many others besides Stephansson belong to

this group, among them the writer of ad-

venture stories J6hann Magnus Bjarnason

(1867-1945), the humorous poet KristjAn Niels

Julius (1859-1936), the poet and playwright
Guttormur J. Guttormsson (1878-), and the

poetess Jakobfna Johnson (1883-).

In the 1890*5 reaction set in against the more

negative aspects of realism: faith was reborn

in a new form (Kvaran), and nationalism was

reasserted. The leader of nationalism was

Einar Bencdiktsson (q.v.), who ranks with

Stephansson as a poet. He was a progressive
nationalist as well as a natural philosopher,
even a mystic, and a consummate artist. The
two geniuses had deep roots in Old Icelandic

and were at the same time completely modern.

Stephansson was the greater man, Einar

Bencdiktsson the greater artist.

Two farmers emerged as novelists of note,

porgils Gjallandi (pseud, of Jdn StefAnsson,

1851-1915) and GuSmundur FriSjousson (q.v.).

While both began as realists, the latter who
wrote mostly short stories and poetry became

a leading interpreter of the farmer's point of

view as well as a national romanticist. His

style is rich and individualistic. But the great-
est novelist of the first two decades of the

century, except for Kvaran, was J6n Trausti

(q.v.). A progressive national romanticist, he

was the first to depict social changes on a large
canvas (Halla-HeiOarbyld, 4 vols., 1906-1911,
Halla and the Heath Cottage; Leysing, 1907,

Thaw). Later he wrote romantic historical

novels. His style is uneven, but his characters

are full blooded and sound. Apart from the

others stands the Catholic J6n Svenson (q.v.),

who went to France, became a Jesuit, and later

was one of the most important writers of

youth literature in Catholic Europe.
At the turn of the century Icelandic writers

were shifting their interest from social, na-

tional, and political progress to concern with

their art, themselves, and man's soul as well

as man's dreams. Nationalism remained, to be

sure, but it took the form of devotion to folk

poetry and folklore and, later, of scrutiny of

the national character. In this neo-romantic

movement French "decadent" tendencies were

mixed with Nietzsche's (q.v.) ideas about the

genius and the superman. The movement

gained momentum in the first two decades of

the century. Among the first to reflect the new
tendencies were Guffmundur GuSmundsson

(1874-1919) and Hulda (pseud, of Unnur
Benediktsd6ttir, 1881-), lyric poets, the latter

more recently a romantic novelist.

A group of writers wrote in Danish to win
a wider public. They were led by the gifted

playwright J6hann Sigurj6nsson (q.v.), whose

tragedy Fjalla-Eyvindur (1912; Eng. tr.,

Eyvind of the Hills, 1916) instantly won

European acclaim. The lyric poet J6nas

GuSlaugsson (1887-1916) wrote some short

stories as well. GuOmundur Kamban (q.v.)

turned cosmopolitan social critic in the 1920*8,

but returned to Icelandic subjects in the

1930'$. Gunnar Gunnarsson (q.v.) has been

strictly loyal to his homeland in choice of

subjects. After a romantic start, he wrote

somber problem novels during the First World
War. But in the post-war period he expressed
his faith in the race in a scries of autobio-

graphical and historical novels which have
won him a European reputation.
Meanwhile there appeared in Iceland the

realistic and humorous poets Jakob Th6raren-

sen (1886-) and Qrn Arnarson (pseud, of

Magnus Stefcinsson, 1884-1942) and the pure
lyric poets SigurSur SigurSsson fril Arnarholti

(1879-1939), Jakob J6hannesson SmAri (1889-),
and Stefdn (SigurSsson) fr Hvftadal (1887-

1933). Under Norwegian influence the last

named wrote some of the most original lyrics
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of the second decade of the century (Songoar

forumannsinns, 1918; The Songs of the Wan-

derer); later he turned Catholic. Important as

a leader of literary opinion was SigurSur
Nordal (fl.f .), essayist and professor of Icelandic

literature since 1918. His exquisite lyric prose

fragments have had few imitators, but his

interpretation of neo-romantic ideals in con-

trast to the reigning humanitarianism and
liberalism (of Kvaran) as well as his revalua-

tion of the Old Icelandic heritage have both

been epoch-making (see the remarkable

synthesis in fslenzk menning, 1942-, Icelandic

Culture).
A new generation of writers, starting under

neo-romantic auspices in the early 1920*5, later

turned modernistic in various ways which per-

haps might be termed neo-realistic. DaviS

Stefdnsson (q.v.) is the most representative and

popular poet of this generation fiery, sensual,

with a considerable strain of folk poetry in his

lyrics. Of late he has also won acclaim as a

novelist and a playwright. Other poets are the

ardent nationalist J6n Magniisson (1896-1944)

(see his Bldskdgar, 1925, Blue Forests), the

fervid socialist J6hannes (J6nasson) xir Kotlum

(1899-) (g lat sem eg soft, 1932, I Pretend to

Sleep) as well as the two perfectionists Tomas
GuOmundsson (1901-) and J6n Helgason

(1899-), who is professor of Old Norse-

Icelandic at the University of Copenhagen.
GuOmundsson, a humorist, also knows how to

endow the commonplace with a romantic tinge

(Fagra verold, 1933; Fair World), while

Helgason, a satirist, also broods in beautiful

verse over his exile and over the rushing away
of this our fleeting life (Ur landsuOri, 1939;
From the South east).

Recent novelists are GuSmundur G. Haga-
lfn, Kristmann GuSmundsson, and Halld6r

Kiljan Laxness (qq.v.). The first two have re-

mained more or less unchanged: Hagalfn excels

in depicting heroes in homespun, not least the

sailors of his home district; GuSmundsson,

writing in Norwegian, is a master of the

modern romance and a consummate story-
teller. Laxness, the most gifted, is the real

creator of present-day literary style, reflecting
the storm and stress of the turbulent modern

age. After a Catholic intermezzo, Laxness
turned socialistic, thus joining a movement of

the leftists that had been launched by the

essayist<p6rbergur p6rSarson (q.v.) with his

Brdf til Ldru (1924; Letter to Laura). p6rSar-
son had also rebelled against the lyrical effu-

sions of his jomantic contemporaries, and
later he was to write a most interesting auto-

biography in which meet the countercurrents

of the sagas and the modern psychological

novel (fslenzkur adall, 1938, Icelandic Nobility;

Ofvitinn, 2 vols., 1940-1941, The Eccentric).

His rich and varicolored writing was a fore-

runner of a new style in direct contrast to

the classic one that had held sway for a

century. But it was the privilege of Laxness

actually to create the new style in his great

novels, beginning with Vefarinn mikli frd

Kasmir (1927; The Great Weaver from Kash-

mir). The impact of his work on his contem

poraries has been such that not only the be-

ginners imitated him, but older men like

Kamban (Skdlholt, 4 vols., 1930-1935; Eng. tr.,

of Vols. I and II, The Virgin of Skalholt, 1935)
and Hagalfn (KrisLrun i Hamravik, 1933) be-

gan to experiment with a new, though
different, style. In the middle 1930*5 there was
also a flocking to the leftist banner among the

younger writers (none of whom is here men-

tioned). A new literary society, publishing the

periodicals Raudir pennar (1935; Red Pens)
and Timarit Mdls og menningar (1940-; The

Journal of Language and Culture), was formed
to propagate their ideas. But in spite of their

communistic ideals, they were also so national-

istic that they published Nordal's fslenzk men-

ning, the greatest work of the national ro-

mantic school. Thus old and new, as always,

clasp hands in present-day Iceland.

See: J. C. Poestion, Isldndische Dichter der

Neuzeit (1897); ^- Hermannsson, Icelandic

Authors of To-day (1913), Vol. VI of Islandica;

R. Beck, ed., Icelandic Lyrics (1930) and Ice-

landic Poems and Stories (1943); G. Finnboga-
son, "Literature," in Thorsteinn Thorsteins-

son, ed., Iceland (3d ed., 1936), pp. 151-176; R.

Beck, "Icelandic Literature [and] Icelandic-

American Literature," in Frederika Blankner,

ed., The History of the Scandinavian Litera-

tures (1938), pp. 231-287, 368-377; S. Einars-

son, "Five Icelandic Novelists," Books Abroad,
XVI (1942), 254-259.

S. E.

Iglesies, Ignasi (1871-1928, Catalonian drama-

tist), brought a new manner to the Catalonian

theatre that of individualistic materialism.

Born in San Andres de Palomar (Barcelona)
of a laboring family, he knew from childhood
the sufferings of this social class, whose repre-
sentatives he glorified in his work; he came to

be known as the "poeta dels humils." Iglesies

began his education in Ldrida, but soon

abandoned his studies in order to dedicate

himself to literature. Still very young, he pro-
duced Fructidor (1897), and L'escorfo (1902;

The Scorpion), works in which one can discern

the influence of Ibsen (q.v.). The struggles of

the workingmen, their economic plight, were
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presented by Iglesies in numerous works,

among which the drama Els veils (1903; The
Old Ones) is outstanding, and enjoyed an

extraordinary success in Barcelona and, trans-

lated into French, in Paris. Lari and La mare
eterna (1902; The Eternal Mother) were

translated into Italian. Another successful

work of Iglesies, also social in nature, is the

drama Les Garces (The Herons). Still other

pieces are: La Rcsclosa (The Canal Lock), in

which the routine concept of morality is com-

bated; El cor el poble (1897; The Heart of the

Humble); Foe nou (New Fire); and the comedy
of manners Girasol (Sunflower). His last pro-
ductions include L'encis de la gloria (The
Charm of Glory) and La liar apagada (The
Cold Hearth). The theatre of Iglesies, while it

represented a novelty in the Catalonia of the

beginning of the 2oth century, seems anti-

quated today. The plot, which is the crux of

his work, is exti'cmely simple, at times even

puerile. His desire for social justice, inspired
to a certain extent by the thesis-plays of the

French theatre, suffers from an exaggerated

ingeniousness and is encumbered, moreover,

by a special form of depressing sentimentality.

See: R. Dario, "Films fe Paris/' Nacidn

(Buenos Aires), May 2, 1912; J. Bernat i

Duran, Historia del teatro en Cataluiia y
Valencia (1924); R. Tasis i Marca, La litera-

tura catalana moderna (1937).

J. M. M. i V.

Ignotus (pseud, of Hugo Veigelsberg, 1869-,

Hungarian critic, poet, publicist) was born in

Budapest. Son of a noted journalist, he grew

up in intellectual surroundings. He contrib-

uted to A Hdt (The Week), a literary weekly

published and edited by the poet J6zsef Kiss

(q.v.); he wrote political articles and essays for

Vilag (World), a radical daily, and for its suc-

cessor, Magyar Hirlap (Hungarian Journal).

Nyugat (West) was established in 1908; Ignotus
was one of the editors, and later editor in chief,

of this literary periodical. Nyugat was con-

sidered a rebellious literary publication by the

conservatives and by those who lacked ability,

and in many respects it did attack static views,

In 1919 Ignotus became a political refugee;
since then he has sought shelter in Rumania

(Transylvania), Czechoslovakia, Austria, and

finally America. He arrived in New York in

1941.
The place of Ignotus in modern Hungarian

literature is unique. His name is synonymous
with critical mobility; he considered eclectic

insight indispensable for the proper under-

standing of creative work and insisted upon
the freedom of creative expression. He ac-

cepted the right of the poet and the writer to

remain true to his own manner or mannerisms;
since his own Hungarian was not sufficiently
consistent with certain traditions of the Hun-

garian language, he was unyielding in his view
that style is inevitably personal and that

verbal idiosyncracies or innovations, if artisti-

cally exciting, do not constitute an aesthetic

crime. Through the creative spirit he en-

deavored to find that freedom of man to which
the whole of humanity is entitled and that

human dignity. Therefore while he excluded

politics from literature, his literary abilities

were used to serve politics when progress as he

understood it was being furthered.

His critical jottings, aphorisms, and elu-

cidations show wit, knowledge, cultured sensi-

bility, liveliness, universality. Olvasds kozben

(1902; While Reading), Kiserletek (1909; Ex-

periments), and other critical or reflective writ-

ings of Ignotus have a pioneering significance
in Hungarian literature; his Vdltozatoh a G
huron (1907; Variations on a G String) unfold

a soul unwilling to compromise with drudgery,
dullness, stupidity, pettiness, and conceit. His

poems arid stories are authentic expressions of

a creative spirit; wisdom, feeling, and delight
are reflected with urbane sophistication and a

somewhat distraught sensitiveness. Ignotus
was always a conscientious craftsman, but his

own phrasing was often somewhat involved. As
a crusader of good literature, he helped many
Hungarian writers and poets to become recog-
nized. The aesthetics of Ignotus were really

the ethics of a very gifted critic, poet, and

literary editor.

J. R.

Ilf, Ilya Arnoldovich (pseud, of Ilya Arnoldo-

vich Fainzilber, 1897-1937, Russian humorist

and journalist), was born in Odessa; his father

was a Jewish white-collar worker. The son re-

ceived a technical education and for a time

tried various occupations. Reaching Moscow
after the Revolution, Ilf became connected

with different satiric magazines. A chance sug-

gestion made by Valentin Katayev (q.v.) began
the well-known collaboration of Ilf with

Petrov (q.v .), Katayev's brother. Together they
wrote Dvenadtsat stulyev (1928; Eng. tr.,

Diamonds to Sit On, 1930), a picaresque novel

of the adventures of some would-be "capi-
talists" who seek the diamonds hidden in one
of 12 chairs. The plot gives the authors excel-

lent opportunities to poke fun at the various

weaknesses of socialist society. The novel ends
with the murder of Ostap Bender, "the great
combinator," and the revelation that the

secret had already been discovered and the
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diamonds used to build a workers* club. In

Zolotoi telyonok (1933; Eng. tr., The Little

Golden Calf, 1932) a resurrected Ostap leads a

band of lesser crooks in pursuit of the millions

mulcted from Soviet enterprises by another

representative of private initiative. The in-

genious Bender succeeds, but discovers that

money has no power in a socialist state. Here,
the vignettes of various types are equally amus-

ing, but the plot is firmer, and the under
current of serious satire is more noticeable.

After their first novel, llf and Petrov wrote and
traveled together. A trip to the United States

resulted in Odnoetazhnaya Amerika (1937;

Eng. tr., Little Golden America, 1937); li *s the

work of experienced observers, but its chief

interest for us is in its point of view. The two
friends also contributed short stories and
feuilletons to Pravda and the humorous maga-
zines, using many pseudonyms including
Fyodor Tolstoyevski. The best of these short

pieces may be found in Kak sozdavalsya Robin-
zon 0933' How Robinson Was Created),

Chudesnyie gosti (1935; Wonderful Guests),
and Tonya (1937; Tonya). As in the novels,
the targets for satire are vulgarity, pettiness,

greed, hostility to the Soviet state, and

bureaucracy; but there is less humor, and the
attacks are often direct. With Petrov and
Katayev, llf collaborated in a scenario and
wrote Bogataya nevesta (1936; The Rich

Bride), a satiric comedy on an old subject in

a new setting. After Ilf's death from tuber-

culosis, Petrov published his friend's notes

(Zapisnyie knhhki, 1939; Notebooks), adding
an illuminating preface.

See: "llf," in Literaturnaya entsiklopediya,
Vol. IV (1930); obituary notices in Litera-

turnaya gazeta, April 15, 1937; L. Levin,
"Zametki o satiricheskoi proze," Molodaya
guardiya, 1939, No. 9, pp. 151-158.

P. A. P.

ty Vojislav J. (1862-1894, Serb poet), son of
the renowned poet Jovan Ili, had many edu-
cational advantages in his father's home in

Belgrade, but he was difficult and unadaptable.
Later, as a civil servant, he was still undisci-

plined, and his career was often interrupted
by his instability as well as by his fierce

opposition to Serbian administrative au-
thorities.

\\\t wrote a certain amount of prose (notably
Shakespeare-ov Koriolan, 1882, Shakespeare's
Coriolanus; Shakespeare i Bacon, 1883,

Shakespeare and Bacon), but he is important
chiefly as a poet. He started in early youth,
and a first volume, Pesme (Poems), appeared
in 1887, followed by a second volume in

posthumous collections of his verse were pub-
lished in 1907 and 1909. Jlici broke away, or

intended to break away and sometimes did,
from romantic conventions both of form and
substance; he hated pathos, rhetoric, and sub-

jectivity and tried to make his poems as im-

personal, pure, and serene as fine sculpture.
He turned to remote countries and above all

to classical antiquity whose beauty he deeply
felt. He is indeed in some moods a modern
classicist and treated such themes as Pythia,
the death of Pericles, the Argonauts. He also

produced, however, quite subjective, freedom-

inspired patriotic ballads and romances. His

visual and auditory perceptiveness was excep-
tional; his poems abound in images and musi-

cal effects. Had he lived longer his work

might have been of an incomparable variety
and richness. The harmony between idea and
form in Ilid's best poems is absolute. His art

has not been surpassed in Serbia, and he has

had a profound influence upon Serb poets.
See: L. Nedi, In novije srpske lirike (1893);

J. Skerlte, Vojislav J. llic (1907).

P. A

Ittakowicz, Kazimiera (1892-, Polish poet), was
born in Wilno of good Polish-Lithuanian

gentry stock and reared, after the early death

of both parents, by the family of the Counts

Plater-Zyberk. Despite her aristocratic up-

bringing, she was attracted during her student

days at the Jagiellonian University (Cracow) to

socialism. After finishing her formal educa-

tion at Oxford, she served as a nurse at the

Russian front in the Firsl World War, and
from this experience came the passionately
humanitarian verses of Trzy struny (1917;
'Three Strings). From 1918 to 1926 she was a

clerk in the Foreign Office of the new Polish

government, and after the May coup (1926),

private secretary to Marshal Pilsudski.

Ittakowicz strikes in poetry the same note

brought by Pilsudski himself to politics: the

warm, romantic, expansive, land-loving spirit
of the Border gentry. She is a superb lyricist,

and whatever shortcomings her poetry may
possess are due to carelessness and haste rather

than to any lack of the poetic gift. Of her

many published volumes, the following should
be noted: Rymy dzieci$ce (1923; Childlike

Rhymes), charming and whimsical verses

written for her nieces; Placzqcy ptak (1927;

Weeping Bird); Z gtfbi serca (1928; From the

Heart's Depth); Popidt i perly (1930; Ashes
and Pearls); Ballady bohaterskie (193/1; Heroic

Ballads); and Wesole wierszyki (1934; Gay
Little Verses), a new collection of children's

rhymes. In 1939 Ittakowicz won wide notoriety
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with her Scieika obok drogi (A Lane alongside
the Highroad), an intimate, personal memoir
of Marshal Piisudski. The Second World War
found her in Hungary, employing her time

there in the translation of Hungarian classics.

See: K. Czachowski, Obraz wspolczesnej
literalury polskiej, III (1936), 118-124,695-696;
A. P. Coleman, "Kazimiera Illakowicz," Books

Abroad, XI (1937), 292-294.
A. P. C.

Ilyin, Mikhail Andreyevich, see Osorgin,
Mikhail Andreyevich.

lorga, Nicolae (1871-1940, Rumanian his-

torian, literary critic, and statesman), born in

Botojani, studied in Jassy, Paris, Berlin, and

Leipzig, and became a professor of world his-

tory at the University of Bucharest in 1885
and a member of the Rumanian Academy in

1900. He was also the director of the Rumanian
school in Fontenay-aux-Roses near Paris and a

visiting professor at the Sorbonne for several

years. In 1903 he took over the editorship of

Sdrnanatorul (The Sower) and created a liter-

ary movement of national and traditional

character. lorga took part in politics, was a

member of the Chamber of Deputies, and for a

short time premier of Rumania. In 1940 he

was assassinated by Iron Guardists.

Romantic at heart and a historian in his

outlook, lorga glorified the past and empha-
sized the importance of the peasantry. Opposed
to socialism and populism because they preach
class antagonism, he believed he had estab

lished a brand new school of thought. His

"samanatorism" advocated above everything
that the writer should seek inspiration in the

villages, where the aboriginal people with

their lore and poetry have survived all the

vicissitudes of time. Yet the result of this

current was a literature impregnated with

French and other foreign influences, following
a line bordering on Maiorescu's and Dobro

geanu-Gherea's (qq-v.) schools.

lorga was an amazingly prolific writer, and

his historical treatises and published docu-

ments, literary works and collections of politi

cal articles and speeches, pamphlets and trans

lations from world literatures, amount to

almost two thousand titles. He mastered

several languages, was exceptionally versatile

and a spectacular orator. He visited the

United States in 1929; My American Lectures

appeared in English in 1932.

See: S. Mete?, Ce a scris N. lorga (1913).

L. F.

Italian literary criticism (see also Italian litera

ture) is often considered the most significant

contribution of Italy to letters since 1900. An
eminent Austrian scholar, Schlosser, without

nationalistic or political bias, wrote in 1924:

"Italy, cradle of every theory and history of

art, has become as formerly the teacher of the

rest of Europe." Schlosser thinks that only-
future generations will be aware of the im-

portance of the new theories. One may at

least record them now as a special feature of

recent Italian literature, and apart as indeed
the new doctrines more or less require from
the biographies of recent Italian critics.

The dominance of the ideas of Croce (q.v.)

becomes immediately apparent. Not a great
artist, but certainly a great thinker, he is the

hero of this intellectual scene. It is to him that

the new criticism is to be attributed with

proper deference to his forerunners Vico and
De Sanctis (q-v.). Vico and De Sanctis are

brilliantly and thoroughly clarified, revised,

and brought to life by Croce. The termination

of the division between form and content, a

heritage of the classical criticism initiated by
Plato and Aristotle, is the central idea of the

new criticism. In the Vico to Croce sequence,
form and content become one and the same

unique spiritual act.

The consequences of the principle are many,
and here the credit must go entirely to Croce.

A mere list of them is bound to seem scholastic

and mechanical, especially since what is vital

is the spirit. But certain classifiable recommen
dations do become a part of the new canon,

and it is useful to know what they are. Ad
herence to these recommendations can never

by itself make one an expert of the new criti

cism; the critic must, as in the past, be first of

all a man of sensitivity and good taste. The
recommendations may then prevent him from

attacking artificial problems or entering into

futile discussions, in the same way that hy

gienic measures are an aid to the surgeon

against infection even though they will not

teach him how to perform an operation.
Here are the new doctrines, which come

directly from and are explained by the phi

losophy of Croce and especially by his concept
of intuition, (i) A work of art must be con

sidered in terms of its interior significance,

from its auroral birth in the mind of the poet,
not in terms of its final and material results.

No question of success, of money, of fame, of

pleasure, of opportunity, must enter into liter

ary criticism. (2) External to the work of an
are all details concerning the times, the per-
sonal life, or even the psychology of the artist.

The wine of which Carducci (q*v.) wrote is

not the wine he actually drank. (3) The work
of art may be thought of as a historic docu-
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ment, or even as an economic fact, a proper

subject for sermons, a good piece of pedagogy,
an example of patriotism, but these things do

not enter into literary criticism, which must

concern itself only with the aesthetic value.

In this new criticism art is not indifferent to

morality, as in the formula "art for art's sake,"

but pre-existent and therefore independent
of it. (4) The work of art represents an indi-

vidual moment in the life of the spirit, a form

of intuition, and must therefore be studied in

itself, not in connection with works similar in

external forms. In this criticism, literary genres
or forms do not exist. The tragedies of Alfieri,

e.g., are to be studied as a moment in the

history of Alfieri, not Alfieri as a moment in

the history of tragedy. Further, the auto-

biography of Alfieri must be studied in con-

nection with his other works and not with

works similar in subject matter, such as the

autobiographies of Cellini or of Goethe. It is

perfectly futile to ask if a work of art is a

novel or a short story, a lyric or an epic: the

only thing that matters is whether ii possesses
a lyrical feeling, and the nature of this feel

ing. (5) A work of art is a synthesis, i.e., a new
moment of the spirit; and however interesting

it may be to consider separately the elements

which the synthetic act organized in a new
life, this research does not enter into literary

criticism, which therefore does not include any

study on sources, imitations, and influences.

Stones, if they once belonged to an artistic

building, or were even already sculptured or

made ornate, are again stones when used in a

new edifice. (6) Comparison being a general
method of research, so-called comparative
literature is not to be considered as a science ,

apart, but a method to be used in appropriate
cases. Comparisons founded on the "same"

subject are false. The Satan of Dante is not the

Satan of Milton; there is never the "same"

subject under different forms. (7) The ideas

of the poet, and especially what has been
called his "poetics," are a very interesting sub-

ject of study, but cannot be used to determine

what the art of the poet is; on the contrary,
the artist often arrives where he had no in-

tention of going like Tasso, who started writ

ing a heroic religious poem and ended by

writing instead an amorous, sensuous melo-

drama. Sometimes poetics are a hindrance to

lyricism, as in the case of Dante. (8) Since each

author has his own language or technique,

literary criticism consists in showing the indi-

vidual creation, selecting and commenting
upon the special characteristic expressions of

the artist. One of the critics, Giulio Bertoni

(1878-1943), here distinguishes between lingua,

which is language as expression, and /m-

guaggio, which is language as communication.

No history of technique (of sonnets, canzoni,

etc.) is therefore permitted in this literary

criticism; and consequently there are no such

things as schools of poetry. (9) The principal
business of literary criticism is to find the

unifying sentiment which underlies the syn-
thesis. The new critics, therefore, have made

frequent studies on the unity of important
works, but have avoided finding unity in plots,

intrigues, characters, events, and have con-

sistently found it in a certain feeling or tone

(e.g., the unity of Ariosto's Orlando Furioso

lies in the feeling of world harmony, and not

in the war between Saracens and Christians, or

in the love of Ruggero and Bradamante, or in

the folly of Orlando, etc.) (10) The work of the

critic consists in selecting the pure form from
the impure, the living from the dead, in short,

what is real art from what is bombastic, or

pedagogical, or abstract truth from what is

an instant of fatigue or a morality or an arid

moment of the poet, (i i) New experiences and
the development of humanity renovate literary

criticism, which can never be final. In many
cases the real life of the author begins with

his actual death. Every new generation will

have its own interpretation of the past, but

it will not be disconnected from preceding
criticism. Like every scientific work, literary
criticism is similar to a chain. Studies on the

so-called "fortune of an author," therefore,

have been popular with the school of Croce. A
successful example is that of Vittore Branca
on the fortune of Boccaccio's Decameron

(Linee di una storia della critica al "Decame-

rone," 1939). (12) Finally, the consideration of

a work of art as individual unique intuition

makes it impossible to write a history of litera-

ture. A connection between different intui-

tions does not exist, and any effort to establish

it provokes, in the end, a mixture of criticism

with the history of culture or of religion or of

national feeling which is the too obvious de-

fect in De Sanctis's Storia delta letteratura

italiana (2 vols., 1871; Eng. tr., History of
Italian Literature, 1931). A history of literature

can only be conceived in the form of essays
devoted to single authors.

It is easy to see that these tenets run counter
to most of the previous criticism and are highly
antiprofessional. They reduce all criticism to

an aesthetic judgment. It is true that this

aesthetic judgment is a historic one, and
therefore every fact may be useful in its for-

mation, but the preparation of the judgment
is not the judgment itself. Men with little his-

torical preparation, such as De Sanctis by com-
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parison with Carducci, may possess an insight

superior to those with a great deal of such

erudition as is evident in the writings on
Dante by these two critics. It is quality not the

quantity of the documents that is of value.

The new criticism calls for concentration,

brevity, search for unity. Generally all ap-

pearances of erudition vanish, and several of

the best books of this kind have no footnotes.

(See Francesco Gaeta, Salvatore di Giacomo,

1911; Eugenio Donadoni, Antonio Fogazzaro,

1913; Luigi Russo, Salvatore di Giacomo, 1921;

Piero Nardi, Antonio Fogazzaro, 1938.) Some
of these critics even write well, which since

the generation of the 8o's was considered if

not actually a sin, at least a luxury. Some do
not belong to the professional set, except that

they write for newspapers and magazines.
Whatever one may think of this philosophy

of art and of this radical rebuilding of the

house of criticism, it is a historic fact that after

Croce Italian literature has been completely
renewed by these ideas. Little by little at the

beginning, and more rapidly later, partly

through Croce, partly through his disciples,

partly even through those who opposed Croce

but could not help following in his footsteps,
new values enter into the history of literature.

There are new names, new characteristics, new

problems, new answers to old questions, new
shifts of emphasis on authors or periods. These

changes were not the result of the discovery of

fresh facts and the publication of unknown
documents, as was believed by the critics of

historic positivism, but came through the

critical vigor of Croce.

Many have had a part in this movement, but

none perhaps are so outstanding, compared
with the master, as to justify extensive treat-

ment here. The best are those nurtured in the

new atmosphere created by Croce in those uni-

versities where the old system had dominated

(see, e.g., the recollections of a Gentile, q.v.,

in Pisa at the school of D'Ancona, or of a

Casella in Florence at that of Rajna). Eugenio
Donadoni (1870-1924) in his writings on
Foscolo and Fogazzaro (q.v.) and Attilio

Momigliano (q-v.) on Manzoni come first to

mind.
A category apart must be made for those

writers who were influenced by the criticism

of Croce when their minds had already been

somewhat definitely formed along traditional

lines: such men, Vittorio Rossi (1865-1938),
Francesco Flamini (1868-1922), Ernesto Gia-

como Parodi (1862-1923), et al., made adjust-
ments.

Another category could be made up for

those who tried to go beyond Croce. The most

important is certainly Gentile, who insisted on
the unity of the spiritual act against the di-

visions made by Croce between the aesthetic

and the philosophic moments. For Gentile the

work of art is always also a work of thought.
The results of this point of view as seen in

his literary essays of more recent years (on
Dante, Manzoni, Leopardi) show that to

Gentile and likewise to Mario Casella in his

essays on Provencal poets, Dante, and Cer-

vantes the authors under discussion emerge
as if lacking really distinctive personal quali-
ties.

Several trends of course have conflicted with

those of Croce. The most original and at times

successful among these has been that repre-
sented by Renato Serra (q.v .).

For him and his

followers, there are only lyrical fragments in

each work of art. Criticism consists in a sen-

suous reading of these fragments savoring each

chosen word to get its flavor. The tendency
here is to forget the world of the author for

his words; and however much of a display of

virtuosity in analyzing single expressions this

may provide, the final result today seems arid-

ity and boredom.
See: Luigi Russo, "Richtlinien der literari-

schen Kritik und der Literaturgeschichte in

Italien," Deutsche Vierteljahrschrift fur Litera-

turwissenschaft und Geistesgeschichte, X
0932)> 534-547-

G. P.

Italian literature. Between 1860 and 1940
Italian culture has in general followed the

course of European culture. Like the rest of

Europe, Italy adopted the positivistic doc-

trines and the ingenuous religion of science,

with its related agnosticism, which spread over

the continent between 1860 and 1890. Then
came the swift disappointments and the re-

actions of the idealists and the historically
minded at the outset of the soth century

(1890-1914). In Italy as elsewhere the First

World War released an utter confusion of

thought rather than new currents of ideas,

and it would seem that Italy still lies in the

midst of this confusion today. Naturally

enough, European transformations had in

Italy special aspects, national representatives,
and characteristic local problems; though in

communion with Europe, Italy lived her own
intellectual life, as a brief summary will make
abundantly clear.

In 1861 the first kingdom of Italy was

formed, still without Venetia (added in 1866)
and Rome (taken in 1870); it was formed by
virtue of European combinations rather than

by the strength, will, and self-sacrifice of the
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Italians themselves, although they indeed,

since 1848, had given evidence of having at

least a ruling class endowed with a certain

measure of ability and deterlnination. The
rural classes were untouched by the political

movements and intellectual life of the country;
the directing minds (Cavour, Mazzini, Gio-

berti, Manzoni) disappeared; and after a kind

of unity was achieved Italy went through a

period of sadness, mediocrity, turmoil, and

lack of faith. The beneficial effects of unity

began to be felt only with the rising of a new

generation, about 1880.

A French traveler, Hippolyte Taine (q.v.),

who came to the Peninsula to explore his own

country's new political neighbor, thus de-

scribes the atmosphere of Naples in his Voyage
en Italic (1866): "There is the same activity,

the same exuberance, in science and religion
as in politics. . . . German scholarship and
ideas are current, Hegel is widely read, Vra,
his most zealous and most highly reputed in-

terpreter, holds an important professorship.

Spaventa is trying to discover an Italian phi-

losophy, to reveal Gioberti as a kind of Italian

Hegel; national pride enters even the field of

pure speculation. . . . The public, especially
the younger public, is deeply interested in

these investigations. Naples, the home of Vico,

has always had an aptitude for philosophy.
There has recently been a rush to expositions
of the Phenomenology of Hegel. They have no
trouble in translating the special words, the

abstractions, and Heaven knows what these

abstractions are! There are various repercus-
sions. Law studies especially, it is said, are well

done, and carried on in a thoroughly German
manner. The students are still held in by the

formulas and classifications of Hegel, but the .

professors begin to go beyond this, and each in

his own way and following his own tendencies.

Ideas are still vague, nothing is formed, defini-

tions are only beginning."
Intellectual Italy, at the time of the forma-

tion of the kingdom, was indeed Hegelian and
romantic, with a somewhat mechanical Hege-
lianism and a very weary romanticism. As
soon as freedom of the press (which only Pied-

mont had had as early as 1848) opened the

gates to foreign publications, the country was

quickly overrun by the doctrines which were

having their vogue abroad, particularly in

France and Germany: positivism in philoso-

phy, ^ealism in literature, the historical

method in literary criticism. In a weak Italy,
dissatisfied with herself and lacking original
thinkers, European vogues met no serious re-

sistance, and just as the chroniclers of the isth

century wrote at the time when Charles VIII

made his military promenade from the Alps to

Naples, that he "had conquered Italy with

chalk," so it may be said that those doctrines

conquered Italy with "vulgarization pam-
phlets."

It is interesting that the first period of

political unity seems for the time to have de-

prived Italy of any capacity for a literature

with a universal character. In an Italy di-

vided up into little states and oppressed by

foreign nations, Alfieri, Foscolo, Manzoni, and

Leopardi had been European voices; in the

new united Italy the only real poet, Carducci

(q.v.), found no echo, then or later, in foreign
lands. And whereas Italy coming back to life

had aroused enthusiasm in Byron and Hugo,
Italy now restored merely aroused interest

among journalists, suspicions among politi-

cians, and irony among historians; Mommsen
created an epigram about the new Italians

who are like flies born from the putrefaction
of Rome. The Italians themselves were con-

scious of inferiority, and their only desire was
to look abroad, to set up foreign models, to

try to make Italy march with the German

goose step, or dress with sober English elegance,
or sing with the French spirit of raillerie;

everything seemed good, save home products.
The Italians even forgot that they had alto-

gether superior native talents in such men as

the great critic De Sanctis (g.f.); if Anglo-
Saxon nations gave only belated recognition to

De Sanctis (not until 1931 was there an Ameri-

can translation of his chief work), his Italian

contemporaries were prompt to forget or de-

ride him.

So for 20 years people spoke of nothing but

evolution, realism, naturalistic novels, hered-

ity, and physiology; the god of the period
seems to be the "fact." It may be agreed that

facts must be the basis of science and history,
but surely only on condition that they be not

torn from ideas and from life, which confer

upon them value and meaning. What seems

to dominate in this drab period is the cult of

the "little fact" for its own sake. People really

thought that it was enough to put "facts" to-

gether in order to have science, literary history,
and even philosophy. The movement, in litera-

ture, had no eminent leadership in Italy. In a

university thesis devoted to a minute study of

the mediocre polemics of the period, Paul

Arrighi is compelled to discuss the theories in

terms of De Sanctis, an opponent of the cult,

and of Luigi Capuana (q.v.), a vague, mediocre
advocate who variously imitated French books
and articles of uncertain value. The name of

Ardig6, the philosopher of Italian positivism,
is not even mentioned in the thesis, and rightly
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so, because in his meditations Ardig6 never

deigned to take art into consideration.

With the "social-question" emphasis of these

years when verismo was popular, it was as-

sumed that one could really conceive "experi-
mental" novels and poems that were "social

works"; even serious and profound writers

like Verga (q.v.) believed this. What they actu-

ally wrote, to be sure, were pure works of art,

neither scientific nor social; only in some little

impurity, in the better writers' prefaces or

correspondence, can traces of the current mood
be perceived. In connection with these delu

sions, the question of morality in art, or of

"art for art's sake," was debated 30 years after

it had been considered in France, and without

originality; Olindo Guerrini (pseud. Lorenzo

Stecchetti, 1845-1916) published the most

scandalous of his poems, in which one finds, as

in many Italian poets of the period, a taste

reminiscent of Heine for irreverence and senti

mental irony.
Carducci was Italy's only true poet of the

period. He stood indeed for a reaction against
the period, he went counter to the official Italy

of the moment and, at first in proud solitude,

prepared the way for the coming Italian gen-
eration. He revealed and restored tradition; he
was inspired by a powerful patriotic feeling,
he possessed an exact knowledge of every form
of literary art and profound understanding of

every historical period and of innumerable

figures of Italian life. A simple, austere mo-

rality of the common people is voiced in every
one of his verses. He was not a thinker; indeed

he is weaker in his critical writings, where he

attempts to found a literary history of Italy
based on what he supposes to be its three ele-

ments: chivalric, religious, and popular; and
in his respect for documents and painstaking

documentary research he is positively ob-

sequious. Carducci was more of a historian in

his poetry than in his historical writings, a

more profound political student in his dreams
than in his manifestations, now related to the

Masonic mentality, now merely oratorical; he
was more of an educator in his example than

in his often partisan attempts to influence the

school system. All this led to his having as

disciples many Italians who did not follow his

school or belong to the narrow circle of his so-

called students: he was the teacher of the new
Italians in general. Very well known in his

own day through the abundant polemics, his

figure has loomed even larger since his death,
and he still appears far superior to any of his

contemporaries.
Carducci's fundamental creed was paganism

and anticlericalism; from his "Inno a Satana'

to his "Fonti del Clitunno" the anti-Christian

note is ever-present; in this respect Carducci

represented a mood common in his period to

scientists, men of learning, men of letters, and

politicians. Paradoxically the Italians who
were devoting their attention to the Middle

Ages showed a profound antipathy for ideas

that are either medieval or attributed to the

Middle Ages, for asceticism, mysticism, the-

ology, scholasticism, and religious sentiment

in general; from Bartoli to D'Ancona, from

Comparetti to Novati, the Middle Ages are

studied only to find and exalt, as it were, what
is antimedieval or least medieval about them,

namely, the echoes of classicism and paganism.
Dreams and programs of "reconciliation"

between the church and the state, or of

"modernization" of the church, had no prac-
tical outcome, but in their suppressed hopes,

vague idealism, and occasional nostalgia they
had literary consequences. The disturbed con-

sciences of believers, who also felt themselves

to be patriots and were collaborating with the

political organizations of the liberal state, is

sensed in the poetry of the priest Giacomo
Zanella (q.v.) and in the novels of his disciple
Antonio Fogazzaro (q.v.).

Meanwhile, a particularly important if slow

cultural transformation was taking place: the

formation of an everyday language, for every-

day needs and exchanges; and this language
was extending over the entire Peninsula.

Powerful factors in its spread were the school

system, the newspapers, and compulsory mili-

tary service with its attendant scattering of

youthful recruits over all of Italy and the con-

sequent mingling of their dialects.

The reform of the language, which was part
of Manzoni's program, may have been de-

batable in terms of scientific philology. At all

events it brought about (with the support of

the schools and of weeklies with an aesthetic

leaning, which, from the Fanfulla della do-

menica to the Rassegna settimanale, had great

importance in Italy) the adoption of a clear,

simple, modest prose-form. This lasted until

the vogue of D'Annunzio (q.v.), about 1900,

and even then it was only corrupted rather

than destroyed. This reform was a great step
forward and meant that Italy's unity, formed
in a material way by the political and mili-

tary class, was now being cemented in the souls

of the middle classes and the people.
The school system set up by the Casati Law

in 1860 remained generally unchanged until

1923 (when it was fundamentally revised by
the Gentile Reform; see Gentile). Its efficiency,

very high in the secondary schools, very low in

the universities, varied in the elementary
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schools according to the financial means of the

local governments to which it was long en-

trusted, and these means were abundant in

the north and distinctly limited in the south.

The Daneo-Credaro Law of 1910 brought in

state aid everywhere. The effects of liberal-arts

schools in Italy were the creation of a ruling

class with a common cultural foundation

based upon the classics and a satisfactory and

progressive decrease in illiteracy, which in

some regions of Italy ran above 90 per cent in

1860 and now is somewhere around 15 per cent

of the total population.

While the unification of the kingdom led

to a certain unification of prose writing, it

also saw the resurrection of regional and dia-

lectal forms in poetry, in the novel, and in the

artistic consciousness. Even before Italian unity

there had existed great dialectal authors, e.g.,

Meli, Belli, and Porta; but their reading

public was limited to their own regions, and

few Italian histories of literature looked upon
them as artistic writers. With Italian unity the

people of Milan learned to love the creations

of Angelo Musco's (1872-1937) Sicilian theatre,

and the public of Palermo began to listen to

Giacinto Gallina's (1852-1897) Venetian come-

dies. The dialects were modified, and while

the school transformed them or dispersed them

throughout the younger generation, among
the cultured classes they became refined into

forms capable of being understood by all

Italians. Even novels written in the normal

Italian, since realism was in favor, were forced

to reproduce the sonorousness, occasionally the

syntax, and even the words of dialects. The

early short stories of D'Annunzio, the novels

and short stories of Capuana, Deledda, Serao,

Fucini, and Pirandello (qq.v.) are full of local

references. Sicilian syntax makes itself felt in

Verga's novels, and, used as a realistic and

humorous element, lines of dialect make their

appearance in the utterances of certain minor

characters of Fogazzaro; one great Neapolitan

poet, Salvatore Di Giacomo (q.v.), made his

way to public fame through the medium of a

greatly refined and elaborated dialect.

Along with this resumption of regional and

dialectal literature went the intellectual and

publishing activities of the various Italian

centers; in spite of unity, Italy did not become

centralized like France, and each great city

retained, as in Germany, its own character-

istics. One may say that practical matters domi-

nated in Milan, intellectual and artistic things
in Florence, official government work in Rome;
all centers, indeed even extremely small ones,

contributed to maintain that historical Italian

variety which goes back to the time of the

communes and the oligarchic states (signorie).

The first sign of a reaction against realism,

positivism, and the historical method came to

Italy with a current of aestheticism which had

its greatest exponent in Gabriele D'Annunzio.

One may or may not admire his art, but one

cannot deny his enormous influence in Italy,

which could hardly have been so great were

it not related to a national quality, a leaning
toward rhetoric that ever since Humanism had

been very much alive in the Italian upper
classes and had been kept in operation by a

type of education predominantly classical and

Ciceronian in character. D'Annunzio's influ-

ence was not merely literary; it extended to

social and political life, perhaps in inverse

ratio to its artistic originality; the less the

originality, the more the oratory grew and

affected Italian culture. With an amazing
talent for assimilation, a positive genius for

imitation, D'Annunzio drank deep at all

sources of European culture, from L. N.

Tolstoy to Nietzsche (qq-v.). Consequently, he

was appreciated by foreigners far more than

was Carducci, because in his works they found

the flavor of their own countries' creations.

But fundamentally unchanged by whatever he

had acquired from abroad, which never es-

sentially affected his Abruzzian nature, D'An-

nunzio developed within himself a literary

virtuosity almost without precedent, and under

the magic of his words, as under a sirocco wind,

all forms of corruption grew; the national

sentiment degenerated into imperialism, love

into sensuality, ornament into the merely

baroque, music into exhaustion, literary criti

cisin into love of words, war into a passion for

slaughter, politics into dilettantism. His im-

print appeared on every phase of the nation's

life, and his brand was upon men that one

would suppose quite immune to rhetoric, such

as bankers and professional soldiers.

There were no such repercussions in the case

of another, in his way important, Italian poet
of this period, Giovanni Pascoli (q.v.); his

aestheticism (he wanted to turn the poet into

a "little child") started no new movement, his

not very definite sense of the mystery of death

never assumed a really religious form, his po-
litical ideas were limited to borrowing from

Enrico Corradini (q.v.) the nationalistic con-

cept of an Italy that was a proletarian among
the nations.

The time of the reign of King Humbert 1

(1878-1900) had been thoroughout Europe,
and especially in Italy, a period of bad taste:

buildings, paintings, statues, eloquence, dress,

everything was awkward and bourgeois. Then
the wave of aestheticism throughout the cities
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of Italy resulted in a great eagerness to save

from the destruction of the industrial epoch
the buildings that bore some sign of artistic

nobility; and this preoccupation spread to all

fields of human activity. Unfortunately, for a

certain length of time nearly all writers, in

imitation of D'Annunzio, wrote well, that is

to say too well, even when they had nothing to

say.

A resumption of studies of the history of

art is also due to this aesthetic current; the

land of Cennini, Vasari, and Lanzi had allowed

the field to be taken over by the Germans

(Winckelmann), by the English (Ruskin), by
the Americans (Berenson), and even by the

French (Muntz). In the general renewal there

appear a series of writers, some of whom are

artists even with the brush, others simply
historians of art, who have given through their

research and above all through their interpre-
tation of ancient, modern, and ultramodern

art a series of excellent monographs and
theories on artistic method. These range from
Giovanni Morelli's (1816-1891) studies to the

artistic writings of Soffici (q.v.} 9 the keen in-

vestigations of Roberto Longhi (1890-), the

daring explorations of Umberto Boccioni

(1882-1916), and even to the uncertain but

vast syntheses of Lionello Venturi (1885-).

One of the first signs of awakening from the

paralysis which positivism had brought to

Italian thought was the interest of the younger
elements in socialistic doctrines. It is well

known that the Italians favored extreme solu-

tions, including on occasion anarchy (the only
section of the First International to support
Bakunin was the Italian). After the Socialist

Party had made its first conquests, Italy

adopted as her favorite writer Georges Sorel

(q.v.), the theorist of violence as the midwife
of a new social order, whom France had al-

ready relegated to secondary periodicals and
minor publishers. In literature, pink socialism

had an echo only in the modest and gentle
works of Edmondo De Amicis (q*v.).

Young Italians at the beginning of the 2oth

century eagerly set about the task of renewing
culture. This was a period of fervent activity,
of innumerable translations, collections, re-

views, programs, and polemics; it was the

period of the Leonardo, futurism, the Voce,

modernism, of syndicalistic hopes, and of the

first appearance of nationalism. Voices of hope,
of daring, were sometimes indefinite, often

insolent; results did not always come up to the

talk about them, realities did not correspond
to promises, there was much that was vague
and pretentious. But it is certain that Italy in

those years underwent radical and rapid

changes, at the core of which, one may say, was

the importance given to ideas, philosophy, and

religion, in contrast with the negation of these

values which had been characteristic of

positivism.
Of these movements, irregular and confused

but significant and full of promise, the most

talented representative was Giovanni Papini

(q.v.), with his autobiography Un Uomo finito

(1912; Eng. tr., A Man Finished, American

title, The Failure, both 1924). In this one feels

the uncertainty of the period, and the con-

fused aspirations, the spiritual trials some-

times tinctured with dilettantism, of a ro-

mantic soul reaching for the absolute and for-

ever dissatisfied with what it achieves from
moment to moment. Later, after the First

World War, Papini was to write a life of

Christ, less pure from a literary standpoint
than the autobiography of his youth, but

which, with its proclamation of a Catholic

faith in the post-war period of uncertainty,
struck and even astounded the public and was

widely translated all over the world. In other

writings, on occasion rich in content, in po-
lemics, or in research, he played a role, some-

times a leading one, in the renewal of Italian

culture.

Fundamentally related to Papini, whatever

the differences in form, was the sentimental

temper of the youthful poetry of the same

years, which by reason of its character of un-

certainty, nostalgia, reticence, sadness, soli-

tude, fragile style, and opposition to Carducci's

magniloquence and D'Annunzio's open sensu-

ality, was called "crepuscular." The important
names here are Corazzini, Moretti, Palazzeschi,

Gozzano (qq.v.); the last two are the more out-

standing, Palazzeschi with at times a sharp
sense of irony and even malignity, Gozzano
with harmonies of sweet resignation and

nostalgic memories of women.
Futurism was a noisy phenomenon, im-

portant as a sign of the times. Its theories were

far from new; they were gathered together
with no other desire than to start a clamor.

The works to which it gave rise were of vary-

ing worth, and the more serious artists who
were temporarily affiliated with it, such as

Soffici, Palazzeschi, Papini, left it as they had
entered it, without contributing anything to

it or taking anything from it. As evidence of

a desire for an Italy renewed even at the cost

of destroying her entire past, futurism struck

a responsive chord in the new generations. Its

founder, F. T. Marinetti (q.v.), having com-

pleted his task as herald of the catastrophic
times that were to interrupt the peace dating
from 1870, survived like the pagans in Roman
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villages after the triumph of Christianity as

a provincial phenomenon. The war he had

prophesied buried his literary movement,
which now belongs in a museum showcase.

Both futurism, with its revolutionary and

ephemeral vogue of "parole in liberti" ("words
at liberty"), and the group of Voce writers,

with their love for the "fragmentary," con-

tributed to a change observable in contempo-

rary Italian literary prose, a severance from the

classical rhythms which had been kept even

during romanticism and realism. An important
factor in bringing about this change has been

the novels, short stories, and plays of Luigi
Pirandello, who created the most "spoken"
form of prose and dialogue.

In the theatrical field, where two genera-
tions of Italian playwrights had done nothing
but repeat the formulas of the French bour-

geois drama, with a few rare attempts at imitat-

ing Ibsen (q-v.) t the only original Italian figure

is in fact Pirandello. Extremely sensitive to the

duplicities and secretiveness of the human
mind whenever it feels society's eyes fixed

upon it, he constructed on that theme an en-

tire series of plays, sometimes tragic, some-
times fantastic, sometimes baldly ironical.

They are built up with economy of dialogue
and consummate stagecraft; Pirandello is the

only recent Italian theatrical creator whom
foreign audiences have applauded and foreign

playwrights imitated. Sem Benelli (q.v.) has

also been frequently applauded and imitated,

but he brought no original contribution to the

theatre.

Partly contemporary, partly subsequent,
and essentially opposed to what D'Annunzio

represented was the influence of Benedetto

Croce
(<7-t/.).

This influence first emerged in .

the national life in 1903 with the periodical

Critica, which began to appear shortly after

the publication of Croce's now famous Estetica

(first in Atti delV Accademia Pontaniana, 1900;

first published as a volume in 1902). Here
one finds a complement to the political, eco-

nomic, and intellectual renewal which coin-

cides approximately with Victor Emanuel Ill's

accession to the throne (1900) and with the pre-
dominance of the semi-dictator Giolitti. Dur-

ing this period Italy enjoyed an economic pros-

perity never before experienced, felt the

throbbings of a national consciousness at last

full-grown, permitting her to look at for-

eignei s with a feeling of independent pride,
and now developed an intellectual activity in

which she rapidly overtook the contemporary
cultures of Europe and America in the fields

of philosophy and literary and historical

criticism.

No philosopher since the time of Gioberti

has had as much influence in Italy as Croce.

To explain this phenomenon it must be re-

called that this philosopher is also a writer, a

man of letters, that his thought, always of a

controversial and provocative nature, has

reached with originality into the most varied

fields. He has treated not only aesthetics

(practically the only Croce known abroad), but

Marxism and morality, law and economics,

history, political life, offending and favoring

living passions and interests, with immediate

consequences for both individuals and political

parties. Furthermore, in the form of his think-

ing, Croce presses on fearlessly to final con-

clusions, set forth with great lucidity, accom-

panied by interesting anecdotes, quickened by

quips and paradoxes, and fortified by un-

commonly profound learning. In spite of con-

troversies, which have sometimes been ex-

tremely personal, he has displayed great

honesty and impartiality, and it is under-

standable that for years he has been in the

position of a man superior to parties, whose

support was often sought by the most opposed.

Although attacked for his resistance to the war

against Germany and more recently for his

hostility to Fascism, he has maintained his

views and his prestige.

A powerful organizer as well as a thinker,

Croce is to be credited with the most pro-
ductive and truly organic cultural work per-
formed during this period. He is mainly re-

sponsible for two great collections, the

Scrittori italiani and the Classici delta filosofia

moderna (which surpasses, in many respects,

the older and better-known undertaking of the

same nature in Germany).

Among the greatest changes brought about

by Croce has been the revival of the writings
of Francesco De Sanctis, his own immediate

precursor in aesthetic doctrines and literary

criticism. De Sanctis now reappears as a great
historian of the moral and religious life of

the Italian people, the thinker who has drawn
from Vico the fundamental germ of a new
aestheticism, the literary critic who has been

able to make the best use of this aestheticism

to interpret authors and place them in a new

light, the severe, thoughtful educator whose

preoccupation it is to rebuild the character of

the Italians. Editions of his works and studies

of his life multiplied; from De Sanctis all com-

mentators who were really of any account in

the renewal of literary criticism drew their

inspiration, even where they did not actually
follow Croce's leadership (Serra, Gentile, Mo-

migliano, Borgese, qq.v., equally with Giu-

seppe De Robertis, Eugenic Donadoni, 1870-
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1924, Giulio A. Levi, Luigi Russo, 1892-, et

al.).

Of secondary importance, but interesting by
reason of its political implications, was the

vindication of Alfredo Oriani (q.v.), a novelist

and historian whom the generation of posi-

tivism had relegated to comparative obscurity
and who after his death (1909) came to be

regarded as a pioneer by reason of his concept
of the function of aristocracies in national life.

There was also a revival of interest in two

other writers who had lesser historical and

lyrical sense, but greater political precision,
Vilfredo Pareto (q.v.), the economist, and
Gaetano Mosca (1858-1941).

In the educational field, too, there was a

new fervor. The secondary school teachers

were particularly active. Among a very select

minority of these, the criticisms of the agnostic
school made by one of their number (Giovanni

Gentile) had especial effect. From him and his

views on pedagogy there was to spring a com-

plete program of renewal for the schools

which for political reasons could be translated

into action only in 1923, and then only in part.
The fundamental idea of Gentile, that teacher

and pupil are not separate entities and that

learning cannot be poured by the one into the

other but must be a contemporaneous re-

creation in both, was developed in innumer-
able practical applications in the elementary
school, where he wanted religious teaching to

be reintroduced, in the university, made for

professional training, and in the secondary
school, the preparer of men. Gentile later

worked out a system of idealism called "actual-

ism," which clashed, partly for personal and

political reasons, with the ideas of Croce.

The First World War halted or threw into

confusion all movements of higher culture.

During that period the so-called "war of ideas"

became rather a "war against ideas," and, as

was natural, passions perturbed rather than

clarified mental processes. Fascism, which came

immediately after the war, accentuated the

nationalistic note without bringing in any new
doctrines; even the corporative state had had
its precursors in Catholic thought (Giuseppe
Toniolo, 1845-1917).

It is not difficult to relate what Fascism's

effect has been upon culture, because it is

quite similar to that of other totalitarian

regimes. The effects have been of a democratic

nature in the sense that they have been for the

benefit of the greatest number, and not in

terms of quality. Elementary education spread,
to the detriment of higher culture. The

secondary system does not seem to have

suffered unduly. If this period has been with-

out great artistic or philosophical personali-
ties comparable to the ones of earlier periods,

possibly one cannot in good faith blame
Fascism, but only Providence. The cultural

policy of the government, beyond the ever

more strict application of Fascist political

teachings in the schools, in the press, in books,
in official manifestations, was to provide eco-

nomic means for the outward activities of

culture, such as the Fascist-founded Italian

Academy, the multiplication of literary and
dramatic prizes, the distribution of grants and

pensions to writers. The failure of the system
is a matter of historical record, even though,
as happened in a few rare cases, the awards
and pensions were granted to writers of merit

independently of their political views.

The "racial" policy inaugurated in 1939 has

had no immediate consequences in the literary

field, where no writer of the Jewish race had

distinguished himself in recent times (the last

Jewish writer who aroused considerable

interest, but who was deplored by many from

an artistic viewpoint, was Guido da Verona).
In the field of academic culture, on the con-

trary, there were serious losses, because here

the so-called non-Aryans, especially in the

sciences, had many men of value, fully recog-
nized as such by Fascism itself before it adopted
the racial policy. In literary criticism racialism

has cost Italy the loss of the activities of

Attilio Momigliano and Giulio A. Levi,

authors of two of the best works on Manzoni
and Leopardi.
The poetry and literature of the very young-

est writers has not taken on heroic or rhetorical

forms (relegated apparently to journalism and
official speeches); they have preferred delicate

lyricism, have deliberately chosen critical laby-

rinths, as seen in the so-called "Hermetic"

group of poets and critics, gathered in the

periodicals Campo di Marte and Letteratura,

whom one might describe as lineal descendants

of Mallarm and Rimbaud (qq.v.).

A small number of writers left Italy on ac-

count of Fascism, but this emigration had
neither the extent nor the importance of the

one caused by Bolshevism in Russia or by
Nazism in Germany. A single important writer,

Borgese, who after the First World War had
written a very well-received novel, Rub& (1921;

Eng. tr., 1923), came to the United States

where he has published one, nonliterary, work

(Goliath, 1937). Ignazio Silone (q.v.) is a new
writer whose books have had a considerable

success due in some measure perhaps to their

political tendencies.

See: B. Croce, La Letteratura delta nuova
Italia (4 vols., 1914-1915; 5th vol., 1939; 6th
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vol., 1940) and Storia d'ltalia (1928); G.

Prezzolini, La Coltura italiana (1923); L. Russo,

/ Narratori (1923); G. Papini and P. Pancrazi,

Poeti d'oggi (1925; an anthology); B. Crmieux,
Panorama de la litterature italienne contem-

poraine (1928); G. Volpe, L
f
Italia in cammino

(1928); C. Pellizzi, Le Lettere italiane del nostro

secolo (1929); E. Falqui and E. Vittorini,

Scrittori nuovi (1930; an anthology); G.

Mazzoni, L'Ottocento (1934); A. Galletti, //

Novecento (1935); P. Arrighi, Le Vdrisme dans

la prose narrative italienne (1937).

G. P.

Ivanov, Vsevolod Vyacheslanovich (1895 or

1896-, Russian short-story writer, novelist, and

dramatist), is the most colorful of the "fellow

travelers" and a characteristic exponent of the

first decade of Soviet literature, when formless-

ness, local color, extreme outspokenness, and

violent paradox supplanted traditional real-

ism. Like Babel, Ivanov owes his start in litera-

ture to Gorky (q.v.). In its fantastic variety of

experience Ivanov's life tallies with the exotic

originality of his art. He is a Siberian, born in

Lebyazhie on the edge of the Kirghiz steppes.
"Ivanov" is a self-chosen name. His father was

the illegitimate son of a governor general of

Turkestan, and his mother came of mingled
Polish and Kirghiz stock. He ran away from

the village school to join a circus, and later

from an agricultural school, first to wander,
then to work as a clerk in a trading outpost.
From 1912 to 1918 he alternated a winter job
as a typesetter with summer peregrinations;
under the name of Ben Ali Bey he posed as

dervish and fakir; by turns he was sword

swallower, organ-grinder, clown, acrobat,

street singer, wrestler. He almost died of-

typhus, twice he was nearly shot by Red

guerrillas and the Cheka, several times he was

captured by rival armies. Once in Novoni-

kolayevsk he supervised a labor battalion

charged with the burial of 40,000 White
soldiers.

His first poems appeared (1916) in a Siberian

newspaper. Gorky printed his first story, "Po

Irtyshu" (Along the Irtish River), in Letopis

(Chronicle), but rejected the next 20 with the

advice to live and learn more. Ivanov there-

upon took an active part in the Revolution,

making speeches, setting type, writing articles,

even supervising a school, and helping the

Red tJuard defend Omsk from the advancing
Czechs. He managed to reach Petersburg,
where he nearly died of hunger until Gorky
rescued him and installed him in the House
of Scientists. He joined the Serapion Brothers,

a group of young Petersburg writers who

staunchly affirmed art's independence from

political regimentation. His first literary suc-

cess came with Partizany (1922; The Parti-

sans), Siberian civil-war tales, journalistic, un-

inhibited, and powerful. A novel, Bronepoyezd
14-69 (1922; Armored Train 14-69), placed
him in the front rank of Soviet writers and
remains his best-known work. It deals with an

episode of Japanese intervention in Siberia in

1919 and proclaims the ideal of social solidarity
on a plane equivalent to religious martyrdom.
One line became a watchword: "It is for the

sake of truth that our Russia is burning!" It

was given a brilliant production by the Moscow
Art Theatre (1927), thereby marking the

Theatre's successful shift from traditional real-

ism to socialized realism. An American version

was given in New York (1931) and published
in 1933-
Ivanov has since produced more than 25

volumes of tales, novels, and plays, often at the

rate of three or four a year. Among the best

are Tsvctnye vertry (1922; Colorful Winds),

Golubye peski (1923; Blue Sands), Puteshestvie

v stranu kotoroi yeshcho net (1930; Journey to

a Country That Does Not Yet Exist), and
Povesti Brigadira M. M. Sinitsyna (1930; Tales

of Brigadier Sinitsyn). His last major work is

Pokhozhdeniya fakira (1935; Eng. tr., abridged,
The Adventures of a Fakir, 1935), a picaresque

semi-autobiographical novel in which the

fantastic and the commonplace are exuber-

antly mingled. His early depiction of man
"without a soul" is replaced by a more
humanized conception, and his abundant gifts

of humor, observation, and narrative skill are

revealed at their best. Ivanov has miraculously
retained a pristine sense of wonder at life,

unmarked by bitterness. Some passages attain

a rare quality of aerial ease and freedom,

something of a riddle in view of his statement

0934) at a Pan-Soviet literary congress when
he avowed the necessity for Bolshevik "tenden-

tiousness," thereby repudiating his Serapion
affiliation. Little is known of his work in

recent years.

Several early short stories appear in antholo-

gies in English "The Child" (1925),
"
'Meri-

can" (1925), "On the Rails" (1925), "When I

Was a Fakir" (1929), "Unfrozen Water" (1932),
"The Desert of Toub-Koy" (1933).

See: L. M. Polyak and E. B. Trager, "V. V.

Ivanov," in Literatnra XX veha (1934), pp.

134-140; G. Struve, Soviet Russian Literature

(1935)' PP- 27-3 1 -

N. S.

Ivanov, Vyacheslav Ivanovich (1866-, Russian

poet, critic, essayist, and translator), was born
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in Moscow into the family of a government
official. After graduating from the First Mos-
cow Gymnasium, Ivanov spent two years at

the University of Moscow, studying classical

antiquity under Vinogradov and Guerier.

After that he went to Germany, where he

studied under Mommsen in Berlin. During his

university days he became absorbed in the

works of Nietzsche and Vladimir Solovyov

(qq.v.}. In 1895 Ivanov married L. D. Zinov-

yeva-Hannibal, a distant relative of Pushkin,
who made Ivanov conscious of his own poetic

ability. He began publishing verse in 1898.

During the years 1898-1903 the Ivanovs

traveled abroad, visiting London, Athens,

Cairo, and Alexandria. In 1903 he delivered a

series of lectures in Paris on Dionysus. After

they had returned to Russia, the Ivanovs took

up residence in St. Petersburg, where their

"tower" soon became famous for its "Wednes-

days" informal gatherings of the literary
lite. Through the medium of these gatherings
Ivanov came to be recognized as leader of the

Petersburg symbolists. His eruditeness won
him general respect, and in 1909 he was in-

vited to give a course on Roman and Greek
literature at the Women's College courses of

Rayev. After the October Revolution of 1917
he, like many another poet, took an active part
in the Soviet cultural program. In 1921 he was

appointed professor at Baku University and
in 1924 was sent on a mission to Italy, where
he remained.

Ivanov's poetic works, Kormchiya zvezdy

(1903; Guiding Stars), Prozrachnost (1904;

Transparency), Eros (1907), Cor Ardens (1911),

are characterized by a ponderous magnificence
of language that harks back to the best works

of Derzhavin; at the same time they present
a curious blend of the literature of ancient

Alexandria with that of the most recent

modernists. In his collected essays, Po zvezdam

(1905; Following the Stars) and Borozdy i mezhi

(1916; Furrows and Borders), Ivanov reveals

his belief that art is a mystical religious ac-

tivity, and he propagandizes for collective art

on a monumental scale. His views on culture

and civilization are included in the volume
written in collaboration with Gershenzon,

Perepiska iz dvnukh uglov (1921; Correspond-
ence from Two Corners), and in the long

philosophical poem, Chelovek (1939; Man).
His translations include the works of Aeschy-
lus, Dante, Petrarch, Byron, Nietzsche (q.v.),

and E. T. A. Hoffmann.

See: V. Bryusov, Dalekiye i blizkiyie (1912);
L. Shestov, "Vyacheslav Velikolepni," Rus-

skaya mysi, 1916, No. 10.

O. M.

Iwaszkiewicz, Jaroslaw (pseud. Eleuter, 1894-,
Polish poet, novelist, and playwright), was
born near Kalnik, Kievan Ukraine, of Polish

gentry stock. Educated at home and in Kiev

University, he was early associated, at first

through common family interests, later

through common tastes, with the composer
Karol Szymanowski, for whose opera King
Roger of Sicily he wrote the libretto. After

making his dbut as a poet in Kiev, Iwaszkie-

wicz moved at the end of the First World War
to Warsaw, where he became one of the

founders of Skamander (see Polish literature).

He was often abroad, from 1922, as a state

official, in Paris and Copenhagen and at one
time in Persia. An artist to the core, called

sometimes the Polish Oscar Wilde, Iwaszkie-

wicz brought to each literary form he essayed
the fine poetic sense and feeling for rhythm
and color born and bred in him as a son of the

Ukraine. Siedem bogatych miast nieimiertelne-

go Kosciej (1924; The Seven Rich Towns of

the Immortal Kosciej) and Ksi$zyc wschodzi

(1925; The Moon is Rising) are among his im-

portant early works, and among the later ones

Czerwone tarcze (1934; Red Shields), a

fictionized life of the 12th-century Piast prince,

Henry of Sandomierz, must be noted. In the

3o's Iwaszkiewicz was led, as a result of the

many pitfalls facing a writer on contemporary
themes, to seek material in the past; from this

came two unusual plays, the highly successful

Lato w Nohant (1936; Summer in Nohant), a

series of scenes from the last chapter of the

Chopin-George Sand partnership, and the less

finely executed Maskarada (1939; Masquerade),
an improvisation on the life of Pushkin. All

Iwaszkiewicz's writings are infected with dis-

illusionment and marked by decadence, es-

pecially his last novel, Pasje Bfydomierskie

(1938; The Passions of Bl^domierz), but all are

redeemed by their style.

See: E. Breiter, review of Czerwone tarcze in

Wiadomosci literackie, 1934, No. 48; K.

Czachowski, Obraz wspolczesnej literatury pol-

skiej, III (1936), 181-192, 696-698; A. P. Cole

man, "The Literary Scene in Poland/' New
York Times Book Review, June 5, 1938, pp.
8, 18.

A. P. C.
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Jacob, Max (1876-1944, French poet, prose

writer, illustrator, and painter), was born at

Quimper in Brittany. He attended the Ecole

Coloniale, took his law degrees, became
a journalist, accompanist, piano teacher,

"nursery-maid tutor," "dimestore" salesman,

shop sweeper, wanderer in back alleys starved

with cold and hunger, honored guest of high

aristocracy and wealthy circles, expert in

palmistry, horoscopy, and card telling, learned

in occultism and astrology. He shared the dire

poverty, strenuous work and pursuits, rol-

licking or rough relaxation of his friends

Apollinaire (q.v.) 9 Picasso, Salmon (q.v.), et al.,

"that dear gang/' during the epoch-making
days of the "Rue de Ravignan" at Montmarire,
the most celebrated haunt of the post First

World War pioneers who were then building
"the ascetic provisional shed of the cubist

Acropolis." Long before futurism, Freudian-

ism, and surrealism, Max Jacob introduced his

"nocturnal nightmares (and) day hallucina-

tions" into poetry which should, in his eyes,

express what is deepest and most intimate in

man.
The capital event in his subsequent life was

his conversion to Catholicism, following two

apparitions of Christ, at the Rue de Ravignan
in 1909 and at the movies in 1914, which

greatly enriched and vivified his poetry. His

writings are as surprising as his proteiform life

and personality with their variety and many-
faceted composition and birdlike mobility. He
took a definite stand against Rimbaud (q.v.)

and also the symbolists, insisting that every--

thing should be given order and place:

"Everything that exists is situated, and so is

all that transcends matter." To him "gaiety,

especially when sad, is divine fire"; and he

has the whole range of it from an impercep
tible smile to facetiousness, buffoonery, fan

tastic drolleries, and the joyous, free inter-

play of mind and imagination. His intellect

seems always about to devour the inspired

lyricism it lights up. He has experimented
with all literary forms. One finds art criti-

cism, biography, translation; a children's

book, Histoire du roi Kaboul et du marmi-
ton Gauvain (1903); novels, such as Saint

Matorel (1909), Le Terrain Bouchaballe (1923),
and Filibuth, ou la Montre en or (1924); short

stories, Cinematoma (1919), Le Cabinet noir

(1922), and Le Tableau de la bourgeoisie

(1930), in which the humorist and poet in him

classify the bourgeois in families presenting

"veiled stupidity, silent cruelty, rivalries, un-

ending backbiting, and illegitimate ambi-

tions." He has done verse portraits in Le
Laboratoire central (1920); short comedies

acted on provincial stages, the work of a born

mimic; an operetta, Isabelle et Pantalon (1923);

a dramatic fantasy, Le Dos d'Arlequin; petit
drarne portatif, "an unactable play, illustrated

by the author" (1919); a chronicle of 20th-

century painting and literature, "Le Tiers

transport^" (Feux de Paris, No. 7-8, 1935), in-

cluding unforgettable portraits of Apollinaire
and Marinetti (q.v.). There are prose poems
like the Cornet a Des (1906), imitated ad

nauseam, "the subject or picturesqueness of

which does not matter," with a preface to its

1916 edition which remains the vade mecum
of all experimenters in this form, or like the

Visions infernales (1924), where the devil ap-

pears insistently familiar and menacing under
the masks of unexpected characters placed in

prosaic or fantastic scenes, or again like the

Ballades (1939), where miracle insensibly

spreads over nameless houses and common-

place streets, through the least "distinguished"
souls.

His verse poems are even more important,

notably those inserted in Le Sitge de Jeru-

salem; drame celeste (1912-1914), a hermetic

masterpiece which was the author's favorite

work; in the prose and verse collection entitled

La Defense de Tartufe (1919), touching the

period of his conversion; and in the "Chan-
sons de Bretagne" (some unpublished), Fond de
I'eau (1927), Le Sacrifice imperial (1928), and

Rivages (1932), besides an infinite number of

uncollected poems, which embody Max Jacob's
wish to "recreate earth in the atmosphere of

Heaven." His Art poetique (1922) expresses the

author's loves, hatreds, and intentions as well

as the aims and tendencies of modern poetry.
While neither strictly built nor metaphysical
like Claudel's (q.v.), it is the freest, most sug-

gestive treatise on poetical aesthetics published
since Baudelaire and Banville (qq.v.). The vari-

ety of Max Jacob's works is exemplified also in

grim dramas shot with sudden flashes of light;

in burlesque scenes or cruel, compressed satires

contrasted with subtle songs distilling popular
ditties of town and country; in heroic actions

halted by odd remarks or axioms and prov-
erbs; in celestial or sweet visions blending the

crosscurrents of spirit and matter; in harrow-

ing confessions interspersed with shrewd ob-

servations; finally in lofty verse sustained as
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plain song like that of "Le Christ au cindma"

(in La Defense de Tartufe), created by the deft

juggler of Les Penitents en maillot rose (1926).

There is untold variety of interchangeable

planes, spaces, and points of view due to the

"ubiquity" that this poet demands and pos-
sesses. Variety again exists in the synchronism
of multiple measures, tones, and accents. Max
Jacob hourly works new miracles for "where
there is no miracle there is no genius," new

soundings of the upper and lower depths, and
makes new use of silence and vacuity. He can

even renew syntax and the magic of words

taken from every manner of speech, with all

their pranks, "wanton wiles," and mirages.
In sum, Max Jacob has given a new birth to

poetry, which owes him acceleration, trans-

locations, transfigurations, together with new
combinations of movements, even explosions.
His greater poems vanish into vision. Their

darting lightness is accounted for by his saying
that "a personality is but a persisting error"

and "inspiration is the passing of one world

into another, from earth into heaven, from

heaven into another heaven." A number of

younger poets have named him "the father

of modern poetry," and Cocteau (q.v.) "that

great inspired master of elegance." His in-

fluence is felt in Spain, Italy, England. Exhi-

bitions of his paintings in New York in 1930,

1938, and later were greatly admired. There is

an anthology of his works (Morceaux choisis,

1936). According to R. Lannes, Max Jacob's

unpublished works, among which are the im-

portant Meditations, will provide the matter

of at least 10 volumes, and his correspond-
ence, when brought out, will rank among the

chief epistolary treasures in French literature.

Since the death of Max Jacob at the Drancy
concentration camp a number of his unpub-
lished poems and many articles concerning his

work and personality have appeared in the

Arche, Cahiers du sud, Confluences, Orbe,
Podsie 44, and other French literary reviews

and newspapers.
See: "Max Jacob," Disque vert (Brussels)

November, 1923 (issue devoted to Jacob);
Andr6 Salmon, Max Jacob, potte, peintre

mystique et homme de qualitd (1927); Robert

Guiette, "Vie de Max Jacob/' Nouvelle Revue

franfaise, XLIII (1934), 5-19* 248-259; A. Billy,

Max Jacob (1946), with an anthology includ-

ing previously unpublished letters and poems.
M. M.

Jacobsen, Jens Peter (1847-85), Danish novel-

ist), was born in Thisted, Jutland. His child-

hood was not unlike that described in his auto-

biographical novel Niels Lyhne (1880; Eng.

tr., 1919) in which the hero and a playmate
invent endless stories and act them out. Like
Niels Lyhne, again, he was divided in alle-

giance between a practical father and a mother
who cherished poetic yearnings. Jens Peter's

favorite study was botany newly introduced
into the schools and he studied it in the open
till he knew every plant in the neighborhood.
At the same time he read all the Danish
classics. In Copenhagen he continued both

pursuits; his reading now included Goethe
and Schiller, Shakespeare, Kierkegaard, Heine,

Byron, Tennyson, and Feuerbach, besides the

Bible. He won a gold medal at the university
for his thesis on a microscopic marsh plant,
and in the same year (1872) his first tale,

Mogcns (Eng. tr., Mogens and Other Stories,

1921), was published. Still in the same year he

published a translation of Darwin's The
Origin of Species, following it three years later

with a translation of The Descent of Man. We
know from Jacobsen's words to a friend that

the abandonment of all religious faith early
in life caused him an agonizing struggle. He
embraced evolution as a new faith. For a long
time he was in doubt as to whether he would
make science or literature his lifework. At 20

he wrote in his diary that if he could "bring
into the realm of literature the eternal laws

of nature" he felt that his work would be
"more than ordinary." These words give the

key to his attitude toward life as well as

literature.

In Mogens Jacobsen first essayed his unique
nature descriptions, based on minute, even

scientific observation and clothed in a poetic
and beautiful language. But it is always nature

leading its own life, without the elves and
trolls with which the romanticists had peopled
the woods and dells and without any senti-

mental idea of nature as sympathizing with

man. Fru Marie Grubbe; Interiflrer fra del 17.

Aarhundrede (1876; Eng. tr., Marie Grubbe;
a Lady of the Seventeenth Century, 1917) was

based on a careful study of old documents,
and its language is enriched by archaic words

and phrases. The heroine was a historical

person, a woman who was first married to a

king's son and finally found happiness in

marriage with a poor ferryman. Jacobsen does

not, however, make her last husband a model
of rural virtue and does not for a moment take

him out of his class, but S0ren has that in him
which satisfies the woman looking for her

master. Marie Grubbe is the first of the women
in whom Jacobsen embodies his reaction

against the traditional bloodless ideal of

femininity. This reaction is more consciously

expressed by the modern women in the
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already-mentioned Niels Lyhne. They chafe

under the tyranny, disguised as chivalry, which

forces into rank growth the qualities once for

all established as proper to "the sex," while

the qualities they actually possess are crushed

out or forced inward by ignoring them. Jacob-
sen once wrote to a friend that the only subject

worthy of literary treatment was "the struggle

against that which exists for the right to exist

in one's own way." This "right to exist in

one's own way" he conceded also to women
and endeavored to understand them as indi-

viduals instead of projecting his own precon-
ceived ideal of them as the romanticists had

done. The hero of Niels Lyhne, who "cannot

find a handle to life," is in some respects a self-

portrait. When Niels tells his mother that

nothing but flawless work will satisfy him, it

expresses Jacobsen 's own ideal, to which he

adhered at the cost of labor that is sometimes

too apparent in the final result. But unlike his

creator Niels never wrote the books he con-

ceived. Not only in the person of his hero but

also in the other persons of the book, in Niels's

mother and the tutor Bigum a caricature of

himself Jacobsen scourged himself for "the

fair vice of dreams" and reminded himself that

"the fairest dreams and the deepest longings
do not add an inch to the stature of a human
soul." The dogma may be questioned, but it

stemmed from his belief in the inexorability
of law. This was at the bottom of his revolt

against religion; he refused to think that a

supernatural power would somehow juggle

away the consequences of wrongdoing provided
the sinner repented.

In his own life Jacobsen tested his stoical

faith, living a life of proud rectitude, patiently

bearing poverty and illness, a lovable friend

to the few people whom his failing strength
allowed him to receive. In his short story Fru

F0nss (Eng. tr. in Mogens and Other Stories),

the last in his slender production, there is a

letter from a woman who knew she was soon to

die. It was his own farewell to "this beautiful

earth" and his plea to be remembered. When
his illness could no longer be fought off, he
went home to his mother in Thisted, where he

died, only 38 years old.

See: Georg Brandes, Del moderne Gennem-
bruds Mcend (1883); Georg Christensen, /. P.

Jacobsen (1910); Alrik Gustafson, Six Scandi-

navian Novelists (1940).

H. A. L.

Jahier, Piero (1884-, Italian poet), born in

Genoa, has worked most of his life as a rail-

road employee. He is the author of only

three small books, composed between the years

1909-1919, and since then has remained silent.

But these slender volumes, while never popu-
lar, have won for him the high esteem of

critics. What Jahier has written is of a con-

centrated lyricism, reflects deep experiences of

life, reveals strong and original convictions

imbued with a high ideal of poetry and hu-

manity. It is not surprising that the name of

Jahier is to be found in almost all anthologies
and histories of contemporary Italian litera-

ture. He is connected with the movement of

the Voce (see Prezzolini); this review dis-

covered him in 1909, and he was one of its

most faithful contributors. His three books

have that autobiographical flavor that ap-

pealed to the Voce group (cf. Uonio finite

of Papini, q.v., 11 Mio Carso of Slataper, q.v.,

Lemmonio Doreo of Soffici, q.v.). They also

disclose an inclination towards a fragmentary
form of writing, which gives to his art an

intensity and a sincerity free of some of the

handicaps of more orthodox literary construc-

tion. Jahier's lyrical fragments reveal three

fundamental life experiences. The first publi-
cation, Ragazzo (1909), concerns his family,
which belonged to that small minority of

aboriginal Protestants called Waldensians who
have inhabited the western Alpine border of

Italy since approximately the i2th century.
The second, Gino Bianchi (1915), deals with

Jahier's work in a railroad office; he gives an

excellent, if at times slightly heavy, satire of

red tape. The third, Con me e con gli Alpini

(1919), is dedicated to Jahier's soldiers during
the First World War and especially to the

most humble and poor of them. Generally
these fragments begin with some very simple
sentences like notes from a diary, but very
soon moral warmth brings them to incan-

descence. Every word becomes an ethical judg-
ment: Jahier champions the poor, the under-

dog, the peasant, the mountaineer. At times

he goes from prose to a form of poetry, with

rhymes and assonances a very original mix-
ture of church canticle and popular song.

Jahier also has made a collection of soldiers'

songs, Canti di soldati (1919).

His books should not be confused with
sketches or memoirs; their high poetic value

lies in the power of concentrating in a sentence,
and often in a single word, a moral situation,

distilled from long repressed feelings of in-

justice and deprivation. Descriptions, merely
incidental details, do not appeal to Jahier,
who is more of a sculptor than a painter.
Sometimes he may chisel his marble awk-

wardly, but always with energy. Not often does
he find entirely adequate expression for his
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torment, but when he does his art attains

a purity and loftiness that are rare.

See: P. Pancrazi, Ragguagli di Parnaso (1919-

1920], (1920), pp. 127-139; G. Prezzolini, Amid
(1922), pp. 37-595 c - Bo > Frontespizio (1938),

PP- 297-302.
G. P.

Jaloux, Edmond (1878-, French novelist and

critic), was born and educated in Marseille.

At the early age of 18 he founded a modest

periodical, Revue mediterraneenne. Stirred by
the ambition to enter upon a literary career,

he went to Paris and soon began to contribute

articles to such reviews and dailies as the

Mercure de France, Revue hebdomadaire,

Candide, Noiwelles litteraires, Revue uni-

verselle, Gaulois, Temps, Echo de Paris. Like

many other writers at the beginning of their

careers, he wrote verse and in 1906 had accu-

mulated enough material to publish a slender

volume of poems, Une Ame d'automne. But
it was as a novelist that Jaloux was destined

to win the esteem of a cultured public. His

books, at the same time romantic and realistic,

reveal the hidden life of restless souls. This is

already true of his very first novel, L'Agonie de

I'arnour (1899), the story of a young man who
dreamed of a great love which his own limita-

tions made impossible of attainment. States of

mind like this, which are melancholy but can

never be characterized as morbid, are analyzed
in Les Sangsues (1904), L'Incertaine (1918),

Au-dessus de la ville (1920), L'Alcyone (1925),

and La Fugitive (1926). At times a subtle note

of symbolism (see French symbolism) in the

manner of Henri de Rgnier (q.v.) creeps in,

as in Le Reste est silence (1909), the tragedy of

an ill-matched couple, seen through the eyes
of a child. A more pessimistic accent is heard

in such novels as Laetitia (1929), La Chute

d'Icare (1936), and L'Oiseau-lyre (1938). The
last is the story of a young poet who, after be-

ing magnificently inspired by the "Lyre Bird"

(Violette), meets an adventuress and from that

moment is powerless to produce anything but

platitudes life has smothered genius. Among
other novels of some importance are Fumttes

dans la campagne (1918) and La Fin d'un beau

jour (1921), the scenes of which are laid mostly
in Aix-en-Provence and in Versailles re-

spectively. The constant avoidance by Jaloux
of emphasis, the subdued atmosphere he

creates, are in sharp contrast with the vigor
and downrightness of writers such as Zola,

Bourget, and Barrfcs (qq.v.).

In addition to his novels, Jaloux has written

short stories (La Branche morte, 1928; Dessins

aux trois crayons, 1934; Trois Nouvelles, 1935)

and several volumes of criticism (UEsprit des

livres, 1923-1931; Figures etrangtres, 1926;
Rainer-Maria Rilke, 1927; De Pascal & Barrts,

1928; Vie de Goethe, 1933). He composed an

important preface in 1935 for the catalogue
of the exhibition held at the Biblioth6que
Nationale to commemorate the 5oth anni-

versary of the birth of symbolism.
From 1917 to 1923 Jaloux held a responsible

position in the Office of Information at the

Ministry of Foreign Affairs. In 1909 he was
awarded the Prix Femina for Le Reste est

silence, and in 1920 the Grand Prix de Littra-

ture of the French Academy. He was elected to

the Academy to succeed Bourget in 1936 and
was received the following year by Lecomte. In

1941 he took refuge in Switzerland; in Fri-

bourg Le Vent souffle sur le flamme was pub-
lished, and in Geneva Le Pouvoir des choses.

See: Georges Girard, "Notes bio-biblio-

graphiques: Edmond Jaloux/' Bulletin de la

Maison du Livre Franfais, June 15, 1922, pp.
223-224.

A. Sz.

Jammes, Francis (1868-1938, French poet), al-

though born in Tournay, Hautes-Pyrnes,
came of a colonial family from Guadeloupe.
After some years of school at Pau and
Bordeaux he served for a time as notary's
clerk at Orthez, Basses-Pyrenees, where most
of his life was to be spent. These years were
marked by inner torment, from which he
found relief in poetic composition. Several

slender volumes, privately printed at Orthez
and entitled simply Vers (1891-1894), won him
the friendship of a discerning few, among them
Andr Gide (q.v .); but it was the publication

by the Mercure de France of De I'angelus de
I'aube a I'angelus du soir (1897) which first

revealed to the general public an original and,
in many respects, a unique poetic talent. It

proved to be a prolific talent as well. Le Deuil
des primeveres (1901), Le Triomphe de la vie

(1902), and Le Roman du lievre (1903) assured

him a place in the first rank of the writers of

his day. Jammes has been called a reussite du
bon Dieu. What he brought to French poetry
was an entirely fresh "pastoral" note, a new

simplicity, a rustic artlessness (and often awk-

wardness) of which his more self-conscious

contemporaries would have been incapable, a

sensual, pagan, childlike delight in humble,
natural, and minute details which he somehow
rendered significant. His literary successes did
not alter his way of life. He married (1906), he
continued to live in the country; and when
finally, after many years, he left Orthez for the
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Basque village of Hasparren, it was to lead the

same patriarchal existence as before.

With Clairieres dans le ciel,(igo6) his writ-

ing took on a more militantly Christian and

Catholic tinge. Religious themes had, it is

true, attracted him from the very beginning;
he had written eloquent prayers along with his

elegies; but it had always seemed that, to a

poet so passionately attached to the visible

universe, the Catholic themes must have ap-

pealed rather for their picturesque and poetic
values than because of their doctrinal implica-
tions. Closer contact, however, with the other

great Catholic poet of his generation, the un-

yielding Paul Claudel (q.v.), resulted in a

stiffening of Jammcs's attitude in matters of

dogma. His fervor burned more and more

brightly. A semi-estrangement from Gide en-

sued; but Jammes became the darling of the

devout. The poet of the elegies now aspired
to the role of "Christian Vergil": his "ec-

logues," Les Rayons de miel (1908), were suc-

ceded by the three volumes of Les Gcorgiques
chrdtiennes (1911-1912). His gifts as storyteller,

always remarkable, won him some reputation
as a Catholic novelist with M . le cure d'Ozeron

(1918) and Le Poets rustique (1920), the latter

created in Jammes's own likeness as he saw it.

The First World War appears to have changed
him very little: he remained unswervingly
naive, rustic, and Catholic. It failed to dimin-
ish his fecundity. He wrote many more books

poetry, novels, and, finally, three delightful
volumes of MJmoires (1922-1923). In his four

Livres de quatrains (1923-1925) he essayed,
with varying success, stricter form, greater con*

centration. Almost up to the moment he died,
full of years and piety, he was still writing.
But these later books, whatever their merits*

do not add much that is essential. Very often

they merely repeat, less successfully, the usual
themes in the usual rural setting. The poet is

engaged, one feels, in putting the finishing
touches to his lifelong attitudes, in arranging
his image for posterity. It is not an unworthy
image.

Jammes is one of the most personal of

French poets. Whatever lies outside himself,
the world beyond his village, leaves him in-

different or even hostile. But his own world is

less limited than it might appear because his

sense perceptions are so extraordinarily acute
and v his imagination so vivid. His familiar

country landscape always remained for him an
enchanted land. A regional poet, he transcends

simple regionalism. An occasional exotic note,
reminiscent of his colonial heredity, makes it-

self heard. But he is above all the poet of the
humble: people, animals, things. The essentials

of the good life consist, for him, in birth,

marriage, procreation of children, faithful

performance of a few simple tasks and religious

duties. Granted all its limitations, Jammes's

poetic vision is by no means timid. He dared

do the impossible with apparently "unpoetic"

subject matter what other poet has ever

prayed to go to heaven in the company of

asses? His animals are exquisite creations. So

are his jeunes filles, Clara d'Eltebeuse, Almaide

d'Etremont, Pomme d'Anis (Jammes remained

faithful all his life to his cult of the jeune

fille). One might trace his literary descent from

Rousseau and Bernardin de Saint-Pierre. He
is not exempt from the sentimentality in which

they habitually overindulge. His vocabulary is

extremely rich, especially in terms designating
the humbler creatures and objects; his verse is

a very flexible instrument. Few vocations have

been more authentic. Inspired poet par excel-

lence, he once confided to Gide that he felt he

had no right to tamper with a verse after it

had been written. Such a method of composi-
tion naturally begets blemishes; naivet be-

comes coquetry and simplicity turns to artifice.

The poet regards his own bearded and patri-

archal figure with a too evident complacency.
He often becomes monotonous. Devoid of

humor, his irony (whenever, in the interest of

righteousness, he essays it) is heavy-handed.
His Antigyde (1932), an attempted satire on

the "immoral" influence of Gide, is a case in

point. He is too proud of his humility. His

later books are often more edifying than

satisfying; his poetic wine is diluted with too

much holy water. These strictures notwith-

standing, he remains one of the chief minor

poets of his generation.
See: T. Braun, Des ponies simples: Francis

Jammes (1900); E. Pilon, Francis Jammes et le

sentiment de la nature (1908); A. de Bersau-

court, Francis Jammes, poete chretien (1910);

L. Moulin, "Etude sur Francis Jammes," in

Jammes, Choix de poemes (1922); A. Gide,

Journal (1939).

J. Me.

Jandel, Ragnar (1895-1939, Swedish poet), born

in Jamsjo, Blekinge province, began his literary

career as an extremist proletarian poet during
the unsettled political years just before and
after the close of the First World War. But he

very soon outgrew the more excessive phases
of his youthful radicalism, and he took no
direct polemic part in the social and political

program of organized labor in Sweden in the

last 20 years, though he maintained through-
out these years a warm sense of solidarity with
the working classes. His published work is
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rather extensive, including, besides 13 volumes

of poetry, three autobiographical works (Del

stilla dret, 1923, The Quiet Year; Den trdnga

porten, 1924, The Narrow Way; and Barn-

domstid, 1936, Childhood), two volumes of

essays on literary and general cultural subjects

(Vagledare, 1921, Guides; Jag och vi, 1928, I

and We), and a volume of nature studies

(Blommor, 1937, Flowers). Neither his prose
nor his poetry bear the mark of real greatness;

but at their best they give sensitive individual

expression to a fine spirit's searching for ulti-

mate values in human life, and even in their

less inspired moments they may serve the

historian as valuable documents in his investi-

gation of the literary-proletarian contribu-

tion to contemporary Swedish cultural trends.

Jandel's first two volumes of poems, Till

karleken och hatet (1917; To Love and Hatred)
and De tappra (1918; The Courageous Ones),

give a pathos-filled, at times almost hysterical

expression to the class consciousness of a small

extremist group of the Swedish proletariat
fanned into temporary fury by political de-

velopments on the Continent, particularly the

Bolshevist Revolution in Russia. In these early
volumes there is to be found also, however,

poems conceived in a quiet, personal, con-

fessional strain, concerned with less urgent
social themes with the home, the Swedish

countryside, and with nature in some of its

more unassuming idyllic moods. It is this

strain that rapidly gains dominance in Jandel's
later verse, though on occasion he gives indig-

nant, direct expression to his fundamental
social feeling (see "TvS dikter till minuet av

Sacco och Vanzetti" in Kampande tro, 1928,

Fighting Faith). The serene confessional strain

which is the mark of most of Jandel's later

poetry borders at times dangerously on the

sentimental, but for the most part the poet

manages to retain a healthy sense of realism,

a warm, intimate closeness to the folk and to

the earth. With the years he became increas-

ingly concerned with religious problems, a

tendency which he had in common with other

modern Swedish poets of proletarian origins
such as Dan Andersson (q.v.). His religious

poetry, however, has in it none of the brood-

ing primitive mysticism of Dan Andersson, nor

does it find expression in an heroic or ascetic

religious idealism. On the negative side it re-

acts strongly against institutional religion

(especially as represented in the Swedish State

Church), and it seems equally suspicious of the

phenomena of miraculous "conversion" and
of modern sectarianism of all kinds. In its

positive contents it finds its most characteristic

expression in a quiet nondogmatic acceptance

of a religious-ethical interpretation of life not

without its points of contact with Quakerism
on the one hand and Emersonian religious

idealism on the other.

A. G.

Janson, Kristofer Nagel (1841-1917, Norwegian
author, pastor, and teacher), born in Bergen,
is now remembered for but little of his volu-

minous and once popular production, though
he was the first New Norse (Landsmaal) writer

to win a poet's stipend (1876). A close friend

and imitator of Bjornson (q>v.)> he is said to

have been a model of the latter's heroic Pastor

Sang in Beyond Our Power and also of

Ibsen's (q.v.) phrasemaker Hjalmar Ekdal in

The Wild Duck. His saintly beard, melodious

voice, and messianic manner made him a

popular reader and lecturer. He taught at

Christopher Bruun's folk high school from

1869 to 1878, but his religious development led

him into Unitarianism, for which he labored

against fearful odds among Lutheran Nor-

wegian immigrants in the United States (1881-

1893). His best-known books were the story
Han og ho (1868; He and She) and the

fictionized historical studies Fraa Dansketidi

(1875; From the Danish Period) and Vore

bedsteforaldre (1882; Our Grandparents); the

only important one available in English is Den

bergtekne (1876; Eng. tr., The Spell-bound
Fiddler, 1880). He was a sincere, warmhearted,

courageous personality, selflessly seeking to

urge men "away from strife and wrangling,
and forward to brotherhood," but his writings
lack artistic power.

See: H. H. Boyesen,
"
Kristofer Janson and

the Reform of the Norwegian Language/'
North American Review, CXV (1872), 379-401;
K. Hamsun, Ny jord, II (1888), 371-386; Jan-
son, Hvad jeg har oplevet (1913), his autobi-

ography; R. B. Anderson, Life Story of Rasmus
B. Anderson (1915).

E. H.

Jarn&, Benjamin (1888-, Spanish novelist and

essayist), was born in Aragon and bears the

imprint of this province and of his country-
man and guide, Baltasar Gracidn. He com-

pleted almost all his studies for the priesthood,
but then turned to a literary career, to which
he brought a genuine predisposition and ex-

traordinary capacity for work. He lived in Ma-
drid until the outbreak of civil war. He went
to Valencia and Barcelona in the service of the

government; later, with Franco's victory, he
went to Mexico, where he now collaborates on

newspapers and journals and continues his

literary work with undiminished fruitfulness.
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The long list of his works, among the most

abundant of his period, begins with Mosdn
Pedro (1924), a biographical essay. He became
better known with El rio fiel, which appeared
in the Revista de Occidente in 1925, and

especially with El profesor imitil (1926). In

the following works, also of novelistic cast, he

develops as a stylistic artist and a penetrating

psychological analyst, capable of poetic deli-

cacy: El convidado de papel (1928); Paula y

Paulita (1929); Saldn de estio (1930); Teoria

del zumbel (1930); Escenas junto a la rnuerte

(
1 93 1 )J anc* L r

] y 1 azt*l OOS 2 )- His intro-

version also produces essays similar to his

novels: Ejercicios (1927); Rubricas (1931);

Fauna contempordnea (1933); and Cartas al

Ebro (1940), which appeared in Mexico and
wherein he announces plans for the publica-
tion of numerous other works. He has also

cultivated with success the Christian and the

pagan legend, as in Vida de San Alejo (1928)
and Viviana y Merlin (1929), both of which

were amplified subsequently. His biographical
works are important: Sor Patrocinio, la monja
de las llagas (1929); Zumalacdrregui, el caudillo

romdntico (1931); Castelar, hombre del Sinai

(1935); and Doble agonia de Becqucr, in which

the literary critic can be seen in his full stature.

He has translated into Spanish La Chanson de

Roland (El cantar de Rolddn, 1924), Bubu de

Montparnasse of C. L. Philippe (q.v.), and
various other works.

At a time when the literary scene was domi-

nated by lyric poetry with such writers as

Salinas, Guillen, Garcia Lorca (qq-v.) and the

other genres suffered a passing eclipse, Jarns
proclaimed an earnest desire for a renovation

of prose writing. He belongs to a revolutionary

generation although, according to his own
declaration in Cartas al Ebro, "he was the

least rebellious of them. . . . Many years of

cloistered seclusion drew the sting." In his

books, well balanced, poetic, and penetrating,
there predominates the student of vast culture,

formed by the unhurried reading of Latin

authors and Spanish classics and a discriminat-

ing appreciation of the foreign literatures of

his time.

A. I.

Jarry, Alfred (1873-1907, French dramatist,

novelist, and humorist), was born at Laval in

central Brittany. To his paternal ancestors

artisans and petty tradesmen he owed a ro-

bust constitution which served for a time to

counterbalance a legacy of eccentricity and
brilliance from his mother, in whose family
there existed a pronounced strain of insanity.
He received his early education in the schools

of Saint-Brieuc and Rennes before going to

Paris in 1891 to pursue his studies at the Lyce
Henri IV. After a term of military service he

returned to the capital to devote himself to

literature. His earliest productions in prose
and verse appeared in periodicals of the

literary vanguard and were collected in 1894
in a small volume (Les Minutes de sable me-

morial) remarkable for imaginative intensity

and verbal resourcefulness. Lautr&unont's

(q.v.) influence can be discerned; and many
passages have the nightmare quality of sur-

realist texts. In this same year his portrait,

complete with parrot and chameleon, was

painted by Henri Rousseau and hung in the

Salon of the Independents. Jarry undertook to

spread the fame of this childlike fellow towns-

man: brevetted him "Douanier" and com-

missioned a lithograph Rousseau's only
known print which appeared in the second

issue (January, 1895) of a de luxe quarterly,

Yrnagier, founded by Jarry in conjunction
with Retny de Gourmont (q.v.).

Sudden and shattering celebrity befell Jarry
with the production, on the evening of

December 10, 1896, at the experimental
Theatre de 1'lEuvre, of his satirical drama Ubu
Roi. Written at the age of 15 in collaboration

with a classmate at the Lycde of Rennes, with

the purpose of ridiculing a pompous mathe-

matics teacher, Jarry had recast and expanded
the play, while retaining its original Punch
and Judy character. This effect he sought to

heighten by providing masks for the players,

by assigning special voices to each, and by in-

sisting on stylized performances. These inno-

vations, together with the coarseness of the

language and the anarchistic implications of

the action, outraged the traditionalists in the

audience, and the ensuing tumult was later

described as "la bataille d'Hernani des

decadents." In the figure of the ignoble Pre
Ubu, Jarry created a literary type. Ubu has be-

come the symbol, even in the popular imagi-
nation, of bourgeois stupidity grown com-

placent and irresponsible through abuse of

authority. But as if in revenge, this monstrous
creation took possession of the personality of

its creator; and for the rest of his life Jarry

adopted the gestures and intonation of his

super-marionette, speaking in clipped, nasal

accents, always employing the royal "we."
Until his modest inheritance was exhausted,

Jarry continued to write in an involved,

strongly personal style characterized by the
subtle interplay of humor and lyricism. This
manner culminated in L 9Amour absolu (1899),
a novel of almost impenetrable obscurity.
Faced finally by the necessity of supporting
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himself by his writings, he published Ubu
enchainJ in 1900. Though inferior in verve

to the earlier play, the quality of its humor is

more cerebral, less gross. It was acted for the

first time, with considerable success, at the

Paris Exposition of 1937. Like Ubu Rot it is

in essence a parody of tragedy; together these

plays constitute the entire contribution of the

symbolist movement (see French symbolism)
to the field of comedy. More rewarding finan-

cially was his novel of ancient Rome, Messa-

line, which appeared in the pages of the Revue
blanche in the course of the same year (1900).

A feat of impeccable and effortless erudition,

icS sumptuous and richly figured language
matched the splendor of its setting and caused

it to be regarded by Jarry 's contemporaries as

his masterpiece. It now seems inferior to its

modern counterpart, Le Surmdle (1902), the

last and best constructed of his novels. Here

the style is sober, lucid, and balanced per-

fectly adapted to supporting the lurid fantasy
of a machine that falls in love with its creator.

It has been called the only strictly surrealist

novel of our age. With his health undermined

by poverty and the systematic overuse of alco-

hol, Jarry was at length able to contribute only
an occasional essay to the reviews. His humor,
like that of Swift and Poe, is metaphysical and

mathematical, involving the logical demonstra-

tion of an absurd proposition. It is displayed
to best advantage in Speculations (1911), col-

lected and published after his death, together
with an earlier "neo-scientific" novel in the

vein of Rabelais, Les Gestes et opinions du
docteur FaustrolL

The importance of Jarry's literary contribu-

tion was for a while obscured by the persist-

ence of the personal legend he had so delib-

erately cultivated. Interest in his work was
revived by the writers of the 2o's, who dis-

covered in him a precursor. His books were

reissued and reappraised, and his position now
seems secure as a writer of remarkable gifts of

imagination and verbal facility and as a hu-

morist of the highest order.

See: A. Breton, Les Pas perdus (1924), pp.

47-65; Apollinaire, II y a (1925), pp. 223-234;
P. Chauveau, Alfred Jarry (1932); F. Lot,

Alfred Jarry (1934)-

A. McV.

Jasnorzewska, Marja (known also as Marja
Pawlikowska, ne Kossak, 1899-1945, Polish

poet and playwright), was born in Cracow, the

daughter of the well-known painter Wojciech
Kossak. Called the queen of Polish lyricists and
the Polish Sappho, Jasnorzewska occupies a

unique place among Polish poets: she is the

one who has brought the short, sensuous lyric
close to perfection. Her poems often have the

quality of a Japanese flower arrangement, and
her ability to communicate the peculiar beauty
of her native tongue is remarkable. Of her

many volumes, the collections Spiqca zaloga

(1933; The Sleeping Crew), Krystalizacje (1937;

Crystallizations), and Rdza i lasy plonqce (1941;
The Rose and the Burning Forest) are repre-
sentative.

As a dramatist Jasnorzewska is more prolific
and feminine than deep or universal. She

occupies herself generally with artificial situa-

tions and bloodless people; yet because of her

reputation as a poet and her position in society
she was always able to obtain a hearing for

her plays, and many of them were staged with

a brilliance they did not deserve. Her principal
dramas are: Szofer Archibald (1924; Chauf-
feur Archibald); Egipska pszenica (1932;

Egyptian Wheat); Niebiescy zalotnicy (1933;

Heavenly Coquettes); Powrdt mamy (1935; The
Mother's Return); Dowod osobisty (1936;
Personal Evidence); Nagroda literacka (1937;

Literary Award); the allegorical Mrowki (1936;
The Ants); and Baby-Dziwo (1939), a satire on
dictators. Jasnorzewska went to England dur-

ing the Second World War.
See: K. Czachowski, Obraz wspotczesnej

literatury polskiej, III (1936), 393-403* 74-75;
K. W. Zawodzinski, review of Krystalizacje in

Wiadomosci literackie, 1937, No. 42; A. P.

Coleman, "Polish Literature in Exile/' New
York Times Book Review, June i, 1941, pp.
8, 18.

A. P. C.

Jensen, Johannes Vilhelm (1873-, Danish au-

thor), was born in the village of Fars0,
Himmerland (Northwest Jutland), where his

father was the veterinary and his grandfather
a farmer and weaver. Jensen studied medicine
in Copenhagen, and, although he did not be-

come a doctor, his interest in biological science

was one of the two mainsprings of his author-

ship. The other was his spiritual affiliation

with the community, unbookish and close to

nature, from which he sprang. In it ancient

graves and folkways pointed to the past; his

grandfather had a spear hanging over the

loom.

After two novels, Danskere (1896; Danes)
and Einar Elkjeer (1898), in which he dissected

youthful emotions in the manner of the go's,

came the book which he himself regards as his

first mature work, Himmerlandshistorier (3

vols., 1898-1910; Himmerland Stories). Drawn
from his native countryside, their sparkling

vigor, freshness, humor, and unsentimental
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sympathy caused him to be recognized at once

as a writer of spontaneous and poetic origi-

nality. Stimulated by travels in Europe and

voyages to the Far East, he ,wrote Exotiske

Noveller (1907-1909; Exotic Stories), Inter-

mezzo (1899), and Skovene (1904; The Forests)

without departing from his own standard;

and, beginning his journeys into the past, he

wrote Kongens Paid (1899-1902; Eng. tr., The
Fall of the King, 1933), a vivid psychological

study of the inner lives of the unfortunate

King Christian IT and of a simple soldier, a

keen experiencer of life. Then, after visiting

America, the extravert in Jensen burst forth

in the brilliant tales of Chicago and New York,

Madame d'Ora (1904) and Hjulet (1905; The

Wheel), rockets of delighted amazement at

man's giant efforts in technique and at metro-

politan vitality.

After the publication in 1906 of Digte

(Poems), a book of profound beauty and of

great influence in Danish literature (as indeed

all his work has been), a new period began for

him. Affected in his youth by The Origin of

Species, his interest in anthropology and bi-

ology had concentrated with fervor in the

theory of evolution. This resulted in six novels,

Det table Land, Braen, Cimbrernes Tog,
Norne-Gast, Skibet, and Christopher Colum-
bus (1909-1920). In 1938 these were combined
in two volumes under the title Den lange

Refse (an Eng. tr., The Long Journey, had

appeared in three volumes, 1922-1924). The
main idea, as usual more important to the

author than the reader, is the evolution of

man from his survival through mere brute

force to man as the ship and cathedral builder

and man as the yearning, ever-seeking dis-

coverer. The theme centres about the North-

men, but it is not about "Nordics." It is an

epic of people who developed hardihood,

inventiveness, and even gentleness through
pitting themselves against nature, either bat-

tling the cold of the ice age or defying the

dreaded volcano and bringing down fire from
it. Journeys to Norwegian glaciers and Java-
nese volcanoes gave him his settings; the

primitive northern communities were known
to him, so to speak, from his childhood coun-

tryside. These books are not novels in the

usual sense, but they are full of memorable
human beings, prehistoric man brought into
our comprehension and feeling, individualized

convincingly for the first time. The whole
work is an ever-playing geyser of beauty,
humor, living history, and cosmic fantasy.
Not to be contained in any conventional

form, Johannes V. Jensen has published six or

seven collections of "myths." A myth is, he

says, "every description which brings a bit of

nature into relationships with the times"; it

is also "the essence and marrow of things."
Critics claim that in the myth he has created

a form as much his own as the fairy tale was
Hans Christian Andersen's. Into it he has

poured his observations of landscapes, animals,

men, travels, art, and literature, creating many
unclassifiable little masterpieces.
Other volumes of poetry and essays have

come from his hand, Dyrenes Forvandling

(1927; The Transformation of Animals) and
Aandens Studier (1928; Stages in the Develop-
ment of Mind) being two of the more impor-
tant collections of essays. In 1933 a bibliogra-

phy (by Aage Marcus and Frits Johansen) of

all he had written included 950 items, most of

them having been published in the daily press.
He was awarded the Nobel prize in literature

in 1944.

Johannes V. Jensen has been criticized for

bringing science into the domain of imagina-
tion, and inaccuracies in his scientific conclu-

sions have been pointed out, although in some
cases he turned out to be right. But it is rather

his deep sense of science, or all-including
nature, which has aroused his imagination. He
has said, "I never felt I was an author," add-

ing that the material meant more to him than

the working of it into literature. How is one
to classify a writer who is not "literary"? His

imitators work in vain; theirs is not his super-
normal power of sense perception, nor the gift

of conveying what he feels so that we experi-
ence it as if we had been just introduced to it

in the Garden of Eden. He is at times dog-
matic, and no man could attempt to cover

what he does without leaving some bare

patches, but his philosophy includes both

fortitude and tenderness, while as a writer he

gives us treasures unsurpassed for their fusing
of rare sight and rarer insight.

See: Otto Gelsted, Johannes V. Jensen

(1913); Alf Henriques, Johannes V. Jensen

(1938).

S. T.

Jimenez, Juan Ram6n (1881-, Spanish poet),

outstanding among contemporary poets in the

Spanish-speaking world, was born in Moguer,
a small Andalusian town whose simple and
delicate, dreamlike atmosphere permeates his

lyrical work from his very first poems. He
studied in a religious college in Santa Maria,
near his home town, and at the University of

Seville. His deeply romantic soul was nourished
with readings of the Spanish romancero, of

Gongora and Bcquer, and of the French,

English, and German poets of the romantic



school, all of whom opened to him the wonders

of fantastic imagination and exalted expres-
sion of feelings. His early life was burdened
with illness, and as a result he developed a

love for silence and solitude. At that time he

was interested in painting and music; all

through his life these two forms of art have

been a background to his poetry. In 1901 he

went to live in Madrid, where he met the

great Latin American poet Rubn Darfo,

whose role as leader of the modernista move-

ment profoundly influenced his work. Several

trips and sojourns in France and Switzerland

enabled him to become better acquainted with

the poetry of the French symbolists (see French

symbolism). Familiarity with the work of his

favorite authors Verlaine, Samain, R^gnier

(qq.v.}, Shakespeare, Keats, Shelley, Browning,
Goethe, Holderlin added to his poetry that

touch of the universal which, together with a

deep, true sense of the Spanish lyrical tradi-

tion, is the most remarkable feature of his

style. After some years spent in Madrid the

poet returned to his native Moguer, where he

lived until 1912, again in friendly contact with

his beloved Andalusian atmosphere. Once
more he left Moguer for Madrid, remaining
there until 1916, when he journeyed to New
York to marry Zenobia Camprubi Aymar,
since then his devoted wife and companion in

life and letters. In 1917 he wrote Diario de un

poeta recien casado, of the greatest importance
in the development of modern Spanish poetry
and still a landmark in Spanish literature be-

cause of its freshness of style. The work of this

poet has since deepened into a perfect under-

standing of the inmost sense of the lyrical,

being at the same time simple and elaborate,

clear and obscure, youthful and mature, as

Poetry itself must be. In 1936 Jimenez returned

to America after another sojourn in his native

land, first living in Puerto Rico and Cuba,
where his presence was accepted with great
enthusiasm by writers and lovers of poetry and
where his direct contact with the young poets

deeply influenced their work. He has more

recently been living in Washington, D.C.,

writing and lecturing.

Jimenez's style, both in prose and in verse,

differs from that of any other writer in Span-
ish. A true and independent aesthete, he has

never compromised with current fashions in

writing. His is a personal pen, always faithful

to itself, always sincere to the inspired mo-

ment, always translating the profound or even

the naive thoughts of the poet. His treatment

of poetical words is appropriate, each of them

being a universe of signification. His verse,

somewhat ornamental and decorative at its

JIMENEZ

beginning, achieved later an almost naked

simplicity; indeed he seemed to reach the very
soul of Poetry, whose devoted lover he has

always been.

Jimenez has never considered his Obra, as

he passionately names the entirety of his writ-

ings, completed or definite and designates as

one of his most interesting tasks the correcting
and rewriting of his own work always in a

process of purification. In a sense it is all one

diary, for his lyrical, philosophical, or pictorial

daily impressions are recorded with a faithful-

ness, a regularity, that give to the whole an

appearance of continuity seldom found in any
other poet. This continuity is also shown by
the sequence of his publications, which have
been almost annual and without interruption
since 1900.

The first books of Jimdnez, Almas de violeta

(1900), Ninfeas (1900), and Rimas (1902),
written in his early life, depict what might be
called an unrevealed inquietude that, as it

develops in maturity, produces the originality
of Arias tristes (1903), Jardines lefanos (1904),
and Pastorales (1905), together with a dislike

for the modernista aesthetics. Pastorales in-

deed is written in the Spanish ballad form as a
reaction against his own first work. After

Jimenez had returned to Moguer, his verse

gained in richness and variety. In Olvidanzas

(1907) and Baladas de primavera (1907) the

poet is won again by the enchantment of na-

ture; in La soledad sonora (1909) and Poemas

mdgicos y dolientes (1909) is found elaborate

and often impressive thought; in Elegias puras
(1908) and Laberinto (1913) the variety and
richness of expression, still more pronounced,
are finally enhanced by depth and intensity.
These two qualities are revealed also in Estio

(1917) and Sonetos espirituales (1917), written

in Madrid and representing the end of an

epoch in his work. The same year, 1917, is

marked by the publication of Jimenez's book
Platero y yo, the best collection of prose poems
yet written in Spanish, and by the appearance
of the Diario, with its new style and final

maturity. Since then his work contained

mainly in booklet or broadside form such as

Unidad (1925), Sucesidn (1932), and Presente

(1935) and in such books as Segunda antologia

podtica (1922), Cancion (1936), and Verso y

prosa para ninos (1937) has reached the

pinnacle of literary and human value and has

made Jimenez one of the few great figures of

contemporary literature.

The Hispanic Society of New York pub-
lished in 1917 an anthology of Jimenez's lyrical

work, Poestas escogidas, chosen by the author.

See: A. GonzAlez-Blanco,
M
Juan R. Jimenez,"
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in Los contempordneos, Ser. i (1906); R.

Cansinos-Ass6ns, La nueva literatura (2 vols.,

1917); F. de Onis, "Juan Ram6n Jimenez" in

Jimenez, Platero y yo, ed. by G. M. Walsh

(1922); A. F. G. Bell, Contemporary Spanish

Literature (1925); Carmen G6mez Tejera and

Juan Asencio Alvarez-Torre, preliminary note

in Jimenez, Verso y prosa para nifios (193?)-
E. Fl.

JirAsek, Alois (1851-1930, Czech novelist and

dramatist), is the most popular novelist of

Bohemia. He was born at Hronov near

NAchod (northeastern Bohemia), the son of a

baker. He studied history at the Czech Uni-

versity of Prague and was a history teacher at

a Gymnasium, first in LitomySl and from 1888

in Prague. During the First World War, JirAsek

inspired the manifesto of the Czech writers

(1917). After the war he became a member of

Parliament and later a senator. He died at

Prague.

Jirasek was a historical novelist in the tradi-

tion of Sir Walter Scott and roughly compara-

ble to Sienkiewicz (fj.v.).
He was a real scholar

who knew a great deal about the past of his

nation, especially its customs and folklore. As

an artist he excelled in the evocation of scenes

and moods, but was, like Scott, weak in psy-

chology and composition. His novels and

stories, which fill 47 volumes, cover practically

all periods of Czech history. Three groups of

novels, Mezi proudy (3 vols., 1891; Between

the Currents), Proti vsem (1894; Against the

Whole World), and Bratrstvo (3 vols., 1899;

The Brotherhood), paint a vivid picture of the

events leading to the Hussite wars and the

wars themselves. The last cycle especially,

which tells about the fortunes of the bands of

Taboiites roaming Hungary and Slovakia,

makes a good story. Another group of novels is

placed in the time of the Czech defeat after

the Battle of the White Mountain (1620).

Psohlavci (1886; Men with Dog's Heads) was

Jinisek's first great success; it is the moving

story of a peasants' revolt in western Bohemia

and of the heroic death of their leader, Kosina.

Temno (1915; Darkness) deals in bold fresco-

like manner with the later triumph of the

Jesuits in Bohemia, the underground Protes-

tant movement, and the Austrian oppression.
Another group of novels treats of the Czech

national awakening late in the i8th and early

in the igth century. A loosely composed series,

F. L. Vk (5 vols., 1888-1906), centers round a

minor writer of that time whose actual name
was Hek, and U nds (4 vols., 1896-1903; At

Home) is a chronicle of national developments
in the district of Jirsek's birth. Among the

many short stories, Filosofickd historie (1878;

A Story of Philosophers) is a charming idyl

which has achieved great popularity.

Jirdsek also wrote Z mych parntti (2 vols.,

1911-1913; Memoirs) and several books for

young readers. His retelling of old Czech

legends, Start! povhti esk<* (1894; Old Czech

Myths), is one of the most widely read Czech

books. Jirdsek was less successful as a drama-

tist, though some mass scenes in the historical

plays (e.g., Jan Zizka, 1903), one symbolic play

(Lucerna, 1905; The Lantern), and several

comedies are effective on the stage.

Jirasek must be judged as a great national

patriot whose evocation of Czech history has

clone much to strengthen national feeling and

a sense of the national tradition. His novels

about the Middle Ages suffer from a lack of

imaginative understanding of religion, but the

pictures of Bohemia during the ages of serf-

dom and during the national awakening aie

both substantially accurate and artistically

successful. Jinisek is especially good in genre

pictures; his tragic figures and passionate
women are still in the conventional romantic

manner.
See: Jan Fric, Alois Jirdsek (1921); M. Hysek,

ed., Alois Jirdsek (1921); Zdenek Nejedty, Alois

Jirdsek (1921); J. Borecky, "Alois JirAsek", in

Almanack fieske Akademie, 1933. Several of

Jinisek's novels have been translated into

German and French.

R. W.

Jochumsson, Matthias (1835-1920, Icelandic

poet and playwright), was born at Skogar in

porskafjorSur, of excellent stock. His parents
were too poor to send him to school, and he

was to become a merchant. But leading men
of the cultural center of Flatey, BreiSifjorSur,

helped him so that he could graduate (1863)

from the Latin school in Reykjavik and later

(1865) from the school of theology. After that

he served as a parson, except for the period
from 1874 to 1880 when he edited a newspaper.

During the last 20 years of his life he held a

government grant as poet laureate of the land.

He married three times; the circumstances

under which he lost his first two wives caused

him great pain. He traveled widely, he visited

the United States and the World's Columbian

Exposition in Chicago in 1893, and he made
friends with prominent men in many lands.

Though Jochumsson composed verse as a

boy, it was with the play fitilegumennirnir

(1864, The Outlaws; later called by the proper
name Skugga-Sveinri) that he won standing as

a poet. It was the first romantic play written

in Iceland. Later Jochumsson was to write



historical pageants and one historical play,

Jon Arason (1900), in the manner of Shake-

speare, whose Macbeth, Hamlet, Romeo and

Juliet, and Othello he had already turned into

excellent Icelandic. He was a great translator;

Tegnr's Fridpjdfssaga, Byron's Manfred, and

Ibsen's (q.v.)
Brand were among his many

poetic translations. His own poems were first

published in 1884, his complete poetic works

in 1936 (Ljddmali). He also wrote GrettisljdS

(1897), a romantic epic on Grettis saga, and

Sogukaflar af sjdlfum mer (1922; Stories from

My Life), an autobiography.

Jochumsson 's lyric poetry ranges from hymns
to humorous verse, from eulogies of Iceland to

praise of other countries. He witnessed two

great national celebrations, the millenary of

Iceland in 1874 and the turn of the century in

1900; both occasions he celebrated in odes,

hymns, and pageants. He outlived two genera-

tions, and every important figure and most of

his friends were paid his final respects in a

commemorative poem.
The genius of Matthias Jochumsson is at

once broad and profound. The essence of his

personality is, perhaps, his trust in God or a

good Providence and his sympathy with his

fellow man. His religion was from an early

stage inclined to be nonconfessional; he was

influenced in turn by the Unitarian Channing,
the philosopher Paul Cams, the "new"

German theology, and, at the end of his life,

by American-English spiritualism. His hope
revolts at atheism and denial of afterlife. His

faith has found expression in some of the finest

hymns of the Icelandic tongue, including the

national hymn of Iceland. As a patriot he

loved the nation more than the country an

attitude contrary to that of all his contempo-
raries. Among his commemorative poems and
memorials of historical personages are some of

the finest in this common Icelandic genre. His

command of the history, literature, and

language of the country is phenomenal, and he

wields Scaldic and Eddie meters and diction

with as much ease as modern mediums. He
has written a magnificent eulogy of the

language in stately Scaldic measure. The sagas
and its figures live again in his work; yet he

is no blind admirer of the saga age, and his

sympathy with the suffering hero of the Christ

type is probably more constant than his love

of the brilliant hero of the sagas. Not con-

sistently a good artist, Jochumsson is always an

inspired poet. Occasionally his poems sink to

mediocrity, but seldom do they lack a flash of

genius.
See: S. Nordal, "Matthias viS Dettifoss,"

Eimrcidin, XXVII (1921), 1-6; R. Beck,

JOHST
"Matthias Jochumsson Icelandic Poet and

Translator," Scandinavian Studies and Notes,
XIII (1934-1935), 111-124; S. Einarsson,

"Shakespeare in Iceland; an Historical Survey,"
ELH; a Journal of English Literary History,
VII (1940), 272-285.

S. E.

Johst, Hanns (1890-, German dramatist, poet,
and essayist), was born in Saxony, the son of

a grade school teacher. At first he wanted to be
a missionary; but then he studied medicine
and finally philology and the history of art.

His first novel, Der Anfang (1917), tells of his

youth and early development. By affinity of

temperament he was drawn into expression-
ism; however, contrary to its prevailing ethos

of limitless love for all humanity, Johst

preached intensity and limitation of person-

ality and came to stress more and more na-

tional and ethnic values. The war furnished

substance for his first dramatic attempts. His
ecstatic Der funge Mensch (1916), influenced

by Wedekind (q.v.), is confessional and full of

pathos. Of the same year are the lyrics

Wegivarts, in which the haste of modern life

became the symbol of Johst's dynamics. The
play Der Einsame (1917) shows in the fate of

the poet Grabbe divine redemption after a life

of confusion and guilt; it is influenced by
Biichner, Wedekind, and Strindberg (q.v.). The
poems in Rolandsruf (1918) and Mutter (1921)
were expressions of Johst's ethnic conscious-

ness. The drama Der Konig (1920) is the

picture of a Utopian idealist who perishes be-

cause he conceives of action only in the ab-

stract. Maturity gained through stern educa-

tion by fate is the goal reached in the novel

Der Kreuzweg (1921), while the drama

Propheten (1923) shows Luther as the incarna-

tion of the German soul, who with the help of

the sword brings about the victory of the

spirit. The same year brought also the light

comedy of the inflation era, Wechsler und
Handler. The drama Die frohliche Stadt

(1925) scores and satirizes modern materialism

disguised as progress. Theoretical writings of

a confessional nature were Wissen und Gewis-

sen (1924) and Ich glaube (1928). Thomas
Paine (1927) is made the dramatic symbol of

the creative leader who, after inspiring the

fight for independence, goes to ruin, lonely
and forgotten. Johst believed that he had
created a German version of this story in

Schlageter (1933), the symbol of resistance

against the enemies of Germany. Fanaticism

and unbridled emotions, however, do not re-

place reasonable motivation. The play is

dedicated in "unchanging loyalty" to Hitler. A
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novel, Torheit einer Liebe (1930), is not with-

out some idyllic charm. After 1933 Johst was

given practically all the positions of honor

that the Third Reich would bestow upon a

writer. He even became a brigade leader in

Hitler's "SS." For the same period nothing

noteworthy can be reported of Johst in the

field of literary creation.

See: A. Soergel, Dichtung und Dichter der

Zeit, Neue Folge: Im Banne des Expression-

ismus, 4. Auflage (1927), pp. 717-728; S. Casper,
Der Dramatiker Hanns Johst (1935); H.

Franke, "Hanns Johst/' Die neue Literatur,

xxxvi (1935), 459-469-
W. K. P.

J6kai, M6ricz (1825-1904, Hungarian novelist

and short-story writer), was born in KomArom
and died in Budapest. He received his ele-

mentary and secondary education in his birth-

place, then went to school in Pozsony and in

Pdpa where he befriended Petofi, the lyric

poet. He studied law at the Academy of

Kecskemet. His first novel, Hetkoznapok
(Weekdays), appeared in 1846. In 1848 he

played an important part in the revolutionary
movement of Hungarian youth. That same

year he married R6za Laborfalvi, a dis-

tinguished actress, who died in 1866. After the

collapse of the War of Independence J6kai
had to play hide-and-seek in Hungarian vil-

lages in order to elude the Austrians; finally,

however, he was given amnesty. In 1854 he
assisted in the publication of Vasdrnapi Ujsdg

(Sunday News), a belletristic weekly, and in

1858 he founded a comic paper, Ustokos

(Comet). He never lost faith in the ability of

the nation to regain its independence. In his

political activities he scorned the doubters,

and as a member of the Hungarian Parliament

and later of the House of Magnates he repre-
sented the liberal point of view. In recogni-
tion of his literary work he was elected to the

Hungarian Academy of Sciences and to various

literary organizations. He edited several daily

newspapers, in 1849 in Budapest Pesti Hirlap
(Pest Journal) and that same year in Debrecen
Esti Lapok (Evening News); later, in Budapest,
Magyar Sajtd (Hungarian Press), Hon (Nation),
and other newspapers were also under his

editorial leadership. His collected works ap-

peared in IQO volumes, and he was the recipi-
ent of i "0,000 gulden presented to him by the

nation. In 1899 J6kai married a second time,

again to an actress, Bella Nagy. His career

was distinguished and successful; he was
idolized by his countrymen. His reputation
indeed became world wide. No Hungarian

writer before him or since has had such an

immense public as J6kai.
In J6kai the universe, dreams, ideals, love,

heroic deeds, fantastic possibilities and achieve-

ments, historical and contemporary problems,
were mingled with pseudoscientific or scientific

information, with musings that reached for

the infinite, with tones, forms, colors, that

were symbolic of an inexhaustible imagination.
He found plots where the unimaginative
would not have seen even the beginnings of

one. His imagination hurdled the obstacles

that the Hungarian language, isolated in re-

lationship to the rest of the world, imposes on

its writers. His optimism was unbounded, and

while the quality of his art is uneven, his most

carelessly written stories, his most superficial

tales, contain the indubitable sign of narrative

genius. Somewhat influenced by French and

English romanticists, he very soon was

awakened to the demands of his own indi-

viduality and followed the voice of his creative

temperament. He discovered new provinces for

fiction, like Jules Verne and H. G. Wells;

natural sciences always interested him, and

with an imagination that could be fantastical

he also knew how to be scientific. His bent was

toward the amazing, the extraordinary; and

when necessity and conviction required real-

ism, e.g., in Az uj foldesur (1868; The New

Squire), it was his romanticism that deter-

mined the atmosphere of the story. Generally
he was irresistibly attracted to the world of

miracles, of magic, of spiritual nobility; con-

sequently the peculiar quality of his art lies

not in characterization, not in psychological

veracity, not in style, but in the strange uni-

verse he was able to create with the freshness

and perennial youthfulness of his spirit.

Many of Jdkai's themes are Hungarian, but

his abundant imagination returned to foreign

themes, ancient and modern alike. The gates
of the impossible were never closed to him.

That was the law of his creative temperament.
By nature he was friendly, some sort of sur-

vivor of an Atlantis world; he had a voice for

the interpretation of sorrow, but he preferred

joy. Many of his novels appeared in English;
in fact there are translations of J6kai's novels

in every civilized tongue. His most popular
novels in the English-speaking world are the

following: Erdely aranykora (1852; Eng. trs.,

Midst the Wild Carpathians, 1894, The Golden

Age in Transylvania, 1898); Egy magyar ndbob

(1853-1854; Eng. tr., An Hungarian Nabob,
1898); A Janicsdrok vegnapjai (1854; Eng. tr.,

The Lion of Janina, 1897); Szomoru napok
(1856; Eng. tr., The Day of Wrath, 1900); A
koszivii ember fiai (1869; Eng. tr., The Baron's



Sons, 1900); A fekete gytmantok (1870; Eng.

tr., Black Diamonds, 1896); Az aranyember

(1872; Eng. tr., A Modern Midas, 1885);

Nincsen ordog 1891; Eng. tr., "There Is No
Devil/

9

1891). Indeed in the realm of the

imagination J6kai's spirit was never homeless,

and even when, as a publicist, he was con-

cerned with realistic problems, he sought
union between the exotic world of his imagi-
nation and the rational responsibilities of

common sense. He was the magnificent story-

teller, the creator remembered for his dreams,

the illusionist whose ideas and ideals guarded
the freedom of his fancy against the encroach-

ments of everyday life. His humor was simple,

fostering smiles rather than laughter; his un-

derstanding of the people showed an ability to

assimilate the images and anecdotes of folk-

lore; his vocabulary was rich, if undisciplined,
and always concrete; his sense of composition
was uncertain, yet he could shape the un-

fathomable and could give unimportant ex-

periences the appearance of meaningfulness.
As to wealth of imagination, Jokai is unex-
celled in Hungarian literature, and here even
in world literature he has few competitors.

See: Jokai M6r onmagftrdl (1904); K. Mik-

szlth, Jdhai Mor dlete es kora (2 vols., 1907); Z.

Ferenczi, Jokai idegen nyelvre forditott
miiveinek jegyzeke (1925).

J. R-

J0rgensen, Jens Johannes (1866-, Danish poet,
novelist, essayist, and hagiographer), was born
in Svendborg, Fyn, the son of a sea captain.
After a pious and harmonious home life the

youth was rudely jolted in Copenhagen where,
in 1886, as a student of zoology, he came under
the influence of Brandesian naturalism. Mak-

ing his debut with Vers (1887; Verses), he soon
befriended like-minded young poets, of whom
Sophus Claussen (q.v.) and the couple Inge-

borg and Viggo Stuckenberg (q.v.) were the

most important. This group soon outgrew the

social radicalism of Brandes (q.v.), following
him indeed in his cult of Nietzsche (1888), but

parting ways with him in their admiration of

the French symbolists (see French symbolism).
In Nietzsche (q.v.) it was not the superman,
but his sense of the depth of the world that

appealed to them. In the French symbolists
it was the keen introspection, the reveling in

decadent moods, which struck a responsive
chord in their hearts. J0rgensen was even

affected by their guilty sense of sin.

J0rgensen's first poetry and prose was in the

naturalistic vein, but the note of symbolism
was already present in Stemninger (1892;

Moods) and Livets Tra (1893; The Tree of

JORGENSEN

Life). Symbolism was formally launched with

the periodical Taarnet (1893-1895; The
Tower), edited by J0rgensen and supported by
his friends. But the new romantic cult of

beauty and mysticism as well as the worship of

ego failed more and more to satisfy J0rgensen.
In the turmoil of financial and spiritual

worries he was glad to accept the invitation of

a converted Jewish friend, Mogens Ballin, to

go with him to Assisi in Italy. This journey,
described in Rejsebogen (1895; The Book of

the Journey), the first of many to the sunny
South, was decisive for his spiritual develop-

ment; he became a Catholic in 1895.

The zeal of the convert, striving for religious
truth and the ascetic ideal, is evident in many
books of the next five years. But some of his

finest poetry also dates from these times

Digte, 1894-98 (Poems) and Lignelser (1898;

Parables) is beautiful prose. A quieter period,
after 1900, is marked by the great biography,
Den hellige Frans af Assisi (1907; Eng. tr.,

Saint Francis of Assisi, 1912), the first in a

series of saints' lives (Catherina of Siena, 1915;
Don Bosco, 1929; etc.). On the basis of this and
his aesthetical writings, including Essays (1906)
on the symbolistic movement, and Goethe-

bogen (1913; The Book on Goethe), he was in

1913 called to the chair of aesthetics at the

University of Louvain in Belgium. Forced out

by the First World War, he wrote on German
atrocities in Belgium (Klokke Roland, 1915;

Eng. tr., False Witnesses, 1916). This estranged
him from friends in Germany, but forged his

friendship with France and Italy; he once

more returned to the latter country, taking up
his abode in his beloved Assisi.

In continuation of Rejsebogen, J0rgensen
has written a great number of books on his

journeys and pilgrimages through the length
and breadth of Catholic Europe. One of the

best is Pilgrimsbogen (1903; Eng. tr., Pilgrim
Walks in Franciscan Italy, 1908). Its popularity
in France alone may be judged by the fact

that, by 1936, it had appeared in 36 editions.

J0rgensen's chief prose work, however, is

Mil Livs Legende (6 vols., 1916-1919, 7th vol.,

1928; Eng. tr., J0rgensen, An Autobiography,
2 vols., 1928-1929). This confessional life is not

only valuable for Danish intellectual history
in the iSgo's, but, like much of J0rgensen's

prose, it is rich in lyric beauty, especially in

the passages describing the moods of his youth.
Since 1900 J0rgensen has published some

five collections of poetry, among which
Blomster og Frugter (1907; Flowers and Fruits)
and Brig Marie af Svendborg (1926; The Brig
Marie of Svendborg) are notable. His poetry,

always simple in form, is a perfect expression
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of his melancholy moods and continual yearn-

ing. It moves from the early nature mysticism,

reveling in moonlight and nocturnal romanti-

cism, to the penitential Catholic lyric, stoic

in resignation to God's providence. On his

long pilgrimage J0rgensen often feels with

Odysseus the pangs of nostalgia, for his old

home, his old way of life, and his native Den-
mark. But often, too, he is inspired with his

friend Saint Francis to sing the praises of

sister nature, the white cell, and the peace
that he has finally won in God.

See: Oscar Geismar "Johannes J0rgensen,"
in Ejnar Skovrup, ed., Hovedtrcck af nordisk

Digtning i Nytiden, I (1920), 140-151; H. G.

Topsoe-Jenscn, Scandinavian Literature from
Brandcs to Our Day (1929), pp. 126-130; Helge

Kjiergaard, Die danische Literatur der neu-

esten Zeit (1871-1933) (1934), pp. 83-92.
S. E.

Jouhandeau, Marcel (pseud. Marcel Provence,

1888-, French novelist), was born at Guret in

central France. He has been a teacher at the

College de Passy in Paris. Among contempo-

rary writers he is conspicuous for the bitterness

and the cynicism with which he views the

world in general and himself in particular.

Some of his books are the product of a piti-

less introspection Monsieur Godeau intime

(1926), Monsieur Godeau marid (1933), Chro-

niques maritales (1938); others are cruel por-
traits of the inhabitants of his native town

which appears in his work under the name
Chaminadour Les Tdrebinte (1926), Tite-le-

Long (1932), Binche-Ana (1933), Chaminadour
I (1934), Chaminadour II (1936), L'Arbre de

visages (Chaminadour III; 1941).

Jouhandeau not only studies the conflicts of

man with his own self, but his struggles with

God and Satan. At times his stories, detached

from the earth, give an impression of unreality
due in part to the use of symbolic devices. The
ferocious portraits of the citizens of Chamina-
dour are sketched with the utmost simplicity.
He generally ignoies nonessential psychologi-
cal elements and stresses what seems to him
the dominant trait of the characters. The same

economy of means is noticeable in the plot of

his short stories: Les Pincengrain (1924), Pru-

dence Hautechaume (1927), Astaroth (1929),
Le Journal du coiffeur (1931), Images de Paris

(1934), Le Saladier (1936). These tales are built

arouna'insignificant events, and they owe their

depth and their intensity to the author's fear-

less probings into the darkest mysteries of the

human soul and to his constant unveiling of

the cruelty of life.

Jouhandeau's work includes also La Jeuncssc

de Thdophile (1921), Opales (1928), L'Amateur

d'imprudence (1932), Vdronicana (1933), Elise

OOSS)' and a few essays. Under the name
Marcel Provence he has written Les Allemands
en Provence (1919) and Bauxite et aluminium

(L'Allemagne et Vapres-guerre] (1920) and has

produced an anthology of poems entitled

Amour.
See: Claude Mauriac, Introduction & une

mystique de I'enfer (1938).

M. E. C.

Jouve, Pierre Jean (1887-, French poet, novel-

ist, and essayist), was born at Arras in Artois.

From the scientific studies of his youth he
turned to poetry; he founded with Paul

Castiaux, and directed for three years (1907-

1910), the magazine Bandeaux d'or, which

supported the newly formed "Abbaye" group.
In the first series of his poems, Les Muses ro~

maines et ftorentines (1910), Presences (1912),

Parler (1913), Jouve already showed a tendency
to mingle philosophy and photographic

glimpses of reality and dream in a manner
somehow foreshadowing surrealism. Although
poor health prevented his mobilization in

1914, he volunteered as a hospital orderly, thus

gleaning the stories which formed his later

book, Hotel-Dieu; recits d'hopital en 1915

(1920). His failing health, however, compelled
him to spend the next four years in Switzer-

land. There his pacifist views, freely aired in

the impassioned poetical protests of Vous etes

des hommes (1915), Poeme contre le grand
crime (1916), and Danse des morts (1917), were

fortified by his personal contact with the great

figure of Romain Rolland (q.v.), to whom he

later devoted a book which he himself termed
M
a poem and act of faith," Romain Rolland

vivant, 1914-1919 (1920). Two collections of a

deeper character, Heures, livre de la nuit

(1919), and Heures, livre de la grace (1920),

were later combined with the poetical nota-

tions of new trips to Florence, Austria, and

Germany, in Tragiques, suivis du voyage senti-

mental (1923). At this point in his poetical
evolution he truly was a poet of revolt, whether
he evoked the "bitter maze" of his youth,
shouted his despair, or cried out his call to

love, friendship, art, and beauty. Then his

passionate quest for an absolute answer to the

mysterious union of contradictory forces in

man made him turn to the revelation of the

Roman Catholic faith as well as to the study of

psychoanalysis, both of which permeate his

later work. While still producing poetry,
Priere (1923), Les Mysterieuses Noces (1925),
Nouvelles Noces (1926), La Symphonic d Dieu

(1930), Sueur de sang (1935), and that moving



poem of the birth of anguish in man, Le

Paradis perdu (1929; new and definitive ed.,

1942), Jouve began to write novels and short

stories, Paulina 1880 (1925), whose heroine, a

tortured prey to eroticism and mysticism, set

the pace for most of his succeeding work, Le

Monde dtsert (1926), Beau Regard (1927),

Htcate (1928), Vagadu (1931), Histoires san-

glantes (1932), La Scene capitate (1935)-

Instead of reviving his pacifist tendencies,

the Second World War seems to have intensi-

fied Jouve's concern with the ultimate values

of life and religion, as is evident in his books

recently arrived from Switzerland. His Porche

d la nuit des saints (1941) reflects the anguish
of earlier poems and echoes the tragic destiny

of our time, but brings out the true peace that

comes only from total submission to God. Two
late works of criticism reveal a similar pre-

occupation, his Tombeau de Baudelaire (1941)

and, above all, that magnificent piece of music

criticism, Le Don Juan de Mozart (1942). In it

Jouve has succeeded not only in recreating
without undue technical language the atmos-

phere of Mozart's music, but also in giving a

new understanding of the musician's genius
and a deep insight into the very problem that

has haunted the poet himself throughout his

life. It is as if, after attempting to further

through fiction and poetry his conceptual com-

prehension of the tragic fate of man dominated

by the coupled impulses of love and death, he

had found its supreme revelation in the formal

product of an art form closely bound to physi-
cal necessities and mystical intuition. Mozart's

treatment of the myth of love and death as

exemplified by Don Juan has become for

Jouve the deepest and truly "divine" expres
sion of this excruciating mystery which is the

guiding thread of his own inquest and which
makes his work an authentic mirror of the

tragedy of modern man.
See: S. A. Rhodes, "William Blake and

Pierre Jean Jouve," Romanic Review, XXIV
(1933), 147-149, and "Disciple of William

Blake," Sewanee Review, XLI (1933), 287-290;
Cahiers du sud, CLXXXII (April, 1936), 272-

304 (number in honor of Jouve).
C. L. B.

Jouvet, Louis (1885-, French actor, theatrical

director, and metteur en sctne), born at

Crozon, Finistre, began his career in Paris.

Beyond two failures at the Conservatoire, he

had had little experience when Jacques

Copeau (q-v.) established the Th&Ure du
Vieux Colombier (1913) and found Jouve t in-

dispensable as actor, property man, electrician.

When in 1922 jouvet went to the Comddie des

JUNGER
Champs-Elyses (of which he became sole

director in 1924), he took many of the best of

Copeau's discoveries Valentine Tessier, Lu-
cienne Bogaert, Michel Simon. He moved his

company to the Athne in 1934, the same year
that he became a professor at the Conserva-

toire. Building his reputation on the total

work of such contemporary dramatists as Jean
Giraudoux, Jules Remains, Marcel Achard,
and St&ve Passeur (qq.v.), Jouvet has indulged
in but few revivals (e.g., Moltere and Mrime)
and even fewer foreign plays (e.g., one by the

Alvarez Quintero brothers, q.v., and an adapta-
tion of Margaret Kennedy). His taste for origi-
nal and often complicatedly mechanical sets

has necessitated the collaboration of painters
like Christian B6rard and the resurrection of

17th-century machinery. In acting as in stag-

ing, his striking stylizations have won the

enthusiasm of the fashionable world, but if he
had done nothing except reveal the dramatic

talent of Giraudoux, the literary world would
still owe him a great debt. Since he began de-

voting his vacations to the cinema, Jouvet has

been seen in such films as La Kermesse

htroique, La Fin des jours, and Garnet de bal.

See: C. Czan, Louis Jouvet et le thedtre

d'aujourd'hui (1938), with introduction by

Jean Giraudoux; Jouvet, Reflexions du come-

dien (1938).

J- O'B.

Jiinger, Ernst (1895-, German novelist and

essayist), brother of the poet and essayist

Friedrich Georg Jiinger, was born in Heidel-

berg. He volunteered at the outbreak of the

First World War and, in the course of a dis-

tinguished military career, was awarded the

highest German order, Pour le Mrite. During
the years between the wars he devoted himself

to writing and was a widely respected con-

tributor to a number of conservative reviews

and newspapers. In 1940 he took part in the

French campaign.
The technological and social changes of the

last century have not, so it seems to Jiinger,
decreased the perennial threat with which
irrational forces confront the unstable life of

man. Only the constant and total exercise of

all human virtues, physical as well as moral
and intellectual, will establish the vital

harmony which can and must sustain a

culture. This sense of the perpetual and fear-

ful elemental fascination of the world is one
of the most striking qualities of Jtinger's work,
for which his experience as an officer in the
First World War supplied the early substance
and material. His first book, In Stahlgewittern
(1920; Eng. tr., Storm of Steel, 1929), struck
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the characteristic theme of extreme action

coupled with insight and soldierly pathos.
There followed several volumes essentially ob-

servational and reflective rather than narrative

in nature. A semi-autobiographical account of

earlier experiences in southern France and
northern Africa, Afrikanische Spiele (1936),

suggests the manner of Emil Strauss (q-v.\, his

own proper form, however, is not the novel

but the contemplative essay (Das abenteuer-

liche Herz, "Figuren und Capriccios/' 1929,
new ed., 1938; Blatter und Steine, 1934), in

which his "stereoscopic" perception is rendered

through imagery of extraordinary "perspec-
tive" power.
The political implications of his attitude,

in some respects reminiscent of T. E. Lawrence,
have had considerable influence upon the

present generation. On one occasion he ex-

amined in detail the social and emotional

structure of the contemporary worker (Der
Arbeiter, 1932); but it is in the soldier and his

reflective counterpart, the poet, that Jiinger

recognizes the human type in which the su-

preme qualities of alertness, discipline, intelli-

gence, and sensitiveness appear most strikingly.

Jiinger is an individualist, and although much
of his work is drawn from his experiences of

the wars (e.g., Der Kampf als inneres Erlebnis,

1922; Feuer und Blut, 1925; Das Wdldchen 12$,

1925, Eng. tr., Copse 125, 1930), he should not

be accused of the kind of German militaristic

thinking that is so justly suspected. Indeed,

in two of his recent books, the mythological

parable, Auf den Marmor-Klippen (1939), and
the diary of his months in 1940 as an officer in

France, G&rten und Strassen (1942), Junger
writes most urgently and with much concern

(though not without resorting to an occasional

elliptical paraphrase) of the threat to deep-
rooted cultural values offered by the forces of

undisciplined inhumanity and barbarian dis-

solution. Yet the vigor of Junger 's philosophi-
cal intelligence does not emerge in the bald
terms of philosophical propositions. His

thought is always conveyed with the pre-
cision of one to whom the distinction between
the observable fact and the irrational perspec-
tive is only one of degree and intensity. Dream
imagery is, therefore, one of his most frequent
devices, and his vision of nature has, at times,

the puzzling coherence of a surrealist land-

scape. By his devotion to the civilized and

civilizing qualities of language (e.g., Geheim-
nisse der Sprache, 1934, revised ed., 1939), he
has produced, in a series of successively more

significant works, some of the finest prose now
being written in Germany; it is lithe, resolute,

unsentimental, and radiant. If the term "magic
realism" should be applied at all, Jiinger's
work would most properly deserve it.

See: E. G. Winkler, Gestalten und Probleme

(
1 937)> PP- 94~ 1 33' K - Kamp, Die Haltung des

Frontkampfers (1940); W. K. Pfciler, War and
the German Mind (1941), pp. 109-116; E.

Guerster-Steinhausen, "The Prophet of Ger
man Nihilism Ernst Juenger," Review of

Politics, VII (1945)' i99~39-
V. L.

Junqueiro, Abilio Guerra, see Guerra Jun-

queiro.

K

Kaden, Juljusz, see Bandrowski, Juljusz.

Kaffka, Margit (1880-1918, Hungarian poet,

novelist, and short-story writer), was born in

Nagykdroly and died in Budapest during the

influenza epidemic at the end of the First

World War. Having been reared among the

landed gentry, the boldness of her spirit

seemed in sharp contrast with traditions that

expected women to be interested only in home
life. She was educated in the town where she

was born and in Budapest. Later she taught in

a girls' secondary school in Miskolcz and also

in the capital of the country. She was married

twice. Her first poems and stories appeared in

A H4t (The Week) and in Nyugat (West).

Margit Kaffka ranks among the foremost

Hungarian writers, not only compared with

Lenke Beniczkyn Bajza, Minka Czobel, and

Fruzina Szalay, women writers of the preceding

generations, but also compared with her liter-

ary contemporaries, regardless of sex. She had
an arresting personality; her humanitarian
outlook did not permit her to be reconciled to

life without protesting, and her artistic dis-

position made her intense in regard to moral
and physical ugliness. Yet she did not write

with a didactic temper; she responded pas-

sionately to beauty and expressed dissatis-

faction in the manner of a creative artist. Even
her juvenile stories substantiate her artistic

integrity.
Her poems, Kaffka Margit versei (1906; The

Poems of Margit Kaffka), reveal feminine sub-

tleness and awareness. Many of them are

"white" and "pure" in a conventional sense,

though Margit Kaffka already showed an abili-

ty to free herself from the familiar vocabulary
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of literary traditions. Gradually the music of

her spirit became more modern, and her ideas

revealed a successful emancipation from plati-

tudes and prejudices. Her short stories Levelek

a zdrddbol (1905; Letters from the Convent),
Csendes vdlsdgok (1909; Quiet Crisis), and

Nydr (1910; Summer) equal the best short

stories ever written by Hungarian women
writers; her delicacy recalls Katherine Mans-

field, but without the mastery of form so

characteristic of the English writer.

Margit Kaffka's talent reached its most ma-

ture development in her novels, especially in

Szinek 4s Jvek (1912; Colors and Years). It is

comprehensible that a woman with her social

outlook should have felt obliged to write about

the problem of women in modern times. This

particular novel shows Margit Kaffka's ability

to see beyond the horizon of a small town; she

understands the reasons why people of her

class in a Hungarian provincial town should

believe in the division of the classes, but she

does not approve of their reasons. Her attitude

is disruptive of the status quo; the problems
of her heroines are splendidly portrayed in

lyrical and social perspective. Maria evei (1913;

The Years of Maria), Allomdsok (1917; Sign-

posts), and Hangyaboly (1917; Anthill) are in-

completely realized novels, but their fragmen-

tary values make them interesting. Margit
Kaffka shows the various aspects of human
destiny in provincial or metropolitan sur-

roundings with an enlightening understand-

ing of selfish, nai've, or pathetic motives. Her

sympathies were always with truth and

beauty; it is regrettable that she died so

young. Her work breaks off like an unfinished

cry.

See: M. Radn6ti, Kaffka Margit muvdszi

fejlddttse (1934)-

J. R.

Kafka, Franz (1883-1924, German novelist and

essayist), was born in Prague of a well-to-do

middle-class Jewish family, in an atmosphere
overshadowed by his father's dominant person-

ality (see "Brief an den Vater," 1919) and
reminiscent of the earlier years of Proust. After

rigid schooling he took, in 1906, his law degree
at the German University of Prague and even-

tually obtained a position in the workmen's

compensation division of the Austrian govern-
ment. Devotion to literature was neverthe-

less his real concern, and it was only the slow-

ness and conscientiousness of his writing that

made it impossible for him to gain a livelihood

by it. Severe attacks of tuberculosis compelled
him to spend several years in sanatoriums.

On two occasions, hopes for a marriage that

might have steadied his life failed because of

his own sense of inadequacy.
Little of his work was published during his

lifetime: none of his three novels, Der Prozess

(1925; Eng. tr., The Trial, 1937), Das Schloss

(1926; Eng. tr., The Castle, 1930), and Amerika

(1927; Eng. tr., 1938), was completed. Most of

his ever increasing reputation rests upon the

posthumous publication (happily undertaken

by his friend Max Brod against Kafka's own

wishes) of an impressive number of short

stories, parables, aphorisms, journals, and
letters in the Gesammelte Schriften (1935-

1937)-

In his first published work, a collection of

prose, Betrachtung (1913), and two short

stories, Der Heizer (1913; later the first chapter
of his novel Amerika) and Das Urteil (1913)1

he established the main theme of his work,
which he soon elaborated in the "ecstatically

conceived" story, Der Verwandlung (1916;

Eng. tr., Metamorphosis, 1937). In 1918, dur-

ing critical months of illness in the country,
he began the first chapter of his novel Das
Schloss. A collection of delicate short stories,

Ein Landarzt (1919), was followed in 1919

by the significant tale, In der Strafkolonie

(Eng. tr., "In the Penal Colony," Partisan Re-

view, VIII, 98-107, 146-158), and one year be-

fore his death he completed a last volume of

characteristically lucid and mobile prose, Ein

Hungerkunstler.
In the words of the editor. Max Brod,

Kafka's three incomplete major novels, Ame-
rika, Der Prozess, and Das Schloss, form "a

trilogy of loneliness." Like every other work of

Kafka's, they reflect in a profoundly religious
sense the experience of human isolation and
the pathos of exclusion. Man, forever aware
of an inherent sense of "guilt," is compelled to

face the "trial" of life in a universe whose

pattern and coherence are fundamentally un-

certain and iricomprehensible (see "In the

Penal Colony," The Trial, The Castle). The
God of Kafka's world is as terrible and fasci-

nating as Jehovah, and however fervently the

poet's Job-like characters may wrestle with

"the law," there is for them no ultimate con-

solation. They are but troubled marionettes

who can find no escape from the realization of

overwhelming frustration. Man's life passes in

a series of crises in which the veiled presence
of "the law," acting through impersonal
agencies (the government, the police, the office,

the castle), demonstrates the futility of human
effort (The Trial). Much of Kafka's imagi-
native thinking is drawn from Jewish folk

literature and the Talmud; but the tenets of

his belief should be related to Pascal, the ex-
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istential philosophy of Kierkegaard, and the

contemporary theology of crisis (Karl Earth).

In its radically eschatological nature, his sym-

bolic faith is reminiscent of Dostoevski and

Strindberg (qq.v.), but it lacks the consistency

of Dante's or Bunyan's theological frame. The

use of minutely detailed irrational dream land-

scapes, in which strangely related phenomena
seem suspended in an unintelligible void, in-

dicates Kafka's nearness to the expressionist

and surrealist writers. But even the laconic

humor of some of his tales rests upon a power-

ful faith in what Kafka himself called the

"indestructible"; in those grotesque scenes, in

which the pathetic human being finds himself

caught in the grip of an inescapable mecha-

nism, he reminds us not only of Charlie

Chaplin and Walt Disney, but of Poe and

Dickens.

In spite of the subtlety and precision of his

prose style (Kleist, Hebel, Flaubert, q.v.),

Kafka is not, compared with his contem-

poraries (Proust, q.v., Joyce, Thomas Mann,

q.v.),
one of the accomplished novelists; he is

rather, with Rilke (q.v.),
the supremely

religious writer of an age in which man, caught

in inevitable perplexity and doubt, seems in-

capable of personal salvation. Ultimately

Kafka's theme, like that of all contemporary

literature, is the paradoxical human quest

for freedom as well as responsibility.

See: M. Brod, Franz Kafka; cine Biographic

(1937); P. Rahv, "Franz Kafka: The Hero as

Lonely Man," Kenyan Review, I (1939). 60-

74; A Franz Kafka Miscellany (1940)1 A -

Warren, "Kosmos Kafka," Southern Review,

VII (1941-1942)* 35-365-
V. 1^

Kahn, Gustave (1859-1936, French poet and

critic), born at Metz, in the province of Lor-

raine, went at an early age to Paris and after

completing his classical studies indulged his

taste for erudition by entering the Ecole des

Chartes and the School of Oriental Languages.

This was followed by four years of military

service in North Africa under conditions

favorable to his linguistic and historical

studies. Returning to Paris in 1885, he

abandoned his scholarly research for the pur-

suit of a literary career. The review Vogue,

which he founded with Paul Adam (q.v.)>
was

a ready receptacle for his first poems, soon to

be published in volume form with the title Les

Palais nomades (1887). In collaboration with

Jean Moreas and Paul Adam (qq.v.) he founded

also at that period the Symboliste, a periodical

whose avowed purpose was to encourage the

symbolist movement. But Kahn's activities as

a critic did not interrupt his poetic produc-
tion or his experiments with a new form of

verse. In the preface to his Premiers Potmes

(1897), he laVs ful1 claim to the invention o

vers libre, yet in fairness that honor should be

shared with Rimbaud, Jules Laforgue (qq.v.),

and others. It must be granted, however, that

Kahn was the first theorician of this medium
of poetic expression. By methodical and

scientific analysis he demonstrated that French

verse is not merely constituted by a number of

syllables subjected to certain rules, but rather

by rhythmic units of equal temporal values

governed by the emotional stress of the phrase.

Since rhythm is the most adequate expression
of individual feelings, the poet's task therefore

is to create a form capable of interpreting his

own sentiments without being hampered by
the arbitrary rules of caesura, hiatus, alter-

nation of rhymes, and other conventions.

In spite of the scholarly precision of its own

theories, the verse of Kahn remains too experi-

mental and too hesitating between the syllabic

meter and a truly free form to compare

favorably with the masterly technique of Vield-

Griffin, Emile Verhaeren, or Henri de R6gnier

(qq.v.). Neither does his poetry reach the high
level of these foremost representatives of sym-

bolism. Les Palais nomades reveals a delicate

sensibility, but too often preciosity and aimless

verbiage embarrass the thought and confuse

the emotion. However, in Le Livie d'images

(1897), by means f simple narrative reminis-

cent of the Germanic lieder, he creates a poetic

mood which possesses charm and originality.

To the collections of poems can be added

several volumes of critical essays, a genre in

which Kahn excels. Of particular interest are

Symbolistes et decadents (1902), an apprecia-

tive survey of the literary movement in which

he took part, and Charles Baudelaire (1925), a

penetrating study of the poet with whom he

felt some affinities. A distinguished art critic,

he is the author of treatises on Boucher,

Fragonard, F&icien Rops, Rodin, and other

artists.

See: Andr Barre, Le Symbolisme (1912);

Tancrtde de Visan, L'Attitude du lyrisme con-

temporain (1921); John Charpentier, Le Sym-
bolisme (1927); Adolphe van Bever and Paul

Lautaud, Pottes d'aujourd'hui (1929).

M. D.

Kaiser, Georg (1878-1945, German play-

wright), was the son of a Magdeburg merchant.

He too went into business and eventually es-

tablished himself in Buenos Aires, but found

the climate unhealthy and came back home,
where he soon turned to writing. The most
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sensational event in his career was his trial in

1921 for embezzlement; his plea that as an

exceptional man he could not be expected to

observe the civil code failed to save him.

His literary career was meteoric. Some of

his plays were written as early as 1905, but

the first to be published was Die judische
Witwe (191 i), a satirical treatment of the

Judith theme, and it was not till 1914 that

theatregoers made his acquaintance. For the

next 10 years Kaiser was the sensation of the

German stage; no less than 26 of his dramas

were staged. This was the decade of expression-

ism, and Kaiser was not only the most prolific

but also the most representative playwright of

that movement. With the passing of expres-
sionism his star waned.

Kaiser spoke of Plato, Schopenhauer, and

Nietzsche (q.v.) as his spiritual guides. He pro-
fessed to see in the dialogues of Plato, for

instance, the ideal drama. Under this philo-

sophic aegis Kaiser wrote, not Schauspiele, but

Denkspiele, a term reminiscent of Shaw's plays.

Despite this designation, however, Kaiser's

work does not have the flash of Shaw's wit, nor

is it the meditative book drama: it is fast mov

ing theatre, more effective in the acting than

in the reading, tense and, at its best, well able

to stir human emotions. But each play is the

elaboration of an idea developed at the ex-

pense of the dramatic form. This formula was

a commonplace among the expressionists, who

certainly did not need to go back more than

two thousand years to find it. In fact, Kaiser's

prototypes were Strindberg and Wedekind

(qq.v.).

The peculiarities of Kaiser's work are es

sentially those of expressionism. In one of his

first successes, Von Morgens bis Mitternachls

(1916; Eng. tr., From Morn to Midnight,

1920), the cashier of a bank, a slave of routine,

filches 60,000 marks and runs amuck: a whiff

of perfume and the rustle of silk skirts start

him off on what he feels to be the first day of

his life and what fatefully proves to be the last.

His excesses, portrayed in language that has

the rhythm of machine-gun fire, make palpi

tating theatre. But the cashier remains a

stranger to us and the other characters are but

wraiths. The thought that such abnormal

happenings might be expected if suppressed
natures acted out their dreams is the chief

residue when the fire of the action has burned

itself out. The technique of starring the main

character and blurring the rest of the cast is

perfectly fitted to the Denkspiel, which thus

becomes practically a monodrama. Even the

main character submerges his individuality to

become a type without so much as a name:

except for some notable historical personages,
such as Socrates and Alcibiades (Der gerettete

Alkibiades, 1920) and Joan of Arc (Gilles und
Jeanne, 1923), most of the characters in Kaiser's

plays are designated merely by rank or

function.

The socialistic tendencies of expressionism
are found in Kaiser's trilogy on capitalism, Die
Koralle (1917; Eng. tr., The Coral, 1929), Gas /

1918; Eng. tr., 1924), and Gas II (1920). In the

middle member of this trilogy the author has

caught very effectively the spirit of the

mechanized age and, in posing a great social

problem, has created true drama. Less far

reaching but equally dramatic is Die Burger
von Calais (1917), in which the playwright en-

hances the tragedy of Froissart's narrative,

made famous in Rodin's statuary, by having
seven citizens rather than the required six

volunteer for death.

Within the atmosphere of expressionism,
which is the only environment thinkable for

his products, Kaiser evolved a fitting dramatic

style of his own which reduces language to a

minimum and makes action the real medium
for his ideas. In his more ambitious works
these ideas became Utopian, without, however,

carrying true conviction.

Kaiser wrote two novels, Es ist genug
(1932) and Villa Aurea (1940; Eng. tr., A Villa

in Sicily, 1939).

See: H. F. Konigsgarten, Georg Kaiser (1928);
B. Diebold, Der Denkspieler Georg Kaiser

(1924); M. Freyhan, Georg Kaisers Werk (1926);
M. J. Fruchter, The Social Dialectic in Georg
Kaiser's Dramatic Works (1933).

H. W. P.

Kamban, GuSmundur (1888-1945, Icelandic

dramatist and novelist), born on Alftanes near

Reykjavik, of poor but enterprising parents,
was one of a large family. While working his

way through school, Kamban came in contact

with the cosmopolitan and humanitarian E.

H. Kvaran (q.v.); but he went to Copenhagen
to study literature and dramatics, and there

he joined the group of J6hann Sigurj6nsson

(q.v.) with enthusiasm and wrote his first play,
Hadda-Padda (1914; Eng. tr., 1917), under that

influence. Hadda-Padda is a woman whose
love is her moral guide, a recurrent figure in

Kamban 's work. The play was a success at the

Royal Theatre, but another play in the same
national romantic vein was not so successful.

After a visit to New York (1915-1917), Kamban
turned social critic. In Marmor (1918; Marble),
a play, and Ragnar Finnsson (1922), a novel, he
criticized the treatment of convicts in prisons
in America. During the igao's Kamban re-
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volted as was the fashion of the times

against the conventional morals of love and

marriage in a series of plays. Vi Mordere (1920;

We Murderers) was the most successful of the

group. Sendiherrann frd Jupiter (1927; The
Ambassador from Jupiter) closes this period in

Kamban's work with a general challenge to

the corruption in Western civilization.

After a decade of cosmopolitan subjects,

Kamban returned to native themes and wrote

the historical novel Skdlholt (4 vols., 1930-

1935; Eng. tr. of Vols. I and II, The Virgin of

Skalholt, 1935), about the unhappy love of

the proud daughter of Bishop Brynjolfur
Sveinson (1605-1675) and about his mala
domestica. In monumcntality of design this

work is reminiscent of Undset's (q.v.) novels,

but the philosophy is totally different: again,
as in Kamban's first work, the woman's love is

her only conscience. The affinity of this proud
type with the women of the sagas is obvious,

and in Jeg ser et stort sh0nt Land (1936; Eng.
tr., I See a Wondrous Land, 1938), Kamban
had an opportunity to portray the saga women
themselves in his retelling of the stories of the

discovery of Greenland and Vinland (America).
Kamban was connected with theatres in

Scandinavia and Germany. His stay in Ice-

land (1927-1930) resulted in the novel jo.

Generation (1933; The Thirtieth Generation),
a description of the modern emancipated and

cosmopolitan bourgeoisie of Reykjavik, with
which Kamban obviously was in sympathy.
During the Second World War, Kamban

was in Denmark and Germany, writing sev-

eral plays. He was killed by mistake by Danish

patriots on May 5, 1945.
See: 0. Ree, "En islandsk dramatiker," in

Nordisk tidskrift for vetenskap, konst och in-

dustri utgiven av Letterstedtska Foreningen,
1921, pp. 39-42; S. Einarsson, "GuSmundur
Kamban/' Timarit pjddraknisfelags tslen-

dinga, XIV (1932), 7-32.
S. E.

Kamenski, Vasili (1884-, Russian poet, novelist,

and dramatist), born aboard a steamboat on
the River Kama, was one of the founders of

Russian futurism. With Mayakovsky (q.v.) and

Burlyuk he toured the country on the eve of

the First World War, shocking the philistines
with unheard-of prose and verse and with out-

landish array; Kamenski himself, who was an
aviator 'it the time, appeared with an airplane

painted on his brow. Like Khlebnikov (q*v.)>

he took liberties with the Russian language,
coined numerous neologisms, and deliberately
obscured the meaning of his verse, to produce
zaum (beyond reason) poetry. His dominant

note is carefree exuberance and the joy of

living. He refers to himself as "cloudlessly

skyey ... a fierce eagle born in the Urals,"

whose "narcotic lyricism . . . rings like the

carotid aorta" and who knows "no other

morals than: Be free and forge ahead 1" Aside

from his numerous lyrics, Kamenski wrote a

long poem, Stepan Razin (1916), in which,

defying the war censorship, he glorified the

spirit of rebellion among 17th-century Cos-

sacks. The poem was dramatized in 1919. A
novel of his, Tango s korovami (1911; Tango
with Cows), gained temporary notoriety. In

1931 was published his autobiographical Put
entuziasta (The Road of an Enthusiast), valu-

able for its intimate glimpses at the Russian

futurists.

A. K.

Karlfeldt, Erik Axel (1864-1931, Swedish lyric

poet), born in Karlbo, Folkarna, was graduated
from the Gymnasium at VasterSs in 1885 and
studied at Uppsala, where he passed his li-

centiate examination in 1898. He was elected

to the Swedish Academy in 1904, became a

member of the Nobel committee in 1907 and

permanent secretary of the Academy in 1912.

In 1917 he received a Ph.D. (honoris causa)

from the University of Uppsala. The Nobel

prize in literature, which he had declined

in 1920, was awarded him posthumously in

Karlfeldt's first work, Vildmarks- och kar-

leksvisor (1895; Ballads of the Woodlands and

of Love), with its dedicatory "Faderna" (My
Forefathers) and admirable lyrics like "Sagan
om Rosalind" (Rosalind's Saga), suggested the

greater things soon to come. In Fridolins visor

(1898; Fridolin's Ballads) and Fridolins lust-

gdrd och dalmalningar pa rim (1901; Fridolin's

IMeasure Garden and Dalecarlian Frescoes in

Rhyme) his lyric orchestration is fully de-

veloped. The poet now achieves universal

popularity; in the person of Fridolin, his alter

ego, Karlfeldt becomes a classical figure, and
the ballad collection is considered by many to

be his masterpiece. Flora och Pomona (1906;
Flora and Pomona) shows a tendency to loftier

diction, to deepening of thought. Notable are

poems of personal tone such as "I passions-
veckan" (Easter Week), the masterly Dalecar-

lian rococo "Vardshuset" (The Tavern), and
the burlesque "Ode till den hostlige Neptunus"
(Ode to the Autumnal Neptune). Flora och
Bellona (1918; Flora and Bellona) is rich in

mirth ("Julia Djuplin"), transcendent beauty

("Zephyrs serenad till Olands solvanda,"

Zephyr's Serenade to the Gland Rockrose),
and satire ("Till Bellona," Ode to Bellona).
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The fundamental strains in this collection

come from the deeper recesses of the poet's

soul: there is a deep, religious undertone in

"Systrar i lustgSrden" (Sisters in the Pleasure

Garden), and a logical culmination in "Host-

psalm" (Psalm of Autumn), where the poet
reaches the pinnacle of his art. Skalden Luci-

dor (1912; The Poet Lucidor) and Tal och

tankar (1931, posthumous; public addresses,

etc.) reveal a brilliant prose style and genuine
oratorical power.

Karlfeldt's major inspiration is nature. Out
of the attachment to the soil his song rises and
finds unity in the glorification of the seasons

and the calendric festivals of the year. The

poet at his best is a consummate artist and
virtuoso. His astounding mastery of the ver-

nacular, creative imagination, range and in-

tensity of emotion, virility, humor, and pathos
have but few parallels in Swedish lyrics. The

purely intellectual plays a subordinate part.
His magic depends upon immediacy of ap-

proach. He appeals to the emotions through
the senses by means of color, word witchery,
archaisms, varieties of strophic structure,

rhyme and rhythm, melody, and delicate and

profuse use of the floral pictures. His felicity

of metaphor recalls Shakespeare, the lilt of his

lines suggests Swinburne.

See: A. M. Caiisson, Erik Axel Karlfeldt

(1924); T. Fogelqvist, Erik Axel Karlfeldt

(1931); Carl Mang5rd, En bok om Karlfeldt

(1931); Karlfeldt, Arcadia Borealis, poems tr.

by C. W. Stork (1938).

A. J. U.

Kasprowicz, Jan (1860-1926, Polish poet), was
born in Szymborz, a little village in western

Poland not far from the celebrated Lake

Goplo. His parents were peasants deeply rooted

in this historic and almost legendary Polish

soil. By birth and ancestry Kasprowicz in-

herited a cultural tradition which lies at the

bottom of almost every Polish peasant's think-

ing a firm religious faith and an intuitive,

apolitical, almost tribal consciousness of Polish

nationality. Upon these two fundamental cul-

tural factors the poet built an imposing intel-

lectual superstructure of erudition in phi-

losophy, classical philology, and comparative
literature during his studies in the universities

of Leipzig, Breslau, and Lw6w. In 1909 he be-

came professor of comparative literature at the

University of Lw6w. Unlike the great Polish

romanticists who first stimulated his poetic

spirit, Kasprowicz drew his inspiration from

springs deeper than personal or even national

fortune and misfortune. True to his peasant
tradition he looked at life in the universal and

saw man's fleshly existence as a God-ordained

mystery of birth and death, as a transient mo-
ment between the material eternities of sun
and soil and the moral eternities of good and
evil, God and Satan, The philosophic depth
of Kasprowicz's poetry precluded broad popu-
larity for him in Poland. Yet his position as

one of Poland's greatest poets is firmly en-

trenched, and although he is relatively un-

known abroad, he is undoubtedly one of the

foremost poets of universal human life and
conscience in 20th-century Europe.

It is perhaps because Kasprowicz lived long

enough to express himself completely that his

poetic output (22 volumes, 1930 ed.) divides

itself readily into periods and gives the im-

pression of a drama constructed in logically
consecutive acts leading to a climax and a swift

inevitable conclusion. Even in his earliest

cycles of lyrics in the first published volume
of his poetry (1889) and in his sociological tales

in verse, Z chlopskiego zagonu (1891; From a

Peasant's Field), the poet's preoccupation with

sociological phenomena assumed a deep moral

tone and betrayed the first stirrings of spiritual
revolt. This latter is especially noticeable in

Chrystus (1890; Christ). Kasprowicz's second

period marks his departure from sociological
themes. Philosophic considerations of good
and evil absorb him completely in the cycles

collected under the titles Mitosc (1895; Love)
and Krzak dzikief rozy (1898; The Wild Rose).
Amid doubts, despair, desperate clutchings at

faith, and shining moments of decision and

strength the poet wrestles with evil, and in

Ginqcemu twiatu (1902; To a Dying World) he

plunges into a tremendous Promethean

struggle against God himself. The soaring

hymns of this cycle mark the poet's third and
climactic period. In Polish literature poetry of

comparable lyric intensity, sincerity, and power
can be found only in the inspired "Improvisa-
tion" of Mickiewicz's Forefathers' Eve. The
volume Ballada o sloneczniku (1908; Ballad

of the Sunflower) marks the end of Kas-

prowicz's revolt and points toward the spiritual

calm and consummate artistic simplicity of

Ksifga ubogich (1916; The Book of the Poor)
and his last book, M6j swiat (1926; My World).
The drama, Marcholt, written in 1913 but not

published until 1920, is a concentrate of the

poet's entire spiritual odyssey from his earliest

sociological agitation through his painful

philosophic searchings and Promethean revolt

to his final, peasantlike, irrational reconcilia-

tion with God. Like Marchoh, the poet had

fought in earnest without giving or asking

quarter and, like Marcholt, was conquered
only by God,
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Kasprowicz was also a prolific and inspired
translator. Among his translations are the

complete works of Aeschylus, Euripides, and

Shakespeare, Shelley's Alastor, The Cenci, and
Prometheus Unbound, Byron's Childe Harold's

Pilgrimage, Swinburne's Atalanta in Calydon
and Laus Veneris, Wilde's Ballad of Reading
Gaol, not to mention copious selections from

Marlowe, Blake, Rossetti, Browning, and
Yeats. The total of his translations from the

German, Italian, and French is scarcely less

impressive.

See: Z. Wasilewski, Jan Kasprowicz; proba
wizerunku (1923); Wiadomo&ci literackie, 1926,

No. 147 (entire issue); Z. L. Zaleski, Attitudes

et destinies (1932), pp. 116-138; K. Czachowski,

Obraz wspoiczesnej literatury polskiej, I (1934),

190-206, 308-313.
E. Z.

Kastner, Erich (1899-, German journalist, poet,

and novelist), was born in Dresden. Originally

intending to be a teacher, he entered normal

school, but left it to be a bank clerk. This was

during the post-war inflation, and again he

changed his plans and studied literature, tak-

ing a Ph.D. degree in 1925. After some years

of journalism, he found the income from his

collected verse (Ilerz auf Taille, 1928; Ldrrn irn

Spiegel, 1929; Ein Mann gibt Auskunft, 1930)

sufficient to set him free, and thereafter he

devoted himself to writing. Meanwhile ap-

peared the most popular of all his books, Emil

und die Detektive (1929; Eng. tr., Emil and

the Detectives, 1930), which was filmed in the

United States; it was followed by Fabian; die

Geschichte eines Moralisten (1931; Eng. tr.,

1932), Drei Manner im Schnee (1934; Eng. tr.,

Three Men in the Snow, 1935), also filmed, Die

verschwundene Miniatur (1936; Eng. tr., The

Missing Miniature, 1936), and others. The
bitterness of the post-war years with their

chaos and confusion crops out in his more
satiric passages and poems.

Kastner is a versatile and charming writer,

whose humor deserves to be given more serious

attention, for especially in Germany there has

not been too much of it. In his best vein, he

writes with a smile which is not frivolous, but

merely the obverse of the tragic; he can also

produce at will that releasing laughter which

is one of the rarest gifts of letters to man.
B. Q. M.

Katayev, Valentin Petrovich (1897-, Russian

novelist, short-story writer, and playwright),
was born in Odessa, son of a high school

teacher. In 1915 Katayev volunteered in the

First World War, was wounded and gassed.

During the civil war (1918-1920) he was

equally ill-treated by the Whites and the Reds.

Since 1922 Katayev has lived in Moscow, pub-
lishing novels, short stories, and plays. He
started his literary career as a poet, but soon

gave up poetry and turned definitely to prose.

Already in his first books he showed his crafts-

manship as a storyteller, both in lighter vein

(Ser Genri i chart, 1923, Sir Henry and the

Devil; Bezdelnik Eduard, 1923, The Loafer

Eduard) and in serious, realistic portrayal

(Otets, 1924; Father). His satirical novel

Rastratchiki (1927; Eng. tr., The Embezzlers,

1929), devoted to the period of NEP (New
Economic Policy), ranked him as one of the

foremost Soviet writers. In Vremya vperyod!

(1932; Eng. tr., Time, Forward! 1933, title in

England, Forward, Oh Time! 1934) he gave
one of the best pictures of the hardships and
the pioneer spirit of the first Five-Year Plan.

Beliet parus odinoki (1936; Eng. tr., Lonely
White Sail, American title, Peace Is Where the

Tempests Blow, both 1937) is a delightful story
of children's adventures in Odessa during the

revolutionary days of 1905-1906, while Ya syn

trudovogo naroda (1937; I Am the Son of the

Working People) is a highly patriotic novel

evoking the struggle of Ukrainian partisans

during the German occupation of their

country in 1918. Katayev's war novel Zhena

(1944; The Wife) is a strong and pathetic de-

scription of a woman who seeks to forget her

personal misfortunes in productive work.

Katayev has been influenced by Bunin and
Aleksei Tolstoy (qq.v.). He carries on success-

fully the tradition of Russian neo-realism. His

novels and short stories have always an inter-

esting plot, a vigorous construction, a sharp
sense of humor, a warm humanity, and are

written in colorful style. As a playwright

Katayev is an amusing and caustic satirist.

He drew general attention by his comedies
and jests, the best of which are Kvadratura

kruga (1929; Eng. tr., Squaring the Circle,

1934) and Doroga tsvetov (1934; The Road of

Flowers). Soviet critics reproached Katayev for

his comedy Sini platochek (1942; Blue Ker-

chief) because of its dealing with the war situa-

tion in a too farcical manner. Several of

Katayev's novels and plays have been filmed in

the U.S.S.R. Katayev certainly belongs to the

most gifted and independent representatives of

the Soviet prose of today.
M. J

Katayev, Yevgeni Petrovich, see Petrov,

Yevgeni Petrovich.
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Kaverin, Venyamin Aleksandrovich (1902-,
Russian writer and litterateur), born in St.

Petersburg, began to write while still under 20

years of age. He was associated with Vsevolod

Ivanov, Mikhail Slonimski, Yevgeni Zamyatin

(qq-v.) t and others in the formation (1921) of

the Petersburg literary group known as the

Serapion Brothers, which resisted current

tendencies toward the regimentation of litera-

ture. His first short stories, e.g., "Mastera i

podmasterya" (Masters and Apprentices) and

"Bubnovaya mast" (The Diamond Suit), were

romantic in tendency. In two longer fictional

efforts, Konets Khazy (The End of Khaza) and

Devyat desyatykh sud'by (Nine Tenths of

Destiny), Kaverin adhered to the so-called

formalist school which, in the earlier days of

the revolutionary period, made a concerted

effort to wall off art from the Revolution itself

and, in fact, from all burning political and
social problems of the day. In his subsequent
novel, Skandalist (1928; The Brawler), Kaverin

satirized routine middle-class scholars totally

cut off from life and, in the author's view,

intellectually bankrupt. He approached still

closer to Soviet ideology in Prolog (The Pro-

logue), written after an extensive visit to the

state and collective farms of the steppe coun-

try, though he interprets the economic recon-

struction of the country as a technical attack

by man upon nature. In his story "Khudo-
zhnik neizvesten" (Artist Unknown) Kaverin

again remained faithful to his early formalistic

convictions and practice, but in his later

works, e.g., Dva kapitana (1940; Eng. tr., Two
Captains, 1942), he came nearer to the current

Soviet ideal of socialist realism. Kaverin has

also experimented with drama in Ukroshch-

eniye Robinzona Hi Poteryanny Rai (The
Taming of Robinson or Paradise Lost) and
wrote the literary monograph Baron Bram-
beus: Istoriya Osipa Senkovskogo (Baron
Brambaus: The Story of Osip Senkovski), dis-

cussing a fertile but qualitatively insignificant
Russian journalist of Pushkin's day.

See: V. Sayanov, "Put V. Kaverina," in

Kaverin, Sochineniya, I (1930), 5-16; G. Reavey
and M. Slonim, Soviet Literature; an Anthol-

ogy (
1 934)> PP- 181-190; G. Struve, 25 Years of

Soviet Russian Literature (1944), pp. 49-55,

S. H. C.

Kazin, Vasili (1898-, Russian poet), born in

Moscow, comes from a family of peasants and
workers and has himself engaged in such

crafts as roofing and carpentry. His verse be-

gan to appear in print in 1914, but his fame

came with the publication of his first slim

volume, Rabochi mai (1922; The Workers'

May). Kazin sees everything through the prism
of physical labor, which is evidenced by his

similes and images. Such a threadbare theme
as a blonde sweetheart is given a new angle in

"Rubanok" (Jack Plane), in which the rustling
of fragrant shavings reminds the workman of

the curls of his beloved, and the grief of part-

ing is like a splinter driven into his heart.

Labor is free from drudgery and enslavement

when depicted by Kazin. Poetry and the joy of

creative effort are in his description of physical

exertion, and even fatigue "oozes sweetly down
his spine." He regards nature anthro-

pomorphically, and always from the worker's

point of view. Thus he sees the sun with the

eyes of a bricklayer ("Morning hoisted its

brick"), the sounds of awakening spring he

perceives in terms of a tin-roofer, while eve-

ning is to him an apiarist whose bees are stars.

He presents a thunderstorm as a gigantic

foundry, with throngs of blacksmiths nimbly

setting furnaces aflame and thundering rever-

berating blows. Kazin is primarily a lyricist,

who contemplates the world somewhat senti-

mentally, even if the sentiment is robust and

proletarian. His attempts at longer poems of a

broader scope have not been successful.

A. K.

Keller, Gottfried (1819-1890, Swiss novelist),

born in Zurich, one of the greatest writers in

German of the whole post-Goethian period, is

considered by the German Swiss, if not by the

whole of Switzerland, to be the most repre-
sentative national author. Keller's influence

among his countrymen in the 2Oth century is

undiminished. His earlier, most productive

years coincide with the reconstruction of

Switzerland after the Napoleonic Wars, when
a vigorous democratic spirit reasserted itself

and found expression in numerous progressive
measures. Keller took an active part, first, in

bringing about some of these measures and,

secondly, in fostering, through his writings,

the attitude necessary for maintaining and de-

veloping democratic standards. Fortunately he

combines with such social responsibility a high

degree of artistic sensibilities and a sovereign

imagination.
Keller for 15 years served his country faith-

fully as secretary of the cantonal government,
a position which entailed many painstaking
duties. During these years he had no time to

write though ample occasion to gather material

and to sift his observations on human life and
nature. His best works were either wholly cxe-
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cuted after this period or at least then revised

and put into final shape. His greatest contri-

bution, Der grune Heinrich, a novel of nearly
a thousand pages, was first published 1854-

1855, only to be completely recast 25 years
later. With the advantage of a seasoned out-

look on life Keller was now able to raise this

autobiographical account to the level of a

representative educational novel; as such it

takes its place beside Grimmelshausen's

Simplicissimus and Goethe's Wilhelm Meister.

It is not too much to say that in Der grune
Heinrich the Swiss cultural tradition has been

developed and refined to a degree which

makes this work a model of life among
European forms of culture. Man's duty is here

conceived by Keller as being first of all

towards the reality of this world; his religious,

transcendental impulses have to be converted

into practical ethics. With that Keller pro-
claims the sacred duty of making spirit con-

crete and nature ethical. Hence his joyful
abandonment to the physical beauty of our

earth, from which we must draw strength and
enthusiasm. The fruit of intimate contact with

nature and deep confidence in mankind ap-

pears in Der grune Heinrich as the hero's de-

cision to devote himself wholly to the social

task. He accepts a modest position in the civil

service, a step which assumes symbolic signifi

cance: in some form or other we must all turn

our activities, be they what they may, towards

a socially useful purpose. This definition of

man's ultimate obligation is repeated in the

fate of one of the principal women characters

who, likewise after having passed through a

period of exuberant naturalism, fulfills her

destiny by attending to the poor and sick,

sacrificing even her life in the discharge of

such duties. Group life, too, has its own char-

acteristic aims and forms; its foremost function

is to guarantee freedom, economic well-being,
and progress. The emphasis in Der grune
Heinrich is, however, less on the acquisition of

freedom than on its protection against abuse

and deterioration. Progress is something which

Keller ardently believes in, though he can by
no means be accused of irresponsible optimism.
He is enough of a clear-sighted realist to know
that constant watchfulness is needed to pre
vent the exploitation by greed or sly cunning
of our human rights. The hero's deceased

father, whose memory lives among the neigh-
bors, leaves a shining example of a sturdy,

progressive-minded craftsman and citizen;

through him the son remains forever pledged
to the idea of progress, of a slowly expanding
area of good will and reason. Finally, the

cornerstone of a sound social structure is edu-

cation, both in the sense of a solid training in

crafts or professions and of keen interest in

cultural activities. Less conspicuous for foreign
readers but highly interesting for his country-
men is the way in which Keller, in Der grune
Heinrich, discusses the relationship between

Switzerland and Germany.
Inexhaustible as the vitality and wisdom of

Der grune Heinrich proves to be, the reader

should turn to other works of Keller, above all

to Das Sinngedicht (1881) and "Der Landvogt
von Greifensee" in Die Zuricher Novellen

(1877), for complementary aspects of his

Christian humanism. In these shorter stories

Keller takes up some of the more intimate

problems of human conduct, reiterating his

belief in the absolute value of such qualities
as honesty, serenity, mutual sympathy, and

castigating as the one unpardonable sin man's

inclination to conceit and brutality. A writer

of such inner strength cannot fail to produce
significant works even in his lighter mood or

when giving free rein to humor and imagina-
tion, as he does in the two volumes of Die
Leute von Seldwyla (1856-1874; Eng. tr. of

selections, Seldwyla folks, 1919).

Recent critics have made much of Keller's

last novel, Martin Salander (1886), which they
declare to be his stern appraisal of democratic

institutions. It would, however, seem that

Keller's frank criticism takes to task not de-

mocracy as such but those of us who through
lack of inner effort invite abuse of freedom
and of harmonious community life.

See: E. F. Hauch, Gottfried Keller as a
Democratic Idealist (1916); E. Ermatinger,
Gottfried Kellers Leben, Briefe und Tage-
bucher (1924-1925); E. Ackerknecht, Gottfried
Keller (1939)-

H. B.

Kessel, Joseph (1898-, French novelist and

journalist), was born in Argentina, in the city

of Clara, where his father, a Russian refugee
who had completed his medical studies at

Montpellicr in France, practiced medicine.

Kessel himself studied in France, first at the

Lycde of Nice, then at the Lyce Louis-le-

Grand in Paris, The First World War broke

out while he was still studying at the Sorbonne.

He enlisted and saw active service as an aviator,

receiving the Croix de Guerre. He was then

sent to the United States and left France the

day the armistice was signed. From New York
he went to Los Angeles, crossed the Pacific

Ocean, and joined the French general staff in

Siberia. It was here he became acquainted
with the hetman Semenov and his Cossacks.

Upon his return to France La Steppe rouge
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(1923) was published, a group of short stories

dealing with the Terror which accompanied
the Russian Revolution. The following year
he wrote L'Equipage, a war and aviation story,

probably his best novel. As a reporter he

attempted to reenter Russia and narrowly es-

caped being shot by the Bolsheviks in Riga.
Les Captifs (1926), a somber study of the

victims of tuberculosis, was awarded the Grand
Prix du Roman by the French Academy in

1927. His succeeding works have been, for the

most part, inspired by his numerous travels. A
vivid book concerning the Second World War,
L'Armee des ombres, was published in 1944

(Eng. tr., Army of Shadows, 1944).

There is in the writing of Kessel a certain

savage quality, modified by a classic style of

expression. His works echo the world-shaking
events to which he has been a witness.

P. B.

Kesten, Hermann (1900-, German novelist and

playwright), born in Nuremberg, was educated
at Erlangen and Frankfurt am Main. An
attack upon Hitlerism in his novel Der Schar-

latan (1932) made it necessary for him to leave

Germany. In Amsterdam, where he fled, he

was, from 1933 until 1940, literary editor to

the publisher Allert de Lange. In 1940 the

German invasion forced him to emigrate to

America.

Kesten's talent was early recognized; his first

novel, Joseph sucht die Freiheit (1927; Eng.
tr., Joseph Breaks Free, 1930), won for its

author the Kleist citation. Its theme a youth's

painful realization that the supposed virtues

of his family existed only in his affectionate

imagination and his desire to escape from

actuality is, in Kesten's next novel, Ein
ausschwetfender Mensch (1929), enlarged to a

man's attempt to break away from his father-

land. His next book, Glilckliche Menschen

(1931; Eng. tr., Happy Man! 1935), senti-

mentally melodramatic at the beginning and
fantastic and arbitrary in its sequence of

events, is nevertheless characteristic of its

author, a moralist disguised as a grim joker.
His fictionalized biographies (Ferdinand und
Isabella, 1936, Eng. tr., Spanish Fire, 1937;

Konig Philipp der Zweite, 1938, Eng. tr., /, the

King, 1939) lose none of the reader's interest

by Kesten's attention to historical detail and
correctness. The confusion and stupidity of

the recent Spanish civil war are vividly por

trayed in Die Kinder von Gernika (1939; Eng.

tr., Children of Guernica, 1939).

Several of Kesten's plays were produced be

fore he left Germany, Maud liebt beidc (1928),

Admet (1929), Die heilige Familie (1930),

Babel (1930), Einer sagt die Wahrheit (1931),

and, in collaboration with Ernst Toller (q-v.)>

Wunder in Amerika (1931; Eng. tr., Mary
Baker Eddy, in Toller's Seven Plays, 1935). In

Germany, in the Netherlands during his

literary editorship with De Lange, and in

America, Kesten published several anthologies
of European literature: 24 neue deutsche

Erzahler (1929); Neue franzosische Erzahler

(1930)* in collaboration with F. Bertaux;

Novellen deutscher Dichter der Gegenwart
(1933), his preference here being, on the whole,

for the grim and melancholy, even gruesome
aspects of life; and Heart of Europe (1943),

in collaboration with Klaus Mann (q.v).

Kesten has edited, both in German and in

English, the poems of Heine (1939, 1943) and
has translated Julien Green's (q.v.) Leviathan,
Romains's (q.v.) Le Capitaliste, Giraudoux's

(q.v.) Les Aventures de Jerome Bardini, John
Gunther's Inside Asia, and short prose works

of E. Bove, H. Michaux, and Ester Riwkin.

See: F. Bertaux, A Panorama of German
Literature from 1871 to 1931 (1935), pp. 256-

257-
V. L.

Key, Ellen (1849-1926, Swedish essayist and

moralist), was one of the most provocative
cultural personalities in modern Sweden. Her

long career as a teacher, popular lecturer, and

essayist was punctuated by a number of

strenuous cultural controversies because of the

frankness with which she spoke her mind on

subjects of a highly controversial nature (re-

ligion, patriotism, sex, feminine emancipation).
All except the most reactionary sections of

Swedish society came ultimately to admire

her courage and hail her as one of the great
feminine cultural forces in Swedish history, a

kind of modern St. Birgitta. She has written

some 30 volumes of essays, based for the most

part directly on lectures which she delivered

in Sweden or in various parts of the Continent.

These essays develop primarily social, peda-

gogical, and moral themes of broad, general
human interest, but they include also, es-

pecially in Ellen Key's early years, a number of

extended biographical and critical essays on
such Swedish literary figures as C. J. L. Aim-

quist, Victoria Benedictsson (q.v.), and Anne
Charlotte Leffler-Cajanello.

Much of Ellen Key's central work has been

translated into English as well as into German,
French, Italian, and other languages. She has

had enthusiastic disciples in many countries,

particularly in Germany and Italy. In England
her work has been highly regarded,, though
with certain reservations among more critical
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English students of modern morals like Have-

lock Ellis. Herself a product of the movement
toward feminine emancipation in the late igth

century, agd an enthusiastic champion of some

of its ideas, Ellen Key has proved nevertheless

to be one of this movement's most severe con-

structive critics. She reacted particularly

strongly against the extreme trend within the

movement which sought to deny (by implica-
tion at least) any fundamental emotional and

physical differences between the sexes. In

Missbrukad kvinnokraft (1896; Misused Femi-

nine Power) she insists that woman by nature

is primarily the mother, and that if she pur-
sues her modern claims of "individualism"

and equal rights with man to the point where

she denies her fundamental natural function

as a mother, she will not only distort her own
natural physical and spiritual development
but also endanger the whole future of the race.

In Barnets drhundrade (1900; Eng. tr., The

Century of the Child, 1909) she emphasizes the

place of the home as the primary educational

and moral institution and in general stresses

a natural as opposed to a traditional academic

education, in a manner reminiscent of Rous-

seau. Two other works of central importance
in Ellen Key's production are Tankebilder

(2 vols., 1898, Thought Images) and Livslinjer

(3 vols., 1903-1906; Life Lines), in which she

develops a kind of religious-evolutionary

"philosophy" which sharply rejects a tradi-

tional Christian asceticism and projects in its

place a somewhat vaguely defined, highly

optimistic livstro (faith in life) as the basis of

a new religion. The outbreak of the First

World War, with its materialistic motivations

and its mass murder, did not destroy Ellen

Key's faith in life and humanity, though it'

made her clothe her ideas henceforth in a

somewhat less exuberant prose.
Ellen Key herself is not to be counted among

Swedish literary figures in the strictly creative

sense, but her ideas have certain undeniable

points of contact with the neopaganism of

Heidenstam (q-v.) and others in the iSgo's,

and her characteristic prose style, with its

lyric effusiveness and its colorful elaboration

of imagery, affects one, as a recent Swedish

critic has put it, "as an unintentional parody
of what the Swedish iSgo's meant by a beauti-

ful style." But though her prose style seems

to us today stilted and false, and her ideas

overoptimistic if not in considerable part

actually naive, Ellen Key as a personality,
warm, unselfish, courageous, intensely alive,

full of a contagious energy and enthusiasm,
has been a very real force in Swedish cultural

life in the last half century. The force of her

personality has already outlived, and will

apparently continue to outlive, details of the

specific program of reform for which she

fought ceaselessly throughout a long and
active life.

See: L. Nystrom-Hamilton, Ellen Key: en

livsbild (1904, 2d ed., 1917; Eng, tr., Ellen Key;
Her Life and Work, 1913); J. Landquist, Ellen

Key (1909); G. Brandes and others, En bok om
Ellen Key (1919).

A. G.

Keyserling, Eduard, Graf von (1855-1918,
German novelist), was born at Paddern, the

ancestral estate in the Baltic province of

Courland; his distinguished family traced its

descent from the Teutonic Knights who had

brought Christianity and Western culture to

this region in the isth century. His early edu-

cation was at the Gymnasium in Hasenpoth,
and he attended the university at Dorpat be-

fore going to Vienna to live. After some years
at Paddern administering the family estate

and further travel in Italy, he settled in

Munich in 1899, where he lived with two
sisters. An invalid since 1897, he was blind the

last 10 years of his life.

Keyserling's literary career began late. His
first works, the novels Rosa Herz (1883) and
Die dritte Stiege (1890) as well as his dramas,

Fruhlingsopfer (1899), Der dumme Hans

(1901), Peter Hawel (1903), and Benignens
Erlebnis (1906), influenced by early naturalism,
are almost forgotten. His later stories show

Keyserling at his best and place him high in

the ranks of modern German novelists. His

style is reminiscent of Fontane and Turgenev
(qq.v.). The somber landscape, the melancholy
isolation of the baronial estates, reflect the

passive mood and aristocratic restraint so

fundamental to an understanding of his char-

acters. His delineations are concise and ac-

curate, his narratives realistic and objective.
His own social and cultural heritage deter-

mined his work. The German nobility in the

Baltic provinces had enjoyed a unique posi-
tion of influence for centuries and controlled

internal affairs completely despite the nominal

political dependence upon Russia. Even in the

late igth century, after serfdom had been
abolished and basic human rights granted to

the Lett peasantry, the landed aristocracy
dominated. The wide gulf between the masses
of people and this small group of cultivated

leaders remained unbridged. Keyserling por-

trayed the life of this select circle. His char-

acters and their outlook are best characterized

by Fontane's famous remark that while a

weaver may live to be 60 at the most, an aristo-
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cratic squire may really be 300 years old.

Among Keyserling's best works are the novels

Beate und Mareile (1903; Eng. tr., The Curse

of the Tarniffs, 1928), Dumala (1907; Eng. tr.,

Man of God, 1930), Wellen (1911; Eng. tr,,

Tides, 1929), Abendliche Hduser (1913), Am
Siidhang (1916), Fiirstinnen (1917), and Feier-

tagskinder (1919) and the collections of stories

Schwiile Tage (1906), Bunte Herzen (1908),

and 1m stillen Winkel (1918). His stories are

documents of the gradual crumbling of a

society that had once been the bulwark of

European civilization, but was now an anach-

ronism. He ignored the problems of his

time and seemed unaware of the significance

of the revolt among the Letts in 1905-1906,
which was really a prelude to the final collapse
of German supremacy in the Baltic. He por-

trayed only the daily routine of his own set,

"whom life passed by" without actually touch-

ing. Its conduct was determined by custom

and tradition and had been molded centuries

ago. For Keyserling human relationships were

significant only within the accepted pattern.
His characters feel their position, their privi-

leges, and their duties. Their lives are not easy
because custom and tradition dictate pro-
cedure in every situation, yet they cannot ex-

ist in any world but their own. They have

lived too long in an artificial atmosphere and
have lost vigor and initiative. They are deli-

cately sensitive and highly cultivated, but

their refinement has reached the point of

decadence. Love is the motivating factor in

Keyserling's narratives, but it is not an ele-

mental passion. Keyserling pictured love as an
irrational desire that dislocates the ordinary

relationships of life. The scenes are laid on
aristocratic estates where gracious living has

become a fine art. Against a background of

dinners, hunting parties, garden ftes, and five

o'clock teas the disturbing domination of an
irrational love affair is pictured. Every story
deals with the destructive influence of illicit

love in conventional aristocratic circles, yet

Keyserling never becomes tiresome in handling
such limited materials. He portrays his char-

acters so skillfully with a minimum of detail

and artifice that the reader is charmed with

the naturalness of his narratives and the

economy of his art.

See: A. Soergel, Dichtung und Dichter der

Zeit, 19. Auflage (1928), pp. 840-845; K. Knoop,
Die Erztihlungen Eduard von Keyserlings

09*9)-
W. A. R.

Khlebnikov, Velemir (pseud, of Victor Khleb-

nikov, 1885-1922, Russian poet), born at

Kalmytzkaya Step in the former Government
of Saratov, was the most prominent member of

the cubo-futurist group on the eve of the

Russian Revolution. Absent-minded, slovenly,
and impractical, he published only a small

portion of his voluminous output and died in

wretched poverty. A collection of his poems
garnered from various publications and from
extant manuscripts (he was in the habit of

scattering and losing his verses) was issued in

1936 (Izbrannyie stikhotvoreniya; Selected

Poems). He influenced both his fellow futurists

and other poets with his innovations in

prosody and especially in language. His inti-

mate knowledge of old and modern Russian,

coupled with his inherent penchant for lin-

guistics and his interest in folklore, enabled
him to create neologisms free of the absurd

trickery that lent unenviable notoriety to

such of his associates as Kruchonykh. Khleb-

nikov's language has its logic and is es-

sentially Russian morphologically, even when
the words he uses are nonexistent and have no

meaning. A celebrated poem of his, "Zaklyatiye
smekhom" (Conjuration by Laughter), is de-

lightful nonsense verse, in which the word

smekh, laughter, gives birth to nearly a score

of fanciful variations invented nouns, adjec-

tives, verbs, and adverbs whose total effect

on one's risibles is inevitable. His coinage of

zaum (beyond reason) language is closer to

James Joyce's efforts than to the whimseys of

Gertrude Stein. Like Joyce, Khlebnikov had a

catholic interest in words and linguistics.

Hence his preoccupation with Slavic and non-

Slavic folklore, epos, and authentic national

poets. Among the works that had an influence

on him were the Kalevala, Hiawatha, oriental

epics, the poetry of Pushkin and Walt Whit-

man.
A mystic megalomania was evidenced in his

letters and literary declarations. He took his

futurism seriously and referred to himself

solemnly as "king of the poets" and "chairman

of the globe." His poetry after the Revolution

was rather pedestrian.
A. K.

Khodasevich, Vladislav Felitsyanovich (1886-

1939, Russian poet and critic), was born and

educated in Moscow. In his first book of verse,

Molodost (1908; Youth), he appears as a minor

disciple of symbolism. Although he was an

ardent admirer of Andrei Bely (q.v.)> his

poetry came to lean much more toward clas-

sicism and reflects rather the influence of

Bryusov (q.v.) and through him, of Pushkin.

Khodasevich's Putem zerna (1920; The Way
of Grain) first brought him general recogni-
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tion as a poet. His finest book of poetry is

Tyazholaya lira (1922; The Heavy Lyre), in

which he appears as a master of classical form.

His book of memoirs, Nekropol (Paris, 1935;

Necropolis), gives brilliant, although not al-

ways reliable, sketches of leading personalities
of contemporary Russian literature.

See: A. Bely, "V. Khodasevich," Zapiski

mechtatelya, Vol. V (1922); S. Rodov, "Origi-

nal-naya poeziya gosizdata," Na postu, 1923,
Nos. 2-3.

O. M.

Kielland, Alexander Lange (1849-1906, Nor-

wegian novelist, short-story writer, and drama-

tist), is reckoned as one of the "big four" of

Norwegian classic writers, along with Ibsen,

Bjornson, and Lie (qq.v.). He was at one with

his contemporaries in attacking the abuses of

social life, but he stood apart by virtue of his

great personal charm, his brilliant wit, and his

unfailing clarity of form. He burst meteorically

upon the literary scene in 1879, worked fever-

ishly for a decade, and then stopped writing as

suddenly as he had begun. Bjornson and
Brandes (q.v.) hailed him enthusiastically as

an ally in the battle for social and intellectual

freedom in the North. They were not accus-

tomed to finding men of his caliber on their

side, the scion of a wealthy merchant family,
"favor te of the gods," large, handsome, ele-

gant. Kiclland's attacks on social prejudice
did not stem from personal disappointments
or disharmonies, but from a deeply founded

sincerity of ethical purpose, a logical, rational-

istic view of the world, and an absolute con-

viction of the importance of the cause for

which he fought.
His life was outwardly uneventful. After re-

ceiving a law degree in 1871, he operated a

brick factory (1872-1881) and then spent

literary periods in Copenhagen (1881-1883),
in his native town of Stavanger (1883-86), and
in France (1886-88). He was editor of a

Stavanger daily (1889-1890), mayor of Stavan-

ger (1891-1902), and district governor of

Romsdal (1902-1906). The really crucial event

in Kielland's literary life was his visit to the

Paris Exposition in 1878, when he wrote his

first short stories and met Bjornson. A climax

came in 1885, when the Norwegian Storting
refused to grant him a poet's stipend, a cause

cdldbre which split the Liberal Party into two
irreconcilable wings.

His basic tastes were developed in a pre-

capitalistic, patriarchal economy, an atmos-

phere of small-town merchant princeliness.
These are reflected in his courtly manners, the

pride and reticence of his character, the deep

veneration he nourished for the cultural tradi-

tion of his family, and the touch of foppery
and dolce far niente which he often regretted
but never denied. His loving delineation of

the ancestral house stands among the high

points of his authorship. But Kielland broke

decisively with the political and religious tradi-

tion of this background. His years as a factory
owner opened his eyes to the position of the

laboring man; his reading after 1870 gave
direction to his life by awakening his anger
over the exploitation and inequalities of

modern life. The satirical spirit which had
been nourished in his student days by Heine
and Kierkegaard was now captivated by the

ideas of Brandes and John Stuart Mill and

inspired by the narrative art of Dickens,

Daudet (q.v.}> Hans Christian Andersen, and
Balzac. The theme of his writing, infinitely

varied, became the glaring discrepancies be-

tween wealth and poverty, the respectable and
the outcast. He felt a deep aversion to the

anticultural effects of the incoming industrial

capitalism and parted company with his own
class by sympathizing with its victims instead

of its beneficiaries, by seeking to strengthen
those who lacked power and encouraging their

dissatisfactions. Kielland poured his satiric

vitriol above all on the representatives of con-

servative, institutionalized life, the clergy, the

bureaucracy, and the schoolmen. He began
with rapier thrusts, but ended with good,

hefty blows of the broadsword. He opened
with a collection of short stories, Novelletter

(1879; Eng. tr., Tales of Two Countries, 1891;
Norse Tales and Sketches, 1897); his fame rests

chiefly on these and the novels Carman og
Worse (1880; Eng. tr., Carman and Worse,

1885) and Skipper Worse (1882; Eng. tr., 1885),

The most distinguished of his contemporary
satires were the novels Arbeidsfolk (1881;

Laborers), Else (1881; Eng. tr., Elsie, 1894), and

Gift (1883; Poison).
His literary qualities include a cultivation

of language that is reminiscent of Flaubert

(q.v.), a deft, discreet handling of detail which

is often loving in its maliciousness, and a

lyric vein that grew out of a passionate fond-

ness for the gray, low-lying shores of south-

western Norway and the sea that incessantly

pounds them. Kielland's writings offer the

most thoroughly and delicately seasoned dish

that Norwegian literature has produced, a

remarkable blending of the Norwegian milieu

with the European outlook. For all the indig-
nation that made him a "partisan of utilitarian

poetry" and sometimes misled him to one-

sided characterizations, the final impression of

his work and his character is that of breadth
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a breadth that included self-irony, tender-

ness, and an almost sybaritic enjoyment of

life's amenities. In Bjornson's words, "he was

the most perfect representative of Norwegian
culture in our day." He has himself joined the

characters of his books as a figure in Norwegian
literature, living still in the several volumes of

his letters published after his death. In them,

even more directly than in his works, is

reflected a manly soul, gentle, honest, witty,

and wise.

See: J. B. Halvorsen, Norsk forfatter-

lexikon, III (1892), 228-246; G. Brandes,

Samlede Skrifter (1900); M. Schj0dt, A. L.

Kielland (1904); Kielland, Breve (1907), Breve

til Hans datter (1909), and Samlede digter-

verker, ed. by P. L. Stavncm (5 vols., 1919); G.

Gran, Alexander L. Kielland og hans samtid

(1922); O. Storstein, Kielland p& ny (1936); V.

E. Lynner, "Hvem var Alexander Kielland?"

Edda, XXXVII (1937), 34-337-
E. H.

Kinck, Hans Ernst (1865-1926, Norwegian

short-story writer, novelist, dramatist, and

essayist), born in 0ksfjord in Loppa, was a

physician's son who received the determining

impulses of his art among the "medieval"

country folk of Sctesdal (from the age 7 to 11)

and the "salty rationalists" of Hardanger

(from the age n to 17). A classical schooling
crowned the development of one of the most

original, temperamental, and startling writers

in Norwegian letters. Independently, yet in

step with other writers and thinkers in the

neo-romantic era, he worked his way back to

the Middle Ages, seeking there the roots of the

nation, "the mystery of a people." Like Berg-
son (q.v.) he praised human vitality, the im-

pulse, the unreflective, the flame of heart and

temper. Like Nietzsche (q.v.) he saw in history
"a series of vast undertakings resulting from

the self-willed craving for action of individual

personalities/' After taking a university de-

gree he won honorable mention for a thesis on

the relation between medieval ballad poetry
and the mythical-heroic poetry of northern

antiquity (1892). This was the first of his many
attempts to reach by a magnificent scholarly
intuition (too often without adequate support
in facts) a conception of Norse "folk psyche"
in modern and medieval times. His entire work

was founded in mysticism, but he approached
it by way of an ironic, almost corrosive wit

and a fantastically imaginative intellect. His

earliest novels, Huldren (1892; The Half-Wit)
and Ungt folk (1893; Eng. tr., A Young People,

1929), were outwardly naturalistic, but their

purpose was to reveal the unconscious urges of

the soul. A residence in Paris (1893-1894) led

to his first genuinely original creation, Flag-

germusvinger (1895; Bats' Wings), and the two
novels about Herman Eek, Sus (1896; Sough-

ing) and Hugormen (1898; The Adder). He
left the public cold, bewildered, or antago-
nistic; but among authors and connoisseurs he
won a faithful, even a frenzied support.

In 1896 Kinck visited Italy for the first time
and was so captivated by its charm that he
made it his second homeland. From then on
his writings in the various genres which he
mastered swung back and forth between a

Norwegian peasant or medieval background
and the Italian Renaissance. His masterpieces
in the former include the novel Emigranter
(1904; Emigrants), the unrhythmical dramatic

poem Driftekaren (1908; The Drover), numer-
ous volumes of short stories and essays, and
the monumental Sneskavlen brast (3 vols.,

1918-1919; The Avalanche Broke). Class con-

flicts, the relation of heritage and environ-

ment, of race and individual, are their basic

themes. His Italian studies led him to set up
two polar types in the racial mixture of Italy,
the satirist Pietro Aretino, in the drama Den
sidste gjest (1910; The Last Guest), and the

mystic nationalist, Niccol6 Machiavelli, in the

drama Mot karneval (1915; Toward Carnival).

Although Kinck was close to Pareto (q.v.) in

his views on emotion and was affected by the

writings of German racialists, he did not
follow them into political fascism, remaining
sharply opposed to all mechanistic philoso-

phies and mass movements. In his presenta-
tion he swung constantly between the lyric
and the grotesque, with an overpowering,
baroque fantasy which could flare into bur-

lesque or sadism without warning. His style
was a Dano-Norwegian such as no one had
written before him, shot through with the

riches of his childhood dialects, concentrated,

impulsive, and difficult of access. Kinck's work
flashes with the sovereignty of authentic

genius, even when it reveals an incapacity for

sustained narrative or dramatic characteriza-

tion. The best of his extraordinarily prolific
work is found in the short stories; less

burdened by racial theories, he was here free

to be the "pure artist" that Gunnar Heiberg
(q.v.) once called him.

See: C. Gierl0ff, Kinck (1923); J. Bukdahl,
"Hans E. Kinck," American-Scandinavian Re-
view, XV (1927), 589-594; A. Harbitz, ed.,

Hans E. Kinck; et ejtermcelc (1927); H. Jaeger,
"Hans Ernst Kinck/' in Norsk biografisk
leksikon, VII (1936), 316-329.

E. H.
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Kirk, Hans Rudolf (1898-, Danish novelist

and journalist), was born the son of a doctor

in Hadsund, a fishing town on the Manager
Fjord in Northeast Jutland. Matriculating in

1916 from the old and aristocratic Sor0

Academy, he took his degree in law in 1922,

entered the civil service for two years, then

left abruptly to write. His book reviews for a

provincial paper attracted attention. In 1930
he joined the staff of the Copenhagen daily

Social-Demokraten. From 1938 he was associ-

ated with the communistic Arbejderbladet

(Workers' Journal). He contributed also to

radical magazines, including Clarte and

Nordahl Grieg's (q.v.) Veien frem (The Road

Ahead). With Fiskerne (1928; The Fishermen)
he won immediate recognition as a novelist of

rank. His second novel, Daglejerne (1936; Day
Laborers), confirmed his position. In both he

uses the collective method, substituting for the

traditional hero the group pietistic fisher-

men forming a new community, farm laborers

in the process of becoming factory workers and

trade unionists. But groups consist of indi-

viduals, and there are few more vivid and

memorable in modern literature than Mariane

of Fiskerne or Cilius of Daglejerne, to mention

only two of the many characters Kirk has

drawn with sympathy and humor in strong,

clear prose. His latest novel, llorgmesteren

gaar af (1942; The Mayor Retires), is a

brilliant but not unkindly satire of the official-

dom he once so briefly served.

See: O. Friis, "Hans Rudolf Kirk," in Dansk

biografisk Leksikon, XII (1937), 461-462.

J. B. C. W.

Kirshon, Vladimir Mikhailovich (1902-1937,
Russian dramatist), born in St. Petersburg into

a family of the Menshevik intelligentsia, be

came a Bolshevik in 1920, went to Sverdlovsk

University in 1921 and to Rostov-on-Don in

1923. He moved to Moscow in 1925 and be-

came one of the leaders of the Association of

Proletarian Writers. In 1925 a murder was
committed by a Communist student named
Korenkov, and a violent discussion arose as to

whether the murderer should be pardoned on
account of his past services and his possible
future usefulness to Communism. Kirshon
took this famous case as the subject of his

first play, Rzhavchina (1927; Eng. tr., Red
Rust, acted by the Theatre Guild Studio in

1929 ancl< printed in New York in 1930), of

which he later changed the title to Konstantin

Terekhin, the fictitious name of his hero. In

the play Kirshon and his collaborator, A.

Uspenski, showed the degeneration of a young
hero of the Russian Revolution under the cor-

rupting influence of the Ncpmen of the New
Economic Policy. Kirshon's next play, Relsy

gudyat (1928; The Rails Are Humming),
showed the difficulties of a Communist director

in a locomotive repair shop in conflict with

reactionary engineers and the final triumph
of the workers at the end of the play when
the repaired steam engine, giving forth real

steam, is set in motion. In Gorod vetrov (1929;
The City of Winds) Kirshon turned to the

Revolution in Baku in 1918 and the story of

the 26 Communists who were put to death.

The play was made into an opera called

Severny veter (1930; The North Wind), with

music by Leo Knipper. In his next play, Khleb

(1930; Eng. tr., Bread 1934), he turned to the

collective farm and the struggle to prevent
the kulaks from hoarding wheat and causing
starvation. Sud (1933; The Trial) took up the

struggle in Germany between Social Democrats
and Communists. In Chudesny splav (1934;
The Miraculous Alloy) Kirshon told the story
of a brigade of young students who success-

fully invented a new kind of alloy to be used

in making airplanes. In Bolshoi den (1937;
The Big Day) he depicted the eve of a fascist

attack on the Soviet Union and showed a

young aviator saving the life of his older rival.

See: A. V. Gurvich, "Kirshon," Krasnaya
nov, 1934, No. 6; I. Altman, Dramaturgiya

(1936); A. Gurvich, Tri dramaturga (1936), pp.

181-268; Kirshon, "A New Chapter in Dra-

matic Thought/' Theatre Arts Monthly, XX
(1936), 673-678.

H. W. L. D.

Kiss, J6zsef (1843-1921, Hungarian poet), was

born in Mez6cst and died in Budapest. He
received rabbinical education and as a young
man taught in Hebrew schools in the prov-
inces. In 1868 he went to Budapest and shortly
afterwards established his reputation with a

volume of poems entitled Zsidd dalok (1868;

Hebrew Songs). With the exception of Gyula
Reviczky (q.v.) and Jinos Vajda (q.v.), Jo/sef
Kiss was the most genuine poet of his genera
tion. His contemporaries who wrote poetry.

e.g., KdlmAn T6th, Arpdd Zempteni, Gyula
Rudnyinszky, Lajos Palagyi, Lajos P6sa, kick

Londesz, Lajos Bart6k, lacked the evoking

magic which Kiss sometimes possessed. Yet

compared with Jnos Arany (q.v.), whom as a

poet of ballads he imitated, Kiss was a minor

poet; and though he was first acclaimed by
Ferenc Toldy who was "the father of Hun-

garian literary history/' he never qualified as

a really outstanding creator in terms of com-

parative literature. In 1890 he founded A Hdt
(The Week), a literary weekly, which in-
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fluenced the trend of modern Hungarian liter-

ature. For some time his assistant editor was

Emil Makai, a minor poet and playwright who
died in 1901 at the age of 30. Another assistant

editor, TarnAs K6bor, was a realistic novelist

and writer of short stories of some merit, but

chiefly an able journalist. Kiss himself was a

member of the Petflfi Trsas;ig (Petflfi Society)

and of the Kisfaludy Tdrsasrig (Kisfaludy

Society).
Influenced by Jdnos Arany, Kiss wrote

ballads, of which "Simon Judit" (Judith

Simon) became the best known. His poems
were published in 1876, under the title Kiss

Jozsef koltemenyei (The Poems of Joseph

Kiss). A volume entitled Unnepnapok (1888;

Holidays) contained his interpretation of

Jewish psalms and other Jewish religious

poems. His compassion and imagination was

stirred by the plight of girls who had to earn

their living in cities. Because of this intense

interest in them, he wrote a poetic narrative,

Mese a varrdgeprdl (1884; A Tale of the Sew-

ing Machine), which found many sympathetic
readers. One of his most ambitious attempts
was another poetic narrative, Legenddk a

nagyapdmrol (1888; Legends of My Grand-

father). Kiss was fascinated by certain phases
of the Jewish past, and it was easy for his

imagination to convert these into poetry. His

patriotic and pacifistic poems written during
the First World War were mediocre ventures

of an aging poet who probably thus hoped to

regain the fervor of some of his earlier poems.
Kiss was no cosmopolitan. He remained a

Hungarian, unable and unwilling to break

with his Jewishness; in the world of his spirit

and in the world of his emotions both symbols
were present. His poetry is a mixture of He
brew themes, proletarian subjects, Hungarian
ideas, and the general topics of love, life, and
death. It is rarely inferior poetry, but seldom
does it represent highest excellence. Kiss con-

quered the danger of spiritual uprootal with

an understanding of his own place in Hun-

garian life and literature.

See: M. Rubinyi, Kiss Jozsef stilusa, nyelve,

technikdja (1925); W. Kirkconnell, The Mag-
yar Muse; an Anthology (1933).

J. R.

Kistemaeckers, Henry (1872-, Belgian drama-
tist and novelist), was born in Floreffe, in the

Walloon section of Belgium, the son of a

Brussels publisher. Leaving his own country,
he settled in Paris where he devoted himself to

writing. Interested mainly in the social drama,
he followed the trend of quick wit, irony, and

equivocal morality which typified the so-called

current "Parisian" literature and lost all traces

of the originality which might have linked
him with his native country. However, leaving
aside the superficial "Parisianism" of plays
like Marthe (1899), La Blessure (1905), La
Rivale (1907), one finds in them a keen obser-

vation of life, a subtle and true psychology,
and lyrical outbursts of romantic passion. His

masterpiece is L'Instinct (1905), a tragically
terse and powerful drama. He wrote more
than 20 plays, and as many novels, the most
successful of which were L'llttgitime (1898),
Les Amants romanesques (1899), and La
Femme inconnue (1901). At times he used the

pseudonyms Janine, Kist, or Kistemaeckers

fils.

L. V.

Klabund (pseud, of Alfred Henschke, 1890-

1928, German novelist, dramatist, and poet)
was born in Crossen on the Oder, the son of an

apothecary, and enjoyed all the advantages
of a good education. At the age of 24 an

attack of tuberculosis forced him to abandon
his studies. From then on until his death his

time was spent, with ever shorter intervals, in

the sanitariums of Davos and other health

resorts. He married twice. After the early
death of his first wife, the "Irene" (peace) of

his poems, he wrote the exquisite Totenklage

(1918-1919).

The critic Alfred Kerr discovered the young
Klabund, whose poetry he printed in his

periodical Pan and whom he staunchly upheld

against a scandalized public. Klabund was

primarily a lyricist; he was at the same time an

expressionist although he never belonged to

any of the expressionist groups. He com-
manded a great variety of types of expression,
from the vulgar to the mystic. He was at his

best in poems in the popular vein and in songs
of a worldly religiosity clothed in the style of

Chinese lyrics. Most of his "Chinese" poems
are not translations but works of his own

imagination. His style, diverse in form, is

always restless and impatient. His poetry ex-

presses itself preponderantly in contrasts

("Klabund" means "transformation"), which
often led to the grotesque and to satire.

Klabund was never a radical. He wrote

patriotic war songs as well as pacifist poems.
He was attracted by the genuine and the ele-

mental, an inclination evidenced in the sub-

ject matter of his novelettes, of which he wrote
some 10 and which have, perhaps more than

any of his other works, established his popu-
larity. The best known are Bracke (1918; Eng.
tr., Brackie the Fool, 1927), Pjotr (1923; Eng.
tr., Peter the Czar, 1925), and Borgia (1928;
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Eng. tr., The Incredible Borgias, 1929). Kla-

bund was also a successful dramatist, particu-

larly with his version of the Chinese Kreide-

kreis (1924; Eng. tr., Circle of Chalk, 1929)

and the social comedy X Y Z (1926). His work

shows indebtedness to Heine, Wedekind, and

Rilke.

See: H. Grothe, Klabund; Leben und Werk

eines Poeten (1933); W. Paulsen, "Klabund",

German Life and Letters, III (1938-1939), 222-

230.
W. P.

Kloos, Willem (1859-1938, Dutch poet and

critic), was born at Amsterdam, attended high
school there, and studied classical philology
at the university of his native city. In 1885

he helped found De Nieuwe Gids (The New

Guide), of which he was editor in chief and

the leading literary critic. Figures of speech,

he taught, should never be stereotyped. Each

poet has his own way of visualizing thoughts
in images. That is why he denied the name of

poetry to most of the verse of the preceding

generation, which used cliches for their meta-

phors instead of self-created images. His own

poetry was a demonstration of imagery that

is seen and not copied. Verzen, his first book,

was published in 1894. The sonnets it con-

tains are among the finest in the language and

assured him at once a high place in Dutch
literature. His diction revolutionized the

language. Passion and anger and defiance were

translated into images that startled by their

novelty and unexpectedness v
Readers of the

present day may still find them beautiful but

no longer defiant. What sounded revolution-

ary in the late 8o's set the style for ensuing

generations. There is a distinct cleavage be-

tween the literary language of present-day
Holland and the Dutch that was written be-

fore the go's of the past century. This pro-
found change was brought about by Kloos and
his fellow editors of De Nieuwe Gids. The
success of the "Eightiers," as the rebels were

called, was followed by dissension within their

own ranks. His colleagues became more and
more interested in social rather than literary
reform. Kloos alone, staunch individualist and
never strongly social-minded, remained all

through life the self-expressionist of his poetic
d^but. The definitive edition of his collected

verse appeared in 1933 (Verzeri). His literary

critiques and essays were published in Nieu-
were Literatuiirgeschiedenis (5 vols., 1904-

1914; Recent Literary History) and Letter-

kundige Inzichten en Vergezichten (22 vols.,

1928-1938; Literary Insights and Perspectives).
See: A. Verwey, "Willem Kloos/' in Stitle

Toernooien (1901); K. H. dp Raaf, Willem
Kloos, de Mensch, de Dichter, de Kriticus

(*934); J- A. Russell, Dutch Poetry and
English (1939), pp. 156 If.

A. J. B.

Knudsen, Jakob (1858-1917, Danish novelist,

philosopher, and educator), was born at R0dd-
ing, Jutland. He was the son of a folk high
school teacher who later became parish priest
in Aggershus, North Jutland, and here
Knudsen spent the formative years of his

childhood. Ultimately of a solid stock of Jut-
land farmers, his father was the son of a

sturdy bourgeois family, while his mother was
of a nobler but weakened strain. We meet
these two families in Knudsen's To Slagter
(1910; Two Families). His father, who from a
timid youth grew up to be a self-righteous
man, gave his son a strict puritanical upbring-
ing, managing at the same time to inculcate
the essence of Grundtvigianism in the boy, i.e.,

love for the living word of Christianity and
love of his native country. The young man
lived up to his father's wishes. Flaving passed
the theological examinations at the University
of Copenhagen (in 1881), he became first a

teacher at the folk high school at Askov (1881-

1890), then a pastor near Randers, Jutland
(1890-1897), and finally an itinerant lecturer,

mostly for different folk high schools in

Denmark.
In his lectures (Christelige Foredrag, 1898,

Christian Lectures; Livsfilosofi, 1908, Philoso-

phy of Life), as well as in his novels, Knudsen
evolves his views on life and education. He
is a Christian mystic, taking Christ in the
orthodox Christian sense; "were he not the
Son of God in that sense, but only a human
being, he would be, to me, a repulsive type,
an anemic wretch, without natural joy in fight-

ing, without eroticisma megalomaniac."
And he has no use for Christian morality as

exemplified in the Sermon on the Mount or
in Leo Tolstoy's (q.v.) teachings; modern
humanitarianism is for him an abomination.
He favors authority of the few who are able
and willing to support not only themselves
but also the rest of humanity. The democratic
state has too little authority and is far too
lenient in its attitude towards lawbreakers and
criminals; hence citizens with a feeling of

responsibility should not be afraid to take the
law into their own hands. But in one point
there is too little freedom: children should
never be forced to take the subjects which are
to mold their character (religion and history
of native country), and teachers should be

given a free hand in dealing with them. Other-
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wise children should be brought up in the

old-fashioned way, under authority, the

stricter the better. In this philosophy of life

there may be much inherited farmer's wisdom,
but it is also a reaction against the moral

laxness of the times, the radical nihilism of the

go's from which J0rgensen escaped into the

Catholic Church. Its Nietzschean affinities are

obvious (see Nietzsche).
Knudsen's first works (1887-) arc not signifi-

cant, but he won instant fame with Den gamle
Prast (1899; The Old Pastor). Here appear the

two types so common in his novels: the

criminal moron, dangerous in humanitarian

society, and the born nobleman, represented

by the too quick-tempered count, and the old

pastor, Knudsen's ideal firm of character,

religious, strict, and just, above the law. There
followed Gccring and Afklaring (1902; Fer-

ment and Clarification), dealing with educa-

tion and the intellectual situation of Knud-
sen's own generation, and Sind (1902; Grit),

a fine story of the Jutland lad who, though
timid of nature, is so obsessed with asserting
his own rights that it carries him directly to

a fatal clash with the corrupt authorities.

Inger (1906) is a novel of married life;

Fremskridt (1907; Progress) contrasts the old

and new peasant culture; and Lccrer Urup
(1909; Schoolmaster Urup) is a bitter indict-

ment of education and lenience towards

criminals in modern society. In the family saga
To Slagter (1910) and Rodfastet (1911; Firmly

Rooted), personalities strong by nature and

upbringing are set off against weaklings spoilt
as children by a Rousscauan education. Mo-

rality is the affair of two persons at least, since

the moral person must follow an ideal outside

himself. Whoever is allowed to follow his own
nature becomes an introvert weakling, unable
to go through life. It does not matter where a

person has his roots, in a faith in God or in

the authority exercised by his own family, just
so it is outside of himself. It is not always clear

whether Knudsen attributes the superiority or

the inferiority of persons and families to in-

heritance or to education, but the two types of

people are forever contrasting in his books.

The two-part novel Angst (1912; Fear) and
Mod (1914; Courage) depicts the religious de-

velopment of Martin Luther and, incidentally,
that of Knudsen himself, who not only as an
adolescent but also later in life suffered much
from depressions and fear. A few more novels

and the collection of short stories entitled

Jyllanders (2 vols., 1912-1917; Jutlanders)

complete Knudsen's output.

Artistically Knudsen excels in delineation of

characters, often by giving their speech a

dialectal tinge. His prose otherwise is straight-
forward and plain. He is a fine dialectician

who drives home his ideas with uncompromis-
ing paradoxes. After Grundtvig and Kierke-

gaard he is by many considered the greatest

religious genius that Denmark has fostered.

He is still largely unknown outside of Scandi-

navia and Germany.
See: H. Begtrup, Jakob Knudsen (1918); J.

Byskov, "Jakob Knudsen" in Ejnar Skovrup,
ed., Hovedtrcek af nordisk Digtning i Nytiden,
I (1920), 195-216; Helge Kjaergaard, Die

ddnische Literatur der neuesten Zeit (i8ji-

^933} 0934). PP- 119-13-
S. E.

Koch, Martin (1882-, Swedish novelist and

journalist), is the first Swedish author who has

depicted Swedish life from below, i.e. from the

point of view of the proletariat. Born in Stock-

holm, Koch early had the opportunity of ob-

serving the life of the less fortunate lower

classes, though he himself came from the lower

middle class and his childhood was on the

whole a happy one. Upon approaching young
manhood, however, he had to become a

painter's apprentice instead of taking the

coveted" "student examination" for entrance to

Uppsala; and from this time on his sense of

class distinction became acute and his sym-

pathy for the oppressed classes in the city was

strongly aroused. Since beginning his literary

career in 1911 with an unimportant novel,

Ellen, he has been reasonably prolific in a

number of semi-journalistic literary forms.

Though his novels bear undeniable traces of

the influence of such Americans as Jack Lon-

don and Upton Sinclair, and the Russians

Gorki and Dostoevski (qq.v.), Koch is no mere
imitator of earlier foreign literary interpreters
of the proletarian scene. He goes to consider-

able trouble to develop lower-class conditions

and themes peculiarly Swedish, and both his

local color and the social psychology which
forms the interpretative basis of his novels are

conceived particularly with immediate Swed-

ish conditions in mind.

His first two important proletarian novels,

Arbetare: en bok om hat (1912; Workers: a

Book about Hatred) and Timmerdalen: en
historia om kultur (1913; The Timber Valley:
a Story about Culture), both draw their

materials directly from episodes in the rising
class struggle of the day in Sweden, the first

apparently from the general strike of 1909,
the second from the bloody Sando Revolt in

Norrland. Though the author's sympathies
are obviously on the side of the working classes

in the new struggle for power in the years
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just before the First World War, Koch does

not overidealize his picture of the proletariat.

He is aware of the brutal primitive instincts

which too often motivate the actions of

workers, and he has a sharp eye for the de-

generate sides of lower-class life. This aspect
he develops particularly in Gilds vackra vdrld

(1916; God's Beautiful World), a ghastly pic-

ture of the lowest of lower-class life, of social

parasites and criminal types from the Swedish

"underworld," who batten filthily on petty de-

generation of all kinds and who have not the

least desire to improve their lot. This com-

pletely disillusioned picture has little if any-

thing in it of a type so frequently present in

proletarian fiction, the partly idealized lower-

class individual who manages somehow to rise

at moments above the filth and degradation of

his immediate environment. Koch's last im-

portant novel, Fromma manniskor (1918;
Pious People), is a study in popular religious

psychology, an analysis of the conditions which
create cheap and sensational sectarianism in

various parts of Sweden. He accounts for these

curious religious phenomena in terms of

various physical and geographical circum-

stances, much as he had accounted for prole-
tarian excesses in the class struggle depicted
in his earlier novels in terms of unhappy eco-

nomic and social conditions. Because of this

broad interpretative basis of his novels, Koch

may perhaps be called the first serious social-

psychologist in Swedish fiction.

In the last 25 years Koch's literary output
has been rather miscellaneous in both form
and content, and none of it has been as

challenging in its ideas or as vigorous and

powerful in its art as are the proletarian novels

which he wrote just before and during the

First World War. Among the better things in

his later work is Mauritz (1939), a quiet, ob-

jective autobiographical document which out-

lines with both charm and insight the events

of Koch's childhood and youth.
A. G.

Kolbenheyer, Erwin Guido (1878-, German
novelist and dramatist), was born ii? Budapest.
His father was for a time a Hungarian govern-
ment architect. After the father's early death,
his widow went with the two-year-old boy
back to her home town, Karlsbad. Here Kol-

benheyjer spent the most impressionable years
of his life. Later he moved to Vienna to study

philosophy and natural sciences at the uni-

versity.

Today Kolbenheyer is considered the spirit-

ual exponent of the Sudeten German region.
His one-sided overemphasis on Teutonism,

which was in tune with the trend of Hitlerism

in Germany, was largely the result of his early

years in the atmosphere of a German minority

group. Not only in his historical novels but

also in his theoretical studies (above all Die

Bauhiitte, 1925) he anticipated many ideas of

National Socialism.

His work is mainly historical. The heroes of

his novels and dramas are what he considers

"typical Germans," maintaining themselves

against a hostile world. This "typical German'*
is always a mystic revolting against some form
of scholasticism, an exponent of the Reforma-
tion rebelling against the fetters of an interna-

tional church. All Kolbenheyer's historical

heroes are in some way or other proclaimers of

the spirit of Reformation; such are the central

figures in his two most important historical

dramas, Giordano Bruno (1893; later reissued

as Heroische Leidenschaften, 1929) and Gregor
und Heinrich (1934), the Spinoza novel, Amor
Dei (1902; Eng. tr. God-intoxicated Man, 1933),

the novel Meister Joachim Pausewang (1910;

Eng. tr., A Winter Chronicle, 1938), evoking
the time of Jakob Bohrne, and the three-

volume Paracelsus (1917-1923).

Kolbenheyer does not make any concessions

to his reader. His best novels are not only

profound historical and philosophical works,

permeated with a Germano-mania even in

normal times difficult to appreciate but in

addition some of them are philological experi-
ments. In Pausewang and Paracelsus Kolben-

heyer has tried to reproduce the spirit of the

times by creating a semi-archaic language. He
has also experimented in his dramas and

evolved the theory of a "third stage.'
5

In his

dramatic conception the stage is to extend

over the entire theatre and make the spectator
in the audience an integral part of the play.
This demand is a continuation of expression-
ist tendencies, though on a different intel-

lectual and political level. Many other ele-

ments have influenced his dramatic develop-
ment, most of all the work of Ibsen (q.v.) and
Hebbel.

See: C. Wandrey, Kolbenheyer, der Dichter

und der Philosoph (1933); L. Schlotermann-

Kuffner, Erwin Guido Kolbenheyers "Dritte

Biihne" (1939)-

W. P.

Konopnicka, Marja (ne Wasilowska, 1842-

1910, Polish poet and publicist), was born in

Suwalki, Russian Poland, the daughter of a

government official. She is important chiefly

as the archrepresentative of the "free woman"
of the positivist era (see Polish literature) and
as the outstanding poet of militant patriotism



in an epoch of appeasement and disillusion.

Konopnicka's verses, especially those in which
the peasant is fortified in his determination to

hold his land and to refuse its sale to the

Germans, had much to do with keeping the

national faith and the national soil intact in

the face of the German Drang nach Osten.

Like Marja Dgbrowska (<7-f ) in a later genera-
tion, Konopnicka was a passionate partisan of

the peasant. She was also a pioneer in the use

of peasant themes in literature. Her long

pseudo-epic Pan Balcer w Brazylji (1892; Mr.
Baker in Brazil) is an idealization of the

peasant emigrant based on a work of Dygasiri-
ski (q.v.}. Like countless other items in her

vast output, it seemed important when it ap-

peared and when its author, thanks to her

"emancipation," was in t.he public eye, but
neither this nor any of her more ambitious
works is very highly regarded today.

See: G. Korbut, Literatura polska (1931), IV,

101-107.

A. P. C.

Korneichuk, Alexander Yevdokimovich (1910-,
Ukrainian dramatist), is the Ukrainian com-
missar of foreign affairs and the husband of
Wanda Wasilewska. He writes in Ukrainian,
but his work is best known through Russian
translations. He first attracted attention as a

playwright with his Gibel eskadry (1934; The
Sinking of the Squadron), which won second

prize at the All-Union Competition for Drama-
tists (1933). The play is a melodrama concern-

ing the scuttling of the Black Sea fleet in 1918
and was hailed as a blow to Ukrainian nation-
alism. A more convincing work is Platon
Krechet (1935), a drama about a doctor who
exemplifies the aspirations of the new Soviet

intelligentsia and is almost frustrated by a

bureaucratic administration. In Bankir (1937;
The Banker), the story of a self-sacrificing
Soviet official, and in V stepyakh Ukrainy (On
the Ukrainian Steppes) Korneichuk continued
to explore contemporary problems, but in

Bogdan Khmelnitski, 1648-1654 (1939; Part I

of a trilogy) he turned to a historical theme.
This play, however, has its modern implica-
tions, for Khmelnitski championed the cause

of the Ukrainians against the Poles. Since the

outbreak of the Second World War, Kornei-

chuk has written Partizany y stepyakh

Ukrainy (1942; Eng. tr., Guerillas of the

Ukrainian Steppes) and Front (1942; Eng. tr.,

The Front, both in Four Soviet War Plays,

1944), the latter attacking those older generals
who had proved incompetent in modern
technical warfare. Platon Krechet, V stepyakh
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Ukrainy, and Front have been awarded the

Stalin prize.

See: "Korneichuk/' in Bolshaya sovetskaya

entsiklopediya, XXXIV (1937), 318; H. W. L.

Dana, Handbook on Soviet Drama (1938) and
Drama in Wartime Russia (1943).

P. A. P.

Korolenko, Vladimir Galaktionovich (1853-

1921, Russian fiction writer and publicist), was

born in Western Russia. His father was a

Russian official (a county judge), his mother a

Polish woman. This fact tended to plant
within the boy the seeds of tolerance and the

ability to see both sides of a question. It was

made particularly manifest in 1863, during the

unsuccessful Polish insurrection, when the

sympathies of his parents were divided. Vladi-

mir graduated from the Russian Gymnasium
at Rovno and in 1872 entered the University
of St. Petersburg. At that time Russia had al-

ready entered the period of reaction from the

enlightened ideas of the i86o's, and every ex-

pression of liberal ideas was persecuted. Koro-

lenko was expelled from the university in

1875 and was later sent into Siberian exile, for

what was known as "revolutionary propa-

ganda" but what, in essence, was the expres-
sion of the liberal leanings of the man.

Upon his return from Siberia he joined a

group of so-called People's Socialists though
he never officially joined that party in a

common undertaking, the editing and publish-

ing of the monthly review Russkoye bogatstvo

(Russian Wealth). Most of his works as a pub-
licist appeared in the pages of that review. In

them a mild liberal and progressive attitude

was displayed, as well as a demand for basic

justice and tolerance to everybody and con-

demnation of injustice, violence and brutality.
Korolenko welcomed the February, 1917,

Revolution which deposed the tsar and wrote

enthusiastic articles about it. However, with

the coming of the Bolsheviks to power he

turned against the new rulers and their

methods and retired to his modest estate in the

Ukraine. An attempt by the commissar of edu-

cation, Lunacharski, to persuade the aged
liberal to cooperate with the Soviet govern-
ment was not successful. In a series of letters

Korolenko set forth his objections to the vio-

lent and sanguine character of the Bolshevik

Revolution, as well as his condemnation of the

men engaged therein. Korolenko 's health be-

gan to decline, and he died an invalid, in 1921.
In his fiction, Korolenko bears marked char-

acteristics of a poet, although he did not write

verse. There is delicacy of imagery and expres-
sion and a fine rhythmical touch; there is, also,
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much sentimentality. There can be no doubt

that Korolenko's literary types and descrip-

tions wholly originate in his abundantly lov-

ing heart and are in no way a product of cool

reasoning. The gallery of his types is as vivid

as if one had seen them on a canvas. There is

the old chimesmaster in the sketch of that

title ("Staryi zvonar," 1885), unforgettable in

his little steeple, calmly and serenely awaiting
the approach of death. The sketch has no

social significance, in spite of some hazy sym-
bolic meaning which the most ardent of

Korolenko's admirers tried to force into it.

There is Pan Tiburtsy from the somewhat

autobiographical story "V durnom obshchest-

ve" (1890; Eng. tr., "In Bad Society," with

In Two Moods, 1891), with his rather confused

ideas of right and wrong. There is Makar,

from the story "Son Makara" (1885; Eng. tr.,

title story in Makar'$ Dream and Other Stories,

1892). The setting of this story and Makar
himself are presented with rare artistry. The
idea of the story that there is more in every-

one's life than appears on the surface is

neither startling nor original, for all its cor-

rectness. Just as mediocre is the idea of his

novel Slepoi musykant (1885; Eng. tr., The
Blind Musician, 1890) that humility and

suffering give content to art. But here again
the story, the characters, the descriptions of

nature and of events, as well as the psychology
of a blind man, are presented with a great deal

of artistry.

The extent of Korolenko's social ideas, as

revealed both through his fiction and in his

work as a publicist, is summarized in his little

sketch "Ogni" (1888; Lights). The author tells

of a night trip in a rowboat on one of the

Siberian rivers. Seeing the lights which ap-

peared to be just ahead of them, the author

turned to the oarsman and commented on
their proximity. "Far away," came an indiffer-

ent reply from the oarsman. Indeed, the lights

proved to be far away, the author having been
deceived by an optical illusion. This failed to

upset him, however. "Still, there are lights
ahead!" he concluded his little piece. Among
the liberal intelligentsia, this served as an

inspiration and a guide.
See: N. Shakhovskaya, V. G. Korolenko; opyt

biograficheskoy kharakteristiki (1912); Koro-

lenko, Polnoye sobraniye sochineni (1914) and
Pisma, 1886-1921 (1922).

J- P.

Kossak, Zofja (1890-, Polish novelist), was born
on the estate of Skowr6dki in Volhynia, of

Polish gentry stock already famous through
the painter Juljusz Kossak. Reared as a typical

daughter of the Borderland, she was early up-
rooted from her pleasant and sheltered life by
the Bolshevik invasion of 1917-1918. This ex-

perience she was quick to immortalize in

Pozoga (1922; Eng. tr., The Blaze, 1927). In

1922 she settled in Silesia and soon became

deeply interested in the history, folklore, and

legendry of that region. The result was a series

of Silesian tales, including Wielcy i mali (1927;
Great Ones and Small), Legnickie pole (1930;

Legnica Field), Nieznany kraj (1932; A Land

Unknown), and ultimately, through the fusion

of her interest in Silesia with her no less in-

tense interest in the Catholic tradition of her

native land, the long novel Krzyzowcy (1935;
The Crusaders), with its sequels Krdl trfdo-

waty (1937; Eng. tr., The Leper King, 1945)
and Bez orfza (1938; Eng. tr., Blessed Are the

Meek, 1944). Kossak turned next to the San-

domierian region of Poland, then in the public

eye because of the great, new Central Industri-

alization Project. A series of Sandomierian tales

was in preparation when Kossak's literary ac-

tivities were abruptly stopped by the Second

World War. With Zlota wolnosc (1928; Golden

Freedom), Trembowla (1939), and numerous
other historical novels to her credit in addition

to those mentioned above, Kossak is the out-

standing representative of the post-war school

of historical fiction in Poland. She was also a

leading figure in the Catholic literary renais-

sance.

See: E. Breiter, review in Wiadornoici liter-

ackie, 1936, No. 26; K. Czachowski, Obraz

wspdlczesnej literatury polskiej, III (1936),

169-180, 698-700.
A. P. C.

Kosztolnyi, Dezsd (1885-1936, Hungarian
poet, novelist, short-story writer, and critic),

was born in Szabadka and died in Budapest.
He was educated in a secondary school of his

home town, where his father was the princi-

pal, and at the University of Budapest, His
first literary works appeared in A Hit (The

Week), Nyugat (West), and let (Life), But
even as a writer of daily newspapers, e.g.,

Budapesti Naplo (Budapest Ledger), Pesti

Naplo (Pest Ledger), Pesti Hirlap (Pest News),
he was so much the homo estheticus that he

introduced into his journalistic utterances

ideas and manners of literary significance.

KosztolAnyi traveled much, loved Latin cul-

ture, and while his human convictions were
varied and sometimes downright contradictory
to his "humaneness," as a literary artist he
remained faithful to himself. In the moral and
social earthquake that followed the First

World War, in the midst of enfeebled ethical
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concepts, the nonpolitical Kosztolinyi was

distinctly a stranger; it amazed him to be alive

when the secret of living was to escape death

and not to enrich life. He drew sustenance for

the equilibrium of his spirit from major
writers and poets whose works he translated

into Hungarian and from a stoic point of view

which did not, however, nullify his pity for the

terrible lot of mankind. One senses in

Kosztoldnyi's art an almost childish fear of the

malevolent forces of fate; one senses the ex-

pression of a soul in sore need of learning how
to defend itself against the hoodlum slogans
and actions of modern times. Unfortunately,
in the early so's Kosztoliinyi, as a journalist

and in the name of patriotism, joined the per-

secutors; he regretted it later, and he him-

self became a target of attacks.

Kosztoldnyi is often considered a decadent

poet whose intelligence and subtleness suggest

artificiality. This criticism is fair only in part.

He was an "art for art's sake" poet, and his

relationship to French symbolism (q.v.) was

undeniable. Nevertheless, since he differenti-

ated between life and art, this does not say

that he ignored life. His poems and novels,

his critical dissertations and philological essays,

his sketches and dialogues, his translations of

French, German, English, Italian, and Ameri-

can poetry (published in three volumes), and

his translations of Chinese and Japanese lyrics

showed not merely a diligent spirit to whom
creative expression was vital, but a mentality

very much conditioned by the awareness of

amorphous reality. Negy fal kozott (1907;
Within Four Walls), Mdgia (1912; Magic), Mdk,

(1916; Poppy), Kenydr 6s bor (1920; Bread and

Wine), and his collected poems, which ap-

peared in 1935, tell the story of a man whose

poetry and humaneness were intertwined. His
two most popular volumes of poetry, A szegdny

kisgyermek panaszai (1910; The Complaints of

a Poor Little Child) and A bm fJrfi panaszai

(1924; The Complaints of a Sorrowful Man),
are, indeed, humane. His volumes of short

stories, such as Boszorkdnyos estdk (1908; Be-

witched Nights), his novels, A vtres koltd (1921;

Eng. tr., The Bloody Poet, 1927), Pacsirta

(1924; Lark), Aranysdrkdny (1925; The Golden

Dragon), tides Anna (1926; Anna 6des), and

all his other works show that KosztolAnyi
measured life with the yardstick of an artist,

but also with a beating heart.

Works of his have appeared in German,
Italian, French, and English. The Bloody Poet,

a story of Nero's sadism, was published in New
York. Kosztoldnyi was one of the best-educated

writers in modern Hungary; he was restless,

interested in psychology, interested in beauty,

and terrified by death. Evidently it was his

death complex that determined his uncom-

promising attachment to pure art. He lost him-
self in form in order not to be lost in the fear

of death.

See: H. HorvAth, Neue ungarische Lyrik
(1918); W. Kirkconnell, The Magyar Muse; an

Anthology (1933).

J.R.

Krag, Thomas (1868-1913, Norwegian novel-

ist), was one of the leading neo-romanticists of

the iSgo's, and although his books no longer
rouse the enthusiasm they evoked when they
first appeared, they still charm by their poetic

quality. He grew up in Kristiansand and, to-

gether with his brother Vilhelm Krag (q.v.),

founded the southern school of Norwegian
literature, to which Gabriel Scott (q.v.) also

belonged. Thomas Krag was in part influenced

by the Danish authors Jens Peter Jacobsen
and Johannes J0rgensen (qq.v.). From Jacob-
sen he learned his colorful style, which
now seems somewhat precious. He wrote a

number of long novels which are notable for

lyric, romantic moods rather than for narra-

tive or characterization. Among them are

Kobberslangen (1895; The Copper Serpent),
Ada Wilde (1896), Ulf Ran (1897), and Gunvor

Kjeld (1904).

H. A. L.

Krag, Vilhelm Andreas Wexels (1871-1933,

Norwegian poet, novelist, and dramatist), was
born into the dying bureaucracy of the gentle,

dreamy South of Norway, in the "colonial"

town of Kristiansand, which burned soon after

his family moved away, leaving in him a trend

towards melancholy nostalgia. His dbut with

the frail, elegiac Digte (1891; Poems) heralded

the neo-romantic movement in Norway and
was followed by numerous volumes of romantic

poetry and drama and novels from the

fictitious past of the Norwegian South. These

writings have swiftly paled, however; they
often have a bookish taste and lack contact

with a living milieu. Krag's most vigorous
creation belongs to his later years, when from

literary and personal disillusionments he
turned to the real life of his home districts.

He became their literary spokesman and

champion, even in practical matters, and more
and more lived there, on a small island given
to him by his friends. From this attachment

grew a series of sketches and plays from the

life of the simple fishing population, filled

with life and blood, humor and understand-

ing. In two collections of lyrics, Sange fra mm
(1918; Songs from My Island) and Viser og
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vers (1919; Ballads and Verses), his sorrows are

reconciled in landscape poetry of great and

moving beauty. A charming autobiography
also belongs to these years (4 vols., 1926-1931).
He died on his island, cared for in his last days

by his fishermen friends.

See: N. C. Br0gger, "Vilhelm Andreas Wex-
els Krag," in Norsk biografisk leksikon, VII

0936), 624-627; A. H. Winsncs, Norges littera-

tur fra februarrevolutionen til verdenskrigen,

part 2, pp. 240-254, Vol. V (1937) of F. Bull,

F, Paasche, and A. H. Winsnes, Norsk littera-

turhistorie; H. Smitt Ingebretsen, En dikter

og en herre: V. Krags liv og diktning (1942).

S. S.

Krains, Hubert (1862-1934, Belgian novelist),

is almost an autodidact. Born of agricultural
workers in the village of Les WalefFes (province
of Hesbaye), he spent a busy life in the postal
service. From 1882 to 1895, the golden age of

the Jeune Belgique (see Belgian literature in

French), he lived in Brussels, and the fervid

literary activity of the capital awakened his

genius. His first collection of stories appeared
in 1891, the second in 1895. His fame rests on
his subsequent works: Amours rustiques

(1899), Le Pain noir (1904), Figures du pays

(1908), Mes Amis (1920), and Au cceur des

bUs (1934). The second and last are short

novels; the others, collections of tales and
sketches. The intervals between publication
are significant: Krains had caught Flaubert's

cult of stylistic perfection and preferred
silence to mediocre work. He contributed to

many periodicals; a volume of essays, Portraits

d'ecrivains beiges (1930), reveals his talent as

a literary critic. He lived for 16 years in

Switzerland and traveled widely on official

business, but memories of his youth continued
to inspire his work. Hence in fiction he chose

to follow the regionalistic tradition and always
dealt with the peasants of his native province.
Yet nothing save the landscape is "provincial,"
and in it too he found a representative setting
for human experience. Degrees of latitude do
not change the heart, he declared.

In a striking passage of Mes Amis he names
La Bruyre as his master, but if La Bruyre
brought color into the austere prose of his

century, Krains is sobriety itself by comparison
with his friends Demolder and Eekhoud

(qq.v.). His first works show occasional traces

of their manners: he always shared their sym-

pathy with the downtrodden and their con-

tempt for the self-satisfied bourgeois. From La

Bruyre he learned the secret of short, often

epigrammatic phrase and of rapid characteri-

zation through salient traits rather than by

detailed analysis. Then too, Belgians are born

painters, and a classicist among them natu-

rally turns to the most picturesque of the i7th-

century giants. Krains's technique often recalls

Maupassant (q.v.); in spite of his apparent

objectivity, his choice of incident and group-

ing of situations reveal a deep sympathy for

the wretched. He shuns the satiric trend which

occasionally vitiates Maupassant's realism and
observes with a poet's insight which is born

of complete understanding. He is never senti-

mental; pathos arises from the studied ob-

jectivity of dramatic narrative. Peasants are

not given to self-pity; Krains portrays them
as he had known them, unconscious of the

resignation they learn from nature herself.

He has caught every quirk of their angular

personalities which he renders with a rare

harmony of vividness, sympathy, and objec-

tivity. Acts are often violent; characters come
alive by the stark portrayal of their square-
headed and rancorous susceptibility. Although
the dominant note is tragic, a discreet note of

rugged humor offers relief. This is especially

noteworthy in Mes Amis. The two pals, Colpin
and Benoit, with their wives, Christine and

Prudence, live before our eyes. The artist

catches them at their most picturesque, and
the one necessary artifice is simplicity of style.

In an essay on Eekhoud, Krains remarks

that the fiery champion of outlaws lacks the

sense of gradation essential to hold alert, with-

out weariness, the reader's emotion. This feel-

ing for architectural composition Krains pos-
sessed to an unrivaled degree. The lurid "Ame
de la maison" (Amours rustiques) is an ex-

ample. It recalls Flaubert's (q.v.) "Un Cceur

simple" but has more warmth and intense

drama, without sacrifice of objectivity. Barbe
is la mater dolorosa; the torture of ever sharper

pinpricks ends in irreparable disaster, leaving
her in a maddened daze. Krains saw every-
where passion leading to tragedy, but of it

the stuff of his art is made, and through art

the springs of pity and fear are opened and
man's vision widened.

See: D. Denuit, Hubert Krains (1936).

B. M. W.

Kranjevi, Silvije Strahimir (1865-1908, Croat

poet), was born in Senj. His pious parents
intended him for the priesthood. He studied

in Rome, but turned from the Church, and
moved on to Zagreb where he entered a

teachers' college. He was a teacher throughout
his life, mostly in Bosnia.

His first poems appeared in the reviews

Hrvatska vila (Croat Fairy) and Nada (Hope)
in his native Dalraatia, He began as patriotic
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bard, but soon became negative and pessi-

mistic* Indeed he developed into a despairing

individual, deceived by the ideas of the igth

century and inclined to withdraw into himself

to brood. He is in fact representative of a

certain transition from the igth to the 2oth

century in Croat poetry. In the odes in a

popular form called Bugarkinfe (1885) and in

Izabrane pjesme (1898; Selected Poems), he

announced that human and social justice was
a lie. Famine, slavery, and tyranny were con-

stant phenomena; "lambs are created to feed

the wolf." This conception also drove him to

an unfinished satire, Efeta. He grew more and
more introspective, full of doubt, convinced of

the futility of all human efforts, in revolt

against all he had written in earlier years. In

the long dialogues of the three-part allegory
Prvi grijeh (1912; First Sin), describing the

pains and humiliations a man has to bear,
he slowly worked himself up into a mood of

cosmic rebellion which is not without dignity
and poetic power.

Kranjevid's works first appeared scattered

in such periodicals as Sloboda (Freedom),
Balkan, Vifenac (Wreath), Novi vijek (New
Era), and Sarajevska nada (Sarajevo Hope).
The last-named review, Sarajevska nada, he
himself directed from 1895 to 1903; under his

auspices it became one of the most important

literary periodicals in Croatia and Bosnia.

Kranj&vic came into conflict with the ruling
social order in 1904, when he was promoted to

school inspector. The archbishop of Sarajevo,
Stadler, protested because Kranjevi<5 was con-

sidered a free thinker by the Church. For a

short while Kranj&vii was excluded from

teaching, but under the pressure of powerful
intellectual contemporaries, he was renomi-

nated professor at the Commercial Academy
in Sarajevo.
The Croat literary group Matica Hrvatska

published Kranj&vii's poetry under the title

Trzaji i Pjesme (1908; Convulsions and

Poems). The Association of Croat Poets printed
after his death a selection of his writings,
while the complete works were collected in

1912 by Milan Marjanovid Literary critics

considered Kranjevi the foremost lyricist of

his time and the model for a whole generation
of Croat lyrics. His political poetry was Croat

rather than Pan-Slav, but still he felt a very
close affection for his South Slav brothers in

Serbia.

See: A. G. Mato, Hrvatsko pravo, 1908, Nos.

3791-3793; Ela Kranj&vi<5, Obzor, 1909, No.

711; MiloS Savkovid, La Literature yougoslave
moderne (1936), pp. 162-165.

M. H.

Kraus, Karl (1874-1936, Austrian essayist,

aphorist, and poet), was born in Jiiin, Czecho-

slovakia, but lived mostly in Vienna. After a

short career as a brilliant journalist and

pamphleteer he was offered an important

position with a leading Austrian daily, but

inner scruples led him to refuse it. He saw his

own intellectual and spiritual integrity as well

as the public mind threatened by the corrupt

pseudo -liberal press. He therefore founded his

own periodical, Die Fackel (1899-1936), de-

voted to social and literary criticism; it was

written at first largely, then entirely by him-

self. This review, in which most of Kraus's

works first appeared, became as much admired

by the younger generation as it was hated by
the established representatives of the bour-

geoisie. The fight against intellectual and
economic corruption, carried through with

devastating wit, soon took on the wider mean-

ing of cultural criticism and grew to a con-

frontation of the ideal and the reality of man.
The perversion of the machine from man's

instrument to man's god, the enslavement of

nature by commerce, the hypocritical treat-

ment of the sexual instincts, the falsification of

literary values, are Kraus's central themes.

"Journalism," to Kraus a sort of Weltan-

schauung not confined to the newspapers, re-

mained his chief target. Throughout the years
he scathingly attacked "journalese" as the

most conspicuous expression of that type of

mind.

The emotional impact of the First World
War on Kraus was tremendous. Remaining in

Vienna, he gave running commentaries, po-
lemic and satirical, directed against those in

power who desecrated human dignity, against
the unholy mixture of business and "idealism,"

militarism and religion. His gigantic drama
Die Ictzten Tage der Menschheit (1918-1922),
a documentary and a visionary panorama at

the same time, is the supreme monument of

the horror of those years. Worte in Versen, /-

IX (1916-1930; Eng. tr. of selections, Poems,

1930), the embodiment of Kraus's personal ex-

perience and philosophy in lyrical, didactic,

satirical verses, also began to appear during
the war. Before the war Kraus's fame had al-

ready been established by two volumes of prose

essays, Sittlichkeit und Kriminalitat (1908) and
Die chinesische Mauer (1910); to the same

literary genre belong Weltgericht (1919),

Untergang der Welt durch schwarze Magie
(1922), and Literatur und Luge (1929). Master

pieces of penetrating wit and precision are

his books of aphorisms Spruche und Wider-

spriiche (1909), Pro Domo et Mundo (1912),
and Nachts (1919) and his Epigramme (1927).
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Among minor works in dramatic form are the

parody (Literatur, 1921) of Werfel's (q.v.)

Spiegelmensch, the satirical version (Wolken-
kuckucksheim, 1923) of Aristophanes' Birds,

and the satirical and philosophical reveries

Traumstuck (1923) and Traumtheater (1924).

In his last book, Die Sprache (1937), Kraus dis-

cussed with his extraordinary linguistic sensi-

tiveness problems of grammar, style, poetics.

Through all his work runs the conviction

of the fundamental moral and aesthetic im-

portance of the way in which words are used;

in his own style words and thoughts are in-

extricably interlocked. While despising the

cheap pun, he has made an art of meaningful

play on words, sometimes deadly serious. Liter-

ary art to Kraus resides in perfect union and

mutual enrichment of form and content. This

approach to literature he furthered by mas-

terly public readings of Shakespeare, of un-

orthodox selections from later writers, of his

own works; these readings became not only
occasions of literary enjoyment, but also sa-

tirical tribunals, just as his written work was

equally a moral and aesthetic undertaking, a

revision of values in every respect. German

polemic prose and the essay as a literary genre
have won rare power and beauty through
Kraus. The superabundance of verbally and

factually interdependent allusions, certain

mannerisms in his later writings, the revenge-
ful suppression of his name in the press which

he so persistently fought only these have

delayed his recognition as the greatest German
satirist of the last 150 years.

See: L. Licgler, Karl Kraus (1921; reprinted

1933); Kraus, Poems, tr. by A. Bloch (1930), pp.

9-21; R. von Schaukal, Karl Kraus (1933).

F. H. M.

Kretzer, Max (1854-1941, German novelist and

short-story writer), was born in Posen, East

Prussia, the son of a prosperous restaurateur.

His father's business subsequently failed, how-

ever, and the family was forced to move to

Berlin, where it merged into the capital's in-

dustrial proletariat. Max, then 13, became a

factory worker, later a sign painter. An acci-

dent he sustained at the age of 25 changed the

course of his life, and at that time he took up
writing.

Equipped with a keen sense of observation,

a facile pen, and an urge to preach on social

problems, Kretzer displays an intimate knowl-

edge of Berlin's proletarian life in the 8o's

and 90*8. His first novel, Die beiden Genossen

(1880), is painted against the background of

the activities of the Social Democratic Party;

Die Betrogenen (1882) dwells on the evils of

prostitution; Die Verkommenen (1883) de-

scribes the fate of the industrial proletariat. In

contrast, Drei Weiber (1886) pictures the

rottenness of high Berlin society. Meister

Timpe (1888), Kretzer 's most characteristic

novel, traces the history of a family of artisans

from economic security to destruction. A
strong religious note is struck in Die Bergpre-

digt (1890) and Das Gcsicht Christi (1896). The
other novels of Kretzer deal mostly, and far

less aptly, with the life of the middle class

and, while entertaining enough, have but
little literary importance. This may also be
said of his dramas and poems.
Whether or not Kretzer was influenced by

Zola (q.v.) is a moot question. Kretzer himself

denied it. On the other hand, Kretzer's role

as a pioneer of the German naturalistic novel

was early recognized by his contemporaries, by
Bleibtreu, Conradi, Holz and Schlaf, Gerhart

Hauptmann (qq.v.), and others. In Kretzer's

early naturalistic novels these young writers

for the first time found recorded in minute
detail the pressing social problems of their

day.
It has been conservatively estimated that, by

1928, more than a million copies of Kretzer's

works had reached the public. A perusal of

catalogues of German publishers from 1928 to

1941 listing numerous reprints of Kretzer's

novels would seem to indicate that his reputa-
tion as a "Volksschriftsteller" has not waned.

See: G. Keil, Max Kretzer; a Study in Ger-
man Naturalism (1928); H. May, Max Kretzers

Romanschaffen (1931).

G. K.

Krleia, Miroslav (1893-, Croat novelist, poet,
and dramatist), was born in Zagreb. He
came of a family of civil servants. His father
intended to make him a soldier and placed
him in a military school in Hungary where he
met a military clique which closely resembled
the degenerate Croat bureaucracy of his home
town. This experience left a mark on most of

his writing. His first inspirations were foreign

(especially Nietzsche and Marinetti, qq.v.), as

is seen in "Zaratustra," published in the re

view Savremenik (Contemporary Review) in

1914, but the truer Krleia was to represent a

revolt against the Hapsburgism of the "loyal"
Croat bourgeoisie and later against the re-

actionary ruling classes in general. In 1919 he
started a literary review, Plamen (Flame),
where many of his poems were published; his

work was discussed with great interest by the

younger reading public. His three volumes of

poems, Pjesme (1919; Poems), showed Krlcia

abandoning Nietzschean ideas of a "super-
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man for a philosophy of collective humanity.
He fought for the rights of his collective man
in Plamen and in that review's successor,

Knjiievna republika (1924; Literary Republic).
After the First World War, Krleia created a

new literary school in Croatia with his

Hrvatska rapsodija (1918; Croat Rhapsody).
His first novel, Tri kavalira G-djice Melanije

(1920; Three Suitors of Miss Melania), defi-

nitely established him as a writer. In the

suitors of this novel he interestingly described

three members of contemporary Croat society:

a mediocre lawyer, an artist dedicated to "art

for art's sake and remote from life, a revolu-

tionary student whose influence becomes fatal

to Melania. Krleia 's cynicism was the reflection

of a new mood among the young Yugoslavs.
He wrote partly in the ekavski language form,
which was currently used for the Serb litera-

ture from Belgrade, thus showing his broad-

mindedness in the quarrel over the dialects of

young Yugoslavia. Other novels, Magyar
kirdlyi honvdd (1921; Royal Hungarian
Soldier), Hrvatski bog Mars (1922; The Croat

God Mars), etc., followed, most of them depict-

ing the world of 1914-1918, which was likewise

the world of Jaroslav HaSek's (q.v.) famous

Svejk. But unlike his Czech contemporary,
Krleia was bitter and accusing; his officers

were guilty fools, and his privates were sheep
intended for the slaughterhouse. There is also

a whole cycle of novels in which Krleia de-

scribes the decadence of the middle class in the

post-war period. He created for certain stories

a character named Klamfer who is spokesman
for the author's views. With novels like Vrazji
Otok (1924; Devil's Island) and Banket u

Blitvi (Banquet in Blitva) he became the

most widely read novelist after the war, and,

along with the earlier writer of historical

novels, August Senoa, the most widely read

author in Croatia.

Up to 1917 the Zagreb theatre had received

six dramas from Krleia and refused them all.

In 1920 his drama Galicija (Galicia) was ac-

cepted, but evidence of how society feared

the revolutionary socialist it was taken off

the bill the very day of its opening. Yet

Krleia proved too powerful a dramatist to be

kept away permanently from the stage.

Golgota (1922; Golgotha) was a great success.

It was mass drama in a shipyard, indeed a great
theatrical experiment with mass movement.
In the following years Krleia produced one

successful drama after another. Already by

1921 he was an undisputed leader in dramatic

artistry. Agonija has been constantly played
on the Yugoslav stage since its first appearance

(1928) and frequently abroad. It is a two-act

masterpiece; Act I presents the agony of a
former officer who commits suicide because of

the loss of ideals he had been taught to believe

in; Act II is the agony of the officer's wife, who
had stood by her husband but loved another
man who proved in the face of disaster to be

unworthy and a social coward. Krleia scored

another success with the drama Glembajevi
(1931; The Glembays), another Ibsen-like

vivisection of the higher middle-class (see

Ibsen).
Then for a short time Krleia 's talent seemed

to be in eclipse, and certain quarrels made
him unpopular among many former admirers.

But two other major works appeared in the

midst of the political crisis that preceded the

Second World War. Petar KriianU (1934) is a

historical novel about the first Croat Pan-Slav.

Petrica Kerempuh (1936) is about the Croat

equivalent of Till Eulenspiegel; Krleia turned

to the popular fool in order to compose a satire

on society at the verge of Hitler's war. This
second book is written in the medieval Croat

kajkavski language and is a masterpiece in

form and style; it was never officially on sale

because the dictatorial regime in Yugoslavia
tried to suppress it. Even so, at about the same
time the collective works of Krleia were being

published, and the public subscribed in ad-

vance to a record number of sets. The invasion

of Yugoslavia caught Krleia off guard. He was

repeatedly reported dead. After the liberation

of Zagreb he turned up sick, broken, but still

alive to mourn the heroic death of many of his

pupils.
See: W. Giusti, "Miroslav Krleia," Rivista di

letteratura slave, III (1928), 163-175; W. Giusti,

"Miroslav Krleia," Europe Centrale, June,

1928; R. Varnier, "Agonija," Europe Centrale,

June, 1928.
M. H.

Kropotkin, Peter Alekseyevidi, Prince (1842-

1921, Russian sociologist, scientist, and revolu-

tionary), was born in Moscow, the son of an

officer of the Guards, wealthy and of noble

birth. His mother died when he was three. His

father's remarriage and futile and despotic
character account for the boy's hostility

toward him. Kropotkin received an excellent

education, first at home, theA at the Corps of

Pages in St. Petersburg. The radical ideas of

the time found their way into this institution,

aristocratic and exclusive as it was; their in-

fluence made more articulate what in

Kropotkin's childhood had been a purely
emotional protest against the condition of the
serfs. Graduating in 1862, he declined to serve

with the Guards, joined instead the Amur
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Cossacks, and spent five years in the wilder-

ness of Eastern Siberia as administrator and

explorer. In 1867 he returned to St. Peters-

burg, entered the university to study mathe-

matics, and began his famous work on the

surface structure of northern Asia. Soon he

was made secretary of the section of physical

geography of the Russian Geographical So-

ciety which in 1871 sent him to explore glacial

deposits in Finland and Sweden. The frenzy

of political reaction he found upon his return

to the capital dissipated what faith he had in

"reforms from above," while his Siberian ex-

perience in administration led him to consider

all forms of authority based on coercion and

especially centralized government as an im-

pediment to progress. During a visit to

Switzerland in 1872, he established a close and

lasting connection with the Jura Federation,

of anarchist tendencies. Returning to St.

Petersburg, he joined a secret political organi-
zation and in 1874 was arrested and incar-

cerated in St. Peter and Paul's fortress. After

more than two years of solitary confinement,

he was transferred to a military hospital. This

made possible his escape. He went to England;
then to Switzerland, whence he was expelled;
to France, where he was imprisoned for three

years (1883-1886); and finally back to Eng-
land. He returned to Russia in 1917 and died

in his native town.

Kropotkin's creed of anarchist communism
derives from his passionate repudiation of op-

pression in all its forms. In his numerous
books he wrote in French and in English
such as Paroles d'un rdvolte (1885), La Con-

quete du pain (1892; Eng. tr., The Conquest
of Bread, 1906), Fields, Factories, and Work-

shops 1899), he advocates the abolition not

only of capitalism, but also of all govern-
mental authority. He rejected even a transi-

tory dictatorship by the working class, seeing
the aim of the revolution not in the seizure,

but in the destruction of government. This,
he believed, would be immediately followed

by the birth of a new society with changing
forms of free cooperative associations and
federations. This future society would be
based on the principle of mutual aid, as uni-

versal in social behavior as the struggle for

life; it would irtake full use of science and

technology to increase production and thus to

satisfy {he needs of all.

In Memoirs of a Revolutionist (1899) Kro-

potkin tells the story of his eventful life. In

1901 he visited the United States and delivered
a series of lectures later published as Russian
Literature (1905).

See: G. V. Plechanoff, Anarchism and Social-

ism (1895); E. V. Zenker, Anarchism (1897);

J. F. Hecker, Russian Sociology (1915); Roger
Baldwin, ed., Kropotkin's Revolutionary Pam-

phlets (1927).
L. S.

Kruczkowski, Leon (1900-, Polish novelist), a

native of Cracow, was the leading "Marxist

revisionist of the Polish historical tradition"

to express himself through the novel in Free

Poland. In 1932 ,he entered the literary scene

with the controversial Kordjan i cham (Lord
and Churl), a fictional reworking of the cele-

brated memoir of the peasant Deczyriski
written at the time of the 1830 uprising. Fol-

lowing this work, which set forth the irrecon-

cilable conflict of interests between landlord

and serf, Kruczkowski went on to sketch a

portrait of the Galician village on the eve of

the First World War in the episodic Pawie

piora (1935; Peacock Feathers). Later, in

Sidta (1937); Snares), Kruczkowski essayed
rather unsuccessfully a psychological portrai-
ture of the unemployed in Poland.

See: reviews in Wiadomotci literackie, 1935,
Nos. 13, 15, and 1937, No. 41; K. Czachowski,
Obraz wspolczesnej literatury polskiej, III

(1936), 623-628.
A. P. C.

Krusenstjerna, Agnes von (1894-1940, Swedish

novelist), born in Vaxjo, is one of the most

controversial figures in modern Swedish litera-

ture. Born into an old aristocratic Swedish

family which on the mother's side had de-

veloped serious pathological complications,
she spent her childhood and earliest young
womanhood in a more or less futile attempt
'to break the bonds that held her captive in a

spiritually sterile and physically and mentally

half-degenerate high society. She finally suc-

ceeded as a young woman in effecting a com

plete outward break with this group; but the

mark of heredity and early environment was

left upon her, and she apparently never suc-

ceeded in finding any solid positive values in

life outside the class in which she was born,

though her marriage with the sensitive critic

and translator David Sprengel seems to have

been a very happy one. She became in con

sequence of her break with her own class a

tragically isolated figure, particularly after the

controversy in the late 1920*5 and the 1930*5 of

which she was the storm center. This contro

versy arose out of the bitter attacks upon her

work by certain self-appointed "guardians of

Swedish morals/' who Singled out her work
as the most patently "immoral" among a

group of younger literary figures of the day.
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Agnes von Rrusenstjerna's novels were es-

pecially apt to arouse popular, bigoted "moral-

ists," because these novels focused their atten-

tion with such persistent minuteness upon
elements of degeneration in a fast disappear-

ing Swedish social class, the lower nobility.

Though the attack upon her did not seriously
affect the amount of her literary productivity,
it did leave its mark upon the tone of her

work, which became with the years increas-

ingly dark, hopeless, and brooding, not with-

out a touch of bitterness.

Her total production includes, in addition

to her novels, several volumes of short stories

and one volume of verse; but she will be re-

membered in Swedish literature primarily foi

three long novels, the trilogy under the col

lective title Tonybockerna (1922-1924; The

Tony Books) and two long family-chronicle
novels, Froknarna von Pahlen (7 vols., 1930-

1934; The Ladies von Pahlen) and Viveka von

Lagercronas historia (4 vols., 1935-1938; The

Story of Viveka von Lagercrona). Of these

three novels Tonybockerna is perhaps the

best, chiefly because it avoids the confusing

multiplicity of characters and the too great

preoccupation with matters of mere outward
detail that are typical of the two family-
chronicle novels. All of Agnes von Krusen-

stjerna's novels are more or less concerned with

manifestations of perversion and semiperver-
sion in the aimless pattern of existence fol-

lowed by the Swedish aristocracy as she had
come to know it in her early years. But she

manages usually to avoid a completely morbid
effect (except, perhaps, in Froknarna von

Pahlen) by her profound understanding of

and sympathy for the sensitive, idealistic,

dream-loving youth of aristocratic origins who
attempt so desperately to realize their ideals

in a partly callous, largely degenerate out-

ward environment. Her marvelously sensitive

depiction of the childhood and budding pu-

berty of the hapless Tony in Tonybockerna is

unique among Swedish novels which deal cen-

trally with crucial phases of the inner life of

girlhood and young womanhood. In the matter
of style Agnes von Krusenstjerna is nearly

always impeccable, one of the great masters ot

modern Swedish prose. Her sudden death in

1940, the victim of an implacable hereditary
disease, suggests something of the terrible

reality for herself which the central theme in

her novels, degenerate heredity, had.

See: Hagar Olsson, "Agnes von Krusen-

stjerna/' Bonniers litterara magasin, VI (1937),

515-526; Stig Ahlgren, Krusenstjerna studier

(1940).

A. G.

Kuncewiczowa, Marja (ne Szczepariska, 1897-,
Polish novelist), was born in Samara on the
middle Volga, the descendant of a Polish

legionary who had fled to Santo Domingo
after the 1863 uprising. With the admirable
Cudzoziemka (1935; Eng. tr., The Stranger,
1 943)> a convincing psychological study of a
Polish woman reared in Russia and later trans-

planted to Poland who feels herself foreign in

both countries, Kuncewiczowa represents the
trend towards the psychological novel which
was quite marked in Free Poland. Dividing
her time between Warsaw and the quaint
Kazimierz-on-the-Vistula, Kuncewiczowa set

forth the peculiar life of the former in

Dyiilans warszawski (1935; Warsaw Diligence)
and represented the latter, with its contrasting
populations, artistic and peasant, in the novel
Dwa ksi<>zyce (1933; Two Moons). During the
Second World War, Kuncewiczowa served as

president of the Polish P.E.N. Club in Eng-
land.

See: K. Czachowski, Najnowsza twdrczoid
literacka (1938), pp. 40-43; review of Cud-
zoziemka in Wiadomosci literackie, 1936, No.

4, and in Skamander, February, 1936.

A. p. a

Kuprin, Alexander Ivanovich (1870-1938,
Russian short-story writer and novelist), born
in Narovchat, Penza, was perhaps the last of

the traditional realists and one of the few pre-

revolutionary writers of established reputa-
tion to continue in exile their literary produc-
tivity in characteristic and undebilitated form.

Educated in the Cadet School and the Military
School of Moscow, he was commissioned
lieutenant (1890), but resigned (1894) to de-

vote himself to writing. For some years he led

a vagabond life as dock worker, hunter, fisher-

man, agronomist, choir singer, actor, and

journalist. He entered literature as one of the

Znaniye ("knowledge") group led by Gorky,
who headed the publishing house of that

name. Kuprin's first stories (Moloch, 1896),
about factory life, and others, chiefly about

army officers, made a considerable impression.
Fame came with his novel Poyedinok (1905;

Eng. tr., The Duel, 1916), an ironic portrayal
of the stupidity and brutality of the military
caste and the first uncensored work of that

genre. It coincided with the wave of national

protest following the Japanese War and was
more widely read than Tolstoy's Resurrection.

Objective and nonpolitical, it excels in char-
acterization and narrative structure.

There followed a long and diverse series of
tales and novels, some superlatively wrought,
others inferior. Two of the best short stories
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of their time are Shtabs-Kapitan Rybnikov

(1906; Eng. tr., "Captain Ribnikov," in The

River of Life and Other Stories, 1916), a won-

derfully told episode of a Japanese spy in St.

Petersburg, and Granatovyi braslet (1911; Eng.

tr., title story in The Bracelet of Garnets and

Other Stories, 1917), about the love of a poor
clerk for a society lady. Sulamif (1908; Eng.

tr., Sulamith, 1923), a reworking of the Song
of Songs, and Yama (1912; Eng. tr., Yama: The

Pit, 1922), a journalistic picture of prostitu-

tion in Odessa, at first sensationally successful

are now dated and neglected, Kuprin's works

have been widely translated; many of his short

stories appear in anthologies as examples of

finished craftsmanship. English collections of

his finest tales are The River of Life and The
Bracelet of Garnets, already mentioned, A Slav

Soul and Other Stories (1916), and Sasha

(1920). His collected works were published in

Berlin (1921) in 12 volumes. After the Revolu-

tion, Kuprin emigrated to Paris, where he

published Novye povesti i razskazy (1927; New
Stories and Tales), Razskazy dlya detei (1927;

Tales for Children), and three short novels,

Koleso vremeni (1930; The Wheel of Time),
Zhaneta (1932-1933; Jeannette), both romantic

stories of Russian Emigres in France, and
Yunkera (1933; The Junkers), a masterly and

charming reminiscence of cadet life in old

Russia all in his best vein. In 1937, *H anc^

homesick, Kuprin returned to Russia, where
he was given an elaborate welcome. Fourteen

months later, in complete obscurity, he died

of cancer.

Kuprin's benevolent, genial personality won
him friends among all sorts of people, a trait

reflected in the rich diversity of his subject
matter. Though his materials and methods are

substantially those of his great predecessors,

Tolstoy, Chekhov, and Gorky (qq.v.), he differs

from his contemporaries in his affinity for the

story of action, in which he wfas influenced by

Jack London and Kipling. A portrayer, not a

theorist, he is never political or metaphysical.

Vigorous, prolific, uneven, by his excellences

he makes one forget his shortcomings. At his

best he is a first-rate narrator with a superla-
tive gift of observation and a strong feeling for

the lyrical, colorful elements of everyday ex-

istence.

See: Charles Ledr6, Trois Romanciers russes

(*935)'> Jvart Bunin, "Perechityvaya Kuprina,"
Sovremennyia zapiski, LXVII (1938), 308-324.

N. S.

Kurz, Isolde (1853-, German poet and short-

story writer), was born in Stuttgart, daughter
of the Swabian novelist Hermann Kurz, who

numbered Paul Heyse (q.v.) and Eduard

Morike among his friends. Her mother, dar-

ingly liberal in her political as well as peda-

gogical views, instructed her at home and

awakened in the child a lifelong love for the

masterworks of literature, ancient and modern.

After her father's sudden death in 1873, Isolde

Kurz began earning her own living. She went

to Munich, gave language lessons, and wrote

her first short story, which met with con-

siderable success but was sharply criticized on
moral grounds by Paul Heyse, a fact which

opened her eyes to his artistic limitations. Her

conception of art was, in spite of youthful

sentimentality and hero worship, funda-

mentally opposed to Heyse 's idealized world.

"Life's most beautiful flowers grow by the

edge of an abyss," she wrote in A us meinem

Jugendland (1922). In 1877 s^e followed her

mother and her brothers to Florence, drawn

by a vision of the sea, to her a symbol of free-

dom. From then on the greater part of her

life was spent in Italy until the outbreak of

the First World War, when she returned to

Munich. Italy became her main source of

poetic inspiration. The themes of most of her

short stories indicate the Italian subject matter

(Florentiner Novellen, 1890, Eng. tr., Tales of

Florence, 1919; Italienische Novellen, 1895;
Ndchte von Fondi, 1922). Like C. F. Meyer
(q.v.) she was attracted by the Italian Renais-

sance, by the passion and drama of Southern

lives, and, like him, she strove to tell about

them with conscious, calm detachment. Deeply
sensitive to the importance of form, she worked

slowly and painstakingly to perfect composi-
tion and style, sometimes impairing the

warmth and vitality of her writings. Her late

novel Vanadis (1931) has been linked to the

great German tradition of the Bildungsroman.
Her poems (Gedichte, 1899; Neue Gedichte,

1905) tend towards excessive reflection, but

are outstanding among German Frauenlyrik

through their straightforward, unsentimental

approach to emotions and thoughts. In this

respect Isolde Kurz has often been compared
to Ricarda Huch (q.v.) who is the greater
writer but possesses less charm and seems less

spontaneous.
See: P. Fechter, Geschichte der deutschen

Literatur, HI (1938), 363-366.
E. M. F.

Kvaran, Einar Hjttrleifsson (1859-1938, Ice-

landic novelist, dramatist and poet), was born
at Vallanes in East Iceland, the son of a pastor.
He went to study political economy in Copen-
hagen, but instead he joined the Brandes

(q.v.) realists among his compatriots and
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edited (1882) the periodical VerSandi (The

Present), to which he contributed a rebellious

short story. In 1885 Kvaran went to Winnipeg,
Canada, where he became an editor of an

Icelandic weekly and, in general, a leader of

his compatriots. In 1895 he returned to Ice-

land, there to work as a journalist and politi-

cal leader until 1906, when he was awarded a

governmental grant to devote himself to

literature.

The years in Winnipeg mellowed Kvaran's

realistic outlook to such an extent that on his

return to Iceland he was ready to preach a

liberal Christian humanitarianism and to ex-

periment with spiritualism, apostle of which
he soon became. Strongly opposed at first, he
and his followers gradually won the day; they
still have a considerable following, in spite of

attacks from the neo-romanticists (Nordal,

1925) and the communists (Laxness, 1936).
Vonir (1888; Hopes) is the first of a long

series of short stories, in which Kvaran is at

his best. He is especially fine when he writes

about individuals least favored in life, a pre-
ferred subject with him. These stories are pub-
lished in the collections Vestan hafs og austan

(1901; West and East of the Ocean), Smceling-
jar (1908; The Insignificant), and Frd ymsum
hlidiim (1913; From Various Viewpoints). In

the novels Ofurefti (1908; The Unconquerable)
and Gull (1911; Gold), Kvaran describes the

impact of new ideas (the "new" theology) on

society in Reykjavik. His later novels, Sdlin

vaknar (1916; The Soul Awakens), Samtyli

(1918; House-mates), Sogur Rannveigar (2

vols., 1919-1922; Rannveig's Stories), and

Gafumadur (1933; The Fortunate Man), speak

eloquently of his humane understanding and
breathe the optimism of the convinced spirit-

ualist. Two plays, Lenhardur fdgeti (1913;

Eng. tr., "Governor Lenhard," Poet Lore,

XLIII, 3-55) and Syndir annara (1915; The
Sins of Others), are partly inspired by the

Icelandic struggle for independence, but in

Hallsteinn og Dora (1931; Hallsteinn and

Dora) the background is spiritualistic. Kvaran

has also left a slim volume of poems, thought-
ful, melancholy, composed early in life.

As no one else Kvaran represents the opti-

mistic bourgeoisie before the First World War.
His style is classical pure, smooth, often argu-
mentative and tinged with humor or irony.

But it is somewhat lacking in vigor, color, and
manliness.

See: S. Nordal, "Undir straumhvorf,"

Skirnir, XCIX (1925), 131-149; R. Beck, "Einar

H. Kvaran, an Icelandic Novelist and Drama-

tist," Poet Lore, XLIII (i936-i937)> 56-63; S.

Einarsson, "paettir af Einari H. Kvaran/'

Eimreidin, XLIII (1937), 145-160, 287-306,
XLIV (1938), 8-16, 178-180, 307-324.

S. E.

Lacretelle, Jacques de (1888-, French novelist),
was born at Chateau de Cormatin in Bur-

gundy, of a family already famous in French
literature. His great uncle entered the French

Academy in 1811; his grandfather, poet and
novelist, was also a political figure and a

friend of Lamartine. Jacques de Lacretelle

studied at the Lyce Janson under Andr
Bellessort, who subjected his romantic tend-

encies to strong classical disciplines. During a

stay at Cambridge he acquainted himself with

English literature, and in 1920 La Vie in-

qui&te de Jean Hermelin was published. This

subjective novel was followed in 1922 by Silber-

mann, the objective story of a Jewish boy in

conflict with his classmates. La Bonifas (1925)
deals with a case of abnormal psychology and

definitely placed the author among the best

French realists. Le Retour de Silbermann

(1939) was originally part of Amour nuptial

(1939), a study of conjugal misunderstanding
somewhat similar to Andr6 Gide's L'lmmora-
liste. In 1932 was begun the publication of Les

Hauls-Fonts, a novel in four volumes (Sabinc,

1932; Les Fianfailles, 1933; Annies d'espt-

rance, 1934; La Monnaie de plomb, 1935) based

on the passionate attachment of a woman for

her family estate.

Lacretelle shows a predilection for lonely
characters. He probes into their souls with a

fearless interest. His minute analysis and his

sense of restraint and proportion make him a

true descendant of the 17th-century moralists.

Besides his novels he has written short stories

(Quatre Nouvelles italiennes, 1928; L'Ame
cachde, 1928), essays (Lettres espagnoles, 1926;

ApartS, 1927; Le Demi-Dieu, 1931; Les Aveux
Studies, 1934; L'Ecrivain public, 1936; Croi-

sitres en eaux troubles, 1939; L'Heure qui
change, 1941; Liberations, 1945), and transla-

tions (Sarn by Mary Webb, in collaboration

with Mme Guritte; La Renarde by Mary
Webb, with Mile Canavaggia; Haute Plainte

by Emily Bronte, with Yolande de Lacretelle).
Lacretelle became a member of the French

Academy in 1938.
See: A. Beaunier, "Un Romancier: M.

Jacques de Lacretelle/' Revue des deux
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mondes, August i, 1925, pp. 698-709; R.

Bourget-Pailleron, "La Nouvelle Equipe,"
Revue des deux mondes, November 15, 1933,

pp. 358-362; A. Hermant, Rcponse au discours

de reception de Jacques de Lacretelle d

I'Academie Fran$aise (1938); A. Maurois,

preface to Lacretelle, Morceaux choisis (1938);

F. Guirand, "Lacretelle/' Larousse mensuel,

April, 1938, p. 84.

M. E. C.

Laforgue, Jules (1860-1887, French poet and

prose writer), was born in Montevideo,

Uruguay, of French parentage. His father was

a teacher. At the age of six he went to France

with his family and lived in Tarbes, a small

town at the foot of the Pyrenees, where he

attended the lycee (1869-1876). There he be-

gan to suffer from a disease which never left

him boredom. In 1876 his family moved to

Paris, but sometime afterward left him there,

first with his sister and then completely alone.

He had secured a post as secretary to the di-

rector of the Gazette des beaux-arts, Ephrussi.
That period of solitude in Paris had a great
influence on Laforgue's later development. He

spent it in a state of sentimental and intel-

lectual exaltation and of physical asceticism.

He discovered poetry and philosophy (Scho-

penhauer was then in vogue). He read furious-

ly: "Two years of solitude in libraries, without

love, without friends, the fear of death. Nights

spent in meditation in an atmosphere like that

of Mount Sinai." He wrote verse and prose; Le

Sanglot de la terre, a philosophical poem pub-
lished after his death (in the CEvres completes,

1903), was composed in this period. Although
he was shy and retiring, he made certain

friends Paul Bourget (q.v.), Charles Henry,
Gustave Kahn (q.v.)> and a woman poet,
Sandah Mahali.

The efforts of Ephrussi gained him the post
of reader to the Empress Augusta of German),
and for five years (1881-1886) Laforgue fol-

lowed her court wherever she went; Berlin,

Potsdam, Baden Baden, and Homburg became
the backgrounds of his boredom. Short but

frequent trips to Paris alone seemed to sus-

tain his courage. While in Germany he wrote

the Complaintes (1885) and most of the later

published Moralites Wgendaires. His method
of writing is revealed by his notebooks (some

published among his posthumous works and
in the Nouvelle Revue franfalse, October,

1920, some still unpublished). His technique
in literature is similar to that of the impres-
sionist painters in painting. He was anxious to

note the exact and most ephemeral touches of

the outside world as well as their immediate

repercussions upon his soul. Looking out of an

express-train window or watching boats going
down the Rhine, he jotted down sentences

which he used later in his prose or his poems.
The love of a woman, which in Paris had re-

mained in the realm of his dreams, entered
his life in Germany. A rather stormy love

affair with a person designated in his note-

books by the letter R reached its climax in

1883. It left Laforgue expecting more from

life, but he was hardly more mature emotion-

ally. Later when, looking for an English
teacher in Berlin, he met Miss Leah Lee, a

slender, red-haired English girl, it was love at

first sight. In September, 1886, he became en-

gaged to her, resigned his post at the court,

and went to Paris to make a living by writing.
His Complaintes had already won him a

certain fame. In January, 1887, he went to

London to marry Miss Lee and then settled

down with his wife in a small apartment in

Paris where he expected to find the happiness
he had waited for so long. Instead he found

poverty, sickness, and finally, the following
summer, death. A cold, caught in London and

neglected, had developed into tuberculosis.

His wife died a few months later.

Before his death Laforgue had finished the

manuscript of Moralites Icgendaires (most of

which had earlier appeared in the periodical

Vogue), but he had been unable to find a

publisher. The book appeared posthumously,
November, 1887. T\vo slender books of verses,

Limitation de Notre-Dame la Lune (1886)
and Le Concile feerique (1886), together with
a few articles in symbolist periodicals, are all

that were published during his life besides the

Complaintes. His works appeared in 1901-

1903 (3 vols.). Other papers appeared in 1920

(3 vols.). A new edition (5 vols., 1925) added
some heretofore unpublished letters.

Laforgue's works should have been the

preface to much greater accomplishments, but,

as Rmy de Gourmont (q.v.) said, it is a

preface which can almost make up for the lack

of the work itself. He had one of the most

original minds of any time. While he lived

somewhat apart from the symbolist group, it

is clearly seen today that he belongs among
them. Following Corbtere (q.v.), whom he dis-

covered only late and when his manner was
well formed, and Verlaine (q.v.), he com-

pletely renounced the structural principles of

classical French verse and created modern free

verse. No poet in France or elsewhere can

afford to ignore his technical inventions. He
also had a tone definitely his own, a senti-

mental irony which was perhaps the result of

the clashing in him of intellectual maturity



and emotional immaturity. Irony and verbal-

ism are for Laforgue means of escape. His

method consists of a notation of acute per-
sonal emotions against a background which

evokes his epoch. The ironical treatment of

both himself and his background (often his

form is that of some refrain de faubourg)

destroys the romantic strain. It is to be re-

gretted that his poems seldom give the im-

pression of having reached a state of perfec-
tion. Not so with his prose, however. MoralitJs

legendaires, in which he retells some age-old
stories Perseus and Andromeda, Salome,

Lohengrin, Hamlet lending his characters

the psychology of his contemporaries, shows
him to be obssessed by Flaubert (q.v.). The
result is writing which equals the best of the

French prose tradition and at the same time

deliberately ridicules and attacks that tradi-

tion.

The influence of Laforgue on French poets
of the next generation, Apollinaire, Salmon

(qq.v.), et al.f and even on recent or contem-

porary groups like the surrealists, cannot be
contested. In America his influence on T. S.

Eliot and Ezra Pound, among others, is gen-

erally admitted.

See: F. Ruchon,/u/e$ Laforgue (1924).

I. W.

Lagerkvist, Par (1891-, Swedish lyric poet,

dramatist, and short-story writer), born in

Vaxjo, was the most arresting figure to appear
on the literary scene in Sweden during the

First World War, and his early work particu-

larly reflects in both its form and content the

half-desperate psychology of a serious, hyper-
sensitive, and brutally frank war generation.

Though his later efforts are more mature and

satisfying, his work on the whole is charac-

terized by a profound sense of continuity in

its development, from his first startling vision-

ary poems down through his late quietly ex-

pressionistic dramas. For some years the vio-

lently expressionistic form of his poems and

early plays (based consciously upon contem-

porary trends in French painting, nai'vism,

cubism, and Fauvism, in addition to earlier

expressionistic forms, especially those of the

religious dramas of Strindberg, q.v.) marked
him as an exclusive poet, to be read only by
the initiated, and served to obscure the high
seriousness of his message. But with time his

youthful formalistic excesses gave way to a

simpler, more concrete, and highly con-

centrated art, only in part related to expres-

sionism; and at the same time the brutal

pessimism of his earlier conception of life

gradually yielded to a new, highly individual

LAGERLOF

religious position, in which he comes, ob-

viously after a severe inner struggle, to the

conclusion that "good shall at the last triumph,
for it is the greatest and the strongest power,
however terrifying the world may seem to be."

The development of Lagerkvist's thought,
the outlines of which are only partially clear

in the volumes of his poetry (from Motiv,

1914, Motifs, through Hjartats s&nger, 1926,

Songs of the Heart) and in his seven plays to

date, is given a more precise confessional form
in two central autobiographical documents,
Cast hos verkligheten (1925; A Guest in the

Actual World) and Del besegrade livet (1927;
Life Conquered). These two volumes express

Lagerkvist's final undying faith in the im-

perishable spirit of man, which against all

the fearful odds man faces in his struggle for

existence will ultimately triumph. Of recent

years Lagerkvist has brought the focus of his

art to bear more and more directly upon the

modern social and political scene, becoming in

the 1930*8, particularly in his fiction and his

drama, the most eloquent and rigidly uncom-

promising critic of totalitarianism as a social

and political philosophy. He proposes in place
of the brutal pretentiousness of totalitarian

ideas a kind of heroic humanitarian idealism

in which the imperishable human spirit can

find its finest and most permanent social and

political expression. These ideas are developed
most sharply in the sensational short novel

Bodeln (1934; The Hangman), which has been

successfully dramatized, and in the two power-
ful plays Mannen utan sjal (1936; The Man
without a Soul) and Seger i morkret (1939;

Victory in Darkness). Both in technique and
themes as a dramatist Lagerkvist is the inspired

disciple of the later Strindberg, the Strindberg
of the expressionistic plays. In 1940 Lagerkvist
was elected to the Swedish Academy, to occupy
the chair vacated upon the death of Verner
von Heidenstam (q.v.), the last of that group
of literary figures who created the great litera-

ture of the Swedish iSgo's.

See: G. M. Bergman, Par Lagerkvists drama-

tik (1928); K. Stromberg, Modern svensk

litteratur (1932), pp. 202-211; G. Fred6n, Par

Lagerkvist (1934); R. Ljungdahl, "Par Lager-

kvist: frSn 'Angest' och 'Kaos' till 'Bodeln' och

Den knutna naven,'
"
Finsk tidskrift, CXVI1I

OOSS)' 336~~348 H. Ahlenius, "The Dramatic

Works of Par Lagerkvist," American-Scandi-

navian Review, XXVIII (1940), 301-308.
A. G.

Lagerldf, Selnia (1858-1940, Swedish novelist),

is incomparably Sweden's greatest story-

teller. She was born on the old farmstead
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MSrbacka in VSrmland, the province with

which most of her best fiction is intimately
associated and where she lived the greater

part of her outwardly uneventful life. She
never married. Her first novel, Gosta Berlings

saga (1891; Eng. tr., 1898), was a fascinatingly

original retelling of old Varmland folk legends
in an effusive, personal, spontaneously lyric

prose, a style in marked contrast to the pre-

vailing fiction of the day in Sweden. The style
was suggested by a reading of Carlyle. A num-
ber of less important tales appeared from
Selma Lagerlofs pen during the go's; but it

was not until the turn of the century, with the

composition of Jerusalem (2 vols., 1901-1902;

Eng. tr., 1903), that she wrote anything com-

parable in importance to Gosta Berlings saga.
In the years that followed she produced
steadily (except during the First World War,
when her pen was apparently palsied) a large
number of novels and short stories (usually in

the form of legends and fairy tales) and auto-

biographical sketches of all kinds. This mass
of work was of rather unequal quality on the

whole, the most important perhaps being the

delightful pedagogical fantasy Nils Holgers-
sons nnderbara resa genom Sverige (1906-

1907; Eng. tr., The Wonderful Adventures of

Nils, 1907) and the three charmingly modest
volumes of Varmland memories from her
childhood under the collective title Mdrbacka

(1922-1932; Eng. tr., Mdrbacka, 1924; Memo-
ries of My Childhood, 1934; The Diary of
Selma Lagerlof, 1936). Her last effort to write

extended fiction the trilogy about Charlotte
Lowenskold reveals a distinct falling off in

creative power.
It is impossible to explain Selma Lagerlofs

undeniable eminence as a narrator except by
insisting upon the direct, primitive sources of

her art. Her best novels and tales spring
directly from the Swedish soil, are part and

parcel of the Swedish countryside. She had
listened breathlessly as a child (and, for that

matter, in the years of her maturity) to the
whole variegated congeries of tales current on
the Varmland countryside; and she has retold
these tales with the same breathless naivet6
with which she had first listened to them. Her
art, in consequence, is scarcely creative in the
usual sense. She may be called a creative

listener permitting her fancy, meanwhile, to

dance and riot freely in the old folk materials
related to her, until out of them come such
brilliant tales as Gosta Berlings saga and
Jerusalem. Such novels are probably among
the closest approach to genuine folk epics that

we have in modern literature. Selma Lagerlof
may thus be looked upon primarily as the

infinitely skillful modern medium by which
ancient and latter-day Swedish folk tales are

brought to the present-day reader. In the

naturalness and spontaneity with which she

realizes this ideal in fiction she is perhaps
unique in contemporary literature. Her con-

ception of life is as naiVe as is her art, but

less satisfactory to the modern mind. Her
characters are frequently oversimplified, as is

her view of the forces that govern human life.

There is no more insistent optimist among
Scandinavian authors than Selma Lagerlof.
The First World War seemed momentarily to

shake her faith in the power that goodness

ultimately wields over evil on the human
scene; but her latest work yields not an iota to

the simple childlike optimism of her first

novels and tales. There is, in a word, no intel-

lectual development in Selma Lagerlofs work;
but perhaps one should not ask for this (or
even wish it) in a narrative genius which could

scarcely have come into its own unique and

priceless being had it permitted itself to be-

come dominated by what she has, not without

irony, referred to in Gosta Berlings saga as

"the spirit of the age."
See: Johan Mortensen, Selma Lagerlof

(1908); W. A. Berendsohn, Selma Lagerlof

(1927, in German; Eng. tr., abridged, 1931);
Stella Arvidson, Selma Lagerlof (1932); H. A.

Larsen, Selma Lagerlof (1936, in English);
Alrik Gustafson, Six Scandinavian Novelists

(1940).

A. G,

Lalou, Ren (1889-, French critic), was born
at Boulogne-sur-Mer and educated in Calais

and Paris and at the University of Lille. Be-
fore the First World War, in which he served,
he taught at the Manchester Grammar School
and at the Lycde of Oran; after the war he
held a number of lycee appointments, the last

being in Paris at the Lyce Henri IV. During
this period he wrote several novels, of which

only one has been published, Le Chef (1923),
and his Histoire de la litterature franfaise con-

temporaine (1922, enlarged ed., Vol. I, 1941,
Vol. II, 1940; Eng. tr., Contemporary French

Literature, 1924). This handbook, beginning
in 1870 with a backward glance at the great
romantics and extending in the most recent
edition to the Second World War, provides the

general public with a useful synthesis, im-

partial and unprejudiced. Lalou has said that
he hopes his criticism can be read with the
interest with which one reads a novel, and his

infectious enthusiasm for literature, combined
with a gift for clear statement and for keeping
the main lines of development apparent
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through a multitude of details, has made that

hope more or less a reality. A volume of

critical essays, Defense de Ihomme (1926), a

study of Sainte-Beuve, Bertrand, Gerard de

Nerval, and Baudelaire (q.v.) entitled Vers une

alchimie lyrique (1927), and a history of

modern English literature, Panorama de la

litterature anglaise contemporaine (1927), have

widened his range. His work has been marked
in general by a tendency to take a middle

ground, not because he hesitates to speak out

strongly, but because such a position is natural

to his somewhat skeptical intelligence.

See: John Charpentier, "Ren Lalou," Mer-
cure de France, CCXXIV (1930), 343-345.

C. W., Jr.

Landau, Mark Aleksandrovich, see Aldanov,
Mark Aleksandrovich.

Langer, FrantiSek (1888-, Czech playwright
and novelist), is, next to Karel Capek (^.t;.),

the most successful Czech dramatist of recent

years. He was born in Prague, of Jewish par-

entage, and became a doctor. In 1916 he was
taken prisoner by the Russians, but joined the

Czechoslovak legions and took part in their

crossing of Siberia as a member of the medical

corps. After the First World War he served in

the medical corps of the Czechoslovak army,

becoming a colonel. In 1939 he succeeded in

escaping to England. Before the First World
War, Langer wrote a collection of short stories,

Zlatd Venuse (1910; The Golden Venus), which
attracted some attention because of the ex-

quisite sense of form combined with a rather

crude sensualism. His plays Svaty Vaclav (1912;
St. Wenceslaus) and Miliony (performed 1915,

printed 1921; Millions) were unsuccessful,

though they were both skillfully constructed.

The war changed Langer's outlook com-

pletely: he forgot his early aestheticism and
neoclassicism and discovered ordinary man
and his moral problems. Velbloud uchem

jehly (1923; Eng. tr., The Camel through the

Needle's Eye, 1929), his greatest success on the

stage, was received with acclaim at home and
also in Austria, Germany, and New York. It is

clever comedy in praise of victorious robust

health and ordinary common sense. Periferie

(1925; The Outskirts), which followed, is

drama on the verge of tragedy; in a technique
which imitates that of moving pictures

Langer tells the story of a murderer who

vainly tries to get convicted by the court.

Since these two very effective plays, Langer
has descended to farces and sentimental

dramas of little value: Grand Hotel Nevada

(1927 this is the original Czech title) is a

satire on the absurdities of rich people,
Obrdceni Ferdy PiStory (1929; The Conversion

of Ferda PiStora) presents a rogue from the

slums who is converted against his will, and
And&U mezi ndmi (igjji; Angels in Our Midst)
is a sentimental discussion of euthanasia. Only
Jizdni hlidka (1935; The Cavalry Watch)

represents a new advance. The play is drawn
from Langer's experiences as a legionnaire in

Siberia and attempts, with some success, a

tragedy of collective heroism. Dvaasedmdesdt-

ka (1937; No. 72) is, like Periferie, an interest-

ing reconstruction of a crime, with the

technique of a play within a play used to

good effect. Langer's later prose is not im-

portant; a collection of short stories from

Siberia, Zelezny vlk (1920; The Iron Wolf),
shows his usual constructive skill, but the

attempts at humorous sketches and a novel,

Zdzrak v roding (1929; The Miracle in the

Family), are failures.

Langer has great talent, spoiled by success.

He has a flair for stage effects; he handles

promising and ambitious themes, but he can-

not avoid the pitfalls of sentimentality, easy-

going optimism, and sheer triviality. In this

respect his fate seems similar to that of the

Magyar dramatist Molnar (q.v.), who is his

nearest analogue in other literatures.

See: Pavla BuzkovA, "F. Langer/
1

in esk4

drama (1932).
R. W.

Lanson, Gustave (1857-1934, French literary

historian and critic), was born in Orleans. He
entered the Ecole Normale Sup^rieure in

1876 and, with the exception of some months

spent as French tutor to the tsarevitch at the

Russian court (1886), had an uninterrupted
and most distinguished career as teacher and

scholar. In 1887 his doctoral thesis, Nivelle

de la Chaussde, was highly praised for

thoroughness of research and for critical dis-

crimination. When in the go's it became

obvious that university teaching of French

literature was not up to the standard of work

being done in other fields such as general

history and the social sciences, Lanson was

the natural choice to remedy the situation.

He was appointed professor at the Sorbonne

in 1900; he became director of the Ecole

Normale Sup^rieure in 1919.

As an antagonist to easygoing, verbose ways
of dealing with the literature of the past, this

quiet, bespectacled little man with piercing
black eyes was bound to emphasize painstak-

ing exactness, judicious consideration, stub-

born resistance to emotional subjectivity. At
the same time the discipline and restraint
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which he constantly showed in his profes-
sional work, and even in the modulation of

his voice (though he could be sharply sar-

castic), probably came quite as much from a

serious intensity about his scientific "mission"

as from any native poise or calmness of tem-

perament. Adversaries, indeed, accused him
of a German dryness, a reproach which, as

events proved, became quite fair as applied
to certain of Lanson's disciples, all too ready
to adopt the merely external aspects of

methodical approach. But whoever has

listened to Lanson's own impassioned pleas
for the pure enjoyment of belles-lettres or

to a declamation, in his vibrating voice, of a

favorite piece of verse, whoever observed the

intensity of his despair when his only son

was killed in the First World War, could not

imagine how lack of sensibility might ever be

charged to him.

At the university he devoted his full effort

to modern French "literary history," a study
distinct from that form of "criticism" which

necessarily includes a large element of per-
sonal taste and preference (as shown, indeed,

in Lanson's own occasional contributions to

the Paris newspaper, Matin). Explication de

textes, study of corrected manuscripts and of

changes from edition to edition, discovery of

sources which either narrowed or emphasized
the originality of a writer, exact knowledge
of words in all their connotations at a given
moment, thoroughly tested bibliographies
where legends about the vogue of a writer

yield to the pure truth all this was simply
method. There was a deeper quest. The indi-

vidual quality in an author, which the theory
of Taine (q.v.) could not "dissolve," which
in the system of Brunettere (q.v.) was more
of a disturbance than a confirmation, had
been emphasized by Sainte-Beuve although
often in only secondary figures. Lanson now
tried often with success to explain the

literary titan, as well as lesser personages, by
an objective demonstration of his greatness
however exceptional and of his style however

original.
After numerous individual studies (e.g.,

Bossuet, 1890; Corneille, 1895; Voltaire, 1906;
L'Art de la prose, 1908), the Histoire de la

litterature franfaise (1894; many editions,

i7th ed., 1922) and its natural supplement
the Manuel bibliographique de la literature

franfaise, 11500-1900 (1909-1914; new ed.,

1921) demonstrated the final importance of

this untiring activity. He continued with an
admirable hospitality of spirit to make re-

visions, mainly away from a too philosophical
trend and towards more "delight" in the art

of fine writing. Benefiting from further study
and observation, he tempered his own decided

devotion to a rational center of gravity in

French literature, "will guided by reason."

Leftist tendencies in politics prevented this

indefatigable and widely influential scholar

and interpreter of French letters from re-

ceiving the official recognition of membership
in the French Academy.

See: "Bibliographic des oeuvres de M.
Lanson," in Melanges d'histoire littdraire

offerts a Gustave Lanson (1922).

F. B.

Lanza, Silverio (pseud, of Juan Bautista

Amor6s, 1856-1912, Spanish novelist), a writer

today almost forgotten, was once highly
esteemed in certain circles as a precursor of

contemporary literature in Spain, especially of

the Generation of '98 (see Spanish literature).
G6mez de la Serna (q-v.), biographer, admirer,
and self-confessed disciple of Lanza, called

him "the founder, the revealer, perhaps in-

voluntary ... of the new literary liberty,"

adding that "he discovered a greater reality of

the Spanish land," that he was "the true suc-

cessor of Larra . . . the true successor of

Goya." Azorin (q.v.) admired him greatly also.

Lanza was one of the first "raros" as Rubn
Dario called all the strange personalities that

carried on in the name of originality and
individualism the fin-de-siecle artistic re-

bellion. He studied at the Spanish Naval

Academy, abandoning the service shortly after

becoming an officer. He was made suddenly
famous among a small group of intellectuals

by the publication of his first novel, El ano
triste (1883), and although he never attained

general public recognition, he kept on writing
novels and short stories now practically un-

findable from Getafe, a small town near

Madrid where he led a retired life. Some of his

best works are Cuentos politicos (1890), Artuna

(2 vols., 1893-1894), Ni en la vida ni en la

muerte (1899), and La rcndicion de Santiago

0907)-
See: Ram6n G6mez de la Serna, ed., Pdginas

escogidas e indditas de Silverio Lanza (1918).

A. del R.

Larbaud, Valery (1881-, French poet, novel-

ist, and essayist), began his career with an

erudite and sensitive verse translation of

Coleridge's The Rime of the Ancient Mariner

(1901). He has been ever since, in whatever

he writes, a curious and very personal com-

bination of poet and scholar. Born in Vichy,
the international spa, of a wealthy family
which sent him first to a private school
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attended chiefly by the sons of South Ameri-

can millionaires and later (1897) on a grand
tour qf Germany, Russia, and Turkey, Lar-

baud first distinguished himself as the poet
of luxurious cosmopolitanism. By the time

that his Potmes par un riche amateur ap-

peared in 1908, attributed to a fabulous South

American, A. O. Barnabooth, he had familiar-

ized himself with Europe and its languages
and chosen his intellectual homes the<three

principal Latin countries and England. The
Journal d'A. O. Barnabooth (1913) continues

in prose the singing of ''Europe, its railways
and its theatres and its constellations of

cities/' Endowed with an ardent idealism, a

solid culture, and a shameful fortune, Barna-

booth, a kind of Argentine descendant of

Henri Brulard, constantly uproots himself

physically and morally in a vain effort to

dissociate his true personality from fortuitous

circumstances.

Larbaud the poet also contains an analyst

who, simultaneously with Proust and Piran-

dello (qq.v.) t seeks what he calls "self-

sapience." Nor is the poet limited by the new

dandyism of cosmopolitanism which he be-

queaths to Paul Morand, Jean Giraudoux,

Jules Romains (qq-v .),
and so many others; he

also delights in the poetry of childhood and

adolescence, as in his delicate novel of school

life, Fermina Mdrquez (1911), and the sensi-

tive and sympathetic stories of Enfantines

(1918). The three short novels contained in

Amants, heureux amants (1924) return to the

earlier vein; two of the tales use the form of

the interior monologue or stream of con-

sciousness which Larbaud, one of the first

(1922) to praise Joyce's Ulysses, acclimatized

in France.

In his collections of stories and essays

Jaune, bleu, blanc (1927), Technique (1932),
A UK couleurs de Rome (1938) the scholar

leads the poet into strange philological by-

ways, when the poet is not interrupting the

scholar's labors to record some evanescent as-

pect of life. The penetrating studies of English
writers contained in Ce Vice impuni, la lec-

ture (1925), together with his translations of

Walt Whitman, Landor, Sir Thomas Browne,
and the Samuel Butler of Erewhon, have won
Larbaud a place among the most perspica-
cious anglicistes of his time. He has also

translated from the Spanish and the Italian.

On the other hand, his articles for the

Buenos Aires Nacidn and for the London
New Weekly have introduced abroad much
of the best in contemporary French litera-

ture. He has consistently striven to further

intellectual intercourse among nations: the

quarterly which he founded with Valry and

Fargue (qq.v.) and which abounds in his and
others' translations was appropriately called

Commerce (1924-1932). With characteristic

modesty, he is ever ready to efface himself

before another writer whom he thinks it his

duty to introduce; and humbly he calls upon
his patron saint, the compiler of the Vulgate,
to establish "the eminent dignity of transla-

tors in the Republic of Letters/' As a scholar

and as a poet Valery Larbaud is a citizen of

Europe.
See: J. O'Brien, "Valery Larbaud," Sym-

posium, III (1932), 315-334; M - Thtebaut,

"Valery Larbaud," Revue de Paris, Anne
XXXIX (1932), Tome VI, pp. 822-858.

J. O'B.

Larsson, Carl Filip (pseud. Carl Larsson i By,

1877-, Swedish poet and novelist), was born
in By, Kopparberg (formerly the province of

Dalecarlia). Unlike many other self-made

literary men of peasant stock, he has re-

mained in his original setting as a tiller of

the soil. A number of small collections of

poems and short stories reflect the country
life he has known from childhood, e.g.. By
och bonde (1907; Village and Villager),
Tionde (1909; Tithe), Av jord ar du kommen
(1913; Dust Thou Art), Den sista karven

(1914; The Last Sheaf), Bergsmanshistorier

(2 vols., 1915-1918; Stories of Miners), and

Lantliga historier (1925; Stories of Rural

Life). He is fond of the past. His researches

concerning his home region constitute a

monumental chronicle, En dalasockens his-

toria (2 vols., 1920-1939; The History of a

Dalecarlian Parish). Popular education has

had an enthusiastic trail blazer in Larsson.

His contributions to the press on this subject
are legion. In Logen 5455, Morgonvind (1916;
The Lodge No. 5455, Morning Wind) he has

presented in novelistic form the history of a

temperance society which gives a cross section

of one of the idealistic movements that char-

acterized Swedish country life prior to the

First World War. As a poet Larsson possesses
no brilliant qualities, but his art of story-

telling is genuine, and he has a great gift of

concision. The environmental descriptions in

his stories are always reliable. As both man
and author he is, with his idealistic inclina-

tions, representative of a country-wide move-
ment which originated in Sweden as a re-

action against the debasement of traditional,

rural culture such as had been brought on in

part by the inroads of industrialism.

A. W.
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Larsson, Hans (1862-1944, Swedish philoso-

pher and aesthetician), is a philosophical
thinker by profession with strongly marked

literary interests and gifts. Though most of

his imposing list of published works (some 30

in all) are technical-philosophical in kind,

they are not infrequently concerned with

basic aesthetic problems, particularly as ap-

plied to phenomena of literary creation; and

they are invariably cast in a clear, flexible,

exquisitely sensitive Swedish prose. On oc-

casion also the philosophical has given way
almost entirely to the literary creative urge
in Larsson's production, such volumes as Pd

vandring (1909; Afoot), Hemmabyarna (1916;

The Home Villages), and IdJerna i Stabberup

(1918; Ideas in Stabberup) being works es-

sentially literary both in form and content.

These more purely literary works reveal a

creative artist of real originality and of con-

siderable ability, especially in small genre
studies of human beings and places in Hans
Larsson's native rural Skftne. More impor-
tant in the history of Swedish literature, how-

ever, are Larsson's Intuition (1892) and
Poesiens logik (1899; The Logic of Poetry),

penetrating studies in the nature of the

creative process, and two collections of essays,

Rcflexioner for dagen (1911; Contemporary
Reflections) and Litteraturintryck (1926;

Literary Impressions). Intuition and Poesiens

logik served in their day to clarify to some
extent the whole body of ideas back of the

neoromantic strains in the Scandinavian

literatures of the iSgo's, while Reflexioner for

dagen contained an essay, entitled "Huvudsak
och bisak i litterSra brytningar" (The Pri-

mary and the Secondary in Literary Transi-

tions), which was perhaps the most sane and
balanced contribution to the so-called "Strind-

bergsfejden" in 1910-1911, one of the most
violent literary controversies in the history of

Swedish literature. It is the rare combination
of literary talents and philosophical acumen
in Hans Larsson that has brought him a

much larger audience than that of any other

professional philosopher in Sweden.
See: Johan Mortensen, "Hans Larsson som

diktare," in Mdnniskor och bocker (1917), pp.
257-269.

A. G.

Lasker-Schiiler, Else (1876-1945, German poet,
novelist, and essayist), was born in Elberfeld

in the Rhineland, of the famous Sch tiler

family. The Rhineland is one of the sources

of her inspiration; others are her deep devo-

tion to Judaism and her ecstatic vision of the

Orient. After the dissolution of her first

marriage with the physician Lasker, she went

to Berlin, became the companion of the

prophetlike vagabond-poet Peter Hille (q.v.)>

and, after his death, married Herwarth

Walden, one of the leaders of the expression-
ist movement and the editor of the periodical
Der Sturm. To some she seems always to have

remained a bohemian; actually, she lived,

in her writings as well as in her personal
life, in a world of wonders, colorful images,
and fairy-tale adventures suggestive of the

Arabian Nights. Her only novel is entitled

Mein Herz (1912); she is the first poet of the

contemporary idiom who feels that she* and
all her fellow beings are crystallizations of

the heart. The strength of her imagination,
combined with great artistry of language,

produced some of the most beautiful and

profound modern German poems (e.g., "Ein

alter Tibetteppich"). She also possessed the

Rhenish humor which often projected her

emotional fantasies into the realm of the

grotesque.
All these elements caused the young ex-

pressionist generation from 1910 to 1920 to

recognize in Else Lasker-Schiiler a forerunner

and a kind of fairy godmother. She, on her

part, saw in her many literary admirers

strange and fantastic figures of her own
wonder world. In some of her books (Gesichte,

1911; Das Konzert, 1932) one may find a

variety of literary genres poems, essays,

grotesques, biographies, fairy tales, and auto-

biographic novelettes. At times (Tino von

Bagdad, 1907; Prim von Theben, 1914) she

transforms herself into this or that figure of

the Orient. Her first book of poems, Styx, ap-

peared in 1902; her best poems were collected

in Gedichte (1914). A later book of poetry is

entitled Die Kuppel (1925). The Hebraic ele-

ment became most clearly visible in Die
hebraischen Balladen (1913) and in the novel

Der Wunderrabiner von Barcelona (1926).
Her Rhenish temperament found its strong-
est expression in an early social play, Die
Wupper (1908), produced in the expression

-

istic style in Berlin in 1919, and in the auto-

biographical story Arthur Aronymus: Die
Geschichte meines Vaters (1932). The great
hero of her life was Peter Hille, to whom she

dedicated the Peter Hille-Buch (1906) and
whose letters she edited in 1921. There was
no room for her in Hitler's world; she found
her second home in Palestine, where she wrote

Hebrderland (1937) and died in 1945.

See: M. Wiener, "Else Lasker-SchCiler," in

Juden in der Literatur (1922).

K. P.
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La Tour du Pin, Patrice dc (igu-, French

poet), was seen by some in the years immedi-

ately preceding the Second World War as

the chief hope of modern French poetry. Per-

haps only those who respond temperamentally
to the passionate but rather undisciplined

mysticism which has characterized his work

can share that opinion. La Quete de joie

(1933) and Le Lucernaire (1936), though
marked by an unmistakable talent, must be

regarded as promises of genius to come rather

than as its mature fruit. The first, a collec-

tion of lyric poems, all touching on some

aspect of man's search for the answers to two

perpetual questions What is God? and

What is man? is certainly his best work. It is

marked by a directness and nobility of state-

ment that has been compared to that of

Dante, and if it does not succeed in solving
the problems it raises, at least it wins for it-

self a position among the best religious verse

of the present period by its ability to clothe

abstract ideas in sensuous garments. Le

Lucernaire, the first book of what is to be a

poem of some length, perhaps suffers from

having appeared alone. Nearer to the medi-

eval allegory than to any literary type of the

present day, it recounts the soul's search for

an ideal purity, more delicious than the joys
of the flesh, but to be found only after hav-

ing passed through these joys and rejected
them. The form, the severity of technique,
and the nobility of concept again recall

Dante; but the poet's meaning is hard to

decipher, and unfortunately the concrete

sensual quality that marked the early work of

La Tour du Pin has been largely replaced

by a mass of intellectualized detail.

See: Andr Fontainas, "Les Potmes," Mer-
cure de France, CCLI (1934), 35 1 ~355>
CCLXXt (1936), 355-357; Raymond Schwab,
"La Posie," Nouvelle Revue franfaise, XLII

(*934)> 552-554-
C. W., Jr.

Latvian literature, see Lettish literature.

Lautreamont, comte de (pseud, of Isidore

Lucien Ducasse, 1846-1870, French poet), was

born of French parents in Montevideo, where

his father was the French consul, and went

to Paris at 20 to prepare for the Ecole

Polytechnique. His poverty forced him to live

in a cheap hotel. His dark room was furnished

with a bed, two suitcases full of books, and

an upright piano. He wrote at night, con-

suming innumerable cups of coffee. The

manuscript of Les Chants de Maldoror was

sent to the printers in 1868; only one canto

appeared before his death, publishers not

daring to put on sale the whole book. He be-

gan to write the preface to another volume,
to be called Podsies, which was never com-

pleted. Ducasse, who picked his pen name
from one of Eugene Sue's novels, died as mys-

teriously as he had lived.

Composed under the influence of Byron,
Milton, and Poe, the Maldoror work is a

fantastic epic and reads like a huge night-

mare, brightened here and there by beautiful

mystic and poetic visions. Ghastly and grue-

some, it is a most violent piece of poetic

pessimism. From the very first pages of this

poem in prose the forces which move the

young writer are evident: he is drunk with

morbid romanticism, with the funereal gran

diloquence of Young and of the pseudo-
Ossian, with the satanism of Byron and of the

darker novels of Byron's day. A passionate
desire for originality results in the exaggera-
tion of this sadistic tendency. Amidst gro-

tesque surroundings the author sees strange
visions: in rivers of blood, among lice,

vampires, and spiders, the brother of the

leech speaks to the toad, apostrophizes

Lohengrin, makes love to a female shark,

and, transformed into an octopus, defies God.

Descending sometimes to the ridiculous, the

descriptions are in danger of becoming
monotonous and fatiguing; effects are spoiled
at times with banal explanations. To Lau-

treamont, may be applied the words he uses

to describe his hero: "Your mind is so ill

that you are not aware of the fact and that

you believe yourself sane every time you
mouth senseless nothings, which are never-

theless filled with an infernal grandeur."
The reader can indeed perceive in this de-

formed work traces of a masterful imagina-
tion. Lyricism shines forth, as in the long,
sustained invocation to the ancient sea. The
imagery is at times lofty; the irony creates

strange, powerful effects. We are transported

suddenly to the last days of the world, or we
enter, already somewhat baffled, a kingdom of

flickering lights and shadows. The poetry is

indefinable because it is indefinite; it is in

fact "pure poetry."
The influence of Lautreamont on the rising

generation of poets was considerable. The
surrealists (see Breton, Andr6) flocked to his

banner and saluted him, with Rimbaud (q.v.) t

as the leader of their revolution. His mirac-
ulous force was acknowledged by the great
writers of the turn of the century. Many, such
as R&ny de Gourmont and Lon Bloy (qq.v.)>
were afraid and declared the author of Les
Chants de Maldoror a madman. Others, such
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as Valery Larbaud and Lon Paul Fargue

(qq.v.), openly avowed their admiration. The
new generation of poets after the First World
War were fully aware of a debt to Lautra-

mont.

See: Rgis Michaud, Modern Thought and

Literature in France (1934); Albert Thibaudet,

Histoire de la literature franfaise de 1789
d nos jours (1936); Ren6 Lalou, Histoire de

la litterature franfaise contemporaine, en-

larged ed. f Vol. II (1940).

P. B.

Laxness, Halld6r Kiljan (1902-, Icelandic

novelist, poet, and playwright), was born at

Laxnes, near Reykjavik. His parents were

farmers. Of the youngest generation of Ice-

landic writers he is the greatest and at the

same time the most consistently modernistic.

Like no other writer he represents the youth-
ful urban population of Reykjavik, cut loose

from the thousand-year-old farm culture,

searching vigorously for a new mode of living

among the possibilities of the post-war world.

He received his first impulses in the lyric

and national romantic atmosphere of the

early 1920*5, but soon he plunged himself

into introspection, philosophy, and religion,

following the line of Strindberg and Undset

(qq.v.). As a youth he steeped himself in ex-

pressionism in Germany, in Catholicism in a

monastery in Luxembourg, and in surrealism

in France (1924-1926), after which he went to

Iceland, Canada, and California (1927-1930)
to fortify himself in a communism that since

has served him as a leading hypothesis. He
returned to Iceland in 1930. His books have

been written there or wherever his extensive

travels have taken him.

From his Catholic period date Undir

Helgahnuk (1924; Under the Holy Mountain)
and Vefarinn mikli frd Kasmir (1927; The
Great Weaver from Kashmir). The latter book
stands as a milestone of a new age in Icelandic

novel writing; it is expressionistic and auto-

biographic, a true picture of the turmoil in

the author's mind. In it he shifted his point
of view, reducing ad absurdum the ideal of the

Church, as he understood it. Having returned

from California to Iceland in 1930, Laxness

aired his communistic views in a book of

brilliant essays, Alpydubdkin (1930; The Book
of the People), and startled the public with a

booklet of modernistic lyrics, Kvcetiakver

(1930; Poems). But his greatest work is em-
bodied in three novels, each of many volumes,

published during the 1930'$. The first unit,

pii vinvidur hreini (1931) and Fuglinn t

fjorunni (1932; Eng. tr. of both, Salka Valka,

1936), treats of the small fishing village; the

next, Sjdlfstatt fdlk (2 vols., 1934-1935: Inde "

pendent People), is about the poor farmer;

and the third, Ljds heimsins (4 vols., 1937-

1940; The Light of the World), is about the

poet of the people. These novels are con-

ceived on a grand scale, the poor but energetic

village girl and the independent cottage
farmer emerging as heroes of monumental
stature, symbols of their class. The poet,

though anything but a hero, being the lowly

subject and scapegoat of a cruel world, is no
less grandly conceived as a symbol of the

crucified spirit forever rising in beauty as the

light of this world. In these novels Laxness

has created a new style, whose storms and
stresses contrast vividly with the classic saga-
like style of predecessors and contemporaries.
A fierce social criticism runs through all his

novels; this has alienated readers both at

home and abroad. But even his critics have

had to admit and admire the brilliance of

his style, the vigorous symbolism, the high

poetic quality of his rich lyric vein, the art

with which he fuses characters and scenery
into one vast panorama of intensified reality.

In his most recent works Laxness has turned to

historical subjects.
See: S. Einarsson, "A Contemporary Ice

landic Author," Life and Letters To-day, Vol.

XIV (1936), No. 4, pp. 24-30; H. Spring,
review of Salka Valka in Evening Standard

(London), February 6, 1936; S. Nordal, "Tvaer

miklar skrildsogur," Lesbdk Morgunbladsins,
November 24, 1940.

S. E.

Lazarevil, Laza K. (1851-1890, Serb short-

story writer), was graduated from the faculty
of law in Belgrade in 1871 and then studied

medicine in Berlin, where he received a

doctor's degree in 1876. During the Serbo-

Turkish War of 1876 he served as a medical
assistant in the Serbian army. Later, as a

military physician, he lived in Belgrade. He
died at the age of 39, before showing the full

measure of a very great literary gift.

During his student days in Belgrade, Laza-

revi had adopted with enthusiasm the cur-

rent ideas of the Russian socialist reformers,
who were very popular in the Serbian milieu,

and read and translated several Russian au-

thors, such as Chernischevsky, Gogol, and

Pisemsky. He exalted science as the liberator

of mankind, translated Darwin and Faraday,
and wrote a series of articles in the domain of

popular medecine which were definitely use-

ful to his country. But Lazarevid was above all

by nature a man of letters, sensitive, tender,



and delicate. His first collection of tales, Sest

pripovedaka (Six Stories), was published in

1886; after his death his whole narrative work

was published, in 1898-1899, in two volumes

(Pripovetke; Stories). He wrote about the

Serbian region, Mava, where he himself was

born. Although Lazarevi had some of the

qualities of an excellent realistic writer, a gift

for observing characteristic details, and an

ability to present vividly and in high relief

individuals and environments, he was in

essence a poet and a Slavic idealist. In the

conflict between the individual who wants

liberation from all ties and the family which

attempts to preserve tradition, a conflict which

he admirably described, he always solved the

problem as a conservative, on behalf of the

family; the revolter is ever made to yield and

to repent, whether or not this seems to square
with normal experience. Lazarevic conducted

his narrative very skillfully, with lively dia-

logue, unexpected effects, really great art; all

his work is infused with discreet emotional

warmth. He raised Serbian fiction to the

European level, and it was not by chance that

his short stories were often translated. He has

deservedly been called "the Serbian Turgenev

<?")"
See: J. Skerltf, Pisci i knjige, Vol. II (1907);

P. Popovic, Jugo-Slav Stories (1921).
P. A.

Lechoh, Jan (pseud, of Leszek Serafinowicz,

1899-, Polish poet and essayist), was born in

Warsaw and educated at the Russian uni-

versity in that city. At the age of 19 he burst

dramatically upon the literary scene with a

moving poem on the romantic poet and

liberal of the igth century, Maurycy
Mochnacki, which he delivered at the gala

opening of the caf6 Pod Pikadorem (At the

Sign of the Picador), the birthplace and home
of Skamander (see Polish literature). Lechoti's

performance on this occasion was such as to

make it clear not only that Poland had a new

poet, but also that the keynote of a whole

new literary movement had been sounded,

for the poet, while by no means repudiating
the past, pleaded for emancipation from the

obligation always imposed on the poets of

Poland in the past to see in everything only
the plight of their country. "In summer,"
Lechori entreated, "let the sun be seen shin-

ing on the butterflies, and in springtime let

it be the spring that I see, not Poland," and

his words became the credo of the future

Skamandrites.

Lechori's poetic output was small, consist-

ing principally of the satirical "songs from
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history
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assembled in Rzeczypospolita Babifi-

ska (1921; The Babin Republic), the impor-
tant Karmazynoivy poemat (1920; "Crimson"

Poem), and Srebrne i czarne (1924; Silver and

Black), and for a while it was feared he had

developed too quickly, leaving no room for

future growth. During the Second World
War, however, he returned to poetry with the

publishing in 1942 of the volume Lutnia po
Bekwarku (Lute to Mourning Tuned). A
number of excellent critical essays also ap-

peared from his pen in the emigration journal
Wiadomosci polskie (London; Polish News)
and in the weekly Przeglqd literacki (later

Tygodnik Polski) published by the Polish

writers in New York. Lechoil's influence on

literary currents in Poland is much greater
than the number of his published works would
seem to indicate.

See: K. Czachowski, Obraz wspdlczesnej

literatury polskiej, III (1936), 103-114, 700-
701.

A. P. C.

Leconte de Lisle, Charles Marie Ren (1818-

1894, French poet), was born at Saint-Paul,

on the island of Reunion. Taken to France
at three, he returned to Reunion in 1828,

where he spent the next nine years. The
beauty of his native isle was deeply impressed
on him and later inspired some of his best

poetry. This period was also marked by a

tragic passion for a young cousin who died

prematurely and by the composition of his

first verses. In 1837 he went to study law at

the University of Rennes, but, more interested

in poetry, he joined a group which published
the short-lived literary periodical Variete. In

1843 he returned to Reunion, but two years
later was offered a position with the Demo-
cratic pacifique (Parisian Fourierist news-

paper). He also contributed poems to the

Fourierist monthly, Phalange, and thereby
made the acquaintance of Thates Bernard
and Louis Menard, both enthusiastic Hellen-

ists. Through them he met Baudelaire and
Banville (qq.v.).

Already a convinced republican, Leconte de
Lisle was influenced by the Fourierists. He
welcomed the Revolution of 1848, joined a

political club, and conducted propaganda in

Brittany for the republique sociale. The elec-

tions of April 24 returned conservatives in

that area. Leconte de Lisle's reaction was

bitter; in a famous letter to M6nard he
dubbed the people "stupid" and a "race of

slaves." Nevertheless he appears to have
taken some part in the June Days and to have

spent 48 hours in prison. Thereafter he gave
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up politics, left the Democratic pacifique, and

took refuge in his ideal and dream of art.

For years his material existence was difficult.

Finally in 1864 this ardent republican yielded
to "inexorable necessity" and accepted an

annuity from the imperial government.
When this fact was disclosed in 1870, the

poet's embarrassment was acute.

Meanwhile, Leconte de Lisle achieved a

commanding position in the domain of

poetry. His publications include Potmes

antiques (1852; enlarged ed., 1874); Potmes

et podsies (1855); Poesies barbares (1862), later

enlarged and reentitled Potmes barbares

(1872); Les Erinnyes (1872), a classical tragedy;
Poernes tragiques (1884); L'Apollonide (1888);

Derniers Potmes (1895). The first two

volumes brought immediate recognition; the

third definitely established him as a leader

of the poets known after 1866 as the Parnas-

sians. A group of disciples, including Catulle

Mends (q.v.), L6on Dierx, and Jos Maria

de Heredia
(<y.i/.), gathered about him. They

met every Saturday at his apartment.
From 1852 on Leconte de Lisle turned his

back on romantic lyricism and on utilitarian-

ism (see preface to Poernes antiques and to

Po&mes et poesies). In general, holding that

the poet's essential goal should be the crea-

tion of beauty and that "art and learning . . .

should tend to unite," he sought his inspira-
tion in the great civilizations and legends of

the past, especially those of Greece, India,

and Scandinavia. But the tropical landscapes
of his native isle, the ferocious animals of the

jungle, and the rapacious creatures of the

ocean depths were sources of inspiration he
also frequently exploited. In his evocation of

animals he was perhaps influenced by the

sculptors Barye and Frmiet who produced
some of their best work in the 1840*5 and

1850*5.

Many of Leconte de Lisle's poems arc

magnificent pictures without much intel-

lectual content (e.g., "Les Elfes," "La Vr-
andah," "Les Elephants," "Le Jaguar"); they
are triumphs of plastic art or musical effect.

Many contain some aspect of the poet's phi-

losophy. His ardent belief in beauty, la sainte

beautt, is seen in "Hypatie" and "Vnus de
Milo." Ancient Greece he preferred to the

"industrial Pandemonium" of contemporary
France, nd he considered the polytheism of

the Greeks superior to Christianity, which he
viewed as a religion of constraint. But he

displayed equal interest in the religious con-

cepts of the ancient Indian sagas (cf. the

Bhagavata, tr. by Burnouf in 1840; Rig-Veda,
tr. by Langlois in 1848; Ramayana, tr. by

Fauch6 in 1854). Poems such as "Bhagavat,"
"La Vision de Brahma," "La Maya," and
"Midi" reflect in varying degree the notions

of detachment, oblivion, absorption into the

ndant divin, which he found in those texts.

By nature and experience Leconte de Lisle

tended to be disillusioned and pessimistic.
The poems "Sacra fames," "Le Vent froid de

la nuit," "Solvet seclum," are bitter expres-
sions of his view of human life and his desire

to escape from its woes. In such moods he

aspired, not for death in the Christian sense,

but for complete annihilation. These ideas

are set forth in lines so carefully composed,
with such precision and restraint of language,
as to give the impression of impassibility to

the superficial reader. The more attentive

realize that genuine passion inspired them.

The Third Republic assured the poel of

his material existence by appointing him as

one of the librarians of the Senate. In 1886

he was elected to the French Academy to fill

the chair left vacant by Hugo. His last years
were, therefore, serene and triumphant.

See: J. Dornis, Leconte de Lisle intime

(1895); F. Calmette, Un Demi-Siccle litttraire:

Leconte de Lisle et ses amis (1902); M. A.

Leblond, Leconte de Lisle, d'apres des docu-

ments nouveaux (1906); E. Est6ve, Leconte de

Lisle; Vhomme et Vceuvre (1922); I. H. Brown,
Leconte de Lisle; a Study on the Man and
His Poetry, with Original Adaptations in

English Verse (1929); P. Flottes, Le Poete

Leconte de Lisle (1929).

E. M. G.

Le Fort, Gertrud, Freiin von (1876-, German

poet and novelist), born in Minden of an
aristocratic Huguenot family that had found

refuge in Germany, enjoyed a thorough uni-

versity training in history and philosophy.
After editing in 1925 the theological writings
of her teacher, the Protestant philosopher
Ernst Troeltsch of Heidelberg, she entered the

Catholic Church. Her magnificent Hymnen
an die Kirche (1924; Eng, tr., Hymns to the

Church, 1937) had already been published.
In the novel Das Schweisstuch der Veronika

(1928; Eng. tr., The Veil of Veronica, 1932)
she portrays within a single German house-

hold living in modern Rome four typical atti-

tudes toward the Church, the "good pagan,"
the devout daughter of the Church, and two

types of conversions. Her two historical novels

Der Papst aus dem Ghetto (1930; Eng. tr.,

The Pope from the Ghetto, 1934) and Die

magdeburgische Hochzeit (1939) and one
historical story, Die Letzte am Schaffott (1931;

Eng. tr., The Song at the Scaffold, 1933), com-
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bine the fruits of extensive research with

deep poetic insight and great literary gifts. In

contrast to Enrica von Handel-Mazzetti (q.v.),

Gertrud von Le Fort has chosen historical

moments of wide appeal and writes a classi-

cally pure and beautiful German that lends

itself to unusually fine translation into

English. It has been said of her Hymns to the

Church that the translation is equal to the

original. Her moving Hymnen an Deutsch-

land (1932) with its Christian appeal to the

nation has not been translated, nor has her

volume of essays Die ewige Frau, Die Frau in

der Zeit, Die zeitlose Frau (1934). Das Reich
des Kindes (1933) is but the introduction to a

longer prose epic, Die drei Kronen, yet to ap-

pear.
See: T. Kampmann, Gertrud von Le Fort

(1935); G. H. Danton, "Gertrud von Le Fort,"

Books Abroad, XIII (1939), 283-288.
C. E. F.

Leger, Alexis Saint-L^ger, see Perse, St.-J.

Lemaitre, Jules (1853-1914, French critic,

dramatist, and short-story writer), was born

in Vennecy near Orleans, of very religious

parents, teachers in the local school, who sent

their son to Catholic institutions, first in

Orleans and later in Paris. Lemattre's am-
bition was to become a professor. A brilliant

student, he was admitted to the Ecoie

Normale Sup<hieure in 1872 and after gradu-

ating held teaching positions in the lycees at

Havre and Algiers. His doctorate obtained,

he taught at the universities of Besan^on and
Grenoble. He does not seem to have been a

good teacher; early in his career belles-lettres

attracted him, and he sent contributions,

mostly articles of literary criticism, to peri-
odicals such as the XIXe Siecle and the

Revue bleue. In addition two small volumes
of verse, Parnassian in form, Les Mddaillons

(1880) and Petites orientates (1883), were pub-
lished. Ironically enough, it was a satirical

article on Renan (q.v.), the writer who influ-

enced him more than any other ("I admit I

was possessed by him"), which brought his

name to the attention of a larger public and
made him famous almost overnight. In 1885
he succeeded J. J. Weiss (q.v.) as dramatic

critic on the Journal des ddbats. Later the

Revue des deux mondes likewise invited his

collaboration. The greater part of his essays
were collected in a series of volumes under
the title Les Contemporains (7 vols., 1885-

1899; 8th vol., 1918), and his dramatic re-

views in Impressions de tMdtre (10 vols., 1888-

1898; nth vol., 1920). Brilliantly written, they

showed strong classical preferences. Lemattre's

taste, however, was catholic and his curiosity
wide enough to welcome new forms, new

poetiques, the French symbolists (see French

symbolism) as well as the Scandinavian

dramatists, for instance, although not without

the reservations to be expected from a

disciple of Sainte-Beuve, always commending
order and clarity. In 1884 he resigned his

professorship to devote himself entirely to

writing.
Besides his critical articles, many original

works were published. His only long novel,

Les Rois (1893), was not a success. Lemaitre

was at his best in the short story, in which he

turned for inspiration to the legends of an-

tiquity or to classical literature. Written in

the best Anatole France (q.v.) manner, these

charming pieces show their author as a con-

summate stylist, a master of elegant and lucid

prose (En marge des vieux livres, 2 series,

1905-1907; La Vieillesse d'Helene, 1914). He
also tried his hand at drama. Some of his

plays, Le Depute Leveau (1890), Mariage
blanc (1891), VAlnee (1898), were well re-

ceived. A definite moralizing tendency in the

plays reveals a very serious side to the artist

and dilettante. By 1895 Lemaitre 's fame

especially as a critic was considerable, and he

was elected that year to the French Academy.
When a controversy arose between impres-
sionist and dogmatic critics, that famous de*

bate where "strength was pitted against
charm and reason against sensibility," he was

the chief impressionist standard-bearer and

stood with Anatole France against Brunettere

(q.v.) 9 whose ponderous blows could not dent

the light Heraclitean armor of his adversaries.

The Dreyfus affair marked a turning point
in the life of Lemaitre. In his youth, after the

collapse of the Second Empire, he had hailed

the advent of the Third Republic. Now he

sided with the reactionaries and put what he

conceived as the national interest of France

above justice and fairness to a man unjustly
accused. Convinced that the nation's fate was

at stake, he abandoned literature to give all

his time to political action. As founder and

president of the Ligue de la Patrie Fran^aise
he toured the country denouncing the men
of the radical bloc then in power as the

enemies of France and calling on the voters

to elect nationalist deputies to Parliament.

It was of no avail. Disappointed and dis-

couraged, Lemaitre then went over, heart

and soul, to the royalist camp, where he was
made most welcome and whence he con-

tinued to inveigh against the republic and

democracy (Discours royalistes, 1908-1911;
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Lettres A mon ami, 1909). During that period
he was asked to give lectures on literary topics
before the Socit des Conferences and he

chose to discuss the lives and works of great
French writers. His lectures appeared later in

book form, /. /. Rousseau (1907), Jean Racine

(1908), Fenelon (1910), Chateaubriand (1912).

These are not scholarly books in the strictest

sense. Very readable, they bear the mark of

having been prepared for Parisian and

largely feminine audiences, and the author's

political preoccupations weigh heavily on his

judgment of Rousseau, the social revolution-

ary, and of Chateaubriand, the revolutionary
in letters. But the book on Racine, who was
a perennial favorite with the critic, is un-

spoiled by such prejudices and is by far the

best of the four.

Lemaitre died at Tavers in Touraine on

August 5, 1914, just as the Third Republic
was entering on a war which belied the

writer's and his political friends' oft repeated
assertion that a democratic France could not

wage a victorious war.

See: V. Giraud, Les Maitres de I'heure, Vol.

II (1914); H. Morice, Jules Lemaitre (1924);
G. Durrtere, Jules Lemaitre et le thtdtre

(1934).

V. Gu.

Lemonnier, Camille (1844-1913, Belgian art

critic and novelist), born in a suburb of

Brussels, led an uneventful life, devoted

uniquely to writing. Lovers of biographical
anecdote will enjoy the monograph by his

friend Maurice Des Ombiaux (Camille
Lemonnier, monographic anecdotique, 1910).
His first work, Salon de Bruxelles (1863),

inaugurated a series of art criticism which he
continued throughout his career. He spoke as

a painter rather than as a litterateur and pro-
duced studies of Gustave Courbet, Alfred

Stevens, Flicien Rops, and others which are
still standard. Influence of plastic artists is

clearly discernible in all his work. It is often
easier to trace the inspiration of his novels to a

painter than to any purely literary model. He
prided himself on being a Proteus and always
gave full vent to his lyric genius: "I have been

only a creature of instinct, intoxicated by the

beauty of life," he declared. His adoration of

nature in all her aspects is the unifying princi-

ple of his work; it led him to commune at

times wi'th the French naturalistic school (see
French naturalism), yet his Dionysiac tempera-
ment prohibited any suggestion of pessimism.
Le Mdle (1881), belonging to the early period
designated by Lon Bazalgette as unconscious

pantheism, remains his masterpiece in fiction

and offers a fair synthesis of his large output.
It is realistic in the sense that it was conceived

and written among the scenes and personages

portrayed, but the old Flemish masters, such

as Rubens, Jordaens, and Teniers, were ever

guiding his eye. The theme is the free, exu-

berant life of forest and countryside, in-

stinctively enjoyed with no intrusion of de-

batable social theories. Le Mort (dated by
author 1878; published 1882), recalls Zola's

(q.v.) ThMse Raquin, yet an early essay on
Courbet (1878) would seem not foreign to its

inspiration. In sharp contrast to Le Mdle, it

stigmatizes the physical and moral depravity
of two peasants. In 1883 appeared L'Hys-

tdrique, beginning a belligerent defense of the

claims of nature. It is based on pathological
data and perhaps influenced by La Sorcicre

of Michelet, for whom Lemonnier expressed
warm admiration. The subject is the misery

stemming from ascetic education in a priest

and the ruin of his victim in a btguinage. This

novel marks the transition to what Bazalgette
calls the second period, one of uncertain psy-

chological groping.

Sociological tendencies appear in Happo-
Chair (1886), dedicated to Zola, whose
Germinal had appeared in 1885, but the

Beligan author could claim priority of com-

position. He studies the wretched life of toilers

in a rolling mill whom he had often visited in

company with the painter Constantin

Meunier. His sympathy is ever with the helots

of civilization. At times he felt himself the

victim and reacted vigorously. Thus, prose-
cuted at Paris in 1888 for a short story, he

replied with Le Possede (1890), in which he

exposes the secret degradation of a magistrate,
a lecherous Torquemada persecuting uncom-

promising art. Certain refinements of corrup-
tion here may be traced to the Diaboliques of

Rops. Another trial, resulting in acquittal,

inspired Les Deux Consciences (1902) an

analysis of the author's evolution as he saw it,

The hero is appropriately named Wildman.
There is a series of novels in which he defends

the right of woman to full development of

individual personality: representative are

L'Arche (1894), the journal of a mother who
rebuilds the family fortunes; La Faute de

Madame Charvet (1895), the most successful of

the psychological group; and Le Bon Amour

(1900), where an estranged couple reunite in

philanthropic activity. Madame Lupar (1888),

with the subtitle roman bourgeois, exposes the

mercenary vice of the heroine who dominates

the story. La Fin des bourgeois (1893) com"

bines naturalistic and sociological trends to

conclude that society is in itself an agent of
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corruption; it must be retempered by a return

to a state of nature.

Here then is the germ of the last period in

which, led by sympathy with the naive virtues

of peasants, Lemonnier champions a conscious

pantheism. Novels like L'lle vierge (1897),

Adam et Eve (1899), and Au cceur frais de la

foret (1900) have something of the freshness

of a Theocritean idyl combined with the

majesty of biblical poetry; the immediate

inspiration may well have been the Edenic

scenes of Velvet Breughel and nature painters
such as Emile Glaus and Corot. Keeping in

mind the author's relation to Zola, one may
call these novels his Evangiles. With Le Vent

dans les moulins (1901) and Comme va le

ruisseau (1903), he returns to reality while still

remaining lyric. There are reminders that he

was a convinced realist and that he dabbled in

psychological and sociological fiction, but this

remains in the background. He writes from

love of the quiet charm of rustic life which

he observed closely. His last book, La Chanson

du carillon (1911), inspired by Rodenbach's

(q.v.) Bruges-la-morte and by the paintings of

Memling, crown his work, ever a hymn to the

beauty of his country.
A score of collections of short stories reveal

again the variety of inspiration and technique
noted in the novels. Now Lemonnier pre-

sented the national life in a sympathetic, even

idyllic light as in the Contes flamands et

wallons (1875), now in somber and brutal

aspects (Ceux de la glebe, 1889). He could

write successful children's stories (Les Joufoux

parlants, 1892), with occasional sallies for their

elders, psychological conies (Dames de voluplt,

1902), tales of mystery inspired by Maeterlinck

(q.v.) and by Poe (La Vie secrete, 1898), and
sketches of animal life, almost a national genre

among the painters. Lemonnier 's vocabulary is

as extensive as his subject matter, but he rarely
borrows from dialect he seeks primarily

picturesque expression and shades. For him a

writer is a creator of forms to which all else

is subordinated: "The word gives birth to the

idea," he declared. His place is among the

romantic colorists rather than with thinkers

and moralists.

See: G. Rency, Camille Lemonnier (1922);

G. Vanwelkenhuyzen, L'lnfluence du natu-

ralisme franfais en Belgique (1930); F. Russell

Pope, Nature in the Work of Camille Lemon-
nier (1933); H. Landau, Camille Lemonnier

(1936).
B. M. W.

Len&ni, Marie (1875-1918, French play-

wright), was born in Brest, the daughter of

a naval officer. She became deaf at an early

age and died almost blind. Isolated from the

world, she spent her time reading and writ-

ing. Her first essays appeared in the Mercure
de France under the pen name Antoine
Morsain.

Marie Lenru conceived of drama as a

means to express ideas and to discuss prob-
lems. Six plays established her reputation.
She presented the right to love freely in Les

AQranchis (1910), the crime of treason in

Le Redoutable (1912), a case of professional

jealousy in La Triomphante (1918), the ques-
tion of war and peace in La Paix (written in

1915 but not produced until 1921). Two more

plays were produced posthumously, La Maison
sur le roc (1924) and Le Bonheur des autres

(1925). These pieces belong to the "theatre
of ideas" (see Curel, Francois de). Without

avoiding entirely the pitfalls of the problem
play, they are nevertheless good theatre, the
earnest and sincere manifestation of a mature
mind, familiar with austere thinkers such as

Marcus Aurelius, Pascal, and Barrs (q.v.}.
A picture of Marie Lenru's physical and

spiritual life can be found in the diary she

kept from the age of 10, Journal (2 vols.,

1922).

See: Francois de Curel, "Marie Lenru,"
Revue de France, Anne I (1921), Tome II,

pp. 715-741; Revue franfaise, November 13,

1927 (special number); Suzanne Lavaud,
Marie Leneru; sa viep son journal (1932).

M/E. C

Lenormand, Henri Ren (1882-, French

dramatist), outstanding interpreter of the

thddtre de I'inquietude, was born in Paris. He
was a son of the composer Ren Lenormand,
whose predilection for oriental music pro-

foundly influenced him and who instilled in

him the wanderlust which took the play-

wright all over the world in search of dra-

matic material. Following a brief apprentice-

ship as a writer of melodramatic sketches for

the Grand Guignol, Lenormand's first real

play, Les Posstdts (1909), while still im-

mature, gave evidence of the peculiarly

searching insight into man's subconscious

motivations which forms the mainspring of

his theatre (e.g., Une Vie secrdte, 1929, and
Les Trois Chambres, 1931, also devoted to

analysis of an artist's personality). In 191 1

he married the Dutch actress, Marie Kalff,

who has since interpreted many roles in his

plays. Discharged from the army for reasons
of health during the First World War,
Lenormand found in the convalescent atmos-

phere of a Swiss sanatorium a firsthand
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opportunity to study the psychology of fear

and its morbid effect on the human soul (see

Le Ldche, produced in 1925; Eng. tr., The
Coward, 1928).

In 1919 Lenormand met the actor-producer

Georges Pitoeff (q.v.) in Switzerland and
formed an association which later expanded
to include the leading producers of the

thedtre d f

avant-garde, Firmin Gamier and
Gaston Baty (q.v.). Pitoeff produced Le

Temps est un songe (Eng. tr., Time Is a

Dream, 1923) in Geneva in 1919 and in Paris

later the same year. This drama, the first of

Lenormand's modern prose tragedies, por-

trays human destiny chained to the wheel of

time in which past, present, and future are

telescoped into a tragic denouement. While
this play brought wide critical acclaim, it was

Gamier 's production of Les Raids (1920; Eng.
tr., Failures, 1923) which started Lenormand
on his world-wide success. Les Raids, later

produced in New York by the Theatre Guild
in 1924, depicts the tragic career of a play-

wright and his actress wife, their physical
and moral disintegration under the pressure
of adversity. Le Simoun (1920), a study of the

deleterious influence of the tropics on the

subconscious incestuous passion of a father

for his i8-yeai-old daughter, develops
further the theme of man confronted by the

powers of evil. Herein, too, Lenormand ana-

lyzes the problem of what the critic Edmond
S6e has called

4<

a climatic fatality" which
undermines the morale and sanity of its

victims. To reflect the elemental in human
psychology, the author here and elsewhere

has resorted to elemental forces of nature (a

soul-sapping desert simoon, a menacing
jungle, a mountain peak). Indeed, as some of

his very titles suggest (e.g., A Vombre du mal,

1924), Lenormand's plays are bathed in an

atmosphere of Baudelairian evil (see Bau-

delaire) where flit the lurking phantoms of

the subconscious soul.

The widely acclaimed Le Mangeur de r&ves

(1922; Eng. tr., The Dream Doctor, 1928)

opens the series of psychoanalytical plays.

Although Lenormand has vehemently denied

that his theatre is based on Freudian ab

stractions, it is true that his characters are

largely psychopathic. They present remark-

ably dramatic material to this modern prober
of the soul, personified in Le Mangeur de

reves by Luc de Bronte, the "devourer of

dreams" who delves into the subconscious life

of his patients in order to free them frotp

their inhibitions. L'Homme et ses fantdmes

(1924; Eng. tr., Man and His Phantoms, 1928)

continues the psychoanalytical theme and

portrays the subconscious life of a con-

temporary Don Juan. Asie (1931), a rework-

ing of the Medea legend, and Pacifique

(1937) revert to the climatic theme and ana-

lyze the ethnological problem of miscegena-
tion.

Lenormand tries continually to identify
himself with an amoral system which, reject-

ing the ideas of God and Devil, seeks ever,

and ever through disillusionment, a natural

and self-sufficing truth. In crude phraseology,
the conflict is one between faith and science,

between conscience (which Sarterre in Une
Vie secrete calls "the cholera of modern man")
and reason, between the dark ages as under-

stood by Lenormand and his interpretation
of the 2oth century. This is the battlefield of

his tragic dramas.
See: Henry Daniel-Rops, Sur le thtdtre de

H.-R. Lenormand (1926); John Palmer,
Studies in the Contemporary Theatre (1927),

pp. 65-93; A - J- Dickman, "Le Mal, force

dramatique chez Lenormand," Romanic Re-

view, XIX (1928), 218-231.
E. S,

Le6n-Felipe (pseud, of Le6n Felipe Camino,
1884-, Spanish poet), born in the province of

Salamanca, has been defined by an American
critic, B. D. Wolfe, as "the humblest and

simplest of Spain's poets ... at once mystic
and equalitarian." He became known in

Madrid with the volume Versos y oraciones de
caminante (1920). It is a fitting title, for he has

spent his life in wandering without apparent

purpose, carrying about within him two pre-

ponderant emotions which he has unified in

his work poetry and a religious sense of life.

Shortly after the publication of his poems he

accepted a position as pharmacist (his pro*
fessional career) in the African possession of

Fernando Po. At the time it seems that some
of his friends thought of a repetition of

Rimbaud's (q.v.) flight. Later he established

himself in Mexico. He has also lived for some
time in the United States (teaching Spanish at

Cornell University), in Spain, Panama, and
France. His second book, Versos y oraciones de

caminante, Libro II (1930), was published in

New York by the Hispanic Institute. Here, to

the intimate lyricism of a man without faith

or roots in life which characterized his early

poems, was added a strong influence of Whit-

man, whose work he has recently translated.

His poetry now had a deep concern with the

destiny of man and a slightly prophetic
manner, intensified afterwards in the poem
Drop a Star (1933) and in the books which

followed. In an age of aesthetic and intellectual

poetry LeAn- Felipe has been a poet of moral

accent. His moral attitude poetry as a re-
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deeming force of human evils and sorrows

springs from his interior life, but is identified

at the same time with an almost mystical feel-

ing for the tormented longings, the faith,

and the failures of a quixotic and eternal

Spain.

Le6n-Felipe returned to Spain during the

civil war thinking that a poet like himself,

devoted to the cause of truth, justice, and free-

dom, had a mission to fulfill in the struggle of

his people. At the end he went back to

Mexico. In books and poems, written at times

with an elegiac, prophetic, and despairing
tone, at times with a dark humor (El payaso
de las bofetadas y el pescador de cana, 1938;
El hacha, 1939; El espanol del exodo y del

llanto, 1939), he has expressed the anguish of

the defeated and exiled Spaniards and

mingled it with his own. Poetry has become
for him, in a sort of depersonalized lyricism,
an arm for the liberation of man whom he sees

threatened today by the destructive forces of

man's selfishness. He has published recently
Canards la luz (1943), a poetic confession of

faith summing up most of his whole work and
attitude.

See: B. D. Wolfe, "Le6n Felipe, Poet of

Spain's Tragedy," American Scholar, XII

0943)* 33o~338.
A. del R.

Leonov, Leonid (1899-, Russian novelist),
born in Moscow, began his literary career by

writing short stories in which he gave marked

proof of stylistic instinct and versatility, with

appreciable reminiscences of Dostoevski
(r/.f.).

His first novel, Barsuki (The Badgers), ap
peared in 1924 and deals with the clash be-

tween town and village. Still reminiscent of

Dostoevski his second novel, Vor (1925; Eng.
tr., The Thief, 1931), describes a man tortured

by remorse until he no longer lives sanely and
becomes a gangster. In the end he achieves

some hopes of recovery by a return to agri-

cultural pursuits. In this novel the trace of

Dostoevski is to be found in Leonov's constant

search for the individualizing traits in human

beings, his humane attachment for his fellow

men, and his realistic portrayal of outcasts

from bourgeois society. But where Dostoevski's

basic philosophy was "salvation through suffer-

ing," Leonov pursues a more materialistic and
infallible solution.

With Sot (1930; Eng. tr., Sot, 1931, American

title, Soviet River, 1932) he offered a character-

istic five-year plan construction novel relating
to the erection of a paper mill on a North
Russian water course, covering the whole

project for the electrification and industrial-

ization of the stream. Here the conflict is be-

iween the retrograde past and the progressive

present. The Communists are opposed by the

monks of an adjacent monastery, neighboring
peasants instinctively cling to the old and fear

the new, and the work of the builders is

menaced by saboteurs. In spite of the routine

plot, Leonov's character-drawing is as search-

ing as in his earlier fiction.

In Skutarevski (1933; Eng. tr., 1936) Leonov
discusses the problem of integrating middle-

class specialists into socialist life. Skutarevski

himself, a world-famous scientist, had always

thought of himself as a solitary individual

without much community with the surround-

ing masses. While on a special mission for

Lenin he is introduced to a completely new

ideology which he learns to understand and
love. Through his younger associates Skuta-

revski comes into contact with factory

workers, and his crowning achievement con-

sists in reading to a group of them a treatise

he has composed. Only in socialist society has

he become fully aware of his existence as a

responsible member of the human race in

stead of an isolated atom.

Leonov's plots appear on the whole sche-

matic, but his psychological adroitness, evi-

dently learned from Dostoevski, lends them
additional and sometimes even engrossing
interest.

See: G. Reavey and M. Slonim, Soviet Lit-

erature; an Anthology (1934), pp. 195-203; G.

Struve, 25 Years of Soviet Russian Literature

(1944), pp. 42~49> 261-264.
S. H. C.

Le6n y Romn, Ricardo (1877-1943, Spanish

novelist), was born in MAlaga, the son of an

officer in the Spanish army. His father's un-

timely death made it necessary for him to

give up early plans for a military career. He
found employment, instead, with the Bank
of Spain, first in its Malaga branch, later in

Santander and in Madrid. His duties at the

bank left him some leisure for writing, and
he began to contribute poems and articles to

the local newspapers. In 1901 his collected

poems were published in a volume called

Lira de bronce. His first novel, the story of a

nobly born youth who neglects his ancient

heritage for the frivolous gratification of his

restless desires, was completed in 1905 and

given the title El alma de las ruinas. After

having been repeatedly rejected by Madrid

publishers, it finally appeared in Mdlaga in

1908 as Casta de hidalgos (Eng. tr., A Son of
the Hidalgos, 1921). It had immediate, over-

whelming success. It was followed during the

next four years by other novels Comedia
sentimental (1909), a tale of a late-flowering
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passion; Alcald de los Zegries (1909), the story
of a conflict between a man's political ambi-

tions and his domestic responsibilities; El

amor de los amores (1910), a demonstration of

the superiority of sacred to profane love; Los

centauros (1912), an indictment of the futility

and shallowness of modern life by another

book of poems, Alivio de caminantes (1911),

and by La escuela de los sofistas (1910), a series

of Socratic dialogues dealing with literature,

science, and religion. All these early works

are distinguished by a carefully wrought style,

a rich background of regional color, and a

marked ethical tendency.

Brought up in the conservative tradition of

reverence for throne and altar, Le6n was

never converted to 20th-century liberalism

with its belief in scientific progress and politi-

cal democracy. Unlike most Spanish writers

of his generation who, shocked by the na-

tional catastrophe of 1898, thought that their

country's hope for the future lay in its

gradual Europeanization, Le6n steadfastly

maintained that it was Spain's destiny to re-

store Christian morality to Europe by a re-

birth of those virtues which had graced the

Spaniards of the golden age. From 1912 to

1922 he wrote no novels, but produced two

volumes of essays proclaiming this creed, La
voz de la sangre (1915) and Los caballeros de

la cruz (1916), as well as three volumes of his

impressions of the First World War, Europa

trdgica (1918-1920). During the war years

1914-1918 he traveled as correspondent

through the belligerent and neutral countries

of Europe. His political and religious con-

victions were strengthened by what he saw

there. The novels which appeared after 1922
became increasingly works of propaganda,

arguments against the evils which he believed

to be destroying the world: Amor de caridad

(1922), against the philosophy of cynicism:
Humos de rey (1923), against the irreligious

frivolity of the younger generation; El hombre
nuevo (1925), against the fallacies of

"progress"; Los trabajadores de la muerte

(1927), against the international "war

makers"; Jauja (1928), against the vulgarities
of modern life; Las ninas de mis ofos (1929),

against the exaggerations of feminism; Bajo
el yugo de los bdrbaros (1932), against the

revolution ot 1931; Roja y gualda (1934),

against the policies of the Second Republic,
The program with which the Falangist Party
entered the civil war (1936-1939) embodied
the principal tenets of Le6n's creed. After the

party's triumph he wrote a novel entitled

Cristo en los infiernos (1942?).
See: J. Casares, Critica profana (1915), pp.

245-348; Andrenio (E. G6mez de Baquero),
Novelas y novelistas (1918), pp. 245-270; J. T.

Reid, Modern Spain and Liberalism (1937),

pp. 139-225.
E. H. H.

Lerberghe, Charles van, see Van Lerberghe.

Lersch, Heinrich (1889-1936, German poet
and novelist), was born at Miinchen-Glad-

bach, learned the trade of his father, a boiler-

maker, and traveled extensively in Germany,
Switzerland, Austria, Italy, Belgium, and
Holland. He took part in the First World War
and established his literary fame with his song
Soldatenabschied (1914). After the war he

continued his father's business for a while,

but gave it up in 1925 in order to devote

himself exclusively to his writing. He died at

Bodendorf.

Lersch is essentially a lyric writer with a

strong tendency towards the philosophical
and even the mystical. Although an ardent

student of socialistic theories, he never be-

came a member of the powerful Social Dem-
ocratic Party because he did not believe in

class war and revolution. Instead of preach

ing the destruction of the machine and of the

social political system built thereupon (as

the expressionistic activists did), he attempted
an inner reconciliation of the individual with

the machine by depriving both of their ab-

solute power and by making them equally

important factors in the creation of a national

brotherhood based on love and sacrifice. The

spiritual ruler in this ethical community be-

ing Jesus Christ, Lersch's original Catholicism

assumed the form of a realistic mysticism
which sanctifies life and makes of art, science,

nature, technics, and industries creative con-

tributors in the divine symphony. The form
and style of Lersch's poetry is as undogmatic
as his philosophy. Although stanzas and

rhymes predominate in his earlier works

(Abglanz des Lebens, 1914; Herz, aufgliihe
dein Blut, 1916; Deutschland, 1917), he never
follows conventional patterns/ but takes great
liberties with rhythm and choice of words,
often going to forced extremes. In his later

poetic works (Mensch im Eisen, 1924; Stern
und Amboss, 1926; Mil bruderlicher Stimme,
! 934) he definitely finds his own musical

form; the power of Luther, the sublimity of

Klopstock, the impetuosity of Beethoven, and
the dynamic realism of Walt Whitman are
welded together into a forceful symphony.
In his prose books (Hammerschlage, 1931;
Mut und Ubermut, 1934; Die Pioniere von

Eilenburg, 1934; Im Pulsschlag der Ma-
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schinen, 1935) Lersch describes, sometimes

with grotesque humor, but always with deep

earnestness, experiences of his own wander-

ings and the sorrows, longings, and pleasures

of his fellow workers; in Manni (1927) he

portrays with striking charm and simplicity

the development of his son.

See: A. Soergel, Dichtung und Dichter der

Zeit, Neue Folge: Im Banne des Expressionis-

mus, 4. Auflage (1927), PP- SS 1^8 ; W.
Mahrholz, Deutsche Literatur der Gegenwart

(1930), pp. 277-278, 436-437; F - Lennartz, Die

Dichter unserer Zeit (1938), pp. 175-176.
E. J.

LeSmian, Boleslaw (pseud, of Bolesfaw Les-

man, 1878-1937, Polish poet), was born in

Warsaw and educated in Kiev. His early

poems appeared in Zycie (Life), the organ of

Young Poland (see Polish literature), and in

its Warsaw counterpart, Chimera. A poet of

the imagination, divorced from reality and

embracing with passion every experience of

the senses, LeSmian was one of the few living

poets in Free Poland linked with the neo-

romantics of the Young Poland movement.

A poet not for the masses but for other poets,

Lesmian won notice among the latter for his

collection Lqka (1920; The Meadow). Napdj
cienisty (1936; Shadowy Potion) and the

posthumous Dziejba lesna (1938; Sylvan Tale)
are representative of Lcsmian's later style.

Several of Edgar Allan Poe's tales have

found their way into Polish through LeS-

mian's translations.

See: K. Czachowski, Obraz wspolczesnej
literatury polskiej, II (1934), 64-68, 380-381;
A. Szczerbowski, Boleslaw Lesmian (1938).

A. P. C.

Lettish literature or Latvian literature. Under
the influence of the German romanticists and
the ancient Latin poets studied in school,

there arose in the middle of the igth century
a genuine Lettish literature in those parts
of the Baltic provinces which in 1918 were
to form the republic of Latvia. Launched by
the patriots Christian Valdemars (1825-1891),

George Alunans (1832-1864), and Christian

Barons (1835-1923), Lettish national romanti-

cism (about 1850-1890), often undiscriminat-

ing and uncritical in the choice of material,

drew its inspiration primarily from folk

poetry and legendary antiquities. In spite of

serious efforts, none of the poets of that

period excelled in their achievement the

natural beauty of the folk songs collected by
Christian Barons in Latvfu Dainas (7 vols.,

1894-1915; Lettish Folk Songs). After 1890 the

Russian socialist movement began to express
itself in Lettish, where it was directed against
the German ruling class, but German literary
movements still continued their influence.

The impressionistic movement reached Latvia

around the turn of the century and was repre-
sented by several persons who later were to

play an important role in Lettish letters

(especially Aspazija, whose Sarkanas pukes,
Crimson Flowers, was published in 1897).
Rudolf Blaumanis (1863-1908) wrote techni-

cally efficient plays in a realistic style, e.g., the

comedy Skroderdienas Silmacos (1902; Tailor-

ing Days in Silmafi) and the tragedies
PazuduSais dSls (1893; The Prodigal Son),
fndrdni (1903; The Indranses), and Uguni
(1914; In the Furnace). Neo-romanticism con-

tinued the earlier national movement with

which it shared a strong interest in folklore.

Some of the outstanding Lettish writers are

neo-romanticists, e.g., the lyrists Anna Briga-
dere (1861-1933) and Karl Skalbe (1879-), and,

towering over all the others, Rainis (pseud, of

John PliekSans, 1865-1929).
Rainis, the leading figure in Lettish litera-

ture, was both a poet and a political leader;

he had to spend part of his life as a refugee
abroad. After the establishment of the

Latvian republic he was elected to Parliament

and in 1927 became minister of education.

His literary career began with a translation

of Goethe's Faust (1898) which was followed

by original verse, chiefly lyrical. However, his

greatest achievement lies in the dramatic

field. His first drama, Uguns un nakts (Fire
and Night), appeared in 1905, to be followed

in later years by Zelta zirgs (1910; The
Golden Horse), Induls un Arija (1911; Induls

and Aria), Put, vSjini (1913; Blow, Breeze),

Jazeps un viya bra\i (1919; Joseph and His

Brethren), Ilja Muromietis (1923; Ilja of

Murom), and others. Aspazija (pseud, of Elsa

Rozenberge, 1868-), the leading woman
writer, was Rainis's wife, and the two shared

a prestige hardly paralleled in the literature

of any other nation. Aspazija, who had started

out in 1894 with the drama Vaidelote (The

Vestal) and soon added socialism and romantic

impressionism to her activities, had enriched

Lettish literature with an imposing body of

poetry and drama. Representative of her later

lyric poetry are Asteru laika (1927; In Aster

Time) and DvSseles celojums (1933; A Soul's

Journey). In the field of modern fiction,

Andrew Niedra (1871-1942) and Jacob

JanSevskis (1865-1931) deserve mention. Nie-

dra, a Lutheran pastor, established his repu-
tation with excellent novels and stories deal-

ing with pre-war Lettish life and aspirations.
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Since he headed a pro-German government
during the German occupation of the First

World War, he had to go into exile after the

establishment of the independent Latvian re-

public. JanSevskis, who had started in 1890
as a poet in the national vein, obtained

prominence as a novelist after the war with

Dzimtene (1921-25; Native Earth), Bandava

(19558), and Meividus \audis (1929; Mid-Forest

Folk).
The nationalistic trends innate to Lettish

literature were even more emphasized after

1934 when Latvia came under an authori-

tarian regime. A special attempt was made to

put dramatic production in the service of the

new system. As in Germany, the open-air
theatre with gigantic pageants was especially

used for this purpose.
See: T. Zeiferts, "Latviesu nacionala litera-

tiira," in LatvieSi, Rakstu krajums (1930); U.

Katzenelenbogen, The Daina; an Anthology of

Lithuanian and Latvian Folk-Songs with a

Critical Study and a Preface (1935); W. K.

Matthews, The Tricolour Sun; Latvian Lyrics

in English Versions, an Essay on Latvian

Poetry, and Critical Commentaries (1936); R.

Kroders, Le Theatre des fetes lettonnes (1937).

A. Se.

Levertin, Oskar (1862-1906, Swedish poet,

critic, and writer of prose fiction), was born

at Norrkoping in the south of Sweden and

studied at Uppsala. Later he taught in Stock-

holm and wrote reviews. He lived under the

shadow of ill health and spent much time in

Davos, where he became intimate with Ver-

ner von Heidenstam. Of Jewish extraction,

he early developed the lonely, introspective
mood of the Orient. Yet he exerted a wide

influence in his time as poet, short-story writer

and critic.

There is a rich and haunting grace in his

Legender och visor (1891; Legends and Songs),

although his poetry may often appear some-

what oppressive, like the perfume of hot-

house flowers. He is nearly always the self-

absorbed visionary, in an ivory tower. The

mystic note comes out most strongly in

Kung Saloms och Morolf (1905; King Solomon
and Morolf). In his prose creations, es-

pecially in Rokokonoveller (1899; Stories of

Rococo), he is more objective and even de-

velops a lively wit. An accomplished scholar

and teacher, he interested himself deeply in

the past of Sweden, writing with charm and

penetration of art, literature, and history.
The realistic trend of his contemporaries did
not please him, and he was slow to recognize
even such a genius as Froding. With Heiden-

stam he had a greater affinity through the

cosmopolitan outlook which they shared.

It is as a lover of beauty, both in prose
and verse, that he stands out most con-

spicuously. His sensitivity is exquisite, his

command of phrase and imagery unerring.
His most stimulating motif is the joy of his

artist solitude on a snow-clad peak lifted far

above the common throng, where he "may
quaff the blue disdain of the crystal ether."

It is a proof of Sweden's catholicity of taste

that a writer with Levertin's morbidezza is

cherished in the country of his spiritual

adoption.
See: C. W. Stork, Anthology of Swedish

Lyrics (1917; revised and enlarged ed., 1930);

J. Mortensen, Frdn Roda rummet till

sekelskiftet (1919); F. Book, Sveriges moderna
litteratur (1921), also published as Vol. Ill of

O. Sylwan, ed., Svenska litteraturens historia

(^O-^sO'PP- 212-238.
C. W. S.

Libedinski, Yuri (1898-, Russian novelist and

playwright), was born in the Urals, son of a

physician. After graduation from a technical

school he joined the Communist Party in

1920 and devoted himself to activity in pro-
letarian literary organizations. In the 2o's

Libedinski belonged to the October Group
and was one of the editors of the literary re-

view Na postu (On Guard). In his novels and
short stones he attempted to portray various

types of Russian Communists (Nedelya, 1922,

Eng. tr., A Week, 1923; Zavtraf 1923, To-

morrow; Kornissary, 1923, The Commissars;
Na povorote, 1929, The Turning Point).

Nedelya, which describes revolutionary events

in a provincial town, with emphasis on their

international implications, was hailed by
Soviet critics as a transition from romantic
abstraction to concrete realism in Russian
modern prose. In Rozhdeniye geroya (1930;
The Birth of a Hero) Libedinski tried not

only to represent his protagonists as men of

action absorbed in the gigantic task of re-

construction, but also as human beings, whose
life is commanded by love, anxiety, or other

emotions. In the controversy on methods of

Soviet literature, which divided the writers

of the U.S.S.R. in the early 30*3, Libedinski

declared himself a disciple of the Tolstoyan
school (see Tolstoy, Leo) of psychological
realism. He stated that "spontaneous im-

pressions form the foundations of art." Dur-

ing the war Libedinski published Gvardeitsy
(1942; The Guards), a broad picture of heroic
deeds and hardships of a Red army division

on the Russo-German Southern front. Li-
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bedinski's main aim is to combine the so-

cial novel with the analysis of psychological
motivations of human actions. His plays (e.g.,

Vysoty, 1929, The Heights) are less popular
in the U.S.S.R. than his novels.

M. S.

Lidin, Vladimir (1894-, Russian novelist and

short-story writer), born in Moscow, son of a

businessman, was graduated from the Moscow
Institute of Oriental Languages and later

from the University of Moscow in law. He
worked in army auxiliary services during the

First World War, served four years in the

Red army, traveled extensively throughout
the U.S.S.R. and Europe. Lidin started to

write before the Revolution. His first two

books of short stories, which bore the mark of

Chekhov's and Bunin's (qq.v.) influence, were

published in 1916 and 1917. Since 1923 Lidin

has published several novels and hundreds of

short stories, closely related in their style and

literary devices to the Russian realism of the

beginning of the 2oth century. His best

novels are Renegat (1927; The Renegade), a

broad picture of Muscovite life during the

period of NEP (New Economic Policy);

Iskateli (1929; The Seekers), devoted to Si-

berian gold diggers; Veliki Hi Tikhi (1932;

The Pacific), in which the nature and social

conditions of the Russian Far East are

vividly represented. He is less successful in

Mogila neizvestnogo soldata (1931; The Un-
known Soldier's Grave), an attempt to show
the decline and moral disintegration of the

ruling classes in France. Lidin is at his best

when he depicts the Russian extreme North
and the struggle of strong willful men against

inhospitable nature. His descriptions of

nature also occupy an important part in his

short stories. Soviet critics classify Lidin

among the representatives of the old intelli-

gentsia who knew how to adapt themselves

to the new regime. A skillful and intelligent

writer, Lidin however lacks power and origi-

nality; his style is heavy and slightly pompous.
In 1941-1944 Lidin served as war correspond-
ent on various sectors of the Russo-German
front and wrote war stories.

M. S.

Lidman, Svcn (1882-, Swedish lyric poet and

novelist), born in Karlskrona, is the most

striking example of the uncompromising ex-

tremist among living Swedish authors. He be-

gan his literary career with a number of

volumes of poetry and drama (Pasiphae, 1904;

Primavera, 1905; K&llorna, 1906, The Springs;
Elden och altaret, 1907, Fire and the Altar;

Imperia, 1907; and Hiirskare, 1918, Masters)
which express in the most daring forms a

philosophy of sensuality combined with a

superman complex. But in the middle period
of his development Lidman turned to strenu-

ous preaching of concepts of social responsi-

bility, moral duty, and the necessity of sacri-

fice in a series of genealogical novels on the

Silfversta&hl family, beginning with Stens-

borg (1910), and closing with Tvedraktens

barn (1913; Children of Dissension). This
remarkable evolution ended in his becoming
a fanatical convert to the present-day Swedish

Pentecostal movement. Though there is a

fairly obvious psychological consistency in this

whirligig of extremist positions, the various

rapid metamorphoses that Lidman undergoes
are difficult enough otherwise to follow and

explain; and the effect on his literary produc-
tion has not always been happy. Of his work
the novels are unquestionably best. Lidman's

plays are of no importance. His lyric poetry
is vivid and colorful and technically fluid and

efficient; but it is frequently overflorid, wordy,
and monotonous at times, indeed, all but

hysterical in its strained searching for sensual

intensities of an at least half-perverse kind.

It is on the whole little more than an im-

mature Swedish rehash of Baudelaire (q-v.)

and Swinburne.

The SilfverstSihl novels, on the other hand,
are much more noteworthy, especially in

their handling of episode and milieu, and on
occasion in their treatment of character. In

general construction they are weaker. It

should be mentioned also that the heroic

ethical theme of these novels, worked out

against an immediate Swedish background,
is of some interest as a contribution to a kind

of activist nationalism which played a certain

interesting if not very important part in

internal political discussion in Sweden during
the First World War, when Lidman was the

publisher of Svensk losen (Swedish Watch-

word), a periodical devoted to the Swedish

activist program of the day. Lidman's grow-

ing religious preoccupations during these

years, however, are responsible for his best

novel, Huset med de gamla froknarna (1918;
The House with the Spinsters), a sympa-
thetic and on the whole subtly penetrating
account of the withdrawn existences of some

elderly ladies of a disappearing gentle class,

who find themselves neglected and forgotten

by a thoughtless, brutal modern world which

worships only material success, but who
manage somehow to retain their spiritual

identity in the midst of all the hostile forces

about them. This quiet, pathos-filled tale is
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prophetic of Lidman himself, who, in 1921,

withdrew from "the things of this world and

became a member of a despised religious sect,

Friends of the Pentecost. Since this date his

production has restricted itself to strictly

religious themes, mostly in the form of de-

votional works and sermons.

See: O. Levertin, Svensk litteratur, I (1908);

S. Soderman, Backer och forfattare (1918); F.

Book, Resa kring svenska Parnassen (1926)

pp. 116-141; K. StrSmberg, Modern svensk

litteratur (1932) pp. 122-126; G. Castrn,

Den nya tiden, 1870-1914 (1932)* Vol. VII of

H. Schuck and K. Warburg, Illustrerad svensk

litteratur-historia, 3d ed., pp. 455-46*
A. G.

Lie, Jonas (1833-1909, Norwegian novelist),

was born at Eiker, near Drammen, in southern

Norway, but when he was only five years old

the family removed to Tromso. This arctic

town, with the glamor of its nightless

summers and the terror of its winter storms,

with the excitement of fishing and seafaring,

and with the exotic element furnished by
Russian traders, Lapps, and Finns, became

the inspiration of the future author. His first

book, a short novel entitled Den fremsynte

(1870; Eng. tr., The Visionary, 1894), is a

delicate and frangible love story against a

Nordland background. After some less suc-

cessful books came his masterpiece, Lodsen

eg Hans hustru (1874; Eng. tr., The Pilot and

His Wife, 1876), followed by Rutland (1880)

and Gaa paa (1882; Go Ahead). These were

novels of the seafaring class, which in Norway
is part of the middle class, but were tales of

family life rather than sea stories properly

speaking, though they contain magnificent

descriptions of storms at sea. In Gaa paa

Jonas Lie created his favorite type of hero,

the young enterprising practical man who
burns with lust of action and shatters tradi-

tions, somewhat on the American late igth-

century order. It was the author's reaction

against the academic and bureaucratic tradi-

tions that throttled life in Norway.
In Familien paa Gilje (1883; Eng. tr., The

Family at Gilje, 1920) Lie gave a sympathetic

picture of life in the milieu to which he him-

self belonged, the professional and official

class. In his early stories he had created a new

type of heroine, strong, self-reliant, generous,
and warmhearted removed as far as possible

from the romantic Griselda type. In The

Family at Gilje he shows himself sensitively

aware of how women in the educated classes

were oppressed. The mother, isolated from

all social contacts, is worn out by the endless

tasks of a big household with its army of

servants and dependents; the daughters are

pushed into marriages with elderly suitors,

because their young lovers have no prospect
of being able to provide homes for them. But
in spite of its tragic conflicts The Family at

Gilje has an idyllic charm which, together
with its veracity, places it at the head of

Lie's production. Kommand0rens d0tre (1886;

Eng. tr., The Commodore's Daughters, 1892)
is a more bitter arraignment of the social

tyranny that ruins the happiness of young
girls. Et samliv (1887; A Marriage) describes

how happiness dribbles out because husband
and wife are not companions. Livsslaven

(1883; Eng. tr., One of Life's Slaves, 1895), a

story of the slums, and Maisa Jons (1888),

the tale of a poor seamstress, were Lie's con-

tribution to the social discussion of the day.
In general, however, although Lie sym-

pathized with all who suffered, he refused to

follow the lead of Copenhagen and turn his

stories into a platform of debate on the prob-
lems of the day. As a consequence the

Brandes brothers ignored him, and his con-

temporaries at home found fault with him,
but to the modern reader he seems to have

lost less with the passage of time than those

who criticized him.

Jonas Lie won the enduring affection of his

countrymen with his clear-eyed stories of

everyday family life which always brought a

thrill of recognition. As he grew older, how-

ever, a submerged mystical quality rose to

the surface in his mind and found expression
in two volumes of short stories, Trold (1891-

1892; Trolls), in which Lapp magic and

Norwegian superstition are strangely blended.

They conceive of human beings as still in

part bound by the mysterious forces of nature.

Many of these little stories are classics of

their kind, written in a simple epic style that

contrasts with the scintillating, impression-

istic style of his novels. In his later novels,

written somewhat in the old manner, there is

a new element of pessimism and a persistence

of the belief in obscure forces working in the

human mind for evil. This is true, for

instance, of Onde magter (1890; Evil Powers),

Niobe (1893), and Dyre Rein (1896).

Jonas Lie was very happily married to his

cousin, Thomasine Lie, who collaborated in

his work. They lived for many years abroad,

in Rome, Paris, and Berchtesgaden, but re-

turned in 1906 to spend their old age in

Norway. It was not for long. She died in

1907, he in 1909.

See: A. Garborg, Jonas Lie (1893); H. A.

Larsen, "Jonas Lie," American-Scandinavian
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Review, XXI (1933), 46l~47 i ; A - Gustafson,

Six Scandinavian Novelists (1940), pp. 25-72.
H. A. L.

Liliencron, Detlev von (1844-1909, German

poet), was born at Kiel, spent most of his life

in North Germany, and died in Hamburg.
His father, a baron, lived in straitened cir-

cumstances as a customs official; his mother,

Adeline von Harten, born in Philadelphia,
was the daughter of a general of German

origin who had served under George Wash-

ington. Liliencron fought and was wounded
in the war of 1866 against Austria and in the

Franco-Prussian War. To his deep regret,

the young officer had to resign from the army
because of debts. From 1875 to 1877 he eked

out a miserable existence in the United States

as a painter, trainer of horses, teacher of

piano and language, and pianist in beer halls.

After a few years of service as a minor govern
mental official, he resigned in 1885 and de-

voted himself to letters. Throughout much
of his life he was harassed by creditors.

Liliencron never lost his enthusiasm for

military life; his early experiences as a soldier

made an indelible impression on him and are

portrayed again and again in his writings.
He was a lover of music, horses, dogs, hunt-

ing, forests, fields, moors, fens, his native

North German heath, streams, and the tem-

pestuous North Sea. A man of elemental

vigor, he reveled in outdoor life; he viewed
nature with senses that were keenly alert, and
the impressionistic character of much of his

writing is due to this sensibility and a marked

gift of vivid reproduction. Although there

are elements of naturalism and particularly
of impressionism in his writings, he belonged
to no school and was not given to theorizing
on art.

Liliencron was an ardent admirer of

women, of their physical charm, vitality,

beauty, and strength of affection. When he
wrote of love, it usually was requited love,

with its exultation, healthy sensuousness, and
vibrant joy. Although he chided human
foibles, he had too much energy and joy of

living to be a pessimist. His works reveal the

repose, freedom, companionship, deepening
of life and instinct, that he found in animate

nature.

As a writer of longer, sustained works

Liliencron had little success. His dramas (e.g.,

Knut der Herr, 1885; Die Merowinger, 1888)

lack significant character portrayal, com-

pelling motivation, and carefully developed

plots. Although they contain occasional ele-

ments of poetic beauty, they have not proved

effective on the stage. After 1888 he wrote no
more plays. In the novel, too, he found it

difficult to construct well-rounded, unified

plots (Mazen, 1890; Mil dem linken Ellbogen,

1899). Their structure is weak and episodical;
the characters reflect the author, his ex-

periences, traits, tastes, and desires. As a

narrator Liliencron was at his best in short,

vivid, impressionistic sketches such as his

Kriegsnovellen (1895), in which there are

momentary pictures with high lights and
vivid coloring. Though he loved the life ol

the soldier, he portrayed its hardships, pri-

vations, suffering, and horror as well as its

adventuresomeness, comradeship, heroism

and stimulating excitement. His lengthy verse

epic, Poggfred, written over a long period ol

years, from 1896 to 1906, lacks unity of form

theme, and structure. It too presents a picture
of the author's own inner life, and since he

often abandoned himself to the caprice of

the moment, form and content are not al-

ways in harmony. Much of Poggfred repre-
sents a compensatory ideal, an escape from

the shortcomings of troublesome reality.

In his ballads (Balladen-Chronik, 1906)
there is much of the eerie gruesomeness of

the folk ballad. Many of their themes arc

drawn from old chronicles and legends, from

the history of his ancestors and of Schleswig-
Holstein. Liliencron's highest achievement is

in the lyric (Adjutantenritte, 1883; Gesam-
melte Gedichte, 1897). His best lyrics are

spontaneous, their suggestive imagery has a

warm, sensuous appeal to eye and ear, their

effect is direct and immediate. He had a

marked sense of rhythm, used a great variety
of stanza forms, disliked impure rimes, and

used embellishments of verse with consider-

able restraint. His wide range of diction was

enriched by the vigorous dialect of his region;
he derived many daring and sharply pointed
verbs from nouns. Fond of music, he had a

splendid ear for vowel coloring and varied

sound effects. Humor and playful irony arc

not lacking. He brought renewed life, sim

plicity, and spontaneity to the German lyric

and had considerable influence on minoi

poets like Otto Julius Bierbaum (q.v.), Carl

Busse (q-v.) and Gustav Falke (1853-1916)
Poems by Liliencron were set to music b)
numerous composers, among them Brahms
Pfitzner, Max Reger, and Richard Strauss

Wide recognition came to him rather late ir

life.

See: H. Spiero, Detlev von Liliencron; seir

Leben und seine Werke (1913); H. Maync
Detlev von Liliencron (1920).

J. C. B.
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Linares Rivas, Manuel (1867-1938, Spanish

dramatist), son of a prominent politician, was

born in Santiago de Compostela and pre-

pared for a career in law and politics. He
soon gave up the law, though he continued

his political career as deputy to the Cortes

and finally as life senator. All the while he

was pouring out a considerable stream of

plays. He has written several musical

comedies in verse and made a translation of

Franz Lehdr's The Merry Widow. His highly
romantic three-act play Lady Godiva (1912)

is also in verse. Most of the plays of Linares

Rivas, however, are brilliant, sometimes mili-

tant, and usually witty satires of contempo-

rary Spanish life, of social or political prob-
lems. The author is commonly thought of

as a follower, even an imitator, of Jacinto
Benavente (q.v.}. It should be pointed out

that Benavente, especially in his earlier

period, is pessimistic and that he usually

satirizes fundamental defects in human char-

acter, whereas Linares Rivas is generally

cheerful and is likely to attack external or

ephemeral mistakes, which a change in a law,

for example, might correct. He began with

Aire de fuera (1903), more tragic in tone than

most of his later works. A good woman,
bound by law to a bad husband, finds her

only solution in suicide, since divorce was

impossible in Spain. (It was legalized by the

Republic of 1931 and abolished again, of

course, by Franco.) El abolengo (1904) is a

satire against silly family pride. In Maria

Victoria (1904) is portrayed a woman who
sacrifices love to duty and finds contentment

in resignation. La cizana (1905) protests

against slander. El caballero Lobo (1910),

with animal protagonists, was actually prior

to the Chantecler of Rostand (q.v.). La garra

(1914) is a strong plea for divorce and created

considerable excitement in conservative cir-

cles. En cuerpo y alma (1918) and La jaula de

la leona (1924) amusingly but firmly teach

devotion to duty. Numerous further plays
show Linares Rivas as an admirable purveyor
of rapidly written, graceful, though not very

profound samples of the alta comedia.

See: A. Gonzilez-Blanco, Los dramaturgos

espanoles contempordneos, Ser. i (1917), pp.

171-204; A. F. G. Bell, Contemporary Span-
ish Literature, revised ed. (1933), pp. 178-

'79- v

N. B. A.

Linati, Carlo (1878-, Italian novelist, critic,

and translator), born in Como, was seldom

far from that region during his lifetime and
never separated from it in his thoughts. His

first appearance on the literary scene was in

magazines of a very advanced and futuristic

nature, but his contributions were in marked
contrast to the authors generally represented
there. Where the tendency of the period was

one of boldness, of breaking with tradition,

of a deliberate striving for the new, of inter-

nationalism, Linati's simple, well-knit prose,
his economy of expression, his searching for

the right word, his respect for syntax, his

nostalgic adherence to the Milanese tradition,

might almost be interpreted as a form of re-

action and protest. His autobiographical
novel Duccio da bontd (1913), which has

tender passages, shows the anguish and heart-

aches experienced by a youth in his first en-

counters with life. Renunciation is reached

as a solution to the problem in Barbogeria

(1917), but it is a renunciation attained more
from an adherence to the social code than

through any deep-seated moral conviction.

In Sulle orrne di Renzo (1919) Linati's inter-

ests which are for the most part directed at

a perfection of style more as a scholarly de-

vice rather than as an expression of the mind
are turned towards recapturing the spirit

of the region from which Manzoni drew

inspiration. His style here acquires real

warmth and fervor. The value of the book
consists chiefly in the penetrating study of

how the characteristics of the Lombard}
region affect those sprung from its soil; in

the identification of the individual with the

countryside, Linati approaches a form of

pantheism. The Celtic blood, allegedly flow

ing in the veins of both the Irish and of the

inhabitants of parts of Lombardy, and the

Irish countryside, similar in some respects
to the Lombardy region, made a strong ap
peal to a slightly mystic quality in Linati's

nature. In the writings of Lady Gregory,

Synge, and Yeats he found an answering echo
of kindred spirits. He translated VV. B. Yeats

(Tragedie irlandesi, 1914), Lady Gregory
(Commedie irlandesi, 1916), and Synge (//

Furfantello dell'Ovest, e altri drammi, 1917).
His interest in Anglo-American culture has

expressed itself in a series of very fine critical

essays on T. S. Eliot, Ernest Hemingway, Ezra

Pound, Herman Melville, Aldous Huxley,
Virginia Woolf, and others (Scrittori anglo
americani d'oggi, 1932). In the Nuova

Antologia (September i, 1934), he translated

into Italian poems of Emanuel Carnevali, an
Italian immigrant in the United States whose
verse written in English had elicited the

praise of Waldo Frank, Sherwood Anderson,
and others. To Linati must go a large share
of the credit for first bringing many of these
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American authors to the attention of the

Italian reading public.
Linati has not in the least changed the flow

of Italian letters nor chartered any new

courses, yet by faithfully following in the

tradition of the Lombardy writers, he most

definitely has added new life and vitality to

that tradition.

See: G. Papini, 24 Cervelli (1913), pp. 179-

189; P. Pancrazi, Ragguagli di Parnaso (1919-

1920) (1920), pp. 31-37; L. Russo, 7 Narratori

(1923)' PP- I58
~ l6 -

G. S.

Linde, Otto zur (1873-, German poet), born

in Essen, was for many years the leading

figure of a literary group which centered

around the maga/ine Charon, founded by
Linde and Rudolf Pannwitz (1881-) in Berlin

in the year 1904. The magazine struggled

along under great difficulties and with many
personal sacrifices on the part of the editors

until the outbreak of the First World War;
in 1920 it reappeared as the Charon-Nothefte.

Although never exerting any lasting influence

on the course of modern German literature,

Charon was in many ways characteristic of

the intellectual tendencies at the beginning
of the present century. It reacted against
naturalism (as did the more important circle

of Stefan George, q.v.) 9 even though the

theories developed by the "Charon" group
were largely derived from those of the

natiualist lyric Arno Holz (q*v.). The relation-

ship of the "Charon" poets to Holz was a

mixture of hate and admiration (see Linde's

Arno Holz und der Charon, 1911). It appears
that the influence of Nietzsche (q.v.) was

particularly strong upon these poets, as on
Rudolf Paulsen (1883-), the son of the Berlin

philosopher Friedrich Paulsen, on Rudolf
Pannwitz and Hanns Meinke (1884-), and on
Otto zur Linde himself. Here again a parallel
can be drawn to George's circle, with the

reservation that "Charon" radically rejected
all demands for a new classicism. "Charon"
at all times refused to adhere to any dogma,
even that of antidogmatism. Hence these

poets demanded of the lyricist genuineness
and originality and tried to create a verse

which would be free of all traces of tra-

ditional melodies. They were predominantly

lyric poets themselves, yet with a definite

interest in philosophic and theoretical prob-
lems. The most representative work of the

group was Linde's Die Kugel (1906-1909; ad

ed., 1923), a "philosophy in verses."

No matter how firmly the philosophy of

the "Charon" group was rooted in Nietzsche,

in religious and political questions they went
their own way. In fact, a deeply religious
trend goes through the entire work of the
"Charon" poets. This is particularly true of
Karl Rottger (1877-), who considered Jesus
the exemplary man, and of Rudolf Paulsen
in his Christus und der Wanderer (1920), in
which he tried to harmonize the philosophy
of Nietzsche with Christianity. Their re-

ligious inclination often led to a modern
mysticism, and the "Charon" poets have
written an endless number of myths and
legends. This mysticism, coupled with a one-
sided emphasis on the Teutonic element in
intellectual and political matters, has led
some of the members of the group to the
dim and semimystical ideologies of National
Socialism. Karl Rottger is today probably the
best known of the "Charon" poets. He has
been successful with a number of books of
verses and essays, a few novels, and one or
two dramas.

VV. P.

Lithuanian literature. During the second half
of the igth century the trends of Lithuanian
literature were determined by three factors:
the Russian government's official ban (1865-
1904) on printing in Latin characters, the
abolition of serfdom (1861), and the revolu-

tionary movements agitating all parts of the
Russian Empire. The first factor, aiming at

complete Russification of the country and
coupled with deportation of all "dangerous"
elements, might have been successful, had it

not been for the opposition of the Roman
Catholic clergy who recognized in the Russi-
fication drive a serious danger to the Church.
On account of this active opposition and the

passive resistance of the population, the at-

tempts to bring out Lithuanian books printed
with Russian characters failed and were
given up after 1871. The need for reading
material was satisfied by pamphlets and books

published in Tilsit, East Prussia, and
smuggled into the country. The first to start
this practice was Bishop Motiejus Valan&us
(1801-1875) who, however, had only the
interests of the Roman Catholic Church in
mind. Twenty years later the first political
and literary magazine, AuSra (Dawn), liberal
in tendency, was founded by Dr. Jonas
Basanavittus (1851-1927), a refugee living in

Bulgaria who became the patriarch of the
Lithuanian national revival. AuSra, published
in Tilsit, appeared from 1883 to 1886 and had
a deep influence upon the life of the nation.
Almost equal in importance was Varpas
(1889-1905; The Bell), a monthly journal of
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leftist leanings whose guiding spirit was Dr.

Vincas Kudirka (1858-1899), the author of the

Lithuanian national anthem. The journals

Apivalga (1890-1896; The Review) and Tevy-
nts sargas (1896-1904; The Guard of the

Fatherland) were organs of the Roman Catho-

lic clergy and had among their collaborators

and supporters the inspiring poet and glow-

ing patriot, Maironis (pseud, of Reverend

Jonas Maiulis-Maciuleviius, 1862-1932); the

didactic poet, encyclopedist, and literary

critic, Adomas JakStas (pseud, of Reverend
Aleksandras Dambrauskas, 1860-1938); and
the fiery publicist and successful novelist,

VaiJgantas (pseud, of Reverend Juozas Tumas,

1869-1933), founder of Ttvynts sargas and its

editor, 1897-1902. Quite independently of

these magazines, Petras VileiSis (1850-1926)

brought out a number of books in St. Peters-

burg, for which he obtained special perm is

sion from the Russian government. He also

founded the first Lithuanian daily newspaper
in Vilna after the ban on Lithuanian litera-

ture had been lifted. For fear of police per-
secution all publications of the first period
had to come out either anonymously or with

fictitious names. The use of pseudonyms be-

came so common that it was carried over even

into the period when danger was gone.
At the beginning of the Forty Years of

Captivity (1865-1905) the Lithuanian spirit

was kept alive by the poems of Bishop
Antanas Baranauskas (1835-1902), such as

AnykSfiii fileUs (1858-1859; The Grove of

AnykStiai). About the turn of the century
Maironis aroused the nation and became its

spiritual leader with his patriotic songs com-

posed in classical meters, the first of which

appeared in Apivalga and which were later

published in the collection Pavasario balsai

(
195> 5*h ed., 1920, 6th ed., 1927; Voices of

Spring). His longer poems include Lietuva

(1888; Lithuania), Jaunoji Lietuva (1895,

1905, 1908, 1921; Young Lithuania), Raseinitt

Magdt (1909; Maggie of Raseiniai), and

Musit vargai (1921; Our Trials).
The older generation is completely domi-

nated by Russian and Polish literature. To
be sure, Kudirka translated some of Schiller's

dramas (e.g., Wilhelm Tell), but that was an

outgrowth of the great popularity which this

German classic enjoyed in Russia. Influence

of Pushkin, Krylov, Tolstoy (q.v.), Turgenev
(q.v.), Gogol, Chekhov (q.v.), Mickiewicz, and
Kraszewski is notable everywhere. The
Russian populist movement with its emphasis
upon service to the peasantry was accepted

by virtually all, even by those who politically
were not in sympathy with it (Apivalga and

Ttvynts sargas). But to the Lithuanian patroit,

"peasant" meant and was identical with

"Lithuanian/' since the aristocracy of the

country, i.e., the landed gentry, was Polish or

Russian, and the city population Jewish.

Vai2gantas, a most prolific producer of prose
of unequal literary value, a man of incon-

sistency and contradictions, always giving
vent to the impressions of the moment, tries

to reconcile nihilistic rationalism with his

Roman Catholic faith. This liberal tendency
and his unbounded vivacity, together with a

thoroughly sensual nature which breaks

through continually in his writings, more than

once earned him rebukes from the Church
authorities. In his docile and naive way he

always took the reprimands as deserved and
tried to follow the advice received, only to

get into some new trouble very soon. In

his earlier days he defended the rights of the

peasants, but after the establishment of the

Lithuanian republic he denounced the

agrarian reform and sided with the wealthy
landowners. Of permanent significance is his

novel Pragiedruliai (in 3 parts and 4 vols.,

1918-1929; Sunbeams), depicting in a loosely

connected series of portraits (the liberal

country doctor and his helpers, the Jewish
book smuggler, the clergy, the peasants, the

decadent aristocrats, the Russian police) the

struggle for Lithuanian culture during the

latter part of the igth and the beginning of

the 2oth century. The introductory chapter

portraying symbolically the long and severe

"Lithuanian Winter" and the sudden and
destructive "Spring Thaws" is a masterpiece
both in effectiveness and style. The successful

outcome of that battle for cultural emancipa-
tion is also presented in the novel T&viSkt (2

vols., 1926-1936; Homestead) by Vaidilut6

(pseud, of Ona Pleiryt6-Puidien6, 1885-1935).

Varpas printed the first literary attempts of

emait6 (pseud, of Julija 2ymantien6, 1845-

1921), the first and most successful woman
writer of short stories. In a realistic style she

portrayed scenes, sometimes serene, but more
often gloomy, of Lithuanian peasant life

which was just getting free from the chains

of serfdom. Three younger women, Lazdynq
Peteda (pseud, of two sisters, Sofija Ivanaus-

kait6-Pibilauskien6, 1867-1926, and Marija

Ivanauskaitfr, 1873-) and Satrijos Ragana
(pseud, of Marija Pekauskait6, 1878-1930),

followed 2emait6's example, though in a

more optimistic vein.

During the third and fourth decades of

the present century, i.e., the period of na-

tional independence, Lithuanian literature is

dominated by the towering figure of Vincas
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Kr6v6 (Vincas Kr6v6-Mickeviflus, 1882-). A
student of Slavic literature, Sanskrit, Eu-

ropean, and Oriental history, and of folklore,

he was strongly influenced by the Polish

romanticists and the Russian populists. He
first wrote poems in the style of the Lithu-

anian folk songs, then turned to prose, short

story and drama becoming his specialty. His

prose is rhythmic and melodious, his style

based on the language of the folk tales and

songs. In his Dainavos Salies senii zmoniii

padavimai (Legends Told by Old People of

the Dainava Country), some of which ap-

peared first in 1913 and a complete collection

in 1921, and in the historical dramas, Sarunas

(1911), Skirgaila (1925), and Mindaugo mirtis

(1935; The Death of Mindaugas), he is a ro-

manticist. His short stories (3 vols., 1921-1922)

dealing with modern rural life and his play

Zentas (1922; The Son-in-Law) display a

realistic approach combining fine psycho-

logical observation with a tendency to point
out existing evils. Pratjekabuddha, a Hindu

tale, was first published in 1913 and later

included in the collection Rytii pasakos (1930;

Oriental Tales). In Likimo keliais (2 vols.,

1926 and 1929; On the Paths of Fate), a so-

called "dramatic mystery," depicting the

struggle for cultural and political liberation

from the neighboring powers (Russia, Poland,

Germany) and from social suppression by the

landowners, Kr6v6's art arose to greatness.

In the 2o's (19^2-1929) Maironis, long

famous as the leading lyric poet of the na-

tion, tried his hand at historical dramas

centering around Grand Duke Vytautas who
is presented as the admired aggrandizer of

the Lithuanian Empire. Ever since 1896, when

J. Vilkutaitis-Keturakis made a hit with his

comedy Amcrika pirtyje (America in the

Bathhouse), the ambition of most authors was

directed toward the drama. The most success-

ful of all was Petras Vaitiunas (1890-) who

wrote annually either a satirical comedy or a

tragedy for the National Theatre in Kaunas,

e.g., Tuscios pastangos (1926; Vain Efforts),

Nuodemingas angelas (1927; The Sinful

Angel), Patriotai (1927; The Patriots), Su-

drumstoji ramybt (1927; The Ruffled Calm),

Sulauzyta priesaika (1935; The Broken Oath).

Other successful playwrights are Sofija Ciur-

Iionien6 (1886-), Kazys Binkis (1893-1942),

Balys Sruoga (1896-), Vincas Mykolaitis-

Putinas (1893-), Vytautas BiCiunas (1893-).

Vydunas (Vilius Storasta, 1868-), a Prussian

Lithuanian dramatist, theosophist, and mystic,

stands apart from the others, even in spelling.

His most important plays (dramatic mysteries

and tragedies) are Praboiiy SeUliai (1908;

Shades of the Ancestors) Amiina ugnis (1912-

1913; The Eternal Flame), Pasaulio gaisras

(1928; The World Conflagration).
Vincas Mykolaitis-Putinas, a Roman Catho-

lic priest and a successful lyric poet and
dramatist, caused tremendous excitement
when he (unlike VaiZgantas but like many
other priests) left the Church, married, and
wrote the now famous novel Altoriti $e$6ly (3

vols., 1933; In the Shadow of the Altars) in

which he tried to justify his action. The novel
is not only interesting on account of the

problem discussed, but also significant for its

aesthetic qualities and the expert drawing
of the characters. One of the repercussions of

this publication was another novel, Tiesiu
keliu (3 vols., 1934-1935; On the Straight

Road), inferior in artistry, which was brought
out under the sponsorship of Adomas Jakstas
for the purpose of showing how a worthy
priest should behave in similar circumstances.

The name of its author was given as J.
Gintautas which later turned out to be a

pseudonym of Bishop Justinas Staugaitis

(1886-1943) of Telsiai.

Other piominent writers of fiction of recent
times are Vienuolis (pseud, of Antanas

2ukauskas, 1882-) with short stories and one
novel (see Rinktiniai rastai, 1937, Selected

Writings); Ignas Jurkiinas-Scinius (1889-), a

novelist; Petras Cvirka (1909-), novelist (e.g.,

Zemt maitintoja, 1935, Mother Earth; Lettish

and Russian tr.); Antanas Vaiiulaitis (1906-),
a master of the short story.

Lyric poetry has not reached any great

height of perfection since Maironis, although
there are a number of highly esteemed lyr-

icists, among them Petras Vaiiunas, Myko-
laitis-Putinas, Balys Sruoga, Faustas KirSa

(1891-), Juozas Tysliava (1906-), Jurgis Bal-

truSaitis (1873-1944), and Salonika Neris

(1905-1945). The reason for this lies in

the slow development of the Lithuanian stand-
ard language which, through the efforts of
Professor Jonas Jablonskis (pseud. Rygiskiii

Jonas, 1861-1930), is now based on the dialect
of Northern Suvalkija. The standard form

prescribed for the school was not immediately
accepted by all authors, some of the older

ones (emaitd, Kr6v6) still holding on to pro-
vincial characteristics. Lack of uniformity in

word accent, which varies in the main dia-

lects, is especially obstructive in the field of
verse poetry. Thus it is impossible to read
the inspiring poems of the East Lithuanian
Antanas Baranauskas with the accents re-

quired by Jablonskis's Grammar without de-

stroying the rhythm. The first collection of

poems following strictly the rules of Jablon-
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skis's Grammar is a translation by J. Tal-

mantas of I. A. Krylov's Fables: Pasaketios

(1937).

With the First World War the doors were

thrown wide open to Western ideas. Many
Lithuanian writers spent long years in Western

Europe, especially Switzerland (Putinas),

France (Tysliava, Vaiftulaitis), Scandinavia

(Jurkunas-Seinius), Germany (Sruoga, Binkis)

where they became acquainted with Western
movements and fads. Those who had to stay
at home had foreign literatures interpreted to

them by competent professors of the Uni-

versity of Lithuania at Kaunas (founded

1922) where literary subjects were taught

among others by Maironis, VaiJgantas, Kr6v6,

Putinas, Sruoga, and Vaitiulaitis. Foreign
literatures became also known through a

flood of translations. As a result, foreign

literary movements, especially that of the

futurists (Sruoga, Binkis, Tysliava), cf. Keturi

vtjai (1924; The Four Winds), temporarily
took root in Kaunas during the 2o's. A
"Collective of Activist Writers" with the

journal Trecias frontas (1930-31; The Third

Front) as its organ was formed in 1930 and
included the following young people, all of

whom in 1940 became members of the govern-
ment of Soviet Lithuania: Antanas Venclova,

Petras Cvirka, Jonas Simkus, and Salom6ja
Neris.

See: M. BiriiSka, Musit raStti istorija (1920),

pp. 40-110; J. Tumas (pseud. Vaiigantas),

Lietuvitt literatures paskaitos (8 vols., 1924-

1925) and RaStai, Vols. XI-XIV, XIX (1929-

1933); A. P. Coleman, "A Survey of Lithuanian

Literature," in Books Abroad, VIII (1934), 391-

393; V. Mykolaitis-Putinas, Naujoji lietuvitt

literatura (1936); H. Engert, Aus litauischer

Dichtung: Deutsche Nachdichtungen (1935,
2d. ed., 1938); V. Jungfer, Litauen: Antlitz

eines Volkes (1938), pp. 228-323; J, Mauclre,
Panorama de la litterature lithuanienne con-

temporaine (1938), pp. 91-184; I. Kisinas,

LietuviSkti knygn sistematinis katalogas (1938),
Nos. 4221-6629; A. Vaiciulaitis, Outline His-

tory of Lithuanian Literature (1942), pp. 22-

54-

A.Se.

L0kken, Thomas Olesen (1877-, Danish novel-

ist), was born in Alstrup. He has become one
of the important exponents of the regional
literature of Denmark, choosing for his special
domain that upper part of Jutland known as

Vendsyssel, the original home of the fierce

and stubborn Cimbrians of ancient days.

Modestly, L0kken had to begin life as a cow-

herd there are many of them in modern

Danish literature later becoming a cobbler, a

bicycle and automobile mechanic, and a book

dealer, so that although he is conscious of

having wanted to become a writer ever since

he was eight years old, he was 43 when his

first book, Bonden Niels Hald (1920; Farmer
Niels Hald), was published. This was fol-

lowed by Niels Halds Hustru (1922; The Wife
of Niels Hald) and Niels Halds Hjem (1924;
The Home of Niels Hald). These three make

up his first cycle. Two others have appeared
in more recent years: Povl Dam (1925),

Kampaar (1926; Years of Struggle), and Sefren

(1927; The Victory), all three volumes dealing
with the Dam family in Vendsyssel; and
Stormosen (1929; The Great Swamp), Mose-

pigens S0n (1931; The Son of the Swamp
Girl), and Fra Vildmosens Land (1934; From
the Land of the Wild Swamp). In these

trilogies L0kken has described the typical

Vendsyssel cotter, the rich and haughty
farmer, and the very lowest representatives
of peasant life in the huts adjacent to the

peat swamps immediately north of the

Limfjord. In general, L0kken has confined

himself to this part of Jutland (see also one
of his earlier books, Klavs Bjerg og Bodil,

1923, Klavs Bjerg and Bodil). Vendsyssel'
Noveller (1925; Vendsyssel Short Stories) and

Sange fra Vendsyssel (1934; Vendsyssel Songs)

by their very titles testify to the deep affec-

tion with which he embraces his native

province, beyond which he has never had
his home.

In L0kken's main works it is possible to

detect reminiscences of Nex0 (q.v.) 9 Thomas

Hardy, Reymont (q.v.) 9 Zola (q.v.), but the

virility of style is wholly his own. The

particular patch of soil he has tilled was

practically nonexistent for writers before him,
and his mature perception of human values

is a product of many years of rigid self-

discipline practiced in the obscurity of

manual labor.

See: J0rgen Bukdahl, Thomas Olesen

L0kken (1927); Helge Kjaergaard, Die
ddnische Literatur der neuesten Zeit (1871-

*933) (1934)-

G. St.

L01and, Rasmus (1861-1907, Norwegian novel-

ist), was born in the western coastal district

of Ryfylke. All through his life he was

hampered by neurotic sensitiveness and poor
health. His earlier years were spent in shy
isolation and in poverty; he suffered from a

feeling of uselessness and was definitely ec-

centric. He found refuge in writing and in a

strong intellectual life, influenced by the
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first little book came in 1891 (Folkeliv; From
the Countryside). Four years later he finally

managed to break his bonds and establish

himself in Christiania, where he cut his way

through as a writer, translator, and editor

of a newspaper for children, till disease finally

overtook him.

During his short period of literary activity

L01and published an astounding number of

books, many of them experimental and bear-

ing the marks of his late start as a writer. His

creation is limited by his somewhat narrow

circle of experience; but one finds character

and a deep personal honesty in everything
he has done. The real subject of his interest

is the fate of the individual within the farm

society which he knew from youth, especially
the individual isolated within the group the

socially declassed, the weak and crippled, the

queer and the gifted, those who "live in the

shadow," marked by destiny like himself. His

analysis often has a tone of sad resignation
toward the inexorable laws of life, but is

brightened by unsentimental compassion and
a subtle irony. Representative are the auto-

biographical novel Aasmund Aarak (1902)
and the posthumous Hundrad aar (1910;

Hundred Years).

L01and's great achievement, however, which
has made him a classic, is his children's books,

describing the life of a group of boys in his

home district (there is a complete edition in

three volumes, Barneb0ker, 1923-1925; Chil-

dren's Books). In a masterly way L01and makes
the life of these farm children emerge as

an autonomous world with other laws and

proportions and light and shadows than the

clumsy and incomprehensible world of adults,

and filled within its own limits with drama
and passion, tragedy and deep joy. Inland's

intensity in experiencing this world as if he
had the senses and soul of the child has been

compared to that of the great Russians. But
there is no intricacy about his analysis; the

narrative is perfectly simple and natural, as

is the style. He pictures no idyls. Again and

again he points to the insecurity of the child's

world, governed by unknown and incon-

trollable powers, distorted by the transforming
forces of imagination. There is the same

philosophy in these books as in his novels, a

conviction of lawfulness and tragic guilt, of

the merciless logic of the "small things." But
the keynote is cheerful. His children have

health, spontaneous friendliness, sound

humor, and a creative, active imagination
which promises well for them and shows how
little Inland's own fate had shaken his real

LONS

strength. He is the first of the great por-

trayers of children in recent Norwegian litera-

ture, and in many ways the greatest.

See: S. Eskeland, R. L0land (1910); J.

Bukdahl, Det skjulte Norge (1926), pp. 55-61;

O. Bakken, R. L0land (1938).
S. S.

Lons, Hermann (1866-1914. German novelist

and poet), was born in Kulm on the Vistula,

far from the Luneburg Heath which he came

to love and on the poetic description of which

rests his literary fame. His extensive knowl-

edge of plant and animal life, acquired in his

boyhood years, later was the foundation for

his scientific investigations. However, in 1891

Lons gave up his medical studies to become

a journalist in Hanover and Biickeburg. The

journalistic pace is traceable in his works.

While his novels are written hastily, his

descriptive scenes from nature are inimitable.

Never before had the thrills of the born

hunter of small game been depicted so

vividly and accurately as in Mein griines

Buch (1901). The scientist and huntsman are

merged with the poet in Mein braunes Buch

(1906), his first great literary success. Lons

was the first to reproduce in literature the

infinite variety of colors in the somber moor-

lands. His stories from animal life are a

combination of scientific accuracy and poetic

imagination. The former predominates in Aus
Flur und Forst, originally a commentary for

photographs from animal life (1907), the latter

prevails in Mummclmann (1909), humorous
animal tales, partly influenced by Kipling
and Jack London. In his novels on peasant
life, e.g., Der letzte Hansbur (1909), inspired

by Jeremias Gotthelf, Lons wishes to awaken

sympathetic understanding for the reticent

and proud, hardheaded and loyal peasants of

the Luneburg Heath. Der Wehrwolf (1910;

Eng. tr., Harm Wulf, 1931) pictures them in

the terse style of an ancient peasant chronicle

with many dialect words of old Germanic
stock. We see how, in the Thirty Years' War,
these heath dwellers are forced to turn into

wolves, defending their farms and families

against the marauders, killing them from am-
bush, or pronouncing and executing judgment
on them in the old tribal way. It is an excit-

ing though somewhat repetitious novel filled

with bloodshed and cruelty. The auto-

biographical novel Das zweite Gcsicht (1911)

gives an insight into the conflicting forces

in Lons's restless mind. Der kleine Rosengar*
ten (1911; Eng. tr., Little Garden of Roses,

1929) so successfully entered into the spirit
and style of the old folk song that its tunes
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and lyrics captured the popular fancy. More

than 400,000 copies have been sold.

Lons was killed before Reims in September,

1914. He had become a favorite of the Ger-

man Youth Movement. With his emphasis on

national literature, race, and soil, he later be-

came an idol of National Socialism.

See: W. Deimann, Hermann Lons (1939)-

E. Hof.

Looy, Jacobus van (1855-1930, Dutch painter

and short-story writer), was born in Haarlem

and brought up there in the municipal

orphanage. He studied painting at Haarlem,

Amsterdam, and Rome and traveled exten-

sively through Italy, Spain, and Morocco be-

fore he returned to his native land and to

a life of seclusion devoted to study, art, and

literature. His first story appeared in De

nieuwe Gids (The New Guide), which was

then in its first year (1885). Van Looy was

not so much a narrator as a painter in words

of picturesque scenes. Being a painter by pro-

fession, he changed his medium but not his

manner when he wrote. On his first appear-

ance in print he was recognized as a master

of the exact phrase. The painter in words

cannot afford to spin too long a yarn. Hence

the bulk of his work consists of short stories.

Even his tale Jaapje (1917), an autobiographic

narrative of his boyhood in the Haarlem

orphanage, is less a novel than a series of 19

unconnected sketches that have nothing in

common except their hero. It is the most

popular of his writings. His recollections of

life as a charity boy have the air of a highly

developed variety of those old-fashioned

copperplate penny-prints for children that

depicted episodes in the life of some child-

hood hero. It is not the secret workings of

the heart that interest this writer most. The
artist in him watches the shifting scene from

day to day, and only by the manner in which

his little hero's feelings are affected by the

beauty and the strangeness of this spectacle

is Jaapje's inner life disclosed. The house in

Haarlem where Van Looy lived and died is

now a museum, where his admirers can study

his paintings and get an impression of the

home that he guarded so jealously from the

curious while he was alive.

A. J. B.

Lopes Vieira, Afonso (1878-, Portuguese poet
and critic), was born in Leiria, studied law

in Coimbra, and was editor for the Chamber
of Deputies. He has traveled extensively in

Italy, France, and Switzerland.

In Lopes Vieira's poetry and dramatic at-

tempts as well as in his critical studies and

literary reconstructions, Portuguese tradition

is his guide and absorbing interest. One of

the most prolific contemporary Portuguese
writers, he began with books of poetry ot

modernistic hue, Para que? Primeiros versos

(1897; Why? First Verses), O ndufrago; versos

lusitanos (1898; The Shipwrecked; Lusi-

tanian Verses), and O meu adeus (1900; My
Farewell). Later he interrupted his poetic

production with three books in prose show-

ing a decided socializing tendency, Marques;
histdria dum perseguido (Marques; History
of a Persecuted Man), Pedro Kropotkine; a

gente nova (Peter Kropotkin; the New-

comers), and Con to de natal (Christmas

Story), all published in 1904. He continued

then with works which evoked the literature

of other periods, not only that of Portugal
but in Portuguese translation of the whole

Peninsula. Outstanding works are those

written to focus modern attention on Gil

Vicente, the patriarch of the Portuguese
theatre, e.g., A campanha vicentina; con-

ferttncias e outros escritos (1910; Vicentian

Campaign; Discourses and Other Writings), a

book prepared by Lopes Vieira under the

guidance of his teacher Carolina Michaelis de

Vasconcelos (q.v.); his adaptation of the

Monologo do vaqueiro (1910; Cowboy's

Monologue) and of the Auto da barca do

inferno (1911; Mystery Play of the Ship of

the Inferno); and his lectures on artistic or

historico-literary subjects In6s de Castro, the

Holy Grail, the paintings in the monastery of

San Vicente, and studies of Camoes and Joao
de Deus (q.v.). In a magnificent, though at

times too free translation, he has published
,in Portuguese O Amadis de Gaula de Lobeira

(1922; The Amadis of Gaul of Lobeira), A
Diana de Jorge de Montenwr em portugues

(1924; The Diana of Jorge de Montemayor in

Portuguese), and O poema do Cid (1925; The
Poem of the Cid). The culture of his country
is indebted to him for this effort toward the

incorporation into Portuguese literature of

works written in Spanish by Portuguese au-

thors, of those where the primitive Portuguese
version is not known, and of the great

medieval epic poetry of the Peninsula. As an

anthologist he collected in the Cancioneiro de

Coimbra (1918; The Songbook of Coimbra) a

mass of compositions about the city, its

history, and its landscape.

Among his most serious studies on the

Portuguese classical writers should be men-

tioned his critical edition, with introduction,

of Poesias de Francisco Rodrigues Lobo (1941;

Poems of Francisco Rodrigues Lobo) and a
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new attempt, in Lettres portugaises; essai de

reconstitution du texte franfais par Charles

Culmont, tentativa de texto portuguts (1941)'

at reconstructing the text of the famous

Cartas portuguesas of Soror Mariana de

Alcofurado. His poetry is in the manner of

the saildade (longing) he was a member of

the A dguia (The Eagle) group of Teixeira de

Pascoais (<].v.)
and subsequently of the

"integralista" group of Sardinha (q.v.) or in

the classical tradition, or along lines of folk-

loric sentimentalism. Of great interest for a

study of his aesthetic ideas are his "Aforismos

dum estudante de linguagem" (Aphorisms of

a Language Student), which are incorporated
in Em demanda do Graal (1922; In Search

of the Grail) and continued in the Revista de

filologia portuguesa of Sao Paulo (Nos. 14

and 18, 1925). A dreamy vagueness and verbal

musicality he translated Heine and glossed
Schumann seem to suggest his poetic ideal,

but he sometimes shows an excessive formal-

ism of language and theme which is pseudo-
classic in nature and directed toward the

attainment of archaic effects. His best poetry
is found in Canfdes de saudade e de amor

(1917; Songs of Longing and Love), llhas de

bruma (1918; Islands of Mist), and Pais lilds;

desterro azul (1922; Lilac Country; Blue

Exile).

See: A. da Veiga Simoes, A nova gerafao

(1911); Agostinho de Campos, Antologia

portuguesa (1928).
R. M. L.

L6pez de Ayala, Adelardo (1828-1879, Spanish

politician, orator, poet, journalist, and drama-

tist), born at Guadalcanal in the province of

Seville, always displayed an Andalusian

facility with words and considerable ability

along many lines. In politics he was very

adaptable, switching from liberalism to con-

servatism with great ease. He was a cabinet

minister after the accession of Alfonso XII
and president of the Cortes at the time of his

death.

L6pez de Ayala is now best remembered as

a dramatist, for his journalistic output was

ephemeral and his poems few in number.
Like Tamayo y Baus (q.v.}, he was a drama-
tist of transition, beginning with historical-

romantic plays and ending with more realistic

social comedies, somewhat similar to those of

Emile Augier. Before he was 21 he wrote a

good historical play, Un hombre de estado,

played at the Teatro Espanol with great suc-

cess in 1851. In that play and in several fol-

lowing he showed himself an admirer of

Calder6n. His versification was supple and his

LOPEZ-PICO

dramatic intrigues well devised. His first

period, up to 1856, included four zarzuelas or

musical comedies.

There are four plays which show Ayala at

his best, and they are at least faintly reminis-

cent of Ruiz de Alarc6n, always greatly ad-

mired by Don Adelardo. El tejado de vidrio

(1856) shows a seducer receiving a dose of his

own medicine through the infidelity of his

own wife. El tan to por ciento (1861) has a

complicated plot involving financial skul-

duggery. The grasping tricksters are dis-

comfited, and hero and heroine are happily
reconciled and married. El nuevo don Juan
(1863), not too well constructed, satirizes the

modern Don Juan. Consuelo (1878) is usually
considered Ayala's masterpiece. The protago-
nist, Consuelo, is presented as a type of selfish

and grasping modern woman who sacrifices

true love and marries for money alone. She
receives condign punishment. Her character

is well studied, and the action is plausible,
the denouement logical. Ayala practically

always achieves the effect of naturalness, and
he avoids the melodramatic exaggerations
which mar the theatre of Echegaray. Har-

mony, balance, fidelity to life, and emphasis
on moral themes are his chief qualities.

See: J. O. Pic6n, "D. Adelardo L6pez de

Ayala," in Pedro de Novo y Colson, ed.,

Autores dramdticos contempordneos, II (1882),

377-399-
N. B. A.

L6pez-Pic6, Josep Maria (1886-, Catalonian

poet), extraordinarily fecund writer, has

passed through a clearly defined evolution.

From an initial exaggerated use of witticisms

he moved on to forms of expressive concision,

particularly happy in his use of epigrams,

keeping, however, an enigmatic tone which in

some pieces deliberately without human emo-
tions reaches the point of noncomprehension.
When he is, on the other hand, eager to ex-

press human qualities, his lyric poetry
achieves this through a fine sensibility in

which primordial motives remain intact. But
his verse often remains cold although never

mediocre. The outstanding virtue of his

poetry and that which has exerted a notable

influence on the new generations of the

Catalan-speaking countries is the constant

renovation of images images of material

reality (the house, the landscape) or character-

ized by a spiritual subjectivism (love, serenity)

easily grasped in effective metaphor. The
poetry of L6pez-Pic6, in spite of its wide cir-

culation in Catalonia, seems unlikely to out-

last his own lifetime; his disciples, decadent
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symbolists, have emphasized even more the

enigmatic tone, which is not in harmony
with the general line of development of the

race or with the ambition of other modern

poets to harmonize the spirit of the au-

thentically national tradition with the poetic

gift for the sublime.

L6pez-Pic6 was born in Barcelona and pur-
sued his secondary school studies with the

Jesuit fathers of that city; he prepared him-

self in the humanities at the University of

Barcelona and received his degree of licenti-

ate in 1902. Among his works, which are very
numerous since from 1913 he had published
at least a volume a yeir (a labor interrupted
with the invasion of Catalonia in 1939),

should be mentioned: Intermetzzo galant

(1910; Gallant Intermezzo), Torment froment

(1910; Trembling Torment), Poemes de port

(1911; Harbor Poems), Amor, Senyor (1913;

Love, the Lord), Espectacles i mitologia (1914;

Spectacles and Mythology), Epigrammata
(1911), L'ofrena (The Offering), Paraules

(1916; Words), L*instant, les Noces i el can tic

sert (The Instant, the Betrothal and the

Serene Song), El men pare i jo (My Father

and I), Primer recull de poesies (First Collec-

tion of Poems), Moralitats i pretextos (Moraliz-

ings and Pretexts), Dietari espiritual (Spiritual

Calendar), L'oci de la paraula (1927; The
Leisure of Words), Epitalami (Epithalamium).
Upon producing this last book, his 25th,

L6pez-Pic6 was honored by the Revista group,
which prepared an anthology of his poetry.
He has collaborated on many Catalonian

journals, especially on Veil i nou (Old and

New), Empori (Emporium), Quarterns d'estudi

(Study Cahiers), and Quaderns de poesia

(Poetry Cahiers). Due to his initiative was the

so-called Almanac de la Poesia (Poetry

Almanac) in which, from 1912, was collected

verse published in different books in the

course of the year. In 1915, with Joaquim
Folguera, he founded the Revista, a bimonthly
publishing poetry and essays, in which was

captured the aesthetic ideals of the genera-
tion. Many of the poet's compositions have
been translated into English, Italian, Spanish,
French, and German. More recently he has

been living in Barcelona, obliged to interrupt
not only his poetic production but his literary
labors on the Revista because of the measures

tending to blot out even the faintest mani-
festation of Catalonian spirituality.

See: M. de Montoliu, Estudi d'histdria

literaria de Catalunya (1912-1914); A. Plana,
Estudi preliminar de I'antologia de poetes
Catalans (1915); J. Folguera, Les noves valors

de la poesia catalana (1919); R. Crossmann,

Katalanische Lyrik der Gegenwart (1923); C.

Giardini, Antologia dei poeti catalani con-

temporanei, 1845-1925, (1926).

J. M. M. i V.

L6pez Pinillos, Jos (1875-1922, Spanish

journalist, novelist, and playwright), was born
in Seville and spent his first 20 years in this

region, which was to be the principal back-

ground of many of his works. Unable to finish

his law career for lack of funds, he left his

native city for Madrid, where he made his

living writing for well-known newspapers.

By 1908 his reputation as a keen journalist
was well established in the Heraldo de

Madrid, in which his articles appeared under
the pseudonym Parmeno, a character out of

the famous La Celestina and a symbol of the

observer of stark reality who expresses his

views without hesitancy or cant. Whether he
was writing novels, such as La sangre de

Cristo (1907), Dona Mesalina (1910), Las

dguilas (1911), and El luchador (1916), or

short stories, as in Frente al mar (1914) and

Ojo por ojo (1915), or dramatic triumphs of

the type of El pantano (1913), Nuestro

enemigo (1913), La otra vida (1915), and El

embrujamiento (1923), or newspaper articles

as collected in Hombres, hombrecillos y
anirnales (1917) and En la pendiente: Los que
suben y los que ruedan (1920), the technique
and the social content are the same. There
are Gordian-knot-to-be-cut situations even in

the farces or lighter comedies, such as Hacia

la dicha (1910) or A tiro limpio (1918); the

author deals always with man's struggle

against himself or against man in an Othello-

lago seesaw of passions.

In Nuestro enemigo Antolin, the hero, ex-

presses the fundamental suffering of all of

Parmeno's characters: "I was deceived by my
heart, which is our enemy." His characters

forgive, but never forget. Years afterward a

word, a gesture, will turn forgiveness into

hatred, hatred into death. Most of his works

deal with rural or provincial Andalusia or

with the lower classes of Madrid, although
there are a few exceptions, as in La otra vida

which deals with the higher classes of the

military caste. Between 1910 and 1923 L6pez
Pinillos had two or three great dramatic suc-

cesses, as great as some of Benavente's (q.v.) t

but today he is hardly noticed even in his-

tories of Spanish literature. Perhaps this is

an injustice, for he was a first-rate technician

comparable to the Galsworthy of Loyalties
and The Skin Game.

See: R. Cansinos-Assns, "Jos6 L6pez
Pinillos (Parmeno)/' in Poetas y prosistas del
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novecientos (Espana y America) (1919), pp.

191-202, and in La evolucidn de la novela

(1917-1927), Vol. IV (1927) of La nueva

literatura, pp. 40-52; Mario Mndez Bejarano,
Diccionario de escritores, maestros y oradores

naturales de Sevilla y su actual provincia

(1922), I, 410-414, 469-470; Arturo Mori,

Treinta afios de teatro hispanoamericano

0940> PP- 59-61 ' 224-

F. S. y E.

L6pez Silva, Jos6 (1861-1925), Spanish comic

poet and playwright), was born in Ma-
drid and died in Buenos Aires. His literary

work and his life fit as a casting fits its

pattern. Both are romantic, picturesque, full

of the local color exemplifying the "roaring

go's" of Spain and the waning of an empire.
Both are full of bathos, reminiscent of the

Spanish tradition of mingling tragedy and

comedy, and true to a national temperament
that even in moods of sheer desperation likes

to play with reality. Like Arniches (q.v.)

L6pez Silva started as a clerk in a Madrid

dry-goods store unlike him he always lived

among the working classes of Madrid. His

early and easy successes in Madrid's comic

paper, Madrid cdmico, enabled him to give

up his dry-goods and accounting books in

order to compose festive, descriptive poetry
about the people he knew so well and loved

even more.

His genuinely literary work is found in a

series of volumes on passion and death among
Madrid's lower classes, written in fluid verse,

and in plays on the same subjects. Included
in the poetry is Migajas (1890), his first book;
Los barrios bajos (1894), his definite success,

in which he showed that he had mastered his

own style; Los madriles (1896), and finally
La musa del arroyo (1911). Many of these

volumes contain eulogistic introductions by
such writers as Benavente, Blasco Ibanez, and

Pic6n, (qq.v.) L6pez Silva's plays belong to

the gdnero chico type. As is characteristic of

this genre, he wrote almost all of them in

collaboration with some other playwright.

Spaniards of this time were in all too fre-

quent disagreement on many matters, es-

pecially political and religious, but a group
of them collaborated in thousands of sainetes,

pasos, and zarzuelas, written approximately
between 1870 and 1915. Among others the

Alvarez Quintero brothers (q.v.) exemplify
this tendency in the Spanish popular drama

of this era.

L6pez Silva's three greatest successes, as

well as his most representative and best plays,

are Las bravias (1896); La revoltosa (1897),

done in collaboration with the prolific
Ferndndez Shaw; and El barquillero (1900),
written with the no less prolific Jacks6n
Veydn. Fecundity is in fact a characteristic of

these playwrights. Their plays are a joy to the

philologist and the sociologist, for they por-

tray linguistically and culturally the whole
life of a generation. They are sometimes al-

most photographic in accuracy; the best of

them artistically are bizarre etchings, reminis-

cent of Goya, in which the most heated argu-
ments then in vogue are portrayed ludicrously
and sentimentally. Las bravias (The Viragoes)

capitalizes on the tempest which feminism
was causing in Spain; a subtitle points out

that it is a lyrical sainete (i.e., with music)
"based on Shakespeare's play, The Taming
of the Shrew/' While writers like Palacio

Valds (q.v.) condemned bitterly this theatre

in its beginnings, there has since been a

general if tempered acceptance of the gdnero
chico for what it is, for what it strives to do

aesthetically. The French critic Mrime has

called L6pez Silva the Homer of the chula-

peria (a chulaperia is an idiom or expression
characteristic of the chulapo, the Madrid

tough, flashy in talk and dress).

See: Mariano Zurita, Historia del gdnero
chico (1920); N. Alonso Cortes, "L6pez Silva/'

in Quevedo en el teatro y otras cosas (1930),

pp. 45-119 (also published in Boletin de la

Biblioteca de Mentndez y Pelayo, Vol. XI,

1929, and in Revista de la Biblioteca, Archive

y Museo del Ayuntamiento de Madrid, 1929).

F. S. y E.

Loria, Arturo (1902-, Italian picaresque

novelist), was born in Carpi, Modena prov-

ince, but has spent most of his life in

Florence, where he became a leading member
of the Solaria group of young writers who

frequented the Gaffe delle Giubbe Rosse.

Loria first attracted attention with the pub-
lication of a collection of short stories entitled

// Cieco e la bellona (1928). Then followed

Fannias Ventosca (1929) and La Scuola di ballo

(1932); La Scuola won him the coveted literary

award of Italia Letteraria for the outstanding
novel of the year.

In Loria's stories he obviously turns away
from such moderns as Proust (q.v.) and Joyce
and Freud to follow such masters as

Cervantes and Balzac. Rogues, beggars, prosti-

tutes, and brigands are his protagonists. He
places them, however, in a modern environ-

ment and exposes them to the exigencies of

the present social order. In spite of the

eccentricities of these individuals, Loria de-

picts their human qualities so vividly and
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with such delicate irony that almost in-

variably the reader understands and sym-

pathizes with them. Some critics see in Loria

a confirmed pessimist. There is indeed pessi-

mism, yet at the same time few contemporary
Italian writers have so vividly portrayed the

underlying joys of life. Loria believes that

even strange and misshapen humans should

have and may have their share of gaiety and
amusement. The plots of Loria's stories are

thought out with a mathematical accuracy
that is calculated to hold the interest of the

reader. Yet there is sometimes an over-

abundance of detail, and the author is too

often more preoccupied with minuteness of

expression and stylistic effect than with in-

tensity of feeling or action. But whatever the

obvious shortcomings in his style, Arturo
Loria is one of the most attractive of the

younger generation of writers in Italy. His

writings all too few considering the natural

talent of the author reveal a deep and

genuinely moving human affection for the

unfortunate creatures of this world.

P. M. R.

Loti, Pierre (pseud, of Julien Viand, 1850-

1923, French novelist), has won recognition
as a master of colorful, nostalgic descriptions
of exotic scenes and as a bard of the grim
poetry of the sea, the melancholy of the past,
and the majesty of death. Born at Rochefort,
of a distinguished Huguenot family, he
decided at 15 to become a naval officer and
entered the naval school two years later. At
the end of a long professional career he was
retired in 1910 with the rank of captain, but

volunteered (for the army) at the outset of

the First World War and was later cited for

bravery. He died, at 73, in his solitary villa

at Hendaye on the Basque coast. The French

navy buried him with national pomp in the

grove of his ancestral home at Saint-Pierre

d'Oleron. He had been elected to the French

Academy in 1891.

From the time he first knew how to write,

Loti kept a diary (Journal intime, 1926),

which later became the fount of his literary

production. He wrote more than 40 volumes
of touching memories and of impressions

gleaned in endless voyages and wanderings.

Among the lands he visited, those especially
associated with his name are Polynesia

(Rarahu, later called Le Mariage de Loti,

1880), Turkey (Aziyadt, 1879; Les D<!-

senchantdes, 1906; Suprtmes Visions d'orient,

1921), Senegambia (Le Roman d'un spahi,

1881), Brittany (Mon Frere Yves, 1883;
Plcheur d'hlande, 1886), Japan (Madame
Chrysanthtme, 1887), China (Matelot, 1893),

Morocco, the Holy Land (La Galilee, 1895),

the Basque country (Ramuntcho, 1897), India,

Persia (Vers Ispahan, 1904), Cambodia (Un
Pelerin d'Angkor, 1906), and Egypt. Plcheur
d'Islande is unquestionably his masterpiece.

Many of the works of Loti have been trans-

lated into English,

Religious doubts that crept into his mind
at a tender age molded Loti's whole life.

Bereft of a faith that had promised everlast-

ing communion with his mother the only
woman he ever truly loved he lived there-

after in mortal dread of losing her. A haunt-

ing presentiment of the utter solitude that

must one day befall him, the sense of his own

fragility and of the futility of life, affected

him profoundly. He sought eagerly and en-

viously, in later life, the secret of the abiding
faith of humble folk, through the Orient of

the Prophet, in the footsteps of Jesus in

Galilee, and at the shrines of the Indian

theosophists in holy Benares. On the other

hand his life as a sailor hardened his char-

acter in some respects and helped the full

blossoming of his talent. By simply confiding
in his readers, "unknown friends," he could

find a manner of solace for his chagrin and

anxiety. Though fleeting as a dream, his

emotions run so deep that he easily takes

his place among the best of the subjective
writers.

Loti is usually considered the initiator of

modern exotic fiction, yet the bond between
him and the many authors of exotic and

regional novels, who more or less consciously
derived their inspiration from him, is as

slight as his connection with Bernardin de

Saint-Pierre and Chateaubriand, with whom
he is too readily associated. Whether we con-

sider his works of fiction, in which his char-

acters clearly appear to be projections of his

inner self, or his travel books, in which the

very universe seems to revolve around his

person, we find him in every sense identical

with the Loti of those gems of introspective

study, Le Roman d'un enfant (1890) and
Prime Jeunesse (1919). A painter of rare

genius in the impressionistic style, he

captured the symphonies of light with a skill

that recalls Debussy's orchestration of in-

cipient and dying harmonies. His depth of

human understanding would justify placing
his whole production under the title of one
of his most stirring books, Le Livre de la

pitid et de la mort (1890).
See: J. Lemaitre, Les Contemporains (1898);

V. Giraud, Les Maitres de I'heure, Vol. I

(1911); N. Serban, Pierre Loti; sa vie et son

czuvre (1924).
P. A. C.
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Louys, Pierre (pseud, of Pierre Louis, 1870-

1925, French poet and novelist), was born in

Ghent, of French parents. He was educated

in Paris at the Ecole Alsacienne, a Protestant

institution, where he became the friend of

Andr6 Gide (q.v.),
at the Lyccte Janson-de-

Sailly, and at the Sorbonne. He made his

entry into the world of letters by founding La

Conque (1891), a review in which were pub-
lished his first poems, soon afterwards col-

lected under the title Astartd (1891). His chief

collaborators were Henri de Rdgnier (q.v.),

Gicle, and Valdry (q .v.). Five years later the

same authors founded the sumptuous review

Le Centaure. Pierre Louys was the disciple of

Heredia (q.v.) and in 1899 married Louise,

the youngest daughter of this leading poet of

the Parnassian school.

A man of insatiable intellectual curiosity

and passionate devotion to art, at once a

sensuous pagan and a refined aesthete, he

celebrated the free life of ancient Greece and

proclaimed sensual fulfillment a condition

essential to artistic creation and spiritual de-

velopment. As a Greek scholar he made the

translations Poesies de McUagre de Gadara

(1893) and Scenes de la vie des courtisanes de

Lucien (1894), graceful, piquant works of

which the subjects foreshadowed the erotic

and Hellenistic tendencies of his later writ-

ings. When Les Chansons de Bilitis, traduites

du grec par Pierre Louys (1894) was pub-
lished, several scholars mistook "ce petit
livre d'amour antique" (see the dedication)
for an authentic work by a contemporary of

Sappho. Indeed these enchanting and licen-

tious poems in prose were harmoniously
classic in style and gave evidence of sound

archaeological research. When Francois

Coppe (q.v.) publicly acclaimed Aphrodite

(1896) as one of the greatest masterpieces of

the French language, Louys became famous

almost overnight. This novel of Alexandrian

manners makes an appeal for the rehabilita-

tion of physical love and the beauty of the

nude; though shallow and unreal in psychol-

ogy, it attests a remarkable historical knowl-

edge and has pages luminously picturesque
and exquisitely pure in form. In La Femme
et le pantin (1898) the interest becomes en-

tirely psychological. Restrained yet vigorous
in expression, this Andalusian novel recounts

the pathetic experience of a man to whom

sensuality brought complete servitude and

ruin. Among Louys's numerous short stories

of classical or fictitious inspiration, Les

Aventures du roi Pausole (1901) is especially

noteworthy as a graceful and spicy bit of

drollery.

Though the success of certain of his works

was founded as much on their licentious

character as on their literary merit, some of

the poems of Louys (see Podsies, 1927) by
their grace, by that clear imagery character-

istic of the Parnassian school, and by their

pure and flexible harmony of style may well

become immortal; indeed few poets have ever

had a more fervent worship of beauty and
a more profound respect for form. The works
of Louys have inspired several musicians,

among whom the most notable is Claude

Debussy. With the exception of occasional

voyages, Louys lived in retirement in his

small luxurious home in Paris and remained
studious until his death.

See: E. Gaubert, Pierre Louys (1904) and
Le Tombeau de Pierre Louys (1925); A. Gide,
Si le grain ne meurt (1926), passim.

B. R. L.

Lugne-Poe, Aur^lien Francois (1869-1940,
French theatrical producer, director, and

actor), championed the cause of young
French writers and foreign masters at his

Theatre de 1'CEuvre. Born in Paris, he was

early attracted to the theatre and while at-

tending the Lyce Condorcet founded the

Cercle des Escholiers with Georges Bourdon,
He studied at the Conservatory (1888-1892)
and acted at the Th&Ure Libre (1888-1890)
and at Paul Fort's (q.v.) Th&Ure d'Art (1891-

1892). Painters like Bonnard, Denis, Vuillard,
and Toulouse-Lautrec offered Lugn6 stimu-

lating friendship, later contributing their art

to his theatre. The production of Maeter-
linck's (q.v.) Pelleas et Melisande on May 17,

1893, at the ThdStre d'Art, for which Fort

had given Lugnd-Poe full responsibility,
affirmed the scenic value of the Belgian's
work and Lugn-Poe's leadership in avant-

garde theatrical circles. Lugn6 and his friends

determined to prolong their association and,

hopeful of discovering a great French master-

piece, called their enterprise the Th&ltre de
1'CEuvre.

The Theatre de 1'CEuvre opened its first

season on October 10, 1893, w^h Ibsen's (q.v.)

Rosmersholm, inaugurating a vigorous cam-

paign for foreign masterpieces, especially
Scandinavian. Until Lugn6 severed relations

with the languishing symbolist movement

(1897), the character of the CEuvre remained

essentially symbolist, although he always
welcomed any play which might stir a

sluggish public. Stormy receptions by enemies
and by conservative critics merely inspired
him to succeed. While still in his so's Lugni
launched playwrights like Henry Bataille

(q.v.), Maurice Beaubourg, Tristan Bernard

(q.v.), and Edmond Se. Wilde's Salomt had
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its world premiere at the CEuvre on February
n, 1896, and Jarry's (q.v.) Vbu Roi was

greeted there noisily on December 10, 1896.

The roster of the (Euvre's authors extends

brilliantly through the years, including
Romain Holland, Emile Verhaeren, Andre
Gide (qq.v.), Jean Jullien, Albert Samain,

(q.v.), and Paul Claudel (q.v.) in the period
before 1914, Fernand Crommelynck (q.v.), Jean
Sarment (q.v.), and Stve Passeur (q.v.) in the

1920'$.

With the loyal cooperation of his actress

wife, Mme Suzanne Desprs, Lugn6-Poe sup-

ported Parisian productions with the proceeds
of tours, at the same time extending the

influence of his experimental venture. Eager
to meet Ibsen, Lugn, in the first important
tour of the CEuvre troupe (1894), dared take

French versions of the writer's dramas to

Scandinavia. Ibsen's kindness and advice as-

sured in Lugn a lifelong devotion. Other

tours carried the troupe to many parts of

Europe, South America, and Africa. As im-

presario Lugn sponsored Parisian appear-
ances of such artists as Eleonora Duse, Ermete

Zaccone, Isadora Duncan, and Ruth Draper.
After serving in the Intelligence Department
(1914-1918), Lugn^Poe won back the im-

portant position of the Th&itre de 1'CEuvre

with no resources except a reputation for im-

posing foreign masterpieces and the works of

promising young Frenchmen. The names of

Lugn6-Poe and Suzanne Despr& are inter-

woven with that of the CEuvre for, undaunted

by constant material hardships, they per-

sistently discovered and revealed dramatic

talent. The French theatre is richer because

of Lugn-Poe's vitality, fearless honesty,
liberal interests, and literary discernment.

See: Lugn6-Poe, La Parade (3 vols., 1931-

1933); D. Knowles, La Reaction iddaliste au
thi&tre depuis 1890 (1934), pp. 172-208; M.

Coindreau, La Farce est joute (1942), pp.

249-262.
G. R. J.

Lundegird, Axel (1861-1930, Swedish novel-

ist), is scarcely a figure of first importance in

Swedish literature, but his work (like that

indeed of his contemporary Gustaf af

Geijerstam, q.v.) reflects some of the most

characteristic phases of literary development
in Sweden in the last 60 years. His first work,
a volume of short stories / gryningen (1885;
At Dawn), reveals him as an extremist ex-

ponent of the spirit of the Scandinavian 8o's

with its strenuous moral feeling (influenced

by Kierkegaard and Ibsen's Brand) and its

rigid realistic techniques. It soon became

apparent, however, that this early polemic
radicalism was more a half-naive youthful
reflection of the spirit of the day than it was

an essential expression of Lundegird's own

literary temperament. His first novel, Rode

prinsen (1889; The Red Prince), provides an

early accounting with the orthodoxy of the

8o's. Its central character, Max von Rosen-

berg, is a young author who comes in the

course of the novel to lose his early liberal

faith in social and political democracy and
the current naturalistic literature. He feels

that the literature of the 8o's had drawn an

overidealized picture of the worker and that

it had gone too far in its prevailingly dark

depiction of human life in general. He calls

instead for more light and sunshine in

literature and champions an idealistic in-

dividualism not without its points of contact

with Nietzsche (q-v.). In the new program
for literature expressed in Rode prinsen,

LundegSrd was in line with the literary ideals

of the Swedish go's (Heidenstam, Lagerlof,

Levertin, qq.v., etc.); but LumlergSrd him-

self was not capable of making in the long
series of novels that succeeded Rode prinsen
a really significant creative contribution to

the new necromantic literature that flowered

so richly in Sweden around the turn of the

century. These novels fall loosely into two

classes: first, a group of soft, quietly elegant
romantic tales with sentimental erotic themes

(Titania, 1892; Prometeus, 1893; Tannhauser,

^95; Fru Hedvigs dagbok, Fru Hedvig's

Diary, 1895); and secondly, a number of am-
bitious but only partially impressive histori-

cal novels (Struensee, 3 vols., 1898-1900;

Drottning Morgareta, 2 vols., 1905-1906;

Queen Margaret; Drottning Filippa, 1907;

Drottning Cilia, 1910; and others).

In his later years LundegSrd's creative pro-

ductivity feel off sharply; but during these

years he wrote two pieces of biographical
reminiscence (one on Victoria Benediktsson,

the other on Strindberg, qq.v.) which are

among the most valuable documents on

literary trends during the 8o's in Sweden. In

these works Lundegird draws on his ex-

periences as a literary collaborator with both

Victoria Benediktsson and Strindberg, par-

ticularly with the former, whose literary
executor he became.

See: S. Linder, "Axel LundegSrd," Ord och

bild, XL (1931), 482-490.
A. G.
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M
Machado, Antonio (1875-1939* Spanish poet),

was one of the leading poets of Spain follow-

ing the renaissance brought about by Rubn
Darlo's "modernism." Always an admirer of

Dario, he rejected the sensual as well as the

verbal aestheticism of his school, adopting

only the lyrical attitude from which it sprang.

From the "modernistic" movement, or rather

from its French models, Machado also derived

the subjective feeling for the atmosphere of

reality which replaced the descriptive repre-

sentation of realityor the romantic devia-

tion from it prevailing in the poetry of the

preceding period. Except for this debt to the

art of his time, Machado's work has a non-

temporal accent, the result and expression of

an intense concentration in his inner life.

His biography is in perfect accord with the

simple austerity of his poetry. Born in Seville,

he probably owed to his father, a disciple of

Sanz del Rio (q.v.) and the first scholarly col-

lector of Spanish folklore, an authentic liber-

alism, a preoccupation with the rebirth of

Spain, and a taste for popular lore and wis-

dom which was raised to a higher spiritual

level an important part of his work. He
studied at the Instituci6n Libre de Ensenanza.

Afterward he went to Paris, where at the

turn of the century he learned the modes of

new poetry and sensibility. In 1907 he became

a teacher of French, and years later a teacher

of Spanish literature. He taught successively

in the Institutes of Soria, Baeza, and Segovia.

Meanwhile he studied philosophy, first with

Bergson (q.v.) in Paris, later in Madrid. Re-

spected always as a writer, he shunned

recognition and kept aloof from literary

groups and passing intellectual fashions. He

preferred the friendship of obscure, modest

people, appreciating in them, above all, hu-

man kindness and honesty. When the re-

public came, he was transferred to Madrid,
elected to the Spanish Academy, and ap-

pointed a member of the Consejo de Instruc-

ci6n Publica. Machado's moral quality on

which so much of the value of his poetry rests

was shown during the civil war. When

many intellectuals abandoned the cause of

the people, Machado, old and sick, discovered

a new energy which he devoted to the

struggle. He followed the government to

Valencia and Barcelona. Never a prolific

writer, he then wrote almost daily for the

republican press. He made public appearances

and endured the hardships of a chaotic situa-

tion. And yet, in a time of unbridled passions,

his words were lofty and noble, without a
trace of demagogy or hate. In January, 1939,
he crossed the Pyrenees afoot, with the mass
of exiled refugees, and died a month later in

the French village of Collioure. He became a
true symbol of the moral strength and aspira-
tions of his people, whom he had never for-

gotten.

Machado produced little and slowly, first

publishing three short books, Soledades (1903),

Soledades, Galenas y otros poemas (1907), and

Campos de Castilla (1912), reprinted together
with some new poems in Poesias completas
(1917). Then followed Nuevas canciones (1924)
and three new editions of Poesias completas
(1928, 1930, 1934). In these were included, be-

sides the later poems, his philosophic and

poetic-prose aphorisms, maxims, and frag-
ments, which he attributed to one Juan de
Mairena, a creation of his own mind. Other

prose fragments of the same type appeared in

1936 with the title Juan de Mairena: Sen-

tencias, donaires, apuntes y recuerdos de un

profesor apdcrifo. His last writings have been
collected posthumously in editions published
in Mexico and Argentina. In collaboration
with his brother Manuel Machado (q.v.), also

a poet of distinction, he wrote several poetic

plays as well as adaptations of Hugo's Hernani
and of classic plays* by Lope, Tirso, and
Calder6n.

Machado the poet can be characterized by
certain objective aspects of his work, such as

his themes and ideas. He has a close relation-

ship with the writers of the Generation of '98,

especially with Azorin (q.v.), for his feeling
toward the humble things of life, and with

Unamuno (q.v.), for his religious and philo-

sophical preoccupations. He is the poet of

Castile, with its austere lands and men, its old

cities, its history and soul. To Castile he is

also bound by the gravity of his character and
a deep personal experience in Soria, where

he married and lost his young wife, the only
love of this solitary poet. This experience had
an ever present influence on him. The influ-

ence of his native Andalusia is less evident,

but not less important. It can be perceived in

his melancholy introspectiveness, in the fine-

ness of his sensibility, and in the popular
form and substance of his "cantares," prov-
erbs, and maxims. He is also a poet of ideas

a political poet who reflected in his writ-

ings the problems and hopes of modern Spain,
and a poet of circumstances, who found his

themes in the most immediate and common
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experiences. He is modern in his thought and
aesthetic conception, and at the same time

classic and traditional, a direct inheritor of

the moral inspiration of poets such as Jorge

Manrique. But his real value does not depend
on his themes or ideas; it springs from a

poetic comprehension of universal human
emotions time, death, and the search for

God. These he sees in reality and in life be-

cause he is a realist and a stoic who turns

towards himself in a continuous soliloquy to

seek and find the eternal sources of man's

spiritual anxiety and also the moral strength
to accept with humble conformity man's

destiny. The constant dialogue with himself

to which he alludes in "Retrato," one of his

most characteristic poems, has a double pro-

jection in his poetry, in a remembering and

dreaming neither material nor fantastic, but

spiritual, to such an extent that were it not

for his permanent attachment to reality and
vital experience he could almost be character-

ized as a mystic. In this combination of real-

ism and transcendent illusion, as in every-

thing else, Machado is profoundly Spanish
and as such very difficult to classify as belong-

ing to any school or pattern.
See: F. de Onis, Antologia de la poe-

sia espanola e hispanoamericana, 1882-1932

(1934), pp. 258-292; E. A. Peers, Antonio
Machado (1940, in English).

A. del R.

Machado, Manuel (1874-, Spanish poet), was
born in Seville, as was Antonio Machado

(<JM/.), his brother, from whom he differs

profoundly. In Manuel the influence of Seville

persists as an essential characteristic of his

work, even though he has spent the greater

part of his life in Madrid. For this reason,
while Antonio is considered the poet of

Castile, Manuel is considered a fundamentally
Andalusian poet. To this basic Andalusian
character there was added the influence of

Madrid, and both were later to be fused and
refined by the Parisian, acquired through
Machado's French readings and the years he

spent in Paris between 1898 and 1900. There
is no incompatibility in his poetry between
these three influences, at first sight so at

variance. It was in Paris, under the influence
of French symbolism (q.v.), that the Spanish
personality of Manuel Machado molded by
the two Spanish cities that are at once the
most refined and the most popular revealed

itself in its full originality, universal and
modern.
The poetry of Manuel Machado, to be

found in various works beginning with Alma
(1902) and collected in Poesias (Opera Omnia

Lirica) (1924), represents at its best one of

the supreme forms of contemporary Spanish

poetry. Although it seems slight because his

unfailing good taste keeps him from in-

sistence and repetition it offers great variety
and wealth of themes and forms. More than

any other Spanish poet he represents the full

range of the modernist movement, by reason

of his command of the French poetic tech-

nique which in him is perfectly fused with

the most traditional and popular Spanish
forms, by his use of the symbolist themes and

sentiments, by his impressionist descriptions,
his archaeological primitivism, his transcrip-
tions of paintings, his feeling for the trivial,

the commonplace, the decadent, by his ab-

normal sensitivity and his lack of will power,

by his aristocratic interpretation of the

popular. All these highly diverse elements

are effortlessly combined in every moment of

his work through some subtle, indefinable

quality which is his originality, something
that is grace, lightness, tone, bouquet, air

all contained and precise elegance, in a

word, very Spanish in character and very
much of Seville in tone. Because this poetry,
which is the essence of poetry, seems so light

there are those who do not hold it in suf-

ficient esteem; for this very reason it must be

affirmed that it is unique and that its author

must be regarded as one of the leading poets
of this epoch.

See: A. Gonzdlez-Blanco, "Manuel Ma-

chado," in Los contempordneos, Ser. 2 (1908),

pp. 83-124; J. ChaMs, Vuelo y estilo (1924),

PP- Q?- 1^-
F. de O.

Machar, Josef Svatopluk (1864-1942, Czech

poet and essayist), was the leader of the

realist movement in Czech poetry. He was

born in Kolfn and in 1891 became a bank

clerk in Vienna, where he lived till 1918. In

1916 he had been imprisoned by the Austrian

authorities for his anti-Austrian underground
activities. He became in 1919 inspector

general of the Czechoslovak army (largely

charged with the educational program), but

had to resign in 1924 because of a purely

personal affair. This drove him into bitter

opposition to his former friend, Masaryk.
Machar died in March, 1942, in complete re-

tirement.

The writing career of Machar began with

lyrics in the tradition of Heine and Neruda

(q.v.), later collected in the three volumes of

Confiteor (1887-1892). In contrast to the

decorative diction of poets such as Vrchlick^

(q.v.) and Cech (q.v.) Machar wrote in simple,
almost prosaic style, and in distinction from
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their buoyant optimism he sang only of his

heart's disillusionments which he bore with

ironical skepticism. Many of these early

poems, which were followed by a brilliant

series of sonnets (1891-1893), are extremely

witty as well as genuinely poetic in their

sharp outlines, vivid impressionism, and

slightly cynical pessimism. A later collection,

Vylet na Krym (1900; A Trip to the Crimea),
is a subjective travel diary in verse which

shows a happier mood and an undiminished

power of observation and description. But
Machar soon widened his themes to include

political and social questions. Tristium Vin-

dobona (1893) is a series of satirical and

skeptical meditations on the politics and

ideology of his own nation. Machar suspected
romantic nationalism and disliked the in-

effectiveness of the Czech parliamentary oppo-
sition in Vienna. His early satirical attitude

towards women changed. Now he saw them
as victims of circumstances and in a volume
of sketches and portraits of women called

Zde by mily kvest rule (1894; Here Should
Roses Bloom) pleaded the cause of their

emancipation. Magdalena (1894; Eng. tr.,

Magdalen, 1916) is a highly amusing verse

novel of a prostitute who marries respectably
but is forced back to her "establishment" by
the relentless persecution of small-town

gossips.

With Golgotha (1901) Machar embarked on
a cycle of volumes which he came to call

Sv8domim vSku (The Conscience of the

Ages), covering the whole history of the

world from Babylon to the First World War.
The models of Hugo and Vrchlicky were

obviously before his eyes. The title poem of

Golgotha gives the clue to Machar's philoso-

phy of history: Satan upbraids Christ on the

Cross for having founded Christianity which
will bring only suffering, cruelty, slaughter,
and weakness to humanity. Another volume
of the series is thus appropriately called Jed
z Judey (1906; The Poison from Judaea);
others glorify the virtues Machar admires

the bright intellect of the Greeks and the

power of the Romans. V zdfi hellenskdho

slunce (1906; In the Glow of the Greek Sun),

Barbafi (1911; Barbarians), Pohanskd plameny
(1911; Pagan Flames), ApoStolovd (1911; Apos-

tles), Oni (1921; They), and On (1921; He)
are the other titles of the cycle, which is built

on the contrast, derived from Nietzsche (q.v.),

between classical joy and Christian morbidity.
Machar resumed his satirical writing after

the war with Tristium Praga (1926) and many
epigrams and satires against Czechoslovak

political conditions. Machar's prose, like his

poetry, is always lucid and readable. He is a

brilliant pole.mist and satirist as well as story-
teller. Many volumes of reminiscences (e.g.-

Konfese literdta, 2 vols., 1901, The
v Confgj

sions of a Literary Man; Krimindl, igi$rng
tr., The Jail, 1922; Pit let v kasdrndch, 1927,
Five Years in the Barracks) and portraits

(VidenSkd profily, 1919; Viennese Profiles) rise

above the level of good journalism. In a

widely read travel book, Aim (1907; Rome),
Machar expounded again his philosophy of

history, but there his uncritical glorification
of antiquity and superficial anticlericalism

sounded even more blatant than in the more

imaginative verse.

Machar's historical importance is con-

siderable: his return to colloquial diction, his

dislike of the igth-century belief in progress,
his hatred of the Hapsburgs and of Catholi-

cism, his plea for the emancipation of woman,
left a permanent impress on wide sections

of Czech public opinion. But the Nietzsche-

ism and bitter political resentments of his

later years again isolated him, and his in-

fluence has been steadily on the decline. From
an artistic point of view his early work is

preferable; the later volumes of "The Con-
science of the Ages" are frequently hasty

improvisations, and his prose also displays

many lapses of taste and power.
See: V. Martinek, /. S. Machar (1912); Arne

Novrik, MuiovA a osudy (1914); P. Buzkovi,

Zena v zivoti a dile J. S. Machara (1918); J.

Susta, "Macharfiv ftfm," in Z dob ddvnfch i

blizkych (1924). There are German transla-

tions of many of Machar's works.

R. W.

Mac-Orlan, Pierre (pseud, of Pierre Du-

marchais, 1883-, French novelist), was born in

Pronne, Somme. He attended the lycte in

Orleans. Prior to 1914 he was one of the

bohemians who haunted the slopes of

Montmartre, holding innumerable positions,

notably one as a cartoonist. It was then he

adopted the Scotch pseudonym by which he

is now known. At the outbreak of the First

World War he had written but a few

humorous short stories for various magazines.
One of these, Le Rire jaune (1914), was a

parody on the Martian invasion of the world

as described by H. G. Wells; in Mac-Orlan 's

story the invader is a strange sickness, "yellow

laughter/' which almost annihilates the

human race. In another, La Bte conquerante
(published in book form with Le Rire jaunc,

1920), as the result of an operation a pig be-

gins to speak. Thereupon man operates on all

the animals, who gradually replace him in

performing intellectual tasks. Centuries later

man is able to regain his original sovereignty
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when the animals in turn succumb to their

indolence. These two stories reveal the

essence of Mac-Orlan's early thought and art:

nothing is more unstable than' civilization. It

is the property of art to visualize ways of life

other than the ordinary and to study people

living on the margin of civilization pirates
and galley slaves of other days, soldiers of the

Foreign Legion and apaches of today. The
First World War, in which Mac-Orlan took

part, emphasized his original leanings and

clarified for him the vague notion on which

his antirealism was based: where action is

concerned, reality falls far short of the ideal.

From this conception stem the two successive

phases through which Mac Orlan has passed
in his denying the fitness of reality as subject
matter. The first phase is reflected in his

adventure stories, the second in his tales of

witchcraft. The book he wrote on the war,

Les Poissons morts (1917), bore witness to his

disillusionment, to his conviction that action

could never be a satisfactory substitute for

dreams. Le Manuel du parfait aventurier

(1920) crystallized this feeling: the true ad-

venturer is one who without leaving his arm
chair dreams his adventures. Le Chant de

I'equipage (1918) and A bord de I'Etoile

Matutine (1920) illustrate this theory. The
supernatural elements in Le Negre Leonard
et Maitre Jean Mullin (1920) are drawn from
various works on witchcraft which complete
Mac-Orlan's library. Malice (1923) is inspired

by certain Germanic legends.
Post-war materialism gave new meaning to

Mac-Orlan's imaginative powers. He felt more

strongly than ever that it was the duty of the

poet to create a new set of legends and myths
to counteract the barbaric materialism into

which humanity was settling. La Cavaliere

Elsa (1921) and La Venus Internationale

(1923) represent two episodes of this struggle.
See: Georges Girard, "Notes bio-bibli-

ographiques: Pierre Mac Orlan," Bulletin de
la Maison du Livre Franfais, January i, 1922,

pp. 140-142; Benjamin Crmieux, "Pierre

Mac-Orlan," Revue europdenne, Vol. IV,
October i, 1924, pp. 16-26.

P. B.

Madariaga, Salvador de (1886-, Spanish essay-
ist and poet), was born at La Coruna in

GalicL;. Trained as an engineer at the Ecole

Polytechnique in Paris, he moved to London
in 1916 and devoted himself to journalism.
In 1921 he entered the League of Nations

Secretariat, becoming in the following year
director *of the disarmament section (1922-

1927). From 1928 to 1931 he occupied the

chair of Spanish studies at Oxford University.
For the Spanish republic he served as am-
bassador to the United States (1931) and to

France (i93*-i934)-
A product of three cultures, speaking and

writing in Spanish, French, and English with

the same perfection (all translations of his

books are his own), Madariaga is, of all living

Spanish intellectuals, the most cosmopolitan-
minded figure. This spirit of cosmopolitanism,
or call it rather humanism, is reflected in his

political philosophy, based on the double

principle of the liberty of the individual and
the solidarity of mankind. Hence his interest

in the problems of international relations and
world organization as means to the realization

of this double principle and the attainment

of peace, subjects discussed in his political

writings (e.g., Disarmament, 1929; Discursos

Internationales, 1934; Theory and Practice in

International Relations, 1937; The World's

Design, 1938). Hence also his interest in the

problems of national psychology as a political

factor in the relations between countries, of

which his Englishmen, Frenchmen, Spaniards

(1928) is the best example. His interest in

international affairs, however, has not lessened

his preoccupation with Spain and things

Spanish in general. Since Madariaga has lived

most of the time abroad, especially in Eng-
land, his task in this respect has consisted

mainly in presenting and interpreting Spain
its land and its people, its problems and its

values to the outside world. That he has

accomplished his aim in a brilliant manner
is well illustrated in his historical essay Spain

(1930; the second English edition, 1942, covers

the period 1930-1942 as well) and in his

several writings on different phases of Spanish
literature (Shelley 6* Calderdn, 1920; The
Genius of Spain and Other Essays on Spanish

Contemporary Literature, 1923; Guia del

lector del "Quijote" 1926, Eng. tr., Don

Quixote, 1934). Also to be mentioned in this

connection are the author's two historical

biographies, Christopher Columbus (1940)

and Herndn CorMs (1941), which have ap-

peared both in Spanish and in English.

Finally, the same Spanish inspiration, in psy-

chological mood as well as in technique, is to

be found in Madariaga's creative work as a

poet (Romances de ciego, 1922; La fuente

serena, 1928) and, more recently, as a drama-

tist (Et Toisdn de oro, 1940).

See: H. Petriconi, "Methodische Probieme

der Kulturkunde (Zu den Werken Salvador

de Madariagas)," Die neueren Sprachen, XL
(1932), 257-263; A. Aita, "Un espiritu
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europeo: Salvador de Madariaga," Nosotros,

LXXX (1933), 62-69-
C. B.

Maeterlinck, Maurice (1862-, Belgian drama-

tist, poet, and essayist), was born in Ghent,

studied law, and even practiced it half-heart

edly for a little while. In 1886 he went to

Paris, where he joined the phalanx of young

symbolist poets who were lining up against

the naturalistic sway in literature. In 1889

were published his dream-ridden poems,
Serres chaudes, and La Princesse Maleine, a

drama of thwarted love and mystery which,

extraordinarily enough, the naturalistic writer

Octave Mirbeau (g.v.) was the first to herald

publicly, and overenthusiastically. Maeterlinck

became famous overnight.
His succeeding plays, L'Intruse and Les

Aveugles (1890), Pelleas et Melisande (1892),

Inttrieur (1894), established his reputation.
In contrast to the naturalistic theatre, which

portrays realistically man's strife with the

physical and tangible powers of evil in society,

he created a drama which depicts symboli-

cally the conflict the soul wages, "in the

presence of eternity and mystery/' against the

dark and unseen forces of evil in the uni-

verse. The brooding pessimism of his early

work became tempered, however, in later

plays such as Aglavaine et Selysette (1896)

and Monna Vanna (1902). The spell Death
cast over his characters yielded gradually to

the redeeming power of love, and in L'Oiseau

bleu (1909), finally, Tyltyl and Mytyl discover

that death does not even exist. But they
learn also that happiness cannot be found

except in the heart of the seeker.

This dramatic evolution had been presaged
in his prose work Le Tresor des humbles

(1896) especially in the chapters on Ruys-
broeck, Novalis, and Emerson, whose mysti-
cism and transcendentalism penetrate him
and parallels the evolution of his thought in

his later essays, La Sagesse et la destinee

(1898) and Le Temple enseveli (1902). The
spirit, he came to believe, cannot be stained

by the mortal sins of the flesh; misfortune,
sickness, even death, are external to man's
real life, which is spiritual and cannot perish.
He found seeming justification for such en-

couraging optimism in his study of the

intelligence and will to live of flowers, bees,

termites, ants L'Intelligence des fleurs (1907),
La Vie des termites (1927) which bespoke to

him the presence in all things as well as in

man of a spirit which religions have called

divine and which protects life in an otherwise

hostile and unknown universe. He holds that

even if such a belief ttrere to prove an illu-

sion, it at least lends 4ie heart strength to go
to the end of the roa< Let evil reign in the uni-

verse, justice, goodness, and love in the soul.

As for unterrestrial immortality for the

individual soul, Maeterlinck can hold out the

hope of survival only in the bosom of the

universal conscience, just as the body does

in universal matter; he confessed stoically, in

La Mort (1913), the impossibility of piercing
the great secret and found comfort in the

thought that a world devoid of mystery would
be unbearable. He returned inevitably to the

quest, however, and the certainty he could

not find in pantheism or established religion
he sought through the agency of the occult

sciences, in L'Hote inconnu (1917), Le Grand
Secret (1921). While confirming him in his

faith in the spiritual nature of life, they did

not dispel his ignorance and doubts regard-

ing the fate of man.
His ultimate attitude is one of melancholy

agnosticism in the presence of destiny. His

studies represent his poetic explorations in

the mystery of life and death rather than a

well-coordinated and original philosophical

system. In his symbolistic theatre, however,
he was the creator of a spiritual and idealistic

art, a drama of the soul, which has had uni-

versal appeal and influence.

Maeterlinck won the Nobel prize in litera-

ture in 1911. In 1920, he came to the United
States on a lecture tour. He returned in July,

1940, this time as a refugee from the Second
World War. Most of his works are available

in English translations.

See: H. Rose, Maeterlinck's Symbolism: The
Blue Bird, and Other Essays (1911); J. Bithell,

Life and Writings of Maurice Maeterlinck

(1913); U. Taylor, Maurice Maeterlinck; a
Critical Study (1914); A. Bailly, Maeterlinck

(1931); G. Harry, La Vie et I'ceuvre de Maurice
Maeterlinck (1932).

S. A. R.

Maeztu, Ramiro de (1876-1936, Spanish jour-
nalist and essayist), was born in Vitoria, of a
Cuban father and an English mother. A so-

journ in Cuba as a lad brought him into

contact with the political disturbances there,

and his first articles predicted Spain's catastro-

phe of 1898. Maeztu came into prominence in

Spain as a member of the iconoclastic group of

young intellectuals later known as the Genera-
tion of 1898. His subsequent career was
marked by change change of residence,

change of political faith. He traveled much
on the Continent. For 15 years he was a news

correspondent in London, and his articles
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published in Correspondent and other

Spanish periodicals were influential in arous-

ing the interest of Spaniards in English politi-

cal and social life. In 1928 the dictator, Primo

de Rivera, sent Maeztu, now an arch-conserva-

tive, as ambassador of Spain to Argentina.
After the fall of the monarchy he became

one of the leaders of the reactionary faction,

the Acci6n Espanola, working always against

the liberal forces of the Spanish republic.

He was imprisoned after the outbreak of the

civil war and, according to report, was killed

when he was taken from prison by Loyalist

troops on November 7, 1936.

Although Maeztu was an important figure

in the literary world of Spain during the first

third of this century, much of the value of

his writings may be said to be historical and

political rather than literary. Their influence

was augmented by Maeztu's opportunistic

tendency to advocate the popular idea of the

moment. From his youthful position of

flamboyant anarchism he passed to that of

stern defender of hierarchy and discipline.

His first book, Hacia otra Espana (1899),

urged the reform of Spain by opening its

doors to the currents of contemporary Euro-

pean thought, a point of view which he later

renounced completely. During his years in

London he tended to uphold Anglo-Saxon
manners and ideas as models for his fellow

countrymen. In Authority, Liberty, and Func-

tion in the Light of the War (1916), later

published in Spanish under the title La

crisis del humanismo (1919), there is a

noticeable shift from the individual to the

collective ideal of government. Here he at-

tempts to demonstrate that both authority
and liberty have failed as a basis for society,

and he maintains that the society of to-

morrow must be founded on the principle of

function. Defcnsa de la hispanidad (1934) is

an eloquent document which the party of

General Franco and the Spanish Falange in

South America have used as propaganda. It

is antiliberal, antidemocratic, anti-Anglo-

Saxon, anti-Semitic. In it Maeztu states cate-

gorically that the hope of the future is a re-

turn to the past. He attributes to the ideals

of the French Revolution all the political ills

of the past 200 years and for "liberty,

equality, fraternity" would substitute "service,

hierarchy, brotherhood/' He urges all Span-

ish-sptaking countries to unite under the

ideal of the ancient Catholic monarchy, the

only road to stability and power. Don Quijote,
Don Juan y la Celestina (1926) is a sociolpgi-

cal interpretation rather than a literary
criticism of these characters of fiction. Other

works of Maeztu are Inglaterra en armas

(1916), El arte y la moral (1932), and Cinco

ensayos sobre don Juan, con un prdlogo de A.
Castro (1933).

See: R. G6mez de la Serna, Azorin, 1930
ed.; S. de Madariaga, Spain (1930); F61ix

Garcia, Al travds de almas y libros (1935).
K. R. W.

Magalh3es Lima, Jaime de (1857-1936, Portu-

guese novelist), was born in Aveiro. He de-

voted himself to politics and social questions
and traveled extensively. His literary forma-
tion was within the tradition of the realistic

school, and he was a friend of the most

outstanding figures in this movement. His

writing began later, however, when new
influences, such as the Russian and the

Scandinavian, had come to be felt in the

novel. It fell to him to incorporate the first

of these tendencies into the Portuguese novel.

He was so attracted by the doctrines of Leo

Tolstoy (q.v.) that he visited this writer in

Russia and set about to popularize his ideas

in books and articles. O transviado (1899; The
Mislaid One) is the first attempt in Portugal
in the field of the mystico-realistic thesis

novel; in its pages a penetrating psychological
instinct enhances its quality and interest.

Later he wrote other novels and stories of the

same evangelical, humanitarian type O
sonho da perfcifao (1901; The Dream of Per-

fection), Na paz do Senhor (1903; In the

Peace of Our Lord), and Reino da saudade

(1904; Kingdom of Longing). His work is

primarily of interest in that it represents the

introduction of this new modality in the

modern Portuguese novel.

See: J. Agostinho, Jaime de Magalhaes
Lima (1911).

E. G. D.

Magnusson, GuSmundur, see Trails ti, J6n.

Maiorescu, Titu (1840-1917, Rumanian liter

ary critic and statesman), studied in Vienna,
Berlin, and Paris, and upon returning to his

native land, brought with him Western

European ideas. Appointed professor of phi-

losophy in the University of Jassy in 1862, he

attempted to blend Kantian and Schopen-
hauerean systems with Hegelianism. He soon

realized, however, that in a country hardly

emancipated from oriental influences the

immediate task was preliminary ground work.

He consequently set out to teach funda-

mentals. The literature of the period had not

yet reached its full development, and many
were the sins of minor poets. Maiorescu wrote
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his incisive critical investigation, Poezia

romdna (1867; Rumanian Poetry), Bella de

cuvinte (1873; Word Intoxication), and his

monumental Critice (1874; Criticisms).

Maiorescu founded the society Junimea
(Youth) of Jassy in 1865, and two years later

the Convorbiri literare (Literary Conversa-

tions). In 1871 he was elected to represent

Jassy in the Chamber of Deputies. Establish-

ing himself in Bucharest, Maiorescu practiced

law, was named professor of logic and occu-

pied the chair until 1909, became minister of

education in 1874 and 1888, minister of justice

in 1900, and minister of foreign affairs in

4910. In 1912 he rose to the premiership of

Rumania and dictated the Peace of Bucha-

rest (1913), after the Second Balkan War.

An aristocrat and leader of the conservative

Junimea (Youth), the former literary society

which became a political party, Maiorescu

could not accept the Marxian theories of

Dobrogeanu-Gherea (q.v.). Hence the epochal
debate on "art for art's sake" vs. "art with a

tendency." The two critics exchanged the

most skillful thrusts with elegance and fervor.

The professor of logic and the former inmate

of czarist prisons contributed considerably to

the raising of literary polemics to a lofty

plane.
See: N. lorga, Oameni cart au lost (1935).

L. F.

Makuszy&ski, Kernel (1884-, Polish short-

story writer, dramatic critic, and novelist),

was born of humble parents at Stryj in the

oil-bearing foothills of the Carpathians. He
was educated in Lw6w. His literary career

began with the publication of youthful

poems and theatrical reviews in Slowo polskie

(The Polish Word). For 10 years (1904-1914)

Makuszyriski was dramatic critic for Slowo;

later he became dramatic director of the

Lw6w Theatre. He was interned at the out

break of the First World War and removed

to Kiev, where he continued to direct plays.

Returning in 1918 to Poland, he lived in

Warsaw and in the Tatra mountain resort

Zakopane. Within a short time he was the

most popular writer in the realm. Poems,

novels, short stories, translations, theatrical

reviews, feuilletons, and children's tales

flowed from his pen in an unending flood

in response to an apparently insatiable

popular craving for "the Makuszyriski touch/'

which was a combination of whimsey and

humor plus a large admixture of sincere

patriotism. Time will inevitably winnow out

much of MakuszyAski's enormous output, but

his children's stories are likely to live. Typical

of his peculiar talent are Panna z mokrq
gfowq (1932; The Girl with the Wet Pate),
the Jeromesque Czlowiek znaleziony w nocy
(1932; The Man Found in the Night), and
Szatan z siddmej klasy (1936; The Devil of

Class Seven).
See: Z. D?bicki, Portrety, II (1928), 183-

198; M. Orlicz, Polski teatr wspdlczesny (1932),

passim; K. Czachowski, Obraz wspdlczesnej

literatury polskiej, II (1934), 278-281, 381-382.
A. P. C.

Malaparte, see Suckert, Curzio.

Malaquais, Jean (1908-, French novelist),
Polish born, is said to have learned French
in three years, mastering it sufficiently to write

his novel Les Javanais (Eng. tr., The Men from
Java, 1941, American title, Men from Nowhere ,

1943) directly in that language. The work
was awarded the Th6ophraste Renaudot prize
f r 1 939- It concerns a community of out-

casts who have drifted to a forlorn spot in

southern France, where a small mining com-

pany offers them work at starvation wages.
There are family rebels, international hobos,

adventurers, refugees. The author reveals a

gift for character analysis and the creation of

a tense, somber atmosphere.
In 1939 Malaquais enlisted as a volunteer

in the French army. Since his demobilization

two works have been published in America,
the lurid Journal de guerre (1943; Eng. tr.,

Jean Malaquais' War Diary, 1944) and Tenta-

tions (1943), a group of two short stories.

P. B.

Mallarml, Stlphane (1842-1898, French poet
and aesthetician), was born in Paris and died

in Valvins near Fontainebleau. His apparently
obscure teacher's life was ruled by the same
exclusive ''furious vocation" as Villiers de
I'lsle-Adam's (q.v.). When a child, he end-

lessly wrote Lamartinian verse. At the lycte
in Sens, he discovered Les Fleurs du mal (see

Baudelaire) which gave him his true orienta-

tion, then Poe and Gautier. About that time

he became connected with the new Parnassian

group and, at first, joined in their cult of

vocables and their endeavor to bring more
musical purity and weight to French poetry.
He became Banville's admirer and friend,

and Villiers appeared to him as "one of the

elect." Through the latter he became ac-

quainted with Hegel's philosophy. Having
married, he went to London (1862-1864) in

order to learn Poe's language his future

means of livelihood which started him on
the road to his linguistic and grammatical
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investigations (see Petite Philologie . . . les

mots anglais, 1878). His lifelong interest in

English poets and England i$ shown in his

essay on Tennyson (Vers et Prose), his Five

Letters to Swinburne (privately printed, 1922),

the Oxford lecture (La Musique et les lettres),

the essay on Hamlet (Divagations). Appointed
to the Tournon lycee as teacher of English
in 1863, he lived in the Rhone Valley (except
for a year at Besan^on) until 1872 and became
the friend of Aubanel and Mistral (qq.v.). He
contributed to Le Parnasse contemporain

(1866) some poems in which reflections from

Nerval and others gleam in a Baudelairian

stream. In 1866, having "committed the sin

of beholding Dream in its ideal nakedness/'

he realized the nature and scope of his

poetical gifts and with the "fearful vision of

the pure poem" before him "laid the founda-

tion" of his "magnificent achievement"

(Lettres d Aubanel, 1924). Unfortunately sick-

ness and the tedium of his profession en-

dangered the "most divine works" he had

envisaged and made him despair. Neverthe-

less Mallarm wrote at that time two great
works Herodiade, a drama in verse (in Le
Parnasse contemporain, 1869), and another

in prose, Igitur, ou la Folie d'Elbehnon (not

published until 1925), both left unfinished.

The latter is the active presentation while

HdrodiadCj "the poem of absence," gives the

passive aspect of the same theme.

In 1872 Mallarme went to Paris, where his

teaching career ended in 1893. The happier

part of his last years was spent at his Valvins

cottage. In 1865, at Danville's suggestion, he
had written one scene in verse, "L'Aprts-
Midi d'un faune," the first version of which.
a "two-voiced poem" (unfinished) meant for

the stage, differs largely from the "Eclogue"
(1876; final ed., 1887), which inspired Debussy.
He gave later a poetic adaptation of G. W.
Cox's Mythology under the title Les Dieux

antiques (1880), including an anthology of

mythological poems by Banville and Leconte
de Lisle.

Mallarm remained unknown until 1884,
when Huysmans (q.v.) in A rebours and Ver-
laine (q.v.) in his Les Pottes maudits paid
him homage. Then the future leaders of

French art and literature gathered around
him, at the famous "Tuesdays" in the "Rue
de Ppme," and foreigners such as George
Moore, Reyes, O'Shaughnessy, Stefan George,
and, above all, Whistler, the author of a

startling likeness of the poet, and later Gosse,

Symons, T. S. Eliot, and others came to share
the heroic "sublime madness" of the Prince
of Poets.

Poems, from "Le Guignon" (1862) to

"Sonnets" (1887), repeatedly revised (col-

lected in Potsies, 1887; 2d ed., 1899; 3d ed.,

19*3; "Po6mes de circonstance" posthumously
added, 1920); beautiful translations of Poe's

poems (collected 1888); prose poems (partly

published in Pages, 1891); Album de vers et

de prose (1887-1888); Vers et Prose (1893);

articles on the aesthetics of poetry and on

style (collected in Divagations, 1897, which

includes some prose poems and portraits, and
in La Musique et les lettres, 1894) these were

given to small advance-guard reviews. As

Mallarm progressed, his works became more

premeditated and strictly fashioned, hence his

growing preference for the sonnet. Villiers

said: "Each of his poems should be viewed as

one architecture manifesting a concept,
otherwise as a general organization." Gour-

mont found in them the "principle of the

ideality of the universe" which had come into

French poetry with Baudelaire. A poet's aim
is to free the pure idea, "notion pure," from

things or appearances, from the unruliness of

time or "hazard." His work will be the sum
total of the wizard's incantations, which act

like a spell gradually transforming the reader

into an exalted "diviner." The poems
Mallarm left, though but detached "shreds"

of his intended work, are each a perfect sym-
bolic whole wherein everything acts re-

ciprocally, i.e., a complex drama imaging the

other drama that is being enacted in the

poet's mind. Consequently the nature and

possibilities of the theatre were bound to

challenge his philosophical and technical

powers. His 1876 letters to O'Shaughnessy and
various reported discussions prove that he was

even then engaged upon a "vast dramatic

work" (G. J. Aubry, "Banville, Mallarm et

leurs amis anglais, d'aprfcs des documents

inedits," Figaro, June 2, 1937). His discovery
in 1885 of Wagner's opera caused him to

define his own position in this respect. Mal-

larm claims that the poet alone may create

this drame ideal, in which converge and unite

all other tributary arts and which rejects

"outworn" legends or anecdotes and vain

scenery. The Wagnerian opera, marred by
extraneous elements, remains at mid-height,
but Mallarm aims for the summit, the road

to which he traces with remarkable elegance
and lucidity in the "Ceremonials" (Revue

independante, 1886-1887, republished in Vers

et Prose) and in the essays concerning the

theatre in Divagations. The microcosm or

condensation of his ideal drama is the

"Book." This throws light upon Mallarme's

famous pronouncements, "Everything in the



world exists to be consummated in a book"

(Divagations) and "There is but one Book"

(Autobiographic, 1924), to which he had

hoped to contribute 20 volumes including
four generating tomes of Un Coup de Des.

His style harmonized with the Book and the

ideal drama he had conceived. This style is,

as he intended, new, condensed, suggestive,

rich in musical qualities. It has extraordinary

variety, while rejecting explanatory and imi-

tative elements. Mallarm's syntax with its

numerous parenthetical clauses is inevitably,

at first, difficult for the reader and a source of

obscurity through its foreshortenings, un-

expected juxtapositions, and displacements;
but it has the dquilibre superieur he required.
His resilient verse, which complies with the

rules of traditional prosody, also has a re-

markable objective ideal plasticity. The poet
said of Un Coup de Des, ''Primarily prints."
That is why Un Coup de Des as well as

every poem he wrote is a figure vivified by
music.

In 1897, one year before his death, Mai-
larm published Un Coup de Des jamais
n'Abolira le Hazard (in Cosmopolis, 1897, re-

published 1914). A cast of the dice symbolizes
the creation of the poem that challenges
"hazard." The drowning of the ship's master,
followed by the like fate of his young suc-

cessor, portrays the engulfing of the poet by
contingencies and the forces of time. We find

here no abdication, but instead Baudelaire's

exhilaration made up of joy and terror, faith

and irony; and Un Coup de Dls rises on this

twofold basis in the "language of lyricism and
satire that lies in the very depths of poetry."

See: J. K. Huysmans, A rebours (1884); p -

Verlaine, Les Poetes maudits (1884); P-

Vatery, Varitti II (1929); E. Noulet, La
Poesie de Stdphane Mallarmt (1940); P. Beau-
sire, Essai sur la poesie et la poetique de
MallarmA (1942); H. Mondor, Vie de Mallarme

(1942); Mallarm, CEuvres completes (1945).
Some of Mallarrn's poems have been freely
rendered into English by Roger Fry, with com-
mentaries by Charles Mauron (Poems, London,
1936, New York, 1937).

M. M.

Malmberg, Bertil (1889-, Swedish poet), was
born at Harnosand and studied at Uppsala
and in Germany on a traveling scholarship.
He has published many volumes of original

verse, together with translations of recent

German poetry and a study of Schiller. Of his

prose the charming interpretation of child

life, Ake och hans v&rld (1924; Eng. tr., Ake
and His World, 1940), is deserving of special

MALRAUX
mention. In his original poetry he stands

alone among present-day Swedish writers. He
is a pagan mystic, wholly detached from the

life of the moment. The dominant influence

in his work is the neoclassical vein of such

modern German masters as Stefan George,

Hofmannsthal, and Rilke (qq*v.). For his de-

votion to ideal beauty and philosophic intro-

spection the volume Atlantis (1916) is typical.

His mood is profoundly sad and solitary,

changing from misty moonlight to the desola-

tion of autumn, but with occasional gleams
of faith in the "supernatural city of beauty"
which beckons to him out of the future. In

his volume Sangerne om samvetet och ddet

(1938; Songs cf Conscience and Destiny),

however, the poet recants his aestheticism

and advocates a simple acceptance of duty and
human fellowship.

c. w. s.

Malraux, Andr (1901-, French novelist), was

born in Paris, the son of a civil servant. He
received his training in the Paris School of

Oriental Languages, where he studied San-

skrit, Chinese, and archaeology. Malraux has

become a colorful, brilliant, and profound

literary exponent of the revolutionary

thought and action of his generation. Deeply
influenced by Nietzsche, Dostoevski, and

Andr6 Gide (qq.v.)> he has explored the

human and philosophical meaning of the

political struggles of the 2oth century that

have led, in a series of bloody outbreaks, from

the Russian Revolution to the Second World
War.
While in Indo-China in 1923 on an archae-

ological expedition in quest of Khmer statues,

he became interested in the problems of

colonial peoples and joined the Young
Annam League in its fight for dominion
status. As associate secretary-general of the

Kuomintang, he played a leading role in the

National Liberation Movement in 1925 and
in the Canton general strike of that same

year. In 1926 in Shanghai, Malraux became a

member of the Committee of Twelve (of

which Chiang Kai-shek was also a member)
in a coalition of the Kuomintang and the

Communist Party, and during the 1927 revo-

lution he was given the post of propaganda
commissioner for the provinces of Kwangsi
and Kwantung. It was the experiences of

these years and their lessons at the same
time intensely personal and of political and
moral import that Malraux poured into his

first three novels, Les Conqutrants (1928; Eng.
tr., The Conquerors, 1929), La Voie royale

(1930; Eng. tr., The Royal Way, 1935), and
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La Condition humaine (1933; Eng. trs., Man's

fate, Storm over Shanghai, both 1934). The
last, his masterpiece, won him the Goncourt

prize and world-wide fame. In the reaction

that followed the successful Shanghai revolu-

tion of 1927, Malraux left China for Persia

and Afghanistan, where he made important
discoveries of Greco-Buddhist art. His next

adventure was a flight, in company with his

aviation instructor, Captain Corniglion Mo-
linier, over the Arab desert. There, north of

Ruba-al-Khali, he discovered what he claimed

to be the Queen of Sheba's legendary city. In

France during the troubled pre-war years he

participated in numerous anti-fascist activi-

ties. His disinterestedness, his burning passion,
his brilliance, his gift for crystallizing issues

in phrases and slogans that were both

challenging and charged with far-reaching

implications (such as his famous transformer
le destin en conscience), gave his voice and

hjs writings authority among the politically

progressive masses of the world.

Le Temps du mepris (1935; Eng. tr., Days
of Contempt, American title, Days of Wrath,
both 1936) is a brief novel dealing with the

imprisonment and escape of a leader of the

German underground in the days of the Nazi

terror. When the Franco revolt broke out on

July 18, 1936, Malraux immediately flew down
to Madrid and organized an air corps for the

Loyalist government. He participated in 65

flights over fascist territory, in the course of

which he was twice wounded. In 1937 his

novel on Spain, L'Espoir (Eng. tr., Days of

Hope, American title, Man's Hope, both

1938), was published. When war came in

1939, he volunteered in the tank corps, was

captured, escaped to Unoccupied France,'

where he completed a book on Colonel

Lawrence, "Le Dmon de 1'absolu," as yet un

published, and a long novel, La Lutte avec

range (of which the first volume, Les Noyers
de I'Altenburg, appeared in Lausanne in 1943
in a limited edition), and was active as a

soldier with the French Forces of the Interior.

Malraux writes, as he lives, in a mood of

almost superhuman tension. The world of

his novels is one of violence and death, of

revolutionary upheavals, of oppressed men

struggling for their lives and their "dignity/'
He portrays men at moments when they must
face {ultimate questions, and it is here that

his exceptional gifts seem to come to their

sharpest focus. Death and revolution are his

main dramatic subjects, and they bring his

characters, on both sides of the "barricades,"

to test their resources of courage and will,

their power to endure suffering, to confront

the problem of evil. Malraux's revolution-

aries, in contradistinction to their bourgeois
capitalist enemies, find their strength, not in

themselves as individuals, but in their ideal

of social purpose and human betterment, in

their sense of human brotherhood. Yet, un-
like so many proletarian writers, Malraux
does not underemphasize individual psychol-
ogy but treats it, rather, as a function of a
social complex, A man of wide culture, he has

brought his great resources of knowledge and
of imagination to bear upon this problem of
man's consciousness in the throes of crisis.

Though Malraux is realistic in his respect
for and vivid presentation of material reality,
his exotic subject matter, the intellectual and
emotional range of most of his characters,
as well as the dramatic tension and the re-

current mood of exaltation that pervade his

work, ally him to the romantics. A serenity,
a tenderness, a feeling for the grandeur of
human capacity for endurance and sacrifice,

underlie the passion and the torment of his

novels and lift his work at its best to heights
of tragic beauty.

See: Geoffrey Stone, "Anch Malraux: From
Death to Revolution," American Review, VII

(1936), 287-300; Haakon M. Chevalier, "Andr
Malraux: The Return of the Hero," Kenyan
Review, II (1940), 35-46; Pierre Brodin, Les
Ecrivains franfais de I'entre-deux-guerres

H. M. C.

Mandelshtam, Osip (1892-, Russian poet),
born at Warsaw, a graduate of the University
of St. Petersburg, was one of the leaders of
the Acmeists, who seceded from the symbol-
ists about 1910. Mandelshtam, in theory and
practice, has stood for the expert and reverent
use of words, demanding of the writer that he

apply the same selective precision as does any
craftsman in choosing his working material.

Rejecting the verbal fancifulness of the sym-
bolists, he has employed mostly words of

common speech, characteristically giving to

his first book of verse the title Kamen (1913;

Stone). "We are introducing Gothic into word
relations," he declared, "in the way Bach

brought it into music/' In a laconic style and
classic meter Mandelshtam has sung aloof-

ness, indifference, and a defeatist fatalism. "I

have never been anyone's contemporary," he
boasted. "All has been, all will recur again.
Sweet for us is the moment of recognition

only/' In a sense he yearned for medievalism,
the "noble mixture of rationality and mysti-
cism and the sensation of the world as a liv-

ing equilibrium/' The Revolution left him
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untouched and sad: "Broken is my spinal

cord, my beautiful pitiful century." In 1922

a slim volume of his verse, Tristia, was pub-
lished. He wrote some memoirs in prose, in

1925, and a novel, Yegipetskaya marka (1928;

Egyptian Stamp).
A. K..

Mann, Heinrich (1871-, German novelist),

born in Liibeck, shares with his younger

brother Thomas Mann (q.v.) acute awareness

of the painful contrast between the bourgeois

and the artist. In both brothers the paternal

conservatism of an old family of North

German patricians battled with the inheri-

tance of an artistic mother of Creole blood.

While Thomas treated his problems with re

serve and detached irony, Heinrich gave him-

self with intellectual passion to the full ex

prcssion of his artistic and ethical impulses,
whether they welled from the world of

beauty-intoxicated Southern sensuality or

from the wrathful ethos directed against the

sham and rottenness of the society of the

German Empire under William II. He
studied in Berlin, spent much time in travel

ing, and lived for long intervals in Italy.

He began his literary career as a disciple of

Zola, Maupassant, and D'Annunzio (qq.v.),

but soon developed an art and style of his

own in which naturalism, romanticism, and

expressionist-grotesque criticism of the time

either fused or were alternately predominant.
His first novel, Im Schlarafjenland (1901; Eng.

tr., In the Land of Cockaigne, 1925), is pure
naturalism, while the three novels about the

duchess of Assy, under the general title Die

Gotlinnen (1902-1903; Eng. trs., The Goddess,

1918, Diana, 1929), present an orgy of the

senses in the successive metamorphoses of the

duchess as Diana, Minerva, and Venus. His

novel Professor Unrat (1904; Eng. trs., The
Blue Angel, 1932, Small Town Tyrant, 1944)

shows the decline and debauching of a Ger-

man schoolmaster. Disgustingly vulgar and

blasphemous in parts, it nevertheless shows

Mann's art of creating milieu, his ability to

unfold psychologic details, and his mastery of

pertinent words and phrases. This talent of

Mann is turned to an aesthetically more de-

lightful account in the novel Die kleine Stadt

(1909; Eng. tr., The Little Town, 1931), the

story of the visit of a company of actors to

a small Italian town. One of Mann's master-

pieces, it reveals the usually embittered

pamphleteer as an able romancer who with

benevolence and detachment brings to life

the essence of human existence in the happy
and tragic fate of little people. It is in glaring

contrast to the confessional Zwischen den
Rassen (1907), a work which attests to the

author's difficulty in choosing between ethnic
and moral values. This aims, for the benefit

of the Germans, at formulating the ideal of

a European culture, a goal from which the

Germans seemed still remote, as is revealed
later by Mann's powerful satire of German
society under the empire, the trilogy Das
Kaiserreich; not released for publication until

some time after their writing, the novels Der
Untertan (1918; Eng. tr., The Patrioteer,

1921), Die Armen (1917; Eng. tr., The Poor,

1917), and a few years later Der Kopf (1925;

Eng. tr., The Chief, 1925) constitute a damn-
ing indictment of the ruling class, a skillful

if grotesquely distorted pillorizing of the

bourgeoisie, and an intellectually sympathetic
sketch of the proletariat. The books are docu-
ments of political wrath and human indigna-
tion, and while their strict confinement to the

empire of William II is unjust and untenable
the hypocrisy and selfishness of the Kaiser-

reich was only a specific form of the wave of

materialism that had swept Western civiliza-

tion they are nevertheless works of a man
who, fighting for a civilized humanity, de-

scribes with courage and eloquence the faults

and weaknesses of his generation.

During the time of the Weimar Republic,
Mann was elected president of the writers'

section of the Prussian Academy. In this

position he continued to work vigorously for

the creation of a European culture to which
all races would contribute their share.

Brilliantly written essays tell of his intel-

lectual leadership. Before Nazi persecution
forced him into exile, several novels of widely
divergent problems and milieus appeared,
Mutter Marie (1927; Eng. tr., Mother Mary,
1928), Eugenie oder die Bilrgerzeit (1928; Eng.
tr., The Royal Woman, 1930), Die grosse
Sache (1931), and Ein ernstes Leben (1932;

Eng. tr., The Hill of Lies, 1934). Until the
Nazis occupied France, Mann lived in Nice.
Then he came to the United States.

In exile he continued, with numerous
articles and essays, his relentless war against
the enslaver of men and culture. In the field

of fiction he wrote his "largest and most
ambitious" works, the historical novels Die

Jugend des Kdnigs Henri Quatre (1935; Eng.
tr., Young Henry of Navarre, 1937) and Die

Vollendung des Kdnigs Henri Quatre (1938;

Eng. tr., Henry, King of France, 1939). Deal-

ing with the problem of "human greatness,
its questionable value and merit," Mann
portrayed on the broad canvas of 16th-century
France one of the most interesting figures of
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European history. Though magnificent in

many parts, the novels are deficient in clear-

ness of plot and sustained excellence of style.

The novel Lidice (1943) is a^ curious amalgam
of an expressionistic drama and a movie

script. As a literary document which is to

honor the representative greatness of the

martyred Czech town, it is painfully in-

adequate. His autobiography, Ein Zeitalter

wird besichtigt, appearing in 1945-1946, was

greeted as a critical masterpiece.

Among Mann's attempts at the drama the

most worthy of note is his play of the French

Revolution, Madame Legros (1913); it has

effective scenes and is done with a good
measure of superb satire. As a champion of a

new European humanism and a passionate

fighter for intellectual and political freedom,

as the master at times of an original, expres-

sive, and cultured style, Heinrich Mann has

secured for himself a permanent place in

German literature.

See: H. Sinsheimer, Heinrich Manns Werk

(1921); W. Schroeder, Heinrich Mann (1932).

W. K. P.

Mann, Klaus (1908-, German novelist, essay-

ist, and playwright), was born in Munich,
son of Thomas and nephew of Heinrich

Mann (qq.v.). By his 2oth year he had

written a play (Anja und Esther, produced
in 1925), short stories (Vor dern Leben, 1925),

and a novel (Der fromme Tanz, 1926), each

work promising, if slight, and representative
of the diversity of his endeavors. There

quickly followed the comedies Revue zu

Vieren (1926), Gegeniiber von China (1929),

and Geschwister (1930; an adaptation for the

stage of Les Enfants terribles of Cocteau, q.v:)

and another volume of short stories,

Abenteuer (1929). But if a certain youthful
casualness marred the early works, the vivid

recollection of his own childhood now lent

understanding and accuracy to his charac-

terizations of Frau Christine's youngsters in

Kindernovelle (1927; Eng. tr., The Fifth

Child, 1927) and to the portraits of his

family and associates in his "autobiography/'
Kind dieser Zeit (1932). In an Anthologie

jungster Lyrik (2 vols., 1927-1929) and an

equally provocative Anthologie jungster Prosa

(1928) he published characteristic specimens
of his c6n temporaries. With his sister, Erika,

he wrote gay accounts of their trips about the

world (Rundherum, 1929; Das Buch der

Riviera, 1931), and in 1931 appeared a col-

lection of essays on the predicament of the

European literati (Auf der Suche nach einem

Weg). His next novel, picturesque and

startling in its thesis concerning the success

of Alexander the Great (Alexander: Roman
der Utopie, 1929; Eng. tr., Alexander, 1930),

indicated his interest in semihistorical

themes, which he reasserted some years later

in his Tchaikovsky novel (Symphonie
pathetique, 1935; Eng. tr., Pathetic Symphony,
1938) and in the tale of Luclwig II of Bavaria

(Vergittertes Fenster, 1937).

In 1933 Klaus Mann left Germany. Since

then he has been actively interested in gen-
eral cultural issues, has edited the literary
anti-Nazi magazine Die Sammlung (1933-

*935) and Decision (1941-1942), and has,

time and again, demanded greater political
awareness on the part of today's younger
writers (see Escape to Life, 1939, The Other

Germany, 1940, both in collaboration with

Erika Mann, and his autobiographical com-

mentary on his own generation, The Turning
Point, 1942). At the same time creative

writing has continued to engage him

(Mephisto, 1936; Der Vulkan, 1939); and both
as editor (Heart of Europe, 1943, an antholo-

gy, with Hermann Kesten, q.v.) and as critic

(Andre Gide and the Crisis of Modern

Thought, 1943) he has established himself as

one of the most discriminating and intelligent
of the younger Germans abroad.

V. L.

Mann, Thomas (1875-, German novelist and

essayist), was born in the Hanseatic city of

Liibeck, the son of a wealthy grain merchant
and his wife, of German-South American ex-

traction. After his father's death, Thomas and
his family moved to Munich, where he worked
first in an insurance office and later on the

staff of the magazine Simplicissimus, attended

the university, and wrote his early short

stories (e.g., "Gefallen," 1894; Der kleine Herr

Friedemann, 1898). During a stay in Rome
with his older brother Heinrich Mann (q.v.)

he began his first novel, Buddenbrooks, which
was published in 1900 (imprint, 1901; Eng.
tr., 1924). Conceived on a small scale as

merely "a protracted finger practice with no
ulterior advantages," the book developed into

a broad account of the history of a Hanse-
atic family whose strength and prosper-

ity are gradually being undermined by the

disintegrating fascination which the arts,

Wagner's (q.v.) music, and Schopenhauer ian

ideas exercise upon its successive generations.

J. P. Jacobsen, Turgenev, and Maupassant
(qq.v.) were some of the formal models of

this brilliant naturalistic novel. Its central

theme is the emerging relationship between
the bourgeois life of the igth century and
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the precarious modern sensibility of the

artistic temperament an issue which oc-

cupied Thomas Mann throughout his earlier

work, especially in his verse drama Fiorcnza

(1906) and in his three superb short stories,

"Tonio Kroger" (1903; Eng. tr., 1914),

"Bekenntnisse des Hochstaplers Felix Kruir

(1911; enlarged, 1937), and Der Tod in Vene-

dig (
1 9 1 3> EnS- tr" Death in Venice, 1925),

the first tale "dearest to my heart," the

second, suggested by the memoirs of Mano-

lescu, "the best and happiest thing I have

done/' and the third one of the most perfect
and widely admired petits romans written in

our time.

The first literary fruit of his marriage in

1905 to the daughter of the mathematician

A. Pringsheim was Konigliche Hoheit (1909;

Eng. tr., Royal Highness, 1916), "a comedy
in the form of a novel," in which the ar-

tistically minded aristocratic hero, preoccu-

pied with his private problems, eventually
works out his salvation within the social

framework of duty and sacrifice instead of

becoming a victim of life.

The years during and after the First World
War drew Thomas Mann, whose tastes and
cultural traditions, as he himself insists, were

"moral and metaphysical, not political and

social," into an ever greater concern with the

issues of the day. A long essay, "Friedrich und
die grosse Koalition" (1915; Eng. tr. in Three

Essays, 1929), and the volume Betrachtungen
eines Unpolitischen (1918) represent his "war

service with the weapon of thought" and the

substance of his conservative political specu-
lations during the European conflict. Es-

pecially in the essay "Von der Tugend" (in

Betrachtungen} he deplores the political in-

eptitude of German writers, and in this and

subsequent pleas (Von deutscher Republik,
1923) he calls for a genuine mobilization of

the German intellectuals in support of the

new state.

In 1924 appeared Der Zauberberg (Eng. tr.,

The Magic Mountain, 1927), a spectacular
novel of ideas, which was begun in 1912

during a three weeks' visit to Davos. The mi-

nutely detailed canvas of this characteristi-

cally German Bildungsroman catches the

spiritual pattern of European civilization

during the first part of the present century
and projects it into the rarefied atmosphere
of a Swiss sanatorium. There, drawn into

many baffling relationships, a youthfully
innocent and impressionable German engi-

neer, Hans Castorp, discovers the prob-
lematical nature of life and death. In the

midst of sickness and decay and surrounded

by exponents of every conceivable human at-

titude, especially the extremes of devital-

ized reasoning and overrationalized living,

he resolves to respect and maintain the pro-
found distinction between life and death:

"For the sake of goodness and love," he con-

cludes in the cardinal chapter "Schnee,"

"man shall let death have no sovereignty over

his thoughts." The breadth of its intelligence,
the subtlety of its arguments, the precision
of observation, and the consummate crafts-

manship of its composition have made The

Magic Mountain one of the most conspicuous
German contributions to the modern Euro-

pean novel.

Work on Der Zauberberg was accompanied
by the publication of a delightful prose idyl,
Herr und Hund (1919; Eng. tr., Bashan and

I, 1923), and the writing of several volumes of

critical essays (Rede und Antwort, 1922;

Bemiihungen, 1925). Later collections of

critical prose (Die Forderung des Tages, 1930)
reaffirm the subtlety of Thomas Mann's critical

perception ("Amphitryon," "Rede iiber Les-

sing") and testify to the alertness of his re-

sponse to the cultural challenges of the time.

Apart from frequent tributes to those writers

to whom he has felt himself most closely re-

lated Novalis, Heine, Whitman, Fontane

(q.v .),
Ibsen (q.v.), Tolstoy (q.v.), Joseph Con-

rad, Gide (q.v.) he has devoted one volume of

studies, Leiden und Grosse der Meister (1935;

Eng. tr., Freud, Goethe, Wagner, 1937), to

Goethe, Wagner, Platen, and Storm.

During the 2o's, Thomas Mann insisted

upon the spiritual and political obligations
which the humanistic heritage of the Euro-

pean tradition imposed upon the liberal

European writers (see Pariser Rechenschaft,

1926). His intellectual convictions were based

upon Nietzsche (q.v.) and the German con-

servative tradition and sprang from a lively

sense of historical continuity and spiritual
order. In a delightful story, Unordnung und

fruhes Leid (1925; Eng. tr., Early Sorrow,

1929), he portrays, against the background of

his own family and with melancholy irony,
the moral and social confusion which re-

suited from the chaotic years of the European
inflation of values. In 1930, the year after he
was awarded the Nobel prize in literature,

there appeared the Novelle entitled Mario
und der Zauberer (Eng. tr., Mario and the

Magician, 1930), a "tragedy of travel" with
"moral and political implications."

In the meantime the plan was being formu-
lated for what will rertainly prove to be
Mann's most profound and elaborate state-

ment of his vision of man's timeless nature
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though not, perhaps, his most pleasing work.

A portfolio of illustrations depicting the story
of Joseph, for which he was asked to write

an introduction, suggested to him the subject
of the novel Joseph und seine Briider, the

first volume of which was not published un-

til 1933. Not unlike Dez Zauberberg, this

impressive tale emphasizes the cultural ob-

ligations which a purposeful life imposes

upon the human being. The biblical world
is seen through the ever sharpening eyes of

the young Joseph, another Hans Castorp,
whose environment, manners, and language
are reproduced with meticulous archaeologi-
cal accuracy, but who is, at the same time,

endowed with the knowing perception of

a modern observer. The four bulky volumes,
Die Geschichten Jaakobs (1933; Eng. tr., The
Tales of Jacob, American title, Joseph and
His Brothers, both 1934), Der junge Joseph
(1934; Eng. tr., The Young Joseph, 1935),

Joseph in A egypten (1936; Eng. tr., Joseph in

Egypt, 1938), and Joseph, der Ernahrer (1944;

Eng. tr., Joseph the Provider, 1944), represent
Mann's most positive treatment of the social

frame outside of which civilized living is im-

possible. The broader problem of cultural

unity has thus absorbed in Mann's later work
the issue of the artist's personal relationship
to society. In Lotte in Weimar (1939; Eng.
tr., The Beloved Returns, 1940), which relates

the historic visit in 1816 of Werther's Lotte

to the aged Goethe, the stress is not so

much upon the problematical figure of the

artist as upon the humanistic achievement of

a man whose self-denying and stylized life is,

to the bourgeois observer, not without

strangeness and tragedy. In this book and in

the short novel Die vertauschten Kopfe (1940,

Eng. tr., The Transposed Heads, 1941) the

delicacy and refinement of Mann's detach-
ment have become disturbing, and his style
is often pedantic, pontifical, and mannered,

although his talents as storyteller are as ap-

parent as ever.

After 1933 he lived in Switzerland, where he
edited the literary journal Mass und Wert

(*937 ff)- since his arrival in the United States

(in 1938), he has taken an active part in the

discussion of current political issues (The
Coming Victory of Democracy, 1938; This

Peace, 1938) without, however, achieving in

the New World the effectiveness of argument
or speech for which his earlier German essays
had made him so distinguished.

See: Mann, A Sketch of My Life (1930);

James Cleugh, Thomas Mann; a Study (1933);
H. J. Weigand, Thomas Mann's Novel Der

Zauberberg (1933); J. G. Brennan, Thomas

Mann's World (1942); W. A. Reichart,
"Thomas Mann: An American Bibliography/'
Monatshefte fur deutschen Unterricht,
XXXVII (1945) 389-408.

V. L.

Maragall i Gorina, Joan (1860-1911, Cata
Ionian poet and essayist), was born in the

city of Barcelona of a well-to-do, middle-class

family and received a very careful education.
For some time he was a journalist, imparting
to his articles a quality that sometimes gave
them the value of literary essays. He revealed
himself at once as a poet of lofty inspiration
when he participated in the Joes Florals of

Barcelona in the year 1881. His first volume
of poetry appeared in 1895 with the title

Poesies, and this was followed soon by Visions
i cants (1900; Visions and Songs), Les dis-

perses (1904; The Dispersed), Enlla (1906),

Secjiiencies (1911; Sequences). Elected presi-
dent of the Ateneo of Barcelona in 1903, he
read his essay "Elogi de la paraula" (Praise
of the World) which, along with his "L'elogi
de la poesia," (The Praise of Poetry) stands
as a minor masterpiece in this difficult genre.
He translated the Ifigenia a Taurida from
Goethe, who influenced his thought and work
so greatly, Eridon i Amina (1904) of the same
author, Enric d'Ofterdinger of Novalis (1907),
and Himnes Homerics. His complete works
were published by his own sons (Obres com-

pletes, 21 vols., 1929-1935) with eloquent pro-

logues and essays by distinguished critics.

As a literary theorist Maragall advocates an
absolute spontaneity and is opposed to any
subsequent retouching of works. His theory
of the "living word" influences his disciples

considerably, and the danger of approving all

that is instinctive and undeveloped was seen

when, after his death, his followers found
themselves the custodians of his doctrines
without his talent. Living in the Barcelona
of the beginning of the century, which was
in a state of upheaval and full of class

hatreds and struggles between the workers
and the powerful middle class, Maragall re-

vealed himself as a very human poet and
writer although never-going beyond the limits

of a broad and Christian sympathy for the
humble folk. Barcelona indeed makes itself

felt in all his work, is evident in his language,
"characterized by a sweet Barcelonian im-

purity," as has been said, and in his subjects,

especially the "Oda a Barcelona" which pre-
sents the great Mediterranean city in all its

grandeur and in its defects as he sees them.
Verses of his are on all Catalonian lips, either

recited or sung to the music by distinguished
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Catalonian musicians. The "Cant de la

senyera" (Song of the Banner), "La sardana"

(Catalan national dance), "La vaca cega"

(The Blind Cow), and especially the "Cant

espiritual" (Spiritual Song), a vigorous and

charming work, are among the best.

Maragall was one of the keenest spiritual

guides the Catalonian middle class has ever

had and sometimes its severe critic, though
never really a radical. His pretended anarch-

ism was purely intellectual in nature and for

the most part no more than a certain re-

belliousness which ambient reality aroused in

his spirit. Some of his observations and
intuitive deductions were brilliantly pre-

sented, as in his article "L'esgl&ia cremada"

(The Burned Church) when he declared that

he sensed God more among the ruins of a

church devastated by the fury of the revolu-

tionists than in the churches visited by the

mighty. He exerted an immediate influence

on various writers. Maragall is a much-read

poet in the Catalan-speaking countries. At
times he treated expertly themes of extraor-

dinary breadth, as in his "Comte Arnau"; in

this traditional figure of Catalonian poetry he
saw the incarnation of what for Nietzsche

(q.v.) was the prototype of the superman. In

translation he is much esteemed in Hispanic
countries. Miguel de Unamuno (q.v.) pro-
claimed him at his death "the best Peninsular

lyric poet."
See: Joaquim Folguera, Les noves valors de

la poesia Catalana (1919); M. Sants Oliver,

prologue, in Maragall, Obres completes

(1929); Josep Pijoan, El meu don Joan Mara-

gall (n.d.).

F. de P.

Maraiidn, Gregorio (1887-, Spanish essayist),

was born in Madrid, where since his youth
he has been a well-known figure in the world

of science, literature, and high society and
later of politics. A physician and scientist by

profession, Maran6n belongs to that rare type
marked by destiny to attain success in several

fields. He was, before the civil war, a pro-
fessor in the faculty of medicine at the Uni-

versity of Madrid; a leading specialist in

endocrinology; one of the most esteemed

practitioners in Spain; a member of various

academies, among them the Academy of

Letters; a doctor honoris causa in some of the

best-known foreign universities. He had also

a great political influence in the first years of

the republic, heading at the time with Ortega

y Gasset (q.v.) the Agrupaci6n al Servicio de

la Repiiblica. It is even said that his advice

to the persons close to Alfonso XIII was

instrumental in bringing about the downfall
of the monarchy without bloodshed. Like

Ortega, he later grew apart from the republic,
left Spain at the outbreak of the civil war,
and since then has been bitterly criticized by
the republicans for what they term his deser-

tion and even for his pro-Franco sentiment,
a charge which he tried to repudiate indi-

rectly in his pamphlet Liberalismo y comu-
nismo: Reflexiones sobre la Revolucidn

Espafiola (1938).
As a literary figure Maran6n represents,

better perhaps than other Spanish scientists

who entered the field of literature, a char-

acteristic tendency in contemporary Spanish
essay writing, the applying of the knowledge
acquired in the study of a scientific discipline
to the problems of general culture and, in

the case of Spain, to its national and historical

problems, the predominant subject in con-

temporary Spanish thought. A man of wide

reading, the owner of a vast and selected

library, MaraiVm's essays and books are nu-

merous. Although cultural in outlook, they
are based with few exceptions, on biological
facts or doctrines. Some deal with problems
of social behavior, such as Sexo, trabajo y de-

porte (1925), Tres ensayos sobre la vida sexual

(1927), Amor, conveniencia y eugenesia (1931),

Vocacion y dtica (1935), and Psicologia del

gcsto (1937); some are interpretations of

literary characters such as Don Juan; some
are dedicated to the history of scientific ideas

in Spain, especially Las ideas bioldgicas del

Padre Feijoo (1934); some are of a general
character, such as the essays collected in Rail

y decoro de Espafia (1933). There is also an-

other group of biographical and historical

studies in which Maran6n is probably at his

best; among these are the biological essay

Enrique IV de Castilla (1930), Amiel: Un
estudio sobre la timidez (1932), El conde-

duque de Olivares (1936), which Karl Vossler

rated as an "extraordinary work of research

and exposition," and the more recent Tiberio:

Historia de un resentimiento (1939) and Luis

Vives, un espanol fuera de Espafia (1942).
A. del R.

Marcel, Gabriel (1887-, French dramatist,

critic, and philosopher), has succeeded in

winning distinction in two widely different

fields. As a philosopher he may be accounted

one of the leading contemporary idealists,

and as a dramatist, though he has never won

great popularity, his work has certainly stood

in the front rank for the last 30 years. The

gap between the two types of endeavor is

not so great as it might seem at first glance.
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Marcel's plays spring directly from his con-

cept of life, but they can by no means be

considered merely as vehicles for the expres-
sion of abstract ideas. Indeed, a reader know-

ing little about Marcel might easily put them
down as continuations of Porto-Riche's (q.v.)

thddtre d'amour. He himself acknowledges
his technical debt to Porto-Riche and Curel

(q.v.), to Ibsen (q.v.) and Schnitzler (q.v.): but

he goes on to recognize an intellectual debt as

well to Meredith, Dostoevski (q.v.), Nietzsche

(q.v.), and, above all, Bergson (q.v.). Marcel's

work as a philosopher has dealt chiefly with

epistemological problems and has stressed the

importance of intuition, affirmation, and faith.

It is not surprising, then, that his plays most
often are investigations into the value of

faith, the impulse to believe, in the lives of

men and women and into the necessity for

love, of God and of one's neighbor, as a

catalytic agent, if a satisfactory relationship
with either God or man is to be achieved.

These concepts, in some form, run through
all his plays, notably La Grdce (1911), Le

Quatuor en fa diese (1925), Un Homme de
Dieu (1925), La Chapelle ardente (1925), and
Le Dard (1938). Marcel has not attempted in

these pieces to reach a definite conclusion; he
views his material from many angles, mak-

ing his reader aware of its richness and com-

plexity and leaving him not so much with a
moral as with a heightened perception of a

spiritual atmosphere. Three books of phi-

losophy, Journal mdtaphysique (1927), Eire
et avoir (1935), and Du rcfus d, invocation

(
194)> give a clear idea of his philosophical

development, and numerous uncollected re-

views, in particular in the Nouvelle Revue
franfaise, mark him as a sensitive and in-

telligem critic.

See: Jean Wahl, Vers le concret (1932); Paul
Archambault, Temoins du spirituel (1933).

C. W., Jr.

Marichalar, Antonio (1893-, Spanish essayist),
was born in Logrono, of an aristocratic

family. A man of sensitive perception and
keen literary curiosity, familiar with various

foreign languages, he has devoted his life to

the reading and study of literature, with

special attention to contemporary authors in

English and French. The fruits of his medita
tion on the aesthetic problems presented by
this epoch are his essays on poetry and on
such' authors as Claudel, Gide (qq.v.) 9 James

Joyce, Lytton Strachey, and Liam O'Flaherty,

among others, which comprise the volume

Mentira desnuda (1933). He is guided in his

analysis of contemporary aesthetics by no

literary school or militant position, but by a

pure, elevated understanding of the essential

values of poetry in all times and all lands. In

addition to these essays which have made him
a guiding light and an interpreter of foreign

literature, he is the author of a book on a

Spanish theme with foreign contacts, a biog-

raphy of the last duke of Osuna (Riesgo y
ventura del duque de Osuna, 1930; Eng. tr.,

The Perils and Fortune of the Duke of Osuna,

1932).

See: P. Salinas, "Un libro de Marichalar,"

Indice literario, II (Madrid, 1933), 85-89.
F. de O.

Marinetti, Filippo Tommaso (1876-1944,

Italian poet, novelist, dramatist, and critic),

is best known for his revolutionary theories

of criticism, for which he found the name
"futurism." These embrace all the arts and

invade the domain of politics, calling for war

and violence, constituting before the event a

program for Fascism. Born in Alexandria,

Egypt, he was educated in France at a Jesuit

college and at the Sorbonne. He later studied

law at Pavia and Genoa, then settled in

Milan. Many of his works, written in French,

had to be translated into Italian.

Through the Anthologie-Revue of Milan

he entered into relations with the advance

guard of Paris literary circles, and his poem
in free verse, "Les Vieux Marins," was

awarded first prize at the samedis populaires
of the Theatre Sarah Bernhardt. His first

important work was an epic poem, La Con-

quete des dtoiles (1902), which, like Destruc-

tion: Poesies lyriques (1904), contained sea

poetry of dazzling imagination. His un-French

qualities of luxuriance and fury captured the

French critics. Paul Claudel (q.v.), whose

genius was of such an opposite kind, hailed

Marinetti as one of the few great poets of his

time, and Guillaume Apollinaire (q.v.) fell

under his influence. In Milan (1905) Marinetti

founded Poesia, which became the organ of

those grands pottes incendiaires, the young
futurists, raised with their help the flag of

lifelong revolt against the tryanny of the

past (passatismo "past-ism"), and launched
a campaign against French decadence and his

own masters, the symbolists, though he was
the first to translate Mallarm (q.v.) into Ital-

ian. In Paris he was the lion of the literary

salons, and the Mercure de France published

(1905) Le Roi Bombance, his "hilarious satiric

tragedy" dedicated to Paul Adam (q.v.),

French follower of Nietzsche (q.v.), which re-

vealed a powerful but disorganized talent,

reminiscent of Rabelais by its coarseness and
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vitality, but with a disheartening emptiness
of meaning. He revisited Africa, which acted

upon him like an intoxicant (La Ville

charnelle, 1908; Mafarka le futuriste; roman

africain, 1909). On February 20, 1909, he pub-
lished in Figaro his celebrated Manifeste du

futurisme, which created a furore all over

Europe by its artistic iconoclasm and its

glorification of la guerre seule hygiene du

monde. In Paris admiration prevailed over

indignation, and on April 3, Le Roi

Bombance, despite its length and unsuita-

bility to the stage, was performed at the

Th^tre de 1'CEuvre. D'Annunzio (q.v.) be-

came a convert; and when Marinetti was

condemned to two months' imprisonment on

charges of immorality in the Italian transla-

tion of Mafarka, Luigi Capuana (q.v.), the

novelist, defended him in court, expressing

regret that he himself was too old to become
a futurist. But Marinetti's relentless adver-

sary was always Benedetto Croce (</.v.), critic

and philosopher, for whom the art of any

given period is merely a stage in an endless

human tradition that came down to us from

the past and will stretch on through us into

an immeasurable future. With the Manifeste
the futurists turned to the methods of politics

and war, preaching irreverence, Irredentismo,

and free verse, despite broken heads, side-

walk affrays and arrests, and carrying their

campaign even to Austrian Trieste. Fired by
their sense of a mission, they planned to de-

liver Italy, that museum and mausoleum of

the tourists, from her past. They would teach

Venice to burn her gondolas and tear down
her palaces to make room for factories; they
would lead Italian youth to love violence and

danger, to despise women and forget the

Divine Comedy; they would purge Italian

literature of tenderness, pity, and age-old
moonlit conceptions of beauty, the sainte

pourriture of romanticism and the tradi-

tions of classicism, substituting the new

beauty of machinery, airships, and the

"demon of speed." They wanted to divest

woman of all the trappings of romantic love,

religious sentiment, and poetic miasma of

Fogazzaro (q.v.) and D'Annunzio, stripping
her of the importance given her by the old

preoccupation with adultery and pursuit, and

leaving a mere object of sensuality to be

sought by the hero with arrogant assurance

in his hours of leisure before returning to

man's real life of art and war.

When the First World War, which he had
foreseen as well as invoked, came, Marinetti

enlisted in the infantry and later became a

bombardier, fought at Gorizia and Vittorio

Veneto, was wounded and decorated. Al-

though in his literary doctrine he recom-

mends I'abolizione dell'io, his poetry is highly

personal, and he gives some autobiograph-
ical details in L'Alcdva d'acciaio; romanzo
vissuto (1921) and in the vehement and ob-

scure 8 Anime in una bomba (1919), which

analyzes those eight contradictory spirits in

him which shall explode like a bomb in

the face of the pedants. His style is always

aggressive and extravagant, but clear in his

polemic writings. In his fiction and his poetry

(a mixture of audacities, defiance, crude

sensualism, and splendor of imagery), it is de-

faced and willfully obscured by bizarreries

of form, ellipses, and verbal eccentricities

(e.g., U Imagination sans fils et les mots en

liberte, 1913). His language is often offensive,

the wish to outrage always present. The
straining after sensationalism betrays itself in

various titles: La Momie sanglante (1904);
Come si seducono le donne, Elettricita ses-

suale, Un Venire di donna; romanzo

chirurgico (all 1919); Le Monoplane du pape
(1922); // Tamburo di fuoco; dramma
africano di calore colore rumori odori (1926);
Novelle colle labbra tinte (1930).
Futurism repudiates our human heritage,

rejects thought and feeling, defies civilization

itself. In the arts it led directly to dadism,

cubism, and surrealism, in politics to Fascism.

Although in 1931 in an English periodical
Marinetti denied any relation between his

more learned movement and "reactionary"
Hitlerism, yet the links and likenesses between
them soon became apparent, and futurism

clearly helped shape 20th-century counter-

revolutionary history.
See: H. B. Samuel, Modernities (1914), pp.

212-238; E. Settimelli, Marinetti; I'uomo e

I'artista (1921); G. d'Arrigo, // Poeta futurista
Marinetti (1937); A. Simon, tr., "Poems by
Marinetti," Poet Lore, XXVI (1915), 707-743.

R. S. P. M.

Maritain, Jacques (1882-, French theologian
and philosopher), one of the foremost ex-

ponents of Catholic doctrine today, was born
in Paris of a Protestant family; his father,

who had served as secretary to the statesman

Jules Favre, and his mother, Genevi&ve Favre,

brought him up in liberal Protestantism. He
was educated at the Lycie Henri IV in Paris,
where he met Ernest Psichari, close friend of
his youth, and at the Sorbonne, where he met
Rai'ssa Ouman^off, who became his wife and
his devoted intellectual partner. After his

marriage (1904) and his graduation as agrdgt
in philosophy (1905), he received baptism as
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a Roman Catholic (1906); he completed his

studies in science at Heidelberg and in phi-

losophy under Bergson. But he was deeply

dissatisfied with the scientist and phenome-
nalist attitude then current among philoso-

phers and found comfort and certitude only

in the system of St. Thomas Aquinas. He

taught for a few years at the College Stanislas

in Paris, then at the Institut Catholique,

lectured widely in Europe and in North and

South America, lived and taught in New
York during the Second World War, was ap-

pointed French ambassador to the Vatican in

*945-

The chief influences on Maritain s youth

were those of L<k>n Bloy (q.v.),
whose burning

faith and charity determined his conversion,

of Peguy (q-v.),
in spite of subsequent

estrangement, and of Bergson (q.v.),
who gave

him back the sense of the Absolute. Maritain,

however, found Bergson's metaphysics timid

and deficient and severely criticized in his

first work (La Philosophic bergsonienne, 1914;

new ed., 1930) Bergson's "irrationalism," his

"atheistic pantheism," and his "pragmatism."
For several years following his enthusiastic

adoption of Thomism, Maritain undertook to

attack the chief sources of error of the

modern world (chiefly in Antimoderne, 1922,

and in Trois Rdformateurs, 1925, Eng, tr.,

Three Reformers, 1928): the Reformation and

Luther's religious individualism; Descartes as

father of a philosophy divorced from theology

and as sponsor of the myth of progress;

Rousseau, who disfigured the religious truths

which he had rediscovered and bequeathed
the mistaken notions of natural goodness and

of the omnipotence of the State to modern

democracies. Even Pascal, as a poor theo-

logian, a faulty metaphysician, and an em-

pirical pessimist in his political views, has not

been immune from Maritain's strictures.

After these combative works, Maritain pro-

ceeded to give a more serene exposition of

his own philosophy. It is based on St.

Thomas, whom Pope Leo XIII had recom-

mended in 1879 to Catholics as the teacher

whose inspiration could save intelligence and

civilization; but Maritain's Thomism is a

living reinterpretation and not a historical

or scholarly presentation. It can be defined

as Aristotelianism enriched and fulfilled by

Christian revelation; it asserts the truth of

reaVsm as against Cartesian idealism, branded

as "the original sin of modern philosophy/'

Thomism is also, in Maritain's own words, "a

philosophy of intelligence and of being or

more precisely of existing considered as the

act and perfection of all perfections"; it

denies determinism and considers freedom as

the very essence of the intellect; it respects

mystery as the food, and not the foe, of in-

telligence and views philosophical progress

as a deepening penetration into mystery and

not, as in science, as the substitution of some

problems for others. Finally, it restores the

human mind to order, is the only true and

integral humanism not deifying man, but

showing him as inhabited by God. Maritain's

cardinal principle has been that faith and

reason can and must be reconciled, reason

being powerless unless it is vivified by faith:

he does not contend that Thomism is a ready-

made solution to all our problems and does

not advocate a return to the Middle Ages,
but presents the restoration of the spiritual

truths of Thomism as a guiding light in our

modern intellectual chaos.

Maritain's most coherent and profound ex-

position of Thomism is to be found in

Elements de philosophie (1923- 1930; Eng. tr.,

An Introduction to Philosophy, 1930-1 937)

Distinguer pour unir, ou les Degrds du savoir

(1932; Eng. tr., The Degrees of Knowledge,

1937), Humanisme integral (1936; Eng. tr.,

True Humanism, 1938), Ransoming the Time

(New York, 1941), and a convenient summary,

Confession de foi (New York, 1941), first pub-
lished in English in a volume by several

authors entitled / Believe (1939, ed. by Clifton

Fadiman). Although Maritain is primarily a

metaphysician, his influence has been equally
marked in the fields of aesthetics, ethics, and

politics. He has tried to evolve an aesthetic

out of Scholastic philosophy and has colored

it with his personal views on art and his

sensitive appreciation of modern writers like

Claudel, Cocteau, and Reverdy (qq.v.),

musicians like Eric Satie, and painters like

Severini, Renault (on whom he wrote brief

volumes), and Chagall; his chief work in this

domain is Art et scolastique (1920; new eds.,

1927, 1935; Eng. tr., Art and Scholasticism,

1930). His later philosophical criticism of

modern poetry (Situation de la potsie, 1938)

is less luminous.

His ethics and politics derive from his

metaphysical position, since man must first

of all know who he is and where he is before

he can know what he should do. Maritain has

vigorously opposed the Rousseauist concep-
tion of democracy (in which the general will

is the expression of numbers), communism

(which frees collective men, but not the

human personality), bourgeois and capitalist
liberalism (which sets up the selfish interest

of the individual as the absolute rule), and
all totalitarian, fascist, or reactionary systems
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(as the most directly opposed to Christian

principles). He had condemned the French

royalist doctrines as early as 1927, in Pri-

mautd du spirituel (Eng. tr., The Things
That Are Not Caesar's, 1930). In several later

works, published mostly in English in New
York, Scholasticism and Politics (1940), Ran-

soming the Time, Le Crepuscnle de la civili-

sation (1941; Eng. tr., The Twilight of

Civilization, 1943), The Rights of Man and
Natural Law (1943), Maritain presented

democracy as being, in Bergson's phrase, "of

evangelical essence and moved by love" and

praised it most when, refraining from ap-

pealing to appetite and inertia, it proclaimed
the dignity of the individual person. He
added that such a belief in the worth of the

individual can only be rooted in Christian

faith and begged Catholics to make democracy
more social and, forging new ties between the

working classes and the Church, to reinte-

grate the proletariat in the national com-

munity. Equality should be proportional,

i.e., afford the possibility for men, in what-

ever social condition they may be placed, to

enjoy the same opportunities of achieving their

human fullness. Three other volumes, one

on the French defeat of 1940, A travers le

desastre (1941; Eng. tr., France, My Country,

through the Disaster, 1941), Education at

the Crossroads (1943), and Pour la Justice

(1945), bear witness to Maritain's versatility

and keen interest in contemporary problems.
He has also written Christianisme et ddmoc-

ratie (1943; Eng. tr., Christianity and De-

mocracy, 1944).

The value and solidity of Maritain's meta-

physics are questioned by many non-Catholic

philosophers, and many Catholics refuse to

link their faith with one system, however

comprehensive it may have been; some even

deplore a certain lack of intellectual humility
in some of his works. But it is universally

acknowledged that the courage of his politi-
cal attitude, the charity and love of mankind
which breathe in his works, the cogent power
of his reasoning, and the lucidity of his style

when at its best entitle him to be called, in

the words of T. S. Eliot, "the most con-

spicuous figure and probably the most power-
ful force in contemporary philosophy/'

See: Gerald Phelan, Jacques Maritain

(1937); Rai'ssa Maritain, Les Grandes Amities

(1941-1944; Eng. tr., We Have Been Friends

Together, 1942; Adventures in Grace, 1945).

H. P.

Marquina, Eduardo (1879-, Spanish drama-

tist), is generally and properly thought of as

the chief exponent of the verse drama in

modern Spain. He began his career as a

journalist in his native Barcelona, but prose
has never been his happiest medium, even

though he is the author of various collections

of short stories and short novels. He has also

translated from Catalan, French (Baudelaire's
Les Fleurs du mal), Portuguese, and English
(Booker T. Washington's Up from Slavery).
At the age of 20 Marquina published, in

collaboration with Luis de Zulueta, a dramatic
verse legend called Jesus y el Diablo, but his

first real achievement was the group of lyric

poems, Odas (1900), some of which had been

previously published in Publicidad, of

Barcelona. Eglogas followed in 1902 and

Elegias in 1905. These early poems of

Marquina placed him among the modernistas

who, with Ruben Darfo at their head, sought
to renovate Spanish poetry by extending
poetic imagery, by avoiding swollen rhetoric,

by perfecting form, by utilizing the innova-

tions of the French Parnassians and sym-
bolists. Marquina did indeed achieve con-

siderable novelty in form, expression, and

emotion; but he always maintained his own

individuality, and his innovations were re-

ceived with less shock than that produced by
the works of many of his contemporaries.
This is probably because he constantly re-

mained serene, optimistic, and sincere. His

main theme is love, love for woman first, but

also a love toward all created things, as illus-

trated by Vendimion (1909). Marquina was

never an ivory- tower poetic recluse, and his

growing preoccupation with national prob-
lems is shown in successive volumes such as

Canciones del momento (1910) and Tierras de

Espana (1914). His subsequent collections of

verse show him still deeply rooted in the

Spanish tradition Juglarias (1914), Breviario

de un aiio (1918), La poesia de San Francisco

(1927), Los pueblos y su alma (Buenos Aires,

1936), and especially For el amor de Espana
(Buenos Aires, 1937), containing six romances

(ballads) and a prose epilogue.
As a dramatist Marquina has written a few

plays in prose, such as Cuando florezcan los

rosales (1914), and several in verse in which
the lyric element runs away with the dramatic

(El abanico duende, 1918; El pavo real, 1922);
in one case he even dramatized a very poor
novel of Blasco Ibdnez (q.v.), Los enemigos
de la mujer (1927). His typical verse dramas,
however, place him in the tradition of Lope
de Vega and Zorrilla because of his predilec-
tion for Spanish history and legend. These
historical plays are unquestionably his best.

The first was a "dramatic biography in four
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acts" on a foreign subject, Benvenuto Cellini

(1906), but in 1908 Marquina showed his real

espanolismo in Las hifas del Cid, a not too

spirited play based on the third canto of

Spain's great epic poem. More dramatic

effectiveness is displayed in Dona Maria la

Brava (1909). Marquina's most famous play is

En Flandes se ha puesto el sol (1910), a vivid

portrayal of the clash, still continuing, be-

tween the spirit of Spain and that of the rest

of Europe. Audiences did not care if historical

details were false and dramatic structure im-

perfect, for the play, in ringing verse, is alive.

Las flores de Aragdn (1914) is a vigorous, even

somewhat overblown, dramatic treatment of

the marriage of Ferdinand and Isabella. El

Gran Capitdn (1916) idealizes the figure of

the great Gonzalo de C6rdoba and his devo-

tion to Queen Isabella. In 1925 Marquina, in

collaboration with A. Hernandez CatA, pro-

duced a drama in which both theme and sub-

title are reminiscent of Spain's golden age,

the "legendary cloak and sword play" Don
Luis Mejia, the best modern Spanish dramatic

treatment of the personality of Don Juan.
The dramatic technique is admirable, the

characterization of the sad and unsatisfied

Don Luis excellent. Since 1925 Marquina has

continued to write verse dramas (e.g., Fruto

bendito, 1927; Salvadora, 1929; Fuente es-

condida, 1931; En el nombre del padre, 1936)

and has made an adaptation of Lope de

Vega's La Dorotea (1935). The success of

Marquina's plays, often rhetorical and altis-

onant in tone, is remarkable in an age domi-

nated in Spain by the quiet, realistic, and

apparently undramatic plays of men like

Benavente and Martinez Sierra (qq.v.}.

See: A. GonzAlez-Blanco, Los dramaturgos

espafioles contempordneos, Ser. i (1917), pp-

N. B. A.

Marsman, Hendrik (1899-1940, Dutch poet,

critic, and short-story writer), was born at

Zeist in the province of Utrecht. He suffered

many ailments as a child and never enjoyed
robust health. While other boys spent their

free time at play, Marsman read and studied.

He began to write poetry at the age of 20.

His father, who was a well-to-do bookseller,

supplied him with the means for travel and

for a prolonged sojourn in Germany. That
v;as in 1921, when German youth, demoralized

by four years of war and privation, was in

turmoil. They were scornful of the intellect

and glorified action as the one force that

could liberate them from the enervating spell

of thought. Marsman 's first volume of poetry

(Verzen, 1923) reflected the rebellious and ex-

plosive mood of young Germany, for which

he coined the name "vitalism." After hi- re-

turn to Holland he studied law an<*3 estab-

lished himself as a practicing attorney at

Utrecht (1929). But he was not strong enough
to be both a writer and an r*ttorney* He had

to make a choice and chost'
to devote him '

self exclusively to a literar^V
career. He was

married by that time. The >
r ung couple be-

gan a wandering life, settli-
1^ down for longer

or shorter periods in Fr nce ' spa*n, Italy,

Greece, and Austria, wherPer the scene was

in harmony with his literi
lT niood. In 1938

was published his Verzamefd Werk (3 vols.,

Collected Works), containing selections from

his poetry, narrative prose, iH critiques that

he considered worth reprinr"
nS- At tlle Ollt '

break of the Second World Wf r hc w*s living

in the mountains near Bogp
ve France. In

June, 1940, he fled with his wife to Bordeaux,

intending to escape via Eng*
anc* to South

Africa. His ship was torpedo^ during the

night. Only two of those on board were

rescued. One of these was M> Marsman.

The poet's life was lost before hiigreat talent

had reached maturity.
Marsman ranks among the literiTX leaders

of his generation in Holland. The appfl
rar*ce

of his Verzen was welcomed as an ev&t of

great significance. The spirit of these poefns
was akin to the revolutionary bewilderment
of the German boys who were to form Hitler's

hooligan following, But though this mood
was alien to Marsman's Dutch contempo-
raries, they were impressed by the power and
the boldness of his imagery. German expres-
sionism was toned down and constrained by
the Hollander's pictorial instinct. He was

saved from being carried away on the waves
of German emotionalism and the animal pas-
sions of the age by a native tendency towards

self-analysis. He won great distinction as a

critic, but he never probed the literary con-

sciences of others as relentlessly as he did his

own. This self-probing had a dulling effect

on his creative faculty. In the years that

followed the publication of Verzen he wrote
almost exclusively critical and narrative prose.
His later poetry is affected by his prose style.
It is balder, less ornate; but this simplicity
acts as a foil to I he force of the imagery.
Marsman's egocentric preoccupation with the
inner life received a rude shock from the
outbreak of the war. His last great poem,
Tempel en Kruis (1939; Temple and Cross),
is a kind of poetic autobiography, the story
of his growth as a poet under the impact of

the study of world history.
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See: J. Greshoff, "Inleiding," Nieuwe

Nederlandsche Dichtkunst (1942), Vol. II; N.
P. van Wyk Louw, "Die Digter Marsman,
in Marsman, Poezie en Proza (1943).

A. J. B.

Martin du Card, Roger (1881-, French novel-

ist and dramatist), winner of the Nobel prize
in 1937, was born in Neuilly-sur-Seine, of a

well-to-do middle-class family. He completed
his studies at the Ecole des Chartes in 1906;
his thesis, based on excavations at the

Norman abbey-church of Jumi&ges, was pub-
lished in 1909 under the title Etude archt-

ologique des mines de Jumieges. The same

year saw the publication of his first novel,

Dcvcnir! followed in 1913 by Jean Barois,

his first work to attract wide attention. After

the First World War, during which Martin
du Card served in a motor transport division,

he began his major work, Les Thibault (com-

plete Eng. tr., The World of the Thibaults,

1939-1941), a novel cycle in eight parts, the

composition of which filled the period be-

tween the two wars (Le Cahier gris, 1922; Le

Penitencier, 1922; La Belle Saison, 1923; La

Consultation, 1928; La Sorellina, 1928; La
Mart du pere, 1929; L'Ete 1914, 1936; Epi-

logue, 1940). He has also written nouvelles

(Confidence africaine, 1931; Vieille France,

1933). His dramatic works include two

peasant farces, Le Testament du Pere Leleu

(performed at the Theatre du Vieux
Colombier 1914) and La Gonfle (published

1928), and a drama, Un Taciturne (performed
1931 at the Conuklie des Champs-Elyses).
Martin du Card has described himself as

"an independent writer who has escaped the

fascination of partisan ideologies, an investi-

gator as objective as is humanly possible, as

well as a novelist striving to express the tragic

quality of individual lives." His novels are

in the tradition of the igth-century realists

and naturalists; the seemingly effortless narra-

tive and descriptive technique is the result

of patient craftsmanship. He is especially
concerned with the conflict of ideas in men's
minds: Jean Barois, for example, traces the

religious and intellectual development of a

Frenchman of the 1880-1890 generation who
finds himself torn between his heritage of

mystic beliefs and the demands of his

scientific mind. The two main characters of

Les Thibault, Jacques and Antoine Thibault,
seek in different ways, one through revolt, the

other through self-mastery, to define iheir

relationship to their inherited bourgeois en-

vironment. Martin du Card's habit of min-

gling his fictional characters with historical

figures and events the Dreyfus affair in

Jean Barois, the First World War in L'Ett

19*4 makes his novels a valuable com-

mentary on the events and intellectual

currents of the early years of the aoth

century.
Martin du Card has never been a con-

spicuous public figure. Among his friends are

Jean Schlumberger and Andr Gide (qq.v.).
He was associated with the Nouvelle Revue
franfaise from its early years, worked and
wrote for Jacques Copeau's (q.v.) Th&ltre du
Vieux Colombier immediately before and
after the First World War, was a frequent
visitor to the symposia held at the Abbaye
de Pontigny under the direction of Paul

Desjardins (q.v.). From 1920 on, his customary
residence was his country estate at Belleme in

Normandy, where he was known as a friendly
host to younger writers. After the events of

June, 1940, Martin du Card lived in Un-
occupied France, maintaining a dignified
silence in face of the "New Order."

See: A. Houtin, Un Prgtre symboliste:
Marcel Hebert (1925); R. Lalou, Roger Martin
du Card (1937); Les Prix Nobel en 1937
(Stockholm, 1938); A. Gide, Journal (1939);
H. C. Rice, Roger Martin du Card and the
World of the Thibaults (1941); G. Sadoul,
"Rencontres, sous I'occupation, avec Roger
Martin du Card," Etoiles (Paris), June 19, 1945.

H. C. R.

Martinez Ruiz, Jos, see Azorfn,

Martinez Sierra, Gregorio (1881-, Spanish
dramatist), born in Madrid, began his career

by writing poems (e.g., Flores de escarcha,

1900) and novels (e.g., Tu eres la paz, 1907,

Eng. tr., Ana Maria, 1921). He took his very
first work, El poerna del trabajo (1899), to

the great dramatist Benavente (q.v.), who
gave the younger man encouragement.
Martinez Sierra's first dramatic work consisted
of four Maeterlinckian fantasies (see Maeter-

linck) in dialogue form, published under the
title Teatro de ensueno (1905). His first at-

tempt actually to reach the stage, Vida y
dulzura (1908), was in collaboration with the
Catalan dramatist Santiago Rusinol (q.v.).
La sombra del padre (1909) was far more
realistic. More successful was El ama de la

casa (1910), the story of a stepmother who
triumphs over difficulties through good sense
and sheer goodness. Cancion de cuna (1911;

Eng. tr., The Cradle Song, 1917), in two acts

with a brief poetic interlude, dedicated to

Benavente, is the author's most famous play.
It is a poetic idyl rather than a drama,
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delicately portraying with considerable senti-

mental charm various feminine types in a

convent. It was played in New York in 1921,

in London in 1926 (109 performances), again
in 1927 in New York (with Eva Le Gallienne;

125 performances). It was on tour in the

United States, had several performances in

Oxford, Liverpool, and Dublin, and was later

made into a movie (1933). Primavera en

otofio also appeared in 1911. Mamd (1912),

which would make an audience think con

trastingly of Ibsen's (q.v.) The Doll's House,
shows a frivolous mother turned from

thoughts of extracurricular pleasures to home
and duty, because of the needs of her

daughter. Madrigal (1913) presents a wayward
lover saved from an adventuress and returned

to a sane and wholesome life by his pure,
sweet fiancee. El reino de Dios (1915; Eng.

tr., The Kingdom of God, in Plays, Vol. II,

1923) traces the career of a woman, Sor

Gracia, from youth to old age and offers a

fine role for a character actress. It was played
in London in 1927 and Ethel Barrymore

played it in New York in 1928 to open the

theatre named for her. Suefio de una noche

de agosto (1918; Eng. tr., The Romantic

Young Lady, in Plays, Vol. II, 1923) is a

typically pleasant Martinez Sierra production,
with a romantic heroine, a sophisticated

novelist-hero, a sprightly thrice-married

grandmother, and amusing situations and

dialogue. Don Juan de Espana (1921), in

seven acts, presents modern variations on an

old theme. In the last act Don Juan, now
Brother John, is stabbed in trying to settle

a brawl, but he dies in the arms of the

sweet and innocent Clara, thus accompanied
as always by woman's love. Tridngulo (1930)

presents a man whose supposedly drowned
first wife returns after he has married a

second. He loves them both equally; so at the

end of the play, after the curtain falls, he

escapes into the audience, turning "from pro-

tagonist into spectator," and there is no solu

tion*

These plays constitute a fair representation
of the several score turned out by Martinez
Sierra in intervals between managing a

theatre (Eslava), running a publishing house

(Renacimiento, and later the Biblioteca

Estrella), writing poems, novels, short stories,

and essays (4o-odd volumes of nondramatic

v^orks), and translating or adapting plays of

Maeterlinck (five volumes), Shakespeare,
Goldoni, Dumas fils, Brieux (q.v.), Bjornson
(q.v.), Ibsen, Dickens, Barrie, and Shaw. In

most of his work he has had the collaboration

of his distinguished wife, Dona Marfa de la O

Lejdrraga, and many critics have attributed

to her influence the definitely feminine tone

of his productions. Like Benavente, he is

cosmopolitan in his interests, though typically

Madrilene, and it is usually the upper strata

of Madrid society which are presented on
his stage. He is less bitter and less profound
than Benavente. His characters are plaus-
ible though not deep, his dialogue always

sprightly, his dramatic technique excellent.

His very considerable success on the stage was

further assured by the talented first lady in

his troupe, Dona Catalina Bircena.

See: Helen and Harley Granville-Barker,

"Introduction," in Martinez Sierra, The King-
dom of God and Other Plays (1929); J. G.

Underbill, "Introduction," in Martinez Sierra,

The Cradle Song and Other Plays (1929).

N. B. A.

Martini, Fausto Maria (1886-1931, Italian

playwright, poet, and novelist), was born in

Rome. He seems to have had a pleasant and

sheltered childhood; he felt a deep attach-

ment for his mother, and this is a recurring

theme in his lyrics and short stories. The
novel Si sbarca a New York (1930), chiefly

autobiographical in character, reveals that

Martini was one of a group of young poets
who would gather around Sergio Corazzini

(q.v.) to discuss the latest works of Pascoli

and D'Annunzio (qq.v.) or to debate the

relative merits of Verlaine, Mallarm, Roden

bach, Maeterlinck, Jammes, and Samain

(qq.v.), with whom they felt a bond of kin

ship. When Corazzini died at the age of 20,

Martini and two other of Corazzini's admirers,

feeling that they had lost their spiritual

moorings, set sail for New York. After a series

of hardships Fausto returned to Italy, where

he entered journalism. He was severely
wounded in the First World War.

Although his greatest success was as a play

wright, he also wrote several books of verse

and prose. Of these, La Vetrina delVantichitb

(1923), a collection of short stories and
reminiscences, is important because it dis-

closes Martini's personality as an artist. It also

reveals that spiritual bewilderment which,
in the author's lyrical expressions Le Piccole

Morte (1906), Panem nostrum (1906), and
Poesie provinciali (1910), resolves itself in

plaintive and nostalgic tones. In this last-

named collection of verse are found the

somber colors, the humble and subdued tone,

the repressed sentiments, and the languorous
and ephemeral musicality of verse that char-

acterize the poeti crepuscolari.
In the Italian theatre Martini's position is
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unique in that his creations are a product of

the blending of three main currents of the

artistic expression of his time: the twilight

atmosphere of the crepuscolari, Pirandello's

(q.v.) dualistic concept of life, and the wry

cynicism of the grotteschi. These features are

best exemplified in Martini's most successful

plays: L'Altra Nanetta (1917), Ridi, pagliacdo

(1919), and // Fiore sotto gli occhi (1922). In

Ridi, pagliacdo, the protagonist, unable to

realize his dream and not possessing the

emotional maturity to endure frustration,

finds release in suicide. This work, under the

title of Laugh, Clown, Laugh, was presented
in New York by David Bclasco and Tom
dishing in 1923-1924. In // Fiore sotto gli

occhi, considered by many as Martini's best

play, Silvio Aroca, a Latin professor, wants to

recapture the romantic, adventurous life of

his youth. It is only the heroine's intuitive

intelligence and her sense of loyalty to the

moral standards of the bourgeois world to

which she belongs that avert the catastrophe.

As in his novels and short stories, most

of Martini's protagonists in the plays are

reflections of the author himself, for they,

like him, are products of a well-ordered re-

spectable middle-class society. Yet under-

neath a placid exterior, there is an emotional

unrest and a spiritual groping for something

intangible and often indefinable which ex-

plains their sense of frustration. It was indeed

fortunate that Martini turned to the theatre

for the expression of his inner life, because

in it his perception of new psychological
truths is not blurred by the involved and ver-

bose style of his novels. In his plays, both

characters and situations, shorn of any
rhetorical cloak, emerge alive in all their

frail humanity.
Other plays are Aprile (1917), // Giglio nero

(1921), / Drammi dell'insignificante (1928),
Teatro breve (1929). La Porta del paradiso

(1920) and / Volti del figlio (1928) are col-

lections of short stories. Martini's best-known
novels are // fanciullo che cadde (1920), Ver-

ginita (1920), and // Silenzio (1932). The
author also translated into Italian Roden-
bach's (q.v.) Bruges-la-morte (1907).

See: A. Tilgher, Voci del tempo, Ser. 2

(1924), pp. 150-162; A. Galletti, // Novecento

(1935). PP- 379-437-
P. P. M.

Martini, Ferdinando (1841-1928, Italian play-

wright, journalist, and politician), a descendent

of an old Tuscan family, was born in

Florence. As a boy he attended a private
school in Florence which failed to prepare

him for the university, although it provided
him with ample grounding in rhetoric and

prosody. At 15 he left school for the paternal

library and the inspiring company of men of

letters who frequented his father's house. He
prided himself on being a self-educated man.

Interested like his father in the theatre, he
wrote a two-act comedy, L'Uomo propone e

la donna dispone (1862), and a play, I Nuovi
Ricchi (1863), which won for him a literary

prize; other pieces for the stage Fede (1864),
Un Bel Matrimonio (1864), L'Elezione di un

deputato (1867) followed, with varying suc-

cess. Under the pen name of Fantasio he com-

posed dramatic proverbs (Chi sa il gioco non

Vinsegni, 1871; La Strada pin
9

corta, 1871; //

Peggio Passo e
9

quello dell'uscio, 1873), a

story (Peccalo e penitenza, 1872), and a play

(La Vipera, 1874) which were extremely well

received. Although these are neither master-

pieces of characterization nor of invention,

nevertheless they represent a genre which,

imported from France, was enthusiastically
received in Italy.

Martini had a long and colorful political

life; a liberal, he was first elected a deputy in

1874 arid served until 1919. In 1874 he be-

came undersecretary in the Ministry of Public

Education and for a few months was minister

(1892-1893). While holding these offices he
favored radical reforms. From 1897 to 1 9 ^e
was civic commissar of the colony of Eritrea

and in 1915-1916 was minister of colonies;

he was elected to the Senate in 1923 and be-

came minister of state in 1927. As administra-

tor for Eritrea he displayed wisdom and

capacity for organization.

His long political career never caused him
to lose interest in literature. The two books

NeWAfJrica italiana (1891) and Cose affricane

(1896) are documents of colonial diplomacy
and also delightful travel accounts. He col-

lected documentary material on the history of

Tuscany and issued Le Memorie inedite di

Giuseppe Giusti (1890), the Epistolario di G.

Giusti (1904), and // Quarantotto in Toscana

(1918). His main and most important writing

activity was however in the field of journal-
ism. He began in 1871 as a correspondent of

the daily Fanfulla under the pen names of

Fantasio and Fox. Later he edited the weekly
literary magazine the Fanfulla della domenica

(1879-1882). He then started the Domenica
letteraria (February, 1882) and founded the

Giornalino dei bambini (1880-1882), the first

publication of its kiiid in Italy. He gathered
around himself the best writers of his time:

Carducci, Pascoli, De Sanctis (qq.v.), Collodi,
and others. By means of these publications he
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endeavored to develop cultural interests

among his numerous readers and to acquaint
the Italian public with European literature.

His prose style is worthy of the best literary

periodicals of Europe. A wide knowledge of

French literature, theatre, and life helped
him in developing a manner always clear,

precise, modern, appealing to a large public
without ever compromising in purity and

measure. His prose is a refreshing example
of what could actually be done with a

language that had been overburdened by a

century of classical tradition and too often

limited by provincial flavor. Unmistakably a

Tuscan, his pages are full of charming anec-

dotes told with the color, biting irony, and

quick wit so characteristic of the people from

this region.
His literary criticism is guided by sound

instinct and innate good taste if not always

by deep aesthetic concepts. His evaluations of

D'Annunzio (q.v.) and Giovanni Marradi are

remarkable instances of the soundness of his

taste and of the destructiveness of his ap-

parently stingless appraisals. He discovered

and helped artists and writers, admiring
cleverness even among those younger authors

who somewhat bewildered and shocked him

by being so different from him in their scorn

for stylistic perfection and their indulgence
in vulgarity. Valuing cultured conversation

as the highest form of expression, he suc-

ceeded in giving to his writings the fluidity,

variety, and vivacity of an expert conversa -

tionlist.

Martini is at once a modern and a human-
ist, a Tuscan true to his ancestral blood and
a European. His collections of public

speeches, articles, and memoirs, such as Tra
un sigaro e I'altro (1876), Di palo in frasca

(1891), Pagine raccolte (1912), Confessioni e

ricord (2 vols., 1922-1928), his correspondence,
Lettere, 1860-1928 (1934), offer copious docu-

mentation on 80 years of political, literary,
and anecdotical life of Italy. Seldom an his-

torian of synthetic vision, he is incomparable
as a chronicler and a depicter of bourgeois

society.
See: C. Weidlich, Ritratto di Ferdinando

Martini (1841-1928) (1934).

M. Pi.

Martinson, Harry (1904-, Swedish poet and
author of travel sketches and nature studies),
is indubitably the most remarkable literary

phenomenon among living Swedish authors.

While some of his critics have insisted that

his work is highly overrated, the general
Swedish literary public, judging from the

sale of Martinson's books, accept the judg-
ment of those critics who look upon him as

the first literary gift to his generation. The

strange vagabond story of his childhood,

youth, and early manhood is to be found in

the two autobiographical novels Ndsslorna

blomma (1935, 9*h ed-> ! 936; The Nettles

Bloom) and Vagen ut (1936, 5th ed., 1937;
The Way Out) and in the two volumes of

highly original travel impressions Resor utan

Mai (1932; Aimless Wanderings) and Kap
Farvdl! (1933; Eng. tr., Cape Farewell, 1934)
based upon his six years at sea. Born into

poverty in the southeast province of Blekinge,
a homeless orphan at the age of six, he lived

a bleak, wandering early existence, doing
what work he could on various farms and
estates in his native province, until at the age
of 14 he made his way to Goteborg and went

to sea as a cabin boy. Despite the unhappy
circumstances of his early boyhood and the

miscellaneous vagabond experiences of his

youth and early manhood, Martinson's work
shows on the whole rather few traces of

bitterness or of the class consciousness of an

author of typical proletarian backgrounds.
He is interested in human experience as such

rather than in social or political theories;

and no Swedish author has given expression
to his experience of life in more astonishingly
fresh and immediate forms. His work has

often been criticized as undisciplined and ob-

scure because of its frequently fantastic, seem-

ingly forced stylistic expressionism. It is un-

disciplined in the sense that it does not ob-

serve the normal rules of Swedish diction and

syntax, and it is certainly obscure at points;
but not infrequently Martinson's departure
from accepted Swedish speech practices is a

happy one, and his obscurity (in so far as it

exists) seems to result directly from the in-

ability of language to express the overwhelm

ing intensity and complexity of his impres
sions rather than from any conscious desire

on the part of the author merely to experi-
ment with language forms for their own
sake.

He has written in both poetic and piose
forms, the first two volumes from his pen
being poetry (Spokskepp, 1929, Ghost Ship;
and Nomad, 1931), which were followed by
the four volumes of autobiographical
material. These in turn were succeeded by
three volumes of fresh and original if at

times somewhat obscure nature studies,

Svarmare och harkrank (1937; Dreamers and

Daddy Longlegs), Midsommardalen (1938;
Midsummer Valley), and Det enkla och del
svdra (1939; The Simple and the Difficult).
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In 1940 he published a strenuous polemic
volume, entitled Verklighet till ddds (Realism
to Death), in which he attacks modern politi-

cal theories and practices which destroy
individual human values. Martinson's two

volumes of travel sketches, Resor utan mal
and Kap Farvdl! are to date his most artisti-

cally well-rounded and satisfactory works.

They contain miscellaneous impressions of

people, places, and natural phenomena ob
served during the author's life at sea im-

pressions projected with an amazing immedi-

acy, so starkly realistic in their employment
of sensory material that they break over the

bounds of mere sensation into a new-

dimensional world clearly related to expres
sionistic painting. The later nature studies in

Svdrmare och harkrank, Midsommardalen,
and Det enkla och del svara retain these new-
dimensional patterns, but in somewhat less

happy, frequently very obscure forms. This
is chiefly because Martinson departs in these

volumes from the largely artistic aim merely
to regive his impressions and is now search-

ing, not very successfully as yet, for some

deeper meaning in the strange world of

human experience as he sees it. His "phi-

losophy," a kind of mystical prirnitivism, is

far less impressive than his art. This is

apparently however a transitional phase in

Martinson's development. The future may re-

veal him as an original thinker of more

consequence than he would seem to be at

present.
A. G.

Martinson, Moa (born Helga Svarts, 1890-,
Swedish novelist and poet), is the most impres-
sive of women interpreters of rural as well as

urban proletarian life in Sweden. Born in ex
treme poverty in the industrial city of Norr-

koping, and brought up by a mother who
labored for a mere pittance in a textile factory,
she married a rather unstable workman at an

early age and had five children by him be-

fore she was 25. Besides having to face eco-

nomic uncertainties of all kinds with a con-

stantly growing family, she was early
widowed (her husband committed suicide)
and two of her young sons lost their lives by
drowning. She* found work in Stockholm,
associated with radical labor groups (syndi-

calist, communist), began writing occasional

articles for the labor press, and in 1929
married the brilliant young proletarian au-

thor Harry Martinson (q.v.). Her literary

career, in the strict sense of the term, did not

begin until she was middle-aged with

Kvinnor och dppeltrdd (1933; Women and

Apple Trees), followed within a year by its

sequel Sallys soner (Sally's Sons). These two
novels, though not the best of Moa Martin-

son's work, are in most essential respects

typical. They tell the double story of two

long-suffering, poverty-stricken women to-

gether with the ramifications of their families

and their immediate acquaintances. Though
the picture of poverty that we get in these

novels is at times brutally frank, the author

never seeks to play upon the reader's senti-

ments as such and she never indulges in ob-

trusive social propaganda aimed at suggesting

any specific ''program of reform." In form
these two novels are almost more chaotic than

the miscellany of human fates that they seek

to depict, but the story is told with such

directness, energy, and fierce realistic in-

tensity that one is scarcely conscious of the

absence of normal fictional architectonics.

She is not "literary" in the traditional sense

simply because she is too close to life itself in

all its diverse physical and emotional mani-

festations.

Since the appearance of Kvinnor och dppel-
trdd and Sallys soner Moa Martinson has

published a half dozen novels and one inter-

esting but not particularly important volume
of verse. The novels fall into two classes:

three of them (Mor gifter sig, 1936, Mother

Marries; Kyrkbrollop, 1938, Church Wedding;
and Kungens rosor, 1939, The King's Roses)
are directly autobiographical in both inspira-
tion and content; the other three (Ragvakt,

1935, Rye Watch; Drottning Grdgyllen, 1937,

Queen Gn\gyllen; and Vdgen under stjar-

norna, 1940, The Way under the Stars) are

broad, warmly realistic chronicle-like novels

about peasants and working people from
vaiious past periods of Swedish history.

Though the autobiographical novels are on
the whole more finished and well balanced

works of art (Mor gifter sig is perhaps Moa
Martinson's masterpiece to date), the chronicle

novels are in both general conception and in

certain details of execution more powerful,
and they seem to point the way to a type
of novel which is the most natural form of

expression for the author's peculiar genius.
In these chronicle novels Moa Martinson

combines a brutally realistic directness of

expression, almost Rabelaisian in its sensuous-

ness, its gusto, and its appetite for life, with

an imaginative intensity and sweep and a

profound sense for folk traditions and folk

superstitions reminiscent of the great epic
tradition. Few Swedish novels approach
Rdgyakt, Drottning Grdgyllen, and Vdgen
under stjdrnorna in color, richness of action,
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variety of character, and brooding social

pathos. If Moa Martinson continues in the

way suggested by these novels she is likely

to create an epos which will rank in variety

of content and intensity of conception with

Olof Hogberg's (q.v.) Norrland folk epic

Den stora vreden, and her novel will more

than likely be cast in a literary form more

finally satisfactory than is Hogberg's great

novel.

See: Marika Stjernstedt, "Om Moa Martin-

son," Bonniers litlerdra magasin, VIII (1939),

511-521.
A. G.

Masaryk, Tom^S (1850-1937, Czech states-

man, philosopher, and critic), widely known
national leader and first president of Czecho-

slovakia (1918-1935), played a significant

part in the evolution of Czech ideas on phil-

osophical and sociological subjects and must

be included in any consideration of Czech

literature. He was an important critic of the

history of his country and of its writers. His

general intellectual influence can scarcely be

overrated; he turned the Czechs away from

romantic nationalism and gave them a new

ideology with roots in their own past. Masaryk

assigned a special role to his own nation in

the realization of a high ideal of humanity.
He expounded a whole philosophy of Czech

history in several books like Ceskd otdzka

(1895; The Czech Question), Jan Hus (1896),

and Karel Havlitek (1896). The Hussite

period appears as the summit of Czech

history, and the Bohemian Brethren are

presented as the finest embodiment of the

ideal of humanity in history. The Czech

national revival seems to Masaryk a direct

continuation of the Czech Reformation, and
the modern Czech democracy preached by
him and his followers is to him merely a ful-

fillment of the early promises of the Czech

tradition. These views imply also a con-

ception of Czech literary history which

stresses its ideological and theological con-

tents.

Masaryk began to discuss literature in his

early writings, attacking the authenticity of

the so-called Old Czech Manuscripts, which
were actually produced in the early igth

century by llanka and his associates. He ex-

pounded his own literary views in a little

pamphlet, O studiu bdsnickych dtl (1884; On
the Study of Poetry), and in a wider context

in Moderni clov&k a ndboienstvi (1898; Eng.
tr., Modern Man and Religion, 1938), as well

as in his many studies of intellectual history,
the most important of which is Rusko a

Evropa (2 vols., 1913; Eng. tr., The Spirit of

Russia, 1919). Masaryk is first of all a moral-

ist, intensely preoccupied with the ethical

and social implications of literature. He
sharply criticized romanticism and the related

subjectivism and titanism, wherever he found
them: in Goethe's Faust, in Nietzsche (q*v.)

and Musset, in Zola (q.v.) and Arne Gaborg
(q.v.). He shocked his contemporaries by a

lack of reverence for great names and in

particular by his merciless analysis of the

intellectual shoddiness of a drama and a

poem by his celebrated compatriot, Vrchlicky

(q-v.). He was fascinated though ultimately

repelled by Dostoevski (q.v.), who seemed to

him the reductio ad absurdnm of romanti-

cism and mysticism. He disliked French ro-

manticism, in which he saw only the

symptoms of decadence; he never wearied of

praising the sanity, humanity, and Protestant

Christianity of the main English tradition.

Obviously he had little interest in English

poetry, and Byron he criticized severely as a

specimen of romantic titanism. He was re-

pelled by writers like Joyce and George
Moore, who seemed to him decadent and
false. But he loved the main tradition of the

English novel from Defoe to Wells, and he
was particularly appreciative of women
writers like the Brontes and Elizabeth Barrett

Browning. It is clear that Masaryk is above
all a general critic interested in literature

largely as a mirror of society. His rigid moral-
ism and his lack of interest in problems of

form frequently led him astray, but the very
bluntncss with which he expounded his anti-

romantic point of view profoundly influenced

Czech literary criticism, in the iSgo's still

hidebound in romantic traditions. Whatever

may be said about certain deficiencies of his

literary insight, he was in literary criticism

as elsewhere a leader and a liberator.

See: biographies by J. Herben (3 vols.,

1926-1927), K. Capek (3 vols., 1928-1935; Eng.
tr., President Masaryk Tells His Story, 1934;

Masaryk on Thought and Life, 1938), Zdcndk

Nejedly (5 vols., 1930-1937), and P. Selver

(1940, in English). For Masaryk as a phi-

losopher see J. L. Hromddka, Masaryk (1930);
articles in the Festschrift Th. G. Masaryk
zum So. Geburtstage (1930); W. P. Warren,

Masaryk's Democracy (1941); R. Wellek, "The

Philosophical Basis of Masaryk's Political

Ideals," Ethics, LV (1945), 298-304.
R. W.

Massis, Henri (1886-, French critic and

essayist), was born and educated in Paris. He
attended the Lyce Henri IV, where he came



under the spell of Alain (pseud, of Emile

Chartier, q.v.), the free-lance professor of

philosophy who exercised a powerful influ-

ence upon many students of his generation.

Although not exactly a skeptic, Alain de-

lighted in exploding the doctrines and ideas

which his students had accepted during their

earlier school days; they generally left his

courses without any personal philosophical
convictions, but ready to let themselves be

carried away by new enthusiasms. So it

happened that the very young and very in-

telligent Massis began by airing his views on

Zola (q.v.) in Comment Zola composait ses

romans (1906); he then became interested in

Anatole France (q.v.) in Le Putts de Pyrrhon

(1906) and a little later turned his attention

to Barr6s (q.v.) in La Pensee de Barrts (1908).

These fugitive little books were soon for-

gotten when he became one of the editors of

Opinion which was, for a time after the storm

raised by the Dreyfus affair, the alert organ
of young men in search of new ideas. It was

in Opinion that Massis and Alfred de Tarde,

jointly using the pseudonym Agathon, wrote

a series of articles which were reissued in book

form in 1911 under the title L'Esprit de la

Nouvelle Sorbonne: La Crise de la culture

classique, la crise du franfais. Those sensa-

tional articles were savage attacks upon
Gustave Lanson (q.v.) and others who, ac-

cording to the authors, had replaced the old

philosophical appreciation and criticism by
an academic, dry-as-dust method imported
from Germany. That German method, it may
be remarked, went back to Taine and Renan

(qq.v.). In 1913 there were new attacks (Les

Jeunes Gens d'aujourd'hui, Le Gout de

I'action, La Foi patriotique, Une Renaissance

catholique, Le Realisme politique).
The First World War gave the ardent

young protagonist of purely French traditions

further occasions to combat German methods
and ideas, this time from a political angle.
His articles and books at this period breathe

an ardent patriotism. Le Sacrifice: Impres-
sions de guerre (1914-1916) was officially

praised by the French Academy, and Massis

wrote a moving book on his personal friend,

the author of Le Centurion and Renan's

grandson, who had died in action, La Vie

d'Ernest Psichari (1916). He also wrote a

pamphlet attacking Rolland, Romain Rolland

contre la France (1915).

Shortly afterwards, he allied himself

momentarily with the Neo-Thomist move-

ment, seeming to find in Jacques Maritain

(q.v.) the standard by which to judge more

often to condemn authors who were fre

MATAVULJ
quently under discussion at that time: Renan,
Gourmont, Gide, Duhamel, Benda (qq.v.).
His ever impassioned and dogmatic pro-
nouncements of that period were published
in two volumes, Jugements (1923-1924). In

1920 he founded with Bainville (q.v.) the

Revue univcrselle, the nationalistic, Catholic,
and monarchist fortnightly published by
Larousse until 1937.

In La Defense de I
9
Occident (1925; Eng.

tr., Defence of the West, 1928) Massis tried to

give a sort of philosophical unity to all his

more recent writings. With utter conviction

he declared that the French nation alone is

capable of giving the world a civilization

worthy of the name, that of "the Occident/'
while under the designation "the Orient" he
classes all that is not what he terms the

"Latin inheritance." The Orient includes

not only Asia and its peoples who constitute

the yellow peril, but the Turks also and th?
Russians. According to him, it was the

Reformation that broke the back of Latin

Europe and threw the "white man" into

obscurity. What is more, he argued, the

Turks and the Eastern powers have found an

accomplice in a Germany obsessed by her
disaster of 1918. The enemy host is Fichte,

Spengler, Keyserling, Steiner, and tutti quanti,
with whom he associates Gandhi, Tagore,
Gobineau (q.v.), Kant, and even Seilltere and a

formidable array of others, with whom the
reader is supposed to believe that the author
himself is familiar. All this was to arouse
France from her inertia. The French Academy
awarded him the Grand Prix de Literature
for the total of his publications.

In spite of the enormous output of his own
books and articles, Massis found time to

publish an important edition of Pascal (1926).
In 1937 appeared his Le Drarne de Proust and
L'Honneur de servir, wherein he expresses
the hope that a revival of ^th-century
Fiance will blot out the memory of the

France of Renan and of Anatole France. In

1940 he once more expressed his detestation

of the Orient, of Germany, and of Gobineau
in a series of essays entitled La Guerre de
Trente Ans: Destin d'un age, 1904-1939.
Later in that same year Massis lost no time
in turning "collaborationist" (see Les Iddes

restent, 1941).

See: P. Moreau, "Henri Massis," in Le
VictorieuK XXe Siecle (1925).

A. Sz.

Matavulj, Simo (1852-1908, Serb short-story
writer and novelist), was born in Dalmatia, in

the Adriatic port of Sibenik. After attending
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school in his native town he was taken by
his uncle, an iguman or father superior of

the Orthodox monastery Krupa, who wanted
him to become a monk. But monastic life did

not suit him, and he left Krupa after acquir-

ing an unforgettable experience and an in-

sight into this particular milieu. He partici-

pated in two Serbian national revolts against
the Turkish rule in 1876 and 1881. Then he

became a school teacher in Dalmatia and

Montenegro and later a language instructor

and journalist in Belgrade, where he was

elected a member of the Serbian Royal

Academy,
Thoroughly familiar with Italian, French,

and English, Matavulj was a diligent trans-

lator. He translated Moliere's Le Bourgeois
Gentilhomme and Le Misanthrope, Zola's Le

Rcve, tales by Maupassant (q.v.) 9 Bleak House

by Charles Dickens and De Imitatio Christi

of Thomas & Kempis. There are numerous
collections of stories by Matavulj, e.g., Iz Crne

Gore i Primorja (2 vols., 1888-1889; From

Montenegro and the Littoral), Iz primorskog
iivota (1890; From Littoral Life), Sa Jadrana

(1891; From the Adriatic Sea), Iz beogradskog
iivota (1891; From Belgrade Life), Iz raznijeh

krajeva (1893; From Different Regions).
Primorsha oblicja (1894; Figures from the

Seashore). These and his two novels Bakonja
fra-Brne (1892) and Uskok (1892; The
Guerrilla Fighter), his plays Zavjet (1894; The

Legacy) and Na slavi (1904; House Patron

Saint), his autobiography BiljeSke jednog

pisca (1897; Notes of a Writer), and letters

about his numerous travels show his manifold

talent.

Unlike many other Serb authors, he lived

in a number of different provinces and de-

picted all of them with their characteristics

and ways of life, their patricians, monks, in

tellectuals, and townspeople, as well as their

peasants, seamen, and fishermen. An ardent

adherent of the French realistic and natural-

istic schools, and himself of a rationalistic

and positive temperament, with a gift of

observation and remarkable understanding of

human nature, Matavulj gave a highly ade-

quate reproduction of reality. He is at his

best in stories about figures from the

Adriatic coast and in the masterful picture of

monastic life, Bakonja fra-Brne.
See: J. Skerlic, Pisci i knjige, Vol. I (1907)

Brankovo kolo, Vols. XIII, XIV

(1908).

P. A.

MatoS, Antun Gustav (1873-1914, Croat poet,

essayist, critic, and journalist), was born in

Tovarnik, in the heart of Croatia. He never

completed a formal school training. In order

to evade the three-year compulsory military
service in the Austro-Hungarian army, he fled

to Serbia, then to Paris, and then back again
to Serbia where he was given friendly shelter

until, in 1908, he was pardoned and permitted
to return to Zagreb. He lived by his pen, and
for a short time by playing the violoncello, in

Belgrade.
Matos was for the turn of the century what

Krleia (q.v.) became for the post-war Croatian

literary world. A bohemian, a lover of elegance
and form, lie never was a deep thinker. He in-

tensely disliked German heaviness and pre-
ferred the lighter touch in literature and art

of the French. Unstable and erratic, he was

often opposed, but unquestionably brilliant

he was also extensively admired. Indeed as

essayist and journalist he had a great name
and a school of followers. The most brilliant

pages of all were written in France or about

France. Matos was constantly ill and worked

often under pressure of fever and sometimes

under threat of hunger.

Politically MatoS was an ardent disciple of

the Croat ultranationalist Ante Starcevi, and
Starcevi's influence is evident in the manner
in which MatoS writes of his native province.
But MatoS was also always a close friend of the

Serbs. An ardent opponent of academic writ-

ing, he opposed the Serb professor of literature

Jovan Skerlic (q.v.). Matos attracted youth
with his revolutionary ideas and founded for

them and with them several literary magazines,
all of which had short lives.

Matos 's main works are Iverje (1899; Waste

Wood), Novo iverje (1900; New Waste Wood),
Umorne prite (1909; Tired Tales), and Vidici

i putovi (1908; Perspectives and Paths). There
are other collections of essays and also short

stories of nearly perfect form, including the

famous Pereci, fr&ki pereci (1910; Pretzels,

Fresh Pretzels). The poems of MatoS were

given wide publicity in the magazines of his

time in Belgrade and Zagreb and were col-

lected for the first time in 1923. A selection of

his best writing was published by his brother

under the title Dok je srca bit te i Croatie

(1925; While There Is Heart, There Will Be

Croatia). Publication of his complete works in

15 volumes, in Zagreb, was interrupted by the

invasion of 1941; nine volumes had appeared
before that date.

See: A. Venzelides, Knjiievne studije (1918);
D, Prohaska, Pregled savremenehrvatsko-

srpske knjiievnosti (1921); A. Barac, Knjiga
Eseja (1924).

M. H.
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Maupassant, Guy de (1850-1893, French

short-story writer and novelist), was born in

Normandy, where he spent his youth and

received his education. His studies were

interrupted by service in the Franco-Prussian

War, after which he was employed successive-

ly in the Ministry of the Navy and the

Ministry of Public Instruction. He resigned
in 1880 in order to devote himself entirely

to writing. Subject to nervous maladies for

some time, he eventually experienced hallu-

cinations and obsessions which led to a com-

plete mental breakdown during the final

months of his life.

Maupassant's early years were spent in

observation and in literary apprenticeship.
He accumulated a great store of impressions
of the many people he encountered, carefully

noting their appearance, manners, gestures,
and speech. Norman peasants and fishermen,

provincial bourgeois, French and German
soldiers, government clerks and other func-

tionaries, members of all classes of Parisian

society, are the principal actors of his human
comedy. The avowed disciple of Louis Bouilhet

and of Flaubert (q.v.) 9 he learned a great

respect for literary art, the value of precision
and consciseness, the necessity of characteristic

and accurate detail.

Maupassant's youthful writings were pub-
lished under various pseudonyms. His first

recognized success was "Boule de Suif," a

cynical war story appearing in Les Soirees de

Mddan (1880) under the aegis of Zola (q.v.).

Maupassant was immediately hailed as a

master. In the following 10 years he produced
nearly 30 large volumes of short stories,

novels, plays, and travel books. Among his

best-known collections of short stories are

La Maison Tellier (1881); Conies de la btcasse

(1883); Clair de lune and Les Sceurs Rondoli

(both 1884); Toine, Conies du jour et de la

nuit, and Contes et nouvelles (all 1885); Le
Horla (1887); L'lnutile Beanti (1890).

The character portrait, the brief but

poignant drama, were admirably suited to

Maupassant's talent, which excelled in the

short story. The painting, achieved in a few

bold, rapid strokes, is sober, often somber,

occasionally relieved by a touch of ironic

humor. There is little real gaiety. The

society portrayed is usually the victim of its

material interests, of its passions or vanities.

Happiness is seldom attained; momentarily
glimpsed, it disappears and its loss is a source

of perpetual regret. Maupassant seeks truth,

"the humble truth," but the mirror which he
holds to nature is smoked and uneven. It

seldom reflects idealism, spirituality, real

generosity. But he often succeeds in elevating
the commonplace and the unattractive to the

realm of art. His peculiar ability as a conteur

has generally impaired his technique as a

novelist, but in Pierre et Jean (1888) he has

achieved a rare unity and concentration. The
preface contains an important statement of

his literary ideas. Other novels are Une Vie

(1883), a depressing and often revolting story
of a Norman woman's life, and Bel-Ami
(1885), a caricature of an unscrupulously suc-

cessful Parisian journalist. Identified with the

realists and naturalists, Maupassant escapes

rigid classification by the scope of his sub-

jects, his preoccupation with form, and his

increasing emphasis upon psychology and
mental divagations.

Nearly all Maupassant's works have been
translated into English.

See: E. Maynial, La Vie et Vceuvre de Guy
de Maupassant (1907); Ernest A. Boyd, Guy
de Maupassant; a Biographical Study (1926);
R. Dumesnil, Guy de Maupassant (1933).

J- F. J.

Maura y Gamazo, Gabriel (1879-, Spanish
historian), was born in Madrid. The son of

Antonio Maura, the distinguished conservative

leader of the reign of Alfonso XIII and founder
of the political party bearing his name, he was
active as one of the most outstanding members
of his father's party. The ideas which he brings
to literature do not transcend in scope those

of the Maurist party, i.e., the dignification and
renovation of national politics within the

framework of Spanish tradition. His literary

production is limited almost entirely to the

field of history. In the beginning his historical

studies dealt with past periods, medieval as in

La vida urbana en el siglo XIII (1909) or

modern with Carlos II y su corte (1911-1915).
Little by little, however, in the face of Spain's

political transformation, which was destroying
traditional institutions, he became a historian

of contemporary events. His narrative is that

of a spectator who views with bitterness the

disappearance of the most cherished things.

This can be seen in his principal works,

Historia critica de la regencia de dona Maria
Cristina (1929), Bosquejo histdrico de la

Dictadura (1930), and Recuerdos de mi vida;

confesiones de nuestros tiempos (1934), which

are a valuable source of information for the

understanding of contemporary Spain.
E. G. L.

Mauriac, Francois ^1885-, French novelist),

was born in Bordeaux, a city in which the

scenes of most of his novels are laid. His
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father died before he was two; his mother

gave him a very pious and austere education,

which he has described in a small volume,

Commencements d'une vie (1932). He studied

first in a Catholic school, then at the lycee

and at the University of Bordeaux and, for

a brief period, at the Ecole des Chartes in

Paris. His books give evidence of a solid

classical culture and of constant meditation

on the Gospels and on a few great Christian

works (Imitation of Christ, Pascal's PensJes).

The chief literary influences on his youth
were Maurice Barr&s, the Catholic poet

Francis Jammes, Andr Gide (whom he later

rejected as a dangerous master of immoralistic

temptation), and Paul Claudel (qq.v.). He
first published a few volumes of verse, a

form in which (even in his later and most

felicitous poem, Le Sang d'Atys, 1940) he

never was fully successful. His early novels,

while still imperfect, reveal the permanent
themes of Mauriac: the turbid age of ado-

lescence; the abysses of sin and of evil; pro-

vincial families in which hatred, revenge, and

an avid passion for material property are the

ruling motives. Human life is presented as a

conflict between the treacherous temptations
of the flesh and the supreme temptation of

God; the latter usually triumphs in the end

after the misery of a godless world has

aroused remorse and humility in the char-

acters.

Mauriac's first major works were, in 1922

and 1923, Le Baiser an ttpreux and Genitrix

(Eng. tr. of both in The Family, 1930). Be-

tween 1923 and 1941 a dozen more novels, of

unequal value, were published. Three un-

doubtedly stand out as masterpieces of the

contemporary novel, Le Desert de I'amour

(1925; Eng. tr., The Desert of Love, 1929),

Thdrese Desqueyroux (1927; Eng. tr., TMrtse,

1928), and Le Nccud de viperes (1932; Eng.

tr,, Vipers' Tangle, 1933). Others, especially

La Fin de la nuit (1935), PlongJes (1938), and

La Pharisienne (1941), contain some unfor-

gettable scenes. Mauriac has also proved an

able dramatist in Asmodde (1938; Eng. tr,,

Asmodee; or, The Intruder, 1939) and Les

Mai Aimes (1945). He has composed two

biographies (Vie de Racine, 1928; Vie de

Jesus, 1936, Eng. tr., Life of Jesus, 1937),

which do not rank among his best works.

Mauriac, unanimously acknowledged in

France as a ''moralist" of the first order, has

written a few remarkable volumes of essays

which fully reveal his religious and artistic

conception of the novel, Le Roman (1928),

Dieu et Mammon (1929; Eng. tr., God and

Mammon, 1936), Le Romancier et ses per-

sonnages (1933). Three volumes of collected

articles entitled Journal (1934* *937 and 1 949)

include some of his finest prose. Although

undisputed success came early to Mauriac (he
was elected to the French Academy in 1933),

he has remained unspoiled by it and inde-

pendent and has not lost the admiration of

the younger literary generation in France. His

attitude during the German occupation of

France was one of courageous resistance to the

invader and the Vichy regime.
The originality of Mauriac as the chief

French novelist since Proust lies in his skill-

ful combination of several varied elements:

a feeling for poetic and dramatic style, es-

pecially conspicuous in the descriptive and

evocative parts of his novels; a masterly

technique, which owes nothing to English
or Russian influences and has reverted to the

traditional rigid, condensed, feverish French

novel which sprang from Racinian tragedy; a

subtle psychology, which never intrudes into

the novel but reveals dramatically the bitter-

est soul conflicts of the characters through
their physical appearance, their gestures, and

their speech. Reminiscence of the past is a

favorite device of Mauriac's novels. A pro-

foundly Christian and Catholic conception of

human beings permeates everything; the

never-ending conflict the pagan beauty of

the world and the lust for pleasure or pos-

session against remorse, faith, and chaiity

gives unity and perhaps monotony to these

novels. A moving personal book by Mauriac,

Souffrances et bonheur du chretien (1929),

has revealed the deep sincerity of his austere

faith, which does not, like Balzac's or Bour-

get's (<7-t/.),
advocate religion as commendable

for political or social reasons.

See: Gerard de Catalogne, Une Gdndration

(1930); Charles du Bos, Mauriac et le pro-
bleme du romancier catholique (1933); Am^lie

Fillon, Mauriac (1936).
H. P.

Maurois, Andr (pseud, of Emile Herzog,

1885-. French biographer, novelist, and

essayist), was born at Elbeuf in Normandy,
of Alsatian parents. He attended the Lycde
Corneille at Rouen; there he studied under

the philosopher Alain (pseud, of Emile

Chartier, q.v.) who was to exercise a profound
influence upon his personality and upon his

works. Later he studied at the University of

Caen and obtained the degree of master of

arts in philosophy. Though he would have

liked to continue his studies, a sense of duty

compelled him to enter the cloth factory his

family had founded in Elbeuf. He remained
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there until 1914, encountering the harsh

realities of industrial management. At the

beginning of the First World War he was ap-

pointed liaison officer and interpreter with

the British army. Two books of familiar

essays, Les Silences du colonel Bramble (1918)

and Les Discours du docteur O'Grady (1922),

portray his British comrades with sympathy,
humor, and keen insight. His first biography,

Ariel, ou la Vie de Shelley, appeared in 1923.

Tn 1926 he again left Elbeuf, where he had

resided since the end of the First World War,
and went to Paris to devote himself entirely

to literature. A series of lectures he gave at

Cambridge University in 1928 was later pub-
lished under the title Aspects de la bio-

graphic (1928), in which he discusses the

technical problems confronting a biographei.

According to him, biography should be not

only a work of science based on sound erudi-

tion, but also a work of art unfolding the

development of a human personality and a

means of personal expression for the biog-

rapher himself. The biographies of Maurois

include La Vie de Disraeli (1927), Don Juan,
ou la Vie de Byron (1930), and Chateaubriand

('938).
As a novelist Maurois has produced Ber-

nard Quesnay (1926), a book which is partly

autobiographical, Climats (1928), and Le
Cercle de famille (1932). All relate with

penetrating tact and sensitivity the story of

a sentimental or moral crisis. He is also the

author of fantastic novels, such as Le Peseur

d'dmes (1931), and of philosophic tales, La
Machine a lire les pensees (1937).
The alert mind of Maurois has kept in

constant touch with the social, political, and
ethical problems of the day. He discusses

them in essays, Dialogues sur le cornmande-
rnent (1924) and Sentiments et coutumes

(1934). He has been a brilliant and well-

qualified interpreter of English civilization in

his works of literary criticism, e.g., Magiciens
et logiciens (1935), and in his historical

works, Edouard VII et son temps (1933) and
Histoire d'Angleterre (1937). With the excep-
tion of Sentiments et coutumes, all the

writings of Maurois named in the present
article have been translated and published in

English.
Maurois was elected to the French Academy

on June 23, 1938. At the outbreak of the

Second World War he joined the French

army. After the military collapse of France

he came to the United States, where he

lectured and taught. In 1942 he volunteered

for the French army in North Africa. Out-

standing traits are his keen intelligence, his

wide culture, his human sympathy, and his

intellectual honesty and courage. Under the

influence of his philosophic training and of

his personal experience he learned to have a

horror of fanaticism, of abstract theorizing,
of spectacular simplification. His message is

one of friendship and of confident optimism.
See: J. Prdvost, "Andr Maurois/' Nouvelle

Revue franfaise, XLIX (1937), 437-450; G.

Lemaitre, Andr6 Maurois (1939).

R. B.

Maurras, Charles (1868-, French journalist
and literary and political critic, leader and
theorist of the neo-royalist movement), was

born at Martigues in Provence. He moved to

Paris after having received his baccalaureate

from the Catholic College of Aix-en-Provence,
in 1885. Being afflicted with partial deafness

since the age of 14, Charles Maurras had
become accustomed to an intensely studious

and meditative life. He set out to complete
his education, and from 1885 to 1890, which
he calls his "period of philosophical absorp-
tion/' he plunged into the study of history,

philosophy, and the social sciences. Most of

his articles that were published at that time,

the first in February, 1886, were critical re-

views of books on these subjects. After hav-

ing made a complete, searching analysis of

the doctrine of counterrevolution (in an im-

portant essay on "L'Evolution des id6es

sociales," Reforrne sociale, January-February,
1891), he turned most of his attention to art

and literature, particularly poetry, his

musique interieurc. During the next period
of five or six years, Maurras took an active

part in the literary discussions of the day.
He wrote numerous articles of criticism,

short stories, and poems, some of these in

Provencal. He was one of the founders of the

short-lived Ecole Romane (1891) and of the

Ecole Parisienne du Flibrige (1892). But he
never entirely neglected political and social

questions.
The Dreyfus affair was in 1898 to throw

him entirely into political journalism. Ever

since that time the main concern of Maurras
has been the elaboration of a system of

thought which, in his mind, is destined to

solve forever the political and social problems
of the French nation. He joined the Action

Fran^aise soon after its founding, in 1899.
This political group, whose initial aim had
been limited to the reorganization of republi-
can France, became *oon, under his influence,

the nucleus of a new royalist movement. It

adopted the doctrine of integral nationalism

(the placing of the nation's interest above
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everything else) which, according to Maurras,

necessarily entails the restoration of an abso-

lute and hereditary monarchy. The Action

Franchise claims that at least as far as France

is concerned only the king and the Catholic

Church can secure political and social sta-

bility, order in man and in society. In art and

literature, Maurras opposes classicism to ro-

manticism and the iGth and 17th centuries to

the i8th and igth. He has naturally con-

tributed his share to the "anti-Rousseauism"

crusade. His aim has been to create a deep
faith in a new set of values based on tradi-

tion and what he calls "reality," i.e., every-

thing that is directly opposed to the princi-

ples of the French Revolution. The Action

Frangaise supported the government of the

French republic during the First World War,
but resumed its systematic and relentless at-

tacks on public figures and democratic insti-

tutions as soon as the armistice was signed.
In spite of some setbacks, such as the tem-

porary condemnation by the pope (the plac-

ing of the daily Action franfaise and five of

Maurras's books on the Index) in 1926, the

movement kept growing until 1940. While
much of its program was put into force by
the Vichy government, it failed in creating
the state of mind that might have assured

the success of a coup de force against the re-

public. In January, 1945, Maurras was

brought to trial as an enemy of the republic
and condemned to life imprisonment.
Maurras had previously served sentences

in prison, fought duels, and on several oc-

casions narrowly escaped assassination. He
was elected to the French Academy in 1938, in

his 7Oth year. Most of his writings have been

collected and published in book form. His

five-volume Dictionnaire politique et critique

(1932-1934) is the most convenient work of

reference to the ideas he has expressed in

practically every field of thought. More

strictly limited to the political question are

the Enqufre sur la monarchic, 1900-1909

(1909; definitive ed., 1924) and Mes Iddes

politiques (1937), a small compact volume

containing the essentials of his teaching. The
story of his polemics on the religious ques-
tion will be found in La Democratic re-

ligieuse (1921), His articles on French

foreign policy between 1895 and 1905 have

forced a volume, Kiel et Tanger (1910),
which produced a sensation at the time of its

publication. There are pages of very fine

literary criticism in such books as Trois Idtes

politiques (1898), dealing with Chateaubriand,
Michelet, and Sainte-Beuve; Les Amants de
Venise (1902), on the well-known Sand-

Musset love affair, which is Maurras's only
book not made up of selected articles and

miscellaneous writings; L'Avenir de Vintelli-

gence (1905), dealing especially with the con-

cept of order, basic principle of his tradi-

tionalism, in all domains of human endeavor;

and L'Etang de Bcrre (1915), mostly about

Provence and modern Provencal literature.

From an artistic and literary point of view

must be especially recommended Le Chemin
de Paradis (1894), a collection of philosophi-
cal short stories; Anthinea (1901), letters from

Greece, Italy, Corsica, and England; and,

above all, La Musique intdrieure (1925), a

selection of poems preceded by a long and

interesting biographical essay which contains

some of the most beautiful pages Maurras has

ever written.

Maurras has pitilessly analyzed the ills

of modern society, invariably putting the

blame on democracy, romanticism, or

"Rousseauism." He is a powerful polemist,
one who has aroused much intense hatred

among his contemporaries. Yet his sincerity

of purpose has rarely been questioned, and
the best critics recognize him as one of the

ablest thinkers and most forceful prose
writers of our time. He has taught many a

young man how to think straight this does

not necessarily mean accepting his arguments,
either premises or conclusions and has

exerted a deep influence upon modern French

thought, whether positively or negatively.
Since the appearance of Anthinea Maurras
has been considered the foremost representa-
tive of the classical spirit in French literature.

Through his clear and direct style, vigorous

logic, and constant appeal to reason, he has

performed the feat of holding the admiration,

respect, and even interest of readers who have
never been bewitched by the logic of his

political philosophy. And this alone would
have justified the prominent place that he
has been given in the history of French
literature.

See: P. Descoqs, S. J., A travers I'czuvre de

Charles Maurras (1913); A. Sdgard, Charles

Maurras et les iddes royalistes (1919); A.

Thibaudet, Les Idte* de Charles Maurras

(1920); L. Daudet, Charles Maurras et son

temps (1930); E. Renauld, "L*Action Fran-

faise" contre I'Eglise catholique et contre la

monarchic (1936); E. Roussel, Les Nudes
maurrassiennes (1937).

A. V. R.

May, Karl (1842-1918, German novelist), was
born in Hohenstein-Ernstthal, the son of a
weaver. He taught school until discharged
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for misdemeanors and turned, in 1874, to

writing travel and adventure stories. During
the rest of his life his literary output was

enormous and his popularity has been na-

tional, especially among younger readers for

whom his work supplied enchanting vistas

into romantically conceived distant lands.

Although May had no direct experience of

America, he conveyed in such books as Helden
des Western (1890), Winnetou (3 vols., 1893),

Old Surehand (1894), Der Schatz im Silbersee

(1894), and many others memorable fictional

pictures of a colorful wild West frontier land.

With amazing literary agility he published in

1892 alone six long tales with a Near Eastern

setting (Durch Wtiste und Harem, Durchs
wilde Kurdistan, Von Bagdad nach Stambul,
Durch die Schluchten des Balkan, Durch das

Land der Skipetaren, Der Schut). Other parts
of the world, charged with mystery and in-

describable dangers, are the background of

such best sellers as Das Vermachtnis des Inka

(1895), Im Lande des Mahdi (3 vols., 1896),
Im Reich des silberen Lowen (4 vols., 1898-

igo2).The Karl-May Stiftung, founded in

1913, has continued to publish (in the Karl-

May-Jahrbuch, 1918 ff.) the inexhaustible re-

sources of May's literary remains.

In his work memories of the noble savage,

aspects of James Fenimore Cooper, and the

most striking features of travel and detective

literature are effectively intermingled. His

tales are fashioned after the black-and-white

pattern of a melodramatic chase sustained by

treachery and deceit and by the superhuman
display of endurance and cunning until Old
Surehand or Kara Ben Nemsi fires the re-

deeming shot. But no matter how transparent
his literary devices may be, May represents
a significant element in the history of Ger-

man life at the end of the century. Not only
by his insistence upon the indubitable effec-

tiveness of bourgeois values, but also by his

attempt to open remote areas of fascinating

experience, he contributes to the shift in

German imagination from the grand gestures
of Wagnerian heroism to the political re-

alities of colonial ambition.

See: May, Mein Leben und Streben (1910);
Otto Eicke, "Karl May, ein deutscher Volks-

schriftsteller," Der Biicherwurm, XVIII (1933),

206-207; Wolfgang Goetz, "Karl May/'
Deutsche Zukunft, Jahrgang II (1934), No. 19,

p. 16.

V. L.

Mayakovsky, Vladimir (1893-1930, Russian

poet and playwright), claimed the double dis-

tinction of being a leading futurist poet and

the poet of the Revolution. Before the Revo-

lution his iconoclasm seemed an aim in it-

self. He hated the existing order, its insti-

tutions and standards, its authorities, its

aesthetics. His verse had the air of savage
anarchism; it spouted indignation, gall, and

mockery, and, lacking in a positive goal, it

breathed despondency and defeatism. The
very form of his verse was a challenge to tra-

dition and convention. After the Revolution
of 1917 Mayakovsky changed neither in form
nor in substance: but he acquired an ideal, a

positive purpose, to which he dedicated him-

self wholly. He found a meaning in his hatred

of the old, and with renewed vigor he now
attacked the survivals of the past in the

name of the nascent new order. Similarly,
his formal innovations came to mean not

only a protest against old aesthetics, but also

an expression of the new order and its affirma-

tion. Mayakovsky thus personified the odd

marriage of futurism and the Bolshevik

Revolution.

Mayakovsky was the son of a forester

in the village Bagdhady, in the Caucasus.

After the death of his father in 1906, the

family moved to Moscow. Vladimir, while in

high school, joined an underground revolu-

tionary organization and was arrested several

times. In 1910 he spent 11 months in a solitary

prison cell. He expressed his rebellious spirit
as a student in an art school, where he joined
a group of extremists, subsequent futurists.

His first futurist poem was published in

1912, and in the same year he signed the

manifesto of the Moscow cubo-futurists, "A

Slap in the Face of Public Taste." Most of his

writings before the Revolution were intended

to shock the respectable, both in form and in

content, but along with boisterous puerilities

they displayed the basic robustness of his

talent and his healthful resentment to things-

as-they-are. Thus in the poem "Oblako v

shtanakh" (1915; A Cloud in Pants) he

mingled individualistic whims with social

motives of daring implications. He addressed

the "street thousands/' the miserable and

destitute, himself as one of the lowly,
"vomited by a consumptive night into the

palm of Moscow." He exhorted the crowds to

straighten out their bent backs, to rise in

self-respect, not to beg for alms but to pre-

pare for the pending years. The positive aim
of the Revolution was not clear to the poet
as yet; he only burned with wrath and

vengeance. "On every drop of a flowing tear

I have crucified myself/' he cried to wretched

humanity, to all "who are hungry, sweaty,
meek, soured in flea-ridden filth/' summon-
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ing them to decorate lampposts with "the

gory corpses of shopkeepers." This ngte of

rebellion rang out in other long poems of his,

as well as in brief lyrics and satires, before

and during the First World War. Among the

longer compositions of the period there were

several outstanding works "Fleita-pozvo-
nochnik" (1915; Flute-Spinal Cord), "Voina

i mir" (1916; War and the World), and the

ironical panegyric to himself in "Chelovek"

(1917; Man).
From the first, Mayakovsky used a unique

style. He despised hackneyed phrases and

conventional terms and employed them only
in derision. His epithets are fresh and un-

expected, his vocabulary is rich and colorfully

original, yet his Russian is free from the

exaggerated neologisms of his fellow futurists,

He achieves novelty by multiplying the po-
tentialities of Russian prefixes and suffixes, by
the unexpected juxtaposition of sounds and

phrases, by taking such liberties with

grammar as changing adverbs into adjectives,
verbs into nouns, or vice versa, by omitting

prepositions, when the meaning is clear with-

out them, by abbreviating and lengthening
words for the sake of euphony, and by other

means of avoiding a smooth and obvious

language, correct "like the pulse of a corpse."
The trim regularity and Tchaikovsky-like
melodiousness of the tonic-syllabic Russian

verse nauseated Mayakovsky. His verse, not

unlike Russian folk poetry, is based on the

number of stressed syllables in a line, with no

regard for the nonstressed syllables, the re-

sult being a flexible tonality and greater
freedom of rhythm. His metric irregularity is

coupled with typographically broken lines.

Since most of his verses are designed fdr

declamation, for street singing and march-

ing, Mayakovsky arranges the lines so as to

guide the reader's intonation, making each

line an accented unit. Very often his line

consists of one word ("Leftl Left! Leftl"),

lending the style a dynamic, elemental

rhythm. When his verse is not blank or free,

it has the widest variety of rhyming schemes,
from subtle inner rhymes to clusters of

words combined to echo a preceding line.

Equally unexpected and striking are Maya-
kovsky's metaphors. They are always concrete

and sensory, even when he deals with super-
natural images, and he deliberately clothes

them in a hyperbolic form, humorously ex-

aggerating dimensions and concepts. This
feature became more apparent after 1917,
when the upheavals and cataclysmal events
in Russia lent themselves to hyperbolic treat-

ment, as in the play Misteriya Buf (1918; Eng.

tr., Mystery Bouffe, 1933) or in the long poem
i}0floo,ooo (1920).

During the last 13 years of his life Maya-
kovsky was extremely active, writing, travel-

ing, reciting, painting, addressing large

crowds, throwing himself fully into the fight

for the new fatherland. He did not spare
himself, nor his everlasting enemies smug-
ness, pettiness, narrowness, greed, common-

placeness, the vices he found extant even in

the new society which he championed. Among
his travel verses should be mentioned the

cycle Amerikanskiye stikhi (1925-1926; Ameri-

can Verses), keen impressions of Mexico and

the United States, admiration for techno-

logical advancement alternating with revul-

sion from economic wastage and cruelty. His

former preoccupation with his personal self

reemerged from time to time, as in "Pro

Eto" (1923; Of That) and even in his ex-

uberant hymn to Soviet life, "Khorosho!"

(1927; 'Tis Good!). The conflict between his

devotion to the new order and his old

bohemian leanings may have contributed to

his suicide in 1930. His last poem on the

death of Lenin, "Vladimir llyich Lenin"

(1924), showed the progressive ripening of

Mayakovsky's gift, his throwing off of his

early mannerisms, futuristic trickery, exces-

sive imagery; his personal lyricism became en-

riched with the broad notes of a national

epic. Two prose plays of his, Klop (1928;

The Bedbug) and Banya (1930; The Bath-

house), caustic satires on philistine pro-

pensities in Soviet Russia, gave promise of

fresh possibilities in the creative mind of

Mayakovsky. His premature death was a fool-

ish and cruel loss.

See: V. Pertsov, Vladimir Mayakovski;

kritiko-biograficheski ocherk (1940); Herbert

Marshall, comp., Mayakovsky and His Poetry

(1942).

A, K.

Mechbw, Karl Benno von (1897-, German

novelist), born in Bonn in the Rhineland,
was the son of a colonel. He himself fought
as a cavalry officer in the First World War.
Later he acquired an- estate near Schwiebus,
but the economic situation forced him to give
it up. For some time he was employed in a

bookstore in Freiburg. Since 1928 he has lived

with his wife in southern Bavaria.

Mechow took his time in maturing as a

writer, and when he brought out his first

novel, Das landliche Jahr (1929), it was a

notable success. The work is rooted in a life

close to the soil. It shows a rural community
in the cycle of one year from winter to
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winter, but it is singularly free from the

falsifying romanticism of the "blood and
soil" school. Mechow is an honest writer, and
while he describes the phases of nature with

loving intimacy and realistic exactness, he
shows also the wretchedness of man and his

inability to cope with the forces about him.

The young manager of an estate, the central

figure, has traits of the author's character.

Shy, retiring, honest, and not too certain of

himself, he grows in dealing with men and

problems; Mechow stresses the somewhat re-

signed attitude of modesty and obedience to

the law of life. This is also the basic atmos-

phere in the noteworthy war novel Das
Abenteuer (1930), a masterfully graphic
description of a "community on horseback/'

It is the story of the cavalry and its function

in the great German thrust into Russia in

1915. Men and horses and landscape gradu-
ally slip into the consciousness of the reader
until thorough familiarity with the characters

and the vast Russian countryside is achieved.
The novel Vorsommer (1934) had a varied

reception. Mechow's ideals of goodness and

purity are demonstrated in the chaste love
of a young girl, gay and of good will.

Through her love an undistinguished man
finds meaning and aim in his work and life.

The book is more an idyl than a novel. From
1 934 to ! 938 Mechow was (with Paul Alverdes,

q.v.) the editor of the periodical Das Innere
Reich.

See: P. Alverdes, "Karl Benno von Me
chow," Die neue Rundschau, Jahrgang XLIV
(1933). Bd. II, pp. 841-845; G. Haupt, "Karl
Benno von Mechow," Die neue Literatur,
XXXV (1934), 79-83; W. K. Pfeiler, War and
the German Mind (1941), pp. 240-243.

W. K. P.

Medina, Vicente (1866-1936, Spanish poet),
was a native of Murcia, of humble origin. In

1898 he won acclaim with a volume called
Aires murcianos which initiated a type of

regional poetry that was to become widespread
and of great influence among local and re-

gional poets of other sections of Spain and

Spanish America. Vicente Medina's achieve-
ment consisted in creating a new style of rustic

poetry. His poetry does not deal with local

color, as did the regional literature of the igth

century; nor is he interested in the people be-

cause of their unusual or picturesque at-

tributes, as were the romantics, or in the

physical and social aspects of their environ-

ment, as were the realists. It was the soul of

the people he sought to express their emo-

tions, conflicts, and human qualities as they

are manifested in their ingenuous, unstudied,

elemental, primitive aspects. For this reason
Medina's Aires murcianos is regional poetry
only in a limited sense. The flavor comes
from certain outstanding dialectal charac-

teristics which are perfectly intelligible to

anyone who knows Spanish, as Murcia is

a region of Castilian origin. The defect of

this poetry is its monotony. Medina, through-
out his life, merely repeated himself; he was
never able to give new dimensions to his

poetry, not even by changing the regional

theme, as he attempted to do in the popular

poems he wrote about the Argentine where

he lived for over 20 years. His first creations,

however, are masterpieces of an art that is

human and unassuming and may well live

forever. They have not been surpassed either

by their author or his many imitators.

See: A. Gonziilez-Blanco, Los contempord-
neos (1906), pp. 240-276; J.

Mas y Pi, Letras

espafiolas (1911).
F. deO

Mell, Max (1882, Austrian poet and drama

tist), was born in Styria at Marburg (Maribor);

his father was made director of the state

institute for the blind in Vienna, and the

family moved there. Mell took his Ph.D.

degree at the University of Vienna, majoring
in Germanics, but resolved to devote himself

to writing and sought no position or office.

While still at the university he published his

first book of stories (Lateinische Erzahlungen,

1904), characterized by polished form and

conscious artistry. He continued to improve
his style and technical competence by trans-

lating and emulating foreign writers, and his

prose came to combine Austrian grace and

classical purity. His first poems (Das be-

kranzte Jahr, 1911) sing his beloved Styria

in all its aspects, seasons, and moods, and a

simplicity akin to that of the folk song
marks both these and his subsequent lyrics.

More strikingly original and better known
is his dramatic production, which won him

recognition throughout the German lands for

his revival and renewal of the old-time

Laienspiel. Modeled on the style of the old

folk play, inspired by true religious feeling,

and rendered more poignant by the destruc-

tion and distress of the First World War.
Mell's three Legendenspiele (Das Apostel-

spiel, 1923, Eng. tr., Apostle Play, 1934; Das

Schutzengelspiel, 1923; Das Nachfolge Christi-

Spiel, 1927) were played everywhere by pro-
fessionals and laymen, with reverence in the

performance and with profoundly emotional

response on the part of the audiences. Re-
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minding one of German expressionism in

their affirmation of religious experience, these

plays, like many of the Jyrics, restored to

modern life some of the best aspects of

medieval faith and medieval simplicity.
See: A. Soergel, Dichtung und Dichter der

Zeit, Dritte Folge: Dichter aus deutschem

Volkstum, (1934), pp. 100-110.

B. Q. M.

Mendele mocher sforim (pseud, of Sholem

Yakob Abromowitz, 1836-1917, Yiddish novel-

ist and essayist) was reared in a small town

in the province of Minsk, Russia, where he

received the traditional orthodox Jewish edu-

cation with its emphasis upon the Bible,

the Talmud, and religious commentaries. At

14, when his father died, he set out as a

wandering scholar in search of knowledge.
He attended famous rabbinical schools at

Slutsk and Vilna. A wandering mendicant
who was passing through Mendele's native

community fired the young man's imagina-
tion with stories of prosperity prevailing in

the Ukraine, supposedly a land flowing with

milk and honey. Both set out for this prom-
ised region, begging their way from town to

town, acquiring a fund of experiences, a

treasure of folklore, and an insight into

Jewish and Russian folkways. Mendele finally

managed to break away from the older vaga-
bond and made his way to Kamenets in the

Ukrainian province of Podolia. Here the

Hebrew poet Abraham Beer Cottlober be-

came interested in him, arranged for his

education in Russian, German, and arithme-

tic, provided him with a position as teacher

in a Jewish parochial school, and published
his first literary efforts. Encouraged t>y

Gottlober, Mendele decided to devote him-

self to creative writing.
His first essays in the late 1850*5 and early

i86o
f

s were in Hebrew. But he soon realized

that the majority of his fellow Jews did not

have sufficient command of Hebrew to read

with pleasure works written in the sacred

tongue, and so in 1863 he turned to Yiddish

as the more suitable vehicle for his popular
tales. Unlike his contemporaries, most of

whom took great pains with their Hebrew
but not with their Yiddish style, Mendele
labored no less diligently over his Yiddish,

wr/ting and rewriting his essays and stories

until they attained their most perfect form.

He has been called the creator of classical

Yiddish. He is certainly its best prose stylist.

His main subject matter is Jewish life in the

Russian Pale. He has his intellectual roots in

the enlightened humanitarianism of the i8th

century and aims not merely to entertain but

also to reform his readers. He therefore uses

satire as an important vehicle for castigating

injustice and for urging reform of intolerable

social conditions. In his satirical allegory Die

Klatshe (1873; The Dobbin) he depicts the

hapless lot of Russian Jewry in the figure of

a sorry old nag, undernourished, overworked,
beset on all sides by the better-fed breed of

aristocratic steeds, and becudgeled by igno-
rant unpitying ragamuffins. In his tale Fishke

der Krume (1869-1888; Fishke the Lame) he

draws upon his youthful experiences as a

wandering mendicant and rouses sympathy
for the poorest of the poor, for outcasts, vaga-
bonds and thieves. His most ambitious work,
Masoes Benyarnin Hashlishi (1878; The

Wanderings of Benjamin the Third), is a

prose epic of Eastern European Jewry,
modeled after Don Quixote. His maturest

novel is Dos Vintshfingerl (The Wishing
Ring), upon which he worked for many years.
Mendele is revered by Yiddish readers as

the "grandfather of Yiddish literature." His

influence has been enormous upon many
younger writers, and his work has been trans-

lated into several European tongues.
See: S. Niger, Mendele mocher sforim (1936).

S. L.

Mends, Catulle (pseud., rarely used, C.

Valerius, 1841-1909, French poet, novelist,

playwright, and critic), was born in Bor-

deaux. He came of a family of Jewish
bankers; his father, having a literary turn of

mind, named this son for the Latin poet
Catullus. After several changes of residence

in France and abroad, Catulle Mends, still

very young, settled in Paris (1860). He very
soon threw himself headlong into the literary
melee. Romanticism was dead, and poetry
was languishing, but the rising generation
was eager to bring about its rejuvenation.
Mends was not yet 20 when he launched
the very exuberant Revue fantaisiste (1861)
whence the name Fantaisistes sometimes given
to the group generally called the Parnassians.

A heavy fine and- imprisonment for an
obscene play which appeared in this review

(Le Roman d'une nuit, published in book

form, 1883) sounded the death knell of the

periodical. A more successful attempt to give
a new impetus to poetry was made by a

group of young poets, led by Mends and
Louis Xavier de Ricard, their Maecenas, when

they published the first installment of an

anthology, Le Parnasse contemporain (1866).
Mends has recorded humorously the labori-
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ous beginnings of the undertaking in La

Ltgende du Parnasse contemporain (1884).

Mend&s had a profound admiration for

TWophile Gautier, whose daughter Judith
he married, but later divorced. He had a

great dislike for whatever savored of littera-

ture utilitaire or literature moralisatrice ,

following in that the lead of Gautier, Ban-

ville (q.v.) 9 and Flaubert (q.v.). With a de-

cided leaning towards light poetry, not to

say accented gauloiserie (Philomela, 1863; Les

Vaines Amours; Odelettes et ballades),
Mends proved himself a virtuoso in almost

every form and genre of poetry. The same

versatility characterizes his prose stories, with,

however, too frequent violation of common
decorum. He also tried his hand with moder-
ate success at the theatre (Brisdis, 1899; Capi-
taine Fracasse, 1878, libretto for an Optra
comique based on Gau tier's story; La Reine

Fiammette, 1898; Mddee, 1898; Scarron, 1905)
and showed an interest in history (Les 75

Journtes de la Commune, 1871; Le Roivierge,
1881, a novel about Ludwig of Bavaria). He
was one of the first enthusiasts of Wagner
music in France (Richard Wagner, 1886).

Certain critics, e.g., Martino and Souriau,
have treated Menctes with great severity. In

any case it was sheer injustice that gave
Mendfes no place in the great four-volume

Anthologie des poetes du XlXme siecle pub-
lished by Lemerre in 1888.

See: P. Martino, Parnassiens et symbolistes

(1925); M. Souriau, Histoire du Parnasse

(i929)J A - Schaffer, The Genres of Parnassian

Poetry (1944).

A. Sz.

Menendez Pidal, Ramon (1869-, Spanish
philologist and historian of the Middle Ages),
born in La Coruna, when still very young at-

tracted the attention of all Romance scholars

with his book La leyenda de los Infantes de
Lara (1896), in which he reconstructs a legend
of medieval Spain and traces its development
up to the igth century. His principal works
since then are Gramdtica histdrica (1904), El

poema del Cid; texto, gramdtica y vocabulario

(1909), L*Epopee castillane (1909), Poesia

juglaresca y juglares (1924), Origenes del

espanol (1929), La Espana del Cid (1929),
Historia y epopeya (1934); in addition there

are numerous studies on the Romancero, the

literature of the 17th century, dialectology,

etymology. In 1925 appeared three huge
volumes, Homenaje a Mentndez Pidal, in

which philologists and historians from all

over the world collaborated as a tribute to

the master.

Before Mendndez Pidal, Spanish linguistics
was studied by foreigners and not too ade-

quately. Now, as a result of this scholar's

great contributions, what the Spanish lan-

guage is, how it originated and developed

historically, can truly be understood. Even
more will be revealed upon publication of

the monumental Historia de la lengua

espanola, on which he has been working all

his life. Before Men6ndez Pidal, the belief

was held that the Spanish epic was meager
and not very original; such a situation has

changed completely since the sagacious liter-

ary archaeologist reconstructed various poems,
lost, or scattered in the prose of the medieval

chronicles. The particular ability of Menendez
Pidal has consisted in knowing how to com-
bine judiciously a fabulous knowledge of

details with a peculiar gift for arriving at

great historico-geographic syntheses. Starting,
for example, with the diphthongization of

the Latin vowels e and o in the Iberian

language, he has been able to reconstruct the

successive limits of Basque-Iberian and Latin

in the Iberian Peninsula. By comparing 60

local versions of a popular ballad ("Geri-

neldo"), he has laid the foundations for a

folkloric geography, which thus appears to

be controlled by social forces analogous to

those determining the diffusion of the

language.
An unbelievable capacity for work and a

rare intuition enable Menendez Pidal to find

his way in the darkness of history. From the

shadows are drawn the speech and life of

Christian Spain during the loth and nth
centuries, to produce, in Origines del espanol,
a book without parallel in any modern lan-

guage. This is the only work, according to

Professor Leo Spitzer, that really explains the

rise of a Romance national civilization and

language; it could have been written, Spitzer

says, "only by a polyhistor with a gigantic

power of synthesis comparable to that of a

Jakob Grimm" (Modern Language Quarterly,
Vol. IV, 1943, pp. 420-421). Its author is,

without any doubt, an essential constituent

element of the almost miraculous Spanish
revival which centers about the year 1900,
and he has been for historical science what
S. Ramon y Cajal was for biological science.

New interpretations of the art, literature, and

thought of Spain were then emerging almost

spontaneously; Menendez Pidal himself really
had no teachers. He collected a fund of his-

torical materials which would have over-

whelmed anyone but him, endowed as he was
with an instinct for logical arrangement and
method. At the age of 12, reading the Bible,
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he tried to understand it in terms of his-

torical maps; later he was to reconstruct the

itinerary followed in El poema del Cid, the

life of the hero, and that of all those who had

any importance in the history of the nth

century.
Attracted by the assiduous enthusiasm of

this artist of historical precision, a few young
Spaniards grouped themselves about him, and
with them Menndez Pidal founded the

Centro de Estudios Hist6ricos of Madrid

(1910), the important publications of which

have blazed new trails for European and

American Hispanism. One official organ of

the Centro has been the Revista de filologia

espanola, in which Men6ndez Pidal has pub-
lished some of his best studies on the Spanish
Romancero and has made known hitherto

unpublished poems of the Middle Ages

(Elena y Maria and the epic poem Ronces-

valles). Fascist Spain deprived Menendez
Pidal of the direction of the Centro de

Estudios Histrtricos and of the presidency of

the Spanish Academy. But the great scholar

continues his task with the same ardor that

characterized his youthful years, for the

eternal good of Spain.
See: Gaston Paris, Poemes et legendes du

mayen-Age (1900), pp. 213-251; H. Morf, A us

Dichtung und Sprache der Romanen (1903),

pp. 373-396; Homero Sen's and Germdn
Arteta, Bibliografia hispdnica; Ramon Me-
ndndez Pidal, 2d ed., enlarged (New York,

1938).

A. C.

Menendez y Pelayo, Marcelino (1856-1912,

Spanish historian and critic), was born and
died in Santander, in the heart of the primi-
tive nucleus of Castile, a city to which he

always came back from Madrid. There he

assembled his great library with that biblio-

phile's passion which characterized him all his

life* His entire life was devoted to books. His

first works caused a great impression princi-

pally because of the amout of reading they rep-
resented on the part of an author so young.
When he was 22 he won his appointment to

the chair of Spanish literature in the Uni-

versity of Madrid, and from 1898 he was the

director of the National Library of Madrid.
As a young man he was sent with the aid of a

grant to study abroad in Portugal, Italy,

France, Belgium, and Holland; he visited, in

fact, only the libraries, atod nothing but
books aroused his interest. He was almost

altogether self-taught and he had few other

teachers than the old and modern books he

read, although he was initiated in his studies

by Manuel Mili y Fontanals (q.v.), whose
classes he attended at the University of

Barcelona.

His first works were of a polemical nature.

Their object was to defend and justify the

Spanish tradition against the attacks of which
it had been the target since the i8th century
in Spain and abroad and which had flared up
again in his day on the part of the liberals

and progressives of the igth century. Thus
his Historia de los heterodoxos espanoles

(1880-1881) was written to prove that the

genuine thought of Spain is Catholic and that

only exceptionally has this not been the case

in works of real value by Spaniards. La
ciencia espanola (1876) is, in turn, a work in

which he attempts to reply to the old con
tention that Spain has contributed nothing to

the development of modern science. These

apologetic works, which quickly made their

author famous, had the defects and merits

that might be expected of them: they were
full of ardor and emotion, but their argu-
ments were not always entirely valid. The
positive and scientific part of these two works
was of necessity only the great accumulation
of bibliographical material they contained,
for it was not possible for a single author to

study the history of all the sciences in the one
instance, and in the other the history of all

religions except the Catholic. As for litera-

ture, the cultural field which Menendez y

Pelayo completely dominated and for the

study of which he was extraordinarily gifted
and prepared, he produced the most impor-
tant works that had been written on the sub-

ject, so much so that he may be called the

creator of the history of Spanish literature in

a total conception that aimed to grasp and
understand it in its complete development
and evaluation. His traditionalism and his

Catholicism, once they had ceased to be
militant and polemic, became for him the

bond with the Spanish past, thus constituting
a national sentiment which, united to his

deep intuitive sense of beauty and art, gave

unity to the whole of his writings.
His first study on Spanish literature, His-

toria de las ideas esldticas en Espaiia (1883-
1891), he considered an indispensable pre-

liminary work for a projected history of

Spanish literature. Though this was never

written, many chapters of it are contained in

his various other works: the novel prior to

Cervantes, in Origenes de la novela (1905-
1 9 1 5)l poetry before Garcilaso, in the pro-
logues in the Antologia de poetas liricos

espanoles (1890-1908); the theatre, in his pro-
logues to the plays of Lope de Vega in the
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edition of the latter's Obras (1890-1913) pub-
lished by the Spanish Academy. The vast pro-

portions that his works assumed as they grew
have been the reason that nearly all of them

remained incomplete on the death of their

author. His bibliographical studies extend

from the first work he published, entitled

Horatio en Espana (1877), to Bibliografia

hispano-latina cldsica (1902), which was left

unfinished.

In addition to these larger enterprises,
Men<ndez y Pelayo wrote works for special

occasions, such as addresses or introductions,

which of necessity had to be brief and
limited. In these, collected under the title

Estudios de critica literaria (1884-1908), the

reader can appreciate the value of his con

cisely expressed ideas and opinions on a great

variety of topics and writers of Spanish litera-

ture.

Throughout his work he displays equal

competence, although the field of his prefer-
ence and most special ability was the golden

age, particularly in those of its aspects which
derived from the Renaissance and the classics.

Mcn^ndcz y Pelayo was not a specialist in

literary criticism in the sense the word has

taken on in modern times, but rather a

humanist, like those of the Renaissance. His

literary taste was unerring and in his writings
he determined the values and rankings of

Spanish literature, and his judgments have

been generally accepted and have come to

constitute the consensus of Spanish literary

criticism up to the present moment. This is

Menndez y Pelayo's great talent his ability
to organize and evaluate swiftly a field as

broad as is that of the whole civilization of

a nation. All this makes him the greatest his-

torian Spain produced in the igth century.
His works may not have achieved perfection;
but it would be difficult for anyone to ap-

proach any question, large or small, concern-

ing Spanish literature without finding that

Men^nclez y Pelayo had already taken the

initiative in that field and had analyzed it

along lines that are almost always definitive.

See: A. Bonilla y San Martin, Marcclino

Menendez y Pelayo (1856-1912) (1914); M.

Artigas Ferrando, La vida y la obra de Me-
ndndez y Pelayo (1939).

F. de O.

Mercier, Louis (1870-, French poet), outstand-

ing representative of the "Ecole Lyonnaise,"
was born at Coutouvre near Roanne, a town

which itself, although in the Forez region, is

but a distant suburb of Lyon. The poet's

parents lived in comfort on the farm where

generations of Merciers had lived and

prospered. Mercier was educated at St. Jodard
and at the Catholic University of Lyon,
where the study of Greek and Latin was in-

separable from that of French literature.

His academic life was cut short by a period
of military service (three years) in North
Africa. But he always felt himself an exile

there, and in all his works no trace of exoti-

cism is found. Back in his native Forez, his

only ambition was to become a writer. He
joined the editorial staff of the Journal de

Roanne, never abandoning his position there

and unpholding the most vigorous regionalist
and traditionalist views.

Mercier's first book of poems, L'Enchantde

(1897), a contribution to symbolist literature,

has little in common with his later produc-
tions. The poet found his real path and
struck the right vein for him when love of

nature and love of his own homeland in-

spired him to write his two greatest works,
Voix de la terre et du temps (1903) and
Le Poeme de la maison (1906). G. M. Wit-

kowski made use of the latter in his sym-

phonic and lyric composition of the same

title, first presented in 1921.
The association of the French peasantry

with the First World War was recorded by
Mercier in two noble, inspired collections,

Poemes de la tranchde (1916) and Les Pierres

sacrees (1920), which more than his Lazare le

Ressuscite (1909) reveal a "Catholic Vigny."
It would perhaps be more appropriate to

relate him to Vergil. Though he succeeded,

both in verse (Les Petites Georgiques, 1923)
and in two novels (Hdldne Sorbiers, 1912; Les

Demoiselles Valdry, 1923), in giving probably
the best sketches of his native Forez, Mercier

is not merely a provincial man of letters. His

poetry is a hymn to life, to man's life

associated with his ancestors and mother
earth. The French peasant lives in close and
harmonious contact with the fields and the

home of his sires, works hard for his sons,

and takes pride in giving life. In his small

hedged or walled-in realm he may be forget-
ful of his hardships, not of his responsi-
bilities.

When Mercier, the first in his family to do
so, abandoned the plough for the pen, he
took upon himself the task of making his

neighbors hear more distinctly the voices of

nature and time and become more conscious

of the noble beauty of their lives. He never

cared to have his poems read and praised by
the press and critics of Paris. Mercier's style,
in harmony with the subject, is always simple,

avoiding all trickery and spotlight effects. Its
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very flaws some are obviously deliberate-

show the poet's dislike of artifice.

See: F. Gohin, Le Potte Louis Mercier

P. BO.

Merezhkovski, Dmitri Sergeyevich (1865-1941,

Russian novelist, critic, poet, and essayist),

born in St. Petersburg into the family of a

nobleman of Ukrainian background, was edu-

cated in the Third St. Petersburg Classical

Gymnasium. As a boy in his teens Merezh-

kovski met Dostoevski (q.v.}> an event that

deeply impressed him. He also became ac-

quainted with the poet Nadson (q.v.}>
and a

friendship developed between them. In 1884

he finished at the Gymnasium and entered

the historico-philological faculty of the Uni-

versity of Moscow. In his student years

Merezhkovski was absorbed in the works of

Spencer, Comte, Mill, and Darwin; however,

the religious urge that was fostered in him

since childhood left him dissatisfied with

positivist philosophy. Like many another

Russian intellectual of the time, Merezhkov-

ski became carried away by a search for

"eternal truths." On completing his work at

the university, he journeyed to the Caucasus,

where he met and soon married Zinaida

Hippius (q.v.). After his return to St. Peters-

burg, Merezhkovski began eainestly to pur-

sue a literary career. Aided by his wife, he

eventually gathered about himself a number

of young authors and philosophers interested

in the "God-seeking" trends of that period.

Later their informal gatherings took on the

aspect of an organization the Religious

Philosophical Society. Seeking a Neo-

Christianity that would supplant the old

Russian orthodoxy, Merezhkovski denied

equally the church and tsarism and after the

Revolution of 1905 was forced to emigrate
abroad. With the outbreak of the First World

War the Merezhkovskis opposed it on princi-

ple; with the ascendancy of the Soviets to

power, they took an irreconcilably hostile

attitude toward the new regime. In 1919 they

succeeded in escaping from Russia and

eventually took up residence in Paris, where

they became associated with reactionary ele-

ments.

Merezhkovski began his literary career as a

poet. As early as 1883 he was publishing
verses vmuch in the mood of Nadson 's melan-

choly civic poetry. After Nadspn's death in

1887 Merezhkovski was regarded for a while

as a "civic" poet and possible successor to

Nadson. In the early go's, following a nascent

interest in modernism, Merezhkovski pub-

lished a book of verse, Sirnvoly (1892; Sym-

bols), and a collection of essays, O prichinakh

upadka i o novykh techeniyakh souremennoi

russkoi literatury (1893; On the Causes of the

Present Decline and New Currents in Rus-

sian Literature), in which he analyzed the

spiritual strivings of his contemporaries and

also interpreted the works of Russian classics

in the light of impressionism, symbolism, and

mysticism. In another collection of essays,

Vechnyie sputniki (1896; Eternal Com-

panions), he pursued this thesis further.

Thereafter his reputation as leader of the

symbolist movement was established. In 1896

was published Smert bogov (Eng. trs., Julian

the Apostate, 1899, The Death of the Gods,

1901, 1929), the first part of his popular

trilogy, Khristos i Antikhrist (Eng. tr., Christ

and the Antichrist, 1938). Here Merezhkov-

ski presents his religious-philosophical in-

terpretation of history in a neatly schematized

synthesis of thesis and antithesis. Paganism
and Christianity, the religion of flesh and

the religion of spirit, were the two opposite
historical forces that were eventually to re-

solve themselves into a third, reconciling

religion. The second part of the trilogy,

Voskresshive bogi: Leonardo da Vinci (1901,

Resurrected Gods: Leonardo da Vinci; Eng.

trs., The Romance of Leonardo de Vinci,

1902, 1928), has been the most successful of

Marezhkovski's works, although it, too,

suffers from subjugation of plot to a philo-

sophical formula. The last part of the trilogy,

Khristos i Antikhrist: Piotr i Aleksei (1905;

Eng. trs., Peter and Alexis, 1905, 1931), al-

though historically as authentic as its two

predecessors, is less convincing as a literary

piece. Merezhkovski's outstanding critical

book is his study Tolstoi i Dostoyevski (1901-

1902; Eng. tr., Tolstoi as Man and Artist,

with an Essay on Dostoevski, 1902), in which

he analyzes the works of these two authors

as antithetical revelations by two "seers" the

one, "of the flesh," being Tolstoy (q.v.), and
the other, "of the spirit," Dostoevski. During
the decade following the Revolution of 1905
were published several collections of essays by
Merezhkovski on the social, intellectual, and

religious trends in Russia; the essays are full

of dialectics, mingled sometimes with pro-

phetic revelations. His other fictional works

include such historical novels as Aleksandr I

(1925) and 14 Dekabrya (1921; Eng. tr.,

December the Fourteenth, 1923) and the play
Pavel I (1908; Paul I). After the Revolution

of 1917 he attacked Bolshevism in his vitri-

olic Tsarstvo Antikhrista (1922; The Kingdom
of Antichrist). Once he had settled in Paris,
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he undertook a study of ancient Egypt that

resulted in a second-rate novel, Rozhdeniye

bogov: Tutankamon na Krite (1925, The
Birth of the Gods: Tutankhamen in Crete;

Eng. tr., The Birth of the Gods, 1925).

Merezhkovski's most significant contribu-

tions to Russian literature were made in the

course of a dozen years, ending in 1905.

During this time he was an influential figure in

an important literary movement; after that

his significance declined.

See: A. S. Dolinin, "Dmitri Merezhkovski,"

in S. A. Vengerov, ed., Russkaya literatura

XX veka, I (1914). 295-356.
O. M.

Merrill, Stuart (1863-1915, French poet),

born in Hcmpstead, Long Island, New York,

went to Paris in his early youth and studied

at the Lyc6e Condorcet. Ephraim Mikhael,

Pierre Quillard, Ren Ghil (q.v.), and Andr
Fontainas were schoolfellows, who like him-

self were destined to play an active part in

the symbolist movement. In 1884 he returned

to America to enter the school of law at

Columbia University in New York City. Four

years of jurisprudence did not interfere

seriously with his poetic vocation, since his

first book of poems, Les Gamines, appeared in

Paris (1887), while in New York were pub-
lished Pastels in Prose (1890) and a volume of

translations of contemporary French poetry.
Back in France in 1890, Merrill spent the

rest of his life in his adopted country, choos-

ing Versailles for his residence and devoting
himself to his literary pursuits. An enthusias-

tic exponent of the new school of poetry, he

contributed poems, essays, and critical articles

to all the reviews favorable to the symbolist
theories. Following the example of Ren6
Ghil and deeply influenced by the music of

Wagner, Merrill aimed at verbal orchestra-

tion, using all the resources of assonance and

alliteration as well as the tonal qualities of

the vocalic sounds. The result is a complex
harmony applied with learned skill to the

alexandrine or other syllabic meters. This

manner is amply illustrated in Poemes (1887-

1897), in which the subtle and refined music

of his earlier compositions is followed by the

gorgeous sonority of "Les Pastes." The

dazzling effect of rare and precious words

mingling with the clash of resounding sylla-

bles may fail to move our hearts but not to

astonish our ears. Soon, however, in Les

Quatre Saisons (1900) Merrill returned to a

more subdued style, one more suited to

tender reverie and to the murmured confes-

sion of a soul. But the pure artist that he was

did not hide from the realities of the world

around him, and he took an active interest

in socialist organizations as early as his

student days in New York. His humanitarian
creed finds expression in several of his writ-

ings, more particularly in Une Voix dans la

Joule (1909).

See: R&ny de Gourmont, Le Livre des

masques (1896) ; Vance Thompson, French
Portraits (1900); Andr6 Beaunier, La Podsie

nouvelle (1902); Marjorie Louise Henry, La
Contribution d'un Amtricain au symbolisme
franfais: Stuart Merrill (1927).

M. D.

Mesa y Resales, Enrique de (1879-1929, Span-
ish poet and dramatic critic), was born and
educated in Madrid. He became known as a

writer when he won a prize from a Madrid

newspaper in 1903, and from then until his

death he devoted himself to the literary pro-
fession. He was secretary of the Ateneo and

president of its section of literature. As
dramatic critic of Impartial he aroused re-

sentment and won respect by his frank ap-

praisals of the work of actors and authors.

The best of these criticisms were published
under the title Apostillas a la escena (1929).
Other volumes of his prose are Flor pagana
(1905), El retrato de Don Quijote (1905), and
Andanzas serranas (1910).

It is as a poet, however, that Enrique de
Mesa won fame. His three significant volumes
of poetry, Cancionero castellano (1911; 2d ed.,

1917), El silencio de la Cartuja (1916), El

posada y el camino (1928), form a spiritual
whole. Tierra y alma (1906) has long been out

of print. It is poetry in the traditional manner
and meters of the Spanish classical poets. His

theme is the Castilian countryside, with its

mountains and mountain dwellers, its arid

plains, its sense of age and timelessness. His

vocabulary consists of precise, realistic words

that call country things and places by their

popular names. It is a lyric poetry of re

strained expression but intense feeling. In a

series of plastic word pictures, Enrique de

Mesa conveys to the reader a sense of the

emotion of the landscape. His exquisite use

of color and sound and his evocation of

Castile's past reflect the literary mode of his

day. He can, however, be classed with no

group or school. Rather is he another of the

line of truly Spanish poets who perceived the

essential quality of his country and gave it

beautiful expression.
See: R. P&rez de Ayala, preface to Mesa y

Rosales, Cancionero castellano, sd ed. (1917);

R. Cansinos-Assdns, Poetas y prosistas del
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novecientos (1919); M. Gardner, "Enrique de

Mesa," Hispania XIII (1930), 311-314*
K. R. W.

Meyer, Conrad Ferdinand (1825-1898, Swiss

poet and story writer), was born in Zurich. A

gifted and sensitive child, he grew up in an

atmosphere of cultured refinement. After the

early death of his father (1840) his education

remained in the hands of his melancholy and

neurasthenic mother. The poet fell a victim

to the same trouble; a neurasthenic fear of

reality gripped him, and in 1852 he agreed
to enter a sanitarium. He stayed seven

months and learned to settle down to a daily
task. His first literary work was a translation

of Thierry's Recits des temps mdrovingiens,

completed in 1855. The following year his

mother committed suicide, a victim of her

melancholia. Falling heir to a fair inheritance,

Meyer was free. He went to Paris and then to

Rome. Much as Meyer admired modern
French esprit and French art, the stern

Calvitiist in him rejected what seemed to

him French levity. He felt more at home in

Rome, and there he found in Michelangelo
his ideal, a high seriousness of purpose and
an unfailing sense of what is really great. He
returned to Zurich, convinced that poetry was
his mission.

Meyer presents perhaps the strangest case

of delayed development in literary annals. He
was 39 when his Zwanzig Balladen von einem

Schweizer (1864) was published anonymously.
At 43 he ventured to give his name to an-

other slim volume, Romanzen und Bilder

(1871), a collection of ballads and lyrics. At

50 he married. The Franco-German War

helped to set free his latent powers, and

under the impact of those stirring days he

wrote Huttens letzte Tage (1871), a sequence
of terse ballads forming an epic narrative, his

first masterpiece. The laconic couplets seem

as if wrought on an anvil. He struggled for a

decade with a historical novel, as Michel-

angelo, his spiritual kinsman, struggled with

a block of recalcitrant marble. He was 51

when this novel, Jiirg Jenatsch, was published

(1876). It is his only novel, a panoramic view

of the world in the i7th century. The novel

centers in Switzerland, but Italy, the France

of Richelieu, and the Germany of the Thirty
Years' War enter into the picture. The hero

is aft uncompromising man of action for

whom the end must justify the means.

While working on this novel Meyer found

the field in which he could most fully satisfy

his striving for that final perfection of form

his artist's conscience demanded. The shorter

Novell* with its more closely knit structure,

where cause and effect are inexorably linked

as in the tragic drama, attracted him. Its

very compactness made sterner artistic de-

mands possible, and its relative brevity more

readily allowed frequent rewriting and con-

scientious and conscious artistry. He had

entered the field of history in his Hutten and

his Jenatsch, and he stayed there. He sees and

depicts human struggles in bygone centuries

in their historical aspect. Meyer's production
of historical Novellen began with Das Arnulett

(1873) and reached its first peak in Der Hcilige

(1880; Eng. tr., Thomas a Becket the Saint,

1885). Quite on the same level with this is Die

Hochzeit des Monchs (1884; Eng. tr., The
Monk's Wedding, 1887). Dante tells this story,

and from the very beginning we hear the

voice that chanted the verse of The Divine

Comedy. Beside these two supreme achieve-

ments stand Die Leiden eines Knaben (1883),

Die Richterin (1885), and Die Versuchung des

Pescara (1887; Eng. tr., The Tempting of

Pescara, 1890).

The striving for flawless perfection that

marks Meyer's prose is even more evident in

his lyrics. An unusually high standard of

excellence is maintained throughout, and the

very arrangement of the poems is a work of

art. Most of these poems stem from the poet's
later years. Instead of youthful exuberance

are found mellow maturity and conscious

restraint, but a sensitive ear will hear the

beat of a heart that felt deeply life's joy and

grief. Beside the wistful love lyrics of his

30'$ are the warm and mellow lyrics of his

happy marriage. His great ballads are the

most direct reflection of his passionate nature,

e.g., "In der Sistine" and "Casar Borgias
Ohnmacht." Meyer is not only a sensitive

interpreter of the various moods of nature,
but also of the work of human hands, as in

"Der romische Brunnen." In conciseness and

perfection of form Meyer is akin to Stefan

George (q.v.).

See: W. Brecht, Conrad Ferdinand Meyer
und das Kunstwerk seiner Gedichtsammlung
(1918); R. Faesi, Conrad Ferdinand Meyer
(1925); H. Maync, Conrad Ferdinand Meyer
und sein Werk (1925); A. Burkhard, Conrad
Ferdinand Meyer; the Style and the Man

F. Br.

Michaglis de Vasconcelos, Carolina Wilhel-
mina (1851-1925, German philologist, Ro-
manist, and critic), was born in Berlin. At
the age of 17 her first work (Erlauterung zu
Herders Cid) was published, and at 22 she
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began to write for technical publications
such as the Romanische Forschungen and the

Zeitschrift fur romanische Philologie. She de-

voted herself at the start to etymological in-

vestigations, chiefly concerning the Spanish

language; in her early works the Portuguese

language is referred to only when helpful to

clarify any particular point under considera-

tion. In Leipzig in 1876 appeared her Studien

zur romanischen Wortschopfung, in which
she already expounded the theory, later

supported by Jespersen and other distin-

guished linguists, that "each modification of

a language is a progressive evolution/' She

married Joaquim de Vasconcelos, a well-

known historian of Portuguese art who had
made a long visit to Germany. After 1876 she

lived in Portugal.
On the occasion of the third centennial

(1880) of the death of Camoes she started

the publication of her valuable studies about

the great Portuguese poet. She was one of the

scholars who contributed most to identifying
the compositions that had really been written

by Camoes. She prepared for Gustav Groeber's

Grundiss der romanischen Philologie (1894)
the chapter covering the medieval period of

Portuguese literary history. In 1904 was pub-
lished her famous and scrupulously careful

edition of the Cancioneiro da Ajuda, a col-

lection of medieval poetry; the glossary did

not appear until 1921. She also prepared a

critical edition of Si de Miranda (1885) and
valuable studies on Gil Vicente (Notas

vicentinas, 1912-1917) and on other Portu-

guese writers and prominent historical per-

sonages.
Carolina Michaelis de Vasconceios was ap-

pointed professor of Germanic philology at

the faculty of letters of the University of

Lisbon in 1911. One year later, at her re-

quest, she was transferred to the chair of

Romance philology at the University of

Coimbra. She was the editor of the review

Lusitdnia of Lisbon and a contributor to the

Revista de filologia espanola of Madrid and
to other scholarly publications. She possessed
a wealth of scientific information and had a

gift for philological research. Her vast knowl-

edge covered the fields of Hispanic linguistics,

etymology, literature, ethnology, and folklore.

She died at Oporto. In 1933 the University of

Coimbra published in her memory a 1156-

page volume entitled Misceldnea de estudos

em honra de D. Carolina Michaelis de

Vasconcelos.

See: J. Mendes dos Remdios, D. Carolina

Michaelis de Vasconcelos (1926),

J< F.

Miegel, Agnes (1879-, German poet and short-

story writer), was born in Konigsberg, East

Prussia, the only child of a merchant. She
considers herself a genuine Kolonialdeutsche

since her mother's family had come to East

Prussia from Salzburg in Austria in the

middle of the i8th century and had been suc-

cessful farmers there for several generations.
In Kinderland (1930) she tells of her happy
childhood in Konigsberg and her first ac-

quaintance with the sea, which made a last-

ing impression on hen She pays tribute to

her parents who introduced her to the best

in German and foreign (especially English)
literature. She writes of her father's love for

their homeland, of his interest in the history
of East Prussia, and of her discovery of

Prussian folklore and legends, a source of

inspiration for her own work. After complet-

ing her elementary education in Konigsberg,

Agnes Miegel attended a girls' finishing school

in Weimar and traveled, first to Paris, then to

England where she stayed for two years. A
number of her ballads deal with themes taken

from the history of England and France. She

returned from England and spent several

years in Berlin doing newspaper work. How-
ever, she never felt at home there and longed
for East Prussia. Back in Konigsberg, where
she has lived ever since, she worked on the

staff of the Konigsberger Zeitung until 1927.

Agnes Miegel's talent is essentially lyrical.

She expresses her love, suffering, and longing
in simple, moving poems, traditional in form.

She is best known, however, for her stirring

ballads dealing with historical events as well

as magic and supernatural forces. They are

direct and forceful in style; the fusion of

lyrical and narrative elements results in

poems quite different in form and appeal
from the usual narrative ballad (Gesammclte
Gedichtef 1927). In her prose tales, the most

powerful of which is Die Fahrt der sieben

Ordensbriider (1926), she emphasizes detail

and description in order to create local color

as well as mood and suspense. But although
she fully succeeds in thus depicting situations

of intense emotional appeal, these are apt to

confuse the reader and conflict with the

dramatic development of her themes. After

the separation of East Prussia from the Reich

in 1919, Agnes Miegel became more and more
the spokesman of her native land. She voices

the hopes and fears of its people (Herbstge-

sang, 1932), "in order that others who will

follow may understand their country and
their forefathers," and similarly explains her
own work in "Gesprach mit den Ahnen"

(Unter hellem Himmel, 1936).
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See: M. Schochow, Agnes Miegel; eine

Studie (1929); P. Fechter, Agnes Miegel; eine

preussische Frau (1933).
O. S. F.

Mikszdth, Kdlmdn (
1 847-1 9 1 o, Hungarian

novelist and short-story writer), was born in

Szklabonya and died in Budapest. Mikszdth

went to secondary schools in Rimaszombat

and Besztercebdnya and studied law at the

University of Budapest. For a short time he

served as a county official; then he turned

to journalism, contributing to newspapers in

Szeged and other cities. His social roots were

those of the gentry, though his father was an

innkeeper and a butcher. Mikszdth's nature

was such that he was indulgent with me
frailties of human beings, regardless of their

social position; this explains his humorous

attitude toward the gentry, the Slovak

peasants, and the "Palocz" people of County

Nogrdd (descendants of the Bessenyo people,

who were absorbed by the Hungarians in the

igth century), toward tradesmen, artisans,

windbags, and politicians. His world was a

rather simple one, but he saw the com-

plexities of simple or seemingly simple lives.

Politically he was attached to the Liberal

Party under the leadership of Count Kdlmdn

Tiszn; he was also a member of the Hungarian
Parliament. His collected works appeared first

in 1889, and again in an augmented edition

in 1910. Edited by Mozes Rubinyi, 16 volumes

were published posthumously. The complete
edition of the collected works consists of 46
volumes. The nation appreciated Mikszdth.

Every important literary society elected him

to its membership; he was a member of the

Hungarian Scientific Academy and president
of the Society of Hungarian Journalists. At

the fortieth anniversary of his literary activi

ties he received the family manor house as a

gift from the nation, and his birthplace was

named after him. Mikszdth divorced his wife,

then remarried her. The death of his young
son, Jdnos, influenced the character of his

children's stories.

Mikszdth was chiefly a humorist, who could

laugh and smile and share his fun with the

reader, but he had also a mocking intel-

ligence, an ironic vein, and here and there

his spirit was darkened by bitterness and un

easiness. One of the reappearing motives in

Mikszalh's world of fiction is the illusion of

small things being great and great things

being small. This does not mean that he was

a contortionist in the novel and the short

story, but that his observations caught the

implications of incongruousness. He wrote

much, frequently in the living, vital, direct,

and imaginative dialect of the "Pal6cz"

people. From the year 1871, when his first

stories appeared, until his death he handled

his material with deftness and adroitness.

While he did not have the multitude of

readers that J6kai (q.v.) had, his following

was large. Despite elated subject matter, his

humor and satire are still lively and refresh-

ing. One of his best novels, Szent Ptler

esernyoje (1895), has appeared in English (St.

Peter's Umbrella, 1900). His stories were pub-
lished in French, German, and other

languages. Some of his stories were drama-

tized. He wrote a book about M6ricz J6kai,

entitled Jokai M6r <!lete es twra (1907; M6r

J6kai's Life and His Age). He produced

juvenile stories and introductions to a year-

book called Egyetemes regenytdr almanack

(1888; The Almanac of General Fiction),

which after his death was named Mikszdth

Kdlmdn almanachja (The Almanac of

Kdlmdn Mikszdth).
It is not so much objective critical evalua-

tion as personal taste that decides which of

the works of Mikszdth are most admirable.

The gusto with which he tells a story is apt

to be contagious. Some of his most revealing

novels and short stories are the following:

Urak ds parasztok (1904; Gentlemen and

Peasants), A jo Paloczok (1882; The Good
Folks of Palocz), Ven gazember (1906; The Old

Scoundrel), Galamb a kalitkdban (1893; A
Caged Pigeon), Katdnghy levelei (1893; The
Letters of Katanghy), Besztercze ostroma

(1895; The s iege f Besztercze), Kisdrtet

Lubldn (1896; A Ghost in Lublo), Prakovszky,
a sihet kovdcs (1897; Prakovszky, the Deaf

Smithy), A Noszty fiu esete T6th Marival

(1907; The Case of the Noszty Boy with Mary
Toth), A fekete vdros (1910; The Black City).

His political sketches, e.g., Aprosdgok a

hdzbdl (Trifles from the Parliament), gave
him an opportunity to excel in brief, pointed

portraits in which the serenity or pompous-
ness of the Parliament was reduced to the

level of common humanity. His juvenile

story A 16, a bdrdnyka es a nyul (The Horse,
the Lamb, and the Rabbjt) is enchanting.
From the viewpoint of humor and irony

Mikszdth combined many qualities. Jonathan
Swift and Mark Twain, Anatole France and

Alphonse Daudet, would have enjoyed
Mikszdth could they have known him, be-

cause each of these authors would have dis-

covered something in the Hungarian writer

that would have pleased their sense of humor
or their sense of irony. Essentially, however,
Mikszdth's charm was the reflection of his



originality. Even his anecdotical stories have

artistic merit. His characterizations of women
are apt to be inferior to those of men, but as

a whole this defect does not detract from the

general significance of Miksz&th as an im-

portant writer of novels and short stories.

See: B. VArdai, Mikszdth dlete es munkdi

(1910); P. Gyulai, Birdlatok (1911); M.

Rubinyi, Mikszdth iroi hagyateka (1914); A.

Schopflin, Magyar irok (1919).

J. R.

y Fontanals, Manuel (1818-1884, Spanish
critic and philologist), born in Villafranca del

Panadas, was the most brilliant Spanish
scholar of the middle igth century and the

founder of modern Spanish scholarship. If

his contributions have been unjustly for

gotten at times by present-day investigators,
this is due partly to the difficulty in obtaining
his works, collected in Obras completas (8

vols., 1886-1896), which are in fact still far

from complete. Very early in life he showed
a keen mind, versatile and profound. From

1846 till 1884 he taught with great success at

the University of Barcelona. His contribu-

tions range from original poetry to significant
studies in Romance philology and literature.

In keeping with Catalonian tradition Mild
was well versed in the classics, a training
which tempered his romantic leanings. His
De los trovadores en Espana: Estudio de

lengua y poesia provenzal (1861) is an out-

standing contribution; the Observaciones

sobre la poesia popular con muestras de ro-

mances catalanes ineditos (1853), which later

appeared as the Romancerillo popular Cata-

lan (1882), is one of the first scientific contri-

butions to Spanish folklore; and the De la

poesia heroico-popular castellana (1874) is the

first study to point out the relation between
the oldest Spanish ballads and medieval

Spanish epic poetry.
See: J. Rubi6 y Ors, Noticia de la vida y

escritos de D. Manuel Mild y Fontanals

(1887); M. Menchidez y Pclayo, El doctor D.

Manuel Mild y Fontanals; sernblanza literaria

(1908); A. Rubi6 i Lluch, Manuel Mila i

Fontanals; notes biografiques i critiques

(1918); W. J. Entwistle, European Balladry

(1939)-
F. S. y E.

Mille, Pierre (1864-1941, French short-story

writer, humorist, and journalist), was born of

bourgeois parents in Choisy-le-Roi near

Paris. He showed an early interest in journal-

ism, and although he completed a formal

law education, his first position, in 1890, was

MILOSZ

as correspondent in England for the Paris

Temps. He remained on the staff of the

Temps until his death, as reporter, colonial

editor, and columnist ("En passant"), mean-
while contributing to other newspapers and

periodicals. In Madagascar in 1896 he be-

came interested in the problems of the

rapidly expanding French colonial empire
and subsequently found occasion as a reporter
to travel in all France's colonies of the

Eastern Hemisphere. He was a recognized

authority on colonial problems, advocating a

liberal treatment of the natives. He served on

the Conseil Suprieur des Colonies from 1912

and became president of the Academic des

Sciences Coloniales. Significant reminiscences

of all this are found in Mes Trdnes et mes

dominations (1930) and Mdmoires d'un vaga-
bonde en retraite (1932).

Some 30 volumes of Mille's stories have

been published. He was particularly success-

ful with the nouvelle, told in a delightfully
informal style, tempered with a keen, pene-

trating humor. He was an independent artist,

a humanist who saw permanent values in all

life. The settings of his stories are as varied

as his travels and are artistically written, but

the emphasis is always upon people. His

characters are legion. A few are especially

significant: Barnavaux, popular French soldier

of the Foreign Legion, through whom Mille

told many colonial stories, Sur la vaste terre

(1906; Eng. tr., Barnavaux, 1915), Barnavaux

et quelcjues femmes (1908; Eng. tr., Under the

Tricolour, 1915), and Louise et Barnavaux

(1912; Eng. tr., 1916); Partonneau, a colonial

administrator and shrewd observer, L'lllustrc

Partonneau (1924); Le Monarque (1914; Eng.
tr., The Monarch, 1925), a typical French

Southerner, sympathetically portrayed with-

out caricature; Caillou et Tili (1911; Eng.
tr., Two Little Parisians, 1913), children

whose stories reveal Mille's keen appreciation
of childhood; and Nasr-Eddine, a semi-

legendary, humorous Turk, whose stories in

Nasr-Eddine et son epouse (1914) allowed

Mille free play for his imagination. Mille

ranks among the leaders in French colonial

literature.

See: Florian-Parmentier, Pierre Mille

); Andr6 Th^rive, Galerie de ce temps
)' PP- 93~n 6; W. J. Everts, The Life and

Works of Pierre Mille (1938).

W. J. E.

Milosz, Oscar Wladislas de Lubicz (1877-1939,
Lithuanian-French poet, dramatist, and phi-

losopher), was born in Czereia, Lithuania,
of an old and noble family. In 1899 he went
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to Paris, where he attended the Lyce Janson-

de-Sailly and then followed courses in the

Ecole des Langues Orien tales and the Ecole

du Louvre, studying Hebrew, Aramaic, and

Assyrian. At the same time he was writing
and publishing poetry, Le Potme des

decadences (1899) and Les Sept Solitudes

(1904), revealing a sensitivity for verbal music

and a mystic temperament, but not differing

greatly from the work of many other con-

temporary symbolists (see French symbolism).
He continued his oriental studies, traveling
in the Near East, until the outbreak of the

First World War. In 1919 he was named
Lithuanian minister to France, a position he

held until 1926. In 1930 he became a French

citizen.

His work grew in beauty and obscurity as

his interest in philosophy and mysticism

deepened. Plays, Mephiboseth (1914) and

Miguel Mafiara (1912; Eng. tr., 1919), and
volumes of verse, Les Elements (1911), Potmes

(
1 9 1 5)> and La Confession de Lemuel (1922),

mark a steady increase in preoccupation with

spiritual problems and the mystery of the

universe. In two books of metaphysics, Ars

magna (1924) and Les Arcanes (1926), Milosz

has given some idea of his system, an exotic

blend of Catholicism, Swedenborg, Bohme,
Eastern tradition, and modern physics. Dur-

ing his later years, he lived in great seclusion

at Fontainebleau, engaged in biblical studies

and enjoying among his neighbors the reputa-
tion of a saint.

Milosz has been accused of pretentiousness
and obscurity by some and hailed as one of

the greatest modern French poets by others.

He himself said that he wrote with I'dme des

mots, and as he grew older this verbal con-

centration, combined with the esoteric nature

of his subject matter, undoubtedly presented

great difficulties to the reader. Whatever
Milosz's final position in French literature

may be, it cannot be denied that his mastery
of the melody and suggestive power of the

French language was equaled by few of his

contemporaries.
See: Francis de Miomandre, Le Pavilion du

mandarin (1921); Ren de Berval, "La Mort
d'Oscar W. de L. Milosz-Milasius," Mercure
de France, CCXCI (1939), 246-247; Francis

de Miomandre, "Mort d'un podte: J'ai connu

Milos?/' Nouvelles litteraires, March 11, 1939.

C. W., Jr.

Minsk!, Nikolai Maksimovich (pseud, of

Nikolai Maksimovich Vilenkin, 1855-1937,
Russian poet and philosopher), was born of

poor Jewish parents at Glubokoye in the

former Government of Vilna and took his

degree in law at St. Petersburg (1879). Minski

began his literary career as a follower of

Nekrasov, but soon abandoned "civic" themes
for an "art for art's sake" attitude; he be-

came the first of the Russian decadents,

among whom he shared leadership with

Volynski and Merezhkovski (q.v.), particularly
as a philosopher. He was one of the organ-
izers of the Religious-Philosophical Society

(1902), which attracted the intellectuals

among the believers. His ideas are set forth in

the Nietzschean Pri svete sovesti (1890; By
the Light of Conscience) and in Religiya
budushchevo (1905; The Religion of the

Future), which develops his concept of

"meonism," the religion of nonbeing, based

on a mystic faith in conscience, sacrifice, and

love, compounded with elements borrowed
from Nietzsche (q.v.) and oriental mystics. His

poetry is often merely a vehicle for his ideas,

though in his later work he occasionally
achieved a true synthesis of form and content.

Minski was unfortunate in becoming a poet

during a period of transition, and his chief

importance lies in his preparing the ground
for the later symbolists. Curiously enough,
1905 found Minski among the revolution-

aries; he became the nominal head of Novaya
zhizn (The New Life), Russia's first legal
Social Democratic newspaper, for which he

wrote "A Hymn of the Workers." His arrest

terminated that period, and he left Russia for

Paris. In exile, he wrote, among other things, a

dramatic trilogy and a volume of criticism (Ot
Dante k Bloku, 1922; From Dante to Blok),
and then lapsed into silence.

See: S. A. Vengerov, ed., Russkaya litera-

tura XX veka, Vol. I (1914); Aikhenvald,

Siluety russkikh pisatelei, Vol. Ill (1923);

"Minski," in Literaturnaya entsiklopediya,
Vol. VII (1934).

P. A. P.

Mirbeau, Octave (1850-1917, French play-

wright and novelist), was born at Trdvitres,

Calvados, the son of a middle-class doctor.

An unhappy childhood, complicated by un-

fortunate experiences in a school chiefly for

young nobles, affected him deeply and may
account in part for the bitter tone of much
of his mature work. Mirbeau began his

literary career as a conservative journalist,
but soon became a violent revolutionary. He
quickly rose to a position of influence in

artistic and literary circles (he was a member
of the Goncourt Academy) and gave real

support to the efforts of such innovators as

Van Gogh, Rodin, Manet, Monet, Cezanne,
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Debussy, and Maeterlinck (q.v.). After an

extremely turbulent journalistic career, dur-

ing which he provoked numerous duels by
his outspoken criticism of conservatives in

art and politics, he withdrew to his estate

at Cheverchemont, where he died after a long
illness.

In his works the note of protest and revolt

is dominant. His first great play, Les Mauvais

Bergers (1897), directed against those dis-

honest politicians who exploit the laboring
man, paved the way for the epoch-making
Les Affaires sont les affaires (1903), one of the

memorable successes of the French stage, a

bitter indictment of business ethics and the

financial world in general. Le Foyer (1908)

continues the note of social protest with a

sharp attack on deceit and mismanagement
in charitable institutions. His early novels, Le
Calvaire (1886), L'Abbt Jules (1888), and
Sdbastien Roch (1889), are largely autobio-

graphical. Of his later novels, Le Jardin des

supplices (1899), a terrifying study of

oriental sadism, and Le Journal d'une femme
de chambre (1900), the most truly natural-

istic of his works, enjoyed the greatest popu-

larity.

Mirbeau's style is peculiarly vivid and in-

tense, his tone nearly always violent and ex-

cessive, his execution frequently uneven.

Undeniably sincere, he carried on a long
crusade for social justice and shocked his age
by the reforms he preached. Today, even

though many of his ideas are dated, he holds

a large audience by the vigor of his prose, by
the fearlessness of his attack, and by his love

for liberty, justice, and equality.
See: G. Rodenbach, L'Elite (1899); E. Pilon,

Octave Mirbeau (1903); G. Lecomte, "L'CEuvre
d'Octave Mirbeau," Grande Revue, XCIII

(1917), 20-35; M. Revon, Octave Mirbeau; son
ceuvre (1934).

R. J. N.

MirA, Gabriel (1879-1930, Spanish novelist

and essayist), born in Alicante, entered the

Jesuit College of Orihuela and later the
Institute de Segunda Ensenanza of Alicante*

He began the study of law in Valencia and
finished these studies in Granada. He lived in

Alicante and in 1911 moved to Barcelona,
where he worked on a sacred encyclopedia for

a publishing firm. Continually in financial

straits, he later went to Madrid as secretary
of the Concursos Nacionales de Bellas Artes.

He died May 27, 1930, in Madrid.

His first work, Del vivir (1904), is a book of

travels through his own province, in which
he seemed to have been mainly impressed by

the leprosy existing in certain districts; al-

ready he shows vigorous power in the emo-
tional description of persons and places. In

the year 1908 his short novel Ndmada was
awarded a prize in a contest sponsored by a

Madrid review, and from that moment MirA

figures among the group of writers intent

upon the renovation of literary style. Novels

constitute a good part of his production. The
first of these, La novela de mi amigo (1902),
is marked by profound spiritual anguish and
a polished style; Las cerezas del cementerio

(1914) is characterized by a modernism through
which there shines a romantic sensibility. His

best novels are Nuestro padre San Daniel

(1921; Eng. tr., Our Father San Daniel, 1930)
and El obispo leproso (1926). "Ciudad de
Oleza" (a name with which he disguises Ori-

huela in the province of Murcia), episcopal
see where the clergy from the convents and
the bishop from his palace govern every phase
of the people's lives, is, at times, merely the

background of his work and of the actions of

his characters, but on many occasions this city

becomes in its own right a character in these

novels. The very typically igth-century theme
of innocent vital instincts stifled by a fanatical

conception of morality loses all the appearance
of a political thesis in Mir6 and serves only as

a basis for human situations and conflicts.

Although these two major novels of MirA

are good examples of modern craftsmanship,
the author found the really appropriate ex-

pression of his literary temperament in non-

fictional forms. This is evident first of all in

a series of books Libro de Sigiienza (1917), /

humo dormido (1919), El angel, El molino, El

caracol del faro (1921), Anos y leguas (1928)

in which he collects impressions and descrip-

tions of landscapes, types, and scenes from the

urban and rural life of his region. As the pro-

tagonist of almost all these works, MirA in-

vented a double of himself whom he calls

"Sigiienza" and who strolls through the recol-

lections of past life or through the present
realities of the Mediterranean country. In his

figures from the villages and the countryside
there is a strict fidelity in the minute descrip-

tions of each object and at the same time a

profound poetic sensibility which always ex-

tracts a spiritual essence from the material

he is describing. His manner suggests Fray
Luis de Granada, the mystic of nature of the

i6th century; in a deep sense MirA is before all

else a poet. His greatest non-novelistic work is

Figuras de la pasidn del Senor (1916; Eng. tr.,

Figures of the Passion of Our Lord, 1924).

Against a biblical background this presents
scenes from the life of Jesus and portrays the
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major and minor figures who appeared in it.

Doubtless the countryside of Alicante sug-

gested to Mir6 visions of Palestine, where he

had never been. His extensive readings in

sacred history, done while he was working in

Barcelona, furnished him a documental basis

for the work. It is here that Mir6's prose
reaches its maximum descriptive power; the

effects call to mind the magnificent poly-
chrome altarpicces and sculptures of tradi-

tional Spain.
Mir6 really eludes classification. Normal

literary genres were never quite appropriate
for his intimate quality. He is a prosista who,

keenly sensitive to the latent beauty of words,

would endow prose with all possible potenti-
alities of expression. If in this way his work

runs parallel to one of the tendencies of

modernism, Mir6 puts above the merely
modernistic a constant use of the "popular"
and rural lexicon; this, combined with

cultismos, produces a prose of a density and

richness unmatched in modern Spanish litera-

ture.

See: J. ChaMs, Vuelo y estilo (1930), pp.

17-58; J. Guardiola Ortiz, Riografia intima

de Gabriel Mird (1935); M. de Mayo, Gabriel

Mird (1879-1930): vida y obra (1936).

P. S.

Mistral, Frederic (1830-1914, Provencal poet),

was born, lived, and died at Maillane near

Avignon. His father, a well-to-do farmer, felt

honor-bound to give him a good classical

education. Accordingly Frdric Mistral was

sent to three different boarding schools and

given an opportunity to attend courses at the

College Royal of Avignon. He enjoyed the

classics and proved to be an excellent student,

but reading Homer and Virgil barely consoled

him for the loss of actual contact with

country life and people who spoke Provencal,
his mother tongue. He had his revenge by

composing verses in that speech which was

spurned by official education and derided by
his schoolmates. One day he was elated to

hear one of his teachers, Joseph Roumanille

(g.i;.), recite some poems in the despised

tongue. This marked the beginning of a life-

long friendship and fruitful collaboration.

Later Mistral went to study law at the Uni-

versity of Aix-en-Provence. After receiving
his Licence en Droit (1851), he returned home
deteniiined to devote his life to the task of

reviving Provencal consciousness among his

countrymen. This he hoped to accomplish
through the prestige of poetry in the vernacu-
lar which, like Roumanille, he was intent

upon restoring to literary dignity.

Mistral's first publications
had been two

French poems written in a period of republi-

can and humanitarian enthusiasm (1848), but

he attracted considerable attention only when
some of his early compositions in Provencal
were included in Li Prouvenfalo (1852), an

anthology of living poets edited by Rouma-
nille. From then on his prestige increased

rapidly. He was the most brilliant star of the

pleiade that founded the Felibrige school

(185^), i.e., the association that was to pro-
mote the linguistic and literary renaissance of

southern France. His first important work,

Mireio (1859; Eng. trs., Mireio, 1867, Mirelle,

1868, Mireio, 1872), established his reputation
outside of Provence. This, a long poem in 12

cantos, a rustic idyl cast in the epic form,

was a revelation with regard to the richness

and poetry of both language and subject
matter. It was crowned by the French

Academy, later translated into the main

European languages, and set to opera by
Gounod. Mistral made several trips to Paris

but resisted the lure of the capital, his main
interest being now to direct the Felibrige
toward the realization of a definite social and
even political program. Limiting his activities

to southern France, he presided over joint

meetings of Provencal and Catalan poets,

pleading for local and provincial rights. The
Franco-Prussian War (1870-1871) modified

somewhat the nature of his teaching. Feeling
that the real threat to Provencal aspirations
and traditions (Mistral is a traditionalist in

the best sense of the word) was in the north-

east rather than in Paris, he then focused his

attention upon the so-called idte latine, the

idea of uniting the Latin nations, regarded
as constituting a "race" or rather group of

people with common traditions and ideals,

into a kind of peaceful confederation for the

defense of Mediterranean civilization. In 1904
Mistral shared the Nobel prize in literature,

for both his literary works and his contribu-
tion to philology. He used the proceeds of

the prize to house the Museon Arlaten, a
museum of ethnography which he had just
founded and to the enrichment of which he
was to devote the last 10 years of his life.

When he died, he had been the leading
spirit of the Felibrige for nearly 60 years.

Besides Mireio Mistral's works in verse

comprise two other poems of the epic type,
Calendau (1867), symbolizing Provence in its

struggle against centralization, and Lou
Pouemo ddu Rose (1897; Eng- tr -> Anglore;
the Song of the Rhone, 1937), depicting the
life of the Rhone boatmen before the advent
of the steamship, as well as two volumes of
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collected lyrical poems, a versified novelette,

and a lyrical tragedy. His prose work includes

Moun espelido; memdri e raconte (1906; Eng.

tr., Memoirs of Mistral, 1907); a collection of

speeches; and three volumes of Prose

d'almanach (1926-1930), published posthu-

mously with, opposite the Provencal text, a

French translation from the pen of the editor.

To these must be added a scholarly work,

Lou Tresor dou Felibrige; dictionnaire pro-

venfal-franfais embrassant les divers dialectes

de la langue d'Oc (1876-1886), which is in-

deed a treasure of science and poetry, and a

translation of Genesis into Provencal prose.

His enormous correspondence has not yet

been published, and many scattered poems
and articles have still to be collected. Mistral's

works are better known to the general public

by their French titles, e.g., Mireille, Calendal,

Mes Origines. The French translations accom-

panying the original are by the author him-

self.

While chiefly considered a Provencal patiioi

and poet of the soil, Mistral has also been

studied as a reviver and defender of classical

traditions. Served by a powerful genius and

a keen artistic sense, he has been able to

produce works with a strong and universal

appeal, characterized by both perfection of

form and the omnipresence of a noble ideal.

The greatest qualities of these works are their

natural simplicity and freshness and a joyous

spirit and reasonable optimism that bear

the stamp of their Provencal origin.

Sec: C. A. Downer, Frederic Mistral, Poet

and Leader in Provence (1901); P. Lasserre,

Frederic Mistral, poete, moraliste, citoyen

(1905); J. Vincent, Frederic Mistral; sa vie,

son influence, son action et son art (1918); A.

Thibaudet, Mistral, ou la Republique de

soleil (1930); C. M. Girdlestone, Dreamer and

Striver: The Poetry of Frederic Mistral (1937).

A. V. R.

Moberg, Vilhelm (1898-, Swedish novelist and

dramatist), ranks today as one of Sweden's

most important novelists. He has been active

also as a dramatist, several of his plays

(notably Hustrun, 1929, The Wife; and Vdld,

1933 Violence) having had considerable suc-

cess on the Stockholm stage. Though Moberg
left his native rural SmSland in early youth

to seek a literary career in the city, most of

his fiction deals with the folk life of this

south-central Swedish province. He attained

literary eminence rather slowly, not reaching

the heights until the late 1930'$, after some

10 years of a persistent
and somewhat miscel-

laneous literary apprenticeship, the most

important products of which, aside from one

or two of his dramas, were the series of

SmSland novels Raskens (1927), Ldngt frdn

landsvagen (1929; Far from the Highway),
and De knutna handerna (1930; The Clenched

Hands). Though solid in construction and

honest in their depiction of folk psychology
and folk life, these novels did not rise much
above the artistic and intellectual standards

of many other Swedish novels of the day.

Moberg's first great literary triumph came
with his Knut Toring trilogy (1935-1939; Eng.
tr., The Earth Is Ours, 1940). This novel,

partly autobiographical, is a sober, penetrat-

ing account of how Knut Toring, who had

left his native countryside and found success

in the city, is driven by spiritual necessity in

his maturity to return again to his native

village and identify himself again with the

way of life there. Though the earlier parts of

the trilogy concentrate primarily on the psy-

chological problem posed by Knut Toring's
break with the traditions of his peasant an-

cestors and his subsequent longing to find the

way back to these ultimate sources of his

spiritual existence, the novel becomes in-

creasingly concerned as it progresses with re-

lated general social, economic, and political

questions of the day. The last volume of the

trilogy has as its immediate background the

ominous preliminaries of the Second World
War on the Continent, and in it Moberg gives

clear and ringing expression to his opposition
to modern Continental totalitarian trends. In

his next novel Rid i natt! (1941; Eng. tr.,

Ride This Night! 1943) Moberg takes his

stand even more sharply against totalitarian-

ism and in favor of democracy, though in

outward form this novel goes back to the i?th

century for its background and its action. In

its art this last novel of Moberg's is spare,

lean, and muscular, in rather marked con-

trast with the leisurely, detailed epic manner
of most of Moberg's earlier work. The
difference is doubtless to be accounted for by
the burning actuality, the vital urgency of the

theme developed so centrally in Rid i natt!

See: A. Gustafson,
"
'A Dream Worth Dying

For ': The Price of Freedom in Vilhelm

Moberg's Recent Novels/' American-Scandi-

navian Review, XXX (1942), 296-307.
A. G.

Mockel, Albert (1866-1945, Belgian poet,

critic, and fableist), was born near Lige and

grew up there through school and university.

As a "freshman" (1884) he founded a literary

society and edited the Elan litteraire. Re-

named the Wallonie (1886-1892), this review
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introduced symbolism to Belgium and for a

time was the principal organ of the symbolist
movement. The Wallonie inaugurated sym-
bolist drama by first publishing Charles van

Lerberghe's (q.v.) Les Flaireurs (January,

1889), Maeterlinck's (q.v.) Ulntruse (January,

1890), and Mockel's ideas on the theatre; it

published work of nearly all the symbolists,

including Mallarm, Valry, and Gide (qq.v.),

and ended by giving its name to the French

provinces of Belgium. In the Wallonie Mockel

developed a critical mind of astonishing

clarity, subtlety, and balance, wrote out his

rationale of free verse calling on poets to quit
the alexandrine and use rythme intMeur,
and made one of the best efforts of his gener-
ation to define the symbol. After 1890 Mockel
lived in Paris, where he went regularly to

Mallarm's. He moved to Brussels in 1938
and the next year was president of the

Academic Royale.

Propos de literature (1894) is a mature

statement of the ideas developed in Wallonie,

applied to the poetry of Rdgnier and Viel6-

Griffin (qq.v.). This book is perhaps the best

source of symbolist aesthetics; its claim is that

the symbolists restored music to poetry. In

an age of impressionism Mockel used the

method of comparison and analysis. Sir Ed
mund Gosse liked the sophisticated burlesque
of Contes pour les enfants d'hier (1908) so

much that he called Mockel a Belgian Ariosto.

The two books on Verhaeren (q.v.) (1895,

1917) are a triumph of critical justice done

to work not congenial to the critic. His little

book on Mallarmd as "a hero" (1899) is

definitive in taste and judgment.

Disciple of Wagner (q.v.), Mallarm6, and

Schopenhauer, Mockel easily moved, both in

theory and practice, from music as art to

music as idea. In Chantefable un peu naive

(1891), of mixed prose, music, and verse (the

music to be read, not phyed), the poet was so

absorbed in theory that the technique became

the real subject of the work. In his mature

poetry, Claries (1901) and La Flamme im-

mortelle (1924), music is generalized as means
of formal control: rhythm is lyric aspiration
toward ideal being.

See: Tancrfcde de Visan, L'Attitude du

lyrisme contemporain (1911); A. van Bever

and P. Lautaud, Pottes d'aujourd'hui (1929).

J.
M.

Moe, Ingebret Moltke (1859-1913, Norwegian
folklorist and language reformer), born in

Kr0dsherad, was the literary heir of the two

great pioneer collectors of Norwegian folk

traditions, his own father, Jorgen Moe, and

the latter's fellow worker, Asbjornsen. He
started his activities as collector and editor

as early as 1877 and became the leading folk

lorist of all the Scandinavian countries. Ir

1886 he was appointed professor of folk tradi-

tions at the University of Christiania and was
the teacher and the industrious advisor of all

the younger generations of literary scholars

in Norway. With sovereign scholarship and
fine poetical taste Moe revised the older edi-

tions of fairy tales and legends, espousing and

leading the growing demands for a conscious

approach to the vernacular, in forms and

vocabulary and even more in popular phrase-

ology. From the iSgo's he became the real

head, often behind the scenes, of the move
ment for a spelling reform of the traditional

literary language, in the same direction, and
for the amalgamation of the two literary
forms fighting for supremacy. Thus he was
the true father of the two spelling reforms of

1907 and 1917; he had worked practically for

them, not only by his revisions of the fairy

tales, but also by his collaboration in the two
most important new primary readers for the

schools appearing in the i8go
f

s, that of

Nordahl Rolfsen in Bokmaal and that of A.

Austlid in Landsmaal. His own authorship,
embracing brilliant studies of folk poetry and
folk traditions, showed him not only an
eminent scholar, a founder of severe methods
in his researches, but a stylistic artist of high
merit. His writings are available in Samlede

skrifter (3 vols., 1925-1927; Collected Works).
See: A. Olrik, "Personal Impressions of

Moltke Moe," in Folklore Fellow Communica-
tions, No. 17 (1915), 3-76.

H. K.

Molndr, Ferenc (1878-, Hungarian playwright,
novelist, and short-story writer), was born in

Budapest. He was reared in well-to-do sur-

roundings; socially and economically he en-

joyed advantages that few Hungarian writers

have had. He studied law, but preferred
journalism, the stage, and literature. He was
first acclaimed as a clever and witty journal-
ist and almost simultaneously as a gifted and
effective playwright. He also acquired a

prominent place in Hungarian literature as a

novelist and as a writer of short stories. In

1908 he was elected to the Petfifi TArsasig
(Petofi Society), thus receiving official ap-
proval of his literary worth. Molnr has been
married three times. At present his home is

in New York. Much of his time has been

spent away from Hungary, yet whatever sub-

ject or atmosphere he explored as a writer
and as a traveler, he has remained true to his
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Budapest background. He has never forgotten

the outskirts of Budapest where the poor and

the vagabonds live, nor the plutocratic society

of his home town.

As a playwright Molnr is internationally

famous. His plays are neither enriched nor

handicapped by a respect for tradition. His

heroes and heroines are apt to encounter

difficulties, of course, but these difficulties as

a rule are caused by a transgression of con-

ventionalities or by an irrational approach to

rational problems, and they rarely reveal

those tragic or comic complications which one

discerns in the works of the greatest play-

wrights. Molndr's overtones are apt to be

sentimental or cynical. An innate taste has

prevented him from being only an effect-

seeker, has made him avoid the temptation

merely to play tricks, and has enabled him

at times in a piece like Liliom actually to

suppress sentimentalism and to assert a real

poetic sensitiveness. It is clear that Moln&r

has the urge of the genuine creator, but in

most of his plays the mingling of realism and

romanticism, sometimes assumed mysticism,

leads to a heterogeneous sort of artistic ex-

perience, betraying an extraordinary aptitude
for unexpected scenes, lively dialogues, manu-
factured excitement. Az ordog (1907; Eng. tr.,

The Devil, 1908), A testor (1910; Eng. tr.,

The Guardsman, 1924), A hattyu (1920; Eng.

tr., The Swan, 1922), Olympia (1928; Eng. tr.,

1928) to mention a few of his plays pro-

duced in the United States are admirably
constructed. However, Molniir's cleverness of

composition is inclined to hurt his creative

authenticity. The naivete and poetry of Liliom

(1909; Lily; Eng. tr., Liliom, 1921), though
even in this play the sentiments are sometimes

dubious, show secrets of Molniir's talent which

he neglected or could not recapture in most

of his other plays. The symbolism of the play
is obvious: the need of goodness and affection

is beautifully suggested. Molndr makes us

keenly aware of the moods and problems of

Liliom, the circus barker. The play is un-

pretentious, and its legendary atmosphere is

within the boundaries of the credible because

it is made poetically vivid and convincing.
His other plays, despite their skilled tech-

nique, their ingeniousness, and in some in-

stances their brilliancy, never rise to the level

of supreme literary art. There are, in many
other plays of Molndr, unsuspected or sudden

echoes of his sincerity, but they cannot make
us forget the mannerisms of the playwright,
the lack of spontaneousness, the heights he

misses.

As a novelist and as a writer of short stories

Molnir is, with one or two exceptions, less

certain of his composition than in his plays.
Yet his unusual ability is demonstrated in a

juvenile novel entitled A Pdl-uccai fiuk (1907;

Eng. tr., The Paul Street Boys, 1927). In this

novel, portraying a phase of Budapest student

life, Molndr does not need cleverness in order
to conceal bareness. The novel has epic
attributes; it is simple and tragic, solid and
humane; it has perspective. Most of his novels

and stories which were translated into Eng-
lish, such as Egy gazddtlan csdnak torttnete

(1901; Eng. tr., The Derelict Boat, 1926), tva

(1903; Eng. tr., 1926), Rabok (1907; Eng. tr.,

Prisoners, 1925), Zenelo angyal (1933; Eng, tr.,

Angel Making Music, 1935), were evidently
written with the intention to entertain, but

that is all. The fact that Molnr, besides The
Paul Street Boys, wrote other delightful

juvenile stories, e.g., Gyerekek (1907;

Children) and Jozsi (1902; Joe), suggests that

he could have made better use of his ability
had he remained in harmony with those

creative instincts here expressed.
One of Moln^r's best books has the un-

pretentious title Hadituddsitd napldja (1916;
The Diary of a War Correspondent). This is

the record of a keen observer, of an ex-

perienced journalist; but it is also the book
of a warmhearted man whose gay and pensive
reflections and interpretations of human good-
ness, decency, and solidarity in the midst of

warfare (the First World War) show a passion
of the spirit which, regrettably, one often

painfully misses in his other works. Compared
with some of his successful novels the diary of

Molnar as a war correspondent is a modest

offering, yet it radiates a humane glow, a for-

ward-looking spirit not found in the hope-
lessness of these novels.

Molnar's singular ability must be admitted.

He was an innovator on the Hungarian stage,
and throughout his writings one senses a

highly developed sensibility and sophistica-
tion.

See: A. Schopflin, Magyar irdk (1919); All

the Plays of Molndr, with a foreword by
David Belasco (1937).

J- R-

Molo, Walter von (1880-, German novelist),

was born at Sternberg, Moravia. The forma-

tive years which he spent in Vienna are

charmingly described in Der kleine Held

(1934). After publishing a few modern novels,

Molo gave up his engineering profession to

live by his pen. In 1913 he moved to. Berlin.

The flamboyant titles of his popular Schiller

novel in four volumes Urns Menschentum9
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Titanenkampf, Die Freiheit, Den Sternen

zu (1912-1916) indicate the author's de-

termination to impress the reader with Schil-

ler's heroic character. Molo depicts the drama-

tist's milieu in minutest detail, accentuating
Schiller's heroic struggle with the petty

misery of everyday life. On the other hand,

the highly dramatic scenes in which the

spiritual development of the hero is re-

vealed in monologues and dialogues are of

expressionistic intensity and compactness.
However, neither here nor in his Kleist novel

Geschichte einer Seele (1938) did Molo suc-

ceed in creating the spiritual atmosphere in

which the genius must live. In his later novels

Molo's style becomes even more dramatic,

epic progress being expressed by a succession

of forceful dialogues linked together by terse

narrative passages. The author excels in por-

traying the Prussian character. In pictuiing
one decisive day of battle, which at first ap-

pears hopeless but ends in a great triumph
for Frederick the Great, Molo not only holds

his reader's constant attention but also pre-
sents a complete picture of the king.

Molo's Holunder in Polen (1933) describes

the plight of the Germans in the territory
taken over by the Poles after the Versailles

treaty. During those disheartening years fol-

lowing the First World War, many Germans
found inspiration in the heroic qualities of

great German leaders of the past whom Molo

presented so energetically in Der Roman
meines Volkes with its three parts (Frideri-

cus, 1918; Luise, 1919; Das Volk wacht auf,

1924), in Mensch Luther (1928; Eng. tr.,

Brother Luther, 1929), in Ein Deutscher ohne
Deutschland (1931), presenting the tragic story
of the famous German economist Friedrich

List, and in Eugenio von Savoy (1936).
See: Franz C, Munk, Walter von Molo; der

Dichter und das Leben (1924).

E. Hof.

Mombert, Alfred (1872-1942, German poet
and author of modern "myths"), is an out-

standing literary personality not connected
with any school or clique. Though little

known to a wide public, he has been regarded
by poets (Dehmel, q.v., Pannwitz, Benn, q.v.,

Carossa, q.v.) and critics (Moeller van den

Bruck, K. H. Strobl, R. Benz, R. von Delius,
Ernst Michel) as the outstanding German

genius of his generation. Mombert was born
in Karlsruhe, Baden, not far from the Rhine,
the river which he loved so deeply and which
became a kind of homely leitmotif in his

most exalted and in his most sublime poetry.
He studied law and philosophy at the uni

versities of Heidelberg, Leipzig, Munich, and
Berlin. After six years of law practice he re-

tired from all public activities and devoted

himself to a life of contemplation. He lived

in Heidelberg, absorbed in his books and a

collection of minerals which he brought home
from trips all over Europe and northern

Africa. He was an enthusiastic walker and

alpinist, and the greater part of his poetry
was written not in his study but while

wandering about the country.
Mombert's first volume of verse, Tag und

Nacht (1894), was influenced by the poets of

German romanticism, but at the same time

was inspired by a strange psychological in-

sight, making the interior life transparent
and mysticism a realistic affair. His next

books, Der Gluhende (1896), Die Schopjung
(1897), Der Denker (1901) and Die Bliite des

Chaos (1905), describe the experiences of the

human soul in pictures of emotional grandeur
and in words of momentous rhythmic power.

Many of these poems have been set to music

by well-known composers.
In the years that followed, Mombert made

the attempt to create a "myth," based on his

personal philosophy. His most important
work during this period is the trilogy Aeon

(1907-1911), written in dramatic form. The
first part concerns the relations between the

world and the human soul, the second the

dilemma of our ego placed between chaos

and cosmos. The third part deals with the

materialization of the human soul in the

history of the nations. These dramatic poems
with their awe-inspiring impressive dignity
are not for the contemporary stage but are

meant to be presented to audiences of the

future, should the dramatic art ever return

to its sacred and solemn beginnings. Of a

proposed second trilogy, Aigla, the poet
finished only two parts (1928-1931). During
the same period two of his greatest lyrical

works, Der Held der Erde (1919) and Atair

(1925), were published.
In his seventh decade Mombert turned to

a new realism. In Sfaira der Alte (1936) the

wise old poet who is the central figure of this

most beautiful book of verse does not have

"imagination" and does not talk about things;
he is simply the most sensitive and under-

standing of listeners. The trees, the moun-
tains, the lakes, the parks, the old inns, talk

to him. The world is pictured as?it looks to

them and not from the point 9! view of a

reflective poet. The world of a stalactite cave
does not appear through its infpressions upon
men but is realized, in af superb poem,
through the emotions of the cave's gnome
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when human beings intrude upon his realm.

Besides its high artistic value, this book made
German history by the deep and tender love

it expressed for Germany's landscape, culture,

and music at the very time when the Nazis

denied the Jew Mombert the right to call him-

self a German. Friends tried to persuade him
to emigrate, but he wanted to die in his be-

loved homeland.
In the fall of 1940 he was, however, with

other so-called "non-Aryans'* of western

Germany arrested and moved to the concen-

tration camp of Gurs, France, where he fell

seriously ill. In 1941 friends succeeded in hav-

ing him released to reside in Switzerland.

He died in Winterthur after celebrating his

yoth birthday with his friends. He had

finished and revised a second part (1941) to

Sfaira der Alte.

See: E. Michel, Der Weg zurn Mythos (1919);

R. Benz, Die Stunde der Musik, Vol. II (1927);

F. D. Benndorf, Mombert; Geist und Werk

(1932); H. Carossa, Fuhrung und Geleit

0933)-
M. F.

Momigliano, Attilio (1883-, Italian critic and

literary historian), was born in Ceva and was

graduated in literature and philosophy from

the University of Turin in 1906. From 1919
to 1937 he was one of the editors of the

Giornale storico della letteratura italiana and
was literary critic for the Milanese newspaper
Corriere della sera from 1926 to 1938. He held

the chair of Italian literature in the uni-

versities of Catania, Pisa, and Florence from

1920 until 1938, when he was deprived of his

post by the race laws against the Jews. In 1946
he was returned to his chair in Florence.

Much of Momigliano's best criticism is con-

tained in the notes and commentaries which
he published with his editions of Italian

classics: Manzoni's lyrics (1914), Politian's

poetry (1921), Alfieri's Saul and Mirra (1923).

Whether in this form or in the separate essay
and monograph, as in his Impressioni di un
lettore contemporaneo (1928), Studi di poesia

(1938), or the Saggio sull*Orlando Furioso

(1928) and Giovanni Verga narratore (1923),

Momigliano's critical effort is devoted ex-

clusively to the work of literature itself. He
shows his reader what to look for in the work
in hand, how to be alone, one might say, with
the work before him. His Storia della lettera-

tura italiana (1936) keeps faith with this

single intention, with the result that it is

outstanding among histories of Italian litera-

ture after De Sanctis (q.v.). Momigliano
makes no attack on the historical and

positivist scholars of Italian literature, but
he has never forgotten, as they too often did,

that the values of a work of literature must
be found within itself. His work as teacher

and writer by this creed has taught a genera-
tion of Italians how to read better their

classics.

C. S. S.

Moniz Barreto, Guilherme (1863-1899, Portu-

guese critic), was born in Goa, Portuguese
India, the son of an army officer. He began to

study in India and at the age of 17 went to

Europe in order to finish his secondary edu-

cation in Lisbon, where he also followed the

Curso Superior de Letras. Very early in his

life he began to read intensely, familiarizing
himself with the most representative works of

European literature, science and philosophy.
In spite of his weak physical constitution he

made his way through college by teaching

philosophy and mathematics.

In 1887 was published in Paris his book
Oliveira Martins, by which he became well

known in Portuguese literary circles. The
following year he started his contribution to

O reporter of Lisbon. In "A critica," one of

the articles he wrote for that periodical

(August 9, 1888), he expressed his personal

viewpoints concerning the aims and methods
of criticism. It was in O reporter too that his

study on E^a de Queiroz (q.v.), among other

important articles, was published (July 25,

1888). With "A literatura portuguesa contem-

porfinea," a 4o-page article on the Portuguese
literature of his time, he opened the first

number of the Revista de Portugal, which ap-

peared in Oporto in 1889. For three years he
wrote for that short-lived review, in which his

contributions were issued either under his

real name or under the pseudonym G. C6rte

Real. In 1893 ^e wcn * to Paris and began to

send articles to the Jornal do coinlrcio.

Moniz Barreto was strongly influenced by
German philosophical thought, especially by

Hegel and Kant. As a critic he was a disciple
of Taine (q.v.). "He taught me how to write,

said he in the tribute he wrote for the Jornal
do comercio on the occasion of the death of

the famous French critic. He was particularly
concerned with general ideas and had himself

a great power of abstraction. His criticism is

dominated by the spirit of system and by the

concept of development. A believer in the

hierarchy of causes and effects, he always
endeavored to see in each literary work a link

in the evolution of ideas and feelings of

mankind. His views against specialization
were expounded in his article "O especia-
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lismo," published in O reporter (August 16,

1888). His style was convincing, powerful, and

precise. He has been regarded as the most

outstanding critic of the literary production
of the realistic school in Portugal. With the

exception of his book on Oliveira Martins,

all his studies are scattered in newspapers and

periodicals of his time. In 1918, some years

after his death, nine such articles were re-

printed in the Revista de histdria, under the

editorship of Fidelino de Figueiredo (q.v.),

who wrote a brief introduction to them.

See: Manuel da Silva Gayo, Os novos; I,

Moniz Darreto (1894); Fidelino de Figueiredo,

"Materials para a hist6ria da crftica literdria

em Portugal: Artigos de Moniz Barreto," in

Revista de histdria, VII (1918), 245-276.

J. F.

Montale, Eugenic (1896-, Italian poet and

critic), was born in Genoa and spent his

youth in that city and on the neighboring

Ligurian coast. When Italy entered the First

World War, Montale left school to serve with

the Italian Alpine troops. On his return to

civil life he joined the editorial staff of an

Italian publishing house; several years later

he accepted the post of chief librarian of the

celebrated Gabinetto Vieusseux in Florence.

His coolness towards political developments
in Italy may have had bearing on the fact

that he was quietly relieved of this post, in

spite of the luster he shed on it, before the

beginning of the Second World War.

As a poet Montale has made an extremely

significant and rich contribution to Italian

letters, Ossi di Seppia (1925), his first pub-
lished volume, immediately arrested the

attention of a poetry-reading public which

had retained its taste and interest through

many years of predominantly anemic fare.

They recognized the true sound and substance

of poetry in these unconventional and often

cryptk lyrics, and in a period of six years

brought about the publication of augmented
second and third editions of the little book. In

1931 a lyric entitled "La Casa dei doganieri"
won Montale the Antico Fattore prize, yearly
award of a group of Florentine artists. The

prize poem, together with a small group of

new lyrics and half a dozen drawings by
artists of the Antico Fattore circle, was sub-

sequ'vntly printed in a limited edition pam-
phlet. At this time a number of critical studies

of Montale's work began to make their ap-

pearance, his reputation spread abroad, and
translations and critical notes were published
in both British and American periodicals

(Criterion, June, 1928; This Quarter, April-

May, 1930; London Times Literary Supple*
ment, June 21, 1934; Saturday Review of

Literature, July 18, 1936). Foreign readers

who watched for his work during this period
found his signature under reviews and articles

on contemporary French, Italian, and even

American literature as well as under his own
lyrics in the Gazzetta del popolo, Italia let-

teraria, Caratteri, and other periodicals. His
translation of Shakespeare's The Tempest was
announced before Italy entered the Second
World War. In 1940 there appeared a new
volume of poems, Le Occasioni, reprinted the

following year with a few additions and

changes.
Montale's poetry communicates a complex

experience of external and inner worlds

mutually illuminating one another. It is

hard, intense, often difficult, with a pre-

dominantly tight, dry texture, but musically
conceived and musically executed. Like T. S.

Eliot, to whom he has often been compared,
Montale uses prose rhythms as a basis for

poetic structure, like Eliot he has a highly
individual and memorable diction, like Eliot

he weaves ideas and images with musical

rather than prose logic. The comparison,
however, should not be given much weight,
for in essentials both of sound and sense the

two poets are far apart. Montale is concerned
above all with the dissidence between man's
free hope and his prisoned fate. Life is seen

as a chain of events whose links bind and
determine one another and, at the same

time, as a spiritual motion away from com-

pulsion, out of the logic of time and place,
toward free creation and free vision. This
theme is developed or touched upon in al-

most as many variations as Montale has

occasions for poems. It is not stated baldly,
but arises from the materials of experience
or imagination. And perhaps the outstand

ing quality of Montale's poetry lies in just
this ability to convey the abstract through
the concrete and personal without destroying
the direct suggestive power of the images.
His whole concrete world, its motions and

gestures, reflect or interpret an intellectual or

emotional content. This is apt to yield strange
effects for the juxtaposition and interplay
of things and forces are constrained only by
the inner logic of the individual poem but
such strangeness is neither arbitrary nor con-

structed. Clearly the poet is working toward
the crystallization of certain orienting themes
in the forms from which he first divined those

themes.

Naturally not all the poems in Montale's
two volumes and pamphlet reach the same
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depth or complexity. Some do not pretend to

be more than renderings of moments of acute

perception. A few are too hermetic even for

those readers who prefer the poet in his

secret vein.

See: A. Consiglio, Studi di poesia (1934); L.

Musco, "Montale," Movimento letterario, V-
vii (1935).

I. B.

Mont^gut, Emile (1826-1895, French critic),

was born at Limoges of a well-to-do bourgeois

family. After graduating from the local lycee>

he went in 1844 to Paris to study law, a

purpose from which he was soon turned by
the attractions of literature. In 1847, with an

article on Emerson, he began a 43-year as-

sociation with the Revue des deux mondes.

During that long period he was an indefati-

gable contributor, ranging through English,

American, and European literature, discuss-

ing political and social questions, and in his

later years writing travel notes and art criti-

cism. Although from 1857 he held the

position of chief literary critic of the Revue,
fame both during his life and after his

death seemed to escape him. As a critic he

was overshadowed at first by Saintc-Beuve

and later by Taine, Renan, and finally

Brunettere (qq.v.}. He received the ribbon

of the Legion of Honor in 1865, but he was
defeated in three attempts at election to the

French Academy, in 1884, 1894, and, most

humiliating of all, in 1895 by his former

protg, Brunetire. Nevertheless Montlgut
deserves a higher place than is generally ac-

corded him. His original work suffers, no
doubt, from its miscellaneous character and
from the fact that it includes no sustained

effort, his books being no more than col-

lections of articles. Yet it has undeniable
merit. In a period of literary transition, his

criticism had the great virtue of common
sense and intellectual flexibility; he was

hardly ever wrong in his estimates of what
was lasting and what only ephemeral. His
tastes were catholic and his reading surpris-

ingly wide. His essays on American literature,

particularly on Emerson and Hawthorne, are

remarkable considering their date of com-

position (those on Hawthorne in 1860 and

1864 are still in many ways unsurpassed); and
it is unfortunate that they have never been
collected. His studies in English literature,

collected in Essais sur la litterature anglaise

(1883), Ecrivains modernes de VAngleterre (3

vols., 1886-1892), and Heures de lecture d'un

critique (1892), range from Shakespeare,

through Aubrey, Pope, and Sterne, to Tcnny-

MONTHERLANT
son and George Eliot; his volumes on European
literature, e.g., Types litttraires (1882) and

Melanges critiques (1888), are no less eclectic,

treating as they do such diverse personalities
as Dante, Cervantes, Goethe, Hugo, and
Michelet. As a translator from the English he
was also notable, in particular for his version

of Emerson's Essays, Essais de philosophie
americaine (1851), and of Shakespeare,
CEuvres completes de Shakespeare (10 vols.,

1867-1873), for long the standard French text.

See: A. Laborde-Milaa, Emile MonUgut
(1922).

C. W., Jr.

Montherlant, Henry de (1896-, French novel

ist), is a brilliant and perverse writer. He will

probably best be remembered as the one

prominent French author who during the

tragic occupation of his country in the Second
World War welcomed and adulated the

enemy pour le plaisir de trahir, to use his

own words for the sheer pleasure of betray-

ing. Born in Paris of an old French family of

Catalan origin, he received an excellent

traditional education in a Catholic college,
saw service in the First World War and was

wounded, and became one of the leading

spokesmen of the restless, cynical, and exalted

post-war generation. He made a gesture of

abandoning literature in favor of life in 1925,
traveled in Spain and North Africa for seven

years, played an equivocal role as philosopher
and prophet during the politically troubled

pre-war years, and found in the outbreak of

war and the enslavement of his country a

complete vindication of the defeatism with

which his whole work is saturated.

His first, semi-autobiographical, loosely

constructed novels La Releve du matin

(1920), Le Songe (1925), Les Bestiaires (1926;

Eng. tr., The Bullfighters, 1927), and Les

Olympiques (1927) deal with adolescence,

war, bullfighting, and sport from the point of

view of an aristocratic, highly egotistic,

emotionally retarded person, revealing a

strong influence of Chateaubriand and an even

stronger influence of Barr6s (q.v.). Preoccupa-
tion with tradition, death, and the affinities

of blood and lust is at times pushed to the

point of caricature. Hating bourgeois de

mocracy with its coddling of the weak and
the inept, despising women except as instru

ments of man's pleasure, exalting the "virile"

virtues, professing a philosophy which is an

amalgam of stoicism, the patrician code of the

Roman Empire, Mithraic sun worship,
Nietzscheism (see Nietzsche), and physical
culture, he constantly skirts the edge of a
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nihilism which is perhaps best expressed in

his Solstice de juin 1941 (1942).

As writer, as sheer craftsman, he stands

above almost all his contemporaries. In Les

Ctlibataires (1934; Eng. tr., Lament for the

Death of an Upper Class, 1935, American

title, Perish in Their Pride, 1936) and the

four volumes of Les Jennes Filles (1935-1940;

Eng. tr., Young Girls, published with Pity for

Women, 1937; The Demon of Good and The

Lepers, published in one volume as The

Lepers, 1940, American title, Costals <tf the

Hippogriff, 1940) he shows an evolution from
the almost oratorical style of his earlier work
toward a hard, brilliant objectivity. Admira-

bly disciplined, with a rare aesthetic integrity,
he is a master of character delineation and

possesses psychological insight, trenchant wit,

and a grasp of the subtlety and complexity
of contemporary social relationships. Costals,

the hero of Jeunes Filles, detestable as he is,

is one of the creations of modern fiction, and
in this same work there is nothing to com

pare with his cruel dissection of modern
woman.

See: Paul Archambault, Jeunes Maitres

(1926); Haakon M. Chevalier, "The Monster,

Marriage," review of Costals <b the Hippogriff
in Kenyon Review, III (1941), 246-249; Pierre

Brodin, Les Ecrivains franfais de Venire-

deux-guerres (1942); Honor Tracy, "The
Pleasures of Treason," Horizon, VIII (1943),

47-

H. M. C

Morals, Wenceslau de Sousa (1854-1929, Por

tuguese prose writer), was born in Lisbon. He
embarked upon a career in the Portuguese
navy (1871) and eventually became a captain
in that service. Then voyages to the Far East
so fascinated him that he decided to abandon
occidental life. He first obtained the post of

Portuguese consul at Kobe, but later (1912)

gave up this career too in order to penetrate
better the life of the country. He made of

Japan landscape, life, and sentiments the
one theme of his writings and in this was the
most characteristic representative of contem-

porary Portuguese "Japonism." This literary
current is totally independent of the influ-

ence of Pierre Loti (q.v.) or of the Goncourts

(q.v.); op the contrary it is to be considered
as a Continuation of a tradition in Lusitanian
culture which begins in the i5th century.
Morais who lived in Japan twice as long as

Lafcadio Hearn transformed his life in a

passionate effort to identify himself with the

Japanese soul. In 1895 he published Trafos
do Extremo Oriente (Sketches from the Far

East), in which the most characteristic outlines

of life in Siam, China, and Japan are depicted
with great serenity of vision. Japan occupies
the greatest amount of space, and one senses

the author's joy of discovery and his desire

for immersion in that exotic world. The
work which follows, Dai-Nippon (1897; Great

Japan), reveals a traveler of an enlarged
vision, engaged in an impassioned exegesis of

the most individualistic traits of the Japanese

spirit, in search of a happy fusion with this

spirit. Later he published Cartas do Japao

(1904-1905; Letters from Japan), in which he

outlined for Portugal the Japanese point of

view in the conflict with Russia. During this

period, after his Buddhist marriage, his

compenetration of the Nipponese soul is

very profound. There appeared then O Culto

do Chd (1905; The Cult of Tea) and Paisa-

gens da China e do Japao (1906; Landscapes
of China and Japan), in which the author

continues, with a more controlled style, the

interpretation of Dai-Nippon. Finally, in his

old age, he revealed the melancholy of the

occidental disillusioned after the impossible
adventure of trying to assimilate himself with

the inscrutable Orient. Bon-Odori em Toku-

shirna (1918; Bon-Odor i in Tokushima) and

O-Yont! e Ko-Haru (1923; O Yon and Ko

Haru) are the fruits of tins unhappy later

mood. As late as 1926 he published Seroes do

Japao (Evenings in Japan) and Relance da

alma Japonesa (Glances at the Japanese Soul).

In 1928 appeared the third series of Cartas

do Japao, and the following year the author

died in Tokushima.

See: F. de Figueiredo, "O homem que
trocou a alma," in Torre de Babel (1929); A.

Pereira and O. Csar, Os amores dt Wenceslau

de Morais (1937).

E. G. D.

Morales, Tomds (1885-1922, Spanish poet),
was born in Moya, a little seacoast town on
the Grand Canary. He studied medicine in

Cddiz and Madrid and spent several years as

a country doctor in Agaete, a town on the

island of his birth. There he married and his

children were born. He later moved to the

capital, Las Palmas, where he became inter-

ested in politics. But his principal and un-

wavering vocation was poetry; this manifested

itself in all the phases of his brief existence

which, in turn, are reflected in his verses. His

infancy is represented by a series of poems
entitled "Vacaciones sentimentales," which
are subjective in feeling and characterized by
a delicate, sentimental prosaicness, typical of

the post-modernist period and of the poetry
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of the Canary Islands. Then comes the poetry
of the sea and the waterfront, in its common-

place, everyday aspects, intimate and senti-

mental in feeling too. And, finally, there is

his more ambitious work, represented by the

"Oda al Atldntico," the "Canto a la Ciudad

Comercial," and other poems with a mytho-
logical vision of the sea, at once classic and

modern; in these his great rhetorical gifts

which stem from the modernists can be ap-

preciated. This poetic production, varied, in-

tense, personal, contained in two books,

Pocmas de la gloria, del amor y del mar

(1908) and Las rosas de Hercules (1919-1922),
has the unmistakable flavor of the region
from which he comes and has had a strong
influence on the young and gifted poets of

the Canary Islands. At the same time its ap-

peal is universal, and its influence is per-
ceived on other poets of Spain and America.

All this has combined to make him, it may be

claimed, one of the most brilliant examples
of the post-modernist poets of Spain.

See: E. Dfez-Canedo, review of Poemas de

la gloria, del amor y del mar in Lectura, Ano
VIII (Madrid, 1908), Tomo II, pp. 315-318,
and article in Pluma, III (Madrid, 1922), 425-

430.
F. de O.

Morand, Paul (1888-, French novelist, diplo-

mat, and writer of travel books), was born in

Paris. He attended the Institution Sainte-

Marie and in 1899 entered the Lyce Carnot.

Having been sent to England qvery summer
to study English, in 1908 he was permitted by
his father to spend a full year at Oxford.

Upon his return to France he decided to

follow a diplomatic career. His military
service completed, he entered the Ecole Libre

des Sciences Politiques. After a short stay in

the Department of the Protocol, Morand was
sent first to England (1913-1916), then to

Rome (1917) and to Madrid (1918). During
the years 1919-1925 Morand was engaged at

the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Paris, and
it was then he began to write. His first pub-
lications Lampes d Arc (1919) and Feuilles

de temperature (1920) were collections of

short poems. Tendres Stocks (1921) contained

three short stories about three young women,
drifting in wartime London. Ouvert la nuit

(1922) and Fermd la nuit (1923) brought
Morand instantaneous fame. Lewis et Irdne

(1924), a full-length novel, was not an un-

qualified success. L'Europe galante (1925)

presented the same themes as the Nuits, but

in a more daring key.
In 1925 the Ministry of Foreign Affairs sent

him to Siam to assume charge of the legation
in Bangkok. To reach his new post, where he
remained only a short time, Morand traveled

half way round the world. For several years
thereafter he spent a large part of his time

traveling and devoted the rest to writing.
Some of his books were accounts of his travels,

Rien que la terre (1926), Le Voyage (1927),

Paris-Tornbouctou (1928), Hiver caraibe

(1929). Others were studies of various human

groups, the yellow race in Bouddha vivant

(1927), the black in Magie noire (1928), the

American people in Champions du monde

(1930). In 1932 Morand became the head of

the official Tourist Bureau in France. His

books since then have been mostly of four

kinds: travel books, such as Fleche d'Orient

(1931), Air indien (1932); studies of cities,

New York (1929), London (1931), Bucharest

(1935); political works, such as 1900 (1931),

France-la-Doulce (1934), Rond-Point des

Champs-Elysees (1935); autobiographical
works, such as Papiers d'identitS (1931), Mes
Debuts (1933). Many of Morand's works have

been translated into English.
See: G. E. Lemaitre, Four French Novelists

(1938)-
P. B.

Moravia, Alberto (1907-, pseud, of Alberto

Pincherle, Italian novelist), born in Rome,
has had a rather precocious literary career.

His first novel, Gli Indifferenti (1929; Eng.
tr., The Indifferent Ones, 1932), brought him
immediate fame and made him one of the

most discussed figures among the younger
writers in Italy. The chief characteristic of

Gli Indifferenti is a grim, hopeless realism

which seems to be, on the whole, the funda-

mental note of Moravia's artistic tempera-
ment. The personages of this book could be

divided into two types: one, unconscious and

superficial, lets life overcome him, accepts
weakness and compromise, seeming not to

know any better; the other looks at his

destiny with critical, pessimistic eyes, lacks

faith in himself as in others, indulges in

psychological self-examinations and confes-

sions, but does not find in himself the energy
to escape toward a broader and lighter way of

life. The solution to the ethical problems of

the characters is thus either negative or

pessimistic. This first novel, which struck the

clitics as a revelation of a powerful and

original talent, nonetheless follows the

familiar pattern of psychological realism,

showing Moravia's derivation from French
rdalisme together with the influence of
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modern Italian writers such as Pirandello,

Tozzi, Svevo (qq-v.).

A book of short stories (La Bella Vita, 1935)*

a novel (Le Ambizioni sbagliate 1935; Eng.
tr. f Wheel of Fortune, 1937), and a book of

romanzi brevi (short novels, L'lmbroglio, 1937)

display the development of Moravia's inspira-

tion; he continues on the road followed in his

first book. Le Ambizioni sbagliate seems a

deeper novel than Gli Indifferenti. The author

seems to have followed the example of the

Russian novelists, mainly Dostoevski (q.v.), in

the analysis of the slow and inevitable

progress of a protagonist toward crime and

self-destruction as well as in the technique
of painting a constantly somber and haggard

atmosphere. Shortcomings of the book are

prolixity and a useless repetition of scenes,

dialogues, and monologues which are not

necessary either to the understanding of the

characters or to the development of the plot.

The most beautiful pages of Moravia may be

found perhaps in some of his short stories

where a limited, narrow world is usually

painted with a deliberate crudeness. An ex-

ample of the melancholic cruelty of Moravia's

technique may be found in the short story

"Inverno di malato," in which the loneliness

and utter misery of a sick adolescent are ex-

pressed with a sensitive pen. In other stories,

e.g., "Delitto al circolo di Tenris," the somber

realism degenerates into a morbid love of the

sadistic and the grotesque.
See: G. A. Borgese, "Moravia," Corriere

della sera, July 21, 1929; P. Pancrazi, Scrittori

italiani del novecento (1934), pp. 313-17.
E. C.

Morlas, Jean (pseud, of lannis Papadiaman

topoulos, 1856-1910, French poet), was born

in Athens, where his family was prominent in

Greek military and judicial affairs. A French

governess inspired young Moras with a love

of French literature which was to dominate
his life. When he was allowed to make a

European tour as preparation for the study of

law, Moras went to Paris (1872) and was

straightway captivated by the metropolis. Re-

turning to Athens, he became increasingly
obsessed by love of literature, compiled an

anthology of modern Greek verse, and made
translations from French and German. In

1878 his first volume of poetry appeared. It

contained both Greek and French poems and
bore the title Tourterelles et viptres. Moras
returned to Paris in 1879, ostensibly to study
law, but immediately he began frequenting
literary cafes and neglected to study. First

identified with the "Hydropathes" and the

"Zutistes," he wrote several poems which were

published in the Nouvelle Rive gauche.
His volume of verse Les Syrtes (1884), in

which the influence of Baudelaire and Ver-

laine (qq.v.) is visible, earned him the esteem

of the young poetic generation. The year
1886 saw the appearance of his volume Les

Cantildnes, of two novels written in col-

laboration with Paul Adam (q.v.), and of a

manifesto (in the supplement of Figaro on

September 18) which defended the symbolists

against the accusations of the conservatives. A
new manifesto, which appeared as the preface
of Le Ptlerin passionnd (1891), suggests the

trend toward classical inspiration which his

poetry was to assume. Soon he had founded
the Ecole Romane, with Charles Maurras

(q*v.) 9 Maurice du Plessys, Raymond de la

Tailhtde, and Ernest Raynaud as disciples.

This school called for the return of classic

forms, for the inspiration of the Middle Ages,
of Ronsard, and of the i7th century. It sought
to discredit the romanticists, the Parnassians,

and the symbolists, all of whom it accused of

breaking the Gallic tradition. In practice this

meant the abundant use of mythological
references, of archaic words, and of traditional

poetic forms. The vices and virtues of this

new poetic manner are best demonstrated in

Mor6as's Enone an clair visage (1893) am '

Eriphyle (1894). By virtue of his personality,
of his manifestoes, and of these books, Moras
became the recognized leader of a school of

poetry. He was encouraged by Lon Des

champs, the director of Plume, from whose

presses appeared Les Stances (Livres I-II,

1899; Livres III-VI, 1901). In 1903 was pub
lished Iphigdnie, a drama in verse which

closely followed Euripides in action and

content, but which showed originality in

images and metrics. Moras also wrote prose
works, of which the best is perhaps Esquisses
et souvenirs (1908). Ten years after the death

of Moras appeared the Septierne Livre dcs

Stances.

Moras's literary reputation is not yet

firmly established. Blind adoration from his

disciples is offset by accusation that he was

only a pedantic and servile imitator. It is cer-

tain that his personality had much to do
with his position as chef de file. A great part
of his existence was spent in Parisian cates

where his commanding presence, his incisive

voice, his flashing monocle and black mus-

tache, usually dominated a group of admiring
young poets. He appears to have been ex-

ceedingly vain, but neither to his friends nor
in his verse did he yield the secrets of his

emotional life. Perusal of his successive
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volumes of poetry give the impression of a

man who suffered much and who became in-

creasingly melancholy and disillusioned, but

these are the overtones rather than the

matter of his verse. His career was an evolu-

tion toward clarity, order, and restraint; had
he not been so faithful in imitation of

Ronsard and Malherbe, so prone to weight
his poems with mythological references, he

might have gained a surer reputation. Even
detractors will admit his fine sense of rhythm
and his ability to lift the commonplace to

poetic level.

See: E. Raynaud, Jean Mor^as et les Stances

(1929); R. Ceorgin, Jean Moreas (1930); R.

Niklaus, Jean Moreas, poHe lyrique (1936).

W. K. C.

Moreno Villa, Jos (1887-, Spanish poet), be-

longs to the moment of transition from tradi-

tional to "pure" poetry, which uses image,

metaphor, and allusion, not for the logical

expression of ideas, but to dissolve old as-

sociations and create new realities stripped of

all but purely poetic values. He was born in

Malaga and educated there by the Jesuits.

In 1904 he went to Germany to prepare him-

self for a business career, but he soon found
that he was more interested in literature and
art. In 1910, after his return to Spain, he be-

gan the study of archaeology and architecture,

which was to have a profound influence on
his writing. After five years (1916-1921) of

editorial work, he became a librarian, first in

the instituto of Gijon, then in the University
of Madrid, While practicing his profession,
he has edited the magazine Arquitectura,
lectured on architecture and the fine arts, and
exhibited his own paintings. He has written

plays and edited classics (Juan de Vald6s,

Didlogo de la lengua; Lope de Rueda,
Teatro; Jos de Espronceda, Obras). In

Pruebas de Nueva York, which appeared in

1927, are recorded his impressions of a trip to

America made in that year.
Garba (1913), Moreno Villa's first book of

poetry, is southern in its clarity and grace.
It is full of acceptances, of the passing of

youth, the limitation of human effort, the

triumph of the commonplace. Beginning with

his second book, El pasajero (1914), the poet
enters upon a course of exploration and ex-

postulation, further revealed in the titles of

later works Luchas de "Pena" y "Alegria"

(1915), Evoluciones (1918), Carambas (1931),

Puentes que no acaban (1933), and Saldn sin

tnuros (1936). El pasajero reflects his interest

in medieval life and art. Its evocations of old

Castilian towns and types recall the work of

Antonio Machado (q.v.) and others of the

Generation of '98. "La selva fervorosa," how-
ever, is a spearhead into new realms of poetic

sensibility. It is a hymn of human aspiration
and despair and divine consolation which

might well have been conceived among the

stone figures of mingled grotesqueness and

beauty crowded under the arches of a Gothic
cathedral. It suggests, by a wealth of striking

imagery, the mysterious thrust of the un-

recognized and uncoordinated thoughts and
sensations which struggle constantly within

the tangle of man's consciousness. Evolu-

ciones, containing both prose and poetry,
offers further interpretation of medieval art

in "Caprichos romdnicos" and "Caprichos

g6ticos" and in the "Bestiario," whose animal

portraits contain flashes of sharp observation

and irony.
Coleccidn (1924), Jacinta la Pelirroja (1929),

and the three series of Carambas have strong

vanguard tendencies, including touches of

surrealism; "Cuadro cubista" might well be a

poetic transcription of Salvador Dalf. The
later books, Puentes que no acaban and Salon

sin muros, express unmistakable disillusion

with life and art. The poet "devours his life,

question by question." He finds the world a

mass of absurdities, the line between reality

and fantasy impossible to draw. Words seem
to him "fragments of broken crystal which

cut the truth/' Here, as elsewhere, some deep
denial in his nature bars him from full

allegiance to any spiritual or artistic creed.

He remains on the periphery.
See: A. Valbuena Prat, La poesia espanola

contempordnea (1930); G. Diego, Poesia

espanola (1932; new volume, 1934); F. de

Onis, Antologia de la poesia espanola e

hispanoamericana, 1882-1932 (1934)-

D. K. A.

Moretti, Marino (1885-, Italian novelist, short-

story writer, and poet), was born in Cesenatico,

Romagna. After a few years of schooling at

Ravenna and Bologna, he went to Florence

to study acting. In Via Laura (1931) Moretti

tells how he turned to poetry when he dis-

covered his inaptitude for the theatre. In spite

of his vigorous objections to the title of

typical representative of the "crepuscular"
school, there can be no doubt that he in-

augurated his literary career by adhering to

that group of five or six poets (Corazzini,

Gozzano, Martini, Palazzeschi, qq.v., Civinini)
to whom the critics later attached the label of

crepuscolari. His firsi volume of poetry was

published in 1905. He followed that with five

more, of which Poesie scritte col lapis (1910)
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and Poesie di tutti i giorni (1911) are the best.

Poesie (1919) is the author's own selection of

his best poems. By his own admission it was

the Myricae of Pascoli (q.v.) which made him
react against the sensual and refined aestheti-

cism of D'Annunzio (q.v.). And, indeed, he

reminds us of a Pascoli on a small scale, dis-

illusioned and ironically conscious of his own

poor world and prosaic destiny. His attention

is focused on the petty facts of everyday life

and the most elementary sensations, which he

envelops in the gray tints of ennui and the

minor-key tones of a despairing sadness. A
sense of fatigue and desolation pervades every-

thing. Some relief is afforded by a bit of

laughter lurking now and then under the

general crepuscular melancholy.
Dissatisfied with this prose-poetry, Moretti

turned to the short story and wrote four

volumes, the most notable being 7 Lestofanti

(1909) and / Pesci fuor d'acqua (1914). The
action is laid almost invariably in the

provinces, and the characters are vivid types
taken for the most part from the working and
lower middle classes and drawn with realistic

and psychological directness. Life is painful
and meaningless, and the hidden motives

underlying human actions are an irrational

and incoherent mass of base impulses. There
is also a residue of vulgarity and sensuality,
which the author fortunately abandoned later.

Barberina, the heroine of his first novel, II

Sole del sabato (1916), was destined to be the
basic type for several subsequent novels. He
offered this poor, ignorant girl almost as a

challenge to the glamorous heroines of

D'Annunzio and Ibsen (q.v.). An exploited
and bruised stepchild of life, possessing
simple human qualities, she bore patiently
the brutality of selfish and vulgar men; and
from her long-suffering tale of woe and sub-

mission, she learned to love, pray, suffer, and
accept life as a duty. With this beautiful ex-

ample of moral courage Moretti had succeeded
in destroying the aimlessness of the crepuscu-
lar attitude. From now on his sympathies are
almost all for feminine characters. The funda-
mental sense of sadness, which is the core of
his work, comes from an inner striving of
these creatures toward a happiness which life

invariably denies in one way or another. The
heroines of Guenda (1918), La Voce di Dio

(1920), Ni bella nt brutta (1921), 7 Due
Fanciulli (1922), though drawn from various
walks of life, are basically all sisters in search
of an illusory happiness. In 7 Puri di cuore

(1923) and II Trono dei poveri (1928) the

protagonists are men, but the suffering is

the same. In L'Isola dell'amore (1920) Moretti

departs from the realistic descriptions of

Romagna and weaves a charming fantasy
around a luxurious institute for old maids.

Whatever the fantastic atmosphere and the

ironic and humoristic tone, the fundamental
lesson remains the same: happiness is an
illusion and suffering is real. The perfect

example of humility, sacrifice, and obedience
is found in Clarice, the poor servant girl of

II Segno della croce (1926). All these humble
and passive people are commendable, to be

sure, but their philosophy of nonresistance is

a cheerless one. The other characters are

rapidly sketched accessory figures. Moretti

seems to have sensed the reader's justifiable

impatience with this lack of contrast and re-

action, and in UAndreana (1935) he creates a

character who refuses to succumb completely
to life and finally does resist circumstances.

This is probably his best novel, a solidly con-

structed story in which the secondary char-

acters are better delineated and the monoto-
nous gray gives way to the lively colors of

desires and instincts let loose. Between novels

he wrote innumerable short stories. His prose

style expresses itself in a direct, honest, and

simple language. The inspiration of his art

is preeminently Christian with its message of

love for the humble, the defenseless, and the

sensitive, adrift in the inevitable evil of the

world.

In addition to his creative works, Moretti
has written five volumes of reminiscences and

autobiographical notes. Mia Madre (1924) and
II Romanzo della mamma (1924) emphasize
the important part that his mother, a humble
and kindly elementary school teacher, played
in his life and art.

See: F. Cazzamini-Mussi, Marino Moretti

(1931); P. Pancrazi, Scrittori italiani del

novecento (1934), pp. 61-67; F. Casnati.

"Moretti, laico della misericordia," Nuova

Antologia, CCCCIV (1939), 190-209.

J. F. De S.

Morgenstern, Christian (1871-1914, German

poet-philosopher), admired for his profound
spirituality and whimsical humor, was born
in Munich, the son and grandson of well-

known artists. His philosophical mind was

early attracted to Schopenhauer, but in 1893,
when Morgenstern's tubercular condition

confined him to his room for months,
Nietzsche (q.v.) first exerted on him the over-

powering influence which was to dominate
his student years in Berlin. Convinced of the
boundless power of the human mind, he ex-

pressed his spiritual elation in humorous
dithyrambic fantasies In Phanta's Schloss
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(1895), *n which cosmic, mythological, and
modern concepts are playfully combined.

Morgenstern's lyric talent, revealed also in

two subsequent collections, Auf vielen Wegen
(1897) and Ich und die Welt (1898), was

recognized by his naturalistic colleagues in

Berlin, and Morgenstern was asked to trans-

late Ibsen's (q*v.) poems and dramas in

verse. This he accomplished in the following

years to the great satisfaction of the dramatist.

Ein Sommer (1899), poems written in Norway,
shows a family heritage in the artist's grow-

ing appreciation of the physical beauty of

this earth. About this time medical examina-

tion revealed the certainty of his early death.

In his ceaseless search for the meaning of life,

with accompanying periods of spiritual help-
lessness and doubt, he found inspiration in

Paul de Lagarde's writings. Beside the im-

pressionistic daintiness of the "silken" verse

of Morgenstern, there is in Melancholic (1906)
the inexorable seriousness of his longing and
the awareness of participation in a spiritual
realm not yet clearly discerned. The grotesque
humor of his Galgenlieder (1905) and
Palmstrom (1910), which established the

poet's widespread popularity among the so-

phisticated, is just another way of liberating
the mind from the world of matter. Morgen-
stcrn's "superior nonsense" assigns human at-

tributes and functions to everything, even

mere words and sounds. Grotesque scenes are

evolved from a literal interpretation of con-

ventional phrases. New objects are created

by analogy of mere words, ridiculing the as-

sumption that name and thing are identical.

In the winter of 1905-1906 when Morgen-
stern studied Buddha, Dostoevski (q.v.), and
Meister Eckhart, he experienced, through the

Gospel of St. John, the crowning realization

of many years of meditation: that God, im-

manent in the world and evolving through
it, reaches his highest stage of consciousness

in the spiritual man (1 and the Father are

one). When God becomes conscious of him-

self in us, all suffering in the world becomes

our suffering, time and eternity become one.

In the lyrics of his Einkehr (1910) we sense

the spirit of harmony and gratitude of one

who has found his spiritual self, but also the

subdued pain of one who is gradually dis-

engaging himself from this physical plane.

Morgenstern had reconciled himself to the

idea that he must finish his way in solitude

when, in 1908, he found through his love for

Margarete Gosebruch, who was to become his

wife, a companionship and new horizons

which transfigured the last years of his life.

The sonnets and songs of Ich und du (1911)

are among the purest and loftiest poems of

love in all German literature. Morgenstern
became acquainted with Rudolf Steiner

through Margarete Gosebruch and seemed

admirably prepared to understand Steiner's

anthroposophical science. Here he learned

that the evolution of the spiritual man was,
to be sure, the innermost meaning of this

earth, but that man is not the highest stage
of God's consciousness. There are, he was

told, above him hierarchies guiding man's
cosmic evolution as he passes through his

earthly reincarnations. The highest cosmic

spirit for this earth is Christ. The final phase
of Morgenstern's religious development is re-

flected in his last collection of poems, Wir

fanden einen Pfad (1914), dedicated to RudolC

Steiner; they rank with the best that George
(q.v.) and Rilke (q.v.) have produced. Two of

Morgenstern's posthumous works constitute

a priceless record of the poet's inner develop-
ment and wisdom, a book of aphorisms and
notes, called Stufen (1918), and Mensch
Wanderer (1927), a collection of hitherto

unpublished poems.
See: Michael Bauer, Christian Morgen-

sterns Leben und Werk (1933).

E. Hof.

Mdricz, Zsigmond (1879-1942, Hungarian
novelist, short-story writer, playwright), was
born in Csdcse. He received his elementary
and secondary education in Debrecen. As a

young man he had little chance to learn and

practice his craft; (or a number of years he
did routine work for Az Ujsdg (News), a

Budapest daily, and for popular historical

and geographical books. Nyugat (West) dis-

covered M6ricz when he submitted a pro-

foundly moving short story, "H6t krajcdr"

(Seven Pennies). Debrecen, a predominantly
Calvinistic community, the city of Mdricz's

youth, is in the great Hungarian plains; his

own village and the vicinity of this town

brought M6ricz in contact with wealthy and

poor peasants, with farmhands, herdboys, and
cattle ranchers. These people and their ex-

periences became the central theme of his

brutally realistic art. Later he added other

characters to the gallery of his types small-

town tradesmen and artisans, city and county
officials, members of the Calvinistic clergy,
intellectuals living in villages, ladies and

strumpets, and dissipating or unhappy mem-
bers of the landed aristocracy. This list was

completed with historical characters, remote

from the contemporaiy scene but not remote
from the fundamental problems of Hungary.
M6ricz is apt to be sordid in his extreme
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realism, yet he is also concerned with the

lighter side of Hungarian life and can be

sincerely humorous.
M6ricz is a powerful writer, with an ex-

ceptional insight into the rural and provincial
realities of his country. He has been accused

of exaggerating ugliness and ignoring decency.
The truth is that he resented the illusions of

the neo-romanticists who preceded him in

the description of the village; he was not a

propagandist for filth and pauperism but a

creative artist and observer opposing such

conditions. M6ricz is never frivolous, yet

sometimes he seems unconvincing because he

accentuates spiritual darkness, unfairness,

viciousncss, vulgarity. His constantly return-

ing theme is frenzied sensuality; sometimes he

portrays this psychological and physiological
condition in a manner that suggests erotic

caricature.

He is widely read as novelist and short-

story writer, but a less popular and indeed

less capable playwright. At the 25th anni-

versary of his literary activities his collected

works were published. Of his novels Sdrarany

(1910; Golden Mud) is an uncompromisingly
frank work; the hero, Dani Turi, is the son

of the people, strong, attractive, a peasant
Don Juan, outlawed by his own surround-

ings. Fdklya (1925; Eng. tr., The Torch, 1931)

is the story of a young Calvinist minister, the

personification of good will, and of his plight
in the village where he preaches the gospel
of the Lord. Several other novels and stories

of Moricz have been published abroad. Legy
jo mindhaldlig (1922; Be Good Until You Die)
is a fine juvenile story. His short stories,

Alagyarok (1926; Hungarians), are penetrat-

ing studies and reports of Hungarian types.

Erdcly (1935; Transylvania), a trilogy, repre-
sents Moricz as a historical novelist. Sdri Bird

(1910; Judge Sari) and Buzakaldsz (1924;

Sheaf of Wheat) are his best plays.

As a social realist and as a master of the

Hungarian language Moricz ranks among the

foremost Hungarian writers. He was inclined

to be a careless craftsman; in his later years he

was prolific at the expense of artistic quality.
Nevertheless his fiction indicates progress in

an honest interpretation of Hungarian life.

See: A. Schopflin, Magyar irdk (1919); J-

Gassner, Masters of the Drama (1940); J.

Renuhiyi, "Zsigraond M6ricz, Hungarian
Realist/' American Slavic and'East European
Reviewj Vol. IV, Nos. 8-9 (1945), 165-181.

J. R.

Morselli, Ercole Luigi (1882-1921, Italian

dramatist), born at Pesaro, lived from his

seventh to his twentv-first vear at Florence.

where he studied medicine for two years and
also literature, but without receiving any

degree. He received mental cultivation and
stimulation through contact with such minds
as those of Papini and Prezzolini (qq.v.).

Morselli loved adventure and in 1903 set

sail from Genoa with his friend F. Valerio

Ratti. After traveling to Cape Town, and

spending some time in South America (en-

listing to fight against Saravia's army in the

civil war in Uruguay) and in England, he

turned homewards "the most penitent and

happy of prodigal sons."

Morselli's first volume of prose, Favole per
i re d'oggi (1909), is mild and suffused with

a melancholy resignation; there is also a note

of derision of contemporary morals. These
"little myths" may be considered an anticipa-
tion of his two great plays. The myth is the

most appropriate means of expression of the

inner Morselli, of his delicate and sweetly

lyric poetic nature, and provides the unity of

his work. His writing is an unmatched phe-
nomenon in Italian literature in that he

occupies the unique position of an Italian

who had a scant knowledge of Greek and

only a smattering of Latin but was a classicist

in that spirit which was his by national

inheritance. His Orione (1910) and Glauco

(1919) are about mythical heroes. Orione ac-

complishes gigantic feats: he hunts down
wild beasts, insults gods and women, engages
in debauchery, derides everything and every-

body, even Mother Earth who produced him
from a divine seed. Then, the end: a tiny

scorpion aroused by the same offended

Mother Earth kills the great Orione. Glauco
is the story of a fine young man who be-

lieved in the reality of the only joy granted
to mortals, that of a happy home. He leaves

the trustworthy love of his Scilla, to travel,

to become a king and a god. But landing

again at the beach whence he had set sail, he
no longer finds his beloved; Scilla, having
waited so long and faithfully, has slain her-

self. Again is heard the lament on the vanity
of glory, the futility of a power which cannot
revive Glauco's true love who is dead, and
the lost reality of human joy. Even the much
desired oblivion of death is denied him: "Aht
Cursed be my Gloryl Now I see ... I am
immortal I" Glauco then has himself bound to

the body of his dearest one, with whom he
could no more be united in life and, with

her, cast into the sea from where his bewailing

may reach mortal ears evermore. Glauco is a

defense of the family hearth, an attack upon
the much praised "liberty" of the romanticists

of the end of the igth century.
Like his own heroes. Morselli won elorv
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when it was too late. Having endured the

hardships of poverty all his life, in the mo-
ment of his triumph with Glauco on the

Italian stage he was already very ill. The

great success of this drama led to an interest

in his earlier works, and he seemed to have a

wonderful future in prospect. But he died

in March, 1921, in Rome, of tuberculosis.

See: R. Rugani, Ercole Luigi Morselli

(iQSO* S. D'Amico, // Teatro italiano (1932).
H. E. P.

Multatuli (pseud, of Eduard Douwes Dekker,

1820-1887, Dutch essayist and novelist) was

born at Amsterdam, the son of a captain of

the Dutch merchant marine. When he was 18

years old, he accompanied his father to Java,
where he was given employment in the office

of the government comptroller at Batavia. He
was quickly promoted and subsequently trans-

ferred to the administrative branch of the

colonial service. He rose in rank to become

secretary of Menado, North Celebes (1848),

and three years later was made assistant resi-

dent of Amboina, an island of the Moluccas.

In 1852 he was given a two-year furlough
and returned to Holland. In 1856 he was

appointed assistant resident of Lebak, a

residency of Java. Here it came to his notice

that the native prince impoverished his own

people by systematic extortions, and he

promptly reported the potentate's misdeeds

to his superiors. But the form and the

manner of his protest were not approved by
his superiors in Batavia. Instead of the praise
he expected, he was given a reprimand and

temporarily relieved of his office, whereupon
Dekker asked for his honorable discharge
from the service.

He returned to Europe and settled for a

time in Brussels. There in a small inn, Au
Prince Beige, he wrote his autobiographical
novel Max Havelaar (1860; Eng. trs., 1868,

1927), which established his fame as an author

and inaugurated a movement for reforms in

the methods and practices of colonial ad-

ministration in the East Indies, The novel

bore the curious subtitle De Koffie-veilingen
der Nederlandsche Handelmaatschappij (The
Coffee Auctions of the Netherlands Trading
Company). The book was a protest against
the commercialism of the Dutch bourgeoisie,
which for the sake of financial profits let the

Javanese people slave in the coffee plantations
and suffer extortion from their princes. He
drew an immortal caricature of that bour-

geoisie in the person of Batavus Droogstoppel

(Drystubble), coffee broker of Amsterdam, who
is one of the chief characters in the novel. In

1862 appeared Minnebrieven (Love Letters), a

correspondence between the author and

Fancy, his Muse, containing some of his best

parables and satirical tales. In 1862 he

brought out a volume entitled Ideen, the first

of a series of seven, containing a multifarious

collection of aphorisms, paradoxes, parables,

essays, and fairy tales. The chapters of his

uncompleted novel De Geschiedenis van

Woutertje Pieterse (The Story of Walter

Peterson) are scattered through the pages of

some of these volumes. They were edited as a

consecutive story by his widow in 1890 (Eng.
tr., Walter Pieterse; a Story of Holland, 1904).
He described this whimsical story as a "battle

of true poesy against the mendacious prose
that offers us the world as truth." Its hero is

Multatuli's other self, an honest, romantic,

ingenuous boy whose idealism clashes with

his petty bourgeois environment. His widow
also edited his Brieven, Bijdragen tot de

Kennis van zijn Leven (1890; Letters, Con
tributions to the Knowledge of His Life), in

which he bared his soul more frankly than

any Hollander of his age would have dared
or cared to do. Dekker had married, in Java,
Everdine Hubertine, Baroness van Wijn-
gaarden, who bore him two children. But his

infidelities made life with him unendurable,
and she left him in 1872. He remarried after

her death and spent his closing years with his

second wife in Germany. He chose to live

outside his native country, where he felt

himself insufficiently appreciated. German ro-

manticism appealed to him, and in Germany
he found a final home. He died in Nieder-

Ingelheim in 1887.
Multatuli was beyond question the most

gifted and most original author of his genera-
tion in Holland, and the only one whose

writings influenced the movement of the so-

called "Eightiers" and De Nieuwe Gids. His

revolutionary temper was akin to theirs. They
shared his contempt for Holland's bourgeoisie,
its narrow-mindedness and smugness; they
resumed his onslaught on the stereotyped
diction of contemporary poetry.

See: A. J. (i.e., Lodewijk van Deyssel),
Multatuli (1891); P. C. Molhuysen and P. J.

Blok, eds., Nieuw Nederlandsch biografisch
Woordenboek, I (1911), 697-702; D. H.
Lawrence, "Introduction," in Multatuli, Max
Havelaar, tr. by W. Siebenhaar (1927); C. E*

du Perron, De Man van Lebak (1937); A. J.

Barnouw. The Dutch; a Portrait Study of the

People of Holland (1940), pp. 176-182.
A. J. B.

Miinchhausen, Berries, Baron von (1874-1945!
German poet and essayist), born in the quaint
city of Hildesheim, was doctor of civil and
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canon law, honorary doctor of philosophy,
canon of the Protestant cathedral of Wurzen,

captain of the Saxon Guard Cavalry Regi-
ment of the Reserve, senator of the German
Akademie der Dichtung, etc., etc. He was not,

however, a lineal descendant of the dis-

tinguished soldier and world-renowned fabu-

list Hieronymus von Miinchhausen (1720-

1797), who left no heirs, though as the head

of the widely ramifying Miinchhausen clan

that traces its descent from one Rembertus
von Munchhausen he had in his keeping at

Schloss Windischleuba all the family treasures,

including the souvenirs of the famous Liigen-
Baron. As interesting as a work of fiction are

his Geschichten aus der Geschichte einer

alien Gesthlechtshistorie (1934), in which he

tells of those members of the family who have

made it important in the annals of Hanover
and two of whom have made it known and
loved in two hemispheres.
The poet published his first poems,

Gedichte, in 1897 anc^ became famous with

his sonorous Juda (1900) and his first Balladen

(1901). Das Balladenbuch (1924) contains all

the ballads, Das Liederbuch (1928) all the

other poems which had appeared previously
in numerous collections. His Frohliche Woche
mil Freunden (1922) and Die Garbe (1933)

contain collections of essays filled with interest-

ing information about the poet, showing the

influence that he exerted and that was exerted

upon him and setting forth much wholesome

appreciation and criticism by an eminently
sane practitioner of the art he is judging.

Miinchhausen 's name is most closely as-

sociated with the German ballad. A century
and a quarter after Biirger and the Hainbund
and while Munchhausen was yet a student at

Gottingen, he and a group of his friends in :

fused new life into the form. Acknowledging
Strachwitz as his starting point, Munchhausen

gave to the ballad a new content, an aristo

cratic tone which helped to resolve the ca-

cophony of naturalism. This he accomplished
as much by his delightful humor (especially
in the ballads grouped under the headings
"Schwanke und Schnurren" and "Balladen

fur meine Jungens") as by the "ethical-causal

relation between the beginning and the end
of the external action" in his Weltanschau-

ungsballaden (e.g., "Die Fischer von Svenda-

land" and "Ballade vom Brennesselbusch").
The astounding range covered by his ballads

in time and space is apparent from a glance
at the arrangement of them according to sub-

ject that precedes the index in Das Balladen-

buch. What is left over in the world of

emotion finds expression in his lyrics, where

deep and tender sentiment alternates with

captivating humor. The author is a master of

the dramatic and onomatopoetic possibilities
of the German language. In his Meister-

Balladen: Ein Fiihrer zur Freude (1923) he

analyses 1 1 great ballads of his precursors and

contemporaries. Of more recent date is

his preface to Sammlung deutscher Balladen

von Burger bis Munchhausen (1934). Sole

judge of the Olympic Song Contest in 1935,

Munchhausen with his inherited sense of or-

der and documentation subsequently studied

patiently all the poems submitted and wrote

for private circulation among his friends a

lengthy analysis of the total offering and of

the psychology of the contestants, many of

whom evoked for their temerity the poet's

irony, wit, and humor.
See: A. Soergel, Dichtung und Dichter der

Zeit, 10. Auflage (preface 1919), pp. 707-710;
H. Spiero, Deutsche Kopfe (1927), pp. 299-

308; M. Ritscher, "Borries von Munchhausen"

(with biography and bibliography), Die
schone Literatur, XXXI (1930), 6-17; W.
Kaiser, Geschichte der deutschen Ballade

(1936), pp. 275-282, 284-289.

J. F. G.

Munk, Kaj (1898-1944, Danish playwright),
born in Maribo, is among the more striking

figures of contemporary Scandinavian drama.
Munk was a clergyman, whose literary pro-
duction, beginning in the late 1920'$, was very

prolific and on the whole very uneven in

quality. It includes, in addition to eight

plays, a travel book on Palestine, two volumes
of verse, a sheaf of hunting letters, a large

body of articles and essays and sketches for

the daily press, and a posthumous volume of

sermons. After the Nazi invasion of his home-
land in 1939, Munk became one of the most

outspoken critics of the invader and all that

he stood for, until he was murdered by a

band of Nazi assassins early in January, 1944.
In the year before his death Munk wrote

his best historical play, Niels Ebbesen (Eng.
tr. in Scandinavian Plays of the Twentieth

Century, Ser. 2, 1944), in which he employs
as the central figure a Danish national hero
who in the late Middle Ages had defied the

German oppressors of his homeland. The
parallel to contemporary events in Denmark
could scarcely be misunderstood. Though
there is some necessary bloodletting in the

course of the action in Niels Ebbesen, this

play is less aggressively violent in the main
than most of Munk's other historical dramas.
These plays reveal a strong predisposition on
the dramatist's part to deal with figures of
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portentous proportions, characters with blood

on their hands, and (as Munk conceives them)
with deep brooding in their hearts Herod in

En Idealist (1928; An Idealist), Henry VIII

in Cant (1931), King David in De Udvalgte

(1933; The Elect), Mussolini in Sejren (1936;

The Victory). In these plays Munk is reacting
not always impressively against what he

considered the "undramatic" modern psycho-

logical play in favor of a drama of grandiose
scene and violent action reminiscent of the

strenuous, full-blooded life of the Renaissance

stage. Vividly alive as are some of the indi-

vidual scenes in these historical plays, Munk
is on the whole more successful in two

modern dramatic character sketches in a

more tempered vein / Braendningen (1929;

In the Breakers), a partly symbolical evalua-

tion of Georg Brandes (q.v.} as a cultural

personality; and Plan sidder ved Smeltediglen

(1938; He Sits by the Melting Pot), a moving
study of a fussy old German scholar who has

the final moral courage not to prostitute his

learning in the service of Nazi doctrine.

Munk is most successful, however, in his

one purely religious play, Ordet (1932; The

Word), which not infrequently employs
theatrical devices of a not very subtle kind

and yet which moves from scene to scene

with a sure dramatic touch and brings its

story to a close with an overwhelming cumu-
lation of dramatic power. Its central character

is a half-demented youth, who has to show
"The Way" to a group of self-righteous

religious sectarians who did not have the

courage of their convictions in the hour of

crisis. Though this youth has a role loosely

parallel to that of Eleanora in Strindberg's

(q.v.} Easter, Munk's play seems to be a wholly

original dramatic conception, with its alter-

nately satiric and sympathetic treatment of

religious sectarianism and its final use of the

element of "the miracle" to produce the

logical dramatic denouement. Munk has no-

where else in his dramatic production written

anything which can compare with Ordet in

solid theatrical entertainment, and it is

doubtful that he could have done anything as

well again had he lived.

See: K. Elfelt, "Kaj Munk og 'Ordet'," Ord
och bild, XLII (1933). 284-288; H. Kehler,

"Kaj Munk," Bonniers litterdra magasin, IV

(May, 1935), 28-37; A. Gustafson, "Introduc-

tion," in Scandinavian Plays of the Twentieth

Century, Ser. 2 0944)-
A. G.

Munoz Seca, Pedro (1881-1936, Spanish

dramatist), was born in Puerto de Santa

Maria, Cddiz, and died in Madrid, a victim
of the Spanish civil war. He was professor of
the Greek language and of Latin and Greek
literature in various academies and private
institutes; eventually he entered government
service as an employee of a financial board

(Tribunal Supremo de Cuentas del Reino).
He became one of the cleverest writers of
sainetes and comedias de enredo, in which he

constantly created the most improbable and
absurd situations. As an Andalusian by birth
and a resident of Madrid, he was able to

fuse keen Andalusian wit and Madrilenian

jocosity. Despite his exaggerated presentation
of manners and customs, often approaching
caricature, and an excessive use of jokes

frequently involving forced humor, his works
were a success owing to their cheerful wit,
their lively and facile dialogue and clever

theatrical devices. Within the dramatic frame-
work of the so-called genero chico, he was
the creator of a special type, the astrakanada,
in which nonsensical actions, plays on words,
and puns, designed to keep the public in a

continual state of hilarity, were exploited to

their limit. Some of these works were written
in collaboration with Pedro Ferndndez P&rez,
and others with Garcfa Alvarez. Among his

best-known works are La barba de Carrillo

(1918), Trampa y cartdn (1920), Pepe Conde,
o el mentir de las estrellas (1920). In 1919
La venganza de don Mendo was staged. This
is a parody of the tragic manner, and al-

though it follows the general lines of the

astrakanada and even accentuates them by
the contrast between the tragedy and the

comedy, it is written in good verse and parts
of it show that its author possessed the po-
tential qualifications for the development of

a more serious and lofty dramatic art.

E. G. L.

Musil, Robert (1880-1939, Austrian novelist,

dramatist, and essayist), first produced two
collections of short stories (Vereinigungen,

1911; Drei Frauen, 1923), an expressionistic
drama (Die Schwarmer, 1921), and a comedy
(Vinzenz und die Freundin bedeutender

Manner, 1923). His initial experiment in the

novel, Die Verwirrungen des Zoglings Torless

(1906), dealt with the inner and the outward
conflicts of adolescence. Musil's serious claim
to greatness rests upon Der Mann ohne Eigen-
schaften (Vol. I, 1930; Vol. II, 1933; Vol. Ill,

1942), an epic enterprise immense in scope
and unique in its execution. Against the

background of the disintegrating Austrian

Empire it sets the making of a new man and
the shaping of a new mind, blending satire
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with prophesy but without sentimental

pathos. Its satire is a subtle dissection of men
and manners by the scalpel of an anatomist,

its prophesy is the detached Determining of a

Utopian locus by the mind of a mathema-
tician. Because of his probing mind Musil has

been compared to Marcel Proust (q.v.) and

James Joyce. Reminiscent of these two is the

sophisticated disintegration of th? form of

his novel which, with hardly a coherent story,
will never have popular appeal but, with its

sparkling ironies and striking insights, will

always fascinate and delight a few.

R. A.

N

Nabokov, Vladimir Vladimirovich (pseud.
Vladimir Sirin, 1899-, Russian novelist, poet,
and short-story writer), was born at St. Peters-

burg of a prominent family, but left Russia

after the Revolution. He graduated from

Cambridge University (1922), where he wrote

Russian verse; he then settled for a time in

Berlin and devoted himself primarily to lit-

erature, lecturing occasionally, studying
butterflies, and playing chess. One of his best

novels, Zashchita Luzhina (1930; Luzhin's De

fense), is the story of a young chess master

and his ultimate disintegration, told with

sensitiveness and understanding. Camera
Obscura (1933; Eng. trs,, Camera Obscura,

1936, Laughter in the Dark, 1938) rises above

anything merely sensational chiefly because

of the author's artistic vision and the virtu-

osity with which the lethal plot is developed.

Otchainiye (1934; Eng. tr., Despair, 1937),

remarkable for its sustained interest, is in the

same macabre tradition, which culminated in

Priglasheniye na kazn (1938; Invitation to an

Execution), a phantasmagoria of a topsy-turvy
world for all its apparent realism. Unlike

most Russian novelists, Nabokov is cold

toward his characters and shows little interest

in their social backgrounds. His plots are

artful and full of surprises, sometimes at the

expense of the reader; however, Nabokov's

originality lies rather in his imaginative use

of language, with which he transfigures

reality. All these traits are equally evident in

his short stories, some of which have been

translated into English.
Since his coming to the United States

(1940), Nabokov has divided his time be-

tween entomology and literature and has

adopted English as his medium. The Real

Life of Sebastian Knight (1941) may therefore

mark ,the beginning of a new period.
See: G. Struve, "Vladimir Sirin," Slavonic

Review, XII (1933-1934)* 436-444; M - Slonim,
"V. Nabokov-Sirin," Novoye russkoye 5/01/0,

March si, 1943, p. 8.

P. A. P.

Nadson, Semyon Yakovlevich
(
1 862- 1887,

Russian lyric poet), born in St. Petersburg,
was of Jewish extraction on the side of his

father, who was brilliant but mentally un-

stable. His mother belonged to the noble
Mamantov family and was a woman of excep-
tional charm and energy. After the death of

the poet's father, however, a second marriage
ended in the suicide of her husband, and she

herself died of tuberculosis at the age of 31.
The poet's constitutional inheritance was
thus not a healthy one, despite his early
manifestation of musical and literary talent.

The first poem of Nadson's to be published
appeared in print when he was only 15. Re-

gardless of his delicate health, he was schooled

for the army, but while still in the military

academy he succumbed to a pulmonary infec-

tion which necessitated a year's convalescence

in the Caucasus and, as subsequent develop-
ments proved, was never really cured. His
wide popularity began about 1881, when his

older friend, the poet A. N. Pleshcheyev,

opened to him the pages of Otechestvennie

zapiski (National Notes), the best-known

monthly of the moment. Commissioned in

the army the next year, Nadson was at first

stationed at Kronstadt, where he seems to

have enjoyed military associations and even

gathered about him a group of like-minded

friends with whom he shared literary experi-
ments, music, and amateur theatricals.

But this contentment was short-lived. In

the summer of 1883 Nadson developed a

tubercular fistula which necessitated his

resignation from the army. He had some

thought of becoming a teacher, but his health

was so uncertain that physicians advised a

milder climate, so that he spent the winter

of 1884-1885 in Wiesbaden, Nice, and other

resorts. Homesickness drove him back to the

dampness of St. Petersburg the next spring,
but he was urged to go south again. Resi-

dence in Kiev failed to improve his condi-

tion, and he refused to endure the loneliness

of another stay abroad. In the autumn of
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1886 he therefore moved to Yalta, in the

Crimea, where he died three months later, in

January, 1887.

Nadson was unquestionably the most popu-
lar Russian poet of the 8o's, and by 1916 the

slender volume of his verses (Stikhotvoreniya)

had sold 28 editions to a total of 197,000

copies. Yet estimates of his work and talent

are extremely diverse. Some critics of the day

regarded him as the greatest poet since

Nekrasov's death; others called him trivial

and shallow. As a matter of fact, his talent

was moderate, and he died at 25 before it

had fully matured. What captivated his con-

temporaries was his winning personality and

the faith he expressed in better things. In

an epoch of general depression, Nadson wept
with the disconsolate, but tried to arouse

within them the hope of a fairer future, so

well expressed in his most famous poem
"Drug moi, brat moi" (1881; My Friend, My
Brother). That is, indeed, Nadson's only

theme, but it was what the younger genera-
tion of the 8o's wanted to hear. They were

discouraged in a period of reaction, their

intellectual level was not very high. They
had ideals which they despaired of realizing,

and they needed a poet to tell them the sun

would shine sometime. Nadson's own tragic

destiny contributed largely to his poetic repu
tation. But with all due sympathy for his

untimely end, one must admit that he owed
his popularity to his good fortune in express-

ing earnestly and sincerely, in acceptable and

sometimes brilliant verse, the hopes and aspi-

rations of his generation.
See: A. Luther, Geschichte der russischen

Literatur (1924), pp. 366-368; D. S. Mirsky,

Contemporary Russian Literature (1926), pp.

70-71.
S. H. C.

Natkowska, Zofja (1885-, Polish novelist and

dramatist), was born in Warsaw, the daughter
of a distinguished geographer, and reared in

an unusually scholarly atmosphere. Power-

fully stirred by the positivist currents, she be-

gan at the age of 15 to take a serious interest

in world affairs and especially in social con-

ditions in her own country. After studying
the branches which were then so popular
economics, philosophy, and psychology she

made her literary dbut at 21 with the novel

Kobiety (1906; Women), a work in which are

to be found marked traces of her deep interest

in all three of these subjects, especially

psychology. A true product of positivism,
Natkowska is devoid of all passion save that

of destroying evil and setting the world right.

She has given much time to social causes,

notably prison reform, and her novels often

appear to be mere by-products of these other

preoccupations. This is particularly true of

Sciany iwiata (1931; Walls of the World),
Granica (1931; The Boundary Line), and

Niecierpliwi (1939; The Impatient Ones).
With Choucas (1927; The Jackdaw), a view of

the European mind in general as seen from
the vantage point of a Swiss tourist resort,

and with Niedobra mitoit (1928; Unwhole-
some Love), Nalkowska won considerable
fame abroad, as she did also with the two

plays Dom kobiet (1930; The House of

Women) and Dzien jego powrotu (1931; The
Day of His Return). Nalkowska is greatly

respected in Poland, both as a writer and as a

person.
See: Z. D?bicki, Portrety, II (1928), 251-270;

K. C/achowski, Obraz wspdtczesnej literatury

polskiej, III (1936), 223-224, 370-392, 701-
704; Stefanja Podhorska-OkoJ6w, Kobiety
piszq (1938), Ch. VII.

A. P. C.

Nathansen, Henri (1868-1944, Danish play-

wright and novelist), was born in the city of

Hjorring. His father was a well-to-do mer-

chant, and his family was representative of

the highly refined Jewish intellectual aris-

tocracy which has played an important role

in Danish life. Nathansen, deeply conscious
of his racial affinities, became one of the

exemplifications of the claim that in Denmark

prosperity and highly developed talent,

specific racial characteristics and national

traits, have blended remarkably well. The
Jewish element in this writer largely deter-

mined his life and work and he ended his

life tragically, having been forced by German
persecution to flee his native land for Sweden,
where in a moment of unbearable anguish he

plunged to death from a hotel window.
Nathansen originally studied law at the

University of Copenhagen and at the age of

31 published his first book, a novel, Sommer-
nat (1899; Summer Night), followed by Floden

(1901; The River), and Den forbudne Frugt
(1902; The Forbidden Fruit). In 1905 he be-

gan a series of dramas, Mor har Ret (1905;
Mother is Right), Den gode Borger (1907;
The Good Citizen), Daniel Hertz (1909), Danes
Have (1910; The Garden of Dana, i.e., Den-

mark), Indenfor Murene (1912; Within the

Walls), Affaeren (1913; The Affair), and Dr.
Wahl (1915). Then he turned to novels again,
writing Af Hugo Davids Liv (1917; From the
Life of Hugo David) and Mendel Philipsen b
S0n (1932). He also composed biographies:
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Georg Brandes (1929), Johannes Poulsen og
Poul Reumert (1918; Johannes Poulsen and

Poul Reumert), Karl Mantzius (1926), William

Block (1928). For a number, of years Nathan-

sen was art director of the national Royal
Theatre of Copenhagen, coming into close

contact with Poulsen, Reumert, Mantzius, and

Bloch.

In everything Nathansen wrote there is an

undercurrent of wistfulness, directly due to

his racial sensitivity. He had acute perception
of the life, and understanding of the thoughts,
of the bourgeoisie, a finely developed ear for

the music of words, a most accurately register-

ing eye for hidden beauty,
G. St.

naturalism, see French naturalism, German
naturalism.

Navarre Toms, Tomis (1884-, Spanish phi-

lologist and critic), was born in the province
of Albacete. A pupil of Men&ndez Pidal (q*v.)

at the University of Madrid, he later became

one of his closest collaborators in the devel-

opment of modern philological studies in

Spain. His first linguistic work was a study
of the Aragonese dialect (1908). The following

year he entered the National Archives and

Library Service, where he reached in 1936 the

highest rank as director of the National

Library of Madrid, From 1912 to 1914 he had

studied phonetics in France, Germany, and

Switzerland. After returning to Spain he was

a leading figure in the Ccntro de Estudios

Hist6ricos, where he directed the section of

phonetics; worked actively in the Revista de

filologia espanola, and organized the Archivo

de la Palabra. An inspiring and respected
teacher in the Centro, well known also in

foreign universities which he visited at

different times, he taught the essentials of

Spanish speech to many young Spanish and

foreign scholars and guided a group of chosen

pupils in the first steps of phonetic and

stylistic research. In 1931 he was appointed

professor of phonetics at the University of

Madrid and in 1934 was elected to the Span-
ish Academy. During the civil war he was one

of the directors of the cultural policy of the

republican government, and as a result of his

devotion innumerable bibliographical and ar-

tistic treasures were saved. He left Spain at

the end of the war and has been since then a

professor at Columbia University.
Navarro Tomds is the author of many

articles and monographs on phonetics and

Spanish dialects; a group of them, such ,as

Doctrina fondtica de Juan Pablo Bonet (1920)

and Manuel Ramirez de Carrion y el arte de

ensenar a hablar a los mudos (1924), deal

with the history of linguistic studies in Spain.
The Manual de pronunciacidn espanola

(1918), now in its fifth edition, is the standard

work in the field. In 1927 he made a complete

study of the Spanish language in Puerto Rico,

which is now, after a careful revision, in

press. He has contributed to literary studies

by editing, with critical introduction, the

Moradas of St. Teresa (1911) and the poetry
of Garcilaso de la Vega (1911). His most im-

portant work, a "Linguistic Atlas of the

Iberian Peninsula," directed and prepared by
him with the collaboration of some of his

closest pupils, was near completion when

interrupted by the civil war.

See: M. Artigas, Discurso (1935)1 composed
for Navarro 's reception into the Spanish

Academy.
A. del R.

Nazor, Vladimir (1876-, Croat poet), was born

in Postire, on the island of Brae, studied

natural history, and has taught in teachers'

colleges in Croatia most of his life. After the

First World War he was director of a chil-

dren's institute, where he found inspiration
for his stories and poetry about the very

young. In 1926 he was forced to retire because

of his political views, but was reinstated as

teacher in a women's college the same year.

Nazor's literary activities began when he

was still a student. He early translated Yugo-
slav poetry into Italian and Latin. His first

published book was Slavenske legende (1900;

Slav Legends). Most of his first writings were

poetry, lyric and epic, or a kind of simple

prose which had lyric connotations Knjiga o

kralfevima hrvatskijem (1903; Book about

Croat Kings), Krvava koSulja (1905; Bloody
Shirt), Krvavi dani (1908; Days of Blood).
The next book, Veli Joze (1908), a story about

Istria, made Nazor's name popular all over

Croatia. The volume Lirika (1910; Lyrics)
lifted him to the rank of a really distinguished

poet. The collection Istarske pride (1913;
Istrian Tales) established his fame as story-

teller of the Croat coastland; the poems of

Hrvatski kraljevi (1912; Croat Kings) made
him the national bard of Croatia. Several

Croat and Slav nationalistic collections of

poetry and prose followed during the years of

the First World War. In this period Nazor
also published his famous epic for children,

Medvjed Brundo (1915; Brundo the Bear).
Several collections of tales for children fol-

lowed. As early as 1908 the most competent
Croat literary critic, Branko Vodnik, began to
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publish Nazor's collected works. His lyric

poetry was collected in 1922, and in 1925 a

representative edition of Nazor's lyrics ap-

peared in Zagreb.
Until about 1920 Nazor was the most dis-

cussed author in Croatia. Although he came
to fame after his contemporary lyric col-

leagues Dragutin Domjanic, Mihovil Nikoli,
and Vladimir Vidrtf, he presently over-

shadowed all of them. He reached full

maturity about 1910. His educational work,

particularly for children, grew as his literary

work fell off. After the First World War
Nazor's fame was in eclipse and emerged again

only after Hitler's invasion of Yugoslavia.
When Fascism was imposed on the Croats,

the new ruling clique tried to make itself

popular by using famous nonpolitical artists

for its own purposes. Nazor was slated for

such a role. The Quisling of Croatia, Ante

Pavelic, nominated Nazor a member of the

Croat Academy. But Nazor seemed not to

appreciate the honor, and indeed only a few

months later there was published a collection

of poetry, Pjesme (1942; Poetry), which de-

scribed his disappointment with the new trend

of events. Quisling literary critics wrote bitter

attacks against the old bard. Then Nazor, not

satisfied with writing poems against traitors

of his own nation, joined the Partisans in the

mountains of his native Dalmatian coastland.

Here he created a new kind of prose, wrote

stirring appeals to the nation, condemning
traitors and extolling the fighters for freedom.

He also became president of a local self-

governing body of the Partisans in Yugoslavia.
Nazor has had a strong influence on the

youth of Croatia and is considered a typical

Yugoslav poet, i.e., a poet for all the South

Slavs, and not only for his Croat clan. Al

though not a politician, he always stood for

the liberation of the South Slavs from any
foreign yoke. While Croatia and Dalmatia
were ruled by the Hapsburgs the nationalist

poetry of Nazor was in fact a political

weapon. During the formative years of Yugo-
slavia Nazor was less active, but he stirred

even the youngest readers to think in terms

of Yugoslavia and to reach beyond the

narrower national confines.

See: B. Vodnik, "Vladimir Nazor," in pref-

ace to Medvjed Brundo (1915); A. Barac,

Vladimir Nazor (1918); A. Ven/elidis, Knji-
zevne studije (1918); M. Marjanovic, "Vladi-

mir Nazor/' in Carmen Vitae (1924).

M. H.

Neera (pseud, of Anna Radius Zuccari, 1846-

1918, Italian novelist) was born and died in

Milan. Her innate introspective tendency be-

came manifest during a childhood devoid of

warm maternal affection. When her mother

died, her father's cool aloofness further ac-

centuated this trait; the young girl, in her

emotional solitude, developed an unusual

power of observing life about her and of

studying the vicissitudes of real people whom
later she was to portray in her novels. Per-

haps as a compensation for her loveless

childhood, she early decided to make love the

exclusive theme of her literary works. But
she was not concerned with a somewhat
dated romanticism nor with the tawdry and
often sordidly tragic passion of certain widely
read women novelists; at the outset of her

career, Neera chose as her artistic motto: "the

ideal through the real," and remained un-

swervingly faithful to it.

Her many heroines are actual living beings
whose passions and actions spring naturally
from their inherent character. In L'Indomani

(1889) she depicts the woman who discovers

that motherhood amply compensates her for

the passion that matrimony failed to give her.

In Amuleto (1897) Miriam, already married,
renounces love, telling Pietro that while the

paths to one's dreams are many, the road to

real life lies only in matrimony. Daria, in La

Rcgaldina (1884), sacrifices herself to protect
her brother's children neglected by an erring
sister-in-law. There are many other stories of

abnegation in which the chief women char-

acters are at once noble and credible: Teresa

(1886), Anima sola (1894; Eng. tr., The Soul

of an Artist, 1905), La Vecchia Casa (1900),

Una Passione (1903). The German translator

of Anima sola claimed to see in the heroine

the portrait of Elconora Duse. In Senio (1892)
a man falls under the power of a vulgar
woman in a manner suggestive of Philip

Carey in Maugham's Of Human Bondage.
In her score of novels and various short

stories as well as in such studies as // Libro di

mio figlio (1891), L'Amor platonico (1897),

Battaglie per una idea (1898), and Un'Idea-

lista (1898), Neera discusses with warmth and

logic her moral philosophy, insisting that our

great social evils stem directly from our
materialistic concept of happiness. Wrongly
accused of antifeminism, she stoutly main-
tains that neither political nor material

equality of the sexes will remedy our social

evils, but rather the frank recognition that

woman's supreme mission is to create a family
and that only through love can man and
woman strengthen and improve one another.

Neera's style, while often betraying the haste

of spontaneity, rises often to poetic beauty
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and shows sincere creative power. Neera ex-

emplified in her own life the same lofty ideals

that she embodied in her literary works.

See: E. Tissot, Princesses des lettres (1909);

M. Serao, Ricordando Neera (1920).

L. E. S.

Negri, Ada (1870-1945), Italian poet and

prose writer), is the greatest woman lyricist

and one of the great artists both in verse

and in prose of modern Italy. She was born

in Lodi in Lombardy of extremely poor

parents. In her autobiographic story Stella

mattutina (1921; Eng. tr., Morning Star, 1930),

by some considered her masterpiece, Negri
relates the heroic struggle and self-abnegation

by which her widowed mother (slaving 13

hours a day for starving wages in a silk

factory) succeeded in putting her promising,

gifted daughter through normal school. Her
first teaching position took Negri to the

village of Motta-Visconti in Pavia where from

1888 to 1892 she taught hundreds of children

of poor peasants and factory workers.

In 1892 the publication of Fatalitti (Eng.

tr., Fate and Other Poems, 1898), a slender

volume of verse which with vehement elo-

quence exalts the virtues of the hard-working,

suffering proletariat and chastises the vices of

the idle, effete, parasitic bourgeoisie, sky-

rocketed her to fame. She was hailed both in

Italy and abroad not only as a poetic voice

of rich, unique promise, but as the mouth-

piece of the oppressed and a champion of the

socialist movement then in its heydey in

Italy, especially in the highly industrialized

North from which Negri came. In 1893 the

Italian government, in recognition of her

signal poetic achievement, promoted the little

schoolmistress of Motta-Visconti to the posi-
tion of professor of Italian literature in a

normal school in Milan.

In 1896 Negri married Giovanni Garlanda,
a wealthy Piedmontese industrialist. Marriage

gave Negri one supreme, transcending ex-

perience motherhood, whose ecstatic joys
and pains she sang eloquently in her volume
of verse Maternitd (1904). But the union be-

tween the wealthy bourgeois and the fiery

poet of the proletariat was to end in utter

failure. In 1910, accompanied by her beloved

12-year-old daughter Bianca, Negri left her

husband and Italy. She resided mostly in

Switzerland, but traveled extensively to other

lands
<

seeking and finding no peace for her

wandering ever-yearning spirit. The restless

vague longing of this period finds expression
in her two volumes of verse Dal profondo
(1910) and Esilio (1914).

At the outbreak of the First World War
Negri returned to Italy disillusioned and
broken-hearted at the complete failure of the

socialist dream of universal brotherhood and

lasting peace and justice. This mood of

gloomy disenchantment is reflected in her
first volume of prose fiction, Le Solitarie

(1917), which presents a gallery of frustrated

modern women "lonely in spite of family,

lonely in spite of love." Love is the pre-

dominating theme of these short stories. In-

deed love is the mainspring of Negri's poetic
world. Its unabated longing, occasional ful-

fillment, and frequent frustration play an all

absorbing role in the lives of her characters

women most of them. When in 1919 (after a

tempestuous love experience, an experience

consumingly intense, total, short-lived, and

tragic, which invested her whole passionate

being as she was nearing her 5oth year) she

published // Libro di Mara, Negri gave world
literature a breath-taking love poem. This
book is aflame with a passion which is frank,

devouring, incandescent, essential, elemental

like a blind force of nature. It has been

placed in the same category as Sappho's lyrics
and the Biblical Song of Songs. The same

incandescent, ecstatic quality characterizes /

Canti clell'isola (1925), a series of poems which
celebrate the beauty of the island of Capri,

beauty so transcending, so overwhelming that

the poet becomes "sick with beauty/' Accord

ing to Serao (q.v.) these Canti of Negri have
said the last word concerning the unearthly

beauty of this dream isle.

But neither in the ecstasy of love nor in

the ecstasy of beauty did Negri's heart find

what it long sought. All the hopes and

mirages of her youth and maturity ended in

disillusionment. She became convinced that

no revolutionary social order could ever

establish perfect justice, brotherly love, and

lasting peace on earth. No human love and
no earthly beauty could give peace to the

human heart. The tragedy of human frustra-

tion has such deep and distant roots that only
God and a supernatural order can heal it.

In her last years Negri's works took on an
ever deepening mystical and religious tone

which reaches its climax in that most beauti-

ful prayer to God entitled "Atto d'Amore,"
which closes her last volume of poems, //

Dono (1936). Resigned acceptance of inescap
able suffering which disciplines and purifies
the spirit; austere performance of one's daily
duties, be they ever so humble; broadening
of the heart's charity until it can understand
and share all human suffering and in sharing
another's pain to forget its own; preparation



for and serene expectation of life's supreme
ordeal, death these are the motives that in-

form Negri's last two volumes of poetry,

Vespcrtina (1931) and // Dono, and such

prose works as Le Strade (1926), Sorelle (1929),
and Erba sul sagralo (1939).
Ada Negri in the course of her career re-

ceived many literary prizes and distinctions

and in 1940 became the first woman member
of the Italian Academy.

See: B. Croce, La Letteratura della nuova
Italia, 3d ed., II (1929), 335-355; A - Mannino,
Ada Negri nella letteratura contemporanea
0933); v - Schilir6, L'ltinerario spirituale di

Ada Negri (1938).

T. C.

Nencioni, Enrico (1837-1896, Italian poet and

critic), was born in Florence. In his school

days he was a fellow pupil of Carducci (q.v.)

in the Scuole Pie of Florence, and the friend-

ship formed there was destined to be lifelong.
Nencioni's early years were not happy; he
earned his living as a private tutor in aristo-

cratic families and satisfied the literary urge
in him by contributing poems and articles of

criticism to ephemeral journals. These writ-

ings and perhaps the friendship of Carducci
secured for him considerable recognition,

and in 1879 he was made editor of the

Fanfulla della dornenica in which subse-

quently appeared most of his best work, in-

cluding the Medaglioni (1883) of famous
women. In 1883 he was made professor of

Italian literature in the Istituto Superiore di

Magistero in Florence. This post he held till

his death, meanwhile continuing to con-

tribute to literary periodicals, notably the

Nuova Antologia. Nencioni was a poet of

considerable stature and an outstanding critic,

but, perhaps unfortunately for his own repu-
tation, he was endowed as well with such
charm of personality that his influence over

others, in the last analysis greater than he,
tends to overshadow his own substantial

merits. He is remembered as the friend of

Carducci, to whom he pointed* out the
beauties of the Northern literatures, thus

enriching Carducci's inspiration; he is also

remembered as the friend and counselor of

the young D'Annunzio (q.v.). In their own
way both of these writers were at odds with

the basic moral and literary attitudes of

Nencioni, who was a man of sincere moral
conviction and something of a romantic in

literature. But though he could hardly make
Carducci abandon his classicism and national-

ism any more than he could make a Christian

of D'Annunzio, his influence is discernible in

NERMAN
both. Of his own work it may be said that

though the poems (Poesie, 1880) are of

genuine merit, it is his criticism and essays
that are now read, and it is to them that
he owes his place in the history of Italian

letters. Though less of a historian than Car-
ducci his criticism is nonetheless based on
sound research and animated by a sense of

poetry and a Tuscan gift of simplicity of

style. Perhaps more informational than strictly
critical are the various collections of saggi,
which bear rereading because of their beauty
of style and their reflection of a warm person-
ality. The Saggi critici di letteratura inglese,
collected and published in 1897, contains a

preface by Carducci, and the Saggi critici di

letteratura italiana (1899) has an introduction

by D'Annunzio. These volumes contain the
best of his work, but the following titles also

contain some fine pages: Nuovi Saggi di

letterature straniere (with a foreword by
Ferdinando Martini, 1909), Nuovi Medaglioni
(1920), and Impressioni e ricordanze (1923).

See: F. Pera, Biografia di Enrico Nencioni

(1896); "A Enrico Nencioni/' Marzocco, May
13, 1900 (special number devoted to Nen-

cioni); A. Sorbelli, "Gli Amici del Carducci/'

Marzocco, June 24, 1924; M. Praz, La Came,
la rnorte e il diavolo nella letteratura ro-

mantica (1930), pp. 248-251; B. Cicognani,
L'Etd favolosa (1940), pp. 73-340.

T. G. B.

Nerman, Ture (1886-, Swedish poet and

journalist), is representative of that not in-

considerable group of Swedish literary figures
who, despite their middle-class origins and
their academic backgrounds, have thrown in

their lot with the Swedish proletariat seeking
new economic and political power in the last

two generations. Born in Norrkoping, Ner-
man received his university education at

Uppsala, after which he served his journal-
istic apprenticeship on the editorial staff of

the labor newspaper Nya samhdllet (The New
Society) in Sundsvall, center of the sawmill

industry in Norrland. Later he was associated

with various other liberal and radical news-

papers for considerable periods of time as a

foreign correspondent. His journalistic assign-
ments took him to the Orient and to America
as well as to various parts of the Continent.
As a literary figure he was most successful
with his poetry, though he tried his hand at

the novel (Olympen, 1913; Fern friska, 1924.
Five Healthy Young Men) and at extended

interpretative essays on political and cultural

subjects (Kina dt kineserna, 1914, China for

the Chinese; Borgarkulturens undergoing,
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1920, The Decline of Middle-Class Culture).

Both as a poet and as a writer of prose he is

at his best in a clever, ironic vein strongly

reminiscent of Heine, and his verse reveals

also an almost Gallic lightness of touch and a

remarkable technical virtuosity. Few Swed-

ish poets write with the irrepressible flair and

the effortless verbal swing of Nerman at his

best. In subject matter his poetry concerns

itself almost exclusively with two themes,

physical love and labor agitation of one kind

and another, though during the First World

War he wrote pacifistic verse of considerable

originality and power. Nerman has written

some half dozen volumes of verse, the most

typical being / brynja och branad (1913).

Neither his radical labor poetry nor his erotic

verse bear the stamp of real greatness: the

former is spirited and honest, but it is

motivated by the most crass and naive prop-

agandistic Marxism; the latter, giving ex-

pression largely to a callow, youthful sensual-

ism, lacks entirely the note of deep and

mature passion. Nerman's loosely composed
and on the whole rather superficial novel

Fern friska (apparently autobiographical in

origins) is of some value as a contemporary
document in the history of the hohemian-

radical side of the Swedish labor movement
before and after the First World War.

A. G.

Neruda, Jan (1834-1891, Czech poet and

essayist), was the most important poet of his

country at the beginning of the iSyo's. He
was born in Prague, the son of a janitor in

the barracks, and grew up in a quaint old

quarter, Maid strana (Small Side). For a time

he studied at the university and taught

school, but subsequently became a journalist.

He made his name as a regular essayist foi

the main Czech daily of the time, Ndrodni

listy (National Journal). Later in his life he

traveled extensively in Europe. He died in

Prague.
Neruda was in his own time better known

as an essayist and writer of short stories than

as a poet. But his poetry contains his most

lasting work. His first volume, Hrbitovni

kviti (1857; Churchyard Flowers), is still full

of conventional romantic pessimism, though
the sober and even dry style shows some

originality. Knihy verSu (1867; Books of

Ver^e), though much superior, is still a ro-

mantic volume which contains imitations of

folk ballads, echoes of Heine and Musset, and
some personal lyrics which hint at silent per-
sonal tragedies. Pisnt kosmickd (1878; Cosmic

Songs), far more original, introduces ideas of

modern astronomy and physics into poetry
and plays with fanciful analogies between

cosmic events and earthly doings in a curious

mixture of humor and pathos. In spite of its

success it remains a tour dc force. Two col-

lections published in 1883 contain Neruda's

best and most mature work. One, Balady a

romance (Ballads and Romances), imitating
the style of Czech folk ballads, reveals master-

pieces of precision and power, and the other,

Proste Motivy (Simple Themes), though in

the form of simple nature studies, is really
the finest expression of a shy and kindly
soul who has achieved the peace of smiling

resignation. A posthumous volume, Zpgvy

pdtefni (1896; Good Friday Songs), shows a

surprising change: in hymns full of pathos
and with ornate rhetoric are intoned the

sufferings and hopes of his nation. Neruda's

usually sober nationalism takes on almost

mystical fervor.

Neruda's work in prose voluminous and
diffuse is very different. Many volumes of

sketches, essays, and travel impressions (e.g.,

Obrazy z ciziny, 1872, Pictures from Abroad)
are only of ephemeral value, though they dis-

play his powers of observation, his democratic

outlook, and his kindly humor. More im-

portant are his short stories, one group col-

lected in Arabesky (1864) anci another in

Ruzni lide (1871; All Sorts of People), drawn
from his travel experiences in the Balkans.

By far the best volume, however, is Malo-
stranske povidky (1878; Stories from the

Small Side). This is his most popular book,
based on childhood memories of the quaint
old quarter of Prague, its steep and narrow
streets and the "originals" which inhabited

them. In vividness of description and char-

acterization, in warmth of feeling, these stories

approach the art of his master Dickens. A
vanished part of Old Prague has found here a

lasting monument. Neruda's theatrical and

literary criticism, though full of shrewd judg-
ments and sensible reflections on nationalism
in literature, is not incisive enough to rise

above the level of good journalism. His
comedies may be ignored.
Neruda is best as a lyrical poet of intimate

sorrows which he expressed, without osten-

tatious display of feeling, in a sober, subdued,
almost classically simple style. His influence,

overshadowed in his time by the facile Hdlek

(q.v.) and the brilliant Vrchlick^ (q.v.), has
been growing since the turn of the century.

Today he is generally acknowledged to be
one of the most genuine Czech poets, manly
and kindly, disciplined and fervent.

See: F. V. Krejtt, Jan Neruda (1902); F. X.
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Salda, Boje o zitfek (1905) and Saldtiv

zdpisnik, VI (1934), 320-345; A. Novdk, Jan
Neruda (1921). There are German transla-

tions of Malostranskd povidky, Pisnt kos-

mick, and Zptvy pdtefnt.
R. W.

Neumann, Alfred (1895-, German novelist

and poet), was born in Lautenburg, West

Prussia. After having attended the Gymna-
sium in Berlin and in Rostock, he became a

reader for the Georg Mtiller publishing house

in Munich (1913-1918) and in 1917 published
his Lieder vom Lacheln und der Not. From

1918 to 1920 he was Dramaturg at the

Munich Little Theatre. The most noteworthy
of his earlier works is a story entitled Dei

Patriot (1925; Eng. tr., 1928), which deals

with the murder of the Emperor Paul of

Russia* The dramatic version (1926) was

staged in London (1928) under the title Such
Men Are Dangerous. His first literary recogni-

tion, however, came with the Kleist prize for

his novel Der Teufel (1926; Eng. tr., The
Devil, 1928), in which lust for power during
the reign of Louis XI is the theme. The next

year brought Rebellen (Eng. tr., The Rebels,

1929), with the Carbonari revolution as a

background. A kind of continuation is Guerra

(1928; Eng. tr., 1930), dealing with the leader

of the Italian independence movement. The
murder of Rathenau in 1922 suggested Der
Held (1930; Eng. tr., The Hero, 1931), and
the Memoiren des Ritters Hans von Schweini-

chen led to the composition of Narrenspiegel

(1932). Konigin Christine von Schweden (1926;

Eng. tr., The Life of Christina of Sweden, 1935)

represents a historical portrayal of the Swedish

queen with some attention to her erotic pecu
liarities. His dramas, Konigsmaske (1928),
Frauenschuh (1929), and Haus Danieli (1931),

may be mentioned in passing. Under the

Nazi regime he left Germany and took refuge
in the United States. Among his latest works,
written in exile, are Neuer Caesar (1934;

Eng. tr., 1934), Kaiserreich (1936; Eng. tr.,

Gaudy Empire, 1937), and Goldquelle (1938).

Neumann has contributed to the revival of

the historical novel, using the past, however,
to symbolize present political situations and
human problems. His lack of hero worship
and his tendency to pacifism probably
rendered his works, from the Nazi viewpoint,
suitable for the notorious holocaust in 1933.

See: A. Neumann, "Autobiographische
Skizze," Blatter der Bucherstube am Museum
Wiesbaden, III (1927), 6-7, "Skizze des

Lebens," Bergische Buhnenblatter, Vol. VII

(1927), No. 28, pp. 4-5, and "Selbstdarstel-

lung/' Die literarische Welt, Vol. VI (1930),
No. 45, p. i.

F. S.

Neumann, Stanislav Kostka (1875-, Czech

poet), is one of the most influential and popu-
lar Czech writers of free verse. Neumann was
born in Prague, took part in the abortive

anti-Austrian conspiracy "Omladina," and for

a while cultivated an aristocratic anarchism.

He became a journalist and served in the

Austrian army during the First World War.
After the war he was a member of Parlia-

ment for the Czech socialists, but in 1922 he

joined the Communist Party and edited their

periodicals. In 1945 he was awarded the title

"national poet."
Neumann began as the poet of fashionable

anarchism and Nietzschean individualism.

Jsem apoUol noveho ziti (1896; I Am the

Apostle of a New Life) and Satanova sldva

mezi ndmi (1897; Satan's Glory among Us)
are titles of early verse collections which sug-

gest both the crude ideology and the rhetori-

cal style of the young author. But he soon

discovered the social and national question:
Sen o zdstupu zoufajicich (1903; A Dream of

the Despairing Mass) is a vision of the

horrors of social oppression and of the poet's

hope for its abolition. Neumann then turned

again to individual problems. Possibly his

best work is in two collections written before

the war. Kniha lesu, vod a strdni (1914; The
Book of Woods, Waters, and Slopes) contains

frankly sensual poems in praise of nature,

open air, and sex. The rich sonorous free

verse, the charmingly vivid and colorful meta-

phors, convey a sense of zest for life and sheer

animal enjoyment rare in Czech poetry.

Horky van a jine bdsnt (1918; The Hot
Breath and Other Poems) adds a naive cele-

bration of the pleasures of the marriage bed.

But a completely new ideology and technique

appear in the collections published just after

the war. Nove zpfvy (1918; New Songs)

suddenly discovers the beauties of machine

civilization, and Tricet zpivu z rozvratu

(1918; Thirty Songs from the Time of Up-
heaval) versifies Neumann's experiences in

Hungary and the Balkans during the war.

The technique of these two collections is

futurist a mosaic of colors and impressions,
a flow of free-verse rhetoric which never loses

vitality but frequently violates all standards
of taste and good sense. Rudd zpgvy (1923;
Red Songs) and several other later volumes
are only versified propaganda, but one col-

lection, Ldska (1933; Love), returns to the
theme of sexual love in sober and mature
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tones and even uses old-fashioned concise

song and stanza forms. Neumann's prose is

less important, and much of it is either po-
lemics or propaganda; there are also books of

reminiscences from the First World War and
two travel books of post-war Czechoslovakia.

A love story, Zlaty oblak (1932; The Golden

Cloud), is trivial, and his histories of love, of

woman, and of the French Revolution are

mere potboilers.
Neumann's youthful enthusiasm, which

outlasted maturity, his frank "pagan" sensual-

ism, his glorification of the wonders of

modern civilization, the zest and flow of his

rhetorical verse, the color of his metaphors,
have endeared him to the generation of

readers immediately following the First

World War, and he has, more than any other

older poet, influenced the young "proletarian"

poets. The naive ideology and the lack of

subtler emotions and ideas exclude him from
the first rank of Czech poets.

See: B. Polan, Se St. K. Neumannem (1919);
B. Vdclavek, S. K. Neumann, 1875-1935

0935)-
R. W.

Nex0, Martin Andersen (1869-, Danish novel-

ist), the most widely renowned Danish author
of his generation and one of the foremost

proletarian writers of this century, was born
the fourth of 11 children in a rat-infested

tenement in a Copenhagen slum. His father,

a stonecutter, was of Bornholm peasant stock;

his mother was the daughter of an immigrant
German blacksmith from Mainz. Relentlessly
but without bitterness Nex0 has recorded his

memories of a proletarian childhood and

youth in four volumes which have already be

come classics of Danish autobiography: Et
lille Kra (1932; A Little Mite), Under aaben
Himmel (1935; Eng. tr., Under the Open
Sky, 1938, includes this and the preceding

volume), For Lud og koldt Vand (1937;

Roughing It), and Vejs Ende (1939; The End
of the Road). The first volume presents an

appalling picture of the torments of a child

of the poor in a big industrial city. The
second takes the family to the island of Born-

holm, still feudal but kinder to children,

where from eight to 14 Martin lived a rela-

tively happy and healthy outdoor life, herd-

ing cattle and devouring thrillers by Eugtne
Sue and others. After confirmation he worked
as farm hand, shoemaker's apprentice, and
hod carrier for some seven years, during
which he became interested in socialism and

hungry for education. Two winters in the

local folk high school at Ronne were followed

by two in the famous Askov school, where he
first began to write. From there he went in

1893 to teach in Odense, but developed
tuberculosis after a year, and spent most of

the next two years in Spain, where he learned

"that poverty is international/' In Soldage

(1903; Eng. tr., Days in the Sun, 1929) he has

recorded his impressions of a second visit to

Spain.
To Nex0 the cruel poverty in which he

grew up seemed as unnecessary as it was un

just, and he threw himself wholeheartedly
into the fight against it. As a radical socialist,

and since the Russian Revolution as a Com-
munist, he has championed the cause not

only of the working people but of all victims

of social injustice. He is frankly a propagan-
dist for the ideas in which he believes and has

contributed indefatigably to leftist periodicals
in many countries. But his most effective con

tributions to the cause he has served so

devotedly are at the same time his finest

artistic achievements, the great social epic
Pelle Erobreren (4 vols., 1906-1910; Eng. tr.,

Pelle the Conqueror, 1913-1917; combined in

one volume, 1930) and its feminine counter-

part Ditte Menneskebarn (5 vols., 1917-1921;

Eng. tr., Ditte: Girl Alive! 1920; Ditte,

Daughter of Man, 1921; Ditte: Toward the

Stars, 1922; combined in one volume, 1931).

Pelle spends his boyhood on a Bornholm
farm and learns his trade in a small town
there. He and his old father, Lasse, are the

most vivid and appealing of a whole gallery
of superbly drawn Bornholm types. Lasse,

gentle and patient, has no heart for the

struggle against exploitation, but Pelle, arriv-

ing in Copenhagen to find that the machines

have taken away his livelihood, becomes the

leader of a successful strike and the founder

of a cooperative community; his conquest is

the modest triumph of Social Democracy in

Denmark before the disillusionment of the

First World War. In the pathetic story of the

little servant girl, Ditte, Ncx0 shows, as only
he can, how unselfishness, tenderness, and
even rare delicacy of feeling spring up out of

the most unlikely soil. His intimate knowl-

edge of the most wretched of mankind has

only strengthened his faith in the funda-

mental goodness of human nature.

In both these novels as in his short stories

(Samlede Noveller, 3 vols., 1922-1926), Nex0
is at his best in writing of childhood and old

age. He is extremely fond of children and was
so favorably impressed by Soviet methods of

education that he devoted a whole chapter
to that subject in his first book on Russia,
Mod Dagningen (1924; Toward Dawn). A
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second book on Russia, To Verdener (Two
Worlds), appeared in 1934. Nex0's third great

novel, Midi i en Jerntid (1929; Eng. tr., In

God's Land, 1933), is a satirical study of the

more prosperous Danish farmers before and

during the First World War "the dance

around the Golden Calf" and its disastrous

results when the sudden inflation subsided.

Although a powerful novel with many fine

characterizations, it lacks the warmth and

intimacy of the novels and short stories deal-

ing with the working class and of the auto

biography.
In 1923 Nex0 went to live in Germany,

where he was then very popular, but returned

to Copenhagen in 1930. He has made frequent

visits to the Soviet Union, where he is still

very popular. In 1943 he fled from German

occupied Denmark to Sweden. In his latesi

novel, Morten Inn R0de (19451 Morten the

Red), he has continued up to 1918 both Pelle's

story and his own.

See: O. Friis, "Martin Andersen Nex0," in

Dansk biografisk Leksikon, I 0933)> 405-413*

Dorothy Brewster and Angus Burrcll, Modern

Fiction (1934), pp. 283-287; Harry Slochower.

Three Ways of Modern Man (193?)' PP- 1O5~

144; Svend Erichsen, Martin Andersen Nex0

0938).
J. B. C. W

Nezval, Vitfczslav (1900-, Czech poet, drama

tist, and novelist), is the leader of Czech

"poetism" and surrealism. Born at Biskupky
near Tfebtf (western Moravia), the son of a

schoolteacher, he went to Prague to study

languages and has since earned his living by

writing. He has made several visits to Paris

and to Russia. In 1945 he became chief of a

division in the new Ministry of Information.

Nezval was the founder of a movement

which he. called "poetism.
" He had begun as

an adherent of "proletarian" poetry, but re

acted against its preoccupation with rhetoric

and propaganda, though he never gave up his

sympathies for Communism. "Poetism" was a

new name for pure poetry devoid of thought

and of propaganda, for poetry as a play of

fancy and association. Nezval carried out his

theory in several collections (e.g., Menli

ruzovd zahrada, 1927, The Smaller Rose

Garden), in which he proved himself an

"admirable magician," as one of his poems is

called, an astonishing virtuoso in poetical fire-

works, an inventor of fantastic rhymes,

illogical chains of associations, grotesque

fancies, whole topsy-turvy little worlds. The
affinities with Italian futurism (see Marinetti)

and Apollinaire (q.v.)
are frequently obvious,

NEZVAL

but Nezval has his own peculiar themes and

techniques. About 1928 Nezval's tones began
to change and deepen; feverish visions and
dreams replace the bright daylight of the

early books. His poetry now centers around
death, time, inexorable change, and night.
His best volume, Bdsnt nod (1930; Poems of

the Night), is well named, and his master-

piece, "Edison," piquantly combines a cele-

bration of technical civilization with the cult

of night and sorrow. Other collections show
a decline in inventive power and much repe-
tition, though individual poems are as good
as ever. Snidani v IrdvS (1930; The Breakfast

in the Grass), Jan ve smutku (1930; John in

Mourning), Sklentny havelok (1932; The
Havelock of Glass), Zpdtefni Ustek (1933; The
Return Ticket), Sbohem a sdtecek (1934;

Good-bye and a Handkerchief) are some of

the fancifully named volumes which show an

increasing lack of self-criticism.

About 1934 Nezval embraced the creed of

French surrealism, and he has tried since to

write according to the recipes of Andr
Breton (q.v.). Poetry is now become a mere
overflow of the subconscious, almost auto-

matic writing as practiced by mediums. Zena

v mnoznem fisle (1936; Woman in the Plural),

Praha s prsty de$t& (1936; Prague with the

Fingers of Rain), Absolutni Hrobar (1937;

The Absolute Gravedigger), and P2t minut za

mtstem (1939; Five Minutes behind the

Town) are the surrealist collections. The last

represents a return to public themes; one

poem, "Historick^ obraz" (A Historical

Picture), represents an impressive attempt to

express the feeling of the Czech people after

Munich.
Nezval has done certain verse translations,

very free, from Poe, Rimbaud (q-v.), and Mal-

larm (q.v.) and has written verse plays which

try to achieve the effect of improvisation in the

style of the commedia dell' arte. Schovdvand na

schodech (1931; Hide-and-Seek on the Stairs)

uses a comedy of Calder6n, and Milenci z

kiosku (1932; The Lovers from the Newsstand)
is an original entertainment which had consid-

erable success on the stage. Nezval's prose is on
a lower artistic level: his novels (e.g., Posed-

lost, 1930, Obsession; Dolce far niente, 1931;

Jak vejce vejce, 1933, As Like as Two Peas)
are loosely composed long stories which

frequently border on pornography or on
Marxist propaganda. A few travel sketches,

manifestoes, and essays should be added to

this production of bewildering variety.
Nezval is no man of ideas or even intellect,

but he has an amazing vitality, a lively play
of fancy, an inexhaustible inventiveness in
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rhyme and metaphor which outweigh his

frequent bad taste and schoolboyish coarse-

ness.

See: F. Soldan, O Nezvalovi a povdlecnt

generaci (1933); L - Kratochvil, Wolker a

Nezval (1936).
R. W.

Niccodemi, Dario (1874-1934, Italian drama-

tist), was born in Leghorn, but the formative

years of his adolescence were spent in Buenos

Aires. In that city and in the Spanish

language his literary career began; while still

in his teens he began to write theatre notes

and in his early 2o's he composed two

comedies in Spanish. He might indeed have

remained in Argentina but for his connection

with the French actress Rjane, who took

him to Paris as her secretary. In Paris he

remained for some 15 years, from the turn

of the century until the outbreak of the

First World War. He did a good deal of

translation and adaption of Italian comedies

and found time also to write several original

dramas in French, none of them of really

high literary merit but all of them "good
theatre/' Of these La Flamme (1910), Le

Refuge (1911), and Les Requins (1913) are

typical. His Italian phase follows; he left

France for Italy and during the war years

wrote a number of plays in Italian. L'Ombra,

commonly regarded as his best play, and

Scampolo, certainly his most popular one,

both appeared in 1915. He continued his resi-

dence in Italy and his work in the Italian

theatre until his death. He was president of

the Societ^ Italiana degli Autori for several

years and directed for some 10 years (be-

ginning in 1921) a traveling company which

gained much success and esteem in Spain
and South America. He also continued to

write; La Maestrina (1918) and the collection

of lively one-act plays published under the

title of Teatrino (1922) should be added to

the titles above as representative of his style

and technique. Niccodemi had a great deal of

facility and, as might be expected, no great

profundity, no intellectual content to speak
of, though his skill was such as to deceive an

occasional contemporary critic. His plays con-

tain good dialogue, vivacity, and just enough
realism to make them convincing to the

spectator of the moment. Essentially they be-

long to the Parisian tradition, and they have

that' combination of wit, melodrama, and

sophistication that one finds in Henry Bern-

stein (q.v.). Scampolo perhaps stands out

above the rest since it contains all these ele-

ments nicely combined, plus a real Italian

atmosphere lacking in some of the other

plays.
See: C. Levi, // Tealro (1921)1 pp. 33-34-

T. G. B.

Nicolau d'Olwer, LIuis (1888-, Catalonian

critic and essayist), is an outstanding figure in

Catalonian letters and was also active in

liberal-nationalistic politics after the republic
was proclaimed in Spain (1931)- ^e was lx)rn

in Barcelona. His father, a lawyer of that

city, was able to provide him with an excel-

lent education. Before finishing his studies,

including law, he had already produced
several literary essays which gave evidence of

a precocious talent: Sobre les fonts catalanes

de "Tirant lo Blanch" (1907) and Notes sobre

les regies de trobar, de Jofre de Foixd i sobre

les poesies que li han atribuit (1907). He was

later elected a member of the Institut d'Estu-

dis Catalans (the most distinguished cultural

institution of Catalonia), in which he dis-

tinguished himself for his work in the philo-

logical section. He became a professor of

Greek, and his prestige as a Hellenist led

to his appointment as reviser of the Greek

and Latin texts of the classics published, with

the Catalan version, by the Fundaci6 Bernat

Metge of Barcelona. Among his learned and

critical works are: Sobre la influtncia italiana

en la prosa catalana (Concerning Italian Influ-

ence on Catalonian Prose), Bernat Metge,
Francesc Alegre (1908); Del classicisrne a

Catalunya (1909; On Classicism in Catalonia);

Jaume I i els trobadors provenfals (1909;

James I and the Provencal Troubadors);

Gerbert (Silvestre IF) i la cuotura catalana del

segle X (1910; Gerbert (Silvestre II) and the

Catalonian Culture of the Tenth Century);

Jordi de Sant Jordi (1915); Tractat de lin-

guistica (1917; Treatise on Linguistics) and Re-

sum de literatura catalana (1917; Summary of

Catalonian Literature).

Nicolau began his political career when he

was elected councilman of the municipal

government of Barcelona (1918-1921). With

his friend Bofill i Mates he founded the party
Acci6 Catalana in 1922. From 1923 to 1930 be

worked to harmonize nationalistic and re-

publican ideas; from 1930 to 1939 he filled

various representative offices. He continued to

be deeply interested in literature and history

and produced numerous studies: Del didleg
de la poesia medieval catalana (1920; The

Dialogue in Medieval Catalonian Poetry);

Uescola podtica de Ripoll en els segles X-
XIII (1920; The Poetic School of Ripoll from

the loth to the 13th Centuries); L'expansid
de Catalunya a la Mediterranea oriental
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(1926; The Expansion of Catalonia in the

Eastern Mediterranean); L'expedicio dels

Catalans a Orient (1926; The Expedition of

the Catalonians to the Near East); Paisatges
de la nostra histdria (1929; Landscapes of Our

History). Of a political nature are Comentaris

(1920; Commentaries) and La llico de la

dictadura (1931; The Lesson of the Dictator-

ship). El pont de la mar blava (1928), purely

literary, consists of impressions of a trip

through Tunis, Sicily, and Malta. Nicolau's

style is notable for precision, clarity, and

simplicity.
A refugee in France in 1939, and his extra-

dition having been demanded, he was obliged
to endure incarceration with common of-

fenders. He was finally set at liberty and after

living under surveillance in a small village

was able to move to the French capital to

await the liberation of his native country.

J. M. M. i V.

Nietzsche, Friedrich Wilhelm (1844-1900,
German philosopher), was born at Rocken,
Prussian Saxony, the oldest child of a Lu-

theran minister. His father died in 1849 * a

brain affection caused by a fall, and the fol-

lowing year the family moved to Naumburg.
There Friedrich attended the Gymnasium
(1854-1858) and the Schulpforta (1858-1864).
The next year he spent at Bonn in the study
of theology and philology and then trans-

ferred to Leipzig, where he completed his

university course in philology under Ritschl.

Among his classmates and intimate friends

was Erwin Rohde. While in Leipzig he came
under the influence of Schopenhauer and
made the personal acquaintance of Richard

Wagner (q*v.) two events of great im-

portance in his life. In 1869 'ie was called to

the chair of classical languages at Basel, and
in view of his brilliant record as a student,

the University of Leipzig conferred the

doctor's degree upon him without a formal

dissertation. In the Franco-Prussian War he
volunteered for ambulance duty and was in

the war zone from August till October, 1870.
The strenuous work and the sight of suffer-

ing proved to be too much for him, and he

returned to his teaching after a severe illness.

At Basel his favorite colleagues were Franz

Overbeck and Jakob Burckhardt. But his

most important association was with Wagner
at the latter's home in Triebschen, near

Lucerne (1869-1872). Both men were inter-

ested in the relation of music and tragedy in

their bearing on the ethical meaning of life.

Wagner regarded Nietzsche as his most

brilliant adherent. Coolness developed be-

tween the two, however, with Nietzsche's in-

creasing independence. Nietzsche was present
at the laying of the cornerstone in Bayreuth
(1872), and he attended the opening of the

theatre in 1876, but by that time he had

definitely if not publicly broken his allegiance
to the great composer and was launching out

on new ways of his own. For some years
Nietzsche's health had been declining, and in

1879 he had to resign his professorship. A
small private income, supplemented by a

pension from the university, enabled him to

live independently on a very modest scale.

The next 10 years were spent in growing iso-

lation as Nietzsche traveled about in search

of a favorable climate. He suffered a break-

down at Turin in 1889. His mind was be-

clouded, and he became progressively worse

until his death at Weimar in 1900.
Nietzsche's efforts, considered in their to-

tality, were directed to a single goal, the

definition of a higher type of human char-

acter and its realization in a new frame of

existence. He believed that man had come
to the end of a long period of civilization and
was face to face with a catastrophic dissolu-

tion of all his former ideals. It was now a

question of complete nihilism or of creating
a new goal. The ethical and moral ideas

fostered by religions and metaphysics, es-

pecially Schopenhauer's pessimism, encour-

aged an attitude of resignation and held up
nirvana or an imaginary future life as our

highest hope. Particularly the Christian re-

ligion with its doctrine of total depravity
broke all that was courageous in man. Psycho-

logically this meant that man was enslaved

by a powerful escape complex which unfitted

him for the mastery of life and of himself.

In opposition, Nietzsche set up the ideal of

tragic optimism, or heroic pessimism, which

views life as a tragic process but regards

tragedy as the source of new life and power.
Ethical rank is determined by the capacity to

endure suffering and rise superior to it in a

new creative effort. The symbol he used for

his ideal was the Greek god Dionysus. As a

sort of new metaphysical frame, though he

ostensibly repudiated metaphysics, he evolved

the ideas of the "will to power" and the

"eternal return" as his highest expression of

the affirmation of earthly existence in a

sense another concept of an "absolute" and
another version of immortality. The hypothe-
sis underlying the ''will to power" is that in

all existence the urge of each vital unit is

to secure at every n.oment the utmost feel-

ing of power, in whatever disguised ways it

may be, and according to the "eternal re-
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turn," life in all its forms will be repeated
without change in ever recurring cycles.

Nietzsche first proclaimed his theory of

heroic pessimism in Die Geburt der Tragodie

(1872), which connected the rebirth of the

tragic spirit with Wagner's music dramas. At

the same time he was advancing new educa-

tional ideas in certain public lectures at

Basel and in his Unzeitgemtisse Betrachtungen

(4 parts, 1873-1876), all centering around the

differences between learning and culture. A
new series of analytical studies began with

Menschliches Allzumenschliches (1878-1 880).

Rounding out this group were Morgenrote

(1881) and Frohliche Wissenschaft (1882). At

the outset of this period, pure knowledge is

represented as man's highest achievement and

greatest consolation. Metaphysics, religion,

and the aesthetic arts reflecting them are sub

jected to dispassionate criticism, not without

nostalgic relapses. Saint, poet, and philosopher
are superseded by the scientist. Biological de-

terminism relieves man of the great burden
of responsibility and fear accompanying a

"free will." Nietzsche begins his history of

moral ideas and shows his hostility to the

state as a menace to true culture. As he pro-
ceeds he questions the sufficiency of pure
knowledge and ends with the idea of "joyful

knowledge." This period finds its climax in

Also sprach ?Mrathustra (4 parts, 1883-1892),
his greatest bid for the popularization of his

ideas. The limitations of man in his highest
forms are exposed. In the figure of Zarathus-

tra a new type is foreshadowed. He has been

through all the "thou shalts" and "thou
shalt nots" and, having gained mastery over

his baser passions, can now safely entrust

himself to a creative morality of "I will."

After Zarathustra, Nietzsche again returned

to the rational principles of his thinking. In

Jenseits von Gut und Bose (1886), a fifth part
of Frohliche Wissenschaft (1887), and Zur

Genealogie der Moral (1887), he produced
some of his best writing. More and more
stress is laid upon the function of the so-

called evil forces in the economy of life, and
the idea of the "will to power" emerges
clearly. What probably would have been
Nietzsche's greatest book, in which he in-

tended to develop his ideas in their philo-

sophical and ethical implications, remained
unwritten. Materials for it are to be found in

Vols. IX-X of his works (Taschenausgabe)
entitled Der Wille zur Macht, compiled by
his sister and Peter Cast ort the basis of a

brief outline left by Nietzsche. The three

works written and published in 1888, Der
Fall Wagner, Gotzenddmmerung, and Der

Antichrist, and two others composed in that

year but published later, the autobiographi-
cal Ecce Homo (1900), and Nietzsche contra

Wagner (1901), represent a final effort to gain

general recognition. They are somewhat un-

even, frequently rising to Nietzsche's ac-

customed height but occasionally falling into

old ruts of thought, imitation, and ranting.

Megalomania appears. Nietzsche regards him-
self as Dionysus, victor over Christ after two
thousand years of dominion.
The complete works of Nietzsche have ap-

peared in English, edited by Dr. Oscar Levy
(Edinburg and London, 1909-1913). See:

Elisabeth Forster-Nietzsche, The Young Nietz-

sche (1912) and The Lonely Nietzsche (1915),
tr. from the German; G. B. Foster, Friedrich

Nietzsche (1931, in English); Ernst Bertram,
Nietzsche (1933); Karl Jaspers, Nietzsche:

Einfuhrung in das Verstdndnis seines Philoso-

phierens (1936); Crane Brinton, Nietzsche

(1941, in English); G. A. Morgan, Jr., What
Nietzsche Means (1941).

T. M. C.

Nijlen, Jan van (1884-, Flemish poet), was
born in Antwerp. He was originally engaged
in his father's banking business, but in 1919
became connected with the Ministry of Justice
in Brussels, where he now occupies a high
official post.
Van Nijlen's poetry is full of an endless

desire to be "elsewhere," full of the eternal

homesickness of romanticism, but expressed
in a classically governed form. He is the poet
of the loneliness of the individual amid the

busy turmoil of cities, of the loneliness of

older persons amid the bustle of youth, of thd

loneliness of the poet amid the lively confu-

sion of merchants. In 1938 his poetry was

collected in a volume entitled Gedichten

(Poems). He has also written two extensive

studies, one in 1919 on Charles Pguy and
one in 1928 on Francis Jammes (qq-v.), and
has prepared a translation, with explanatory
notes and an introduction, of the best essays
of Montaigne.

J. G.

Nik itin, Nikolai (1897-, Russian novelist,

short-story writer, and playwright), spent his

childhood in the extreme North of Russia

and his youth in Petrograd. In 1922 he joined
the literary group of "Serapion Brothers" led

by Gorky and Zamyatin (qq.v.). The latter

influenced Nikitin's early work (Kamni, 1922,

Stones; Rvotny fort, 1922, Vomiting Fort;

Vosstanye, 1923, The Revolt; Russkie nochi,

1924, Russian Nights), in which the young
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writer made many stylistic experiments, using
all sorts of formal devices rhythmic prose,
folklore elements, symbolistic construction. In

general, a combination of romanticism and

stylization are characteristic of Nikitin. His

novels and short stories are always centered

around the events of the Revolution and

civil war in Russian villages and small pro*
vincial towns. These romantic interpretations
of the Revolution, which remind one of

Pilnyak (q.v.), were gradually superseded by
a more direct approach to reality. Nikitin's

novel Prestuplenye Kirika Rudenko (1927;

Kirik Rudenko's Crime) describing ethical

problems faced by the Communist youth was

written in a more traditional realistic manner.

Shpion (1930; The Spy), Linya ognya (1931;

The Line of Fire), and the play Baku (1937)

deal with life and issues of the reconstruc-

tion period. In 1942-1944 Nikitin wrote good
short stories on the Russo-German war.

M. S.

Noailles, Anna Elisabeth de Brancovan, com-

tesse de (1876-1933, French poet), was born in

Paris. Her father was Prince Grgoire Bibesco

de Brancovan, whose ancestors were rulers of

Walachia (now part of Rumania), and her

mother was a Greek, born in Constantinople.
Anna de Noailles spent most of her life in

Paris and at Amphion, the family estate on

Lake Geneva in Switzerland. At Amphion,
where she lived every summer, even after her

marriage to Henri Mathieu, comte de

Noailles, in 1897, s ^ie to ^ voluminous notes

on the tiniest details of nature. As a child she

composed verses and extemporized brilliantly

in prose before the art-loving society that

frequented her parents' home. Educated by

private tutors, she read widely and early de-

veloped a taste for the philosophies of Taine

(4.1;.), Schopenhauer, and Nietzsche (q.v.). She

evolved a cult of pleasure and the belief that

sensation is the only reality; such convictions

caused her to scoff at Christianity and de-

clare herself a pagan. Among the poets who
influenced her poetic style were Racine,

Hugo, Mussel, and Baudelaire (q.v.). Her

verse is classic in form, bul her treatment

of the eternal themes of love, nature, and

death is a feminized version of that of the

early romantic poets, with an added element

of Dionysiac fervor. From Baudelaire she

learned the evocative power of intuitive

imagery to interpret her sensuous apprecia-

tion of nature. Pride in her oriental origin

and staunch patriotism for France are other

favorile themes. Believing inspiration the true

guide to poetic creation, Anna de Noailles

refused to discipline her thoughts or polish
her style. Consequently there is much repeti-
lion and exaggeralion in ihe poems compris-
ing her nine large volumes of verse, published
1901-1934. Her early poems express an exu-
beranl joie de vivre and evoke a dazzling
world of nature, of which she feels herself the
center and pivot. Her later books show an
ever increasing pessimism and disillusion with

life, as she grows older and more aware of
death. In general, her prose is greatly inferior

to her poetry. Her three novels show a lack

of organization and of the objectivity proper
to such material. Her other prose works are

essays, short stories, a number of prefaces,
travel impressions, and an autobiography, Le
Livre de ma vie (1932).
Anna de Noailles received much literary

recognition during her lifetime. When her
first book of poems, Le Cccur innombrable,

appeared in 1901, it was hailed as a chef-

d'oeuvre, and subsequent collections met with
similar success. In 1919 she was invited to join
Ihe Nouvelle Pteiade, the other members be-

ing Paul Valry (q.v.), Joachim Gasquet,
Xavier de Magallon, Pierre Camo, Tristan

Dereme, and Charles Derennes. In 1921 she

was awarded the Grand Prix de Literature
of the French Academy, and in 1922 she was
admitted to the Belgian Academy.

See: Jean Larnac, Comtesse de Noailles; sa

vie, son oeuvre (1931).

C. B. C

Nobre, Ant6nio (1867-1900, Portuguese poet),
born in Oporto, spent his childhood in the

company of peasants and fishermen. In 1888

he matriculated in the law school of Coimbra,
but failed during his first year. Lack of

mental discipline was accompanied by a

sickly constitution. He devoted his time to

poetry in order to be a "Bachelor Graduated
in Illusions from the University of the

Chimaera." He then went to Paris to study

political science and law, established himself

in the Latin Quarter, and, suffering from
tuberculosis and also from nostalgia for his

Portugal of sea and country, alternaied his

studies with the writing of poetry. In 1891 he
visited Germany and in the following year
had published, in Paris, a colleclion of poems
wrillen from 1884 lo 1892 wilh ihe lille S6

(Alone). This was Ihe lyric aulobiography of

an ailing spiril lormenled by ihe desire for

life. The aulhor himself warned his com

pairiols againsl "Ihe saddest book in Portu-

gal/' The book in facl aroused sympalhy and
enihusiasm and began lo exerl its powerful
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influence on contemporary Portuguese poetry.
A host of imitators appeared, idolaters of

"S6sismo." Then Nobre began his wandering
and dramatic peregrination in search of

better climes, struggling with the consuming
illness and with the presentiment of the end.

He went to Switzerland (1895), where he sang
of that country's beneficent mountains, and

to the United States (1897) ancl finally sought

refuge in the Madeira Islands (1898). There
his illness became worse. Oppressed by an

insatiable thirst for travel in search of rest

he returned to Switzerland in 1899 and

finally, all hope for recovery gone, to Portu-

gal, where he died in Foz, the scene of his

childhood, at the age of 33. Nobre's death

added to his renown. Two years later his
4

brother published Despedidas (Farewells), a

collection of the poems written from 1893 to

1899.

Nobre's work with that of Eugnio de

Castro (g.t;.) represents in Portuguese poetry
the return, following realism, to artistic

purity and intimate subjectivity. Essentially
a neo-romantic, a sick aesthetician attracted

by the latest forms of decadency (through
which he had inherited the romantic forms),
he combined this neo-romanticism with the

candor of a childish soul imbued with devo-

tion to Portuguese folkloric elements. Nostal-

gia, accentuated by illness, made of Portu-

guese life and landscape one of the constituent

elements of his art. This regionalism, ex-

tremely original in its expression, revived the

Portuguese lyric and gave birth to the na-

tionalistic poetic movement. Endowed with a

remarkable capacity for assimilation, he re-

duced everything to an extremely personal
formula of artistic creation. The synthesis of

ingredients as dissimilar as Portuguese folk-

loric elements and decadence produces al-

ternative attitudes in his work discernible in

a single poem of satanism and rustic candor;
the elemental mysticism of the race appears
in fusion with the deliriums of neurosis. The
style, which follows these contrasts of angelic
sweetness and Luciferian rebellion, connotes

a tremendous lack of interior balance, a

product of the morbid sensitiveness of the

nervous system. There is a deliberate twist-

ing of form, which gives a really astounding
variety and flexibility of metric combinations
and from which derives the poet's unmistak-
able manner. Nobre deliberately disregards
established rhythmical customs and syntacti-
cal laws and utilizes the incoherent to pro-
duce that sensation, expressive of the in-

effable, sought by the poet. One finds an
almost unbelievable richness of images which,

owing to extraordinary associative plasticity,

open a new metaphoric cycle in contemporary

Portuguese poetry.
Nobre's work marked a return to simple

folklore and to irrational, mysterious, and
Messianic pessimism, perhaps the basal sub-

strata of the Portuguese soul. His dolorous

and hopeless song in the sonnet "Ao cair das

folhas" (When the Leaves Fall) is the morbid

enjoyment of the anticipation of death. In

the few published fragments of the epic poem
"O Desejado" (The Desired) he associates

dramatically the destruction of his physical
life with the disaster of Alcdcer-Quebir; King
Dom Sebastiao is simply the symbol of the

crumbling of his illusions. The collective cry
of renunciation in "LusitAnia no Bairro

Latino" (Lusitania in the Latin Quarter) has

caused Le Gen til to call him "the great
master of discouragement."

See: A. da Veiga Sim6es, Antdnio Nobre

(1904); Visconde de Vila-Moura, Antdnio
Nobre (1915); Castelo Branco Chaves, Estudos

criticos (1932), pp. 125-147.
E. G. D.

Noel, Eugenio (1885-1936, Spanish novelist

and journalist), was born in Madrid. He be-

came known through his book Lo qiie vi en

la guerra (1912), denouncing the Moroccan
War of 1909, in which he had served as a

private. A picturesque reformer, he acquired
a kind of popularity for his bohemian ap-

pearance and his campaigns against bullfight-

ing, "flamenco-ism," and other aspects of

social life in Spain considered by the intel-

lectuals since the end of the igth century as

national ills. Products of his campaigns were
books and pamphlets such as Republica y

flamenquismo (1912) and Escenas y andanzas

de la campana antiflamenca (1913) as well

as the four which were all published in

1915 Las capeas; Pan y toros; Senoritos,

chulos, fenomenos, gitanos y flamencos; and
Las raices de la tragedia espanola. Of greater

literary value are certain books of impres-
sions and travels such as Semana Santa en
Sevilla (1916), Espaiia nervio a nervio (1924),
and Aguafuertes ibericos (1927) or such novels

as Las siete cucas (1927). He wrote at times in

a forceful although somewhat muddled and

baroque style, was gifted with natural talent,

and had a varied culture; but a tempera-
mental lack of balance and a deficiency in

formal studies prevented his successful de-

velopment.
See: Azorfn, Los valor es literarios (1913),

pp. 231-234.
A. del R,
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Nordal, SigurSur (1886-, Icelandic poet, critic,

and scholar), was born at Eyj61fsstaSir in

Vatnsdalur, North Iceland. He studied Old
Norse-Icelandic philology at the University of

Copenhagen, taking his M.A. in 1912 and his

Ph.D. in 1914 with a study of the Sagas of the

Norwegian Kings. He studied psychology and

philosophy at Oxford in 1917-1918 and be-

came professor of the Icelandic language and
literature at the University of Iceland in

1918, holding the post until 1945. He has

frequently lectured in Scandinavia and in

England, and in the United States he

held the Charles Eliot Norton professorship
of poetry at Harvard University in 1931-

1932.

Nordal's short stories and prose poems are

all contained in one slim volume, fornar

astir (1919; Old Loves). The short stories are

of the psychological kind and of no unusual

merit. But the prose poem "Hel" is un-

equaled in Icelandic literature for beauty of

style and originality of conception. The in-

fluence of French "decadent" masters is

obvious. Unfortunately, the work has had no
imitators. But as a critic in the tradition of

Sainte-Beuve and of Renan (q-v.) his favorite,

Nordal has been extremely influential in

Iceland. In the modern field he has written

brilliant essays on the most prominent figures.
He has also attacked the pre-war liberalism,

especially as mixed with the spiritualism of

E. H. Kvaran (q*v.\ demanding more disci-

pline in thought and action. Finally, he has

emphasized the principle of continuity in

Icelandic literature and thought and urged
deference for national values, whether they
date from the golden age of the saga or are

more recent, such as the modern rustic cul-

ture of Iceland. In the Old Icelandic (Norse)
field his studies and essays on Snorri Sturlu-

son (1920), Voluspd (1923), and Egill Skal-

lagrimsson (1924) are of fundamental im-

portance. His plan for a new epoch-making
literary edition of the sagas is well begun,
with many volumes already published (1933-).
But his masterpiece will undoubtedly be

tslenzk menning (1942-; Icelandic Culture),
of which only the first volume has appeared.
It is a thoroughly new evaluation of Ice-

land's contribution to world literature and
world civilization, a masterful study of the

small nation and a remarkable synthesis of a

lifetime of study.
See: S. Einarsson, "SigurOur Nordal,"

Timarit pjddraknisWlags fslendinga, XIII

S. E.

NORDSTROM

Nordstrdm, Ludvig (1882-1942, Swedish novel-

ist and short-story writer), began his literary

career as a genial teller of full-bodied fisher-

folk tales and completed his cycle of de-

velopment as a literary world-planner in the

manner of H. G. Wells. All of his best work
finds its setting in and near the harbor town

of Harnosand (the Obacka of his tales and

novels), Nordstrom 's birthplace on the

Baltic not far from the Polar Circle; but this

limitation of scene in no way restricts the

rather pretentious, world-embracing imagina-
tion which animates the "philosophical" con-

tents of much of Nordstrom's work, par-

ticularly the later novels. Unlike the pure
individualist Hamsun (q.v.), who also wrote

of the life in small harbor communities in

the Far North, Nordstrom is extremely social

minded. His late work includes as its central

ideational element nothing less than a super-

world-plan (named "totalism"), which pro-

poses a Utopian world society based on a

world-wide economic solidarity. Into this

world society Nordstrom quite naturally fits

his own northern Sweden, whose rapid trans-

formation into a rich modern industrial prov-
ince he had witnessed in the course of his

life. Instead of worshiping the past and
that which is peculiar if not unique in the

Swede (a form of provincialism not un-

common in Swedish literature: Lagerlof,

Heidenstam, Karlfeldt, qq.v.), Nordstrom

worships modern industrial progress as an

international phenomenon in which Sweden
can play an important part; and his heroes

are, in consequence, builders of industry and

leaders of finance rather than the military

and the ancient ruling classes. He develops
these ideas in a very prolific literary produc-

tion, on a rather abstract and universal plane
in such works as Nya himlar och en ny jord

(1917; New Heavens and a New Earth), Doda
vdrldar i samhdllsrymden (1920; Dead Worlds

on Society's Horizon), and Vdrldsstaden (1923;

The World City), and in a somewhat more
immediate and concrete way in a series of

novels under the general heading Fetter

Svensks historic* (Peter Swede's Story), an

attempt to define with some precision Sweden's

particular place in the proposed world eco-

nomic community.

Despite Sweden's remarkable economic and
industrial growth in the last two generations,
Nordstrom has found few disciples, literary
or otherwise, among his countrymen, chiefly

perhaps because his social and economic phi-

losophy is too patently schematic and super-
ficial in its interpretation of national and
international developments. As a purely
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literary figure, however, Nordstrom is more

significant. His Rabelaisian vitality and
boundless appetite for life in all its forms,

combined with a stylistic gusto of remark-

able range and a well-nigh inexhaustible im-

aginative inventiveness, place him unques-

tionably high among Swedish authors of the

last two generations. His early fisherfolk and
harbor town tales (Fiskare, 1917, Fisherfolk;

Borgare, 1909, Citizens; Herrar, 1910, Gentle-

men; and De tolv sondagarna, 1910, The
Twelve Sundays), free from the pretentious

theorizing of his later work, are on the whole
his best work, though his undeniable literary
talents not infrequently break through the

schematic outlines of the "philosophy" in

his late work and provide the reader with

some of the best writing in modern Swedish
fiction.

See: E. Hedn, Eros och Himeros (1917); F.

Book, Resa kring svenska Parnassen (1926),

pp. 220-236; G. Castrdn, Den nya tiden, 1870-
1914 (1932), Vol. VII of H. Schuck and K.

Warburg, Illustrerad svensk litteraturhistoria,

3d ed., pp. 470-478; K. Stromberg, Modern
svensk litteratur (1932), pp. 140-148, 159-161;
G. Nasstrom, "Ludvig Nordstrom," Ord och

bild, XLVII (1938), 1-11.

A. G.

Norwegian literature. Norwegian literature

shows as strong repercussions of the Modern
Awakening initiated in 1871 by Georg
Brandes (q.v.) as does the Danish (see Danish

literature). The immediate impulse was given
by Brandes, but the revolt had long been pre-

pared by the struggle of the Norwegian
people to find itself nationally; and the move-
ment in Norway was shaped by national

characteristics, by the Norwegian preoccupa-
tion with ethical problems, by the tendency
to relate literature closely to life, and most
of all by the passion for truth and hatred of

hypocrisy. The importance of the epoch can

hardly be stressed too much. It is possible
to trace every new development in modern

Norway to the literature which in the 1870*5
was dominated by four great writers: Henrik
Ibsen, Bjornstjerne Bjornson, Jonas Lie, and
Alexander Kielland (qq.v.). The liberalizing of

the government, the revolt against an author-
itarian church, the emancipation of women,
the modernizing of education, the new social

conscience leading to legislative reforms, and
even the development of natural resources
which brought expansion of life and some-
what relieved the grim poverty of the igth

century all have their germs in the literary
works of the age.

Bjornson 's En fallit (1875; Eng. tr., The

Bankrupt, in Three Dramas, 1914) and Ibsen's

Samfundets stotter (1877; Eng- tr-> The Pillars

of Society) introduced the modern realistic

drama. Both authors turned from historical

subjects to models immediately before them.

Both plays deal with dishonesty in business,

and both foreshadow that faith in woman as

a regenerative influence which was to be so

marked in the literature of the future. Jonas
Lie created the modern novel picturing family
life, sometimes among seafaring people, some-

times in the upper class of business and pro-
fessional people. Kielland castigated the rich

for luxurious living and for exploiting their

laborers, but at the same time his novels, such

as Skipper Worse (1882; Eng. tr., 1885), de-

scribe with gusto the activities of seafaring,

shipbuilding, trade, and fisheries that were

the life of his native town, Stavanger. Both
Kielland and Lie satirized the pedantic edu-

cation of the time as created by bureaucrats

to raise more bureaucrats while ignoring

preparation for practical life. They even went
so far as to suggest that girls of good families

could take jobs in offices and had a naive

faith in the efficacy of these measures to solve

the woman problem that had been raised by
Camilla Collett (q.v.) as early as in 1855.

Jonas Lie was especially sensitive to the

sufferings of women in the upper classes.

Ibsen disclaimed the intention of being in

any special sense the champion of women,
and when the supporters of women's rights

appropriated for their cause Et dukkehjem
(1879; Eng. tr., A Doll's House) he stated that

he was interested in human beings, not

particularly in women. Nevertheless it could

not be helped that Nora's refusal to be the

plaything of her husband and her insistence

on her right to break a marriage in which she

could no longer live worthily should start a

discussion of the problems relating to women
and marriage. The discussion became more

stormy on the appearance of Gengangere
(1881; Eng. tr., Ghosts), with its far more
somber theme. Here Ibsen posed the question
of whether a woman whose husband was

diseased and dissolute should still cover up
his sins and stay with him. A somewhat un-

digested Darwinism entered into Ghosts and
still more into the works of Bjornson, leading
to a more and more decided repudiation, not

only of the church, but of Christianity it-

self. In its place Bjornson would put faith in

evolution and in the perfectibility of man.
The decade of the 70'$ had been that of

realism. The decade of the 8o's became that

of naturalism. It was a period of bitter par-
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tisanship, when the nation was divided into

two camps, a liberal and a conservative.

Families were wrecked and old friendships
were broken, while the members of the two

camps could hardly speak to each other. But
then the liberal camp was split wide open by
the issues of religion and morality. Works of

literature were no longer judged on the

beauty of their style or the profundity of

their thought, but on their attitude toward

this or that question of the day. Atheism and
sex were discussed with a freedom never

known before. Zola (q.v.) became the model
of the naturalistic writers. Absolute unre-

straint in matters of sex was urged by Hans

Jieger in his novel Fra Kristiania-Bohcmen

(1885; From the Cliristiania Bohcme). It was

a book devoid of literary merit, but the fact

that it was confiscated by the police made it

an issue to those who demanded freedom of

speech, and it precipitated what became
known as the Morality Feud. Bjornson, al-

though he had renounced the Christian faith,

still believed in Christian morality, and made
himself the champion of old-fashioned stand-

ards. In his drama En hanske (1883; Eng. tr.,

A Gauntlet, 1894) he made woman throw

down the gauntlet to man, demanding of him
the same continence before marriage that he
demanded of her. His position led to a break

with Brandes and brought down on him the

ridicule of younger contemporaries, who
mocked the "gauntlet-morality" and were not

averse to a little sport at the expense of the

sententious elder statesmen of literature. The
most gifted of the naturalists, and perhaps
the only writer of note who consistently ad-

hered to the naturalistic school throughout
her career, was Amalie Skrarn (q.v.). In her

novels she essayed to show the demoralizing
influence which the conspiracy of silence in

matters of sex had on young girls. Arne

Garborg (q.v.) ranged himself on the side of

the naturalists with his novel Mannfolk (1888;

Menfolk), picturing the miserable existence of

the academic and artistic proletariat in

Christiania. He blamed poverty and narrow

opportunities for the prevailing immorality
and urged free relations if marriage was im-

possible for lack of means. Ibsen, living

abroad in distinguished seclusion, had kept
aloof from the storm he himself had raised.

Beginning with Vildanden (1884; Eng- tr

The Wild Duck) he had initiated the series

of symbolic plays which he continued till his

death, delving into the consciousness of the

individual rather than castigating the ills of

society. However much he might advocate

freedom, Ibsen was at heart a puritan, and

when he visited Norway in the late 8o's his

fastidious taste revolted against the shouting
from the housetops about matters that had
hitherto been considered private. His com-
ment came in Hedda Gabler (1890), an analy-
sis of an upper-class woman who likes to

toy with erotic subjects and encourages a

young man to tell her about his night life,

while she herself is a sterile nature, incapable
either of loving or of taking a risk.

One of the chief scoffers against Bjfirnson
was Gunnar Heiberg (q.v.), the most im-

portant playwright after Ibsen and a brilliant

essayist. Heiberg satirized what he considered

the pettiness of Norwegian political life, not

sparing the liberal leaders. In other plays,

notably Balkonen (1894; Eng. tr., The

Balcony, 1922) and Kjarlighedens tragedie

(1904; Eng. tr., The Tragedy of Love, in T.
H. Dickinson, Chief Contemporary Drama-

tists, Ser. 2, 1921), he gave poetic form to the

theory of love which had come out in crasser

form in the works of the naturalists. He re-

fused to see love as a social factor or a re-

generative influence, but looked on it only as

a devastating force of nature which must of

necessity conflict with work or intellectual

interests. The ecstasy of love, and by love he

means chiefly the physical, must be weighed

against all other life content. The lyrical

beauty of Heiberg's style lends a meretricious

glamour to a theory of life that is really bald

and negative. Most of the books written dur-

ing the two decades when literature was the

vehicle of discussion had been prose. The

theory had even been voiced that forms of

literature change and perhaps verse was

doomed to extinction. Nevertheless the period

brought to maturity one of the most dis-

tinguished lyric poets of modern Norway,
Nils Collett Vogt (q.v.). He sought inspiration
in nature, and love of the land of Norway
always remained a vital element in his verse.

During his 50 years of productive work his

poetry came to reflect the events and currents

of the day, but it never ceases to be lyrical.

His plays and novels deal more directly with

timely problems. Gunnar Heiberg and Nils

Collett Vogt, though each went his own way,
are products of the age, with its indignations,
its revolt against recognized authorities, its

sympathy for those on the shady side of life,

and its faith in social reforms to bring happi
ness to mankind.
Knut Hamsun (q.v.) took up the cudgels

against this preoccupation with causes and
utilitarian purposes. He accused the older

authors of reducing life to its simplest factors

and leaving vast areas of human experience
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unexplored. In his first serious book, Suit

(1890; Eng. tr., Hunger, 1899), he described

a young writer who went about in Christiania

and starved, unable to find work. An author

of the preceding decade would have made it

an indictment of society which had no use

for a young man with "the best brains in the

country and shoulders that could stop a

truck" to quote Hamsun's modest descrip-

tion of his alter ego. But Hamsun was not

interested in social justice. He cared only for

what hunger did to the young man's mind
and body and nerves, and he described it in

a style which in its lightness and flexibility

and capriciousncss was as new as his ap-

proach. Hunger initiated the neo-romantic

school in Norway. It was followed by other

incarnations of Hamsun's wanderer type, the

individual who is always an outsider from

life, not from choice, but because his nerves

and senses are differently attuned from those

of the ordinary citizen. While Hamsun has

been the most widely popular contemporary
author of Norway, Hans E. Kinck (q.v.) has

had a small but devoted following. He is at

once a romanticist and a scholar. As the son

of a country physician, he learned to know
the peasants from childhood and later came
to see them in the light of his historical

studies. He conceived of them as vikings born

too late, medieval characters thrown into an

age when they could find no outlet for their

cravings except drinking and brawling and

fighting at weddings. In spite of Kinck 's

genius, especially evident in his short stories,

his countrymen resented the picture of primi-
tive savagery, at times almost bestiality, which
he presented as the image of Norwegian
peasants.
Toward the end of the igth and in the be-

ginning of the 2oth century, with the move-
ment initiated by Ivar Aasen (q.v.), writers

became increasingly conscious of the dual

nature of the Norwegian people, one element

being represented by the peasants who spoke
their dialects derived from the Old Norse,

the other being the "foreign" official class.

Many of the latter were descended from
officials who had come in during the union
with Denmark, and they spoke a language

closely resembling the Danish, called Riks-

maal. Garborg was a partisan of the peas-

antry. Kinck regarded the cleavage between
the two folk elements as too deep ever to be

bridged. The language problem he en-

deavored to solve by usirtg the Riksmaal
with a more phonetic spelling and incorporat-

ing many dialect words. Most Norwegian au-

thors have followed this principle, though

with a wide leeway in style and diction.

Others have adopted the Landsmaal, a syn-
thesis of peasant dialects. It is probable that

the latter have curtailed the circle of their

readers by using the Landsmaal. It must be

admitted, however, that in the hands of a

master like Garborg, as for instance in his

lyric cycle Haugtussa (1895; The Hill Inno-

cent), the Landsmaal is unsurpassed for poetic

beauty and flexibility. Another poet who has

used it with success is Per Sivie (q.v.). Elias

Blix (q.v.) and Anders Hovden (1860-) have

enriched the Lutheran hymnbook with hymns
written in the Landsmaal, which seems well

suited to the expression of religious feeling.

Among the older authors who used Lands-

maal exclusively, Jens Tvedt (q.v.) was very

productive and popular. With Olav Dunn

(q.v.) the Landsmaal came into its own as the

exclusive vehicle of an artist of the first rank.

In his books the peasant community is de-

scribed absolutely from the inside, self-

sufficient, resting in itself, without any of the

attitude of protest found in Kinck or Gar-

borg. His greatest work is the six-volume

novel cycle Juvikingar (1918-1923; Eng. tr.,

The People of Juvik, 1930-1935), tracing the

history for more than a century of a family
of wealthy, landowning peasants. It is a

dynasty founded in violence like greater

dynasties; and even in the descendants of the

"old fellows" there are atavistic impulses,
throwbacks to a more savage time, but in the

end the Christian and humanitarian impulses
win out. The style has a saga terseness well

suited to the epic quality of the story. An-
other author who has written epic works in

the Landsmaal is Kristofer Uppdal (q.v.). His
books signalize the advent of the laboring
class into literature. He deals often with the

vagrant laborers, in strong contrast with

Dunn's conservative peasants.
The 2oth century shows such volume and

variety of literary production in Norway that

it is difficult to trace special schools. In

general one may say that the first two decades

are marked by a strong regionalism, due in

part to the increasing number of peasant
writers, in part to the geographical conditions

in an enormously elongated country pierced

by deep fjords and divided by mountain

ranges. Garborg, after a long sojourn in the

capital, did his best work writing in Lands-
maal about the peasants on the small, poor
farms of southwestern Norway, where he was
born. Hamsun abandoned the story seen

through the reflective mind of his wanderer

type to describe whole communities of Nord-
land, as in Segelfoss by (1915; Eng. tr., Segel-
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foss Town, 1925) with its great family, its

parvenus, and its lively, reckless fisherfolk.

Markens grade (1917; Eng. tr., Growth of the

Soil, 1920), the book which won its author

world fame and the Nobel prize, is an apothe-
osis of husbandry and is less completely
localized, but in his later works, telling the

story of his scalawag "hero" August, Hamsun
returns to the Nordland background he knew
as a child. Thomas Krag (q.v.), one of the

leading neo-romantic authors, came of an old

aristocratic family in southern Norway and
drew on his early environs, often picturing
in colorful style the decay of such an old

family. His younger brother Vilhelm Krag
(q.v.) wrote novels and poems with the same

background. Gabriel Scott (q.v.) also draws
his themes from southern Norway, but from
the life of the poor and humble and simple-
minded. His best known novel is Kilden

(1918; The Fountain), which combines with

spiritual beauty an idyllic quality rare in

Norwegian literature. Very different are the

books picturing the hard, stiff-necked, sturdy

people of the interior. Among these a high

place is taken by Hans Aanrud (q.v.)> one of

the foremost writers of peasant stories, whose

background is the Gudbrandsdal, the heart

of Norway from ancient times. Jacob Breda
Bull (1853-1930) was at his best in stories

of the wooded Osterdal, where the people are

not only tillers of the soil but know the more
adventurous life of lumbering and hunting.
Peter Egge (q.v.) has described his native

Trondheim and environs in vigorous novels,

the best known being Hansine Solstad (1925;

Eng. tr,, Hansine Solstad, the History of an
Honest Woman, 1929). A little to the north
lies Olav Duun's Namdalen, the background
of his Juvik series. An altogether unique
milieu is that of Johan Falkberget (q.v.) who
writes of the people in the small mining town
of Roros on the treeless plateau over toward
Sweden. His three-volume novel cycle Chris-

tianus Sextus (1927-1935), so named from one
of the old copper mines, goes back to the first

half of the i8th century and pictures a

cosmopolitan community of German mining
experts, Danish officials, Swedish immigrants
from across the border, and Norwegian peas-
ant miners. For multiplicity of types he has

been compared to Selma Lagerlof (q.v.). As a

regional writer we may also classify Oscar

Braaten (1881-), who writes about the prole-
tariat in Oslo's East Side, often using their

own dialect.

It is a significant fact that Johan Bojer

(q.v.) did not completely win the allegiance
of his own people before he wrote Den siste
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viking (1921; Eng. tr., Last of the Vikings,

1923), a vivid story of the great winter

fisheries at Lofoten before the oar and sail

had been supplanted by the motor. Much
earlier Bojer had won admiration abroad by
his psychological problem novels, a char-

acteristic example of which is Troens magt
(1903, The Power of Faith; Eng. tr., The
Power of a Lie, 1908), in which a man makes
himself believe a lie he has once uttered and

finally acts upon it without a twinge of con-

science. In Den store hunger (1916; Eng. tr.,

The Great Hunger, 1918) he preached an

undogmatic religion of forgiveness and love

for one's enemies. Coming as it did during
the First World War, the book struck a

responsive chord, especially in America. A
novelist and playwright whose work is akin to

Bojer's problem novels is Sigurd Christiansen

(1891-), and although he lacks Bojer's gift
of vivacious narrative, he far surpasses him in

depth and veracity. In To levende og en d0d

(1931; Eng. tr., Two Living and One Dead,

1932) he satirizes the vicarious heroism of a

community which turns a cold shoulder on a

man who has refused to throw away his life

as a mere heroic gesture in futile defense of

money entrusted to him. Modern fiction in

Norway shows a wide variety of types. Nini

Roll Anker (1873-1942) interprets the problems
of women, but is at her best when describing
the aristocratic environment in which she

grew up. Trygve Andersen (q.v.) painted a

solid and careful picture of life in official

circles in the early igth century. Hjalmar
Christensen (1869-1925) wrote a series of

novels dealing with the life of government
officials beginning with the end of the iyth

century. Kristian Elster (q.v.), a competent
literary critic and historian, wrote novels of

Christiania as well as the countryside. Ronald

Fangen (1895-), a ^so a distinguished literary

critic, has essayed novels and plays which are

thoughtful and written with a pronounced
Christian tendency. Sigurd Hoel (q.v.) is a

flippant and sophisticated satirist possessed of

a polished and brilliant style.

By the end of the igth century it seemed
that the wave of revolt which had passed

through Norwegian literature had spent itself.

Most of the freedoms for which the writers of

the period had contended had been won. It

followed that the regional writers, described

above, settled down to picture objectively the

locality or phase of life each knew best, while

others, like Bojer, Christiansen, and Fangen,
dealt with the moral problems that are

common to humanity in any age or under

any conditions. Some show a decided turning
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back to old ideas of religion and morality.
In no one is this tendency more pronounced
than in Sigrid Undset (q.v.), the greatest
writer of 20th-century Nortoay. The scene of

her early novels was laid in Christiania (now

Oslo). Her heroines are often young girls

working in offices, living in dreary lodgings,
sometimes seeking satisfaction for their pent-

up longing for life and happiness in free love

relations, but, because they are at bottom

serious and moral, never able to take a light

relation lightly, suffering the penalty in dis-

illusionment. Powerful as these low-toned

realistic novels were, it was not until she

began to choose medieval subjects that the

author revealed the full scope of her genius.
The magnificent trilogy Kristin Lavransdatter

(1920-1922; Eng. tr., 1923-1927) differs from

the ordinary historical novel in that it does

not deal with famous characters or epochal
events, but pictures a 14th-century family
with a wealth of detail which shows intensive

historical study. It is the story of a woman in

her relations as daughter, wife, and mother,
but above all it is the story of a soul in its

relation to God. In the tetralogy Olav
Audunsson (1925-1927; Eng. tr., The Master

of Hestviken, 1928-1930) the outer events are

quite subordinate to Olav's spiritual de-

velopment. Though bleaker and harsher than

Kristin Lavransdatter, it is even more absorb-

ing as a penetrating analysis of sin, retribu-

tion, and final redemption. It is Sigrid
Undset's great distinction that she has made
spiritual experience life's most exalted adven-

ture. In medieval times, with their bolder

outlines and sharper contrasts, above all with
their conception of wrongdoing not as a mis-

take but as a sin against Cod, she found the

medium suited to her. After achieving these

two great novel cycles, she returned, however,
to a modern background. Gymnadenia (1929;

Eng. tr., The Wild Orchid, 1931) and its

sequel Den brcendende busk (1930; Eng. tr.,

The Burning Bush, 1932) describe the con-

version of a young Norwegian to the Catholic
Church. In her later books the author con-

tinues her treatment of family problems,
without introducing any distinct religious ele-

ment, but always along the lines of conserva-
tive morality,

Norwegian literature of the 2oth century
has few dramatists of note, but is rich in lyric

poetry. Nils Kja?r (1870-1924) was an essayist
and dramatist of rather light caliber. Helge
Krog (1889-) continues the tradition from
Gunnar Heiberg both in his social satires and
his conception of love. Nordahl Grieg (q.v.),

one of the younger authors of Norway, wrote

successful plays as well as poetry and novels.

He was a champion of the proletariat with

decided leftist sympathies, went to sea, and
traveled widely. For all his internationalism,

he was deeply imbued with patriotism. His

lyric cycle Norge i vore Hjerter (1929, Nor-

way in Our Hearts) is a homage to the plain

people by whose labor the country subsists.

Similar tendencies may be found in Arnulf

Overland (q-v.), considered the most dis-

tinguished lyric poet of Norway today. He
was one of the first to warn against the

dangers of Nazism. Olaf Bull (q.v.) launched

a passionate attack on German militarism in

1918, predicting that all beauty, culture, and

spiritual life would be crushed under a flat-

footed soldiery. Olaf Bull is the most intel-

lectual of modern Norwegian poets. Sigbj0rn
Obstfelder (q.v.) and Vilhelm Krag broke

with the conventional form of poetry and
created a new irregular meter. Herman

Wildenvey (q.v.) carried this further and de-

veloped the long billowing line which C. J.

Hambro says is "peculiar to the great wan-

derers of literature." Wildenvey's light lyrics,

often dealing with young love, have won for

him a popularity equaled by no Norwegian
author except Hamsun. Rolf Hjorth Sch0yen

(1887-) and Jean F0yen (1878-) are followers

of Wildenvey. Among men writing in Lands-

maal the visionary Olav Aukrust (q.v.) and
the epic-lyric poet Tore 0rjas;eter (q.v.) are

most distinguished.

See: F. Bull, F. Paasche, and A. H. Winsnes,

Norsk litteraturhistorie (5 vols., 1924-1937);

K. Elster, d.y., Illuslreret norsk littcraturhis-

torie (2 vols., 1923-1924); I. Gr0ndahl and O.

Raknes, Chapters in Norwegian Literature

(1923); H. G. Topsoe-Jensen, Scandinavian

Literature from Brandes to Our Day (1929);

A. Gustafson, Six Scandinavian Novelists

(1940); Theodore Jorgenson, History of Nor

wegian Literature (1933).
H. A. L.

Nouveau, Germain (1852-1920, French poet),

almost unknown in his own day, will be

remembered for having written some of the

most beautiful religipus poetry of the igth

century. His life was a strange one. Born of

poor parents in Pourri&res, Var, and never

quite free of poverty, during the first half

of his life he made a living as best he could,

chiefly in Paris, giving drawing lessons, oc-

casionally selling an illustration to a maga
zine, working sporadically at any odd job that

offered itself. Throughout this period he was

writing poetry, and though not published,
his work was known and praised by Richepin,
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Coppe, and Villiers de 1'Isle-Adam (qq.v.).

More important was his friendship with Rim-
baud (q.v.),

whom he had met by 1873 and

with whom he traveled in England, and with

Verlaine (q.v.),
whose work strongly influenced

him. It was through Verlaine and Verlaine's

mother that he returned to Catholicism in

1877. Towards the end of the century, the

religious fervor that had steadily increased

since his conversion dominated him com-

pletely. Repenting of his early bohemian

existence, he begged those of his friends who

possessed manuscript copies of his poems to

destroy them, and cutting himself off com-

pletely from the past, he began a period of

wandering on foot, begging his bread from

church door to church door, journeying to

Rome, to St. James of Compostclla, and

finally up and down the roads of Provence

until his death. His whereabouts had been

unknown for years, when in 1920 the news

came from Pourrires that he had died there,

in the public hospital.

Though Nouveau commanded the destruc-

tion of his poems, his friends did not heed his

order, and in 1904 a collection of his religious
verse appeared under the title Savoir aimer

(reetlited and enlarged, 1910, as Pocmes

d'Humilis). A second volume, Valentines et

autres vers (1922), early work for the most

part, adds little to his stature. Like the work

of Verlaine, which it resembles so closely,

Nouveau's poetry can be divided into two

classes, sacred and profane. The parallel with

Verlaine can be made very definitely: it

would not be difficult to believe that much
of Poemes d'Humilis and Sagcsse, on the one

hand, and of Valentines and Chansons pour
elle, on the other, was the work of a single
man. In general, Nouveau's religious poems
are not much inferior to those of Verlaine;

often they are quite as good; and in a few

rare instances they achieve a strength and

simplicity, with each word carrying the ut-

most possible intensity, that recalls no one

so much as Villon.

See: Martial Perrier, "A propos cle Ger
main Nouveau," Mercure de France,

LXXXVIII (1910), 374-377; Marcel Arland,

"Posies d'Humilis/' Nouvelle Revue fran-

faise, XXIV (1925), 234-236.
C. W., Jr.

Novdk, Arne (1880-1939, Czech critic and

literary historian), was the son of the writer

Terza NovdkovA (q.v.). He studied in Prague
and Berlin and began teaching at the Uni

versity of Prague in 1906. In 1920 he became

professor of Czech literature at the newly

founded Masaryk University at Brno,
Moravia. He was its rector when the uni-

versity was dissolved by the Germans. He
died at Policka in November, 1939.

Novdk ranks next to Salda (q.v.) as the most

important Czech critic. He was a master of

psychological portraiture, but he knew that

the most important function of the critic is

judgment. Novilk stressed the national tra-

dition of Czech literature; his political out-

look was conservative, and he was cool to-

wards the most modernist literature. But he
never forgot that literature is, first of all, an
art. His criticisms, written in a somewhat

precious style, are collected in many volumes,
such as Muzove a osudy (1914; Men and

Fates), Myslenky a spisovatete (1914;

Thoughts and Writers), Zvony domova (1916;
Bells of Home), Krajane a soused^ (1921;

Countrymen and Neighbors), Duch a ndrod

(1936; Spirit and Nation), and to these a

small handbook, Literdrni kritika (1916;

Literary Criticism), should be added. Novdk
was also a profound student of literary his-

tory; he excelled both in monographs, among
which studies on Neruda (q.v.) and two

volumes on Svatopluk Cech (q.v.) are most

important, and in general histories of Czech
literature. His German Geschichte der

lechischen Literatur (1907; with J. Jakubec)
attracted attention by the skill of ordering
his materials and the sharp judgments on
local celebrities. Prehledne dejiny ceskd

literaiury (1909; A Survey of the History of

Czech Literature) was again and again ex-

panded and rewritten until the fourth

edition (1936-1939) included all periods of

Czech literature. Novdk's insight into the

movement of ideas as well as into the evolu

tion of the art of literature is as remarkable
as the power of characterization and analysis.
Novak was also interested in the plastic arts

and wrote a book, Praha barokni (1916;

Baroque Prague), which gives a sympathetic

interpretation of the 17th-century archi

tecture and civilization.

See: J. Heidenreich, Arne Novdk (1940); J.

Honik, A. Prafcik, et al., Strdice tradice: Arnu
Novdkovi na pamdtku (1940); I. Liskutfn, Arne
Novdk (1940); A. Praidk, Arne Novdk (1940).

R. W.

Novakovi, Terza (n6e

1912, Czech novelist), is

novelist of peasant life

She was born in Prague
spent some 20 yeau in

Bohemia, where she was
at the Gymnasium. She

Lanhausovd, 1853-
a prominent woman
in eastern Bohemia.
and died there, but

Litomysl, in eastern

married to a teacher

came to take a deep
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interest in the common people of the region,

and this fiist found expression in good folk-

loristic and topographical studies. Later she

depicted their life in novels/ evidencing the

same faithfulness with which Karolina Svette

(q.v.) and Josef Holecek (q.v.) described the

peasants of northern and southern Bohemia.

In some of her short stories her own voice

sounds and the romantic pessimism of her

own outlook on life is evident, but her best

novels are admirably objective studies of

religious and social problems. Jan Jilek (1904)

tells the story of a Czech at the end of the

i8th century who emigrated for religious

scruples; Jiri Smatldn (1906) traces the change
of a fervent Protestant sectarian into an

enthusiastic socialist; Dhi cisteho iiveho

(1909; The Children of the Pure and Living)

describes the decay of a remarkable panthe-
istic sect; and Drasar (1914) attempts the

portrait of a priest and writer early in the

igth century who was wrecked by his pas-

sions. Mrs. NovAkov^'s best work excels, in

tightness of composition and penetration of

psychological insight, the comparable work of

Svetld and Holecek, but she lacks their

vitality.

See: F. X. Salda, "Teiza Novikovd," in

Duse a dilo (1913); J. Novotny, Kraj a dilo

T. Novdkovd (1924); A. Noviik, O Tereze

Novdkovd (1930),

R. VV.

Novaro, Angiolo Silvio (1866-, Italian poet
and short-story writer), was born in Diano
Marina on the Ligurian Riviera. Novaro's

first interest was painting, and a work ex-

hibited at the General Exposition of Turin
in 1884 was favorably received by the critics,

but an eye affliction made him give up the

brush for the pen. His promise as a writer

had been shown at an early age when several

articles and short stories were accepted by
the Gazzetta del popolo della domenica and
the Gazzetta letteraria of Turin; the articles,

when published in a single volume entitled

Sul mare (1889), won the praise of Giovanni

Verga (q.v.), eminent Sicilian novelist. With a

brother also inclined to letters he directed an

important olive oil company, whose publicity

magazine, Riviera Ligure, in the years pre-

ceding the First World War contained pieces

by some of the best young writers of the

period, such as Papini, Soffici, and Jahier

(qq.v.).

Novaro's early poerns were gentle, sincere,

and light of touch, of a stylistic refinement
characteristic of the Carducci (q.v.) school.

He was acclaimed the poet of the home and

garden for his tender treatment of the

familiar objects of childhood environment.

His only son, Jacopo, fell in battle during
the First World War at a very early age, and
this bereavement inspired a narrative entitled

// Fabbro armonioso (1919) and led to an
accentuation of a mystical trend, previously

only faintly discernible in Novaro's poetry.
Besides // Fabbro armonioso, Novaro wrote

// Cuore nascosto (1921; poetry), La
Fisarmonica (1924; short stories), // Piccolo

Orfeo (1929; poetry), but he achieved popu-
larity only with // Cestello (1910), a book of

poems for children, some of which are now
included in every Italian school anthology.
In 1929 he was elected to the Italian

Academy.
See: G. A. Boigese, La Vita e il libro

(1910), pp. 190-195; G. Ravegnani, 1 Con-

ternporanei (1930), pp. 100-109.
C. M.

Novelli, Augusto (1868-1927, Italian drama-

tist), was born in Florence. His first literary
efforts were of a very humble nature, for he

began his career as a pamphleteer and his

public was the lower-middle-class world. Sub-

sequently he turned his attention to the

theatre and wrote a number of comedies,

for the most part imitations of the French,

characterized by nothing more than a certain

superficial facility. He found his true metier

toward the turn of the century when he be-

gan to compose comedies in the Florentine

vernacular dealing with the piccola borghesia
and the popolino of his native town. In this

vein he wrote with great charm. It is obvious

that such a small world in all senses of the

word puts its limitations on the artist, and
there is certainly no great character that

emerges from the theatre of Novelli and no
intellectual content to speak of. The plays
are amusing, good-natured in tone; here and
there one finds a touch of the easy cynicism
of the people coupled with the sort of aphor-
istic morality and conventionality of the

world of artisans and shopkeepers. As types
the figures in his play are convincing; the

dialect is handled wit^i assurance and skill

although at times self-consciously; the author

is limited not so much by the use of the

vernacular as by the characters he portrays
and by his own rather conventional attitude

towards Ife. The comedies do however give an

excellent picture of the Florentine "little

man" and are in their way in the sound
tradition of Goldoni. Perhaps the best known
and the most successful technically is

L'Acqua cheta . . . (1908). Others of real
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merit are: Inferno, Purgatorio e Paradiso

(1894), Casa mia, casa mia (1909), E chi vive

si da pace (1916), and La bestia nera (1909).

See: C. Levi. // teatro (1921), pp. 20-21.

T. G. B.

Novikov-Priboi, Aleksei Silych (1877-, Russian

short-story writer and novelist), was born of

peasant stock in a village of the Government
of Tambov, received an elementary educa-

tion in the local school, and worked in the

fields until his 22d year, when he became a

sailor in the Baltic fleet. As a member of the

crew of the battleship Orel, he participated
in the long cruise to the Orient and the fate-

ful battle of Tsushima, during which he was

taken prisoner. By then Novikov had become
active in the revolutionary movement among
the sailors, and consequently he spent the

years 1907-1913 in Western Europe, sailing

for a time on English commercial ships. He
had turned to literature as early as 1906, but

because of the censorship found it difficult

to publish. After the Revolution he joined
the group of proletarian writers known as

Kuznitsa (The Smithy) and became a popu-
lar author. His first collection of stories,

Morskiye rasskazy (1917; Sea Stories), was

followed by More zovyot (1922; The Sea

Calls), Dve dushi (1923; Two Souls), and

others. An adventurous life furnished him
with the subject matter of his work: realist

and storyteller, he makes the most of the

hard life of the sailor, the class struggle, the

beauty of nature, and the role that women

play in men's lives. His best-known work,

Tsusima (2 vols., 1933-1934; Eng. tr.,

Tsushima, 1936), is naval history as well as

an engrossing account written by an eyewit-
ness of the debacle of the Russian fleet. His

latest book, a short novel (Kapt tan i-vo ranga,

1943; Captain, Senior Grade), is also retro-

spective.
See: A. S. Novikov-Priboi (1930); "Novikov-

Priboi/' in Literaturnaya entsiklopediya, Vol.

VIII (1934)-
P. A. P.

NowaczyAski, Adolf (pseuds. Neuwert and

Przyjacicl, 1876-1944, Polish dramatist and

pamphleteer), was born in Podgrirze, a sub-

urb of Cracow, the son of a Polish official

in the Austrian service. Educated in Cracow

and Munich, Nowaczyriski began his career

in a manner prophetic of his later iconoclasm,

when he publicly proposed a toast to anarchy
in a Cracow cafe on receipt of the news of

the Empress Elizabeth's assassination (1898).

A tireless, vitriolic pamphleteer, full of ec-

centricities, spites, and prejudices many of

the latter grossly unworthy of a man of his

ability and standing Nowaczyriski was Free

Poland's greatest literary curiosity. He would
treat any subject under the sun, including

many he knew nothing about, such as the

American scene, and he wrote in a style that

was often turgid, ostentatious, and overloaded
with foreignisms. Yet his readers were legion.
He liked nothing better than to deflate the

reputations of the great and, as in Warta nad

Wartq (1937; Watch on the Warta), a re-

habilitation of several men of western Poland,
to extol the neglected. Among his many plays,
in all of which history is uithlessly distorted,

are Car Dymitr (1908; Tsar Dmitri); Wielki

Fryderyk (1907; The Great Frederick); IViosna

naroddw (1929; The Spring of Nations), a

satire on 1848; and Cezar i czlowiek (1937;
Caesar and Man), a drama of Copernicus and
the Borgias. Nowaczyriski's final work before

the debacle of 1939 was the fascinating
Mlodoic Chopina (1939; Chopin's Youth), a

semifictional reconstruction of the early life

of the great composer with interesting revela-

tions of the Polish sources of Chopin's genius.

Nowaczyriski has been called the Polish

Daudet.

See: Z. D?bicki, Portrety, II (1928), 213-

230; K. Czachowski, Obraz ivspolczesnej

literatury polskiej, I (1934), 262-268, 320-322.
A. P. C.

Nunez de Arce, Caspar (1834-1903, Spanish

poet, dramatist, politician, and journalist),
came from middle-class stock of Valladolid.

Although a conservative by temperament, he

early associated himself with the liberal move-
ment that resulted in the fall of the Bourbons
in 1868. He was active in politics through-
out his life and rose to the position of colonial

minister. As a writer he first attracted atten-

tion with his eye-witness impressions of the

African war of 1859-1860. Subsequently he
wrote for the stage, often in collaboration

with Antonio Hurtado. His dramatic writings
followed the vogue of the thesis play, but his

supreme achievement was El haz de lena

(1872), a historical drama in verse, dealing
with the imprisonment and death of Don
Carlos, son of Philip II.

But Nunez de Arce has survived primarily
as a poet. Reacting against romanticism, he
wrote readily intelligible verse of social and

philosophic significance, successfully reflecting
the collective ideas and passions, sorrows and

joys of his age. His success earned him high
popularity, as is attested by the frequent edi-

tions of his works. In 1894 Spain paid him
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official tribute for his patriotic service and for

his literary accomplishments, but in recent

decades his reputation has been drastically
revised downward in the light of modern

poetic values.

Nunez de Arce's verse falls into two groups,

philosophic and sentimental. Chief examples
of the first type are Gritos del combate (1875),

Raimundo Lulio (1875), La visidn de Fray
Martin (1880), Ultima lamentacidn de Lord

Byron (1879); the best known of the second

category are Un idilio (1878), La pesca (1884),

Maruja (1886). In their totality these works

reveal a poet of impressive technical versa-

tility but of limited vision and commonplace
lyricism. When Nunez de Arce is reflective he
is obsessed with doubt; when he is senti-

mental he lacks personal poignancy. But,

whether he expresses the anguish resulting
from the conflict between soul and mind,
form and spirit, idealism and reality, or

whether he interprets familiar reality in

terms of readily felt tenderness and delicacy,
he is ever conscious of the inherent power of

attractive form to furnish an impressive
measure of compensation for the inferior

quality of substance. Hence his greatest
effectiveness derives from rhetoric, eloquence,
and conventional poetical adornment in

general. His verse lends itself to declamation,

and, indeed, public recitals of some of his

compositions contributed much to their pop
ularity.

As the poet of doubt Nunez de Arce be

trays an intellectual deficiency rather than a

philosophic attitude. He is neither a profound
nor an inquisitive spirit. The enigmas of life

do not intrigue him; his mind is stirred only

by what is immediate, clear, and comprehen-
sible. By temperament he liked order, me
thodicalness, formulas; hence, whatever defied

instant penetration stimulated doubt in him.

Yet in his day he expressed the dilemma of

thinking persons. Brought up to worship
liberal political and social ideals, he was

grievously disappointed to discover that hu-

manity is manifestly incapable of maintaining
the loftiness and purity of an ideal when it is

translated into action. He was reluctant to

abandon his faith in human perfectibility,
but the scant evidence of its realness dis-

heartened him. In austere, patriarchal tones

he declaimed against the excesses of rational-

ism "and positivism, voicing the disillusion-

ment of those who found slight comfort in

the exchange of faith for reason.

Niifiez de Arce's ultimate significance is

largely historical. For his contemporaries he
had a message of social import, and he de-

livered it honestly and sincerely, although at

times with excessively studied inflection and
intonation. For those who, like him, lived in

an atmosphere of ideological violence, re-

ligious conflicts, and political clashes, his

moral zeal and high-pitched earnestness were

communicative and contagious; Fernando de

Herrera (i534?-i597) and Manuel Jos6 Quin-
tana (1772-1857) were revived in his poetic
histrionics and patriotic bugling. For posterity
he is an illuminating document concerning
an age which had a pathetic faith in the

power of eloquence to fortify man's spirit in

his quest of the good life.

See: J. del Castillo Soriano, Nunez de Arce

(
194)l M. Men6ndez y Pelayo, Estndios de

crltica literaria, Ser. i (1927), pp. 291-347.
H. C. B

Nu5i, Branislav (pseud. Ben Akiba, 1864-

1938, Serb dramatist, novelist, and humorist),
was born in Belgrade, where he studied law.

Entering the foreign service he worked for 10

years in the consulates of South Serbia, then

under Turkish rule. Later he became a play

wright and director of the National Dramatic

Theatre, chief of the Serbian Art Division,

newspaperman, editor of several newspapers,
author, lecturer, initiator of many cultural

and national organizations and institutions.

"Perpetuum mobile," as he was called, he did

not long remain attached to any one task,

but in the variety of his activities he was con-

stantly useful and important for his nation.

Throughout his whole career he was devoted

to literature.

He became one of the most fertile and ver-

satile of Serb writers. From the publication
of his first book, Pripovetke jednog haplara iz

srpsko bugarskog rata 1885 (1886; The Story
of a Corporal in the Serbo-Bulgarian War of

1885), to his death, i.e., for more than half a

century, he was the most widely read Serb

author and a tireless amuser of the Serbian

public. The bibliography of his published
works contains thousands of items.

A great part of Nu5i's production is narra-

tive. Here the best works are Ramazamke
veieri (1898; The Evenings of Ramazan),

OpStinsko dete (1902; The Community's
Child), Ben Akiba (1907), Devetstopetnacsta

(1921; Nineteen Hundred Fifteen), Auto-

biografija (1924; Autobiography), Hajduci

0934; The Haiduks), and several volumes of

short stories (1931, 1932, 1936). His feuilletons

are lively and imaginative, abounding in

witticisms, comic situations, interesting anec-

dotes to the detriment, it must be confessed,

of psychological and genuinely literary ele-
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ments. During his service in South Serbia,

Nui wrote several good books of travel

whose chief value lies in the ethnographic
material on this region. Sometimes his work
has scientific intention; such is the case with

the long study of speech, Retorika (1934; Rhet-

oric).

His greatest contribution is in the drama.

He became a master of theatrical technique.
A certain number of his plays gained wide

popularity because of their patriotic or na-

tional tendencies, e.g., Knez od Semberije

(1900; The Duke of Scmberija), Rastko

Nemanjit (1906), Danak u kivi (1907; Tribute

in Blood), Hadii-Loja (1908), Nahod (1923;
The Foundling). His serious dramas Pulina

(1901; The Main), Tako je moralo biti (1910;
It Had to Be Thus); Iza Bozjih ledja (1910;
Behind God's Back) do not represent his

highest attainment.

NuSic is important above all as a writer of

comedies Sumnjivo lice (1889; A Suspicious

Person), Protekcija (1889; Pull), Narodni

poslanik (1896; A National Representative),
Obican tovek (1900; An Ordinary Man),

Sopenhauer (1900; Schopenhauer), Svet (1906;

The World), Put oko sveta (1910; A Voyage
around the World), Gospodja ministarka

(1929; The Minister of State's Wife), Mister

Dolar (1932; Mister Dollar), Deograd nekad i

sad (1933; Belgrade Then and Now),
Oialoltena porodica (1934; The Mourning
Family), Ujez (1935; The Association of

Yugoslav Emancipated Women), Analfabeta

(1935; The Illiterate), Doktor (1936), Pokojnik

(1937; The Deceased). These are mostly
comedies of manners or intrigue, occasionally
farces. NuSi knew thoroughly each milieu,

the small town as well as the capital, and he
saw clearly through his fellow men. He knew

society's selfish depths, its ambition, material-

ism, vanity; he depicted bureaucracy, corrup-
tion, the slow tempo of administration, the

weaknesses of executives and politicians, and
also the relations among the members of

a household as well as between the family
and society.

His world is the varied one of southeastern

Europe, which still shows the traces of a

patriarchal tradition, but which already re-

veals the influences of contemporary mate-

rialistic culture. His characters will remain as

documents on the Balkan man in an epoch of

transition.

Nui was a constant critic and a mild re-

former of customs. Without delivering moral

speeches he created comic situations implying
conclusions to which the spectator should

come by himself. He besprinkled his plays
with jolly, carefree humor and laughter; al-

though he touched upon many vices, he did

so without emphasis or bitterness. Human
sins and foolishness seemed to him altogether

pardonable. His characterization was often

light, even superficial, as in a film. Only as

time went on did his delineation become

fuller, deeper, until he achieved the qualitv
of a real satirist, an earnest judge of national

life. Possessing a marvelously youthful and

energetic spirit, tirelessly inventive and active

he was in constant contact with his country's

life; he participated in its political and social

progress and expressed the strivings and

thoughts of his environment for many dec-

ades.

See: P. Popov it, "Srpska drama u XIX
veku," Srpski knjizevni glasnik (1902); Milan

Grol, "Branislav Nusic," Srpski knjizevni

glasnik, February 16, 1938; B. Kovaevic,
"Branislav Nusic kao komediograf," Srpski

knjizevni glasnik, February 16, 1938.

P. A.

o

Obstfelder, Sigbjorn (1866-1900, Norwegian
poet), has come to typify the fin de sUcle in

Norwegian poetry as has no one else. Culti-

vated by only a narrow circle in his lifetime,

he has repeatedly been "rediscovered" since

his death. He was born in Stavanger, the son

of a baker, grandson of a German physician,
and his singular talents were apparent already
in childhood (original writing in his nth

year). His university studies began in phi-

lology, quickly shifted to engineering; he

dabbled in painting, played various instru-

ments, and won considerable skill as an im-

proviser on the violin. Split as he was among
these various talents, he was unable to strike

out on any one of them until his return from
an eight-month stay in the United States in

1891 and his recovery from a subsequent
nervous breakdown. From 1892 to his untimely
death he unfolded one of the most refined and
eccentric literary personalities in Norwegian
literature, exhibited in such volumes as Digte
(1893; Poems), To novelletter (1895; Two
Short Stories), Korset (1896; The Cross), De
r0de drdber (1897; The Red Drops), En
prcests dagbog (1900; A Pastor's Diary), Efter-
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ladte arbeider (1903; Posthumous Writings).

His form was a prose with rhythm and a

poetry without rhyme, often seeking to give

the effect of music through the sound of

words. His themes were the universe, the soul,

woman, God, and eternity, all treated in a

mystic, brooding spirit, reminiscent of Eduard

von Hartmann and Schopenhauer. His over-

powering sense of the terror and mystery
of life and his own loneliness, as well as his

attempts to express the inexpressible, remind

one of the paintings of his countryman and

contemporary, Edvard Munch. He was a neo-

romantic of the purest water, but without a

trace of the poseur, and even today his

slender production is impressive for its limpid

depth and the haunting music of its lines.

See: Obstfelder, Poems from the Norwegian

(1920); C. Claussen, S. Obstfelder i hans

diktning og breve (1924); C. W. Stork, An

Anthology of Norwegian Lyrics (1942).

E. H.

Ognyov, Nikolai (pseud, of Mikhail Gri

goriyevich Rozanov, 1888-1938, Russian

novelist), son of a small-town lawyer, became

active in the revolutionary movement as a

young man. His first short stories appeared
before the First World War. Their somber

and morbid fantasy acquired a new sig-

nificance in the author's later work, in which,

as in Krusheniye antenny (1923; The Collapse
of the Antenna), he contrasted his favorite

themes of peasant witchcraft, bestiality, chaos,

and death with the organizing and rational

principle of the Revolution. His style, like

that of many writers of the early 2o's, often

became overburdened with the unusual and
the picturesque. In his wide experience as

educator, Ognyov soon found the material for

a work purely realistic and remarkably direct,

his popular Dnevnik Kosti Ryabtseva (2 vols.,

1927-1928; Eng. tr., The Diary of a Com-
munist Schoolboy and The Diary of a Com-
munist Undergraduate, both 1928). It was

later completed by his Tri izmereniya (1932;
The Three Dimensions), which describes an

earlier period. The diary is a humorous,
vivid, and pathetic story of school life in

Soviet Russia in the early 2o's, when the new
school had to deal with a young generation

emerging from the chaos of the civil war.

Portrayals of members of the old intelligentsia

attempting to find a place in the new society
are not always as direct and convincing as

those of the younger characters. The series

was later abridged by the author and pub-
lished as Nachalo zhizni (1933; The Beginning
of Life).

See: E. Rusakova, N. Ognyov-molodyozhni

pisatel (1933).
L. S.

Ojetti, Ugo (1871-1946, Italian journalist, art

critic, novelist, short-story writer, playwright,
and essayist), born in Rome, is a perfect ex-

ample of the gifted and versatile newspaper-
man. Obviously under the influence of

D'Annunzio, he started out on 'his literary

career with the novel Senza Dio (1894). He
followed that with Alia scoperta dei letterati

(1895), an inquiry into the most significant
currents of Italian literature from Carducci

and Verga to Pascoli and D'Annunzio (qq.v.).

In it were already apparent those qualities of

keen observer of the men and events of con-

temporary life and culture which are the

essential characteristic of his work as writer

and journalist. His works of fiction (four

novels, several volumes of short stories, two

comedies) are, with a few exceptions, pleasant
but inconsequential, with their typical bour-

geois situations and rapidly sketched and

poorly motivated characters. The novel Mio

figlio ferroviere (1922) deserves more con-

sideration. It is a subtly ironic picture of the

period of disillusionment, political chaos,

and opportunism in Italy immediately fol-

lowing the First World War.

Ojetti finally abandoned light fiction and
dedicated himself to his journalist's career,

also inaugurated in 1894. Thereafter he wrote

for the leading Italian newspapers. It is

interesting to note the progressive develop-
ment of his prose style. He did his most
notable writing for the Corriere delta sera,

to which he had contributed from 1898,
first with the column Piccole Veritb, then

Caratteri, and finally Cose viste from 1921 on.

These latter articles on contemporary figures
and events have been reprinted in six volumes
of Cose viste (1923, 1924, 1926, 1928, 1931,

1934; partial Eng. tr., As They Seemed to Me,
1928). In these Ojetti stands out as one of the

most brilliant writers for the literary page or

terza pagina, which in Italian newspapers has

played the important role of bringing litera-

ture into contact with daily life and reality.

Seldom in his narrative and innumerable
critical works is he as keen and literary as in

these pictures of men and events. His limpid,
fluent, and sharply faceted prose, made up of

a happy mixture of the best elements of

modernism and classicism, seems a perfect
vehicle for his ordered, clear ideas and

images. The author's inspiration is sustained;

his vigilance, sometimes smiling, sometimes

sad, never relaxes. It is fragmentary journal
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istic art at its best. The subject matter

changes continually: distant memories, lively

impressions of the moment, portraits and

recollections of celebrated men, autobio-

graphical details, pictures of spectacles,

crowds, and celebrations, descriptions of his-

toric places, war anecdotes, and graceful
fables with a moral. The author is indulgent,

ironic, cordial, or skeptical as the occasion

demands, and for material he delved into the

rich fund of his years of experiences, constant

work, meetings with famous people, and

travels (Ojetti traveled extensively in Europe,

Egypt, Central Asia, and the United States).

He was a dilettante in the best sense; no

form of human culture was ever a matter of

indifference to him. Frank in his likes and

dislikes, he maintained a consistent faith in

most of his contemporaries and in their striv-

ing after ever new expressions.

Ojetti also produced excellent work as an

art critic. He conceived and directed two

great Italian art exhibitions and founded the

reviews Dedalo (1920) and Pegaso (1929). He

waged an untiring campaign against bad

taste in the arts and, for all his love and

knowledge of the masters, he constantly

encouraged and kept his mind open to the

new trends.

Ojetti became a member of the Italian Acad-

emy in 1930. He was the general editor of

two important collections of Italian classics

and of the review Pan. He also wrote sev-

eral books of travel and literary essays and

two on the United States, L*America vittoriosa

(1898), on the Spanish-American War, and
L'America e I'avvenire (1905).

See: L. Russo, / Narratori (1923), pp. 173-

175; A. Baldini, Amid allo spiedo (1932), pp.

97-103; P. Pancrazi, Scrittori italiani del

novecento (1934), pp. 36-41.

J. F. De S.

Olbracht, Ivan (pseud, of Kamil Zeman,
1882-, Czech novelist), is probably the most

gifted of the recent Czech writers of fiction.

He was born in Semily (northeastern Bo-

hemia), the son of a writer, Antonfn Zeman

(1843-1931), who produced early realist novels

under the pseudonym Antal StaSek. Olbracht

studied law, but became a journalist in the

labor movement, writing for Socialist and,

later, Communist papers. He spent several

short periods in jail because of revolutionary

writings and in 1942 was arrested by the

Nazis. In 1945 he became chief of the Broad-

casting Division of the new Ministry of Infor-

mation.

Olbracht's first book was a collection of

good romantic stories about tramps and
circus people, O zlych samotdrich (1913; Of
Evil Solitary Men); but his rise as an artist

began only in the First World War, with a

strangely powerful novel, Zaldf nejtemnifii

(1916; The Darkest Prison), which describes

the jealous pangs of a blind man. The next

long work, Podivne pfdtelstvi herce Jesenia

(1919; The Strange Friendship of the Actoi

Jesenius), put him into the front rank of

Czech novelists. The story is based on the

motif of split personality and is set in ex-

tremely vivid scenes of the war and of green-
room life. His moral points toward a victory
of collective belief over narrow egotism and
barren introspection. Olbracht seems to have
taken to heart with a vengeance the lesson of

his novel. His next book, Anna proletdfka

(1928; Anne the Proletarian), a story of the

Communist revolution, is heavy-handed prop-

aganda, and the prison stories, 7M?nrizovand

zrcadlo (1930; The Grated Mirror), are also

failures. But Olbracht again surprised the ad-

mirers of Jesenius with his next novel,

Nikola] Suhaj, loupeinik (1933: Nikolaj

Suhaj, the Robber), a brisk story of Sub-

Carpathian Russia with an epic speed, a

tight composition, and a balladlike objec-

tivity. It centers round the deeds and mis-

deeds of a popular revolutionist who took the

law into his own hands against the Czech

police authorities. Golet v udoli (1937; Golet

in the Valley), a series of stories drawn from
the lives of the poor Orthodox Jews in Sub-

Carpathian Russia, is also excellent. Ol-

bracht's other work is journalistic in nature:

it includes an enthusiastic travel book about

Soviet Russia (Obrazy ze soudobeho Ruska,

1920; Pictures of Present-Day Russia) and a

good descriptive account of Sub-Carpathian
Russia and its social problems (Hory a staleti,

1935; Mountains and Centuries). Bratr Zdk

(1938; Brother Zdk) is a collection of short

stories.

The strong leftist ideology has not marred
Olbracht's deep humanity and sure artistry.

His evolution from an analytical novelist of

the subconscious to a storyteller of epic

grandeur is a sign of revolt against the ex*

cesses of introspection and heralds the revival

of the almost forgotten art of storytelling.

For in Nikolaj Suhaj Olbracht succeeded in

telling his story interestingly, objectively, in

sharp outlines, in fine, clear, model Czech

prose, with something of the monumentality
of a primitive epic.

See: B. VJiclavek, Tvorbou k realitt (1937).

R. W.
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Oliveira Martins, Joaquim Pedro dc (1845-

1894, Portuguese historian), was born in

Lisbon. His father died when he was 10, and

he was forced to abandon
'

his studies at an

early age and enter business to support his

family. In 1870 he went to Spain, and he

remained four years as the manager of a

mine in the province of C6rdoba. From there

he went to Oporto, where he was first an

employee and later manager of a railroad

company until 1888, at which time he moved

to Lisbon. In Oporto he became an intimate

friend of Antero de Quental (q.v.) and estab-

lished connections with the Coimbra Group

(see Portuguese literature). This strong-willed

autodidact, formed by tireless personal read-

ing, accepted readily the reforms of Coimbra

realism. In his youth he had sympathized

actively with republicanism and wrote on

socialistic doctrine but later he abandoned

these views, like other members of the

Coimbra Group, in the face of the passionate

negativism of the republican propaganda.
Influenced by German writers, he became an

adherent of monarchism in order to attempt
national restoration within the framework of

the existing regime. This he visualized

through economic dictatorship and centralis-

tic Caesarism, in support of the royal au-

thority. These aspirations led him into active

politics, and he was a deputy (1887) and

secretary of the treasury (1892), but failed in

his political purpose. He traveled in Spain
and other parts of Europe, represented Portu-

gal at various congresses, and filled different

official and honorary positions.

He began his literary career with a histori-

cal novel, Phebus Moniz (1867) which he

later withdrew from the market and a his-

torical trilogy in prose and verse, but soon

abandoned imaginative literature to devote

his efforts to historical writing. He planned
an extensive universal and national historical

work, projected on a sociological and anthro-

pological basis, which he nearly completed.
In this he perpetuated the attitude of Hercu-

lano (see Portuguese literature) and marked
a healthful, though perhaps excessive, reaction

against the deceptive optimism as to the his-

torical past and national grandeur, the official

attitude of the time. A rcexamination of

values became imperative. Realism was to

confront the romantic eulogy of past glories
witii the decadence of the moment. Antero de

Quental had broken ground-in this direction

with his lecture in the Casino de Lisboa, and
Oliveira Martins was to go the whole way; he

represents in Portugal the sifting of historical

tradition carried out later in Spain by the

Generation of '98 on which he exerted a

notable influence. Neither his agitated social

life nor his temperament suited him for the

slow and laborious task of investigation and
accumulation of materials. He utilized the

materials of others, from which he extracted

and selected data to be passed later through
the sieve of his keen sensibility and orderly

intelligence. Thus he was able to create a

work of artistic reconstruction, of integral
revitalization of the past in the manner of

Michelet, but with even greater lyric intensity.
This is a work characterized by luminous

syntheses but also, at times, by hasty or risky

generalizations. He was not, strictly speaking,
a historian but a man of letters, a poet or

dramatist devoted to history a "great his-

torical artist" in the happy phrase of Menn-
dez y Pelayo (q.v.).

It was Oliveira Martins who initiated the

Peninsular point of view in historico-political

conceptions. The realism to which he had
been somewhat allied had adopted a cos-

mopolitan attitude as a reaction against ro-

mantic nationalism. But this cosmopolitanism,

Francophile or Germanophile, was still char-

acterized by ignorance of Spain or prejudice

against that nation. Oliveira Martins took a

valiant stand in behalf of a deep unity of

Peninsular civilization, one which would
transcend momentary vicissitudes. Following
the English threat of 1890, which led him to

a colonial campaign related in Portugal na

Africa (1891; Portugal in Africa), he suc-

ceeded in making Iberism a basis for political
action. His stay in Spain and his knowledge
of that country doubtless influenced him in

his attempt at political rapprochement, in

which he attempted to replace the traditional

English alliance weakened by the ultimatum

by one with Spain. In 1875 he had founded
with Quental the Revista occidental to pro-
mote a community of interests and collabora-

tion between the two peoples and with the

Hispanic American republics.
The influence of Oliveira Martins was very

profound. His systemati/ation of national his-

tory, which he effected through a subjective

interpretation instead, of limiting himself to

simple recording; the elaboration of a definite

and total basis for judgment; his Peninsular

theory all these were new things in Portu-

gal. His success is easily explained if we add
a vigorous style, somewhat like that of Taine

(q.v.), a powerful plastic and psychological

imagination, and extraordinary gifts as a

literary narrator. But such qualities fre-

quently led him into impressionism, and his

work, ardently personal, is less enduring than
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his historical philosophy. Faithful to his

Hegelian tradition, he shows a scrupulous

respect for truth, which he depicts from all

angles and presents even in contrast with his

personal opinions. His evaluation of Portu

guese history is painfully negative. His pur
pose was "to lay it bare of patriotic illusions

and fantastic chimeras ... in an impersonal
and objective manner/' but, a victim of the

national pessimism of all his generation, he

viewed the national past in a sad light and

painted it h la Goya. In his brilliant and
corrosive prose he summed up the eight
centuries of Portuguese national development
as a mass of abjections and wretchedness and

the grandiose epic of the discoveries and the

Eastern Empire as a heap of infamies inter

woven with plundering and simony.
His first historical work was O helenismo e

a civilizagao crista (1878; Hellenism and
Christian Civilization), and there followed in

rapid succession Historia da civilizafao iberica

(1879; Eng. tr., A History of Iberian Civiliza-

tion, 1930), Historia de Portugal (1879; His-

tory of Portugal), Portugal contempordneo

(1881; Contemporary Portugal) which he him
self called "a sad work" and which is a true

de profundis of the Portuguese nationality
and Brasil e as colonias portuguesas (1880;

Brazil and the Portuguese Colonies). From
1880 to 1885 he produced a series of works

on universal historical anthropology, soci

ology, and chronology, and in 1889 he re

turned to national history with Portugal nos

mares (Portugal in the Seas). From that mo-

ment the biographical character of his former

work was clear; henceforward he excelled in

historical portraits and was an expert in the

psychological characterization of personages,

groups, and periods. Then there appeared Os

filhos de D. Joao I (1891; Eng. tr., The
Golden Age of Prince Henry the Navigator,

1914), Vida de Nun'Alvares (1893; Life of

Nun'Alvares), and the single chapter of O
principe perfeito (The Perfect Prince), pub
lished posthumously in 1895. When he left

the government (1892) he made a trip to

England and wrote A Inglaterra de hoje (The

England of Today), an appraisal of British

society dominated by a confessed Anglo

phobia. During his last trip to Spain, a little

before his death, he wrote a scries of im

pressions entitled Cartas peninsulares (1895;

Peninsular Letters), also issued posthumously.
Aside from his work as a historian he left a

large number of very interesting books and

tracts on such subjects as literature, economy,

politics, and agrarianism.
See: Terifilo Braga, As modernas iddias na

OLLER I MORAGUES
literatura portuguesa (1892), II, 346-390; Fi-

delino de Figueiredo, "Oliveira Martins/*
Revue hispanique, LXXV (1929), 54-143.

E. G. D.

Oiler i Moragues, Narcis (184(5-1930, Cata
Ionian novelist), was born in the city of Vails,

near Tarragona, and died in Barcelona. His

highly successful participation in Catalonian

letters came late and was brought about

through the intervention of his cousin, the

critic Josep Ixart, who presented him to a

group of writers taking part in the Joes
Florals. These poetic competitions, restored

some years previously (1859), were contribut

ing to the rebirth of Catalonian literature.

He had earlier been a notary. His first works

were published in the Renaixenfa, at the be

ginning in collaboration with Ixart. His read

ing of Zola's (q.v.) works influenced him

greatly in his decision to become a novelist.

The literary world of the Barcelona of those

times was far from able to understand the

message of naturalism, and Narcfs Oiler

adapted what he could from the school in the

light of his public's taste. In 1875 came his

first book, Croquis del natural (Sketches from

Nature), in which he essayed his powers as a

realistic writer. Sor Sanxa (Sister Sanxa) was

published in 1880, followed by another novel,

Isabel de Galceran. A little later he wrote
Vilaniu (1885). Then there appeared one of

the author's most popular novels, the one
which contributed most to his fame and has

been translated into various languages, La

papallona (1882; The Butterfly), the picture
of a masculine character, all movement and
madness. L'escanya pobres (1884; The Ex-

ploiter of the Poor) and the Febre d'or (1890;
Gold Fever) are the beginning of his thesis-

works, so dear to naturalism; rather than

literary creations they are photographs taken

in a sordid milieu of repugnant characters.

La borgeria (1898; The Bourgeoisie) presents
the problem of insanity and its social conse-

quences. Some consider Pilar Prim (1906), a

novel of middle-class urban life, the crown

ing point of Narcfs Oiler's work. Also to be
mentioned among his narrative writings are

Notes de color (Color Notes), De tots colors

(1888; In All Colors), Figura i paisatge (1897;

Figure and Landscape), Rurals i urbanes

(From the Countryside and the City), and A I

llapis i a la ploma (1929; With Pen and

Pencil) which, by their very titles, suggest

parallels with the plastic arts, in particular

painting and drawing.
In following the French naturalistic school

(see French naturalism) Narcis Oiler de-
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veloped marked talent as an observer, al-

though, as may happen with the devotees of

the naturalistic manner, he frequently pre-

sented incarnations of vices and passions
rather than men of flesh and bone. Yet his

realism never becomes crude, and he shows

rather a keen desire to present great social

problems in thesis form; this was the genesis
of his works on the insane asylum, usury,

slander, the desire for wealth. In this sense

his work is always moralizing and has an

essential didactic purpose. He translated

various authors, and his work was in turn

translated into Italian, English, Spanish,
Russian, and German.

See: A. Savine, La Litterature catalane

(1888); C. Fortuny, La novela catalana (1912);

M. de Montoliu, "Estudi critic" (prologue to

the complete works of the author published

by Gustau Gili, Barcelona, 1928-1930).
F. de P.

Olyosha, Yuri Karlovich (1899-, Russian

novelist and dramatist), was born in Odessa.

His first novel, Zavist (1927; Eng. tr., Envy,

1936), based on the conflict between the new

society and dying individualism, met with

considerable success, but caused much con-

troversy. Olyosha's treatment of the subject
seemed equivocal and perplexing. It is true

that he represents prerevolutionary individu-

alism by degraded and futile day dreamers,
whose impotent hatred finds expression in a

fantastic "conspiracy of feelings" against the

new social order. On the other hand, his

characterization of the director of a food

trust, who typifies the new social order, is

hardly inspiring; the man's soundness and

efficiency exasperate, and a new sort of lo\y-

priced sausage that he triumphantly produces

symbolizes his main contribution to Soviet

society. The author does not make a clear

choice between these conflicting types of

humanity, and were it not for his introduc-

tion of a secondary theme of young love, his

attitude could be mistaken for sheer mis-

anthropy. In reality, Olyosha has hardly ever

sought to express anything more definite

than a belief in the intrinsic value of the

psyche and an inability to share in standard-

ized enthusiasms. He is primarily a lyricist
and a remarkably brilliant and inventive

stylist, whose sensorial acuteness discovers in

everyday life fantastic microcosms of un-

expected imagery and emotion.
Besides Envy and a few short stories,

Olyosha has published a longer story, Tri
tolstiaka (1928; The Three Fat Men), revolu-

tionary in content and somewhat reminiscent

of Hans Christian Andersen in form; a play,

Spisok blagodeyani (1931; List of Blessings),

in which he once more turns to the conflict

between society and the individual; and two

screen plays, one of which, Walter (1937),

deals with the struggle against facsism. Zavist

and Tri tolstiaka have been adapted for the

stage, the latter as a ballet scenario.

See: Gleb Struve, ''Current Russian Litera-

ture: Yuri Olesha," Slavonic Review, XIII

(i934-i935)> 644-649.
L, S.

Onfs, Federico de (1885-, Spanish critic and

scholar), was born in Salamanca, where he

pursued all his studies up to the time he left

for Madrid (1906) to study for the doctorate.

At the University of Salamanca, Onfs came
under the powerful and decisive influence of

Miguel de Unamuno (q.v.), from whom he

acquired an approach to Hispanic culture

which differed considerably from the prevail-

ing positivistic perspective, an approach
which was responsive to the achievements of

all modern European culture without abjur-

ing the indefectible originality of the genius
of Spain. In Madrid, Onfs came to know the

literature of modern Spain and its creators

and allied himself with the men determined

to renovate cultural Spain. By 1909 he had

become professor of Spanish literature at the

University of Oviedo, and it was there he

read three years later his provocative paper
on the historical problem of the Spanish uni-

versity. Soon Onfs was drawn to the new
institutions of learning that had been estab-

lished, especially to the Centro de Estudios

Hist6ricos, where under the direction of

Menndez Pidal (q.v.) the Revista de ftlologia

espanola was started (1914) with his active

collaboration and that of Navarro Tomis,
Amrico Castro (qq-v.), Antonio Solalinde,

and Alfonso Reyes. At the Residencia de

Estudiantes, where students from all over

Spain lived and studied, Onfs lectured to the

future leaders and in 1915 delivered a speech

"Disciplina y rebeldfa" which breathed the

new spirit of renewal controlled by a sturdy

discipline of the complete man.

Onfs contributed to the new scholarship in

his edition (1914-1921, in the "Cldsicos

castellanos" series) of De los nombres de

Cristo by Fray Luis de Le6n. In 1916 Co-

lumbia University in New York invited him
to take charge of graduate work in Spanish.

Through new courses, two magazines, Revista

de estudios hispdnicos (1928-1929) and Re-
vista hispdnica moderna (1934-), the publica-
tion of original works and of doctoral theses,
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the creation of the Hispanic Institute of

America (1920) and its Hispanic House, Onfs

has contributed to the spread of a new vision

on matters relating to the culture and civili-

zation of Spain, Portugal, and Iberic America.

Onfs has been able to exercise a great
deal of influence in Iberic America. His

Antologia de la poesia espanola e hispano-

arnericana, 1882-1932 (1934) is perhaps the

best anthology of its kind in the Spanish

language. The enthusiastic response accorded

it by outstanding critics in Spain and America
indicates its value and importance. In general
the pattern of Onfs's thought can be traced

in the essays "El problema de la universidad

espanola" (1912), "El estudio del espanol en

los Estados Unidos" (1920), and "El concepto
del renacimiento aplicado a la literatura

espanola" (1926), all of which were published
with other papers in his Ensayos sobre el

scntido de la cultura espanola (1932).

See: Azorin, L. Bello, J. Pin y Soler, M. S.

Oliver, "Sobre el concepto del patriotismo,"
in Onfs, Ensayos sobre el sentido de la

cultura espanola (1932), appendix; M. P.

Gonzalez, Nuestro camino de Damasco: a pro-

posito de un libro de Federico de Onis (1935).
M. J. B.

Oriani, Alfredo (1852-1909, Italian historian,

critic, and novelist), is a complex and tragic

personality, a rich and tormented spirit, who
was almost ignored by his contemporaries and
then apotheosized by Fascism as one of its

major prophets. He was born in Faenza,

Romagna, of a noble but impoverished
family, the least loved and understood of

three children. At the age of 10 he went to

Bologna to study with the Barnabites, famous
Italian teaching order. In 1868 he went to

the University of Rome to study law. Oriani's

student years in Rome were the historically

stirring years when this ancient mother of

civilization was about to become the capital
of the youngest national state in Europe.
After receiving his law degree from the Uni-

versity of Naples in 1872 he withdrew, to his

father's bitter disappointment, to the family
villa in Casola-Valsenio to dedicate himself

to a literary career. Here Oriani spent the

rest of an uneventful but prodigiously prolific

literary life. None of the many books into

which he poured his passionate soul achieved

success during his lifetime. The fame for

which he had worked and hungered so came

only after he had died a brokenhearted, al-

most obscure man.

Oriani tried every literary genre. From

1876, when he made his literary debut with

an autobiographic novel, Memorie inutili, to

1902, when Olocausto, his last work of fiction,

appeared, he wrote extensively in this field;

his novels and short stories gave him the

reputation chiefly of a vulgar and disheveled

exponent of the naturalist school. Only Dis-

fatta (1886), described by Croce as the novel

richest in ideas in Italian literature, has

escaped oblivion. A volume of verse,

Monotonie (1878), and the nine plays he pro-
duced between 1899 and 1909 caused hardly

any stir. Oriani's fame and the considerable

influence he exerted on immediate posterity
rests mainly on his historical writings. Of
these the most important are Matrimonio

(1886), Fino a Dogali (1889), Lotta politica

(1892), his major work, and Rivolta ideale

(1908), his last and noblest book.

Matrimonio is an impassioned defense of

the integrity of the family against the advanc-

ing onslaught of divorce and free love.

Dumas fits in La Question du divorce (1880)
had advocated divorce in the name of prog-
ress and human happiness. Matrimonio re-

futes Dumas's thesis, maintaining that the

essence of life is duty and self-sacrifice, not

happiness, and that the family exists for the

protection of the child, not for the benefit of

the parents. Fino a Dogali was inspired by
the Dogali disaster, which ended Italy's first

colonial venture in Africa. To Oriani expan-
sion into Africa is a historical necessity for

Italy, the next inevitable step in her re-

newed life. His Africanismo is an integral

part of his vision of history; it informs all his

historical works and gives the vantage point
from which, in Lotta politica, he surveys the

entire panorama of Italian and European
history. Lotta politica is an extraordinary
feat of reconstruction embracing three

thousand years of Italian history.

Briefly stated, Oriani's vision of history is

this: humanity through the blood and toil

of the continent of Europe is evolving a
world civilization. In the igth century this

civilization attains full maturity as it brings
forth the two perfected forms of historic life,

the democratic national state and the free

citizen of modern society, forms destined to

extend to all peoples on earth. The colonial

expansion of European states into America,
Africa, and Asia is the process whereby
Europe is lifting other continents to its own
level; the process is completed in America.

Italy which by her political renascence has

resumed her place in the vanguard of history
cannot evade her historic responsibility in

Africa. Oriani does not admit imperialism;
he has the comfortable theory that even
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when men think they are furthering their

interests they are unconsciously serving an

ideal. Oriani's ideal is the triumph of liberty,

the establishment of an order wherein free

men organize into democratic national states

to vie with each other peacefully in the dis

covery of truth and the creation of beauty
no more master and subject races. Empires
will disappear once they have fulfilled their

historic function of teaching all peoples

democracy. In Rivolta ideale, his spiritual

testament, Oriani, a careful student of Hegel,
warns modern man that liberty does not

mean freedom to enrich and indulge himself

to the detriment of his brothers; on the

contrary liberty means the acceptance of high

responsibilities and the willing subordination

of interests to ideas and of passions to truth.

See: L. Donati, La tragedia di Oriani

(1919); G. Pentimalli, Oriani (1921); B. Croce,

La Letteratura della nuova Italia, 2d ed., Ill

(1922), 227-258; P. Zama, Oriani (1928); A.

Giorgi, Oriani (1935).

T. C.

0rjasaeter, Tore (1886-, Norwegian poet,

dramatist, and prose writer), was born in the

mountain valley of Gudbrandsdal in central

Norway and has lived there most of his life.

From early childhood he deeply felt his

allegiance to the close-knit farm society with

its venerable and overpowering heritage of

traditions. But as the son of a schoolteacher

he at the same time did not really belong;
and his personal development early made
him rise in revolt. Long-lasting serious disease

emphasized his isolation and intensified his

problems.
His literary creations, essentially philo

sophical, are built on the contrast sharpened

by his own experience of the free soul and
"the powers/' His first collections of verse ex

press spontaneous attachment to his milieu

and its secure traditions, with a background
of sublime mountain landscapes such as is

found in all his poetry. His following books

are monuments to crises. In the great verse

cycle Gudbrand Langleite (3 vols., 1913-1927),
within the framework of a loose epic narra-

tive, he runs a gamut of contrasts: the rise

of the individual against surroundings and

heritage, of man's will against the ensnaring

powers of love and home, of the artist's

dream against everyday life, of the soul

against its fate, the painful doubleness and
the struggle of the forces in himself, until the

conflict is solved in religious understanding.
An independent collection, Skiringsgangen

(1925; Purgatory), moves within the same

circle of ideas. Both works are conceived with

intensity and grandeur of thought and emo-
tion, in symbols of original beauty. Similar

also are the motifs of 0rjasaeter's two plays,
his drama of a legendary mountaineer, symbol
of individualistic isolation (Jo Gjende, 1917),
and his analysis of a girl rising against her

inherited tasks (Anne paa Torp, 1930; Anne
of Torp). The calm and clarity after the

storm is charmingly expressed in the allegori-
cal cycle of poems Elvesong (1932; Song of

the River). In a few highly personal prose
works he has analyzed himself and his de-

velopment with great frankness and a humor
which indicates his growing mastery of him-
self and of his world.

0rjasaeter is one of the most genuine poets
of New Norse literature. His poetry is some-
times monotonous and not always easily ac-

cessible. His thought is inquiring and often

gropes for expression; his form may be vague
and inconclusive. But his best poems have a

noble sincerity and a lucid depth of feeling
and expression which give them high rank.

See: R. Thesen, T. 0rjasaeter (1935).

S. S.

Orkan, Wtadyslaw (pseud, of Franciszek

Szmaciarz-Smreczyriski, 1876-1930, Polish poet
and novelist), was born, of peasant slock, in

the mountain village of Porgba Wielka in the

Podhalan section of the Tatras. He owed

everything to his mother, who was determined
to give her son an education at whatever
cost. By heroic efforts on her part and his,

Orkan was able to study at the Jagiellonian

University in Cracow. Here he became aware
of his potentialities and those of his people

through observing the progress of two move
ments: the "Tatra movement" led by Asnyk
(q.v.) and Tetmajer (q.v.), on the one hand,
the neo-romantic "art for art's sake" ferment

led by Przybyszewski (q.v.), on the other.

Orkan stood outside, but derived spiritual
nourishment from both movements, and soon

he was writing, in his own primitive, some-

what metaphysical style, the first tales of the

Tatras to issue from the pen of a real

mountaineer. Of his many works, Drzewiej
(1912; Of Old) was the most significant, stand-

ing as a milestone on the long road which,
with Reymorit (q.v.), finally brought the

Polish peasant as he is, unidealized, into

Poland's limited stock of literary material.

See: Z. D?bicki, Portrety, II (1928), 65-82;
G. Korbut, Literatura polska (1931), IV, 283-
284; K. Czachowski, Obraz wspdiczesnej
literatury polskiej, I (1934), 223-231, 322-324.

A. P. C.
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Ors, Eugenio d', see D'Ors.

Ortega y Gasset, Jos (1883-, Spanish essayist

and philosopher), was born in Madrid. Like

many Spanish liberals, he received an early

religious education, and his secondary studies

were completed in a Jesuit school. After tak-

ing his doctorate in philosophy (Madrid,

1904), he studied in several German uni-

versities. In Marburg, Hermann Cohen initi-

ated him into the Neo-Kantian movement.

Although his thought later developed along

personal lines, Germany left a lasting imprint

upon his ideas, affected his approach to all

intellectual matters, and awakened his eager-

ness to create in Spain an adequate atmos-

phere for philosophical and systematic think-

ing. The Germanic bent was clearly expressed

in his first book, Meditaciones del Quijote

(1914), in which he compares the Germanic

and the Mediterranean culture. The former is

for him a culture of "profundity," its instru-

ment the "concept"; the latter is a culture of

"surface," its instrument the "impression."

He became in 1910 professor of metaphysics

at the University of Madrid. Since then, in-

deed since his return from Germany, Ortega's

life has been inseparable from the intellectual

life of his country, and he has shared with

Unamuno (q.v.), outstanding figure of the

older generation, the spiritual leadership of

Spain.

Ortega's influence grew with the century.

His ideas about the "dehumanization" of art,

the contemporary spirit, and a new life for

Europe and Spain were determining factors

in the rise of a new generation which gradu-

ally separated itself from the Generation of

'98 writers (see Spanish literature) and from

the modernistic movement. Already in his

first essays collected later in Personas, obras

y cosas (1916) Ortega started in earnest the

attack against the individualism of his pred-

ecessors in literary life. Thus in 1909 in an

essay about Renan (q.v.), whose intellectual-

ism or idealism had a great influence on the

young Ortega, he says: "In general, I cannot

conceive that men can be of more interest

than ideas, persons than things. . . . The ob-

jective is the true, and must interest us above

anything else." The disagreement with

Unamuno is evident in these lines; later in

the same essay the allusions to him become

direct, personal,
and unflattering.

In other ways too, Ortega was for con-

temporary Spain an "animator." In fact, his

work as writer and thinker is indissolubly

bound to his conception of intellectual life

as an activity which has to operate on life

itself. All his philosophy is built on a con-

cept of human reality already defined in the

Meditaciones del Quijote. Instead of the

thinking ego of Cartesian rationalism, he con-

ceives the first reality to be an ego surrounded

by circumstances. "Yo soy yo y mis circuns-

tancias," which could be rendered as "I am
my ego plus my circumstances," defining
circunstancias as the "silent things which are

[i.e.,
which I find] in my immediate sur-

roundings." Accordingly, his first intellectual

task was to think about the problems of

Spain as a national entity in order to bring
it closer to the main currents of European
life, which for him represented the highest
values of culture. In the Meditaciones del

Quijote he defines his criticism as a patriotic

undertaking, and during the same year, 1914,

appeared Vieja y nueva politica, embodying
a real program of intellectual and political

action. With the exception of a brief period
as a member of the Cortes Constitucionales of

the republic, he held no public offices.

Throughout the years, however, he considered

himself the mouthpiece of an intellectual

minority with a superior conception of

national life. Its organ was first the review

Espana, founded by him in 1915. Later he

expounded his ideas on current political

events in numerous articles and speeches,
some of which he collected in 1931 in such

books as La redencion de las provincias y la

decadencia nacional and Rectificacion de la

republica. When the civil war began, he left

Spain and has been practically silent since

then about all Spanish problems. The real

field, however, of Ortega's influence has been

the intellectual. Through his work as pro-

fessor, through his books, and through per-

sonal contacts with a growing group of

devotees, which extended to this side of the

Atlantic and especially to Argentina, it can

be said that all the intellectual youth of the

Spanish-speaking world came at one time or

another under his spell. As director of Revista

de Occidente and of several collections of the

publishing house Espasa-Calpe, he made
known in Spanish translation an impressive
list of books representing the highest attain-

ment of modern European culture, particu-

larly of German thought. For this as well as

for his original work, Ernst Curtius could say

he was "one of the twelve peers of European
intellect."

Ortega has embodied more, perhaps, than

any other writer of our time the contem-

porary spirit. The object of his varied medi-

tations has been the 20th-century scene in all

its aspects. He has been a "spectator" a word
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he chose as the title of several volumes of

essays (El espectador, 8 vols., 1916-1934). As

such, he defined his mental attitude as that

of contemplating things with amor Intel-

lectualis, trying to find
4<
in a fact, a man, a

book, a painting, a landscape, an error, a

sorrow . . . the plenitude of its meaning."
There is scarcely any important subject of

our time that he has not commented upon.
He has endeavored to interpret with the same
interest and ease the significance of a passing
social fashion, the Castilian landscape, the

formation and nature of the modern state,

the conception of Hegel's philosophy of his-

tory, the meaning of time and form in the

art of Proust (q.v.). Some of his major works

contain highly original and controversial

ideas which have had great influence and
have also provoked sharp reactions against
his thought. Such are Espana invertebrada

(1922; Eng. tr., Invertebrate Spain, 1937), an

interpretation of the decadence and anarchy
of Spain as owing to the lack of a leading
lite (for him, history, as thought and art,

is always shaped by selected minorities); La
deshumanizacidn del arte (1925), an explana-
tion and an implied defense of antirealism in

contemporary art; and La rebelion de las

masas (1930; Eng. tr., The Revolt of the

Masses, 1932), his most widely read book, in

which he explains the modern state of society
as an inversion of values due to a crisis in

European culture and to the preponderance
of a mass mind.

He attempted mainly to systematize his

purely philosophical thought in El tema de

nuestro tiernpo (1923; Eng. tr., The Modern
Theme, 1931), propounding a philosophy
based on life itself. The being is conceived as

a multiplicity of values which we apprehend
through a variety of "perspectives." To the

pure reason of idealism he opposes a "vital

reason," a logos which is constantly affected

by the vital and historical circumstances of

life. But he rejects utterly any idea of de-

terminism. The individual, rather than
follow circumstances blindly, modifies them
in a constant interplay, and life becomes a

quehacer and a creation, a plurality of tasks

that we freely undertake. His thought has a

close relation to that of the contemporary
German thinkers Dilthey and Scheller and
the existentialists. But, on the other hand, it

seems to be rooted in a deep Spanish indi-

vidualism for which man is the supreme
reality and the only subject of life and his-

tory. To Ortega's thought and influence is

added his extraordinary value as a pure
writer. In precision, richness, and elegance his

style stands out as a model of modern Spanish

prose.
See: M. G. Morente, "El tema de nuestro

tiempo (Filosoffa de la perspectiva)," Revista

de Occidente, I (1923), 201-217; E. R. Curtius,

"Spanische Perspektiven," Die neue Rund-

schau, Jahrgang XXXV (1929), Bd. II, pp.

1229-1248; C. Barja, Literatura espanola:
Libros y autores contempordneos (1935), pp.

98-263; H. L. Nostrand, "Introduction," in

Ortega y Gasset, Mission of the University

(1944), pp. 1-31,
A. del R.

Orzeszkowa, Eliza (ne Elzbieta Pawfowska,

1841-1910, Polish feminist and novelist), was
born on the family estate at Milkowce near

Grodno, Lithuanian Poland, the daughter of

a wealthy and cultured country gentleman.
Her father died when she was two, and she

was brought up by a cold and frivolous

mother. She studied for five years (1852-1857)
at the famous Convent of the Sisters of the

Sacrament in Warsaw Konopnicka (q.v.) was

also there at the same time and then re-

turned to Litwa to marry, at the age of 16, a

landowner of Kobryri district in Polesie by
the name of Peter Orzeszko. During the con-

spiratorial period that preceded the uprising
of 1863, Orzeszkowa agitated for the national

cause among her neighbors in Kobryrt district

and later, during the uprising, gave invaluable

help, it is said, to Romuald Traugutt, one of

its leaders. When her husband was exiled to

Siberia after the uprising, Orzeszkowa re-

turned to her native Litwa and proceeded to

shock the county population by getting a

divorce. She was banished from polite society
on this account and in Grodno, to which
she moved, became known as a new George
Sand.

In 1886 Orzeszkowa began to find the out-

let her strong emotional nature needed, with

the acceptance of her tales of Lithuanian

village life by the Warsaw Tygodnik ilus-

trowany (Illustrated Weekly), a journal more

friendly to women than most. Gradually, after

this, Orzeszkowa 's reputation underwent a

change, and soon she was known everywhere
as "the Good Lady of Grodno." Of her many
works, the most significant were the revolu-

tionary Meir Ezofowicz (1878; Eng. tr., 1898),

a sympathetic delineation of the struggles of

a young Jew to escape from the darkness and

superstition of the ghetto, and the prose

poem Nad Niemnem (1889; Along the Nie*

men), a picture of Polish-Lithuanian society
under Russia notable especially for its de-

scriptions of the Niemen landscape.
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A passionate partisan of the peasant, Or-

zeszkowa strove with all her might to assist

him in his struggle for emancipation. To
make reading matter available at a cost the

peasant could pay, she opened her own pub-

lishing house in Wilno, but was blocked in

her generous purposes by the ill will of her

own class, functioning through the Russian

censorship. Orzeszkowa was a true pioneer,
both as a champion of woman's right to self-

expression outside the home (see her Kilka

sldw o kobietach, 1871, A Few Words about

Women) and as a realist in the writing of

fiction. She is one of the most interesting and

original figures in Polish literature.

See: G. Korbut, Literatura polska (1931),

IV, 122-126; I. Krzywicka, "Mloda Or-

zeszkowa/' WiadomoSci literackie, 1936, Nos.

53-54, and "O ci?zkiej starosci w Polsce,"

ibid., 1937, Nos. n, 26; introductions to the

collected edition of her works, Pisma, 1937-

1939-
A. P. C.

Osorgin, Mikhail Andreyevich (pseud, of

Mikhail Andreyevich Ilyin, 1878-1942, Rus-

sian novelist and journalist), was born at

Perm. Long before he took his degree in law

at the University of Moscow (1902), he be-

came a frequent contributor to newspapers
and magazines. After the abortive Revolution

of 1905, he went abroad, but continued to

publish in Russia. Among his early works, his

studies on Italy attracted attention. A period
in Russia (1916-1921) proved unproductive,
but during his second and last exile he wrote

many remarkable feuilletons for the dmigrd

newspapers and produced a number of novels,

dealing mainly with the Russia he once knew.
His best work is Sivtsev Vrazhek (1928; Eng.
tr., Quiet Street, 1930), a novel of gentle

people involved in the turmoil of the Revo-

lution of 1917. Povest o sestre (1930; Eng. tr.,

My Sister's Story, 1931) is a record of un-

fulfilled love. In Svidetel istorii (1932; The
Onlooker of History) and its sequel, Kniga o

kontsakh (1935; The Book about Ends),

Osorgin shows keen sympathy for the early
revolutionaries, though he probably identi-

fied himself with Father Yakov, the home-
less wanderer who loves his land and people.

Volny Kamenshchik (1937; The Freemason)
is about another humble idealist and, like all

of Osorgin 's work, bears the imprint of a

humanitarian and somewhat anarchic spirit.

See: "Osorgin," in Entsiklopediya "Granat"
Vol. XI (1912), appendix, p. 681.

P. A. P.

Ossendowski, Ferdynand Antoni (1876-, Polish

scientist, traveler, and writer), was born in

Vitebsk, of old Polish stock. In 1899, after

having studied at the University of St. Peters-

burg, he made his first trip to Siberia and the

Far East, described in W ludzkiej i leinej
kniei (1923; Eng. tr., Man and Mystery in

Asia, 1924). After receiving his doctorate in

Paris, he taught chemistry and physics at

Tomsk until 1903, when he returned to East-

ern Siberia. In Od szczytu do otchtani (1924;

Eng. tr., From President to Prison, 1925) he
has recorded his experiences as, successively,
chemical expert to the Russian general staff

during the Russo-Japanese War, president of

a short-lived "Revolutionary Government of

the Russian Far East," and political prisoner
under the tsarist reaction. On regaining his

freedom, he returned to St. Petersburg, where,
amidst other work, he served as consulting
chemist to the navy until 1917. From 1918
to 1920 he taught chemistry at Omsk, being
associated at the same time with the govern-
ment of Admiral Kolchak. After his escape
from the Bolsheviks through Mongolia, de-

scribed in Przez kraj zwierzqt, ludzi i bogdw
(1922; Eng. tr., Beasts, Men, and Gods, 1922),

he took up residence in Warsaw, where he
resumed teaching. He has since traveled ex-

tensively, particularly in northern Africa,

about which he has written several volumes,

among them Pod smaganiem samumu (1925;

Eng, tr., The Breath of the Desert, American

title, Oasis and Simoon, both 1927), Pto-

tnienna polnoc (1926; Eng. tr., The Fire of

Desert Folk, 1926), and Niewolnicy stoftca

(1927; Eng. tr., Slaves of the Sun, 1928). Al-

though best known for his books of travel,

which have been extensively translated, he

has produced many other works, including

biographies, plays, novels, and scientific

articles.

Ossendowski has described himself as "a

writer, wanderer, and weaver of romances,"

and, against accusations of inaccuracy, he has

asserted the traveler's right to be more con-

cerned with his own subjective impressions
than with factual detail. His interest in the

occult and in local anecdotes and legends

gives added color to his memoirs. His political
views reflect a deep fear of Bolshevism and
Islam and a strong belief that it is the pre-
scribed duty of the "Aryan race" in Eu-

rope to lead the less fortunate peoples of the

earth to freedom and peace in universal

brotherhood.

See: Sven Hedin, Ossendowski und die

Wahrheit (1925).

F. J. W.
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Ossiannilsson, Karl Gustaf (1875-, Swedish

poet, novelist, and dramatist), was born at

Lund in the south of Sweden, and studied at

the University of Lund. He soon became the

literary leader of the Socialist Party and was

active in the cause of the Allies in the First

World War. Though he wrote drama and

prose fiction, it is as a lyric poet that he has

won his chief recognition, with such volumes

as Omar (1902; Eagles) and Orchester (1907;

The Orchestra). Like Kipling he used repeti-

tion effectively, though not the refrain. Sir

Edmund Gosse admired his "virile violence

in invective/' He is fond too, as Sir Edmund's

phrase might suggest, of an almost Swin-

burnian alliteration. He did in fact translate

Swinburne and Browning.
Ossiannilsson has been more than a narrow

party man; he sees his cause in a perspective
of history. One of his most cherished ideas

was that the tyrant, in arousing masses to

opposition and concentrating their wills, was

an involuntary friend of liberty, and Os-

siannilsson's best-known poem is "Bismarck."

Almost equally memorable is the more

smoothly flowing "Pompeii," which begins
with a description but develops into a symbol
of the idle aristocracy in all ages, careless and

secure, while the lava of popular unrest is

rising in the crater above them. Ossiannilsson

loves the northern winter that is death to the

parasites' cowardice and presumption. He has

a poem about a woman millworker that is

like a modern "Song of the Shirt," and a

locomotive lyric that is deafening in its blast

and clash, yet he catches equally well the

subtle moods of nature's repose, and he has

written a delectable drinking song in praise
of water.

See: K. Warburg, Svensk litteraturhistoria i

sammandrag (1911); C. W. Stork, Anthology
of Swedish Lyrics (1917; revised and enlarged
ed., 1930); E. Gosse and W. A. Craigie, eds.,

The Oxford Book of Scandinavian Verse (1925).

C. W. S.

Ossorgin, Mikhail Andreyevich, see Osorgin.

Ostayen, Paul van (1896-1928, Flemish poet
and essayist), was born in Antwerp and died

in Miavoye-Anhe. He is the most significant

experimental poet that Dutch and Flemish
literature has had for many years. In three

books of poetry, Music Hall (1916), Het

Sienjaal (1918; The Signal), and Bezette Stad

(1921; The City Occupied), he introduced free

verse wherein he combined a great devotion
to the political and social problems of his

time with an atmosphere of classical and

purely aesthetic ivory-tower writing. Aban-

doning the social themes and his function of

political seer and prophet in the manner of

Whitman, he then turned to dadaism and

finally to "pure poetry." In this last vein he

composed poems of great purity and ex-

tremely refined musical construction (Het
eerste Boek van Schmoll, 1929; The First Book
of Schmoll). He wrote a number of short

stories which are mere intellectual acrobatics,

impertinent and witty. They are composed
with verbal ingeniousness and constitute

powerful antidotes to the bombast and ro

manticism which are traditional ailments of

Flemish literature. As an explorer of literary

"realms unknown," his influence was con-

siderable both in Flanders and in Holland.

His critical work is extremely personal in

tone and phrased in rather abstruse Ian

guage.
See: G. Burssens, Paul van Ostayen (1935).

J.-A. G.

^sterling, Anders (1884-, Swedish poet and

critic), made his mark as a lyric poet at an

early age. When he was scarcely 20, he made
a brilliant debut with a volume entitled Pre

ludier (Preludes), and during the next three

years he added Offerkransar (1905; Votive

Crowns) and Hdlsningar (1907; Greetings).

Early elected to the Swedish Academy, he be

came its permanent secretary upon the death

of Karlfeldt (q.v.) in 1931. His earliest

volumes of poetry revealed a sensitive, pre-

cociously gifted young poet, filled with

infinite longings and an infinite melancholy,
and giving expression to his feelings in poems
that reflect a marvelous technical virtuosity
for one so young. That which he longs for is

the ineffable spirit of beauty beauty with a

capital B, the beauty which to the tradition

of symbolistic poetry on the Continent was

the one source and only aim of the pure
poetic mind. Certain things in Ruskin, in the

Pre-Raphaelite painting and poetry, and in

the verse of Stphane Mallarm6, Stefan

George, and in the early Richard Dehmel

(qq.v.) were among the chief formative in

fluences in
Osterling's

earliest poetry; while

at home, in the example of two contempo
raneous poets of Sk3ne, Ola Hansson and

Vilhelm Ekelund (qq*v.) 9 he found immediate

native models in a sensitive, finely nuanced,
and more than a little precious poetic
manner. The delicate, subtly varied musical

tonalities and the fragile, floating, half-evasive

imagery of Continental symbolists was, how-

ever, largely an early passing phase in Oster-

ling's poetic development. In Arets visor
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(1907; The Year's Songs) one observes a

definite break with the symbolist tradition in

poetry. This break is confirmed in Blommande
trad (1910; Blossoming Trees), is given further

and more significant expression in Idyllernas
bok (1917; Book of the Idylls) and De sju

strdngarna (1922; The Seven Strings), and
comes to find a rich, mature, and finally
authoritative expression in Jordens heder

(1927; The Honor of the Earth) and Tonen
frdn havet (1933; Tones from the Sea). Dur-

ing all of these years Osterling has been occu-

pied also with a rather prolific critical pro-
duction as literary and theatrical editor of

various Stockholm newspapers. Selections

from the best of the critical sketches and

essays have appeared from time to time in

book form under such titles as Mdnniskor
och landskap (1910; Men and Provinces),

Tidsstamningar (1916; Time Tones), Dagcns
gaming (3 vols., 1921-1931; The Day's Work),
and Tio drs teater, 1925-2935 (1936; Ten

Years of the Theatre 1925-1935). Osterling
has also been among the most assiduous and

sensitive of Swedish translators of foreign

poetry, German, French, and English.

The line of development in Osterling's

poetry to be noted clearly for the first time in

Arets visor as early as 1907 is in the direction

of a new poetic realism a realism that in-

volves in its choice of subject matter a re

turn to life and to the soil, and in its form a

simple, direct, concrete imagery and word

choice. Among Osterling's new masters were

Francis Jammcs (q.v.) in France, and, more

important, a number of early 20th-century
Danish poets; but the chief individual foreign
influence on the Swedish poet was unques

tionably Wordsworth, whom he came to

know early and has translated with a remark-

ably sensitive feeling for the English poet's

essential poetic qualities. It is the quiet,

serene, meditative strain in Wordsworth, to

gether with the English poet's interest in

common man and his preference for the

language of everyday life, that appealed so

strongly to Osterling's sensitive, restrained

poetic temperament. Osterling comes to bring
this spirit and manner to bear with richly

satisfactory results upon the folk life and

upon the landscape of his native province of

SkSne, effecting, in his best poems, a happy

compromise between the half-symbolistic tra-

dition in the contemporaneous poetic tradi-

tion in Skftne and the more purely meditative,

philosophical manner of Wordsworth. Certain

post First World War critics in Sweden have

accused Osterling of practicing an evasive

idyllicism in times which call for poetry of a
sterner spirit; but he has gone his own way,
as neither reactionary nor revolutionary,

quietly meeting the challenge of a changing
pattern of life with no fundamental change
in point of view or in poetic manner. He,
like Wordsworth, feels that true poetic genius
draws inspiration from sources beyond those

postulated by man's latest fad in thinking or

history's most recent phase of development.
See: F. Book, Resa kring svenska Parnassen

(1926); A. Gustafson, Osterling's "Arrival" as

Landskapsdiktare: from Arets visor (1907) to

Blommande trad (1910) (1938).

A. G.

Ostrovsky, Nikolai Alekseyevich (1904-1937,
Russian novelist), has been virtually canonized

by Soviet criticism, as much for his extraor-

dinary human accomplishment as for his

literary achievement. He lived and died

heroically, an example of idealistic youth

challenging all obstacles, and his work is

ranked among the classics of Soviet litera-

ture. Born of a laborer's family in the town
of Shepetovka, Volyn (Ukraine), he received

only a primary education. At 12 he became a

kitchen boy, and then a fireman in an electric

station. At 17 he fought in the civil wars in

the Western Ukraine. Later a shock-brigade
leader, a military commissar, and a regional
director of the Young Communists, he lost

his health in 1927 when progressive paralysis

set in, followed by total blindness. Bedridden,
often in agonizing pain, subjected to many
operations, he nevertheless resolved (1930) to

continue serving the Revolution through writ-

ing. The manuscript of his first work was

lost in the mails. The second, a novel of the

civil wars, Kak zakalyalas stal (1936; Eng. tr.,

The Making of a Hero, 1937), won instant

recognition as a dramatic and authentic ac-

count of the Young Communists of the early
Revolution who were, like steel, "forged and
hardened" by war, famine, and epidemics.
The experiences of Paul Korchagin, the chief

character, are largely those of the author.

The book sold more than 1,600,000 copies in

its first year. Rozhdyonie burey (1937; Eng.
tr., Born of the Storm, 1939), another politico-

autobiography, the first half of an uncom-

pleted novel, appeared on the day of his

funeral. Dedicated to the struggle of the

Ukrainian peasants and proletariat against
the Polish lords and the German army of

occupation, its main theme is the typical hero

of the Revolution. Its last chapters, the

personal epic of a man who struggles for his

regeneration, attain true moral greatness.
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Ostrovsky's narrative power, his skill in creat-

ing a vividly realistic background and in

handling an intricate plot, are considerable,

though his characterizations tend to over-

simplification on both national and class

lines and his style suffers from cliches. His

burning conviction, however, and his heroic

will to accomplishment, which for years sus-

tained a ravaged body, offset such faults and

lead one to believe his talent would have

greatly ripened. He was decorated (1935) w * lh

the Order of Lenin. Andr6 Gide (q.v.) paid
him a singular tribute in his Retour de

l'U.R.S.S.

See: Ostrovsky, Rechi, stati, i pisma (1937);

M. Serebryanin, "Nikolai Ostrovsky/' in Os-

trovsky, Kah zakalyalas stal, Rozhdyonie

burey (1937), pp. 445~46o.
N. S.

(iverland, Arnulf (1889-, Norwegian poet),
has for more than a decade been devoted to

the ideal of "forging a sword," i.e., of making
his poetry into a social weapon. There was no

sign of this ideal in his earliest verse, which

appeared in such choice collections as Den
ensomme fest (1911; The Lonely Feast), De
hundrede violiner (1912; The Hundred

Violins), and Advent (1915). These were in

the tragic mood of Obstfelder (q.v.), but with

a tense, compressed power which was un-

known to the poets of the go's. He wrote of

his lonely heart, bitterly crying out against
the vanity of all things, devoted to the dream
which alone satisfies. The poems were ac-

claimed by critics for their fastidious restraint

of form, their elimination of all rhetoric, and
their truly monumental use of simple, un-

adorned words. These qualities have remained
characteristic of his verse, which is pale in

coloration, with a glint of steel, yet passion-

ately moving because of the angry fire in the

poet's heart. That fire was kindled by the

First World War and the peace of Versailles,

which belied his poetic belief of 1915 that

to him "there was nothing more that could

happen." He awoke to the existence of social

injustice, and it made him cry out in Br0d
og vin (1919; Bread and Wine) that "there

are dearer things than life. You shall fight
for them!" He turned from the cultivation of

his own soul and plunged into contemporary
lite as a rather obstreperous battler on the

extreme left. The collections Berget del bid

(1927; Blue Mountain), Hustavler (1929; Laws

of Living), and Jeg besverger dig (1934; I

Conjure Thee) are not one-sidedly social, for

there is love and beauty in them too, but they

display a growing faith in the mystic value of

sharing life with one's fellow men. This re-

ligious devotion to the ideal of socialism be-

came a substitute for the Christianity against
which he turned all his acid scorn, using

repeatedly its own vocabulary and form, even

to the extent of creating a socialistic ritual

in the recently published book, Ord i alvor til

det norshe folk (1940; Words in Earnest to

the Norwegian People). Many of his poems
implied for himself a suffering to come, a

crucifixion: "This is my body . . . nailed to

the tree of passion; eat, ravens!" Prophetic
also was his cry in the poem "Opbrudd"
(Breaking Up) of 1934: "Harsh times will

come, when each man bears a sword." He

quickly found his leading adversary in Hitler,

and his poems in Den r0de front (1937; The
Red Front), bearing such flaming titles as

"Spain 1936," "Guernica," and "You Must

Not Sleep!" were challenges intended to

awaken his countrymen to the menace of

Nazism. When the German horde actually

did invade Norway in 1940, Overland's mo-

ment of passion had come. He wrote a series

of poems which were anonymously and

privately circulated; these became in his

countrymen's hands the swords he intended

them to be. Such poems as "We Shall Live

through All," "They Came as Friends,"

"Blacked-out Town," "To the Fallen," "Our

Men," and "To the King" (since the war's end

collected and published in a volume entitled

Vi overlever alt, 1945, We Shall Live through

All) established the pattern of Norwegian
resistance, by virtue of the simple but power-
ful poetic form in which they couched the

demand for national integrity. Overland paid
for these poems in a German concentration

camp, thus giving substance to his own line

of 1929: "Words that cost something may
long survive." In May, 1945, came his libera-

tion; he has now moved into the Grotto, the

old home of Norway's greatest poet, Henrik

Wergeland, as the honored guest of the Nor-

wegian state.

See: H. Naeseth, tr., in American-Scandi-

navian Review, XXIX (1941), 331-332; C. W.
Stork, Anthology of Norwegian Lyrics (1942);

E. Haugen, tr., in American-Scandinavian Re-

view, XXXI (1943), 5-7; H. Krog, Nord*

mannsforbundets Julehefte (1943).

E. H.
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Pagnol, Marcel (1895-, French writer and

cinema specialist),
was born at Aubagne near

Marseille. Destined for a career of teaching,

he was professor of English in various lycees

and colleges in southern France before being
called to the Lyce Condorcet in Paris in

1922. Even in his youth he had shown a

marked tendency for creative literary pro-

duction. During his professorial days in the

South of France he edited a literary revue,

Fantasia (which later became the Cahiers du

sud), and a theatrical sheet, the Spectator,

and wrote a pseudoclassical play in verse,

Catullt (1922), as well as several minor works

of small importance. Shortly after his arrival

in Paris he deserted the teaching profession

in order to throw himself wholly into writing

for the stage. In collaboration with Arno

Brun he produced the play Ulysse chez les

Pheniciens (1925). The same year appeared
his very successful play, Les Marchands de

gloire, written in collaboration with Nivoix.

In 1926 he produced Jazz, and in 1928 the

play that brought him especial renown,

Topaze (presented in New York in English
in 1930, English film 1933). His Marseillais

trilogy, Marius (1929), Fanny (1931), and

Cdsar (1936), contributed to the enhancement

of his reputation. He also wrote two short

novels, Pirouettes (1932) and La Petite Fille

aux yeux sombres (1933). About 1930 he be

came interested in the possibilities of the

cinema and proceeded to the founding of two

companies under his direction, one to write

and produce moving pictures and the other

to market them. He also established a maga-
zine, Cahiers du film, which served as a

vehicle for the expounding of his cinemato-

graphic theories. At the same time he was

producing several films, largely adapted from

the legitimate stage.

It is in the Cahiers du film that are found

his theories on the function and art of the

cinema. He felt that the sound film repre-

sented a new artistic medium and wished to

elevate it to the dignity of a separate literary

genre which might, in fact, supersede the

legitimate stage, and he sought to establish

the literary canons for its guidance and de-

velopment. These canons consist largely of

the adaptation of the rules of the French

classical theatre to the greater freedom and

scenic possibilities of the screen. In 1935 he

produced Merlusse as an illustration of his

cinematographic theories.

See: A. G. Bove, ed., Topaze (1936), pp. ii-

iv; Louis Corabaluzier, Le Jardin de Pagnol
(
l 937)l L. G. Moffatt, ed., Merlusse (1937), pp.
ix-xvi.

L. G. M.

Pailleron, Edouard (1834-1899, French drama-

tist), the son of wealthy merchants and son-

in-law of Francois Buloz, director of the

Revue des deux mondes, was a typical
Parisian grand bourgeois whose fortune al-

lowed him to satisfy a taste for fashionable

living and literary endeavor. His dramatic
career ran smoothly to the climactic success

of Le Monde ou Von s'ennuie (1881) and his

subsequent election to the French Academy.
Pailleron's works reflect the qualities and

limitations of his education and milieu. A
conservative at heart, he scorns romanticism
as a social disease and extols laughter as a

means of self-defense against the disintegra-
tion of moral and cultural values (see his

"Ode au rire," 1859). As a man of the world,

however, he learned how to use his weapons
lightly and gingerly. With the exception of

some early plays, heavily moralizing and

poetized after the manner of Emile Augier
(Les Faux Manages, 1869; Hdlene, 1872), his

theatre is remarkable for its witty dialogue
and clever characterization (Le Monde oil Von
s*amuse, 1868; L'Age ingrat, 1878; L'Etincelle,

1879; Cabotins, 1894). Le Monde oil Von

s'ennuie, his masterpiece, could easily be

baptized a social play, a modern replica of

Moli&re's Les Femmes savantes as well as a

denunciation of the newborn aristocracy of

the Third Republic, dull, vulgar, noisy, and

self-seeking. Far better justice is done by con-

sidering it a superior comedy of intrigue,
with just the right mixture of the ironic and
the sentimental, a perfect example of Parisian

good taste and Gallic sprightliness.
See: Hippolyte Parigot, Le Thedtre d'hier

(1893), PP- 243-29o ; Alessandro Lalia-Pater-

nostro, Edouard Pailleron (1931).

J.-A. B.

Palacio Valdes, Armando (1853-1938, Spanish
novelist, short-story writer, and critic), was
born at Entralgo in Asturias, but he passed
his youth mostly in neighboring Avil6s, where
the family took up residence in 1854. After

completing his elementary schooling he
entered the instituto at Oviedo. In 1870 he
enrolled in the law school at the University
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of Madrid. Excelling in philosophy and

political science, in which he was more
interested than in law, at one time he looked

forward to teaching philosophy as a career,

but with the encouragement and aid of

friends he was attracted to writing and made
his dbut as literary critic and editor. He
soon distinguished himself with three series

of sketches of Spanish orators, novelists, and

poets (Los oradores del Ateneo, 1878; Los

novelistas espanoles, 1878; Nuevo viaje al

Parnaso, 1879). La literatura en 1881 (1882),

a volume he wrote in collaboration with

Leopoldo Alas (qr.f.), was his last critical

work. These works contributed more to the

crystallization of Palacio's aesthetic concepts
than to the development of Spanish literary
criticism.

Except for the premature death of his first

wife and the loss of his only son, Palacio en

joyed a serene and uneventful life charac-

terized by economic comfort almost unknown

among Spanish literary men. His unparalleled

popularity abroad he is the most widely
translated modern Spanish novelist added

greatly to the placidity and optimism which

permeate most of his works. His relations

with other writers were as pleasant as his

contacts with life. Few admired him, many
esteemed him, and some even appraised him

flatteringly. He received many honors at home
and abroad. In 1906 he was elected to

membership in the Royal Spanish Academy
of Language, and in 1917 he was admitted to

the Legion of Honor. In the English-speaking
world he was regarded as the "dean of Span-
ish novelists," and he appreciated this admira-

tion as deeply as the enthusiasm of his French
devotees who were frequently attracted to. his

chalet on Cap-Breton.
The essence of Palacio's art may be derived

from his own novelistic formula. Free from

profound spiritual preoccupations or tran-

scendental aims, he finds his themes and
characters in the ordinary ebb and flow of

life, which he mirrors with spontaneity and

facility. He changes his mood and shifts his

view with slight effort, achieving variety at

the expense of complexity. His settings are

drawn from several regions of Spain, and his

choice between city and country is largely

capricious. Similarly impulsive would seem to

be his unstable attachments to regionalism,
naturalism, and idealism. In the matter of

following literary fashions- Palacio frequently

ignored his own injunction against such

practice. Marta y Maria (1883; Eng. tr., The

Marquis of Penalta, 1886) reflects the concern

with religion so prominent in Spanish fiction

of the 7o's; La espuma (1891; Eng. tr., Froth,

1891) and La fe (1892; Eng. tr., Faith, 1892)
are naturalistic in a restricted sense of the

term; La Hermana San Sulpicio (1889; Eng.
tr., Sister Saint Sulpice, 1890) and La aldea

perdida (1903) belong to a group of regional-
istic novels. However, in preferring to imitate

a wisely chosen model rather than striving
for originality of doubtful significance, Palacio

was more faithful to his own creed. The
absence of a strong uniform accent in his

art is perhaps due to the fact that he was

easily attracted to the sharper tones of his

contemporaries. Only once was he able to

free himself from artistic opportunism: La
aldea perdida is a work of genuine inspira-

tion and perhaps the only one in which the

author extends his gaze beyond the usual

domestic horizon. In the clash between rural

life and industrial civilization there is a

touch of epic grandeur, and the vigorous con-

ception of the theme overshadows the ma-

nipulated characters and the mannered style

which is a queer compound of roguishness,

banter, euphemism, and transparent humor.

Palacio discovered his stride early and

throughout the half century of his career,

which was caught between two divergent

literary generations, he rarely altered it. He
is ever leisurely and diffuse in plot movement,

lingering fondly on the episodic and winding

pleasantly in the alleys and byways of life.

The human beings of his world, which comes

close to being the best of possible worlds, are

simple, familiar folk whose inner life is as

readily comprehensible as their outward be-

havior is conventional. They cause the author

no anxiety, nor do they stir the reader. They
are an ingratiating lot capable of transmitting

to others their feeling of well-being. They are

kindly creatures who offer everyone the

hospitality of their restful homes in which

pink and pastel shades predominate.
Palacio's impressive success is no surprising

phenomenon. Spaniard or foreigner, no

reader could fail to derive pleasure or profit

from the novels of an author who once (1917)

made the following confession: "If I were

despoiled of that which belongs to the great
masters who have gone before me, I should

stand denuded. There is, however, something
of which no one in this world can despoil
me the sweet satisfaction of knowing that

some of my pages have brought smiles to the

lips and others tears of tenderness to the

eyes, the comforting certainty that no one

has come away from the reading of my novels

less pure and less noble than he was." In the

light of this confession which is a bit of.



sincere autocriticism the rising literary gen-
erations of Spain have been excessively hostile

in completely discarding Palacio Vaktes.

See: H. Peseux-Richard, "Armando Palacio

Valds," Revue hispanique, XLII (1918), 305-

480; A. Cruz Rueda, Armando Palacio Valdds;

estudio biogrdfico (1925); J. A. Balseiro,

Novelistas espanoles modernos (1933), pp. 382-

443-
H. C. B.

Palamas, Kostes (1859-1943, Greek poet), was

born in Patras and educated at Missolonghi,
He studied at the University of Athens, of

which he later became the secretary. He held

that post for many years, although efforts

were made to oust him at the time of the

linguistic riots started by students in 1901

who protested against the translation of the

New Testament into the demotic speech. He
first began to use the "pure" language (see

Greek literature), but then turned to the

demotic speech, which he brought to the

highest stage of its poetical development.
With a thorough knowledge of world litera-

ture, he welcomed and adapted in modern
Greek such various authors as Leconte de

Lisle (q-v.), Schopenhauer, and Verhaeren

(q.v.). At the same time he never lost his

sense of the continuity of his own Greek

literature and life from their earliest days.
His first important work in the demotic

speech, Tragoudia les patridos rnou (1886;

Songs of My Fatherland), expresses his aspira-

tions; in the introduction to the Hymnos sten

Athenan (1889; Hymn to Athena) he asserts

categorically the duty of the poet to be a

leader of his people. Palamas is far more a

philosophical and intellectual poet than he
is a pure lyricist, although he can feel deeply,
as in Taphos (1898; The Tomb), the lament
of a father for the death of his favorite child.

His most impersonal work is the Assalephti
zoi (1904, Life Unshakable; Eng. tr. of first

part, Life Immovable, 1919, of second part,

incomplete, A Hundred Voices and Other

Poems, 1921) in which he glorifies Patras,

Missolonghi, Athens, and the eternal qualities
of Greece. In such poems as the Dodekalogos
ton Yiphtou (1907; The Twelve Speeches of

the Gypsy) and the Phlogera ton vasilia (1910;
The Flute of the King) he brings before us

the whole pageant of Greek and Byzantine

history in the tone of a Byzantine hymn. Else-

where in the Dekatetrasticha (1919; Fourteen

Verses) and in his lyric drama Triseryene

(1903) he again gives the spirit of Greece in

its universal aspects. A careful craftsman,

protean in his interests, Palamas, more than

PALAZZESCHI

any other modern Greek writer, embodies the

spirit, the aspirations, and the dreams, as well

as the enduring sense of the past, of his

nation.

See: A. E. Phoutrides, "A New World- Poet/'

in Palamas, Life Immovable (1919); A.

Kampanes, Istoria tes neas ellenikes logo-
technias (1933), pp. 214-239.

C. A. M.

Palazzeschi, Aldo (1885-, Italian poet and

novelist), was born in Florence. Manifesting
in early youth a pronounced predilection for

letters, he soon became an active defender of

the futuristic school of poetry which was in

vogue in Italy during the years 1908 and 1909
and brought out his first volume of poems,
a collection entitled L'Incendiario, of which
the publisher, Cesare Blanc, was none other

than his pet cat. These early poems contained

a simplicity and freshness of lyrical inspira-
tion that were bound to attract new readers,

even though some found it difficult to dis-

tinguish the meaning of such compositions as

"Ara mara amara," "II Segno," "Oro doro
odoro clodoro.

"
Yet poems like "Rio Bo,"

"Chi sono?", "Lo Specchio," "La Fontana

malata/' "Lasciatemi divertire/' revealed a

charming delicacy of pathos and a delightful

melancholy sweetness, expressed in a style

fantastic and almost childlike. The poems
also revealed the mischievous, impish, and

playful traits of a literary youngster throwing
stones at poetic windows.

Palazzeschi's attachment to futurism did not

last long. His publications subsequent to

L'Incendiario show a marked tendency to be

independent of any school of literary thought.
// Codice di Pereld (1911; English adaptation,
Pereld, The Man of Smoke, 1936) is the story
of a man made of smoke and is considered

among the most fantastic and entertaining
novels published in Italy in the last 50 years.
Here we find Palazzeschi in a gay, mischievous

mood, seemingly enjoying the sight of human
beings battling the incongruities and im-

penetrable paradoxes of life. Society for

Palazzeschi assumes the character of a three-

ringed circus. Like the youngster attending
his first performance he laughs heartily at

the antics of the clowns before him. His most

hearty chuckles are elicited by the somersaults
of critics and poets and the tightrope walking
of philosophers. Palazzeschi's laughter is inter-

rupted only when he realizes what a ridicu-

lous figure he too has been cutting. Then
there is one more hearty laugh, but this time
it is at himself. A reviewer of the English
version of Perelti has called it "an Italian
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parable of human folly; an Italian version of

Gulliver standing on its head."

Since the appearance of Pereld, Palazzeschi's

most noteworthy publications are Stampe
dell'ottocento (1932) and Sorelle Materassi

(1934). The former is autobiographical; the

author depicts in colorful nostalgic tones the

humorous scenes of his early Florentine child-

hood. Sorelle Materassi contains the same

ironic, humorous vein this time about the

world of old maids. The sketches are de-

veloped by a more deliberate and mature

hand. Critics in Italy have hailed these two

novels as among the outstanding achieve-

ments of contemporary Italian letters.

See: C. Pellizzi, Le Lettere italiane del

nostro secolo (1929), pp. 230-234; P. Pancrazi,

Scrittori italiani del novecento, (1934), pp.

141-147.
P. M. R.

Panferov, Fyodor (1896-, Russian novelist),

was born in Central Russia, of a poor peasant

family. From early childhood he was com-

pelled to earn his living, as a shepherd, a

farm hand, a servant. After the Revolution of

1917 Panferov worked among the peasants
as a Communist Party official. He started to

write in 1922, but did not gain popularity
until 1930 when the first two parts of his

long novel Brusski (Eng. tr., Brusski, 1930;

And Then the Harvest, 1939) were published.
This was the first attempt made in Soviet

literature to picture the struggle between the

new and the old mode of life in a Russian

village. The first and the second parts of

Brusski have had numerous editions, but the

third part (1933), describing the triumph of

collectivization in a rhetorical and pompous
way, did not appeal to readers. The factual

material offered by Panferov was interesting
and revealing and it had an undoubtedly
large social significance, but the poor organi-
zation of the work and the primitiveness of

the artistic devices provoked sharp criticism,

especially from Gorky (q.v.). In 1942 Panferov

published a series of short stories on war

(Tyazhelaya ruka, The Heavy Arm); his book
on the industrial effort in the Urals (Na
Urale, The People of the Urals) appeared in

1 943- Panferov's latest work shows that he
has followed Gorky's advice and paid more
Attention to style and literary craftsmanship.

M. S.

Panzacchi, Enrico (1840-1904, Italian poet
and critic), was born at Ozzano, near Bologna.
He studied at the University of Bologna, and

at the University of Pisa where he was taught

by two now famous authorities on Italian

literature, Pasquale Villari and Alessandro

D'Ancona. Panzacchi began his poetical career

at the age of 30 with a short volume of verses

entitled Funeralia (1870). This was followed

by Piccolo Romanziere (1872), which received

the unconditional praises of Carducci (q.v.)

and which established Panzacchi's fame as a

poet. Lyrica (1877) had an immediate suc-

cess. In 1881 appeared Vecchio Ideale which

became a year later, with additions and minor

corrections, Racconti e liriche; these poems
were written at the height of his inspiration.
A later volume is Nuove Liriche (1888), and a

complete edition of Panzacchi's poetry with a

preface by Giovanni Pascoli (q.v.) was pub-
lished in 1908. Panzacchi also tried his hand
at writing drama, but here he was a failure.

Panzacchi's poetry consists completely of

rapid emotions, not harmonized, not given

any lyric unity. He is ready on all occasions,

not because of vanity or for mercenary
reasons, but because poetry for him is one of

the necessities and dignities of life, a noble

vocation, an indispensable mode of expres-
sion. As lecturer and orator few surpassed
him in eloquence.

See: E. Lamma, Enrico Panzacchi (1905);
B. Croce, La letteratura della nuova Italia,

2d ed., II (1921), 119-125; G. Mazzoni,
L'Ottoccnto (1934), pp. iSTQ-^S80 -

A. C. R.

Panzini, Alfredo (1863-1939), Italian author

and teacher), was born in Senigallia, in the

Marches, near his beloved Romagna. As a

teacher his distaste for scholarly research and

publication prevented him from ever getting
more than a professorship in a secondary
school. A born artist, he loved life far more
than archives. In a period in which historical

research, positivism, and socialism were in

full swing, if it was not exactly a fault to

write well, it certainly was no merit, even in

university circles. Like Albertazzi and Severino

Ferrari (q.v.), fellow disciples of Carducci

(q.v.) with whom he had something in

common, Panzini remained a teacher through-
out his life, in and outside the classroom.

Unlike them, however, he became, in his

50*8, a favorite of the Italian ruling class,

with its rather obvious hedonistic ideals in

art, and also popular with the younger
generation of critics, with its rather aristo-

cratic, sophisticated standards. The ruling
class and the unruly critics were for once in

agreement. His case is a rare example of an

outstanding writer ignored by his own genera-
tion and made famous by the very generation
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which delighted in removing the halo sur-

rounding older writers.

His early works (Libro del morti, 1893;

Inganni, 1895; Moglie nuova, 1899; Piccole

Storie del mondo grande, 1901) were con-

ceived and published in the epoch dominated

by Carducci, whose pupil Panzini was proud
to acknowledge himself. These books of short

stories show all the characteristics of the later

Panzini, although at times hazily and clum-

sily. They were reprinted after Serra (q.v.)

"discovered" Panzini in 1910 and enjoyed a

success almost as great as that of his later

works. Panzini's best, however, came at the

time of Serra's "discovery," and the enthu-

siasm of the new generation, which welcomed
him in its anthologies (Papini, q.v., and
Pancrazi included him in their classic Poeti

d'oggi, published in 1910), doubtless gave
more self-confidence to a man who was by
nature rather uncertain, shy, and probably

suffering from the public's failure to recog
nize his merits.

The charm of Panzini's personality is re

fleeted in all his works, even in his dictionary

(Dizionario moderno, 1906), textbooks, and

anthologies. It is a personality impossible to

curb or repress. The light plots of his novels

(Santippe, 1914; La Madonna di mania 1916),

the flimsy intrigues of his short stories (Le
Fiabe delta vita, 1911), the kaleidoscopic se-

quences of his books of history or travel (La
Lanterna di Diogene, 1907; Viaggio di un

giovane letterato, 1919, but written in 1913-

1914), are no more than springboards and

deserve very little attention in an evaluation

of his literary art.

Imagine a man of the classic age, fond of

simple country life and natural feelings,

chaste and moderate of speech, of noble and
solemn deeds, revering truth, the family, and
his country imagine such a man risen from

the dead in the modern world, hedonistic,

money-mad, openly frivolous, sensualist in

love, grossly materialistic in its social unrest,

rebellious to natural order and tradition. In

his simple, childlike heart he cannot but feel

that his new contemporaries are wrong, al

though he cannot bring himself to condemn
them. He does not like them, but he is

attracted by them; they are impure and ab-

surd especially the women but how charm-

ing! Like a child, he is slowly overcome with

a feeling of wonder. Can it be that he is

wrong, that he is a mere provincial, a weak-

ling incapable of making the most of his op-

portunities? This contrast between the world

of classic times, where Panzini has his roots,

and the new industrial and materialistic

world, wherein it was his lot to live, offers

him a good opportunity to carry the reader's

imagination with him to the other world and
back again into this. Hence follows a style
all sparkling with contrasts and ironies, with

indecisions, pauses, and resumptions, with

personal experiences, with interruptions for

a lesson, or with witticisms interrupting a

lesson. His easy enthusiasm, which has the

cadence of poetry, is often disconnected and

fragmentary (this fact endeared him to the

Voce group, whose gospel was fragmen tarism).
He is incapable of handling and organizing a

complex mass of material and, one may say,

incapable of methodically thinking through
to a cogent conclusion. Attracted by what

glitters, but with a solid attachment for what
is fundamental, he has more power of in-

stinct than of reason. When in doubt, he tries

to be evasive with a smile or a pleasantry,

something for which Croce (q.v.) has causti-

cally reproached him. But even this irate

philosopher could not but acknowledge the

happy moments of pure lyricism in Panzini's

fluid and transparent prose. Generally these

happy moments are melodious instants in

his contemplation of nature, art, and men,

idyllic and romantic in their intimate as-

pirations.

During the First World War, and even

more so immediately after it, he was con-

fronted with problems too bafHing for him.

Peace disappeared from his soul; his mild
ironies became sarcasms (lo cerco moglie,

1920; Eng. tr,, Wanted a Wife, 1922; //

diavolo nella mm libreria, 1920; Signorine,

1921; // Mondo e rotondo, 1921). His // Pa-

drone sono me (1922) is a frank and bitter ex-

pression of the fear of communism dominat-

ing the middle classes, which formed the

backbone of Fascism in Italy. But the great
bulk of his readers was attracted by other

qualities of his: his biting ironies, his scath-

ing malice, his veiled criticism of modern life.

In his last books Panzini got into the habit of

a style made up of contrasts the so-called

"humor" of Panzini which sometimes is

rather a formula than a style.

When the crisis brought about by the war
and Bolshevism was over in Italy, Panzini

turned to recreating the past (La Pulcella

senze pulcellaggio, 1925; Tre Re, con Gel-

somino buffone del re, 1927; Sventurata

Irminda, 1932; // Dado di Lesbia, 1937) and
to the glory of this earth (Giorni del sole e

del grano, 1929). In these pages there is more
academic art and len originality and candor
than in previous works. He was made a
member of the Italian Academy, and one
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feels that he deserved this particular honor.

To complete the review of his work, other

titles should be mentioned. He wrote two

books on Cavour (// 1859; da Plombitres a

Villafranca, 1909; // Conte di Cavour, 1931)

and La Vera Istoria dei tre colori (1924). Very

gingerly, like a cat approaching water, he

touched upon the Jewish question in Viaggio

con la giovane ebrea (1935). He took up the

defense of "noble" Boiardo against "servile"

Ariosto (M. Maria Boiardo, 1918). Very popu-
lar and quite curiously so is the already

noticed Dizionario moderno (yth ed., 1935),

in which he collected for fun all the "gar-

bage" of the current Italian language as it

appeared in newspapers, and adding thereto

contemporary slogans, slang words and ex

pressions, borrowings from French and Eng
lish commenting upon them with caustic

spirit, trying at the same time to correct and

amend, but sometimes giving up in sheer

disgust and helplessness at the violence of

what to him were the outpourings of a

sewer. He was personally esteemed and loved

by many friends.

See: G. Prezzolini, Amid (1922) pp. 73-96;

G. Mormino, Alfredo Panzini nelle opere e

nella vita (1937); A. Bocelli, "Alfredo Pan-

zini," Italia che scrive, XXII (1939), 95~96

(one of many commemorations of the death

of Panzini).
G. P.

Papini, Giovanni (1881-, Italian writer and

poet), was born in Florence of a lower-middle-

class family; his father was a furniture maker
with atheistic views and also an ardent

patriot, his mother was a Catholic with

simple tastes, devoted to her three children.

Papini gives his own picture of his child-

hood in Un Uomo finito (1912; Eng. tr., A
Man Finished, American title, The Failure,

both 1924). These very subjective memoirs

show a restless, tormented, and ambitious boy
with a devouring passion for information,

seeking refuge from a dreary and hostile

world in books of every description and in

projects for writing an encyclopedia of all

knowledge. His formal education completed,

Papini became a teacher of Italian at the

Anglo-Italian Institute of Santa Reparata

(1902-1903) and also served as a library clerk

^it
the Museum of Anthropology (1902-1904).

Books lost some of their engrossing charm,
and Papini began to crave friendships. With

Giuseppe Prezzolini (q-v.), to whom Papini
was attracted in terms of comradeship, in

tellectual curiosity, love of ideas, he felt an

apostolic urge to lead his countrymen to the

acquisition of more culture, more spiritua

energy, and more nationalism. Papini be

lieved the time had come for him to emerg
from his lowly environment and assert hi

indomitable personality in the field o

thought. With Prezzolini he founded a lit

crary review, the Leonardo (1903-1907]
which ushered in a nation-wide literary an<

philosophic renaissance. In politics he playe(
the agitator and the reformer. He joined th

ranks of the Regno (1903-1905), carrying ove

from the Leonardo, but with added violence

an antagonistic campaign against the Social

ists. The articles by Papini and Prezzolin

in the Regno are among the first document
to express the change that was taking plac
in the youth of Italy towards nationalist]

(e.g., Vecchio e nuovo nazionalismo, 1914

Papini then carried his restlessness, his gust
for novelty, for social approval, and for sell

assertion into the realm of philosophy, prc

posing to sweep out traditional philosophic
and freely pouring forth the bitterness of hi

own disillusions in Crepuscolo dei filoso^

(1906). He turned to pragmatism, but thi

gradually tapered off for him into a strang
mixture of vague theosophy, spiritualise

occultism, and mysticism. He wrote shoi

stories where the dramatic torment of hi

philosophical thought and autobiographies
reminiscences served as material for poeti

expression: // Tragico quotidiano (1906); J

Pilota cieco (1907; Eng. tr. of this and of j

Tragico quotidiano, Life and Myself, 1930)
Parole e sangue (1912); Buffonate (1914). I)

the last two of these books he drifted awa
from his philosophic abstractions and leane

towards an imitation of Poe and Baudelair

(q.v.).

In 1907 Papini married Giacinta Gic

vagnoli, a peasant girl from Bulciano (Tus

cany). He went to Milan where he had som

dealings with the religious group known a

Modernista and then withdrew to Bulcianc
to the beauties of nature and the joys o

family life, and read and meditated. Toward
the end of 1908 Papini returned to Florenc

where he began to edit a philosophic collec

tion of classics upder the title of Cultun
deWanima. His most important activity o

this period was related to the Voce movemen
(see Italian literature). His collaboration wa
varied: he composed for this periodica
articles on political and educational reforms

religious and literary polemics; critical essay
on Nietzsche, Count Leo Tolstoy (qq.v.), Poe

William James, Vailati, and others (collects
in 24 Cervelli, 1913; Eng, tr., Four cm<

Twenty Minds, 1922). With Giovanni Amen
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dola he founded a strictly philosophical

monthly, the Anima (January-December,

1911). Most of Papini's contributions to the

Anima were to become chapters of L'Altra

Metd, (1912); some critics have seen in the

nihilism and pessimism of this book a first

glimmer of Papini's future conversion to

Catholicism. He had now reached a crisis in

his mental turmoil. He poured out his bitter-

ness against scholars and philosophers in a

series of lampoons, satires, and demolitions

later collected as Stroncature (1916). Then his

tempo slowed down in the Vita di nessuno

(1912). Finally, Papini passed into a lyrical

dream, and the result was Un Uorno finite.

This spiritual autobiography is the author's

most complete expression of that belligerent
self-assertion which strikes the keynote of his

whole literary career.

In January, 1913, Papini, Soffici, Palazzeschi

(qq.v.)> and Tavolato founded a new review,

Lacerba (1913-1915). This magazine opened
its pages to a "futuristic" inundation, and

later in 1914 it became an organ of tenacious

political propaganda for Italy's intervention

in the war on the side of the Allies. Rejected
for military service, Papini turned to collect

some of his articles previously published in

reviews and periodicals. La Paga del sabato

(1915) contains articles on Papini's disillusion

with war; Testimonianze (1918), like Stron-

cature, is a collection of literary criticisms;

Maschilita (1915) contains articles on literary

theory. In this fury of publication Papini
overlooked nothing. He brought together in

Polemiche religiose (1918) writings on re-

ligious subjects that dated as far back as 1908.

In his literary criticism Papini takes over

Croce's categories, mixes them with other

elements; he is as superficial here as in his

treatment of James's pragmatism. His princi-

pal offering is "criticism by invective" with

occasional flashes of insight.

Even in an atmosphere of bombastic futur-

ism, war clamors, and fiery polemics, Papini
could sometimes achieve such tranquillity as

is best represented in his prose poems Cento

Pagine di poesia (1915) and Giorni di festa

(1918) and in the poems of Opera prima
(1917). Here he sought escape from the com-

monplace sentimentalities of life and from

the usual lyrical forms in which they had for

centuries been expressed. His concept of pure

poetry is probably of French origin, stemming
more remotely perhaps from the environment

of Rimbaud and Valry (qq.v.), to whom
Papini had been introduced by Soffici, an

enthusiast. Later, in 1926, when Papini had

come forth with his fourth volume of poems,

Pane e vino, he had become reconciled to the

idea that poetry should not consist simply
and purely of sound effects for new har-

monious pleasure to the ear, but that great

poetry could be found solely in eternal truth.

At the end of the First World War, Papini,
still feverishly looking for a meaning in life

and for a way to be useful to his fellow men,
turned to religion and became a convert to

Catholicism. His Storia di Cristo (1921; Eng.
trs., Life of Christ, 1923, The Story of Christ,

1924) created a sensation. It was translated

into many languages, it was financially a

tremendous success, it aroused widespread
discussion in Italy. The Storia di Cristo is

Papini's exuberant and highly personal
dramatization of Jesus; those hostile critics

who have doubted the sincerity of Papini's
"conversion" find in the book "no Christian

vision of life."

Papini continues to be extraordinarily ac-

tive. He is a collaborator on the Frontespizio
and contributes to other periodicals and re-

views; he collects essays and articles, produces
books such as Operai della vigna (1929), La
Scala di Giacobbe (1932), La Pietra infernale

(
1 934)> I Testimoni della passione (1937). His

biographies of Sant'Agostino (1929; Eng. tr.,

Saint Augustine, 1930) and Dante Vivo (1933;

Eng. tr., Dante Vivo, 1934) are very interest-

ing in as much as they are strictly "Papinian."
Gog (1931; Eng. tr., 1931) is a bitter satire on
modern society. Eresie letterarie (1932) and
Ritratti italiani (1932) are essays on literary

theory and criticism. Papini was made a

member of the Italian Academy in 1937.

Papini with his vast ambitions and hasty
renunciations remains a typical representa-
tive of a period disturbed by great events.

His works voice the moods of a whole genera-
tion of Italians, a generation that fed too

eagerly on abstractions, that hated its masters

too cordially, that often sought the short cut

to success and the achievement of sound
culture, a generation which, nevertheless,

struck not a few chords of spiritual revival

that echoed throughout the world.

See: G. Prezzolini, Discorso su Giovanni

Papini (1915); R. Fondi, Un Costruttore:

Giovanni Papini (1920); E. Palmieri, Giovanni

Papini (1927); A. Viviani, Gianfalco (1934).

M. B.

Pardo Bazdn, Emilia, condesa de (1852-1921,

Spanish novelist), was born at La Coruna in

Galicia. When only 17 years old she married
the Galician Jos6 Quiroga. Literary success

came to her for the first time in 1876 when
her essay JExamen critico de las obras del
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Padre Feijdo won a prize. The fact that she

was a woman prevented her election to the

Spanish Academy, an hpnor she was most

anxious to have. However, she did have that

of heing appointed to the chair of modern
Romance literatures at the University of

Madrid. She was an enthusiastic feminist and
an ardent advocate of the education of

woman.

Literary criticism and other critical and
erudite writings, together with travel books

and some dramatic attempts, constitute an

important part of the author's 47 volumes of

Obras completas and stand as a testimony to

the variety of talents of this most cultivated

lady. By far the largest part, however, con-

sists of novels, and it was as a novelist that

she occupied a foremost position among the

writers of her time. Her name as a novelist is

connected with the rise of the naturalistic

movement, of which she was the main Span-
ish exponent, especially in her essay (origi-

nally a series of newspaper articles) La cuestidn

palpitante (1883). Her position in this matter

was not an easy one, caught as she was be-

tween her literary enthusiasm for the new
movement on the one hand and her Catholic

faith and rather idealistic philosophy on the

other. Curiously, the same year (1882) in

which the articles of La cuestidn palpitante
were published saw also the appearance of

her two-volume work, San Francisco de Asis.

What she finally did was to reject the

materialistic philosophy of naturalism and ac-

cept the realistic principle of its literary

orientation, broadening this principle in such

a manner, however, as to include the spiritual
as well as the natural. Even with these limi-

tations and alterations, her position
'

was

ambiguous enough to provoke a reaction on
the part of such opponents of naturalism as

the Platonist Juan Valera (q.v.} 9 who replied
to La cuestidn palpitante with his Apuntes
sobre el nuevo arte de escribir novelas (1886-

1887). Aside from the theoretical aspect of the

question, a certain naturalistic tendency is to

be seen in such of the author's works as Un
viaje de novios (1881; Eng. tr., A Wedding
Trip, 1891), La tribuna (1883), El cisne de

Vilamorta (1885; Eng. tr., The Swan of

Vilamorta, 1891), Insolacion (1889), Morrifla

(1889; Eng. tr., Morrina Homesickness, 1891).
Of this tendency Los pazos de Ulloa (1886)
and its sequel, La madre naturaleza (1887), in

which the primitive instincts and forces of

nature play also the role of a deterministic

factor, mark the culminating point. Except
for Un viaje de novios and Insolacidn, all these

are regional novels of Galician people, their

customs, etc. In them the literary personality
of Pardo Bazn as the typical igth-century

painter of Galician life and scenery appears
in its true character. The picture is a faithful

and colorful one, and of this picture the

description of the physical and moral de-

composition of the noble house of Ulloa, in

Los pazos de Ulloa, is the masterpiece. Gali-

cian too for the most part are Una cristiana

(Eng. tr., A Christian Woman, 1891) and its

sequel, La prueba (both 1890). The last novel,

however, with its moral of Christian resigna-
tion and self-sacrifice, marks a new spiritual,

religious orientation in the author's career.

Besides her own religious and philosophic

background and the antinaturalistic reaction

of the closing years of the century, a factor

contributing to this new orientation was the

reading of Russian literature, in which Pardo
Bazdn had become interested. Her book La
revolucidn y la novela en Rusia (Eng. tr.,

Russia: Its People and Its Literature, 1890),
not particularly original yet significant in this

connection, had appeared in 1887. Typical of

the author's spiritualistic manner are La

quimera (1905), La sirena negra (1908), and
Dulce dueiio (1911), three novels in each of

which the disappointments and emptiness of

life lead to a religious solution. The lesson is

impressively dramatized in the futile life

struggle of the hero-artist of La quimera.
Pardo Bazdn's novelistic production includes

also several collections of short stories and
cuentos (e.g., Cuentos de Navidad y Reyes,

1902; Belcebii, 1912). Outstanding are the

Galician short stories and cuentos of the two
collections Cuentos de Marineda (1892) and
Un destripador de antafw (1900). An English
translation of some of her shorter pieces ap-

peared as Short Stories in 1933.

See: F. Vzinet, Les maitres du roman

espagnol contemporain (1907), pp. 203-231;
Andrenio (E. G6mez de Baquero), Novelas y
novelistas (1918), pp. 293-330; J. A. Balseiro,

Novelistas espaiioles modernos (1933), pp. 262-

327; C. Barja, Literatura espafiola: Libros y
autores modernos, revised ed. (1933), pp. 305-

322; E. Gonzalez L6pez, Emilia Pardo Bazdn,
novelista de Galicia (1944).

C. B.

Pareto, Vilfredo (1848-1923, Italian economist,

sociologist, and writer), the scion of a noble

and patriotic family of Genoa, was born in

Paris and died in C61igny, Switzerland. He
has a world-wide reputation as an economist

and a sociologist, but deserves mention also

as a writer. Influenced by Walras, he de-

veloped the application of mathematical
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methods to economic problems in two famous

books: Cours d'economie politique (1896-

1897), Manuale d'economia politica (1907),

During those years he had criticized the pre-

vailing systems of socialism and had then at-

tempted to treat sociology as a scientific sub-

ject in his Trattato di sociologia generate

(1916), of which there is a notable American

version, The Mind and Society (4 vols., 1935),

edited by Arthur Livingston and translated

by him and Andrew Bongiorno.
This is not the place to dwell upon Pareto's

theories except to note that all his books

are permeated by a spirit of contempt for

ordinary, mediocre, and commonly accepted

views and opinions. Pareto constructs a

veritable barrier between the elite and the

common man by creating a world above and

beyond any thought of practical or senti-

mental motives a world attainable only to

superior minds capable of making that rare

effort that consists in a pure understanding
with no moral implication, hope, or fear.

Pareto's thought stemmed directly from two

sources of culture, classic Greek and mathe-

matics. His style is precise and crystal clear,

like that of Galileo, who had the same funda-

mental inclination, and like Galileo, Pareto

developed from the height of his mental

aloofness an unconcealed disdain for careless

thinking, for sentimental reasoning, for any

appeal to common opinions and authorities.

And in so far as Machiavelli was a sort of

Galileo, exploring the skies of politics with

scientific methods, Pareto has also been called

a "Machiavelian," especially because of his

study of the role of the ruling class in history.

If his works were reduced to the Cours and

Manuale, he would have left only a model of

precision, not unlike those of other Italian

writers on political economy; but in his Les

Systemes socialities (1903) and in his Trattato,

both of which deal with historical facts

and immediate controversial matters, he had

ample opportunity to display his irony and

give vent to his onslaughts, disparagements,
and invectives, which are by far the most de

lightful parts of the books.

Perhaps his most vital comments are not to

be found in his sociological classifications so

much as in his footnotes or in his digressions

and comments on quotations of his adversaries

or on clippings from newspapers. This is

Pareto the writer at his best. His influence

has been profound if not extensive, and it

is true, although curious, that this writer has

contributed to the general devaluation of the

domain of the intellect which characterized

the beginning of the aoth century. He pro-

foundly disliked the intellectuals. He is to be

placed alongside of Bergson, Sorel, and Croce

(qq-v.) in the category of those thinkers who
have used their intelligence to limit the field

of the intellect.

He lived for many years in seclusion at

Celigny, near Geneva where he taught at the

university, and in his aristocratic attitude as

well as in his style and in his tastes there is

more than one point of contact with Voltaire.

He was a great advocate of freedom and

among his favorite targets were prudish,

hypocritical, and sanctimonious laws and
books (// Mito virtuista, 1914).

See: "In mernoria di Vilfredo Pareto,"

Giornale degli economisti e rivista di

stalistica, LXVI (1924), 1-153 (special number
devoted to Pareto); G. H. Bousquet, Vilfredo

Pareto, sa vie et son czuvre (1928); James
Burnham, The Machiavelians (1943), pp. 169-
220.

G. P.

Paris, Gascon (1839-1903, French scholar and

critic), born in Avenay, Marne, made a princi-

pal part of his life work the conversion of

technical philology into living literature in

the field of French medievalism. He was the

son of Paulin Paris, who was himself an
erudite publisher of forgotten treasures as

well as commentator. When, before he was

30, Gaston came back from studious semesters

in German universities, mainly Bonn and

Gottingen, he was well equipped to play a

necessary role in high educational circles. He
became quickly engaged in a controversy with

Desire Nisard, who had been arguing for

complete neglect of the "uncouth attempts at

literature before the 16th-century Renais-

sance." He delivered his first lecture in his

father's chair at the College de France on
December 3, 1866. From that date to his

death this energetic scholar, interested in the

present and in linking it closely to the past,
was faithful to his announced program: "High
culture in a nation is at least for a large part
that conscience of its continuity which it ac-

quired by the study of its own past." He
wrote for the Revue critique and the Revue

celtique and founded the important philologi-
cal journal Romania, a celebrated initial

article to the effect that
"
there are no Latin

races" provoking much comment and also

disagreement. He taught at the Ecole des
Hautes Etudes as well as the College de
France, carried on a wide correspondence at

home and abroad, and was known for his

gracious hospitality, combining a highly

personal charm and elegance with his linguis-
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tic achievements. The loss of one eye did not

impede his strenuous existence.

The publication of manuscripts and of

etymological studies were the natural by-

product of the new presentation of medieval

moments. A Manuel d'ancien franfais (1888)

was of great help to the growing number of

students. Insisting upon the Middle Ages as

an essentially poetical epoch, Caston Paris

wrote La Poesie du moyen Age (1885),

Franfois Villon (1901), and Podmes et

legendes du moyen dge (1900). In modern
literature he dealt with Mistral, Renan, and

Sully-Prudhomme (Penseurs et pottes, 1896).

He was elected to the French Academy in

1896.

Paris accepted the German hypothesis that

short songs were in the course of time merged
into epics and that very ancient Indo-

European tales gradually spread through
Western civilizations (Les Contes orientaux

dans la literature franfaise du moyen dge,

1875). He was unequaled in pointing out the

idiosyncrasies of new renderings of heroic

deeds or of everyday stories. His views in

L'Histoire poetique de Charlemagne (1865)

may seem superannuated; a polygenetic or at

least a polymorphic origin of folk tales is now
often preferred to the notion of a steady
diffusion of the primitive stories of the East.

His advocacy, in the Congress for Compara
tive Literature in 1900, of Stofjgeschichte now
seems too exclusive. But La Litterature fran-

faise au moyen dge, Xl-XIVe sitcles (1888;
never completed) and many essays, studies,

and criticisms (in Journal des savants, Histoire

litteraire de la France, Romania, and Revue

critique] further testify to the great merit of

a scholar who never tired of emphasizing that

"science has no other object than truth, and
truth for itself."

See: J. Lemaitre, Les Contemporains (1887);
A. G. van Hamel, "Gaston Paris en zijne

leerlingen," De Gids, June, 1895, pp. 487-

528; H. A. Todd, "Gaston Paris, Romance

Philologist and Member of the French

Academy/' Publications of the Modern

Language Association of America, XII (1897),

341-354; f. Bddier, Hommage a Gaston Paris

(1904).

F. B.

Pascarella, Cesare (1858-1940, Italian poet
and short-story writer), was born in Rome.

Having a modest private income, he devoted

himself to painting in his earlier years and
in the course of these activities he established

the contacts which were to lead to his writ-

ings in various newspapers and reviews. In

his later years, after he was made a member
of the Italian Academy, he traveled ex-

tensively, going as far as India and America.

A growing deafness made him lead in his old

age a very retired life.

His literary work, most of which was pro-
duced between 1880 and 1890, is of two kinds:

poems, in the form of sonnets and sequences
of sonnets, composed in the Roman dialect

and collected in Sonetti (1909); and short

stories and sketches of modern Roman life,

written in literary Italian, first published for

the most part in Cafntan Fracassa, Nuova

Antologia, and Fanfulla, and later collected

in Prose (1920). Although the subject matter

is substantially the same in both cases, it is

the poems that have given him literary fame.

The Roman dialect in which Pascarella's

sonnets appear is a medium which an adroit

writer can exploit to great advantage, it be-

ing close enough to the normal literary

tongue to be readily understood by all

Italians (the glossary that accompanies his

Sonetti consists of less than 40 terms), while

at the same time permitting extraordinary
freedom of expression. A skilled user can

descend deep into the soul of the colorful

Roman people. At a slightly earlier period

Giuseppe Belli had used the Roman dialect

for poetic purposes, but his satiric leanings
had prevented him from exploiting its possi-

bilities to the full. Trilussa (pseud, of Carlo

Alberto Salustri), almost a contemporary of

Pascarella, drew the full flavor from the

dialect, but his ultra-cynical and occasionally
salacious tendencies limit his achievement,
and at best he is only amusing. Pascarella, on
the other hand, presents not merely the little

comedies, but also the small tragedies of the

everyday life of lower-class Romans, and these

tragedies are depicted as they really are, that

is to say of paramount importance to their

participants. Some of these pieces, in the

opinion of Italy's foremost literary critics, are

of outstanding merit. Carducci (q.v.) describes

Villa Gloria as Italy's highest achievement in

dialectal epic while Croce (q.v.) extols the

author's conscientiousness and seriousness of

purpose and his utter and refreshing sponta

neity.
Villa Gloria (1885) is a participant's ac-

count of one of the ill-fated attempts to seize

Rome which preceded the unification of Italy.

Scarcely less important is the Scoperta della

America (1893), in which Columbus, Ferdi-

nand, Isabella, Spanish sailors, and American
Indian chieftains speak the colloquial dialect

of Rome in its most humorous aspects as

they go about the business of negotiations,
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voyage, and discovery, in 50 sonnets. Er Morto
de Campagna (1882) and La Serenata (1882)
are removed from the sphere of epic action

or ludicrous anachronism, but offer tragic

episodes of popular Roman life in all their

stark, gruesome realism, while Er Fattaccio

(1904) describes, with graphic yet dispassion-
ate bitterness, the ultra-personal, selfish re-

actions of five different eyewitnesses to a deed
of bloodshed.

See: B. Crocc, "Note sulla letteratura

italiana nella seconda meti del secolo XIX:
Cesare Pascarella," Critica, IX (1911), 401-

412; E. Cecchi, "Pascarella inedito," Nuova

Antologia, CDIX (1940), 181-187.
M. P.

Pascoli, Giovanni (1855-1912, Italian poet),

was born, the fourth of 10 children, in the

village of San Mauro, near Savignano

(Romagna), on a princely property of which

his father was the respected steward. The

poet's affectionate memory clung to that San

Mauro hearthside all his life long, its effect

upon his writings intensified by the sorrows

that early engulfed it. When he was seven a

baby sister died, another when he was 10,

and when he was 12 fell the tragic blow from

which he was never to recover: the father, as

he was driving home late at night, was set

upon and murdered, a deed for which no one

was ever brought to justice. There followed

six more deaths, the oldest sister, the mother,
two older brothers, two young nephews. At

21 Giovanni found himself head of a family

consisting of two younger sisters, still at their

convent school at Soriano, and two younger
brothers.

Throughout these sad years Pascoli had

been receiving an excellent education, es-

pecially in Latin, from the brothers of the

Scolopi Order, at Urbino, Rimini, and

Florence, securing his licenza at Cesena in

1873. A scholarship admitted him to the Uni-

versity of Bologna, where he worked well for

two years at Greek, Latin, and Italian litera-

ture and history, then suddenly dropped out

of his classes to join the strong socialist

movement of Bologna. When the minister of

education visited the university, Pascoli took

part in demonstrations which lost him his

scholarship, then joined the Internationale.

During the turbulent period that followed,

his brother Raffaele had to share with him

his lodging and a crust. His socialist tend-

encies fed by the unjustice of what had be-

fallen his family, his own dire poverty, and

the contacts with social problems that city

life brought him led to his arrest and "pre-

ventive" imprisonment in the autumn of

1879. This involuntary seclusion gave him
time for meditation; he resolved to resume
his studies and accept his family responsi-
bilities. His scholarship being restored to him,
he was able to begin teaching Greek and
Latin at the liceo of Matera by 1882. In 1884
he was transferred to Massa and from then
on could always make a modest home for his

sisters. In 1891 his fame began, with the pub-
lication of Myricae. That same year he won
in the Amsterdam competition the first of

his 14 gold medals for Latin poetry, with

which he eventually bought a house. In 1895
his sister Ida married, and as a summer home
for himself and the other sister he leased

(later purchased) a cottage at Castelvecchio di

Barga, far up the Tuscan valley of the

Serchio, settling there with Maria, who was
to be his devoted companion as long as he
lived and became his literary executrix (Poesie
varie raccolte da Maria, 1912-1913, Tra-

duzioni e riduzioni, 1913). Throughout the

series of academic transferences and promo-
tions (Leghorn, 1887; Bologna, 1895; Messina,

1897; Pisa > !903) the summers brought them
back to Castelvecchio. Out of his childhood

memories and the life with Maria came the

poems by which he is best known. These in-

timate subjects he dwells on endlessly: family
sorrows, his father's murder, the natural life

of growing things that he could watch from
his study, the work of the kitchen and the

field, the companionship of animals, and a

narrow but deep domestic life in which the

poet himself took his share of the sacred ac-

tivities of gardening, drawing water, laying
fires, baking bread. He lent a life of their

own even to inanimate objects, whose senti-

ments he imagined and interpreted. Myricae,
Primi Poemetti (1903), Canti di Castelvecchio

(1904), Nuovi Poemetti (1906), even much of

Odi e inni (1906), are but sensitive and tender

variations upon these plaintive themes; but

the antique landscape of the Sicilian years

inspired a volume on classical subjects (Poemi
conviviali, 1903), and after succeeding Car-

ducci in the chair of Italian literature at

Bologna (1905), he too turned to historical

and patriotic subjects (Canzoni di Re Enziof

1908-1909; Poemi italici, 1911; Poemi del

Risorgimento, ed. by Maria Pascoli, 1913).
The Wordsworthian homeliness of his

topics called for a new vocabulary foreign to

Italian poetry, and he used dialect, local

words, baby talk, pidgin Italian of returning

immigrants, onomatopoeia, invented forms,

in a great variety of meters (sometimes Latin),
whose deceptive simplicity disguises their in-
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tricacy and technical skill. By his excessive

personalism and his rejection of classical

canons, he seems to belong to the romantics,

but he owed to a later school his effective use

of symbols. Poetry is a staff ("II Bordone") or

a lamp ("La Poesia"), love a sweet mortal

poison ("Digitalis purpurea"); "II Vischio"

suggests that the principle of evil may en

velop the whole being as the mistletoe stifles

the tree; "II Focolare," a cold forsaken hearth,

symbolizes religion; "La Pecora smarrita" is

Earth, lost lamb of the universe. He exalts

poverty, decries riches. The thought of death

is never absent, since the larger number of

those dear to him lie in the San Mauro

cemetery, "sad and only house of my kins

folk/' seeming still to share the preoccupa
tions of the living family.

In the "Prefazio a Maria" of Primi Poe-

metti he writes: "Recollection is poetry, poesy
but recollection," and in the preface to Nuovi

Poemetti (dedicated to his students): "I sing

for you, boys and girls, only for you/' Within

these two sentences lies his literary doctrine,

whose more famous exposition is the essay

"II Fanciullino" (Pensieri e discorsi, 1907).

Your true poet, he affirms, is a child and

should adress himself to the tastes and in

terests of children or of the child in all of

us which include nature, family life, inili

tary prowess, and adventure. This would ex

elude love as too dramatic and philosophy
as too adult, yet "II Ciocco" and "La Ver

tigine" are philosophic poems of cosmic

imagination.
Mention should be made of his expositions

of the Divina Commedia, his anthologies of

Italian poetry for youth, and his Latin verse

(loannis Pascoli Carmina Recognoscenda
Curavit Maria Soror, 1930). Some of his

poetry has been translated into English

(Poems of Giovanni Pascoli, 1923, 1927,

Selected Poems of Giovanni Pascoli, 1938).

See: G. L. Passerini, Vocabolario pascoliano

(1915); A. Simon, "Giovanni Pascoli" (in

eluding translations of his poems), Poet Lore,

XXVII (1916), 191-203; A. Meozzi, La Vita e

la meditazione di Giovanni Pascoli (1923); A.

Gandiglio, Giovanni Pascoli, poeta latino

(1924); R. S. Phclps, Italian Silhouettes

(1924), pp. 33-54; A. Zamboni, Giovanni

Pascoli (1885-1912) (1937).

R. S. P. M.

Passeur, Stve (1899-, French dramatist), born

in Sedan, has brought to modern French

drama something of the roughness of his

native Ardennes. His early work, such as La
Maison ouverte (1925)1 was marked by bold-

ness of concept and a strong sense of the

theatre, and to these he has added in more
recent years greater intelligence and a deeper
sense of human values. Passeur is interested in

the deepest emotions of his characters; he

attempts to shock and surprise his audience

by demonstrating that the completely un-

expected is very often psychologically quite
consistent. His characters, therefore, are al-

most always thrown into unusual situations,

the normal routine of their lives is inter-

rupted and completely upset, the most in-

tense intellectual and moral pressure is piled

upon them, and under this strain all that is

artificial in their personalities falls away, leav-

ing them psychologically naked before the

spectator. In order to facilitate this process,
Passeur does not hesitate to resort to the most

shopworn tricks of melodrama, but the sur-

prising quality of his work results from the

fact that though the situations are often the

hackneyed ones of a thousand thrillers and

tear-jerkers, the characters' reactions to them
are psychologically plausible and hence star-

tling in the extreme. In all his mature work,
Passeur excels in thus establishing cynically,

brutally, and directly a situation which calls

into question conventional values. Too often

at first, however, in such plays as L'Acheteuse

(1930) and La Chaine (1931), he displayed a

tendency, once having set his characters in

motion, to avoid resolving the problem in an

intellectually satisfactory fashion, falling back

instead on his mastery of theatrical tricks to

provide him with a conclusion. Les Tricheurs

(1932), however, marked a great advance in

this respect. Here one feels that stock devices

are used with restraint and are fully justified

by the penetration of Passeur's analysis.
See: Francois Mauriac, Dramaturges (1928).

C. W., Jr.

Pasternak, Boris (1890-, Russian poet), born

at Moscow, son of a well-known painter, grew
up in a highly cultivated environment. His

own erudition is broad, and his interests are

catholic. He is well versed in literature, paint-

ing, music; he studied philosophy at the

universities of Moscow and Marburg. In read-

ing his verse one is struck not so much with

his versatility and virtuosity as with the fresh-

ness and novelty of his approach to life: he
reacts to objects and phenomena with the

wonderment of one who sees them for the

first time and is therefore innocent of

hackneyed images and threadbare compari-
sons. His extremely personal reaction is ex-

pressed in a style of his own that makes him
difficult to understand at the first reading.
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but the effort is rewarded by the ultimate

pleasure of being able to see with his eyes

and hear with his ears. He has been classed

for years as a futurist, the only justification

for this label being his involved syntax and

the resulting "estrangement," a feature advo-

cated by Russian formalists. Actually Paster-

nak is beyond "school" labels. The form of

his verse is regular, the rhythm is varied and

rich, the rhymes are extraordinarily original.

Though he has influenced a number of

young poets, he is essentially inimitable.

It is natural that such a subjective contern-

plator as Pasternak should remain rather

indifferent to political issues. During the most

eventful years he suggested that "in times

of quick tempo 'tis best to think slowly." The
title of his collected verse, 1912-1930, is

fittingly enough Poverkh baryerov (1931;

Above Barriers). In the year of the Revolu-

tion, 1917, his volume Sestra rnoya zhizn (Life

My Sister) was published in Berlin. "What's

the millennium, dear folks, outdoors at the

moment?" asks the poet with wide-open eyes.

Soviet Russia has inevitably affected his muse,

however, as may be seen from his volume

Vtoroye rozhdeniye (1932; Second Birth). Of
late he has made excellent translations from

foreign poetry, including his fine version of

Shakespeare's Hamlet, published in 1941.

A. K.

Pastonchi, Francesco (1877-, Italian poet),

born at Riva Ligure, has written poems, one

novel, a book of short stories, and in his

early years was a literary editor. Fame came
to him when he was still a student because

of his skill in reciting poems which had a

marked tendency to sonority. He started by

declaiming the classics but ended by reciting
his own, a little like those music conductors

who are themselves inspired to compose after

a lifetime of hearing the classics. He first be-

came widely known through an intellectual

but cold writer of verses, Arturo Graf (q.v.).

If one is looking only for good style, im-

peccable form, precise words, measure, polish,

adroitness, all sorts of rhymes and rhythms,
Pastonchi gives full satisfaction, in any one of

his volumes (Saffiche, 1892, Italiche, 1902,

Belfonte, 1903, books of poetry; // Violinista,

1908, a novel; // Campo di grano, 1916, short

stories). He is an expert technician of Italian

verse, and not without reason have his poems
been called poetical exercises; he is a kind of

general lyricist, ready to exalt water, like

Pindar, or wine, like Alceus, to extol patriot-
ism and all kinds of Latin glory, or women,

history, heroes, poets. His poems, elegant and

precious, are always written to be declaimed;

the conscious style and the concern for a

surprising rhyme seem to becloud the inspira-
tion whenever there is any. Pastonchi's

charm as a declaimer made him the spoiled
child of the wealthy who do not read but

enjoy hearing, and he found admirers es-

pecially among women of this class. Presently
he discovered how empty and shallow this

social world is and certain sighs for redemp-
tion escaped from him in // Randagio (1920;
a poem), but there was no deep feeling. Had
he been able to look at the people about him,
even the society folk, poetically, he might
have produced a real work of art, but when
he tried his hand at this (Versetti, 1931), only
small, fragmentary sketches and bittersweet

prints were the outcome. Pastonchi has been
classified as a Parnassian of the French school.

He definitely has a comparable polish. Fas-

cism turned him into a professor, to the great

surprise and consternation of some of the

older teachers who did not believe that writ-

ing smooth verse guaranteed an ability to

teach the history of poetry.
See: P. Pancrazi, Scrittori italiani del

Novecento (1934), pp. 117-124; U. Ojetti,
Cose viste, IV (1928), 132-141.

G. P.

Pavlenko, Peter Andreyevich (1899-, Russian

novelist), was born in St. Petersburg, into the

family of an artisan. He fought in the civil

war and in 1919 joined the Communist Party.
For several yeais he served with the Soviet

Commercial Agency in Turkey, and his ex-

periences in that country provided him with

the subject matter of his volume of short

stories, Aziatskiye rasskazy (1929; Asiatic

Stories). His first novel, Pustynya (1931; The
Desert), dealing with the irrigation of the

Kara Kum Desert in Turkmenistan, is also

based on personal experience and observation

and is typical of the period of socialist real-

ism. The Paris Commune served as back-

ground for his Barricady (1932; The Barri-

cades). In Na vostoke (1937; Eng. tr., Red
Planes Fly East, 1938) Pavlenko presents a
broad and vigorous picture of life in the

Soviet Far Eastern provinces threatened, in

their rapid growth, by the ever increasing
menace of Japanese imperialism. Though es-

sentially realistic, the novel culminates in a
vision of an imaginary conflict; the Japanese
army attacks the Soviet border, but meets
with disaster, and a vast revolutionary move-
ment spreads from the Asiatic mainland to

Japan itself. During the Second World War,
Pavlenko published an account of the struggle
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waged by the partisans against the German

invader, Russkaya povest (1942; The Russian

Story).

See: T. Eventova, "Pavlenko," in Litera-

turnaya entsiklopediya, VIII (1934), 389~392 -

L. S.

Pawlikowska, Marja, see Jasnorzewska, Marja.

Pea, Enrico (1881-, Italian novelist), has been

a sailor, a merchant, the impressario of a pro-

vincial theatre, as well as a writer of novels,

short stories, poems, and plays. He was born

in Versilia, a tiny region of Italy that is in

spirit quite apart from the Tuscany to which

it belongs geographically; it is impervious to

modern civilization, rich in natural talents,

poetic geniuses, and interesting persons, with

a treasury of popular songs, proverbs, and

tales. Two of Pea's books, Pole (1910) and Lo

Spaventacchio (1914), are adult fairy tales. A

magic legendary quality colors all his work.

Folklore, with a savor of unreality among
humble and tragic realities, is in him cultured

and artistic, although the origin of this cul-

ture and the source of his inspiration are

difficult to trace. He was attracted by exotic

traditional cultures, especially the oriental,

dating from the time when he lived in Egypt

selling Italian marble and Egyptian real es-

tate, and by the culture of Versilia to which

he finally returned (see Lo Spaventacchio).
He mixes his personal experiences, always
bathed in the light of art, with old literary

patterns. In planning a work he takes careful

aim beforehand, but his leaning towards that

vague world of the imagination frequently
causes him to miss fire. One never has the

feeling of reality even in characters that he

sketches with merciless realism. Religion, not

infrequently in the form of superstition, ap

pears often in his dramas and novels, but we
cannot say that he seems convinced of his

beliefs; angels are not unlike disguised devils.

In late years Pea has frequently tried his

hand at the more traditional narrative form

of writing, as is seen in his novels Moscardino

(1922), // Volto santo (1924), // Seruitore del

diavolo (1931), // Forestiero (1937), anc^ La
Maremmana (1938), Because of his artistic

effort and the strange richness of his vocabu-

lary and the high quality of parts of his

writing his works have always been received

with deferential regard, but he has never won
the unconditional approval of the critics or a

large reading public. In any case he is a per-

sonality and has carved his own niche in the

literature of contemporary Italy.

G. P.

Pguy, Charles (1873-1914, French man of

letters), was born in Orleans of humble work-

ing people. His father died while Charles

was still less than a year old, and it was the

manual labor of his mother, a repairer of

chairs, plus numerous scholarships which sent

him up the French educational ladder to, in

1894, the Ecole Normale Suprieure. Older
than many of his classmates, since he had

already voluntarily left school to do his year
of military service, and filled with an ardent

faith in socialism which he desired to test in

action, he was not content with the life of a

student; the world outside, and in particular
the Dreyfus affair, drew him inescapably. He
married, left the Ecole, and in 1897 opened a

socialist bookstore and press in the university

quarter.
He had already begun to write, and it was

only natural that his first two books should

come from his own press, Jeanne d'Arc (1897),

a play, and Marcel; premier dialogue de la

cite harmonieuse (1898), a noble and ecstatic

description of the perfect socialist state.

Neither of the books sold, and the shop did

not flourish, in spite of subsidies provided by
a committee of socialists headed by Lucien

Herr. Peguy was intellectually and tempera-

mentally incapable of blindly following a

party line, and when the committee, knowing
this, refused to back him in his project of

founding a review, the inevitable break came.

Herr, Blum, and the others withdrew their

support; P6guy abandoned the bookstore and
went on alone to found the Cahiers de la

quinzaine (1900), to which he devoted the

rest of his life. In its pages most of his work

appeared, in its pages he fought, sometimes
almost alone, for truth, in its pages he pub-
lished the work of such young men as Benda

(q.v.), Daniel Halevy, Andr Spire (q.v.),

Francois Porch, Andr Snares (q.v.), Romain
Rolland (q.v.), and the Tharauds (q.v.). Con-
stant polemics left him little time for poetry,

perhaps his true vocation, till his last years
when, as though sensing an impending doom
and attempting to pack the work of a life-

time into four years, he produced a series of

long poems and poetic plays, in particular
Le Mystere de la charitd de Jeanne d'Arc

(1910), Le Porche du mystere de la deuxitme
vertu (1911), Le Mystere des Saints Innocents

(1912), and Eve (1913), which mark him as

one of the great French poets. He was killed

in action, at Villeroy, September 5, 1914.

Pguy's life, simple as it was, and his

thought are full of apparent contradictions.

An ardent socialist, he was completely nation-

alistic; a pugnacious supporter of Dreyfus, he
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loved the French army and was never

happier than when serving his month at

maneuvers every summer; a Catholic, devout

to the point of saintliness, he was anticlerical,

was not married in the Church, did not

baptize his children, and, deprived of the

sacraments, did not even attend Mass. Actu-

ally, however, in great things Peguy was re

markably consistent. His mind was far from

universal; it held only a few general ideas,

but those it held firmly, comprehended fully,

and applied unshrinkingly. Just as P6guy's

knowledge of and taste for literature was

limited to a few classics instilled in him at

school Sophocles and Homer, Corneille and

Hugo so his basic ideas can be easily traced to

his childhood. He was the child of the Church

and of the republic, of the state school and of

the class in catechism, of Jeanne d'Arc and of

the French Revolution. And above all, he was

the child of the working class, the people, do

ing honest labor honestly. His lifelong struggle

was an attempt to unite and defend the two

idealisms or, as he would have said, mystiques

that of Christianity and that of the French

republic. The bond of union he found in the

three great virtues, faith, hope, and charity.

Pguy loved God and his neighbor, believed

in the perfectibility of mankind, fought for

truth, attacked falsehood all falsehood. For

him, as for so many, the Dreyfus case was

crucial; in it he saw the central event in all

modern history, political, religious, intel-

lectual. From it he drew the perfect illustra-

tion of his antithesis between mystique and

politique: at first mystique, a struggle for

truth and truth alone, the case degenerated
into politique in the retaliatory measures of

Combes and Waldeck-Rousseau. It was

politique that Peguy despised and struck out

at, politique in the universities, in the

Church, in the Socialist Party. To Pguy,
Bernard Lazare, who died in poverty, almost

forgotten, was a great martyr: he had given
his life to the mystique of the affaire. And

Jaurs, mourned by half a nation, was a great

Judas: he had sold the mystique of the

Socialist Party. Peguy's essential task was to

see that mystique was not devoured by

politique, that the ideals of France, of de-

mocracy, of Christianity, for which genera-
tions had given their blood, were not betrayed
and defiled. To that task he gave his life.

His prose suffers from being largely oc-

casional, the history of battles whose details

escape us with men whose names we no longer

recognize. But though at times the quarrel
seems petty, behind it the great principles

always loom. Pguy's style, too, discourages

many. It is simple enough in essence, but it

is marked by peculiar repetitions, secular

litanies in which the key words and phrases
are almost chanted again and again, examined
in all their shades of meaning, modified

slightly but surely with each repetition, so

that the thought seems to progress with the

heavy tread of the marching infantryman.
The desire to extract the utmost from a

single word that led Pguy into repetition
led him also into interminable parentheses.
He seems unable to choose any one path; he
must follow all, include every possible de-

velopment of an idea. Yet such works as

Notre Patrie (1905), Notre Jeunesse (1910),
and A nos amis, a nos abonnes (1909) can
now be recognized as standing among the

greatest in modern French literature.

P^guy's poetic work, whether in the form
of the mystere, as La Charitd de Jeanne d'Arc,

or the quatrains of Eve, is also marked by

idiosyncrasies. There is the same repetition,
the same slow movement, and hence an al-

most enormous length. But there is in this

poetry a nobility and an acuteness of mystic
vision to be found among Peguy 's contern

poraries only in Claudel (q.v.) and a tender-

ness for suffering humanity, manifest on a

verbal level in Pdguy's astonishing ability to

render the sublime in the words and meta-

phors of popular speech, which it would be

difficult to find anywhere else. Perhaps the

highest praise that can be given is to say that

in these works Pguy has made God speak
and act, and God has not become ridiculous.

Selections from Peguy's prose and poetry
have been translated by Ann and Julien
Green and appear with French text in Basic

Verities (1943) and Men and Saints (1944).

See: Daniel Haldvy, Charles Peguy et les

Cahiers de la quinzaine (1918); Pierre

Lasserre, Les Chapelles litteraires (1920);

Jerome and Jean Tharaud, Notre Cher

Peguy (1926); Roger Secretain, Peguy,
soldat de la liberte (1941); Ann and Julien
Green, introduction to Pguy, Basic Verities;

Prose and Poetry (1943).

C. W.. Jr.

Pellerin, Jean Victor (French dramatist), after

writing a novel, Insulaire (1920), made his

dbut in the theatre in 1922 with a one-act

play called IntimiM. In it the author used a

scenic effect which has served him in good
stead since: the characters, husband and wife,

are engaged in a conversation that is far from

transmitting their true thoughts, which are

represented at the rear of the stage by other
actors and actresses. The effect is highly
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satiric. Le Plus Bel Homme de France (19*5)

was slightly less of a success. A deceived hus-

band and his wife's lover are themselves

deceived by ''the handsomest man in France."

The fault of the play lay in the fact that the

author strove to transform his characters into

symbols; they became lifeless, illogical, mean-

ingless. Tetes de rechange (1926) was well

received by the critics. Pellcrin again made
use of the effect which had first won him
fame. A young man called Ixe is visited in his

office by his uncle, Opku, who has come to

ask his nephew for some financial advice.

While the elder man is talking, the young
man's mind wanders, and the scenes that

follow represent his daydreams. This is typi-

cal of the author's predilection for "external-

izing" his hero's thoughts. The play cannot

really be classified as drama, but rather as a

pageant; it calls attention to a certain rest-

lessness characteristic of the era.

It was apparently the author's intention,

in Cm des cceurs (1928), to present a vast

triptych depicting once again this same rest-

less feeling so prevalent among his contempo-
raries. In the first act a young man is set

upon by his ideas come to life. The setting

of the second act represents the facade of a

home, which fades away to reveal four apart-
ments and four couples. As they are picked
out by the spotlight, each character tells of

his desires and his sorrows. The theme that

runs through their dialogue is the dissatisfac-

tion of modern man who, torn by conflicting

instincts and intellectually ill, seeks refuge in

love, only to find that it too fails to provide
the desired peace. In the third act, a philo-

sophical sculptor proposes a double solution

work and religion. Obviously inspired in

part by Francis Jammes and Paul Claudel

(qq.v.), the play remains rather naive, arbi-

trary, and disconcerting.
Pellerin's plays seem to lose with age. Their

complement of surprise lost, they already ap-

pear dated. Something of their satirical value,

however, remains.

See: Edmond Se, Le Thedtre franfais con-

temporain (1928), pp. 167-168, and Le
Mouvement dramatique (1930-1935), I, 85-86,
III, 186-190.

P. B.

Pered^ y Pornia, Jos Maria de (1833-1906,

Spanish novelist and short-story writer), is

one of the foremost exponents of regionalism
in modern Spanish fiction. He was born in

Polanco near Santander, in the heart of the

montana (highlands) and close to the Canta
brian Sea, both of which inspired his best

works. Of a conservative and moderately

wealthy family, he was reared in an atmos-

phere of chaste Spanish traditionalism. He
was educated in Santander and in 1852 went
to Madrid to prepare himself for the artillery

academy at Segovia. Neither his studies nor

life in the national capital attracted him

strongly, and in 1854 he returned to San-

tander, where he soon made himself known
as a writer of genre sketches. These appeared
first in local papers, but in 1864 a volume of

them was published under the title Escenas

montanesas. Their frankly realistic portrayal
of montana life moved Antonio de Trueba,
who wrote the prologue for the collection, to

accuse the author of imitating the French

naturalists. This uncritical opinion had little

if any effect on Pereda's literary procedure. In

the same vein as his early book was the next

volume of sketches. Tipos y paisajes (1871),
which made its appearance the year before

his first novel, Los hornbres de pro (1872).

Pereda had gone to Madrid as deputy in

Parliament under the banner of the conserva-

tive Carlist Party. Ill fitted for politics by

temperament and philosophic conviction, he
withdrew into his Polanco retreat in 1872;
there he soon fell into the routine of a

patriarchal existence and devoted himself ex-

clusively to letters and the management of

his financial affairs. Aside from a brief visit

to Paris in 1864, a trip to Portugal in the

company of Benito P^rez Galdos (q.v.) in 1885,
and an occasional excursion in Spain, Pereda
was almost literally rooted in the montana.
In 1897 he was obliged to establish legal
residence in MUT

'd in order to qualify for

the Royal Spanish Academy of Language.
Pereda's novels fall into two categories. In

those which appeared between 1872 and 1879

(and in an occasional one of later date,

notably La Montdlvez, 1888, and Nubes de

estio, 1890) he is far more interested in his

political, social, and religious prejudices than
in the creation of artistic values. Here he

attempts to show the evil that comes to man
when he removes himself from the whole-
some influence of nature and seeks self-

realization through experiences provided by
modern life politics, social ambition, reli-

gious liberalism. Pereda is controversial,

satirical, intolerant, stubborn, and uncom-

promising. Although his point of view is

relentless, he is never convincing, and he

inspires in the reader a hostile reaction. More
attractive artistically and philosophically are

his works between 1881 and 1895, especially
El sabor de la tierruca (1881), Sotileza (1884),
and Penas arriba (1894). Written more from
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the heart than from the head, these novels

are the only ones which illustrate fully the

author's theory of regionalistic fiction as he

formulated it in his speech before the

Academy in 1897. Rather than quarrel with a

real or imaginary opponent, Pereda has as-

sembled in these works a mass of eloquent
evidence to support his philosophy that man's

highest goal moral living is best realized in

close contact with nature, from which he

learns many virtues and an occasional vice.

There is primitive vigor in the energetically
drawn characters, in the throbbing, dramatic

canvases of mountain, sea, and valley, and in

the incisive, archaically flavored style. In his

superior accomplishments Pereda delights
with his artless art, free from artifice or

strained effect. Philosophically, too, the novels

of the second group command respectful at-

tention to their theme of the struggle between
man and nature, a struggle in which nature

cannot vanquish man because of his infinite

power of moral resistance nor can man sub-

due nature with the aid of scientific agencies
and intellectual strength.

In an appraisal of Perccla's works, his in-

ferior novels are particularly unimportant.
Their bias is the expression of a zealous and
ardent personality, indifferent to accidental

changes, passionate and vehement in matters

of the spirit, and profoundly in love with

nature and human beings, provided the latter

have escaped the effect (or havoc, from
Pereda's standpoint) of civilization. Moreover,
in several instances (Pedro Sanchez, 1883, and
La Montdlvez) Pereda was lured into pitfalls

by the leading critics who begrudged him

recognition as long as he restricted his vision

to the elemental life of the montana. But in

his happier and characteristic moments he is

a writer of impressive stature. In power of

observation and faculty for assimilation of

detail he ranks high among modern Spanish
realists. His characters may not be psychologi-

cally complex, but they are plausible and

interesting against their sincerely painted

background and in the elemental human situ-

ations which shape their lives. Most interest-

ing is their background. Pereda's landscapes
are not mere conventional backdrops; they
are animated and powerful, often providing
the dramatic element of the story. He is an

emotional, not a sentimental, painter, and the

emotions which he stirs are as deep as the

epic grandeur suggested by the vigor and vast-

ness of his pictures.

During his life Pereda's critics emphasized
his weaknesses his tendentiousness, the lack

of relief in his plots, the shadowy outlines of

his heroines, and his obscurantist ideas. He
has fared better with some members of the

so-called Generation of '98, largely because of

his descriptive skill. Outside of Spain he
attracted slight attention because of his self-

imposed, chaste regionalism. Yet in the elo-

quence with which they demonstrate the

effect of the montana environment on primal
human qualities, Pereda's best works have

permanent literary value.

See: R. E. Basset, introduction to Pereda,

Pedro Sanchez, 1907 ed.; J. M. de Cossfo, La
obra literaria de Pereda (1934); Jean Camp,
Jose Maria de Pereda; sa vie, son ceuvre et

son temps (1937).
H. C. B.

Peretz, Yitzchok Leibush (1852-1915, Yiddish

poet and novelist), was born in Zamo, a

town in the province of Lublin, Poland. Be-

sides the traditional education in the Bible,

the Talmud, and Hebrew, he received private
instruction in Russian, German, and other

secular subjects. Brooding over problems of

life, death, God, and fate, the youth set out

to find an answer in books. Obtaining access

to a rich private library, he read the German,
Polish, and Russian volumes without much
discrimination and then taught himself

French so that he could devour the French

books as well. Physics and fiction, law and

philosophy, were pored over with equal zeal,

but his longing for a definitive solution of

eternal problems remained unsatisfied.

He began to write at 14. After experiment-

ing with Polish and Hebrew, he finally de-

cided upon Yiddish as a literary vehicle, since

only in this tongue could he be adequately
understood by the Jewish working masses,

whom he was interested in enlightening. His

first major Yiddish poem, Monish, appeared
in 1888, and his first collection of Yiddish

tales was published in 1890 under the title

Bekannte Bilder. During the next quarter of

a century he forged ahead as the supreme
figure in modern Yiddish literature. The
social lyrics of Peretz were recited and his

love lyrics were sung throughout Eastern

Europe. His short stories stirred to pity and
to action. The best known of these,

44

Bontsie

Shvaig" (Bontsie Silent), centered about an
inarticulate lowly worker, who found no re-

ward in this world of illusion, but for whom
there was reserved in the kingdom of heaven a

seat at the side of the saints and patriarchs
of Israel.

Peretz pleads the cause of the heart as

against the claims of the intellect, the cause

of the poor as against the arrogance of the
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rich, the cause of the Chassidim or mystics as

against their deriders, the practical people
who lay claim to the goods of this earth.

Peretz, Mendele mocher sforim, and Sholem-

Alcikhem (qq.v.) form the triad of classical

Yiddish Literature.

See: A. A. Roback, /. L. Peretz, Psychologist

of Literature (1935); S. Liptzin, Peretz (in

preparation; selected stories and essays. Eng
lish and Yiddish on facing pages).

S. L.

P^rez de Ayala, Ram6n (1880-, Spanish novel

ist, poet, and essayist), was born at Oviedo in

Asturias. His early education with the Jesuits
was an unpleasant experience which he used

later in his satire against that order, A.M.D.G.

(1910; Ad majorem Dei gloriam). Very differ

ent was his experience at the University of

Oviedo, where he studied law and had the

good fortune of meeting a group of sym
pathetic teachers, among them Leopoldo Alas

(q.v.), who had a direct influence on his intel

lectual and spiritual formation. From Oviedo

he went to London and there resided for

some time. Since then he has spent most of

his life in Madrid, though he has traveled

frequently in both Europe and America. His

wife is a North American. In 1928 he was

elected to the Spanish Academy. Like many
of his contemporaries, he was finally drawn
into politics and in 1931, together with

Ortega y Gasset (q.v.) and Maran6n, founded
the political group Agrupaci6n al Servicio de

la Republica. The Spanish republic appointed
him ambassador to England (1931-1936).

It was as a poet that Ayala began his

literary career in 1903 with La paz del

sender o, followed in 1916 by El sendero

innumerable. The two poems, for each

volume has the ideal unity of a single poem,
are parts of a poetic cycle dealing, respec-

tively, with the two elements, the earth and

the sea. Still a third volume, El sendero

andante, conceived as a link between the two

previous poems, appeared in 1921. Showing a

sensibility for the most classic as well as the

most modern poetic moods and forms, Ayala
reveals himself as a poet rich in emotion,

imagination, and thought. His is not the

simple and uncontrolled sentimental reaction

that exhausts itself in the immediacy of the

particular experience, but rather the more

complex and restrained intellectual emotion

that results from the realization of the deeper

significance of each single thing as part of a

universal and transcendent order. Hence a

natural tendency towards both a pantheistic

conception of nature a tendency which in its

relation to man resolves itself into a deep
sense of humanity and a symbolic interpre-
tation of things. Yet his art, by virtue of the

vividness of the poet's sensations, remains
attached to the reality of the surrounding
world. Many other poems are interspersed in

Ayala's novels, especially in the volume of

three "poematic novels," Prorneteo, Luz de

domingo, La caida de los Limones (1916;

Eng. tr., Prometheus: The Fall of the House
of Limdn: Sunday Sunlight, 1920), charming
short stories, each chapter of which is intro-

duced by a poem which serves as the leitmotif

to the episode in question.
A first-rate poet, Ayala is also a first-rate

novelist. In truth, the difference between
these two aspects of his work is on the whole
more formal than real. Characteristic of the

author's literary personality is, indeed, this

intercrossing in his work of the aspects of the

poet, the novelist, and the intellectual (the

essayist). Here the poet reflects the intel-

lectual, and the novelist reflects both the poet
and the intellectual. The special character of

his novel is the result, combining features of a

realistic art with the lyric emotions of the poet
and the speculations of the intellectual. Some-
what of a difference must be noted in this con

nection, however, between the two main

groups of his novelistic production, namely,
the sequence of his first four novels, Tinieblas

en las cumbres (1907), A.M.D.G. (igio),La pata
de la raposa (1912; Eng. tr., The Fox's Paw,

1924), and Troteras y danzaderas (1913), on
the one hand, and on the other Belarmino y

Apolonio (1921) and the two novels in two

parts each, Luna de miel, luna de hiel and
Los trabajos de Urbano y Simona (both 1923),

Tigre Juan and El curandero de su honra

(both 1926; Eng. tr., Tiger Juan, 1933). His
first four novels are to a large extent still

conditioned by both personal and local cir

cumstanccs, containing as they do elements

of a spiritual autobiography and reflecting
here and there Ayala's original connection

with the spirit of the so-called Generation of

1898. Of such limitations the novels of the

second group are for the most part free. The
characters, poetically conceived, assume the

significance of symbolic representations of the

human attitudes they are supposed to em-

body. The problems, of broad philosophic
and educational transcendency, are more uni

versal. The composition is also more organic
and more artistic.

Literary criticism, problems of art, and

political questions are the subjects commonly
discussed by Ayala in his essays. Of special
interest, as providing a background for a
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better understanding of the author's views on

the problems presented in some of his novels,

is the collection of essays Las mascaras (2

vols., igiv-igig).
See: S. de Madariaga, The Genius of Spain

and Other Essays on Spanish Contemporary
Literature (1923), pp. 71-86; F. Agustfn,
Ramdn Perez de Ayala; su vida y obras (1927);

J. A. Balseiro, El vigia, II (1928), 123-271;

C. Barja, Literatura espailola: Libros y

autores contempordneos (1935), pp. 439~466.
C. B.

P<rez Gald6s, Benito (1843-1920, Spanish
novelist and dramatist), was born in the

Canary Islands and went to Madrid in 1863.

He devoted his whole life to observing the

social reality of which he formed a part and

to creating, without rest and without inter

ruption, his vast literary accomplishment of

over a hundred volumes. His work, taken as

a whole, is a literature in itself which repre-

sents the evolution of the novel of his time

in Spain and in Europe and which with every

day that passes is more unanimously con

sidcred the greatest literary achievement of

Spain since the golden age.

His first works, La fontana de oro and El

audaz, published in 1871, were historical

novels, dealing with the not too remote past,

in which Gald6s was seeking the beginnings

and origin of the present. Then there came

to his mind the vast conception of the

Episodios nacionales, of which the first two

series were written between 1873 and 1879

and the last thiee series 20 years later. In

them he gives aesthetic expression to the

spiritual unity of a whole nation, not only

when this unity existed in fact, as in the

War of Independence, but also when, during

the whole century that followed, the essential

political reality of Spain was its internal dis

cord. At the same time he also wrote four

novels, Dona Perfecta (1876; Eng. tr., 1880),

Gloria (1877; Eng. tr., 1883), Marianela (1878;

Eng. tr., 1883), and La familia de Leon Roch

(1878; Eng. tr., Leon Roch, 1886), which more

than all the rest of his works have influenced

the judgment formed of Cald6s. These novels,

with the exception of Marianela, touch upon
the heart of what Gald6s found to be the

basis of the cleavage in the conscience of

Spain the religious problem. The two con-

tending camps in Spain were divided again

over these works, and they and their author

became a subject of strife. But it was never

the intention of Gald6s to carry on antireli-

gious propaganda through his novels. Gald6s

was a profoundly religious spirit, and

throughout his work the reader can appreci-
ate his sympathy and affection for all those

human beings to whom, in one form or an-

other, religion is a living force.

The second phase of the work of Gald6s is

represented by a series of novels written be-

tween 1881 and 1889 which he calls "con tern

porary" and which could also be called novels

of Madrid. This series, which might properly
be considered one single novel with the same
characters playing out their lives against the

common background of the society of Madrid,

represents the zenith of the art of Gald6s, most

perfectly typified in Fortunata y Jacinta (1886-

1887). Here is found the perfect harmonization
of all the qualities of his genius his extraor-

dinary capacity for observing and reproduc-
ing real life, his humor, and his boundless
human understanding and sympathy. The
whole range of everyday life in Madrid is

portrayed with fidelity and minuteness; but
what in the last analysis gives these novels

their supreme artistic value is something that

transcends time and space and makes of them
not only documents of fact and history but

also human documents. The characters of

these novels live their lives, like everybody,
in the inevitable framework of their city and
their epoch. But all of them reveal in their

commonplace existence a direction, a mean

ing, which has repeated itself constantly in

mankind always and everywhere. As a matter

of fact, all these characters are little Quixotes,
who are moved by good and generous im

pulses, by lofty aspiration, by an optimistic,

trusting misconception which leads them to

believe that everything is better than it really
is. There is in all of them so much natural

goodness that it redeems them in our eyes
from all their mistakes, shortcomings, and
badness. But their lives, like that of Don

Quixote, are constant failures, "they are,"

somebody says of one of them, "so good, so

good, that they never do anything but

blunder." In these novels modern realism and
naturalism become fundamentally Spanish
because Galdos's vision of life is not pessi

mistic but humorous and constitutes the fin

est example since Cervantes of the Spanish

ability to redeem the outcast and the fallen

through the gift of understanding, to smile

serenely as the last hope fades, and to affirm

man's undying worth through his very failure.

In 1889 a change took place in the writings
of Gald6s, marked by a tendency toward

spiritual restlessness and psychological prob-
lems. The work manifesting this crisis is

Realidad (1889), in which the problem raised

in La incdgnita (1889) is solved by eliminating
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all that we think of as reality and penetrating
into the mysterious realm of the soul and
the purely subjective world of concept and
will. In Angel Guerra (1891) Galdris ap-

proaches the religious problem anew, from

the point of view of an intimate psychologi-
cal crisis. This spiritual searching, in which

there is an influence of the Russian novel,

appears in other novels of this period, such

as Nazarin (1895) and Misericordia (1897).

From 1892, when a dramatized version of

Realidad was put on the stage, until the end
of his life, the theatre served Gald6s to ex

press those ideological and symbolical con-

cepts which characterized his first novels.

Once more the Spanish public was upset and

divided by the religious problem of Dona

Perfecta, dramatized in 1896, also the theme

of Electra (1900; Eng. tr., 1911) and Casandra

(1910); but these works, which aroused so

much comment for reasons that had nothing
to do with literature, were at bottom in-

formed by the same human, conciliatory,

deeply artistic and moral significance of La
loca de la casa (1893), La de San Quintin

(1894; Eng. tr., The Duchess of San Quintin,
in B. H. Clark, Masterpieces of Modern

Spanish Drama, 1917), Mariucha (1903), El

abuelo (1904; Eng. tr., The Grandfather,

1910), and the other theatrical works of

Gald6s which represent the last effort of his

creative genius.
See: Clarin (Leopoldo Alas), Galdds (1912);

Andrenio (E. Gomez de Baquero), Novelas y
novelistas (1918); S. de Madariaga, Semblanzas

literarias contempordneas (1924); Leslie B.

Walton, Perez Galdds and the Spanish Novel

of the Nineteenth Century (1927); Angel del

Rfo, "Introduccion," in Prez Gald6s, Tor-

quernada en la hoguera (1932); J. Casalduero,

Vida y obra de Galdds (1943).

F. de O.

Purler, Odilon Jean (1900-1928, Belgian poet,

dramatist, and novelist), was born in Brussels.

His family belonged to the upper bourgeoisie,
and his grandfather, General Thys, had an

important share in the colonization of the

Congo. P^rier's first poems already gave signs
of an unusual personality. His position in

Belgian literature is unique, for the young
poet's spiritual attitude was a reaction both

against the current tendencies of Belgian
writers and against the solemn and puritan

atmosphere of his family life. However, his

best poems are those inspired by his native

town, and, curiously enough, his criticism,

by its moralizing tone, has forced him into an

attitude akin to puritanism.

In contrast to all the Belgian writers of the

preceding generation, Prier's language is

exceedingly pure, without any superfluous
ornament, sober, concise, and always avoiding

emphasis and eloquence. In La Vertu par le

cliant (1320), as well as in Notre Mere la ville

(1922), Prier concentrates in a few lines of

blank verse the anxieties of his restless soul.

Faith would probably have appeased his

anguish, but, although far from being an

agnostic, the poet never found the consola-

tion of religion. Therefore the ethical prob-
lem that constitutes the background of all his

poems remains unsolved. In 1924 he wrote
Le Citadin, ou Eloge de Bruxelles, a poem in

classical French alexandrine verse, in which
he draws a vivid description of Brussels and
life in Brussels in the 2o's, as seen through
the eyes of a refined and gentle-hearted

young man belonging to the ruling class. Le

Citadin, P^rier's masterpiece, is his best

chance of attaining immortality.
The young poet had been very well re-

ceived in Parisian literary circles. The Nou-
velle Revue franfaise published his last

poems, Le Promeneur (1927), and also a

curious novel, Le Passage des anges (1926).
His play, Les Indifferents (1925), which re-

flects his moral attitude and his perpetual

scruples, was favorably received in Brussels.

Prier, who had always been ailing, died of

heart disease in Brussels in January, 1928. He
was buried on the very day of the birth of

his only child, a son. His poems are to be

found in most anthologies of French con-

temporary poets.
L. K.

Perk, Jacques (1859-1881, Dutch poet), was

born at Amsterdam, where his father was a

minister of the Walloon Church. While he
was yet a student at the University of

Amsterdam, a number of his sonnets were

published in the weekly De Nederlandsche

Spectator. They formed part of a sonnet

sequence in four books, which he never saw
in print. He died before his 22d birthday.
The sequence, Gedichten (1882; Poems), was
edited and posthumously published by his

friend Willem Kloos (q.v.). The sonnets were

inspired by Perk's love for Mathilde, a Belgian
girl whom he met, one brief summer vacation,
in the Ardennes. She was engaged to be
married to another man, and he never saw
her again. But in his sorrowing memory she
became an embodiment of abstract beauty,
the muse who consecrated him poet. A
similar idea was expressed by Perk in "Iris/*
a poem which in its rhythm echoes Shelley's
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"Cloud." The rainbow appears when the sun

breaks through the weeping clouds; even so

beauty is born from sorrow when the latter is

illumined by the light of the soul. The
sonnets of the Mathilde sequence reflect the

changes of the poet's mood as it is affected by
his passion and by the mountain scenery that

forms the setting of the idyl. Perk's choice of

the sonnet form, his diction and imagery,
were something new in Dutch literature. The
editors of De Nieuwe Gids (The New Guide),
which began to appear four years after his

death, looked upon him as a forerunner, as

the herald of the revolt of the "Eightiers."
See: Willem Kloos, "Jacques Perk," in

Veertien Jaar Literatuur-geschiedenis (1896),

pp. 1-24; J. A. Nijland, Jacques Perk; een

Studie (1906).

A. J. B.

Perse, St.-J. (pseud, of Alexis Saint-Lger
Lger, 1887-, French poet), was born on a

small coral island near Guadeloupe, Saint-

Lger les Feuilles, which belonged to his

family. After a childhood spent under the

care of a Hindu nurse on West Indian planta-
tions worked by men of all races, Lger went
to France for his schooling at the age of 11.

Entering the Foreign Service in 1914, he

spent the years 1917-1921 in Peking. After

the Washington Conference on limitation of

armaments (1921-1922), at which Lger
served as political expert on Asiatic questions,
Briand took him to Paris. For the next

decade he served the great peace-loving diplo-
mat, rising rapidly in the Foreign Office until

he became General Secretary of the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs in 1933. When France

capitulated to Germany in June, 1940, Lger
came to America.

Rarely has a poet distinguished himself

and so deeply influenced contemporary lyri-

cism with so small an output: four thin

volumes contain all his work Eloges (1910;

Eng. tr., Eloges and Other Poems, 1944), Ana-
base (1924), A mitie du prince (1924), and
Exit (1942). The English translation of Anab-
asis by T. S. Eliot (1930) and the German
translations by Benjamin and Groethuysen,
Rilke (q.v.), and Kassner have helped to ex-

tend his reputation beyond the borders of

France. Vigorous, personal, often obscure, his

poetry accumulates rich and unusual images
in majestic strophes, like those of Claudel

(q.v.) or of Rimbaud's (q.v.) Une Saison en

Enfer, with the rhythm strongly marked. His

vast and precise vocabulary includes many
technical and scientific words. Despite his

professed hatred for literary exoticism, Lager's

work is saturated with the sun of the Gobi

desert, lush with the tropical growth of

Polynesian islands, and studded with evoca-

tive nautical terms. In the tradition of

Rimbaud, St.-J. Perse creates with the sub-

conscious mastered by reason, and his own
subconscious judged by its products is re-

markably rich. To some extent a poet's poet

(as is indicated by the list of those who have
translated and prefaced his poems, to which
list must be added Valery Larbaud, Hugo von

Hofmannsthal, and Giuseppe Ungaretti,

qq.v.), Lger has won for himself a small but

fervent audience of the lite.

See: Hugo von Hofmannsthal, Neue
schweitzer Rundschau, May, 1929; T. S. Eliot,

preface to Anabasis (1930); Archibald Mac-

Leish, "A Note on Alexis Saint L6ger L6ger,"

Poetry, LIX (1941-1942)* 33-337-
J. O'B.

PerzyAski, WJodrimierz (1878-1930, Polish

dramatist and novelist), was born at Opoczno,
Radom district, Russian Poland, the son of a

popular Warsaw editor. After completing his

formal education at the Jagiellonian Uni-

versity in Cracow, Perzyriski went abroad

(1899), first to Italy, later to Paris, where he

steeped himself in French literature and

mastered, as few of his race have done, the

art of dramatic construction. Soon after his

return to Poland he published a series of

typical poems of young love in Zycie (Life),

the organ of Young Poland (see Polish litera-

ture), but quickly abandoned poetry for the

drama, and through this medium in the next

three decades literally "chronicled his epoch."
A natural reporter, as his father had been be-

fore him, PerzyAski was a playwright made to

order. His works were popular at once and
continued to enjoy favor even after their

author's death, his first play, Lekkomytlna
siostra (1904; The Prodigal Sister), holding
the boards to the very end of Free Poland.

The scope of Perzyriski's interest was not

wide nor his concern for humanity deep, but

within the limits he set for himself his under-

standing of human behavior was considerable.

His outlook on life, unlike that of most of his

contemporaries, was healthy and straight-

forward. His characters were middle-class in-

tellectuals, mostly Warsawians. PerzyAski

wrote, besides dramas, many short stories, the

best of these being found in the collections

Cudowne dziecko (1921; The Miraculous

Child) and Znamif (1928; The Mark). In his

last years Perzyriski turned to the novel, a

form in which he had previously shown skill

with Michalik P.P.S. (1910) and other tales of
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the 1905 revolutionaries. Raz w zyciu (1925;

Once in a Lifetime), regarded by many as the

finest novel of post-war Warsaw, Nie bylo

nas, byt las (1927; There Was Only the

Forest), and Klejnoty (1930; Jewels) show him
to have been growing in power rather than

declining at the time of his death.

See: Z. D?bicki, Portrety, II (1928), 167-

182; Wiadomosci literackie, 1931, No. 371

(entire issue); M. Orlicz, Polski teatr

wspolczesny (1932), passim; K. Czachowski,
Obraz wspotczesnej literatury polskiej, I

('934)* 275-285, 324-325.
A. P. C.

Pessanha, Camilo (1871-1926, Portuguese

poet), was born in Coimbra. He received a

degree in law and practiced this profession;
he was also a high school teacher, in Macao

(Macdu), Portuguese China. A precursor of

the modernista group which was to be

centered around the review Presenfa (1927),
he profoundly influenced these writers. His

extremely sensitive poetic nature was even

further refined through contacts with Chinese

life, art, and literature. Pessanha was the first

of the Portuguese writers of his time to begin
the cultivation of a pure, inner poetic world

by rejecting the emotional inspiration of

national lyrical elements. Seeking subtle

verbal expression of the utterly subjective, he

initiated lyrical formulations of the intimate

world of sensations, of what is incoherent and

fragmentary in the realm of the psychical,

by means of symbols which are both elabor-

ate and partial. The disconnected expression
of the disassociated elements of emotional

life, a method utilized extensively by those

who have followed him, the eagerness to

catch in a poem the vague and the fleeting
and to achieve revaluation of beauty of form,
not as richness but as intensity of expressive

power these are the things which constitute

his poetic contribution.

With the exception of one book, Clepsidra

(1920; Clepsydra), Pessanha's work is scattered

in reviews. He wrote in prose on Chinese

historical and artistic subjects and translated

and annotated Chinese poetry ("Oito elegias

chinesas," Eight Chinese Elegies, published in

the review Descobrimento, Discovery). With
Wenceslau de Morais (q.v.) he helped main-

tain the very old orientalist tradition in

Portuguese literature.

See: H. Cidade, Tendencies do lirismo con-

tempordneo (1939), pp. 67-72.
E. a D.

Pessoa, Fernando (1888-1935, Portuguese

poet), born in Lisbon, spent his childhood in

South Africa and received his education in

Cape Town University. He is an outstanding
member of the first poetic generation of the

20th century in Portugal, a generation which

began propitiously with futurism in the re-

view Orfdu (1915) and developed richly with

the modernista group represented in the re-

view Presenfa (1927). Pessoa, a link between
the two movements, was conspicuous and ex-

ceedingly influential even though his writ-

ings were not numerous and are scattered in

journals.
His one book, Mensagem (1934; Message),

distinguished by an official award, is not

typical of his poetic bent and represents only
a facet of patriotic, Messianic, and irrational

mysticism, which links him with the old

Lusitanian tradition of the illusion of King
Sebastiao's return. The rest of his poetic pro-
duction is truly significant. He unfolded him-
self by projection into four lyrical personali-
ties, his own and a trio characterized by their

individual qualities Alvaro de Campos, Al-

berto Caeiro, and Ricardo Reis. These are

not pseudonyms, but are four perfectly au-

tonomous entities as regards natures and
modes of expression, and the poet has de-

fined them psychologically and biographically.

Through them he endeavored to give form
to four distinct facets of his being. It is

difficult to offer an opinion about the ulti-

mate meaning of this polarization and the

boundaries of independence separating those

personalities. His poetry, which, like that of

his generation, moves in the zones of the

inner life, represents an intellecttialization of

internal emotion. He is the master of intel-

lectual lucidity in the realm of emotion, but
beneath the apparent coldness of lyric

cerebralism, which at times appears to be

only a clever game, one detects a sentimental

energy that impels the poet toward direct

communication, toward the liberation of

verbal expression, and at times toward irra-

tional intuition. His poetic instrument is

sensitive to the faintest stimuli coming from
the abstract. His form is clear, transparently
condensed, and, owing to its precision, almost

analytical; his extreme suggestive sensibility
recalls Paul Val^ry (q.v.}.

See: A. Casais Monteiro, "Introdu^ao A

poesia de Fernando Pessoa," Bulletin des
etudes portugaises, Vol. V (Coimbra, 1938),
No. 2, pp. 1-14.

E. G. D.

Paerfy, Jeno (1850-1899, Hungarian literary
historian, critic, and essayist), was born in

Budapest and died, a suicide, on a train near
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Fiume. Pterfy studied at the University of

Budapest and taught the humanities in one

of the secondary schools there. However, his

major activities were not didactic in a narrow

pedagogical sense: he was a first-rate literary

historian, critic, and essayist, sensitive to

poetry and to the subleties of philosophy. He
was a member of the Kisfaludy Trsasdg
(Kisfaludy Society). He shaped creative and

philosophical experiences into meaningful

designs at a time when the prevalent tendency
was to confine literary and philosophical
values within the boundaries of nationalistic

phrases. P^terfy loved his country, but he

was not content with the critical practice of

writers and scholars who identified verbal

optimism with courage. P^terfy was a man of

letters in the very best sense of the word.

Greek ethos, Hegel's philosophy, and natu

ral sciences were the three factors that de-

termined P&erfy's intellectual outlook. He
saw certain ethnical characteristics in creative

works and their particular spiritual signifi

cance; in his essays on Jozsef Eotvos, Zsigmond
Kemny, and M6ricz J6kai (q.v.), he recog-

nized the Hungarianism of these eminent

writers. But as culture and beauty were his

ideals (he was emphatically an antimaterial-

ist), in his sphere of values the universal ele

ments of man's destiny had to be related to

ethnical symbols. Pdterfy was a humanist, but

not an internationalist as this term is under

stood today. He was a humanist whose esti

mations, however, revealed the manifold

facets of modernity. His essays written on

Hellenic literature (e.g., Aristophanes, 1889;

Plato, 1890) show a spirit that was not en

slaved by up-to-date catchwords; with the aid

of his analytical intelligence he successfully

conveyed to the reader the qualities of the

Greek mind; his best efforts were put forth

in the service of Greek culture. He translated

several works of Plato into Hungarian. The

meaning of the tragic spirit, Dante, Ibsen

(q.v.), Taine (q.v.), Gottfried Keller (q.v.) t

Conrad Ferdinand Meyer (q.v.), music, the

relationship of history to natural sciences,

were subjects that he could discuss with in

sight. His collected works (Osszegyiljtott

munkdk) were published in 1903.

Pterfy abhorred a servile acceptance ot

rules that seemed valid because of tradition

and yet were lifeless vestiges of the past. He
believed in traditions supported by evidence

of merit. He of course recognized adverse

material circumstances, but denounced those

who ignored culture and who accepted the

superficially practical. He addressed his works

to the few, failed to reach the many. Pterfy

was always honest in his evaluations, some-
times wrong in his conclusions.

See: D, Angyal, Peterfy Jeno lete (1903).

J. R.

Petrov, Yevgeni Petrovich (pseud, of Yevgeni
Petrovich Katayev, 1903-1942, Russian humor-
ist and journalist), a younger brother of

Valentin Katayev (q.v.), was born at Odessa
into the family of a schoolteacher. In the go's

Petrov went to Moscow, where he worked for

satiric journals and published humorous
stories. It was here that he met Ilf, with

whom he was to engage in a famous col

laboration (see Ilf, Ilya Arnoldovich). After

Ilf's premature death, Petrov continued his

journalistic work. During the Second World
War he was editor of the popular weekly

Ogonyok (The Little Light) and a war corre-

spondent of note. He was killed during the

siege of Sevastopol. A selection from his in

formal articles, many of which were addressed

to audiences in English-speaking countries,

has appeared posthumously as Frontovoi

dnevnik (1942; Front-Line Diary).
See: "Petrov," in Literaturnaya entsiklo-

pediya, Vol. VIII (1934).

P. A. P.

Philippe, Charles Louis (1874-1909, French

novelist), was born at Cerilly in Bourbonnais.

In a letter to Maurice Barres (q.v.) 9 who be

came one of his influential protectors, he

writes: "My grandmother was a beggar; my
father, who was a child full of pride, was a

beggar when he was too young to earn his

daily bread." This father is made the hero

of a book, Charles Blanchard, Philippe's

magnum opus, never completed; it was edited

and published after the author's death by
Lon Paul Fargue (q.v.) with an interesting

preface. The father became at first a shoe

maker and then started a wood business; he

was very thrifty, although never rich, and

enjoyed some years of leisure before he died

in 1907. The novel offers many autobiographi
cal traits of the author himself. He was

brought up in a religious atmosphere and
took his first communion at 12; after five

years of school at Montlu^on, he went to the

Lyce of Moulins (1891-1894). He continued

his studies and passed his examinations to

enter the Ecole Polytechnique, but finally

gave up this promising career for no special
reason except that he preferred solitude. He
wrote this characteristic sentence: "I should

have been quite unhappy if I had achieved

happiness." He wandered to Paris, and it was
not long before he had exhausted the little
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money he had accumulated. The symbolist

poet Ren Ghil (q.v.) had been helpful in

getting some of Philippe's articles published

(1894-1895). After a few months in Ctfrilly he

returned to Paris (1896), where he found

work at a very modest wage as a clerk in an

office of the city administration. In 1901 he

received a kind of promotion to the Paris

department of sanitation, and finally, through
the intervention of Bants, he was appointed
to a still better post. After his father's death

his mother joined him in Paris, but he never

recovered his health, irretrievably damaged

by a poor diet, and in 1901 an attack of

typhoid fever followed by meningitis took

him to the grave.

Philippe's fame rests entirely on the success

of his short stories. His favorite theme is the

forced resignation of the poor, who are

mercilessly trampled under foot by an un-

happy fate. The books of Dostoevski (</.*/.)

had been a revelation to him, as were those

of Claudel and Nietzsche (qq.v.). He had a

great admiration also for La Vie d'un simple

(1904), by Guillaumin, the life of a poor

peasant of his own province of Bourbonnais.

But nearest to his heart was his friend Jules
Renard (q.v.), the author of Foil de carotte

(1894). Like Foil de carotte, his Bubu de

Montparnasse (about the pathetic "cocu")
was produced as a play and also as a film.

Charles Louis Philippe protested against the

not quite undeserved reproach of maudlin

sentimentality (sensiblerie); it is not al-

together easy to explain why he should sur

vive so long in the esteem of later generations
while others who sounded the same note of

accented pity fell into oblivion or disrepute.
His best stories are found in Quatre

Histoires de pauvre amour (1897), Bonne
Madeleine et pauvre Marie (1898), Mire et

enfant (1900), Bubu de Montparnasse (1901),

Pere Perdrix, metayer (1903), Marie Donadieu

(1904), Croquignole (1906). The following
books were published after his death: Dans

la petite ville (1910), Lettres de jeunesse

(1911), Charles Blanchard (1913), Lettres d sa

m&re (1928). Philippe contributed to numer-

ous periodicals, Art jeune, Revue franco-

allemande, Cahiers d'aujourd'hui, Canard

sauvage, Mercure de France, Nouvelle Revue

franfaise.

Ser; A. Gide, "Charles-Lou is Philippe/'
Grande Revue, LX1V (1910), 449-467; Nou-
velle Revue franfaise, III (1910), 139-324

(issue devoted to Philippe); H. Bachelin,

Charles Louis Philippe (1929); J. Giraudoux,
"A propos de Chsrles-Louis Philippe/' Nou-
velle Revue franfaise, XLIX (1937), 537-549-

A. Sz.

Picard, Edmond (1836-1924, Belgian jurist
and author), was a brilliant lawyer, polemist,

politician, orator, novelist, poet, playwright,
critic, philosopher, traveler, and explorer and

played a vital part in the intellectual life of

Belgium. He was president of the Belgian bar

association and a member of the supreme
court of justice. Born in Brussels of a Walloon
father and a Dutch-Flemish mother a few

years after the birth of his country in 1830
as an independent kingdom, he is considered

the creator of the Belgian national spirit in

literature, a protagonist of the "Belgian soul."

At the age of 17, interrupting his formal

education, he embarked in Antwerp as a

cabin boy on a sailing ship bound for New
York. For four years he lived the hard life of

an ordinary sailor on various sailing vessels

cruising the South Atlantic and even round-

ing Cape Horn. Upon his return to his home
country he finished his studies at the law
school of the University of Brussels with high
honors. While a student he had published a

French translation of Goethe's Faust. A col-

lection of sonnets (Reveries d'un stagiaire)
which he had written about the same time
were not published until 1879. An indefati-

gable worker, he was endowed with a most
brilliant and comprehensive intellect. As a

lawyer he was known for his vast erudition,
the lucidity of his judgment, the ease and

fluency of his convincing speeches. Devoting
himself entirely for one period to the study
of law, he started publication in 1878 of the

famous Pandectes beiges (still continued)
which established definitely his reputation as

a scholar. Then he turned his attention to

the field of art and in Paradoxe sur I'avocat

(1881), Mon Oncle le jurisconsults (1884), La

Forge Roussel (1884), Le Jurd (1887), he tries

to draw a parallel between law and art in

their ideal achievement of beauty and per-
fection.

Picard's extraordinary power as a narrative

and descriptive writer appears in his novel

L'Amiral (1884), in which he relates the ad-

ventures of his sailor's life. Always in quest
of dynamic experiences he undertook a

dangerous exploratory journey through the

Congo, of which he gave a vivid account in

El Moghreb-al-Aksa (1889) an^ En Congolie

(1896). Monseigneur le Mont-Blanc (1900) was
written after his climb of that high Alpine
peak. Toward the end of his life he turned
to the theatre as a means of expression; he
wrote seven plays. La Joyeuse Entree de
Charles le Timeraire (1905) gives a colorful

and well-characterized picture of the great
duke of Burgundy and the period of relative

autonomy of the Belgian country in the 15th
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century; Jericho (1901), although tainted with

anti-Semitism, is full of wit and dramatic

action; Ambidextre Journaliste (1904) is a

biting satire against the venality of journal-
ism. Some of his plays, e.g., Psukd (1903),

give the impression of being mainly philo-

sophical dialogues. Picard's theatre is a

"th^tre d'id6es" forming a logical unity. As
in Balzac's Comddie humaine the same char-

acters reappear in his various works. Although
he himself was of such a very dynamic nature,
his general philosophy is one of inner ap-

peasement in the face of the fear-inspiring

mysteries of human destiny. Picard has also

written some poems of impressive vigor, re-

vealing, besides his temperament as an untir-

ing polemist, a heart sensitive to the deepest
emotions (e.g., Atra MOTS, 1905).

Picard 's published works comprise 41
volumes. Yet he was best known to the gen-
eral Belgian public for the many articles, all

of them earmarked with his striking person-

ality, with which he flooded Belgian news-

papers and magazines, among others the

Peuple and the Art moderne.
See: J. Chot and R. Dethier, Histoire des

lettres franfaises en Belgique (1910); H. Lie-

brecht, Histoire de la littcrature beige d*ex-

pression franfaise (1910); G. Doutrepont, His-

toire illustree de la literature franfaise en

Belgique (1939).

L. V.

Picon, Jacinto Octavio (1852-1923, Spanish
novelist, short-story writer, and critic), was
born in Madrid. He was educated first in

France and later at the University of Madrid,
where he studied law. Essentially a fiction

writer, he began his literary career as an art

critic. His biography of Veldzquez and his

book on the evolution of caricature are

readable works of sound scholarship.
Pic6n's early novels are really elongated

short stories (e.g., Ldzaro, 1882), a genre
which he cultivated impressively. As a novel-
ist he lacks creative power, although he often
achieves effectiveness by sheer intellectual

effort. His plots are slight and in their

stereotyped artificiality are reminiscent of the
classical Spanish comedia. Their hesitant

progress creates impatience rather than sus-

pense.
More naturalistic than any other Spanish

author, Pic6n had two favorite themes, anti-

clericalism and unconventional love. Yet his

conception of love is romantic in the sense

that he presents it as a force justified by its

very existence and not to be restrained in its

freedom of expression by moral laws or social

preoccupations (as in Dulce y sabrosa, 1891).

Were it not for the veil of delicacy which his

cultivated style casts over the details, Plain's

fiction might justly be called erotic. Some-

thing of Juan Valera's (q.v.) interest in the

sensuous and his meticulous style can be
detected in Pic6n. His prose is pleasingly

dignified and fluent, his diction is sensitively

handled, and his sentences fall in soft ca-

dences. Although sparingly humorous, he is

always ripplingly ironical. Occasionally his

style is self-consciously literary. A pure
Madrilenian, Picbn builds his scenery out of

local vignettes which together with his faith-

ful transcription of the capital's argot lend

his novels a regionalistic quality.
Pic6n's strength and weakness derive from

his personal formula to which he scrupu-

lously adhered. He aimed to reproduce rather

than to create, to appeal to sentiment and
not to imagination, to please and not to

moralize, and to extract from Castilian as

much of its inherent beauty as possible.
See: H. Peseux Richard, "Un romancier

espagnol: Jacinto Octavio Pic6n," Revue his-

panique, XXX (1914), 515-585; J. A. Balseiro,

Novelistas espanoles modernos (1933), pp.

H. C. B.

Pilnyak, Boris (pseud, of Boris Andreyevich
Vogau, 1894-, Russian novelist and short-

story writer), was one of the first new literary

figures to emerge from the Revolution.

Various, complex, and controversial, often an
artist of power, he was one of the most
brilliant members of the so-called "fellow

travelers." As such he accepted the October
Revolution as an elemental revolt of the

people springing from ancient Russia of the

pre-Petrine era he himself remaining out-

side orthodox Communism. He was born in

Mozhaisk, near Moscow, of well-educated

middle-class parents intimately connected
with the Populist movement. In his blood

mingle four strains German, Jewish, Slavic,

and Tartar. He graduated (1913) from the

Nizhni-Novgorod school of positive sciences

and (1920) from the Moscow Institute of Com-
merce, where he specialized in administra-

tion and finance. His early years were influ-

enced by a life close to nature and by associa-

tion with many leaders of the zemstvo and
the intelligentsia. His literary beginnings

(from 1915) won him no special recognition
until he published Goly god (1922; Eng. tr.,

The Naked Year, 1928), a panorama of Russia
in the chaos of 1921, ravaged by civil war,
blockade, and famine. It created a sensation

by its tragic realism and its new manner,
with its broken rhythms, its flexible language,
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and its abrupt, strident notes alternating
with lyric tenderness. Outwardly formless and

non-narrative, its structure is rather that of

planes reflecting a complex and violently

contradictory scene with the focal emphasis
on historical Russia, not on individuals. This

was the first major literary depiction of the

Revolution.

Many other volumes followed, notably

Ivan-da-Marya (1923; Ivan and Maria), deal-

ing with the inquisitorial Cheka savagery

deriving from sexual perversion; Tretya
stolitsa (1923; The Third Capital), a con-

trapuntal etude of the spirit of rural Russia,

sensitive and redolent of Chekhov and Bunin;

Mashiny i volki (1925; Machines and Wolves),
with its adamant Bolsheviks in leather

jackets; and Mat syra-zemlya (1926; Mother

Damp Earth). Pilnyak's work of these years,

while owing much to Bely and Rcmizov

(qq.v.), was the most characteristic expression
of early Soviet literature, which often took

from his style and method. A number of his

best-known short stories (see the collection

published in English, Tales of the Wilderness,

1925) belong to this period. Later his influ-

ence waned. Mahogany (1929), published in

Berlin, was denounced as antirevolutionary
and banned in the U.S.S.R. In an altered

form it was incorporated into Volga vpadayet
v Kaspiskoye more (1930; Eng. tr., The Volga
Falls to the Caspian Sea, 1931), perhaps his

most successful and widely known novel, con-

cerned with the building of a dam at

Kolomna so as to change the course of the

Volga, a project symbolizing the industrial

construction of the first Five-Year Plan The

hyperbole of the symbol contains a hidden

criticism of the enormous cost in human

wreckage entailed in the Revolution. The
basic dualism of his attitude to the Revolu-

tion appears throughout his work, as in

Rozhdeniye chelovcka (1935; The Birth of a

Man), the heroine of which, a "classical"

Communist scorning the "obsolete" family,

discovers the joys of motherhood, or as in

Sozrevaniye plodov (1936; The Ripening of

the Fruit), describing the ancient craftsman-

ship of the villagers of Palekh, for genera-
tions devoted to painting icons and, latterly,

to secular objects. Pilnyak has traveled ex-

tensively throughout Russia and the Far East,

as well as in Germany (1922), England (1923),

and the United States (1931), where he spent
much time in Hollywood. These experiences
have unquestionably enriched his thought
and his work.

See: V. Lidin, ed., "Boris Pilnyak," in

Pisateli (1926), pp. 229-233; A. Voronsky,

"Boris Pilnyak/' in Literaturnye tipy (1927),

PP- 39"-6o; B. P. Kozmin, "Boris Pilnyak, in

Pisateli sovrernyonnoi epokhi, Vol. II (1937).
N. S.

Pinto, Jiilio Louren^o (1842-1907, Portuguese
novelist and critic), was born in Oporto and
died there. He studied law at Coimbra and
later held various government offices. As a

result of opposing the movement to over-

throw the liberal government of the duke of

Loute he lost all political preferment. In 1906
he was appointed director of the Banco Co-

mercial of Oporto.
As a writer he cultivated the realistic novel,

embraced naturalism wholeheartedly, and be-

came the pupil of Flaubert, Zola, and E^a de

Queiroz (qq.v.}. His first serious attempt in

his favored field was Margarida (1879), a

novel of contemporary customs in which he

portrays "a Portuguese Madame Bovary."
This work was followed by Vida atribulada

(1880; Life of Distress), O senhor deputado
(1882; The District Representative), and O
hornem indispensdvel (1884; The Indispensable

Man). In all these novels he practiced faith-

fully the tenets of the naturalistic genre,

though he is perhaps overzealous in the de-

tailed and methodical treatments of both

characters and descriptions. It may be justly
said that his work is more imitative of art

than of life.

This series of novels was followed in 1885

by his Estetica naturalista (Aesthetics of

Naturalism), subtitled Estudos sobre arte

(Studies on Art), wherein he attempts to ex-

plain the theory of naturalism, offers a criti-

cal analysis of its aesthetic qualities, and de-

fends it vigorously. This work is generally
considered a worthy contribution in the field

of literary criticism in Portugal.
See: A. F. G. Bell, Portuguese Literature

(1922), pp. 318-319; F. de Figueiredo, Historia

da literatura portuguesa (1923), pp. 230-231.
G. I. D.

Pirandello, Luigi (1867-1936, Italian play-

wright, short-story writer, and novelist), was
born at Girgenti, Sicily, studied at the Uni-

versity of Rome, and took his Ph. D. at the

University of Bonn in Germany. Soon after

his return to Italy in 1894, Pirandello married
Antonietta Portulano, the choice of his

father. They settled in Rome, and for 10

years Pirandello was a free-lance author, liv-

ing on a generous allowance from his father.

His unhappy family life with a woman who
eventualy lost her mind, his irksome duties
when he became a teacher at the Istituto
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Superiore Femminile di Magistero in Rome,
the indifference of the Italian public to his

writings these details help one understand

the pessimism that tinges his art. Fame came
to him about 1920. He relinquished his teach-

ing and dedicated himself to the theatre in

Italy. He toured Europe and America with

his troupe performing his plays, was decorated

by the Italian and the French governments,
and in 1934 won the Nobel prize in literature.

In Italian letters Pirandello was the out-

standing personality after the First World
War and until his death, of a heart attack

in his sleep, in 1936. He owed his first recog-

nition to two foreigners, Benjamin Cr&nicux,
a Frenchman, and James Joyce, an Irishman,

both of whom in 1915 called the attention

of the literary world to his works. In 1921

his Sei Personaggi in cerca d'autore (Eng. tr.,

Six Characters in Search of an Author, 1922)

earned him universal acclaim.

The predominating trait of Pirandello's art

is humor, but a grim humor with a definite

philosophical derivation. He was a thought-
ful individual who strolled among his fellow

men wondering how he could reconcile life

as a cosmic entity with life as enclosed in

each being; life as a sublime entity that

merged with a sort of religious platonism,
and human existence of this planet, a pitiful

nothingness that, after a brief interlude of

enchantment and beauty,, was inevitably
destined to wither and perish under the cold

hand of death. His art, whether considered

in short stories, novels, or plays, is the pro

jection of this dialectical query. If life is a

cosmic entity, the very fact that it becomes

caught and immobilized in an individual

form, be it a tree, an animal, or man, offends

it greatly. Ciampa in // Berretto a sonagli

(1916) states: "Divine spirit enters into us and

becomes dwarfed into a puppet." If life is

cosmic in its origin and nature, what is the

value of everyday existence and the organiza
tion of society with its well-regulated bureaus,

its strict laws, and its unbending codes? Why
so many temples when there is the universe

as a place to worship God? Why so many
gods, as many at least as there are religions,

if the divine personality of God is one? Why
political systems that are bound to become

corrupt and perverted? What is the relation

ship between the cosmic in each man and

the mask that he wears when he goes before

his fellow men? This is the shout of disgust

voiced by Baldovino in // Piacere dell'onestd

(1917; Eng. tr., The Pleasure of Honesty,

1923). The second act of this dialectical

drama presents a sort of rogues' gallery com

posed of individuals who err by refusing to

live according to "sentiment." The author
had insisted years before in his study
Umorismo (1908) that, whatever the illusions,

"man does not have an idea, an absolute con-

cept of life, but rather a changing and varied

sentiment according to time, cases, and cir-

cumstances." He stressed the contrast between

concept of life and sentiment of it. Unlike
other beings in the universe that live by
abandoning themselves to the warm flow of

instinct, man is capable of formulating a

concept of his existence and of his self, a

trait that creates a clash between intellect

and instinct. Other beings live, man sees

himself live through an infernal machine
called logic. Concepts are the chief products
of this machine. Man looks at his fellow men,
not as individuals but as fixed and unchang-
ing entities in which he crystallizes definite

types: this man is moral, that one immoral;
another serious, still another funny; and so

on through all the categories that have been
invented in apprehending and cataloguing a

reality that, being made up of individuals,

rebels at all these clear-cut and ironclad con*

cepts. The moral and immoral men do not

exist in categorically well-defined embodi-
ments. This is the plea of the father in Sei

Personaggi in cerca d'autore. An individual

cannot be categorically said to be serious or

lighthearted. The truth is that the same in

dividual can show himself staid and proper
with one person and lighthearted with an
other who awakens the joyous side in his or

her nature. This is the main theme in La

Signora Morli, una e due (1920). Reality does

not consist of its material and factual aspects,
but of our sentiment of it, i.e., how we mold
it to make tolerable an unbearable situation.

This is the main motif that runs through
Cost &, se vi pare (1917; Eng. tr., Right You
Are If You Think So, 1922).

Pirandello began his career as an author

by writing short stories and novels. He did

so on the advice of Luigi Capuana and
Giovanni Verga (qq.v.), the leaders of the

verismo movement in the go's. These two
men had practiced the art of storytelling as

the objective study of life in its humble yet
dramatic and picturesque aspects. Pirandello,

too, presented in his short stories ordinary
men and women observed in his native Sicily.

Among the best are "L'Eresia catara" and "II

Treno ha fischiato," in which interest is

focused on the lamentable plight of the main
characters and the power of illusion that

allows them to escape it. Yet, in Pirandello's

stories (he wrote over 300) there is rarely
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adequate development of the philosophical

intuition that originated them: the clash be-

tween the cosmic and the actual. The contrast

itself is clearly borne out by many of the

titles of the collections: Amori senza amore

(1894), Beffe della morte e della vita (1902),

Blanche e nere (1904), Erma bifronte (1906),

La Trappola (1915), // Carnevale del morti

(1921). But the humble and elementary char-

acters in whom Pirandello here enclosed his

tragic sentiment of life were not big enough
nor possessed of an intellectual stature fully

to convey it. Though conceived on a wider

canvas, and often significant, his novels are

weighed down by the clash between the lofty

generating motif and the grotesque forms

that it assumed in the vicissitudes through
which Pirandello led his characters. Such is

the case in L'Esclusa (1901; Eng. tr., The

Outcast, 1925), // Fu Mattia Pascal (1904;

Eng. tr,, The Late Mattia Pascal, 1923), /

Vecchi e i giovani (1913; Eng. tr., The Old

and the Young, 1928), Si Gira (1915; Eng. tr.,

Shoot, 1926), Uno, nessuno e centomila (1926).

But when Pirandello turned to the stage, he

was able to reveal the philosophical motif

of his thought untrammeled and often with

the radiance of great art. He then created

figures conceived as the reflection of his

mature self and capable of carrying the

weight of thought and pathos that he en-

trusted to them. This is true especially in

// Piacere dell'onestd, Set Personaggi in cerca

d'autore, Enrico IV (1922; Eng. tr., Henry IV,

1922), Come tu mi vuoi (1930; Eng. tr., As

You Desire Me, 1931), and Quando si e

qualcuno (1933). It was undoubtedly as a

playwright that Pirandello found the full

measure of himself.

See: W. Starkie, Luigi Pirandello (1926; 2d

ed., revised and enlarged, 1937); D. Vittorini,

The Modern Italian Novel (1930); pp. 137-

154, and The Drama of Luigi Pirandello

(1935); F. V. Nardelli, L'Uomo segreto (1932);

L. Baccolo, Luigi Pirandello (1938); B. Croce,

La Letteratura della nuova Italia, VI (1940),

359-377-
D. V.

Pirenne, Henri (1862-1935, Belgian historian),

was born in Verviers. After receiving his

doctor's degree at the University of Lige,
where he had been the pupil of Godefroid

Kui'th, he studied in Leipzig, Berlin, and

Paris. At the age of 22 he was appointed
instructor in paleography at the University of

Lige and, two years later, he became pro-
fessor of history of the Middle Ages at the

State University of Ghent, where he remained

until 1930, with the exception of the years

1916-1918 which he spent in a German prison

camp.
Between the year 1888 and his death he

produced more than a dozen works, of which
the most important is his monumental His-

toire de Belgique (7 vols., 1900-1932). The
first volume was issued in German in 1899;
the French edition began appearing the fol-

lowing year. From the very moment of its

publication it put in the shadow all previous
studies on the subject. Pirenne's work pro-
claims the existence of a national Belgian
consciousness. His thesis is that Belgium is

not a recent creation of European diplomacy,
but that its unity and national spirit may be
traced back as far as the Treaty of Verdun
in the middle of the gth century. He studies

its evolution and its changes through the

centuries as being the result of an undeniable

ethnological fact. Pirenne is the first historian

of that country to give the economic, social,

and religious factors a place as prominent as

that given to political events in the develop-
ment of national history, and, differing from
his predecessors who used to treat countries

as separate entities, he scrutinizes these factors

in the light of their connection with the

general movement of Western European
civilization. In Pirenne's work Belgium has

become one of the important elements in

Europe's evolution, whether it be in the his-

tory of the Crusades, the birth of the com-

munes, the movement of the Renaissance, or

in the philosophical, artistic, and scientific

fields. Among Pirenne's other publications
the following should be noted: Les Anciennes
Democraties des Pays-Bus (1909), Les Villes du

Moyen Age; essai historique, economique et

social (1927), Histoire de VEurope, des in-

vasions au XVIme siecle (posthumously pub-
lished, 1936; Eng. tr., A History of Europe
from the Invasions to the XVI Century,
1939)-

L. V.

Pirmez, Octave (1832-1884, Belgian writer),
was born in ChAtelet, in the Walloon section

of Belgium. His life was uneventful and
devoid of material difficulties. Except for

travels in France, Germany, and Italy (/ours
de solitude, 1869; Lettres a Jose, 1884), he led

the leisurely life of a solitary country gentle-
man, reading, studying, and meditating in

his Chateau d'Acoz, near the town of his

birth. "My only companions," he said, "are
love and death. They converse together at my
side without ever fatiguing me." He was a
lover of nature and a dreamer, deeply in-
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fluenced by the melancholy trend of romanti-

cism (Remo, 1878), a great reader of

Montaigne, Pascal, Rousseau, Chateaubriand;

but his "mal du sifecle" is sad without de-

spair. It is Christian, exalting, as with Pascal,

the power of sentiment above the power of

reasoning (see Heures de philosophic, 1873).

Pirmez is always noble and delicate, his style

is clear, flowing in gentle, somewhat sadly

harmonious periods; the purity of his mind
instills in the reader an aversion for bourgeois

commonplaceness and utilitarianism. His first

book, Pensces et maximes (1862), was re-

published under the title Feuillees in 1870.

See: Paul Champagne, Octave Pirmez; sa

vie et son ceuvre (1925) and La vie meditative

d'Octave Pirmez (1929).
L. V.

Pitoeff, Georges (1886-1939, French actor,

theatrical director, and metteur en scene],

was born at Tiflis, Georgia, where his father

directed a theatre. After acting in St. Peters-

burg, he formed his own company in Geneva

in 1915, whence, already famous, he came to

Paris in 1919. At the ComdkHe des Champs
Elysfes, Th&itre des Arts, Vieux Colombier,

and finally the Mathurins, he realized a new

conception of the theatre dominated by

simplicity, subordination of details to the

central idea, and emphasis upon psychological
overtones. His favorite dramatists were those

most characteristic of his age of unrest,

Pirandello (q.v.), Lenormand (q.v.), Shaw,

Andreyev (q.v.) 9 Gorky (q.v.) 9 Claudel (q-v.).

Before beginning to interpret a work, he

lived with the text until he could visualize

it upon the stage as if he had written it him
self. Brilliant productions, illuminated by his

intelligence and the sensitive acting of his

wife, Ludmilia Pitoeff, revived Shakespeare,
Ibsen (q.v.), and Tolstoy (q.v.) for the French

public. The Pitoeff creations of Hamlet, of

Bernard Shaw's Saint Joan, of Pirandello's

Six Characters in Search of an Author, are

landmarks in the history of the modern stage.

With Baty, Dullin, and Jouvet (qq.v.) he

formed the famous Cartel of four Parisian

producers.
See: R. Brasillach, Animateurs de thddtre

J. O'B

Pogodin, Nikolai Fyodorovich (1900-, Russian

dramatist), was born into a peasant family
and from childhood worked as a hired hand

on a farm and later in blacksmith shops and

in bookbinderies. These experiences gave him
the raw material first for newspaper sketches

and stories and then for plays. From 1930 on,
a new play of his was produced nearly every

year, and he became the most consistently
successful Soviet dramatist. Whereas earlier

Soviet playwrights had dealt with the bitter

conflicts of the Revolution, Pogodin turned
with optimism to the enthusiasm of socialist

reconstruction during the first Five-Year Plan.

For him dramatic suspense consisted not so

much in personal tragedies as in the conquest
by the masses of the problems of construc-

tion man's mastery of the machine. His

plays were filled with the joy of struggle,

rough humor, and friendly teasing among
workers busy in a common cause. His themes
were drawn from the everyday life of factory
or farm. His hero was the common man.
This new type of hero, a full-blooded, ex-

uberant, good-natured worker, for whom
there is no difference between his private
interest and the social good, reveals a very
different type from the morbid, introspective
heroes so common in Russian plays before

the Revolution.

In Temp (1930; Eng. tr., Tempo, 1936)

Pogodin dramatizes the necessity for speed in

building the Stalingrad tractor factory, in

which feat the Russian workers are helped
by a sympathetic young American engineer.
In Poema o topore (1931; Poem about the

Axe) he writes with lyric enthusiasm about
the final success of the workers in inventing
a stainless steel for axes. Moi drug (1932; My
Friend) presents a very tolerant picture of the

friendly chief of construction of a new

factory. In Sneg (1932; Snow) is shown the

transformation of worthless characters under
the ordeal of snow in the Caucasus Moun
tains. Posle bala (1934; After the Ball) trans-

fers the same spirit of good humor to the new
life on the collective farm. Pogodin's theories

for his new type of drama were given in O
dramaturgii (1934; About Dramaturgy). With

Aristokraty (1935; Eng. tr., Aristocrats, 1937,
acted in London in 1940) Pogodin's optimism
goes so far as to represent former criminals

and political prisoners, working on the Baltic

and White Sea Canal, transformed into real

aristocrats of labor. With Chelovek s ruzhyom
(1937; Eng. tr., The Man with the Gun, 1938)

Pogodin turned back to the eve of the Rus-

sian Revolution and introduced a meeting
between a peasant soldier coming from the

front and a very human Lenin the first

successful representation of Lenin on the

stage. For this play Pogodin was awarded in

1941 the Stalin pri/,e of 100,000 rubles. Gio-

conda (1938) was the story of a patient re-

cuperating at a rest home and caring only
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for the picture of Mona Lisa and a woman
whose smile ressembled hers. Pad serebrya-

naya (1938; The Silver Valley) shifts to the

Manchurian frontier and the danger of

foreign invasion. For this long series of whole-

some portrayals of Soviet life Pogodin was

awarded the Order of Lenin in 1939. In

Kremlyovskie kuranty (1940; The Kremlin

Chimes) Pogodin went back again to Lenin

and to a half-humorous working man who
mended the chimes in the tower of the

Kremlin so that they played the "Interna-

tionale." After the Nazi attack on Russia,

Pogodin's plays took up the question of

national defense with the same combination
of "tremendous relentless determination and
stalwart good humor" which he had shown
in his earlier plays dealing with industrializa-

tion. Lodochnitsa (1943; The Boatwoman)
depicted the magnificent courage of the

women running the ferry across the Volga
River during the siege of Stalingrad. After

the invaders had been driven out, Pogodin
wrote Sotvorenie mira (1945; The Creation of

the World), depicting a Russian town wrecked

by the Nazis and describing the zeal with which
the Russian people turned to the reconstruc-

tion of the city as though it were the creation

of a new woild.

See: Yuri Yuzovski, "Nicholas Pogodin/'
Teatr i dramaturgiya, Vol. I (1933), No. 6, pp.

19-3 1 ' No. 7, pp. 56-60, No. 8, pp. 20-24; A.

Gurvich, Tri dramaturga (1936), pp. 7-111.
H. W. L. D.

Polenz, Wilhelm von (1861-1903, German
novelist and dramatist), was born on the

country estate of his ancestors at Ober-

Cunewalde in the eastern part of Prussia.

Though a typical representative of the landed

aristocracy by birth, he was attracted by the

democratic principles and activities of the

naturalistic school. His first novel, Suhne

(1890), shows the style and form of Zola,

Boelsche, Schlaf (qq.v.}, et al. But he soon
drifted into a middle of the road course and

produced three novels of a type still socio-

logical but in general more cultural. The
first, Der Pfarrer von Breitendorf (1893),

depicts the economic and spiritual afflictions

of the country parson; the second, Der
Biittnerbauer (1895; Eng. tr., Farmer Buttner,
1 9 1 3- 1 9 1 5) presents the milieu of physical

m/sery and constant financial trouble of the

small landowner; and the third, Der Graben-

hager (1896), outlines the social and political

significance of the aristocratic country-estate
owners and their economic responsibilities.
After Thekla Liidekind (1900), a love story of

the triangle type, he discussed in a lengthy

autobiographical novel, Der Wurzellocker

(1902), the struggles and tribulations of his

own literary development in the midst of the

intellectual confusion of his time. His at-

tempts at self-expression by means of the

drama were not very successful; a number of

short stories were preparatory steps for his

novels. An extensive trip through the United

States resulted in his best, and posthumous,
work, Das Land der Zukunft (1903; Eng. tr.,

The Land of the Future, 1904).

See: E. von Mach, "Wilhelm von Polenz/'

in German Classics of the ryth and 2oth

Century (1912); W. Tholen, Wilhelm von
Polenz und die deutsche Literatur seiner Zeit

(19*4)-

A. Bu.

Polish literature in the early 1870*5 began to

be dominated by a new mood, one of romantic

humanitarianism, a belated manifestation of

the fever which in Western Europe had largely

been cured by the events of 1848. The fever

had already been known in parts of Poland

in the 40*8. thanks to emissaries sent from

Paris by the Polish exiles to stir up rebellion,

but it had not then reached beyond the Ger

man and Austrian provinces of that country
and its influence on literature had been

negligible. When, however, nearly a genera
tion later, romantic humanitarianism actually

penetrated the Russian provinces, especially

Warsaw and vicinity, it became the principal
force animating a literary resurgence whose

influence was to be felt for two decades.

The new mood was a natural and logical

reaction on the part of youth distrustful of

the spirit and ideals which had dominated

their elders and which had brought Russian

Poland, as a consequence of the uprising of

1863, to an abyss of humiliation. Throughout
the three decades following 1831, the year in

which the Napoleonic era, so full of buoyancy
and hope for Poland, was finally liquidated,
the Poles had lived in a dream. They be

lieved, as the romantic poets on whom they
were nourished believed, that it is neither

"the furrow, nor commerce, nor division of

labor" that constitutes a country's wealth, but

only "aspiration."

Naturally there were many who, even be

fore the epoch of dreaming was ended by the

collapse of the uprising, realized fully that

Polish life was an anachronism and that the

Polish social organism was in urgent need of

revamping; but it was only with the arrival

on the scene of a group of young men from
the Szkola G16wna, the admirable universit
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in Warsaw founded in 1862 by Alexander

Wielopolski, that this feeling was reflected

in literature. Having been exposed, in the

course of their studies, to Comtian positivism

and especially to the writings of the English

thinkers of the day Darwin and Spencer,
Buckle and Mill these young men emerged
from the university convinced that it was

their duty as patriots to restore "the spiritual

equilibrium of the nation, long out of balance

through over-emphasis of the artistic," and

thus "to reroute the stream of Poland's

energy from heart to brain." Even the poets

of the Szkofa GWwna group sang no longer
of nature and love, but of the new ideals of

work, reality, and truth.

The Szkofa G16wna graduates made their

ideals vocal through the various new journals
which quickly sprang up in Warsaw. The
most influential of these, and the spearhead
of the new humanitarianism, was the Przeglqd

tygodniowy (Weekly Review), founded in

1866. The contributors to this journal often

crossed swords in the early years of the new

literary awakening which soon came to be

known as positivism with the more con-

servative Biblioteka warszawska (Warsaw Li-

brary), a journal dating from the 40*5 which

had grown out of the intensely patriotic salon

of Deotyma, and also with the Cracow Prze-

glqd polski (Polish Review), a monthly
founded in 1866 and edited by Stanislaw

Tarnowski.

The most important contributor to the

Przeglqd tygodniowy and the very Coeur de

Lion of the young writers was Aleksander

witochowski (q.v.) The ideals of the posi-
tivists the nobility of work, the desirability
of female emancipation, and the necessity for

extending the benefits of education more

widely in Poland were promulgated by

Swi?tochowski in the "Echoes of Warsaw"
column of the Przeglqd. Later he embodied
these also in a series of dramas, the best of

which was the trilogy of contemporary life

Niesmiertelne duszy (1876; Immortal Souls).

Because of the excessively cerebral nature of

the writing of this most spectacular of the

positivist writers, the movement he repre-
sented laid itself open to the charge of literary

sterility. The credit for giving the lie to this

charge, which was in fact an unfair one, goes
to that most typical of the positivists,

Boleslaw Prus (q-v.). Prus widened and en-

riched the stream of Polish literature and

turned its course into hitherto unexplored
channels of realism.

In Austrian Poland a shock hardly less

severe than the one which brought Russian

Poland to its senses in 1863
as early as 1846, with the Metternich-

provokcd Jacquerie throughout the valley of

the San; two years later, in 1848, Lw6w
was bombarded and crushing reprisals fol-

lowed. In Cracow, early in the 50'$, J6zef

Szujski had issued a challenge to the past
when he declared the "epoch of the lyric"
was over and the time for the sterner disci-

pline of the drama had arrived. It was not,

however, until the late Go's and early 70*5
that the new day heralded by Szujski actually
dawned in literature. Then there took place
in Cracow ferment and reorientation like that

in Warsaw similar in purpose, at least, if

not in detail.

The literary awakening in Cracow had its

origin in an alliance unique in Polish history,
an alliance, as the journalist Pruszyriski has
called it, "of the counts with the professors/'

Arch-symbol of the alliance, leader of the

literary resurgence, and arbiter of taste in

Austrian Poland for a long quarter century
was Stanislaw Tarnowski, a member him-
self of one of Poland's so-called "nine

families" and professor of Polish literature

in the Jagiellonian University. Tarnowski and
his colleagues, known collectively as "Stari-

czycy," from the name of a famous i6th-

century wit, differed from the Warsaw posi-
tivists in their conservatism and religious

orthodoxy and in the fact that they were
more interested in the past of their country
than in its present or future. Their principal
contribution was made in the field of histori-

cal criticism. Their purely literary works, not

excluding Szujski's many and ambitious his-

torical dramas, are today forgotten, but their

theory of Polish history, attributing Poland's

collapse in the i8th century not alone to the

rapacity of Germany and Russia but even

more to maladies within the Polish state it-

self, is a live and burning issue still.

Lw6w did not share in the literary awaken-

ing of the yo's, yet one Lvovian at least,

Wtadyslaw Loziriski, adorned his country's
literature even in that arid period. With the

brilliant and charming historical essays that

began in the 70*5 to flow from his pen,
Loziriski established a tradition other Polish

writers might well have emulated, and he

ultimately won himself the name of being
the parent of romantic biography in Poland.

Besides the fascinating, more or less his-

torical figures of the essays of Lozitiski, other
new material was employed for literary pur-
poses for the first time in the post- 1863

epoch. The peasant began to be portrayed as

he actually is, first in the moving tales of that
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pioneer feminist and reformer Eliza Orze-

szkowa (q.v.), the Polish George Eliot (also

called the Polish George Sand), later in the

stories of Prus and Sienkiewicz (qq.v.). The

Jew was represented sympathetically and

humanely in the novels of Orzeszkowa, and

the whole life of the natural world was for

the first time acclimatized to Polish literature

by Adolf Dygasiriski (q.v.). In Cracow at this

time also, Michal Balucki (q.v.) pioneered in

the use of the city dweller, especially the

petty official, as material for the drama.

It is clear that the purpose animating Po-

land's literary activities in every part of the

realm during the post- 1863 epoch was a de-

sire to rouse the nation and then to educate

it a purpose manifest in Cracow by a stern

evaluation of the past, in Warsaw by a formu-

lation of programs for the future and no

figure is more representative of the era as a

whole, none crystallizes its ideals more per-

fectly, than the one best known and most

admired abroad, Henryk Sienkiewicz. For

Sienkiewicz was indeed the teacher par
excellence of his nation, not alone of his own

generation but of the next as well. By bring-

ing tradition brilliantly to life, especially in

his trilogy of historical novels, by presenting
it in colors that could not fail to thrill and

captivate the imagination, Sienkiewicz made
tradition seem worthy of perpetuation, not

secretly within the hearts of individuals, as

in his own day, but openly in the collective

heart of a state. Thus, although at first

thought Sienkiewicz seems to have little in

common with the other writers of his day,

with the reformer Swi^tochowski, the realist

Prus, and the conservative, scientifically in-

clined historians of the Cracow school, he was

actually a product of the fusion of the

tendencies of all these and a genius besides.

Two widely different monuments bore wit-

ness to his greatness: the peasant epic of

Reymont (q.v.), Chtopi (1902-1909; Eng. tr.,

The Peasants, 1924-1925), which owed its

inspiration directly to the trilogy, and the

free Polish state which arose at the end of the

First World War.
One of the most striking phenomena of

the epoch immediately following 1863 in

Poland was the country's isolation from the

West. Travel from Poland to France and

Italy fell in this period to an unprecedentedly
low state, and the Polish realm "beyond the

cordon" erected by the partitioning powers
as a result of 1863 took little Part in the

intellectual life of Western Europe. As

Tadeusz Zelehski (Boy) (q.v.) put it, "The
romantics oi the previous generation had

been sentenced to vagabondage over the face

of Europe and endless yearning for the home-

land; their descendants, on the other hand,
were obliged to submit to an opposite
sentence: to quietly sitting at home and long-

ing endlessly for the almost mythical Europe
beyond the border."

In the middle 8o's this began to change and

Europe found its way once more into the

Polish realm, especially, at the beginning, into

its Austrian provinces. It arrived first by way
of the Cracow theatre, brilliantly cosmopoli-
tan under the administration of Tadeusz
Pawlikowski (1894-1899), and later, after the

death of Matejko, by way of the Academy of

Fine Arts. Even before Poland and Europe
had reestablished contact in this manner,
however, Cracow had opened up new ho-

rizons on its own initiative and found its own
way out of isolation. The way, discovered by
a band of enthusiastic and lyric young men
who soon came to be known collectively as

Young Poland (Mloda Polska), led through
Poland's hitherto unappreciated and largely
unknown southern mountains, the Tatras.

The Polish genius has always found its fullest

and readiest expression in lyric poetry, yet

poetry had been out of fashion in Poland
since 1863. Obviously the time had come in

the 8o's and go's to set right this unnatural

state of affairs, and it fell on the Cracovians

to do this. Having found an adequate spring
of inspiration in the pure air and the quaint
huts of the Tatras, these Young Poles pro-
ceeded to restore poetry to the place of

honor it had until recently held in the

national life. The period was known as

"Tatra-ism." There were Asnyk (q.v.) with his

thoughtful lyrics, Tetmajer (q.v.) with his

rich verses and authentic if somewhat ideal-

ized tales of mountain life, to say nothing of

the mountaineer Orkan (q.v.) who, though
standing apart from Young Poland, never-

theless owed much to it and even contributed
his own peculiar genius.

It was not long, however, before the

kawiarnias (cafes) of Cracow replaced the

peaks of Podhale as the center, not only sym-
bolically but actually, of Young Poland's life:

"satanism" triumphed over "Tatra-ism" and

strange, exotic new colors were introduced.
The new colors now came not at all from
within Poland itself but entirely from abroad,
from the Europe which Cracow had yearned
after. They came first by way of Ludwik
Szczepanowski, who arrived in 1897 and pro-
ceeded to found the journal Zycie (Life). A
little later that "child of Satan," Stanislaw

Przybyszewski (q.v.), returned to his native
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land from a season in the Berlin circles

dominated by Strindberg (q.v.) and for the

final year and a half of the century reigned in

the cafes and monopolized the pages of Zycie.

Under Przybyszewski's persuasion Young
Poland now inscribed on its banners the "art

for art's sake" slogan and proclaimed the

emancipation of the writer from all moral

responsibility. In Warsaw, at the same time,

another group of young writers similarly in-

spired began to proclaim like ideals in a

journal appropriately named Chimera. Zenon

Przesmycki (pseud. Miriam), who founded it

in 1901, was the discoverer and rehabilitator

of Cyprjan Norwid, little-known romantic.

The new agitation, in Warsaw as in Cracow,

meant simply that Poland was once more

united intellectually and spiritually to the

rest of Europe and that she was suffering,

along with the West, from the malady called

fin de siecle. The sober chronicler of this

epoch in Poland was the novelist Berent

(9.1;.);
its most penetrating satirists were the

Cracow dramatist Jan August Kisielewski,

disciple of Bahr (q.v.) and of Schnitzler (q.v.),

and Gabrjela Zapolska (<].v.) 9 founder of

Polish naturalism.

The remarriage of Poland with Europe

brought about by Young Poland produced a

number of skilled and competent literary

figures, among them the dramatists Perzyriski

(q.v.) and Grubiriski (q.v.) and the great

iconoclast-critic Tadeusz Zelehski (Boy),

founder of Cracow's most celebrated literary

rendezvous, the Zielony Balonik (Little Green

Balloon). Besides these, Young Poland pro-

duced also the strange and unexpected genius,
StanisJaw Wyspianski (q.v.).

Although Wyspiariski far outdistanced

Young Poland in his achievements, he never-

theless owed a great deal of his success to this

movement: to its Tatra period for having
made the native, Slavonic element in Poland's

culture not only known, but popular and

respected; to its European period for having

reopened the sluices that carried the culture

of Rome and of the West into Poland; and to

the movement as a whole for having restored

poetry to Polish life and brought back the

imaginative into a position of honor. Wys-

piaiiski found the fullest expression for his

many-sided genius in poetic drama. Equally
at home in a variety of artistic media, he

brought into being not only a great body of

dramatic literature, but a great theatre in the

widest sense of the term. He gave to Polish

literature its first original conception in the

field of drama, a conception in which he

synthesized as Siowacki and Norwid had un-

successfully tried to do all the significant
elements of European drama from Aeschylus
to his own contemporary Maeterlinck (q.v.).

In every nation there are figures outstand-

ing for tlieir enrichment of the symbolism
by which the nation thinks and speaks, and

Wyspiariski was such a figure in Poland.

Possessing the insight and understanding

necessary to identify the types and symbols

peculiar to his nation and recurrent in its

experience, Wyspiariski had also the skill

necessary to evoke these dramatically and in

such telling manner as to make them hence-

forth a part of the national idiom. He be

longs, from this point of view, with the crea-

tors of Hamlet and Don Quixote, of Werther
and Don Juan. Wyspiariski's symbols, es-

pecially those occurring in his striking folk

play Wesele (1901; The Wedding) the pea-
cock feather, the straw man, the golden horn,
and the young bridegroom stand with those

of Mickiewicz and Slowacki, immortal and

indispensable in the national idiom.

No less powerful in this same respect was

the novelist Zeromski (q.v.). Like Mickiewicz's

Gustav and Stowacki's Kordian, to say nothing
of the types found in Wyspiartski, Zeromski's

Andrzej Radek in Syzyfowe prace (1898;

Sisyphean Labors), Dr. Judym in Ludzie

bezdomni (1900; The Homeless), Cezar Baryka
in Przedwiolnie (1925; Early Spring), Przel^cki
in "Uciekla mi przepioreczka" (1924; My
Little Quail Has Fled), and his evocation of

the spirit of the Baltic seacoast in the figure
of Sniftek in Wiatr od rnorza (1922; The
Wind from the Sea) all have an important
and permanent place in the national culture.

The literary awakening noted in Cracow
in the iSgo's had its counterpart also in

Lw6w, the political capital of Poland's

Austrian provinces, and the movement was
due in large measure to the arrival in that

city of Jan Kasprowicz (q.v.). Poet, professor,

journalist, and translator, Kasprowicz pos-
sessed not only the enormous virility of the

peasant, but the dynamic freshness of a man
new to the world of letters. Unlike his con-

temporary Przybyszewski, with whom Kas-

prowicz was unhappily linked by the de-

sertion of his wife, Kasprowicz was not the

object of a cult, nor did he become a legend,

except with the Tatra mountaineers among
whom he made his home. Yet after him there

flowed out of Lw6w an unbroken stream of

poetry, first by way of Poland's greatest con-

temporary lyricist, Leopold Staff (q.v.), later

through Staff's disciple Kazimierz Wierzyriski

(q.v.). In Kasprowicz's Lw6w were bred and
nurtured also that prime favorite of both
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children and grownups in Free Poland, Kor-

nel Makuszyriski (q.v.) humorist, storyteller

and critic, and Stanislaw Wasylewski (q.v.),

leading heir of Loziriski as a historical essayist.

The city of L6dz, Poland's textile capital,

experienced no literary revival comparable to

that enjoyed by the other cities, yet it had
the distinction of contributing to Free Poland

her outstanding poet, Juljan Tuwim (q.v.).

A bard of the present and the future, Tuwim
owed more to Russian literature, in which

his studies in a Russian Gymnasium thor-

oughly grounded him, than he did to the

literature of the West though his debt to

Whitman and Verlaine (q.v.) was by no means
small. Tuwim was a brilliant individualist,

always to be found in the thick of the literary
controversies that kept Warsaw in a stir for

the duration of Polish freedom, and he was

the leading representative of the post-war

cosmopolitan trends in literature which War-
saw warmly supported and which Cracow
often resented.

Free Poland inherited from the preceding

period of subjection other fully mature writers

besides Staff. Some of these, notably the

novelist Zeromski and the dramatist Karol
Hubert Rostworowski (q.v.), a Cracovian bred

and born and Wyspiariski's principal heir,

made a sincere effort to come to terms with

the new times and partially succeeded in

doing so. Rostworowski was especially suc-

cessful with his dramas of contemporary life.

For the most part, however, the older writers

Tetmajer, Reymont, and J6zef Weyssenhoff
(q.v.), author of the superb prose epic of the

Eastern Border, Sobdl i panna (1911; Eng.
tr., The Sable and the Girl, 1929) either

retired completely from the scene or simply,
as one critic has said, "added marginal notes"

to their already finished lifework.

So far as new and hitherto untried writers

were concerned, these occupied themselves

mainly with poetry during the first 10 years
of Free Poland; only after about 1928 did

they turn to the novel and the drama.
The first group effort to found a literature

in the new state took place in Warsaw in

1918, when the First World War was scarcely
over and the war with the Bolsheviks was yet
to be fought. The movement was known from
the name of its journal, Skamander, appro-

priately christened after the youth who was

destined to restore the glories of Troy, and
its leaders were the young poet and critic

Jan Lechori (q.v.), the poet Slonimski (q.v.),

Tuwin, Kazimiera Ittakowicz (q.v.), and that

versatile man of letters, at home in every
artistic form and medium, Jaroslaw Iwaszkie-

wicz (q.v.). The Skamandrites were full of

hope and bursting with energy. They desired

nothing but the chance to sing of the uni-

versal joys and sorrows of mankind, to soar

like the poets of other nations, free from
the bondage of patriotic themes which seemed
ever to shackle the poets of Poland. The

youngest talent to ally himself with Skaman-
der and to typify its ideals, as these changed
and shifted from year to year, was Kazimier/

Wierzyriski. At the end of Free Poland's

existence a still more youthful poet, the

Lubliner J6zef Lobodowski, became identified

with the Skamander group.
Life in Poland in the 2o's was for most

people chaotic and fragmentary, and for years

prose writing suffered from the universal lack

of time and absence of repose. In the late

2o's, however, signs began to appear that the

novel was about to come into its own. First

came the talcs of Juljusz Bandrowski (q.v.),

some nostalgic, others realistic descriptions of

contemporary life in city and industrial

center. Besides these there were also numer-
ous "tales from the trek" by Ferdynand
Goetel (q.v.), including the popular Z dnia na

dzien (1926; Eng. tr., From Day to Day, 1931).

Finally, in the 30*5, came the imposing Noce
i dnie (1932-1934; Nights and Days) of Marja
D^browska (q.v.) and the great medieval can-

vas of Zofja Kossak (q.v.), Krzyiowcy (1935;

The Crusaders).
In the 30*8 there also got under way a new

generation of playwrights. The Polish stage,

after being forced overlong to draw on the

balance it had inherited from Young Poland
and its descendants notably from Grubiriski,

Perzyriski, and Nowaczyriski (q.v.) was now
able to incorporate into its repertory the

works of newcomers like Jerzy S/aniawski and

Marja Moro/owicz-Szczepkowska, Pawlikowska

(see Jasnorzewska, Marja) and Antoni Cwoj-
dziriski.

The psychological novel enjoyed in Free

Poland a considerable flowering, in Michal
Choromariski's ZazdroSc i medycyna (1932;

Jealousy and Medicine), in the many novels

of the old writer Zofja Nalkowska (q.v.), and
in that excellent portrait of the "eternal

stranger" by Marja Kuncewiczowa (q.v.)

Cudzoziemka (1935, Forever Foreign; Eng. tr.,

The Stranger, 1943). There are also various

studies of womanhood by Pola Gojawiczyhska
(q.v.) and an autobiographical chart of a boy's

growth in Unilowski's DwadzieScia lat iycia

(1937; Twenty Years of Life).

Attempts were made by several young
writers to force the peasant problem, so cry-

ing for solution in Poland, into the limelight
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by way of the novel, but their success was not

conspicuous either artistically or in the con

sequences for the peasant. A sensational work
of this category was Jalu Kurek's Grypa
szaleje w Naprawie (1934; Influenza Rages in

Naprawa). The city slum dweller also be-

came literary material, especially in the

novels of Helena Boguszewska and Jerzy Kor-

nacki, and the sea, as a theme for prose and

verse, was utilized assiduously by a number of

writers in response to official prodding and

spontaneous popular urging.
At the end of Free Poland a distinct trend

toward the too long neglected art of romantic

biography was evident. In line with this were
not only the novel Czerwone tarcze (1934; Red

Shields) by Iwaszkiewicz and the numerous

vignettes of Stanislaw Wasylewski, but also

the controversial Marysienka Sobieska (1938)

by Free Poland's eminent writer, Tadeusz

Zeleriski (Boy). In the field of biography
fictional yet far removed from the romantic
was the portrait of a humble foot soldier in

the imperial Austrian army by J6zef Wittlin

(q.v.), Sdl ziemi (1936; Eng. tr., Salt of the

Earth, 1939).

A strong trend toward the cultivation of

various regional movements in literature

manifested itself toward the end of the 30*3
in Poland, and one can only surmise the con-

sequences had Poland's life as a state not

been abruptly cut off by the German invasion

of September, 1939.
See: P. Chmielowski, Zarys literatury polskiej

z ostatnich lat szesnastu (1881) and Nasza
literatura dramatyczna (1898); K. Wojciechow-
ski, Przewrdt w umystowofci i literaturze

polskiej po roku 186^ (1928); W. Borowy,
"Fifteen Years of Polish Literature (1918-
1 93$)>" Slavonic Review, XII (1933-1934), 670-
690; K. Czachowski, Obraz wspdtczesnej

literatury polskiej (3 vols., 1934-1936) and

Najnowsza tworczofc literacka (1938); O. Forst-

Battaglia, "The Polish Novel of Today,"
Slavonic Review, XV (1936-1937), 663-674; Z.

Grabowski, "Polish Literature between Two
Wars," Free Europe (London), January 12,

1940, pp. 96-97; W. J. Rose, "The Poets of

Young Poland, 1890-1903," Slavonic Year-

Book, XX (1941), 185-199.
A. P. C.

Pondal, Eduardo (1835-1917, Spanish poet),
was born at Ponteceso in Galicia. He studied

medicine in Santiago de Compostela and took

part in liberal student agitations which

culminated in a banquet given for the

workers in Conjo, a village near Santiago.
He was threatened with punishment by the

authorities because of the tone of his fiery
anarchical verses. He was graduated as a
doctor in 1860 and almost always lived in

retirement in his native village. His poetry
is contained in two books, Rumores de los

pinos (1877), written for the most part in

Castilian with a few poems in Galician, and

Queixumes dos pinos (1886; Complaints of

the Pines), entirely in Galician. At his death

he left unpublished an extensive poem of

epic cast, "Os Eoas" (a reference to the seafar-

ing people of the East), written in Galician

and relating the deeds of the discoverers of

America.

In the renaissance of Galician poetry,
Pondal represents the romanticism of the

Celtic school and it might even be said

of Ossianic stripe. He was much given to

reading and annotating. His powers of ab-

straction place him in an almost prehistoric

atmosphere, and then the present world

adapts itself to his imagination. The mur-
murs of the pines of Bergantinos resound in

his ears like the harps of the ancient singers,

and the trees form legions of Celtic warriors;

he feels himself to be a bard from other

periods before Christianity. Seated by the sea

which furiously beats upon the shores of the

Galician Finisterre, he carries on a dialogue
with the fairy Rotiriz or foretells days of

glory for the race of Breogdn now unchained.

Pondal possesses a great humanistic-literary
culture (Tasso, Camoes, Latin, Greek, mythol-

ogy), understanding of the Celts and sym-

pathy with the fantastic halo that surrounds

them, and exquisite sensibility which allows

him to present the remote in terms of the

present by symbolic-naturalistic means. He
does not, however, adopt the Gaelic literary

cycle with its sustained scenes and dramatiza-

tion, but offers momentary evocations, brief

and moving, a miraculous product of an

ancestral influence of land and race. No one

has written Galician poetry with more austere

sonority and grandeur. Discipline in the

classical languages has resulted in the most

direct of manners put to the service of a

primitive solemnity. On rare occasions is seen

the nostalgic melancholy common to the

Galician poets of his period, in stanzas like

those of his most famous composition "A

campana d'Anllons" (The Bell of Anllons).

Here a captive in Africa grievously evokes

his native country under the spell of a

hallucination in which he hears the sound of

his village bell on a night of full moon.
Pondal stands worthily beside Rosalia Castro

(q.v.) among the poets of his country and
time.
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See: C. Barja, En torno al lirismo gallego

del siglo XIX (1926), pp. 92-102; R. Otero

Pedrayo, Discurso de ingreso na Academia

Galega (1931), pp. 109-205.
R. M. L.

Ponten, Josef (1883-1940, German novelist),

is one of the foremost representatives of

Sachlichkeit in modern German literature,

chiefly through his portrayal of the life and

fate of German emigrant groups in foreign

countries, especially Russia. A native of the

countryside near Aachen (born at Raeren), he

combined the geniality of Rhenish tempera-
ment with serious endeavor in the study of

geography, philosophy, architecture, and his-

tory. Although he spent a large portion of his

life "on the road, traveling extensively in

Europe, the Americas, Asia, and Africa, and

although he chose Munich as his domicile for

the last 20 years of his life, he never re-

linquished the fundamental emotional and

spiritual stimuli of his native scene on the

Rhine the simple life of the country folk,

the impressive natural environment, the lively

river traffic, the celebrated Rhenish art and

architecture, the eventful history of one of

the oldest provinces of Germany, and last but

not least the historical and legendary figure

of Charlemagne. These elements furnish, if

not the background, at least the poetic and

human impulses behind most of his writings.

Ponten's literary significance is primarily
based on the extensive series of novels under

the collective title Volk auf dern Wege, which,

composed from 1925 on, began to appear in

1930. But before 1925 Ponten gained con-

siderable repute through several short stories

and novels such as Jungfraulichkeit (1906; new

version, 1920), Siebenquellen (1908), Die Insel

(1918), Der babylonische Turm (1918), Die

Bockreiter (1919), Der Meister (1919), Der

Gletsclier (1923), Die Uhr von Gold (1923),

and Der Urwald (1924). In the same group

belong Salz (1927) and Die Studenten von

Lyon (1927). Most of these works, participat-

ing in the prophetic tone of expressionism
without sharing its frenzy, pose in one form

or another the problem of the cultural crisis

of modern man. They do not voice violent

protest or accusation; as long as they can pro-
claim the continuity of life they are willing
to accept the tragic destruction of the indi-

vidual. Their relative lack of action is

balanced by most brilliant description of

natural scenery or of cosmic events as well as

by calm and concise use of dialogue. Ponten's

art of characterization in these books is most

successful. Frequently they reveal the author

as an attentive disciple of Goethe's physics
and Nietzsche's (g.i;.) metaphysics.
While these earlier works often assumed

allegorical dimensions, Volk auf dem Wege is

grounded more on observation, experience,
and source studies. Chancing upon the settle-

ments of Volga Germans in 1920, Ponten

planned to present the poetic history of Ger-

man emigration in various cycles, covering
several continents. Only the Russian cycle
was completed. In 1930 and 1931 the first

volumes appeared (Wolga, Wolga and Rliein

und Wolga); they were soon withdrawn and
rewritten. From 1933 on the following
volumes were published: Im Wolgaland
(1933), Die Vater zogen aus (1934), Rheinisches

Zwischempiel (1937), Die Heiligen der letzten

Tage (1938), Der Zug nach dem Kaukasus

(1940, published posthumously). Tracing the

various waves of emigration as far back as

1689, Ponten portrays the most diverse causes

and motives of "German unrest" and the

aspirations and disillusions which accom-

panied it. With humanistic restraint he

pictures historical events as natural processes,
as it were, subject to the polarity of being
and becoming, of existence and change; but
he never succumbs to the lure of narrow-

minded nationalism which his subject obvi-

ously contained. Similar devotion to objective

reality, marked by the absence of sentimental

evaluation, pervades ^on ten's essays on nature
and art, Studien ii*~i Alfred Rethel (1910;
2d ed., 1922), Griechische Landschaften;
ein Versuch kilnstlerischer Erdbeschreibung
(1914), Architektur, die nicht gebaut wurde

(1924), Europaisches Reisebuch (1928).

See: Wilhelm Schneider, Josef Ponten

(1926); L. A. Shears, "The Novcllen of Josef
Ponten," Germanic Review, XI (1936), 50-55;
G. Fittbogen, "Pontens volksdeutsches Roman-
werk," Dichtung und Volkstum, XXXIX
(1938), 213-222; H. Rehder, "Josef Ponten,
Gestalt und Werk," Monatshefte fiir deutsch-

en Unterricht, XXXIII (1911), 124-137.
H. R.

Pontoppidan, Henrik (1857-1943, Danish

novelist), owes his I^atinized name to one of

his numerous clerical forebears. His father

was a clergyman in the Established Church,
and although Henrik's childhood in the little

Jutland town of Randers seems to have been

happy, he reacted against the dominant cleri-

cal influence. He wanted a practical profession
and chose civil engineering, but when he had
almost finished his course, he dropped it in

order to become a teacher in his brother's

folk high school Once more he reacted against
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the religion which here was in the Grundt-

vigian (i.e., folk high school) pattern and,

in Pontoppidan's opinion, was too facile,

sentimental, and "joyous." As soon as he had

placed his first book, he decided to devote

himself entirely to writing. He was on the

whole in accord with the principles of Georg
Brandes (q.v.), but did not feel at home in

Copenhagen literary and artistic circles. Many
years later he voiced his complete disillusion

with the leadership of Brandes in a poem
written for the great critic's yoth birthday.

Pontoppidan settled down in the country
and married a farmer's daughter. Through
his own experiences he learned to know many
phases of Danish life. More than any other

class he respected the peasants and the small

bourgeoisie, but he thought the strongest

leaders were likely to come from those who
had struggled up from the very bottom. He
believed in hate as a potent force for advance-

ment and excoriated his countrymen for their

complacency, their easy tolerance of abuses,

for their famous "Danish grin," and their

addiction to sweetness and light.

In his early books of short stories Pontoppi
dan painted the life of the very poor in the

rural districts with a naturalism that was new
at the time. In the three great novel cycles

which constitute his chief works he has a

wider field and a great variety of types. Del

jorjattede Land (3 vols., 1891-1895; Eng. tr.,

The Promised Land, 1896) tells the story of a

clergyman who is imbued with Tolstoyan
ideals and tries to put them into practice, but

ends in collapse and insanity. The back

ground is that of the Grundtvigian church

circles. Lykke-Per (2 vols., 1898-1904; Lucky
Per) describes life in Copenhagen during the

reign of Brandes (who appears in the book

as Dr. Nathan). The hero is Per Sidenius, a

clergyman's son who revolts against his home
and sets out, as a perfectly selfish cad, to

conquer the world, but ultimately returns to

the ascetic ideal instilled in him from child-

hood. De D0des Rige (2 vols., 1912-1916; The

Kingdom of the Dead) is an utterly pessimis
tic picture of Denmark at a time when
liberalism had conquered outwardly, but, in

the opinion of the author, had failed to

transform the spirit of the people. Finally,
Mands Himmerig (1927; Man's Heaven) is an

intensely bitter attack on the Danish people
at the beginning of the First World War,
on the press, the government, the profiteers,

and the public which cared about nothing

except to keep out of trouble.

No other Danish writer castigated his

people as Pontoppidan did. Nevertheless the

sense that his anger derived from affection

somehow penetrated their minds and won
him loyal allegiance in return. The memoirs
he published in his old age are mellow and

kindly in tone. In 1917 Pontoppidan shared

the Nobel prize in literature with his country-
man Karl Gjellerup (q.v.). The Swedish critic

Frederik Book remarked that instead of half

a prize he should have had two.

See: Hanna Astrup Larsen,
"
Pontoppidan

of Denmark," American-Scandinavian Review,
XXXI (1943), 231-239.

H. A, L.

Popov, Alexander Serafimovich, see Sera-

fimovich, Alexander.

Popovii, Bogdan (1863-1945, Serb critic and

essayist), born in Belgrade, came of a very
cultured family and was educated at the Uni-

versity of Belgrade and later in Paris, at the

Sorbonne. In 1893 he was made professor of

French, comparative literature, and literary

theory at the University of Belgrade and soon

became a focus of Serbian intellectual life.

A university professor during four decades,

he contributed to the formation of many
writers who later played major roles in the

Serbian literary world. As a founder and
first editor of the best South Slav review,

Srpski knjizevni glasnik (1901-1941; Serbian

Literary Herald), Popovic showed clearly and

persuasively which direction his nation should

take in writing.

Popovic was a man of amazing erudition.

Familiar with many European languages and
a good classical scholar, he was thoroughly ac-

quainted with much of the world's best litera

ture. Among his numerous translations from

English, French, and German are Shake-

speare's The Taming of the Shrew and
Molire's Le Malade imaginaire. Besides

literature, hq understood excellently music,

painting, and sculpture, revealing critical gifts

in all these domains. His lectures as well as

his writings abound in allusions and refer-

ences taken from a rich artistic treasury out

of whose depths he drew countless examples.

Popovid was not a fertile or quick writer; he
remained a long time considering a problem,
analyzing minute details, but the results of

his meditations display profoundness of

thought, ingenuity of observation, rightness
of judgment, and delicacy of taste. His
brilliant study Bomarshe (1889, 1925I Beau-

marchais), his essay O knjizevnosti (1894; On
Literature), the two volumes of Ogledi (1924-
1927; Essays), show exceptional writing talent.

Outstanding also are articles such as "Walt
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Whitman i Swinburne" (Walt Whitman and

Swinburne; Srpski knjizevni glasnik, January

16, 1925) and "Sta Srbi imaju da nauCe of

Engleza" (What the Serbs Have to Learn

from the English; Srpski knjiievni glasnik,

September-December, 1929), and the masterly

Antologija novije srpske lirike (1912; An-

thology of New Serbian Lyrics). Popovic was

more a philosopher of art than an everyday
critic, and for him a literary work often

served only as an incentive for the develop-
ment of his aesthetic theories in general. Very

significant are his essays on the education of

taste, on the principle of harmony, on satire

and allegory, on poetical diction. He insists

in an essay on criticism upon the scrutiny of

"line after line, word after word," until

beauty, scientifically tested, becomes real, in

tense, irresistible. His most important theories

have been collected by his disciple Lj. Petro-

vi under the title Misli i refleksije Bogdana
Popovifa (1923; Thoughts and Reflections of

Bogdan Popovi).

Bogdan Popovtf's style, vigorous and

simple, clear and precise, has served as a

model for his numerous disciples. In this way
there has come into being the so-called "Bel-

grade style." Popovi^ is also responsible for

the introduction of European criteria and the

European spirit into Serbian literature. His

judgments often seem sharp and stern, but

they are always just and well meant; conse-

quently his influence has been widespread
and enduring.

See: I. Sekulii,
"
'Ogledi* Bogdana Popo

via," Srpski knjiievni glasnik, Vol. XXI

(May-August, 1927); Zbornik u fast Bogdana
PopovUa (1929).

P. A.

Porto-Riche, Georges de (1849-1930, French

dramatist), asked to have inscribed on his

tomb these words: "The author of Amou-
reuse.'

9 The description is exact, for Porto-

Riche is the dramatist of but one play. Pre-

sented at the Odon in 1891 with Rjane in

the leading role, Amoureuse broke with the

fashion of French naturalism (q.v.) to return

to the French classical tradition of simplicity,

penetration, and finesse in the portrayal of

passion. Its two principal characters, unlovely
but very human, illustrate the fact that it

is not enough for two people to love each

other if they do not love in the same manner
and with something like the same degree of

intensity. The fatuous man and the sensual

woman whose erotic approaches form the sub-

ject of Porto-Riche's comedy of the couple

express themselves with cynicism and some-

times with crudity, but they provide insights
into the human heart that are reminiscent of

Racine. In the violence and predominately
sensual quality of the love he depicts, most
of Porto-Riche's critics discern a specifically

Jewish character.

Georges de Porto-Riche was born in Bor-

deaux of Italian Jewish parents and was not

himself naturalized until 1892, following the

triumph of Amoureuse. After several volumes
of romantic lyrics and some plays, both in

bad verse and bad taste, he discovered him-
self in the one-act Chance de Franfoise (1888),
a foretaste of Amoureuse. Later plays Le
Passe (1897), Le Vieil Homme (1911), Le
Marchand d'estampes (1917), Les Vrais Dieux

(1929) contributed nothing to his initial suc-

cess. In 1923, after five unsuccessful Candida

tures, he was elected to the French Academy
but never attended a meeting of that august

body. He greatly influenced Donnay and
Bataille (qq.v.).

See: P. Lasserre, Portraits et discussions

(1914); H. Charasson, G. de Porto-Riche, on
le Racine juif (1925); W. Miiller, G. de

Porto-Riche (1934).

J. O'B.

Portuguese literature. By the third quarter of

the igth century, after the long crisis oc

casioned by the implantation of liberalism

and its embodiment into the historical struc-

ture of the country, Portuguese romanticism

proper had produced everything that could

be expected of it. This movement has been

divided, with some overlapping, into three

periods. An "initial romanticism" (1825-

1851) produced three leaders, Almeida-Garrett

(1799-1854), Alexandre Herculano (1810-

1877), and Antonio Feliciano de Castilho

(1800-1875). Upon Garrett's death, the germ
of rebellion inherent in the movement was

personified in Herculano he himself called

his work "the first attempt at a critical his

tory of Portugal" but this insurrection dis

appeared with his retirement to the village
of Vale de Lobos in 1867. Then only Castilho

remained; around him had collected the

greater part of the writers who were to con-

stitute the "second romanticism" (1851-1871).
Castilho, a master of the language, a man of

verbal opulence but possessing scant creative

imagination, personified the adaptation of

romanticism to the old culture of Portuguese

society. His formation coincided with the dis-

solution of Arcadian classicism, and he par-

ticipated in the introduction of romanticism

without in fact accepting it entirely. About

1865 he was the pontiff of the pseudoclassic
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adaptation of romanticism, enthroned as the

official, ruling taste. Castilho was the obstacle

in the path of the new generation that intro-

duced the "third romanticism" (1871-1890),
which soon evolved into a frank realism mark-

ing the beginning of contemporary literature.

This third movement began with the rebellion

of the so-called Generation of Coimbra. The
lines were drawn for the battle between the

initial romanticism which now enjoyed an offi-

cial, academic status and the unrestrained,

social and critical convictions, highly personal,
of the newcomers. The new group revolted not

only against the tyranny of officialized taste,

represented by Castilho, but also against all

its philosophical, aesthetic, and historical con-

cepts especially against the accompanying
national optimism and stated the necessity

of adapting Portugal to European trends.

The young generation broke forth with two

noisy manifestations. The first was the famous

"questdo coimbra" (Coimbra question) pre-

sented in the pamphlet Do bom senso e born

gosto (1866; Of Good Sense and Good Taste),

and the second the "Conferencias democniti-

cas do Casino de Lisboa" (1871; Democratic

Lectures in Lisbon's Casino). The young
students of Coimbra had shown themselves

on several occasions rebellious against the

scholastic iron discipline of the University.

Two very distinct personalities, Antero de

Quental and Teofilo Braga (qq.v.), were the

visible heads of the university insurgency.

Quental had already published Sonetos (1861;

Sonnets), Beatrice (1863), a poem permeated
with amorous idealism, and Fiat Lux (1863)

and Odes modernas (1865), in which he at-

tempted to harmonize inspiration and the

scientific spirit; Te6filo Braga had also made
his appearance in the world of letters with

two cyclical poems of Hugoesque inspiration,

Visao dos tempos (1864; Vision of the Ages)
and Tempestades sonoras (1864; Sonorous

Tempests). The "questao" revealed the abyss

separating the two generations. The motive

was a trivial one. Castilho, the patriarch of

letters, in a letter-preface to the Poema da

mocidade of Pinheiro Chagas (1842-1895)

spoiled darling of the elect oldsters of Lisbon

had made some references, rather more

ironical than malevolent, to the two new

poets of Coimbra, attacking the aesthetic

tendencies of these representatives of the

reforming student youth. Replies were im-

mediately forthcoming, a result of the direct

allusion and of the desire for polemical dis

cussion on the part of the young men.

Antero de Quental published the acrid

brochure mentioned, Do bom senso e bom

gdsto, in which he attacked Castilho violently.
The latter's adherents came forth with a

great display of energy; pamphlets flew from
the one camp and the other. Quental attacked

again with A dignidade das letras e as

literaturas oficiais (1865; The Dignity of

Letters and Official Literature), and Braga
published his Teocracias literdrias (1865;

Literary Theocracies).
Camilo Castelo Branco (q.v.) 9 the great

independent novelist, who was to have sub-

sequent encounters with the same younger
generation, took part in the controversy and
attacked those of the Coimbra Group with
his pungent sarcasm. The polemic lasted

until 1866. It was an encounter in which the

newcomers saw the opportunity to display
themselves in public and try their forces with

the enemy. This new romanticism, saturated

with French culture and with everything that

came through France from the rest of Europe,
first took its subject matter from the French
thinkers of the group of '48 Michelet,

Proudhon, et al. Later it broadened its

sources and ended in a well-marked realism.

Those young men absorbed everything: the

satanism of Baudelaire (q.v.), the historical

erudition of Leconte de Lisle (q-v.), the

determinism of Taine (q.v.), the humanitarian
liberalism of Hugo, the apostolic revolution-

ism of Michelet, the alleged dilettantism of

Renan (q.v.) 9 and subsequently the realism of

Flaubert and Zola (qq.v.). All of France over-

flowed into these rebellious and irreverent

youths who, reared in the patriotic optimism
of romanticism, had awakened to passionate

hypercriticism and denunciation of national

historical values. Jos Maria E^a de Queiroz
(q.v.), a member of the group and creator of

the character "Fadrique Mendes," the ideal

type of the generation, said, speaking of "the

ardent and fantastic Coimbra" of his day:
"Over the railroads which had opened the

Peninsula, whole waves of new things de-

scended upon us every day from France, and

Germany by way of France: ideas, aesthetic

systems, forms, sentiments, humanitarian

interests. . . . Each new day brought its reve-

lation like a new sun. Michelet appeared, and

Hegel, and Vico, and Proudhon; and Hugo
turned prophet and exacting judge of kings;
and Balzac with his perverse and languid
world, and Goethe, vast as a universe, and
Poe and Heine and 1 believe even Darwin
and some others." Everything interested them,
folklore, philology, comparative religion,

ethnology, archaeology. All the scientific appa-
ratus of the igth century was brought for-

ward to confront the old flimsy romanticism
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of Arcadian tendencies. But what really ab-

sorbed these young writers was Humanity
in capital letters and still with a romantic

coloring. "We began immediately to love

Humanity as ultraromanticism had loved

Elvira, dressed in muslin in the moonlight,"
said E$a. Within the resulting ideological

confusion two philosophical tendencies were

outstanding, the Hegelianism of Quental and

the Comtism of Braga. The first of these

tendencies was to nourish in Quental the best

philosophical poetry of Portugal, and the

other was to produce in Braga "the most

distinguished victim of the systematic

method," whose work as an investigator was

impaired by his dogmatism and extravagant

syntheses.
The second manifestation of the Generation

of Coimbra, now mature, came, as already
indicated, in 1871. Some of the members of

the original group, with the addition of new

elements, had established a cdnacle in Lisbon,

headed by Antero de Quental. Under his

leadership they organized the "Conferencias

democrciticas do Casino de Lisboa." Their in-

tention, expressed in the program prepared

by Quental, was, in short, to transform

Portuguese society by relating the country to

the philosophical, aesthetic, and social cur-

rents of Europe. Only four lectures were

given; three were published the same year.
The first, by Quental, dealt with "Causas da
decaddncia dos povos peninsulares" (Causes
of the Decay of the Peninsular Peoples) and
was the real point of departure for all the

Spanish revisionist literature of the Genera-
tion of '98 (see Spanish literature). E<:a de

Queiroz spoke on "Realismo na arte" (Real-
ism in Art). The fifth lecture would have
been "Historiadores criticos de vida de Jesus"

(Critical Historians of the Life of Jesus), but

the government suspended the series as prej-
udicial to the state religion.
The aged Herculano broke his silence to

protest against the official act. E^a soon pro-
vided conservative criticism with a motive for

attack. Rebellion in the novel was bound to

meet violent opposition, owing to the popu-
larity of the genre. Already in 1867 E^a's con-

tributions to the Gazeta de Portugal, in a

fiercely satanistic tone, had provoked scoffing

criticism, and now with the publication of his

novel O crime do Padre Arnaro (1875; Father
Amaro's Crime), characterized by a strong

psychophysiological social- realism in the

manner of Zola, the great battle began. A
journalist and critic, J. M. da Silva Pinto, a

friend of Castelo Branco, published a book

praising E$a and the new school, but Branco

himself attacked the innovators bitterly and

became involved (1881) in an extremely
heated controversy with one of the defenders

of the new tendencies. Pinheiro Chagas ac-

cused E^a of being unpatriotic because of his

naturalistic presentation of Portuguese so-

ciety. E^a's daring realism distressed persons
of timorous ethics. Brochures were published
addressed to mothers to warn them of the

moral pitfalls of the new style. Castelo Branco

had carried his belligerency so far as to

publish various novels parodying those in the

new manner, such as Eusebio Macdrio; his-

ttiria natural e social d'uma jarnilia no tempo
dos Cabraes (1879; Eusebio MacArio; Natural

and Social History of a Family in the Time of

the Cabrals), and although these purport to

be only caricatures of the realistic method,
some of them are notable examples of this

very technique. Meanwhile the adherents of

the new school were explaining and defend-

ing it actively. One theorist who expounded
its principles was Julio Louren^o Pinto (q.v.)

who as a novelist applied the principles far

too rigorously. Another writer, Guilherme
Moniz Barreto (q.v.), in his literary criticism

brought to this type of literature an imparti-

ality of judgment unknown at that time in

Portugal. Opposition still continued in 1887
when Pinheiro Chagas, chairman of the prize
committee of the Portuguese Academy, caused

the rejection of Ecra's novel A reliquia (1887;

Eng. tr., The Relic, 1925). The essence of the

contention resided in the fact that realism

was not a gradual process of evolution from

post-romanticism bin a weapon imported by
a generation for whom "realism meant not

only a definite literary school which gave a

special interpretation to the novel, but also,

and in broader terms, an attitude of protest

against a subjective idealism paradoxically
without ideals."

This belligerent generation produced three

figures of the highest rank Quental in

poetry, E^a in the novel, and Joaquim de
Oliveira Martins (q.v.) in historical writing.
Oliveira Martins was a continuator of the

critical thesis of Herculano and a writer who
exerted considerable influence on the Spanish

thought of the Generation of '98. Also to be

mentioned are Abilio Guerra Junqueiro (q.v.)

and Gomes Leal (1849-1921), eloquent poets
with civic-social preoccupations, and Joao de

Deus (q.v.), who purifies amorous lyricism

through the delicacy of his emotion and the

transparency of his methods. In general terms

it can be asserted that realism broadened
the scope of this poetry by incorporating into

it political, social, and philosophical themes.
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The poetic vocabulary was expanded, and

there was a deliberate seeking after themes

and words previously considered unpoetical,

as though from a special delight in opposing
romantic fastidiousness. In the field of

scholarship Tfofilo Braga carried out a pro-

digious work of literary investigation, Fran-

cisco de Sousa Viterbo (q.v.) untiringly ac-

cumulated historical materials, and Gama
Barros (1854-1925), Costa Lobo (1840-1913),

and Ramos Coelho (1832-1914) elevated his-

torical writing to great heights. The novel

reached its apogee at this time with E^a.

Other adherents to realism were Francisco

Teixeira de Queiroz (q.v.), Abel Botelho (q.v.),

so unflinchingly naturalistic in his Patologia

social (Social Pathology) series, and Julio

Louren^o Pinto. Jos Duarte Ramalho

Ortigao (q.v.) was outstanding in social criti-

cism and travel literature. In collaboration

with E^a he published As farpas (1871-1883;
The Darts), a journal devoted to satire and

social education. This type of publication was

continued in O5 gates (1889-1893; The Cats)

by Jos6 Valentim Fialho de Almeida (q.v.),

who replaced fine irony with violent sarcasm.

Fialho was also notable as a writer of stories

in which he combined a realism characterized

stylistically by a plastic striving for great

effects and a preoccupation with "Venture

artiste.
"
Jos de Trindade Coelho (q.v.) con-

tinued his use of country themes and his

stylistic scrupulousness. Alberto Braga (q.v.)

told delightful village tales in a serene and

simple manner. Jaime de Magalhaes Lima

(q.v.), who came to literature late, added to

realism the humanitarian element of the

Russian novel of Leo Tolstoy (q.v.), whose
doctrines he propounded in a theoretical

exposition.
The English threat of war in 1890 and the

republican rebellion of Oporto aggravated
adverse criticism of the regime and at the

same time carried national literary negativism
to a systematic denial of historical values. An
all but total political impregnation of litera-

ture had taken place. Reaction was almost

instantaneous, for once again the need was

felt to dignify art by removing it from the

immediate field of social and political action

and from emphasis upon the ugliness of life;

it was made to seek the essence of things,

not simply to grasp them rationally. This

new art, refusing to bow before the alleged
scientific veracity of realism, was to seek

aesthetic truth. As a reaction against universal

and supernational humanitarian liberalism,

it was to bring a reversion to the treatment of

indigenous themes a Neo-Garrettism (after

Almeida-Garrett, mentioned above). The new
movement of aesthetic purification was to

affect poetry particularly. No clash compara-
ble to that of 1865-1871 took place, because

the newcomers lacked the combative cohesion

of the Coimbra Group and in addition their

revolution was less profound.

Symbolism began. There was no Parnassian

stage, and this is not surprising since the im-

passive character of that art was in conflict

with Portuguese subjectivity and especially
since its Hellenic trappings were too reminis-

cent of the Arcadianism of Castilho. But there

were traces of Parnassianism in a certain con-

cern over descriptive accuracy, discernible in

the poetry of Cesdrio Verde and Ant6nio

Feijo (qq.v.) and also in the first poems of

Gon^alvez Crcspo (1846-1883), although he
was more closely associated with Brazilian

literature. Eugnio de Castro (q.v.) was the

leader of the nefelibata (cloud- treader) move-

ment, the name given to symbolism in the

Portugal of that time. His Oaristos (1890) was

the manifesto. The way had been prepared
in many respects by the preceding generation.
All the genres had been renovated by foreign

influences; poetry alone had made relatively

slight progress. Quental, unable to accept
satanism, had moved toward a poetry of

ideas, extremely personal in nature and ex-

pressed through a deep metaphysical lyricism;

Junqueiro had imparted eloquent energy to

romantic inspiration; and both had supplied
new themes, developing a fuller and more
sincere poetic language, whose possibilities of

expressive simplicity Joao de Deus had al-

ready exploited fully. But none of these things
had actually revolutionized poetry, which still

followed regular metrical standards and em-

ployed an imagery which stopped short of

the audacious. A renovation of form was

needed and this Castro inaugurated. Entirely
new media of expression appeared, the verse

line was revolutionized, and an ostentatious

vocabulary for fabrics, jewels, perfumes, and
rare gems was evolved as a by-product of

descriptive Parnassianism. All this was ac-

companied by a daring system of metaphors,
based on bold and unexpected relationships
of ideas. Poetry was separated completely from
the forum and the market place, and once
more the Portuguese bard was concerned with
the timeless themes of love and melancholy.
Eug^nio de Castro, more receptive to ex-

terior than to local contacts, became one of

the Portuguese writers with greatest universal

reputation. In Paris he founded an inter-

national review, Arte, on which Mallarm
and Verlaine (qq.v.) collaborated. He estab-
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lished contacts with artists from all over the

world who gathered in Paris, and he came to

know Rubn Dario. He exerted a profound
influence on the Hispanic American moder-

nista movement. On the other hand, Ant6nio

Nobre (q.v.) was the greatest influence in

Portugal and was almost at the opposite pole
from the cosmopolitanism of Castro. Exterior

contacts caused Nobre to withdraw within

himself and to express his subjectivity in a

purely Portuguese manner. Combining mor-

bid peasant childishness and literary dec-

adence, he created a regionalism of a certain

aesthetic quality which was colored by rustic

adolescent recollections in a tormented hyper-
sensitive tone. S6 (1892; Alone) has been

called a "work which marks the return, not

only to Garrett, but to all the morbid poeti-
cal tendencies and all the picturesque weak-

nesses of the national spirit."

Two historical events helped restore to

literature the impulse for action and the con-

sciousness of national energy the establish

ment of the republic (1910) and participation
in the First World War. Literature again

participated in politics, in a more subtle

manner. Manuel da Silva Gaio (q.v.) estab-

lished Neo-Lusitanianism, with the plan,

expressed in a symbolic poem, Chave dourada

(1916; Golden Key), of making the mysticism
of the race the basis of national energy.
Nationalism branched off in two tendencies,
an acceptance of the republic and a desire for

counterrevolution. The first was represented
in the formation of the group "Renascen<;a

Portuguesa" (Portuguese Renaissance), and

among its principal leaders were the poets

Joaquim Teixeira de Pascoais (q.v .)
and Jaime

Cortesao (1884-), the essayist Ant6nio Sergio

(q.v.), the philosopher Leonardo Coimbra

1883-1936). Pascoais, editor of the group's

organ A dguia (1910; The Eagle), was its

spokesman for some time with his doctrine of

saudosismo, which endeavored to make of the

saiidade national feeling of pleasurable pain
in nostalgia a motive for action. A arte de
sur portuguls (1915; The Art of Being Portu-

guese) was the book which expounded this

doctrine. Opposition to the republic grouped
itself about the historian, poet, and essayist
Antonio Sardinha (q.v.), who organized the

"Integralismo Lusitano" (Lusitanian Integral-

ism) and its organ A nafdo portuguesa (1914;

Tfie Portuguese Nation). This movement has

been compared with the Action Frangaise and
resembles it in many respects; although
Sardinha quotes Lon Daudet and Maurras

(qq.v.), the one to whom he is spiritually
akin is Barrs (q.v.). The recent authoritarian

government (1926-) found its doctrinal basis

in this group.
Afonso Lopes Vieira (q.v.), founder of the

journal Lusitdnia (1924-1927), on which

writers from both groups collaborated, repre
sents purely literary nationalism, and he has

sought the national essence not in an arti

finally picturesque regionalism, but in the

roots of his country's literature. In his poetry
he has endeavored to effect a fusion between
extreme modernity and the archaism of the

lyric tradition. A great part of contemporary
Portuguese poetry, indeed, has tried to find

its formula in an intellectualized vision of

folkloric elements, by combining ingenuous
ness as to theme with skillful elaboration, in

what has been called "the democratization of

Parnassus and symbolism." Augusto Gil (q.v.)

describes the pagan-Christian simplicity of

the villages in musical Verlainian verses.

Antonio Correia de Oliveira (q.v.) is carried

away by the unadorned and devout gracious
ness of country life, and, abandoning his

devotion to a nebulous pantheism, he be-

comes the singer of Catholicism and the his

toric past.

Poetry based on national emotion is dis

appearing, in favor of themes taken from the

intimate zones of personality, from the her-

metic seclusion of the inner world, uncon

cerned by collective destiny. This tendency
can already be noted in the next to the last

generation, as in the case of Camilo Pcssanha

(q.v.), translator of Chinese poems, whose

work is already characterized by a subjective

lyricism. Feminine participation in this

tendency is notable; among others, Virginia
Vitorino (q.v.) is an example with her im-

passioned sonnets. Such poetry presages the

rnodernista movement, which had its focal

point in Coimbra in the journal Presen^a

(1927) and which, after undergoing the

momentary influence of futurism (cf. Orfeu,

1915; Orpheus), has produced poets as delicate

as Fernando Pessoa (q.v.), Adolfo Casais

Monteiro (1908-), MArio de SA Carneiro (1884-

1916), and Jos Rdgio (1901-). The influence

of Vatery, the ideas of Proust (qq.v.), "pure
poetry," are discernible in this poetry.

Various attempts at realism in the drama

produced little worthy of mention. The
nationalistic reaction gave rise to a neo-

romantic theatre in which the influences of

the Scandinavians, of Maeterlinck and Ros-

tand (qq.v.), were incorporated. Joao da
CSmara (q.v.) is really outstanding in the

depiction of regional manners and customs.

Amilcar Ramada Curto (q.v.) tends toward
social criticism. Jiilio Dantas (q.v.) has
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brought an elegant, poetic, and heroic Don
Juanism to the theatre. A majority of authors

have preferred romanticized emotions about
the Peninsular past Fernando Caldeira

(1841-1894), Lopes de Mendon^a (1856-1931),
Marcelino Mesquita (1856-1919), and Edu-
ardo Schwalbach (1856-1919) in addition to

the already mentioned Virginia Vitorino,

Jaime Cortesao, Correia de Oliveira, et al.

The novel is still under the influence of

E^a de Queiroz. Themes vary, descriptive
naturalism is accentuated, but the structure

remains unchanged. Aquilino Ribeiro (q.v.)

with his copious production is the most con-

sistent follower of E^a. Other novelists are

Antero de Figueiredo (1867-), who imparts a

certain religious shade to his work, Manuel
Ribeiro (1879-1941), in whom can be noted the

influence of Huysmans (q-v.) 9 and Augusto de

Castro (1883-), characterized by psychological
tendencies. Oriental exoticism, a part of the

old national tradition, reappeared with the

Japonism of Wenceslau de Morais (q.v.} who,
in the desire to "change his soul/' may be

compared with Lafcadio Hearn. Criticism,

since the period of realism, has progressed in

all fields, historical, literary, philosophic, etc.

The generation of nationalism has produced
figures such as Carolina Michaclis de Vascon-

celos (q.v.), expert in the study of medieval

Romance texts. At the present time a brilliant

generation of investigators in numerous

special fields is bringing honor to Portugal,

alternating works of erudition with the essay
and criticism. Above all there. is the work of

Fidelino de Figueiredo (q.v.), indefatigable
critic and sagacious essayist, who in the

multiplicity of his interests has brought for-

ward the Peninsular point of view in im-

portant literary historical writing. There
should also be pointed out the work of

Ant6nio Sergio, whose Ensaios (1920-1936)
mark a high point in the clarity of Portuguese

contemporary thought. Numerous influences

can be discerned in the literary production of

the moment, though now the French vein

seems to be mixed with the English and the

Spanish, and to such names as Gide (q.v.)>

Proust, and Val6ry should be added those of

Thomas Mann, Rilke (qq.v.), Joyce, Huxley,
Ortega y Gasset (q.v.), and Unamuno (q.v.).

But above the permeations and influences,

Portuguese literature can still be heard sing-

ing in its unwavering elegiacal range, which
after all is the very essence of the ancient

national soul.

See: Innocencio F. da Silva et al., Diciondrio

bibliogrdfico portugues (22 vols., 1858-1914);
A, de Campos, Antologia portuguesa (28 vols.,

1919-1926); F. de Figueiredo, A critica literd-

ria como ci&ncia: Bibliografia portuguesa de
critica literdria (1920), Historia da literatura

realista, 1924 ed., and Depots de Efa de

Queiroz (1938); A. F. G. Bell, Portuguese
Bibliography (1922) and Portuguese Literature

(1922); A. J. Anselmo, Bibliografia das hi-

bliografias (1923); A. Forjaz de Sampaio,
Colefao patricia (51 fascicules, 1923-) and His-

tdria da literatura portuguesa ilustrada dos

sdculos XIX e XX (1939-); A. F. G. Bell, ed.,

Oxford Book of Portuguese Verse (1925); M.
Fonseca, Aditamentos ao Diciondrio bibli-

ogrdfico portuguts (1927); J. Mendes dos

Remldios, Histdria da literatura portuguesa
desde as origens a atualidade (1930); G. Le
Gentil, La Litterature portugaise (1935); H.

Cidade, Tendencies do lirismo contem-

pordneo (1939).

E. G. D.

Potgieter, Everhardus Johannes (1808-1875,
Dutch poet, critic, short-story writer, and

essayist), was born at Zwollc, where his father

had a draper's business. Everhardus left school

when he was 13 years old and was sent to

Amsterdam to be employed in the leather

trade. In April, 1831, he went on a business

trip to Sweden, where he remained till the

end of 1832. After his return he established

himself as an agent of foreign business con-

cerns. His impressions of that sojourn in

Sweden are embodied in Het Noorden (2

vols., 1836-1840; The North). In January,

1837, appeared the first issue of De Gids (The
Guide), a monthly which Potgieter founded
and was to edit for the next 28 years. He
contributed book reviews, essays, short stories,

and poetry. The judgment he passed on con-

temporary Dutch literature was severe, but

deservedly so. He condemned it for its smug-
ness, its pedestrian tone, its lack of moral

elevation. De Gids came to be known by the

nickname De blauwe Beul (The Blue Execu-

tioner). How feeble and petty, Potgieter

thought, were the Dutch of his generation

compared to their ancestors of the 17th

century. He never tired of reminding his con-

temporaries of that golden age, in the hope of

shaming them into more strenuous activity

and emulation of their glorious forebears.

Jan, Jannetje, en hun jongste Kind (1842;

John, Jean, and Their Youngest Child) and
Het Rifksmuseum (1844; The National Gal-

lery) are his most eloquent pleas for a

national revival. In 1863 Coenraad Busken
Huet (q.v.) joined the editorial board of De
Gids. He outdid Potgieter in severity when

censuring the mediocrity of the monthly
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literary output. Two articles by Huet in the

January issue of 1865 aroused the ire of his

fellow editors, who demanded his resignation.

Only Potgieter sided with 'Huet, and when

Huet was forced out, Potgieter went out with

him. The two friends traveled together to

Florence to attend the celebrations in honor of

Dante's sexcentenary. This journey suggested

to Potgieter the subject of his greatest poem,
Florence (1868), a poetical life of Dante in

terza rima. It was included in a volume of his

collected poetry, Poezy, 1832-1868, together

with another of his major poems, Gedroomd

Paardrijden (Riding in Dream). Perhaps his

most important poetic work is De Nalaten-

schap van den Landjonker (1875, Memories

of a Country Esquire), because in this col-

lection of poems he revealed more clearly

than elsewhere his inner nature and the

hopes, the longings, and disillusions of his

life. Potgieter never married. He died in his

bachelor home on the Leliegracht at Amster

dam on February 3, 1875.

De Gids, was, thanks to his literary emi-

nence, the leading periodical of its kind in

Holland during his lifetime, and it still main-

tains a place of distinction among Dutch

periodicals, although their number has greatly

increased since Potgieter's day. He exerted

greater influence as a critic than as a writer.

Despising the platitudinous and pedestrian

writings of most of his contemporaries, he

strove, by way of reaction, for a prose style

which he meant to be artistic but which im-

presses a later generation as being ponderous
and overornate. His verse was far superior
both in form and in content to the poetry of

his age, but it is too often marred by the same

striving for artistry that vainly parades as

art. He was a persistent student of foreign Ian

guages, and one of his chief merits was the

service he did his countrymen by making them

acquainted with the best literature he had
found abroad, including the writings of

American authors.

See: J. H. Groenewegen, E. J. Potgieter

(1894); G. Busken Huet, ed., Brieven van E.

J. Potgieter aan C. Busken Huet (1902); A.

Verwey, Het Leven van Potgieter (1903);

Henry Zylstra,
4

'A Mid-Nineteenth Century
Dutch View of American Life and Letters/'

Publications of the Modern Language Associa-

tion of America, LVII (1942), 1 108-1 136.

A. J. B.

influence of Jean Angeli, a former schoolmate

and an intimate friend endowed with rare

artistic sensibility, Pourrat developed at an

early date a deep and abiding interest in the

picturesque countryside of Auvergne. From
the beginning of his literary career his con-

stant preoccupation has been to present a

vivid picture of a rural civilization unusually
rich in popular lore. His first book, Sur la

colline ronde (1912), written in collaboration

with Angeli, who used the pseudonym Jean

TOlagne, is a series of little sketches depicting
life in a village of Auvergne at the beginning
of the present century. Since the publication
of this work Pourrat has written some 20

volumes dealing with varied aspects of life

in his native province and is now recogni/ed

by French critics as a master of regionalist

literature. His views on this genre are to be

found more specifically in La Ligne verte

(1929) and Le Bosquet pastoral (1931), two

collections of essays on literature and folklore.

In these books he states repeatedly that the

regional writer must not use local color as an

end in itself, but only as a means. The same

idea had already been aptly expressed in Dans

I'herbe des trois vallees (1927): "True regional-

ism begins where the picturesque stops." Local

color is justified only in so far as it helps the

reader better to understand the story. The
true artist must avoid sentimentality and

introduce a healthy realism and humor in the

description of characters and settings.

This is precisely what Pourrat has done with

rare success in all his books. Landscapes,

people, and customs of his beloved Auvergne
have received their most beautiful treatment

in his four-volume peasant epic, Les Valliances,

farces et gentillesses de Caspard des montagnes

(1922-1931). Perfection of character delinea-

tion and depth of poetic feeling combined

with the unusual light thrown on popular be-

liefs and customs, many of which are still

current in present-day Auvergne, make this

novel one of the masterpieces of contemporary
French fiction. Other notable works of Pourrat

are Le Mauvais Garfon (1926), Le Meneur de

loups (1930), La Grande Cabale: Les Sorciers

du canton (1933), Mqnts et merveilles (1934),

and Le Secret des compagnons (1937).

See: Arno Ringelmann, Henri Pourrat; ein

Beitrag zur Kenntnis der "
litteraturc ter-

rienne" (1936).

J. M. C.

Pourrat, Henri (1887-, French novelist), was Prados, Emilio (1899-, Spanish poet), was born

born at Ambert, Puy-de-Ddme, a quiet little in Mdlaga, Andalusia. Except for a few trips

town, where prolonged illness has compelled to various Spanish and European cities he

him to spend almost all his life. Under the lived there until in 1936, when he went to
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Madrid to take an active part in the struggle
for the republic. In 1939, following the

triumph of Franco, he left for Mexico, where

he now lives. He was a representative and

stimulating member of the Southern Group,
which published the journal literal and the

works of new poets such as Garcia Lorca,

Alberti, Aleixandre (qqv.), and Altolaguirre

(q.v.) his inseparable literary associate as

well as the works of Prados himself (Tiempo,

1925; Canciones del farero, 1925; Vuelta,

1927). During the war he reaffirmed his poetic

creed and collected the ballads comprising
the Romancero general de la guerra de

Espana (1937), among which his own ballads

are outstanding. His book Memoria del olvido

(Mexico, 1940) reveals the essential content

of his poetry from 1927 and announces the

future publication of numerous other works.

In the attitude, inspiration, and form of

the Malaga group there has been recognized
the stamp of G6ngora and the influences of

Unamuno, Antonio Machado, Juan Ram6n

Jimenez that of the latter in particular

Salinas, and Garcfa Lorca (qq.v.). With a

flavor of the traditional and yet in a most

modern and daring manner, Prados brings to

literature his own penetrating and serious

personality. With as much agility as ardor he

interprets his azure and golden countryside
of Malaga. The destruction of Spain, in

which the lot of MAlaga was a particularly

painful one, added to his already dramatic

sensibility new depths of sorrow and anguish.
From that moment his poetry becomes a fever

of agony, a tormented dream in which he

speaks of death as near and ever present,
in which he decries universal injustice in a

manner that transcends literary schools and

canons, utilizing for these ends a masterful

control of classical and popular modes of

Spanish poetic expression.
See: Laurel: Antologta de la poesia moderna

en lengua espafwla (1941), pp. 683-715, 1131.

A. I.

Praga, Marco (1862-1929, Italian playwright),
was born in Milan. His father, Emilio Praga,
was a prominent member of the scapigliati, a

group of rebellious and ultraromantic writers

of the i86o's. But Marco, who had seen their

dream of reviving Italian literature evaporate

along with their hazy literary effusions, de-

veloped an aversion for romanticism. His

father, whose poetic gifts had been vitiated

by a life of excesses, died a victim of alcoholism

at the age of 36. Marco was then 12 years old.

However, he never really forgot the literary

glamour which had surrounded the family

and tried his hand at play writing while still

engaged in the prosaic occupation of account-

ancy.
His first plays, L'lncontro (1883) and Le Due

Case (1885), both written in collaboration with

Virgilio Colombo, gave little indication of the

real dramatic gifts latent in this quiet, serious

youth. His next play, L'Amico (1886), in one

act, attracted considerable attention and set

the pattern for his subsequent productions.
Sensual, illicit love becomes his main theme.
L'Amico presents the case of a woman who
attempts to retrieve letters she had sent her

lover, suddenly deceased, and is caught in a

trap of her own creation. The dramatic con-

flict springs from the moral struggle; the

dramatic compactness reveals the born play-

wright. Here in embryonic form are those

qualities which become identified with Praga 's

theatre: a profound analysis of the female

character; a dialogue both terse and sober,

trenchant in its bitter sarcasm; a faculty for

keen and accurate observation; and an apti-
tude for the faithful and objective representa-
tion of life in a few bold strokes.

The people that Praga observed and knew

belonged to the aristocratic and well-to-do

classes of Milan. It was a society which had

enough affluence to permit itself certain lux-

uries: one of the most costly in human misery
was the clandestine and illicit love affair. The
prevalence of this immorality may explain

Praga's addiction to the theme of adultery. In

the projection of his world on the stage he
does not preach or inveigh against this moral

laxness, nor does he upbraid the transgressors

directly. As a playwright his primary interest

was to portray life as realistically as possible.
Hence his aloofness and his apparent lack of

sympathy for his tormented creatures. In this

attitude he was an authentic naturalist. In his

dramatic creations he is satisfied in letting the

spectacle of a humiliated soul consumed by re-

morse carry its own admonitions. In his more

powerful and successful plays, Le Vergini

(1889), // Bell'Apollo (1894), La Morale della

favola (1903), L'Ondina (1908), and La Porta

chiusa (1913; Eng. tr., The Closed Door, in

The Eleonora Duse Series of Plays, 1923), the

heroine is the victim of man's egotistical

nature. Disillusioned and humiliated, she re-

signs herself to a life of silent expiation of her
shame. The male protagonists of most of these

plays are self-centered and vain unworthy of

the love and sacrifices they seem to inspire.
This contrast between man's selfishness and
woman's sacrifice is basic with Praga. But two
notable exceptions are found in La Moglie
ideale (1890) and in La Crisi (1901), considered
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the author's masterpiece. In the first of these

an amoral woman contrives to make her

husband happy because she possesses the neces-

sary sang-froid and cunning to deceive him
without compromising herself. In the second it

is man who suffers: a husband accepts the

humiliation of sharing his wife's embraces

with another for fear of losing her. In such

plays as these last two the author presents
situations that have a definitely grotesque
flavor and seems to anticipate by a decade the

vogue of the teatro del grottesco.

Other plays of Praga are Giuliana (1887),

L'lnnamorata (1891), Alleluja (1892), L'Erede

(1893), La Mamma (1903), // Dubbio (1903),

and // Divorzio (1915). He also wrote the

novels La Biondina (i&)3)> Storie di pal-

coscenico (1895), and Anime a nudo (1920) and

a book on the theatre, Cronache teatrali (1925).

See: C. Levi, Autori drammatici italiani

(1921), pp. 69-110; A. Galletti, // Novecento

0935)> PP- 417-419-
P. P. M.

Provost, Jean (1901-1944, French essayist and

novelist), attended the Lyc6e Henri IV. There

he studied under Alain (pseud, of Emile

Chartier, q.v.), whose disciple he remained. In

1919 he entered the Ecole normale supfrieure
and the Ecole des Langues orientales vivantes.

Jacques Rivi&re (q.v.) welcomed him in 1924
to the Nouvelle Revue franfaise; in 1925 a

short essay, Tentative de solitude, was pub-
lished, in which Provost attempted to carry
isolation and self-analysis to the extreme. The
same year he wrote Plaisirs des sports, which

consisted of a series of analyses of internal

sensations and of the movements of the human

body. In 1927, in his Essai sur {'introspection,

he described a series of the intellectual and
emotional states commonly believed to be

spiritual, in which respect he seemed to ad-

here to Spinoza's doctrine. Besides a rather

inadequate Vie de Montaigne, which is in the

nature of an educational pamphlet, Provost

had published, in 1926, Brulures de la priere,
the fictional diary of a mystic. Editorial secre-

tary on the Navire d f

argent from 1925 to 1926,
then on the staff of the magazine Europe, he

contributed philosophical essays to those re-

views. A novel, Merlin, was published in 1928.

Polymnie (1929) described with almost exces-

sive minuteness the facial and nasal move-
ments of movie actors. The same year also

saw the appearance of Dix-huitieme Annie, a

volume of Provost's boyhood souvenirs, which
reflects the spirit of his generation. In 1930
was published a "populist" novel, Les Freres

Bouquinquant. The plot is merely an excuse:

the main intention is to show the emotional

reactions of members of the working class.

Subsequently Prdvost wrote essays (Les

Epicuriens franfats, 1931), history (Histoire de

France depuis la guerre, 1932), short stories

(Nous marchons sur la mer, 1931; Lucie-

Paulette, 1935), intelligent but hasty novels

(Rachel, 1932; Le Sel sur la plaie, 1935; La
Chasse du matin, 1937), and a volume about

American civilization (Usonie, 1939).

A member of the fighting forces of the

Resistance, he fell in the maquis of Vercors in

'944-

P. B.

Provost, Marcel (1862-1941, French novelist,

dramatist, and journalist), was born in Paris,

the son of a minor government official. Prdvost

shares with Alexandre Dumas fils, who com-
mended his novels, the role of apologist for

middle-class moral values. Undoubtedly much
of this concern with social law stems from his

education in Jesuit schools at Bordeaux and
Paris, where high academic honors assured his

admission to the Ecole Polytechnique in 1882.

Though he had written short stories and
articles for Clairon as early as 1881, Provost

hesitated to embrace literature as a career,

serving as an engineer of the Manufacturiers

de Tabacs until 1890, when the success of

his first three novels had established his liter-

ary reputation. A shrewd psychological in-

sight, flavored by a consciously romantic

sensuality reminiscent of George Sand, assured

the popularity of La Confession d'un amant

(1891) and of the Letires de femmes series

(1892-1897). Following Les Demi-Vierges
(1894), which decried moral laxity in the edu-

cation of young women, Provost attacked the

whole question of feminism in Les Vierges
fortes (1900), which sought equality for woman
within traditional family relationships rather

than in independence. His Lettres d Franfoise

(1902), with its sequels, outlined an educa-
tional program for the attainment of this

feminine ideal. The same mixture of morality
and sensuality which led Jules Lemaitre to

remark that Provost "loves to dwell on what
he condemns" characterizes the long list of

novels following his election to the French

Academy in 1909. The Vatican denounced La
Retraite ardente (1927), a somewhat ironic

study of spiritual and carnal love which had

gained considerable notoriety.

Adaptations of his own novels brought
Provost moderate success as a playwright. An
active journalist, he had begun regular con-

tributions to Figaro as early as 1902; he
directed the publication of the Revue de
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France until his death at Vianne, Lot-et-

Garonne, in April, 1941.

See: Winifred Stephens, French Novelists of

To-day (1908), pp. 45-81; L. Lemonnier, "Les

Romans de Marcel Provost," Grande Revue,

CXX (1926), 72-91.
G. Sh.

Prezzolini, Giuseppe (1882-, Italian critic and

editor), was horn in the city of Perugia. In a

land of long-established traditions of formal

education he offers the rare example of a self-

taught man. Although he came of a family of

cultural and literary interests, he left school

before obtaining any degree. He found no

purpose in life until he went to Florence,

where one day he met Giovanni Papini (q.v.) 9

in whom he discovered a kindred soul. This

meeting marks the turning point in the life of

Prezzolini, whose real eagerness to learn in his

own way was, through this friendship, given
new impetus and an aim. His interest now

definitely turned to philosophy and literature.

The memory of those clays has been indelibly

preserved in the tenth chapter of Papini 's

masterpiece, Un Uorno finito (1912), a chapter
dedicated to "Giuliano," Prezzolini's pen name
in the days of his collaboration with Papini
on the famous Florentine review Leonardo

During the days of the Leonardo, Prezzolini

developed a certain personal inclination to-

wards mysticism under the influence of Berg-
son (q.v .)

and James and later of St. Augustine.
The experience of the Leonardo and the im-

pact of Croce's (q.v.) philosophy brought to

Prezzolini a feeling of the need of a more
earnest way of life for his country. To this

end he founded a new review, the Voce (1908-

1916), dedicated to an intellectual crusade;

the aristocracy of culture was to come out of

its ivory tower and participate actively in the

solution of the problems facing Italy. Prez-

zolini also attempted to expand Italy's horizons

by accounts of the new cultural and philo-

sophical manifestations abroad.

In the Voce Prezzolini showed the ability to

bring together men who differed not only in

character but in political and philosophic

thought Salvemini (q-v.) and Mussolini,

Gentile (q-v.) and Croce (q-v.). This ability to

discover new men, to interpret the value of

new trends in thought and in politics made
him an authentic "promoter of culture." It is

the same quality which particularly fitted him
to direct (1925-1930) the Literary and Infor-

mation Department of the Bureau for Intel-

lectual Cooperation founded in Paris by the

League of Nations, and subsequently to direct

(1930-1940) the Casa Italiana of Columbia

University in New York. He is now an Ameri-
can citizen.

Prezzolini's great variety of interests has led

him into many fields. He tried his hand at

allegorical writings in // Sarto spirituale

(1906). Having for a while the idea of becom-

ing a systematic philosopher, he began with a

study of the inadequacy of language to fully

express inward experience (// Linguaggio
come causa di errore, 1903) and with a study of

the psychological basis of propaganda (L'Arte
di persuadere, 1905). After the First World
War he renounced any attempt to participate

actively in the political life of Italy and made

up his mind to play the part of impartial

judge of men and parties. Invited by the pub-
lisher Formiggini to write a biography of

Mussolini, he accepted on condition that he
also write the biography of Mussolini's chief

opponent, Giovanni Amendola; both books

appeared in 1923.

Prezzolini is the author of some 20 volumes.

He is best known for his interesting study on
Benedetto Croce (1909), La Coltura italiana

(1923), his studies on German mystics (Studi e

capricci sui rnistici tedeschif 1912), his critical

essays (Uomini 22 e cilia 3, 1920), and particu-

larly Amid (1922), a very readable volume,
written in his characteristic unadorned easy-

flowing style, devoted to the critical study of

certain former collaborators (Jahier, Panzini,

Slataper, Soffici, Croce, Salvemini, qq.v.,

Einaudi, Lombardo-Radice). In 1927 appeared
a biography of Machiavelli, widely translated

(Eng. tr., 1928). Because of its brilliant, un
academic treatment and entertaining style, it

shocked the sedate tastes of some readers, but

gave relief to others who were tired of the

overdose of ponderous, unimaginative studies

on the great Florentine. Since coming to

Columbia University (1930) as professor of

Italian, Prezzolini has been engaged in the

publication of an important bibliography of

the history of Italian literary criticism since

1902.

See: C. Pellizzi, La Letteratura italiana del

nostro secolo (1920); B. Crmieux, preface to

the French translation (1925) of Prezzolini, La
Coltura italiana.

P. M. R.

Prishvin, Mikhail Mikhailovich (1873-, Rus*

sian novelist and naturalist), belongs to the

older generation, since he was born in

Khrushchevo, in the Yelets district of Central

Russia, in 1873. He was educated in the local

high school and, after some desultory study in

Germany, trained himself as an agronomist.
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In this capacity his chief contribution to

knowledge was Kartofel (1905; The Potato),

at the time a basic study of tuber culture.

Finding agricultural work distasteful, Prishvin

made several false starts in letters and then

spent some time collecting popular epic

poetry in the far northern provinces. The
contacts with nature in this area inspired his

first successful book, V krayu nepugannykh

ptitz (1907; In the Land of Unfrightened

Birds), followed by Kolobok (The Little

Round Loaf), inspired by the same experi-

ences. The former book won Prishvin a medal

of the Geographic Society and steady journal-

istic employment. He himself was early to

recognize that his chief skill lay in the de-

scription of nature, which he instinctively

viewed with a painter's eye for color and

line. Prishvin's revolutionary experiences were

unpleasant, since the local peasants con-

fiscated his small Yelets estate, and he lived

for some time in humble circumstances be-

fore he acquired a position as schoolteacher

in the province of Smolensk.

Prishvin's luck turned in 1923 when

Voronski, editor of the magazine Krasnaya
nov (Red Soil), accepted his episodic novel

Kashcheeva tsep (The Chain of Kaschei). Hav-

ing a pronounced autobiographical stamp,
this work expressed Prishvin's revolt against

superstition and social convention. Its first

three parts, after serialization, appeared in

book form in 1924 under the group title

Kurymushka (Prishvin's childhood nickname,

roughly "little berry") and gave a fine evalua-

tion of his childhood memories. A fourth

part was entitled Boi (Battle), and the whole

first book appeared in 1927. A second volume
in five parts was serialized in 1927-1928 and

appeared in book form during the latter

year. Prishvin's Rodniki Berendeya (1925-

1926; Springs of Berendei) is inspired by a

love of nature and marked by a talent for

the observation of nature rare among Rus-

sian authors.

See: D. S. Mirsky, Contemporary Russian

Literature (1926), pp. 295-296; G. Struve, 25
Years of Soviet Russian Literature (1944), pp.

17-18.
S. H. C.

Proust, Marcel (1871-1922, French novelist),
born in Paris, a scion of the wealthy Parisian

boargeoisie and of Jewish descent on the

maternal side, was like Flaubert (q.v.) al-

though much more patently a genius con-

ditioned by illness. A chronic asthmatic condi-

tion, first revealed at the age of nine, cut him
off once and for all from the world of action.

He literally worshiped his mother, who
watched with infinite care over his nervous,

sensitive childhood. His father, Adrien Proust,

professor at the Paris School of Medicine,

promptly decided that the best therapy was to

indulge his every whim. Leisurely years on the

aristocratic "West Side"; summers at Illiers, a

village between Nogent-le-Rotrou and Char-

tres which he was to immortalize as "Com-

bray/' or at Cabourg, the "Balbec" of his

novel; brilliant but desultory studies; preco-
cious explorations of the rnonde and demi-

monde; juvenile friendships with a fashion-

able and literary set all these circumstances

shaped the young man into an aesthete and
a snob, charming, eccentric, inordinately
curious and observing and yet immensely im-

practical. In the famous salon of Mme Arman
de Caillavet (see Caillavet, Gaston Arman de)
he brushed elbows with Anatole France (q.v.) 9

who condescended to write a preface for

Proust's first published work (Les Plaisirs el

les jours, 1896). Neither this production nor

Proust's subsequent journalistic essays (col-

lected as Pastiches et melanges, 1919) proved
to be more, however, than the exercises of a

fastidious, cultured dilettante.

A trip to Venice (1900) heralded the revela-

tion of Ruskin, whose Bible of Amiens (Part
I of Our Fathers Have Told Us) Proust trans-

lated in 1904 (see also his translation of Sesame
and Lilies in 1906). The deaths in rapid suc-

cession of his father and mother (1903, 1905)
and a recrudescence of his illness led to the

dramatic revulsion from which A la recherche

du Temps Perdu was born. The former dandy
withdrew into quasi seclusion, discharging his

social duties through his enormous Corres-

pondance (of which six volumes have been

printed, 1930-1936). His solitude, unrelieved

by any religious faith, turned to art as to "the
most austere school of life" and "truly the Last

Judgment." Unable to stand the light of day
or the noise of the street, Proust wrote by
night mostly in bed in a cork-walled room
filled with the smell of fumigations. Instead of

inclining him to concision, the fear of dying
too soon caused him to labor feverishly and
extend his original three-volume project into

a huge cyclic novel of 13 to 16 volumes accord-

ing to the edition (Eng. tr. by Charles K. Scott

Moncrieff and, the last part, by Frederick A.

Blossom, Remembrance of Things Past, 1922-

1932). Du cott de chez Swann, the first book
and purest gem of the series, came out in 1913
at the author's expense, having been previously
refused by several publishers. It went almost

unnoticed, in sharp contrast to A I'ombre des

jeunes filles en fleurs (1918) which won the
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Prix Goncourt (1919) and aroused much con-

troversy. Proust's reputation rose to extraor-

dinary heights with Le Cdtd de Guerrnantes

(1920), the four volumes of Sodome et Go-

morrhe (1921-1923), and the posthumous pub-
lication of La Prisonniere (2 vols., 1923),

Albertine disparue (2 vols., 1925), and Le

Temps Retrouvd (2 vols., 1927) which as the

title indicates holds the final key to an under-

standing of the entire work.

That Proust's technique should have been

likened by some to that of a rndmorialiste

seems logical enough in view of the fact that

A la recherche du Temps Perdu records at

great length the progressive crumbling of class

distinction under the Third Republic and the

ultimate abdication of the nobility (or "c6t de

Guermantes") into the hands of the upper
bourgeoisie (or "cot de chez Swann"). Yet

Proust himself disclaimed any deliberate am-
bition on his part to write "the Saint-Simon

Memoirs of another epoch." This statement

was no mere anticipation of such criticism as

would reproach him later for his lack of a

political creed, his neglect of the masses, his

indifference to economic issues, etc., etc. It

sprang from the deep-seated belief that the

method commonly termed "realistic" might
well be the least realistic of all, since it

"decimates" things, satisfies itself with a

"puny" inventory of lines and surfaces, and

ignores the richer world the world of inner

essences. Unlike the naturalists, Proust did not

presume to take "notes" but resorted to

"sketches," implying by this .that in his eyes
the truth of his observations was less a docu-

mentary truth inherent in the object than the

transient and relative truth of his own succes-

sive moods. Thus Proust's analysis never
reaches stability or completeness. His cosmos,
whether material or moral, and whatever its

amazing complexity, consists of an endless

chain of approximations.
In such a mobile, atomistic, evanescent uni-

verse, the notion of perspective is divested of

its spatial content. It comes to represent the

angle of incidence of man's emotions; in other

words, it takes on a temporal hue. Time,
understood in the Bergsonian sense (see Berg-
son, Henri) but not always and not always

faithfully; Time, conceived as a "lived" dura-

tion but made primarily into an agent of

destruction and decay in direct opposition to

Bergsonism Time is the greatest, the most

complicated, and, again, the most "approxi-
mate" of Proust's characters. In primitive
childhood Time is a friend: it stands peaceful
and motionless at our side, and the world is

ours to have and to enjoy. Presently, however,

Time will break this harmony of living: in the

wake of our first sorrow, we start on our slow

journey toward death and assume the painful
task of comprehending what we no longer

immediately possess. Intelligence, therefore, is

a fruit of exile grown in a climate of oblivion.

The memory of the brain is a faculty most

conspicuous by what it forgets, and its very
recollections are no recollections at all, rather

a system of reference powerless in itself to

resuscitate the past. Meanwhile, deep in our-

selves, some sort of visceral memory alone

challenges the flight of Time, buries all,

treasures all, remembers all. Throughout the

years the body, this poor, disintegrating

machine, renders us the invaluable service of

hiding away this one guarantee of our personal

identity. Subconscious memory manifests itself

in dreams or, during our waking hours, on the

occasion of rare "privileged moments" when a

chance sensation (it may be the taste of a little

cake, the clank of a hammer on a wheel, the

peculiar disposition of a group of poplars
on the roadside) hauls to the surface its twin

sensation of long ago and for a fleeting second

abolishes Time by merging our past the

whole living past to which it belongs into

our present.
A la recherche du Temps Perdu is the poem

of Oblivion and Memory. It is not, in the

manner of Joyce's Ulysses, a passive reproduc-
tion of the stream of consciousness. It is very
much, despite all of Proust's anti-intellectual-

isin, a rational effort at organization and

elaboration. The "drops" of transcendental

remembrance that fall from the subconscious

will be crystallized by means of a mysterious

alchemy and linked up in a rigid concatena-

tion of metaphors. In order to give actual re-

lief to the gradual encroachments of death

upon life and to the corresponding expansion
of reason at the detriment of the heart, the

narrator of A la recherche du Temps Perdu
will use the device of making his prelude

poetical like infancy and his finale analytical
like old age. These magical transmutations

and evocative processes are easily recognizable
as those of symbolism and impressionism in all

the arts, and the last word to be said about
Proust is that he strove how successfully

posterity will tell to become the Charles
Baudelaire (q.v.) of French fiction.

See: Lon Pierre-Quint, Marcel Proust; sa

vie, son ceuvre (1925; revised ed., 1928, 1935;

Eng. tr., 1927); Arnaud Dandieu, Marcel
Proust; sa revelation psychologique (1930);
Charles Blondel, La Psychographie de Marcel
Proust (1931); Albert Feuillerat, Comment
Marcel Proust a compost son roman (1934);
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Sybil de Souza, La Philosophic de Marcel

Proust (1939).

J.-A. B.

Prus, Boleslaw (pseud, of Aleksander Glowacki,

1847-1912, Polish journalist and novelist), was

born at Hrubieszow, on the Lublin-Volhynian
border, of lower gentry stock. His mother died

when he was three, and he lived for a time

with the grandmother whom he later im-

mortalized in Klopoty babuni (1873; A Grand-

mother's Woes). Later, on the death of his

father, he lived with his aunt, Domicela

Olszewska, a remarkable woman whom he

used as the model for the good wife and

mother in Omylka (1884; The Mistake). Prus

was powerfully influenced in his schooldays in

Lublin by the example of his brilliant, pas-

sionately patriotic older brother Leon, who
was in the thick of conspiratorial activities.

On the outbreak of the uprising of 1863 Prus

enlisted at once, although he was only 16, and

saw active service with the Polish forces.

Injured by a shell and badly burned, he was

later imprisoned by the Russians and released

only through the bribes and entreaties of his

devoted aunt. Prus's eyesight was permanently

impaired by the shell wound, and he was

obliged in later years to protect his eyes by the

dark glasses which became so characteristic of

him.

After the uprising, Prus studied for two

years in the excellent Szkola G16wna in War-

saw (see Polish literature). When this was

made a Russian institution (1869), he left to

study in the agricultural institute at Pulawy,
and also independently. After steeping himself

thoroughly in the then popular branches of

sociology and economics, he took a job in 1^72
in the Warsaw factory of Lilpop and Ran,
manufacturers of railroad cars, a common

thing for young men of his class to do in those

days of industry's novelty. Before this Prus

had dreamed of emigrating to America; now
he wished only to remain in Poland and serve

his country along the lines laid down by the

increasingly popular positivist creed.

Soon Prus abandoned the factory lathe for

the pen, to expose in a series of articles and
stories one sore spot after another in the

national life. Many of his articles appeared in

Swi^tochowski's (q.v.) famous Przeglqd tygod-

niowy (Weekly Review). All segments of

Polish life came under his survey, from the

industrial workers of L6dz-, in Powracajqca
fala (1880; The Returning Wave), to the

peasant struggling to hold his land against the

German, in Placdwha (1886; The Outpost).
Prus's masterpiece was the great novel of

middle-class Warsaw, Lalka (1890; The Doll).
This work, with its shopkeeper hero, was

revolutionary in Polish letters and a herald of

the new realism in fiction. It was followed by
the widely read and discussed Emancypantki
(1893; The Emancipated Women), a study of a

type new to Polish life and not greatly ad-

mired by Prus. In Faraon (1895; Pharaoh)
Prus resorted to a device popular in Russian

Poland, concealing under an Egyptian dis-

guise an expos6 of Poland's miseries, and

finally, in Dzieci (1909; The Children), he

brought his life work to a close with a revela-

tion of the intolerable plight of the Pole in

the period of reaction following 1905.
A quaint, bespectacled, modest little man,

Prus was at heart a reformer, and no finer

monument to his memory could possibly be

imagined than the embankment along the

Vistula bearing his name. Each spring this

serves to shield the poor of Warsaw from the

swollen river and to remind them of their

earliest partisan.

See: L. Wtodek, Dolestaw Prus (1918); G.

Korbut, Literatura polska (1931), IV, 126-130;
Wiadomosci literackie, 1932, No. 418 (entire

issue); T. Zeleriski (Boy), "Prus w perspektywie
czasu," Wiadomosci literackie, 1937, No. 25.

A. P. C.

Przybyszewski, Stanislaw (1868-1927, Polish

novelist, essayist, and dramatist), was born at

Lojewo in Kujawy, German Poland, the son of

a village schoolteacher and a musical, highly

strung, intensely religious mother. His birth-

place, near legend-haunted Lake Goplo, the

cradle of the Polish state, a melancholy region
of peat bogs and willow groves, played a great

part in the molding of his nature, heighten-

ing a natural tendency to fits of alternate

ecstasy and gloom. Przybyszewski himself be-

lieved one's birthplace, like one's name, was

predestined and prophetic, citing in proof of

the latter his own strikingly appropriate name,
which means "a destined-for-fame newcomer."
A newcomer and an outsider Przybyszewski
was from first to last: in Toruri, as a Pole in

an almost entirely German Gymnasium (1881-

1884); in Berlin (1889-1895), as a member of

the suspect Bohemia of the capital; in Cracow,
as a denizen of the cates; in Warsaw, as a man
shunned by the more stable elements of society
because of his marriage to the estranged wife

of the poet Kasprowicz (q.v.); and finally in

Danzig, as a Polish official in an outpost of

militant Germanism.
The most significant period in Przybyszew-

ski's life was that spent in Berlin. Here, at first

as a student and later, after a term in Moabite
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Prison because of his friendship for a pro-
scribed Polish socialist, as an ex-student earn-

ing a precarious living by free-lance writing,

Przybyszewski took part in the literary revo

lution which resulted in the fall of Zola (q.v.)

and the rise of Strindberg (q.v.). He himself

was deeply influenced by the Scandinavians.

Not only did he now marry a Norwegian,

Dagny Juell, and pay a long visit to the Scandi-

navian states, but it was under Scandinavian

influence that he conceived the philosophy of

medievalism by which he made himself at once

famous and notorious. This philosophy, which

repudiates reason and exalts intuition, was

embodied first in the famous Totenmesse

(1893) and Satanskinder (1897) and other early
works in German. Later Przybyszewski built a

temple of Satan in Cracow to promote its

proper recognition.

Przybyszewski's influence on Polish litera-

ture, which was considerable, was exercised

not only through his writings but through his

personal association with young Polish talents

Zeleriski, GrubiAski, Perzyriski, etc. (qq*v.)

and through his guidance of the editorial

policy of the journal Zycie (Life) during the

months of his residence in Cracow from

October, 1898, to the end of 1900. It was

largely owing to his encouragement that the

final blow was dealt to moribund positivism

(see Polish literature) and the way paved for

full acceptance of neo-romanticism. Of Przy-

byszewski's novels, the most typical is Homo
Sapiens (1898; Eng. tr., 1915); of his dramas,
the most widely influential, among the Czechs

and Croatians as well as in Poland, are Dla

szcz^icia (1900; Eng. tr., For Happiness, 1912)

and Snieg (1903; Eng. tr., Snow, 1920).

See: Z. D^bicki, Portrety, 1 (1927), 67-86; A.

Guttry, Unbekannte Literatur (1932), pp. 29-

35; T. Zeleriski (Boy), Znasz-li ten kraj? (1932).
M. M. C.

psychoanalysis in modern literature. Psychoa

nalysis has, ever since its consolidation into

theoretical and practical psychology, main-

tained a close contact with art and literature.

Sigmund Freud himself gave a definite lead

with a number of essays on literature and re-

lated topics. Most of these are now contained

in his Psychoanalytische Studien an Werken
der Dichtung und Kunst (1924). In the first

place, creative writing supplied him with a

source of interesting human material upon
which he could test his theories, if indeed he

did not extract some of his principles from

psychological observations made by novelists

and poets. In the second place, literature, as

a document and manifestation of life in

general, presented excellent material for the

psychoanalytic interpretation of cultural evo-

lution as such. Freud's collaborators and early
followers have strengthened the bond of inter-

est between psychology and literature. The
psychoanalytic viewpoint soon was applied

systematically to literature in Wilhelm Stekel's

Dichtung und Neurose (1909) and in Otto
Rank's Das Inzest-Motiv in Dichtung und Sage
(1912), two books which inaugurated a very
active school of psychoanalytic criticism. Fore-

most among those who demonstrated the

general applicability of psychoanalysis to art

criticism are C. G. Jung, Oskar Pfister, Charles

Baudouin, Albert Mordell, DeWitt Parker,
Ernest Jones, F. C. Prescott. It is not difficult

to understand why psychoanalysts should veer

so conspicuously toward literary problems.
The common meeting ground lay, in a broad

sense, in the sphere of irrational and sub-

conscious forces. Creative writers throughout
the ages have always contended that their

works were, in the final analysis, attributable

to the prompting of some irrational urge.

Psychoanalysts, on the other hand, were quick
to claim that their conception of subconscious

life was equally applicable to the explanation
of art and literature, taking it for granted of

course that artists are not noticeably different

from the common run of men. Human nature

even in our days still remains conditioned, the

argument runs, by a set of childhood instincts,

mainly of an erotic type, which invariably
cause certain psychic problems and dis-

turbances. Artistic production is directly con-

cerned with the transformation of such

infantile wishes into socially acceptable or

even enjoyable creations.

If we disregard those many modifications

which Freud's theory has undergone, certain

principles may be set forth as the fundamental

tenets on which literary criticism of the more
orthodox kind of psychoanalysis is based and
which have been widely used for appraisal of

both ancient and altogether modern writers.

First. Since all essential manifestations of

human conduct must be looked upon as being
conditioned by some basic erotic experience
and since almost every human action repre-
sents the resultant of two opposed forces, of

the craving to satisfy our infantile erotic de-

sires and of the more or less keenly felt obliga-
tion to suppress, convert, or sublimate such

instincts, there can be no hard and fast line of

demarcation between art and any other cul-

tural activity; they all constitute so many
attempts to cope with the curse of our erotic

or, to be quite exact, incestuous nature, leav-

ing in the wake of their efforts a welter of sex
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symbols, in the form of customs, words,

images, institutions, thoughts, handicraft. Sim-

ilarly, the difference between the most general
and anonymous literary products (such as

jokes, riddles, myths, fairy tales) and the highly
individualistic expressions in towering master-

pieces is one of degree rather than of kind.

The former are collective confessions of wish-

ful sexual thinking or of clandestine in-

dulgence in incestuous pleasures, while the

latter bear witness to the exertion of som>e

conscientious individual to hide or even con-

trol his sinful because asocial longings. Gott-

fried Keller (q.v.), in the opinion of psycho-

analysts, suffered from a strong mother fixa

tion and was for this reason unable to love

another woman; but instead of angrily venting
his aversion to say nothing of yielding to his

incestuous impulse he created a galaxy of

beautiful woman-characters too lofty to be-

come the object of erotic attention; these

fantasies helped him to purify or at any rate

to neutralize his emotional aberrations.

Second. What we commonly call artistic

imagination, the ability of some people to

weave a motley assembly of thoughts, emo-

tions, and volitions into a pleasing pattern of

form and content, is closely related to, though
not entirely synonymous with, the faculty of

dreaming. The common denominator of both

is an ingenious method of evading the censor-

ship invested in social consciousness and of

giving more or less free rein to our libidinous

drives. But there is this difference between

dream and poetic imagination: mere dream-

ing daydreaming especially is bound to re

suit in neurotic mental states with alternating
currents of sinning and repenting, whereas the

artist somehow manages to stem the tide of

incestuous longings and to deflect its soul-

destroying power into socially useful channels.

Hence the essentially cathartic function of art,

ridding individuals and society as a whole of

tormenting complexes by substituting an

imaginary world for stark reality and by pro-

viding relief at least in its imagined world.

Few people realize that in witnessing a per-
formance of Wagner's (q.v.) Tannhauser,
Tristan und Isolde, or Der fliegende Hollander
their mother complex is being drawn off; yet
such is the case, according to psychoanalysts.

Wagner's own erotic feelings were focused on
his mother, and indeed with such intensity
thai all his artistic dreams of incest were not

sufficient to release him from- his complex; on
occasion he would actually fall in love with

the motherly type of women, with the wives of

his best friends.

Third. Since the urge to create is an act of

self-defense necessitated by the pressure of

incestuous longings, the comprehension of

works of literature depends on a thorough

analysis of the artist's infantile sex life and

not, as traditional literary criticism has as-

sumed, on all the irrelevant details of environ-

ment and training. Critics graduating from the

Freudian school have produced a new type of

biography, in which a few basic psychological
data become intimately linked with whatever

variety of formal and philosophical character-

istics a work of art may possess. For instance,

Renan's (q.v.) mildly incestuous attachment

to his sister is said to reappear in the effemi-

nacy of the author and in the gentleness, the

moral tone, of his writings. A murder fantasy
discovered among Jane Austen's Juvenilia has

given rise to the suspicion that many of her

works conceal a subconscious desire to do

away with her parents and her sister. Pre
Goriot with his double passion for his

daughter and for money enables the analyst to

diagnose incestuous impulses and a castration

complex in Balzac. A la recherche du Temps
Perdu gives away, in its very title, Proust's

(q.v.) dominant longing to go back to the

maternal omphalos. But the most revealing
authors, for the psychoanalyst, are Baudelaire

(q.v.), Poe, and Strindberg (q.v.). For Ren6

Laforgue (L'Echec de Baudelaire; dtude psy-

chanalytique, 1931) the poems of Baudelaire

form a perfect illustration of an acute mother

fixation; his hatred for the stepfather and
for his mother in that she preferred a stranger
to her own son assumed such proportions as

to make him finally equate all natural things
with the abominable. Poe's infantile trauma
dates back to two experiences, seeing his

mother in the embrace of a strange man and

watching her slow death through tuberculosis.

According to Marie Bonaparte (Edgar Poe;
etude psychanalytique, 1933) he became a

sadist and necrophile, and his stories must be
read as so many dreams through which he
relived past horrors or in which he meted out

savage punishments. Strindberg, thanks to a

long series of autobiographical novels, allows

the psychoanalyst to penetrate to a classical

bifurcation of the Oedipus complex. Hating
his father for having given him a stepmother,
he transferred this emotion to all father-

surrogates, to teachers, employers, govern-
ments. At the same time his aversion from his

stepmother made him an inveterate misogynist

deriving a morbid satisfaction from being the

martyr of numerous marital adventures. From
the nature of infantile erotic situations literary
critics of the Freudian school finally arrived

at a classification of artists into certain types,
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depending on whether they were bereft of

either father or mother or both, on whether

they had a stepfather or a stepmother, and on
the balance of affection they felt towards their

real parents.
Fourth. As it is only natural for psycho-

analytic critics to be convinced that in works

of art every detail falls into line with the

artist's fundamental psychological constitu-

tion, there can be no talk of such a thing as

an objective style. The old notion, for instance,

of objective drama has to be discarded; drama
is perhaps the most subjective medium of ex-

pression, a perfect external projection of the

author's complexes, with more than one mem-
ber of the dramatis personae appearing as a

spokesman of the unconscious drive, or of cer-

tain ramifications of this drive, while jointly

they reenact the dramatist's struggle between
incestuous desires and social conscience. A play
thus reveals itself as a series of clever strata-

gems ending in defeat of, or triumph for, the

forces of social responsibility. The ever mov-

ing effect of Hamlet is attributed by psycho-

analysts to a multiple projection of Shake-

speare's Oedipus complex. Hamlet embodies
this instinct in its broken, intimidated form;
his own father, now only a ghost, can no

longer be the object of real hatred, and a

substitute is therefore created in the person
of his stepfather, Claudius. But now the moral

censor intervenes, vetoing at least for the time

being any drastic expression of Hamlet's pent-

up emotions. Another outlet must be found:

Laertes appears on the scene to become a

perfect disguise for Shakespeare's criminal

longings. Laertes' father having been killed

much to Laertes' own satisfaction and to the

satisfaction of Shakespeare the author can

now easily deceive the world as to the nature
of his feelings by posing as a loving son and
as an avenger of his father's death. Moreover,
critics point out that in Hamlet Shakespeare
works off all other concomitant complexes as

well, love between brother and sister through
the medium of Laertes and Ophelia, love be-

tween father and daughter through identifica-

tion with Polonius and Ophelia.

Fifth. The most startling contribution of

psychoanalysis to the criticism of literature
was made in the form of a new interpretation
of literary historicity. If the word evolution is

to carry any meaning with the psychoanalyst,
it must imply a steadily growing control over
our incestuous desires by means of a strict

subjugation of emotions to reason. In this

slowly but inexorably maturing sublimation

and conversion of harmful instincts literature

is playing or, to be more accurate, has played

an honorable part. With allowance for repeti-
tions and digressions, the literary guild has in
the past centuries discharged its function of
universal catharsis in three definite stages
which mark the only truly perceptible in-

cisions in the history of creative writing. To
recognize the salient features of each successive

literary period and of its significance in the

growth of Western civilization, psychoanalysts
direct us to Sophocles' Oedipus Rex, Shake-

speare's Hamlet, and Schiller's Don Carlos.

Sophocles, speaking for a primitive age,
allowed his incestuous desires to come to the
surface almost unsuspected and to be naively
gratified, if not in reality then at least in the
dreamworld of his dramatic vision. Not until
after Oedipus has been permitted to kill his
father and to marry his mother does the Greek
dramatist pause, reflect, and censor the sinful

nature of such conduct, to impose on it now
the stern punishment of self-inflicted mutila-
tion. Crime and its atonement, sin and re-

pentance, balance one another evenly at this

early stage of civilization. It remained for

future generations to be more watchful and to

intercept the incestuous drive before it has run
its course. But ages passed before literature

was to record or to suggest a noticeable advance
in the control of our infantile impulses. Shake-

speare, even if he could not wholly convert or
sublimate his sinful promptings, at least knew
how to disguise the desire to kill his own
father and to marry his mother so well that it

takes a trained psychoanalyst to reconstruct

the original emotional basis. True, the mother

complex is only partly repressed, and to the

extent of its being diverted into Hamlet's love

for Ophelia. The father complex, on the other

hand, has become completely unhooked from
its real object and is finding a plausible sub-

stitute in Claudius; Hamlet's incestuous

hatred, while not exactly transformed into a

socially useful purpose, does occasion no great
harm, because the stepfather had some punish-
ment due him. Don Carlos brings us consider-

ably closer to successful sublimation; he falls

in love with his stepmother, which is a far

cry from Oedipus' infatuation with Jocasta,
and he would hate the man who happens to

be his father even if the latter were a stranger.
Yet in the end Schiller, too, feels morally com-

pelled to deliver his seemingly innocent hero
into the hands of the executioner, a tacit ad-
mission of some lingering feeling of guilt; un-
less the last vestiges of incestuous motives are
eliminated or entirely sublimated there will

be no peace for man s conscience, just as there
will be no possibility of orderly, rational be-
havior. An emphatic warning to heed our in-
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cestuous urges this is as far as creative

literature can go in helping mankind. Further

progress can only be expected from scientific

psychology and from the prompt application
of its findings. Modern literature has to con

tent itself with making the problems involved

apprehensible,
rather than evolving the final

solution. The same necessity for the most radi-

cal rationalization of life, on which our salva-

tion depends, will sooner or later spell the

doom of art, just as it spelled the end of

religion in earlier times. Art, like religion, had

its important duty to fulfill. When this is done,

the function which was hitherto entrusted to

artists will pass into the hands of the scientists;

or rather, the latter must take over where art

left off, to lead us into the millennium of

scientific control.

Orthodox psychoanalysis has advanced other

concepts of literary criticism in addition to

those enumerated above. Freud's analysis of

the incestuous elements in wit, for instance,

was at one time widely discussed. But more

important than these are the change which

Freud's original views on the nature of our

infantile urges has undergone and the influ-

ence of this change on literary criticism.

Broadly speaking, the tendency among psy-

choanalysts was to contemplate the presence
of other than incestuous or even erotic in

stincts. Adler's substitution of inferiority and

superiority complexes for the Oedipus com

plex was an invitation to identify the uncon-

scious Id with many other nonerotic drives,

such as an elemental lust for power or a canni

balistic cruelty. C. G. Jung's preference is for

mystic, religious propensities or for collective

instincts; still others are ready to accept even

innocuous volitions (e.g., a tendency to tell

lies) as a fundamental trait, if not of all men
at least of all writers. Literary critics who
had hesitated to go the whole length of ortho

dox psychoanalysis availed themselves of the

wider scope which these diluted theories of

dissenting schools offered to them. Among
critical works which employ such eclectic psy

choanalytic tenets two deserve mention:

Gustav Morf's The Polish Heritage of Joseph
Conrad (1930) and Walter Muschg's Gotthelf:
Die Geheimnisse des Erzahlers (1931). Morf
relies to a considerable extent on Adler's psy

chology, by attributing to Conrad's work a

compensatory function; he had to make good
as a writer in order to overcome his inferiority

feeling as a foreigner among Englishmen. In

other respects the author draws on Freud:

Conrad, the motherless boy who was soon also

to lose his father, transferred his thwarted love

for the parents to Poland; this in turn led to

a violent guilt conflict, because he had run

away from his native land. Lord Jim, apart
from having the dreamlike qualities of all

great art, is also Conrad's most intimately

autobiographical work; here the author atones
for his guilt. Jung's influence seems to be sug-

gested by Morf's frequent references to Con
rad's instinctive knowledge and use of many
universal symbols, for instance of the symbolic
meaning of the sea which stands for fate in

all its threatening and yet challenging mys-
teries. If Conrad emerges here as a highly
individualistic figure, Gotthelf, as presented
by Muschg, appears to be an anonymous
spokesman, an outlet not so much of his own
personal concerns as of the fundamental urges
of his race or of all mankind, an eruption, as

it were, of such primal instincts as worship of

higher powers, love of the soil, and fear of

demons, instincts which were controlled and

purified by the fervent desire to sanctify life

and to transform reality into an abode of

peace and Christian beatitude.

In a preface Muschg acknowledges his in-

debtedness to Freud; disciples of the Klages
school and adherents of the recently propagat-
ed "blood and soil" theory, though bitter ene-

mies of psychoanalysis, have yet not hesitated

to hail Muschg as a supporter of their own bio-

centric psychology. This fact goes far to show
that there is no strong dividing line between

psychoanalysis and other systems of Tiefen-

psychologie. They are all different phases of a

movement which had its origin in German
romanticism and which, after having been

powerfully amplified by Nietzsche (q.v.) 9 was
to endure and to gain in influence. Its uni-

fying bond consists in the conviction that the

motive for human actions in life and in liter-

ature must be sought in some unconscious

impulse; it is in the exact definition of the un-

conscious elements that modern psychology

begins to split into various factions.

The same civil war raging within the sphere
of analytic psychologies has brought to light
much valid criticism especially of the orthodox
Freudian interpretation of art. Dissenters

under the leadership of C. G. Jung protested,
first, against the purely genetic approach to

art by which nothing is achieved except a

slight shift, within the old theory of environ-

ment, towards psychological data and, second,

against the gloomy conclusion that the days of

great art are numbered and that from now on
our cultural interests will be in the hands of

the scientists. The latter claim is for Jung
another instance of causality and science

running wild and trespassing into spheres
where they are bound to do harm, this time in
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the sphere of creative imagination and ethical

values. As Jung points out, the Oedipus com-

plex and its female counterpart, the Electra

complex, may well explain the causes of man's

unrest and of the artist's urge to create, but

they do not and cannot determine our creative

reaction to these inner demons. In the worst

cases, the reaction will follow the hedonistic

line of a barely concealed resistance, leading
to disastrous results; with greater moral forti-

tude, our response may be directed by some

higher vision, creating an entirely new situa-

tion. The manly attitude which Oedipus shows

when confronted with the consequences of his

mistakes is something which could not have

been foretold from the nature of his incestuous

desires; he rises to an ethical height such as

only the imagination and wisdom of Sophocles
were able to envisage. To project into the

consciousness of mankind such ever nobler

ways and means of counteracting the blind

force of primitive nature was, is, and forever

will be the divine office of art, a task which

cannot be taken over, in its entirety, by any
other intellectual or spiritual agency. Literary

interpretation lacking the intuitive sensitive-

ness necessary to fathom the possibilities of

creative imagination can never do justice

either to works of art or to the role which art

is playing in civilization. A modern critic rely-

ing solely on the analytic approach to art will

fall just as short of his goal as would a miner

alogist making bold to explain the artistic

significance of a marble statue from a purely

mineralogical standpoint. Analytic training

will enable us to discover in Faust the erotic

mother fixation of its author; only construe

tive comprehension can follow Goethe to those

new levels of existence on which Faust, im

pelled by the titanic restlessness of his nature,

discovers the essence of human life to lie in

social responsibility and in active concern for

our fellow men. Great writers have always
endeavored to integrate individual life in tasks

which by their very difficulty give birth to new

inner qualities. Infantile emotions have then

no chance to spread. They pass into oblivion.

Recent critics of psychoanalysis go even

further than that, by questioning the validity

of Freud's main contention that human in

stincts are basically selfish, pleasure-seeking,

and asocial. In 1935 appeared the first edition

of I. D. Suttie's book The Origins of Love and

Hate, a work which may well mark the turn-

ing point in modern psychological thought.

Much in the same manner in which Pestalozzi,

more than a hundred years earlier, emphasized
that love in its passive and active form con-

stitutes the first experience of earliest infancy,

Suttie holds that the instincts of gentleness
and friendliness precede all egoistic sex urges,

developing his argument with a medical, psy-

chological, and anthropological knowledge
which is more than equal to that of any
Freudian. This assumption of the primacy of

altruistic emotions over self-interest is one
which answers the deepest longings of our
time and which may lead to a new social

philosophy as well as to a new school of liter-

*ary critics. By calling attention to the "taboo
of tenderness" in European literature Suttie

has already indicated the direction which lit-

erary research may well follow.

The gauging of the influence that psycho
analysis has had upon recent creative writing
will present a task of considerable difficulty
to future historians of literature. The prob-
lem is not rendered easier by the suspicion
almost amounting to a certainty that every

European and American writer of account in

the last four decades has in some form or other

become exposed to the psychology of the un-

conscious. As a preliminary, varying degrees
of directness and intensity with which psycho-

analysis has affected literature must be dis-

tinguished. A tentative stratification may be

suggested.
There are, first of all, authors who are more

or less expert psychoanalysts and who are fond
of introducing a psychoanalytic practitioner

among the characters of their literary product.
In Italo Svevo's (q.v.) La Coscienza di Zeno
the hero largely identical with the author

psychoanalyzes his own life in a style suggest

ing actual clinical case reports. R. E. Sherwood
in Reunion in Vienna entrusts the psycho
analyst Doctor Krug with the handling and
successful solution of an embarrassing family
affair. The most direct and almost brazen

application of psychoanalytical methods to

literature is to be encountered in Der Seelen-

sucher by Georg Groddeck who expressly de-

fines his book as a psychoanalytic novel. The
technical device he employs is not without

hilarious possibilities: a psychoanalytic wolf in

the garb of a bourgeois lamb roams through

respectable middle-class society and provides,
with the bluntness of a fool and the malice of

a devil, a running psychoanalytical com-

mentary on our customs and beliefs which
shows at every turn that men are not really

running their own affairs but are instead be-

ing run by that great Id, none other, of course,

than Eros. Groddeck succeeds in suggesting
lascivious intentions even in such trivial acts

as the threading of a needle or the striking of

a match. Other instances of psychoanalytical

practice may be found in the works of the
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Swedish novelist Hjalmar Bergman (q.v.) and

in those of Rebecca West, Eugene O'Neill, and

H. R. Lenormand (q.v.). It was Lenormand
who warned writers against a too literal appro-

priation of Freudian psychology as the surest

way of becoming dated and outmoded.

Other authors, though paying close atten-

tion to the findings of psychoanalysis, never-

theless succeed in preserving their intellectual

and artistic independence. Thomas Mann

(q.v.), who wrote a eulogistic essay on Freud's

significance for the future of civilization

assigning to him the role of a liberator from

all dark, irrational instincts yet creates his

more representative literary figures out of his

own psychology. Remarkable is the case of

D. H. Lawrence. Overwhelming as the evi-

dence of Sons and Lovers and of Lady
Chatterley's Lover seems to be in favor of di-

rect Freudian influences, in his treatise Psy-

choanalysis and the Unconscious (1921) he not

only refutes all such dependence but also

ridicules Freud's picture of the unconscious

mind.
A large number of modern literary creations

in a third group treat boldly of incestuous

relationships; the prevalence of this motif

may, in the final analysis, be attributable to

the stress which Freud has put on the Oedipus
complex. May Sinclair, J. D. Bercsford,

Gabriele D'Annunzio (q.v.), Stefan Vacano,

J. P. Jacobsen (q.v.), Gustav af Geijerstam

(q.v.), Peter Nansen, Jean Giraudoux (q.v.),

Catulle Mends (q.v.), Emil Strauss (q-v.),

Clara Viebig (q.v.), Hugo von Hofmannsthal

(q.v.), Adolf Koelsch, and others may be said

to use incest motifs with the responsibility be-

fitting serious writers. The same cannot be

claimed of others, for instance of Leonhard
Frank (q.v.), Arnolt Bronncn, and H. H. Jahn,
all of whom hover on the border of por-

nography.
And finally, just as analysis, the tracing back

of manifest behavior to some hidden erotic

desire, became a strong trend in modern psy-

chology, so pansexualism, the philosophical

complement to psychoanalysis, has infiltrated

into innumerable works of literature. But this

frank discussion of sex problems for which

contemporary literature presents abundant
evidence Andr Gide, Julien Green, Henry
de Montherlant, Gerhart Hauptmann, Frank
Werjekind, Arthur Schnitzler, Federigo Tozzi,
Corrado Alvaro (qq.v.), to mention only a few

examples cannot in every case have been

instigated by direct contact with Freudianism;
more often it appears to be a result of that

general naturalistic current which assumed
the proportions of a veritable Zeitgeist; of

this widely prevailing spirit psychoanalysis it-

self is only one symptom among many others.

The very diffusion of psychoanalytic influ-

ence into every sphere of modern art makes it

impossible to discern a psychoanalytic school

in the strict sense of a literary movement. A
well-defined movement presupposes a common

philosophy and the employment of certain

stylistic devices and innovations. True enough,
the attempt has been made to show that psy

choanalysts practice a set of formal charac-

teristics and at the same time have certain

views on life in common. The analytic form in

drama and fiction, though not of recent origin,
seems to meet the exigencies of psychoanalytic

problems better than any other, allowing us,

as it does, to analyze a conflict breaking out

in later life and to run it down to some early,

forgotten experience. It has also been pointed
out that in life and literature alike psycho

analytic deliverance from a long-hidden com

plex is most expediently brought about by a

confession or by a sudden outburst of self-

accusations. Dostoevski's (q.v.) technique in

Crime and Punishment the slow extraction

of a confession has found many imitators

among modern novelists; Jakob Wassermann

(q.v.) shows a definite preference for this

device, E. M. Forster has used it with brilliant

effects in A Passage to India. Explosive self-

revelation was carried to its extreme in ex-

pressionistic drama, in which one character

often does all the talking while the others are

supposed only to be patient and sympathetic
listeners. Furthermore, since Freud relied so

much on dreams as the royal road into the

depth of the unconscious, writers made fre-

quent use of the same expedient, in order to

bring to light hidden desires. The sequence
of dream scenes alternating with realistic

settings in J. M. Barrie's Dear Brutus is a

striking example of the good use to which
dreams may be put for character analysis.

Finally, since the past, by virtue of its decisive

influence on man, can at any time raise its

ugly head and deeply affect the present, psy-

choanalysts have argued that we must change
our conception of time. Literature has taken

cognizance of this change by introducing the

stream of consciousness technique; James
Joyce, Virginia Woolf, and Alfred DSblin (q.v.)

will always be remembered as chief exponents
of this novel method.

All these technical features occur quite

frequently, however, aside from psychoanalytic
beliefs in the strict sense of this term. In

addition, we do not have strong enough evi-

dence of a common approach, among psycho-

analysts, to social and political problems. Full

agreement prevails on one point only: the ob-

noxious complex must be converted into a
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socially useful purpose. Admittedly the defini-

tion of such usefulness often coincides with

Marxist ideas on progress, and this accounts

for the easy amalgamation of psychoanalysis
with Marxism the former explains what

human nature is, the latter proclaims what it

ought to become. But the two creeds are far

from being complementary; one may be a

Marxist without taking the slightest notice of

Freud, and vice versa.

The prospect of a civilization which will

know how to select and control its emotions

and how to press them into the service of

society remains one of the creative visions by
which psychoanalysis deserves to be remem-
bered. These emotions, however, must be

located in other than incestuous, egotistic
roots. Indications of a growing skeptical view

on Freud's basic instincts are as definite among
present-day writers as they are among psy-

chologists proper. What is perhaps more re-

vealing is the fact that Gicle, a representative
novelist of the older generation which was

steeped in psychoanalysis, should have re-

covered his faith in the immanent nature and
the everlasting value of altruistic feelings.
With gentle insistence he shows in Les Faux-

Monnayeurs that when all the time-honored

emotions of parental love, filial affection, and

loyalty among friends have been deflated in

true psychoanalytic fashion human beings will

at once begin again to crave for the very same
emotions. The urge to give love and to receive

love is not merely a residue of infantile per-
versions but must be accepted as a manifesta-

tion of cosmic energy. The fact that this uni-

versal libido upon occasion deteriorates into

incestuous desires or, if we are to believe

Adler, into an excessive lust for power does
not mean that higher forms of libido such as

love, a serene zest for life, social conscience and

compassion, are becoming invalidated. It re-

mains for a new generation of writers to

rediscover the source of constructive, anagogic
inspiration and to reincarnate, both in actu-

ality and in imagination, those lofty, timeless

emotions, to borrow an expression from

Goethe, which are the very lifeblood of noble

thought and action.

See: E. Aulhorn, "Dichtung und Psychoana-

lyse/' Germanisch-romanische Monatsschrift,
X (1922), 279-292; L. Cazamian, "La Psychana-

lyse et la critique littraire," Revue de littdra-

ture comparee, IV (1924), 449-475; W. Muschg,
Psychoanalyse und Literaturwissenschaft

(1930); F. L. Sack, Die Psychoanalyse im mo-
dernen englischen Roman (1930); H. Pongs,

"Psychoanalyse und Dichtung," Euphorion,
XXXIV (1933), 38-72; B. De Voto, "Freud
in America," Psychoanalytic Quarterly, IX

(1940), 236-245; C. S. Lewis, "Psycho-Analysis
and Literary Criticism," Essays and Studies by
Members of the English Association, XXVII

(1941), 7-21; F. J. Hoffman, Freudianism and
the Literary Mind (1945).

H. B.

Puccini, Mario (1887-, Italian bookseller, pub-
lisher, short-story writer, novelist, critic, and

translator), was born in Senigallia. He is a pro-
lific and serious worker who has never attained

great fame, although he has always merited

attention and praise for his conscientious

effort. Characteristic of him are a mild realism

and interest in average types. In his first works
he followed closely in the footprints of Verga
(q.v.; see Foville, 1914) and noted with sym-

pathy both the literary and political develop-
ments of Italy. In a rather studied and frag-

mentary way he felt the human and national

problems of the First World War (Dal Carso

al Piave, 1918; Come ho visto il Friuli, 1919),
of the post-war period (Viva Vanarchia, 1921;
Dove e il peccato Dio, 1922), and of Fascism

(Cola o il ritratto dell'italiano, 1927). Each of

these works has been greeted as a promise,
but none has been hailed as a masterpiece. He
gives evidence of a religious preoccupation
which he has not yet made articulate. He has

made good translations from Spanish and
South American literature and collected cer-

tain critical essays in a volume entitled Da
D'Annunzio a Pirandello (1928).

See: G. Marcellini, "Mario Puccini," Nuova

Antologia, CCCXVIII (1925), 84-91; L. Gillet,

"M. Mario Puccini et le portrait de 1'Italien,"

Revue des deux mondcs, September i, 1928,

pp. 207-218; T. G. Bergin, "Mario Puccini,"

Italica, XIII (1936), 129-131.
G. P.

Queiroz, see E$a de Queiroz, fos Maria;

Teixeira de Queiroz, Francisco.

Quental, Antero Tarquinio de (1842-1891,

Portuguese poet), was born in Ponta Delgada,

Azores, to a noble family of literary and liberal

traditions. In 1858 he went to Coimbra to

study law. The university was then a center

for revolt and for the fermentation of new
ideas. Gigantic and kindly, a magnetic person-
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ality, with his golden and resplendent shock of

hair and beard, he led the school revolts

against the medieval Byzantinism of the uni-

versity and became the guide of a group of

restless spirits who, as the Generation of

Coimbra, were destined to renovate the spirit

of Portuguese literature. In 1861 he made his

appearance as a poet with the publication of a

volume of poems, Sonetos de Antero, which

revealed an art of first quality. In the preface

he outlined a theory of the sonnet, for him a

vehicle of pure lyricism, and urged the re-

habilitation of this disciplined metrical form,

then out of style, as a link to the tradition

of Camoes. In the course of 25 years of pain-
ful poetic production he was to do the best

of his work in the form of sonnets. In 1863

appeared Beatrice, a poem full of amorous

idealism, showing the influence of the new

lyricism of Joao de Deus (q.v.). This poem was

included in a later collection of early works,

Primaveras romdnticas (1871; Romantic

Springs). That same year (1863) he produced
Fiat Lux, destroyed almost as soon as it was

printed indeed Quental, an essentially sin-

cere and independent spirit, free of all artistic

ambition, for whom poetry was an immediate

expressive necessity, threw away more of his

work than his friends were able to save and

publish.
He destroyed the greater part of his verses

in romantic vein when, in 1865, he entered the

revolutionary phase of Odes modernas

(Modern Odes); this constitutes a peculiar alli-

ance of Hegelian naturalism and French social

humanitarianism. With this extremely original
collection he introduced the poetry of struggle
into Portugal; later he was also to repudiate
this as false, though still recognizing his sin-

cerity in writing it. Now came the famous
"Coimbra question" (see Portuguese litera-

ture). The young Antero was already known
outside the university when the noisy polemic,
which publicized the incompatibility of the

new poets with exhausted post-romanticism,
occurred. Then the vigorous polemist, the

Antero of the tracts against Castilho, appeared.
Odes modernas carried a brief note on the

mission of poetry, deploring the existing di-

vorce between the prolix, post-romantic lyri-

cism and the complex magnitude of the

spiritual life of the century. Influenced by
Proudhon, Quental declared that poetry
should be the voice of the Revolution. Instead

of being an insignificant, personal pastime, it

should present the great human problems, the

metamorphoses of civilization, and the anx-

ieties of modern conscience. Philistinism

viewed all this as an extreme boldness and the

odes were called monstrosities and metaphysi-
cal pedantry.

Quental had by this time completed his uni-

versity work, but remained in Coimbra with-

out deciding upon a career. Then began that

struggle of will which was to be the great
drama of his existence. A constant victim of

metaphysical anguish, only in death could he
find relief; initiator of all the spiritual move-
ments in the Portugal of his time, he de-

voted himself with momentary passion to all

his ideals, to end finally in the tragedy of

neurosis and self-destruction. He started

Iberism in 1868 with his brochure Portugal
perante a revolufao da Espanha (Portugal in

the Presence of the Spanish Revolution) and
later with Oliveira Martins (q.v.) founded the

Revista occidental. He renounced his social

position and went to Paris as a typographical
worker, but disillusion and poor health

obliged him to abandon this proletarian ven-

ture. In the sailboat of one of his friends he
made a voyage to the United States and to

Canada. He took an active part in socialistic

propaganda and established the Portuguese
branch of the International. In 1871 he again
met his fellow students of Coimbra and organ-
ized the "Conferencias democrdticas do Casino
de Lisboa" (see Portuguese literature), so soon
to be suppressed. The polished, satiric pam-
phleteer appeared again in the "carta" to the

marques de Avila, protesting the suspension.
In 1874 neurosis seized him anew, and he gave
up all active endeavor and retired to Vila-do-

Conde. In this retreat he prepared, with the

aid of his faithful friend Oliveira Martins, the
edition of the Sonetos completos (1886; Eng.
tr., Sonnets and Poems of Antero de Quental,
1922) as well as a poetic collection for children;
in addition, at the request of E^a dc Queiroz
(q.v.), he wrote three articles on the tendencies

of contemporary philosophy. He left his se-

clusion only in 1891, to head the patriotic
movement against the English ultimatum. Dis-

couraged by the failure of this final illusion

of his active life, he left for his native island;

there, one suffocating afternoon, he took his

own life in a public park.

Quental's work kept pace with his spiritual
evolution. Having lost the Catholic faith of his

adolescence, he entered a phase of deistic

spiritualism. Later he discovered Hegel and
was carried away by the grandiose Hegelian
syntheses which he endeavored to combine
with the democratic humanitarianism of the

French, avoiding the problem of conscience
in revolutionary faith. But soon his naturalism
and the mystic tendency of his spirit came into

conflict. These he tried to reconcile, but
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slipped into a phase of desolate pessimism

aggravated by disease which produced the

"lugubrious" poems saved by Oliveira Mar-

tins. Finally he thought he had discovered

interior equilibrium in an optimistic theory
of the beatitude of virtue and saintliness, a

sort of occidental Buddhism which he called

psychodynamism or panpsychism. When he

lost hope of the nirvana of moral placidity

reflected in the final sonnets he sought rest

in death. His sonnets are "the autobiography
of a thought . . . memoirs of a conscience"

which aspires to understand the incomprehen-
sible and express the ineffable. The philosophi-
cal sonnet first appeared in Odes, and in

Primavcras there are love sonnets, as there are

also in Raios de extinta luz (1892; Rays of

Vanishing Light), a collection of juvenilia

published posthumously.
The aesthetic technique of Antero is ex

tremely personal and consists in the reaching
for the most inapprehensible abstraction

through the most immediate experience. His

imagination was abstract and anti-pictorial.

His sonnets, in their dual aesthetic and philo-

sophical quality, give evidence of a sober and
luminous art, characterized by deep emotion

and sculptured, classic precision. Opposed to

art for art's sake, he considered poetry not an

end but a "perfectly involuntary means" of

satisfying his need for expression. Because of

a weakness of will, his production was dis-

proportionately small in comparison with his

creative powers, but as for quality "there is

not another moment of greater intensity in

Portuguese poetry after Camoes."

Qucntal's poetical works have been trans-

lated into the principal languages of Europe
and take their place beside the best universal

philosophical poetry. His philosophical essays,

articles, brochures, and similar works collected

in Prosas (1923-1931; Prose) offer, with his

letters, guides to his intimate thought and sen-

timents and are evidence of his high quality as

a prose writer, a role which has been some-
what obscured by the great stature of the poet.

See: Te6filo Braga, As modernas iddias na
literatura portuguesa (1892), II, 96-223;
"Antero de Quental," in In Memoriam (1896);
Fidelino de Figueiredo, Antero (1942).

E. G. D.

Querol, Vicente Wenceslao (1836-1889, Span-
ish poet), was born in Valencia and while still

young wrote a small number of poems which
were collected in 1877 in the volume Rimas

(including also five poems in Catalan with

Spanish translations). These were sufficient to

give him a place among the best poets of his

day. The circumstances of his life which de-

manded that he devote all his energies to the

duties of his post with the Compaiifa de
Ferrocarriles del Mcdiodia made it impossible
for him to dedicate himself to poetry. Though
limited in number, the quality and purity of

his poems have kept his name alive. Among a

select group he commands devotion as a

great poet, whose work has not aged like that

of some of his more renowned contemporaries.
His poetry combines classic regard for form
with lyric intimacy. He writes of sentiments

that are familiar to all with nobility, tender-

ness, and delicacy; he writes of staid, chaste

love, as in his Cdrtas a Maria. He feels and ex-

presses with restrained intensity nature, love

of country, and moral elevation.

See: J. Valera, Florilegio de poesias caste-

llanos del siglo XIX (1902), 1, x, IV, 59-68;
A. F. G. Bell, Contemporary Spanish Litera-

ture (1925).
F. de O.

Quintero, Serafin Alvarez and Joaquin Alvarez,

see Alvarez Quintero.

R

Raabe, Wilhelm (1831-1910, German novel-

ist), was born in Eschershausen near Bruns-

wick, the son of a minor official; he left school

before finishing and became an apprentice in

a Magdeburg bookstore. Even as a child he

read avidly (Robinson Crusoe, Scott, Hauff,

Dumas, Sue, E. T. A. Hoffmann), and before

he entered the University of Berlin in 1854,

he was acquainted with the English humorists

from Sterne to Dickens and Thackeray as

well as with the popular German novelists

of his day. During the winter of 1854 he

wrote his first book, the idyllic novel Die
Chronik der Sperlingsgasse, which was pub-
lished in 1857 under the characteristic

pesudonym Jacob Corvinus. After three happy
years in Wolfenbiittel, he traveled widely,
married in 1862, and settled in Stuttgart.
There he wrote his most distinguished early
novels (Die Leute aus dem Walde, 1863; Der

Hungerpastor, 1864, Eng. tr., The Hunger-
Pastor, 1885; Abu Telfan, 1867, Eng- **" Abu
Telfan; Return from Mountains of the Moon,
1882; Der Schiidderump, 1870) and two of his
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most popular collections of short stories

(Feme Stimmen, 1865; Der Regenbogen,

1869). After 1870 he spent his remaining years
in Brunswick, writing in spite of the public's
indifference to his later work and living with-

drawn from a world that seemed to him in its

values ever more confused and unsteady.
Within the intricate history of German

fiction, Raabe is one of the few genuine
humorists. But his humor, like his characters

and their lives, demands from the reader a

sympathetic understanding of the depth and

breadth of German provincial life. His work

indicates the impressive climax and end of

the literature of German bourgeois idealism.

With Gotthelf, Stifter, and Keller (q.v.) he is

one of the most representative novelists of the

century. A far greater artist than his popular

contemporary Freytag, and a less self-conscious

craftsman than Fontane (qq.v.) t he is the most

genuine storyteller of his generation. Without

being either as romantically subjective or as

effusively sentimental as "Jean Paul" Richter,

he shares Richtcr's affection for the minutely

revealing detail and the quaint and bizarre

characters of a proudly class-conscious society.

His language, like that of Richter, is baroque
in its warmth, occasionally overcharged with

recondite learning, but inexhaustible in its

wealth of invention.

His first novel, Die Chronik der Sperlings-

gasse, is in its subject matter reminiscent of

the sensibility of the Biedermeier period, but

even in this youthful work Raabe speaks with

the seasoned authority of a wise observer of

life. Three historical novels, Nach dern

Grossen Kriege (1861), Der heilige Born

(1861), and Unseres Herrgotts Kanzlei (1862),

were followed by the last long work of his

early period, Die Leute aus dem Walde (1863),
in which occurs one often quoted sentence

that sums up the idealistic realism of Raabe's

belief: "Sieh nach den Sternenl Gib acht auf

die Gassen!"

If he found himself in his middle years in

agreement with the gist of Schopenhauer's

"pessimistic" ideas, he was (long before the

remarkable later Novelle, Pfisters Miihle,

1884) a critical but positive defender of those

threatened cultural values which his gilded age
seemed willing to forget (see Horacker, 1876).
The contemporary socialistic and naturalistic

ideologies hardly interested him as such. But
in his three best-known novels, Der Hunger*
pastor, Abu Telfan, and Der Schudderump,
he foreshadowed the German and European
crisis of morals with insight and possibly
with greater wisdom than even Nietzsche

(q.v.) himself. All three works, related in sub-

stance but not in plot, portray the eventual

triumph of inner strength and integrity of

feeling over the forces of dissolution (see the

preface to the second edition of Der Schiid-

derump, 1894). Not unlike the world of his

North German contemporaries, Storm (q.v.).

Reuter, and Groth, Raabe's characters dem-
onstrated their bourgeois virtues by their

personal solidity and moral substance and
not, as in Freytag's Soil und Haben, in terms
of action and success. With Freytag and the

social essayist W. H. Riehl (1823-1897), he
shares a pride in the accomplishments of the

national past; although he is not primarily a

"historical novelist," many of his narratives

deal with historical subjects. His short stories,

from the early and lyrical "Holunderbliite"

(1863) and the dramatic "Die schwarzc
Galeere" (1860), the humorous "Die Giinse

von Butzow" (1865), "Gedelocke" (1866), and

Wunnigel (1879), to more complex tales ("Der
Marsch nach Hause," 1873, and "Die

Innerste," 1874), give him a conspicuous
place in the history of the German Novelle
from Kleist to C. F. Meyer (q.v.) and Thomas
Mann (q.v.).

With his last six novels, Stopfkuchen (1891),
Gutmanns Reisen (1892), Kloster Lugau
(1894), Die Akten des Vogelsangs (1895),
Hastenbeck (1899), and the fragmentary Al-

tershausen (1911), Raabe crowns his work as

one of the German masters of the craft of

fiction. Without the involved and occasionally

precious whimsicality of his earlier prose,
these nature works reiterate his tenacious re-

solve to "remain what we are destined to be":

"Wir wollen bleibcn was wir sein nuisscn."

See: W. Fehse, Wilhelm Raabe (1937).

V. L.

Radiguet, Raymond (1903-1923, French poet
and novelist), because of his personal charm,
his precociousness, his considerable promise,
and his early death, has become the subject
of a legend which his published work hardly
warrants. Very few critics today would, on
merit alone, give more than passing attention
to the two slim volumes of verse, Joues en

feu (1920) and Devoirs de vacances (1921), or
to the two short novels, Le Diable an corps
(1923; Eng. tr., The Devil in the Flesh, 1932)
and Le Bal du comte d'Orgel (1924; Eng.
tr., The Count's Ball, 1929). Yet they show

exceptional merit and maturity for so young
a writer and suggest that had he lived he
would have produced work of lasting quality
arid left a mark upon his time.

Nothing is known of Radiguet's earliest

years beyond the fact that he was born at
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Parc-de-Saint-Maur, a meteorological station

some 10 miles from Paris, and that at 14 he

was already writing remarkably good poetry.

He arrived in Paris in 1918, where he led a

hand to mouth existence until presently he

was taken up by Max Jacob and Jean Cocteau

(qq.v.), through whom he was introduced to

Aragon, Breton, Soupault (<]q.v.)> and other

advance-guard writers. Although he was

friendly with these extreme innovators and

was invited to contribute to Sic and other

"new" reviews, he was from the beginning,
and remained, addicted to the classic tradi-

tion, especially to 18th-century classicism. His

verse, both metrically and in subject matter,

is conventional, though it has at its best a

grace, a felicity, and a restraint that reveal

facility and taste, if not original power. Le

Diable au corps is a highly sophisticated

Daphnis and Chloe in modern dress and Le
Bal du comte d'Orgel an almost cynically
disillusioned novel of manners, both remark-

able for their keen and economical delinea-

tion of character, for the extremely skillful

handling of complex and elusive human re-

lationships. If they make no striking contri-

bution either to the form or substance of the

novel, they reveal in the exceptionally acute

and sensitive mind of the author a significant

dtat d'dme of that post-war period. It is com-

pounded of traditionalism and an almost

nihilistic disillusion, of which the early death

of a writer of potential genius is perhaps an

appropriately poetic fulfillment.

See: Jean Cocteau,
"
Preface," in Radiguet,

Le Bal du comte d'Orgel (1924); M. Martin
du Card, Feux tournants (1925), pp. 95-115;
Henri Massis, Raymond Radiguet (1928);

Francois Mauriac, Le Roman (1928); Lawrence

Leighton, "An Autopsy and a Prescription,"
Hound and Horn, July-September, 1932, pp.

533-539-
H. M. C.

Rakil, Milan (1876-1938, Serb poet), born in

Belgrade, was a son of the writer Mita Raki,
author of an excellent translation of Victor

Hugo's Les Miserable*. He studied law at the

University of Paris, where he also added

greatly to his knowledge of French literature.

In 1904 he entered the foreign service, which
led him to South Serbia and Salonika, then

under Turkish rule, and later to Bucharest,

Stockholm, Copenhagen, Sofia, Rome, and
Paris. Rakic began his literary activity by

translating the poetry of Victor Hugo and
Verlaine (q.v.), as well as short pieces from

Renan (<JM>.),
but already in 1902 his first

original poems had been published. In 1904

appeared his first book, Pesme (Poems), and
in 1912 Nove pesme (New Poems). His entire

poetic work was collected in 1922.
Raki wrote little, a total of some 50 poems,

but each one is an artistic achievement. An
ardent devotee of Parnassian poetry, he tried

to express in harmonious form the sentiment
of a heart longing for beauty and alarmed
at the inevitability and implacability of fate.

His manner of expression is profoundly emo-

tional and personal, but at the same time

humanly general. Raki is a pessimist, to

whom life is a burden and an anguish without

recognition and without reward, but who be-

lieves dignity requires us to bear all, serenely
and stoically, with proud resignation.

During his service in South Serbia, in a

region the scene of important national his-

torical events, Rakic created a series of poems
of patriotic inspiration. His patriotism is un-

rhetorical, discreet, vibrant, and moving; he

inaugurated a significant revival of Serbian

patriotic poetry. An extensive musical culture

contributed to his success; the rhythm and

sonority of his verse are incomparable. Many
modern Serbian poets have been attracted

both by the spirit and the form of his writing;
he has become a model for 20th-century lyric

poetry in his own country.
See: J. Skerlic, Pisci i knjige, Vols. V (1911),

VI (1913); B. Lazarevic, "Versifikacija Milana

Rakica," in Impresije iz knjizevnosti, Vol. II

(1924); Srpski knjiievni glasnik, July 16-

August i, 1938 (number dedicated to Rakic on
the occasion of his death).

P. A.

Ramada Curto, Amilcar da Silva (1886-, Portu-

guese playwright), lives in Lisbon. Whatever
his ambitions may be, he hides them behind
a cloak of ironical conceit, resigning himself

to the lowly station of an "amateur in belles-

lettres."

Since 1916, and especially since 1930, a con-

siderable number of plays have appeared
under his name, tragedies and comedies which
do not pretend to be anything but honest

character studies without frills. Passionate,

hopeless love, the traditional Portuguese
theme, is a favorite with Ramado Curto. He
makes it live in the figures of demonic women
who snare helpless puppets of men, but are

themselves marionettes in the hands of an un-

feeling deity. Such are the sinister Maria in

Demonio (1930; Demon), the flippant Tere-
zinha in A boneca e os fantoches (1930; The
Doll and the Puppets), and the fatal Laura
in O sapo e a doninha (1930; The Toad and
the Weasel). The last play, a charming,
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melancholy idyl, follows the bucolic tradition

as it had been revived in the country tales

of Almeida-Garrett and Julio Diniz. Although
Ramada Curto does not innovate, he shows

courage when, in a country saturated with the

glories of the past and in an age of robots, he

conceives strong characters and passions with-

out recourse to history.

Besides a dozen or more plays of varying
worth, Ramada Curto has published thus far

one novel, Do didrio de Josd Maria (1942;
From Joseph Mary's Diary).

G. M. M.

Ramalho Ortigao, Jos Duarte (1837-1915,

Portuguese prose writer), was born in Oporto.
The son of a professor, he followed the same

career, combining it with journalism, criticism,

and literature. In 1866, while editor of the

Jornal do Porto (Oporto Journal), he took

part in the polemic between the post-romantics
and the realists which was known as the

"Coimbra question" (see Portuguese litera-

ture). Despite his judicial attitude, the criti-

cism he leveled at Antero de Quental (q.v.) in

his brochure A literatura de hoje (Today's

Literature) provoked a duel between the two

in which Ramalho was slightly wounded.
Later he joined the reform group, and in col

laboration with one of its distinguished mem-
bers, the novelist E$a de Queiroz (q.v.), he

composed a detective novel in the form of

letters to the Didrio de noticias (Daily News)
Um mistdrio na estrada de Cintra (1870; A

Mystery on the Cintra Road) which caused

a sensation since the public believed it dealt

with a real happening. The same year his col

lection of short stories, Histdrias cor de rosa

(Rosy Stories), appeared.
But Ramalho's true literary value found

expression in his journalistic work and travel

books rather than in fiction. Once more as

sociated with E$a de Queiroz, he began, in

1871, the publication of a monthly journal, As

farpas (The Darts), which continued at inter-

vals until 1883 and which was to exert an

important influence on Portuguese realism. It

has been asserted that As farpas had its origin
in the Guipes of Alphonse Karr, but it must
be added that its character is different and
richer and its scope much more compre-
hensive. The journal combined the delicate

irony of E$a whose collaboration continued

ui/til 1872 with the balanced, serene, and

faithfully didactic spirit of Ramalho. Devoted
to elegance and hygiene, both physical and

spiritual, Ramalho produced a useful and
methodical work of healthful popularization

and social education in As farpas. With a

pleasing encyclopedism the studious Ramalho,
eager to teach and reform, treated the most
varied subjects, science, politics, literature, in

a limpid and flexible style, characterized by
ample and delicately ironical sentences. His
clear and incisive pen, with a sensible didactic

intention, satirizes weaknesses and shortcom-

ings of Portuguese life. The serene balance of

his faculties, his artistic good sense, and his

spiritual elegance established a tribunal in As

farpas from which the ideas of the Generation
of Coimbra were disseminated. Positivism,

determinism, humanitarianism, moral secular-

ism, faith in science, and aesthetic realism

were presented in its pages with great co

herence. The success of As farpas established a

"school" which resulted in continuations or

imitations, the most significant of which was
Os gatos (The Cats) of Fialho de Almeida

(q.v.). Os gatos, however, had a very different

character, in which defamatory sarcasm was

exaggerated.
In the other aspect of his work, travel litcra

ture, Ramalho's attitude is not that of the

simple observer of beauty who passes on his

aesthetic impressions. A product of his period,
he imparts scientific importance and practical
usefulness to this literature. His aim is to com

pare societies, draw conclusions, and apply
them to the betterment of countries. A
Holanda (1883; Holland) has this purpose. In

an account characterized by great descriptive

briskness, indicative of searching powers of

observation, he gives us a social and historical

study of that country, focused always on com

parisons with Portugal. It is Holland and not

France that Portugal should observe, since

that country represents the solution of a prob-
lem more like her own in every respect than

that of the great Gallic nation. The book

enjoyed a wide acceptance and has remained
a model of this type of literature. In 1887

John Bull was published. It does not attain

the level of excellence of A Holanda, either

in the system followed or in the attitude; with

its Anglophobia, inherited from Herculano
and common to the whole realistic generation,
it is manifestly hostile to the milieu described.

Ultimas farpas (1910-1915; Last Darts) is also

clearly inferior to the early work. The

spiritual and literary personality of Ramalho

progressive and reforming left a mark of

constructive elegance in Portuguese criticism

and journalism of the period.
See: Maria A. Vaz de Carvalho, Alguns

homens do meu tempo (1889), PP- 37"-*o6;

J. M. E$a de Queiroz, Notas contempordneas
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* PP* 27-54J Ricardo Jorge, Ramalho

Ortigao (1915).
E. G. D.

Ramuz, Charles Ferdinand (1878-, Swiss

novelist), was born at Cully, a small town on

Lake Geneva in the canton of Vaud. After

completing his studies at the University of

Lausanne, he went to Paris where, from 1902

to 1914, he lived in obscurity, known only
to a small group of friends and admirers. The
books written by him at that time, four

volumes of poetry in addition to eight novels

and two collections of short stories, failed to

attract attention outside his immediate circle.

Longing for an atmosphere truly congenial to

his artistic temperament, Ramuz decided to

go back to his native Cully. This proved to be

a momentous step in his life. As he explained
in "Raison d'etre," published in 1914 in the

Cahiers vaudois, he now had a clear concep-
tion of his purpose as a writer. He at once

embarked on what was to be a long and

highly successful career.

The 2o-odd volumes of fiction written by
Ramuz since 1914 contain a searching analysis
of the primitive emotions which give the life

of the simple folk of his canton its distinctive

tonality. Peasants, winegrowers, small crafts-

men, and fishermen live again vividly before

the eyes of the reader. To mention only the

most noteworthy of his books, La Guerison
des maladies (1917), Le Regne de I'esprit

malin (1917; Eng. tr., The Reign of the Evil

One, 1922), Les Signes parmi nous (1919),

Salutation paysanne (1921), Presence de la

mort (1922; Eng. tr., The End of All Men,
*944)> J*e dans le del (1925), La Grande Peur
dans la montagne (1926), La Beaute sur la

terre (1927; Eng. tr., Beauty on Earth, 1929),

and Derborence (1935), all very clearly show
with what consummate skill he has succeeded

in emancipating himself from bookish influ-

ences and in merging his personality with

that of his characters. His style reveals a

remarkable degree of independence from the

commonly accepted standards of literary ex-

cellence. He readily concedes the presence of

regional peculiarities of language in his

novels. He also agrees that his word order is

often logical rather than grammatical. As

critics have pointed out, the rhythm and

phrasing of his sentences show not only the

influence of the spiritual climate, but even

of the geographical features of the canton of

Vaud. These varied features make of Ramuz
one of the most fascinating figures in con-

temporary French literature.

See: "Pour ou contre C.-F. Ramuz,
M
Cahiers

de la quinzaine,XVIl (1926), 9-312; Emmanuel
Buenzod, C.-F. Ramuz (1928); Gertrud Brand-

ner, C. F. Ramuz, der Dichter des Waadt-

landes; ein Beitrag zur Literaturgeschichte
der franzosischen Schweiz (1938).

J. M. C.

Rapisardi, Mario (1844-1912, Italian poet), is

Italy's outstanding contribution to the satanic

school of poetry, outstanding for the quantity
of his verses if not for the quality. He was
born in Catania and taught at its university
until his death. If we disregard the poems
of his early youth, which he himself rejected,

Rapisardi's first production was Palingenesi

(1868), an epic poem wherein, in keeping
with the anticlericalism then current in his

country, a religious reform is propounded.
Here at the very outset Rapisardi places his

art at the service of an ideal. To this practice
he adhered all his life. It may have been

choice, but one cannot help feeling that for

Rapisardi it was a necessity. His vast power
of expression could not find adequate scope
in his own inward experiences, the paucity
of which is further indicated by his labors as

a translator (he translated Lucretius, Horace,

Catullus, and Shelley's Prometheus Unbound)
and is borne out by his entire production.
Hence the necessity of his looking outside for

a peg, as it were, on which to hang a poem
religious reform first, then Darwinism,

atheism, socialism, all of which remain mere
schematisms which Rapisardi fills in out of

the abundance of his vocabulary, reminis-

cences, and versifying skill.

Today he is remembered chiefly for his

polemic (1881) with Carducci (q.v.) 9 from

which neither his equanimity nor his reputa-
tion ever quite recovered. This polemic came
on the heels of his Lucifero (1877), a miser-

ably conceived epic poem in which fustian,

scurrility, blasphemy, and lewdness, com-

pounded with all the commonplaces of Italian

poetry and prosody, conspire to move the

reader to nausea or, if he is struck by the

ludicrous in the author's high pretensions
and his performance, to laughter. And to

laughter it moved many of his contem-

poraries, aided and abetted by the parodies
it occasioned. Rapisardi, whose vanity, ego-
tism, and self-bestowed role of exalted bard
of the new era of universal peace, love,

justice, and godlessness could not admit of

the slightest sense of humor, became very
bitter, but did not relent. Striking the gladia-
torial pose best indicated to show to advan-
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tage his flowing locks, broad brow, and large,

dreamy eyes, he kept open the floodgates of

his declamation to give two more epic poems,
Giobbe (1884) and Atlantide (1894). Neither

of these did much to dispel the mistaken but

widespread belief that the epic was a thing

of the past, or to alter the equally widespread
conviction that Rapisardi was no epic poet.

But is he a poet at all? He is, but only in

those rare moments when an inward feeling

of wonder, bewilderment, sympathy, or yearn-

ing steals into his consciousness and so fills

it as to preclude his lapsing into posturing,

bombast, or ear-tickling sonorities. These

poetic moments are to be found in his shorter

lyrics, notably among his Poesie religiose

(1887), and in several of his Poemetti (1885-

See: N. Vaccalluzzo, Mario Rapisardi;

raccolta di poesie scelte con introduzione e

commento (1930); N. Cappellani, Mario

Rapisardi (1931).
S. E. S.

Raynal, Paul (1890-, French dramatist), born

at Narbonne, studied law and passed eventu-

ally from jurisprudence to literature. He sub-

mitted his first play, Le Maitre de son cccur,

to the Odcon theatre in 1913. But the First

World War intervened. The play was laid

away and was not produced until 1920, when
it was acclaimed a masterpiece of psychologi-
cal insight, a penetrating analysis of the con-

flict between love and friendship. In the

minds of admiring critics it recalled the art

of Racine, Mussct, Curel (q.v.).

The drama of Paul Raynal has, in fact, be-

come identified with that trend in the post-

war theatre in France which drew its inspira-

tion from the classic tradition, from Racine

and, especially, Corneille. It is characterized

by psychological profundity and moral no-

bility, by a mood of the tragic and the heroic,

two of the essential traits of French tragedy.

Raynal had joined his regiment as a simple
soldier in 1914. When he came back, four

years later, he gave expression to the suffer-

ings and heroisms of all its known and un-

known soldiers in his next play, Le Tombeau
sous I'Arc de Triomphe (1924; Eng. tr., The
Unknown Warrior, 1928). The drama por-

trays symbolically the conflict between the

desire for peace and its pleasing amenities,

on' one side, and the tragic call of sacrifice,

which is the price of such peace, on the other.

It was bitterly assailed and fanatically de-

fended. It has ended by being generally ac-

cepted as a masterpiece of the literature in-

spired by the tragedy of war.

In Au soleil de Vinstinct (1932) Raynal
returned to the vein of his first psychological

drama, and in La Francerie (1933) to the

theme of war, stressing the epic side of it,

however, and striking a note of hope for

reconciliation among nations. Epic and psy-

chological traits were combined in his por-
trait of the French emperor, Napoleon

unique (1936). The lofty nature of Raynal's
dramatic talent is strikingly illustrated in his

later play, A souffert sous Ponce Pilate (1939).

Probing the motif for Judas Iscariot's be-

trayal, he ascribes it not to evil intent but

to the disciple's na\'vet and limited under-

standing and less to lack of love than to little

faith. The symbol of charity is raised here

to the level of the divine.

The art of Raynal stands out for its sump-
tuous lyric and tragic qualities. He achieves

dramatic intensity and the color, the passion,
and the movement of life, as in classical

tragedy, by virtue of an elevated style which

is oratorical but not declamatory, poetic and

musical but withal precise, clear, and exact.

He drains the complex human passions love,

hate, honor, vengeance, sacrifice of the dross

that collects in them in the maelstrom of

daily reality, purifies and lifts them to an

exalted mood, and molds through them char-

acters of a heroic stature. He is one of the

outstanding dramatists of his generation in

France.

See: E. Se, Le Theatre franfais contem-

porain (1928), pp. 72, 157-162; H. M. and

A. J. Dickman, "Paul Raynal, Cornelian and

Symbolical Theatre A Critical Essay," Uni-

versity of Wyoming Publications, IV (1938),

45-57; K. Wais, "Paul Raynal und die

Schopfung des franzosischen Kriegsdramas,"

Dichtung und Volkstum, XXXIX (1938), 168-

179-
S. A. R.

R^gnier, Henri Francois Joseph de (1864-

1936, French poet, novelist, and critic), was

born at Honfleur in Normandy, of the lesser

French nobility. His paternal ancestors, mili-

tary men, came from Picardy. Literary inheri-

tance seems to descend from the maternal

forebears, Burgundian judges, scholars, men
and women writers. R6gnier's novel Les

Vacances d'un jeune homrne sage (1903)

vividly presents his maternal uncle, a gene-

alogist, who interested him in heraldry (this

feature appears in his symbolist poetry). The

poet's ancestors are important in his memoirs
and novels. His genealogical studies resulted

in certain occult and atavistic theories, color-

ing the novels, making the past and memory
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outstanding elements of his poetry. In the

novel Le Passe vivant (1905) the descendants

are under fatalistic compulsion, through the

survival of mystic forces forming the tissue of

their beings, to repeat or be influenced by
the destinies of the ancestors living in them.

In 1879 Henri wrote his first verses, con-

fiscated by an uncomprehending professor.

His friend, the American-born Francis Viel6-

Griffin (q.v.),
another second-generation sym-

bolist, founded the Entretiens politiques et

littdraires, to which R6gnier contributed. A
slender volume, Les Lendemains (1885), was

published by Vanier, the symbolists' editor.

Rlgnier contributed to various little reviews

of the period, including Lutcce (1885). The

pseudonym II agues Vignix reveals his ad-

miration for Hugo and Vigny, but his early

poems indicate especially a Parnassian influ-

ence. Sully-Prudhomme and Leconte de Lisle

(qq.v.) were his first great literary acquaint
ances.

In Poemes anciens et romancsques (1890)

Rlgnier first manifested the distinctive poetic

personality which flowered in Tel qu'en

songe (1892), Arethusc (1895), and Les Jeux

rustiques et divins (1897). The last contains

the gently crepuscular, sensitive lyrics called

"odelettes," an original form, not similar to

those of Ronsard or Banville (q.v.). He now
uses vers libre, rhymed at will or assonanced.

The uneven meters, nuances, and wistful

musicality of a Verlaine (q.v.) are evident,

but Rgnier's rhythms have a longer flow, his

harmonies and art of suggestion are more
subtle. There is sumptuous dccorativeness

and the sadness of a pagan regretting the

evanescence of beauty as he clings to memory.
His favorite words are or and mort. He uses

all the devices swans, philtres, enchanted

forests, and dream cities inherited by his

great symbolistic predecessors from Wagner,
The poem "Le Vase" shows how far he has

come from the Parnassians' motionless,

chiseled poems of similar title. This remark-

able poem, revealing the successive states of

an artist while creating, has constant motion.

Rgnier's sensuousness of sound, perfume,
color, and form recalls the "Aprcs-Midi d'un

faune" of Stphane Mallarme (q>v.). Several

of R^gnier's articles give tribute to that

master whose salon he devotedly frequented
for years.

Though R6gnier's work reveals multiple
influences and an eclectic character, he

achieves a synthesis that justifies his place as

representative symbolist. His importance was

officially recognized when he was elected to

the French Academy in 1918, but before he

had achieved this honor, he had at times

veered toward the classic form and given

proof of abilities in traditional versification.

Les Medailies d'argile (1900) was dedicated

to Andr Chenier, as its bucolic tendencies

and ancient verses on new themes justified.
Here the sonnets also have a touch of the

work of Jos Maria de Heredia (q.v.). In

1896 Henri de R6gnier married a daughter of

Heredia, Marie, who wrote under the pseudo-

nym Gerard d'Houville (q.v.).

Versailles, presented as a decorative city of

dreamy silence, in its crystallized beauty pre-

serving the past, our only permanence in an
ever changing world, is the subject of La Citi

des eaux (1902). The poet's return to alex-

andrines and description, said to be an
Heredia influence and a bid for Academy
election, is more likely a lessening of lyric
adolescent revery and originality, a normal

growing into maturity's greater realism, a

descent from the ivory tower to which his

sensitive, haughty soul, wounded by life's im

perfection, had retired. His poems, in the

works just mentioned and later in La Sandale

ailee (1906; Eng. tr., Poems from The Winged
Sandal, 1933), Vestigia Flammae (1920), and
Flamma tenax (1922-28), retain their musical

fluidity. There is a tendency to direct expres-
sion of sentiments and to less decor, but even

here the delicately suggestive symbolistic
"odelettes" appear.
The prose vein begins with Contes A soi-

meme (1893), symbolic stories with preciosity
of style. The first and best-known full-length
novel by Regnier, La Double Maitresse (1900),

despite its iSth-century setting is said to be

the first Freudian novel and thus the pre-
cursor of a whole new literature. The main

character, among a numerous Dickensian

array, suffers from a fixation causing a life-

time of repression. Other novels in 17th and

18th-century style, Le Bon Plaisir (1902) and
Les Rencontres de M. de Breot (1904; Eng.
tr., The Libertines, 1929), possess a libertine

flavor realistically faithful to the times

evoked. However, le comte de Mun, on re-

ceiving Henri dc Rdgnier into the Academy,
reproached him for their "art for art" realism

and for a lack of moral responsibility to-

wards his readers. Le Mariage de minnit

(1903) is a beautifully moving, refined modern
novel of moral idealism. Its comte de Serpigny
portrays the eccentric poet, le comte de

Montesquiou-Fezensac, with whom Rdgnier
dueled in 1897. This novel contains remi-
niscences of Rgnier's American tour (1900),
as does L'Amphisbfcne (1912), which also re-

counts a Mediterranean cruise, described
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autobiographically in Escales en M^diter-

rante (1931). To a lover of the picturesque

past, no city could be more poetic than

Venice. Certain of Renter's modern novels

unfold there. Les Esquisses venitiennes (1906)

resulted from his visits to Venice; L'Altana,

ou la Vie venitienne (2 vols., 1928) relates

25 years of his wanderings about its familiar

streets, canals, gardens, and palaces.

As a critic Rdgnier contributed to the little

reviews and to the Mercure de France, Figaro,

and Journal des debats. In his later years he

edited the Roman littdraire, publishing works

by younger writers. Using his memory for

things historical, Regnier employs frequent

analogies from the past in his criticism. The
articles collected in Figures et caracttres

(1901) and Sujets et paysages (1906) show the

same amused irony present in his novels. Nos

Rencontres (1931) and De mon temps (1933),

devoted more to personal memoirs and anec-

dotes of contemporaries, have less criticism

of a man's work, but much deftly delineated

portraiture.
See: J. de Gourmont, Henri de Regnier et

son ceuvre (1908); H. Berton, Henri de

Rdgnier, le poete et le romancier (1910); A.

Lowell, Six French Poets (1915); R. Honnert,

Henri de Regnier; son ceuvre (1923).
M. C. M.

Reina y Montilla, Manuel (1856-1905, Span
ish poet and politician), was born in Puente

Genii, C6rdoba. A lawyer by profession, he

practiced in Seville, Granada, and Madrid. In

politics he was a constitutional monarchist,

associated with the liberal party of Sagasta and

later with the conservative Maura. Although

economically comfortable, he interested him

self in the underprivileged, and in Parliament

he promoted legislation in behalf of the

Spanish wage earners and for the protection

of children.

His first verses appeared in Epoca and

Ilustracidn espanola y americana. In 1877

Andantes y alegros was published, and Cromos

y acuarelas followed in 1888. His best work is

El jardin de los poetas (1899), in which he

interprets and pays homage to the great poetic

figures of the world, from Homer to Spain's

Espronceda. La vida inquieta (1894) attracted

attention because it was published with a

prologue by Nunez de Arce (q.v.), who pre-

sumably influenced Reina.

Reina's poetic qualities may be inferred

from the titles of his works musicality, color,

imagery, and emotion. These together with his

metrical dexterity, richness of diction, and

avoidance of academic molds place him some-

where between his contemporaries and the

poets of the following generation. Critics have

been fairly unanimous in bestowing praise
on this quietly personal and pleasantly inde-

pendent poet.
See: E. de Ory, Manuel Reina (n.d.).

H. C. B.

Rejment, Wiadystaw Stanislaw, see Reymont.

Remarque, Erich Maria (1898-, German nov

elist), gained world-wide fame with his war

novel 1m Westen nichts Neues (1929; Eng. tr.,

All Quiet on the Western Front, 1929). He
was born the son of a bookbinder in

Osnabruck and attended the Gymnasium of

his home town. He served and was wounded
in the First World War. Later he tried his

hand at several professions, finally becoming
the editor of a sports journal. When in this

position he wrote his famous novel in which

he claimed to be the spokesman of "a genera-
tion that was destroyed by war, even though
it might have escaped its shells.'

1 This must

be accepted with reserve, for evidence shows

(see Flex and Dwinger) that the heroes of

Remarque are not representative of a whole

generation but only of a certain type. Of this

type, however, the novel is an authentic

record, and it has literary merit. Remarque
knows how to draw characters and situations;

he engages attention and arouses sympathy.
His language is versatile and concise, rich in

contrast and interspersed with pertinent re

flections. His composition is based upon ex-

cellent stage technique. Lyric and idyllic

scenes alternate with the coarsest and most

lurid realism. The intricate problems of life

and of the war are reduced to plain proposi
tions that the poorest in spirit can grasp. Just
at the most favorable psychological moment,
when Arnold Zweig (q.v.) and Georg von der

Vring (the latter with his fine war novel

Soldat Suhren; Eng. tr., Private Suhren, 1928)

had broken the ice and the universal anti-war

sentiment had reached its climax, the story

gave eloquent expression to the cry "No more
war!" As an ethical document it is not with-

out flaws. It shows, adolescent immaturity
and, through omissions and through general-
izations implied by individual incidents, a

partial and narrow outlook.

The fate of the surviving heroes in the

chaotic time after the war is told in Der

Weg zuruck (1931; Eng. tr., The Road Back,

1931). This novel falls far short of its prede-

cessor, though it has narrative interest. In

1932 Remarque went to live in Switzerland,

and in 1939 he came to the United States.
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Other successes of his were Three Comrades

0937); Flotsam (1941), the story of European

refugees fleeing from the Gestapo; and Arch of

Triumph (1946).

See: W. K. Pfeiler, War and the German
Mind (1941), pp* 140-144.

W. K. P.

Remizov, Aleksei Mikhailovich (1877-, Rus-

sian poet and novelist), was born in Moscow
into an old merchant family. He received a

religious upbringing and in his childhood

and youth visited many monasteries. After

graduating from the Alexandrovsk Com-
mercial School, he enrolled in the faculty of

natural sciences at the University of Moscow.

Later he was expelled for political activity

and spent several years in exile; he was sent

to various provinces, including some very re-

mote corners of Russia. His writings began
to be published in 1902, predominately in

symbolist periodicals. In 1904 Remizov was

freed from police surveillance and permitted
to settle in St. Petersburg, where he lived

until 1921. At that time he emigrated, first to

Germany, then to Paris. His first book ap

peared in 1907.
Remizov's own philosophical outlook plays

an important role in his works. The religious-

ethical problem is fundamental for him. He

depicts the world as a domain of evil spirits,

in which the guiding force is a blind and

irrational fate. His tales reflect his own youth-
ful experiences which he represents in images
of brutality and fantastic monstrosities. His

first novel, Prud (1907; The Pond), displays

in its bestial nightmares Remizov's revulsion

to city life. Many of his works, Chasy (1904;

Eng. tr., The Clock, 1942), Neugomonny buben

(1909; The Unhushable Tambourine), Pya-

laya yazva (1912; Eng. tr., The Fifth Pesti-

lence, 1927), reflect his negative reaction to

ihe life of the provincial towns of Russia.

Remizov's aversion to the urbanization of

Russia is seen in his Krestovye Syostry (1910;

Sisters of the Cross) and Slovo o pogibeli

zemli Russkoi (1917; Lament for the Ruin of

Russia), and he blames the Westernizing

process begun by Peter for Russia's afflic-

tions.

Although Remizov has not been a popular

writer, his works, both in their peculiar

peasant style of narration the skaz and in

content, have greatly influenced Russian

fiction, particularly that of the postrevolution-

ary period. The works of such authors as

Zamyatin (q-v.), Rukavishnikov, Pilnyak

(q.v.) 9 and Bulgakov (q.v.) bear his mark. His

own works link him with Gogol and Dos

toevski (q .t;.), and stylistically Remizov is close

to Lcskov.

See: K. Chukovski, Psikhologicheskiye

motivy v tvorchestve A. Remizova (1922); D.

A. Gorbov, "Mertvaya krasota i zhivucheye

bezobraziye," Krasnaya nov, 1926, No. 7; D, S.

Mirsky, Contemporary Russian Literature

(1926).

O. M.

Renan, Ernest (1823-1892, French historian

and critic), born at Tr6guier in Brittany, was
intended by a pious mother for the priest-

hood; he spent long periods of his maturity
in the Holy Land, but chiefly in order to

examine with a historian's eye the physical

setting of a faith which he had determined
as he came of age to study scientifically. For

most of his life he was a resident of Paris.

He had gone there in 1838 to prepare for the

great Seminary of Saint-Sulpice, from which
he definitely withdrew in 1845; he had been a

brilliant and not docile pupil. He turned

scholar and teacher and began to write for

the Revue des deux mondes and the Journal
des dcbats with an early developed charm of

style which, in a variety of books, was to hold
the attention of tout Paris for decades. As a

Semitist he was appointed to a chair at the

College de France (1862), gave one lecture,

and so offended orthodoxy that the course

was stopped and the professor removed; in

1870 the new provisional government restored

Renan to his position, and he subsequently

(1883) was made director of the famous center

of learning. The scandal of 1862 was princi-

pally about a reference, in Renan's intro-

ductory discourse, to Jesus as an "incompar-
able man" (not necessarily, for historians,

divine); in 1863 was published his most widely
known book, the Vie de Jesus (Eng. tr., 1863),
of which 60,000 copies were bought by an
excited public in less than six months and
which was attacked by more than 300 differ-

ent pamphlets in the first three months.
Renan was elected to the French Academy in

1878. His outstanding contributions as his-

torian are the Histoire des origines du
christianisme (1863-1883, including the Vie

de Jesus; Eng. tr., 1888-1890) and the related

Histoire de peuple d*Israel (1887-1893; Eng.
tr., 1888-1891, 1895). In his later years his

reputation was European. He relaxed by com-

posing Dialogues et fragments philosophiques
(1876; Eng. tr., 1883) and Drames philoso-

phiques (1888; Eng. tr., The Abbess of

Jonarre, 1888; Priest of Nemi, 1895; Caliban,

1896). Many of the ideas developed in Renan's

subsequent writings are in his basic L'Avenir
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de la science; pensdes de 1848, which was not

actually published until 1890 (Eng. tr., 1891).

The posthumous Essai psychologique sur

Jtsus Christ (1921, written 1845) shows a

moralist who was to be as fascinated all his

life by essential problems of human nature

as were Sainte-Beuve and Taine (q.v.) and

this may be the most durable feature of all

his works.

Renan said his own ethnic formula would

be "a Celt, mixed with a Gascon [his ma-

ternal grandfather], with a mongrel dash of

Laplander." There is occasional whimsicality
allied to much poetry in the enthusiasms and

intuitions of this man, most of whose life was

given to austere labors of erudition (the total

number of his books and articles is 1039), who

kept from his early training something of the

sacerdotal and who is charged with having
become near the end a dilettante, an intel-

lectual voluptuary, an enchanter particularly

dangerous to youth. William James, less

Celtic, no Gascon, and not flippant, speaks
of later days of "sweet decay."
Renan greatly affected literary criticism

even though not much of his own writing
deals with belles-lettres. Anatole France often

composes pieces in a Renan manner, showing,
the unfriendly would say, how the manner

may be used perversely. Renan is relativistic,

devoted to history as newly conceived in the

igth century, enthusiastic about new develop-
ments in science and a close friend of the

great chemist Berthelot, a disciple of Hegel
and an advocate of the doctrine of "becom-

ing" as opposed to "being" or to go much
further back he is definitely Heraclitean

rather than Eleatic. One must respect the in-

finite variety of points of view, expect change,
and not believe consistency necessarily* a

virtue. The essence of criticism, he said, is to

enter into modes of life different from our
own. He made a study of Galilee as a sort of

fifth Gospel, to help understand in their

setting the first four. He was tempted, he
admits in the widely read and engaging
Souvenirs d'enfance et de jeunesse (1883; Eng.
tr., Recollections of My Youth, 1883), always
to be of the opinion of his interlocutor. A
youthful, fragmentary, somewhat autobio-

graphical novel, Patrice (written 1849, pub-
lished 1908), contains, in a more emphatic
style than Renan later approved of, good ex-

amples of his critical mind at work. He talked

of polychrome printing where varieties of

delicate distinctions would" be indicated by
differences in amount and color of ink. The
pages which constitute the famous Prayer at

the Acropolis (Souvenirs) are an excellent

specimen of his consummate art and delight
in nuances (a key word with Renan); it is

here he says that to hate nothing, to love

nothing, absolutely, is the part of wisdom.
Recent studies of Renan have helped to show
underneath the tolerance that may seem to

approach flippancy what it is more fair to

call an admirable intellectual hospitality and
the deep seriousness of a man all his life

under the influence of the Church which

shaped his early years.
See: L. F. Mott, Ernest Renan (1921, in

English); J. Pommier, Renan (1923); P.

Lasserre, Renan et nous (1923) and La
Jeunesse de Renan (1925-1932); H. Psichari,

Renan d'aprts lui-m&me (1937).

H. S.

Renard, Jules (1864-1910, French novelist,

playwright, and essayist), was born at

Chfilons, Mayenne. His father, a contractor,

was of peasant stock, and his mother was a

somewhat harsh and ill-tempered woman.
Two years after his birth the family moved
to Chitry-les-Mines in Nivre. He began his

secondary education at Nevers, planned to

enter the famous Ecole Normale Suprieure
of Paris, and was sent to Paris for further

preparation at the Lyce Charlemagne. But
he began to visit literary cafes and felt drawn
toward writing. After military service he re-

turned to Paris to a modest job, lived simply,
and in 1888 married. From this time on-

ward his bourgeois and disciplined existence

was dedicated entirely to his family and to

writing.
He helped launch the new Mercure de

France in 1890, contributed critical articles

and stories to this review, was noticed by the

symbolists (see French symbolism). Encour-

aged by Alphonse Daudct (q.v.) and Jean
Richepin (q.v.), he wrote for the humorous

periodicals Rire and Gil Bias and for impor-
tant newspapers, Echo de Paris, Journal, and

Figaro. Among his novels, short stories, and

essays are Crime de village (1888); Sourires

pincds (1890); L'Ecornifleur (1892), which is

his masterpiece; Coquecigrues (1893); La
Lanterne sourde (1893); Le Coureur de filles

(1894); Le Vigneron clans sa vigne (1894); Foil

de Garotte (1894), which depicts a child

drudge effectively if with less originality and
less color than Jacques Vingtras by Jules
Valls (q.v.); Histoires naturelles (1896); La
Maitresse (1896); Bucoliques (1898); Les

Philippe (1907); Nos Freres farouches (1908);

Ragotte (1908). For these numerous produc-
tions Renard found his inspiration in the

rustic mceurs of Nivernais, his home country,
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and in the intellectual milieu of the Left

Bank of Paris. He was at the same time be-

coming a writer for the stage who frequented
the Paris boulevards and developed friend

ships with Edmond Rostand (q.v.), Lucien

Guitry, and Marthe Brand&s. He composed
in succession La Demande (1895); Le Plaisir

de rompre (1898); Le Pain de manage (1899);

the play Foil de Garotte (1900), which con-

tinues to be presented successfully at the

Comdie Fran^aise; Monsieur Vernet (1903);

and La Bigote (1909), which is a caricature of

his own mother. In 1907, through the militant

friendship of Lucien Descaves (q.v.), he be

came a member of the Goncourt Academy.
But he had kept in touch with the peasani
life of Nivernais and had engaged in local

politics there. An admirer of Claude Tillier,

Victor Hugo, Michelet, and Jaurs, he was if

not an ardent socialist at least a very warm
believer in the republicanism and the lay

movement ot the provinces, and he showed

the sincerity, the narrow-mindedness, and the

stubborncss so likely to accompany these

ideas. He took very seriously his responsi
bilities as mayor of Chitry which began in

1904. It is in this village that he was buried,

with a civil ceremony, after his death in

Paris, May 22, 1910.

The work of Jules Renard is a faithful

reflection of his own life and personality.

There are episodes of his childhood in Poll

de Garotte, La Bigote, Grime de village; recol

lections of his sentimental and laborious

youth in Paris in L'Ecornifleur, La Maitresse,

Le Plaisir de rompre; pictures of his peaceful

bourgeois life in Le Pain de menage. As for

his more intimate nature he was in turn

complex and merely commonplace, cynical

and naive this is revealed in his Journal

(1925-1927), a posthumous publication of the

highest interest for the historian of modern
literature in France. Except for a particularly
morose and often affected pessimism, which

resulted in an abundance of acid comment,
his works show no philosophical preoccupa-
tion. "I snap my fingers at guiding principles,
moral problems, metaphysical fogs. I prefer
to a beautiful book a beautiful page and to

a beautiful page a beautiful sentence/' As a

matter of fact his style, which is so deliberate

as sometimes to be tense, has been praised for

its classical qualities exactness, sobriety,

density, relentlessly minute realism. But he

hardly achieves rhythm or movement and

certainly not that deep humanity which con-

stitutes the essential contribution of great

French writers. One may accept the remark

made by Andr Gide (q.v.) concerning the

work of Renard: "Not a river, but a dis-

tillery."

See: Henri Bachelin, Jules Renard, 1864-

1910; son ceuvre (1930); Ldon Guichard,
L'CEuvre et Vdme de Jules Renard (1935).

G. G.

Renn, Ludwig, (pseud, of Arnold Friedrich

Vieth von Golssenau, 1889-, German novelist),
born in Dresden, scion of an old and noble

family, has Irish and Russian ancestors. Fol-

lowing tradition, he became an officer in 1911
and saw combat and staff service in the First

World War. Changed in his whole outlook

by the experiences of war, especially after he
had "ceased to drink," Renn began to write,

in a factual style especially influenced by the

travel books of Sven Hedin. After the war he
turned to the political left and became a

Communist. He studied at the universities of

Gottingen, Munich, and Vienna and under-

took extensive trips through the Mediter-

ranean lands and Russia.

His fame rests on his first novel, Krieg

(1928; Eng. tr., War, 1929), one of the few

great books that came out of the First World
War. It presents a simple factual acceptance
of the war per se, with a minimum of reflec-

tion, sentiment, and didacticism, and as such

is a more powerful indictment than any
elaborate harangue could be. Wealth of in

dividual experience, rigid discipline in the

giving of facts, determined sifting of material,
and concentration on the essentials make

Krieg a true epic of the soldier of the front.

The style of Renn is terse, graphic, and clear,

revealing a complete mastery of his subject, a

mastery which makes the effort of Remarque
(q.v.) seem puny. Pertinent criticism of the

conditions of military life is tempered by an

insight into general human weakness, and the

distribution of light and shadow is done with

fairness and objectivity. The narrative gives
in concise delineation the war experience of a

straightforward, sympathetic character, and it

is to be regretted that political bias and

thoughtless criticism have caused wholly in-

correct evaluations of Renn's book in Ger-

many and abroad.

In his later works Renn was less successful.

Nachkrieg (1930; Eng. tr., After War, 1931)

gives a picture of the hopeless mess of con-

tradictory and aimless political strife in the

Weimar Republic. He did not succeed in

integrating the huge amount of material.

A later volume, Ru&sland fahrten (1932), tells

of his travels and impressions in Russia.

Jailed for several years after Hitler's ascent

to power, Renn escaped to Switzerland in
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1936, where he wrote Vor grossen Wand-

lungen (1936; Eng. tr., Death without Battle,

1937). He took a prominent part in the Span-
ish civil war, after which, he lived in France,

writing the treatise Warfare: The Relation of

War to Society (1939). He now lives in Mexico,
where he published his valuable autobio-

graphic novel Adel im Untergang (1944).

See: "Ludwig Renn, Germany's Proletarian

Novelist," Living Age, CCCXLIII (1933), 509-

512; W. K. Pfeiler, War and the German
Mind (1941)' PP- 150-164.

W. K, P.

Rett, Adolphe (1863-1930, French poet and

religious writer), was born in Paris. His early
childhood was spent in Belgium at the home
of his maternal grandfather, Professor

Borgnet, an eminent historian at the Uni-

versity of Ltege. Rett's mother was a talented

musician, and from her he seems to have
inherited a sensitive and somewhat unstable

nature. After a few unhappy years at a

Protestant school at Montbdliard, Rett

served in the French cavalry for six years.

Then, settling in Paris in 1886, he became

intensely interested in symbolism; two vol-

umes of poetry, Cloches en la nuit (1889) and
Une Belle Dame passa (1893), were published.
Both of these books reflect a strong admira-
tion for Mallarm and for Gustave Kahn
(qq.v.). A volume of prose, of strange and

hallucinating beauty, entitled Thutt des

brumes (1891), is an adventure in the world
of fantasy and dreams. In 1893 Rett6 abruptly
changed his aesthetic outlook and became
interested in anarchism. Violent attacks, bear-

ing Rett^'s signature, against Mallarm6 and

against social abuses appeared every moijth
in the magazine Plume, and Rett^'s new out-

look is reflected in Similitudes (1895) and La
Forft bruissante (1896), both of which have a

dramatic form. Meanwhile Rett had married
and retired with his wife to the little village
of Guermantes. Penetrated by the rural at-

mosphere, Rett gradually became a pantheist,

producing two volumes of inspired verse,

Campagne premiere (1897) anc* Lumieres

tranquilles (1901). The death of his wife and
that of Lon Deschamps, the director of

Plume, thrust Rett6 even more toward nature
for consolation, and between 1901 and 1906
he celebrated the beauties of the Forest of

Fo*Hainebleau. In 1906 occurred his conver-
sion to Catholicism, an event which he felt

to be miraculous and which he described in

Du diable d Dieu (1907). Thereafter his life

was spent in the service of the Church and in

the composition of pious volumes, ranging

from biographies of saintly figures to personal
meditations. Unhappily, in this production,
he revealed neither the artistry nor the lit-

erary care of his earlier books. When he died,

after six years of seclusion at Beaune, he was
almost forgotten in the literary world.

See: R. de Smet, La Vie populaire

d'Adolphe Relit, (1933); W, K. Cornell,

Adolphe Rette (1942, in English).
W. K. C.

Reverdy, Pierre (1889-, French poet), was

born at Narbonne, of well-to-do parents who

encouraged his desire to become a poet. After

leaving the lycde in 1910, he went to Paris.

There the death of his father in 1911 made
him almost wholly dependent on his writing,
and he began a bitter struggle to survive.

Several small volumes of poetry were pub-
lished, Po&mcs en prose (1915), La Lucarne
ovale (1916), and Quelques Poemes (1916).

Little by little his work became known till

by 1917 he was director of a review, Nord-

Sud, presenting the work of such men as

Apollinaire, Max Jacob, Andr Breton, and
Louis Aragon (qq.v.) and fighting for a

poetry which made no pretense of reproduc-

ing reality. After the war Reverdy avoided

the fascination of dada, cubism, and sur-

realism and continued on his own way, win-

ning wide recognition with Les Epaves du
del (1924), a collection of his early work, and

such books of poetry as Plaques de verre

(1929), Pierres blanches (1931), and Ferraille

(
! 937)* A volume of criticism, Le Gant de

crin (1926), has made his purpose clear.

Reverdy 's eyes are fixed on a spiritual world

underlying solid reality; he is the poet of the

impalpable, and for him the fleeting impres-
sions of beauty or tragedy felt by the sensitive

heart as underlying the most common scenes

are the true material of poetry. Gifted with a

keen intuition and the ability to make the

reader join with him in perceiving the most

subtle analogies, Reverdy works with allusion,

concentration, half statement, till his poems
become almost the overheard murmurs of a

mystic rapt in ecstasy. This quality has be

come more and more pronounced in his verse

since 1926, when he returned to the Catholic

faith and settled near the Benedictine abbey
of Solesmes. His work has had great though
indirect effect on the younger French poets,
to whom in his unselfish devotion to poetry
and in the artistic purity of his work he has

seemed the Mallarmd (q.v.) of this generation
so much so that Soupault (<y.t>.), Breton,

and Aragon have not hesitated to proclaim
him le plus grand poete actuellement vivant.



See: Rcgis Michaud, Modern Thought and
Literature in France (1934); Christian Sn*
chal, Les Grands Courants de la litterature

franfaise contemporaine (1934); G. E. Le-

maitre, From Cubism to Surrealism in French

Literature (1941).
C. W., Jr.

Reviczky, Gyula (1855-1889, Hungarian poet
and writer), was 1}orn in Vitk6c and died in

Budapest. He received his secondary school

education in Lva and Po/sony and attended

lectures at the University of Budapest. His

life is a record of human defeat. He was

brought up as a motherless child; poverty,

misunderstanding, loneliness, unhappy love,

tuberculosis, were his experiences. By nature

he was a pessimist, a singer of moods, an in-

trovert, conditioned by a penny-pinching
existence that often defied the most ele-

mentary principles of a decent livelihood. As
a young man he was a tutor, later a journal-
ist. His neo-romanticism seemed a desertion

of Hungarian folkish nationalistic literary

traditions, and he was therefore accused of

being a cosmopolitan when he was merely an
unfortunate human being with a broad out-

look. He translated some of the works of

Kleist and Ibsen (q.v.) into Hungarian. His

best story is Apai OroksJg (1884; Parental

Heritage). Of his lyrical volumes Ifjusdgom

(1874; My Youth) should be mentioned and
also Magdny (1889; Solitude). His collected

poems, in two volumes, appeared in 1895.
He somewhat influenced Dezsfi Kosztolanyi

(q.v.) among the 20th-century Hungarian
poets. A literary society in the city of Lva
was named after Reviczky.

Reviczky responded to the pessimistic phi-

losophy of Schopenhauer and to the Christian

view that this world is but a vale of tears.

His nostalgic poems indicated the transitional

significance of short-lived illusions. The
elegiac tone shows what terrible difficulties

Revic/ky had when he was facing the grim-
ness of life, and yet with what tender con-

sciousness, sometimes with what pathetic

courage he tried to discharge his obligations.

Irrespective of whether he wrote about Pan
or some other symbol of antiquity, about

contemporary themes or about themes purely

personal, his feeling of loneliness was the

paramount leitmotif. Because of the senti-

mentality and a certain platitudinous charac-

ter of his poems, many of them are apt to

sound only superficially reflective; and while

Reviczky no doubt had an artistic control

over the medium of expression, this is not

sufficient to make one forget the trite features

671 REYMONT
of his work. As a critic of aesthetic problems
(his essays were never published in a volume)
he sometimes leaned upon ideas taken from
other writers, but even so these essays were

essentially expressions of his own taste and
views. He could write forcefully when the

occasion required; his "cosmopolitanism"
formulated some of his theories, but they
were also based upon the anti-oratorical, anti-

bombastic taste of the poet.
See: P. Koroda, Reviczky Gyula dsszegyiij-

tott miivei (1895); W. Kirkconnell, The

Magyar Muse; an Anthology (1933).

J. R.

Reymont or Rejment, Wladyslaw Stanisfaw

(1867-1925, Polish short-story writer and

novelist), was born in Kobicle Wielkie,

Radom district, Russian Poland, of humble

parents. He was one of a family of 10 chil-

dren, most of them considerably older than

he. His childhood, bleak and barren of

normal youthful companionship, was spent
on an impoverished farm on the outskirts of

a depressing village and under the domina-

tion of a stern father, who kept his son a

virtual prisoner at home, and an excessively

pious mother. As a boy his only solace was

books, smuggled to him by an older brother

who had already left home. The work which

fascinated Reymont most in the orgies of

reading in which he indulged was Stowacki's

fanciful drama of Polish pre-history, Lilla

Weneda, and especially the scene in which

the blind peasant-seer Derwid, prototype of

certain characters of his own in Chtopi,

phrases the national faith in the lines "But

even in such nations as our own defeated one,

Remains a certain strength . . ." Reymont
was looked upon by his parents as the black

sheep of the family, and from the record of

his successive failures in meeting the tests of

life one cannot blame them for holding this

view. Not only did he fail in his entrance

examinations for the school in L6di to which

he was supposed to be sent, but later he

proved unable to remain for long in any
school or to keep any position whatever.

Finally, a penniless vagabond, he joined a

traveling theatrical company and wandered
with this for more than a year over the length
and breadth of Poland. At the end of this

time Reymont's father secured for his son a

post in a station on the Warsaw-Vienna rail-

road. Here Reymont steeped himself in

Sienkiewicz (q.v.), especially the trilogy of

historical novels, and through this, though he
did not know it at the time, found not only
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his proper vocation in life but a master and

guide.

Reymont had longed from childhood to

break with his family and 'to fare forth alone

into "the great, wide world/' Finally, in the

autumn of 1893, with a ruble and three ko-

pecks in his pocket, he actually set out. The
first two years of freedom were spent in War-

saw in the most bitter poverty. Gradually,

however, Reymont began to get a foothold as

a writer, through short stories which were

published in such journals as the Cracow

Mysl (Thought) and the Warsaw Prawda

(Truth) of wiftochowski (q-v.). His first

significant work, the first also to foreshadow

its author's future mastery of the art of mass

description, was Pielgrzymka do Jasnej Gdry

(1895; A Pilgrimage to Jasna G6ra), a brilliant

report of scenes Reymont had witnessed at

Cz^stochowa, the great Polish shrine at which

he had thought for a while of becoming a lay

brother. In Komedjantka (1896; Eng. tr., The

Comedienne, 1920), a story of a wandering
theatrical troupe, Reymont again demon-

strated his almost uncanny gift for mass

portraiture.

Reymont arrived on the literary scene at a

moment of crisis in Polish letters: the posi-

tivists (see Polish literature) were still in

control, but their slogans had already begun
to sound somewhat spurious, for industry, in

which they had placed their whole faith, was

failing, just as poetry and dreams had

previously done, to emancipate the Polish

people from the dual yoke of poverty and

foreign rule. It is not surprising, therefore,

that Reymont should have turned, like

Sienkiewicz, away from industry or that he

should have portrayed the factory, in Ziemia

obiecana (1899; Eng. tr., The Promised Land,

1927), a story of L6di, as the great debaser

and enslaver of mankind. Reymont deplored
urbanization, and it was in instinctive revolt

against urbanization's rapid advance in Po-

land that he turned to peasant life for his

themes, to produce as his masterpiece the

immortal Chlopi (1902-1909; Eng. tr., The
Peasants, 1924-1925). Besides being a vast

naturalistic prose drama of village life, The
Peasants is a veritable encyclopedia of peas-
ant customs and prejudices. Its tone, as might
be expected, is generally grim and fatalistic,

yet individual scenes are memorable because

of their sudden, typically Slavonic bursts of

color, movement, and emotional ecstasy.

Following the completion of The Peasants,

Reymont digressed from the track he had
hitherto pursued, to join the ranks of the

psychological novelists who were then having

a great vogue in Poland. His Marzyciel (1910;

The Dreamer) and Wampir (1911; The Vam-

pire) from this period, both tales growing out

of an experience with spiritualism in which

Reymont had previously been involved, are

decidedly inferior. They prove beyond a

doubt that Reymont was great only when he
remained faithful to his own genius, which
was that of a reporter, not of a psychoanalyst.
In Rok 1794 (1914-1919; The Year 1794), a

long novel of the stirring days of the

Kokiuszko insurrection, he returned to his

proper field, the depiction of mass drama.

In 1920 Reymont visited the United States

for the purpose of raising money for Poland

among the Polish populations of such cities

as New York and Chicago. In 1924 he was

awarded the Nobel prize in literature. He
was living at this time in Poland, devoting
his time to writing and to the encouragement
of projects leading to the improvement of

peasant life. In August, 1925, he took part in

the crowning experience of his lifetime, a

great folk congress held partly in his honor.

Four months later, on the fifth of December,
he died at his home in Warsaw.

See: J. Krzyzanowski, IVladyslaw St. Rey-
mont; tworca i dzielo (1937); W. Borowy,
"Reymont," Slavonic Review, XVI (1937-

1938), 439-448.
M. M. C.

Ribeiro, Aquilino (1885-, Portuguese novelist),
has won fame as the most accomplished fiction

writer in modern Portugal, both through the

vigor of his style and the diversity of his

subjects. He is his most original when true

to the life of his native province of Beira. He
was born of peasant stock, in a mountain ham-
let of the "rough and ascetic" backlands.

When a student he was jailed for conspiring

against the monarchy, but was able to escape
and to continue his studies in Lausanne and
at the Sorbonne in Paris. It was perhaps in

Paris that he acquired the gentle but irrever-

ent irony recalling Anatole France (q.v.) whicli

pervades his stories and cools the ardor of

their glorification of life and love. Neverthe-

less he did not lose the sense of human
solidarity that made him join the Seara Nova

(New Crop) and devote the best of his talent to

recounting the humble lives of Portuguese

peasants and fishermen. After 1910 he re-

turned to teach grammar school and adminis-

ter the ecclesiastic libraries seized by the re-

public. In 1917 he lectured at the University
of Lisbon for a while, later joining the staff

of the Lisbon Public Library. Keeping faith

with his republican and anticlerical convic-



tions, he has actively opposed the Salazar

regime since 1926. Returned from another

exile in France (1927-1934). he now lives in

Portugal.
His style already attained maturity in his

first book.Jardim das tormentas (1913; Garden

of Storms), 11 tales about human frailty,

written from 1910 to 1912 in Paris. Four of the

tales introduced the Beira peasants, their

worldly priests, haughty fidalgos, and corrupt-
ible magistrates. Other regional works fol-

lowed, written in a rich vernacular and nar-

rating stories of rural passions, relieved now
and then by pantheistic landscapes and the

pageantry of folklore, such as Terras do demo

(1917; Lands of the Demon), Andam faunos

pelos bosques (1926; Fauns Roam the Woods),
and the diffuse Volfrdmio (1943; Tungsten),
his latest, showing how the coveted metal has

furnished the Demon with a new means of

corruption. Not confined to regionalism,
Ribeiro knows also how to analyze modern

city life, as in his successful book O homem
que rnatou o diabo (1930; The Man Who
Killed the Devil). With the same ease he writes

animal stories for children, such as Romance
da raposa (2 vols., 1924; Novel of the Fox), or

transplants the theme of Thais into a Portu-

guese setting in S. Banaboiao anacoreta e

mdrtir (1937; Saint Banaboiao, Anchoret and

Martyr). With a European conscience, he

registers French reactions in 1914 and German

prostration in 1920. He writes biography and

history; he revives glories of past and modern
national literature, such as the figures of

Francisco Xavier de Oliveira and Brito Cama-
cho.

His lifework is not yet done, but already
he has amply fulfilled the hopes of Carlos

Malheiro Dias, who in 1913 expected the au-

thor of Jardim das tormentas to give Portugal
"a regional novel swarming with all the rustic

figures of Beira."

See: Wilhelm Giese, "Aquilino Ribeiro,"
Archiv fur das Studium der neueren Sprachen
und Literaturen, CLIV (1928), 259-266; Cas-

telo Branco Chaves, Aquilino Ribeiro (1937?).

G. M. M.

Richepin, Jean (1849-1930, French poet, nov-

elist, and dramatist), the son of an army doc-

tor, was born in Mcktea, Algeria. His early

years were spent in the atmosphere of an

army garrison; then followed an education in

Parisian lycees, a course in medicine at Douai,

and, in 1868, the Ecole Normale Supdrieure,
which he left in 1870 to fight in the Franco-

Prussian War. A period of bohemianism en-

sued, during which Richepin made his head-

RICHEPIN

quarters in Montmartre and supported himself

by desultory journalism, yielding at inter-

vals to a passion for wandering which took

him over much of Europe and during which

he worked at a variety of trades, from farm
hand to juggler. In these years a group
formed around Richepin, including such men
as Ponchon, Bouchor, Nouveau (q.v.), and
even for a while Rimbaud (q.v.) 9 calling
themselves les vivanls, scorning conventions,

both social and literary, interested in popular

poetry and folk song, and believing that the

proper material for the artist was the life of

the common people and that the artist's

achievement could best be estimated by the

extent to which he appealed to the unedu-
cated masses.

This revolt against convention and interest

in the lower classes are evident in all

Richepin's early work, which began typically
with Les Etapes d'un rdfractaire (1872), a

study of Jules Valls (q.v.), and are particu-

larly marked in La Chanson des gueux (1876),
his most famous book. In these poems Riche-

pin continues the portrayal of the vagabond,
the gueux, which is at least as old as Villon,

writing of the lives of these wanderers both

in Paris and in the provinces, with an un-

abashed realism and a use of argot which
shocked his contemporaries. He was im-

prisoned and fined for outrage aux moeurs,
but the book's reputation, and his, was
made. There can be no doubt that Richepin
did a great deal to capitalize on this noto-

riety; his striking physique, handsome face,

and grand manner, plus his attitude of

romantic defiance, completely satisfied the

public's notion of all that a poet should be.

Richepin, a born actor, adapted himself to

what was expected of him, allowing romantic

speculations to spring up as to his ancestry

(actually he was descended from perfectly

respectable countryfolk of the Ardennes) and

encouraging the legend of his vagrant nature,

familiarity with the seamy side of life, and

excessive virility. Les Caresses (1877), poems
written in frank praise of physical love, as

well as Les Morts bizarres (1876), a collection

of short stories in the style of Hoffman and
Poe, increased his notoriety. In the following

years there was no lack of work from his pen
indeed, all his life he was constantly turn-

ing out journalistic work of some sort in

addition to his more formal productions
notably La Glu (1881), a study of a female
Don Juan; Miarka (1883), the story, rich in

local color, of a gypsy girl growing up among
townspeople in Richepin's beloved district of

Thierache; Les Blasphemes (1884), a group of
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strident poems proclaiming Richepin's materi-

alism and atheism; and La Mer (1886), poetry
milder in tone, finding its inspiration in the

sea and in the dangerous/humble lives of its

followers. At the same time a series of plays
were winning him an even wider popularity,

especially Le Flibustier (1888) and Le Chemi-
neau (1897).

Richepin's personal life grew more stable as

the years passed (he was received into the

French Academy in 1908), and his work,

though still in the main concerned with the

grotesque and the abnormal, lost much of

its truculent style. He continued to be prolific

in prose, poetry, and the drama, but none
of the work he did after the turn of the

century can be considered as having added to

his stature, unless it be the charming drama-

tization so unexpected from Richepin of

Perrault's La Belle au bois dormant (1907).

He took with grace and humor the honors

with which his later days were decked.

In his own day Richepin's personal charm

inevitably influenced his critics; looking back

on his work at present and divorcing it from

the man, one can judge more soberly. His-

torically there is no doubt that it is of con-

siderable interest. Richepin's depiction of the

lower classes inspired many imitators; Le
Chemineau can share with Rostand's Cyrano
the credit for a temporary revival of the

romantic drama in verse; and much of

Richepin's prose and poetry can be said to

have encouraged the development of natural-

ism (see French naturalism). From a purely
aesthetic point of view Richepin's work does

not fare so well. A few of the novels, Braves

Gens (1886) and Le Cadet (1890) in particular,
can hold their own, and there is, no doubt,
a considerable body of good poetry scattered

through Richepin's plays and volumes of

verse. But most of his work seems not only
dated but essentially superficial. He exploited
his flamboyant personality to the utmost in

his work. Fond of simple, direct, sensual

pleasures, rough uncomplicated characters, a

wandering, rootless life, he was able to pre-
sent in a forceful way the surface of things
but not their depths. His skillful rhetoric is

too often hollow; the devices of technique
which he perfected as he grew older, his

ability to write a sonorous alexandrine or

a theatrically effective scene, fail to hide

the essential intellectual poverty of his

work.

See: Jules Lemaitre, Les Contemporains,
Sr. 3 (1894); Vance Thompson, French Por-

traits (1900); Henri d'Alm^ras, Avant la gloire

(1902); F. W. Chandler, The Contemporary

Drama of France (1920); Alphonse Sch,
Dans la m&tte littdraire (1935).

C. W., Jr.

Ridder, Alfons de (pseud. Willem Elsschot,

1882-, Flemish novelist), was born in Antwerp.
After completing his studies at the Commercial

College of his birthplace, he was active for

many years at Schiedam (South Holland) and
then established an advertising business in his

native city.

His first novel, Villa des Roses (1913), im-

mediately achieved great success, but more in

the Netherlands than in Belgium. Ridder had
from the start the pent- up, bitter tone of an

excessive emotionality. His second novel, De
Verlossing (Deliverance), also appeared before

the First World War, though it did not receive

its first important publication until 1921; and

during the occupation of Belgium by the

Germans he issued, through an unknown,
small publisher at Antwerp, Li]men (repub-
lishcd 1924; Roping-in People) which passed
unnoticed because of the circumstances.

Ridder, greatly discouraged thereby, did not

set pen on paper for more than 15 years. Only
in 1933 appeared Kaas (Cheese), and since then

he has again been composing regularly: Tsjip

093'IJ Cheep); Pensioen (1935; Pension); Het
Been (1938; The Leg), a sequel to Lijmen; De
Leeuwenlemmer (1940; The Lion Tamer), a

sequel to Tsjip. A reprint of Tsjip and De
Leeuiventernmer together in one volume was

issued in 1943 by Querido in New York.

J. G.

Rilke, Raitier Maria (1875-1926, German

poet), was born in Prague, of old Bohemian
and Alsatian stock. After a few unhappy early

years (1886-1891) at the military academies of

St. Polten and Weisskirchen, a year at school

in Linz and four in Prague, he moved to

Munich. Untouched by the current naturalis-

tic and impressionistic tendencies, he com-

pleted in 1894 a collection of indifferent love

poems in the conventional style of the Heine
tradition (Leben und Lieder). Even in his

second and more distinctive volume of poetry,

Larenopfer (1896), he revealed little beyond a

sentimental attachment to his native city,

Prague, and a lively though undisciplined
sensitiveness to aesthetic impressions. He had
not yet brought himself to the intensity of

devotion or, above all, to the sharpness of

specific observation that became the con-

spicuous quality of his later poetry. In

Traumgekront (1897), Advent (1898), and Mir
zur Feier (1899) Rilke moved towards a

depersonalized idiom in an attempt to convey,



in contemplation and suspense, the emotional

oneness that henceforth characterizes his

poetic landscape of things and creatures. The
first part of Das Stundenbuch (Das Buch vom
monchischen Leben, written in 1899 and pub-
lished in 1905 together with Von der Pilger-

schaft, 1901, and Von der Armuth und vom

Tode, 1903; Eng. tr., Poems from the Book

of Hours, 1941) intensifies the impression of a

fervent though loosely religious imagination.

From 1899 on, he wandered restlessly from

one country to another; he traveled in Russia,

learned Russian, and, on two occasions, in

1899 and 1900, visited Tolstoy (q.v.). Over-

whelmed by the immensity of the Eastern

landscape, he crystallized his discovery of the

immeasurable presence of God in his delight-

ful Gescfiichten vom lieben Gott (1900; Eng.

tr., Stories of God, 1931). He seemed at home
in all parts of Europe; whether in Paris or

Munich, Scandinavia, Spain, Italy, or Switzer

land, everywhere he developed and realized

his characteristic sense of space and physical

reality. For two years he lived in the painters'

colony at Worpswede (Worpswede, 1903),

where, determined to rid his poetry of all

narrative or merely lyrical elements, he wrote

most of the poems that were published under

the characteristic title Das Buch der Bilder

(1902, in two parts; ad ed., enlarged, 1906).

Superbly skillful though most of this work

has seemed to some, to Rilke it still lacked

that firmness of distinct bodies in space in

which he felt most palpably the presence of a

moving God.
His association in Paris with the great

French sculptor Rodin represents perhaps the

most significant turn in his poetic career. He
had always found himself in sympathy with

much of French culture, and he had trans-

lated Maurice de Gurin, Gide (q*v.} 9 and

Valery (q.v.); but Rodin (like the equally
influential Cezanne) became to him a symbol
not so much of the French character in gen-
eral as rather of a hardworking craftsman

grappling with the completely significant

world of tangible objects. The artist's work,

Rodin insisted, is the only satisfactory mode
of religious activity. Much of Rilke's happy

recognition of this attitude entered into his

account of the master (Auguste Rodin, 1903;

Eng. tr., 1919). But the two volumes of Neue

Gedichte (1907-1908), the second dedicated to

Rodin,
(tmon grand ami," show the turn in

Rilke's conception of the artist even more

clearly; they contain his first distinctly mature

poetry. In these poems he not only develops
a peculiarly objective and sculpturesque form,

which has, somewhat misleadingly, become

RILKE

known as Dinggedicht, but he advances from
his earlier private and impressionistic aes-

theticism to an integration and transforma-

tion of his intense vision into more imper-
sonal symbols. At the same time the poems in

Neue Gedichte represent, together with the

delicate and melancholy prose of his only
major narrative work, Die Aufzeichnungen
des Malte Laurids Brigge (1910; Eng. tr. f

Journal of My Other Self, 1930), the last work
in which his impressions, however sublimated
and embodied, supplied the material for and
the aim of his poetry.
Now his life and his poetry began to

change. In spite of his rapidly increasing
fame and the astonishing popularity of his

earlier, sentimentally melodramatic Die
Weise von Liebe und Tod des Cornets

Christoph Rilke (1906; Eng. tr., The Tale of
the Love and Death of Cornet Christopher
Rilke, 1932) and in spite of a singularly ex-

tensive correspondence with a large circle of

friends (Brief e, 1929 ff.; various parts of

Rilke's correspondence have been issued in

English translation), there followed years
of profound despair, frustration, and helpless-
ness. In August, 1914, for once inspired by a

feeling of solidarity with his countrymen, he

passed through a brief period of exaltation

and wrote, in the ecstatic style of Holderlin's

last poems, Funf Gesdnge. But this elation

did not last. As early as the winter of 1911-

1912 he had begun at the castle of Duino in

Istria a series of elegies which he seemed un-

able to complete until, in an extraordinary
burst of inspiration, he finished the last of

the 10 poems in 1922, at Castle Muzot in the

Swiss Valais. Duineser Elegien (1923; Eng. tr.,

Duinese Elegies, 1930) Rilke regarded as his

supreme achievement; the elegies are, at the

same time, the most impressive sequence of

great poetry in modern European literature.

Their theme is man's, and particularly the

poet's, struggle for clarity and coherence; with

two exceptions, they are written in a rhythmi-

cally dithyrambic vers libre, and even though
they are naturally charged with elements of

philosophical reflection, their appeal is, in

the main, to the creative and nervous sensi-

bility such as sustained the poet himself. The
poems offer the evidence of an overwhelming
religious crisis, but, with their recurrent

emphasis upon the succession of struggle,
death, and regeneration, they represent only
one aspect of Rilke's vision. The other, his

sense of joy, affirmation, and praise, is the

keynote of Die Sonette an Orpheus (1923;

Eng. tr., Sonnets to Orpheus, 1936), a series of

55 brilliant and exuberantly positive "songs,"
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written in a state of astonishing inspiration
while he finished the last of the Elegien. A
few further poems, Spate Gedichte (1934;

Eng. tr., Later Poems, 1938), which reiterate

the allegorical manner of the later elegies,

were published after his death; but with his

two incomparable statements of the cosmic

experience, progress, and achievement of the

poet, Rilke ended a creative career which is

as unique in recent times as it is difficult to

appreciate.
To contrast him, as is often done, with his

great German contemporary, Stefan George

((/.t/.),
is merely to stress the peculiarly per-

sonal nature of his imagination. Unlike the

rigidly stylized and monumental George,
Rilke is ultimately a sensitive and, at his best,

supremely realistic poet who succeeded in

finding the symbols of a modern religious elo-

quence. It is perhaps not altogether just to

dismiss most of his work prior to the Neue
Gedichte as unoriginal and dangerously sub-

jective. But it is true that many of even the

more popular poems in Das Stundenbuch and

in Das Buck der Dilder lack the authoritative

gesture. Rilke was, after all, an artist whose

perception and intensity of application were

throughout most of his life greater than his

powers of resolute mastery. In his earlier

poems it is difficult to escape a feeling of

glibness and unmerited ease of mystical intui-

tion. The characteristic poetic figure of the

"Angel," in which he frequently focuses and

through which he realizes the strength of his

overpowering inspiration, occurs in his early
work as well. It is not until after the years
of complete despondency, however, that the

symbol of the Angel emerges in the Elegien,
in severe and peremptory images, as the abso

lute of vision and completeness. Within the

allegorical world of a modern paradise in

which, innocently close to the animals, Rilke

seeks his way, there is no immediate contact

with God, but the Angel appears to the poet
as does God to the medieval saint. To ap-

proach this source of terrible strength is a

task almost too great for man: in children,

lovers, and heroes Rilke felt it present, and of

them the elegies say much. But the cardinal

theme of the Elegien, especially of the superb
fifth elegy, is the precariousness of human
life. And if, as the work draws to a close, the

s^nse of inadequacy gives way to one of

trust and affirmation, it is because the poet
transmutes what is merely seen or "blindly"
lived into the exaltation of a vision (in the

seventh elegy) and the acceptance (in the

tenth elegy) of death as the final transformer.

The experience of grief for the dead was

probably for Rilke the most moving human
experience (see the series of Requiem poems,
1909; Eng. tr., Requiem and Other Poems,

1935). In the Elegien, therefore, death re-

solves the discrepancies of man's life. But in

the subsequent Sonette an Orpheus Rilke

presents the complement to this vision. Here
the poet's song serves to transform even the

mutability of life into the permanence of

absolute creation.

See: F. Olivero, Rainer Maria Rilke; a

Study in Poetry and Mysticism (1931); F.

Dehn, Rainer Maria Rilke und sein Werk

(
! 934) F. A, Hiinich, Rilke-Bibliographie

0935)> J- F- Angelloz, Rainer Maria Rilke;
Devolution spirituelle du poHe (1936); E. C.

Mason, Rilke's Apotheosis (1938); E. M.
Butler, Rainer Maria Rilke (1941).

V. L.

Rimbaud, Jean Nicholas Arthur (1854-1891,
French poet), was born in Charlcville in the

northeast of France, the son of self-assertive,

mettlesome parents. When 15 he had already
written a number of skillful imitations of the

romanticists (Vers de college, 1932). The
arrival of Izambard (January, 1870), a young
anti-imperialist teacher, interested in modern
writers, was the most striking event in the

school life of Rimbaud. He encouraged the

omnivorous reading of living poets and radi-

cal writers by his pupil, who became fiercely

anticlerical and revolutionary. Thirsting for

fame, on May 24, 1870, Rimbaud wrote to

Banville (g.f.) a letter in which he called

himself a "Parnassian," worshiping two

goddesses, "the Muse and Liberty." On Au-

gust 28 he boarded the Paris train without a

ticket; for this oifcnse he spent 10 days in

jail. To his next flight, through Belgium, are

due the series of poems including "Ma
Bohcme," "La Maline," and "Le Cabaret

vert." On February 25, 1871, he again started,

this time on foot, for Paris, where he spent
about a month in abject poverty; on his re-

turn he resolved never to reenter his school.

From April 4 to May 5 is the time of a prob-
lematic escape to the Paris of the Commune,
affirmed by Delahaye, Godschot, et al., denied

by Izambard and his followers. He wrote then

a plan, now lost, for a communist constitu-

tion, his first prose poems "Les Deserts de

ramour," and the two famous lettres du

voyant (Lettres de la vie littdraire d f

Arthur

Rimbaud, edited by J. M. Carr, 1931) in

which he declared his determination "to be-

come a seer." Charles Bretagne, who encour-

aged his reading of books on occultism and

magic, was the promoter of Rimbaud's dra-



matic "liaison" with Verlaine. The latter

called Rimbaud to Paris, where the proud,

cynical youth arrived early in September

bringing his Le Bateau ivre. He found

nothing but "emptiness and chaos" among
Parisian writers, whom he met with sarcasm

or silence, once even with violence, which

drew fear and hatred upon him. He was then

engaged in writing his first Illuminations (not

published until 1887).

On July 8, 1871, Rimbaud and Verlaine

went to London, where they frequented
exiled French communists and led a "stormy,

painful life." One can no longer entertain

any doubt concerning the abnormal nature

of their association. Meanwhile Mine Rim-
baud vainly tried to retrieve her son's manu

scripts of the "Chasse spirituelle" and "Les

Veilleurs," his masterpieces according to Ver-

laine (q.v.), which the latter had left with

his wife's parents and which seem to be hope-

lessly lost. Early in 1873, at Roche, during
one of his flights from Verlaine, Rimbaud
wrote new Illuminations and "atrocious

stories [meant for] a pagan or negro book,"

i.e., Vne Saison en Enfer (1873). Having again

joined Verlaine on July 8, 1873, this time in

Brussels, two days later he was shot in the

wrist by his friend, who was sentenced to

two years' imprisonment. Rimbaud com-

pleted Vne Saison en Enfer at Roche. The
whole edition of this work, except a few

copies, remained forgotten in the publisher's

cellar, where it was found by chance in 1901.

In November, 1873, Rimbaud bade farewell

forever to poetry. Between 1873 and 1880 he
oscillated between Charleville and many parts
of Europe, earning his living in the most
various temporary occupations. The re-

mainder of his life Rimbaud passed in Aden
and other Red Sea ports, now as the em-

ployee of a French exporting house, now as

the explorer of the Ogaden and River Web
countries, or again as an independent trader

leading expeditions to Abyssinia. That he
dealt in contraband firearms is certain. The

question of his traffic in slaves is disputed

(Enid Starkie, Rimbaud en Abyssinie, 1938;

Potsie, November, 1941). In April, 1891,

yielding to the increased agony of a fatal

disease, Rimbaud began his return journey
from Harar to France where, in Marseille, his

leg was amputated. He died on November 10,

when a number of his poems were about to

be published as the Reliquaire edited by
Darzens. His letters (Lettres de Jean-Arthur

Rimbaud, Egypte, Arable, Ethiopia, 1899;

there are some factual errors in this edition),

relating the progress of his illness, are worthy

RIMBAUD

of the author of Vne Saison en Enfer. The

poems Rimbaud wrote before he was 17 are

the offspring of anger and the crying out

caused by "the deep and eternal wound
inflicted by life on the delicacy and audacity
of youth. At the same time a strong realistic

vein appears in condensed, sharply drawn
scenes and still lifes. He himself is there with

his mistrusts, "profound pities," awakening
sensuality, and arrogance. However, these

poems are primarily technical studies in

which Rimbaud becomes a master of poetic

expression. The superiority attained over

earlier works by the "Chercheuses de poux"
and "Voycllcs/' with their rich and airy

orchestration, and that of Le Bateau ivre

(1884) are due to the adventure or revolution

related in his lettres du voyant. Rimbaud is

now resolved to be no mere technician, but a

seer, and to invent a mode of expression

adequate to his visions and science of prosody.
Le Bateau ivre, with its 100 stanzas of four

alternately rhyming alexandrines, sings Rim-
baud's soaring into the visionary world. The
rush of images expressing flight and release

which at the same time impose their physical

ponderance hypnotize the reader.

When Rimbaud was writing his first 20

Illuminations (May-September, 1871), he was,

so he tells us, acquainting himself with

"simple hallucination" and noting down "des

vertigcs, des silences, des nuits," a fact which
the Illuminations prove conclusively. The
verse of these pellucid and poignant poems
becomes increasingly freer so that, at last,

"Marine" and "Mouvement" realize Ban-
ville's wish for free verse. The inventor of the

38 other Illuminations, from "Aprfcs le d6-

luge" to "Solde," commonly called "prose
Illuminations" (dates uncertain), appears
both as a "fabulous opera" and a magician

contriving festivities and disasters. All flares

up in this meteor-like rush compounded of

leave-takings, for Rimbaud felt himself "dedi-

cated to a new disorder." Some of these later

Illuminations are in free verse disposed like

prose; in others prose and verse intermingle;
others are pure prose poems. The "diamond

prose" of this fearful virtuoso seems in turn

impalpable, quintessential, or almost brutally
material. But this language which Rimbaud
called non-fixt belongs, first and foremost, to

the realm of rhythm.
In Vne Saison en Enfer, one of the barest

and most dramatic human documents, Rim-
baud disavows all his former leads. He is now
concerned not with vision, but with the stark

reality of life and death and primarily with
that of his own hell: "I believe myself in
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hell, hence I am there/' Let his race and

country with their weakening vices, his "dis-

gusting education" and Christianism, burn

up. For when he proclaims "Through the

spirit one reaches God," reaffirming a spirit-

ual quest, he does not mean what, to him, has

become but an outworn legend. Even under

the symbolism of his liaison with Verlaine in

"Dlires I" or through the analysis of his

artist's endeavors in "Delires II," he is solely

concerned with the grasping of an immediate
and essential reality. Rimbaud, having staked

his all on art, has lost, and so let it be. Yet

he remains free, scornfully hurling behind
him whatever entrapped him. Une Saison en

Enfer has the "abruptness of thought and

style" Chateaubriand saw in Pascal and Bos-

suet. Its elliptical foreshortenings and com-

pressions contribute extraordinary impact.
Here again rhythm commands the diverse

elements of style. A comparison of Ebauches

(ed. by M. Yerta-Melra, 1937) w^h tlie final

text makes one realize how aware and de-

liberate an artist this visionary was and how

perfectly articulated and organized his work.

See: P. Berrichon, La Vie de Jean-Arthur
Rimbaud (1897); P- Claudel, preface to Rim-

baud, CEuvres (Mercure de France eel., 1912);
I. Rimbaud, Reliques (1922); M. Coulon, Le
Probleme de Rimbaud (1923); E. Dclahaye,
Souvenirs familiers (1925); Rimbaud, Edition

critique, Vol. I (1939).

M. M.

Riviere, Jacques (1886-1925, French critic

and editor), a native of Bordeaux, went to

Paris at 17. In spite of an excellent record at

the Lycee Lakanal, he was not admitted to

the Ecole Normale Superieure, where
*

he
would have prepared for a career of scholar-

ship and teaching. More interested, indeed, in

contemporary art, music, and literature than
in his studies, he reveals his real preoccupa-
tions in letters to his friend and classmate,

Alain-Fournier (q.v.). When Rivi6re married
Alain-Fournier's sister Isabelle in 1909, he

definitely gave up an academic career in phi-

losophy to work with Andr Gide (q.v.) on
the newly founded Nouvelle Revue franfaise.
Riviere first wrote notes on music and the

dance, but having already had critical studies

published in other magazines, he was soon

encouraged to write more lengthy articles.

The First World War broke in upon his

career. He was taken prisoner in August,
1914, and spent four years in Germany and
Switzerland. During his captivity his mind re-

mained active: he observed his captors and
hi$ fellow prisoners, kept a journal, Garnet

de guerre (1929;, and made a record of his

religious thought in A la trace de Dieu (1925).

In 1919 he became editor of the Nouvelle

Revue franfaise, continuing its policy of pub-

lishing only the best of contemporary litera-

ture, and he preserved from oblivion the

works of writers who had been killed in the

war. In the midst of literary activity, in

February, 1925, Riviere died suddenly of ty-

phoid fever.

Although Riviere wrote two psychological

novels, Aimee (1922) and Florence (unfinished;

published posthumously in 1935), most of his

work is critical. His first important study,
"Paul Claudel, potte chrctien" (1907), which

was one of the earliest attempts to explain
Glanders poetry, was first printed in the Occi-

dent. It was inspired by enthusiasm for the

poet and was rewritten after exchanging a

number of letters (see Riviere, Correspon-

dance, 1907-1914, 1926) with the young diplo-

mat, who, at Riviere's request, was, attempt-

ing to show him the Catholic way out of

doubt. The revision was included in Etudes

(191 1) with other early studies. Among further

critical studies of individual writers are

"Alain-Fournicr" (1922) and "Rimbaud"

(1914) printed first in the Nouvelle Revue

fran^aise and later republished. A series of

lectures explaining Marcel Proust was pub-
lished posthumously as Quelques Progres
dans I'etude du cacur humain (1926). Among
Rivi&re's best articles on general literary and

philosophical problems are "De la sincerity

envers soi-meme" (1912) and the "Roman
d'aventure" (1913), both published in the

Nouvelle Revue franfaise, and Moralisme et

literature, a lecture published only in 1932.

His continued preoccupation with religion is

shown in all his correspondence and in "De
la foi" (Nouvelle Revue franfaise, 1912) and

A la trace de Dieu, while his interest in

political discussions is evident in L'Allemand

(1918), Russie (1927), and Pour et contre une

societ^ des nations (i93)-
Riviere's method of criticism is based upon

comprehension of the author's innermost im-

pulsion and upon careful analysis and presen-
tation of the work. He endeavors to reach

the center of the philosophical or psycho-

logical problem, but never neglects the

sensual delight to be found in the resulting
work of art. He is usually guided in his choice

of subject by deep enthusiasm, ardent curi-

osity, and keen sympathy. Perhaps the most

interesting aspect of his writing is his own
subtle and analytical mind. To him his

thought had almost a sensual reality. It was
also mobile and alive because he wished it



to express accurately his nature, varying con-

stantly under accumulated experiences.

See: "Hommage & Jacques Rivttre, 1886-

1925," Nouvelle Revue franfaise, XXIV (1925),

387-829 (issue devoted to this author); Martin

Turnell, "The Criticism of Jacques Rivtere,"

Modern Language Review, XXXV (1940),

470-482.
B. P.

Rode, Helge (1870-1937, Danish poet, drama-

tist, and critic), was born in Copenhagen. His

mother was the daughter of Orla Lehmann,
national liberal leader; his father took active

part in the Grundtvigian folk-school move-

ment, but died early. Some of the most im-

pressionable years of the poet's childhood

from the age of 9 to 16 were spent in Norway.
Rode's permanent home, however, became

Copenhagen, where in the garden suburb of

Frederiksberg his tall ascetic figure was a

familiar sight.
Rode is perhaps the most versatile writer

and the most original thinker of the Danish

neo-romantic, symbolistic movement of the

go's, which arose as a reaction against the

overrationalization of Georg Brandes (q.v.).

Rode's first collection of poems, Hvide Blom-
ster (1892; White Flowers), reveals the stages
of the spiritual awakening, the "breakthrough
of the soul," to use the poet's own expression

the feeling of cold desolation over lack of

faith, the agonized quest for truth behind the

veils of nature, and finally, probably after a

sudden mystic vision, the rapturolis feeling of

the individual "I" as part of the "Great I." In

the next important collection of poems, Ariel

(1914), perhaps the central work in Rode's life,

the poet becomes an exulting ethereal being,
a messenger, sent to teach man to throw off his

bonds and to soar. The enigma of death, how-

ever, as seen, for example, in the utter loneli-

ness of the drifting body of the drowned man,
exerts gripping fascination. In Den stille Have

(1922; The Quiet Garden, i.e., the cemetery),
which opens with a simple beautiful tribute

to the poet's mother, the old Norse belief in

the living dead seems merged with Christian

resurrection and Hindu mysticism. Death is

merely an illusion. Surprising, delightful
touches of humor appear in the tribute to the

poet's father.

In Rode's dramas ideas are as important
as characters. Konges0nner (1896; Sons of the

King) presents symbolically and in Greek

setting the two extremes: boundless exaltation

in life versus negation of life; life, but in

chastened form, conquers. Pantheism runs

through the primitive, prehistoric Solsagn

RODENBACH

(1904; The Legend of the Sun). Ibsen's (q.v.)

influence is felt in the modern, powerful
Morbus Tellermann (1907; The Tellermann

Plague) and in Flugten (1909; The Flight).

Envy, hypocrisy, and ambition constitute the

driving forces in these two plays, dealing with

the scientific medical and the engineering
worlds, and in Del store Forlis (1917; The
Great Shipwreck), where the Titanic disaster

and, in a larger sense, the First World War are

indicated. Several dramas treat historical

figures, one Tolstoy (q.v.), one Georg Brandes.

The plays of the middle years of Rode's life

even some of his comedies, e.g., D0den paa
Natcafe (1905; Death in the Night Restaurant)

are bitter, but they are not without hope.

Generally there stands out against the mass of

climbers a solitary, upright, fearless figure,

capable of taking up the gauntlet, a repre-
sentative of Ibsen's and Rode's future

"third realm." Rode's women also as a rule

are ethical forces. Characteristic again are the

kind-hearted ne'er-do-wells, by-passed by
Fortune.

Rode's numerous essays, which appeared in

the post-war period, constitute mainly dia-

lectical polemic discussions of the burning
question of the day, science versus religion. In

Krig og Aand (1917; War and Intellect) the

poet places the blame for the war squarely
not upon man's stupidity, as Brandes does

but upon the tenets of Darwinism, upon
naturalism, and the development of the super-
man morality. Salvation is to be found only
in a return to religion, a deep, dogma-free
religion, and in the establishment of a union
of states.

See: H. G. Topsoe-Jensen, Scandinavian

Literature from Brandes to Our Day (1929);

Helge Kjaergaard, Die danische Literatur der

neuesten Zeit (1871-1933) (1934).

C. K. B.

Rodenbach, Georges (1855-1898, Belgian

poet), was born in Tournai. Several months
after his birth he was taken to Bruges, which
he was later to immortalize in what is prob-

ably his best-known book, Bruges-la-rnorte

(1892). He studied in Ghent, where, at the

College Sainte-Barbe, he made the acquaint-
ance of Emile Verhaeren (q.v.). Having ob-

tained his degree in law, Rodenbach visited

Paris (1878-1879). He returned to Belgium and

opened a law office, but in 1887 went to live

in Paris, where he died.

His first works, published in Belgium, were
collections of poems about Flemish life: Le

Foyer et les champs (1877), Ode a la Belgique
(1880), La Mer eltgante (1881), L'Hiver won-
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dain (1884). The book which won him general

recognition in France was La Jeunesse blanche

(1886). It was in Paris that he composed his

best work, always inspired, however, by his

native land. His books include collections of

poems: Le Regne du silence (1891), Le Voyage
dans les yeux (1893), Les Vies encloses (1896),

Le Miroir du del natal (1898); novels: La Vo-

cation (1895), Le Carillonneur (1897), ^n ex^

(1920); plays: Le Voile (1894) and Le Mirage

(1901). All are pervaded by an atmosphere of

quiet and introspection. In Les Vies encloses

he furnishes what is perhaps the key to a

state of mind of his generation, shut out from

the world, entirely dedicated to "son spectacle
intrieur."

See: T. Dercme, "La Podsie de Georges
Rodenbach," Revue de Paris, Anne XXXI
(1924), Tome I, pp. 674-685; Pierre Maes,
Rodenbach (1926).

P. B

Rodriguez Marin, Francisco (1855-1943, Span
ish scholar, folklorist, and poet), throughout
his long life wrote some 150 volumes, dealing
with the three fields he cultivated simulta-

neously and without interruption. He was

also director of the National Library of

Madrid and later of the Royal Spanish

Academy. His first work, published in Seville,

where he was born, was a volume of poetry.
This was followed by others from time to

time, and a volume of selections was pub-
lished in 1941 under the title A la real de

Espana (iSji-iyji). These poems, among
which the madrigals and sonnets are especially

worthy of mention, are excellent imitations

of the poetry of Seville in the golden age. In

the field of folklore he published rich and
valuable collections of songs, proverbs, meta

phors, and popular usages. But the greater

part of his work and the most important is

that which deals with the history of Spanish
literature of the golden age. The merit of

these works lies in the author's discovery of

biographical data and documents on many
classic authors, such as Luis Barahona de Soto,

Pedro Espinosa, Mateo Alemrin, Fernando de

Herrera, and, especially, Cervantes. His edi-

tions of works by these authors contain exten-

sive critical, historical, and philological notes.

It may be said that no modern critic has

knowh the language and the life of the i6th

arid 1 7th centuries as well as he. His wide
firsthand knowledge of books and documents
of this period enabled him to bring out the

most authoritative annotated edition of Don
Quixote and of several of the novelas ejem-

plares. He also published many articles and

pamphlets dealing with a number of concrete

points on the life and works of Cervantes. In

addition to his erudition, which made him the

most competent Cervantes scholar of our time,

he was deeply identified with the spirit and
character of traditional, popular Spain, as re-

vealed in his witty, expressive, unmistakably

Spanish style.

See: G. M. del Rio y Rico, Biografia y

bibliografia de don Francisco Rodriguez
Marln (1917); A. Baig y Bafios, Rodriguez
Marin, documentador cervantino (1916) and

Rodriguez Marin, anotador del "Quijote"

093*)-
F. de O.

Rodziewicz6wna, Marja (pseud. Zmogas, 1863-

1944, Polish novelist), was born at Pieniuha,

near Grodno, in Lithuanian Poland, of

parents soon to be exiled to Siberia for par-

ticipation in the uprising against Russian

sovereignty in progress at the time of her

birth. Reared by the Countess Karolina Skir

tnunti Rodziewiczowna was educated in War-
saw at the Kuczyriska pension and later, after

her father had inherited an estate at

Hrus/owa in Polesie, at a convent in Jaz
lowiec. On the death of her father in 1881,

Marja cut her hair, put on men's boots, and,
at first solely by the labor of her own hands

and those of her peasants, later with aid from
her royalties, made the poor, neglected estate

of Hruszowa yield a living. She turned to

writing not for self-expression, as Orzeszkowa

(q.v.) did, but in order to preach to her

fellow countrymen the gospel of hope and en

durance in a hopeless and defeatist age. In

a series of more than a dozen novels, the best

of which is Dewajtis (1889), Rodziewicz6wna

portrayed with deliberate purpose the full,

rich, often violently beautiful life of what she

regarded as the citadel of her nation's tradi-

tion, her own Eastern Border, believing that

an ideal, thus drawn, would win others of her

fellow countrymen who were less convinced

than she of their tradition's worth and too

often were seduced by the foreigner. Heir of

Mickiewicz and of Henryk Rzewuski, the au-

thor of The Memoirs of Soplica, as an im-

mortalizer of the Border spirit, Rodzie-

wicz6wna was the most popular novelist with

two generations of Poles, despite her dismissal

by the cosmopolites and the literati as a

mere "character."

See: Z. D^bicki, Portrety, I (1927), 231-246;
G. Korbut, Literatura polska (1931), IV, 152-

153; K. Czachowski, Obraz wspdiczesnej

literatury polskiej (1934), I, 118-124, 33
A. P. C.
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Roelants, Maurice (1895-, Flemish poet and

novelist), was born in Ghent. After a dbut as

a humanist poet of melancholy refinement

and engaging charm (Het Verzaken, 1930; Re-

nunciation), Roelants published three novels

and a number of short stones which gave him
wide renown in Holland and Belgium. He is

a classicist, and the drama in his books is

essentially internal. His novels reveal a shrewd

but sympathetic analyst of human nature and

have none of the traditional Flemish rural

and folklore elements. Roelants's style is

limpid but tense. In Komen en Gaan (1927;

Corne and Co), Het Leven dat wij droomden

(1931; Life as We Dreamed It), and A lies

kornt terecht (1935; Everything Settles Itself),

as well as in De Jazzspeler (1928; The Jazz
Band Player), painfully acquired wisdom is

meted out without condescension and with

great subtlety.

J. A. G.

Roland Hoist, Henriette (1869-, Dutch poet
and writer of prose), was born at Noordwijk
near Leiden. She made her poetic debut with

a book of verse entitled Sonnetten en Verzen

in Terzinen geschreven (1895; Sonnets and

Poems Written in Terza Rima). It was hailed

by Willem Kloos (q.v.) as a great piece of

work that held the promise of greater things

to come. In the years that followed her first

publication she became an ardent adherent

of the socialist cause. Compassion for the

underdog and the desire to aid the proletariat

in its fight for better living conditions and for

organized action were henceforth the domi-

nant motives of her life. She married the

artist R. N. Roland Hoist her maiden name
was Van der Schalk and found in him a

sympathetic fellow fighter for her social

ideals. Her first socialist verses appeared in

DC Nieuwe Geboort (1902; The New Birth).

In it she expressed the conflict within her

when the loud voice of socialism entered the

(juiet of her former life, the sense of doubt

and perplexity, the pain of nostalgic retro-

spect when she had followed the voice. In

her later poetry, Opwaartsche Wegen (1907;

Upward Ways) and De Vrouw in het Woud

(1912; The Woman in the Wood), perplexity
and doubt have yielded to an ardent faith

in the justice of her cause. In 1910 was pub
lished her drama, De Opstandelingen (The
Rebels), which she described as "an imagina-
tive picture of the essence of the Russian up-
heaval as a proletarian revolution." This was

before the outbreak of the First World War,
which led to the seizure of power by the

Bolsheviks. She joined the Dutch Communist

Party and championed its cause with her

ready pen.
She wrote, among other books, Kapitaal en

Arbeid in Nederland (1902; Capital and
Labor in Holland), Geschiedenis van den pro-
letarischen Klassenstrijd (1909; History of the

Proletarian Class War), a life of Jean Jacques
Rousseau (1912), a life of Garibaldi entitled

De Held en de Schare (1920; The Hero and
the Crowd), Communisrne en Moraal (1925;
Communism and Morality), In Verzonken
Grenzen (1918; Submerged Bounds), written

after the triumph of Communism in Russia,

she sings the dawn of the new day, in which
the bounds that separate man from man and
class from class are submerged by the sea of

love whose promised tide she saw coming in.

The book contains magnificent verse. In the

creative impulse of her visions thought
blossoms into image as naturally as the bud

opens into the rose, and it is to this plastic

power that her poetry owes its beauty. We
may not believe in the message, we cannot

help believing in the poetry. As poetry it will

be read when the message will have lost its

appeal.
A. J. B.

Rolland, Remain (1866-1944, French novelist,

playwright, and musicologist), was born at

Clamecy in Burgundy. His poor health as a

boy, the early love of music instilled in him

by his pious mother, his solitude as a child,

and the hero worship fostered by his early

reading of Shakespeare all combined to de-

velop in him a sympathy with artists "the

masters of the world, the great Defeated." At

the Ecole Normale Sup^rieure (1886-1889) he

specialized in history with Gabriel Monod.
In 1886, oppressed by the materialistic life

about him, he wrote to the great seer of

Europe, Tolstoy (q.v.), seeking spiritual

guidance. A long letter from Tolstoy (pub
lished February, 1902, by Pguy, q.v., in

Cahiers de la quinzaine) affected his aesthetic

profoundly, although he has stated (in an un-

published letter of 1933) that from the begin-

ning he sensed the extreme result of Tolstoy's
aesthetic theories and could not acquiesce in

Tolstoy's complete "condemnation of art." He
lived in Rome from 1889 to 1891 studying at

the Ecole Fran^aise d'Archologie et d'Histoire.

There he learned from the aged Malwida von

Meysenbug, the friend of Kossuth, Mazzini,
Louis Blanc, Wagner (q.v.), and Nietzsche

(q.v.},
"the intimate relationship between the

true France which is hidden and the true

Germany which does not raise its voice the

best Germany; it will survive" (preface to
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Letters of Remain Holland and Malwida von

Meysenbug, 1933). In Rome he began a cycle

of Renaissance drama. From 1891 to 1912 he

taught at the Ecole Nonnale Superieure and

the Sorbonne; in 1895 he published his

doctoral thesis, L'Histoire de I'opera en Europe
avant Lully et Scarlatti (still

a definitive work

and the first thesis primarily on music ever

accepted by the Sorbonne), and soon began his

Tragedies de la foi: Saint Louis (1897), ex '

pounding the power of faith on a whole

people, Aert (1898), illustrating "national ex-

altation/' and Le Triomphe de la raison

(1899), presenting the typically Romain Rol-

land heroism, "the conqueror conquered." Les

Loups, played in March, 1898 (Eng. tr., The

Wolves, 1937), first published as Morituri

under the pseudonym Saint Just, was inspired

by the Dreyfus affair. The play is noteworthy
for its simplicity, rapidity, and directness; it

was subsequently incorporated (along with Le

Triomphe de la raison) in the partially com-

pleted cycle of 10 Revolutionary dramas, of

which the best known are Dan ton (1900; Eng.

tr., 1918), Le Quatorze juillet (1902; Eng. tr.,

The Fourteenth of July, 1918), Le Jeu de

Vamour et de la mort (1924; Eng- tr., The
Game of Love and Death, 1926), and Robes-

pierre (1938). Le Temps viendra (1903) is

based on an episode in the Boer War. During
the writing of these plays Rolland had been

clarifying his idea of a People's Theatre and

published an essay, Le Thddtre du Peuple

(1903; Eng. tr., 1918), wherein he found little

for the ouvrier in the traditional classic or

romantic French repertory and proposed the

creation of a new form of drama built on the

glorious tradition of French history. Rol-

land's interest in the "great Defeated" in-

spired his little book, very rare and com-

paratively unknown, Millet (1902), published

only in English. This and the very popular,

85-page Vie de Beethoven (1903; Eng. tr.,

1909), the Michel-Ange (1905, rewritten 1906;

Eng. tr., 1912), and the Vie de Tolstoi (1911;

Eng. tr., 1911) are his monuments to his

heroes.

The great novel Jean-Christophe, conceived

in 1886, written in part in Italy in 1889, and

published serially in the Cahiers de la quin-
zaine from 1904 to 1912 (in book form, 1905-

1913; Eng. tr., 1910-1913), brought Rolland to

the fore in the literary world, especially with

the youth of all countries. The work has been
translated into many languages, including
Indian dialects. The novel criticizes contem-

porary civilization, especially French material-

ism, through the eyes and thoughts of

the German-born musician Jean-Christophe

Krafft Jean, the most common name of

man, Christopher, bearing the light of under-

standing, and Krafft symbolizing the force

which the always feeble Rolland admired. It

is an uneven work, often called a symphony,
with its crashing climaxes of instrumentation

and its contrasting andantes and pastorales;
Rolland moves through France and Germany
with a keenly observant satire, ruthlessly ex-

posing weaknesses. It was complemented,
after the war, by a similar novel about a

woman, L'Ame enchantee (1922-1933; Eng.
tr., The Soul Enchanted, 1925-1934), of which
the first volumes are very fine.

The enemies created by Rolland in Jean-

Christophe found their revenge in attacking
him for his pacifistic papers from 1914 to

1919. The outbreak of the war had found
him in retirement in Switzerland, whence he

appealed to the intellectual leaders of France,

Germany, Spain, Italy, and the United States

to campaign for a cessation of hostilities (see
AU'dessus de la melee, 1915, Eng. tr., Above
the Battle, 1916, and Les Prdcurseurs, 1919,

Eng. tr., The Forerunners, 1920). His novel

Clerambault; histoire d'une Conscience libre

pendant la guerre (1920; Eng. tr., 1921) pre-
sents in readable form the kernel of his ideas

on war, even though he denies their auto-

biographical significance. Rolland was pil-

loried in many publications and accused of

many crimes against the state and civilization;

Clemenceau threatened him with imprison-
ment. After 1919, in addition to the seven-

volume novel L'Ame enchantee, the play

Robespierre, and other books already men-

tioned, Rolland wrote Mahatma Gandhi

(1924; Eng. tr., 1924), Vie de Ramakrishna

(1929), and Vie de Vivekananda (1930). He was
attracted to Communism as a political theory
and was an honored guest of Maxim Gorky
(q.v.) in Russia, but no book resulted. In

1938 he returned to France to live.

Jean-Christophe remains Rolland's most

significant work. It is the first great novel in

any language about a musician, treating fully
the problem of the artist in an alien world.

The author's credo centers on the principle
that all art manifestations should convey
moral truth, which for him seems to be faith

in humanity, a pantheistic religion, and con-

tinued insistence on the virtues of great
artists. He follows Tolstoy in his belief that

art should primarily bring men together. He
feels that the true greatness of France is the

humble man close to the soil and that al-

though France has had questionable leaders

its traditions, history, and culture will keep
it great.
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See: P. Seippel, Romain Holland; rhomme

et Vceuvre (1913); P- J- Jouve, Romain Hol-

land vivant, 1914-1919 (1920); J. Bonnerot,
Romain Holland; sa vie, son ceuvre (1921);

S. Zweig, Romain Holland; The Man and His

Work (1921); C. Snchal, Romain Holland

W. H. B.

Remains, Jules (pseud, of Louis Farigoule,

1885-, French novelist, dramatist, essayist,

and poet), was born in a village of Le Velay.
He grew up in his native Cvennes Mountains

and in Montmartre, where his schoolmaster

father had been transferred. After a brilliant

record at the Ecole Normale Suprieure

(1906-1909), where he received degrees in both

science and literature, he held professorships
at Laon, Brest, Nice, and Paris (1909-1919)-
His literary vocation came in 1903 in the

form of a poetic revelation of the oneness of

even the most fortuitous human groups. The

sociological and psychological implications of

that experience led Romains to generalize it

into a literary theory, unanimism, according
to which collective emotions transcend those

of the individual and the poet gives groups

(the couple, the village, the theatre audience)
a keener awareness of their personality. In

his early poems L'Ame des homines (1904),

La Vie unamme (1908), Odes et prieres (1913),

and the prose poems of Puissances de Paris

(1911) he explored the ''souls of streets" and

raised the group to a status of divinity which

he described in Manuel de deification (1910).

At the same time he illustrated his theory in

tales and novels such as Le Dourg rd-

genert (1906), which describes the rebirth of a

community inoculated with a revolutionary

idea; his masterpiece, Mori de quelqu'un

(1911; Eng. tr., The Death of a Nobody, 1914,

reissued, 1944), in which an obscure death

creates a new and more interesting life; and

Les Copains (1913; Eng. tr., The Boys in the

Back Room, 1937), w^h * ts series of youthful

pranks upsetting and welding together the

inhabitants of two dull towns. In Donogoo-
Tonka (1920) he again examined, with dry
humor, the possibilities of the hoax as a

creator of group consciousness. And his first

two plays, L'Armde dans la ville (1911) and

the beautiful Cromedeyre-le-Vieil (1920), both

in verse, studied the group soul of the city in

crisis. During the 2o's Romains was to be-

come, with his farces Knock, ou le Triomphe
de la medecine (1923; Eng. tr., Doctor Knock,

1925), M. Le Trouhadec saisi par la dtbauche

^1923), and Le Manage de M. Le Trouhadec

(1925) all produced by Louis Jouvet (q.v.)

the outstanding comic dramatist of his day.
Meanwhile his three-volume PsychJ (1922-

1929; Eng, tr., The Body's Rapture, 1933)

portrayed the raptures of love on both the

physical and the psychic planes.
In 1932 began to appear the monumental

cyclic novel, Les Homrnes de bonne volontt

(Eng. tr., Men of Good Will, 1933-), which
aims to depict modern French life in about

30 volumes. By 1945 no fewer than 24 volumes
had appeared. Long developments of thrilling

plot illumined by flashes of humor, laborious
historical re-creations punctuated with bril

liant analyses, and palpitatingly real episodes,

contrasting with imaginary interviews of the

great, make up a variegated human comedy
in which there is no hero unless it be France
itself. Romains's unanimistic technique fre

quently aids him in producing vast frescoes

of Paris going to work in 1908, of the armies

moving up to Verdun in 1916, of the victory

parade in 1919. The high point of the work is

reached by the two volumes dealing with the

defense of Verdun. While writing this

magnum opus, Romains has sought relaxa-

tion in well-meaning, elaborately reasoned

essays on political subjects; during the 30*8,

despite Nazism, he ardently sponsored a

Franco-German rapprochement. But his naive
and vainglorious Sept Mystores du destin de
I'Europe (1940; Eng. tr., Seven Mysteries of

Europe, 1940) invalidated his claims as a

political thinker. From 1938 to 1941 he served

as international president of the P.E.N. Club.
As a satirist in fiction and drama, as a powerful
creator of a woild of characters, as an intel-

lectual force, Jules Romains is one of the

most typical and most vigorous writers of

the epoch. In 1946 he was elected to the

French Academy.
See: B. Crchnieux, XXe Siecle (1924); A.

Cuisenier, Jules Romains et I'unanimisme

0935)-

J. O'B.

Roman, Ronetti (1853-1908, Rumanian play-

wright), was educated in foreign lands and

upon his return established himself in the

town of Roman. From 1868 to 1872 he wrote

articles in Hebrew in various periodicals. He
taught German in a Bucharest school for

some time. In 1877 he gave his first Ruma-
nian satirical sketch, Domnul Kanitverstan

(Mister Kanitverstan), and in 1878 his poem
Radu which made him widely known. About
that time was published fragments of another

poem, "Iwan," in Convorbiri literare (Literary

Conversations) and in the almanac Dacia,
edited by Caragiale (q.v.). An intimate friend
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of Caragiale and Eminescu (q.v.), he also

wrote for the newspaper Timpul (Time). In

1893 he took up the Jewish question in

Rumania in his pamphlet jDouH mftsuri (Two
Measures). For a while he acted as translator

at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Bucha-
rest. The last years of his life he spent on his

estate in Moldavia where he managed his

farms and wrote his famous Manasse. The
play was produced in 1900 at the Bucharest
National Theatre and created a great stir.

Numerous polemics followed, and the ques-
tion of Jewish assimilation was once more
revived.

Manasse is the prototype of the old ortho-

dox Hebrew, who leads a model and respected
life among his fellow men. He receives a

mortal blow when his only granddaughter
marries a Christian. He remains faithful to

his tradition and rejects assimilation with

Rumanian Christians. The play is enriched

by pictures of a world in motion, of the

Christian and Jewish communities of a

Moldavian town, by portrayals of the many
types of business people and officialdom, and

particularly of Zelig Shor, the cynic. Manasse
was produced in many languages and inter-

preted by celebrated and eminent players; it

was played in Saint Louis, Missouri, with the

title New Lamps and Old. Aside from its

racial and religious significance, Manasse
marks real progress in the development of

the Rumanian drama. Its characters are en-

during and universal.

See: S. Podoleanu, 60 scriitori romdni de

origins, evreiascd, (1937).

L. F.

Romanov, Panteleimon (1884-1936, Russfcm
novelist and short-story writer), born in a

village near Tula, in Central Russia, of a
noble family, studied law at the University of

Moscow. Before the Revolution of 1917
Romanov had been dreaming of a vast epic
in eight volumes under the general title

Rossiya (Russia); only the first was actually

published (1917). But after years of prepara-
tion he abandoned this ambitious project and
concentrated on writing short stories, which
made him one of the most popular Soviet

writers in the 2o's. In 1923-1928 his books

occupied the first place in lending libraries

throughout Russia. His fame was due to the
fact that he described the new mode of life

resulting from the Revolution. A keen ob-

server, provided with a sense of humor and
an extensive knowledge of various strata of
Russian society, Romanov gave a broad pic-
ture of innumerable changes in social condi-

tions and in the mentality of his fellow

countrymen. New bureaucrats, peasants, work-

men, party members, young students or old

intellectuals, were represented in his sketches

with the directness and accuracy of a literary
camera. They were often called "the minutes
of our times." Romanov, like a literary ther-

mometer, registered all the ups and downs of

social temperature in Soviet Russia between

1922 and 1930. A great impression was pro-
duced by his collection of short stories on the

theory and practice of love during the first

period of the Revolution (Bez cheremukhi,

1926; Eng. tr., Without Cherry Blossom,

1930). His novels dedicated to different as-

pects of moral conflicts in Soviet Society

Novaya skrizhal (1928; Eng. tr., The New
Commandment, 1933), Tri pary shelkovykh
chulok (Tovarishch Kislyakov) (1931; Eng. tr.,

Three Pairs of Silk Stockings, 1931), Sobstven-

nost (1933; Property) are badly constructed
and lack psychological insight, but they never-

theless can serve as literary illustrations of a

certain period. The value of Romanov's work
lies in the factual material and the true re-

flection of everyday life in the U.S.S.R. dur-

ing the first postrevolutionary decade. Its

aesthetic importance is doubtful.

M. S.

R0rdam, Valdemar (1872-, Danish poet), is,

like so many of his Danish fellow craftsmen,
a product of the idyllic Danish coun-

try parsonage roses, beechwoods, a straw-

thatched, rambling house, the singing of

nightingales, the ''white nights," the gentle

melody of golden, waving wheatfields. He was
born at Dalby on the island of Zealand. He
made his literary debut at the age of 23 with
a collection of poems, Sol og Sky (1895; Sun
and Sky); the promise of these came to some
fulfillment in his next collection, Tre Strenge
(1897; Three Chords). There followed his

own version of the epic poem, Bjovulf (1898;

Beowulf); Dansk Tunge (1902; Danish

Tongue) and a realistic versified novel,
Gudrun Dyre (1902), which betrayed unusual

virtuosity rather than depth of feeling.
R0rdam is one of the most prolific of

Danish lyricists. Other important works are
Den gamle Kaptajn (1908; The Old Captain),
imbued with intense patriotism and over-

embellished with alliteration; Jens Hvas til

Ulvborg (1922-1923; Jens Hvas of Ulvborg);
Sangen om Danmark (1923; The Song of Den-

mark); Blomstervers (1925; Flower Stanzas),
These and numerous other collections of

flowing verse show a strong influence of

Holger Drachmann (q.v.) and also a most
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keenly attuned ear, all his own, for the

poetic possibilities of the Danish language.
One may say that almost every line in

R0rdam's works sings; he has something of

the lilt of Swinburne. R0rdam has translated

into Danish a number of Kipling's poems; he

has also translated Reymont's (q.v.) novel-

cycle about the peasants of Poland.

In R0rdam one finds a most remarkable

blending of an intense, almost chauvinistic

Danish nationalism, an astounding gift for

anarchistic metrical innovation, and perhaps
the most finely strung ear of his time for the

sweetness, the gentleness, and the smooth

flexibility of his native tongue.
See: Christian Rimestad, Fra Stuckenberg

til Seedorf, II (1923); Helge Kjaergaard, Die

danische Literatur der neuesten Zeit (1871-

'933) 0934)-
G. St.

Rosegger, Peter (1843-1918, Austrian short-

story writer, novelist, and poet), was born in

Alpl near Kriegslach in Styria. Rosegger was

of peasant stock, but lacked the physical

strength for farm work; instead he was ap-

prenticed for four years to an itinerant tailor.

In this trade he traveled through the sur-

rounding region, working in the homes of

peasants; he came to know the characters,

customs, and problems of the country people
as intimately as the woods and mountains of

his native province (see his autobiographi-
cal works Waldheimat, 1877, Eng. tr., Forest

Farm, 1912, and A Is ich jung noch war, 1895).

Almost without formal education, he wrote

numerous and varied works in High German
and in the Styrian dialect and sent a large

bundle of these to Dr. Swoboda, an editor in

Graz. Swoboda at once recognized Rosegger's
talent and provided the means for his educa-

tion. Rosegger left school in 1869; in that

year two books of dialect poems, Zither und
Hackbrett and Tannenherz und Fichtennadel,

were published. Almost immediately he be-

came well known, and throughout his life he

was among the most popular writers in

German-speaking countries and enjoyed a

considerable reputation abroad.

In his depiction of peasant life Rosegger
had important predecessors in Berthold Auer-

bach and Johann Peter Hebel. His work,

however, seems to owe more to personal ob-

servation and experience than to literary

influences. It was primarily the lot of the

Austrian peasant which interested Rosegger,
and his best work deals with the rural scene.

He had great narrative gifts, considerable

humor, and a flair for describing eccentric

characters. His most successful writing is to

be found in such short tales as those in the

collections Neue Waldgeschichten (1884) and
Allerhand Leute (1888) and in episodes
within his longer works. His full-length
novels are often too didactic for modern taste.

Even though most of his characters are con

vincingly and often realistically drawn, they
have a tendency to voice the author's own

opinions. A favorite theme is the struggle of

the peasant against capitalism, especially

against the tendency to incorporate the small

farms in great estates and to use the land for

hunting (Jakob der Letzte, 1888). Rosegger's
ideal was a patriarchal, pre-industrial society.
He was bitterly opposed to factories, social-

ism, militarism, and above all to modern
cities; his attempts to describe urban life are

not convincing. The idea of loyalty to tra-

ditional morals and customs and to one's

family and native farm is a recurrent

leitmotif. For all his cult of the peasant,

Rosegger's work is clearly distinguished from
the "blood and soil" school of the 1930*8 by
its Christian and ethical elements. He was

deeply interested in religious problems (Der
Gottsucher, Eng. tr., God-Seeker, 1901;

I.N.R.I., 1905, Eng. tr., 1905). Though a

Catholic (if far from orthodox), he was a de-

fender of the Protestant cause in Austria.

Always didactic in his fiction, Rosegger
tended more and more to take an open stand

on all problems of the day; he founded the

periodical Der Heimgarten in 1876 to ensure

his influence among the public.

Rosegger was enormously productive; his

collected works (1913-1916) fill 40 volumes. His
work is of uneven quality: he is weakest in

dealing with abstract problems, strongest
when telling simple stories of country people.
He is generally considered a predecessor of the

"Heimatkunst" of the early i goo's.

See: Hermine and Hugo Mobi us, Peter

Rosegger (1903); A. Vulliod, Peter Rosegger;
rhomme et I'ceuvre (1912; German tr. by
Moritz Necker, 1913); J. Nadler, "Peter

Rosegger," in Neue osterreichische Biogra-

phie, Abt. I (1923).

H. C. H.

Rosso di San Secondo, Piermaria (1887-,
Italian playwright and novelist), born in

Caltanissetta, Sicily. Despite his travels and a

particular fondness for Holland and Germany,
Rosso has always cherished a strong attach-

ment for his native island. Even in his early

youth he seems to have been especially sensi-

tive to the rugged, tropical beauty of Sicily
which nourished and excited his intrinsi-
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cally sensual nature in no small measure.
From his novels La Fuga (1917) and La

Donna che pud capire, capisca (1923) and
from his prelude to Marionette, che passione!

(1918), one is able to get a fairly accurate

portrait of Rosso di San Secondo's philosophi-
cal and emotional personality. In these writ-

ings he sees man bewildered and dazed after

his exile from a heavenly world. For man's

everyday existence Rosso has a lofty contempt
which often finds expression in bitter irony
and cynicism; he views man's efforts to attain

a measure of happiness on this earth, his

temporary abode, as futile and doomed to

failure. Only those who rebel against the

strictures of society can ever hope to find

release from futility. Generally, however,
those of his protagonists who do find ultimate

release achieve this by self-destruction or by
becoming identified with the mentally un-

balanced. It was natural for Rosso the drama-

tist, early in his career, to turn his back on
the conventional, bourgeois theatre. He be-

comes a fellow, traveler of the grotteschi and
a close kinsman of Pirandello (q.v.), since the

dramatic vision of these writers springs from
the same skeptical, negative view of life

although Rosso's outlook is not quite so

captious as that of the grotteschi. He is de
termined to infuse a breath of poetry into

our apparently vain and useless reality. But

temperamentally he is too aloof, too divorced
from common humanity to be able to synthe-
size and transfigure our social, ethical, and

psychological concepts into a superior vision

of life. His frantic urge to present something
vital and significant is dissipated in the pro-

jection of lyrical-symbolical situations of an
abstract nature. Vet, despite these defects, he
has enjoyed a certain popularity, not only in

Italy but on the Continent and in South
America, and is even considered by serious

critics as second in importance only to

Pirandello.

The first work to win him widespread ac-

claim and the one which has remained most
characteristic of him is the already mentioned

Marionette, che passione!, where three anony-
mous people confess to and conflict with each
other in tragical poses in a public place and

finally in a restaurant. This is a very clever

and original work. Curiosity is piqued from

th<? very beginning and interest is sustained.

Yet with the denouement of the play one re-

mains unconvinced and eVen baffled. These
characters are not the ordinary people they at

first seemed to be. Driven by a passion which
robbed them of pride, will, and reason, they
are on the threshold of insanity. They have

been reduced to the status of puppets, and
the wire which controls their frenzied move-
ments is their passion. The audience has

been duped by the author, who has ingen-

iously given the illusion of good theatre. La
Bella Addormentata (1919), considered by
many as his second best play, is really a

scenic presentation of a folk tale with alle-

gorical implications. Carmelina, a peasant

ingenue, jilted by the Tremulous Notary, be-

comes the village prostitute known widely as

the Sleeping Beauty because she appears like

one in a trance. As a passive and unwitting in-

strument in the hands of Bluecheeks, her pro-
curess, she still retains a certain purity which

captivates those who gaze upon her. One day
she awakens from this state of stupor: a new
life is stirring within her. It is to preserve the

purity of her unborn child that she rebels

against the coercion of Bluecheeks. And it is

the Black Man from the Sulphur Pit who
comes to her rescue. He is an impetuous,
romantic figure whose code is the primitive,
rustic chivalry of Verga's Cavalleria rusticana,

except that his interest is purely platonic.
This "adventure in colors," as Rosso himself

defines this work, comes to an end when the

Black Man compels the Tremulous Notary
to marry his victim made pregnant by an-

other. Here again Rosso succeeds in casting
a spell but here again there is no drama.
In the first two acts of // Delirio delVoste

Bassa (1925), he shows the inner conflict

which arises when a widower, having de-

termined to keep intact and unsullied the

memory of his idyllic married love, finds that

the call of the flesh is stronger than his

ascetic determination. As in Amara (1919),
Per far I'alba (1919), and L'Ospite desiderata

(1921), Rosso displays either an exasperating

inability or an almost perverse delight in

wasting themes potentially capable of yield-

ing authentic dramas. In these plays which
also treat of instinct and frustration he is

clever, witty, and even brilliant, but he in-

variably permits both events and characters

to degenerate into a gruesome pattern. La
Danza su un piede (1923) and Lazzarina fra i

coltelli (1923) concern themselves with the

contrast between Life and Reason. There is

no doubt that Rosso's perception of life's

values and meaning is unique, startling.
Given his remarkable dramatic and poetic

gifts, there is little doubt that he would have

produced the masterpiece everyone expected
of him had he been willing or able to invest

his personal world with a more compelling
logic and a more genuine humanity.
Other plays are Primavera (1927), La
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Roccia e i monumenti (1923), L'Awentura
terrestre (1925), Una Cosa di carne (1925),

Notturni e preludi (1926), Tra vestiti che

ballano (1927), Febbre and Canicola (1927),

La Fidanzata dell 'albero verde (1935). Among
his novels are La Morsa (1918), La Festa delle

rose (1920), La Donna senza amove (1920).

His short stories and other prose works in-

clude Ponentino (1916), lo commemoro Lo-

letta (igi9)> La Mia Esistenza d'acquario

(1919), Palamede, Remigia ed io (1920), C'era

il diavolo o non e'era il diavolo (1929), and

Luce del nostro cuore (1932).

See: A. Tilgher, Studi sul teatro con-

temporaneo (1928), 153-185; Arnaldo Bo-

celli, "Scrittori d'oggi," Nuova Antologia,
CCCLXVII (1933), 612-614.

P. P. M.

Rostand, Edmond (1868-1918, French poet
and dramatist), was born in Marseille, of a

well-to-do and cultured family. On marrying
the poet Rosemonde Gerard, he presented
her with a volume of verse, Les Musardises

(1890). Soon afterwards, at a time when stark

naturalism triumphed on the stage, he under

took to revitalize the old romantic drama in

verse, enlisting in the process the friendship
and assistance of some of the foremost con

temporary actors. Le Bargy interpreted Les

Romanesques (1894); Sarah Bernhardt at the

height of her glory created the title roles of

La Princesse lointaine (1895), La Samaritaine

(1897), and L'Aiglon (1900); the inimitable

Coquclin headed the cast of Cyrano de

Bergerac (1897), and Lucien Guitry that of

Chantecler (1910). Cyrano de Bergerac, by no

means a faithful rendering of the true his

torical figure but a clever and lively recon

struction of the Louis XIII period in which

he lived, enjoyed the most enthusiastic popu-
lar reception ever granted a poetic drama and

has preserved, despite the rationalizations of

hardened critics, its ever fresh and youthful

appeal. It spread Rostand's fame far and

wide, forced for him at the age of 33 the

doors of the venerable French Academy and,

one must add, made him a slave to his tre-

mendous reputation. Laboring under the

glare of unwanted publicity, he produced
Chantecler, his most uneven, yet his most

remarkable work, a bold experiment in

dramatic technique which carries to the

boards the animal world of La Fontaine.

Chantecler by any standards but those of

Cyrano would have been called a success; in-

stead, it was pronounced a failure. Shaken in

health and spirit, Rostand ended his days in

virtual retirement at his luxurious villa

"Arnaga" in Cambo (at the foot of the

Pyrenees) and lived long enough to see his

two sons, Maurice and Jean, enter upon
literary careers of their own.
There can be no doubt that Rostand set

himself up ostentatiously as the successor of

Victor Hugo and shared the latter's exalted

conception of the poet as a teacher of lofty
ideals. His romanticism, however, retains a

distinct Southern flavor. It basks in the

dreamy, unreal sun of his native province.
Rooted in the ancient tradition of Italo

Provencal chivalric literature, mixing the old

themes of love and war, it revels now in

pathos and prdciosite, now in grandiloquence
and bombast, only to end with a flourish

beau geste, panache the very arabesque of

which carries a suggestion of wistfulncss and

futility. Thus Rostand's best-known charac

ters, Cyrano, the would-be poet and lover;

the eaglet (Napoleon II) deprived of his

wings; Chantecler, the cock who discovers

that his crowing does not make the sun rise

all illustrate their creator's diffidence and
reveal sadness and frustration beneath their

superficial bravura. Paradoxically enough,
Rostand's theatre, the object of equally ex

travagant praise and abuse in his lifetime, is

being reassessed today in terms of this very

sincerity and valued, over and above its emo
tional thrills, as a lucid and moving drama
tization of his own sense of unfulfillment.

Most of the plays of Rostand have been

translated into English.
See: Jean Suberville, Edmond Rostand; son

theatre, son ceuvre posthume (1921); Paul

Faure, Vingt Ans d'intimitd avec Edmond
Rostand (1928); M. J. Premsela, Edmond Ros-

tand (1933); Rosemonde Gerard, Edmond
Rostand (1935).

J--A. B.

Rostworowski, Karol Hubert (1877-1938, Pol

ish tragic dramatist), often called the Polish

Mauriac (q.v.) and regarded generally as the

principal heir of Wyspiariski (q.v.), was the

leading representative in Free Poland of

orthodox Catholicism and of the conservative

spirit which had its abode principally in

Cracow. Born in Rybna near Cracow of a

well-to-do gentry family, Rostworowski was

early marked for a career as gentleman farmer
and sent to study agriculture. He was diverted

from this by 10 years (1898-1908) of study
abroad, mostly in Germany where he was

greatly influenced by Wagner and Kant, and
returned to Cracow to make his d6but as a

writer with a drama, Pod gdr$ (1910; Uphill),
which he himself later withdrew from circu-
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lation. Always deeply spiritual, Rostworowski

went through formal conversion to the Catho-

lic faith of his fathers at this time, and the

experience, together with the horrors of the

First World War, left him with an abiding
sense of sin and of man's depravity, on the

one hand, and of man's unity with the divine,

on the other. Man's relationship to God be-

came his sole preoccupation. It was the theme
not only of the classic tragedies of his first

period Judasz z Kariothu (1912; Judas

Iscariot), Kaligula (1916), and the mystery
Milosierdzie (1920; Charity) but also of his

later trilogy of contemporary life Niespod-
zianka (1929; The Surprise), Przeprowadzka

(1930; The Way Up), and U mety (1932; At

the Goal) in which the expiation of a crime

is traced through three generations of a

family "on the way up." A towering figure of

a man, "with the profile of a Caesar and the

gestures of a Savonarola," Rostworowski be-

came, in his final, somewhat cloistered years

just outside Cracow, a kind of legend.
See: E. Breiter, "K. H. Rostworowski,"

Wiadomosci literackie, 1938, No. 8; K.

Czachowski, "Roztworowski Polish Tragic
Dramatist: 1877-1938," Slavonic Review,

XVII (i938-i939)> 677-688.
A. P. C.

Roth, Joseph (1894-1939, Austrian novelist),

was born in Schwabendorf, Volhynia, son of

an Austrian and a Russian Jewess. Left to the

care of relatives, this unwanted child grew up
with a strong desire for social distinction

which, he felt, could be attained by a fine

education; as he was about to enter the Uni-

versity of Vienna, the First World War broke

out, and Roth volunteered. After the war
he eked out a scant existence as cinema usher

and journalist and for a few years contributed

to the distinguished Frankfurter Zeitung. In

1933 Roth returned to Vienna and after the

move toward Anschluss fled in 1936 to Paris.

In 1939, overcome by the distress of personal
misfortune and exile, Roth committeed
suicide.

Roth's unsheltered youth developed in him
the understanding and sympathy remarkably
apparent in each of his novels. His wisdom,
his gentleness, and his strength grew out of

the pain and poverty of his childhood and

thp disappointments of his later life. In his

most accomplished novel, Hiob (1930; Eng.
tr., Job, 1931), the story of a "modern wander-

ing Jew," Roth might have been describing
himself in the character of the patient and

gentle father; and the torment in the soul of

the youngest son is the anguish Roth had

known as a youth shunned for his poverty
and his Jewish blood. His own experiences

provide the realistic portraits of human types
and the bitter incidents of a life skeptically

surveyed: the Jewish clientele of Hotel Savoy

(1924), the disillusioned Austrian officer re-

turning from the war (Die Flucht ohne Ende,

1927; Eng. tr., Flight without End, 1930), the

gradual moral disintegration during the

period of inflation (in a family novel, Zipper
und sein Vater, 1928; in a political novel,

Rechts und Links, 1929), the mystical allegory
of a Russian army officer seeking his soul's

redemption amid the horror of warfare on
the Eastern front (Tarabas, ein Cast auf
dieser Erde, 1934; Eng. tr., Tarabas, a Guest

on Earth, 1934). His last and strange novel,

Die Legende vom Heiligen Trinker (1939; Eng.
tr., The Legend of the Holy Drinker, in K.

Mann and H. Kesten, Heart of Europe, 1943),

is significant for the parallel that could be

drawn between Roth and the main character,

a destitute foreigner in Paris, depending on

chance for a living and spending on drink

whatever money came into his hand. In

Juden auf der Wanderschaft (1927) and Der
Antichrist (1934; Eng. tr., 1935) Roth pleads
for racial and religious tolerance.

In his earliest novels, Rebellion (1924),

April; die Geschichte einer Liebe (1925), and
Der blinde Spiegel (1925), Roth did not

usually achieve the firmness of form and sub-

ject matter to be found in his epic-like study
of imperial Austria (Radetzkymarsch, 1932,

Eng. tr., Radetzky March, 1933, and its less

powerful sequel, Die Kapuzinergruft, 1939),
in his Beichte eines Murders (1936; Eng. tr.,

Confession of a Murderer, 1937), or in his

very original presentation of Napoleon as

seen through the eyes of an adoring servant

(Die hundert Tage, 1936; Eng. tr., Ballad of

the Hundred Days, 1936).

See: F. Bertaux, A Panorama of German
Literature from i8ji to 19)1 (1935)1 PP- 25 1-"

255; A. Werner, "Four Tragic Jews", Jewish
Outlook, February, 1942.

V. L.

Roumanille, Joseph (1818-1891, Provencal

poet and raconteur, promoter of the Felibrige

movement), was born at Saint-Rmy-de-
Provence, "the town of gardens," near

Avignon. Like Fr<kteric Mistral (q.v.), he was
an educated man of the soil who had spent
his childhood among the country people,

speaking their language. He attended the

College of Tarascon and began his career as

an usher and teacher in a private school. He
later occupied the position of proofreader in
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a printing house and finally established him-

self as a publisher and bookseller in Avignon.
His shop became famous as a literary center.

Roumanille wrote his first Provencal verses

for the mere purpose, he said, of satisfying a

literary fancy, of showing what could be done

with that home speech which had been "dis-

honored" by low and coarse rhymesters. He
also told how, some time later, he resolved

to use it as a sole means of literary expression
because his mother had been unable to

understand a poem he had written in French.

The important fact, however, is that he was

living at a time when various trends were

leading toward the Provencal renaissance.

The rebirth of the provinces was being
fostered by scholars, especially historians and

philologists, and by the popular poets of the

romantic era. Roumanille was still a young
man when he conceived the idea of purifying
the vernacular of his region. It was with this

purpose in mind that, a few years later, he

edited an anthology of contemporary poetry,

Li Prouvenfalo (1852). Assuming the role of a

Provencal Malherbe, he applied his own

simplified system of spelling to all the pieces

contained in the book. His next step was to

induce those poets who were singing in "the

language of their mothers" to attend meetings
where the destiny of the home speech, and

especially the adoption of a common or-

thography, would be discussed. Thus he be-

came lou rampelaire de touti Us ange
troubaire (the recruiting sergeant who

drummed up all the angelic troubadours).

His activities were to lead to the founding of

the Felibrige (1854). The program of this

literary school, whose initial aim was the re-

vival of the language and literature of the

ancient troubadours, became more ambitious

with the rising fame of Mistral, but Rou-

manille had been its true and active pro-

moter. There lies the principal title to fame

of him who was called le ptre du fdlibrige.

Unlike other Felibres, Roumanille did not

publish his works with a face to face transla-

tion. He was writing for a limited public,

the countryfolk of Provence. His first book,

Li Margarideto (1847; The Daisies), was a

collection of short poems, of a sincere, deli-

cate, and tender realism, written in a light

and easy style. He republished them in a

larger volume, Lis Oubreto en vers (1859;

Minor Works in Verse), which contained

Christmas carols, didactic stories, and other

types of familiar poetry. That same year ap-

peared also Lis Oubreto in proso, a book of

selected political articles and pamphlets
written during the Second Republic. Rou-

manille displayed much verve and great tal-

ent as a defender of traditional order. He was
one of the first to use Provencal prose

effectively, making everybody laugh, even his

opponents. His real fame as a writer, how-
ever, rests principally on the short stories

that, from 1855 to his death, he contributed
to the Armana prouvenfau, the annual organ
of the Felibrige.
Roumanille is not a great poet, but he is

an inimitable storyteller, a good observer of

human nature, a wholesome "Rabelais de
famille," as he has also been called. He was
able to raise the popular tale to a certain

literary dignity and turn it into a genre that

satisfied both the common people and the

well-read man, amusing them while teaching
a lesson. Some of his best stories were pub-
lished in book form, Li Conte prouvenfau e

It cascareleto (1883) an(l Contes provenfaux
par Joseph Roumanille avec le texte pro-
venfal et la traduction franfaise (1911). Many
of them had previously appeared in Parisian

newspapers and reviews, translated and com-
mented on by authors such as Alphonse
Daudet (q.v.), Paul Arne, and Armand de
Pontmartin. Among the best known are "Lou
Curat de Cucugnan," "Lou Mege [physician]
de Cucugnan/' and "L'Ermitan de San Jaque,"
presented by Daudet as "Le R6veillon de Saint

Jacques."
See: Saint-Rend Taillandier, "La Nouvelle

Posie proven<;ale," Revue des deux mondes,
October 15, 1859, pp. 807-844; P. Marteton, F.

Mistral, A. de Pontmartin, et aL, Revue fdli-

breenne, VII (1891), 65-84, 107-118; E. Ripert,
La Renaissance provenfale, 1800-1860 (1917),

pp. 361-403; J. Aurouze, "Roumanille/' Feu,
XXII (1928), 192-197.

A. V. R.

Rousscl, Raymond (1877-1933, French novel-

ist, dramatist, and poet), in his life as well as

in his work might almost be mistaken by the

casual reader for an invention of the surreal-

ists, who have hailed him as a precursor and
a genius. Out of the mass of legend which
surrounds him, this much seems clear. He
was born in Paris of wealthy parents, and
with no necessity of making a living or even
of engaging in any useful occupation, he
turned to literature as one would to a hobby.
Eccentric in the extreme and undoubtedly
neurotic (he was for some time under the

treatment of Pierre Janet, who has described

his case in De I'angoisse d I'extase, 1926, Vol.

I, pp. 132-138), he wrote with no regard for

literary fashion or popular approval, relating
in prose or verse fantastic tales of adventure
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which abounded in the supernatural and were

filled with impossible inventions. His great
fortune enabled him to have his work pub-
lished in luxurious format and, since he had
a passion for the theatre and eventually

adapted most of his work for dramatic pres-

entation, to secure public performances of

these plays by first-rate casts. His major works

include La Doublure (1897), La Vue (1904),

Impressions d'Afrique (1910), Nouvclles Im-

pressions d'Afrique (1910), Locus Solus (1914),

L'Etoile au front (1925), and La Poussiere de

soleils (1927). Comment j'ai ccrit certains de

mes livres (1935), left by Roussel to be pub
lished posthumously, is of paramount im

portance in describing his peculiar theory of

composition.
It is almost impossible to give in any rea

sonable compass an adequate idea of the con-

tent of Roussel
v

s works; it can only be noted

that they suggest more than anything else a

weird blend of Roussel's favorite authors,

Verne, Loti (q.v.), Dumas pre, and Camille

Flammarion, with overtones of paranoia. Like

the douanier Rousseau in painting, Roussel

depicted the world with a naive precision,
wrote with a directness and lack of sophistica
tion which probably only the most sophisti

cated can fully enjoy, piled melodramatic

clich^ upon clich with the most delightful
results. He spent most of his last years in

travel and died in Palermo.

See: Roger Vitrac, "Raymond Roussel/'

Nouvelle Revue franfaise, XXX (1928), 162-

176; Jean Cocteau, "Note," Nouvelle Revue

franfaise, XLI (1933), 464-465; Michel Leiris,

"Raymond Roussel/
1

Nouvelle Revue fran

faise, XLIV (1935)* 575~582 -

C. W., Jr

Rovetta, Gerolamo (1851-1910, Italian novel

ist and dramatist), was born in the city of

Brescia of a family whose position and

affluence permitted him at an early age to

mingle with and observe all levels of society

in his own and other Italian cities. He spent
much of his time in Milan, then, as now, a

center of great literary and industrial activity.

His easy circumstances may also explain his

unwillingness to submit to an artistic disci

pline which might have raised his best works

to the rank of masterpieces. No literary inno

vator, Rovetta was fortunate in possessing a

gift for observation and accurate reproduc-
tion which coincided with -the requirements
of the currently popular verismo (see Italian

literature). Although these qualities are not

apparent in his first novel, the excessively

sentimental Mater dolorosa (1882), they are

very evident in his first mature work, /

Barbard: Le Lacrime del prossimo (1885).
Best and most representative of his novels

is La Baraonda (1894), which depicts the

materialistic society of Milan during the years
of economic expansion following political
unification. He describes the histrionic ex-

patriot promoter, the quick enthusiasms of

the speculating public and their swift and
violent disillusionments, the inability of the

aristocrat to cope with the unscrupulous
parvenu, who, in turn, falls prey to the

omnipotent and merciless financier. Virtue

means weakness, evil alone is strong; Rovetta 's

uncompromising adherence to this formula,
here as in 77 Tenente dei lancieri (1896) and
La Signorina (1900), sometimes brings his

characters dangerously close to the level of

caricature. This and an overabundance of

detail detract from the effectiveness of his

considerable gift for simple, unaffectedly

powerful narration.

Most of Rovetta's extensive dramatic pro-
duction exhibits a similarly extreme version

of the verist formula (/ Barbard and La Ba-

raonda were both dramatized by him, in 1890
and 1905 respectively). His La Trilogia di

Dorina (1889) is not only its best expression
but one of the most successful efforts of the

teatro verista. Here in three rather widely

separated moments in his heroine's progress
from virtue and helplessness to vice and

power, Rovetta presents a brilliant affirmation

of his cynical credo. Alia cittd di Roma (1888),
7 Disonesti (1893), La Realta (1895), and Papc\
Eccellenza (1906) are different illustrations of

the same theme, with the last-named offering
one of his best character studies. In 1896,

sensing the renewed interest in the historical

drama and. perhaps, seeking relief from the

narrowness of naturalism, he turned to the

early years of his century for Principio di se>

colo. His second attempt in this genre,
Romanticismo (1901) the title was a term

contempuously applied by the Austrians to

early Italian efforts for freedom enjoyed
immense popularity through its convincing
re-creation of the fervor of the struggle for

independence so recently completed. With
this possible exception, however, his histori-

cal manner is definitely inferior to the natu-

ralistic.

Whether Rovetta was primarily a novelist

or a dramatist is difficult to decide, largely
because he was, himself, almost never able to

separate his techniques. His novels make ex-

cessive use of dramatic dialogue, a defect

which he recognized by describing L'ldolo

(1898) and La Signorina (1900) as romanzi



dialogati; many of his plays, on the other

hand, attempt a breadth of canvas suited

only to the novel, which results in a dispro-

portionate number of macchiettc, characters

without intimate life. La Trilogia di Dorina

is probably his most striking single work, but

it is rather in his novels that he makes his

greatest contribution, that of a chronicler of

his times.

See: B. Croce, La Letteratura della nuova

Italia, 2d ed., Ill (1922), 163-167; G. Mazzoni,

L'Ottocento, (1934), p. 1011; L. Tonelli, //

Teatro contemporaneo in Italia (1936), pp.

146-152.
A. T. M.

Royre, Jean (1871-, French poet and critic),

was born in Aix-en- Provence and after receiv-

ing his Licence s Lettres at Lyon went to

Paris with the intention of studying philoso-

phy. He soon tired of that subject, however,
and turned first to politics and then to

poetry. In 1905 he became editor of Ecrits

pour I
9

art and in 1906 founded the review

Phalange, which until the First World War
was the rallying ground of the successors of

symbolism (see French symbolism). His first

book of verse, Exit dare, was published in

1898, and by 1920 he had added to it four

small but distinguished volumes. All this

work was collected in Poesies (1924); since

then one more volume of his verse, Orchestra-

tion (1936), has appeared. In such collections

of essays as Claries sur la podsie (1925),

Frontons (1932), and Le Point de vue de

Sirius (1935), he has discussed the technique
of poetry and criticized most of the chief

modern poets with sensitivity and under-

standing, though with more intcllectualism

than will please some tastes. Royre can

challenge Valery (q.v.) for the distinction of

being the most notable disciple of Mallarm

(q.v.) and the Abb Bremond (q.v.) for that

of the most subtle theorist of "pure poetry."
From the point of view of literary history,

his chief distinction is undoubtedly that of

having more than any other man carried the

theory and practice of orthodox symbolism
on into the last two decades. As a practicing

poet he is interested chiefly in sonorities,

verbal music, veiled suggestion, rather than

direct statement. Though his work is in the

main not excessively "difficult" (certainly

much less so than that of Valtfry), he has from

the very beginning taken as his ideal "une

posie qui contraignit le lisant i autant

d'initiative que I'&rivain."

See: Paul Fort and Louis Mandin, Histoire

de la podsie franfaise depuis 1850 (1926);
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Henry Derieux, La Potsie franfaise content*

poraine, 1885-1935 (1935).

C. W., Jr.

Rozanov, Mikhail Grigoriyevich, see Ognyov,
Nikolai.

Rozanov, Vasili Vasilyevich (1856-1919, Rus-
sian philosopher, publicist, and critic), was an

exceptionally original, bold, and controversial

figure in Russian letters, scarcely known
abroad, but regarded by some critics as the

foremost mind of his generation. His chief

recognition came from the Right, and he was
at first regarded as a Slavophile and a con-

servative. He transcends these definitions,

however, by the extreme independence of his

views. He believed in the three principles of

individuality, wholeness, and unity, and he
attacked the contemporary regime for its

failure to uphold these. The Revolution of

1905 evoked in him a passing enthusiasm, but

the agnosticism and compulsory sameness of

the radicals repelled him. Nevertheless he
believed in the apocalyptic significance of the

Revolution and the coming regeneration of

Russia. At heart Rozanov was nonpolitical,
with a profoundly mystical, religious phi-

losophy opposed to systems, and an advocate

of the supreme value of the human person-

ality. His attitude toward religion was com-

plex: he was an amoralist who proclaimed the

naturalistic religion of procreativeness cen-

tered round marriage and the family, and at

the same time he was profoundly sympathetic
to Christianity. His criticism of the Church
attacked its asceticism. Throughout his life

there existed in him a painful conflict over

the meaning of Christ's teachings, finally re-

solved on his deathbed in a radiant accept-
ance. A puzzling dualism characterized many
of Ro/anov's conceptions, as in his attitude

toward Russia, the Revolution, and the Jews.
The core of his thinking, however, shows
that Rozanov valued most in man his attrac-

tion to religion and repulsion from positivism.
Born in Vetluga of a poor, middle-class

family, Rozanov graduated (1881) from the

faculty of law and philosophy of the Uni-

versity of Moscow. For many years he taught
history and geography in provincial secondary
schools. Dissatisfied with the academic dis

ciplincs, he went to St. Petersburg (1893) *

enter the civil service. There he became
affiliated with the conservative press, serving
on Novoye vrernya (New Time) until its

suppression in 1918 In 1880 he married the

extraordinary Apollinaria Suslova, the former
mistress of Dostoevski (q.v.), then a woman of
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about 40. It was a singularly unhappy rela-

tionship that soon ended, and by 1889

Rozanov had formed a new union with

Varvara D. Rudneva, the "Friend" often

cited in his pages, who became his perfect

companion. He traveled occasionally in Italy,

France, and Germany. The 1917 Revolution

swept all economic security from under him,
and he died in extreme poverty and neglect.

Rozanov 's first book was O ponimanii

(1886; On Understanding), a polemic of 757

pages directed against the University of Mos-

cow and the result of five years' labor.

Though unsuccessful, it attracted the atten

tion of Strakhov, the Slavophile publicist, who
introduced him to the conservative press. In

1890 he published Legenda o velikom inkirizi-

tore (The Legend of the Grand Inquisitor),
foremost of his early works, the first attempt
to plumb the mind of Dostoevski and a

critical analysis of phenomenal intuitive

penetration containing some of his most

brilliant paradoxes; included is a remarkable

chapter on Gogol that placed the latter for

the first time in his true relationship to

Russian literature. From then on Rozanov
issued a series of works on philosophy and

religion: Krasota v prirode i yeya smysl (1894;

Beauty in Nature and Its Meaning), setting
forth his historical outlook and containing a

valuable chapter on V. S. Solovyov (q.v.}\

Religiya i kultura (1899; Religion and Cul-

ture); Literaturnye ocherki (1899; Literary

Sketches); V mire neyasnago i nereshyonnago
(1901; Among Riddles and Mysteries);

Semeynyi vopros v Rossii (1903; The Family
Problem in Russia); Qkolo tserkovnykh sten

(1906; In the Shadow of Church Walls);

Russkaya tserkov (1906; The Russian Church);

Kogda nachalstvo ushlo (1909; When the

Authorities Were Away), praising the buoy-
ancy of the 1905 Revolution; Tyomnyi lik

(1911; The Dark Face) and Lyudi lunnago
sveta (1913; Moonlight Men), formulating his

metaphysics of Christianity; Solitaria (1912;

Eng. tr., 1927) and Opavshie listya (2 vols.,

1913-1915; Fallen Leaves), which are the

summits of Rozanov's stylistic mastery; /z

vostochnykh motivov (1915-1919; Oriental

Motives), disclosing the secret of the ancient

religions; Apokalipsis russkoy revolyutsii

(1918-1919; The Apocalypse of the Russian

Revolution), on the rebellion against Christi-

aiiity. One must also note his brilliant preface
to Fyodor Shperk's Ontology; or, The Meta-

physics of Pure Being (London, 1922).
See: E. Gollerbach, V. V. Rozanov (1922;

this appears in abridged form in Rozanov,
Solitaria, Eng. tr. by S. S. Koteliansky, 1927);

D. S. Mirsky, Contemporary Russian Litera-

ture (1926), pp. 163-172.
N. S.

Rubi6 i Ors, Joaquim (1818-1899, Catalonian

poet and scholar), is intimately associated

with the literary movement known by the

name of Renaixenfa (see Catalan literature).

He abandoned a career in the church for one

in letters. In 1847 he was appointed to the

chair of general and Spanish literature in

the University of Valladolid; in 1858 he

moved to the University of Barcelona as

occupant of the chair of universal history

of literature. His major efforts were directed

toward the revival of the Catalonian language
and literature. In 1839, under the pseudonym
"Lo Gayter del Llobregat," (The Piper of

Llobregat) he published his first Catalonian

composition in the Diario de Barcelona

(Barcelona Daily). No one, with the exception
of the editor of the newspaper, knew the

identity of that new troubadour who, with

exemplary faithfulness, kept writing Catalan

poems for the most important daily papers
of Catalonia. His verse was widely and avidly

read. In 1841 he collected in the book now
entitled Lo gayter del Llobregat the pieces

previously published, with other new ones

and an important prologue in which he de-

manded literary independence for Catalonia

and urged love and veneration for the native

tongue. The prologue had the value of a

political-literary manifesto.

Rubi6 i Ors was one of the restorers of

the poetic festival known as the Joes Florals

(see Catalan literature) in 1859. He produced
works of literary investigation for different

Catalonian and foreign journals and with his

friend Josep Maria Grau began the publica-
tion of a collection of old Catalonian writers.

His work has had a wide influence in the

Catalan-speaking countries.

See: Francisco Tubino, Historia del rena-

cimiento literario contempordneo en Cataluna

(1880); Marcelino Menndez y Pelayo, pro-

logue, in Rubi6 i Ors, Lo gayter del Llobregat

(1889); Manuel de Montoliu, Manual d*his-

toria critica de la literatura catalana moderna

(1922).

J.
M. M. i V.

Rueda, Salvador (1857-1933, Spanish poet,

novelist, and playwright), was born in Malaga,
in the South of Spain, of humble parents.
His literary education was scant, and the

success he had in the field of Hispanic letters

was the result of a powerful and exuberant

poetic intuition. Although Rueda cultivated
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also the novel and drama forms, his literary

fame was gained as a poet. From 1885 to 1900

the pen of Salvador Rueda completely
dominated the field of Spanish verse.

His poetic production can be described in

three words, color, fluidity, and fecundity. A
master of easy rhythm, with his tireless pen
he exalts all that surrounds him, in a pro-

fusion of sonorous, polychromatic effects. The

Spanish critic Clarfn (see Alas, Leopoldo)
wrote the prologue for Cantos de la vendimia

(1891), En tropel (1892) appeared with a pro-

logue by Rub6n Darfo, and the great Spanish
writer Unamuno (q.v.) is the author of the

prologue to Fuente de salud (1906). Mi
estetica (1918) is Rueda's last book. It can be

said that the work of Salvador Rueda begins
and ends with him. He does not follow in the

footsteps of the great traditional Spanish

poetry, nor does he really create poetic forms

which might perpetuate his name. His poetry
is neither transcendental in content nor

revolutionary in form. It is simply poetry of

the senses which, on striking the ear, fills us

with melody and rhythm. His poems are

never worked out with the technique and

discipline which normally go into the making
of a literary work; but their richness of

sound, their musical quality, may very well

account for the almost unprecedented, if not

enduring, popularity of Rueda. Very few

Spanish poets have attained such fame as he

briefly enjoyed, not only in Spain but in all

Spanish-speaking countries.

To Salvador Rueda belongs the honor of

having introduced to Madrid literary circles

the great Nicaraguan poet, Rubn Darfo, the

real founder of the new literary movement
known as modernismo. With the growth of

modernismo Rueda's poetry was relegated to

second place, and he lived his last years under

the shadow of a really unjust oblivion.

See: A, GonzAlez-Blanco, Los grandes

maestros, Salvador Rueda y Ruben Dario;

estudio ciclico de la lirica espaiiola en los

ultimos tiempos (1908); F. de Onis, Antologia
de la poesia espanola e hispanoamericana,

1882-1932 (1934).

M. de M.

Rumanian literature. Rumanians have con

stituted a large and homogeneous population
since the year 107, when Trajan conquered
Dacia. They have clung to their ancestral

traditions; land tillers and shepherds, they

have preserved even their ancient costumes

of white cloth flowered with gracefully

colored patterns. To the Latin foundation

and structure of the language, Slavonic and

other tongues have contributed amply. Al-

though industrial cities rise here and there,

and Bucharest the capital is quite comparable
to other European centers, the country has

been basically rustic and possessed of a

native folklore the literary possibilities of

which have not yet been fully appreciated.
Modern Rumanian writers have been par-

ticularly interested in occidental fashions,

have been eager to avoid the oriental influ-

ences normal in this borderland between
West and East. Some of them have also

known how to exploit, with great success, the

resources of the nation itself.

When in 1852 Vasile Alecsandri (1819--

1890) wrote Miorita (The Lambkin), a popu-
lar ballad "corrected" by him, the first native

masterpiece saw the light of publicity and the

cornerstone of modern Rumanian poetry was
laid. The very old song which he adapted is

obviously a fragment from a longer poem
lost in the vague past. As it appears in

Alecsandri's version it preserves its lyric mood.
And such lyricism characterizes the sub-

sequent poetry. It was about 30 years aftei the

publication of Miorita that Mihail Eminescu

(q.v.) built the marble palace of his romantic

dreams, a monument of verse craftsmanship.

Blending his Western education with pains-

taking study of ancient peasant lore, Eminescu

actually molded a poetic language as yet un-

surpassed in Rumania. Disappointed in love,

fleeing the commonplace and tedious, sinking
more and more into his inborn sadness, he
was fascinated bv Kant and Schopenhauer.
Descending deeper into the realm of thought,
he included in his poetic world fin-de~sicle

pessimism and Hindu Nirvana. The mind of

this genius darkened in the prime of life, and

death, in an insane asylum, cut short the

radiance and warmth, richness and depth of

Emincscu's verse. In his Go completed poems
occidental technique and village song blend,

with unprecedented beauty. Alexandru Mace-

donski (1854-1920), rival of Eminescu and
forerunner of Western inspirations, uses forms

which in ultimate development suggest the

French manner. Macedonski, in fact, wrote a

book of sonnets in that language, Bronzes

(1897). George Cobuc (1866-1918) begins the

epopee of peasantry, and he is nearer to the

soil, singing the daily life of the people and
their love for the fields. Dimitrie Anghel

(q.v.}
creates a world of suave sentiments, of

gossamer-like flowers scented with charm.

Among many others of more or less vitality,

Tudor Arghezi (1880-) is markedly original.

Ion Creanga (q.v.) establishes a solid native

prose. Born of peasants and educated first in
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his village and later in the capital of

Moldavia, Jassy, he excels in retelling the

ever refreshing tales o the nation and

climaxes his efforts with Arnintiri din

copilarie (1880; Childhood Reminiscences), in

which the people's lore and superstitions,

work and play, hopes and disappointments,
are treated with a somehow primitive and

certainly bold skill. Mihail Sadoveanu (1880-)
follows CrcangS, with an art of his own, en-

larging the scope of such fiction, writing of

the mountains, forests, valleys, and streams of

the land, depicting them with intimate knowl-

edge, and painting vast murals of historic

deeds. Sadoveanu's short stories and novels

evoke the past, reflect the life of small towns,

and above all mingle the temporary feelings

of his characters with the eternal palpitation
of nature. More impregnated by Western

models, Alexandru Vlahu^a (1858-1919) shows

other ways for the future novel in Dan (1894).

Duiliu Zamfirescu (1858-1922) in his serial

beginning with Viata la tara (1894; Country

Life) adds valuable material to the indigenous
novel. Of the younger generation, Liviu

Rebreanu (1885-) is recognized as an ac-

complished novelist in his Ion (1920), where

the passion to own land stands out against
a background of Transylvanian farm life, in

P&durea spdnzurafilor (1922; The Forest of

the Hanged), an episode of the First World

War, and other works.

The aboriginal religious theatre and popu-
lar puppet plays are still entertaining the

masses in their numerous tiny hamlets and

villages. In the larger towns and cities modern
theatres produce the world's most recent

drama, in translation, and at times the best

of the native drama. With Ion Luca Caragiale

(q.v.) comedy reaches maturity. O noapte
furtunoasd (1879; Stormy Night) and Cuconul

Leonida fata cu reacfiunea (1879; Mister

Leonida Faces the Reaction), followed by
O scrisoare pierduta (1884; The Lost Letter)
and De ale carnavalului (1885; Carnival Ad-

ventures), comedies of character and manners,
show the inherent conflict in an oriental

society which is embracing new occidental

ways of life; in spite of their age and the

change of customs these plays are still suc-

cessfully produced. In N&pasta (1889; False

Accusation) Caragiale takes up the peasant
drama and, although there are moments in

it as profoundly significant as in Tolstoy's

(q.v.) Power of Darkness, the play does not

approach in quality the author's comedies.

Drama, in the deeply serious sense, comes
of age with Manasse (1900) by Ronetti Roman
(q.v.) 9 where the author combines consum-
mate techniaue and natural dialogue. It is

the tragedy of Jewish and Christian mis-

understandings, showing Roman's belief in

assimilation and humanitarian solutions. Out-

standing today, Victor Eftimiu (1889-) re-

freshes the stage by offering a poem in five

acts, Infird-te, margfirite (1911; Story without

End), in which the people's fairy-tale char-

acters take shape and voice. Cocoful negru
(1913; The Black Cock) continues and some-
how perfects this theme.

Literary criticism counts two eminent
writers, Titu Maiorescu (q.v.) and Constantin

Dobrogeanu-Gherea (q.v.), opponents in the
debate on "art for art's sake" vs. "art with a

tendency." According to Maiorescu, the poet
is an individual living in a world of his own,
pursuing a dream of perfection conceived

only by him and understood by the initiated

few. It is thus that he interprets the poetry of

Eminescu. In the light of Dobrogeanu-
Gherea's conception of art, proceeding from
Taine (q.v.), Eminescu on the contrary was
not the detached genius, indifferent to the

struggles of his downtrodden nation whose

language he glorified, but the direct result

of economic, social and political conditions.

Art is the production of environment and
time, as well as of race, and should embody
a tendency. From the seeds of Dobrogeanu-
Gherea's ideas germinated the Poporanist

(People's) movement. Constantin Stere (1865-

^936), its inspirer and leader, succeeded in

bringing together most of the talented au
thors of the time. Seconded by Garabet
Ibrfiileanu (1871-1936), he emphasized the

importance of the people and also the duty of

intellectuals to work for the progress of the

villager. Unconsciously leaning towards the

Dobrogeanu-Gherea tradition, but more in

clined to accept Maiorescu's aesthetics, Nicolae

lorga (q.v.), the historian and statesman as

sassinated by Nazi-inspired Iron Guardists,

considering the village as the foundation of

Rumanianclom, called his fellow writers to a

new crusade for the emancipation of the op-

pressed. He wanted the man of letters to

seek inspiration in the hamlets where the

natives with their lore, songs, and tales have
survived all the trials of time and shifting
conditions. The criticism of the younger set,

interesting and versatile, has followed in the

main about the same trends.

See: G. Adamescu, Contribufiune la hi-

bliografia romdneascd (1921-1928); L. Feraru,

"The Development of the Rumanian Novel,"
Romanic Review, XVII (1926), 291-302, The

Development of Rumanian Poetry (1929), and
"Rumanian Literature," New International

Encyclopaedia Supplement (1930), Vol. II.

L. F.
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Rusifiol, Santiago (1861-1931, Catalonian

novelist, dramatist, and essayist), was born in

Barcelona. His father was a businessman, and
the son followed this example until he was

25. This period of his life and the atmosphere
of Barcelona at that time are described in his

novel (which was later dramatized) L'auca del

senyor Esteve (Spanish tr. by G. Martinez

Sierra, 1908). From then on until his death he

devoted himself to painting and to literature.

He died at Aranjuez, a royal country place
with which his memory will always be as-

sociated, for he was the painter of its gardens.
He painted the gardens of all the regions of

Spain; it was in this field that he achieved

his greatest artistic success, his work showing

great originality. His book Jardins d'Espanya

(1903; Spanish tr., Jardines de Espafia, 1914)

contains 40 reproductions of these paintings
with comments by the author. His literary

works, which were almost always written in

Catalan and translated into Spanish, were

many and varied and achieved great popu-

larity throughout Spain. They include col-

lections of articles on life, travels, and

scenery such as Anant pel mon (1896),

Oradons (1897), Fulls de la vida (1898), and

L'illa de la calma (ca. 1922; Spanish tr., La
isla de la calma), the last a description of the

island of Majorca. He is the author of novels

as well, the most outstanding being El poble

gris (1902; Spanish tr. by G. Martinez Sierra,

1904), a satirical description of small-town

life. But most famous of all are his dramatic

works, among them the operetta L'alegria

que passa (1901; Spanish tr. by Vital Aza,

La alegria que pasa, 1906), El pati blau (1903;

Spanish tr., El patio azul), and El mistic

(1904; Spanish tr. by J. Dicenta, El mistico,

1904). El mistic enjoyed a huge success in all

Spain because of its religious and historical

significance, dealing as it did with the life of

the greatest of Catalonian poets, the priest

Jacint Verdaguer (q.v.). In all these many and

diverse works there exists the unity which

comes from the temperament of the author

a blend of humor and sentimentality, of

the joy of living and wry skepticism, of brutal

realism and romantic idealism.

See: G. Desdevises du D6zert, Le Theatre

Catalan de Santiago Rusifiol (1906); Rubdn

Dario, Cabezas (1919). PP- 29-35; J. Ochoa,

Santiago Rusifiol; su vida y su obra (1929); J.

Passarell and A. S. Esc6, Vida, obra i anec-

dotes d'en Santiago Rusifiol (1931).

F. de O.

Russian literature. The violent death of Tsar

Alexander II in 1881 came at the end of

Russia's greatest age of fiction. Dostoevski

(q.v.) died in 1881 and Turgenev (q.v.) two

years later. Tolstoy (q.v.) lived on to 1910,
but in 1880, after he had experienced his

unique spiritual transformation, he turned
his back on the kind of art that had produced
War and Peace and Anna Karenina. In an-

other respect, too, the assassination marked
the end of an old and the beginning of a
new literary era. There followed a period of

black reaction. The revolutionary movement
was suppressed, radical publications were

banned, and in general progressive intel-

lectual thinking dwindled to a vanishing
point.

In such circumstances it was only natural

that during the reign of Alexander III (1881-

1894) literature should react violently against
the utilitarian direction and social signifi-

cance of the preceding period. Authors
eschewed the tendentious and preferred to

grapple with a content of more universal

implications. The" new criticism no longer
cried out for literature with a social purpose;
it called for more attention to form and

beauty.
The towering shadow of the white-bearded

prophet Tolstoy dominated the fiction writers

between 1880 and 1900. It was the great
novels before his spiritual revelation that

they sought to imitate and not the occasional

but fine tales that seemed to drop from his

pen by chance after 1880 amid a sea of

religious and didactic works. One of the first

and best of the new generation of fiction

writers influenced by Tolstoy and partly by
Turgenev was V. M. Garshin (q.v.). The fame
of his tragically brief creative life rests on a

series of short stories, the most notable of

which, particularly "Krasny tsvetok" (1883;

Eng. tr., "The Scarlet Blossom," in The

Signal and Other Stories, 1912), reveal a

moral sensitivity and an infinite compassion
for the injured and thwarted victims of man's

inhumanity. The matter and not the manner
of his narratives pleases, and his fondness for

the morbid became the hallmark of so many
writers of this feckless age.

If radicalism had a real literary representa-
tive during this period of repression, it was
V. G. Korolenko (q.v.). His first important
work, "Son Makara" (1885; Eng. tr., title

story in Makdr's Dream and Other Stories,

1892), written in the year he was allowed to

return to Russia from exile in Siberia, is the

story of a Yakut. Succeeding tales draw upon
his Siberian experiences. With a poet's feel-

ing, and directly in the tradition of Turgenev,
he describes the stark beauty of the snowy
wastes of the North. His characters are often

victims of man's exploitation. At best, Koro-
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lenko's radicalism is a form of idealism, a

yearning after that state of society when
man's innate goodness will finally triumph.

Invariably he brings his stories down to

earth by a delightful humor, as charming as

Gogol's funmaking in his early tales. Koro-

lenko deserves a place as a minor classic

among Russian writers.

Indeed, Korolenko's rank as a writer of

fiction would have been first among his con-

temporaries if his principal rival had not

been Anton Pavlovich Chekhov (q.v.). It was

not until "A Dreary Story" in 1889 that

Chekhov entered upon his mature period.
Here we find that mutual lack of under-

standing among characters and the psycho-

logical development of a mood that combine
to form the familiar "Chekhovian state of

mind." In this new manner there soon fol-

lowed those perfect little masterpieces, "The
Duel," "Ward 6," "An Anonymous Story,"

"My Life," and others. They are tight, com-

pact expressions of autumnal moods; subtly
contrived emotional and symbolic overtones

fit naturally into a marvelously unified con-

struction. His characters lack individuality,
for the emphasis is placed on the creation of

a poetic atmosphere. This same trait is also

very pronounced in his highly popular and

unique dramas. The striking undrainatic

quality of his plays is not an innovation, as is

commonly supposed, but simply a further re-

finement of something already found in

certain plays of Ostrovski and especially in

those of Turgenev. As in the stories, the

dominant note is one of gloom, depression,
and futility subtly intensified by an under-

lying emotional symbolism.
After the golden age of poetry with Push-

kin and his immediate disciples (1800-1840),
the muse was sildnced, or nearly so, by the

wonderful flowering of prose fiction. Only the

lyric sweetness and exquisite craftsmanship of

Tyutchev and Fet and the social realism of

the vigorous verse of Nekrasov could com-

pete for public favor with the great novels.

In the late 8o's and early go's, however, there

was something of a revival in poetry.

"Beauty" and "melancholy" became popular
themes. The so-called "civic poets" mouthed
their melancholy over social injustice in in-

different verse, and the "art for art's sake"

posts indulged a melancholy love for pure
beauty which they distilled from a variety of

lost causes.

The most popular of the civic poets was
S. Y. Nadson (q.v.). His principal rival for

popular favor was A. N. Apukhtin (q.v.),

whose poetry reflected the same impotent

regret, but it was a hedonist's regret for the

lost pleasures of youth and was expressed in

a more virile, realistic verse.

Rising considerably above the thriving but

undistinguished level of poetry during this

period was the verse of V. S. Solovyov (q.v.).

A man of extraordinary contrasts in his intel-

lectual life, Solovyov has won the reputation
of being one of Russia's most brilliant philo-

sophical thinkers and cleverest writers of non-

sense verse. In poetry he combined the verbal

wit and funmaking of a Thomas Hood with

the profound mystical experiences of a Blake.

His longest poem, Tri svidaniya (1891; The
Three Meetings), reveals a characteristic thin-

ness of form, but it also combines in a para-
doxical manner humorous irreverence with a

mystical meaning at once sublime and baf-

fling.

Beneath the oppression and sense of frus-

tration in the 8o's and go's, revolutionary
forces were slowly but surely gathering. A new
force had also entered the prolonged struggle

against autocracy that of Russian Marxism.

The fundamentally scientific doctrine of Marx

appealed strongly to disillusioned intellectuals

and brought new hope to the whole radical

movement. By a miracle of compromise, all

liberal and radical forces managed to form a

united front against the government; their ef-

forts culminated in the disastrous 1905 Revo-

lution. The high hopes of the revolutionists

were blasted, and their disillusion found ex-

pression in literature in an antipolitical indi-

vidualism, in the growth of aestheticism, and
often in fiction of a pronounced erotic natuie.

The popular school of fiction at this time,

and one that drew much of its inspiration
from the realism of Chekhov, had as its ear-

liest and most powerful representative Maxim
Gorky (q.v.). His initial service was to liberate

Russian realism from its conservative tradi-

tions, for the realism of the great novelists

from 1850 to 1900 had been subject to the

same restraints and conventions as the realism

of English Victorian fiction. Gorky belonged
to the provincial proletariat, and he already
had had a background of bitter experiences

among the lost men and women of Russia's

lower depths when he attracted international

notice before he was 30 with two volumes of

collected stories (1898). The tales strike a char-

acteristic note profound interest in the mis-

ery of Russia's masses. In these forgotten peo
pie Gorky sees a poetry, a dignity and beauty,
and a strength that will one day enable them
to throw off their shackles.

To Gorky's second period belong novels

such as Foma Gordeyev (1899; Eng. tr., 1901),
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Mat (1907-1908; Eng. tr., Mother, 1907), and

Matvei Kozhemyakin (1911), concerned with

the vicious life and immorality of provincial
Russia. Their somber, bitter realism is only

occasionally relieved. Endless talk about the

"meaning of life," a penchant for philosophiz-

ing of which Gorky never rid himself, is one of

the worst features. This same fault serves to

make his plays rather bad imitations of Che-

khov, although Na dne (1902; Eng. tr., The
Lower Depths, 1912) achieved vast popularity
both in and outside of Russia. This period of

novels and plays was soon followed by an-

other, in which Gorky devoted himself largely

and with great success to autobiographical

writing and to a wonderful volume of recol-

lections of the authors he had known.

Gorky's radical activities before 1917 and his

declared sympathies for the Communists won
him a place as the foremost literary figure of

the Soviet Revolution, a place that he re-

tained until his death in 1936. He performed

many valuable cultural services for the new

regime, and hordes of young Soviet authors

regarded him reverentially as their master.

Although most of his fiction presents a picture
of Russian life that is so dark, cruel, and ugly,

it is not essentially pessimistic, for rising above

the pervading gloom is always the vision of

another brighter and happier Russia. Gorky

always leaves one with the feeling that Russia

yis still the most wonderful country in the

world, where "even the fools are original."

Around Gorky and his publishing firm

Znaniye there rallied a group of writers who
reveled in outspoken realism and went as far

in the direction of revolutionary protest as the

government authorities would permit. Promi-

nent among them were Y. N. Chirikov, V. V.

Veresayev (qq.v.), Ivan Shmelyov (1875-),

A. Serafimovich (q.v.} 9 and Skitalets (S. G.

Petrov, 1868-). Of greater stature, however,

were three or four authors who belonged to

Gorky's generation and in certain respects

were influenced by him, but they were all men
of original ability, and at least two of them

possessed literary talent of a very high order,

Poyedinok (1905; Eng. tr., The Duel, 1916)

made A. I. Kuprin (q.v.) famous over night.

This novel of army life was the logical succes-

sor of a series of early stories, in which morbid

young army officers brood over the meaning
of life, and wretched soldiers sulfer under the

brutality of their superiors. There is more of

the influence of Chekhov than Gorky in it,

and the character drawing is well done. Ku-

prin's succeeding novels, such as Izumrud,

Sulamif (1908; Eng. tr., 1923), and Yama (1912;

Eng. tr., 1922), also popular, represent a fall-

ing off in artistic power. Something of a

sensation seeker in subject matter, his consid-

erable ability was often forced to serve themes
for which he had no natural aptitude.

I. A. Bunin (q.v.) was a nominal follower of

Gorky in his youth, but he has closer literary
ties with such predecessors as Turgenev, Tol-

stoy, and Chekhov, and in some respects he is

a finer artist than any of the writers of Gorky's
generation. Although a poet of some distinc-

tion, it is as a novelist that he has achieved his

greatest fame. His stories began to appear as

early as 1892, but his first novel, Derevnya,
was not published until 1910 (Eng, tr., The

Village, 1923). This book was followed by some
of his best fiction Sukhodol (1912; Eng. tr.,

"Dry Valley," in The Elaghin Affair and Other

Stories, 1935), Chasha zhizni (1914; The Cup
of Life), and his famous story Gospodin iz San
Frantsisko (1916; Eng. tr., The Gentleman

from San Francisco, 1923). In The Village
Bunin left behind him the sentimental stories

of his early period and wrote a bitter realistic

social novel of the misery and primitivism of

Russian country life. The peasant is faithfully

portrayed. Gorky's fault of excessive philoso-

phizing, in The Village, is overcome in "Dry
Valley," perhaps Bunin's greatest work, the

concentrated story of the disintegration of a

landowning family told from the point of view

of a female servant. Bunin is a strange combi-

nation of the realist and the romantic, and at

his best he is one of the most original writers

of Russian prose today.

The author who for a time became a serious

rival of Gorky for popular favor was Leonid

Andreyev (q.v.). His first short stories show the

influence of the new realism of Gorky, and in

his favorite themes of death and sex he was

inspired by Tolstoy's later fiction. After the

failure of the 1905 Revolution, Andreyev ca-

tered to the widespread disillusion by treating
death and sex in a morbid and sensational

manner. He became the leader of a short-lived

group of fiction writers whose outlook was

entirely nihilistic. His early style, learned

from Tolstoy's problem stories, is restrained,

logical, and effective; later he is sensational,

shrill, rhetorical, and full of bad taste. Yet this

second style was tremendously admired in his

day as he used it in such famous stories as

"Krasny smekh" (1904; Eng. tr., The Red

Laugh, 1905), "Tak bylo" (1906, Thus It Was;

Eng. tr., title story in When the King Loses

His Head and Other Stories, 1920), "Judas
Iscariot" (1907; Eng. tr. in The Crushed
Flower and Other Stoiies, 1916), and "Proklya-

tiye zverya" (1908; The Curse of the Beast).

Andreyev became a specialist in madness and
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horror, and his persistent message was physical
death and the annihilation of society, morals,

and culture. Occasionally he would revert

to his early restraint, as in two of his finest

tales, "Gubernator" (1906; The Governor) and
"Rasskaz o semi poveshennykh" (1908; Eng.
tr., The Seven Who Were Hanged, 1909), the

latter a story of five terrorists and two com-
mon murderers. Although highly representa-
tive of one phase of the period in which he

lived, Andreyev by no means measured up to

the qualities of the best artist. There was more
tinsel and fake than sincerity and human syrn

pathy.
In this fiction of pessimism the only popu-

lar rival of Andreyev was M. P. Artsybashev

(q.v.). His enormously successful novel Sanin

(1907; Eng. tr., Sanine, 1914) was a response to

the sexual emancipation that reflected one

aspect of the nihilism of despair gripping the

intelligentsia after the failure of the 1905
Revolution. The theme was one that has been

run into the ground in modern fiction be

true to yourself and follow your natural incli-

nations. With Artsybashev, the natural in

clinations were all reduced to carnal desire.

Various forces were at work in the go's in

opposition to the Gorky-Andreyev school and

particularly to the dominance of social signifi-

cance and nihilistic thought in literature.

There was a definite turning away from civic

morality to aestheticism, from duty to beauty,
and cultural and individual values were

stressed at the expense of political and social

values. Most of the participators in this move-
ment were brilliant intellectuals; their efforts

represented a degree of cultural refinement

that had never been achieved by any literary

group in Russia hitherto. Aesthetic, mystic,
and religious philosophers took part in this

revolt against the civic-minded intelligentsia,

and much of the impetus was provided by
those extraordinary painters and writers on

art, Diaghilev and Benois, in their lavish

monthly magazine, Mir iskusstva (The World
of Art), founded in 1898-
One of the earliest and most influential of

the modernists was D. S. Merezhkovski (q.v.).

After an initial volume of conventional verse

in 1888, he emerged as the champion of the

"new ideas" of a group of writers, among
whom were prominent his talented wife, Zin-

?fda Hippius (q.v.), N. M. Minski (q.v.) 9 and

Volynski (A. L. Flekser, 1863-1926). A certain

vagueness characterized the revolt in its early

stages, but over the next few years Merezhkov-
ski devoted a stream of philosophic criticism,

historical novels, plays, and pamphlets to

elaborating his central idea concerning the

opposition of the Greek conception of the

sanctity of the flesh and the Christian con-

ception of the sanctity of the spirit and the

necessity of synthesis. This antithetical ap-

proach in one aspect or another dominated

nearly everything he wrote, until it resulted

in a kind of ideological madness that seriously
vitiated his literary performance. In one of

his best-known works, Tolstoi i Dostoyevski,

Tolstoy becomes the "seer of the flesh" and
Dostoevski the "seer of the spirit/* Merezh-
kovski was the founder of the Religious-

Philosophical Society which provided, at the

turn of the century, a meeting ground for

God-seeking intellectuals.

Religious-philosophical speculation became
the province of some of the most original
minds. As in the case of Merezhkovski, Dos-

toevski inspired much of this theorizing.
V. V. Rozanov (q.v.) first attracted general
attention by his study Legenda o velikom

inkvizitore (1890; The Legend of the Grand

Inquisitor), a penetrating commentary on the

incident in The Brothers Karamazov. In a

series of later works he went on to attack the

ascetic religion of Christ to which he opposed
the primitive naturalistic religion that he
found in the Old Testament. There was a

pronounced amoralism in his thinking that

takes the form of a phallic symbolism.
Like him, Leo Shestov (q.v.), also an irra-

tionalist and an amoralist, found his starting

point in Dostoevski, but he was also much in-

fluenced by Nietzsche (q.v.), who attracted

many Russian writers at this time. Shestov

warred against idealism in all its forms (e.g.,

Potestas Clavium, 1916). He was a seeker after

God, but it was a God divorced from the good
and reason, a God that transcended the tradi-

tional standards of morality and logic. Besides

being highly independent thinkers, Rozanov
and Shestov are remarkable for the excellence

of their prose style.

The emphasis upon aesthetics and mysti-
cism in the works of such writers as Merezh-

kovski, Rozanov, and Shestov provided an easy
transition to symbolism, for a mystical inter-

pretation of the world was an aesthetic prin-

ciple held in common by nearly all the

Russian symbolists between 1890 and 1910.

Baudelaire and Mallarm (qq-v.) helped to

inspire this new movement, but Russian writ-

ers, unlike the French, deliberately made a

philosophy of symbolism as well as a new
form of poetical expression. A new vocabulary
or, better, a new way of using old phrases, a

subordination of sense to sound, and a sym-
bolic use of words produced that impression
of obscurity which became associated with
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writers of the movement. Everything became

significant to them, not in itself, but as a re-

flection of something else.

Perhaps to V. Y. Bryusov (q.v.) belongs the

credit for starting the movement with a col-

lection of poems published in Russkiye sim-

volisty (Russian Symbolists) in 1894. For some
10 years he had been regarded as a kind of

poetical fraud, and his verses had been the

chief butt of the critics, but by 1906 he had
won his long battle and was accepted as the

head of a school that represented the whole of

Russian poetry at the time. His poem Stepha-
nos, published in 1906, aroused enthusiasm,
and his review, Vesy (The Balance), was ac-

cepted as the most cultured and authoritative

publication in the country. Though a weaver

of gorgeous imagery that is often more gaudy
than meaningful, Bryusov's poetic and even

his prose style frequently bears the traces of

chilly, studious premeditation.
K. D. Balmont (q.v.) shared with Bryusov

the honor of being one of the first of the sym
bolists in the field by virtue of his early vol-

ume of verse, Pod severnym nebom (i$94
Under Northern Skies). There is more sound

than sense in Balmont's poetry, nothing of

the intellectual quality of Bryusov's, and very
little of the symbolic quality characteristic of

the whole school. Succeeding volumes of verse

added to his reputation for possessing a sense

of form and richness of rhythm almost unique
among Russian poets. But in his voluminous

later works the richness began to cloy and the

patterns of sound became monotonous.

Bryusov and Balmont were more interested

in the language of poetry than in its content,

and their symbolism was more a matter of

theory than practice. With this movement,
however, were soon associated a group of writ-

ers, some of them of remarkable talent, who

brought a subtle intellection and at times a

profound philosophical quality to the litera-

ture of symbolism. Zinaida Hippius reveals in

both her prose and her poetry a fondness for

abstract ideas and an unusual skill in psycho-

logical observation. A more flawless and deli-

cate symbolist poet was I. F. Annenski (q.v.),

whose Kiparisovy lavets (The Cypress Chest),

published in 1910, a year after his death, con-

tains a small collection of lyrics that for

compression, subtleness, and precision were

scarcely equaled by any of the other symbolist
writers.

Annenski was a classical scholar of some

note, but he failed to make the Greek spirit as

definite a part of his intellectual equipment
as did a still greater Greek scholar and con-

temporary symbolist poet, Vyacheslav Ivanov

(q.v.). The mystic religions of Greece have left

their mark on Ivanov's thought in a curious

identification of Christ and Dionysus. Like

most of the symbolists, he welcomed the Revo-
lution of 1905 and became the prophet of a

new revolutionary philosophy that has been

popularly denominated mystical anarchism.

Between 1905 and 1911 Ivanov remained the

leader of the Petersburg symbolists, opposing
his doctrine that art was a mystical religious

activity to that of the Moscow symbolists,
headed by Bryusov, who believed that the

autonomy of art must be preserved against re-

ligion and philosophy. His best verse is con-

tained in two volumes entitled Cor Ardens

(191 1), in which the ornate style reaches a high

degree of perfection. Ivanov's poetic language
has a carefully wrought Byzantine richness

about it, and the prevailing subject matter is

metaphysical. After the 1917 Revolution he

accepted the new order and lent his great tal-

ents to the Communist cause.

Of the symbolist writers already mentioned,
all had enjoyed the educational and cultural

advantages that went with belonging to

upper-middle-class families. One of the most
remarkable authors in the whole symbolist
movement, and one of the most refined poets
of the earlier group, came from the lower class

and made his way to fame under trying mate-

rial circumstances. This was Sologub (q.v.).

He did not receive widespread recognition
until the publication of his extraordinary
novel, Melki bes (1907; Eng. tr., The Little

Demon, 1916). Sologub's peculiar Manichaean
attitude towards life, in which he rejected the

visible world as something inexpressibly vul-

gar for an ideal world of beauty of his own
creating, is fully revealed in this novel. In

The Little Demon the real world is depicted
as one of incredible misery and squalor, fear-

fully symbolized by the hero Peredonov, one
of the most striking characters in Russian fic-

tion since Dostoevski. Other novels followed,
and also short stories and plays, but the es-

sence of the opposition between Sologub's
ideal heaven and the evil diversity of the real

world in which he lives is most beautifully
and compellingly reflected in his poetry. Un-
like the other symbolists, his vocabulary, dic-

tion, and meters are traditional, though em-

ployed with precision and felicity, but he uses

words as symbols, in which the secondary and
not the ordinary meaning is consistently em-

phasized.

Perhaps the most original and at the same
time the most difficult of the symbolists was
Andrei Bely (q.v.). Bely's symbolism is ex-

pressed through a curious combination of two
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planes of existence, the actual and the fantas-

tic or irrational. He dissociates reality, changes
its proportions, and then substitutes for it a

weird, subjective world of his own that is a

blend of naturalism and apocalyptic mysti-

cism, in the realization of which Bely often

indulges in delightful flights of humor. Al-

though notable as poet, particularly for his

metrical experiments, his most important con-

tributions are in prose fiction. A series of

novels, starting with Serebryany golub (1910;

The Silver Dove) and followed by Peterburg

(1912) and Kotik Letayev (1920), to mention

only the more notable productions, reveals

Bely as an exceptionally original novelist. The
direction of his fiction varies from the most

difficult philosophical and symbolic writing to

a clear Tolstoyan realism, and his style, in its

most extreme form, has some of the character-

istics of James Joyce's later prose.
An author often associated with Bely, both

as a symbolist and a prose stylist, is A. M.
Remizov (q.v.). One phase of his creative proc-
ess is thoroughly dominated by a profound

knowledge of folk legends and tales, and his

manner is deeply influenced by skaz, i.e.. a

language based on the living speech of the

folk. The other important aspect of his crea-

tive process is his realism as exemplified by his

novels. Such tales as Povest o Ivane Semyono-
viche Stratilatove Neuyomny buben (1909;
The Story of Stratilatov), an account of pro-
vincial life with some striking character crea-

tions, and Pyataya yazva (1912; Eng. tr., The

Fifth Pestilence, 1927), another story of pro-
vincial life in all its ugliness, are written in a

rich, ornamental, and highly mannerized style.

Later novels are deliberately simple. Like

Bely, he applies to his prose the infinite care

that is customarily applied to poetry, and the

results have had a powerful influence on suc-

ceeding writers of fiction.

Two clear directions had been manifesting
themselves in symbolist literature. The first,

aesthetic, emphasized refinement of form; the

second laid stress on religious-mystical feel-

ings and the creation of dreamworlds often

realistically envisaged. These fuse in the works
of the greatest of the symbolist poets, A. A.

Blok (q .v.). His first volume of poetry, Stikhi

o prekrasnoi dame (1904; Verses about the

Lady Beautiful), contained the history of the

poet's mystical "love affair" with a person
identified with Sophia, the Divine Wisdom, a

feminine hypostasis of the Deity, the subject
of Solovyov's Tri svidaniya. The meaning
evades anyone who is not well versed in the

mystical experiences of Blok, but the verbal

music of this volume revealed a poet of con-

summate technique. In a subsequent volume,
Blok's mystical mistress deserts him and is

replaced by an obsession for a strange woman
who haunts his dreams. The poet in his disil-

lusionment turns to more earthy and material

themes, many of them effectively handled in a

characteristic combination of realistic irony
and romantic lyricism.

Blok reached his poetical maturity about

1908. Lyrics and longer pieces of great power
followed, in which one occasionally obtains a

glimpse of a new love a love of Russia. With
this new love came a dawning political con-

sciousness that manifested itself fitfully be-

tween lengthening periods of despair. After

the 1917 Revolution he found himself on the

side of the Soviets, like Bryusov and Bely, but

perhaps for different reasons, since Blok saw
in the revolt a great cleansing fire that would

purify the soul of Russia. And this conception
of the Communist Revolution found expres-
sion in his greatest poem, Dvenadtsat (1918;

Eng. tr., The Twelve, 1920), a miracle of revo-

lutionary mysticism and metrical harmony.
After this tremendous effort, Blok's revolu-

tionary enthusiasm and poetic fervor gave

way again to his chronic despair and passive

gloom, and he died three years later (1921),
his fame secure as perhaps the greatest Rus-

sian poet since Lermontov.

The Twelve was the swan song of symbol-
ism. Blok's own development led him from
the abstract in symbolism to the actuality of

life. As early as the winter of 1912-1913 new
forces began to appear. Two symbolists, Sergei
Gorodetski (1884-) and N. S. Gumilyov (q.v.),

issued a manifesto, in which they declared a

revolt against "the mists, shadowy forms, and

vague outlines*' of symbolism, and announced
their intention to "sing the praise of the living
world." A new school was formed, called the

Acmeists, and its three chief disciples were

Gumilyov, a poet of genuine power, Anna
Akhmatova (q.v.), who wrote brief autobio-

graphical poems notable for their vivid real-

ism and chiseled language, and Osip Mandel-
shtam (q.v.), a poet who laid much stress on
form.

Further opposition to symbolism appeared
at this time in the declaration and poetry of

still another school the futurists. Igor Sev-

eryanin (q.v.) was one of the earliest in the

field, quickly followed by Velemir Khlebnikov

(q.v.), with his savage onslaughts on grammar
and syntax, and the immensely talented Vladi-

mir Mayakovsky (q.v.)> who overwhelmed his

readers with manifestoes that demanded the

destruction of all literary traditions in the
'

name of a new flesh and blood art that would
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do away with the pale aestheticism of the

symbolists and the dry academism of the

classics. The poetic program of the original

futurist, the Italian Marinetti (q.v.), was

adopted with Russian variations: verse must
now celebrate the modern era of the metropo-
lis, of telephones, cinemas, airplanes, and sky-

scrapers, and it must do it with a special
"wireless imagination" and in a style eman-

cipated from syntax and punctuation.
Meanwhile Russia was plunged into the

First World War, which had little immediate
effect upon the course of literary development.
The February Revolution of 1917 that over-

threw the monarchy aroused general enthu-

siasm, but there was no time for literature.

The Bolshevik October Revolution which

quickly followed and resulted in the defeat

of the Provisional Government was pregnant
with all the dark forces of civil war.

The fratricidal struggle lasted from 1917 to

1920, and during these terrible years wide-

spread material privations and the lack of

any means of publication almost completely

interrupted literary production. Since long

prose works were out of the question, poetry
was nearly the only literary fare. And much
of this was scribbled on scraps of paper and

publicly recited by poets to half-fed and half-

clothed gatherings in cafds. The man who

sprang into sudden fame at this time was

Mayakovsky, the futurist, but now he had

boisterously accepted the Revolution and

roared forth to bewildered listeners a poetry
filled with fierce slogans that glorified the

proletariat and condemned the bourgeoisie
and their effete literature. His principal rival

was Sergei Yesenin (q-v.) t a peasant by birth.

Apart from the coarse aggressiveness of his

"hooligan poetry," he celebrated in lyrics of

ineffable sweetness the joys of the village that

would come with the new regime.
The animosities of civil strife and the ob-

vious shape of things to come soon forced

nearly all writers to take sides in the bitter

struggle. Many of the older writers left the

country. Serafimovich, Sergeyev-Tsenski (q.v.),

and Veresayev stayed behind; Bryusov joined
the Communist Party, but was never happy in

his allegiance and died in 1924; and Blok em-
braced the Revolution, but he too lived only
a short time after it.

Certain definite tendencies began to mani-

fest themeslves. Marxian critics demanded
that a Communist culture should be devel-

oped that would reflect the political, social,

and economic ideals of the new proletarian

regime. In 1920 the Proletkult was organized,
to direct the struggle for a proletarian culture

on an international scale. The spiritual strug-

gle and tragic sense of futility oif the old liter-

ature of the intelligentsia were banished and
were replaced by a brave acceptance of life

and a practical activism.

In their insistence upon the social tasks and
duties of the new proletarian literature, the

Proletkult authors fell into hopeless wrangling
over means and ends. Two schools of thought
arose. The moderate school, supported by

Trotsky, A. V. Lunacharski, and the critic

Voronski, argued that it was impossible to

create a proletarian literature by government
fiat and that at first much of value could be

learned from the old bourgeois art and cul-

ture. The extremists, known as the On Guard

group, frankly favored the idea of literary

dictatorship and demanded a definite class-

literature. They were supported by Mayakov-
sky 's LEF (Left Front) group. For a time the

moderates won out. One fortunate result

was that the pages of the new periodicals
were opened to the nonpolitical members of

still another group, the Serapion Brothers,

founded in 1921. Most of these writers were

intellectuals and capable of producing work
of high artistic value, but they insisted upon
the creative freedom of the individual. At the

same time other young authors who, like the

Serapion Brothers, accepted the Revolution

as an accomplished fact, although they did

not personally adhere to Communism, were

encouraged to produce by the new dispensa-

tion; they were not hostile to the new order,

and later most of them definitely accepted
it. Trotsky labeled them "fellow travelers"

(poputchiki), and their efforts helped mate-

rially in inaugurating the first positive step
forward in Soviet literature.

This first advance manifested itself mostly
in fiction and coincided with the period of the

NEP (New Economic Policy, 1922-1928). It

was almost inevitable that this initial phase
should deal with the wealth of material pro-
vided by the Revolution and civil war. Stirring
events of violence and adventure, many of

them lived by the young writers themselves,
were eagerly seized upon. One of the earliest

works to attract attention for its gruesome
depiction of revolutionary violence was Goly
god (1922; Eng. tr., The Naked Year, 1928) by
Boris Pilnyak (q.v.) 9 who is attracted more by
the chaos and the barbaric actions let loose

by revolution than by its hopeful ideology.
One of the most brilliant of the early writ-

ers on civil war themes is Vsevolod Ivanov

(q.v.). At first he concentrated his efforts

mostly on depicting guerrilla warfare in Si-

beria in Partizany (1922; The Partisans) and
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Bronepoyezd 14-69 (1922; Eng. tr., Armored
Train 14-69, 1933). His civil-war characters

are vivid and real, primitive in their emotions

and actions, and he has a gift for handling
mass scenes.

Another able painter of the romantic side

of the civil war is Dmitri Furmanov (q.v.),

whose best hook, Chapayev (1923), is an au
thentic document of a peasant who became
the popular commander of a whole division

and saved Uralsk from the White forces. Also

dealing with authentic material is Isaak Ba
bel's (q.v.) Konarrniya (1926; Eng. tr., Red

Cavalry, 1929), a collection of stories based

on the author's experiences with Budyonny's
Cossacks. These brief sketches are told with

extraordinary concentration and a consum
mate mastery of the racy language of the Cos
sacks.

On the whole, this early fiction dealing
with the Revolution and civil war was con

cerned with forthright realistic or documen

tary narrative and eschewed the psychological

analysis of the old Russian masters. Although
the initial tendency had been to condemn all

literature of the past in building a new pro
letarian culture, the very leaders of the Com
munist Party stressed the need of learning
from the best prerevolutionary writers. And
over this early period of the New Economic

Policy novelists began to appear who treated

themes connected with civil strife, but with a

different emphasis and often in the traditional

manner of Dostoevski, Tolstoy, and Chekhov.
Konstantin Fedin (q.v.) was one of these

authors, and his novel Goroda i gody (1924;
Cities and Years) aroused great interest. It is

the story of a Russian prisoner of war in Ger

many who returns to engage in revolutionary

activity. The hero is a self-centered intellec

tual, and the story concerns his inner strug

gle, in which he eventually betrays the

Revolution. Fedin treats revolution not as a

glorious event, but as a profoundly disturbing

psychological problem.
There is the flavor of Chekhov's Russia in

Fedin 's tales and of Dostoevski in the spiritual

doubts of his heroes. Dostoevski's influence,

however, is much more pronounced in the art

of Leonid Leonov (q.v.), one of the most dis

tinguished Soviet novelists. In Leonov's first

full-length novel, Barsuki (1924; The Badgers),

j typical Dostoevskian psychological approach
is employed in the development of characters

cast against a background of revolution. The
theme is the fierce antagonism between town
and village represented in two brothers, one
a city-bred Communist, the other a village
kulak.

Leonov's tendency to blend analysis with

the description of social events and their im-

plied psychological problems became more

pronounced in his later works. Critics praised
his fiction as a bridge between Soviet realists

and the classics of the past, a compliment that

clearly indicated the bankruptcy of the early

attempts to create a self-contained proletarian
literature by laboratory methods. This link

with the past is still more deeply rooted in

A. N. Tolstoy (q.v.), who had acquired literary
fame before the Revolution. Of first-rate im-

portance is his trilogy, Khozhdeniye po
mukarn (1921-1941; partial Eng. trs., The
Road to Calvary, 1923, Darkness and Dawn,
>935 complete tr., Road to Calvary, 1946), in

which he presents a picture of Russia before,

during, and after the Revolution. The picture
is authentic, most of the characters are

thoroughly alive, and his language, as nearly

always with A. N. Tolstoy, is most effective.

Alexander Fadcyev's (1901-) first novel,

Razgrom (1926, The Rout; Eng. tr., The Nine-

teen, 1929), betrays the obvious influence of

Leo Tolstoy in its fresh realism and clear

psychological insight. Like Vsevolod Ivanov,

Fadeyev exploits his special knowledge of

Siberia, for Razgrom paints a broad, exciting

picture of the civil war in that region. The
work won him immediate fame, and he took

a place among the leading Soviet writers with

his next and longest novel, Posledni iz Udege
(The Last of the Udegs), which began to ap-

pear in 1929. Again the locale is Siberia and
the main action concerns the civil war.

These writers of fiction in the early period
of Soviet literature vary in their technique,

yet it is clear that a well-marked tendency to

return to the traditional realistic manner be-

gan to increase after 1927. Some authors, how-

ever, were confessed followers of the modern-

istic, almost James Joycean, technique of Bely
and Remizov.

The period of the New Economic Policy was

succeeded by the first Five-Year Plan which

Stalin inaugurated in 1928. The slogan was

"Socialism in One Country," and again, as in

the days of the Proletkult, an attempt was

made to regiment literature. A few interested

Communists, with the critic Averbakh in the

lead, seized control of the Russian Association

of Proletarian Writers (RAPP) and laid down
the uncompromising program that the depic-
tion of the Five-Year Plan and of the class war

within its framework was the only problem
of Soviet literature. An extensive campaign

began, and all who refused to hew to the line

found themselves outlawed. The results of this

"planned literature" were for the most part
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unsatisfactory. Widespread discontent arose,

and finally in 1932, largely through the influ-

ence of Gorky, a government edict dissolved

the Russian Association of Proletarian Writ-

ers, and the literary dictatorship was brought
to an end. A general Association of Soviet

Writers was formed which was thrown open
to all; leading authorities expressed the belief

that the majority of Soviet authors sympa-
thized with the efforts of socialist construction

and that it was pointless to demand of them
outward proofs of political loyalty. The ex-

tremists were defeated and once again the les-

son was driven home that literature can not

flourish in chains.

The Five-Year Plan, in fact, provided plenty
of material for fiction, and various writers

treated it in various ways. Leonov, after his

novel Vor (1925; Eng. tr., The Thief, 1931),

which dealt with the period of the New Eco-

nomic Policy, turned his attention to social-

ist reconstruction in two novels Sot (1930;

Eng. tr., Sot, 1931, American title, Soviet

River, 1932) and Skutarevski (1933; Eng. tr.,

1936). The first of these deals with the trans-

formation of a northern wilderness into a busy
center of the paper industry, and the second

concerns a large-scale electrification task.

Scientific technicalities abound in these tales

of socialist reconstruction, but Leonov's char-

acteristic Dostoevskian concern for the "inner

man" and his spiritual doubts over the bless-

ings of the Revolution are everywhere in evi-

dence.

Another fellow traveler, Pilnyak, took up
the theme of reconstruction in his novel Volga

vpadayet v Kaspiskoye more (1930; Eng. tr.,

The Volga Falls to the Caspian Sea, 1931). The

plot involves the family tragedies of three

engineers who are engaged in the task of

diverting the course of a river, and the nar-

rative is freely sprinkled with the technical

details of construction, a practice generally

adopted by the novelists of this period, and

one that may have had an educative value but

makes for hard reading. The novel clearly

suggests that Pilnyak found it hard to accept

the vast industrialization program. In his

more recent work, Sozrevaniye plodov (1936;

The Ripening of the Fruit), he evinces for the

first time what seems like a sincere enthusiasm

for the aims of the Soviet regime.

One of the most laboriously documented

novels of socialist reconstruction was F. V.

Gladkov's (q.v.) Energiya (1933; Energy). He
had previously written a tremendously popu-
lar novel, Tsement (1924; Eng. tr., Cement,

1929), that had described the zest with which

the workers turned to social and economic re-

construction once civil war had ended. Ener-

giya tells the story of Dneprostroi and of the

men and women who built the vast construc-

tion. What was intended to be a great human
epic of socialist labor and triumph runs dan-

gerously close to being simply the excessively
detailed reporting of a tremendous feat of

engineering.
Much better as a reconstruction novel was

Valentin Katayev's (q.v.) Vremya vperyod!
(1932; Eng. tr., Time, Forward! 1933), which
tells the story of shock brigades competing in

the pouring of cement. The action consumes

only 24 hours, and the narrative moves with

verve and excitement, for Katayev, one of the

best Soviet novelists, is a master in depicting
external action. While obvious sincerity, real

joy, and justifiable pride were manifested in

much of this fiction concerning the extraordi-

nary accomplishments in the rapid industrial-

ization of the country, a great many second-

rate novels were turned out that pandered to

the propaganda motifs of reconstruction at the

expense of art. The unvarying pattern of Com-
munist workers frustrating the efforts of bour-

geois wreckers grew monotonous and often

stupid.
To this period also belongs the flowering of

the genius of perhaps the greatest novelist in

Soviet literature Mikhail Sholokhov (q.v.).

He began his long epic of Cossack life, Tikhi
Don (The Silent Don) in 1926-1930, but inter-

rupted it to write Podnyataya tselina (1932-

1933; Eng. tr., Virgin Soil Upturned, American
title, Seeds of Tomorrow, both 1935), a novel

dealing with the life of the new collective-

farm Cossacks. Sholokhov then returned to his

masterpiece, which was not finished until

1940. He is the most Tolstoyan of Soviet nov-

elists. There is much of Tolstoy's epic sweep
and his wonderful sense of realism in The
Silent Don (Eng. tr., 1942; this translation

earlier appeared in two volumes, And Quiet
Flows the Don, 1934, The Don Flows Home
to the Sea, 1940), and Sholokhov's restraint and
sense of proportion, his delicate handling of

contrasts and parallels, and the simplicity of

his character drawing are qualities that re-

mind one of Tolstoy.
In the whole development of fiction up to

this point, there was no lack of criticism of

Soviet life, a fact not commonly appreciated
abroad. Satire was a favorite weapon, and al-

though it was often directed against capitalist

civilization, satire of the vices and foibles of

Soviet life and the absurdities of Soviet official-

dom was freely tolerated, provided it did not

attack the fundamental ideals of the new
order.
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Y. I. Zamyatin (q.v.), an older writer, was a

powerful satirist; Ilya Ehrenburg (q.v.) com-

bines a clever vein of satire with a bright
attractive style; Bulgakov's Dyaboliada (1925;

The Deviliad) pokes fun, not always good-
natured, at Soviet life and bureaucracy; Ka-

tayev's fine novel Rastratchiki (1927; Eng. tr.,

The Embezzlers, 1929) is a mordant satire on

two naively irresponsible state officials who

steal; and two of the most recently popular
satirical and humorous writers and devoted

collaborators have been Ilya Ilf and Yevgeni
Petrov (qq.v.). The most widely read Soviet

humorist, however, is Mikhail Zoshchenko

(q.v.). An early member of the Serapion Broth-

ers, he lately has become a loyal supporter of

the Soviet regime. More than 10 volumes of

his short stories have been published. Small

incidents and comic trifles are most often his

themes, but beneath the humor there is always
latent a deft criticism of the abuses, foibles,

and vices of Soviet life.

During the period of the Five-Year Plan,

and even earlier, novelists by no means neg-

lected those vitally real ethical problems that

arose from the conflict of the new Communist

conscience and ideals with the traditional

views on sex, love, marriage, and the family.

Such problems concern Sergeyev-Tsenski, a

writer of the old school, who has become a

prominent Soviet novelist. The transition

from bourgeois Russia to the new Soviet soci-

ety is the principal theme of his series of

ambitious novels beginning with Preobra-

zheniye (1923; Eng. tr., Transfiguration, 1926).

With a somewhat similar theme in mind,

Panteleimon Romanov (q.v.) designed a series

of novels under the general title Rossiya

(Russia), but he soon abandoned this larger

project for separate novels on less complicated

aspects of the early period of Soviet life. Yuri

Libedinski (q.v.) also addresses himself to

ethical and social problems, especially in his

best work, Rozhdeniye geroya (1930; The Birth

of a Hero), in which he writes of love, family,

and education in Soviet society.

In the early days of the Revolution, Maya-

kovsky and his followers rang the death knell

of symbolism. But the futurism that displaced

symbolism soon betrayed its inadequacies.
The telegraphic language and wireless imagi-

nation of the futurists baffled the proletariat.

And Mayakovsky eventually abandoned his

poetic excesses, brought his muse down to the

proletarian earth, and turned his great talents

with a will to the service of the Revolution.

He wrote poems about bread prices, the New
Economic Policy, the food supply, and inter-

national events. He declared war on sensibil-

ity, meditation, and tenderness, and no doubt
his denying these qualities, which were a gen-
uine part of his nature, contributed to the dis-

illusionment that helped to bring about his

unfortunate suicide in 1930.

By insisting upon the communal function
of verse, Mayakovsky exercised a tremendous
influence on subsequent poetry. His demand
that Soviet poets participate in social creation

and life was enthusiastically accepted by many
younger writers, but none of these followers

could equal the effectiveness of his message,
and certainly none possessed the unique dyna-
mism of his rhythms.
The poetry of this first period after the

Revolution was declarative, spacious in its

ideas, and given to abstract heroics. Soon the

poets, like the novelists, were split into various

factions by the conflicting demands made
upon them by authority, Communist con-

science, and socialist needs. Poets found their

way out of these controversies with much
more difficulty than the novelists. Compli-
cated questions of form and poetics in general
were stumbling blocks not easily surmounted

by the young untrained peasant and prole-
tarian poets who came to the fore. Unlike fic-

tion, Soviet poetry, except for the works of a

few first-rate artists, remained for an exces-

sively long time in a transitional stage. In the

struggle between rationalism and emotional-

ism, mere affirmation of faith unsupported by

poetic convictions and imaginative vision led

to a reiteration of banalities no less flat than

those in the bourgeois verse these young
Soviet poets so fiercely condemned.

The real early poet laureate of the Revolu
tion was nor Mayakovsky, but Dcmyan Bedny
(q.v.), a "Bolshevik whose weapon is poetry/'
as Trotsky described him. Much of his verse

(there are more than 15 volumes of it) consists

largely of satirical and humorous commenta
ries on daily events in Soviet life. A good deal

of his poetry hardly rises above the level of

doggerel, but the best of it has the authentic

ring of genuine folk poetry.
The young writers most immediately influ-

enced by Mayakovsky liked to think of them-
selves as proletarian poets, although their con-

nection with the working class was often

tenuous indeed. They began to flourish after

1923, and by far the most popular of them for

a time was A. I. Bezymenski (q.v.). For all

these younger proletarian poets, devotion to

the Communist Party took precedence over

devotion to the muse. In bombastic verse that

had about as much musicality as a loud yawp
Bezymenski arrogantly dismissed the past anc

geared his numbers to proletarian realities.
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as in one of his early works, Kak pakhnet
zhizn (1924; How Life Smells). As he gathered

experience, the party and political propa-

ganda were used less ostentatiously as themes,

and a growing realization of the sterner tasks

confronting the socialist regime began to creep
into his verse.

Among this group of proletarian poets,

Alexander Zharov (1904-) is a paler and duller

disciple of Mayakovsky; Nikolai Ushakov

(1899-), in his Vesna respubliki (1927; The

Spring of the Republic), is authentically Ma-

yakovskian but possesses a more lyric strain;

and Mikhail Golodny (pseud, of M. S. Epstein,

1903-), Ivan Doronin (1900-), and Mikhail

Svetlov (1903-) are less proletarian in their

themes and more romantic in their treatment

of them. A proletarian poet with a larger
vision and richer talent than any of those al-

ready mentioned is Vasili Kazin (q.v.).

Bezymenski, in his Poema o lyubvi (1932;
Poem about Love), had condemned Mayakov-
sky's unsocial act of suicide, but Nikolai

Aseycv (q.v.) honored the dead master's mem-

ory in his long narrative poem, Mayakovski

nachinayetsa (1940; Mayakovsky Starts Off).

Ascyev, one of the early futurists and follow-

ers of Mayakovsky, accepted the Revolution

at its outset and is now regarded as one of the

foremost Soviet poets.
An offshoot of futurism was constructivism,

a vague movement dedicated to subordinating
the imagery and vocabulary of poetry to the

theme. The principal theoretician is Korncly
Zelinski (1896-), and the chief poet of the

movement is Ilya Selvinski (q.v.). Selvinski is

a realist who stresses the social function of

poetry, and in several long verse tales he often

displays the art of the novelist as much as that

of the poet, but he is quite capable of lyric

flights. Another constructivist, although many
influences worked upon him, was Eduard Bag-

ritsky (q-v.), who died young. Highly talented

and with a particularly fine lyric gift, he wrote

on a large variety of themes, many of them

having no relation to the Revolution, though
there can be no doubt about his sympathies.

Boris Pasternak (q.v.), who began to write

under the influence of the futurists, is gener-

ally regarded as the leading Soviet poet today.

Essentially lyric, his attempts at long verse

narratives, such as Spektorski (1926) and God

*95 (
! 92 7) are not we^ sustained. Pasternak

finds it difficult to identify his muse with po-
litical and socialistic themes, although he has

tried on occasion. For he is primarily an in-

dividualist a highly cultured one and a ro-

mantic, who writes with passionate intensity

on the traditional subject of nature, which

serves so often as a background for personal

lyric utterances. His striking originality finds

fullest expression in his language and in

varied poetic forms. It is a difficult, elliptical,

obscure language, with unorthodox syntacti-
cal turns, but the musical and rhythmical
effects, built up on the intonations and ca-

dences of ordinary speech, are wonderfully
successful.

Pasternak's principal rival for top honors

in Soviet poetry today is Nikolai Tikhonov

(q*v.)> although this author possesses neither

the same sheer poetic power nor equal origi-

nality. On the other hand, he is relatively free

of the difficult language and complicated han-

dling of themes that have prevented Pasternak

from winning wide popularity. It is not easy
to place Tikhonov in any particular poetic
school, for since the time of his early narrative

verse tales Orda (1922; The Horde) and

Rraga (1923; Brew) to his later ballads on
civil-war themes and his recent poems, he has

consistently and independently developed his

art largely as a medium for treating romantic
themes of revolution in a realistic manner.

It is clear that in its performance in Soviet

Russia poetry has lagged behind fiction, as in-

deed in Western Europe and America over

the last 20 years. The doubt, despair, and

negation of so much of Western European
verse, however, have been absent; Soviet po-

etry has even been characterized by exuber-

ance and an almost excessive determination to

mirror life, albeit a socialistic life. In its efforts

to condemn a whole world of emotive com-

plexes and values, Soviet poetry inevitably
became a literature of fierce conflicts and
action. But the constant, driving change of

the new life, which was more easily assimi-

lated by fiction, has proved a deterrent to the

healthy growth of poetry, which requires pe-
riods at least of calm and contemplation.
Most recent Soviet verse, however, bears a

promise of greatness for the future; form is

grasped with more surcness, and a clear vision

of the socialist state lends inspiration where
doubt and conflict had formerly confused and
enervated positive affirmation.

It has become a critical commonplace to

observe that the Soviet theatre is perhaps the

finest in the world but that a comparable dra-

matic literature has failed to materialize. Cer-

tainly the native repertoire has not kept pace
with the outstanding development in the art

of the theatre, yet on a comparative basis the

whole corpus of Soviet plays written during
the last 25 years is not markedly inferior to

that of any nation in the West or of America.
As in all Soviet literature, the drama has
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also faithfully reflected the rapid political, so-

cial, and economic changes. The dramatists

earliest upon the scene were mostly of the in

telligentsia and in some cases had practiced
their art before the Revolution, such as A. N.

Tolstoy, K. A. Trenev (1878-), Nikolai Erd-

raan, A. V. Lunacharski (1873-1933), B. S.

Romashov (1895-), an^ Sergei Tretyakov

(q.v.). Futuristic, romantic, and realistic tend-

encies are apparent in their plays, none of

which, however, won any enduring success.

A second group of dramatists, most of them

peasant and proletarian writers, were con-

cerned with propaganda plays, often crudely
executed, and also with plays on the civil war
and social problems, such as Alexander Neve-

rov's Povest o babakh (1923; A Tale of the

Womenfolk), Gladkov's Vataga (1923; The

Band), and Vladimir Bill-Belotserkovski's

(1884-) Ekho (1924; Echo) and Shtorm (1926;
The Storm).
A third group of dramatists, to which be

long young Soviet writers with a postrevolu-

tionary training, have contributed plays of

considerable merit. Among the best of these

dramatists are A. N. Afinogenov, Vladimir

Kirshon, V. V. Vishnevski, and N. F. Pogodin.
As in fiction, the pronounced tendency of

the drama has been in the direction of realism,

in which attempts were made to grapple with

the conflicts induced by the swiftly changing
tempo of Soviet life. People soon wearied of

the forthright propaganda plays, such as Ma-

yakovsky's bizarre Misteriya Buf (1918; Eng.
tr., Mystery Bouffe, 1933) and Tretyakov's
rather crude drama of imperialism, Rychi
Kitai! (1926; Eng. tr., Roar China, 1931). A
few of the civil-war plays, especially Ivancv's

Armored Train 14-69, Bulgakov's Dni Tur-

binykh (1926; The Days of the Turbins), and
Trenev's Lynbov Yarovaya (1926), were well

constructed and strikingly realistic. -

The Five-Year Plan was as prolific in plays
as it was in novels, and a monotonous same-

ness attended both. Plays were formed to a

stereotyped pattern and were often hopelessly
and boringly didactic. The invariable theme
was a bit of villainous wrecking on a construc-

tion job or a collectivized farm, in which the

counterrevolutionary plotters were foiled and
the good Communists triumphant. Afinoge-
nov's (q.v.) fine drama Strakh (1931; Eng. tr.,

Fear, 1934) was an exception; although the

usual counterrevolutionary conspiracy is pres-

ent, the play also attempts to solve in terms of

individual and not mass psychology the signifi-

cant moral problem of the Revolution's right

to terror. Vladimir Kirshon's (q.v.) Khleb

(1930; Eng. tr., Bread, 1934) and N. F. Pogo

din's (q.v.) Temp (1930; Eng. tr., Tempo,
1936) were also much better than the average
Five-Year Plan plays, despite poor construc-

tion and careless language. And Olyosha's

(q.v) Spisok blagodeyani (1931; List of Bless-

ings), very much like Afinogenov 's Fear, leaves

room for the workings of individual psychol-

ogy in dramatizing the conflict between indi-

vidualism and socialism.

Most recent tendencies in Soviet drama in

no sense lessen the emphasis upon realism, but

they are running in the direction of a fuller

comprehension of the individual's problems
in a collectivist society. There is a deeper

searching into the cause and effect of universal

human behavior. And coupled with this is an

earnest concern with the Russian people as a

whole, unconditioned by time, a tendency that

is reflected in historical plays and in the dra-

matic adaptations of great novels of the past,
such as Tolstoy's Anna Karenina and War and
Peace.

More sympathetic understanding than criti

cal explanation is required in order to grasp
the real significance of the development of

Soviet literature. Ever since its existence began
Soviet Russia has been in an almost constant

state of emergency, and this fact has often dic-

tated the frequent radical changes and sharp
reverses in the life and culture of the country.
On the surface there was an abiding imperma
nency. The more enduring values and univer

sal constants of human behavior, however,
were never very far beneath the surface, and
this was quite true in the swiftly changing

literary trends. The highly specialized Com
munist conscience in the novels, let us say, of

Nikolai Ostrovsky (q.v.) Kak zakalyalas stal

(1936, How the Steel Was Tempered; Eng. tr.,

The Making of a Hero, 1937) and Rozhdennye
burey (1937; Eng. tr., Born of the Storm, 1939)
could give way to ethical and idealistic

trends, to the universal emotions and values

that transcend all classes, in the works of a

score of other novelists.

Thus one may discern in recent trends dis

tinct links with the past, for social idealism

and an interest in the human soul had been

pronounced aspects in the literary production
of the old intelligentsia. Even the historical

novel, of which the past furnished some few
brilliant examples, has taken on the propor-
tions of a widespread movement in Soviet

Russia, as it has recently in America. The
tendency of foreign critics to dismiss this eager
interest in the historical past as an enforced

escape from dangerous contentious themes of

the present is hardly justified. It is only
natural that Soviet writers should evince a
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desire to apply their dialectic method in an

effort to reinterpret the past in the light of

the present. The method is usually the

brutal, realistic one, devoid of sentimental

romancing, that has been used so successfully
in writing on the civil war, and in most cases

the documentation is extraordinarily full.

Pyotr Pervy (1929-1934, Peter I; Eng. tr.

of Vol. I, Peter the Great, 1932) of A. N.

Tolstoy is one of the finest of these Soviet

historical novels. He treats the period of the

great tsar as one of transition, not unlike

that of the present-day Russia, and one can

see in the sympathetic portrait of Peter a

forerunner of Lenin or Stalin. Where A. N.

Tolstoy is largely deficient in the psychology
of his characters another older writer,

Sergeyev-Tsenski, admirably succeeds. Since

his expansive novel on the Crimean War,
he has recently embarked on a theme con-

nected with the First World War, Brusilovski

proryv (1944; Eng. tr., Brusilov's Break-

through, 1945).

Two other older writers have devoted

themselves to historical fiction. Aleksei

Chapygin (q.v.) has produced Razin Stepan
(3 vols., 1926-1927), a thrilling tale of the

17th-century Russian Robin Hood, presented
as a kind of early "Bolshevik" leader, but
with the authentic atmosphere and local

color of Stenka Razin's time exactly re-

created. The Tsmima (1933-1934; Eng. tr.,

Tsushima, 1936) of Aleksei Novikov-Priboi

(q.v.) is on a quite different theme a chroni-

cle of the sinking of the Russian fleet in the

Russo-Japanese War.
Yuri Tynyanov's (q.v.) historical novels are

concerned solely with literary figures of the

past Kyukhlya (1925), a story of the patheti-

cally comic Decembrist poet and friend of

Pushkin, Kiichelbecker; Smert Vazir-Mukh-
tara (1929; Eng. tr., Death and Diplomacy in

Persia, 1938), which tells the story of the

famous dramatist, Griboyedov, in the early

years of the igth century; and Pushkin

(1936), which portrays the great Russian

poet. Tynyanov is more of a scholar than a

novelist; his documentation is impeccable
and the atmosphere of the past is admirably

reproduced, but his characters come to life

with difficulty. In these historical novels, and
in many others of less note, one is impressed

by the repeated emphasis upon the patriotic
motif. It is not so much an arrant chauvinism

or nationalism as a glorification of the unity
and heroism of the past with an appeal for

similar qualities now in resisting the enemies

of the socialist fatherland. For Soviet Russia

was well aware of the dangers from without,

and this note of patriotic warning against a

definite enemy Japan was plainly sounded
in Peter Pavlenko's (q.v.) novel Na vostoke

(1937, In the East; Eng. tr., Red Planes Fly

East, 1938).
A new force is apparent in Soviet literature

which clearly sets it apart in the last 25 years
from the literature of any other country.
The total production, which has been

enormous, is thoroughly penetrated by social

consciousness and a profound responsibility
to the people. Despite the constant flux and
new demands of the present, Soviet literature

has many of its roots in the past, but it cease-

lessly endeavors to integrate all the best ele-

ments of the past and present in an effort

to create the vision of a glorious future.

The new note may perhaps best be de-

scribed by the much debated critical slogan,
"socialist realism," that first appeared in

1932. However new the term, exponents of

socialist realism existed in Russia long before

the advent of the Soviets. For writers such

as Belinski, Herzcn, Chernyshevski, and even

Tolstoy, who believed that the individual

and the community were not opposing but

complementary factors in each other's well-

being, were in a sense devotees of socialist

realism. Of late, bourgeois realism has dis-

played a degree of defeatism, frustration, and

pessimism that suggests a progressive disinte-

gration of the modern society which it de-

scribes. With a loss of faith has come a loss

of social consciousness, and the bourgeois
writer tends to become self-centered and

hostile to the community.
The difference between the Soviet realist

and the bourgeois realist is essentially a

difference between faith in life and lack of

faith. Behind the Soviet writer's accurate de-

scription of reality is a desire to obtain a

clearer understanding of all that must be

abolished and all that must be built up. If

there is tragedy in his works, there is no

pessimism. Socialist realism attempts to inte-

grate literature and life, to direct the creative

present towards a more meaningful creative

future. Soviet literature has scarcely begun
to realize its vast potentialities, but its

present vitality, positive affirmation, and

soaring faith give promise of a great fu

ture.

See: D. S. Mirsky, Contemporary Russian

Literature (1926); Literaturnaya entsiklo-

pediya, Vols. I-IX, XI (1929-1938); M. Maizel,

Kratki ocherk sovremennoi russkoi literatury

(1931); M. Selivanovski, Ocherki po istorii

russkoi sovetskoi poezii (1936); Janko Lavrin,
An Introduction to the Russian Novel (1942),
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Paul Miliukov, Outlines of Russian Culture,

ed. by Michael Karpovich (1942), Part II; A,

Kaun, Soviet Poets and Poetry (1943); E. J.

Simmons, An Outline of Modern Russian Lit-

erature, 1880-1940 (1943); Gleb Struve, 25
Years of Soviet Russian Literature, 1918-1943

(1944)-

E. J. S.

Ruyra i Oms, Joaquim (1858-1939, Catalonian

prose writer), is the author in whom the nan
rative prose of the Renaixenfa reached its

fullest development, an outstanding figure
in all Catalonian literature and unquestion-

ably supreme in his genre during the igth
and 2oth centuries. His literary initiation

came late; it was not until he was 45 that he

produced his first book, Marines i boscatges

(1903; Seascapes and Coppices). These pieces
are models of prose, with all the immutable
characteristics of his style; they had been

awarded prizes in 1895 at the Joes Florals

(the paramount poetic festival of the Catalan-

speaking countries, restored, in 1859, through
the impulse of the Renaixenfa). The stories

"Mar de llamp" (Sea of Lightning) and "Les

senyorestes de mar" (The Young Ladies of

the Sea) in particular revealed his great nar-

rative talent. The style was hailed as "trail

bla/ing"; and in 1902, when Jacobd (Jacob)
was awarded a prize at the same poetic

festival, Josep Pijoan enthusiastically ex-

claimed that the Joes Florals of that year
would forever be identified by Jacobe, a short

novel "evoked from landscapes possessing a

soul/' with throbbing figures, with tragic

shades, profoundly human.
After Marines i boscatges Ruyra i Oms be-

came silent; a grave cardiac illness attacked

him, and he moved to the Canary Islands in

search of rest. It was not until 16 years later

that he reaffirmed the first impression with

La Parada (The Stop), a collection of stories

and short novels. During these years there

had been notable changes in the literary

tendencies of Catalonia; Ruyra, however, true

to himself, a real genius and creator, re-

mained faithful to his initial aesthetic creed.

He stood apart from the influence of French

naturalism (q.v.) and still farther away from
romantic affectations of a sentimental tend-

ency. He himself confessed that although
marjy times, suspecting a lack of balance in

his imagination, he read Zola (q.v.) 9 the

French author soon began to lose prestige for

him, and he finally could not abide a single

page of Zola's novels. Ruyra's style, although

deeply personal has a marked classical-

Catalonian basis. The unanimously favorable

reception which public and critics gave to

Ruyra's new work was linked with the success

of Marines i boscatges and of Jacobd and

the fact is that Ruyra's art will be, for all

ages, removed from tendencies and schools.

"Amidst my suffering," he wrote when he

produced his second book, "I have enjoyed a

privilege granted to few men: for. having

passed a great number of years dead, as one

might say, I have had the pleasure of seeing

that my work survived."

Joaquim Ruyra i Oms was born in Gerona,

where he pursued the studies of his secondary

education; in the University of Barcelona he

studied law, abandoning it at the moment
when he was to get his degree. He retired

then to his ancestral house in Blanes, where

he was to write, unhurriedly, with the

patience of an embroiderer, the marvelous

pages in which the figures of his creation

sailors, workmen, farm boys are observed

not only in their external characteristics but

also in the most hidden folds of their simple,

candid, and frequently contradictory souls.

His penchant for mathematics, to which he

had recourse as a means of relaxation from

his literary labors, explains in part, perhaps,
his style, wherein simplicity, harmonized with

a perfect clarity and order of thought, is out-

standing. All his work, furthermore, reveals

a lofty moral purpose, but one, notably, that

is never dull. The same combination is found

in his poetic production, especially in "El

pais del Pier," an allegorical poem. Many
short articles of his, which have their own

originality, were published in Catalonian

journals, such as the Renaixenfa, Veu de

Catalunya (The Voice of Catalonia), Joventut

(Youth), Ilustracio catalana; all these pieces,

along with the works already mentioned, and
his latest books, Pinya de Rosa (1920; Cone of

Roses) and Entre flames (In the Flames), were
to be collected in a complete edition of his

works planned by the Instituci6 de les Lletres

Catalanes, but the project was interrupted by
the invasion of 1939. In Arenys de Mar, where

Ruyra used to spend a part of the summer,
he wrote, finally, En garet a Venrarnada, an

adaptation for the stage of one of his short

stories, presented in the Poliorama Theatre
in Barcelona. He translated into Catalan

poems of Mosco, Horace, Dante, Verlaine

(q.v.), Racine, and tales of Erckmann-Chatrian.
Some of his own works have appeared in

Spanish, Italian, French, Finnish. He was a
member of the Institut d'Estudis Catalans,
the most highly esteemed institution of
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Catalonia, distinguishing himself in the phil-

ological branch of that body, to which he

contributed countless idioms gathered from

among the people and which were to enrich

the great projected language dictionary,

patiently prepared by the Institut, a work

also interrupted by the events of 1939.

In 1938, at 80 years of age, he was honored

by the Catalonian writers and by the Govern

de Catalunya in a ceremony of intimate

simplicity which took place in the Conselleria

de Cultura. When the complete invasion of

Catalonia took place, Ruyra remained in

Barcelona where he died after a short time.

During the war, his attitude much to be

admired because Ruyra was ruined by the

resulting revolution was governed by the

Christian and patriotic virtues which were a

part of his very fiber and soul. He declared

that he would feel himself to be less a

Christian if, to defend any theologically
isolated religious interests, he should resort

to the anti-Christian violence of the Falangists
and aid in the destruction of the living work

of God, his country, his Catalonia. This ex-

plains the official silence at the time of his

death. A simple family note in Spanish
announced to the grief-stricken Catalonian

people the death of their great prose writer.

See: J. M. Capdevila, "La obra de Joaquim
Ruyra," Hora de Espana, XXI (Sept., 1938),

73-82; C. Riba, "Memoria de Joaquim
Ruyra," Revista de Catalunya (Barcelona),

4th period, No. 95, pp. 9-16.

J. M. M. i V.

Rydberg, Viktor (1828-1895, Swedish phi-

losopher, poet, and novelist), was born in

Jonkoping, in the south of Sweden, in

humble circumstances. After a long and hard

struggle he succeeded in obtaining a classical

education at the University of Lund and

finally became one of the leading scholars of

his time in philosophy and the history of

religion. It was, however, in fiction that he

first achieved prominence. His first novels,

Fribytaren pd Ostersjon (1857; Eng. tr., The
Freebooter of the Baltic, 1891) and Singoalla

(1858; Eng. tr., 1903) are romantic adventure

stories of the Swedish Middle Ages, but in

Den sista Athenaren (1859; Eng. tr., The Last

Athenian, 1869), which is reminiscent of

Kingsley's Hypatia, he describes the conflict

between Hellenic Neoplatonism and early

Christianity with a decided preference for

the former. He then turned to religious and

philosophical studies, combatting the narrow
"fundamentalist" views of the time. A trip to

Italy in 1870 resulted in Romerska dagar

(1875-1876; Eng. tr., Roman Days, 1879), a

series of character studies in which he advo-

cates the democratic spirit and attacks the

principle of barren aestheticism.

He finally changed from prose to poetry,

translating the first part of Faust (1876) and

publishing an original collection, Dikter

(1882; Poems). In these we find him at his

best, notably in the stirring "Cantata" for a

university festival at Uppsala. He describes

the march of humanity in terms of the

children of Israel's journey through the des-

ert, in which the four academic faculties of

theology, law, medicine, and philosophy are

brought into play to meet the various crises

of the pilgrimage. Most of Rydberg's poems
are symbolistic, but they also include pure
lyrics and several charming pictures of

Swedish domestic life, in particular "The

Bathing Children." All the poems, and in-

deed his prose works as well, are charac-

terized by an extraordinary grace and purity
of form. He translated Poe's "The Raven"
and developed another motive taken from
the same author in "The Two Bells." Lyric

beauty in Rydberg is nearly always sub-

servient to an underlying idea.

In his later life Rydberg returned to the

Middle Ages in his novel Vapensmeden (1891;
The Armorer) and to philosophical and

mythological studies. There is a firm unity
in his product as a whole. He stands out as a

seer and prophet in the cause of spiritual

progress and freedom of thought. In him we
are continually reminded of Arnold's "sweet-

ness and light," but his style exhibits the

vigor of the viking as well as the clarity of

the classicist.

See: C. W. Stork, Anthology of Swedish

Lyrics (1917; revised and enlarged ed., 1930);
F. Book, Sveriges moderna litteratur (1921),
also published as Vol. Ill of O. Sylwan, ed.,

Svenska litteraturens historia (1919-1921), pp.
3-20; C. W. Stork,

MThe Poetry of Victor

Rydberg," in A. C. Baugh, ed., Schelling

Anniversary Papers (1923).

C. W. S.
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Saar, Ferdinand von (1833-1906, Austrian

novelist, dramatist, and poet), born in Vienna,

has been unjustly neglected in recent literary

criticism, both in Germany and abroad. While

there is little reason to revive interest in his

carefully composed but unoriginal plays or

in his poems with their classical echoes, his

two collections of short stories Novellen aus

dsterreich (2 vols., 1897) and Schicksale (1889)

deserve attention both for their intrinsic value

and for the place they occupy in the history

of German literature.

A plea for their reconsideration may be

supported on a number of grounds. Saar's

style of writing strikes a happy medium be-

tween academic correctness and idiomatic raci-

ness; local dialect elements are admixed in

moderate doses only. As a chronicler of Aus-

trian middle- and upper-class life he imparts
a deep understanding of the racial, social, and

national difficulties under which the old

Austro-Hungarian monarchy disintegrated.

His characters artists, officers, businessmen,

and civil servants all foreshadow the deca-

dence and final catastrophe which overtook

this overrefineti culture, whose final eutha-

nasia Schnitzler (q.v.) was to make the domi-

nant theme of his work. And what especially

distinguishes Saar is his most serious concern

for the impending decline and his attempt to

indicate, more by instinct than with clear

consciousness, a possible regeneration. Such

sources of renewed vitality he taps in at least

two of his stories, "Die Steinklopfer" (1874;

Eng. tr., The Stonebreakers, 1907) and "Die

Troglodytin" (1889). The former has been re-

ferred to as the first tale of a workingman in

German literature the deeper implication

being that the author here senses the inner

strength invested in the working classes. The
other story contrasts the healthy sensualism

of a child of nature with the conventional

standards of bourgeois life. While Saar was

not enough of a revolutionary to release the

full force of naturalism into life and litera-

ture, he at least pointed the way for a younger

generation.
See: A. Bettelheim, Ferdinand von Saars

Leben und Schaffen (1909).

H. B.

Sagarra i Castellarnau, Josep Maria de (1894-,

Catalonian poet and playwright), born in

Barcelona of an aristocratic family, a de-

scendant of one of the branches of the an-

cient Comtes-Reis (Count -Kings), has made
on Catalonian letters an imprint of un-

paralleled sincerity which has imparted an

unmistakable tone to the contemporary lyric

poetry of his country. After an elementary
education from the Jesuits of Barcelona, he

studied law at the university of that city.

But he never practiced that profession and

devoted himself, from an early age and with

extraordinary industry, to literature. His first

verses were published when he was 12. At

the age of 18 he took a trip through Italy

which had definite influence upon his taste

and his desire to be a writer. An intimacy
with outstanding men of the Renaixenfa
facilitated his access to the small Catalonian

literary world, which saw one of the hopes of

its lyric poetry in this pale youth. At the

age of 20 he produced his Primer llibre de

poemes (1914; First Book of Poems), followed

by El mal cafador (1916; The Bad Hunter),

Canfons d'abril i de novembre (1918; April
and November Songs), Canfons de taverna i

d'oblit (1922; Songs of the Tavern and of

Forgetfulness), Cannons de rem i de vela

(1924; Songs of the Oar and the Sail),

Canfons de totes les hores (1925; Songs of All

the Hours). In all this verse one feels origi-

nality in style and spirit; he touched the

sensibility of his compatriots and had

numerous imitators. He uses a living lan-

guage, direct and without pedantry, elevated

through its grace to poetic inspiration. His

popularity is easily understood; from the

time of the Renaixenfa the Catalonian reader

had encountered little but archaisms and

artifice whereas Sagarra, like Verdaguer and

Maragall (qq-v.) indeed, drew idioms for his

poems from the people. But, in distinction

from his predecessors (with whom he has

many points of contact, especially with

Maragall), he used, daringly, words which

would have seemed inadequate for literature

to anyone who did not feel the deep desire

for sincerity. His particular manner is clearly

discernible in his first novel, Paulina Buxa-

reu (1919), and in All i Salobre (1929; Garlic

and Salt), Cafe copa i puro (1929; Coffee,

Liqueur and Cigar), and Vida privada (1932;
Private Life). For the last-named work he was

awarded the Crexells prize of the Generalitat

In 1918 he decided to write for the theatre;

his first poetic plays, Rondalla d'esparvers

(1918; Serenade of Blackbirds) and Dijous
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Sant (1919; Holy Thursday), were an indica-

tion of the ease with which he was to

progress in dramatic art; the very tone of his

poetry seemed the most suitable for the

renovation of the Catalonian theatre, which

had turned away from verse. The popularity
he attained was extraordinary; from L'estu-

diant i la pubille (1921; The Student and the

Maid) to Roserflorit (1935; Rosebush in

Bloom) he was a central figure. Important
theatrical works are: Les veus de la terra

(1923; The Voices of the Soil); Marfal Prior

(1926); L'assassinat de la senyora Abril (1927,
in prose; The Slaughter of Lady April);
L'hostal de la gldria (1931; The Inn of

Glory), for which he received the Ignasi

Iglesies prize of the Generalitat. These
dramatic poems alternated with farces such

as La Llucia i la Ramoneta (Lucy and Little

Raimona) and Amalia, Emilia i Emilia

(1929). He also cultivated the tragic poem
in Judit (1929; Judith) and La filla del

carmesi (1930; The Crimson Daughter). As a

result of his extraordinary facility and exces-

sive productiveness, his theatre did become
somewhat affected, with recurring types and

analogous situations, but was constantly
redeemed by the grace and originality of his

vocabulary. The same eagerness to portray a

popular type and present him with qualities
of faith and love, intermingled with the most
diverse passions exemplified already in El

mat cafador inspires his most famous and

long poem, El Cornte Arnau (1928; Count

Arnau), in which Sagarra, in spite of the

monotony of some passages, attains real

genius. His last book of poems, La rosa de

cristall (The Crystal Rose), with which he
won the Folguera prize of the Generalitat,
demonstrates the continuity of his poetic con-

ception.
When the military insurrection broke out

in 1936, Josep Maria de Sagarra, who had
written in a column entitled "L'Aperitiu" (a

model of original prose which deserves to

be collected in an anthology) in the weekly

journal Mirador (Watchtower) certain dia-

tribes against the disturbing elements of the

extreme leftist position, became fearful of

reprisals and left for France. There he con-

tinued his Catalan version of Dante's Divina

Comedia. General Franco's victory could not

ease Sagarra's position, since in addition to

belonging to the party Acci6 Catalana, whose

candidate he had been for deputy, he pos-

sessed an incorruptible Catalonian national-

istic sense, incompatible with the Castilian

idea of assimilation fostered by the new

Spanish regime. In 1941 he returned to

Catalonia, but his literary life, at least as far

as its external expression is concerned, has
not found, in his native country, the slightest

opportunity to manifest itself.

See: J. Folguera, Les noves valores de la

poesia catalana (1919); C. Giardini, Antologia
dei poeti catalani contemporanei, 1845-1925

(1926).

J. M. M. i V.

Saint Exup&ry, Antoine de (1900-1944, French

aviator and writer), was born in Lyon. He
came from an old French family, and one of

his ancestors fought with the Americans at

Yorktown. His books show the clear traces of

a good literary and humanistic education and
close affinities with the French "moralists" of

the i7th century. He was attracted, soon after

the First World War, by a life of action and
adventure. He flew as a pilot over the most

dangerous sections of the air-mail service es-

tablished by the French over northwest Africa,

the South Atlantic, and South America. He
narrowly escaped death in several accidents,

some of which are related with a modest and

moving restraint in his books.

His first volume, Courrier Slid (Eng. tr.,

Southern Mail, 1933) revealed him in 1929 as

the epic poet in prose of aviation and as an

acute analyst of the changes brought about

in the modern relationships between man and

woman by the self-abnegation of an airman's

career. His second novel, Vol de nuit (1931;

Eng. tr., Night Flight, 1932), was not marred,

like the first, by a weak plot and unconvincing

sentimentality. Andr Gide (^.t/.) introduced

it in a striking preface, and it was hailed at

once as a masterpiece. Underneath an austere

and almost Nietzschean picture of the in-

human role of a leader of men, the book re-

veals a deep reverence for the nobleness of

man. The style, terse and laconic, devoid of

mannerisms and obscurity, is rich with splen-

did images. After eight more years of travel,

adventure, and silent meditation, Saint Exu

pry's best work to date was published, Terre

des hommes (1939). Lewis Galan ttore's able

translation does not, by its English title

(Wind, Sand, and Stars, 1939), render the two

characteristic features of the book a new
vision of the earth, seen from the air as an

insignificant but beloved planet, and a pro
found affection for the humblest men. The
book is not technically a novel, but a series of

tales or vignettes, interspersed with moral and

psychological reflections. It preaches no mes-

sage, but an exalted faith in man's courage
and heroism, in the beauty of friendship, of

wisdom, and of spiritual freedom, is every-
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where present. The same qualities are con-

spicuous in Saint Exup^ry's fourth book, pub-
lished in New York, Pilote de guerre (1942;

Eng. tr., Flight to Arras, 1942). It is the story

of a hopeless sortie accomplished by the au-

thor as a captain in one of the reconnaissance

crews of the French air force in the tragic days
of May, 1940. The facts count for little. The
book is mostly an introspective analysis of the

flyer's mind and a groping but moving at-

tempt at a statement of his philosophy. He
asks the harrowing question, "What is the

meaning of war and death?" He answers with

an earnest reassertion of his faith in his coun-

try, in civilization, in the ultimate victory of

love and fraternity. Through their unique

position among the books of the decade 1930-

1940, through their avoidance of facile effect,

their incisive simplicity of style, their gospel
of sacrifice and heroic hope, Saint Exupery's
works have deserved to be called the "Chanson
de Roland of our century."

Saint Exup^ry was reported missing over

southern France in the summer of 1944.
H. P.

Sinz y Rodriguez, Pedro (1897-, Spanish
scholar and critic), was born in Madrid,
where he became professor of bibliology in

1926, after teaching at the University of

Oviedo. Most of his studies have been in the

fields of Spanish mysticism and of the Span-
ish igth century, as exemplified by La
mistica espaiiola (1926), for which he was

awarded the National Prize for Literature;

Introduction a la historia de la literatura

mistica en Espana (1927); Estudio sobre la

historia critica literaria en Espana: D. Barto-

loml Collardo y la critica de su tiempo (in

Revue hispaniquc, Vol. LI, 1921, pp. 211-

595); and Obras escogidas de Rartolome JosJ
Gallardo (1928). Two other publications, La
evolucidn politica espaiiola y el deber social

de los intelectuales (1924) and La evolucidn

de las ideas sobre la decadencia espaiiola; dis-

curso leido en la inauguracidn del curso

acaddmico de 1924 a 1925 (n.d., ca. 1925),

show a mild political aspiration which was to

blossom in 1933 when he became a member
of the Agrarian Party, Since Franco's victory
he has been made a member of the Spanish

Academy, and he was the new regime's minis-

ter of education, 1938-1939.
F. S. y E.

Salacrou, Annand (1900-, French playwright),
was born in Rouen. He began to work as a

journalist, but soon turned his talents to the

theatre. The first 10 years of Salacrou 's career

in the theatre are represented by the program
of the student in the later play, L'Inconnue
d 9

Arras: "I wish to be compromised with my
own generation." Such was Salacrou's own
desire. He made his dbut with a one-act

piece, Le Casseur d'assiettes (1924). Tour a

terre (1925) proved disconcerting to the ma-

jority of the critics, but was warmly defended

by Lugn-Poe (q.v.) and Henry Bidou; Pierre

Brisson, insisting on its "absolute originality
in literature," used a phrase which connotes

both high praise and severe criticism. Le Pont
de VEurope (1927) was no less heatedly dis-

cussed. It consisted chiefly, with slight dra-

matic action, of a poem in which a king, remi-

niscent of Hamlet, expressed in eloquent

monologues his dream of becoming "the

world's passer-by." The principal character

of Patchouli (1930) was another dreamer for

whom love was something else than happi-
ness. In it Salacrou gave unbounded liberty
to his imagination, accepting no literary dis

cipline and yet producing a play impressively

lyrical and bitter.

Salacrou's sympathy for failures was again
evident in Atlas-Hotel (1931). "God himself

has failed; all great enterprises fail" such

was the final speech of Auguste, the Don

Quixote of the hotel business. La Vie en rose

(1931), as the author himself admitted, was

nothing more than an excuse for songs, cos-

tumes, and setting, offered by one born at the

beginning of the century who recalled pre-
war days through the eyes of his childhood.

Les Frenetiques (1934) was a vigorous satire

of the movie world and Us conventional char-

acters, although Salacrou himself did not en-

tirely succeed in creating original figures. In

Vlnconnue d'Arras (1935) he took for his sub-

ject the few seconds granted a dying man to

see his life pass before him and to evaluate its

true worth. This creation, tender and fan-

tastic, gives Salacrou high rank among drama
tists of his generation.

P. B.

Salaverria e Ipenza, Jose Maria (1873-1943,

Spanish essayist), was born in Vinaroz in the

region of Valencia. Of a modest family of

Basque origin, he supported himself from an

early age. He traveled extensively in Spain
and throughout America. Although he culti-

vated the novel, it was in the journalistic
article and especially in the essay that he ex-
celled. As distinguished from the other Span-
ish essayists of his period, principally those
of the Generation of '98, who preached a

political and social transformation for Spain
in accord with the forward movements of
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Europe, Salaverrfa consistently advocated a

return to the old national traditions as the

only source of Spanish revival. Faithful to

this tenet, his principal themes deal with

Spain and her heroes, as in Vieja Espana

(1907), Inigo de Loyola (1909), Afirrnacidn

espafiola (1917), Espana: Pueblos y paisajes

(1936), Retrato de Santa Teresa de Jesus

(1939), and A trav^s del Poema de El Cid

(1941). Salaverrfa had a thorough knowledge
of the Hispanic American peoples as a result

of his continuous travels, and many articles,

some of them published in the Nacidn of

Buenos Aires, deal with these countries. All

of these works, such as El poema de la

Pampa, Martin Fierro y el criollismo espariol

(1918), Los conquistadores: Origen herdico de

America (1919), Bolivar el Libertador (1930),

and El castellano en America (1939), show

the same affirmation of faith in traditional

Spanish elements. Other essays, Nuevos

retratos (1930) and La generacidn del 98

(1936), consist of appraisals of contemporary

Spanish writers from a traditionalistic point
of view. Salaverria's family origin led him
also to study certain aspects of Basque life,

as in Alma vasca (1922) and Iparraguirre, el

ultimo bardo (1932).

See: A. Gonzdlez-Blanco, Los contem

pordneos, III (1910), 45-86.
E. G. L.

Salda, FrantiSek Xaver (1867-1937, Czech

critic, poet, and novelist), is the most promi
nent literary critic in Czech literature. He was

born in Liberec (northern Bohemia), the son

of a civil servant. He studied law at the Uni

versity of Prague, but became a free-lance

writer and editor of several critical journals.
From 1916 he taught the history of French

literature at the University of Prague. In

1928 he founded a journal, Salduv zdpisnik

(Saida 's Notebook), which he wrote himself

from cover to cover until his death.

Salda was a practical critic a master of por-
traiture, of psychological interpretation, sty-

listic analysis, and critical judgment rather

than the expounder of a systematic literary

theory. He shifted his point of view frequently
in his long career and changed his allegiances,

but there is continuity behind the baffling

variety of his judgments. He always advocated

a vital, contemporary art: this made him in

the go's a champion of symbolism against
naturalism and after the First World War the

godfather of "proletarian" poetry. He wanted
a highly poetical, metaphorical poetry and

disapproved of all purely naturalist or didac-

tic writing. But in spite of his stress on form

and expression, Salda was never an aesthete

pure and simple; he always understood the

responsibility of the artist to society and,

especially in his later life, saw literature in

close connection with religion and philosophy.
His work expanded more and more to a gen-
eral criticism of society and modern civiliza-

tion, and in his last years his voice was widely
listened to as that of a moralist and prophet.

Salda managed to combine a belief in the

value of the individual and of individuality
with a stress on the necessity for superper-
sonal values in literature. The scope of his

changing interests can be suggested by noting
that his studies include all major figures of

modern Czech literature and range over many
other literatures as well. He has written on
Rousseau and Rimbaud (q.v.), on Flaubert

and Zola (qq.v.), on Shakespeare and Dante;
he has discussed such subjects as the immor-

tality of a work of poetry and the relation of

art and religion. He has surveyed modern
Czech literature several times and has made
and unmade the reputation of many Czech

writers. Salda has used all forms of criticism,

from careful analyses of style to synthetic and
wide surveys of development, from fierce

polemics to lyrical meditations. His criticism

is written in a very personal style which com-
bines in the vortex of a dynamic temperament
the most diverse elements; learned terminol-

ogy is encountered cheek by jowl with trivial

colloquialisms, lyrical metaphors with drastic

sarcasms. His critical work has been collected

under such titles as Boje o zitfek (1905; Bat-

tles for Tomorrow); DuSe a dilo (1913; Soul
and Work), his best volume; Juvenilie (1925;

Early Writings); Mladg zdpasy (1934; Young
Struggles); and asov4 a nadfasovJ (1936;
Matters Ephemeral and Eternal). Much of his

best writing, however, is still scattered in

pamphlets, buried in files of short-lived pe-
riodicals and newspapers, or mixed with

ephemeral polemics in the nine volumes of

Saldfw zdpisnik (1928-1937).

alda was not content with being a literary
critic. For a time he was prominent in art

criticism largely as an early champion of

French impressionism. These articles are col-

lected in Tajemstvi zrakn (1940; The Mys-
tery of Sight). Besides, he was himself a

creative writer of great ambitions. His poetry
is symbolist in style and is preoccupied with

problems of death; it sometimes compares
with the best work of Sova (q.v.) or Bfezina

(r/.u.), the two Czech poets he admired most.

His poetic quality is well represented in a col-

lection of elegies, Strom bolesti (1920; The
Tree of Pain), written at the death of the
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novelist Ruiena SvobodovA (q.v.), who was his

intimate personal friend. Salda's long novel,

Loutky i dtlnici boil (1917; Puppets and La-

borers of God), seems stilted and cerebral and

is overloaded with discussion, but there is

good work in his short stories, collected in

two volumes, iivot ironicky a jind povidky

(1912; The Ironical Life and Other Stories)

and Dfevery ty stard i nove (1935: Woodcuts

Old and New). A philosophical legend, half

essay, half visionary story, PokuSeni Pascalovo

(1928; Pascal's Temptation) is particularly im-

pressive. His three attempts at drama were

failures.

See: A. NovAk, "F. X. Salda jako kritik," in

Zvony domovn (1916); R. I. Maly and F. Puj-

man, eds., F. X. Saldovi k padesdtindm (1918);

J. Hora, ed., F. X. Saldovi k 22. prosinci 1932

(1932); O. Fischer, Saldovo tehtvi (1936); F.

Goctz, F. X. Salda (1937); J. Mukafovsky,

"F. X. Salda," Slovo a slovesnost, III (1937),

65-78; B. Lifka, ed., Na pamlt F. X. Saldy

(1939)-
R. W.

Salinas, Pedro (1892-,
- Spanish poet and

critic), was born in Madrid and graduated
from its university. He was lecturer of Span-
ish in Paris at the Sorbonne from 1914 to

1917 and in 1918 became professor of Spanish
literature at the University of Seville. He has

taught since then at several Spanish and

foreign institutions. In 1936 he established

his residence in the United States and holds

at present a chair in Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity. One of the most active Spanish
intellectuals, he has traveled widely as a

lecturer in Europe and America; he organized
the section of contemporary literature in the

Centro de Estudios Hist6ricos of Madrid and
was executive secretary of the Universidad

Internacional de Santander (1933-1936). A
typical representative of the many-sided con-

temporary spirit, he is both international

and very Spanish in character and taste; a

man awakened to the realities of his time

and an artist of subtle intellectual almost

abstract inspiration; a translator of Proust

(q.v.} and the author of a modern version

of the oldest Spanish epic (Poema de Mio

Cid, 1926).

Salinas belongs to the poetic generation of

the post-war period together with Garda
Lorca, Jorge Guillen, and Rafael Albert!

(qq.v.}. They were the four writers who at-

tained early recognition, emerging with a

genuine literary value from the confusion of

the moment. Lorca and Albert! had a

spontaneous inspiration and a direct relation

with Spanish traditional poetry; Guillen and
Salinas older and to a great extent fully

developed when the new movements began
leaned towards an intellectual type of poetry
with an outward simplicity obtained only

through complex mental processes. Salinas

followed the tendency of spiritual lyricism
which in Spain had as the outstanding
master Juan Ram6n Jimenez (q.v.). At his

point of departure he could be related also

to Unamuno and Antonio Machado (qq.v.)
and the French current towards "pure
poetry." Among the Spanish classics, his

sensibility brings him closer to the Neo-

platonic poets, Garcilaso, or the mystics. His

relation with Gringora to whom his genera-
tion rendered a special cult is limited to a

taste for conceptismo and for play with the

meaning of words, but he avoids the sensual

delight of Gongorism in descriptive imagery.
His poetry is made of psychological subtle-

ties, his images are built upon concepts or

ideas rather than on sensations. The external

world is for him a sort of formless life. The
poet's task, his joy, consists in giving it order

and sense. Salinas says in Reality and the

Poet in Spanish Poetry (1940; published only
in English), a lucid critical work, that "the

poet places himself before reality ... in

order to create something else." Here is the

key to the interpretation of Salinas's own

poetry. All his books (Presagios, 1923; Seguro
azar, 1929; Fdbula y signo, 1931; Amor en

vilo, 1933; La voz a ti debida, 1933; Razdn de

amor, 1936) present, when seen in this light,
an extraordinary example of unity in the

development of a main poetical idea. The
themes, often taken from the most modern

aspects of city life, may change, but they

always express a poetic eagerness to trans-

form the external perception into a superior

unchangeable reality from which are derived

the emotions love, happiness, and a kind of

metaphysical anguish that are found in the

poetry of Salinas. His poetic method is a

sort of "modern, interior conceptismo," as

Leo Spitzer defines it, or perhaps a playful
exercise of the mind in which humor and
wistfulness are delicately blended. Salinas

will never be a popular poet, but his work

represents an original expression of the

spiritual impasse of our time. The poet,

lacking a profound faith, re-creates from
within a world of ideas and symbols which,
however illusive, offers him the joys of

certainty.
The two aspects of the personality of

Salinas are independent but not unrelated.
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His scholarly readings are reflected in his

poetry. To teaching and criticism he brought
an alert sensibility. His main works in this

field, besides those already mentioned, are his

edition (1925) of the Poesias of Metendez
Valds and his Literatura espanola siglo XX
(1941). An ample selection of his poems has

been translated into English by Eleanor L.

Turnbull (Lost Angel and Other Poems,

1938, Truth of Two and Other Poems, 1940,

with Spanish and English on opposite pages).
See: Angel del Rio, "El poeta Pedro

Salinas; vida y obra," Leo Spitzer, "El con-

ceptismo interior de Pedro Salinas," and

Margot Arce and Sidonia C. Rosenbaum,
"Pedro Salinas; bibliograffa," Revista his-

pdnica moderna, VII (New York, 1941), 1-32,

33~69> 69-73-
A. del R.

Salmon, Andre (1881-, French poet, novelist,

and critic), son and grandson of artists, was

born in Paris and has lived there most of his

life, but two trips to Russia profoundly influ

enced his childhood and adolescence. As one
of the artists and poets gathered around Apol
linaire (<]-v.), he qualified as a cubist with his

first verse, Fderies (1907) and Le Calumet

(1910), while his articles helped spread cubism.

The Russian Revolution and a third trip to

Russia brought forth Prikaz (1919), a fer

vent, though dispassionate epic, the feverish

ness of which Salmon intensified in another

epic of his own restless generation, L'Age de

I
9humanity (1922). After a brief incursion into

dadaism, Salmon rediscovered his early con

yiction that "art must be given back to life";

he turned to novels and stories, for which his

journalistic training provided the "total real

ism" of brute facts and his poetic vision the

jerky pattern of mythic "illogism." Such was

the meaning of the poetic debate of Le Livre

et la bouteille (1920), in which Salmon had

chosen the "bottle/* the Dionysiac intuitive

grasp of reality, rather than the methodical

approach of the ''book." Already apparent in

Tendres Canailles (1913), a novel of an under

world la Carco (<].v.), that tendency burst

forth in La Ndgresse du Sacre-Cceur (1920;

Eng. tr., The Black Venus, 1929), the fantastic

kaleidoscope of the new bohemia, painted

against a backdrop of pathetic and grotesque

gangsterism. Salmon, meantime, had pursued
his interest in art, and while producing novels,

sketches, and souvenirs, Le Manuscrit trouvd

dans un chapeau (1919), L
f

Entrepreneur d'illu-

minations (1921), Archives du club des onze

(1922), Voyages au pays des voyantes (1931),

he was becoming, as it were, critic-in-ordinary

to the modern painters, with his numerous

monographs and essays, especially UArt vi-

vant (1921), Propos d'atelier (1923), Cezanne

(1923), AndrJ Derain (1923), Modigliani
(1926), and Chagall (1929).
Salmon will remain one of the most authen-

tic poets of his generation. Under a mask of

clowning fancy or through the glaring vio-

lence of topical events, the broken design of

his "poetic reporting" re-creates the turbidity
of the modern world, the'only justification of

which lies in the miraculous blossoming of the

ever novel facts, "the true symbol of which is

inscribed somewhere else, in some other

book."

See: M. Cowley, "Andr Salmon and His

Generation," Bookman, LVI (1923), 714-717;
G. Bounoure, review in Nouvelle Revue fran-

false, XXXIII (1929), 839-845; G. E. Lemaitre,
From Cubism to Surrealism in French Litera

ture (1941), pp. 136-141.
C. L. B.

Salten, Felix (1869-1945, Austrian novelist),

was born in Budapest but lived in Vienna
from childhood until forced into exile at the

age of 70 by the advent of the National Social-

ist regime in Austria. Salten first became
known at the beginning of the 2oth century as

an able journalist and theatrical critic. His long
association with the Viennese Neue freie

Presse, the most influential organ of the

Austro- Hungarian Empire in the years before

the First World War, enabled him to wield

considerable authority, to make and unmake

literary and stage reputations. His own dra

matic efforts were unsuccessful. His novels,

humorous, satiric, erotic, for a long time found
no echo outside his native land. With the ap
pearance of Bambi in 1923 (Eng. tr., 1928),

however, Salten attained international vogue.
This tender tale of a deer's life in the forest

had been preceded by Der Hund von Florenz

(Eng. tr., Hound of Florence, 1930) two years
earlier and was followed by many other animal

tales in which human beings, their passions,
and their problems were portrayed through
the medium of their four legged brothers.

Salten was the last president of the Austrian

P.E.N. Club before its disintegration in 1933
under Nazi attack. During the Second World
War he found refuge in Switzerland.

S. L.

Salvemini, Gaetano (1873-, Italian historian

and political writer), was born in Molfetta,

Apulia, one of 13 children in a family whose

support devolved upon him early in his youth.
He studied in Florence, with the help of a
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small scholarship, and started teaching in

1895, first in high schools and then (1900) in

the University of Messina, hi the Messina

earthquake of 1908 he lost his wife and his

four children. In 1910 he was called to Pisa

and in 1916 to Florence.

His scholarly pursuits, which soon distin-

guished him as a master in medieval and mod-

ern Italian history, did not prevent him from

intense political activity. He began by being
identified with the Socialists, but his rugged
liberal personality and his positivistic training
soon made him the agrarian democrat that he

has remained ever since. He led the constitu-

tional fight of Apulian peasants against the

union of great landholders and government
forces and was their candidate in 1911. He
was defeated at elections owing to a combina-

tion of corruption and strong-arm tactics on

the part of the authorities, which he described

in a biting pamphlet against Giolitti, // Minis-

tro della mala vita (1910). The subservience of

Socialist deputies to Giolittian paternalism
was one of his favorite targets. He opposed the

Libyan war as imperialistic and economically

pointless, but in 1914 he took the side of Bis

solati for intervention in the First World War
and joined up as a second lieutenant in 1915.

Since he consistently maintained that the war
was one phase of the fight against imperialism,
he put up a staunch opposition to the Right
and the nationalists and strongly resisted their

annexationist claims on South Tyrol and Dal-

matia. Branded as a "renunciator," he was

nonetheless elected in 1919 as a deputy of the

Rinnovamcnto party. In 1920 he accused Mus
solini of having stolen a large part of the

funds gathered in South America for D'An-

nunzio (#.f.); Mussolini thereupon challenged
Salvemini to a duel, but refused to clear him-

self. After the Matteotti crisis and the subse-

quent emergency laws, Salvemini, together
with Carlo Rosselli, who was his friend and

pupil, launched the first underground paper,
Non Mollare (Don't Give Up). He was jailed
in 1925, but released before his trial owing
to an amnesty and escaped to France. He lived

for a few years between Paris and London and
in 1932 came to the United States, where he

has lectured extensively. In 1934 he was called

to the Lauro de Bosis lectureship in Harvard

University. The Sereno Medal of London Uni-

versify was awarded to him in 1943.

Salvemini is one of the leading figures, if

not the leading figure, of ami-Fascism. Most

of the young anti-Fascist leaders of the 1920*5

were his friends or his pupils. Beginning
in 1926 he undertook, almost single-handed,
to piece together from abroad the avail-

able evidence on Fascist Italy and to pro-
vide the first really historical treatment of the

material. His political activity since 1938 has

become that of an American citizen and of an

expert on Italy. Since 1941 he has dedicated

himself chiefly to the task of showing, in con-

nection with the Italian problem, in how

many ways American and British policies are

inconsistent with the idea of a "democratic

war." But his influence as an Italian writer in

Italy has remained considerable, as has been

demonstrated since the liberation of Italy.

The initial program of the Action Party, pub-
lished in 1943, was closely patterned on what
Salvemini had taught 20 years before.

Salvemini is a man who has kept telling

drastic truths in incisive and often brilliant

style. One critic, Nicola Chiarornonte, has said

of him: "He is not really a politician, but has

been all his life and consistently remains a

political pamphleteer of that i8th century
stem which had some good shoots in Italy too.

Such as he is, Salvemini is for Italians much
more of a representative figure than Croce

himself."

Salvemini's literary production is enormous,
but mostly scattered in articles and pamphlets.

Among his major works are: Magnati e popo-
lani a Firenze (1899); Studi storici (1901); Afaz-

zini (1912); La Politico, estera di F. Crispi

(1919); Tenderize vecchie e nccessitd nuove
del rnovimento operaio italiano (1922); Mus-
solini diplomate (1932); La Rivoluzione fran-
cese (1905; 2d revised ed., 1924); Under the

Axe of Fascism (1936); What to Do with Italy

0913* in collaboration with G. La Piana).
See: P. Silva, Chi Gaetano Salvemini

(iQ l 9)l E. Rota, Una Pagina di storia contem-

poranea: Gaetano Salvemini (1919); M. D'An-
drea (Nicola Chiaromonte), review of Salve-

mini and La Piana, What to Do with Italy, in

Partisan Review, X (1943), 458-463.
G. de S.

Samain, Albert (1858-1900, French poet and

dramatist), was born in Lille, of a lower-

middle-class family. Forced by the death of

his father to abandon his studies, he went
into the sugar brokerage business. Tiring of

this occupation which left him too little lei-

sure, he soon obtained a small clerkship in

the Department of Instruction in the Prefec-

ture of the Seine. Henceforth he had time to

devote himself to literature, as he had long
wished. He began to frequent the bohemian

group of the period. It was in the journal
Chat noir that the first of his poems appeared.
He took part in the founding of the Mercure
de France (1890), and a great number of his
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poems appeared in this review. In 1893,

pressed by his friends, he made a selection of

his poems which he entitled An jardin de

I'infante and which was issued by the Mer-

cure de France in an edition of 350 copies.

A few months later (March 15, 1894) a highly

favorable article of Francois Coppe (g.v.) in

the Journal made Samain famous overnight.

The first edition, quickly sold out, was fol-

lowed in 1897 by a new one, which was aug-

mented by a work not yet published, L'Urne

penchee. The next year the French Academy
awarded him the Archon-Desprouses prize.

In spite of the fact that he was suffering from

tuberculosis, Samain prepared another collec-

tion of poems, Aux flancs du vase, which was

published in 1898. The volume had little suc-

cess. The death of his mother added to the

grief which he felt from this disappointment.
His health steadily worsening, he used his

last strength to write Polyphonic (published

only in 1906), a poetic drama in two acts. It

was his last work. Shortly afterwards, on Au-

gust 18, he died at Magny-les-Hameaux, at

the home of his friend Raymond Bonheur

whose hospitality he had accepted. After his

death his friends selected his best poems
which they published in a posthumous col-

lection, Le Chariot d'or (1901). His short

stories, collected in one volume and also pub-
lished by his friends, scarcely add to his

fame. Polypheme was played successfully for

the first time at the TheAtre de 1'CEuvre in

1904, then at the ComMie Fran^aise, May
19, 1908. A great number of his poems and

a manuscript called "Penstes et reflexions"

are still unpublished.
The life of Albert Samain was monoto-

nous, discreet, almost colorless; no great pas-

sion agitated his soul, and no unusual suffer-

ing exposed him to deep unhappiness. Since

these sources of inspiration were lacking, he

followed a great number of traditional liter-

ary themes. Critics have pointed out numer-

ous imitations of literary models. His first

poems, many of them unpublished, show the

influence of the Parnassian school. The sa-

tanism of Baudelaire produced the excessive

interest in perversion and the eroto-mystic
mania of certain sonnets in Au jardin de

1'infante. He took up a great number of the

themes of romanticism; in fact, he never

completely freed himself from this influence.

His love for Greece inspired in him the

graceful idyls, the rapid little tableaux col-

ored with antiquity, found in Aux flancs du
vase. He belonged also to his own age: the

influence of symbolism, especially that of

Verlaine and Mallarm6 (qq.v.), is perceptible

in his works. From the symbolists he ac-

cepted the musical conception of poetry. He
is not a vers librist, neither does he adhere
to the rigid credo of the Parnassians. He
helped to facilitate the compromise which
was to find its conclusion in what is called

the vers libtrd. In spite of all these influ-

ences, he remained an individual and be-

longed to no school, although he borrowed
most judiciously. If one considers symbolism
as the conclusion of the different movements

succeeding each other in the igth century, it

is evident that Samain is one of its best rep-
resentatives in that he assimilated not only
the best of the romantic and Parnassian doc-

trines, but also whatever was new and likely
to live among the eccentricities and the

paradoxes of the new aesthetic.

See: Lon Bocquet, Albert Samain; sa vie,

son ccuvre (1905); Albert de Bersaucourt,
Albert Samain; son ceuvre (1925); Georges
Bonneau, Albert Samain, poete symboliste

H. U. F.

Santil, Aleksa (1868-1924, Serb poet), was
born and lived all his life in Mostar, Herze-

govina, a province that was occupied by the

Austro-Hungarians in 1878 and annexed by
them in 1908. After businress school training
in Ljubljana and Trieste, he settled down in

his native town where he became the editor

in chief of the review Zora (1896-1901;

Dawn). In this capacity he came into the

focus of the life of this region which, by its

cultural and national consciousness, showed
a stubborn opposition to the German Kul-

turtrager. The product of his patriotic in-

spiration during the liberating Balkan Wars
of 1912-1913 is the book Na starim ognjihima
(1913; On the Old Hearths). During the

First World War he was taken by the

Austrians as a hostage, but he survived the

war and saw the realization of his dream
the union of the Yugoslav peoples.

During his life anti wrote six volumes of

poetry (1891, 1895, 1900, 1908, 1911, 1913),
as well as some dramatizations in verse, the

best of which are Pod maglom (1907; In the

Fog) and Hasan-Aginica (1911). He also

translated Heine's Lyrisches Intermezzo

(1897-1898), prepared an anthology of trans-

lated German poets, Iz nemafke lirike (1910;
From German Lyrics), made a Serbian render-

ing of Schiller's Wilhelm Tell (1922) and
translated Pesme roba (1919; Poems of a

Slave) from the Czech writer Svatopluk Cech

(q.v.).

Santid shows two main characteristics:
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melancholy concerning the past and an ar-

dent love for his nation, especially for the

common man. His lyrics are striking in their

emotional sincerity and simplicity; they have

vigor, courage, and consolation. Very often

the purity of design is classical as well as

deeply moving. In his day anti gave per-

haps the most adequate expression of the

collective national soul, of the common suffer-

ings and longings, and in that sense he is

his nation's spokesman.
See: S. Petrovii, Aleksa Santic (1934); D.

Subotid, "Aleksa anti6," Slavonic Review, III

(1924-1925), 194.
P. A.

Sanz del Rio, Julidn (1814-1869), Spanish
educator and philosopher), horn at Torrear-

valo, Soria, is Spain's first modern thinker. His

life and thinking were conditioned by four

factors. His humble, peasant parentage gave
him moral qualities of profound uprightness.
His desolate birthplace taught him to revere

nature with a religious sense that instilled

in him a lasting admiration for science

(which for Sanz del Rfo meant the projection
into nature of an anxious soul in quest of

the Absolute). He came to feel strongly the

impact of romanticism on philosophy,

through the Neo- Kantian schools of Schelling,

Fichte, and Krause. He was much affected by
the antagonism of the Roman Catholic

Church and of certain intolerant Catholics,

who made a political issue of Sanz del Rio's

serene, objective method; while he went in

quest of the Light that man needs to achieve

his full spiritual and intellectual develop
ment, his Catholic enemies saw in this quest

nothing but rank heresy.

Sanz del Rfo's determination to uplift his

countrymen was so sincere, so little mixed up
with petty political or religious issues that

his first published work, Apuntes sobre

diezmos (1837), is written to oppose the idea

of suppressing the Church's tithes. Later, in

1854, he indicated to the minister of public

instruction, among other university changes,
the need of establishing two full chairs of

liberal theology, so that the secular priests

might have a much better preparation than

they were getting in the seminaries. But his

Ideal de la humanidad para la vida (1860)
was

^ put on the Index, and his Roman
Catholic adversaries made his life so miser-

able and precarious that Sanz del Rfo had
to devote much of his time to defending
himself.

With the help of an uncle, a liberal priest,

Sanz del Rfo had been able to study the

humanities, theology, and law at Granada
and Madrid. His moral quality is shown by
the early giving up of his law practice, the

petty dealings and subterfuges of which he

could not stomach, for the study of philoso-

phy. In 1844 he obtained a fellowship to

study in Germany and went to Heidelberg,
where disciples of Krause were teaching. At

Heidelberg he lived with the famous his-

torian Georg Weber, whose Universal History
he later translated, with a significant intro

duction and valuable commentaries (4 vols.,

1853-1856). One of his friends at Heidelberg
was Henri Amiel (q.v.). On his return to

Madrid, Sanz del Rfo refused to teach phi-

losophy, for which he did not yet feel

adequately equipped, and withdrew to near-

by Illcscas, where he spent almost 10 years

studying and pondering over philosophical

problems. In 1854 he did become professor
of the history of philosophy at the University
of Madrid, and his lectures were attended by
the most prominent and best-known scholars

and statesmen of his time. In 1867 he re-

signed because the minister of public instruc-

tion had demanded that all professors sign a

confession of faith and an oath of allegiance
to the Catholic Church.

Sanz del Rio became primarily a teacher of

teachers who later were to have a tremendous
influence in contemporary Spain, such as

Francisco Giner dc los Rfos, Manuel B. Cossio

(qq.v.), Adolfo Posada, and many others. In

philosophy his most noteworthy contribu-

tions are Sistema de la filosofia metafisica

(1860), Andlisis del pensamiento racional

(1877), and El idealismo absolute (1883). Like

Krause, Sanz del Rfo tries in these works to

bring together two categorical imperatives,
the psychological and the ontological. He
starts with the intuition of the "I" and then

tries to determine the general properties or

the knowledge of the Absolute Being through
this intuition, since perception is the recep-
tion of the object and its retention in the

"I." In his Ideal de la humanidad he dis-

cusses a "fundamental human society" in

which the same political constitution would

bring all men into a permanent peace, a

society of families bound by a harmonious
alliance with God, reason, and nature. In
another work, Filosofia de la muerte (1877),
he studied the meaning of death, from

purely philosophical categories, and here par-

ticularly he has shown his fearless thinking,
following each step of each syllogism to its

ultimate, dauntless conclusions.

See: Gervasio Manrique, Sanz del Rio (n.d.,
ca - *934); J- B. Trend, "Sanz del Rfo, the
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of Modern Spain (1934), pp. 30-49; Pierre

Jobit, Les Educateurs de VEspagne contem-

poraine: Les Krausistes (2 vols., 1936).

F. S. y E.

Sarcey, Francisque (1827-1899, French the-

atrical critic), born in Dourdan, Seine-et-

Oise, said that, in 40 years of professional

theatregoing, he had attended 15,000 per-
formances without one hour of boredom and
without a moment of undue deference to the

tyranny of directors and stars. This claim is

not without foundation; his real popularity
with the French bourgeoisie of his time rests

not merely upon his own announced identity
with any theatregoer but, perhaps chiefly,

upon an individualism and independence to

which he was able to give effective expres-
sion in his familiar, rather commonplace
prose. Most of his comments were published,
on innumerable Mondays, in the Paris

Temps.
His definitely academic training, started

at home (his father was the principal of a

boarding school at Dourdan) and completed
in Paris secondary schools and at the Ecole

Normale SuptTieure, where he was a classmate

of the cerebral Taine (q.v.), proved no check
at all upon his enjoyment of a neatly spun
vaudeville or a bombastic heroic play or

melodrama. From a great predecessor, Les-

sing, who was revealed to him by his friend

De Suckau, he adopted a motto which helped
him in the very midst of realism and natu-

ralism to maintain a kind of middle course:

"Nature is one thing; Art, and mainly theat-

rical Art, is another." Foreshadowing seemed
to him the basic essential of a good play;
la scene a faire was in his view an out and
out necessity for any well-developed stage
work.

"Uncle Sarcey" became a sure guide for

the taste of an immense public and the re-

liance of playwrights in quest of prompt suc-

cess until in the iSgo's the trend towards

symbolism (see French symbolism), to which
he was not sympathetic, made him seem out

of date. Quarante Ans de thddtre (8 vols.,

1900-1902) remains as testimony of a con-

tinuous and sensible devotion to dramatic

criticism. The public lectures which Sarcey

gave, mainly in connection with the revival

of older plays, were not of the same stand-

ard; some of them are remembered as

slightly absurd. In the midst of the Second

Empire, Sarcey was a liberal and attached

to leftist periodicals. Novels (Etienne Moret,

1876; Le Piano de Jeanne, 1876), memoirs

SARDINHA

(Le Siege de Paris, 1871), and a book entitled

Le Mot et la chose (1862) complete the rec-

ord of his publications; they do not add

greatly to his importance.
See: J. Claretie et al., introduction to

Vol. I (1900) of Sarcey, Quarante Ans de
thtdtre.

F. B.

Sardinha, Ant6nio (i887?-i925, Portuguese

poet and journalist), unexcelled as the singer
of rural Portugal, was also the spiritual
father of "intcgralismo," a Portuguese variant

of the French "Action Franchise" (see

Maurras, Charles). Born in Monforte de

Alemtejo, of peasant stock, he always re-

mained attached to his native province, until

his premature death at Elvas. Even before

leaving the University of Coimbra in 1911 he
had embarked on a journalistic career; he be-

came chief editor of the daily A monarquia
(The Monarchy) and later directed A nafao

portuguesa (The Portuguese Nation). Guided

by the critic Moniz Barreto (g.f.), he and the

poet Lopes Vieira (q.v.) founded the move-

ment known as Integralismo Lusitano (1914),

advocating a return to the Catholic monarchy
and an Atlantic Empire closely allied with

Spain, After the murder of Sidonio Paes, the

monarchist deputy Sardinha was exiled in

1919 and spent the following three years in

Spain. He returned to Portugal, but died be-

fore seeing nationalism triumph.
As a poet Sardinha knew how to express

pure human emotion. Thus love for a

woman moved him to write the sonnets of

Chuva da tarde (1923; Evening Rain), and

grief over the death of a little son the

elegies of Era uina vez um menino (1926;

Once upon a Time There Was a Boy). But

most of his verse and prose remained at the

service of traditions whose revival, he

thought, would save Portugal from disintegra-

tion. Not only did he proclaim, like Teixeira

de Pascoais (q.v.), the revigorating virtues of

saiidade (sad memories) and the Messianic

myth of King Sebastian, but he foreshadowed

the "blood and soil" mysticism of the Nazis,

when he identified himself with his forebears

and the soil of Alemtejo in Tronco rever-

decido (1910; New Shoots from an Old

Trunk) and A epopdia da planicie; poemas
da terra e do sangue (1915; The Epic of the

Plain; Poems of Blood and Soil). Exiled in

Toledo, the nationalist poet expressed the

longings of his "old Lusitanian heart" in the

sonnets of Na cdrte da saiidade (1922; At the

Court of Saudade). Also written in exile,

Quando as nascentes despertam . . . (1921;
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When the Springs Awaken . .
.)

exalts rural

Portugal in beautifully tender poems, vibrat-

ing with childhood memories and premoni
tions of early death.

Sardinha devoted most of his energy, how
ever, to political journalism. He developed a

fluid, self-possessed style recalling the bal

anced prose of E^a de Queiroz (q.v.) and the

subtile, icy rationalizations of Charles

Maurras. Having begun his crusade with O
valor da ra$a (1915; The Value of Race), he

summed up his partisan views on history and

politics in A alianfa peninsular (1926; The
Peninsular Alliance).

See: Ramiro de Maeztu, "Pr61ogo," in La

alianza peninsular (1930); Mendes dos

Remdios, Histdria da literatura portuguesa,
6th ed. (1930), p. 574.

G. M. M

Sardou, Victorien (1831-1908), French drama

tist), was born in Paris. After an attempt at

medical studies, he undertook various occu

pations, such as giving private lessons in

science; since he wanted to devote himself to

his theatrical vocation in spite of his family's

opposition and could not expect any assist

ance from them, he had to earn money to

be financially independent. His first play,

La Taverne des etudiants, given at the

Odon in 1854, was a complete failure. Dis-

gusted, he stayed away from the stage for

four years; then, having married an actress,

Mile de Br&rourt, he became connected with

the famous D^jazet, who agreed to play the

main role in Les Premieres Armes de Figaro

(1859). Sardou's productiveness is astonishing,
and likewise his versatility which, if we ex

cept tragedy, enabled him to write all kinds

of plays vaudeville (Les Premieres Armes de

Figaro), pure comedy (Les Pattes de mouche,

1860), high comedy of manners (Nos Intimes,

1860; La Famtlle Benoiton, 1865; Nos Bos

villageois, 1866), comedy of character (Sera-

phine, 1869), historical drama (Patrie, 1869;

La Haine, 1874), historical comedy (Monsieur
Garat, 1860; Madame Sans-Gtne, 1893), a prob-
lem play (Daniel Rochat, 1880), political satire

(Rabagas, 1872), farce (Divorfons, 1880). There
were also farcical plays such as Les Pommes du

voisin, a dark melodrama perhaps parodical

(Les Diables noirs), fairy plays such as Don

Quicfyotte, plays with showy costumes such

as Les Merveilleuses, operatic scenarios such

as Les Barbares for Saint-Saens, and finally,

among the dramas especially written to set

off the various gifts of Sarah Bcrnhardt,
Fedora (1882), Theodora (1884), La Tosca

(1887), Gismonda (1894). His Thermidor

(1891), against the Terror, evoked a violent

uproar, with debates in the Chamber of Depu-
ties, and was suspended after two perform
ances. Robespierre (1899) and Dante (1903),

written for Sir Henry Irving, were never

played in French. Sardou was elected a mem-
ber of the French Academy in 1877.

Perhaps no other igth-century French

dramatist has stirred so many audiences and

acquired a comparable reputation in Europe,
America, and Asia. At the beginning of the

2oth century, Japanese actors were playing
Patrie in Tokyo in Japanese. On the other

hand, there is no dramatic writer who, during
his lifetime, has been less spared by critics.

University critics were almost ferocious.

In objective appraisal there can be little

debate as to Sardou's stagecraft, his talent for

endowing a play with life to the least detail.

For scenery, costumes, and the setting of the

masses in motion, a reconstitution such as

Theodora at the Porte Saint-Martin remains

famous. And if Theodore Barritre, author of

Les Faux Bonshommes, greeted him in his

youth as the incarnation of the theatre, it is

because at an early age Sardou showed himself

unrivaled, even compared with Scribe, in in-

venting plays with one dramatic situation

after another, in rapid succession, which hold

the curiosity of the audience in suspense. His

style was lively, sparkling, often biting. In

many of his comedies he showed such an un

derstanding of actuality that Jules Claretie

once called him a "dramatic barometer/'

But Sardou tried too exclusively to enter-

tain and carry the onlooker through various

emotions by means of the unexpected and

thrilling turns of his plots and sacrificed,

far too much, character study and real life.

This docs not mean that he did not thor-

oughly understand the human heart. Read,
for instance, the quarrel between Theodora
and Justinien or the great love scene in Gis

monda, perhaps one of the most beautifully
written of the contemporary theatre. A re-

vival of La Famille Benoiton at the Odeon
made even a severe critic like Doumic (q.v.)

admit that Sardou had painted from life cer-

tain aspects of the manners of the Second

Empire. Yet (see his own French Academy
speech, published in 1878) he was inclined

to study men and events too much from a

merely theatrical point of view. His charac-

ters are often like silhouettes, and he offers

too frequently a rather unreal synthesis of

pure comedy in the two first acts and of

drame and comedy in the last three. A
purely comic strain often alternates strangely
with an almost caricatural manner. Nor is
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the too free use of wit in the dialogue true

to reality. We observe the author even more
than the character, and when he happens to

make a show of conventional and senti-

mental morals, we are surprised at so naive

an outburst from so clever a writer.

Divorfons, undoubtedly one of Sardou's

masterpieces, is perhaps also the masterpiece
of igth-century farcical plays. In Patrie and
in La Haine the dramatist rises to heroic

heights, lofty emotions. His best comedies, in

spite of their defects, will always offer to the

student of manners useful documentation;
whenever he wanted to be, he was a very

good portrayer of his time. Above all, Vic-

torien Sardou and this is not a minor merit

was able to amuse, charm, and move two

generations of Frenchmen and make them

forget for a few hours the troubles and wor-

ries of everyday life.

See: H. Rebell, Victorien Sardou (1903);
G. Mouly, La Vie prodigieuse de Victorien

Sardou (1931).

L. All.

Sarment, Jean (1897-, French actor and

dramatist), was born in Nantes. He attended
the lycde in that city and after finishing his

studies went to Paris. His talent attracted
the attention of Rejane, the famous actress,
and of the popular actor Max Dearly. He
studied dramatic art at the Paris Conserva-

tory. In 1917, when Jacques Copeau (q.v.),
the director of the Vieux Colombier, left for

America with a company of actors, Sarment

joined the troupe and spent two seasons in

New York. On his return to France he joined
the company of Lugn-Poe (q.v.) at the
Th&Ure de 1'CEuvre and played leading parts
in plays by Ibsen and Strindberg (qq.v.).
Sarment's first two plays, La Couronne de
carton (1920) and Le Pccheur d'ombres

(1921; Eng. tr., Rude Awakening, 1939),
were produced in that theatre, and the au-
thor played the leading roles in both. The
plays were very favorably received and are
still considered by critics to be among his

best. Le Pecheur d'ombres, though its plot
bears no resemblance to that of any of Ib-

sen's plays, has an Ibsenian flavor. The hero
of the play is a young poet who is suffering
from amnesia and who, when cured, finds

life too ugly to endure. There is always a

definite romantic tendency, especially in the

earlier plays of Sarment. His characters seek

to escape from their humdrum existence; it

is invariably the idealist for whom Sarment
shows his sympathy. Sometimes the charac-

ters like to imagine themselves greater than

they are, as in Je suis trop grand pour mod
(1924). Sarment wrote more than 20 plays in

prose and in verse and acted in them as well.

They were produced at the Comdie Fran-

^aise, the Od<km, and in many other Euro-

pean theatres.

See: Lucien Dubech, "Le Th^tre de
M. Jean Sarment," Revue universelle, XVII
(1924), 251-255; L. Delpit, Paris Thedtre

contemporain, 1 (1925), 99-101, II (1938), 20-
21, 149-151; Edmond See, Le Thedtre fran-

fais contemporain (1928), pp. 162-165; M. E.

Coindreau, La Farce est jouee (1942).

H. H.

Sars, Johan Ernst (1835-1917, Norwegian his-

torian and political essayist), born in Flor0,
was long a professor at the University of

Christiania (from 1874). His father, Michael
Sars, was a pioneer in modern zoology, his

mother was a sister of one of the leading
Norwegian poets in the middle of the igth
century, Johan Sebastian Welhaven, and he
received strong impulses both from the
methods of science and from the formal de-

mands of poetry. Stimulated to historical

thinking by Buckle, to scientific generaliza-
tions by Comte and Spencer, to the grasp of

laws in historical facts by Guizot, Tocque-
ville, Fustel de Coulanges, and other French
historians, to passionate search for unity in

the national history of Norway by Bjornson
(</.i/.)

and by contemporary politics, Sars

created the first great synthesis of Norwegian
history in his capital work, Udsigt over den
norske historie (4 volsM 1873-1891; View of

Norwegian History). Here he showed the

virtual continuity of national development
from the first historical times down to the

present, even through the "dark" centuries of

foreign domination. Indeed Sars found the

germs of decay even in the very elements of

greatness and those of a new rise in essentials

of the downfall, and arrived at general his-

torical laws of the growth and decline of

nations. The immediate effect of his work
was the shaping of national thought in Nor-

way. He undertook his historical work with
the program of rousing the nation to fight
for full political and intellectual independ-
ence, and he became a spiritual leader in this

fight, popularizing his historical ideas in

pamphlets and articles, working as journalist
and editor of magazines. In his historical

works and essays he proved a brilliant por-
traitist, often with a touch of irony, and the

paradoxical antithesis that was at the founda-
tion of his historical thought, put, as it were,
its mark even on his style, which was no
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doubt influenced by French manners of writ-

ing. All this made his essays delightful read-

ing, though they often angered his opponents

by their scathing polemics against obsolete

conceptions or against undignified servility

to authorities. He wanted to throw open the

door for all modern science and new ideas,

and the magazines of which he was coeditor

from 1877 to the end of the century were

pioneers in this task.

See: H. Koht, in Nordmaend i del i$de
aarhundrede, III (1914), 69-98, and in For-

handlinger i videnskaps-selskapet i Kristiania

(1917), pp. 95-112; J. S. Worm-Miiller, in

Norsk historisk videnskap i femti ar (1920),

pp. 25-41.
H. K.

Sartre, Jean Paul (1905-, French philosopher,
critic, novelist, and dramatist), a Parisian by
birth, wrote between 1936 and 1940 certain

studies in the realm of psychology which,

though deeply original, remained little

known except to initiates (L
1

Imagination,

1936; Esquisse d'une throne des emotions,

1939; L'Imaginaire, 1940). A series of critical

essays, published in the Nouvelle Revue

franfaise (on Francois Mauriac, q.v.; John
Dos Passos, William Faulkner, et a/.), intro-

duced him to the general public. There fol-

lowed a novel, La Nausee (1938), which
evoked in most somber tones the hopelessness
of man's situation in the midst of a universe

where "nothing, absolutely nothing, justifies

his existence." A volume of short stories (Le

Mur, 1939) seemed to emphasize further the

author's cynicism and despair, his sense of

"the absurdity of it all," his blunt and scorn-

ful appraisal of human motives and be*

havior. By and large, Sartre's production of

these earlier years, however talented and

morbidly fascinating it may have been, re-

ceived only part of the attention which it

deserved.

The situation was sharply modified during
the Second World War. Public interest was

thoroughly aroused by knowledge of Sartre's

valiant role in the French resistance to the

German oppressor, and more especially by
the manner in which, with his spectacular
drama Les Mouches (1943), set in Argos un-
der the reign of Aegisthus, he managed to

delude Nazi censorship and issue a stirring
call on behalf of liberty. Later, audiences
listened spellbound to his one-act play, Huis-
Clos (1944), a remarkably taut and dense

symbol ization of Hell in the form of a bare,

cheap hotel room where three persons a

man, two women are forever condemned to

each other's presence: 'TEnfer, c'est les

Autres." In 1943 Sartre also produced his

monumental, 7oo-page philosophical treatise,

L'Etre et le neant. He now reached a position
of singular eminence in the world of French

letters. Much was being written, including a

novel by his disciple and friend, Simone de

Beauvoir (L'Invitee, 1943), about the "cna-
cle" of the Catt de Flore of which he had
become the principal and most picturesque
ornament. His prestige was currently likened

to that of Maurice Barr6s or Andr6 Gide

(qq-v.) in former days, and some enthusiasts,

hastily coining the word "Sartrism," predicted
that the new system would displace Bergson-
ism (see Bergson, Henri) as the most modern

expression of French philosophical thinking.
The fact is that a considerable following,
which included a number of fashionable

ladies, was converted to existentialism over-

night.
Existentialism as propounded in L'Etre et

le neant is the French naturalization of Ger-

man phenomenology, itself grafted on the

century-old philosophy of Soren Kierkegaard.
Sartre fully recognizes his debt to Husserl

and Heidegger, but likes to point out that

the existential viewpoint is already implicit
in the Cogito of Descartes. Reality (notwith-

standing positivism) has no meaning save for
the mind that is the starting point. How-
ever, the existentialists add, it does not fol-

low (as idealism would have it) that all

reality is in the mind. The outer world ex-

ists. "Human reality," in fact, is a centrifugal
force incessantly directed toward physical

objects or other persons treated as physical

objects. It yearns to achieve the wholeness

and self-identity which is the attribute of

things without losing the self-consciousness

which is the attribute of man. This, accord-

ing to Sartre, is a logical contradiction.

Human existence, therefore, will be charac-

terized by a lack, a void, a frustration. While
it is because of this very incompleteness that

we are capable of freedom, our liberty itself

is a function of "le n&mt." It is born in

anguish (cf. the "concept of dread" of Kierke*

gaard) and carries us toward the unpre-
dictable realization of our essence which

will not be complete till the day of our

death.

It will readily be seen that all of Sartre's

works his treatises, his novels, his dramas
are but different wings of the same "ex-

istential" edifice, to be ultimately crowned

by a system of ethics. The attitude expressed
in La Nausee represented a preliminary and

indispensable stage. We are now promised a
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new humanism, the first glimpse of which

may be afforded by the triptych of novels

entitled Les Chemins de la Libertd (L'Age de

raison, Le Sursis, La Dernitre Chance, the

first two published in 1945) and the essay en-

titled L'Existentialisme est un humanisme

(1946). This new humanism Sartre defines as

"without illusions (that is to say, divorced

from religious experience), but full of con-

fidence in the grandeur of humanity; hard,

but without useless violence; passionate yet

restrained; striving to paint the metaphysical
condition of man while fully participating in

the movements of society/'

That a starkly pessimistic writer should

emerge as a spiritual leader and a moralist

in the old French tradition is not only com-

patible with existential tenets in general but

with Sartre's temperament as well. Of his

many complexes some arc deeply personal;
others he holds in common with his genera-
tion that of the 1920*8. The significant fact,

however, is that Sartre's intellectual life,

though at times "dangerous" in the Nie-

tzschean sense, never sank to the depths of

nihilism which engulfed some of his con-

temporaries. The Ecole Normale Superieure
of his day (1924-1928) was largely under the

sway of Alain (see Chartier, Emile), whose

steady questioning of all accepted values

found its own corrective in rugged indi-

vidualism and dialectical vigor. The "official"

teachings of the Sorbonne may have proved

repulsive to the student Sartre as they did to

his roommate and constant companion, Paul

Nizan (see Nizan's Les Chiens de garde, 1932).

Nevertheless, it is characteristic of him that

he should have accepted the yoke and disci-

pline of an academic career, first in the

provinces (Lyces of Laon and Le Havre),
then in Paris (Lyce Condorcet), until the

time when he was satisfied that he had found
a plausible answer universal perhaps, well-

integrated at any rate to the riddle of his

own existence. Thus the varied and massive

production that followed was not the im-

provised venture of a dilettante; it was an

orderly release of pent-up energy.
See: Simone de Beauvoir, Pyrrhus et Cindas

(1944); H. J. Ayer, "Novelists-Philosophers:

Jean-Paul Sartre," Horizon, XII (London,

1945), 12-26, 101-1 10; Jean Beaufret, "A pro-

pos de I'existentialisme," Confluences, N. S.

(1945), Nos. 2-6; Claude Edmonde Magny,
"Systfcme de Sartre/' Esprit, Annde XIII

(
1 945) PP- 564~58o > 7 9-7*4; R- Campbell,
Jean-Paul Sartre, ou une Literature philoso-

phique (1945).

J.-A. B.

Savinkov, Boris Viktorovich (pseud. V. Rop-
shin, 1879-1925, Russian terrorist and novel-

ist), born in Kharkov, Ukraine, is one of the

most colorful figures in the annals of revolu-

tion. As a youth he joined the Social Revolu-

tionists. Deported to Vologda, he escaped via

Archangel to Geneva. There he entered the

secret terrorist unit of the party, the Fighting

Brigade, and returned in disguise to Russia to

organize first the assassination (1904) of Von
Plehve, minister of the interior, and second

that of the Grand Duke Sergei (1905). His

prestige in the party exalted by his brilliant

daring and inexhaustible resources, he pro-
ceeded to engineer a series of conspiracies

including several attempts on the life of Nich-

olas II attended by numerous hairbreadth

escapes. After the first 1917 Revolution he be-

came Kerensky's minister of war. Violently

anti-Bolshevik, he fled in October and there-

after fomented counterrevolutionary activities

of wide range and ferocity. In 1924 he re-

entered the LLS.S.R. and was instantly arrested

and tried (August 27-29). Death sentence was

commuted to 10 years' imprisonment. Mysteri-
ous circumstances yet surround his apparent
suicide on May 7, 1925.

Savinkov's literary work is fascinating in a

documentary sense rather than as pure litera-

ture. His four books, all more or less autobio-

graphical, provide an intimate and indispen-
sable account of the early terrorists' activities

and of their macabre psychology. Kon bledny

(1909; Eng. tr., The Pale Horse, 1917) is al-

ready a classic example of this genre. This

pseudo novel, together with To chto ne sluchi-

los (1913; Eng. tr., What Never Happened,
1917), Kon voronoi (1923; Eng. tr., The Black

Horse, 1924), and Vospominaniya terrorista

(1926; Memoirs of a Terrorist), leaves an in-

delible impression of the spiritual tragedy of

the political destroyer and of his paradoxical
mixture of fanaticism, egotism, and self-sacri

fice.

See: B. Pares, review of Delo Borisa Savin-

kova (n.d.; The Trial of Boris Savinkov) in

Slavonic Review, IV (1925-1926), 760-769;
Y. Sazonova, review of Vospominaniya terra-

rista in Sovremennyia zapiski, XXXI (1927),

463-466; H. Danjou, "Notre Ami 1 'assassin,"

Les CEuvres inddites, No. 112, October, 1930

pp. 283-324.
N. S.

Savoir, Alfred (1883-1934, French dramatist),
born in L6di, Poland, went to France, where
he substituted Savoir for the family name,

Posymanski. His Le Bapteme (1908) and La
Sonate de Kreutzer (1925) present a bitter and
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cruel picture of life, quite different from that

portrayed in his better-known light and witty

comedies such as La Huittirne Femme de

Barbe-Bleue (1921), La Grande Duchesse

(1924), Passy 08-45 (1928), and Lui (1929; Eng.

tr., He, 1933). He invented a new type of

dramatic entertainment, a kind of symbolic
farce or vaudeville of ideas, of which good

examples are Le Dompteur (1925), La Cou-

turitre de LunJville (1923), and Le Figurant
de la gaite (1926). Le Dompteur, translated

into English as The Tamer; or, English as It

Is Eaten, sets the pattern for this type of play:

a brutal lion tamer who believes in strict dis

cipline is set opposite a philosophical English-

man, a firm believer in the freedom of the

will. The tyranny of the tamer wins the circus

lady whom they both love, while the philoso-

pher is eaten by the animals he pities. Such a

grotesque situation offered abundant opportu-

nity for the ingenuity and fantasy of Savoir.

Many of his plays were turned into films, and

toward the end of his life he was actively en

gaged in promoting an international associa-

tion of writers of original plays for the cinema.

His plays, well written and cleverly con-

structed, reflect certain aspects of his epoch,
but now seem ephemeral and artificial.

]. F. M.

Scarfoglio, Edoardo (1860-1917, Italian eclitoi

and critic), was born at Paganica. Aquila, and

died in Naples. He was editor of several news

papers, founder of the Mattino, and for a time

husband of Matilde Serao (q.v.), many of

whose works he published. An important

figure in politics and letters, he never attained

an outstanding position in either. Mixing vio

lent feelings with pessimism and cynicism, he

considered himself a buccaneer floundering
in nonheroic waters. Frequently his news

paper experiences took the form of piratical

adventures in which the sword often proved
more effective than the pen. He fought several

duels, including a famous one with his old

friend D'Annunzio (q.v.) and one with Felice

Cavallotti, outstanding representative of de

mocracy in politics and romanticism in litera

ture. His first book is the only one of verse he

ever wrote (Papaveri, 1880), and is no worse

than many other Carducci (q.v.) imitations of

the period; his short stories (// Processo di

Fripe, 1884) exaggerate the folkloristic,

rugged, primitive life of the peasant of the

Abruzzi; his several books of travel (In Le-

vante e a traverso i Balkani, 1890; Le Nostre

Cose in Africa, 1895; Itinerario verso i paesi

d'Etiopia, 1895-1896; // Cristiano errante,

1897) are interesting and vivid reporting, with

a nostalgic yearning for the countries de-

scribed that exhausts itself in the pen rather

than in active participation or conquest. Scar-

foglio's literary fame is based chiefly on his

Libro di Don Chisciotte (1885; reprinted 1911,

1925), which is more important as a personal
tribute to the Roman literature of the new

Italy than for its literary acuteness and in-

sight. He shows his lack of judgment by
preferring Capuana to Verga (qq.v.)\ But
in his effective description of the youth-
ful D'Annunzio transformed by Roman Cir-

ces into a sort of gigolo he demonstrates

his mastery of caricature. In hi* last few

years Scarfoglio's powerful invectives were di-

rected against English imperialism (// Popolo
dai cinque pasti, 1915; La Guerra delta ster-

lina, 1915).

Much of Scarfoglio's correspondence is in

private hands and is of too intimate a char-

acter to be published. Many articles may be
found in the files of old newspapers, but only
an interest in Scarfoglio's bullying, bragging,
and boasting prose would warrant examining
them. An anthology of his works, prepared by
Alberto Consiglio, was published in 1932.

G. P.

Schaeffer, Albrecht (1885-, German poet, nov

elist, and essayist), was born in Elbing, West
Prussia. His childhood was spent in Hanover.
He studied in Munich and in Berlin, tried his

hand at journalism, but soon gave it up and
settled in the Inn valley of southern Bavaria.

He was writing poetry at the age of 14, and all

his early compositions were in metrical form

poems, romances, verse epics, plays with

the exception of the novel Helianth (1920),
which established his reputation as a writer.

Helianth is a three-volume novel of appren-

ticeship in the tradition of Goethe's Wilhelm
Meister and Gottfried Keller's (q.v.) Der

griine Heinrich, deeply concerned with the

meaning and value of art. The young author's

guiding spirit was Stefan George (q.v.). With
him he revolted against materialism and

cheap opportunism, seeking "the radiant mys*

tery of things" and their adequate poetic ex-

pression. A searching study of George forms
the major essay in his volume Dichter und

Dichtung (1923). Schaeffer, like so many of

his contemporaries, is also attracted by psycho-

logical analysis and naturalistic description of

abnormal events and human situations. Some
of his short stories, e.g., Der Hund (1918), Der
hollische Sebastian (1928), Das Opfertier

(1936), as well as episodes in most of his works

pay tribute to naturalism (see German natu-

ralism, French naturalism) although an un-
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dercurrent of mysticism seems to suggest sub-

tler, symbolic meanings.

Religion of a mystical and speculative but

emphatically Christian kind, the classics, na-

ture and life close to the soil, are the domi-

nating elements in Schaeffer's work. Der gott-

liche Dulder (1920) retells the adventures of

Ulysses; Parzival (1922) is a new and brilliantly

imaginative adaptation of the medieval epic;

Aphaia: Der Weg der Cotter, Volker und
Zahlen (1937) gives a mystical interpretation
of certain numbers and their relations to reli-

gion, art, and the evolution of national cul-

tures, based on the proportions of an ancient

Greek temple. On the other hand, Schaeffer's

latest novels, Cara (1936) and Ruhland: Le-

bensbild eines Marines (1937), grew out of the

deep contentment which their author had

found at last in working the land and sharing
the community of country people. They are

not "novels of the soil"; their characters' fore-

most concern is still with problems of the

spirit, and their primitive living does not lead

to an oversimplified type of human experi-
ence. Ruhland is Faustian in its restless search

for lasting spiritual satisfaction and repre-
sents in composition and style as well as in its

thought a synthesis of realistic observation,

imaginative interpretation, and ethical intent

which makes it an outstanding example of the

German character novel. Schaeffer left Ger-

many before the Second World War and is at

present living in the United States.

See: W. Muschg, Der dichterische Charak

ter (1929); Schaeffer,
4<

Sicbengang: Eine Selbst

darstellung," Die neue Rundschau, Jahrgang
XLV (1934), Bd. II, pp. 312-321.

E. M. F.

Schafer, Wilhelm (1868-, German novelist and

essayist), was born into a peasant family in

Ottrau, Hesse-Nassau. He spent his early life

near Diisseldorf and for a period of several

years was a schoolteacher at Vohwinkel and
Eberfeld. Later he had a chance to travel in

Switzerland and France; in 1900 he moved to

Berlin where, in close friendship with Richard

Dehmel (q>v.)> he worked as a free-lance

writer. He soon felt the need for the strength
and traditions of his native soil, and in 1900,

after having published more than five volumes

of narrative prose some of them influenced

by the novels of Bjornson (q.v.) he founded
the magazine Die Rheinlande, in which he

gathered together material relating to the

history and folklore of western Germany.
SchSfcr's celebrated versions of the Rhineland

sagas (Rheinsagen) appeared in 1908, written

in his characteristically straightforward and

warm prose. At the same time he developed
the old literary medium of the short and sig*

nificant anecdote, of which he and Johann
Peter Hebel (1760-1826) have written the most

distinguished examples in German literature

(Gesammelte Anekdoten, 1929; Wendekreis
neuer Anekdoten, 1937). In all his work a

strong sense of the writer's pedagogical re-

sponsibility (see his Pestalozzi tale, Der

Lebenstag eines Menschenfreundes, 1915) is

coupled with a lively feeling for historical

continuity and pride in the national heritage

(Die dreizehn Bucher der deutschen Seele,

1922; Der deutsche Gott, 1923; Auf Spuren der

alien Reichsherrlichkeit, 1933; Deutsche Re-

den, 1933; Theoderich, Konig des Abend-

landes, 1939). In his many narratives, espe-

cially perhaps in his most popular novel, Der

Hauptmann von Kdpenick (1930), he conveys
the generosity of his humor, and the seem-

ingly casual skill of a born storyteller, through
a language which was originally impression-
istic, but has gradually grown more definite

in its plasticity and steadiness of rhythm.
Since 1918 Schafer has lived in Ludwigs-

hafen (Lake Constance). He became an early
member of the Prussian Academy of Art and,
more recently, of the Akadcmie der Dichtung.

See: O. Doderer, ed., Bekenntnis zu Wil-

helm Schafer (1928); Schafer, Mein Leben

(1934) and Meine Eltern (1937); H. Langen-
bucher, "Wilhelm Schafer zum 70. Geburts-

tag," Zeitschrift fur deutsche Bildung, XIV
(1938), 32-41; W. Steinborn, "Dichterische

Existenz," Das Innere Reich, IV (1938), 1208-

1237.

V. L.

Schafter, Albrecht, see Schaeffer.

Schaffner, Jakob (1875-1944, Swiss novelist),
was born in Basle, raised in an orphanage,
and then made to serve an apprenticeship to

a cobbler, though his ambition was to be-

come a teacher. As a journeyman cobbler he
traveled all over Europe and in the process
discovered and developed his ability as a

writer and was soon able to live by his pen.
The latter fact is a measure of his natural

talent; Schaffner possesses indeed an un-

usually spontaneous power of expression, is a

master in bringing to life the greatest variety
of European scenes, and enters with astound-

ing psychological understanding into almost

any German dialect.

Yet he was far too much interested in

social and political life to succumb to the

danger of becoming a mere virtuoso. The
unfair treatment he received in his youth
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may have kindled in him that spirit of re-

volt against bourgeois ideals which permeates
the very style of his books, to say nothing
of their content. Ever since his early auto-

biographical novel, Konrad Pilater (1910),

heralded the dissenter from Swiss middle-

class aspirations, Schaffner was different from

and often opposed to his countrymen. He is

passionate and temperamental to a fault, and
his characters show none of the serene tran-

quillity or exasperating heaviness which is

associated with Swiss writing; his women no
less openly than his men defy conventional

standards and claim the right to follow

instinct or intellect. But after the First World
War, and no doubt under the influence of

pressing social problems, Schaffner's work was

marked by a transition from non-cooperative
individualism to the serious effort for recon-

struction. Unfortunately the remedies he be-

gan to advocate only widened the gulf

separating him from his compatriots. For

Schaffner, who had always been a firm be-

liever in the possibility of combining patriot-
ism with socialism, cast his lot in with Ger-

man National Socialism whose good points,
as he saw it, he tried to interpret for

Switzerland. That he was not an uncritical

adherent of the German form of totalitarian-

ism is evidenced by his spirited account of a

"strength through joy" trip, in Volk zu Schiff

(1936). Today Schaffner stands fully dis-

credited as a social and political reformer in

the eyes of his countrymen, and his reputa-
tion as a novelist has suffered proportionately.
The time will however come when we can

again do justice to his creative work, and it

is safe to assume that his voluminous auto-

biographical novels Johannes (1922), Die

Junglingszeit des Johannes Schattenhold

(1930), and Eine deutsche Wanderschaft

(1933) will then be enjoyed both for their

documentary value and for their imaginative
and stylistic vividness.

See: R. Faesi, Gestalten und Wandlungen
schweizerischer Dichtung (1922), pp. 168-203;
P. Fassler, Jakob Schaffner; Leben und Werk

(1937)-

H. B.

Schaukal, Richard von (1874-, Austrian poet,

novelist, and essayist), was born at Briinn in

Austrian Moravia, the son of an apothecary.
He' studied law at the University of Vienna,
entered the service of the Austrian state in

1897, and achieved considerable distinction as

a state official; when the Austrian monarchy
collapsed in 1918, Schaukal gave up his posi-
tion and lived thereafter in retirement in a

suburb of Vienna. Schaukal's literary produc-
tion, though not extensive, is of high quality.
While his prose fiction (Eros Thanatos, 1906;
a collection of stories) is respectable, his few

essays (Giorgione, 1907) noteworthy, and his

translations of French poets (Baudelaire, Ver-

laine, Nachdichtungen, 1906) distinguished.
he is likely to live longest through his lyric

poetry, the first of which was published before

he was 20 (Gedichte, 1893). It is in this field

that a genuine development is discernible in

his work. Sloughing off a certain amount of

affectation and posing, a blas weariness and

pallor, Schaukal began to come into his own
around 1900 and steadily grew thereafter in

power and assurance. At the same time he
was establishing the principles that were more
and more to govern his lyric utterance. These
are mainly three, insistence upon the validity
and necessity of tradition in life as in art, con-

sistent and conscious advocacy of the "aristo-

cratic" point of view, the conception of artistic

form as central and not peripheral. Constantly

filing and polishing his poems, he reissued

them as if executing a trust (Ausgewdhlte
Gedichte, 1909; Gedichte, 1891-1918, 1918).

There is also a marked trend toward conserva-

tism in style as in subject matter.

See: J. Nadler, Schaukals lyrisches Werk

B. Q. M.

Schaumann, Ruth (1899-, German poet, sculp-

tor, and graphic artist), was born in Hamburg,
the daughter of an army officer who was killed

in 1917 in the battle of Verdun. At the age of

six she became seriously ill and has been in

delicate health ever since. While still at

school she felt the urge to write. In 1917 she

went to Munich to begin her training as an

artist, but another serious illness kept her in

bed for several years. It was then that she

wrote most of her deeply religious poems
which appeared in her first book, Die Rathe-

drale (1920). They are expressionistic in style
and reveal a fervor of devotion akin to that

of the medieval mystics. The same spirit ex-

presses itself in her religious sculpture of that

period which is strongly influenced by Gothic

art. A trend towards a simpler and more per-
sonal style (volksliedhaft) is already noticeable

in her collection of poems Der Knospengrund
(1922) and in Das Passional (1922), the story
of the Passion of Christ. It becomes more and
more marked in her later works (short stories,

fairy tales, novels, plays) with their faith, child-

like humility, and wonder towards God and
his creation. In 1924 Ruth Schaumann entered

the Catholic Church.
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Marriage did not interfere with her literary
and artistic endeavors. Her talents are happily
combined in books of verse and prose, some
of them written for her children and illus-

trated with her sensitive drawings and wood-
cuts (Die Kinder und die Tiere, 1928; Die

geliebten Dinge, 1930). The outstanding quali-
ties of her poems and unpresumptuous tales

are her convincing sincerity and her quiet and
delicate approach. Where she attempts more,
the lack of touch with reality and her con-

sciously limited scope of thinking and feeling
result in vagueness and absence of color.

See: R. Hetsch, Ruth Schaumann Buck

0933)-
O. S. F

Schendel, Arthui van (1874-, Dutch novelist),

was born at Batavia, Dutch East Indies. He
studied English language and literature, in-

tending to become a high school teacher. He
taught for a number of years in England and

Holland, but in the go's began to devote him-

self exclusively to creative writing. He made
his literary ddbut with a short story called

"Drogon" (1896), a medieval tale of a shy, pas-
sionate eccentric who seduces his brother's

wife when her husband has gone to the Holy
Land. In 1897 followed

MDe Schoone Jacht"

(The Beautiful Chase), another strange, fan-

tastic tale of medieval life.

Not until 1907 did his peculiar talent show
itself in full strength in Een Zwerver Verliefd

(A Wanderer in Love). It tells of the monk
Tamalone's restless longing for distant lands

and of his love for the girl who had been en-

trusted to his protection by her lover. Een

Berg van Droomen (1913; A Mountain of

Dreams) takes the reader into a fairy-tale

world of dreamlike imaginings. With the ap-

pearance of Het Fregatschip Johanna Maria

(1930; Eng. tr., The "Johanna Maria," 1935),

Van Schendel turned from dream to reality.

It is the biography of a sailing vessel, one of

the last of Holland's merchant marine that

survived the coming of the steamship. The
hero of his tale is Jacob Brouwer, the sail-

maker of the brave ship. He has known her

from the day that she was launched, he has

served among her crew with a devotion such

as no man gives to a soulless thing, he has at

last become her owner and must suffer the

pain of parting with the dear one, unable to

rescue her from the scrap heap which becomes
her burial place. It is a restrained, objective
record of a simple life that approaches great-
ness through its generous surrender to a single
devotion. The book was hailed at once as a

masterpiece and awarded the annual prize of

the Maatschappij der Nederlandsche Letter-

kunde (Society of Netherlands Literature) as

the most distinguished literary work of the

year. The best known among his later novels

are De Waterman (1933; The Waterman),
De Rijke Man (1936; The Rich Man), and
Grauwe Vogels (1937; Eng. tr., Grey Birds

1939)-

Van Schendel's technique is that of the un
emotional recorder. His narrative lacks dra-

matic quality. It never breaks into dialogue.
His characters move speechless through his

stories, like figures that one sees in dreams.
Van Schendql, nevertheless, is regarded by his

Dutch contemporaries as Holland's greatest

living novelist. A group of his admirers pro-

posed him, in 1939, as a candidate for the

Nobel prize.

A. J. B

Scherer, Edmond (1815-1889, French critic

and publicist), was born in Paris, of Swiss

forebears. He was in some respects the Protes

tant counterpart of Ernest Renan (q.v.) An
ordained minister in the Reformed Swiss

Church, he was one of the many victims of

19th-century science, losing his faith and

breaking with the Church in 1861. He left

Geneva at that time and made Versailles his

home. He was associated until his death with
the famous daily, Temps, of which he was one

of the founders and editors. An unusually

prolific writer, Scherer contributed more than

3300 articles of a literary or political nature

to the Temps and to learned journals and

periodicals. Though a politician of some note

(he was senator in 1875), his title to fame rests

largely on his contributions to the world of

letters. Throughout his long career at the

Temps (26 years), he seldom failed to publish
under the heading "Vari(hs" a substantial

weekly article on literature. The most signifi-

cant of these articles were rcpublished under

the title Etudes sur la literature contempo-
raine (10 vols., 1863-1895). These studies in

literature are characterized by their straight-

forwardness, penetration, literary taste, and

cosmopolitan nature. Dealing in the main
with French letters, Scherer's studies include

outstanding names and works in English,

German, Spanish, and Italian literature. His

articles on English literature were translated

by George Saintsbury under the title Essays
on English Literature (1891).

When Sainte-Beuve died (1869), the distinc

tion of succeeding the renowned author of the

Lundis fell upon Scherer. As an admiring dis-

ciple of Sainte-Beuve, Scherer was consistently,

though not servilely, faithful to his master's
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method of looking for the man behind the

author in a literary work. A book reveals the

soul and temperament of its author to the

critic who deserves his name; one of the chief

tasks of the critic should then be to under-

stand the more or less veiled message about

himself which the writer wittingly or unwit-

tingly transmits in his work, and the critic

should present it to his readers in a detailed

pen picture. Scherer's manner is less circui-

tous, or less discreet, than that of Sainte-

Beuve. With a few bold, well-studied

strokes he strives to produce and leave a

lifelike, lasting impression on the reader's

mind.

Scherer was admittedly influenced by Hegel,
on whose work he wrote an article deemed a

literary event at the time of its publication in

the Revue des deux rnondes (February 15,

1861). Like many of his contemporaries,
Scherer adopted a relativistic philosophy.
When he is dealing with literature, however,

he for the most part forgets his theories on

historical criticism; he is far less interested

than many in unearthing the numerous, often

doubtful influences that have brought about

the genesis and development of a literary

work. The finished product itself as a work of

art and the author's ideas about life and its

gravest concerns these, above all, attract

Scherer's attention. His characteristic quali

ties are sincerity and literary taste; his neat,

sober, rapidly moving and incisive style is that

of a thinker whose prime concern is the true

and the beautiful.

Though Scherer's contemporaries (among
these Sainte-Beuve and Renan) held his work

in high esteem, his influence during his life

time and since has never been very great.

Reasons for the relative obscurity of a man
who seemed to deserve better of posterity can

be conjectured. Scherer's point of view and

style were not entirely French, since his back

ground and education were in great part

Swiss; his somewhat puritanical approach to

literature was not always acceptable to or un-

derstood by the Parisians for whom he wrote;

a too exclusive independence and "ivory-

tower" attitude left Scherer on the margin of

social and literary circles where the climate

of opinion on belles-lettres often originated;

finally, Scherer judged democracy severely at

a time when popular hopes ran high in this

new experiment, and he expressed undisguised

pessimism about the destiny- of France under
a democratic regime (see La Democratic en

France, 1883). In spite of Scherer's unpopu-
larity in his own country, all those who have

respect for keen literary taste and refined in-

tellectual honesty may well continue to con-

sult his articles.

See: O. Grtfard, Edmond Scherer (1890);
E, Boutmy, Taine, Scherer, Laboulaye (1901);
N. Tremblay, La Critique litteraire d*Ed-
mond Scherer (1932).

N. J. T.

Schickele, Ren (1885-1940, German novelist,

poet, and dramatist), manifests in his life and
works the fate of a citizen in a boundary land
between two great cultures. Son of a German
father and a French mother, he grew up in

Alsace, a country sadly split in its loyalty by
the cleavage between Germany and France.

He studied in Strassburg, then turned to

journalism and the publishing of magazines.
His first volumes of poetry were collected in

Der Ritt ins Leben (1905). Torn between the

elemental "natural force" of his paternal an-

cestry and the greater "historical force" ex-

erted by France, he developed his ideal of

the supernational European who is indebted
to both "fatherlands." Der Frernde (1907),
Schickele's first novel, reveals the contradic-

tory elements in the character of its author,
who later alternated between expressionist
and impressionist modes of style. Several vol-

umes of poetry were followed by the novel

Benkal, der Frauentroster (1914), an impres-
sive fantastic vision of the coming war and its

implicit absurdity. After the outbreak of the

war Schickele was then living in Berlin he
wrote within a few months the successful

drama Hans im Schnakenloch (1916). The
hero, a full-blooded, impetuous fanner, stands

between two nations and two women. When
the hour strikes, all about him make clear

decisions and know where they stand; only
Hans is torn within himself. Death in the

French army, which he expects to be defeated,
is the last hope of the fugitive from home.
Soon banned in Germany and condemned in

France, the drama gives evidence of the trend

of Schickele's development.
In December, 1914, he had become the

editor of Die weissen Blatter. He transferred

the publication from Berlin to Zurich and
made it the effective mouthpiece of European
anti-war sentiment, counting among its con-

tributors literary leaders from many lands.

Schickele himself became an advocate of a

revolution which would know no force other

than that "of the heart, of persuasion, and of

a joyful example." Soon disappointed after

the war, he retired to the Black Forest and
wrote the trilogy, Das Erbe am Rhein, the

epic of Alsace and the Alsatians, comprising
Maria Capponi (1925; Eng. tr., 1928), Blick
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auf die Vogesen (1927; Eng. tr., Heart of Al-

sace, 1929), and Der Wolf in der Hiirde (1929).
The great problems of politics are seen from
the point of view of a cultured but kind-

hearted human being. The brilliancy and clar-

ity of the South are accepted and portrayed
as objectively as the mysticism of weaving
mists in the Black Forest. To Schickele's way
of thinking the solution of the problems be-

tween France and Germany may be achieved

in terms of concrete humanity.
Driven to France after 1933, Schickele wrote

the novel Die Flaschenpost (1937), the tragedy
of an individualist who in the confusion of

modern times finds ultimate peace in an in-

sane asylum. A book on D. H. Lawrence (1934)
had shown Schickele as a lucid and passionate

interpreter of creative genius.
See: A. Soergel, Dichtung und Dichter der

Zeit, Neue Folge: Im Banne des Expression-
ismus, 4. Auflage (1927), pp. 324-326, S? 1^?8

W. K. P.

Schlaf, Johannes (1862-1941, German drama
tist and novelist), was born in Querfurt, Sax

ony, where he received his early education

until his parents moved to Magdeburg in

1874. In childhood he showed literary and
artistic inclinations which his parents discour

aged and suppressed. At the Gymnasium he

knew Conradi
(g.i/.),

who impressed him

greatly. After two semesters at Halle, where
he switched quickly from theology to philoso

phy, he completed his training as a philologist
in Berlin (1887). He became a member of the

literary group "Durch" (q-v.), where young
enthusiasts like Heinrich and Julius Hart

(<7-i/.),
Bruno Wille, Wilhelm Boelsche (q.v.)>

Leo Berg, el al. were discussing the requi-
sites of "modern" literature. Already familiar

with the new trends and basically in sym-

pathy with them, Schlaf accepted an invi-

tation to collaborate with Arno Holz (q.v.)

in putting such theories into practice. The
winter of 1887-1888 yielded a series of

sketches, three of which were published as

Papa Hamlet (1889), under the joint pseudo

nym Bjarne P. Holmsen. Their accurate pre-
sentation of everyday life in its most prosaic
and minute details was carried out with scien-

tific precision and utilized photographic and

phonographic techniques. Mannerisms and

speech differences of each character were care-

fully noted and became valuable adjuncts of

these milieu studies which aimed not at inter

preting but depicting life. They presented, in

fact, only the depressing meanness and squalor
of bourgeois society. The literary value of

these sketches is intrinsically small, but

their immediate effect was important: they
launched German naturalism (q.v.), from
which emerged Gerhart Hauptmann (q.v.).
Earlier and similar sketches, "Die papierne
Passion/' were finally published in a collec-

tion, Neue Gleise (1891), together with Papa
Hamlet and the drama Die Familie Selicke

(1889). The last, a drab and depressing milieu

study of an incompatible bourgeois marriage
which gradually killed any hope of happiness
for the whole family, set the pattern of con-
sistent naturalism (konsequenter Naturalis*

mus).
After 1892 Schlaf and Holz wrote independ-

ently and indulged for years in disputes re-

garding their individual shares in their joint
efforts. A reasonable and fair estimate must

emphasize that Schlaf had the deeper poetic
nature while Holz was the energetic and

aggressive theorist who formulated the prin-
cipal ideas of German naturalism and gave
final form to their cooperative writings. Schlaf

published Meister Oclze (1892; revised 2d ed.,

1908), technically perhaps the best naturalistic

drama, though never successful in the theatre.

Quite in contrast to the crass naturalism of

these works are the delicate impressionistic
sketches of idyllic contentment far from city
turmoil and strife, In Dingsda (1892) and

Friihling (1894). After a serious nervous col

lapse (1893-1896), Schlaf wrote further dramas
and stories, followed by ambitious novels that

attempted to combat the decadent spirit of

the age and to present the problematic nature
of modern man in terms of a new positive
faith in spiritual values. He stressed psycho
logical analysis of human character in conflict

with the world and itself. These novels, Das
Dritte Reich (1900), Die Suchenden (1901),
and Peter Bojes Freite (1902), were followed
later by another trilogy, Der Kleine (1904),
Der Prim (1906), and Am toten Punkt (1907),
in which literary artistry seems secondary to

philosophical and religious interests. Schlaf

also wrote essays on Whitman, Verhaeren

(q.v.), and Maeterlinck (^.t;.) and translated

from their works. Religious and metaphysical

problems absorbed him more and more until

he lost himself in mystical speculations. Less

ambitious works like Miele (1920) and Der
Weihnachtswunsch und anderes (1924) are
more satisfying because Schlaf is at his best in

shorter works where restraint and concentra
tion of effort produced little masterpieces. His

place in literary history, however, depends
upon his early work with Holz, which pro-

foundly influenced the literature of the go's.
See: A. Soergel, Dichtung und Dichter der

Zeit, Neue Folge: Im Banne des Expression-
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ismus, 4. Auflage (1927), pp. 19-25, and Dich-

tung und Dichter der Zeit, 19. Auflage (1928),

pp. 191-201, 384-394.
W. A. R.

Schlumberger, Jean (1877-, French novelist

and philosopher), born at Guebwiller in Al

sace, belongs to an influential Protestant fam

ily of rich industrialists. He counts among his

ancestors members of the famous Bernouilli

family, and through his mother he is related

to a long line of writers from Malezieu to

Guizot. Obliged to leave Alsace when he was

15, so as to retain his French nationality, he

attended the Lyce Condorcet in Paris. After

earning his diploma of Licencid 6s Lettres, he

became interested in the history of religions,

but finally devoted himself entirely to litera-

ture. In 1906 appeared, in Pguy's (q.v.) Ca-

hiers de la quinzaine, Schlumberger's novel

Heureux qui comme Ulysse which he was

subsequently to work over and lengthen by
two parts under the title L'Inquiete Paternitd

(1911). In 1909 he was one of the founders of

the Nouvelle Revue franfalse, with his friend

Andr Gide (q.v.); the two had parted com-

pany amicably with Pguy and the Cahiers.

Both Gide and Schlumberger were of a very
well marked Protestant mentality, intellec-

tually rather than emotionally inclined; at the

same time both were deeply concerned with

the moral aspects of life. They virtually
founded what might be called a school of

Protestant casuistry (in the sense of a system
for dealing with cases of conscience), the most

representative novel of which is Gide's La
Porte dtroite. Gide, Schlumberger, and, in his

own way, Pierre Loti (q.v.) represent the

Protestant reaction against the materialistic

or pantheistic philosophies which had pre-
vailed for some years in France, just as Bour

get (q.v.), the author of Le Disciple, and his

group (Bazin, Bordeaux, qq.v., and others)
are the protagonists of a parallel movement

among Catholic writers. Both Gide and

Schlumberger remained true to their intro-

spective method and consistently opposed in-

dividualistic ethics to authority with this

difference, however, that Gide ultimately in-

dulged in very bold theories in his endeavor
to escape conventionalism at any cost (L'lm-
moraliste, Les Faux-Monnayeurs, Corydon),
while Schlumberger remained more reticent

and at least in expression more orthodox.
Most of Schlumberger's novels were pub-

lished after the First World War: Un Homme
heureux (1920); Le Camarade infiddle; roman
d'un ddmobilisi* (1922); Le Lion devenu vieux

(1924), a roman historique in which the au-

thor imagines the thoughts that may have

been those of the aged Cardinal Retz forced

to surrender to the intolerant and despotic
Richelieu. The greatest success in the literary
career of Schlumberger has been Saint-Satur-

nin (1931). Saint-Saturnin is the name of a

family estate in Normandy which its owners

consider a sacred trust; the weak-mindedness
of the present head of the family jeopardizes
the safety of the estate, and the question arises

as to how far the irresponsible man should be

respected. The discussion of practical prob
lems of life is continued in a novel that may
be considered a sort of sequel to Saint-Satur-

nin, Histoire de quatre potters (1935), in which
the successful building up of an industry
without involving the enslavement of its em

ployees is discussed.

But the analysis of the problems of the

soul remains paramount with Schlumberger,
as is testified by his three traites, or essays, all

of 1927: L f

Enfant qui s*accuse, Cdsaire, ou la

Puissance de I'esprit, Dialogues avec le corps
endormi. The last brings up the eternal prob
lem of body and soul inseparably bound to

each other; while the body is asleep, the soul

may try to rise to la contemplation de Dieu.

In 1934 Schlumberger, in Sur les frontidres

religieuses, refers to himself as "un libre

croyant"; and in 1936 he rereads Corneille

and finds in the old exponent of the morale

du devoir a real delight (Plaisir d Corneille;

promenade anthologique). A novel published
in 1940, Stephane le glorieux, deals with a

very complex cas de conscience during the

First World War; somewhere in the Balkans

the hero Stephane is almost forced by circum-

stances to commit a crime, and the memory
of this crime remains a burden on his spirit.
In 1941 Schlumberger published a volume of

essays, Jalons.

Schlumberger was interested in the theatre,

but did not win much recognition. Two of his

plays were given at the Vieux Colombier, Les

Fils Louverne (1914) and La Mort de Sparte;
a brief play, L*Amour, le prince et la vMtd,
is presented as a divertissement.

In 1942 the French Academy awarded
to Schlumberger its Grand Prix de Littra-

ture.

A. Sz.

Schmidtbonn, Wilhelm (pseud, of Wilhelm

Schmidt, 1876-, German dramatist, novelist,

and poet), was born in Bonn, the son of a mer-

chant. He studied music at Cologne, then lit-

erature at the universities of Bonn, Berlin,

Gottingen, and Zurich. He was for several

years dramaturgist of the municipal theatre
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at DCisseldorf and editor of the journal Mas-

ken. For reasons of health he had to leave the

Rhineland and now lives in Ascona, Switzer-

land.

He is a prolific writer. His numerous

dramas, novels, and stories show a wide va-

riety, but the line of his development stands

out clearly. Beginning under the influence of

naturalism (see German naturalism), he strug-

gled to find meaning in the realities of life.

This struggle is reflected in the stories Ufer-

leute (1903) and Raben (1902), the novel Der

Heilsbringer (1906), the dramas Mutter Land-

strasse (1901), Der Graf von Gleichen (1908),

and Der Zorn des Achilles (1909). Gradually
he found himself and experienced the joy of

living in a few happy years before 1914. Dur-

ing these years he wrote the dramas Hilfe!

Ein Kind vom Himmel gefallen (1910), Der

spielende Eros (1911), and Der verlorene Sohn

(1912), the poems in Lobgesang dcs Lebens

(1911), and 23 legends collected in Der Wun-
derbaum (1913). He was thrown back into

doubts and dark moods by the First World
War (see the drama Die Stadt der Besessenen,

1915, and the translation of a mystery of 1452,

Die Passion, 1919). After the war his leitmotif

became the restoring of human trust and

love; he wrote, "Nur der Dichter versteht,

der alien Freund ist." Among the dramatic

works were Der Geschlagene (1920), Die

Schauspieler (1921), Die Fahrt nach Orplid

(1922), and Maruf, der tolle Lugner (1924).

The main narrative works were the story Die

Flucht zu den Hulflosen (1922), a collection of

fairy tales Der Garten der Erde (1922), a novel

Der Verzauberte (1924), a collection of short

stories Geschichten von den unberuhrten

Frauen (1925), and the novel Mein Freund

Dei; Denkmal eines jungen Lasttragers (1927).

In the two main works of the 30*5 Schmidt-

bonn deals with the memories of his home
town and his own life. The scene of the novel

Der dreieckige Marktplatz (1935) is Bonn
towards the end of the igth century; An einem

Strom geboren; ein Lebensbuch (1935) relates

in more than 100 sketches "the fairy tale of

my life." The more fantastic side of Schmidt-

bonn's narrative talents appears again in the

novel Hit Lii (1936).

See: Chor um Schmidtbonn (1926); A. Soer-

gel, Dichtung und Dichter der Zeit, Neue

Folge: Im Banne des Expressionismus, 4. Auf-

lage (1927), pp. 111-118; M. Tau, ed., Das

Wilhelm Schmidtbonn Buch (1927); H. Pongs,
"Rheinische Stammesseele in der Dichtung der

Gegenwart," Dichtung und Volkstum, XXXIX
(1938), 105-106.

W. R. G

Schnitzler, Arthur (1862-1931, Austrian dram-
atist and novelist), was born in Vienna and

began his career as a physician, a profession
in which his father and his brother made
records of excellence. He edited the Interna-

tionale klinische Rundschau from 1887 to

1894 and contributed scientific articles on

hypnotism, neurasthenia, telepathy, and psy-

chotherapy. His earliest nonscholarly publi-
cations appeared at the close of the i88o's in

Viennese periodicals under the pseudonym
Anatol, a name that he soon selected for the

hero of his first playlets. These playlets ap-

peared in book form in 1892. They were fol-

lowed by the full-length play Das Mdrchen

(1894) and by the more successful drama Lie-

belei (1895; Eng. tr., The Reckoning, 1907).
Thereafter he devoted himself almost entirely
to a literary career, producing plays, novels,
and short stories in rapid succession.

At the turn ot the century Schnitzler, to-

gether with Hermann Bahr, Richard Beer-

Hofmann, and Hugo von Hofmannsthal

(qq.v.), formed the center of a literary move-
ment known as Jungwien, a movement that

stood in violent opposition to the naturalism

of Berlin (see German naturalism) as well as

to the pseudo-classicism of Grillparzer and his

Viennese epigones. Jungwien dominated Aus-

trian letters until the First World War.
Schnitzler's medical background is reflected

in his literary works. His wisest comments are

generally put in the mouths of physicians, his

raisonneurs. Illness is a favorite theme with

him, and the consciousness of death constantly
haunts his characters. Indeed, the call of life

sounds so alluring to them because they en-

visage so vividly their inevitable end. They
never forge ambitious plans that require
decades to mature, but rather seek to experi
ence the fast fleeting moments so intensely
that nothing is left for future hours. They
never submit to present aches and anxieties

for the sake of remote joys that may not ma
terialize. They do not strive for fame, wealth,

or power. They eschew grandiloquence. They
float on in a continuous intoxication of ten-

derness and mild passion, adding a little

aroma, charm, and friendliness to the bleak-

est atmosphere.
Schnitzler avoids dogmatic generalizations.

Sin, vice, guilt, are for him obsolete expres-
sions. He holds that there are no panaceas for

life's ills. Every human being is unique. Hence

every relationship between human beings is

a unique relationship. It must be studied

thoroughly and diagnosed accurately in all its

complexities before a specific remedy can be

prescribed. The medicine that cures in one
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case may act as a poison that kills in another.

Schnitzler's answers to problems are offered

by him merely as possibilities and not as final

solutions. Indeed, he often succumbs to the

temptation of satirizing good-naturedly in

one work the very opinions that his hero or

heroine fervently defends in another work.

The one theme running through all his plays
and novels is that some people are alive while

countless others are reposing under the sod.

He therefore begs those who live to cease

moaning and to avoid darkening with cares

their all too few days on earth.

Schnitzler caught in his gentle hand the

last golden glow of Vienna's setting glory and

converted it to art. In the best of his plays

(Der einsame Weg, 1903, Eng. tr., The Lonely

Way, 1915; Der funge Medardus, 1910; Das

weite Land, 1911, Eng. tr., The Vast Domain,

1923; Professor Bernhardi, 1912, Eng. tr.,

1913; Der Gang zum Weiher, 1927), in his

autobiographic novel Der Weg ins Freie

(1908; Eng. tr., The Road to the Open, 1923),

and in numerous short stories, the peculiar
culture and atmosphere of this former capital
of the Danubian dual monarchy continue to

live on, even as in the songs of Franz Schubert

and in waltzes of Johann Strauss.

See: J. Korner, Arthur Schnitzlers Gestalten

und Probleme (1921); R. Specht, Arthur
Schnitzler (1922); S. Liptzin, Arthur Schnitz-

ler (1932, in English).
S. L.

Scholz, Wilhelm von (1874-, German drama-

tist, novelist, lyric poet, and essayist), is a dis-

tinguished writer of versatile talent. As a

descendant of the older, conservative bureauc-

racy (his father was secretary of finance, in

Bismarck's cabinet), Scholz has striven to

maintain for the literary arts a place apart
from the turmoil of everyday life, yet acces-

sible enough to exert a formative, cultivating
influence upon the sensitive and educated
reader. Born and reared in the traditions of

the igth century, he has kept aloof from the

changing tendencies of the present, alter-

nating his residence between Berlin and Lake
Constance. From 1910 to 1923 he was drama-
tic director of the stage at Stuttgart. Since

then he has remained an independent writer,

except for serving as president of the Deutsche

Dichterakademie at Berlin for several years.
After symbolistic beginnings in such dramas

as Der Besiegte (1899) and Der Cast (1900),
Scholz has consistently interpreted the world
of poetry as a net of irrational, magic relations

superimposed upon the world of reality. Con-

sequently most of his works deal with dreams,

hallucinations, and related demonological top-

ics, achieving at times a singular transparency,

especially in the treatment of historical situa-

tions of the Middle Ages. Among his dramas,
Der Jude von Konstanz (1905), Vertauschte

Seelen (1910), Gefdhrliche Liebe (1913), Der

Wettlauf mil dem Schatten (1922), and Die

gldserne Frau (1924) have met with widespread
success. His adaptations from Calderdn, as

well as his revival of the miracle and the

marionette play, have been well received.

Esoteric impressions are also conveyed in the

novels to which the author turned rather late

in life. Among these Perpetua (1926) and
Der Weg nach llok (1930) express the tragic

struggle between the natural and the super-
natural in man. His short stories, the genre
in which Scholz is a master, appeared in two

collections, Erzahlungen (1924) and Die Ge-

fdhrten (1937)-

Aside from a few collections of lyrics (Der

Spiegel, 1908, and Neue Gedichte, 1913) and
from several autobiographical works (espe-

cially Wanderungen, 1934, and Jahrhundert-
wende, 1936), which abound in remarkable

nature descriptions, Scholz's significance rests

upon his theoretical writings (Gedanken zum
Drama, 1905, 2d revised ed., 1915; Der Zufall,

eine Vorform des Schicksals, 1924; Droste-

Hulshoff, 1904; Hebbel, 1905) and upon his

many editions of German classics (Deutsches

Balladenbuch, 1905; Deutsche Dramaturgic,

1907-1912; Deutsche Mystiker, 1908; Morike,

1922; Novalis, 1922; Hebbel, 1923; Eichen-

dorff, 1924; Das Bodenseebuch, 1925; Das
Buck des Lachens, 1938). He is coeditor of

Die grossen Deutschen (1935-1937)* five vol-

umes of German biographies. As a creative

stylist he is a champion of the well-chosen

and meticulously presented written word,

phrase, or situation.

See: F. Droop, Wilhelm von Scholz und
seine besten Bilhnenwerke (1922); H. M.
Elster, "Wilhelm von Scholz; sein Leben
und Schaffen," in Preussische Jahrbiicher,
CCXXVIII (1932), 60-78; O. Loerke, "Wil-

helm von Scholz," Die neue Rundschau, Jahr-

gang XLVI (1935), Bd. I, pp. 206-214.
H. R.

Schroder, Rudolf Alexander (1878-, German

poet and essayist), was born in Bremen, of a

patrician family in that republican Hansa
town. With his cousin, Alfred Walter Heymel,
he founded in 1898 the review Die Insel (1898-

1902) and the Insel-Verlag, one of the distin-

guished publishing houses of Germany; in

1912, with Hugo von Hofmannsthal and
Rudolf Borchardt (qq.v.), he helped to estab-
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lish the Bremer Presse, which set a high stand-

ard for presswork and literary quality. In both

undertakings his purpose was to build up a

national tradition and at the same time to

encourage the revival of arts and crafts, a

movement in which he played an important
role. He took part in the First World War, in

the navy and then in the Brussels administra-

tion. As a Protestant and a conservative,

Schroder kept aloof from neopagan and totali-

tarian tendencies. About 1934 he left his home

city, and now lives near the Chiemsee, in

Bavaria.

Highly gifted in many ways as an architect

and decorator, a painter, a writer of witty and

elegant verse (Hama, 1908) he concentrated

more and more upon poetry. To him German
literature owes translations of The Rape of
the Lock (1908); the Odyssey (1910), the best

version since that of Voss, and the Iliad (1943);
Horace (1935); Vergil's Gcorgics (1924), Ec-

logues (1926), and a canto of the Aeneid (in

Corona, 1931) and Racine (also in Corona,

1932), the first adequate versions of both poets;

many Flemish and Dutch lyrics (e.g., Guido
Gezelle, q.v., 1917, and Geerten Gossaert,

1929); and three plays of Shakespeare. Among
his prose translations is Ciceros Cato der Altere

ilber das Greisenalter (1924). He is one of the

few German poets who have taken up the

great Latin and French tradition (see his essay
on Racine).

His prose is stately and leisurely, reflective

and meandering (Der Wanderer und die

Heimat, 1931; A us Kindheit und Jugend,
1934). Some of his most revealing pages deal

with the secrets of poetry and of religious faith

(Zur Naturgeschichte des Glaubens, Kunst und

Religion, 1936; Die Aufsdtze und Reden, 2

vols., 1939). But, first and last, Schroder is a

lyric poet, one of the most eminent of his

time, more lofty and pure, perhaps, than

passionate, faithful to tradition; his style and
tone are definitely his own, strangely un-

influenced by his contemporaries, and he
unlike some of them never overstrains his

art. His greatest achievements (the philosophi-
cal sonnets "Die Zwillingsbriidcr," the elegy
"In memoriam," some of his odes and religious

poems) he wrung from his profound pessi-

mism. He clings to what may last, country,

friendship, poetry, faith. With the years his

religious heritage asserted itself strongly; he

studied the history of Protestant verse (Dich-

tung und Dichter der Kirche, 1936; Die Kirche

und ihr Lied, 1937; Luther und sein Lied,

1942) and revived the art of hymn writing.

For a time his poems were scarcely noticed

and out of print. A new edition of his earlier

work has been contemplated (Unmut, 1899;
Lieder an eine Geliebte, Empedokles, Sprilche
in Reimen, all 1900; An Belinde, 1902; Sonette

zum Andenken an eine Verstorbene, 1904;
Lieder und Elegien, 1911). To the collection of

his mature poetry, Die weltlichen Gedichte

(1940), and his religious poems, Mitte des

Lebens (1930), have been added Ein Weih-
nachtslied (1935), Ein Lobgesang (1937),

Osterspiel (1938), and Kreuzgesprdch (1939).

See: J. Hofmiller, Zeitgenossen (1910), pp.

289-313; J. Nadler, Literaturgeschichte der

deutschen Stdrnme und Landschaften, Bd. 4

(1928), pp. 770-772; H. von Hofmannsthal, Die

Beruhrung der Sphliren (1931), pp. 143-159*

349-351; Werke und Tage: Festschrift fur
R. A. Schroder zum 60. Geburtstag (1938).

H. St.

Schurt, Edouard (1841-1929, French dramatist

and critic), was born in Strasbourg, where he

received his education, finally taking a degree
in law at the university. Instead of settling
clown to an advocate's practice, however, he

traveled in Germany (1864-1865) and Italy

(1871-1873), producing meanwhile his first two

books, Histoire du lied (1868) and VAlsace et

les pretentious prussiennes (1871). After his

return from Italy he settled in Paris. There he

wrote for the Revue des deux mondes and the

Nouvelle Revue and soon became well known
for his essays on the history of religions and on
the drama.

Like certain other Frenchmen of his genera-

tion, Schure revolted against the materialism

of science, the skepticism of Renan (q.v.), the

determinism of Taine (g.f .), the naturalism of

contemporary literature. In his opinion the

traditional church offered no refuge for such

spirits as himself, since, though it had not

lost its faith in the divine, it had limited this

too much. Schurd at length found his own
solution in a poetic nationalism (a recherche

de I'dme celtique) and in a theosophy which

received its final direction from Rudolph
Steiner. In art, impressionism and symbolism
seemed to him to be respectively a mere

rendering of sensation without any shaping

concept and a game of analogies with no real

metaphysical profundity. He turned, there

fore, for inspiration to the Greek tragedies, the

poems of Shelley, the operas of Wagner. In

Les Grands Inities (1889; Eng. tr., The Great

Initiates, 2 vols., 1922) and Prdcurseurs et

rdvoltes (1904) he wrote of the great inspired

figures of the past, poets and prophets. One
of the first French Wagnerites, he fought tire-

lessly to win a hearing for the German master,

in whose work he saw a sense of art as a
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spiritual force and a recognition of the deep

spiritual fountains of the German people. Not

content with explaining Wagner's purpose

(Richard Wagner; son ceuvrt el son idee, 1875),

he attempted himself to perform a similar

task. In Les Grandes Ldgendes de France (1891)

he presented as an inspiration to his con-

temporaries those bits of French legend which

he felt had the supreme value of representing
un Element essentiel de son drne collective. At

the same time, in a series of mystical plays, Le

Thedtre de I'drne (3 vols,, 1900-1905), he

attempted to create a spiritual drama which,

like Wagner's at Bayreuth, would approach
the status of a religious ceremony. Schur^'s

criticism may still be read with interest and

pleasure, but his plays, though not without

occasional happy touches which recall Maeter-

linck (q.v.), are for the most part so studded

with the cliches of the romantic drama as to

seem ridiculous to the modern reader.

See: Alphonse Roux and Robert Veysste,

Edouard Schure (1913)-
C. W., Jr.

Schwob, Marcel (1867-1905, French scholar,

essayist, poet, and novelist), born at Chaville in

the He de-France, came of a very cultivated

family of rabbis and physicians. His childhood

was spent in Nantes. He was given a careful

education, was very precocious, and won many
prizes; in 1882 he entered the College Sainte-

Barbe in Paris. He was early familiar with

German and English as well as with the

classical languages. He became particularly

fond of Apuleius, Petronius, and Anacreon;

he had a juvenile enthusiasm for Poe and ad-

mired Hugo greatly. From Sainte-Barbe he

went to the Lycee Louis-le-Grand, where .he

made friends with Gsell, Leon Daudet (q.v),

and Claudel (q.v.) and began to dream of

great literary achievements a monumental
Faust or a Prometheus. In 1885, so as to be

done with his military duties, he enlisted and

served his one year. He became interested in

argot and tried to reconstitute the speech of

the companions of Villon, a subject which

remained near to his heart all his life (Etude
de I'argot franfais, 1889; Le jargon des Co-

quillards en 145*, 1890). He began to write

poetry (Mimes; poemes en prose, published in

1894), prepared for the Ecole Normale Su-

p^rieine, soon became interested in Sanskrit,

and pursued his humanistic training in that

direction,

Schwob started his journalistic career in the

Evcnement, at the same time sending to the

Echo de Paris stories which were later in-

cluded in his collections Le Beau double (1892)

and Le Roi au masque d'or (1893). He was one
of the early contributors to the Mercure de

France, the newly founded organ of the

symbolists. Jarry (q.v.) dedicated to him his

Ubu Roi. This multifarious intellectual ac-

tivity and productivity resulted in a sort of

mental anarchy which is reflected in Schwob's
most striking but very perplexing Le Livre de
Monelle (1894; Eng. tr., The Book of Monelle,

1929)-

Then came the catastrophe. Schwob's health

gave way; a serious operation left him an
invalid. From that time he was what his bi-

ographer calls "the Schwob of legends." His
zestful life was only a memory. Like Proust he
was a frail human wreck, but with remarkable
flashes of genius. He could still put in long
hours of study in libraries and in the archives

of Paris. He translated Moll Flanders (1895),
and from old manuscripts and hagiographies
he extracted a little masterpiece, La Croisade

des enfants (1896; Eng. tr. The Children's

Crusade, 1898), and a scries called Vies imagi-
naires (1896), in which he re-creates the lives of

interesting men, suggesting that the so-called

documented lives of the conventional biogra-

phers can only be travesties. In 1896 was pub-
lished another volume of miscellaneous

articles, called Spicilege, which is considered,

with Le Livre de Monelle, particularly repre-
sentative of his incoherent, mystifying, and

suggestive mentality. In spite of his precarious
health, Schwob continued to see friends and

correspond with them Meredith, Stevenson,

Gourmont (q.v.), Valery (q.v.), Mirbeau (q.v.),

and others. For reasons of health he went to

Samoa, where he spent several months (1901-

1902). With Paul Morand (q.v.) he adapted
Hamlet for Sarah Bernhardt, for whom he also

adapted F. M. Crawford's Francesca da Rimini.

After a trip to Italy, Spain, and Portugal, he

tried once more to complete his work on
Villon and opened a course on the Grand
Testament at the Ecole des Hautes Etudes

Sociales, but after a few weeks of illness death

overtook him. He also left, unfinished, the

Parnasse satyrique du XVme siecle, published

posthumously in 1905.
Schwob realized that his writings were often

cryptic and frequently felt called upon to

write prefaces to his books. Even Le Livre de

Monelle must remain open to almost any in-

terpretation; Pierre Champion calls it a gospel
of pity and a manual of nihilism. Schwob had
met in 1891 a little prostitute, Louise, who was

to die two years later, wasted away by tuber-

culosis and other diseases; he had taken the

greatest care of her and claimed to have re-

mained inconsolable over the loss of that
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creature whose utter stupidity was an ever-

lasting delight to him and at the same time an

incentive to his pity. The echoes of Dickens,

Tolstoy, Dostoevski, De Quincey, are obvious.

But Schwob's pity led him to utter denial; let

man do away with everything: "Destroy, de-

stroy, destroy." There was a constant tug of

war between the omniscient Schwob, held by
his own accumulated documentation, and the

genius who tried to escape the thralldom of

mere scholarship. Schwob's case may be com-

pared with that of Baudelaire who, unable to

satisfy his ardent idealism, fed his soul on the

horror which life inspired in him, on the un-

fathomable imbecility of mankind, on disgust-

ing sensuality, on the beauty of ugliness.

In 1895, just over a year after Louise's

death and eight months before his illness be-

gan, Schwob met his second great love in Mar-

guerite Moreno, a distinguished actress of the

Com&iie Francaise. They were married in

London in 1900; Schwob's letters and travel

diaries addressed to her evince his devotion.

Notable among Schwob's last publications
was a savage satire on journalism, Mceurs des

diurnales (1903). Written under the pseudo-

nym Loyson-Bridet, this work is largely in-

spired by Rabelais; its wit, however, proved too

subtle and learned for the general public;
Schwob's complete writings have been edited

by Pierre Champion (CEiwres completes, 10

vols., 1927-1930).
Sec: Pierre Champion, Marcel Schwob et son

temps (1927).
A. Sz.

Scott, Gabriel (1874-, Norwegian novelist),

was born in Leith, Scotland, the son of a

Norwegian seamen's pastor. When he was

seven years old, the family removed to that

part of southern Norway which became the

background of his works, a region where
nature and people are softer and gentler
than in the mountainous interior. Scott wrote

a number of rather pale stories, poems, and

fairy tales before the First World War
seemed to release his latent powers. Two
novels under the general title En saga om
ftedrelandssind (A Saga of Patriotism), Jern-

byrden; historien om Jan Vibe (1915; Ordeal

by Fire; the Story of Jan Vibe), and Enok
Rubens Ievnedsl0b (1917; The Life Story of

Enok Ruben), describe the hard times which

Norwegians had passed through in the dec-

ades following 1770. They were grim tales.

The idyllic note which characterizes much of

Gabriel Scott's production was struck in

Kilden eller Brevet om fiskeren Markus (1918;

The Fountain, or the Letter about the Fisher-

man Marcus), the story of a poor fisherman
who finds the wellspring of contentment in

his own soul. The mystic-religious element
is present also in Stien eller Kristofer med
kvisten (1925; The Path, or Christopher with
the Twig), the story of a crippled herdsboy.
Det gyldne Evangelium (1921; Eng. tr., The
Golden Gospel, a Legend, 1928) is a fairy tale

in book form relating humorously how Our
Lord and St. Peter visited the earth and
what they saw there. Gabriel Scott has
written also novels and short stories about
folk life including sympathetic tales of the

vagrant gypsies. His memoirs, in the form of a
novel En dr0m om en dr0m (The Dream of a

Dream), appeared in 1940, and a selection of

lyric verse Arringer (Annual Rings, as of a

tree) in 1945.

H. A. L.

Seedorff Pedersen, Hans Hartvig (1892-,
Danish poet, traveler, and journalist), born
in Aarhus, Jutland, is a natural lyricist, but
one with a fine cultural background. He is

par excellence a devotee of joy and beauty,

particularly in his early poems, as in the col-

lection Hyben (1917; Rose-hips). He appears
at times as "Sorgenfri" (Carefree), a bacchant
in the "Inn of Gladness," one who hopes for

resurrection in the shape of grain, aqvavit.

Paralleling his conviviality a strong Dionysian
strain runs through a few of his other most

original poems, showing the mystical, irresisti-

ble, well-nigh sleep-walking effect of sex urge

(as in
<4

Pigens M0de med Pan"; The Maid's

Meeting with Pan). The poet's popular sailor

songs, on the other hand (as "Styrmand
Anderssons Hjemkomst"; Mate Andersson's

Homecoming), roll and rollick. His ballads

are rich in baroque humor. In some of the

early poems Death appears as the dark foil

that accents exulting life. Gradually, how-

ever, in later collections Death changes char-

acter, becomes Friend, until the poet's belief

in immortality shines through. Joy in life

this life remains.

Secdorff Pedersen 's travels (a trip around
the world besides various other long expedi-

tions) have borne fruit both in his sometimes

langorgusly sensuous, sometimes socially real-

istic poems and in his prose travel books

(e.g., To Tredje, Eldorado, 1929; Two Third-

Class, Eldorado). As constant flow and ebb in

the poet's life, the outward longing to see

and grasp the great rich world is followed

by the homeward surge of feeling, the long-

ing and love for Denmark, expressing itself

in exquisite poems on Danish nature. Seedorff

Pedersen has also written the stirring poem,
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now a rallying song, "Der rider en Konge"

(1943; A King Is Riding), in homage to

Christian X on his 7$d birthday. And he has

worked tirelessly for closer inter-Scandinavian

ties.

See: Christian Rimestad, Fra Stuckenberg
til Seedorff, II (1923); Helge Kjaergaard, Die

danische Literatur der neuesten Zeit (i8ji-

*933) (1934).
C. K. B.

Seghers, Anna (pseud, of Netty Radvanyi,

1900-, German novelist), was born in Mainz

and educated at Cologne and Heidelberg. In

1925 she married a Hungarian sociologist;

with him and their two children she fled to

Paris in 1933 and eventually to the anti-fascist

colony in Mexico City.

Almost without exception, her novels urge
social reforms. She early wrote, in direct and

reticent prose, a powerful portrayal of the

hopelessness of a village oppressed by monop-

oly, Au]'stand der Fischer von St. Barbara

(1928; Eng. tr., The Revolt of the Fishermen,

1929). There followed less impressive pleas for

the German peasantry (Der Kopflohn, 1933)

and for the German miners (Die Rettung, 1934)

and then a sympathetic account of the 1934

Socialist uprising in Austria (Der Weg durch

den Februar, 1935). The insistent anti-fascist

message of Anna Seghers is heard again in the

novel concerning the refugee problem in

Europe, Die Gefdhrten (1932), but above all,

and the more emphatically because of her

husband's having been in a concentration

camp, in a stirring tale written in the flash-

back manner of the movie scenario and deal

ing with the German underground, Das siebte

Kreuz (1942; Eng. tr., The Seventh Crass,

1942).
V. L.

Seidel, Ina (1885-, German poet and novelist),

was born in Halle an der Saale. She has been

steeped in literature throughout all her life.

The prolific and successful historical novelist,

Georg Ebers (1837-1898), was her mother's step-

father; and her husband, Heinrich Wolfgang
Seidel (1876-), who is also something of a

writer (Erinnerungen, 1912; Abend und Mor-

gen, 1934; Das Seefraulein, 1937), is the'son of

Heinrich Seidel (1842-1906), the once popular
author of the delightfully sentimental story,

Leberecht Htihnchen (1881). She married in

1907, hovered for months between death and

life after the birth of her first child, and in

this period of solitude and spiritual growth her

soul turned to self-expression in poetry. Her
first beginnings were in the lyric (Gedichte,

1914; Neben der Trommel her, 1915; Weltin-

nigkeit $ 1918). Before the First World War
began, however, she had already conceived the

nuclear theme of her final masterpiece, and
in 1917 she issued her first work of fiction, Das
Hans zum Monde. Five years later she had

already gained enough strength and substance
to compose a powerful and significant novel,
Das Labyrinth (1921; Eng. tr., The Labyrinth,
1932), the life story of a strange and enigmatic
figure, George Forster, whose career she traced

more on the psychic than on the material

plane.
But Ina Seidel was not yet fully equipped

for the theme which she had first set herself,

and definite and ultimate expression came

only in 1930, in Das Wunschkind (Eng. tr.,

The Wish Child, 1935). This story of a

widowed mother, who has literally wrested her

child from the reluctant clasp of fate, only to

lose him to a more inexorable destiny in the

Prussian Wars of Liberation, is one of the

great books of its generation, perhaps one of

the outstanding documents of our time a

story which only a woman could have written,

but one which some woman had to write. It

places the author on a level with the greatest
women writers of Germany.

See: A. Soergel, Dichtnng und Dichter der

Zeit, Dritte Folge: Dichter aus deutschem
Volkstum (1934), pp. 149-165.

B. Q. M.

Seifullina, Lidiya Nikolayevna (1889-, Russian

novelist), was born at Varlamovo in Orenburg
province. She was the daughter of a converted

Tartar and a Russian peasant woman and
received her education in the high school of

Omsk. After teaching school for some years,
she went briefly on the stage (1907-1909) and

subsequently took up literary work. During
the early part of the Revolution (1917-1918)
she belonged to the Social Revolutionary

Party and long maintained comparative inde-

pendence. Her literary career began only in

1922 with the novel Pravonarushiteli (Crimi-

nals) followed by Peregnoi (1923; Manure),

comprising four stories, and the short novel

Virineya (1925). Seifullina generally gives a

psychologically accurate and objective esti-

mate of her characters, who all belong to the

revolutionary period. She makes no effort to

embellish her pictures and writes in a direct,

lively, and simple style. As in the case of her

heroine Virineya, she frequently (and perhaps
unconsciously) portrays the emptiness of a

soul deprived of faith and moral standards,

and not even her loyalty to the prevailing

ideology can hide this situation from her. The
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story Tanya (1934) portrays the confused no-

tions of a Communist child.

See: G. Reavey and M. Slonim, Soviet Lit-

erature; an Anthology (i934)> PP- 129-140;

G. Struve, 25 Years of Soviet Russian Litera-

ture (1944)* PP- 61-63.
S. H. C.

Seilltere, Ernest (1866-, French critic and

humanist), was born in Paris. He was a bril-

liant student and in 1886 entered the Ecole

Polytechnique. Following his graduation he

studied philosophy and history for two years

at the University of Heidelberg and perfected
his knowledge of German. He made his liter-

ary dbut with a study on Homer, Une
Excursion d Ithaque (1892). The following

year he gave a translation of a famous Swedish

poem, Nadeschda. Four years later his Etudes

sur Ferdinand Lassalle, fondateur du parti

socialiste allemand (1897) was published,
followed by a collection of essays, Litterature

et morale dans le parti socialiste allemand

(1898). He was a very prolific writer, especially

well known as an enemy of romanticism. His

studies closely parallel the antiromanticist

campaign conducted by the much more pro-

found and acute critics, Charles Maurras (q.v.)

and Pierre Lasserre. Their conclusions are the

same as his, but whereas Lasserre and Maurras

identify the sources of French romanticism as

foreign, Seilltere traces it back to the quietist

doctrines of Fnelon and Mine Guyon. His

antiromanticist works include Le Mai ro-

mantique (1908), Les Mystiques du neo-

romantisme (1911), Les Origines romanesques
de la morale et de la politique romantiques

(1920), Du quietisme au socialisme romantique

(1925), Sur la psychologic du romantisme

fran^ais (1933). Seillitre also wrote many
volumes to support his theory of "mystic

imperialism," such as La Philosophic de

Vimptrialisme (1903-1908) and Mysticisme et

domination: Essais de critique imperialiste

(1913). He was elected to the French Academy
in 1946.

See: R. Gillouin, Une Nouvelle Philosophic
de rhistoire moderne et franfaise (1921); G. M.
L. Boudeau, Ernest Seillidre (1925).

P. B.

Selander, Sten (1891-, Swedish poet and critic),

was born and lives in Stockholm. He made his

dbut with Vers och visor (1916; Verses and

Songs) and Gryning (1917; Dawn), followed by
several volumes of poems which depict es-

pecially the modern city-dweller's restless,

critical feeling about life. In general there is a

manly seriousness about his work. A sound

portrayal of reality and of the duties of the

individual, love of home, a feeling of human
brotherhood, and a longing for the "twilight
of youth" are outstanding elements of his

poetry. He is a visionary, rich in color and
verbal music, as in his collection Tystnadens
torn (1918; The Tower of Silence). Selander
has translated Fitzgerald's Rubaiyat (1919). He
is a leader in the new generation of poets and
after publishing an anthology of their work
under the title Den unga lyriken (1924; The
Young Lyricists), where a list of his earlier

works may be found, he brought out two
volumes of Levande svensk dikt frdn fern sekel

(1928; Living Swedish Poetry of Five Centu-

ries). As a critic he has shown special interest

in the literatures of English-speaking peoples,
and has published several collections of essays,

including Europder, amerikaner och annat

(1930; Europeans, Americans, and Other Sub-

jects).

See: C. W. Stork, Anthology of Swedish

Lyrics (revised and enlarged ed., 1930);

"Selander/' in Nordisk familjebok (1932).
C. W. S.

Selvinski, Ilya (1899-, Russian poet and play-

wright), born at Simferopol, became known

primarily as the protagonist of constructivism

in poetry during the 1920*8 and early 1930*5.

Constructivism was an offspring of futurism,
with emphasis on the note of modern indus-

try and its technique designed for greater

speed, economy, and capacity. The construe-

tivists demanded the "loadification" (gruzo-

fikatsia) of the poetic style, "the increased

load of functions per unit of material," and
the "loadification" of the word the power
unit with meaning. They also urged "locali-

zation," or local semantics: the choice of

specific words in their local meanings for

characterization or description. The group
was disbanded in 1930, but Selvinski per-
sisted for several more years in composing
verse in accordance with the principles he
had helped to formulate and advocate.

Selvinski's first volume of poetry, Rekordy
(1926; Records), was followed by a long nar-

rative poem of the civil war, Ulyalyaiev-
shchina (1927; The Ulyalyaiev Band), another

long poem about the Fur Trade Company
(Pushtor, 1929), and several plays in verse,

such as Komandarm 2 (1929; Army Com-
mander 2), Pao-Pao (1933), and Rytsar Yoann

(1939; Johann the Knight). Selvinski has kept
some of the formalistic features of futurism,

the unusual and striking vocabulary and

rhymes, the novel and varied rhythm, and
the deliberate obscurity ("estrangement/' o$-
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traneniye). But he had outgrown the icono-

clastic bombast of futurism in the early

1920*5 and now reflected the postrevolution-

ary tendencies of constructive organization.

Though much concerned about form, he

packs or "loads" his form with social content.

Selvinski displays an extraordinary avidity
for visual and auditory sensations, and he

employs his constructivist precision with rare

skill, so as to make the reader feel, see, and

hear his objects, scenes, and emotions. In the

Rytsar Yoann, scenes from the Bolotnikov

rebellion in the i7th century, Selvinski dis-

cards his mannerisms and employs regular
iambics in the Pushkin tradition.

A. K.

Sender, Ram6n Jos (1902-, Spanish novelist,

critic, and playwright), was born at Alcolea

de Cinca in Aragon. The son of country

gentry, at 18 he broke with his family, going
to Madrid, where he secured employment
and attended the university until recalled

by his parents, Tn 1922-1923 he fulfilled his

military service, taking part in the ill-fated

Moroccan campaign. Returning to civilian

life, he resumed the journalistic career begun
a few years earlier and in 1924 was appointed
to the editorial staff of the Sol of Madrid.

An advocate of political and social reform,

he took an active part in the antimonarchical

movement that led to the establishment of

the republic (1931). Meanwhile his career

as a novelist was initiated with Imdn (1930;

Eng. tr., Earmarked for PIell, 1934, American

title, Pro Patria, 1935), a brilliant first novel.

In ! 933 he visited Paris, Berlin, and Moscow.
When the civil war started in 1936, he en

listed in the Loyalist army, serving as, an

officer for two years. His wife, who had been

captured in rebel territory, was put to death

as a republican sympathizer. On the fall of

the republic he escaped to France, where he

was interned before finding refuge in Mexico.

Since 1942 he has lived in the United States.

Sender's work, besides numerous novels,

comprises plays (e.g., El secrcto, 1935, Eng.
tr., "The Secret," One Act Play Magazine,
Vol. I, 1937, pp. 612-626; "La Have," unpub-
lished in Spanish, Eng. tr., "The Key,"

Kenyan Review, Vol. V, 1943, pp. 201-218;

Herndn Cortes, 1940), short stories (Mexi-

cayotl, 1940), and essays and criticism, mostly
"feftist" in approach (e.g., "El novelista y las

masas," Leviatdn, Madricl, May, 1936, pp.

31-41; for his present attitude, not necessarily
at variance with his earlier outlook, see his

important article, "On a Really Austere

Aesthetic," Books Abroad, Vol. XVI, 1942,

pp. 119-123). Sender's outstanding contribu-

tion, however, has been as a novelist. Imdn
based on firsthand knowledge is an un-

forgettable picture of the horror and suffer-

ings of war. His preoccupation with social

problems, already apparent in Imdn, comes
to the fore in O.P. (Orden publico) (1931),
which was inspired by his own experience as

a political prisoner in 1927. El Verbo se hizo

sexo (Teresa de Jesus) (1931), a novelized bi-

ography of St. Teresa, represents a deviation

in his work at this point, yet it is charac-

teristic in its emphasis on human values. His

overwhelming interest in the problems of to-

day brought him back to the contemporary
scene in his next three novels. Siete domingos
rofos (1933; Eng. tr., Seven Red Sundays,

1936) deals with an abortive workers' revolu-

tion in Madrid that supposedly took place
after the advent of the republic. Viaje a la

aldea del crimen (1933) was written in protest

against a real event, the brutal repression by
state police of a peasant uprising in the An
dalusian village of Casas Viejas, a repression
so shocking to public opinion that the Azana
cabinet was forced to resign. Moved by the

evils and corruption that persisted in the social

structure, Sender next wrote one of the most
estimable Spanish works of recent years, La
noche de las den cabezas novela del tiempo
en delirio (1934), a bitter fantasy which

passes in review many of the weak and

despicable types met with in modern society;
the novel inevitably recalls the magnificent

phantasmagoric visions of Quevedo and of

Goya. In Mister Witt en el Canton (1935;

Eng. tr., Mr. Witt among the Rebels, 1937)
Sender again turns to the past, depicting this

time the gallant but short-lived effort to set

up a popular, federalist regime at Cartagena
in 1873. From his experiences in the recent

civil war came Contraataque (1938; Eng. tr.

The War in Spain, American title, Counter
Attack in Spain, both 1937), a straightfor
ward, moving acount of the heroic defense of

Madrid. Proverbio de la muerte (1939),

written under the impact of personal tragedy
and of the triumph of fascism in Spain, is

Sender's most serious and most ambitious

work to date. Overburdened with "scientific"

explanations and psychological subtleties, it

nevertheless commands respect for its at

tempt to arrive at a personal, vitalistic phi-

losophy. It marks, too, an important change
in the writer's development, in that his con-

cern with the individual, present in his work
from the beginning, becomes now the focal

point of his writing. This is brought out

clearly in the novels that follow. In El lugar
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del hombre (1939; Eng. tr., A Man's Place,

1940), though the novelist still sees "man's

inhumanity to man" and points it up, more-

over, by placing it in a peaceful rural en-

vironment, he is preoccupied with the indi-

vidual's need to find a place of dignity and
value in society. Epitalamio del prieto Trini-

dad (1942; Eng. tr., Dark Wedding, 1943)
shows the individual faced with the cruelty
and barbarism of life itself. To the average
reader, however, the author's presentation of

a Mexican penal colony as a symbol of the
world must seem forced, and the book
carries, therefore, less conviction than Sender's
other works. More recently, Sender has be-

gun to view in retrospect his own life. In
Crdnica del alba (1942; Eng. tr., Chronicle of
Dawn, 1944) he goes back to his childhood

days in Aragon, portraying with tenderness,

grace, and humor the unfolding of a boy's
character and mind. The novel has been
announced as the first of a series that will

provide a chronicle of the Spain of our
time.

Sender's novelistic work, though still un-

finished, assures for him an important place
in modern Spanish literature. His writing is

at once realistic and imaginative, his char

acters, in whatever setting, alive and mean-

ingful. His art draws its strength from a

deep consciousness of social wrongs and from

sympathy with man's long, painful, upward
struggle.

See: Sir Peter Chalmers Mitchell, intro-

ductory notes to Sender, Seven Red Sundays
(1936), Mr. Witt among the Rebels (1937),
and The War in Spain (1937); David Lord,
"This Man Sender," Books Abroad, XIV
(1940), 352-354-

W. L. F.

Serafimovich, Alexander (pseud, of Alexander
Serafimovich Popov, 1863-, Russian novelist

and short-story writer), was born of Cossack

parents, in a village of the Don Region. He
attended school in a neighboring town that

now bears his name. Studying later at the

University of St. Petersburg, he came under
the influence of Alexander Ulyanov, elder

brother of Lenin and revolutionist, who was
executed in 1887. The same year Serafimovich

was deported to the White Sea where he wrote
his first short story, "Na Idine" (1888; On an
Ice Floe), followed by many others written

after his return to his native Don in 1890.
Based on his studies of the lives of fur hunters

and fishermen of the North, of peasants,
miners, railway and factory workers of

Southern Russia, all these stories are devoted

to the underprivileged and the exploited. The
1905 Revolution found him in Moscow. His
"Sredi nochi" (1906; In the Night), "Zhivaya
tyurma" (1907; The Living Prison), and other
stories of this period are vibrant with sympa-
thy for the revolutionary movement. Immune
to the escapist individualism which prevailed
after its defeat, he devoted his first novel,
Gorod v stepi (1910; The City in the Steppe),
to the workers ruthlessly exploited during the

early industrial expansion in the Don Region,
He was front-line correspondent during the
First World War and, writing for Pravda,
witnessed many of the campaigns of the civil

war. One of these campaigns, fought in the

Northern Caucasus, is the theme of his

Zhelezny potok (1924; Eng. tr., The Iron

Flood, 1935), acclaimed a great achievement of

social realism. Member of the Communist
Party since 1918, Serafimovich has attained
the highest honors in his country.

Serafimovich's style, often colorless and im

personal in his earlier work, later tends to an

exaggerated intensity of color and expression
and occasionally becomes declamatory. There
is, however, a brutal grandeur in some of the
scenes of The Iron Flood; and though not a

master of psychological introspection, Sera-

fimovich can be vigorous and convincing when
dealing with mass impulses and passions.

See: V. Veshnev, A. S, Serafimovich kak
khudozhnik slova (1924); N. Fatov, A. S. Sera-

fimovich (1927).

L. S.

Serao, Matilde (1856-1927, Italian novelist),
was born in Patras, Greece, of a Greek mother
of distinguished family, Paolina Bonely, and
a Neapolitan father, Francesco Serao. Brought
to Italy at the age of four, she studied in

Naples under her mother's direction, attended
normal school, obtained a post in the Tele-

graph Office, and had her first writings

accepted by Neapolitan journals. She soon
turned her vast energy to journalism and
fiction and attained in both a high degree of

success and much fame. In 1882 she removed
to Rome where, together with Edoardo Scar-

foglio, Carducci, and D'Annunzio (qq.v.), she

helped to make Capitan Fracassa the spright-
liest Roman paper of its day. In 1884 she
married Scarfoglio, and their combined jour-
nalistic ventures in Rome and Naples enjoyed
varied success for two decades. The Naples
Mattino, founded and edited by them, was for

many years the most substantial newspaper
in southern Italy. Upon her separation from
her husband in 1904, Serao also left the

Mattino, and founded her own daily, the
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Giorno, which she edited until her death in

Naples in 1927.

Matilde Serao's literary production is con

tained in some 50 volumes which include,

besides her widely read novels and short

stories of Neapolitan life, many novels in a

cinematic style of loves and scandals in high
life, books of travel, plays, literary essays,

mystery stories, books of religious edification

(a volume of prayers, another on San Gennaro,
a third on the Madonna and the saints),

diaries, letters, a book on etiquette. Her

significant work on Neapolitan and also on

Roman subjects of the i88o's, which gives her

an eminent place in Italian fiction, is to be

found in some 10 volumes, all but two of

which appeared in the decade 1881-1891.
Fantasia (1883) is a bold psychophysiological

study of feminine perversity; its heroine, the

neurotic, flighty Lucia, is ever weaving fancies

"on God, the Madonna, the affections, on

everything." An excellent English translation,

Fantasy, by the American novelist Henry
Harland, with an introduction by the English

critic Edmund Gosse, appeared in 1890. La
Virtu di Checchina (1884) is an engaging
narrative about a middle-class wife whose

virtue is saved by her fright of a doorman's

scrutinizing look. La Conquista di Roma (1885;

Eng. trs., The Conquest of Rome, 1902, 1906),

which recounts the failure of a little deputy
with Roman ambitions, is notable for its

masterly descriptions of the new, tumultuous

Rome of the i88o's. // Romanzo delta fanciulla

(1886) is a collection of stories of middle-class

girls and their lives of decente miseria, their

yearnings for a less restricted existence, their

dreams of love. Vita e aweriture di Riccardo

Joanna (1887) tells the story of a turbulent

not loo ethical journalism encamped in the

new capital. All'erta, sentinella (1889; Eng
tr., On Guard, 1901), a collection of Neapoli
tan stories, includes, besides the first one

which gives the title and which is a remark

able account of a convict's attachment for the

prison warden's child, "Terno secco," a breath

taking tale of three lottery numbers and

their effect on the lives of the people of a

whole segment of Naples, and "O Giovannino

o la morte," a girl's tragic idyl, beautifully

told. // Paese di cuccagna (1891; Eng. tr., The
Land of Cockayne, 1901) again presents Naples
?nd the consuming Neapolitan mania for the

lottery. It contains powerful descriptions of

the teeming, ragged populace, their endless

toil and childbearing, their chronic want,

their sunless lives, their fanatic religious

fervor, their weekly renewed dream of well-

being through the lottery ticket. La Ballerina

(1899; Eng* tr - The Ballet Dancer, 1901) de-

scribes the pathetic, sordid life of a chorus girl

neither beautiful nor gifted, and Suor Gio-

vanna della Croce (1901; Eng. tr., "Sister Gio

vanna of the Cross/' serially in Living Age,

July-September, 1901) is the tragic tale of a

cloistered nun forced back into the world

through civil appropriation of her order's

properties.
Venire di Napoli (1884) is Serao's only non-

fictional work of unusual merit; it is a social-

economic study of the Neapolitan slums of the

8o's and was instrumental in bringing about
their clearance.

See: Benedetto Croce, 'Note sulla lettera-

tura italiana nella scconda meta dal secolo

XIX: Matilde Serao," Ciitica, I (1903), 321-

351; Henry James, Notes on Novelists (1914),

pp. 294-313; Ugo Ojetti, As They Seemed to

Me, tr. by Henry Furst (1928), pp. 208-214.
A. M. G.

Sergeyev-Tsenski, Sergei Nikolayevich (1876-,
Russian novelist and short-story writer), born
in a little village of the province of Tambovsk,

began his career in 1904 in the transitional

period between the old realists and the new

realist-symbolists. Unlike his contemporaries

Andreyev and Artsybashev (qq.v.), whose repu-
tations, now faded, were once internationally
celebrated, Sergeyev-Tsenski at first won only
a moderate acclaim, but his work has quietly
and steadily grown in vitality and concentrated

excellence until today he is regarded as one of

the U.S.S.R.'s most significant literary artists,

while yet virtually unknown abroad. Little is

known of his personal life. His first work won
him serious attention, though it was criticized

for an ovcrexubcrance of style. Some seven

volumes of his talcs appeared before 1914. The
years ot the war and the Revolution he spent
in the Crimea pastuiing cows and working on
a vast trilogy, Valya (1923-1926), designed as

a history of the mentality of the Russian in-

telligentsia during the first two decades of this

century. The first volume, Preobrazhenie

(1923; Eng, tr., Transfiguration, 1926), con-

cerns a Hamlet-like architect, Aleksei I'Van-

ovich, torn between the desire to avenge his

seduced wife and the call of new life, which
counsels the futility of vengeance. The
Crimean background shows the author's

mastery of a richly colorful and evocative

landscape. Other tales followed, of increasing
artistic distinction. Three of his best short

stories have been translated into English:
"The Man You Couldn't Kill" (John Cournos,

ed., Short Stories Out of Soviet Russia, 1929,

pp. 101-116, and A Treasury of Russian Lift



and Humor, 1943, pp. 309-318); "Womenite
Farm" (Slavonic Review, XII, 8-12); "The
Ariikush" (Slavonic Review, XVII, 282-296).

In 1939-1940 appeared the three volumes of

Sevastopolskaya strada (The Sevastopol Har-

vest), a tribute to the heroism of the plain
Russian soldier during the defense of that

city in the Crimean War. Brusilovski proryv

(1944; Eng. tr., Brusilov's Breakthrough, 1945)

is a historical novel of the First World War.

Sergeyev-Tsenski's work as a whole exhibits

an interesting evolution in methods, materials,

and conception of life. The early phases show
his preoccupation with the psychopathology
of existence; the principal themes are death,

cruelty, the tyranny of fate, the loneliness of

man. A growing revitalization alters this

fatalistic outlook, and his later work evinces

a positive, life-affirming character, realistic,

tragic, and humane. Its tensions and conflicts,

it is worth noting, are consistently on an

individual and nonpolitical plane.
vSee: D. S. Mirsky, Contemporary Russian

Literature (1926), pp. 141-144; V. Pozner,

Panorama de la literature russe contem

poraine (1929), pp. 203-206.
N. S

Sergio de Sousa, Ant6nio (1883-, Portuguese

essayist and historian), primarily a rational

philosopher and social reformer, has also

done writing in many other fields. He was
born in Daman (Damao), Portuguese India.

When his father, the governor, was recalled,

nine-year-old Sergio went to Portugal with

his family. A descendant of aristocrats,

colonials, and admirals, he followed the ca

reer of a naval officer, abandoning it in 1910
for politics and belles-lettres. Convinced of

the urgency of reforms in Portugal, he tried

to impress the young dlite with his ideas on
culture, education, and political economy; he
adhered to the group called Renascen^a
Portuguesa (Portuguese Renaissance) and its

review A dguia (The Eagle) in Oporto,
founded the review Pela grei (For the

People's Sake) in 1917 with the economist

Ezequiel de Campos, and later, on his return

from publishing work in Brazil (1919-1920),

participated in the organization of Seara

Nova (New Crop), a cooperativist group of

educators, economists, and writers, in whom
he saw an intellectual lite capable of guid

ing the republic. Married early to a pub
lisher's daughter, herself an educator, he be

came editor of her father's Os serdes (The

Soirees) and then of Lusitdnia, an exemplary
review of Portuguese studies. Named li-

brarian at the National Library in Lisbon,

SERRA

he was active founding writers' organizations
and promoting the Uniao Civica (Civic

Union), a vast political association. In 1923
he entered the government as secretary of

education but soon resigned, unable to carry
out any reforms. Because of his leading part
in the 1927 revolt against the dictator Car-

mona, he had to flee to Paris. Later he re-

turned to Lisbon and was temporarily im-

prisoned on publishing a volume of history
in 1941, but he continued to write with the

courage of his convictions, a staunch de-

fender of freedom of thought.
He became first known through his Notas

sdbre Antero de Quental (1909; Notes on
Antero de Quental). Besides translations of ra-

tionalists such as Spinoza, Leibnitz, Descartes,

and Bertrand Russell and countless articles

on national problems, he resurrected numer-
ous works of i7th and iSth-century reformers

of Portugal, in order to "reform Portuguese

mentality." The Ensaios (5 vols., 1920-1936;

Essays) contain most of his didactic studies, in-

cluding some on literature (e.g., on Oliveira

Martins, q.v.). He turned political historian in

O Desejado (1924; The Longed-for King),

attacking with documents the romantically

vague and indolent Messianism of the nation-

alists, abhorrent to him, the disciplined, criti-

cal thinker. From then on he eagerly engaged
in many personal polemics. He also rewrote

Portuguese history from an economic stand-

point, starting with the dynamic thesis of a

struggle of "the policy of transportation"

against "the policy of fixation," i.e., of the

maritime city merchants against the land-

owners in the provinces. He outlined his

findings in Bosquejo da historia de Portugal

(1923; Eng. tr., A Sketch of the History of

Portugal, 1928) and then expanded them to

Historia de Portugal (only in Spanish tr. by

J. Moneva y Pujol, 1929, "Colecci6n Labor,"

VI, No. 206). He has more recently been

working on a larger Portuguese edition, the

first volume of which was published in 1941.

Sergio has rightly been called a "universal

man," being a poet his first book was Rimas

(1908; Rhymes) a mathematician, philoso-

pher, economist, historian, literary critic, jour-

nalist, educator, politician, and, above all, a

humanist.

See: Juan Moneva y Pujol, "Pr61ogo," in

Spanish translation (1929) of Sergio, Histdria

de Portugal, pp. 7-13; Hernani Cidade, "An-

t6nio S&rgio," Seara Nova, August 25, 1932.
G. M. M.

Sena, Renato (1884-1915, Italian critic), was

born in Cesena. He graduated from the liceo
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there at the age of 15 and went to study

literature with Giosue Carducci (q.v.) at the

University of Bologna. He graduated in 1904

with a dissertation on Petrarch's Trionfi. After

some time spent in Florence, he returned to

his native city in 1908 and the following year

became librarian of the Biblioteca Comunale
Malatestiana of Cesena, a post which he held

until he was called to arms in April, 1915, as a

lieutenant in the infantry. He was killed on

the Podgora front in July of that year, leading
his company to the attack.

Serra was an assiduous reader from early

childhood, and his years of leisure as librarian

in the quiet little Malatestiana gave him the

time to acquire a very wide range of literary

experience. To Serra it was the intimate ex-

perience of literature that mattered. For him

in fact literature was a way of life. His im-

portant work is found in his essays on Pascoli

and Panzini (qq.v.), an essay on the state of

Italian literature in 1913 entitled Le Lettere

(1914), and his Esame di coscienza di un

letterato, written as he made ready to enter

the war (1915). His published work is con-

tained in two small volumes (Scritti di Renato

Serra, 1938). In it one enjoys the work of a

keen mind, direct and honest, sensitive, and

objective. Serra's observations on his contem-

poraries, on contemporary Italian literature,

and above all on the temper and moral fiber of

the period do not lose value as time passes.

It is clear, however, that his name is known
and respected in Italy as much for what he

held the promise of becoming as for what he

was, and as much for what he seemed capable
of writing as for what he wrote. The criticism

which he left views its subject with a sure

command of its own taste and sensibilities.

Serra died at the age of 31. He was already

capable of that rare achievement, an ability to

enter into a question, literary or otherwise,

with his whole soul and yet not to confuse

issues. Serra insisted on seeing the whole

question, without divisions or abstractions

from it. He was persuaded, as he said, that

every generation needs sometimes to make its

own esame di coscienza and to draw up its own
moral balance. He came near to fulfilling that

need for his own generation, at least for those

of it who, like himself, died young in the war.

See: L. Russo, Problemi di metodo critico

C. S. S.

S^verin, Fernand (1867-1931, Belgian poet,

essayist, and critic), was born in Grand-Manil,
a small village near Gembloux, in the Walloon

country. His first poems appeared in the Wai-

lonie, and very soon after he joined the Jeune

Belgique group (see Belgian literature in

French). But he never indulged in the Ban-

delairian and Parnassian imitations that char-

acterized the early works of many of his col-

leagues and found inspiration in preromantic
and early romantic poets such as Andr6

Chnier and Lamartine. He was also strongly

influenced by Wordsworth and Keats.

A deep love of nature is to be felt in all of

S^verin's poems, a pastoral lyricism, pervaded
with a sort of pantheistic exhilaration in his

early works, and later, clearly under the spell

of spiritualism and faith. The poems in Le

Lys (1888) were already budding into Ver-

gilian blossoms, and these gave their full fra-

grance in Le Don d'enfance (1891). These short

poems, written in truly classic verse forms, in

simple but harmonious language, struck a

chord unknown to the poets of the Jeune

Belgique. Sverin, among his companions,

represents an idyllic and serene poet, as sur-

prising in their group as La Fontaine among
the solemn French classic poets of his time.

Un Chant dans I'ombre (1895) and La Solitude

heureuse (1904) developed his innate qualities

with a more visible tendency toward a classi-

cal style and the traditional meters of French

poetry. His inspiration was progressively de-

taching itself from any link with materiality.

He indulged in descriptions of imaginary

landscapes which resemble the background of

Watteau's pastorals. Poemes ingtnus (1909)

concludes the pantheistic cycle of his poems.

Long a teacher in several Belgian high
schools (athenees), Sverin became a profes-

sor of French literature at the State University

of Ghent in 1907. Among the writers of the

Jeune Belgique, his best friend was Charles

van Lerberghe (q.v.).
The two spent their va-

cations together in the Ardennes and also

traveled in Italy. In 1924, 20 years after the

death of his friend, Sverin published the

letters written to him by the poet of La Chan-

son d'Eve. A year later appeared his own last

poems, La Source au fond des bois (1925).

Severin has brought into Belgian poetry a

sense of Elysian landscape which is distinctly

Walloon and in striking contrast to the Pro-

methean tumult pervading the poems of most

of the French-writing poets of Flemish descent.

L. K.

Severyanin, Igor (pseud, of Igor Vasilyevich

Lotarev, 1887-1942, Russian poet), born in

St. Petersburg, was considered at about the

time of the First World War to be the leader
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of the ego-futurist school of poetry. Actually
there has always been more of the ego than of

the futurist in his verses. From the first vol-

ume of his poems, Gromokipyashchy kubok

(1913; Thunder-seething Cup), through his

later collections, such as Zlatolira (1914;

Golden Lyre), Ananasy v shampanskom (1915;

Pineapples in Champagne), and Victoria

Regia (1915), Scvcryanin espoused "all power-
ful egoism," free from reticence and conven-

tion. "I, genius Igor Severyanin, I am film-

screened omni-urbanly, I am ubi-cordially

enthroned," is typical of his "I-I-I" poetry.
He is on familiar terms with 'Ego-God," and

nonchalantly he proclaims: "Venus has given
herself to me, and I am universally renowned."

His alleged futurism is limited to his facile

innovations in word combinations and in the

usage of non-Russian terms expressive of

Western civilization in its showy externals.

His gaudy phrases and words savored of bou-

doirs and barrooms, and they flattered the

taste of middle-class audiences before whom
Severyanin recited, or rather chanted, saccha-

rine verses in a titillating rhythm, studded

with such foreign exotics as "lilac ice cream,"

"pineapples in champagne, I am arrayed a la

Spain," "Garfon, improvise a brilliant five

o'clock." After the Revolution, Severyanin lost

his ephemeral popularity. He migrated to

Estonia, where for a while he produced repeti-

tious verses and then became silent.

Discriminating critics and poets have valued

in Severyanin a genuine musical quality and
an aptness for fresh images that may be dis-

cerned through his loud gaudiness. Were it

not for the swift popularity he had gained,

Severyanin might have outgrown his vulgar
mannerisms. Here and there his poems reveal

an authentic talent, as when he takes up Rus-

sian rustic themes. Unfortunately such poems,
whose high quality roused the admiration of

leading symbolists, such as Sologub and Bryu-
sov (qq*v.) t drown in the mass of garish osten-

tatiousness.

A. K.

Sforza, Carlo, Conte (1872-, Italian diplomat,
statesman, and writer), was born in Mon-

tignoso della Lunigiana, north of Lucca. He
entered the diplomatic service in 1896. After

various other appointments he was attached in

1915 as Italian representative to the Serbian

court, took part in the Macedonian campaign,
and after the war was Italian high com-

missioner in Turkey until 1919. He was ap-

pointed under-secretary for foreign affairs by
Nitti and then became minister of foreign

affairs in the Giolitti cabinet of June, 1920, re-

maining in charge until July 4, 1921. During
his tenure of office he negotiated the Treaty of

Rapallo with Yugoslavia, thus crowning a

policy of friendly understanding with the

Eastern neighbors which he had undeviatingly
advocated since 1917 and for which he found
a valuable friend and ally in Prime Minister

Pashich. Sforza's opposition to the expansionist
and aggressive designs of Italian nationalism

in the Near East earned him the enmity of

the group that was to shape the foreign policy
of the Fascist Party: he was bitterly denounced
as a "renunciator" and public enemy. In 1922
he was appointed ambassador in Paris, but

resigned, with a sharply worded telegram, as

soon as Mussolini came into power. Thereafter

he used the freedom of speech still allowed to

him as a senator for documented attacks on
Fascist policy, but his life became unsafe, his

house was burnt down, and in 1926 he was

obliged to leave Italy. He lived mainly in

Paris and Brussels and after 1940 settled in

the United States, where he wrote and lectured

extensively. In 1943, following the Italian

armistice, Allied authorities permitted him to

return to Italy, where he supported a policy of

national union and offered to collaborate with

any anti-Fascist government on the single
condition that the king be removed as a traitor

to the Constitution. His policy met with

hostility on the part of the British cabinet,

and at last under Allied pressure he entered

the Badoglio-Togliatti cabinet in March, 1944,

with the full knowledge that he was sacrificing

a large part of what he had stood for undeviat-

ingly since 1922, but believing that this was

required of him for the good of his country.
Sforza *s work as a writer is distinguished by

an extensive knowledge of the international

political scene and by a wise and civilized per-

ception of the factors which would promote

European understanding rather than strife.

Never a nationalist, he has tried to reach an

unprejudiced appreciation of other countries'

problems as well as those of his own, thus

living up to a classic tradition of Italian states

manship. His style is that of a diplomat, some-

times uneven in organization and scholarship,
but brilliant and seasoned with firsthand ex-

perience.
His principal books have all been written

during the period of exile. Makers of Modern

Europe was published in London in 1930, and
Les Freres Ennemis appeared in 1933 in Paris.

The following have been published in the

United States: Diplomatic Europe since the

Treaty of Versailles (1928); Europe and Euro-
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peans (1936); Fifty Years of Diplomacy in the

Balkans (1940); The Real Italians (1942); Con-

temporary Italy. Its Intellectual and Moral

Origins (1944).
G. de S.

Shaginyan, Marietta Sergeyevna (1888-, Rus-

sian poet and novelist), of Armenian descent,

was born in Moscow. Her father, a professor
of medicine, died early, leaving his family in

want. At the age of 15 she began to contribute

articles to periodicals, and eventually, support-

ing herself by journalism, she obtained a de-

gree in philosophy. She continued her studies

in Germany, where she undertook a pilgrim-

age to Weimar; Goethe's thought had a power-
ful and lasting influence on her. Shaginyan

developed in her youth an intensely earnest

attitude towards life, an intcllectualism which

she later struggled to overcome, and a passion-

ate love for learning and for all forms of

creative effort.

Shaginyan is the author of several novels,

short stories, and dramas and of numerous
articles devoted to current events, literary

criticism, philosophy, and social problems. To-

gether with her husband, Y. S. Khachatryants,
she published studies on Armenian folklore.

But it was poetry, which she later abandoned,
that first brought her success; her Orientalia

(1912) was rated among the best productions of

the younger symbolists. Her first novel, Svoya
sudba (1918; One's Own Fate), is largely of

philosophical inspiration. Social motives ap-

pear in Peremena (1922; The Change); they
are emphasized in later works, namely in her

series Mess-Mend (1925-1926), which uses the

devices of a mystery novel to present a violently

grotesque picture of capitalist society collaps-

ing in a world revolution (for the title the

author took at random two words from an

English-Russian dictionary). To the literature

of socialist realism Shaginyan contributed a

novel, Gidrotsentral (1931; The Hydroelectric

Station), describing with a wealth of technical

detail the building of a power plant in

Armenia. The more recent Sernya Ulyanovykh

(1938; The Ulyanov Family) is the first part of

a novel describing the life of Lenin.

Shaginyan's style is objective and precise,
intricate plots are developed in a manner
which is more narrative than directly sug-

gestive of reality. She rightly disclaims any
influence of the Russian realistic novel and
traces her literary parentage to Voltaire, to

Pushkin, and also to Wilkie Collins, whom she

greatly admires.

See: V. Kirpotin, "Shaginyan/' in Bolshaya
sovetskaya entsiklopediya, LXI (1934), 788-

790; Shaginyan, "Mirovozzreniye i masterstvo

(Avtobiografiya)," in Sobraniye sochineni, I

0935)* 30-71.
L. S.

Shestov, Leo (pseud, of Leo Isaakovich

Schwartzmann, 1868-1938, Russian philoso-

pher and critic), was the first Russian philoso-

pher to interest Europe in his thought. Funda-
mental to him is the idea that Cod is above

good and reason and that the search for this

amoral and irrational God is the supreme
quest in life. He is a consummate master of

polemical style, one who uses logic to refute

logic. An internationalist, without roots in

any soil, he bears the superficial appearance
of a skeptic and a nihilist, but in reality his

central idea is a positive one, the shaking free

of the human psyche from its ancient bonds.

Shestov was born in Kiev of a wealthy Jewish
merchant family and educated in the law

faculty of the University of Kiev. He came
late to philosophy, by way of literature. His
first book was Shakespeare i yevo kritik

Brandes (1898; Shakespeare and His Critic

Brandes), in which he attacked Brandes (q.v.)

for his positivism and nationalism. Shestov's

war against idealism in any form characterized

all his later works, beginning with Dobro v

uchenii Tolstovo i Nietzsche (1900; Good in

the Teachings of Tolstoy and Niet/sche) and
followed by Dostoevski i Nietzsche (1901);
these two works contain the whole force of

his destructive criticism. Thereafter appeared
a long series of books and articles, including

many studies of individual figures in literature

and philosophy, as Ibsen, Chekhov (Anton
Tchekhov and Other Essays, 1916), Berdyayev
(qq.v.} t Buber, Plotinus, St. Augustine, Luther,
St. Paul, Husserl, and Kierkegaard. Chief

among these volumes are Apofeoz bezpochven-
nosti (1905, The Apotheosis of Groundlessness;

Eng. tr., All Things Are Possible, 1920);
Velikie kanuny (1910-1912; Great Vigils);
Nachala i kontsy (Beginnings and Ends);
Potestas Clavium (1916; The Power of the

Keys), in which Shestov passes from modern
individualists to the accepted religious leaders

of the past, in whom he discovers the same
truth as did Dostoevski and Nietzsche (qq.v.).
In 1917 Shestov left Russia for Paris, where he
lived until his death. His last work includes

Les Revelations de la mort: Dostoievski-

Tolstoi (1923); La Nuit de Gethsdrnani (1923),
a study of Pascal; La Philosophic de la

tragedie: Dostoievski et Nietzsche (1926); Sur
les conftns de la vie: L'Apothdose du ddpayse-
ment (1927); Pages choisies (1931); Skovannyi
Parmenid: Ob istochnikakh metafizicheskikh
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tstin (1931; The Shackled Parmenides: On the

Sources of Metaphysical Truth); Dans le

taureau du Phalaris (1933); Kierkegaard i

eksistentsialnaya filosofiya: Vox Clamantis in

Deserto (1936; Kierkegaard and Existential

Philosophy); Athenes et Jerusalem (1938);

Constantine Leontiev, a study of the Russian

philosopher.
See: Boris de Schloezer, preface to Shestov,

Les Revelations de la mort (1923); D. S.

Mirsky, Contemporary Russian Literature

(1926), pp. 172-175; N. Berdyayev, "Leo
Shestov i Kierkegaard," Sovremennyia zapiski,
LXII (1936), 376-382.

N. S.

Shklovski, Victor Borisovich (1893-, Russian

critic and novelist), a prominent exponent of

formalism, undertook a series of studies in

literature soon after graduation from the

University of St. Petersburg. His work was

interrupted in 1917 when he was sent to

the front as commissar of the Provisional

Government. Returning to Petrograd after

many wanderings and adventures, he resumed
his literary work, but in 1922, implicated in

a political conspiracy, he left Russia for two

years, which he spent mostly in Berlin. There,

among other works, he published his auto-

biographical Sentimentalnoye puteshestviye

(1923; Sentimental Journey).
Shklovski presents his critical views in a

manner which is often brilliant, if at times

rather paradoxical and aggressive; as origi-

nally expressed, they are based on the belief

that literature is autonomous and that its

students should be concerned neither with

content in the traditional sense nor with

social and economic conditions, but solely and

specifically with the form and the structure

of a work, with finding out "how it is made."

Shklovski, furthermore, interprets literature

primarily as a rediscovery of reality. Litera-

ture renders new and unusual, and thereby

directly visible, a too familiar world, to

which we respond with merely automatic

recognition. The effect is achieved by breaches

of familiar associations, shifts of planes or

angles of perception, the use of new words

and images, and various other devices which

Shklovski calls "rendering strange." His views

are presented in a noticeably attenuated form

in later works, Tekhnika pisatelskovo remesla

(1928; The Technique of the Writer's Craft),

Material i stil v romane Lva Tolstovo "Voina

i mir" (1928; Material and Style in Leo

Tolstoy's Novel War and Peace). These were

followed by several historical and biographical

narratives, one of which, Minin i Poiharshi

(1940; Minin and Pozharski), is devoted to the

traditional liberators of Russia from the

Polish invaders in the 17th century. He re-

turned to literary criticism with a vivid and

penetrating study of Mayakovsky (q.v.), with
whom he was closely connected (O Maya-
kovshom, 1940; On Mayakovsky).

See: Gleb Struve, Soviet Russian Literature

(1935)' PP- 201-215.
L. S.

Sholem-Aleikhem (pseud, of Sholem Rabino-

witz, 1859-1916, Yiddish novelist and humor-

ist) was born in Pereyaslav, a small town in

the province of Poltava, Russia. He received

his early education in the neighboring com-

munity of Voronkov, the model for Kasrilivke,

locale of many of his famous short stories.

His talent as humorist was already manifested

in his boyhood, when he managed to discover

a ridiculous aspect in every situation and a

caricature in every person. Until his i3th year
his studies were largely limited to the Bible

and sacred books, but when in his i4th year
he read his first secular novel, Defoe's Robin-
son Crusoe, his imagination was intensely
stimulated and he wrote his first immature

novel, about a Jewish Crusoe. Encouraged by
his father, he continued with the composi-
tion of poems, novels, dramas, and aphorisms
in Yiddish, Hebrew, and Russian. Before the

end of his 2o's, his reputation was well estab-

lished with the Yiddish reading public. As
editor of Die Yiddishe Folksbibliotek in 1888

and 1889, he attracted the best Yiddish

writers, especially since temporary wealth en-

abled him to play the role of a Maecenas. But
soon his wealth came to an end. The ex-

banker, ex-broker, and ex-businessman had to

devote the last quarter century of his life, his

best years, to a desperate struggle for bread.

Yet the more difficult his economic plight
became and the poorer the state of his health,

the more did he seek relief in laughter. In

his bitterest years he created the humorous
character Tovye der Milch iger (Tovye the

Dairyman), the lighthearted pauper who
drives his rickety wagon and sorry nag along
the dusty road between Kasrilivke and

Yehupetz equivalents of Gotham and Ab-
dera in search of a bare pittance but whose

thoughts traverse the entire globe and reach

up to God. Though severest trials assail this

simple being, Tovye wipes away the un-
welcome tear, strikes up a merry tune, and

rejoices that he still lives in God's sunlight
on this beautiful earth.

Sholem-Aleikhem taught a people steeped
in tragedy to laugh at its troubles. His nar-
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ratives of small-town life in the ghetto

provinces of tsarist Russia are comparable in

quality and in kind to Gottfried Keller's

(q.v.) satiric tales of the petty bourgeoisie of

Seldwyla in Switzerland. He loves his men
and women for their weaknesses and their

follies no less than for their quiet heroism

and their inarticulate idealism, but his deep-
est love is reserved for the children who re-

fuse to grow up and to accept the established

order of things. The most attractive of these

children is the orphaned boy Motel Peise

dem Chazans, who cannot quite adjust him-

self to adults' concepts and who manages to

turn every situation topsy-turvy. Motel Peise

is to the Yiddish reader what Tom Sawyer
is to the American.

Sholem-Aleikhcm died in New York, where
he had found a refuge soon after the outbreak

of the First World War. His fame has grown
constantly since his death and now spans the

continents. His tales have been dramatized

for the New York stage and for Russian films.

Twenty-seven of them have appeared in Eng-
lish translation in The Old Country (1946).

His anecdotes and aphorisms are retold and

reprinted wherever Jews of Eastern European
origin congregate. He forms with Mendele
mocher sforim and Yitzchok Leibush Pcretz

(qq.v.) the triad of classical Yiddish literature.

See: Maurice Samuel, The World of

Sholom-Aleichem (1943).

S. L.

Sholokhov, Mikhail (1905-, Russian novelist

and short-story writer), is the most substantial

artist of Soviet literature, and of its many
diverse exponents the one most widely ap-

preciated at home and abroad. He is the first

great epic recorder of the Don Cossacks and
the poet of their landscape. His work is

bulky rather than merely prolific, and unlike

many of his colleagues he has never been an

experimentalist in form. His fame rests

largely on two vast novels, the many excel-

lences of which grow naturally out of the

great main stream of objective realism. His

distinction derives from the fact that he is a

Communist who has taken hitherto untouched
material and expressed with abundant virility

and historical truth the new Soviet conception
of socialist realism. The measure of his power
is seen in the complete dominance of the

artist over the propagandist.
A Cossack himself, Sholokhov was born in

the hamlet of Kruzhlino in the stanitsa or

township of Veshensk on the banks of the

Don. His father was a jack-of-all-trades from

Ryazan. His mother, half Cossack, half

peasant, learned to read so as to write letters

to her son; she was killed by German bombs
in 1942. The parents had no property, nor

were they formally married until 1912, when
the boy was legitimized; thereafter he ap-

peared on official documents as "son of a

middle-class citizen/' Sholokhov served in

various military and civil capacities during
the Revolution. He was in turn soldier,

handy man, statistician, food inspector, freight

handler, mason, bookkeeper, and journalist.
In 1923 he began writing for Komsomol news-

papers and for periodicals. His first book,
Donskie rasskazy (1925; Tales of the Don),
a group of four short stories, was followed by
another, Lazorevaya Step (1926; The Azure

Steppe), both dealing with the life of the

Don Cossacks in the civil war and the first

years of NEP. The stories outline the con-

flicts of class interests among the Cossacks, a

theme developed on a heroic scale in the sub-

sequent novels. The endings are uniformly

tragic, though not without hope for a hap-

pier future. Among the most interesting are

"Smertnyi vrag" (Deadly Enemy), "Cher-

votochina" (Dry Rot), and "Chuzhaya krov"

(Alien Blood). Whereas in these early tales the

leaders of the village are isolated from the

people, in Sholokhov's later work they are

wholly integrated with the masses.

In 1926 Sholokhov began working on Tikhi

Don (The Quiet Don), his major opus, which

occupied him 14 years. The first volume

(1928) was followed by three others. The
whole appears in English as two consecutive

novels, And Quiet Flows the Don (1934) and
The Don Flows Home to the Sea (1940), later

combined in one volume as The Silent Don
(1942). Before the appearance of the fourth

volume the work had run into 79 editions,

totaling four and one-half million copies,

printed in 38 separate languages of the

U.S.S.R. It was translated in 32 countries

abroad, in 14 European and Asiatic languages.
With the sensational success of the first

volumes Sholokhov became the ranking novel-

ist of the Soviet Union, a position he still

occupies and one in which he continues to

grow. In its great length (1300 pages), in its

panoramic sweep and its numerous char-

acters, as well as in its vitality and veracity,
there is much to justify the comparison first

made by Maxim Gorky (q.v.) with War and
Peace. On the other hand, it lacks the depth
of character analysis and the universality of

Tolstoy's masterpiece, and it falls short of

attaining the miraculous control of material

in the older classic. The reasons for these

differences exist apart from Western standards
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of artistic merit. Sholokhov was following the

Marxian line in avoiding subjective emphasis:
he is deeply concerned with people, but in

the generic sense rather than as individuals.

Furthermore, his Cossacks are not complex

Europeans, but a primitive race governed by
the most elemental instincts in their fighting,

mating, cultivating the soil. What is tragic in

the book is the inevitable sacrifice that occurs

when an ancient, simple way of life is forced

by history into a totally new social mold. The
main import, however, is not tragic, but life-

affirming. The real protagonist is not the

Cossacks themselves, with all their exuberant

vigor, their savage cruelty, their untapped
reserves of social creativeness, nor even the

Cossack land, though it is wonderfully por-

trayed in all its sensuous beauty; rather it is

the dynamic unfolding of the dialectical con-

ception of history to which both individuals

%and groups must adapt or be swept aside. The
book depends for its unity on this principle,
the most striking demonstration of which is

seen in the chief character, Gregor Melekhov.

Torn by opposing forces, he fights first on
one side, then on the other; he cannot adjust
to the new order, however, and he is pro-

gressively denuded of his possessions, of his

family, and finally of his self-confidence, his

integrity, even his animal courage, ending in

surrender and probable death. Sholokhov's

power is such that there is no trace of

schematism or dogma; the clash and struggle
are deeply felt, deeply realized. It is of no
little significance that owing directly to

Sholokhov the Cossacks regained their status

as a distinct people, a recognition hitherto

withheld by the Soviet government.
In the midst of working on Tikhi Don,

Sholokhov produced his second novel, Pod-

nyataya tselina (1932-1933; Eng. tr., Virgin
Soil Upturned, American title, Seeds of To-

morrow, both 1935), another study of the

Cossacks and the tragicomic vicissitudes

incident to the organization of collective farm-

ing among a pastoral people famous for

centuries for their extreme individualism.

Strictly sociological, without the thematic

grandeur of the first novel, this book never-

theless has its own power, full of racy

naturalism, poetic gusto, and na'ivet6. It

quickly sold over a million and a half copies,

and by order of the government every super-
visor of a collective farm was required to read

it. Both novels have been given operatic form

with music by Ivan Dzerzhinski and are

among the most popular in repertory. Tikhi

Don has also been filmed, and Podnyataya
tselina made into a play.

Already assured of a distinguished place in

Soviet literature, Sholokhov gives promise of

an even finer accomplishment. Until 1941 he
lived in Veshensk with his wife and three

children, taking an active part in cultural

and political affairs. He was awarded the

Stalin prize of 100,000 rubles and also the

Order of Lenin. He was elected a member of

the Academy of Sciences and a deputy to the

Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R. Like all other

Soviet writers he gave himself over wholly to

the war effort following the German invasion

and served at the front as reporter and in

other capacities.
See: V. Goffenshefer, Mikhail Sholokhov

(1940); Isidor Schneider, "The Quiet Don
Flows Home/' Soviet Russia Today, IX (1941),

10-11, 32.

N. S.

Sienkiewicz, Henryk (1846-1916, Polish jour-

nalist, short-story writer, and novelist), was

born in the village of Wola Okrzcjska, prov-
ince ot Podlasie, Russian Poland, of Polish

gentry stock said to have been crossed at

some remote date with a strain of Tartar. His

mother, Stefanja Cieciszowska, being herself

of a poetic temperament, instilled in her son

a love of literature and a desire to interpret
his country to the world through the written

word. In 1866 Sienkiewicz entered the famous
Warsaw Szkola G16wna and remained in that

institution even after its reorganization as a

Russian university in 1869, graduating in 1870

in the same class with 5wi?tochowski (q.v.).

Sienkiewicz made his literary dbut in the

positivist journal Przeglqd tygodniowy (Weekly
Review; see Polish literature) with a critical

account of a performance by the popular
actor Rapacki in Nos In times by Sardou

(q.v.). His first published story, Na rnarne

(1872; In Vain), held out little promise of the

talent Sienkiewicz was ultimately to display.

In 1876 Sienkiewicz journeyed to the United

States, partly to carry out his mother's in-

junction to learn to write by traveling, partly
in order to escape the spiritual suffocation of

life in Russian Warsaw. For a while he lived

in Modjeska's famous Polish "Brook Farm" in

California. During his absence from Poland

his name was kept alive there by a series of

"Listy z podr6zy" (Travel Letters), written in

a manner reminiscent of Dickens and Harriet

Martineau and appearing regularly in Gazeta

polska. From his American experiences came
also a number of short stories, the most
memorable of which is the immortal
"Latarnik" (1882; Eng. tr., "The Light-House
Keeper/' in Yanko the Musician and Other
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Stories, 1893), a moving story of a homesick

Polish exile.

On his return to Poland, refreshed by his

years abroad, Sicnkiewicz quickly won a

nation-wide reputation. His best works from

this period are the realistic Z pami$tnika

korepetytora (1879; A Teacher's Memoir) and

Janko muzykant (1879; EnS- tr-> Yanko the

Musician, and Other Stories, 1893), a sym-

pathetic tale of a poor peasant lad who
dreamed in vain of possessing a violin.

In 1883 began what may be called Sierikie-

wicz's heroic period, with the publication in

the Warsaw journal Slowo of his long novel

Ogniem i mieczem (Eng. tr., With Fire and

Sword, 1890). This proved to be but the first

of a scries of three great historical novels

(Potop, 1886, Eng. tr., The Deluge, 1891, and

Pan Wotodyjowski, 1888, Eng. tr., Pan

Michael, 1893) in glorification of Poland's

struggle for national existence in the i7th

century. The first of the three, a stirring ac-

count of the siege of Zbaraz by the Cossack

chieftain Chmielnicki and his Turkish ally

Tugai Bey, together with the heroic defense

of the fortress by Prince Jeremi Wisniowiecki,

calls into bold relief an outstanding Polish

trait military valor. The second dramatizes

not only this quality but also the piety of the

Pole, as it depicts the defense of the shrine

of Jasna C6ra by the monk Kordecki. The
final volume of the trilogy portrays the de-

fense of still another Polish outpost, the

bastion of Kamieniec in Podolia. It was a far

cry indeed from the young Sienkiewicz of Na
marne, with his positivist's aversion to feeling

and his repudiation of love as a motive in

human affairs, to the mature Sienkiewicz of

the trilogy, with his clear implication that

blind, unreasoning love is the noblest of all

motives. That Sienkiewicz would arrive

ultimately at this conviction might, however,

have been predicted from 1875, when in his

first novel, Stary shiga (The Old Servant), he

represented blind loyalty and devotion as

knightly qualities. While Sienkiewicz always

appreciated the praise accorded him by the

critics for his psychological novels, Bez

dogmatu (1891; Eng. tr., Without Dogma,
1893) and Rodzina Polanieckich (1895; The
Polaniecki Family), it was for his historical

novels, especially the trilogy, that he preferred
to be remembered, since these were the ful-

fillment of the consuming ambition of his

life.

Aside from the trilogy, the novel Sienkie-

wicz found most difficult to write was Krzyiacy

(1900; Eng. tr., Knights of the Cross), for the

story deals with the obscure period of Ger-

many's eastward expansion (i3th and 14th

centuries), when eyewitness chroniclers were
few. Less difficult was the popular Quo vadisf

(1895; Eng. tr., 1896), a romance of the days
of Nero, in the writing of which Sienkiewicz

found Tacitus a gold mine of precise detail.

Sienkiewicz is regarded by most Poles as

the national interpreter of Poland par excel-

lence. On the soth anniversary of his literary
d^but (1900), the entire nation arose as one
man to do him honor. Five years later (1905)
he was awarded the Nobel prize in literature.

During the First World War, Sienkiewicz

abandoned work on a novel of Napoleonic
times which he had begun, to devote his en-

tire energy to the cause of Polish independ-
ence and to the activities of the International

Red Cross. He died in Switzerland in the

midst of this work.

See: P. Chmielowski, in "Henryk Sienkie-

wicz," Nasi powieiciopisarze (1895); L. E. Van
Norman, "Henryk Sienkiewicz's Poland,"

Bookman, XLIV (1916-1917), 412-426; Wia-
domosci literackie, 1924, No. 43 (entire issue);

M. M. Gardner, The Patriot Novelist of
Poland: Henryk Sienkiewicz (1926); E. E. Led-

better, comp., Polish Literature in English
Translation (1932), pp. 25-27, bibliography of

translations; J. Birkenmajer, "Henryk Sienkie-

wicz," Thought, XIV (i939)> 579~593-
L. E. V. N.

Sieroszewski, Waclaw (1858-, Polish novelist),
was born at W61ka Kozlowska in Mazovia,
Russian Poland. A brief schooling preceded
two years of apprenticeship to a locksmith,

after which he was sent to study in the

technical school of the Warsaw-Vienna Rail-

road Company. Attracted, as were so many of

his generation, by socialism, Sieroszewski

plunged with his whole heart into this move-

ment, only to be arrested in 1878 and sent to

Siberia. In Yakutsk, where he was held for 12

years, he turned his enforced leisure to good
use by mastering the language and lore of

the natives and by collecting material which
he was later able to publish through the

Petersburg Geographic Association. On his

return to Poland in 1891, Sieroszewski occu-

pied himself with writing. In 1902-1903 he
made a journey to the Far East. This, like his

Siberian experiences, yielded him rich ma-
terial for a series of novels and tales. Arrested

again in 1905, he escaped abroad, returning
to Poland in 1914 as a legionary with Pilsud-

ski. A wanderer all his life, Sieroszewski was
at home and contented in any part of the

world. He was looked upon in Free Poland
as the Nestor of the writing guild and was
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accorded high honors as the figure responsible
for making the Orient and the primitive races

of the Siberian wilderness literary material in

Polish.

See: Z. D?bicki, Portrety, I (1927), 51-66;
G. Korbiit, Literatura polska (1931), IV, 155-

156; K. Czachowski, Waclaw Sieroszewski;

zycie i tworczosc (1938).

A. P. C.

Sigurj6nsson, J6hann (1880-1919, Icelandic

dramatist and poet), was born at Laxamyri in

pingeyjarsysla in the North of Iceland. His

parents were well to do, and there was poetic
talent in his mother's family (e.g., J6nas

Hallgrfmsson, pioneer of the romantic move-

ment). The boy was able to follow his inclina-

tion to study, and, being attracted to natural

science, he chose the study of veterinary
medicine in Copenhagen (1899). He had al-

most finished when he determined to devote

his whole time and energy to becoming a

writer a great and famous writer it must be.

As a short cut to literary fame he decided

to write plays in Danish. He was thus the

first of his compatriots to cut across the

narrow confines of his mother tongue (spoken

by a population of about 100,000) to gain a

wider audience, and more were to follow his

example. He was soon one of the most bril-

liant members of the bohemian art circle in

Copenhagen, a group which tasted the ex-

cesses of French fin-de-siecle decadence and
shared the soaring ambitions of Nietzschean

geniuses.
His first two plays, Dr. Rung (1905) and

Bdndinn a Hrauni (1908; Eng. tr., The Hraun
Farm, 1916), were immature, but the latter

treated an Icelandic subject for the first time.

With Bjarg-Ejvind og hans Hustru (1911;

Icelandic, Fjalla-Eyvindur, 1912; Eng. tr.,

Eyvind of the Hills, 1916) Sigurj6nsson at-

tained meteoric fame. He was acclaimed by
the best critics such as Brandes (q.v.) and
wooed by both the Scandinavian and the Ger-

man stage (Fjalla-Eyvindur was first produced
in Reykjavik December 25, 1911, in Copen-

hagen May 20, 1912). The fame of the play

spread even to France, England, and America;
a French critic gave the author a seat of

honor beside Scandinavia's big three, Bjorn-
son, Ibsen, and Strindberg (qq.v.). Later

Victor Sjostrom was to make one of the first

artistic films out of the play. Fjalla-Eyvindur
is based upon an Icelandic folk tale about

real 18th-century outlaws (sheep thieves). In

the play Fjalla-Eyvindur's wife becomes the

true hero, living for her love only and perish-

ing in the end because her love is shattered

against the elemental forces of hunger in the

wilderness. This great tragedy is projected

against the colorful background of Icelandic

folkways and magnificent mountains. It is

ennobled by the rich lyric expression of the

author, who has left other perfect gems of

lyric poetry apart from the songs in his plays.

His next play, 0nsket (1915; Icelandic tr.,

Galdra-Loftur, 1915; Eng. trs., Loftur, 1939,
"Loft's Wish," Poet Lore, XLVI, 99-146), was
also based on a folk tale. Loftur is an
Icelandic Faust whose towering ambition is

to harness the powers of darkness for higher

purposes. He fails utterly because of his self-

ishness. The same ambition burns in L0gne-
ren (1917; The Liar), a play drawn from

Njdla, the most famous of the Icelandic sagas.

These two works, though good, did not attain

the success of Fjalla-Eyvindur.

Sigurjrinsson's untimely death cut short a
career of unusual brilliance. Those who knew
him have all agreed that his life was beautiful

poetry even to a greater degree than his

written works. He left an unfinished play,
Elsa, which points to a new, more subdued

period in his development.
See: L. Pineau, "Un Pote dramatique

islandais, Johann Sigurjonsson/' Revue, XXV
(

1 9 1 4)> 52~67 188-201; A. M011er, "Islandsk

Digtning i nyeste Tid og Danmark," in E.

Skovrup, ed., Hovedtrcek af Nordisk Digtning
i Nytiden (1921), pp. 356-364; G. Gunnarsson,
"Einn sit g yfir drykkju," in Rit eftir Jdhann
Sigurjdnsson, I (1940), xiii-xlviii; S. Nordal,

"J6hann Sigurj6nsson," Timarit Mdls og
menningar, 1940, pp. 111-124.

S. E.

Silfverstolpe, Gunnar Mascoll (1893-1942.
Swedish poet), born in Rytterne, Vastman-

land, is among the less prolific of modern
masters of the Swedish lyric. His total poetic

production is contained in five rather slender

volumes Aruet (1919; The Heritage), Dags-

ljus (1923; Daylight), Vardag (1926; Common
Day), Efterdt (1932; Afterward), and Hemland

(Homeland; 1940). This body of poetry was,

however, only a part of his quiet and re-

strained but not unimportant contribution to

modern Swedish cultural life. During his life

he held many positions of trust directly
identified with cultural strivings of the day,

among which may be mentioned those of

curator of the Royal Art Collections from

1920 to his death, secretary of the Bellman

Society, 1919-1934' an<* officer of the Swedish
Pen Club. Besides being active in newspapers
and magazines as one of the more sensitive

critics of the day, he made more extended
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critical and scholarly contributions in such

works as Prins Eugens konst (1935; The Art

of Prince Eugene) and E(okbindare i Stock-

holm, 1630-1930 (1930; Bookbinders in Stock-

holm, 1630-1930), and was one of the most

active translators of representative English
and American verse (Vers frdn vaster, 2 vols.,

1922-1924; Verse from the West, together
with Karl Asplund). In his creative work he

is primarily the poet of memories of the past,

a poet who has his roots firmly imbedded in

the ancient Swedish countryside with all of

its finest aristocratic traditions. He never

wearies of glorifying the Swedish herregdrd

(landed estate), with its gracious culture, its

elegance, and its warm basic humanity; he

writes of the closed circle of the home, with

its solid intimacies and its unspoiled ebb and
flow of spontaneous organic life; he sings of

simple everyday pleasures in a manner not un-

like that of Wordsworth, one of his favorites

among the English poets. For Silfverstolpe as

for Wordsworth poetry was in essence "emo
tion recollected in tranquillity," a thing of

fine and dignified restraint. In its preoccupa
tion with the simple life and the past

Silfverstolpe's work reflects, usually with a

most subtle indirection, a sense of homeless

ness in the brutally complex pattern of mod-
ern existence, though his last volume of

poems, Hemland, reveals that he was not

without deep personal feeling for unfortunate

victims of the present ghastly world conflagra
tion.

His poetry on the whole is a rather slender

but everywhere sensitive and genuine expres-
sion of deep spiritual loyalty to an anciently
rooted Swedish cultural tradition facing

gradual strangulation at the hands of insensi-

tive onrush ing modern industrial civilization.

As such Silfverstolpe's work takes its modest

place alongside of that of Heidenstam and

Lagerlof, Karlfeldt and Osterling (qq.v.), each

of whom worked with similar materials in a

similar spirit of fine piety for a past that is

rapidly disappearing from the present-clay
Swedish scene.

A. G.

Silone, Ignazio (pseud, of Secondo Tranquilli,

1900-, Italian novelist and critic), was born in

Pescina dei Marsi, Aquila. His family, landed

residents of the province, provided him with

an education in Catholic schools, but Silone

spent most of his boyhood 'and youth, accord-

ing to his own preference, in close and work-

ing contact with the peasants of the country-
side in which he was born. After the death of

his mother and five brothers in the 1915

earthquake, he and a surviving brother quit
the Abruzzi for Rome, where later Silone

edited the youth paper, the Avanguardia. In

1921 he visited Russia, returning afterward to

Trieste to edit the labor paper, the Lavora-

tore. It was not long before the Fascists seized

this paper and issued warrants for the arrest

of its editor and his assistants. Silone's brother

was captured and subsequently beaten to

death in jail. Silone himself escaped pursuit,
found shelter with the peasants of his native

province, and remained in Italy for a number
of years. In 1930 he broke with the Commu-
nist Party, in which he had held membership
for some time. In 1931 he was smuggled across

the border into Germany, traveled from there

to other parts of Europe, and settled finally in

Switzerland, where he lived until 1944. The
fiction, history, and criticism he wrote during
those years of exile had the curious distinction

of being unknown only in the country to

whose literature they made their unique and
considerable contribution. In 1944, with the

end of Fascism, Silone returned to Italy and
resumed political life as a member of the

Socialist Party. Soon after, he became editor

in chief of the newspaper Avanti.

While virtually everything Silone has pub-
lished up to the present springs from a total

rejection of fascism and a corresponding de-

votion to an ethical conception of socialism,

it is as a novelist rather than as a critic of

society that his claim upon contemporary at-

tention has been greatest. The cogency of his

fiction lies in its humanity, its intelligence,

its liveness, and its irony. This last is the

over-all tempering element: deeply Italian

and appropriate, it is an irony that derives,

not from aloofness, but on the contrary from

great and offended love. In this, as in his

genius for conveying the flavor of peasant
life, Silone recalls inevitably another great
Italian realist, Giovanni Verga (q.v.).

All Silone's writings reveal, with varying
stress, the Fascist degradation of Italy and

point to the need for an understanding and
a solution of her problems arrived at through
contact and experience rather than rertiote

reflection and theory. Explicitly he links the

idea of socialism with that of liberty, but does

not assume liberty to be a necessary or natural

outcome of socialism. Like Mazzini, of whom
he writes revealingly (in The Living Thoughts
of Mazzini, 1939; published only in English),
he expects his country to be saved not by out-

side intervention, but from within. Writing
in 1939 he declared himself to be a member
of no political party, but "an anti-fascist

partisan" in the civil war raging throughout
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the world; and expressed his disappointment
with the parties and programs of a Left which
had lost all effective contact with reality. As
to the Second World War, far from solving
the problem of fascism, he saw it as only too

likely to result in the "fascistization of the

democratic countries," and was unable to con-

done those socialists who "with the very best

possible antifascist intentions . , . put their

own theories in mothballs" in order to co-

operate with men of opposing ideologies in

the struggle against a common enemy. It re-

mained open to the convinced socialist (and
Silone's life has born this out) to refuse all

compromise and to live in strict accordance

with an ethical ideal.

AH this is illustrated in the spiritual odys-

sey of Pietro Spina, protagonist of Silone's

Bread and Wine (1936; original Italian pub-
lished later, Pane e vino, 1937) and of his

The Seed beneath the Snow (1942; original
Italian version not yet published). Pietro

Spina returns from exile to Italy, from realms

of revolutionary theory to realms of human

reality and, after experiencing some of the

blockages and deviations to which man's love

of liberty is subject, finds himself home at

last in the "poor, barren country" which is

"the country of his soul." Spina sheds a

falsified social partisanship in favor of a con-

crete and living Christian morality and shares

his life with the humble company of those

who can truly break bread with him in

poverty, faith, hope, and charity. In Dread

and Wine the spiritual travels of the principal
character are built into the structure of a

novel that conveys above all the pulse and
color and sound of Italian life. The Seed be-

neath the Snow, its sequel, is less satisfying
as a work of art, primarily because it tries to

combine satire, symbolism, and realism and
fails to fuse them.

Fontamara (1933; Eng. tr., 1934), while

simpler in pattern and narrower in scope
than those that followed, had a greater popu-
lar success. During the first year of publica-
tion it appeared in a total of 19 different

translations and in 17 languages; it is a brief

masterpiece of concrete narration and bitter

portraiture recording the lives of a handful of

Abbruzese peasants (cafoni) under the impact
of the "new government."

Notable among Silone's nonfiction writings

is his history of Fascism, // Fascismo; le sue

origini e il suo sviluppo (published only in

Switzerland in its German translation, Der

Fascismus; seine Entstehung und seine

Entwicklung, 1934), a serious and objective

account of the beginnings and early years of

the Fascist movement in Italy. The School for
Dictators (1938; published only in English)
is a somewhat labored satiric treatise on the

proper grooming of modern tyrants. Written
in the form of a series of quasi-classic dia-

logues between an aspirant to American

dictatorship, a scholarly American windbag,
and a European who styles himself Thomas
the Cynic, it treats acidly of the manner,
attitudes, dreams, and myths of dictators past
and current.

In addition to the books mentioned, Silone

has published numerous critical and political
articles in American and European periodicals.
His most recent work is the drama, Egli si

nascose (1945; Eng. tr., And He Hid Himself,

1946), based in theme and character on the

novel Pane e vino.

I. B.

Silva Gaio, Manuel da (1860-1934, Portuguese
poet, novelist, dramatist, and critic), son of the

novelist Ant6nio de Oliveira da Silva Caio

(1830-1870), was born in Coimbra, where his

father was a professor and journalist. He stud-

ied law in the university of that city and in

1927 was named secretary of the law school.

The most decisive influence in his first

poetical and critical works and in his novels

is to be found in the philosophical and scien-

tific doctrines of the unfortunate Guilherme
Moniz Barreto (<7-f.), with whom he was

joined by the bonds of a strong friendship
and to whom he dedicated a beautiful bio-

graphical-critical study, O5 novos: I, Moniz
Barreto (1894; The Newcomers: I, Moniz Bar-

reto). Previously he had composed a carefully
written story, O pecado antigo (1893; The
Ancient Sin), with vivid rural scenes but with

too many feuilletonistic surprises and coin-

cidences. In the historical vein, but in a style

replete with mannerisms, he made a start in

the theatre with Na volta da India (1898; The
Return from India). The work attracted no

attention, though it reveals a certain psycho-

logical penetration in its view of India by a

Portuguese of the i6th century and in the

awakening of the hero's saiidade (longing)
when confronted with the exotic. The poem
"O mundo vive de ilus5o" (1896; The World
Lives on Illusion) is obscure and confusedly

pessimistic, Silva Gaio's first book of poetry,

Mondego (1900), marks the intelligent revival

of the Portuguese pastoral theme in modern
times; some of these pieces, such as "Dias co-

rrentes" (Ordinary Days; Part III of the ec-

logue "Lemano"), are the best of their type.
He never abandoned his interest in this bril-

liant Portuguese school, and a little before his
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death two delicate and elegant studies on the

subject were published, Bucolismo: I, Ber-

nardino Ribeiro; II, Cristoval Falcdo (1932-

1933)-

Silva Gaio's deep interest in classical litera-

tures and in a revival of humanistic studies

in his country is related to another aspect of

the Portuguese Renaissance movement. He
left evidence of this tendency in works of his

own always very careful, perhaps coldly cor-

rect at times, but worthy in the poetry of

Chave dourada (1916; Golden Key), D. Joao

(1925), and Sulamite (1928) and in the essays

Da poesia na educacao dos gregos (1917; On
Poetry in Greek Education) and De Roma e

suas conquistas (1919; On Rome and Her

Conquests). His two novels Ultimos crentes

(1904; Last Believers) and Torturados (1911;

The Tormented) merit special mention. In

the first of these a strange company of sailors,

isolated from the world on a deserted beach,

live out the last illusions of the myth of King
Sebastian. They await the Encoberto (King
Don Sebastiao) until they think they see him

coming over the horizon, and then all die

when they try to save him. In Torturados

three characters, in a series of renunciations,

seek without success a state of intellectual and
moral perfection. This affords the author an

opportunity to outline extraordinary psy-

chologies that are in conflict with a norm
and possessed by a vehement desire to excel,

which life itself is sure to overcome. The type
seen in the poet Miguel de Gouva is of an

almost autobiographical richness, and all the

characters are described not so much through
their acts as by their thoughts and creative

plans. Silva Gaio's critical work includes Efa
de Queiroz (1919), Eugenio de Castro (1928),

Joao de Deus (1930), and Os vencidos da vida

(1931; The Failures).

All told, the extensive and varied writings
of Silva Gaio are a reflection of the uneasiness

and hesitations that the culture of his country
felt during the first third of this century.
While appreciated only by a select minority
of his contemporaries, his art is of the kind

which does not disappear. On the one hand it

was refined and aristocratic, on the other it

had deep roots in Portuguese tradition and a

universality due to the author's pervading hu-

manistic ideal.

See: Fidelino de Figueiredo, Estudos de /*-

teratu, 1

*, I (1917), 6-22.

R. M. L,

Sirin, Vladimir, see Nabokov, Vladimir

Vladimirovich.

Sivle, Per (1857-1904, Norwegian poet), was a

farmer's son from Voss in western Norway.
For years he made his living as a journalist.

He published several short stories in the dia-

lect of his home district and a short working-
class novel in the traditional literary language,
Streik (1891; Strike). His chief and lasting

work, however, was, from 1884, a number of

national poems, some in Riksmaal and some in

Landsmaal (see Norwegian literature), often

taking their subject from national history, all

of them battle songs for Norwegian independ-
ence. By their epigrammatic form and imagi-
native power they became classics, standing

up like living sculpture and still today stirring

Norwegian minds. In particular the one-

stanza poem "Vi vil oss et land" (1894; We
Will a Country for Us) is a cherished song of

the nation. His collected works (Skrifter)

were published in three volumes, 1909-1910.
See: A. Hovden, Per Sivle (1905).

H. K.

Siwertz, Sigfrid (1882-, Swedish prose author

and poet), was born in Stockholm and edu-

cated at Uppsala. He attracted general atten-

tion with his volume of short stories De

gamla (1909; Old People). With the novel

Selambs (1920; Eng. tr., Downstream, 1923)
his promise was fully realized. Since then he

has done his best work in collections of short

stories, such as En handfull dun (ig22r A
Handful of Feathers). Though dealing usually
with artist types, which he handles with great

delicacy and humor, Siwertz can also be ro-

bust, as in his clever story "The Lady in

White," where he contrasts the healthy give-
and-take of married life with the sentimental

confidences of "spiritual affinity." He is fond

of sailing and has done spirited pictures of

summer life in the islands of the Stockholm

archipelago. In poetry his chief success has

been with Taklagsolet (1923; Rooftree Ale),
a dramatic piece for the dedication of the

Stockholm Town Hall. Siwertz has recently
been made a member of the Swedish Acad-

emy.
It is in Selambs (The Selamb Family) that

Siwertz has shown greatest authority. This
novel is a study of degeneracy through the

five members of one family. The description
of profiteering as exhibited in the eldest son
is a real social document. All the characters

of the book are exponents of ruthless selfish-

ness in various forms, from morbid sex inhibi-

tion to violent primitivism. It is certainly not
cheerful reading, and yet at least a solution

is suggested by antithesis with the young



men and women who exhibit so clearly what

not to be.

In all his work Siwertz is an accomplished

stylist. His plastic and colorful prose is a pure

delight. What could be better than the scenes

in "Leonard and the Fisherman," where the

young artist in woodcuts is calmed and re-

assured by the philosophy of the quaint old

fisherman, who turns out to be also, from his

former position as a sceneshifter, an addict of

grand opera? The two go behind the stage in

a performance of Tristan: "Like a living,

overwhelming stream of actuality the music

burst forth through all the dusty rubbish of

illusion/' It is in such passages that Siwertz

proves himself a master equally in perception
and expression.

See: C. W. Stork, tr., Modern Swedish

Masterpieces (1923); H. A. Larsen, ed.,

Sweden's Best Stories (1928); G. Bach, The

History of the Scandinavian Literatures, ed.

by Frederika Blankner (1938).

C. W. S.

Sjoberg, Birger (1885-1929, Swedish poet,

novelist, and composer), was for most of his

life a resident of Halsingborg on the south

coast of Sweden. No recent volume of Swedish

verse has won more immediate popularity
than Fridas bok (1922; Frida's Book). It

pictures with quiet humor and sentiment the

life of a small Swedish town. It was followed

by Kriser och kransar (1927; Crises and

Crowns), a collection of poems of great
warmth and pathos, of what one may call

disharmony of soul, and of lyric imagination,
and, posthumously, by Fridas andra bok

(1929; Frida's Second Book), His popular
novel Kvartetten som sprdngdes (1925; The

Dispersed Quartet), though of loose composi-
tion, has deep feeling and such a "classical

gallery" of characters that it has become one
of Sweden's best stories, and was in 1935

successfully dramatized and staged by the

author's brother, Gosta Sjoberg.

Sjoberg continued the illustrious tradition

of Karl Mikael Bellman, the great i8th-

century improviser, who sang his own music

to the accompaniment of a guitar. As Bellman

pictured the gay life of Stockholm, so does

Sjoberg reproduce the homelier scenes of his

present-day environment. For some time no

musical evening at Stockholm was complete
without a performance of "Spanish Moon-

light/' in which the impetuous hero is carried

in imagination to Granada, and then back to

the more chaste endearments of his northern

sweetheart. Sjoberg's originality has won him
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a place that is likely to be secure for some
time.

See: C. W. Stork, Anthology of Swedish

Lyrics (revised and enlarged ed., 1930; J.

Landquist, "Sjoberg," in Humanism (1931).

C. W. S.

Skerli, Jovan (1877-1914, Serb literary histo-

rian, essayist, and national leader), is one of

those men who leave their stamp on an era.

At the beginning of the 2oth century and up
to the First World War, all Serbian literature

and also the entire public life of the country
evolved under the directives and auspices of

this great figure.

He was born in Belgrade and became the

highest expression and exponent of the striv-

ings and aspirations and ideals of the small

Serbian capital. He studied French and com-

parative literature at the University of Bel-

grade as a disciple of Bogdan Popovic (q.v.)

and as leader of socialist students took a keen
interest in contemporary social and national

problems. Serbia and Montenegro were then

the only free Yugoslav countries, and the

dream was to liberate and unite all the mem-
bers of the South Slav nations, notably the

Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes. Advocating this

idea through countless articles and lectures,

Skerlic became the most ardent spokesman of

a bellicose generation. At the same time, thor-

oughly acquainted with French political and
intellectual life, he wanted the Yugoslav na-

tion to develop on purely democratic lines.

Also, as an adherent of the philosophical ideas

of the French writers Comte and Guyau, Sker-

lic emphasized on every occasion the social

note in artistic creation and succeeded in dis-

crediting the "art for art's sake" movement.
From 1899 to 1901 Skerlic continued his

studies at Paris and Lausanne. He became a

follower of Georges Renard, and it was under
Renard's influence that his spiritual evolution

attained its definite form. His doctor's dis-

sertation, L'Opinion publique en France

d'aprts la podsie politique et sociale de 1830-

1848 (1901), shows the nature of his interests.

Beginning in 1901 Skerlic taught French and

Yugoslav literature at the University of Bel-

grade.
As a man of wonderful personal magnetism,

and as a gifted orator he was called "John
the Golden-mouthed" Skerlii acquired very

great prestige. Young men from all the prov-
inces of the Yugoslav nation, most of which
was under foreign rule at this time, gathered
at the University of Brlgrade and looked to

Skerlic as their prophet. At one word from
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the master, "Skerlic's youth" was ready for

any sacrifice, as indeed was proved in the Bal

kan Wars of 1912 and 1913 and in the First

World War. In his last year ^Skerli, made a

member of Parliament in 1912, devoted ever

more time to politics and was flooded with in-

vitations to visit and lecture in the various

unliberated provinces. His sudden and mys-
terious death, at the age of 36 and when he

had seemed in the best of health, was charged

by many of his followers to Austro-Hungarian

politicians, for whom he obviously was a grave
menace.

Skerlic was exceedingly active as an author.

First as a collaborator and then as the editor

in chief of the best Serbian literary review

Srpski knjiievni glasnik (Serbian Literary

Herald), he was the ever-vigilant chronicler

and arbiter of the entire literary production

among Yugoslavs. Hundreds of his essays,

studies, and reviews were published in

Srpski knjiievni glasnik; the best were col-

lected in Pisci i knjige (10 vols., 1907 ff.;

Authors and Books). Other important works,

mostly in the domain of literary history, are

Pogled na danahiju francusku knjizevnost

(1902; View of Contemporary French Litera-

ture); UniStenje estetike i demokratizacija
umetnosti (1903; Annihilation of Esthetics

and Democratization of Art); Jakov Ignjato-
vie (1904); Omladina i njena knjizevnost

(1848-1871) (1906; The Youth Movement and
Its Literature); Vojislav J. Ilic (1907); Fran-

cuski romantifari i srpska narodna poezija

(1908; The French Romanticists and Serbian

Folk Songs); Srpska knjizevnost u i8om veku

(1909; Serbian Literature in the i8th Century);
Svetozar Markovic (1910); Istorijski pregled

srpske Stampe 1791-1911 (1911; Historical Re-,
view of the Serbian Press); Istorija nove srpske

knjizevnosti (1914; History of Modern Ser-

bian Literature, complete ed.); DanaSnfi
srpsko-hrvatski nacionalizam (1913; Contem-

porary Serbo-Croatian Nationalism).
As a literary historian Skerlic adopted

Taine's (q.v.) theory that every work has to

be studied as a product of its environment and
time. Contemplated from this standpoint, the

whole evolution of Serbian literature was illu-

minated by a new light. Skerli is famous not

only for his scholarship but also for his style.
His writings are crystal clear, composed in a

vigorous, persuasive, and picturesque man-
ner, f jll of sparkling wit and vivid imagery.
L. the white heat of creation he was occasion-

ally incorrect about documents, sometimes

hasty. But he left his own mark on whatever
he touched.

See: B. Popovtf, "Jovan Skerltf kao knji

2evni kritiiar," Srpski knjiievni glasnik, Sep-
tember i, 1920; Srpski knjiievni glasnik, May
16, 1924 (whole issue devoted to Skerlic on the

loth anniversary of his death); V. Hilojevic,

fovan Skerlic (1937).
P. A.

Skjoldborg, Johan (1861-1936, Danish novel-

ist), the son of a poor crofter in Thy, Jutland,
became a schoolteacher. His first book, En
Stridsmand (1896; A Fighter), was a tribute to

the men who wrest a living from the stubborn

heath land along the North Sea. It was fol-

lowed by Kragehuset (1899; The Crow's Nest).
A stronger agitatorial purpose is evident in

Gyldholm (1902), the novel that brought him

recognition in literary circles. It is a dark pic
ture of the misery and degradation of the

laborers on Denmark's manorial estates in the

8o's and go's. These estates, he declared, were

islands of retrogression in the land. Their la-

borers were untouched both by the cultural-

religious forces that centered in the rural folk

high schools and by the new socialistic labor

movement. But the youngest and strongest of

the group, Per Holt, stirred to revolt by a ter-

rible tragedy in his own home, went out from

Gyldholm to face a strange world and an un-

known fate symbol of a class emerging from

bondage. Skjoldborg is before all else the

spokesman of the small crofters. His books

have become the property of the very poor
and have been a moving force in the Crofter

Movement. His early works were all in the

service of social reforms. Later he turned

not only against the materialism that came
with industrialization, but also against what

he called the ''centrifugal" tendency of mod-
ern life. In the midst of an over-organized so-

ciety, he pleaded for simplicity and singleness
of purpose. Love of home, devotion to the

land, and absorption in work seemed to him
the enduring values. This is the theme of

Nye Mtend (1917; New Men) and Jens Jakobs

S0nner (1920; Jens Jakob's Sons). A more

definite religious bent is evident in Prcesten

i L0gum (1921-22; The Parson at L0gum).

Skjoldborg has a considerable narrative gift,

and a clear, firm style which in his nature

descriptions rises to poetic beauty. But his

chief hold over the reader is by virtue of his

broad human sympathies.
See: Helge Kjaergaard, Die ddnische Litera-

tur der neuesten Zeit (1871-1913) (1934).
H. A. L.

Skram, Amalie (1847-1908, Norwegian novel-

ist and dramatist), came from a middle-class

family in Bergen. When very young she mar-
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ried a sea captain, whom she divorced after

a short and unhappy marriage. Later she

married the Danish writer Erik Skram, in

whose country she lived the greater part of

her life.

Her first important work, Constance Ring

(1885), reveals her as a disciple of the natural-

istic school which at that time, through the

influence of Flaubert and Zola (qq.v.), had

begun to dominate the younger generation of

Norwegian writers. It is the story of a tragic

marriage, told with all the reveling in minute

details which characterizes naturalism. Much
more original and intense is Forraadt (1892;

Betrayed), also a novel dealing with the prob-
lems of marriage. Other novels published

during this period are Knut Tandberg (1886)
and Lucie (1888), the latter remarkable for

its pictures of life in the Christiania of those

days. In 1893, after other rather unsuccessful

attempts at playwriting, she presented the

conflict between an independent, unconven-

tional spirit and a humdrum, Philistine out-

look on life in a play, Agnete (1893), which

has retained all its power of passionate per-

suasion and remains one of the most remark-

able contributions to the igth-century Nor-

wegian theatre.

The work which has assured for this writer

a place among the masters of Norwegian let-

ters is the great epic novel Hcllemyrsfolhet

(4 vols., Sjur Gabriel, 1887; To venner, 1887,
Two Friends; S. G. Myre, 1890; Afkom, 1898,

Offspring). This is a family chronicle, the

sad tale of generation after generation of

miserable people, doomed by their own weak-

ness, seemingly predestined to a life of pov-

erty, squalor, and crime. The background of

the novel is the town of Bergen, where the

novelist had spent her childhood and youth,
and the book is alive with its sights and

sounds and smells. An almost uncanny insight

into the very depths of human nature makes

her reveal to her readers the criss-cross of mo-

tives directing the life of her unsavory hero,

S. G. Myrc, the son of incurable drunkards,

himself a vain, weak coward who by devious

means succeeds in getting into the middle-

class environment he has always wanted to

belong to, but who ends his life in prison.

A deep, genuine sense of human destiny, of

the uncscapable logic of fate, permeates this

somber epic in which the author's naturalistic

conception of a world dominated by biologi-

cal factors is transformed and illumined by a

poet's feeling of tragic necessity.

Among Amalie Skram's other books men-

tion should be made of the polemical novel,

Professor Hieronymus (1895), l^e somewhat

sentimental Julehelg (1900; Christmas), and
a collection of short stories, Sommer (1899;

Summer).
See: Antonie Tiberg, Amalie Skram (1910).

O. P. G.

Slddek, Josef Vdclav (1845-1912, Czech poet
and translator of Shakespeare), is the first

Czech poet to show intense interest in

America. Slildek was born in Zbiroh (west of

Prague) and studied science at the University
of Prague. In 1868 he came to the United

States, where he lived for two years as a

teacher and journalist. After his return to

Europe he became a teacher of English at the

Prague Commercial College. He died, after a

long illness, in his native village.
Slddek's personal relations with Vrchlick^

(q.v.) and Zeyer (q.v.) as well as his editor-

ship of Lumir, the journal of the group, put
him into the camp of the "cosmopolites," but
his poetic practice was rooted rather in the

native tradition of folk poetry. He was most
successful as a poet when he wrote short lyrics
in the simplest style, some humorous and

whimsical, some expressly addressed to

children or written as if sung by peasant boys
and girls. Sl'idek was also a good poet of his

personal sorrows the early death of his first

wife, his long struggle with disease, his re-

turn to traditional religion. He wrote much

political verse of distinction, expressing an
intense patriotism and a strong belief in the

peasants as the core of the nation. Slridek also

composed short epics and idyls of country life

as well as the more conventional descriptive
and meditative poetry. At his best he is a

genuine poet who revived the style of folk

poetry and filled it with personal content.

His more important volumes are Bdsnt

(1875; Poems), Jiskry na mofi (1879; Sparks
on the Sea), Svttlou stopou (1881; On a Bright

Trail), Sluncem a stinem (1887; In Sun and

Shade), Selskd pisnt a esk<* znelky (1889;
Peasant Songs and Czech Sonnets), and
Starosvgtske pisnicky (1891; Old-World Dit-

ties). Sladek's stay in America bore fruit in

descriptive sketches and informative articles

on American life and literature (collected as

Americke obrdzky, 2 vols., 1914, American

pictures) as well as in translations of Ameri-
can and English poetry. He translated Long-
fellow's Hiawatha (1872), Bret Harte and
Aldrich, Byron and Coleridge, and, with

especial success, Burns. Beginning in 1894 he
undertook a complete translation of Shake-

speare's plays, of vhich he finished 32.
Skidek's Shakespeare is still standard in Czech,

faithful, poetic, though somewhat academic,
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too polished, and not concise enough in the

greatest tragedies. Recent translations of

individual plays Macbeth by Otokar Fischer

(<I-
v

-)> Julius Caesar, The Merchant of Venice,

A Midsummer Night's Dream, and Twelfth

Night by Erik Saudek are superior, but no
one has matched Slddek's general achieve-

ment.

See: E. Chalupny, J. V. Slddek (1916); F.

Strej&k, /. V. Slddek (1916); R. Wellek,

"Vykle.stn>> Shakespeare," in Kritika (1924);

F. X. Salda, Salduv zdpisnik, IV (1932), 337-

352.
R W.

Slataper, Scipio (1885-1915, Italian poet and
free-lance writer), was born of an Italian

mother in Trieste, where his father's family,

originally Slavic, had become Italianized. He
met death on the Podgora front, almost in

view of his native city, in the war that gave
Trieste to Italy. His name has a prophetic

meaning: golden pen. He began writing while

very young, but his true spirit did not find

expression until, going to Florence to register

at the university, he came in contact with the

Voce group which served as the spark that

lighted his spiritual torch. At times he ex-

perienced a feeling of inferiority, coming as he

did from a provincial town, finding himself

placed on an equal footing with veterans, and

suddenly precipitated into the current of the

most advanced thought of Italy and the most

daring streams of European art criticism. His

contribution however was of the highest

quality. He brought to the Voce a realistic

knowledge of the complexities of Irre-

dentismo; for the first time Italians were

made aware of the complexity of the problem
of Trieste, with its Slavic population and its

economic rivalry with Venice. He also used

his knowledge of German, acquired in an
Austrian high school, to translate the Judith

(1911) and the Tagebuch (1912) of Hebbel
and to give the first critical appreciation of

this tragic playwright in Italian. In addition,

he had so completely entered into the spirit
of the Voce that during an absence of

Prezzolini (q.v.) he acted as editor of this

periodical.
An idealistic love, ending tragically for

some unknown reason in the suicide of his

beloved, brought him near desperation and
iride him seek a refuge and solitude in the

environs of Trieste, in a region called the

Carso. He emerged from this emotional crisis

with the book upon which rests his fame, //

Mio Carso (1912). It expresses the ideal of the

generation of the Voce, which tried to find

in the sincerity of autobiography an antidote

to the rhetoric of D'Annunzio and to the

infantilism of Pascoli (qq.v.). II Mio Carso

is a work in which deep poetic sentiment and
crude realism are mingled in a spasmodic
and tormented style which seems to take its

tone from the harsh, arid, tense character of

the region itself. Slataper viewed life and art

as a conflict of forces, a token perhaps of the

conflict within himself between his Slavic

blood, his Italian culture, and his German
education. The moral issue dominates all his

work; he is an admirer of moral will, which

explains his love for Hebbel, and of Ibsen

(q.v.), about whom he wrote his doctoral

dissertation (published by his professor,
Arturo Farinclli, posthumously in 1916,

though incomplete). The Lettere (1931) to

three young women one his first fiancee,

the second his future wife, the third a friend

also published posthumously, show him as

a young Galahad surrounded by admiration

and love. Each woman is treated differently:

terrifying love, presented with a certain

amount of literary device, for the first, serious

love and honest realism for his wife, and a

certain friendly compassion for the third.

The lesser contributions, literary (Scritti

letterari e critici, 1920), and political (Scritti

politici 1925), made to the Voce, the Resto del

Carlino, and, curiously enough, to a magazine
for children, the famous Giornalino (of Luigi

Bertelli), were dominated by the impulse or

necessity of the moment.
For a brief period preceding the First

World War he taught Italian in Hamburg at

the Colonial Institute. His was a noble life.

He successfully overcame numerous financial

and political difficulties. His native city, where
he had incurred the enmity of many of the

inhabitants by speaking the truth, finally be-

came reconciled to him after his heroic death

on the field of battle. A street of Rome bears

his name.

See: G. Stuparich, Scipio Slataper (1922).

G. P.

SJonimski, Antoni (1895-, Polish poet, critic,

and playwright), was born in Warsaw, the son
of a distinguished Jewish physician. A bitter

foe of bigotry, reaction, and especially of

racialism, he was also one of the leading

pacifists in Free Poland. As a cofounder of

Skamander (see Polish Literature), Slonimski
stood at the forefront of the progressive intel-

lectuals of his country. His weekly feuilletons
in Wiadomosci literackie (Literary News), ap-

pearing under the rubric "Weekly Chronicle,"
were notable for their common sense, cosmo-

politan temper, and fearlessness, as were also

his theatrical reviews in the same journal.
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Besides several small volumes of verse,

Slonimski wrote a number of satirical come-

dies, among these Wieza Babel (1927; The
Tower of Babel); Murzyn warszawski (1928;

The Warsaw Negro), a satire on the literary

hack; Lekarz bezdomny (1931; The Homeless

Physician); and Rodzina (1934; The Family),
a brilliant take-off on "isms." A collected

edition of Slonimski's poems was published in

1929. During the Second World War,
Slonimski was active in Polish liberal circles

in England; many of his articles appeared in

Robotnik polski (The Polish Worker), and
several volumes of his poetry were published,

including Alarm (1940) and Popiot i wiatr

(1941; The Ash and the Wind), a memoir of

ruined Warsaw.
See: K. Czachowski, Obraz wspotczesnej

literatury polskiej, III (1936), 307-316, 706-

707; A. P. Coleman, New York Times Book

Review, December 22, 1940, pp. 8, 18.

A. P. C.

Slonimski, Mikhail Leonidovich (1897-, Rus-

sian novelist and short-story writer), a son of

an editor of Vestnik Yevropy, was born at

Pavlovsk. After graduating from a Gym-
nasium, he enlisted in the army (1915), and
two years later embarked on a literary career,

subsequently identifying himself with a group
of young writers who called themselves the

Serapion Bi others (1921-1922). His impres-
sionistic short stories of that period, which

revealed Slonimski as a conscientious and

talented artist, reflected the disorganization in

human relations brought on by the war and
the Revolution (Shestoi strelkovy, 1922; The
Sixth Fusiliers). In Mashina Emeri (1924;

Emery's Machine) he first attempted to deter

mine man's significance in an apparently

meaningless world, an effort that undoubtedly

prepared the ground for the first of his short

novels, which deal with Soviet life, Lavrovy

(1927; The Lavrovs), the story of an intel-

lectual who is unable to find his place in

society. This book is also a milestone in

Slonimski's transition from impressionism to

psychological realism. Sredni prospekt (1928;
The Middle Avenue), a tight novelette of

intrigue, is an excursion into the world of

NEP tradesmen demoralized through lack

of social consciousness. With Foma Kleshniov

(1931) Slonimski returned to the characters of

Lavrovy, but the determined old Bolshevik

Kleshniov is less lifelike than the intelli-

gentsia who surround him. After Povest o

Levine (1935; The Story of Levind), a sketch

of a leader of the Bavarian Communists,
Slonimski reinterpreted some of his early
material from a more constructive point of

view (Proshchaniye, 1937; The Farewell). His
Predsedatel gorsoveta (1943; The President of

the Town Soviet), a collection of stories, deals

with people caught in the stresses of the

recent war.

See: R. Messer, "O tvorchestve M. L.

Slonimskovo," Zvezda, 1932, No. 6, pp. 159-

172; A. Gorelov, Put sovremennika; o

tvorchestve Mikh. Slonimskovo (1933).

P. A. P.

Slovak literature (see also Czech literature).

The Slovaks, a West Slavic nation of about
two million, had no distinct literature of

their own in earlier centuries but used Czech

as their literary language. Their political fate

was, however, very different from that of the

Czechs: they never had a state of their own
and after the destruction of the Great Mo-
ravian Empire about 900 formed a part of

Hungary. Following the defeat of the Bo-

hemians in the Battle of the White Mountain

(1620), Protestantism was suppressed in Bo-

hemia and Moravia. The more tolerant

religious conditions of Hungary allowed

Czech Protestant literature to continue in

Slovakia. A case can even be made out for the

statement that the Czech Protestant tradition

was preserved in Slovakia. Slovaks writing in

Czech certainly played a considerable part

early in the igth century in the Czech
national revival. Jan Kollrir (1793-1852), an

important romantic poet and the founder of

Pan-Slavism, and Pavel Josef Safafik (1795-

1861), the founder of Slavonic archaeology,
both came from Slovak Protestant homes,
wrote in Czech, and felt themselves to be

members of the Czechoslovak nation. Frantisek

Palacky (1798-1876), the great historian of

the Czech nation, was born in Moravia, but

received his education in Slovakia, which was

then attracting Czech Protestants because of

its greater religious freedom. A Catholic

priest, Antonin BernolAk (1763-1813), had
advocated writing in the West Slovak dialect

and had found one practicing poet, a Protes-

tant, Jan Holly (1785-1849), who wrote dreary
and extremely artificial imitations of Vergil
and Homer in this language. But the move-
ment had failed to take root. Slovak as a

literary language was successfully established

only in 1844, when L'udevft Stiir (1815-1856)
and Jozef Miloslav Hurban (1817-1888), both

originally Protestant clergymen, published an

almanac, Nitra, in the Central Slovak dialect.

Stiir developed and defended the language in

theoretical writings, and soon gifted poets
arose who used it with skill and success.

Andrej SUdkovii (1820-1872), Same Chalupa
(1812-1883), Janko Krdl* (1822-1876), and Jin
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Botto (1829-1881 are the outstanding names
of a group of highly romantic poets. One

good novelist, JAn Kalinttk (1822-1871), can

be described as an early realist, a humorous
observer of the life of Slovak peasantry and

landed gentry.
The reasons for the ''separation" from

Czech are not far to seek: the Slovaks felt that

the Czechs were politically impotent and that

no help could be received from them. The
use of the local dialect was recommended by

good patriots as the best defense against the

government-sponsored spread of the Magyar
language. Theories about the peculiar value of

every local dialect, and especially of Slovak

which, according to some scholars, was sup-

posed to be the original language of the Slavs,

worked powerfully in the same direction. How-
ever deplorable the separation turned out to

be from a political point of view, Slovak must
be described as a full-fledged literary lan-

guage; it is used on all stylistic levels for all

purposes, even though it is extremely similar

to Czech.

After the Austrian-Hungarian Compromise
of 1867 the situation for Slovak writers for a

time became worse. The Magyars made a

determined attempt to eradicate the use of

the language, especially for higher purposes.
Schools conducted in Slovak were successively

closed, and by 1914 there was no education in

Slovak beyond the elementary level. Slovak

literature was kept alive by a tiny band of

enthusiasts who could appeal only to an ex-

tremely small reading public. During these

worst years two important writers arose,

SvetozAr Hurban Vajansk^ (q.v.) and Hviezdo-
slav (q.v.). Hurban, with pro-Russian orienta-

tion and Pan-Slav romanticism, is most

important as a novelist who, under the in-

fluence of Turgenev (q.v.), wrote fine pictures
of the gentry society in Slovakia. Hviezdoslav
is largely prominent as an epic poet, best

in poems with local rural setting, who also

wrote biblical dramas and translated Shake-

speare into Slovak. His sympathies were with
the Czechs, and his poetry shows the influence

of his Czech contemporaries, Cech (q.v.) and

Vrchlick? (9.1;.).

In 1898 a group of Slovak intellectuals

founded a review called Hlas (The Voice).
With democratic ideals and critical standards

largely inspired by Tomds Masaryk (q.v.), they

pposed the romantic ideology and the plac-

ing of hope in Russia and in the local gentry.

Independently of this critical group, the real-

ist novel had found excellent practitioners in

Slovakia. Martin Kukuttn (pseud, of Mate]
Benciir, 1860-1928) depicted Slovak life in

extremely vivid sketches and short stories and

later, when he had lived for years in Dalmatia

and in South America, wrote ambitious novels

on the problem of emigration. Dom v strdni

(published serially in 1904, in book form in

1922; The House on the Slope), with its setting

among the Dalmatian peasants, is his acknowl-

edged masterpiece. Jozef Gregor Tajovsky

(1874-1946) and a woman writer, Timrava

(pseud, of Bo2ena Slancikovd 1867-), wrote

with realistic technique novels and stories

which can be called critical and moral studies

of Slovak village life. It was not until the early

2oth century, and undoubtedly as a belated

echo of Western European artistic movements,
that a few Slovak poets turned away from

didacticism and the depiction of Slovak reality

and cultivated a purely personal art. Ivan

Krasko (pseud, of Jdn Botto, the younger,

1876-) is a refined, melancholy poet touched

by the ''decadence" of some Western Euro-

peans, while Janko Jesensk^ (1874-1945) wrote

harder, more intellectual and satirical poetry
which escaped the conventions of rhetorical

romanticism hitherto prevalent in Slovakia.

But these were individuals without followers.

On the whole, literary life in Slovakia up to

1918 was limited and provincial.
The liberation of the Slovaks and their

union with the Czechs in 1918 wrought an

almost miraculous change. Slovak suddenly
became the official language of the country.
A legal and learned terminology was de-

veloped. Slovak became the language of the

schools from the lowest to the newly founded

Comenius University at Bratislava. The read-

ing public expanded so rapidly that Slovak

books were published in editions almost 10

times the size of those before 1914. With the

exception of strolling companies, no Slovak

theatre had existed before the war, but now a

national theatre was established at Bratislava

and permanent theatres were opened else-

where. Both poetry and the novel flourished.

Poetry, under strong Czech and French influ-

ence, became especially diversified and highly
cultivated. Among the older poets, two Prot-

estant ministers, Vladimir Roy (1885-1936)
and Martin RAzus (1888-1937), stood out. Roy,
who had studied in Scotland, translated

English poetry and wrote melancholy reflec-

tive verse. Razus was a rhetorical, political
writer who became prominent both as poli-
tician and as novelist. His novels and auto-

biography are in fact chronicles full of

topical detail and political discussion rather

than works of art. The best poetry in Slovak

was written by two younger men, who had
also studied Protestant theology; these two,
Emil Boleslav Lukdi (1900-) and Jan Smrek

(pseud, of Jan Cietek, 1898-), present, further-
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more, a striking contrast to each other. Lukdf
is strongly under the influence of French

symbolist poetry (see French symbolism), es-

pecially that of Claudel (q.v.). His inspiration
is religious, while his style is highly intel-

lectual and even dialectical. Smrek is melodi-

ous, sensuous even sensual and glorifies the

earth and its pleasures. Smrek in his later

work shows the influence of Czech "poetism"
which is also dominant in a group of younger
poets of leftist political orientation, among
whom Laco Novomesk^ (1904-) is the best

known. With this group, which leans toward

futurism, certain Catholic poets made another

very sharp contrast. Two younger men, Ru-
dolf Dilong (1905-) and Pavel G. Hlbina

(pseud, of Pavel Ga5parovi, 1908-), both

priests, write distinguished verse which shows
a knowledge of Bfczina (q.v.), Claudel, and
Bremond (q.v.). Thus Slovak poetry reflects

most of the modern movements and practices
with competence and refinement the most
diverse techniques.
The novel, which had been largely confined

to a realistic analysis of life, also expanded
after the First World War with a great variety
of themes. An older writer, Ladislav Nad&>i-

Jg (1866-1942), created the Slovak historical

novel with Adam Sangala (1923), a picture of

the iyth century; he also wrote less successful,

erotic, society novels (e.g., Cesta iivotom, 1930,
The Journey through Life). Petr Jilemnicky
(1901-), a Czech by birth who writes in Slovak,

composed social novels of the conflict between
the peasant and industry (e.g., Pole neorane,

1932, The Unplowed Field) or attempted
pictures of Soviet Russia, which he knows
from a two-year stay and whose creed he em-
braced fervently. Milo Urban (1904-) is

possibly the most distinguished of the recent

Slovak novelists. In three novels (Zivy bit,

1927, The Living Scourge; Hrnly na usvite,

1930, Fogs in the Dawn; V osidlach, 1939,

Trapped) he is a critical chronicler of the
Slovak village during and after the First

World War. The picture of the struggle be-

tween the primitive mountaineers and the

encroaching modern civilization is drawn by
Urban without the usual false sentimentality
toward the traditional forms of life. All these

authors are, in principle, still within the

bounds of realistic techniques. Such conven-
tions are broken only by Gejza Vmo5 (1901-),
a physician, who is preoccupied with the

pathology of the middle class and uses

burlesque and expressionist techniques remi-

niscent of Vanura (q.v.). Two other genres,
Slovak criticism and Slovak drama, lack dis-

tinction. Criticism is mostly dependent on

Czech models, those of F. X. Salda (q.v.) in

particular, and the drama rarely goes beyond
realistic comedies or moralizing treatises.

Up to 1918, then, Slovak literature had
been constantly handicapped by the political

oppression. And there had been no urban
centers, no middle class except a rural clergy.
The nation was sharply divided into Catholics
and Protestants, into gentry and largely illit-

erate peasants. Literature emancipated itself

only very slowly from romanticism and the
romantic glorification of the primitive. Since

1918 conditions have changed in favor of a
wider outlook and more varied themes, but
the sudden expansion and the influx of ideas
from abroad have had its dangers. Too many
Slovak writers are closely dependent on
analogous Czech developments. During the
Second World War left-wing sympathizers like

Petr Jilemnicky and Gejza VimoS went into
exile. Others like Milo Urban adapted them-
selves. But literary life was almost at a stand-
still.

See: J. Vlcek, Dejiny literatury slovenskej
(1890, reprinted 1923); S. Kr&nery, Prehl'ad

defin slovenskej literatury a vzdelanosti (1920);
D. Chrobdk, Rukovat' dejin slovenskej litera-

tury (1932; 2d ed., 1936); A. Prafcik, "Litera-

tura slovenskd," in fieskoslovenskd vlastiveda,
Vol. VII (1933); P. Selver, "The Literature of

the Slovaks," Slavonic Review, XII (1933-
1 934) 691-703; J. E. Bor, Poezia povojnoveho
Slovenska (1934); A. Mrdz, Povojnovy sloven-

sky romdn (1938).

R. W.

Snoilsky, Carl Grefve (1841-1903, Swedish

poet), born in Stockholm, became a diploma-
tist at the early age of 20. His career took

him to Italy at the time of Risorgimento, and
he was equally carried away by the splendor
of the past and by the exploits of Garibaldi.

A strain of Polish blood on the paternal side

may help to account for his love of revolu-

tion. Aristocratic, vigorous, and healthily
sensual, he reminds us of Byron: like his bril-

liant predecessor he was an intense lover of

Italy and Spain, an ardent hater of political
and social oppression. He is, however, a gayer,
less egocentric spirit.

His Dikter (Poems), published in 1869,
irradiated Swedish poetry with a joy of life

that had been lacking since the time of

Tegn6r. The grandeur of Roman ruins, the

voluptuous charm of Sorrento, the whole

glowing pageant of "the land of the myrtle,"
was caught up and carried to the North in
the melody of his verse. Fortunately too he
was an admirable craftsman, partly no doubt

through the influence of Horace.
But although his early success was so star-
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tling, it seems probable (Sir Edmund Gosse

to the contrary, notwithstanding) that there

is more of enduring worth in his Sonneter

(1863-1873; Sonnets) and Svenska bilder (1886;

Pictures of Sweden). The sonnets in particular

are masterly, both in design and in execution.

He continued to write lyrics and ballads

throughout his life, changing to a more com-

pressed and reflective style, with the accent on

Sweden's martial achievements and on sym-

pathy with the laboring classes. The mission

of poetry, he believed, was to bring beauty to

those most in need of it; he provides both the

thrill of heroic romance and a high-hearted

recognition of present-day humanity. There
is a rousing trumpet note in his orchestration

as well as the softer strains of flute and violin;

he can be at once a Wagner and a Mozart.

See: C. W. Stork, Anthology of Swedish

Lyrics (1917; revised and enlarged ed., 1930); F.

Book, Sveriges moderna litteratur (1921), also

published as Vol. Ill of O. Sylwan, ed.,

Svenska litteraturens historia (1919-1921), pp.

C. W. S.

Sdderberg, Hjalmar (1869-1941, Swedish

dramatist and writer of fiction), was born in

Stockholm and studied for a short time at

Uppsala. Beginning as a government clerk, he

drifted for a time, interesting himself particu-

larly in Anatole France
(</.t/.),

whom he

translated. He had a decided success with his

first novel, Martin Bircks ungdom (1901; Eng.

tr., Martin Birch's Youth, 1930), and later

held the stage with his play Gertrud (1906),

but it was in the very short story that he

achieved a unique position. These stories,

usually told in the first person, are at times

sheer tragedies, after the manner of Ma upas
sant (q.v.) f but are more often realistic char

acter sketches of penetrating humor. Their

disarming simplicity conceals an art that can

only be appreciated after many readings, for

they sound hidden depths of human con-

sciousness. Soderberg's first collection, His-

torietterna (1898; Little Histories), was fol

lowed by several others.

In mood the author is the complete

skeptic. "I believe in the lust of the flesh and
the eternal loneliness of the soul." But his

skepticism is never bitter, as often with Ana-

tole, France. There is a cool detachment and

impartiality about him. Above all he had a

casual Tightness of statement, which compels
one to believe that everything happens exactly
as he says. His favorite subjects are the help-
less folk whom circumstances and their own
weaknesses entangle in the cobweb filaments

of life. But although, as with the modern
French masters named, the irony of fate is

much in evidence, there are other motifs in

the stories of Soderberg. He can be droll, he

can indulge in a fairy tale such as "The

Accomplished Dragon." And he has a special

gift of drawing philosophical conclusions

from trivial occurrences, as in "The Cup of

Tea," where he is put out of a restaurant for

being the only one there not taking stronger
drink.

The only regret of Soderberg's many ad-

mirers is that he wrote so little. In his later

years he turned from fiction to studies of

religion, of course in the skeptical vein. He
will be remembered chiefly as the portrayer
of Stockholm life at the turn of the century.
For his particular type of short story, which
is in some respects not unlike that of

Katherine Mansfield, it would be hard to

match him anywhere in modern literature.

See: J. Mortensen, Fran Roda rummet till

sekelskiftet (1919); C. W. Stork, tr., Modern
Swedish Masterpieces (1923); H. A. Larsen,

ed., Sweden's Best Stories (1928); Soderberg,
Selected Short Stories, tr. by C. W. Stork

(1935)-

C. W. S.

Soffici, Ardengo (1879-, Italian artist, poet,
and essayist), was born in Rignano, near

Florence. After a long sojourn in Paris as an
art student, Soffici returned to Italy and was
soon a leading contributor to the Voce> the

Florentine weekly that was to exert much
influence on the subsequent trend of Italian

cultural and political life. Through a series

of lively articles Soffici made known the works
of Degas, Cezanne, Renoir, Gauguin, Van

Gogh, Matisse, Picasso, and others. The first

exposition in Italy of Europe's most famous

impressionists was organized by him.

Soffici really started as a French writer. A
decade of Parisian life in artistic milieux and
in the company of Guillaume Appollinaire

(q.v.) had had a marked influence upon him.

His first writings were contributions to peri-
odicals like the Plume, Mercure, Occident,
and above all the Soirees de Paris. Later

Soffici abandoned his early futuristic sym-
pathies for a gradual but steady return to his

native Italian classical traditions. In his

Italian writings there is almost no mention
of his French literary activity. In Arlecchino

(1914) and Giornale di bordo (1915), Soffici

emerged as an attractive and varied Italian

literary personality. Nothing he has written

since can compare with these two works
either in style or human feeling. Giornale di
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bordo is a sort of diary or log of his most

intimate thoughts. Arlecchino describes Tus-

can life in colors as rich and diverse as those

on the palette of a painter. The reader ac-

companies the author on rambles through his

beloved Tuscan countryside with nature at all

seasons and in all moods. The artist-writer

sees green skies, white rain, ashen clouds,

orange shadows. He thrills at the fragrance
of earth soaked by a heavy rain. He has a

Baudelairian sensitivity to odors. No detail of

his surroundings escapes him; in fact the

small things are for him the great, significant

things. The shining flight of an insect, a step
in the night, a drop of water reflecting the

sky: these are of utmost importance. Soffici

writes: "I often feel too much of a poet to

like poetry. Nature speaks to me so affection-

ately that the introduction of any art be-

tween me and nature seems to disturb, ob-

scure and falsify our communion."

Reproached by critics for his many con-

tradictory tendencies he has been liberal

and traditionalist, idealist and realist, pro-
vincial and cosmopolitan Soffici retorts that

his artistic vision has been sharpened by these

contradictions, which, he feels, are character-

istic of nature itself. The one permanent
quality that permeates every work of Soffici

is art. Even Kobilek (1918), the story of

Soffici's experiences in the First World War,
is an artistic experience rather than a military
one.

See: G. Papini, Stroncature (1916), pp. 261-

272; R. Serra, Le Lettere (1914); G. Prezzolini,

Amid (1922), pp. 143-158; A. Baldini, Amid
allo spiedo (1932), pp. 21-28.

P. M. R

S0iberg, Harry (1880-, Danish novelist), was
born in Ringk0bing on the North Sea coast of

Jutland, went to sea as a mess boy, became a

bookbinder, and a passionate socialist agita-
tor. His first book, Syg Slccgt (1904; Sick Gen-

eration), published when he was 24, is a not

very effective drama. His next volume, 0de
Egne (1906; Desolate Regions), a collection of

short stories, revealed unusual ability to de-

pict nature and to delineate moods and man-
ners as observed in the frugal homes scattered

among the sand dunes of the Jutland coast.

In Folket ved Havet (1906; The People at the

Sea), S0iberg is still surer of himself and suc-

ceeds in painting a realistic and colorfully

vivid canvas of the fisher families and their

deep affinity with the rough, stern scenery of

the coast. Various minor works followed, and

then De Levendes Land (1916-1920; The Land

of the Living) appeared in the form of a

cycle, describing, maturely and deftly, life in

the region which S0iberg had chosen for his

own. Here is the ancient struggle between
broad humanitarianism and religious bigotry,
between light and darkness, examined on the

dual background of the roaring sea and the

First World War. Again fishermen and their

families are revealed in their hours of sorrow
and joy, of suffering and pleasure, of economic

worries, and constant religious friction. S0-

kongen (1926-1930; Eng. tr., The Sea King,

1928), a trilogy, follows in the main the same

lines, but is more searching, more revealing,
and more painstaking in psychological analy-
sis. A number of shorter novels appeared be-

tween De Levendes Land and S0kongen, and
also subsequently, but it is in these two works

that S0iberg has so far attained the peak of

his art. Although there might seem danger
of monotony, S0iberg surprises by his ever

deeper insight into the thoughts and the souls

of the Jutland fishers and constantly finds

something which no one else has discovered.

See: K. K. Nicolaisen, "Harry S0iberg,"
lllustreret Tidende, November u, 1921; Helge

Kjaergaard, Die danische Literatur der neues-

ten Zeit (1871-1933) (1934)-
G. St.

Sologub, Fyodor (pseud, of Fyodor Kuzmich

Teternikov, 1863-1927, Russian poet and

prose writer), was born in St. Petersburg, the

son of a tailor. His father died when Sologub
was still very young, and his mother was

obliged to work as a maid for a well-to-do

family. He was educated at the St. Petersburg
Teachers' Institute and in 1882 began his

career as a teacher. His first literary effort was

published in 1884. In 1907 he retired from

teaching and dedicated himself entirely to

literature. Although Sologub remained aloof

from the revolutionary movement of 1917, he

stayed in Russia.

Sologub occupies a special niche among the

symbolist writers. He was the oldest, in actual

age, among them; he also was the first to

receive public recognition as a symbolist poet.

His poetry, combining realism with fantasy, is

ultra-decadent in its themes, favoring motifs

of self-deification, demonolatry, and glorifica-

tion of pain and death. In style Sologub is a

master of classical form, and it was this artistry

that brought him recognition as a poet. Like

his verse, his novels constantly counterpoise
the real and the fantastic, thus suggesting
the illusory quality of what one normally re-

gards as the real. His prose masterpiece, Melki
bes (1907; Eng. tr., The Little Demon, 1916),
first published serially 1892-1902, is a bril-
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liant satire that derives its effect from its

symbolism. Peredonov, the name of its hero,

became an adjective connoting all that was

petty and base. Of Sologub's other novels,

Tvorimaya legenda (published serially, 1908-

1912; The Created Legend) deserves mention,

as do Nairn chary (1912; Phantom Charms) and

Zaklinatelnitsa zmei (1921; The Charmer of

Snakes).
See: A. Gornfeld, "Fyodor Sologub," in S.

A. Vengerov, ed., Russkaya Literatura XX
veka, I (1914) 14-64.

O. M.

Solovyov, Vladimir Sergeyevich (1853-1900,
Russian poet and philosopher), most brilliant

of the many talented children of Russia's

great historian, S. M. Solovyov, was born in

Moscow and reared in a patriarchal, severely

religious atmosphere. Related, on his mother's

side, to the Ukrainian mystic philosopher
Skovoroda, Solovyov began early to display a

predisposition toward mysticism. Upon finish-

ing the Fifth Moscow Gymnasium, he enrolled

in the physico-mathematical faculty of the

University of Moscow, but soon transferred to

the historico-philological faculty. Although
between 14 and 18 he had experienced a

period of religious negation, by the time he

was 20 he had evolved an anti-positivist,

religious philosophy. His master's thesis on

"The Crisis of Western Philosophy" reflected

the influence of the Slavophiles and the

Schelling-Hegelian school of Russian thought;
of Schopenhauer and Hartmann, a blending
of German philosophy with oriental mysti-

cism; and, finally, of Plato.

In 1875, as docent of the University of

Moscow, Solovyov went to England where, in

the British Museum, he studied the mystical
literature on Sophia, the Divine Wisdom of

God. While in London, he saw a vision of

Sophia who bade him travel to the Arabian

desert, a summons he obeyed. Afterwards he

traveled in Italy and France. In 1876-1877 he

lectured at the University of Moscow and

then went to St. Petersburg, where he de-

livered a series of public "Lectures on God-
mankind." In 1880 he defended his doctoral

thesis, "Critique of Abstract Origins/' and be-

came professor at the University of Moscow,

Following the execution of the assassins of

Alexander II in 1881, Solovyov delivered a

public address condemning capital punish-
ment and as a result was obliged to give up
his professorial career. Thereafter he devoted

himself to writing.

Solovyov's philosophical writings are vo-

luminous and reflect his philosophical Welt-

anschauung, yet they have had little influence

on Russian literature proper. Not so his

single volume of verse, Stikhotvoreniya (1891;

7th ed., 1921; Poems). His poetry, marked now

by reflective profoundness, now by irreverent

wit, conveyed his most intimate thoughts and
his mystical interpretation of reality. The
"younger generation" of symbolists Bely,

Blok, and Vyacheslav Ivanov (qq.v.) accepted
it as the revelation of a poet-prophet, and
such a poem as "Mily drug, il ty ne
vidish , . ." (Friend Beloved) became a testa-

ment for them. Poets who refused to accept
the reality of the tangible world as the ulti-

mate reality and sought justification for an
irrational belief in another world found sup-

port of their beliefs in Solovyov's poetry.

Sophia, the Wisdom of God (also the Eternal

Feminine Soul), plays a vital part in the

philosophy of Solovyov. To her he devoted
his seventh lecture on Godmankind and Part

III of his dissertation La Russie et VEglise
univcrselle (1889). Sophia also appears as the

Muse that inspires his poetry. Much of the

poetry of both Alexander Blok and Andrei

Bely is motivated by the symbol of Sophia,

appearing as the Beautiful Damsel, or Russia,
or under whatever other guise.

See: E. Trubetskoi, Mirosozertsaniye VI.

Solovyova (2 vols., 1913); S. M. Solovyov,
M
Biografiya V. S. Solovyova," in V. S. Solovyov,

Stikhotvoreniya, 6th ed. (1916).

O. M.

Sorel, Georges (1847-1922, French social phi-

losopher), generally recognized as the out-

standing theoretician of revolutionary syn-

dicalism, was born in Cherbourg, of a typical

bourgeois family. He entered the Ecole Poly-

technique (1865) and became a highway
engineer. In 1892, at the age of 45, he

abruptly abandoned his profession in order

to devote all his time to the study of social

problems. His wife, who came from the work-

ing class, is said to have done much in bring-

ing about this decision. When she died in

1897, Sorel retired to a modest villa at

Boulogne-sur-Seine near Paris, to erect "a

philosophical monument worthy of her

memory."
By far Sorel's most famous book is his

Reflexions sur la violence (1908; Eng. tr.,

Reflections on Violence, 1912) a modified
and enlarged version of several articles first

published in the Italian Divenire sociale

(1905) and in the Mouvement socialiste (1906-
1907). This work offers a curious mixture of

Proudhon's economic federalism, Marx's

"catastrophic" interpretation of history, Nietz-
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sche's (q.v.) hero worship, and Bergson's

(q.v.) definition of movement as an "indi-

visible whole." Progress and revolution, ac-

cording to Sorel, follow a subconscious

pattern. Only in action, rebellion, and vio-

lence do men discover what they want and

why they fight. It is unfair, therefore, to

expect from militant syndicalism a precise

exposition of its aims and purposes. Militant

syndicalism is not rooted in ideas. It consti-

tutes one tremendous intuitive force, a genu-
ine elan vital of unpredicted and unpredict-
able consequences, a spontaneous surge which

draws its strength from and finds its symboli-
cal expression in "myths" and "images" such

as that of the general strike. Through the

incentive of the general strike the workers'

collective soul will rise to a "sublime" feeling

truly consistent with the exalted mission of

the proletariat. At the same time the bour-

geoisie, vitally threatened and aroused from

its unwholesome lethargy, will resist the grow-

ing aggressiveness of labor and undergo in

turn a process of rejuvenation.
The startling fact about the Reflexions sur

la violence is that it does not uphold a class

theory. Sorel is much less preoccupied with the

proletariat for its own sake than with the

proletariat as the catalytic agent of a new
social order to be brought about through a

war of purification. Should labor weaken in

its determination, the same end might still

be sought and reached by means of the oppo
site policy namely, by bolstering the fighting

spirit of the bourgeoisie in order to rekindle

the cooling ardor of the working classes. This

willingness on Sorel's part to play one side

against the other for what he sincerely con

siders the best interests of both explains to

a large extent his many shifts and brazen

contradictions. His early association with the

parliamentary socialists did not survive the

Dreyfus affair, the outcome of which, in his

opinion as well as in that of Charles Peguy

(q.v.), was a "complete moral anarchy" and a

drowning in politics of the mystical victory

that had been won (see La Decomposition du

marxisme, 1908; La Revolution dreyfusienne,

1909). It was then (about 1898) that Sorel

turned to the labor unions as to the standard-

bearers of pure, uncompromising socialism

(many articles of this period were gathered
later in his MatMaux pour une thdorie du

proletariat, 1919). However, the gospel of

"holy violence" did not have the desired effect

upon the workers, who seemed more intent

on obtaining the immediate satisfaction of

higher wages and better living conditions. In

1910 Sorei is found sympathizing with extreme

conservatism in the person of Paul Bourget
(q.v.) whose play, La Barricade, "transposed"
the Sorelian creed for the benefit of the bour-

geoisie. For several years he collaborated on
the Revue critique des idees et des livres and
on the short-lived Inddpendance (1911-1913),
side by side with confirmed nationalists and

royalists (L&m Daudet, Charles Maurras,

qq.v., Georges Valois, Jean Variot). In the late

stages of his career he lavished equal praise
on Lenin (see "Pour Lnine," appendix III

to the 5th ed. of the Reflexions sur la

violence, 1921), and on Mussolini whose blue-

print of a corporate state was avowedly an
extension of Sorelian syndicalism to all classes

of society.

Throughout these metamorphoses Sorel

maintained the fierce anti-intellectualistic

attitude which, early in his crusade, inspired
him to condemn Socrates' rationalism for hav-

ing shaken the heroic traditions of Greece (Le
Proces de Socrate, 1889). Pluto-democratic

ideology, which tends to dissolve the class

spirit, appeared to him equally vain and
baneful (Les Illusions du progrts, 1908). All

told, his vision of the world of tomorrow was
that of a technician and a moralist. Sorel the

engineer, far from being the enemy of

industry and production, counted on man-
made instruments to free us some day from
the deterministic yoke of nature (Introduction
d I'economic moderne, 1903, and "Les Pr6-

occupations mtaphysiques des physiciens
modernes," Revue de metaphysique et de

morale, Vol. XIII, 1905, reprinted in Charles

Peguy's Cahiers de la quinzaine, 1907). Sorel

the moralist a moralist of almost puritanical
mold dreamed of injecting a high dose of

spiritual energy into the material body of

present-day civilization. How to moralize

technology? That was the question. The
multiplicity or the debatability of Sorel's

answers should not hide from the historian's

view the singleness of his purpose.
See: Gaetan Pirou, Georges Sorel (1927);

Jacques Renncs, Georges Sorel et le syndi-
calisme revolutionnaire (1936); Victor Sartre,

Georges Sorel: Elites syndicalistes et revolu-

tion proletarienne (1937); Rainer Heyne,
"Georges Sorel und der autoritare Staat des

20. Jahrhunderts," Archiv des offentlichen

Rechts, Neue Folge, Bd. 29 (1938), pp. 129-

177, 257-309; Paul Delesalle, "Bibliographic
sorelienne," International Review for Social

Histoiy, IV (1939), 463-487; Simone Malvigna,
"II pensiero politico di Sorel e il fascismo,"
Rivista internazionalt di filosofia del diritto,

XIX (1939), 69-106.

J.-A. B.
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Sorge, Reinhard Johannes (1892-1916, German
dramatist and poet), born in Fliielen, Switzer-

land, went to school in Berlin. As a student

in Jena he came under
A

the influence of

Richard Dehmel and Stefan George (qq.v.),

but was most deeply stirred by Nietzsche's

Zarathustra (e.g., Gericht iiber Zarathustra;

Vision, posthumously published, 1921). He
found his peace in Rome, in his conversion

to Catholicism. In 1916 he was killed in ac-

tion. His first drama, Dcr Bettler (1912),

which was honored by the Kleist prize, intro-

duced and influenced the expressionistic
movement on the German stage. It was fol-

lowed, after Sorge's conversion, by religious

mysteries, Guntwar, die Schule eines Pro-

pheten (1914), Metanoeite (1915), and Konig
David (1915), and by Mutter der Himmel; Sang
in 12 Gesdngen (1915). Posthumously published
were Mystische Zwiesprache (1922), Preis der

Unbefleckten; Sang iiber die Begebnisse in

Lourdes (1924), Der Jtingling: Die frtihen

Dichtungen (1925), and Nachgelassene Ge-

dichte (1925).

See: W. Spaet, R. J. Sorge (1921); M.

Rockenbach, R. J. Sorge (1923); S. Sorge,
R. J. Sorge: Unser Weg (1927).

VV. R. G.

Souday, Paul (1869-1929, French journalist
and critic), born at Le Havre in Normandy,
prepared to be a teacher, but chose instead a

career of writing. As a reporter for the Temps
he came into personal contact with many
prominent writers. After essaying musical and
dramatic criticism, Souday was appointed to

the staff of Opinion, for which he edited the

bimonthly "Chronique litt^raire" (1908-1910).
In 1912 he became official literary critic of the

Temps, writing under the caption "Les

Livres" (1912-1929). The two collections of

essays published 1913-1914 were facetiously
entitled Les Livres du Temps. A third volume

appeared posthumously (1930). Souday also

contributed shorter, front-page articles treat-

ing a variety of subjects. A fighting tone is

apparent throughout all these works.

In 1927 Souday published an edition of

Voltaire's Mdmoires and Melanges divers, con-

taining the startling preface "Voltaire dmi-
urge." The volumes Marcel Proust, Andrd
Gide, and Paul VaUry appeared shortly after-

wards. A noteworthy book is La Socidtd des

grinds esprits (1929), in the introduction to

which the author significantly remarks: "I

have contempt for Disraeli, because he would
have preferred to be Alexander rather than
Homer." The posthumous Dialogues critiques
and a de luxe Lige edition of Bossuct (both

1929) close the series of Souday's publications.
The battling critic died suddenly at the peak
of his achievement. The sale of his library
in March, 1930, brought to light an interest-

ing correspondence with some of the most

eminent writers of the day.

Souday fought relentlessly the conception
of criticism as an inferior genre. The role of

judgment was prominent in his criticism. His

militant defense of intellectualism won for

him the title "guardian of French culture."

Ideologically Souday is a disciple of the i8th-

century philosophes, with marked faith in the

forces of civilization. Like Voltaire he turned

against the Church, which he considered an

obstacle to progress. In literature and art the

critic had well-defined "adorations" and
"abominations." His preference was undoubt-

edly for the chaine classique. He accepted
"essential" romanticism, which for him meant
the rebirth of both the artistic and critical

senses, i.e., Renan as well as Hugo. The
"abominations" include all forms of what he

called rillusion mystico-sentimentale. Henri

Br6mond (q.v.) and "pure poetry" furnish an

example: the mystical abbe defined poetry in

terms of "ineffable realities." Souday con-

tended that true art is a "construction" and
that there is nothing "mysterious" about

poetic genius.
See: R. Kemp, "Paul Souday parmi ses

livres," Nouvelles litteraires, July 13, 1929; F.

Ambritre, "Defense de Paul Souday," Mercure
de France, CCXCIII (1939), 510-511.

G. M.

Soupault, Philippe (1897-, French poet, novel-

ist, critic, and political analyst), born in

Chaville near Paris, lived recently in Tunis

where, in 1942, he was imprisoned by the

Vichy authorities. After his liberation, he

spent two years in the United States and is

now back in France. The story of his prison

days is related in his latest book, Le Temps
des assassins (1945; Eng. tr., Age of Assassins,

1946).

The influence of Lautramont, Rimbaud,
and Apollinaire (qq*v.) and his group, as

well as Soupault's own disgust with "the

bourgeois," led him to play a prominent role

in the dadaist revolt and dictated his first

poems, collected in Aquarium (1917) and Rose
des vents (1920). But he and Breton (q.v.),

already dissatisfied with negative dadaism,
had just discovered the process of automatic

writing, and their joint experiments, bringing
forth Les Champs magndtiques (1921), en-

gendered surrealism. Soupault, however, did

not continue in that direction: his new col-
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lections of poems, Westwego (1922), Wang-
Wang (1924), Georgia (1926), were not typi-

cally surrealist, and he soon devoted himself

to the kind of "literature" he despised and
wrote novels. Actually these never were any-

thing but lyrical fictions through which

Soupault sought to break man's essential

bondage and free him from the prison of his

personality. Dream, adventure, delusion, vice,

even crime such are the tools to which, in

their supreme undertaking, turn the heroes

of these fascinating books: Le Bon Apdtre
(1923), a sort of "Dialogues de Soupault, juge
de Philippe"; A la derive (1923), the dream
narrative of a restless, adventurous destiny;
En joue (1925), the ironic satire of the shallow

man of letters whose vain efforts at freeing
himself lead to insanity; Le Negre (1927), the

nightmarish pursuit of a freedom ever denied

by ancestral shackles; Les Dernieres Nuits

de Paris (1928; Eng. tr., Last Nights of

Paris, 1929), the pseudo-detective hallucina-

tion whose villain and heroine is Paris hei-

self, with her mysterious ensnaring rites that

act like charms over her devotees. Soupault
was now extending the scope of his inquest

by studying, with powerful insight, those

other artists whose creative efforts might also

have been directed toward absolute emancipa-
tion: Henri Rousseau, le Douanier (1927);

William Blake (1928; Eng. tr., 1928); Paolo

Uccello (1929); Chariot (1931), the lyric image
of that true adventurer of the screen, Charlie

Chaplin; Baudelaire (1931); and Debussy

(1932). More recently he published Sou-

venirs de James Joyce (1944) in the same

vein.

Then, continuing his evolution, Soupault
turned to politics. One who already, in his

autobiography, Histoire d'un blanc (1927),

had heralded the coming revolution, now
looked at the world and took its pulse; he

studied reports and statistics, wrote docu

mented and sagacious articles, lectured, inter

viewed, reported. It was a weary world, full

of anxieties, looking upward to its own libera-

tion, not unlike the psychological world that

had been Soupault's: he must have judged it

worthy of his solicitude.

See: F. Ribadeau-Dumas, "Carrefour de

visages: Philippe Soupault/' Revue des revues,

CLXXIV (1926), 268-273; L. Martin-Chauffier,

"Presentation de Philippe Soupault," in

Soupault, Histoire d'un blanc (1927), pp. 3-11;
B. Cr^mieux, Inquietude et reconstruction

0930> PP- Q?- 1^ H - J- Dupuy, "Philippe

Soupault, ou la Podsie spontan^e," Renais-

sances, Vol. XVII (1945)*

C. L. B.

Sousa Viterbo, Francisco, marquSs de (1845-
1910, Portuguese historian), was born in

Oporto. After preparing himself for a medical
career in Lisbon, he abandoned this profes-
sion in favor of historical investigation. In
1881 he became a professor in the School of
Liberal Arts in Lisbon; illness forced him to

relinquish his post in 1901, though he con-
tinued to do scholarly work until the time of
his death. He was interested in many aspects
of history, archaeological, literary, biographi-
cal, musical, geographic. In all these fields he
collected rich materials with methodical care.

Despite the fact that he lacked broad histori-

cal vision and, by temperament, shunned
dramatizations and interpretative syntheses
in the manner of Oliveira Martins (q.v.)
Viterbo's work represents a cautious reaction

against the dangers of the arbitrary criticism

and hasty generalizations of that writer he
was much more than a mere exhumer of data.

His prefaces, notes, and commentaries give
evidence of a clear conception of historical

values, in addition to a delicate sensibility, al-

ready evident in his youthful literary works.
His work is extensive and varied; enormous
masses of documents and data overlooked by
archivists were saved by him from destruction.
In addition to his biobibliographical works
on Camoes, Damiao de G6is, Friar Luis de
Sousa, et al., his most solid contributions in-

clude the work on nautical history, Trabalhos
nduticos dos Portugueses nos seculos XVI e
XVII (2 vols., 1890-1894; Nautical Works of
the Portuguese in the i6th and 17^1 Centu-

ries), which served to revive interest in the

history of the discoveries of the Portuguese
navigators, and the Noticia de alguns pintores
Portugueses e de outros . . . que exerceram
a sua arte em Portugal (3 vols., 1903-1911;
Notes on Some Portuguese Painters and Oth-
ers ... Who Practiced Their Art in Portu-

gal), which stimulated the investigation of the

history of national art. His studies on the his-

tory of industrial trades (oficios industrials)
has been called an "epic of national work."

See: V. Ribeiro, Sousa Viterbo e a sua obra

(1915); F. de Figueiredo, Historia da litera-

tura realista, 1924 ed., pp. 296-301.

E. G. D.

Sova, Antonin (1864-1928, Czech poet and

novelist), ranks after Machar (q.v.) and
Bfezina (q.v.) as the most prominent poet
of the generation which began writing in the

iSgo's and achieved fame and maturity in the

early aoth century. Sova was an impressionist
who, especially in his later work, used many
of the techniques of symbolism. He was born
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at Pacov (southern Bohemia), the son of a

schoolteacher, and entered the service of the

Prague Municipal Library, of which he became
director late in his life. He died in his native

town, after suffering long from a spinal
affliction.

Sova started his writing career with realistic

sketches in verse and with little landscapes
somewhat in the style of Coppec (<7-f.), but he

soon turned to an introspective lyricism in

which he gave expression to the struggles,

conflicts, and tragedies of a highly sensitive

soul. Possibly his best work can be found in

the collections of intimate lyrics (e.g., Zloniend

du$e, 1896, A Broken Soul, or Lyrika Idsky a

iivota, 1907, Lyrics of Love and Life) in

which the poet also hints at the tragedy of his

unhappy married life. These are mostly song-
like verses full of sensitive observations and

analyses, with only slight attempts at symbolic

implications. This personal poetry, which con-

tinued as an undercurrent until the death of

Sova, was, at least in the public mind, over-

shadowed by Sova's increasingly ambitious at-

tempts at symbolist poetry, at grandiose
visions and cosmic meditations, written in free

verse in a style somewhat resembling the

hymns of Verhaeren (q.v.). Jeste jednou se

vrdtime (1900; We Shall Return Again),

especially the section "Udoli novho krd-

lovstvi" (The Valley of the New Kingdom),

expresses best his generous hopes of a Utopian
future of humanity; other collections (<?.g.,

Krvdcejici bratrstvi, 1920, The Bleeding

Brotherhood) voice the poet's faith in de-

mocracy and universal socialism. These visions

shade off imperceptibly into a considerable

mass of political hymns and invectives. The
best-known poem ("Theodoru Mommsenovi,"

1897) is Sova's sharp answer to the German
historian Theodor Mommsen, who had

recommended breaking the hard Czech skulls,

but much of Sova's work on these themes is

rhetorical and even dull. Sova also wrote

distinguished ballads in the tradition of Czech

folk poetry (Kniha baladickd, 1915; A Book of

Ballads) and a considerable body of prose,
which suffers, however, from excessive lyricism
and descriptiveness. Among the novels, Ivuv

romdn 1902; Ivo's Romance) is the study of

an unhappy weakling, Vypravy chudych

(1903; The Campaigns of the Poor) depicts the

port's struggles against poverty and indiffer

ence in a slight fictional disguise, and Toma
Bojar (1910) attempts a social theme from

peasant life in his native district. Sova's finest

work in prose is found in the bitter short

stories O milkovdni, Idsce a zradi (2 vols.,

1909; Of Flirting, Love, and Betrayal). Sova

was primarily a man of feeling, a poet of

the most delicate, evanescent shades of emo-
tional conflicts, a sensitive painter of land-

scapes as states of his mind. He is at his

best in traditional song forms, in melancholy
meditations, in the ''flowers of intimate
moods'* as he called one of his first collections,

Kvety intimnich ndlad (1891). His ambition
led him into the poetry of ideas, forced him
to take the role of a national prophet; but he

failed, for his social and religious outlook
was vague and too dependent on his shifting
emotions. Sova, the original enemy of Parnas-

sian eloquence and bombast, the master of

small forms, was seduced into attempting
prophetic poetry which turned all too

frequently into blurred and even empty
rhetorical exercises. But Sova's mastery of

nuance, the delicate melody of his early

pieces, the sensitive impressionism of his

landscapes, have inspired much later verse

like that of S. K. Neumann (q.v.) and con
stitute an important contribution to the body
of Czech poetry.

See: F. X. Salda, "A. Sova," in DuSe a dilo

(1913), and A. Sova (1924); L. N. Zvfina, A.

Sova (1919).

R. W

Spanish literature. Spanish romanticism had
a meteoric existence, swift and dazzling. By
about 1850 its fire had gone; Larra and Es

pronceda had died, and the two great sur

vivors of the romantic generation, the duque
de Rivas and Zorrilla, simply prolonged for

some years themes and attitudes of greater

perpetuating than creative force. Already at

the apogee of the romantic period certain

writers of only ordinary aesthetic stature, the

so-called costumbristas Mesonero Romanes
and Est^banez Calderrin were the most promi
nent had sown, in their articles about cus

toms and in their partial descriptions of the

society of their day, the seeds of realistic art.

Towards 1850 Fern^n Caballero utilized these

fragmentary visions of the realistic to form

something more complex and inclusive, evolv

ing the novel of customs from the scattered

costurnbrista material in the articles and

coupling for the first time in Spanish litera-

ture of the igth century the novel and real

ism an alliance destined to be mutually in

spiring.
There begins then, thanks to Fern^n Ca

ballero and to Pedro de Alarcon (q.v.), the

ascendant curve of the realistic view of life

and literature. The complete triumph of this

tendency is seen from 1875 to 1885, the great
realistic decade. During this period were pub*
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lished El escdndalo (1875), El niffo de la bola

(1880), and La prddiga (1882) of Alarc6n; El

sabor de la tierruca (1881) and Sotileza (1884)
of Jos6 Marfa de Pereda (q.v.); Dona Perfecta

(1876), Gloria (1877), Marianela (1878), and

Lo prohibido (1884-1885) of Benito Pdrez

Gald6s (q.v.); Pepita Jimdnez (1874), Dona
Luz (1879), and Las ilusiones del Doctor Fans-

tino (1875) of Juan Valera (q.v.); Un viaje de

novios (1881) and La tribuna (1883) of Emilia

Pardo Bazin (q.v.); Maria y Maria (1883) and

Jose (1885) of Armando Palacio Vald6s (q.v.);

a considerable portion of the Humoradas and

Pequenos poemas of Ram6n de Campoamor
(q-v.); Gritos del combate (1875) and La pesca

(1884) of Caspar Nunez de Arce (q.v.). In these

works, taken as a whole, Spanish realism is

completely represented; no essential charac-

teristic is lacking. In the realm of literary

theory also this decade witnessed the appear-
ance of two works of paramount importance:
La cuestidn palpitante (1883; originally a

scries of newspaper articles) of Pardo BazAn,

in which there is brought forward for public
discussion the problem of artistic realism, and

the Poetica (1883) of Campoamor, in which

this artist brings dangerously near to one an-

other, within the realm of theory, the con-

cepts of poetry and prose. There is repeated
in Spain that phenomenon of the apparently
inevitable attraction between the realistic

view of life and the novelistic genre. The

period produces an abundance of novels and

novelists with varying tendencies. Since the

i7th century, Spanish literature had not con-

sidered the world and man as subject matter

worthy of novelistic treatment with the atten-

tion and intensity which characterize that era,

Ferndn Caballero, as successful pioneer, Alar

c6n, Pereda, and Valera are the top-ranking
authors here. The Spanish realistic novel itself

seems conditioned by strict laws of place and

time. It is always a regional and local novel.

Pereda shuts himself in the mountains of

Santander, as did his forbears of the first cen-

tury; there he erects a vigorously regionalistic

novel and on these heights raises the banner

of a mountaineer conception of life. Gald6s,

at first glance apparently more national in

outlook, cannot conceal his special predilec-

tion for the Madrilenian and the Castilian;

more than any other writer he is the costum-

brista of the Madrid of the igth century, and

this characteristic always complements the

human quality of his novels. Valera, a man
accustomed to living in foreign lands, never-

theless almost always chooses for the scenes of

his novels his native Andalusia. So the realistic

novel is an enormous storehouse of landscapes,

types, and customs of the different regions of

Spain; the realistic novelists involuntarily

present us with a copious inventory of the

elements of Spanish reality, both those which
lend themselves to the most casual observa-

tion and those which best adapt themselves
to detailed description. Pardo Bazdn observed
of their work in its totality that "they are

writing the poem of modern Spain/' Indeed

by obeying on occasion too servilely the law
of the time in which it flourished, the Spanish
realistic novel risked the loss of permanent
values and in many instances devoted itself

too much to the multifarious social and politi-

cal problems of the moment.
Even more than from disunion, Spain was

suffering then from the uprooting of political
and social ideals; during the igth century,
civil war never ceased except in appearance
and for brief periods. And the realistic novel

had its own civil war, centered especially on
the clerical problem. The influence of the in

stitutions of the Catholic Church on the life

of society and the individual is the theme of

this discord. One group Alarc6n, Pereda,
and later a novelist of less imposing stature,

Padre Luis Coloma (q.v.) defends the posi-
tion of the Church passionately and unreserv-

edly. Another group, of which Galdris (other-
wise a spirit of profound religious sentiment)
becomes the leader, attacks the Church posi-
tion with equal oversimplification, scant re-

serve, and no less passion. Both of these atti-

tudes should be respected for the element of

good faith and earnest desire for the truth

that they contained. But it is questionable
whether all the polemics and politics have

been aesthetically absorbed and advanta-

geously assimilated by novelistic art. In a

majority of cases such issues weaken or render

entirely impossible the artistic functioning of

the novelistic organism and prevent its attain-

ing a result which is general, human, and not

restricted to any period. Valera indeed, as a

notable exception, was able to escape the

tendentious, defending the novel, in his works

and in his essay Apuntes sobre el nuevo arte

de escribir novelas (1886-1887), as a simple
work of art and amusement. And Gald6s in

his later years as a novelist rises far above the

limited critical position of his dbut. Poetry
too, like the novel, often descended to the

merely timely and circumstantial. Campo-
amor, in his Doloras, Pequenos poemas, and
Humoradas, throws wide the gates to realism

and surrenders unconditionally. The themes
and the petty little people of so-called every-

day life, sentimentalism in its most conven-

tional form, current skeptical intellectualism,
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and universally comprehensible and nugatory

pragmatic formulas are the worst ingredients
of his poetic realism. Nunez de Arce makes
naturalistic use of description and sometimes

appears to let his poetry be dominated by the

current political ideology. Standing apart and
on the heights, like an element of less density,

without realistic deadweight, is the poetry of

Gustavo Adolfo B6cquer (q.v.), a solitary and

tender romantic voice, remote from the com-

monplaces of Campoamor and the supplica-

tory verse of Ntifiez de Arce. Bcquer's lyric

poetry, the expression of a refined roman-

ticism, flowers strangely in this generation.
His verse and some verse like it, e.g., that of

Rosalia Castro (q.v.) and her imitators, should

be considered not only as a belated expression
of romanticism but as a harbinger of lyric

currents of the present day, transmitting ro-

mantic sensibility from century to century.
There were comparable tendencies in the

theatre. There was a realistic theatre, con-

cerned with the problems of contemporary

society, even before the realistic novel had
been completely elaborated. From 1856 to 1863
there were presented in Madrid El tejado de

vidrio (1856), El tanto por ciento (1861), and
El nuevo don Juan (1863) f Adelardo L6pez
de Ayala (q.v.), works of observation of daily
life which, although sometimes written in

verse, are the very antithesis of poetry. An-
other noteworthy dramatist, Manuel Tamayo
y Baus (q.v.), follows a parallel road in La
bola de nieve (1856), Lo positivo (1862), and
Lances de honor (1863). But Tamayo is also

the author of dramas such as Locura de amor

(1855) and Un drama nuevo (1867) in which

logical construction does not exclude pure ro-

mantic sentiment. And the great dramatic fig-

ure of the period, Jos6 Echegaray (q.v.), carries

human passions as the motivating forces of

dramatic action, as well as a deliberate striv-

ing for effects, to heights at least as exalted as

those of the romantics of 1840. Not even in the

midst of realism can the theatre of objective
observation and analysis produce notable

works free of the great poetic and romantic

stage tradition of the Spanish past. The au-

thors of the second half of the igth century
do not succeed in really interrupting the in-

fluence of the romantic theatre, and in fact

their works picturesque, replete with theat-

rical effects and dazzling metrical form
constitute a link between the romantics and
the verse dramatists of the goth century.
The relation of Spanish realism to Euro-

pean realism of the same period, especially in

the novel, is a highly controversial matter.

For some this relationship is extremely close.

Pereda, on the other hand, was almost insulted

that one should connect him with anything

foreign. Today it is hard to believe that the

Spanish novel of the igth century was an en-

tirely national form of art, surrounded on all

sides by the vast expanses of European realism

but miraculously saved from any contact with

it. But neither can it be considered simply as

an offshoot of foreign realism and a faithful

imitator of alien accomplishments. With the

picaresque novel in the lyth century, Spain
had already opened the first laboratory of

realistic technique in the novel, and many
foreigners had learned much there. But it is

certain that Spanish fiction of the more recent

period under discussion is neither archaic

save in rare instances, as with Pereda or Est6-

banez Caldertin nor merely the result of

importations. Faithful to a deep-seated and
ancient voice of its own, it harmonizes this

with the choir of European voices of its

period, from which it drav;s something and
to which it in turn makes contribution. A
characteristic difference from French natural-

ism (q.v.) and its devotees is found in the re-

luctance, even the utter unwillingness, of

many Spanish novelists to make their novels

a literary projection of the prevailing Euro-

pean convictions about determinism, positiv-

ism, the promise of experimental science.

The Spanish writer does with what he has

before him as contemporary French authors

are doing: he observes it and describes it.

But as soon as he treats of psychological real-

ity and the intimacies of the soul, he draws

away from the French school and paints a

human being more varied in his reactions.

Religious faith, confidence in free will, a vital

spontaneity, and anti-nihilism are found in

many Spanish novelists along with the most

orthodox, realistic conception of novel writ-

ing. Thus is to be explained Zola's (q.v.)

amazement at the fact that Pardo Bazdn, mili-

tant follower of naturalism, was at one and
the same time a sincere Catholic.

From 1885 to the end of the century signs
of malaise and omens of change are discern-

ible in the apparent aesthetic unanimity of

realism. Even among those who accepted it

there is weariness with the positivistic view
of humanity; the horizons are scanned in

search of beacons. Almost all the great novel-

ists ended their careers in the last years of the

century, or early in the following, with their

eyes turned in new directions. Thus there is

Gald6s in Nazarin (1895) an(* *n Halma (1895)

immersing himself in pseudo-mystic subtle-

ties, attenuating his characters until they are

mere shadows. Pardo Baz4n is no longer the
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same writer of vigorous realism and in La

quimera (1905) and La sirena negra (1908)

allows herself to be seduced by the excesses of

spiritual decadence. What realism there is in

Valera turns into hyperborean mists in the

last and strangest of his novels, Morsamor

(1899). During these years Palacio Valds,

wisely aware that something in the realistic

mechanism had failed to function, enhances

his fame and personal influence by abandon-

ing the naturalists' essential pessimism and

by turning to what is more moderate and tran-

quil. The same thing occurs in the theatre.

There are echoes of Ibsenism (see Ibsen, Hen-

rik) in Echegaray and Gald6s. And although
in lyric poetry the first dissenting voices come
from across the seas, already some Spaniards
Ricardo Gil and Salvador Rueda (qq.v.)

emphasize the distance which separates them
from the reigning poetry of Campoamor and
Nunez de Arce. Clarfn (pseud, of Leopoldo
Alas, q.v.) lives with perhaps more intensity
than anyone else the spiritual upheaval of

these times; he feels himself between two

worlds, neither of them his. After having paid
tribute to the naturalistic technique in one
of the best Spanish novels in this genre, La

Regenta (2 vols., 1884-1885), he turns to new
interests. In his essays everything becomes a

complaint against barrenness, a censure of

Spanish isolation, and an appeal for foreign
influences. He notes the absence of "lyric

rapture" and begs that "the windows be

thrown wide to the four winds of the spirit."

And in this complaining and longing attitude,

this fugitive from realism clasps hands with

Angel Ganivet and Miguel de Unamuno
(qq. v.), those two harbingers, pioneer archi-

tects of the future. Of unequaled importance
in the betterment of Spanish spiritual life is

the silent and austere work of the Institucion

Libre de Ensenanza, guided by the lofty spirit
of Francisco Giner de los Rfos (q.v.) and con-

tinued until our time by his pupils, among
whom Manuel B. Cossfo (q.v.) is conspicuous.
Without being directed to the strictly literary
element of Spanish culture, Giner's labors for

the refinement of sensibility exerted an in-

fluence on some of the most illustrious writers

of these years and gave a great impetus to

literary renovation.

General chronology and literary chronology
coincide in Spain in 1900: a new century be-

gins and a new literature is initiated. The
20th-century writers bring to literature a

marked desire for a rebirth. They are cus-

tomarily considered in terms of "the Genera-

tion of 1898" and "modernism." Both terms

are exact and representative of quite different

but by no means mutually exclusive tenden-

cies. With few exceptions all of these writers

are somewhat '98 and somewhat modernist;

only the proportion varies. Thus considered,
in the interplay of the two impulses the writ-

ers of these decades transcend the limitations

of any literary school; they represent a new
attitude on the part of all Spanish artists and
intellectuals, a new view of spiritual problems
such as press them with urgency at this time.

A new manner of thinking runs parallel with

a new manner of feeling; there comes, inevi-

tably, a new manner of writing. The new mis-

sion, Azorfn (q.v.) affirms, is to refine Spanish

sensibility. Jos6 Ortega y Gasset (q.v.) defines

it as learning to think more sternly, more aus-

terely. Ram6n del Valle-Inclin's (q.v.) motto

is to write with more artistry and charm. The

novelty and richness of the literature of the

soth century come from an infinite variety of

elements which in their fusion produce a

literary spirit much more complex, profound,
and refined than that of the preceding genera-
tion.

By "the Generation of 1898" Azorin desig-

nated a group of writers who appeared at the

turn of the century and who represented the

vehement desire for a profound renewal in

the national spirit. In his novel La voluntad

(1902) Azorfn is already clearly conscious of

the "Generation." In 1913, in his book Cldsi-

cos y modernos, he offers this designation to

literary history in three articles, tracing the

genesis and early development of the move-

ment. Some have even questioned its exist-

ence. It does seem, however, that the formula

or the concept corresponds exactly to a pat-

ently clear reality and that it is historically

authentic and extremely useful in the com-

prehension of recent Spanish literature. Gani-

vet, Unamuno, Jacinto Benavente (q.v.), Jos
Martinez Ruiz (Azorfn), Pfo Baroja (q.v.), An-

tonio Machado (q.v.), and, on a plane of infe-

rior literary value, Ramiro de Maeztu (q.v.)

constitute the first group of the Generation.

Some years later Ortega y Gasset and Ram6n
P6rez de Ayala (q.v.), notwithstanding certain

new tonalities in their work, maintain faith-

fully the essential spirit of the Generation of

1898, which is prolonged until the present day
by some of the latest writers.

Nothing of importance occurs in Spanish
literature during that eponymous year, that

famous '98. But in the national history it is

the year of the "disaster," of Spain's defeat in

the war with the United States and the loss

of her last overseas colonies. Through the gap-

ing fissure opened in the self-satisfied and

complacent bourgeois society of the Regency
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there enters the national consciousness a pow-
erful gust of spiritual excitement, of restless-

ness, discontent, and disillusion, which influ-

ences the young men, impelling them toward

a common motive for action the good of

Spain. The national tragedy functions as a

lens, catching the spiritual energies of the

new writers and joining them in concentrated

form on a single, shining focal point, lo es-

paiiol. For that which distinguishes the "man
of '98 is that he thinks Spain, feels Spain,
and loves Spain over and above all his other

activities, converting it into a completely pre-
ferred subject of mental preoccupation, mak-

ing it the measure of his art, of his life. "Spain
is undiscovered/' writes Unamuno. The Gen-

eration passes through two stages, two moods.

One, which is not lasting, immediately follows

the disaster: in evidence are seemingly dis-

couraged souls, apparently languid wills, and

certainly pitiless criticism of lo espafioL This

critical attitude is to be seen in Unamuno,
Azorfn, and Maeztu in their youthful years.

Their devotion to Spain clothes itself in as-

cetic and disciplinary garb; they castigate the

very flesh of the native country precisely
because they aspire to a high spiritual per-
fection and believe this is the best approach.

Already in 1902 Azorfn understood the tragic

necessity of his generation, the need to con-

sider sternly what they loved most: "perhaps
this ferocious analysis of everything is neces-

sary for a synthesis in the more or less near

future/' But in a few years this manner, only

apparently negative, evolves, and notes of

affection, esteem, admiration, are heard. Or

tega y Gasset says, "Having disowned one

Spain we are now in the honorable course of

finding another." Azorfn interprets tenderly
and skillfully the classic authors whom he for-

merly fustigated. The tonal pessimism of the

first stage reveals its motives; there is an al-

most amorous contemplation of Spain, and
one feels the deep devotion to her essential

qualities.
A generation of questioners, the favorite

queries of these writers were: "Where is

Spain?" "What is Spain?" "What is the Span-
ish soul?" They were a generation of search-

ers too. The men of '98 set out like quixotic

knights-errant in search of the Spain of Dul-

cinea, the ideal, and were scornful of the

material Spain of Aldonza. How and where to

fiiid it? One route they rejected, that of the

official Spain of the immediate past; its politi-

cal forms and conventional patriotism consti-

tuted an unreal, an untrue Spain, said Ortega.
The right way is quite another. Introspec-
tion becomes important. Appearances are to

be shunned; one must penetrate deeply in

search of essentials. Unamuno utters the cry
"Within!" and formulates his theory of tra-

dition: this is not to be found in the super-

ficially historical, in the conventionally great
deeds of illustrious men, but resides in the

historical substrata, conveyed from century to

century by the millions of humble beings who
live in the fields and villages unmindful of the

vain rumblings of historical "events." Those
of the Generation of 1898 treat Spain as

though they were before a palimpsest; scorn-

ful of the visible writing they search in the

parchment for the first, original, unadulter-

ated, secret message.

They show a predilection for certain perma-
nent themes. They write of a Castile un-

adorned, naked, and clean, nearer to the eter-

nal in its almost complete lack of changes

through the years. The limitless landscapes
without habitation are meant to explain mys-
tic longings and quixotic eagerness, "the land

with a soul." The small villages, not contami-

nated yet by modernity, seem to be standing
still, on the fringe of the historic. The humble
folk repeat the attitudes of an ancient human-

ity. The people and the land appear as the

unconscious treasurers of the purest Spanish

spirit. And the essentially Hispanic leads to

the essentially human. The ardor of these

men of the Generation of 1898 indeed suggests
characteristics of religious life and feeling;

they live like the ascetics of a Spanish human-

ity. This devotion to Spain has nothing of the

exaggeratedly patriotic, political, or material-

istic in its make-up. They expressly abominate

these things. Unamuno, at the conclusion of

his essay on Spanish tradition writes: "Man
is what we must search for in our souls . . .

eternal tradition is universal, cosmopolitan/'
Another characteristic of the Generation

seems at first glance to be a contradiction

their definite Europeanism. But to be a Euro-

pean is a correlative mandate to being a Span-
iard; "Spain is undiscovered, and can be

discovered only by Europeanized Spaniards."
To be a European is to be receptive to mod-
ern currents of thought, to breathe the air of

the world with European lungs, to live in a

space that is broad and without frontiers.

This the men of '98 determined to do. There

can be noted a radical difference in their de-

votion to Spain when it is compared with the

romantic attitude, as s.een in Rivas and Zo-

rrilla, for example, who were distrustful of

foreign things and hostile to them, or with the

realistic position of such writers as Alarc6n,

Pereda, even Gald6s. The men of '98 read

European literature; they brought to Spain
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what they considered the best elements of it

and lived a life doubly rich and intense. Una-

muno was an indefatigable reader of the great

literatures; Ortega y Gasset was in the very
center of the great currents of the European

thought of the day.
This "bilateralism" has other aspects. The

Generation couples a sense of aristocracy and

spiritual distinction, an abhorrence of the

commonplace, with profound devotion to

pure folk elements. What is scorned and ex-

cluded is a plebeian intellectual mediocrity
related to social and official mediocrity. The
literature of the men of '98 is never crude or

commonplace, no matter how many popular
elements it absorbs, and never vaporous or

artificial, no matter to what heights it aspires.

And there is an analogous bilateralism in the

capacity of these writers for utilizing precise

observation, minute details, for "strolling and

observing" in order to attain spiritual power
in the literary product; in the essays of Azo-

rin fineness of line and realistic exactitude

account for surprising spiritual effects. There

also coexist a highly primitive love for the

Middle Ages El poema del Cid, Juan Ruiz

(by virtue of considering this period as nearest

the fountainhead of the purely Spanish ele-

ment) and a passion for modernity, the ex-

altation of the very latest European writers.

The scrutinizing zeal, the spiritual tenseness

of the Generation, are projected predomi-

nantly in the essay and in a new kind of lyri-

cism. From the extended essay, such as Una
muno's Del sentimiento trdgico de la vida

(1913) and Ortega y Gasset 's Espafla inverte-

brada (1922), to shorter and more various

forms, the essay is the genre most favored by
the new writers. It serves as a vehicle for the

most intellectual element, for the critical atti

tude embraced in the phrase, of Niet/schean

origin, "the reexamination of values." There

are essays which are pure confession, an ex-

amination of conscience, in an ardent confi

dential tone, such as the best of Unamuno's;

others are more objectively critical, or they

are didactic and aspire on a lofty plane to

renovate the intellectual repertory of Spain,

such as many of those of Ortega y Gasset and

of Azorfn. A third type of essay brings certain

branches of technical knowledge within reach

of the lay reader and injects into literature

scientific ideas and experimental attitudes

(e.g.,
the essays of the doctors, Gregorio Mara-

ndn et al.). The essay of this period in all its

varieties is directed toward a vast public,

offered not only in magazines but in the daily

papers always with a certain dignity of tone

and rarely with any excessive simplification.

Some of the best pages of literary Spanish of

today are to be found here. And the spiritual

urge, the interior force which animates the
new generation, overflows the essay and ends

inevitably in lyricism. Lyricism vibrates in

the prose of a man of such intellectual vigor
as Ortega y Gasset, and a great essayist such as

Unamuno is a true lyric poet. As will be seen,
there is a parallel current in modernism.
The spiritual attitude of the time did not

leave any comparable imprint on the theatre
or the novel. Pio Baroja, the best and most

prolific novelist of the 2Oth century, has

quickened greatly the plodding pace of the

narrative art of the realistic period. His

straightforward and vivid descriptions give
evidence of a much more personally selective

vision; but there remains apparent in his

work a predominance of the realistic concep-
tion of the novel and an ideology subservient

to the scientific attitude and to the pessimistic
conclusions characteristic of realism. Perez de

Ayala, Azorfn in some curious attempts, and
Valle-Inchln have indeed transcended, some-
times decisively, the novelistic formulas of the

ujtli century. In the case of the theatre, Bena
vente figured conspicuously during the firsi

years of the new movement, and his sharp
criticism of the bourgeois milieu and his tech

nique of elegant naturalness set him apart as

a powerful new force. Then he draws away
from the attitude of rebellion maintained by
his companions and conforms more and more
to average taste. The brothers Seraffn and

Joaqufn Alvarez Quintero and Carlos Ar
niches (qq.v.} maintain a realistic tradition in

their best works without seeking innovations

although they may consciously assume atti

tudes of a popular cast in the manner of the

Generation of 1898. Valle-Inchin, of energetic
dramatic temperament, charged his admirable

"esperpentos" and dialogued works with

drama, but did not succeed in creating what

could be called, strictly speaking, a theatrical

work. There flourishes widely and with nu
merous variations a verse theatre, almost al

ways an offshoot of the romantic theatre,

devoted to national historic themes. Its ablest

exponent is Eduardo Marquina (q.v.) 9 and it

continues more recently with Jos Maria

Pemdn.
With regard to literary style, the Genera

tion has certain definite aims sobriety, grave
ness of tone, restrained ardor. Its refinements,

and it has them, are not flaunted in the mod-
ernistic manner. Fleeing from the pomp and

glitter of oratorical prose, these men preserve
a natural elegance; they find the distinction

and patrician quality of their style, paradox!*
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cally, "by immersing themselves in the com-

mon people," as Unamuno advised. Instead of

the descriptive technique pf the realists, who
are loosely inclined to set down all they be-

hold, the men of '98 use a descriptive method
which deals with essentials, which operates

through the delicate selection of detail and

through propriety and skill in designations.

Just as they search behind the apparent forms

of Spanish reality for the soul of Spain, so in

their descriptions of persons and places one

senses beneath (as in the essays of Gabriel

Mir6, q.v., and Azorfn) a delicate tremor

which indicates the presence of something

deeper and more abiding.

Before Azorfn had coined the name Gener-

ation of 1898, it was customary to designate
the new literature of the 2oth century as

"modernism" and its practitioners as "mod-
ernists." But it is necessary to distinguish, as

already indicated, even though there is cross-

fertilization. Modernism is, in its origin, more

Hispanic American than Spanish. It was the

reigning and resounding literary modality in

all Hispanic America from approximately

1890 to 1910. The young Hispanic American
writers of that time were dissatisfied with the

academic conventionalism of the period which
was stifling the poetic spirit; from noncon-

formity they progress to rebellion, from rebel-

lion to the establishment, as opposed to the

discredited casticista regime, of something

quite new. Their modernism makes its ap-

pearance as a mass of explorations, discoveries,

and conquests relative to the basic concept of

literature and its language, particularly that

of poetry. It is the result of a skillful appro-

priation of various foreign literary currents

of the igth century, principally French, 'and

of the fusion of these diverse elements into a

happy synthesis. This work was carried out

by a group of poets, scattered over the vast-

ness of all Hispanic America, from the Rio
Grande to the Plata, who, though separated
and not guided by any previously reached

agreement, moved in unison. They were im-

pelled by the force of a true spirit of the

times, mysteriously shared, which had as its

aim the regeneration of Spanish poetry.

The new modernistic sensibility is complex.
A parade of opulent aesthetic splendor is har-

monized with an affected simplicity in the

?re-Raphaelite manner. Refinement is sought
in all its forms. The history of art is retraced
in search of beauties already perfected; the

hope is to duplicate these in the new litera-

ture, which thus takes on many reflected

tonalities. Conventional morality becomes
outmoded. A show is made of sensuality; it

is paraded in affected postures and, in order

to be more enticing, is insidiously combined
with a refined sentimentalism. There results

a brilliant prdciosite, both in art and in liv-

ing. A greater contrast to the mediocrity and

commonplaceness of the Spain of the Re-

gency could not be imagined.
The modernists dipped into the vast reper-

tory of poetic concepts and language of the

French and, to some extent, of the American

lyric Victor Hugo, the Parnassian school,

Verlaine (q.v.) 9 the decadents, Poe, Whitman.
The complexities of the modern foreign lyric

act to refine Spanish poetic language, bringing
to it graces and subtleties that it had not

known for centuries. Certain verse and stro-

phic forms, the alexandrine, the enneasyl-

labic, the pareado, the ballad, are taken from

the French; free verse perhaps owes more to

North American poetry. Casal and Marti in

Cuba, Silva in Colombia, Gutierrez NAjera
and Dia/ Mir6n in Mexico, are important

figures of the modernist movement. But there

stands out particularly the Nicaraguan Ruhn
Dario (1867-1916). In his Azul (1888) and
Prosas profanas (1896) the new poetry is fully

formulated. And he transports it to Spain,
which was already so aware, in Clarin and

Unamuno and especially in Salvador Rueda

among the poets, of the sickness afflicting lit-

erature.

When Rubn Dario arrived in Spain in

1899, young Spaniards, as eager as the His-

panic Americans to rehabilitate poetry, were

fascinated with the magical formulas of salva-

tion which the great poet offered them. La-

tent Spanish modernism comes out to meet

the already existing modernism of the His-

panic Americans. The publication of Darfo's

Cantos de vida y esperanza in the symbolic

year 1905, the tercentenary of Don Quijote
de la Mancha, confirms the sense of a common
cause, the liberation of the maiden, Poetry.

Spaniards are captivated by a display of quali-
ties hardly present in their national lyric

poetry since G6ngora lexigraphic brilliance

and novelty, boldness of images, exquisite

musicality.

Perhaps the three most important names
in Spanish modernism are those of Valle-

Incldn, Manuel Machado (q.v.), and Juan
Rambn Jimenez (q.v.).

The modernistic air indeed circulates, with
all its perfumed richness and as a vivifying
wind, through the whole expanse of Spanish
letters and reaches its farthest corners even

though some of the Generation of 1898 resist

in terms of simplicity, naturalness, and a

strictly national tradition. Certain authors,
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such as Valle-Inclin, inhale it with the full

power of their lungs; Manuel Machado and

Juan Ram6n Jim&nez, while receptive, are

already more temperate. If what is artificial

in modernism did not altogether penetrate

Spanish literature and if so many Spanish
authors remained unmoved in their human

position as regards eternal values, it is clear

that much was integrated, and advanta-

geously. Certain benefits stand out: liberation

from casticismo; the incorporation into the

Spanish thought stream of modern world

literature (the great foreign authors of the

igth century who had been thought so revolu-

tionary and extravagant come to be accepted
and even highly esteemed); the extensive re-

finement and enrichment of poetic expression;
the sense of collaboration between Spain and
the Hispanic American countries in a com-

mon endeavor, the labor of innovation. Two
distinct and independent forces, modernism
and the Generation of 1898, ultimately coa-

lesce in a great final result, the palingenesis
of the literary spirit in the Spanish-speaking
world.

The results of the zealous renovating efforts

can now be clearly seen. Unamuno, Valle-

InclAn, Azorfn, Antonio Machado, Juan Ra-

m6n Jimenez, and Ortega y Gasset have tran-

scended the reputation of eccentricity under

which they struggled during their heroic

years; the very lights which they lit now play
on them fully and reveal them in their great-
ness as masters and guides. Spanish literature

rises considerably in tone. Horizons are en-

larged. The new ideas from abroad enter the

country as soon as formulated and circulate

freely; close attention is paid to outside liter-

ary schools and to their efforts; the Revista

de Occidente and its editorial house, both

under the direction of Ortega y Gasset, are

instruments of inestimable importance in this

work. At the same time the study of Spanish

language and literature by new methods, the

work principally of the Centro de Estudios

Hist6ricos and its school of philologists

Ram6n Menndez Pidal, Amrico Castro,

TomAs Navarro (qq.v.), Jos F. Montesinos,

and Ddmaso Alonso (q.v.) reveals to innu-

merable new writers the import of their rela-

tion to their own classics. These authorities,

as distinguished from the casticistas of a for-

mer period, do not invoke from the past rigid

models that would subjugate, but rather es-

sential vitalizing elements that serve to am-

plify the means of more abundant self-expres-

sion at the present time.

The decrease in the number of themes not

strictly poetic or literary now becomes note-

worthy in this 20th-century literature. Fewer
sallies are made into social and political fields;

there is less of the anxious contemplation of

the whole Spanish scene; above all the focus

is now on poetic creation. The vastness of the

renovating labor of 1900 imposed on that

generation the ideal of an extremely wide
area of action; the ideal of the new writers

involves more concentration. This does not

betoken the lack of extensive curiosity on the

part of literary youth, but a desire to confine

itself to a basic mission and fulfill this con-

scientiously and with the energy inherent to

complete devotion. The aspiration for quality
rather than quantity simply means carrying
to its ultimate literary conclusion the crusade

against the vulgar and the commonplace
which Unamuno and RuWn Darfo, each from
his own pulpit, had for so long been preach-

ing. One result is less cultivation of the genres
which lend themselves most readily to exten-

sion and digression, the novel and the essay;
of more import are the new developments in

the genre most capable of quintessences and

concentration, lyric poetry. Lyricism, in vari-

ous forms, is the distinguishing mark of the

period.
This lyricism is integrating and straightfor-

ward. On the one hand it profits from the

great traditions, the Romancero, the poetry
of the Cancioneros of the isth century, the

achievements of Lope de Vega and G6ngora;
and on the other hand it is aware of the dif-

ferent schools of the new Europe, such as

futurism, dadaism, surrealism, and "pure
poetry," and revamps all this in its own forms,

such as the ultraism of Pedro Garfias and
Guillermo de Torre

(<?.t/.)
and the creationism

of Gerardo Diego (q.v.) and Juan Larrea, Here
is a generation of lyric poets with personali-
ties as varied as they are original. The poetry
of Jorge Guillen (q.v.) is a lyrical interpreta-
tion of the world. Federico Garcia Lorca

(q.v.), as though heeding the advice of Una-

muno, "immerses himself in the Andalusian
common people" and assimilates all of mod-
ernism's modes of expression. There merge
in Rafael Alberti's (q.v.) poetry, always with

an original and pleasing result, Hispanic land-

scape and peasantry, Gongoresque splendors,
and strange delvings into the subconscious.

A little later, in a new group made up of Luis

Cernuda, Vicente Aleixandre, Emilio Prados,
and Manuel Altolaguirre (qq-v.), appears a

poetry of introspective vein, characterized by
a refined cultivation of sentimental intimacy,
for the expression of ,;hich they have recourse

at times to surrealistic formulas. This group is

now so far removed from the first generation
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of the 20th century that only at a few certain

points of contact in the poetry of Juan Ra-

mon Jimenez, for example can one consider

it within the limits of this tradition. The lyric

attitude which dominates this period over-

flows poetry and passes into prose. Ram6n
G6mez de la Serna (q.v.) tarries awhile in all

the literary genres is he a novelist, a short-

story writer, an essayist, or what? but the

basis of his work is a highly personal lyricism,
half hopeless, half jovial. Jos Bergamfn (</.i/.),

an intellectual lyricist, arrives at his thought
through fanciful flourishes and poetic conceits

in essays. The novel, a fallow genre during
these years, is marked with poetic elements in

Benjamin Jarnds (q.v.). The theatre either is

authentically and profoundly poetic in the

dramas of Garcia Lorca or pretends to be so,

clothing itself in metrical garb in the ancient

manner. Literary criticism, not only in its

most technical and professional wing with

Ddmaso Alonso, Amado Alonso (q.v.), Val-

buena Prat, and Dfaz Plaja but also in a freer

group with Antonio Marichalar (q.v.) and
Torre, sets for itself as a favorite task the

analysis and elucidation of the poetic phe-
nomenon.

The civil war, begun in 1936, has distorted

the natural course of Spanish literature, dis-

arranging all its elements; the consequences
and ultimate effects are difficult to discern.

Some authors have remained in Spain; others

have emigrated. The political question has

again erupted into literature. In the writers

who favor Franco this is seen in a return to

nationalistic casticismo and in the frequency
of historical themes infused with patriotic or

religious sentiment. In the opposing group
the authors bend in love and pity over man
gled Spain and lean toward a community of

feeling with the people in their struggle. It

seems predictable that the residence overseas

of the large number of writers who have emi-

grated to the Hispanic American countries

and their contact with these lands and peo-

ples will bring to Spanish literature spiritual

growth and experiences of significant value.

See: J. Yxart, El arte escdnico en Espana
(2 vols., 1894-1896); F. Vzinet, Les Maitres

du roman espagnol contemporain (1907);

R. Cansinos-Ass^ns, La nueva literatura (4

vols., 1917-1927); S. de Madariaga, The Gen-

*fi$ of Spain and Other Essays on Spanish

Contemporary Literature (1923); A. F. G.

Bell, Contemporary Spanish Literature (1925;
revised ed., 1933); H. Petriconi, Die spanische
Literatur der Gegenwart sett 1870 (1926); G. de

Torre, Litcraturas europeas de vanguardia

(1927); D. K. Arjona,
"
'La voluntad' and

'abulia' in Contemporary Spanish Ideology,"
Revue hispanique, LXXIV (1928), 573-672; J.

Cassou, Panorama de la literature espagnole

contemporaine (1929); Leslie A. Warren, Mod-
ern Spanish Literature (2 vols., 1929); C. Barja,
Literatura espanola: Libros y autores mo-

demos, revised ed. (1933), and Literatura es-

pafiola: Libros y autores contempordneos
(1935); H. Jeschke, Die Generation von 1898
in Spanien (1934); F. de Onis, Antologta de la

poesia espafiola e hispanoamericana, 1882-

1932 (1934); P. Salinas, Literatura espanola

siglo XX (1941).

P. S.

Spire, Andr (1868-, French poet), born in

Nancy, published his first vers libre after in-

tensive preparation both as a social-minded

intellectual and as a literary craftsman. Capti-
vated by Desjardin's (q.v.) program for moral

regeneration, he founded a society to rehabili-

tate unfortunates by helping them help them-

selves. But the Dreyfus affair, in which he

fought a duel, converted him from palliative

methods, and (with Daniel Hatevy) he

founded a night school for working-class
students. From 1898 to 1902 he specialized in

labor problems for the Office du Travail and
from 1903 to 1914 organized cooperative
banks for the Agricultural Ministry. After

serving at the Peace Conference, he continued

in social work until he was driven from France

by the Nazis. He emigrated to America in

1941.

Dissatisfied with the technical innovations

of symbolism, Spire sought a scientific basis for

the rhythm of vers libre. Working at the

College de France he measured the pitch,

intensity, and duration of vers libre in order

to establish the prosodic system based on
accent, which he followed exclusively there-

after.

Et vous riez! (1905) reflects the frustrations

of a social ameliorator who takes refuge in

creative individualism, realizing he cannot re-

make society. But his social passion reappears,
in limited area, in Poemes juifs (1908), bitter,

violent verse of a nonreligious Jew in behalf

of his minority. Magnetized by "this eternal

tomorrow that draws me on," he turned to

ideas in action and exposed the obscurantist

dangers fostered by pseudo-Bergsonism (Vers
les routes absurdes, 1911). Reacting to the

1919 peace with an ironical drama on man's

nostalgia for earthly paradise (Samael, 1919),

he issued the same year Le Secret, his richest

collection. Here he has become master of his

lyric materials and has achieved the be-

ginnings of serenity. Po&mes de Loire (1929)
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marked the growth of certainty: "The World
is desire and yearns to be possessed," and this

his subsequent writing translated into lyrical

variations.

Despite his preoccupation with social prob-

lems, Spire's contribution lies in subjective

lyricism subtle or fierce irony ("Etudiantes,"

"Acacias," "Ccs Grcves"), philosophic reflec-

tions ("Immortalit6," "Volupt," "Friselis"),

passionate cries ("Nudits," "Ecoute Israeli"),

and subtle pictures that expand with meaning
("Raisers," "Corps humain"). The unmistak-

ableness of his personal idiom led Richard

Aldington to classify him as "not Parnassian,

Symbolist, Unanimist, Expressionist; but

Spireiste."
See: Richard Aldington, "Andr6 Spire,"

English Review, XXXI (1920), 345-348;
Frederic Lefevre, "Une Heure avec M. Andrd

Spire, poete et essayiste," Nouvelles littcraires,

January 31, 1931; Stanley Burnshaw, Andrd

Spire and His Poetry (1933).

S. B.

Spitteler, Carl (1845-1924, Swiss poet and

novelist), was born in Licstal near Basel,

where he studied before accepting a position
as tutor in Russia. Later, he taught and be-

came an editor in Bern and Basel; he died in

Lucerne. Spitteler was a most original writer,

as bold in his formal innovations as he was

in his defiance of traditional ways of thought.

Keeping aloof from the fashion of his days
which favored the development of realism

into consistent naturalism, he for many years
directed all his energies toward the creation

of one towering epic, Der olympische Fruhling

(first version, 1900-1905; revised, 1910). This

work, for which the poet evolved even his

own metrical form, has long defied all at-

tempts at aesthetic and historical classifica-

tion. It appears quite unexpectedly in the

evolution of German literature; it is both

original and daring in its use of Greek

mythology, blending thcogony with cos-

mogony and alternating between a solemn,
heroic presentation of the Greek gods and

their whimsical reduction to the scale of

ordinary mortals. Some critics have hailed this

epic as a true successor to the Iliad and The
Divine Comedy, while others can see little

more in it than an untimely tour de force.

The fact that Spitteler was awarded the

Nobel prize must be taken as at least a tribute

to his courageous independence, if not also

to his partial success.

What possible justification could there have

been for a poet so utterly to disregard current

practice, for a writer to create a work which

seemingly has no bearing on modern problems
and to choose a form which all historians of

literature relegate to the past? For Spitteler
the theory of evolution as applied to art

holds, if at all, only with second-rate pro-
ductions; a genius is under no compulsion to

fall in step with the so-called tendencies of

his time. Epic contemplation is a faculty

wholly sui generis, characterized mainly by a

serene objectivity towards all manifestations

of life. The concomitant philosophy indeed is

more likely to be a pessimistic realization of

the incongruity of man's efforts. If, however,
the epic writer finds himself unable to proffer
illusory remedies for our ills, he will com-

pensate us with a display of riotous beauty:
brilliant imagery and linguistic originality
form a sufficient justification for his work and
constitute a valuable contribution to civiliza-

tion.

It can hardly be denied that Spitteler's epic
comes close to fulfilling the promise. Yet such

is the modern preoccupation with social and

political issues that for many readers not

even the eruption of sheer imagination and
creative will power of Der olympische

Friihling will satisfy. Spitteler himself must
have been aware of some such insufficiency,
for prior to and concurrently with his great

masterpiece he composed a number of prose
works dealing with everyday affairs. True

enough, he used to refer to these parerga as

mere stylistic exercises or as concessions to the

realistic vogue; yet it would seem that

through them he established and maintained

contact with the tradition of his native

country and that he was hoping all the while

to effect a final synthesis between austere

form and vital content. This he achieved in-

deed in his late epic Prometheus der Dulder

(1924), modestly designating it as a recast of

his Prometheus und Epimetheus (1881).

Spitteler now voices his firm belief in the

primacy of ethical over aesthetic values, for

the second version is as direct in its moral
insistence as the first was inconclusive.

Prometheus reappears as the embodiment of

those basic virtues on which the well-being
of society depends; he radiates a perfect

integration of classical fortitude with Chris-

tian candor, in words and deeds a strong
exhortation for us to remain modest while

active, magnanimous while firm, and to spare
no effort to conquer our impatience with our
fellow men.

See: R. Faesi, Spittelers Weg und Werk

(1933); E. M. Butler The Tyranny of Greece
over Germany (1935), pp. 316-322.

H. B.
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Spoelberch de Louvenjoul, Charles de (1836-

1907, Belgian bibliophile, bibliographer, and

critic), was born in Brussels and died in Royat,
France. He is the author of remarkable criti-

cal and bibliographical studies on George
Sand, Alfred de Musset, Charles Sainte-Beuve,

Th^ophile Gautier, Prosper Mrime, Marce-

line Desbordes Valmorc, and especially on

Honor^ de Balzac. He possessed to an extraor-

dinary degree the faculty of penetrating the

mind and the life of the authors he studied,

never deviating from the most positive and
strict documentation. His Histoire des ceuvres

de Honord de Balzac (1879) is a monumental

masterpiece of literary and bibliographical

scrutiny and criticism. In 1880 he added to it

Un Dernier Chapitre de Vhistoire des ccuvres

de H. de Balzac and in 1901 La Genese d'un

roman de Balzac: Les Paysans. Une Page per-
due de H. de Balzac was published in 1903.

Endowed with the keenest spirit of research,

he discovered and published a number of

hitherto unknown manuscripts of the above-

mentioned romantic authors.

L. V.

Sramek, FraAa (1877-, Czech fiction writer,

poet, and playwright), was born in Sobotka

(eastern Bohemia). Known principally as the

leading novelist of Czech impressionism, he is

a master in describing and suggesting the

most evanescent, momentary emotions and
moods. Especially in his later work he suc-

cessfully evokes the atmosphere of adolescent

sexuality, its joys and sorrows, its exaltations

and melancholy, when the whole of nature

seems to be wrapped in a mist of complete

animality. Srmek's sheer joy in instinctive

animal life appealed to a generation which
had jus: gone through the horrors of the

First World War and then discovered some-

what naively that life goes on and is worth

living. The title of his best novel, Telo (1919;
The Body), suggests a program, but this story
of a girl of strong sexual instincts is little

more than a sensitive chronicle of meetings
and partings, vacillations and temptations of

lovers, against a lightly sketched background
of war. An earlier novel, Stfibrny vitr (1910;
The Silver Wind), largely concerned with

students and the problems of puberty, is more
of an attack on a society which hampers the

free expression of instinct, and some of

Srdmek's books of short stories and sketches

re filled with an instinctive antimilitarism

which condemns war as the enemy of love and

life (e.g., Zasnouci vofdk, 1924, The Perplexed

Soldier).

But rmek is not a writer concerned with

ideas; he is, even in his prose, a lyrical poet.
The quintessence of his mood is possibly in

the small collections of his poetry, among
which Splav (1916; The Weir) is the most

memorable, and in his lyrical plays, where

delicately and compassionately he paints

young people in the throes of sexual passion.
Leto (1915; Summer) and Mesic nad fekou

(1922; The Moon above the River) are the

two plays which were successful on the stage.

Srdmek is a specialist of narrow range, but

he is a genuine artist, who has failed only
when, as in certain of his recent books and

plays, he has attempted contemporary prob-
lems and more ambitious complex composi-
tions.

See: J. Knap, ed., Kniha o Srdmkovi (1927);

J. Durych, Ejhle, tlovtk (1928); F. X. Salda,

fiasovd a nadiasovd (1936); J. Knap, Frdfta

Srdmek (1937).
R. W.

Sremac, Stevan (1855-1906, Serb short-story

writer and novelist), was born in Senta, in

the province of BaCka, and educated in Bel-

grade in the house of his uncle, the prominent
historian Jovan Djordjevic. Through his uncle

he became imbued with love for the nation's

past and studied history at the University of

Belgrade. Later he taught this subject in high
school, mostly in the town of Ni, where he

lived many years. A fervent patriot, he served

in the army as a volunteer during the Serbo-

Turkish wars of 1876-1878.
Sremac attempted a series of literary glori-

fications of the most distinguished personali-
ties of his country's past; lie prepared roman-
ticized biographies of Serbian heroes and

knights, enveloping them all in a poetic veil

and presenting them under the common title

Iz knjiga starostavnih (6 vols., 1903-1909;
From the Ancient Books). He was far more
effective in painting contemporary life. His

long story Ivkova slava (1875; Ivko's House
Patron Saint), depicting humorously the pic-

turesque milieu and old stock types of the

town of NiS immediately after its liberation

from the Turkish yoke, captured the public
imagination. He also wrote Limunacija na
selu (1876; Fireworks in the Village), Pop
ira and Pop Spira (1898; Priest 6ira and

Priest Spira), Boiitna pefenica (1898; The
Christmas Roast), Vukadin (1903), Zona Zam-
firova (1907), Kir Geras (1908). Ivkova slava

and Zona Zamfirova the latter, also about
life in NiS, is undoubtedly the author's best

work have been dramatized and frequently
produced on the Serbian stage.

Thoroughly acquainted with several Ser-
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bian provinces, Sremac depicted their local

characteristics, their completely different spir-

itual formation and ways of life. He was in

terested primarily in the lower classes of this

society, in the petty bourgeoisie, sometimes

even in failures, believing that in these indi-

viduals unrestrained by conventions, human
nature is most clearly expressed. He wrote

with liveliness and verisimilitude. At the same
time he was instinctively a humorist, with the

gift of perceiving in every man and every
situation the ridiculous aspects. His works are

full of witty observations, jokes, unexpected
comic developments of character and event.

He mocked the human race by drawing its

typical foolish figures, but his shafts were not

poisoned; the reader doubles up with laugh-
ter, but neither despises nor hates these poor
fools. Only when the author delineated politi
cal circumstances and reformers alien to him,
since he was himself an intolerant tradition

alist and conservative, did his humor occasion

ally pass into satire or even caricature. Proba

bly the best Serbian humoristic novelist,

Sremac is also an excellent realistic writer

whose gallery contains unforgettable por
traits.

See: J. Skerli, "Stevan Sremac," Pisci i

knjige, Vol. IV (1909); P. Popovic, "Stevan

Sremac," preface to Sremac, Pop dira i Pop
Spira, revised ed. (1936).

P. A.

Stadler, Ernst (1883-1914, German poet and

scholar), was born in Colmar, Alsace, and
studied Germanics in Munich and Strassburg.
With Ren Schickele (q.v.) he founded the

periodical Der Sttirmer in 1902. In 1903 he
studied at Oxford, some years later (1908)

began lecturing on Germanics at Strassburg,
and in 1910 was appointed professor at

Brussels. He was killed in the First World
War. Besides well-articulated articles on liter

ature (1910), he wrote two books of poems;
the first, Praeludien (1904), is not very im

portant, but the other, Der Aufbruch (1915),
is one of the most beautiful and disciplined

examples of the early German expressionistic

style. Although this book was influenced by
Whitman and Verhaeren (q.v.), Stadler adds

to their "stromendcs Weltgefiihl" the deep
mysticism of his homeland and an explosive,

dynamic quality of his own. In contrast to

most of the young expressionists, he never

destroys but rather masters language with

definite artistry. The visionary poem
MDer

Aufbruch/' which gave the volume its name
and in which he foresaw the World War and

his own death, was later regarded as sym-
bolic of the emerging generation of expres-
sionist poets.

See: H. Hestermann, Ernst Stadler (1929)*

K. P.

Staff, Leopold (1878-, Polish poet), was born

in Lw6w, Austrian Poland, the son of a pro*

prietor of a confectionery shop. Reared in

good middle-class surroundings, Staff received

his formal education in the Gymnasium and

university of his native city. Lw6w was the

center of great literary and artistic ferment

at this time, caused in part by Kasprowicz,
and this circumstance, together with the boy's
own natural inclination and the city's tradi-

tionally buoyant, ecstatic atmosphere, con

spired to lead Staff to a literary career. In

his youth he was powerfully influenced by the

works of Nietzsche (q.v.), in his later life no
less powerfully by St. Francis of Assisi. Wide
travel abroad, in Italy, Germany, and France,

and experiences as a prisoner of war in Russia

likewise played a part in molding Staff into a

poet. He lived a life apart from the angry
currents of his times, remote in his scholar's

tower, there translating the masterpieces of

world literature and fashioning the exquisite

lyrics by which he will be forever remem-
bered. A pure poet, and even a poet's poet,
Staff was the supreme poet of Free Poland.

In the early 30*5 a uniform collected edition

of his works was issued in celebration of his

three decades of creative activity.

See: Z. D^bicki, Portrety, 1 (1927), 153-172;
Wiadomotci literackie, 1929, No. 289 (entire

issue); W. Borowy, "Leopold Staff," Slavonic

Review, XI (1932-1933), 145-158; K. Czachow-

ski, Obraz wspolczesnej literatury polskiej, II

(i934)> 33-44* 39^395; Geoffrey Potocki, tr. f

Pologne litteraire, 1934, No. 91.

A. P. C.

Stankovil, Borisav (1876-1927, Serb story

writer, novelist, and dramatist), is considered

the best Serbian narrative writer in the first

decades of the 2oth century. Born in South

Serbia, in the small town of Vranje, which
was till 1876 under Turkish rule, Stankovic's

mind was pervaded by the patriarchal atmos

phere of this region. Even after completing
his college studies in Belgrade, becoming a

civil servant, and settling down in the capital
of Serbia, he felt a deep nostalgia for his na-

tive town and dedicated all his efforts to de

pict it as faithfully as possible.
His first collections of short stories, Iz starog

jevandjelja (1899; From the Old Gospel),

Boiji ljudi (1902; God's Children), and Stari
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dani (1902; The Old Days), enriched Serbian

literature with pictures of an exotic world,

fast disappearing, which still presented incar-

nations of a picturesque oriental sensuality
and Slavic sensibility. Although the heroes of

these collections have a narrow horizon and

limited spheres of action, their interior life is

extremely intensive and profound. Their

principal motive force is erotic passion, which

seldom culminates in happiness and bliss, but

almost always in exaltation and pain, storm

and suffering, vehemence and fatality. It is

rightfully claimed for Stankovic that his work
was "one great love fever." His play KoStaria

(1902) is about a Gypsy dancer of that name
who, after having succeeded in making men
fools and disrupting whole families, was forced

to marry a ne'er-do-well so that others might

escape her dangerous influence. This play is

really a most stirring love poem. The novel

Nefista krv (1911, Impure Blood; Eng. tr.,

Sophka, 1932) perhaps docs not succeed in

depicting as adequately as was intended the

degeneration of a family, but it offers a series

of marvelous types of other days, with their

mentalities, customs, and ways of life. The

play Tasana (1915) is much weaker than Ko$-

tana, although there are high moments and

poetically melancholy details as in the earlier

drama. The author's last work, Pod okupa-
cijorn (1929; Under Foreign Occupation), re-

lates the hard years under the Austro-Hun-

garian occupation during the First World
War.
Stankovi's work is of limited scope; he por-

trays local types of a single region. Moreover,
his language contains many archaisms and

provincial twists. But, although his entire

work was written in prose, Stankovi is posi-

tively the most lyric temperament in Serbian

literature, and he does interpret with consum-
mate art one aspect of Serbian life at the very
moment of its passing from the patriarchal
era to the modern times.

See: J. Skerlic, reviews of Stankovi, KoStana

and Bozji Ljudi, in Pisci i knjige, Vols. I

(1907), V (1911); B. Lazarevi, "Borisav Stanko-

vic/' in Impresije iz knjiievnosti, Vol. I (1912);
M. Grol, "Jubilej Borisava Stankovica," Srpski

knjizevni glasnik, May i, 1924.
P. A.

Stefdnsson, DaviS (1895-, Icelandic poet, play-

wright, and novelist), was born at Fagriskrtgur
m EyjafjorSur. His father was a member of

Parliament; his mother came of a literary

family, her brother being a well-known folk-

lorist and a prolific writer. Soon after graduat-

ing from the Gymnasium in Reykjavik,

Stefansson made his literary dbut with

Svartar fjadrir (1919; Black Feathers), a

volume of poems, which won him instantane-

ous acclaim and a stipend to travel to Italy.

After that the poet devoted himself for the

most part to his art only. Six volumes of

poetry have appeared (1919-1936), as well as

three plays, Munkarnir d Modrnvollum (1926;
The Monks at MoSruvellir), Gullna hliSid

(1941; The Golden Gate), Vopn gudanna (1943;
The Weapons of the Gods), and the novel

Solon Islandus (2 vols., 1940). For more than

a decade he has held the post of librarian at

the public library of Akureyri in EyjafjorSur.
DaviS Stefcinsson is the best representative

of the new national romanticism in Iceland,

as he is also the most popular of living Ice-

landic poets. Especially in his early poetry, he
is a hedonist, a proud self-willed poet, who

sings of wine and women in passionate, some-

times sadistic tones though he has, too, the

tenderest chords on his lyre. His diction is

always easy, his form usually light; the tempo
is often borrowed from nursery rhymes,
lullabies, and folk dances, and his imagery is

saturated with Icelandic folklore. Yet he can

use other forms, for instance in his impres-
sions of Italy. He is at his best in his ballad-

like poems, sometimes telling a story with sly

humor, sometimes abandoning himself to

moods of romantic horror or defiance, to

nostalgia for mother earth. Rarely is a note

of social criticism heard, and then never in

the class-conscious way of the leftist poets.

Just as his poetry harks back to folk poetry,
ballads, dances, and tales, so his plays are

historical, the first a satire of the monks, the

second a folk tale embodied in iSth-century
beliefs and manners. Most interesting is the

novel about Solon Islandus, the Icelandic

megalomaniac tramp, whom Stefcinsson sees

as a symbol of his own small and inferiority-

complexed nation. The book is reminiscent in

that way of Ibsen's (q.v.) Peer Gynt. It is done
in a quiet, but none the less very effective,

realistic manner.
See: S. Nordal, "Tva?r miklar skAldsogur,"

Lesbdk Morgunbladsins, November 24, 1940;
R. Beck, "DaviS Stefiinsson skdld," Timarit

pjotiraknisfelags tslendinga, XXVII (1945),
51-68.

S. E.

Steffen, Albert (1884-, Swiss novelist, poet,
dramatist, and philosopher), born in Murgen-
thal, is undoubtedly the most interesting fig-

ure in contemporary German Swiss literature.

Endowed with a deeply compassionate nature
and highly sensitive to the problematical as-
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pects of modern civilization, he was in no

danger of merely emulating the popular tra-

dition of Alfred Huggenbcrger (1867-), Jakob

Christoph Heer (1859-1925), and Ernst Zahn

(1867-), who with their realistic peasant nov-

els or idealizing Alpine stories for a time all

but monopolized the sphere of literary enter-

tainment. StefFen's first novel Ott, Alois und
Werelsche (1907), left no doubt that his liter-

ary ancestors were Tolstoy (q.v.) and Dostoev-

ski (q.v.) rather than Keller (q.v.) or Gotthelf,

indicating as it did a most fervent desire to

make the Sermon on the Mount a practical
and strict rule of conduct. Christian human-
ism, the basis of Swiss intellectual and reli-

gious culture, underwent in StefFen's work a

profound revival and transformation. His

metaphysical novel, Sucker nach sick selbst

093 1
)' an^ even more so Ms essays, Fruhrot

der Mysteriendichtung (1940), give a compre-
hensive survey of his religious view of exist-

ence. For StefTen the mystery of Christ and his

redeeming death represent the archetype of

all human life; we must all endeavor to atone

for the sins of mankind because we are all

equally to blame for them. Furthermore he

holds that this so-called Christ-impulse in us,

once it is awakened and brought to bear on

life, will prove the most efficient aid in the

solution of contemporary social and political
ills. It is not to be wondered at that Steffcn,

with such mystic leanings and his ardent ad-

vocacy of reform, should have identified him-

self more and more with Rudolf Steiner's

anthroposophic movement, of which Steffen

became the leader after the death of Steiner

in 1925.

Since then StefFen's work has been wholly

pressed into the service of anthroposophy, to

explore its mystic implications and to propa-

gate its social message; as a result of this he

lost his appeal for all but his particular dev-

otees. It is only in recent years, perhaps un-

der the stress of world conditions, that StefFen

has been trying again to reach a wider audi-

ence by being more explicit and by using sym-
bols and characters which can be generally
understood. This is illustrated when he evokes

the tragedy of pure idealism exemplified in

the life and death of Woodrow Wilson (Frie-

denstragodie, 1936) or when he presents the

figure of Pestalozzi to show that in the strug-

gle between Alexander I and Napoleon for

world domination the final victory belongs
to the tenderhearted humanitarian and friend

of all mankind (Pestalozzi, 1939). For the mov-

ing scenes of this play Steffen's countrymen
will forgive him an ocasional excursion into

distant mystic lands, since they are evidence

enough of his being in tune with the humani-
tarian tradition of Switzerland.

See: A. von Sybcl-Petersen, Albert Steffen
und sein Werk (1934); R. J. Hofrichter, Three
Poets and Reality (1942), pp. 73-99.

H. B.

Stehr, Hermann (1864-1940, German poet
and novelist), born in Habelschwerdt, started

with a number of short stories (Der Graveur,
Meiche der Teufel, both 1898; Der Schindel-

macher, 1899) and was quickly labeled a

naturalist. But even his earliest works reveal

a much more intense reliance on the psycho-

logical and psychic qualities of his characters

than on their physical environment. Any
disturbance in the emotional or intellectual

balance seems to have attracted him more
than social or political problems, perhaps be-

cause he felt his real strength to lie in an
almost pedantic but very often truly penetrat-

ing power of psychological analysis. His
favored theme in these years concerns the ex-

plosion of pent-up emotions, usually revenge
or hatred dating back to some gross injustice.
This psychological naturalism, though it

determined Stehr's style for a long time, was

gradually superseded by the religious and

mystic tradition of his native Silesian world;
it became more and more evident that Stehr

was a descendant of Jakob Bohme and An-

gelus Silesius and the heir of a mysticism
further deepened by his study of Lao-tse,

Gautama, Ekkehart, Spinoza, and Kant. But
the transcendental way of looking at the

world in no way thwarted his creative abili-

ties as a novelist. Although one would expect
the experience of a mystic union with God to

find its chief outlet in brief lyrical utterances,

Stehr succeeded in permeating even long
novels with his religious fervor. He was not

so much interested in stating the final results

of his philosophy as in showing the way in

which religious longings arise and unfold in

human beings. The irresistible growth of the

divine spark in us, its flickering and extinc-

tion or its triumphant expansion into

heavenly light these are the themes of

Stehr's second period, in such novels as

Leonore Griebel (1900), Der begrabene Gott

(1905), Drei Ndchte (1909), and Geschichten
aus dem Mandelhause (1913), They all pur-
port to show that a genuine desire to estab-

lish contact with God enriches even the most

earthly and humble existence. How can we
live close enough to God so as to partake
of his spirit and to jnderstand the world
with at least a fraction of his insight and
wisdom? To find an answer is the task with
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which Stehr sends his God-seekers into the

world. Der Heiligenhof (1918) marks his

nearest approach to a solution, to the crea-

tion of at least one figure filled to the brim

with divine powers. But the result is achieved

at the expense of a normal human existence.

Little Helen, the daughter of a wealthy
farmer, attains an almost saintlike life. She
is born blind and is, it first appears, beyond
all medical help; shut off from the visible

world she turns inward to grasp and absorb

God. Other characters around her, spurred
on by her vision, catch an occasional glimpse
of this higher world. Yet with all these honest

efforts the novel ends on a tragic note; saintly
Helen is rudely awakened into normal life,

through a sudden realization of her own
erotic nature. As an immediate result of this

she gains her normal sight, only to lose her

hold on the supernatural and to become en-

grossed in the lower desires of mankind. Self-

administered death remains her only defense

against such degradation. Stchr has retold the

same story from the viewpoint of the man
who became chiefly responsible for Helen's

downfall, in Peter Brindeisener (1924). The
conclusion remains the same; Peter, who once

longed to become initiated through Helen
into the mysteries of true existence, also ends

by destroying his own life.

Perhaps for a mystic who has trained him-
self to see all opposites sub specie aeternitatis

it matters little whether we succeed or fail in

this world; crime or virtue, glory or defeat,

all are ordained by the will of God. But
Stehr's strong instinct balked at such quiet-
ism. Discovering as he did that this passive

resignation is the result of religious intel-

lectualism, of a tendency to experience re-

ligion in terms of philosophy instead of

apprehending it by action, he began to experi-
ment with a new set of literary characters

who, rather than speculating about religious
matters, endeavor to incorporate them in the

conduct of their daily lives. His popular
violinmaker stories, Der Geigenmacher (1926)
and Meister Cajetan (1931), are attempts in

this direction. The religious yearning of these

craftsmen is no less intense than it was in

Stehr's earlier work; its progress, however, is

no longer recorded in the form of philosophi-
cal definitions but of manual skill and pro-
duction; the quality of the instruments

created in the workshop is now made to re-

lect and measure the growth of inner per-
fection. Perfect as these stories are from an
artistic point of view, they do not solve

Stehr's most pressing problem of bringing

man's religious consciousness to bear on life

in a direct and concrete manner.
With his last significant novel, Nathanael

Maechler (1929), Stehr came much closer to

the real absorption of vita contemplativa in

vita activa; in words reminiscent of Goethe's

Faust he here voices his belief that God looks

with favor on man's incessant striving in the

realm of human interests, provided it be

directed towards the promotion of good will

among men and permeated with a feeling of

infinite gratitude towards God. A simple and
for that reason perhaps all the more con-

vincing enactment of mystic revelations in

everyday life is found in Gudnatz (1921), a

story which treats of the conversion of a war

profiteer into a fervent practical Christian.

Stehr's poems illustrate in briefer compass
the same development of his mind. They
likewise show his original aversion to being
satisfied with the impressionistic apprehen-
sion of the surface of things, his ability to

fathom mystic experience and to create a

language capable of expressing religious

ecstasy, his final conviction that religion is

essentially a practical concern and a powerful
incentive to social action.

See: W. A. Reichart, "Hermann Stehr and
His Work/' Philological Quarterly, X (1931),

pp. 47-61; E. Freitag, Hermann Stehr; Gehalt
und Gestalt seiner Dichtung, Vol. I: Welt-

anschauung (1936); G. Blanke, Hermann
Stehrs Menschengestaltung (1939); K. S.

Weimar, The Concept of Love in the Works of
Hermann Stehr (1945).

H. B.

Stephansson, Stephan Guffmunffsson (1854-
1927, Icelandic-Canadian poet), was born at

Kirkjuh611 in SkagafjorSur, of poor but intel-

lectually alert parents who tried to eke out a

living in three different cottages in Iceland
before they moved to America in 1873. Here
Stephansson took land three times: in Wis-
consin, in North Dakota, and finally in Al-

berta, Canada, near Markerville, where he
lived as a hard-working farmer until his
death in 1927. He married in 1878 and had
eight children, losing two sons before he died.
He never had any formal education, but as a

boy in Iceland he had read the sagas, which
he retained ever after in memory, as his

poems show. From the iSgo's onward his

poems appeared in Icelandic periodicals and
weeklies in Winnipeg. His first volume of

poems was A ferd og flugi (1900; On the Go),
but most of his poems were gradually pub-
lished in the collection Andvokur (6 vols.,
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1909-1938; Wakeful Nights), the name re-

ferring to the fact that he composed most of

his poetry while others slept. Other publica-
tions were Kolbeinslag (1914; Lay of Kol-

beinn), Heimleidis (1917; Homeward Bound),
about a trip to Iceland made on the invita-

tion of grateful countrymen, and Vigslotii

(1920; On the War Path), about the First

World War. His letters are being published
in Iceland.

Stephansson never assimilated the spirit of

English literature, though he read it. He saw

the New World from the point of view of the

Icelander and of the pioneer. The attitude

was, perhaps, one-sided, but certainly not a

narrow one, and it was sustained by the

unremitting idealism and manliness of the

poet. He was an ardent liberal and a

thoroughgoing individualist a king in his

farmer's realm. Related to this are his anti-

clericalism, even atheism, and his hatred of

all capitalistic exploitation, whether it was

that which he saw rampant in America or

that in the imperialistic wars (e.g., the Boer

War) of Great Britain. Nor had he any sym-

pathy for either side in the First World War,
and he said so in terms that might have cost

him dearly had his language been better

understood by his ruling fellow Canadians.

But Stephansson was not only a prophet

crying in the wilderness. He was also a poet
sensitive to the shifting seasons and to the

charms of nature even in his adopted land.

He has described the prairie, the wide,

checkered cornland of the Middle West, and
the Canadian Rockies in magnificent poems.
Yet above all he was an Icelandic poet. His

homeland is crystallized in beautiful visions

in his poems, and figures from the old sagas
and romances haunt his mind and take on
new symbolic value in his poetry. These and
the language had been the sole heritage of

the boy when he left his fatherland. They
were destined to bear fruit a thousandfold

in his new environment. All are agreed that

Stephansson is one of the greatest poets that

Canada has fostered perhaps the greatest.
Some have even claimed that he is among
the most distinguished poets that America
has ever had, and one critic, Cawley, rates

him as "greater than Poe, greater even than

Whitman and Emerson."

See: W. Kirkconnell, "Canada's Leading
Poet," University of Toronto Quarterly, V

(1936), 263-277; F. S. Cawley, "The Greatest

Poet of the Western World: Stephan G.

Stephansson/' Scandinavian Studies and

Notes, XV (i938-i939)> 99-109J s * Nordal,

introduction to Stephansson, Andvokur, tirval

0939)-
S. E.

Sternheim, Carl (1881-1943, German critic,

dramatist, and novelist), was born in Leipzig.

Although the son of a banker and merchant,
he chose the profession of writer. After two

unimportant plays, Ulrich and Brigitte (1909)
and Don Juan (1910), he began in his first

comedy, Die Hose (1911), the exposition of

the general theme of all his further produc-
tions: the denunciation of the corrupt and

intellectually dishonest bourgeois man who
constantly perverts art. The various aspects
of this theme were depicted in 10 other plays,

published with Die Hose under the significant
title Aus dem bilrgerlichen Heldenleben

(1922). A certain "Burger Schippel" is here

presented as the outstanding bourgeois type
that deserves nothing but scorn and ridicule.

He and his like, Sternheim suggests, drove

Germany into the First World War and lost

it, because he is a man without principles
and ethical standards. Two books of a critical

character, Berlin oder Juste milieu (1920) and
Tasso oder Kunst des Juste milieu (1921),
serve as prose commentaries on the ideas of

these plays; two novels, Europa (1920) and

Fairfax (1921; Eng. tr., 1923), interpret the

same theme on a less national, but more

European basis. They are, at the same time,

typical specimens of so-called expressionistic

prose. In the two novels this medium was

worked out with much skill, but in his later

writings it became a mannerism. Sternheim

continued to ridicule society for its short-

comings in the comedy Die Schule von
Urznach oder die neue Sachlichkeit (1926), a

satire on the modern craze of dancing, in

/. P. Morgan (1930), a sketch of American

life, and in Aut Caesar, aut Nihil (1931), a

sort of prophecy of the new political ideology.
For more than 20 years he virtually exiled

himself from Germany, but in the years be-

fore his death again made his home in Berlin.

A. Bu.

Stjernstedt, Marika (1875-, Swedish novelist),

born in Stockholm, is one of the more
eminent of contemporary women novelists in

Sweden. Her mature work is everywhere char-

acterized by a sharp intelligence and a warm
human feeling, the best traits of a dis-

tinguished and romantic ancestry her father

was a Swedish general of fine old military
and civil service stock, her mother, a Polish

countess, whose lineage can be traced far back
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into the primitive military aristocracy of the

Ukraine and Lithuania. During the First

World War Marika Stjernstedt worked untir-

ingly for the cause of France, an evidence of

the inclusiveness of her interest in broad

human and social values. She is perhaps the

most cosmopolitan, in both experience and

outlook, of literary women in present-day
Sweden. Though her first novels were rather

inconsequential efforts in the superficial

"psychologizing" manner of Paul Bourget

(q.v.), she soon found a form more purely
her own in the two novels Landshovdingens
dotter (1911; The Governor's Daughter) and

Daniela Hertz (1912), twin studies in two

sharply contrasting female types, half sisters,

the one a person of profound domestic and

social instincts, the other a thoroughly anti-

social creature, who experiments not unsuc-

cessfully with an extreme form of individual-

ism in conscious head-on revolt against a

bourgeois social order. That the First World
War deepened Marika Stjernstedt's social

conscience as well as her understanding of

human nature is evident in the novels which

came from her pen in the go's and go's,

novels that are concerned for the most part
with a number of psychologically related but

otherwise fairly diverse treatments of the self-

supporting unmarried woman who prizes her

personal freedom and yet has certain strongly

developed moral and social instincts. Froken

Liwin (1925) is the tragedy of a young woman
textile expert who attempts, in the long run

unsuccessfully, to establish a fine mother-

daughter relationship with her illegitimate

daughter, issue of an unfortunate love affair

with a young artist. Resning i mdlet (1925;

Higher Aims) is an intelligent though som<*-

what late-born contribution to the discussion

in Scandinavian literature of feminine edu-

cation, one of the darling themes of the

i88o's which had been resurrected, in some-

what different forms, just after the turn of

the century by Sigrid Undset (q.v.) in Norway
and Elin Wagner (q.v.) in Sweden.
Three other novels by Marika Stjernstedt

should be mentioned: Von Sneckenstroms

(1924), an interesting treatment of a Catholic

family's experience in practicing its faith in a

modern Protestant environment; Spegling i

en sktirva (1936; Images in a Broken Glass), a

finely balanced study of the fate of an upper-
clasj* Russian family during and after the Red
devolution; and Man glommer ingenting

(1940; One Forgets Nothing), a sober and

penetrating analysis of a modern woman's
thwarted passion and its consequences upon
her later individual development. Of these

three novels perhaps Spegling i en skdrva is

most representative of Marika Stjernstedt's
art, with its careful building up of milieu, its

sensitive treatment of character, and its deep
human pathos entirely free of any particular

propagandistic leanings.
See: M. Stjernstedt, Mitt och de mina

(1928); K. Stromberg, Modern svensk littera-

tur (1932), pp. 167-170; S. Ahlgren, Orfeus i

folkhemmet (1938), pp. 60-73; M. Lindqvist,
Mdnniskor (1938), pp. 115-128.

A. G.

Stoessl, Otto (1875-1936, Austrian novelist

and essayist), was born in Vienna, the son of

a physician. He studied law and became an
official of the Austrian railroads. Soon after

the First World War he was pensioned.

Though only partly of Austrian origin, he
was deeply devoted to Austria. For a long
time he was an adherent of Karl Kraus (q.v.)]

however, he eventually rallied to the ten-

dencies of neoclassicism as represented by
Paul Ernst (q.v.). Politically, his beliefs may
have been oppositional, perhaps moderately
socialist; but as a slow-working, conscious and
conscientious artist, he followed a great tra-

dition, specifically that of Stifter, occasionally

giving vent to his pessimism and, less often,
to his satirical vein.

He intended to collect and partly to re-

shape his writings for the edition of his

Gesammelte Werke, of which only four vol-

umes were published, between 1933 and 1938:

Arkadia, Schelmengeschichten, Geist und Ge-

stalt, and Schopfer. The first contains some of

his verse, the third some of his essays. They
are critically and carefully conceived and
worth reading, as are his Gottfried Keller

(1904), Conrad Ferdinand Meyer (1906), and
Adalbert Stifter (1925) and the prose collec-

tion entitled Lebensform und Dichtungsform
(1917). Stoessl scarcely intended to include
some early writings (e.g., Leile and the plays
Waare and Tote Gutter, both in collabora-
tion with Robert Scheu, all 1898), but would
not have omitted the delicate dramatic idyl,
Der Hirt als Gott (1920), and some unpub-
lished plays of his later years (e.g., Basem
der Grobschmied). His limited but solid fame
rests upon the best of his stories and novels.

Some of them move slowly, but all are
written in a thoughtful and sober language:
Kinderfruhling (1904), In den Mauern (1907),

Sonjas letzter Name (1908), Egon und Danitza

(1910), Allerleirauh (1911), Morgenrot (1912),
Was nutzen mir die schdnen Schuhe (1913),
Unterwelt (1917), Das Haus Erath (1920; the

story of an Austrian family, one of his best
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efforts), Irrwege (1922), Sonnenmelodie (1923),

Menschendammerung (1929).

See: J. W. Nagel and Jakob Zeicller,

Deutsch-osterreichische Literaturgeschichte,
ed. by Eduard Castle, Bd. 4 (1937), pp. 1739-

1740; K. Riedler, Otto Stoessl (1939).

H. St.

Storm, Theodor (1817-1888, German lyric

poet and story writer), was born in Husum,

Schleswig. He completed his law course and

settled in his home town as attorney, fully

expecting to end his days there. But he took

a firm stand against Danish oppression and

became an exile in 1853. After three unhappy
years in Potsdam he found a new home in a

smaller town in rural surroundings, Hciligcn-

stadt, to the southeast of Gottingen. When

Schleswig became German in 1864, Storm

returned to Husum to practice his profession.
In 1880 he retired to near-by Hademarschen
to devote himself exclusively to literature. In

1846 Storm had married his cousin Constanze

Esmarch. She was his inspiration, his most

appreciative and sensitive reader. When she

died in 1865 his muse seemed silenced. Then
he married Dorothea Jensen, whose ardent

love, not entirely unreciprocated, had per-

turbed the early years of his life with Con-

stanze; only gradually was full happiness
with the second wife achieved. One of his

finest Novellen, Viola tricolor (1873), has its

roots in this tragic experience.
Storm's life and art arc centered in his

home. He is the family man of a small town.

And this town is Husum. In an elegiac mood
of nostalgic longing it was celebrated by
Storm as die graue Stadt am Meer. Once an

important mercantile center with a busy
harbor, Husum had become the home of

small tradespeople and a few well-established

families for whom the past loomed large. It

is for this reason that so many of Storm's

stories tell of the past. Storm's fine patriotic

pieces spring from a deep love for his home,
its immediate landscape and its people.

Larger political aspects affect him only as

they touch his own life. His first Novelle,

Immensce, published in 1851 (Eng. tr., 1858),

is an idyl in which a deep joy of life is per-

vaded by a gentle melancholy. A sterner

mood is also already apparent: from a dream

of lost happiness the old man (Storm himself)

turns to his work. A comparison of the first

Novelle with his last, Der Schimmelreiter

(1888; Eng. tr., The Rider of the White

Horse, 1915), reveals the whole change from

idyllic renunciation to gripping tragedy. Not

only are the hero and the heroine made of

sterner stuff, they are also seen in the im-

mediate reality of their busy life. The
Novellen, more than 30 in number, embrace
a wide variety of subject and mood. Zur
Chronik von Grieshus (1884; Eng. tr., A

Chapter in the History of Grieshus, 1908),
Ein Fest auf Halderslevhus (1885; Eng. tr.,

A Festival at Halderslevhus, 1909), and Aquis
Submenus (1876; Eng. tr., 1910) are based on
ancient chronicles. In these as in the old

Nibelungenlied love ends in tragedy. Aquis
Submersus, the story of an artist, is con-

sidered Storm's finest by many critics. In

sharp contrast to its tragic gloom stand two
other tales of artists, Eine Malerarbeit (1867)

and Psyche (1875), the one the victorious

struggle of a hunchback against adversity,
the other a triumphant song of happy love.

Many of Storm's stories deal with family life

and its problems. A deep insight into the

riddle of human life, a sensuous immediacy
of experience and presentation, are coupled
with a free play of poetic fancy. There is

something subtly lyrical about all of Storm's

Novellen, even those most intensely realistic,

and this is perhaps their greatest charm. In

this respect Storm seems akin to his younger
Danish contemporary, Jens Peter Jacobsen

(q.v.).

Indeed, Storm is also a distinguished lyric

poet. Many of his poems have a narrative

element, but the best of them describe a

situation ("Ein Stcrbender," "Eine Friihlings-

nacht"). Some are tragic, others abound in

humor and depict a real joy in life ("Som-

mermittag," "Juli," "Von Katzen"). Storm de-

picts his native landscape with impression-
istic vividness, the coast line with its shallows

at the ebb of tide, the lonely heath wrapped
in autumn fogs, or the same heath a purple
sea of color under the warm August sun. Of

the German lyric poets Storm loved most

Eichendorff and Morike. He was among the

very first to discover the latter's rare genius.
The perfect lyric poem is for Storm one

whose first, immediate appeal is purely sensu-

ous, from which sensuous appeal the inner

meaning quite naturally and unobtrusively
evolves.

See: Gertrud Storm, Theodor Storm; ein

Bild seines Lebens (1918).

F. Br.

Stossl, Otto, see Stoessl.

Stramm, August (1874-1915, German poet
and dramatist), born in Miinster, Westphalia,
attended the Gymnasium at Eupen and at

Aachen. His Catholic mother wanted him to
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study for the priesthood, but his Protestant

father insisted on his entering the federal

service. Obeying his father, he nevertheless

found time to enroll at the universities of

Berlin and Halle; in 1909 he was made a

doctor of philosophy. Later in his career he

held the position of postal inspector in

Bremen and Berlin and still later was called

into the Reichspostministerium. In 1914, as a

captain in the reserve, he joined the army
and the next year died at the Russian front.

For 20 years no publisher accepted his

works; in 1913, however, a friend, Herwarth

Walden, published the drama Sancta Susanna

in his periodical Der Sturm, and Stramm be-

came a leader in the "Sturmgruppe," a

literary circle representing the extreme in

expressionism. The next year appeared his

love songs, Du, and the dramas Die Haide-

braut (Eng. tr., The Bride of the Moor, 1914),

Rudimentar, and Die Unfruchtbaren, which

are of a somewhat daring character. Three

more plays of a similar type (Erwachen,

Krafte, Geschehen) were published in 1915.

His war verses were published posthumously
with the title Tropfblut (1919). His plays are

so-called Schreidramen, consisting to a great

extent of ecstatic ejaculations. His lyric

poetry, too, often takes this bizarre form,

usually in lines of one syllable. To call these

expressionistic explosions genuine poetic

atrocities may not be too severe a judgment,
but at any rate they should be recorded as

phenomena of literary history.

See: H. Jansen, Der Westfale August
Stramm als Hauptvertreter des dichterischen

Friiexpressionismus (1928).
F. S.

Strauss, Emil (1866-, German novelist), now

generally recognized as outstanding, was born

in Pforzheim, Swabia. He studied philosophy,
German literature, and economics in Frei-

burg, Lausanne, and Berlin. After his return

from Brazil, where he spent two years (1892-

1894) as a farmer and teacher, Strauss devoted

his energy to agriculture and writing. As a

novelist he remained outside the current

literary movements, developing his style and
his philosophy of life consistently and inde-

pendently. Strauss first became widely known

through Freund Hein (1902), describing the

childhood and adolescence of a musical

gen^is who, humiliated and discouraged over

as repeated failures in high school mathe-

matics, takes his own life. The book was

meant as a psychological novel but was

interpreted by the public as an attack upon a

heartless school system. Strauss, who is related

to the famous Austrian family of musicians,

sees in music the purest expression of the

divine in human life. This is revealed in Der

Spiegel (1919), essentially a Bildungsroman
based on the life of his great-grandfather. A
soldier by family tradition, Joseph is seized

by a Rousseauistic longing for the simple life,

becomes a farmer and then, impelled by an

urge to find himself, a monk. A heavenly
vision finally reveals to him that he should

serve God as a musician. The monastic re-

form in Austria frees him from his vows.

He leads a happy married life until his wife

accepts a large legacy in his absence. He dis-

solves the marriage, since the struggle for

existence has become necessary for his happi-
ness. It is part of the heroic conception of

life which Strauss presents in his works that

man must prove his mettle in the storm and

stress of life. We must remain loyal to our-

selves and defend our convictions and ideals

even against our loved ones. Thus in the his-

torical novel Der nackte Mann (1912) Captain
Gosslin causes the death of his friend, the

margrave, who is about to attack the captain's

native city of Pforzheim by night. Thus

Colonel Sampiero in the historical drama

Vaterland (1923) must kill his beloved wife to

save his native Corsica from an ignominious

peace which her gentle nature hoped to

attain.

One of the crucial tests of life, according

to Strauss, is to find a life partner who, as if

predestined by fate, is the necessary comple-
ment of one's own self. This becomes evident

especially in the second of the two outstand-

ing collections of Novellen, Hans und Crete

(1909) and Der Schleier (1920), both of which

are centered around the theme of love. If we
are not wide-awake in the decisive moment,
we may forfeit our own and another's happi-

ness, like Baptiste who thus condemned two

people to lead a mediocre instead of a full

life. By his momentary hesitation Gerard, in

"Der Skorpion" of the second collection, so

mortally injures the pride of the woman who
offers him her love that he brings death upon
himself and insanity upon his beloved. The
moment when the baroness covers the youth-
ful adventure of her mature husband with

her veil, thus winning him back through this

token of confidence and unalterable love, is

the climax of Strauss's most perfect Novelle

which gave the second collection its title.

The baroness has an earlier though more

lowly predecessor in the unforgettable figure
of the forgiving wife as she appears in the

humorous Swabian tale Der Engelwirt (1901).

Except for a few scenes in this story and a
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few early Novellen, Strauss's stories have un-

mistakable South German character and back-

ground, and his style grows out of the

"hearty" popular idiom of this region, much
as Gottfried Keller's (q.v.) language is rooted

in the Swiss dialect.

Emil Strauss is directly concerned with the

welfare of his nation. In the bulky novel Das

Riesenspielzeug begun in 1924 and finished

in 1933 (published 1934), we find the senti-

ment expressed that the important question
is not how to increase our bank account or

how to carve out a career for ourselves but

what we can do to promote a healthy develop-
ment of our people. The "Riesenspielzeug" is

an experimental farm near the Swiss border

conducted by a group of people dissatisfied

with the social order in Germany after Bis-

marck's retirement. Almost all types of Ger-

mans are assembled here at one time or

another, and many vital social problems are

discussed. But the communistic experiment
as such proves a failure. In the end we foresee

that Dr. Haugh, the practical idealist, will

marry Berta, the daughter of an ancient

peasant family, and that they will take over

the farm.

The fact that some tenets in Strauss's works

coincided with those of National Socialism

helped to increase the author's popularity,

although he personally had never desired

this.

See: Fritz Endres, Emil Strauss (1936).

E. Hof.

Strauss und Torney, Lulu von (1873-, Ger-

man poet and prose writer), born in Biicke-

burg, was married to the publisher Eugen
Diederichs in 1916. She is a compatriot of

Annette von Droste-Hulshoff to whom, as

both her prose and her verse show, she is

closely akin. Like Annette she is firmly rooted

in the soil of her homeland. Strangely unre-

vealing as to her emotional experiences and
her inner life, even her lyrics are likely to

assume an objective quality and approach
the ballad. In her narrative prose direct

speech plays but a minor role. Her heroes are

sparing of words: a thought wells up, a long
harbored desire becomes a firm resolve and
its sole expression is a firmer setting of the

lips while the averted eyes gaze off into the

distance. An earthbound realism, which de-

picts every significant detail, is coupled with

a visionary intensity that would pierce this

earthly veil. All these things are true both of

Annette and of Lulu von Strauss und

Torney.
The latter's first published work of im-

portance is a collection of peasant tales,

Bauernstolz; Dorfgeschichten aus dem Weser-
land (1901). The theme of the opening story
is peasant pride. The daughter of a rich

farmer marries a laborer. She is as proud as

her father, and her husband is equally proud.
This stubborn pride wrecks their lives. A
second collection of short stories, Sieger und

Besiegte ''1909), contains her finest and most

powerful Novelle, "Auge um Auge." It is a

story of the days when merry King Jerome
ruled over the Kingdom of Westphalia.

Blundering oppression and ruthless demands
result in sporadic outbursts of revolt. An eye
for an eye, a life for a life, is the law of the

peasantry. The action moves forward relent-

lessly to its close, where the old farmer as-

sumes the responsibility for the death of the

French officer who has killed the farmer's

wife. Though it was the son who had exacted

vengeance for the death of his mother, the

old man dies so that the son may live and the

farm remain in the direct line of descent.

A similarly heroic and tragic touch charac-

terizes her longer novels. The first of these is

Luzifer (1907), in which a ^th-century
heretic forsakes the trinitarian doctrine for

a belief in four gods. The fourth god is

Lucifer, the innocent force of evil that is

inherent in all life. The author's next novel

is Judas (1911). Its setting is the Westphalian

countryside in the days when the theories of

the French Revolution stirred the peasantry
to revolt. The following novel, Der jungste

Tag (1921), her masterpiece, has its setting in

the same landscape in the days of the Ana-

baptists.

The verse of Lulu von Strauss und Torney
ranks with her prose fiction. In her collected

poems and ballads one group bears the

significant title "Mutter Erde." Earth is our

mother from whose womb we spring and to

whose womb we return. Her life is our life.

The majestic song of the beeches, "Grime

Zeit," marks the pinnacle of Fran Lulu's lyric

art. It is the one forest song in German verse

that rivals Gottfried Keller's (q.v.) "Waldlied"
in concept and in rhythm. Her ballads place
her among the very first masters of this form
in our time. Many have a historical setting
and deal with great heroic figures, others deal

with our day and the hero may be an aged
peasant who dies content when he has

garnered his last sheaf. The collected poems
and ballads were published in 1919 in Reif
steht die Saat. The opening poem struck the

keynote. For years tht grim reaper had been
an all too frequent guest. He had garnered

aplenty. Now he listens to the song of the
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widow Mara who woos him because she loves

life's fullness and knows that love and death

are inseparable. The final enlarged collection

of the author's verse bears the title Erde der

rater (1936).

See: A. Soergel, Dichtung und Dichter der

Zeit, 10. Auflage (preface 1919), pp. 710-712;
H. Naumann, Die deutsche Dichtung der

Gegenwart (1923), pp. 167, 212, 264.

F. Br.

Streuvels, Stijn (pseud, of Frank Lateur, 1871-,

Flemish novelist and short-story writer), was

born at Heule, near Kortrijk (Courtrai). His

mother was a sister of the poet Guido Gezelle

(q.v.). He was for 15 years the village baker

at Avelghem. But in 1906 he moved to Ingoy-

ghem and, from then on, devoted himself en-

tirely to writing. Stijn Streuvels is a product
of the Flemish soil, he feels himself part of

it, he knows the life of its peasantry because

it is his own, and depicts it with the plastic

power of a Brueghel. He does not belong to

any school, he does not proclaim any program
or theory of art, he just writes from the same

natural urge that makes his Flemish country-
side burst into bloom in the spring. Nature is

the dominating power in all his stories. Every-

thing that happens to his characters is pre-

determined by their subjection to Nature.

Hence Streuvels is a fatalist. Nature's dark,

incalculable designs shape man's destinies,

especially in his earlier tales, Lenteleven

(1899; Spring Life), Zornerland (1900; Summer

Land), Zonnetij (1900; Sun Tide), Dooden-

dans (1901; Dance of Death), and the novel,

Langs de Wegen (1902, Along the Roads; Eng.
tr., Old Jan, 1936). The influence of Strind-

berg and Dostoevski (qq.v.) no doubt colored

his pessimism. In later stories, however, a

serener mood prevails. In Stille Avonden

(1905; Quiet Evenings) he sounds a note of

tenderness and compassion and hope. Here
disillusionment gives way to a contented ac-

ceptance of life. Nature still dominates the

scene but no longer like an inexorable neme-

sis. In the novel De Vlaschgaard (1907; The
Flax Field) the story is that of the progress of

the seasons through the land, and on that vast

scene, against the backdrop of the sky, his

characters move charged with passions whose

explosion is an intrinsic part of the cosmic

drama. There is a biblical grandeur in this

stoi / that gives it rank among the great novels

^f modern times. There is, it is true, a certain

similarity among all his tales that results from

his exclusive interest in only one phase of life,

that of the lowly tiller of the soil. Streuvels,

in consequence, i* apt to be repetitious. In

that respect he is inferior to Balzac, Flaubert

(q.v.), and Zola (q.v.). He has sought strength
in limitation. He is a great narrator, but only
in his narrowly restricted genre. When he

tried for once, in Dorpslucht (Village Atmos-

phere), to paint the village bourgeoisie, or to

reanimate the past in his retelling of the

legend of Genoveva of Brabant, the result

was a failure. He is exclusively the epic poet
of the Flemish soil and its humble tiller and,

within that limited range, a very great one.

See: A. de Ridder, Styn Streuvels, zyn leven

en zyn werk (1908) and La Litterature fla-

mande contemporaine (1923).
A. J. B.

Strindberg, Johan August (1849-1912, Swed-

ish dramatist, novelist, short-story writer,

poet, and essayist), was born in Stockholm,

the fourth in a family of 11 children. Various

circumstances of his home life provided the

hypersensitive Strindberg with acute and

sometimes morbid memories of unpleasant-
ness: a round of births and deaths, stern, un-

relenting parents, insufficient funds, a feeling

of being unwanted, and a sense of inferiority.

At school things were no better until he

reached the Stockholm Lyceum, at which

institution his intellectual curiosity was

awakened by a study of the natural sciences.

He made a false start at Uppsala in 1867,

returned to Stockholm after a semester, taught

grammar school, was a physician's assistant,

made an attempt to become an actor, did

some writing, and was back at the university

for the fall term of 1870. He remained there

two academic years, spending much time in

reading and writing. By the early spring of

1872, when he gave up his university studies,

Strindberg was busy with his ninth literary

opus. A play, / Rom (1871; In Rome), pre-

sented at the Dramatic Theatre, had at-

tracted the attention of King Charles XV,
and a grant of money from the royal funds

resulted.

Although he expended much time and

energy in study and experiments devoted to

the sciences, it is as a creative artist that

Strindberg has a permanent reputation. All

his labor in the sciences was but a getting for

literary spending. It took much experience,
a great variety of activities, to furnish

material for some 70 dramas, a dozen and
more novels, many short stories, historical

sketches, satires, travel tales, poems, and
innumerable essays (the Landquist edition of

Strindberg's collected works has 55 volumes).
His first outstanding literary composition was

the prose version of Master Olof (Eng. tr.,
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Master Olof, 1915), a drama written in 1871-

1872 but refused by theaters and publishers
alike and hence not printed or produced until

1881. This was a work that revealed Strind-

berg as a dramatist of the highest rank as

well as a master of the Swedish language.
His early reputation, however, must be

credited to Roda rummet (1879; Eng. tr., The
Red Room, 1913). This book was hailed as

the first naturalistic social novel of the

Scandinavian North, but it was by no means

solely dependent on objective observations.

Strindbcrg, then unacquainted with Zola

(q.v.), was influenced by Flaubert (q.v.) and
the Goncourts (q.v.). At the same time he

also owed much to Rousseau and Dickens.

His naturalism was not then or later un-

qualified.
From 1874 to 1882 Strindberg was an assist-

ant at the Royal Library in Stockholm. Dur-

ing this period he married Siri von Essen,

and three children were born of this union.

Between 1883 and 1889 he and his family
were traveling about Europe, for the most

part in France and Switzerland, with Strind-

berg coming and going even more often than

his family. He returned to Stockholm tem-

porarily in October, 1884, to stand trial on

charges of blasphemy arising from the publi-
cation of Giftas (1884; Married), the first col-

lection of stories with this title. Although
freed of the charges, Strindberg received a

violent nervous shock from which he never

fully recovered. The second collection of

Giftas stories (1885; Eng. tr., one-volume
edition of the two collections, Married, 1913)

reveals a gravitation toward misanthropy.
Thenceforward the domestic scene, especially
the cruel battle of the sexes, receives promi-
nent attention. Note, for example, Fadren

(1887; Eng. tr., The Father, 1907), Kamraterna

(1888; Eng. tr., Comrades, 1912), Froken

Julie (1888; Eng. tr., Julie, 1911; later trans-

lated as Miss Julia and Countess Julia), Bandet

(1893; Eng. tr., The Link, 1912), Dodsdansen

(1901; Eng. tr., The Dance of Death, 1912). It

must also be remarked that Strindberg was

thrice married, thrice divorced, and five times

a father.

Among his literary outpourings in the 80 's

are the four autobiographical novels cap-

tioned Tjdnstekvinnans son (Eng. tr. of the

first of these, also entitled Tjdnstekvinnans

son, The Son of a Servant, 1913), all written

in 1886, with the first three volumes pub-
lished during 1886-1887, the fourth in 1909.

The novels are an index to the extreme sub-

jectivism of Strindberg's writings, and they

are also forerunners of expressionism and

"stream of consciousness" books. The later

autobiographical sketches Inferno (1897; Eng.
tr., The Inferno, 1913) and Legenden (1898;

Eng. tr., Legends, 1912), derived from a

period of intense suffering, are transmuted
into the Till Damaskus dramatic trilogy (3

parts, 1898-1904; Eng. tr. f To Damascus, 1933-
1935). In the trilogy, experiences are set forth

directly from psychic apprehension without
correction by reference to a plane of sensuous

reality. Artistic manipulation obtains, but

subjective distortion is cultivated. In dramas
like Ett dromspel (1902; Eng. tr., The Dream
Play, 1912) and Spoksonaten (1907; Eng. tr.,

The Spook Sonata, 1916; later translated as

The Ghost Sonata) the lack of objective analy-
sis is still more pronounced.

Strindberg worked as only a great artist

can, exploiting at the same time diametrically

opposed moods, settings, and dramatis per-
sonac. Thus during the 8o's when bitterness

dominated so much of his work, he was also

writing prose fiction such as the Utopian
Lycksalighetens o (1884; The Isle of the

Blessed); the delightful story with its setting
in the Stockholm archipelago, Hemsoborna

(1887; The Dwellers of Hemso); the novelette,
Den romantiske klockaren pa Rand (1888;
The Romantic Sexton of R&no); and the

travel sketches, Bland franska bonder (1886-

89; Among French Peasants).
After his nervous crisis of the go's Strind-

berg returned to Sweden to take up perma-
nent residence. Once more he wrote fever-

ishly. There were historical plays such as

Gustav Vasa (1899; Eng. tr., 1916), Erik XIV
(1899; Eng. tr., 1931), Carl XII (1901), Kristina

(1901), and Bjdlbo Jarlen (1908; The Earl of

Bjalbo). And there were chamber plays,
written for the Intimate Theatre which he
established in 1907 Ovdder (1907; Eng. tr.,

The Thunderstorm, 1913) and Brdnda tomten

(1907; Eng. tr., After the Fire, 1913). Likewise

during this period he wrote his two most

cutting satires, Gotiska rurnmen (1904; Gothic

Rooms) and Svarta fanor (1904; Black Flags).
No simple formula will characterize Strind-

berg, no brief space can do him justice, and
no label of school or literary movement may
be unqualifiedly attached to him. He is with
out doubt the greatest dramatic artist that

the Swedes have produced, perhaps the great-
est literary genius that has come out of

Sweden.
Most of the plays mentioned here may be

found in the following collections: Plays, tr.

by Edith and Warner Oland (3 vols., 191*-

1914); Plays, four series, tr. by Edwin

Bjorkman (1912-1916); Easter and Other
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Plays, tr. by C. D. Locock, E. Classen, E.

Palmstierna, and J. B. Pagan (1929); Lucky
Peter's Travels and Other Plays, tr. by C. D.

Locock, E. Classen, Elizabeth Sprigge, and C.

Napier (1930); Master Olof and Other Plays,

tr. by C. D. Locock and Joan Bulman (1931).

See: A. Engstrom, August Strindberg och

jag (1923); G. Lindblad, August Strindberg
som berdttare (1924); M. Lamm, Strindbergs
dramer (2 vols., 1924-1926) and August

Strindberg, Del I: Fore infernokrisen (1940);

C. E. W. L. Dahlstrom, Strindberg
9

s Dramatic

Expressionism (1930); A. Jolivet, Le Theatre

de Strindberg (1931); J. Bulman, Strindberg
and Shakespeare (1933).

C. E. W. L. D.

Strug, Andrzej (pseud, of Tadeusz Galecki,

1873-1937, Polish novelist), was born at Kon-

stantyn6wka near Lublin, Russian Poland.

He was educated in the Lublin Gymnasium,
his companions there being the famous

pleiad of Lubliners who from 1891 to 1894

kept the University of Warsaw constantly in

a patriotic ferment. Strug himself studied

not in Warsaw but at the Putawy Agricultural
Institute. He was, however, no less ardent a

patriot than his friends in Warsaw and was
arrested with them in 1894 and deported to

Archangel. On being released he engaged
even more actively than before in conspira-
torial activities, now as a member of the

Polish Socialist Party. When the party was

forced to go underground after 1905, Strug
settled in Paris and devoted himself to the

task of recording in fictional form his experi-
ences as a revolutionist. His most important
work from this period was Ludzie podziemni
(1908; Workers Underground). During the

First World War, Strug served in the field

with Pitsudski and in 1918 settled in Warsaw.

Up to 1926 he took an active part in politics
but following the May coup found himself

in the opposition and withdrew from the

political arena. Strug's most ambitious work

.
was the antimilitarist novel of the First

World War, idlty krzyi (1933; The Yellow

Cross), unfortunately not a success artistically
on account of its diffuseness. Strug was a great
revolutionist and a man of sterling character,

and his chronicles of the revolutionary epoch
of 1905 may well assure him literary immor-

tality.

Dee: Z. D^bicki, Portrety, I (1927), 193-212;
Wiadomoici literackie, 1938, No. 10 (entire

issue).

A. P. C.

Stuckenberg, Viggo (1863-1905, Danish lyric

poet, novelist), was born on Zealand and lived

long under straitened circumstances as a

teacher in Copenhagen. Stuckenberg's home,

however, with the poet's wife Ingeborg as

muse, drew a small group of talented youthful
writers, Sophus Claussen (q-v.), Johannes J0r-

gensen (q.v.} 9 and others.

The problems and the creeds of the 8o's and
the go

f

s appear in procession before us in this

author's works. Rationalistic realism and the

young poet's own high hopes of a new dawn
ushered in by enlightenment (see Georg
Brandes) color Messias (1889; The Messiah).
Disillusioned naturalism with stress laid upon
poverty, sordidness, and the power of inheri-

tance and environment marks Asmadaeus

(1899). Symbolistic neo-romanticism in the

form of haunting medieval mysticism appears,
however, in the ballad drama Den vilde Jaeger

(1894; The Wild Huntsman), showing the

effects of the "new awakening of the go's."

Clearly confessional, on the other hand, is

the novelette Fagre Ord (1895; Fair Words).

Vejbred (1899; Eng. tr., By the Wayside, 1917)

presents in strangely beautiful rhythmic prose

youth's eternal quest for high adventure.

Stuckenberg is, however, greatest in his poetry,

particularly in the collection Sne (1901; Snow).
The soul of the poet is here laid bare in the

deep straightforward love for Ingeborg, in the

despair that shook the roots of his being when
she left him, in the confession of his faith.

Stuckenberg's philosophy is valiant and well-

tried: life is bitter, but woe to him who la-

ments and counts his wounds; go through the

flames. Life still deserves all praise. Love in

Stuckenberg is a tremendous force, at times

a witchery that blasts life, but love is also

"the lonely blade of green grass growing on
the stony road." As to religion the poet be-

lieves that "a God exists somewhere, but One
who turns in disgust from those who grovel
before Him, a God who watches if man walks

unconquered through the gates of life." Cer-

tain symbols recur frequently in Stuckenberg,

e.g., snow (peace), but the poet's language is

infinitely shaded and rich in effects. Life

vouchsafed Stuckenberg devoted friends and
a second brief spell of happiness when he re-

married not long before his death.

See: H. G. Topsoe-Jensen, Scandinavian
Literature from Brandes to Our Day (1929);

Helge Kjaergaard, Die danische Literatur der

neuesten Zeit (1871-1933) (1934).

C. K. B.

Suarta, Andrl (1868-, French poet, critic, and

essayist), cuts in modern French letters the

same quixotic figure which his uncouth ap-

pearance and jet black hair worn at shoulder's

length presented long ago to his classmates of



the Ecole Normale Suprieure (1886-1889).
In 1935 the French Academy awarded him its

Grand Prix de Literature as a token of be-

lated recognition for an impressive array of

works the unity of which lies in the author's

contention that he is first and foremost an

errant knight of Beauty. Thus his title Le

Voyage du condottiere, which otherwise

covers a three-volume series of Italian im-

pressions (Vers Venise, 1910; Fiorenza, 1932;

Sienne la bien-aimde, 1932), takes on a sym-
bolic meaning. It describes the tumultuous

journey of a soul naturally inclined toward

an earthly, sensuous realism, but dragged
down to the depths of negation and despair

by the "tragic," bitterly logical realization

that the world (and the self) forever escapes
our grasp except in the silent possession of

death, except, too, in the miracle of poetic
vision which alone, in the words of Spinoza,
has the power to make things verae seu reales

i.e., to transmute transient truth into per-
manent reality.

Suars's poems, whether called Images de

la grandeur (1901) or Reves de Vombre (1937),

presuppose an almost omniscient mind,

equally conversant with sciences, especially
mathematics and philology, and the arts.

Music is an essential ingredient (Wagner,
1899; Debussy, 1922; Musique et podsie, 1928),

closely allied to drama which Suars practices
in a semiclassical, semi-Shakespearian vein

(La Tragddie d'Elektre et d'Oreste, 1905;

Cressida, 1913; Polyxene, 1925). Likewise, he
will go to Japan as a model for some of his

poetry (Hai-Kai d'Occident and Soleil de

jade, both 1928), all over Europe in his

literary criticism (Trois Hornmes: Pascal,

Ibsen, Dostoievsky, 1913; Poete tragique:
Portrait de Prospero, 1921; Goethe le grand
Europeen, 1932; Trois Grands Vivants: Cer-

vantes, Tolstoi, Baudelaire, 1937), through
the length and breadth of human experience
in his numerous essays (Void I'Homme, 1906;
Sur la vie, 2 vols., 1912; Valeurs, 1936).
With one exception (Sur la mort de mon

frtre, 1904), Snares the private man with-

draws into jealous seclusion. Biographical in-

formation about him is extremely scarce and
further obscured by his habit of espousing,
as it were, the personalities of great figures
of the past, of celebrated characters of fiction

(Prospero, Don Juan, Manon), even of

"doubles" created by his own imagination

(Andre de Sipse, Yves Scantrel, Caerdal).
However, despite the fact that Caerdal the

condottiere poses as a Celt from Brittany
and that, to a German scholar, Snares

exemplifies der nordisch Mensch, the truth is

that he was born in Vallon-de-l'Oriol, a

SUCKERT

Marseille suburb, from Portuguese and half-

Jewish ancestry. The sonorous magnificence
of his style, the healthy quality of his work

(for all its somber hues), not to mention a

loving "portrait" of his native town (Marsiho,
1933), bespeak his Southern origins. His own
claim, besides, is that he is, culturally at least,

a "Phocaean Greek," an exponent of Hellen-

istic ideals, forcefully opposed to all forms
of "barbaric" hegemony, whether political

(Roman) or racial (Germanic). The note

which rang through his Nation contre la race

(2 vols., 1916) reappears, only amplified, in

his recent Vues sur I'Europe. This, his latest

book, warf written in 1936 but withheld be-

cause of its possibly "dangerous" controversial

character. Pathetically enough, it was released

in 1939, when it seemed timely and appropri-
ate to throw diplomatic caution to the winds.

See: Frdric Lefevre, Une Heure avec . . .

I (1924), 249-266; Gabriel Bounoure, reviews

in Nouvelle Revue franfaise, XXXII (1929),

866-875, XLV (1935), 623-627, XLIX (1937),

500-504; M. Martin du Card, Harmonies

critiques (1936), pp. 138-148.

J.-A. B.

Suckert, Curzio (pseud. Malaparte, 1898-,

Italian publicist and short-story writer), born

in Prato in Tuscany, came to prefer his pen
name (which is a play on Napoleon's last

name) to his own. He was one of the most

genuine representatives of the adventurous

youth which made Fascism possible in Italy.

At 16 he volunteered with an expedition of

Garibaldians who went to France. He fought

valiantly, was wounded in the Argonne, and

later enlisted in the Italian army. After the

First World War he was for two years a dip-

lomat, then turned free lance writer and

newspaper correspondent. However, he never

became an outstanding figure in Fascism and

always preserved his own originality and

independence of thought which in 1933

brought him five years of confinement on the

island of Lipari and later procured him other

annoyances from the Fascist police. As a

writer, he enjoys an international reputation
as a brilliant political interpreter, as well as

a colorful critic, of Fascism. His books, trans-

lated into English, French, and Spanish,

present Fascism as the reaction of Italy to

Europe or as a provincial agricultural tra-

ditional country life opposed to a plutocratic

bourgeois city life. For some years, with
Maccari and Longanesi, he represented the

literary school called the Strapaese, or ultra-

national.

In his Italia barbara (1925) he championed
what foreigners generally objected to in
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Italians: poverty, the stiletto, and the lottery.

He preferred the inn to the grand hotel, bare

legs to silk stockings, street brawls to election

fights. One of his books, Technique du coup
d'etat (1931; Eng. tr., Coup d'etat, the

Technique of Revolution, 1932), is replete
with paradoxical observations about the

means resorted to by Lenin and Mussolini in

seizing power. He also wrote stories, half-

whimsical, half-realistic, where Tuscany, land

of genius and arrogance, plays the title role.

Russia, Palestine, and Norway form the back-

ground for other tales, e.g., Sodoma e

Gomorra (1931); in these he enjoys picturing
Voltaire attempting to discover what kind of

sin was committed by the citizens of Gomor-

rah; or the Freudian jealousy of a Nordic

minister for his daughter who closely re-

sembles his lost wife. Part of the story of his

exile in Lipari (Fughe in prigione, 1936) was

translated: "On the Island of Lipari," Yale

Review, Summer, 1935. He always writes with

a rich vocabulary, a touch of originality, a

sort of impudence and directness. There is a

decided charm in his adaptations of popular

rhythms. Originally he owed much to Soffici

(q.v .), but more and more he has followed his

own bent.

During the Second World War he was sent

to Finland, Germany, Rumania, Croatia, and
Russia as a correspondent; and from these

experiences came forth Kaputt (1944), a first-

rate book, anti-German, anti-Fascist, full of

color, of cruelty, of laughs, of paradoxes, re-

vealing Malaparte as a powerful story-teller,
similar to Axel Munthe, author of San
Michele. From the king of Sweden crocheting
beautiful designs to the noble Jews of the

ghetto of Warsaw, from the squadron of

horses frozen in a lake of Finland to the

Spanish ambassador's dog who became fren-

zied at the sound of airplanes jailers and

jailed, men and animals, parade humorously
and humanly before the reader.

See: A. Baldini, Amid allo spiedo (1932),

pp. 5-11; G. Ravegnani, / Contemporanei,
Ser. 2 (1936), pp. 341-348.

G. P.

Sudermann, Hermann (1857-1928, German
dramatist and novelist), was the son of a

brewer whose family, of the Mennonite faith,

originally had come from Holland; his

mother belonged to a local family. His birth-

place, Matziken, lies close to the Russian

boundary line of East Prussia where German
and Lithuanian racial elements are inextri-

cably mixed. Despite their poverty his parents

managed to give him a good education. He

attended first the University of Kftnigsberg in

East Prussia, then the University of Berlin

where he went at the age of 20. Except for

short travels he was never to leave the capital
of the Reich. Sudermann's development was

somewhat influenced by the writer Hans

Hopfen, into whose home he came as a

teacher for Hopfen's children. After a lean

beginning as an editor of a small political

weekly, Sudermann began writing short

stories. A collection of these appeared in

1886 under the title Im Zwielicht. He then

wrote two novels, Frau Sorge (1887; Eng. tr.,

Dame Care, 1891) and Der Katzensteg (1889;

Eng. tr., Regine, 1894); neither won attention

until the overwhelming success of his first

play, Die Ehre (1889; Eng. tr., Honor, 1915).

From then on, one play after another came
from his pen in rapid succession. The best

known are Sodoms Ende (1891; Eng. tr.,

The Man and His Picture, 1903), Heimat

(1893; Eng. tr., Magda, 1896), Die Schmetter-

lingsschlacht (1893; Eng. tr., The Battle of

the Butterflies, 1914), Das Glilck im Winkel

(1895; Eng. tr., The Vale of Content, 1915),

Morituri (1896; Eng. tr., 1910), Johannes

(1898; Eng. tr., John, 1902), Die drei Reiher-

federn (New York, 1898, Stuttgart, 1899; Eng.
tr., The Three Heron's Feathers, 1900),

Johannesjeuer (1900; Eng. tr., St. Jolin's Fire,

1904), Es lebe das Leben (1902; Eng. tr., The

Joy of Living, 1902), and Dlumcnboot (1906).
In the last named he returned to a kind of

social drama which he had begun with
Sodoms Ende. Sturmgeselle Sokrates (1903)
was meant to be political comedy, Stein unter

Steinen (1905) is an ex-convict drama. The
novel Das hohe Lied (1908; Eng. tr., The

Song of Songs, 1909) and the historical play
Strandkinder (1909) mark the end of Suder-

mann's first period. The plays he wrote be-

fore the First World War, Der Bet tier von

Syrakus (1911), Der gute Ruf (1912; Eng. tr.,

A Good Reputation, 1915), and Die Lobge-
sdnge des Claudian (1914), demonstrated
somewhat new approaches to the dramatic

field, but they were only mildly successful.

When Sudermann turned toward patriotic

topics during and after the war (e.g., Das
deutsche Schicksal, 1921), the public ignored
his efforts. But at the same time he found a

fertile field for his pen in the stories, legends,
and beliefs of his East Prussian home, and his

volume of prose Litauische Geschichten

(1917; Eng. tr., The Excursion to Tilsit, 1930)
is generally regarded as his best work. In

Frau Sorge he had attempted to show the

inner development of a man, but with insuf-

ficient stylistic means; here he is the simple
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storyteller who forgets most of the tricks of

his other trade. The autobiographical
Bilderbuch meiner Jugend (1922; Eng. tr.,

Book of My Youth, 1923) leads to the

third and last phase of his life, during which
he produced three important novels, Der
tolle Professor (1926; Eng. tr., The Mad Pro-

fessor, 1928), Die Fran des Steffen Tromholt

(1927; Eng. tr., The Wife of Steffen Tromholt,

1929), and Purzelchen (1928; Eng. tr., The
Dance of Youth, 1930),

Alfred Kerr, Sudermann's bitterest critic,

once said that his successes were the result of

his mistakes. There is a great deal of truth in

that statement. At the time when his first

plays were performed, the public was starv-

ing for theatrical fare ready to overlook the

artificiality of his characters and plots, the

insincerity of their moralizing, the surprise
turns and other theatrical tricks with which

the scenes were studded. His plays have made

good moving pictures. By the end of his

second period the critics had caught up with

him. The public began to grow cool toward

his plays. Realizing that without worth-while

subject matter his plays would keep on being
failures, he turned again to prose writing and
discovered in the peasants and the folklore of

his Lithuanian home a true wellspring of

epic material. Although even his later prose
is not free from some of the flaws of his

early works, his theatrical mannerisms are

less disturbing. Thu$ his prose is likely to live

on, but his plays may not survive the sentence

pronounced upon them by such critics as

Alfred Kerr and Maximilian Harden who
likened them to the products of Kotzebue,

Augier, Feuillet, or Sardou. More recently,
Hans Naumann, in reevaluating Sudermann's
Sodoms Ende, forecast a more friendly in-

terpretation of his work.

See: A. Kerr, Das neue Drama, I (1917),

219-284; K. Busse, Hermann Sudermann; sein

Werk und sein IVesen (1927); A. Soergel,

Dichtung und Dichter der Zeit, 19. Auflage

(1928), pp. 373-383'
W. N.

Sully-Prudhomme (pseud, of Rend Francois
Armand Prudhomme, 1839-1907, French poet)

was a Parisian by birth. He prepared for the

Ecole Polytechnique, thought seriously of

entering the Dominican order, worked for a

time in the great Schneider factories at Le

Creusot, studied law and philosophy, and

finally, as a sequel to an unhappy love affair,

became a poet. "Le Vase bris" (in Stances

et podmes, 1865) revealed best his "blessure

fine et profonde" and proved so popular that

it is now a hackneyed piece. Les Epreuves
(1866), Les Solitudes (1869), Les Vaines

Tendresses (1875), and the posthumous
Epaves (1907) belong to the same elegiac

inspiration, tactfully confidential and equally
removed from romantic emotionalism and
Parnassian frigidity.

As early as 1869 Sully-Prudhomme's trans-

lation of the first book of Lucretius, together
with the accompanying preface, heralded a

new trend. Les Desfins (1872), La Justice

(1886), and Le Bonheur (1888) are increas-

ingly ambitious attempts to create the so-

called "scientific-philosophic poem" envisioned

by Andr Chnier a century earlier. However

disputable the merits of the performance, it

must be said for the author that he achieves

on occasion a beautiful ethereal quality in his

use of symbols and that he is besides the only

poet of his times who gives an impression of

solid competence in the fields of science and

metaphysics. Here again Sully-Prudhomme,
although usually classified with the Parnas-

sians, stands athwart the line which divides

them from the romanticists. No self-appointed
Messiah like Victor Hugo but no nihilist like

Leconte de Lisle (q-v.), he lifts poetry from

some of the gloom into which positivistic

pessimism had plunged it for a generation
and teaches his belief that the road to happi-
ness lies through pain, self-sacrifice, and

brotherly love. "Le Zenith," a poem of cir-

cumstance published in the Revue des deux
mondes in 1876, commemorates the fatal

ascent of three balloonists who anticipated

present-day excursions into the stratosphere.
This lofty composition, dedicated to man's

intrepid quest for the truth, gives a cue to

Sully-Prudhomme's own lifework and to the

reasons why he, a member of the French

Academy since 1881, was deemed worthy of

the Nobel prize (1901).

See: Camille Hemon, La Philosophie de M.

Sully-Prudhomme (1907); Ernest Zyromsky,
Sully-Prudhomme (1907); Edmond Estve,

Sully-Prudhomme, poete sentimental et poete

philosophe (1925); Pierre Flottes, Sully-Prud-
homme et sa pensde (1930).

J.-A. B.

Supervielle, Jules (1884-, French poet, story
writer, and dramatist), was born in Monte-
video, Uruguay, of a French family which
had come originally from the Basque country.
He made his first journey to France at the

age of eight months; his parents died when
he was still an infant. His life has been
divided between Spanish America and France.

Studies in the law, political science, and
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modern languages seemed to be leading to a

career in diplomacy. Then he married, and

dedicated himself to poetry.
"I started from zero/' he once wrote to a

close friend. His first slender volumes

(Brumes du passd, 1901; Comme des voiliers,

1910) were feeble imitations of the Parnassian

manner. His Poemes (1919) and his Debar-

cadtres (1922) contain admirable lines and
show a definite gift; fuller realization comes

with Gravitations (19*5), not actually sur-

realist although long considered so. Subse-

quently, and thanks in part to the friendship
and counsel of Jean Paulhan, director of the

Nouvelle Revue franfaise, Supervielle has

made constant progress as a literary artist.

After several experiments in fiction

(L'Homme de la Pampa, 1923; Le Voleur

d'enfants, 1926; Le Survivant, 1928) he found

the right formula for himself in 1931 with

his first short stories, L'Enfant de la haute

mer, which were followed somewhat later by
L'Arche de Nod (1938) and Le Petit Bois

(1942). These three collections reveal a nar-

rator whose tone is unique in French letters

a marvelous fusion of the tender and the

burlesque, of grandeur and simplicity. Super-
vielle has also written plays (Bolivar, 1936;
La Belle au bois, 1932; La Premiere Famille,

1936), a volume of souvenirs (Roire d la

source, 1933), an adaptation of Shakespeare

(Comme il vous plaira, 1925). But he con-

tinues to put into his poetry a considerable

part, and perhaps the very best part, of him-

self: Le Format innocent (1930), Les Amis in-

connus (1934), La Fable du monde (1938), and

finally the wartime Poemes de la France

malheureuse (1941) mark finer and finer crafts-

manship and increasing depth.

Although Supervielle generally lives in a

universe of restless fancy, although he has

claimed for poetry a rarely explored domain

(that of the most recondite feelings) and pro-
duced an abundance of myths, he has never

been indifferent to history. The Boer War,
the First World War, the Spanish civil war,

and the French defeat of 1940 have all had
echoes in his poetry. At the same time history
never utterly absorbs him; he remains also

the poet concerned at once with the humblest

objects and with the sweep of the planets

through space and the poet of sentiments so

elementary as to be too often neglected (the

simpler relationships of love, paternity, and
the like). v

Supervielle is the most unassuming and the

least arriviste of men, yet his human qualities,

coupled with his talent, have won him, es-

pecially from about 1930, the admiration and

the affection of younger writers. Two testi-

monial numbers of the periodicals Avant-
Poste (1935) and Regains (1938) prove the

impression he has made. At least five or six

of the poets who have written about him con-

sider him a foil to Rimbaud (q.v.) which
most certainly does not mean an anti-

Rimbaud or at least as complementary to

Rimbaud. Supervielle accepts the human
situation: he is not one who is "in revolt

against death," he is a complete man also (as

he writes in a letter), "a literary anarchist"

at the outset and in the final stage "classic."

Of his total work, which is extensive, part

undoubtedly is perishable; the rest is likely
to endure as long as our civilization.

See: C. S6nchal, Jules Supervielle (1939).

E.

surrealism. Following close upon political
chaos and social upheaval at the end of the

First World War, surrealism brought to a

head a gradually intensified indictment of

some 70 years' standing in French literature

and art, directed at the same time against the

otherworldly escapism of the romanticists and

against naturalism's close adherence to ex-

ternal reality.

The poet had long been represented as a

captive trying to tear down his prison walls.

Then as science gradually cleared up one
after the other the mysteries of the physical
world, the ultimate barrier to the unknown
assumed an ever greater impermeability. Yet

even more resolutely did the poet take up
the cry by which, according to the surrealists,

Charles Baudelaire (q.v.) had launched "the

great modern tradition" in the last two lines

of his "Voyage": to find something new in

the abysses of the unknown whether the

adventure lead to heaven or perdition. And
as science in the latter part of the igth

century made of the metaphysical or specu-
lative infinite a less satisfactory haven for the

seekers of the unknown, the poet was ready
to substitute for it what Renan (q.v.) called

Vinfini rfel and to illustrate in art the con-

cept of an infinite based on the unconditional

acceptance of concrete reality. But the word
reality gradually ceased to be identified with

anything like a stylized "nature" and, on
the contrary, was sought in deliberate distor-

tions of accepted views of physical and human
nature. The first major examples of this sub-
versive concept of reality were revealed
around 1870 in the works of Lautramont
and Rimbaud (qq.v.) and in Mallarmd's (q.v.)

Igitur. These were conscious steps towards

disregarding natural objects and phenomena
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by a refusal to imitate them in literature and

towards dehumanizing emotions. Here were

the beginnings of a mystical atheism that was

to form the core of surrealism.

This process of breaking down the accepted

concept of nature reached a crisis during the

First World War at the hands of a group of

notorious demolitionists known as dadaists.

But soon a number of young intellectuals,

graduating from the excesses of dada, formed
their own coterie about 1920, which they
called surrdalisme following Guillaume Apol-
linaire (q-v.) who had used the word sur-

rdaliste to designate a reality above the ac-

cepted and obvious one. Andr6 Breton (q.v.)

was the father of the movement, and he had
as his principal co-workers for varying

periods of time Philippe Soupault, Louis

Aragon (qq-v.), Georges Hugnet, Ren6
Crevel, E. Mesens, and Paul Eluard (q-v.). A
host of painters became their associates in

this systematic, quasi-scientific experimenta-
tion with surreality. Their principal journals
were Litterature, organized in 1919, about a

year before the official advent of surrealism,

and Revolution surrealiste (1924-1930), trans-

formed in 1930 into Surr^alisme au service de

la revolution. The aims, theories, and quarrels
of the surrealists were publicized in two

manifestoes in 1924 and 1930 by Andr
Breton. Surrealist experiences with what

might be called the fourth dimension in liter-

ature involved simulation of mental disorders

which according to Breton was to replace
the ballad, the sonnet, and the epic form

spiritualist seances, automatic writing, will-

ful dreaming, and sexual aberrations. In 1928
the surrealists celebrated the 5oth anniversary
of Jean Martin Charcot's publication of

studies in hysteria and accepted him as one
of their precursors because he had shown

scientifically the possibilities for the human
mind to conciliate reality with the dream and
to experience this conciliation without ex-

terior stimuli or artificial hypnosis.
Yet it is not in its exhibitionism, psycho-

physiological theories, and journalistic an-

archy that surrealism's contributions to a new

mysticism and its effects on literary form are

to be found. It is rather in the more au-

thentically literary works, principally Breton's

Nadja (1928), Aragon's Le Paysan de Paris

(1926), Crevel's L'Esprit contre la raison

(1927) and Le Clavecin de Diderot (1932), and
Eluard's Les Dessous d'une vie, ou la Pyra-
mide humaine (1926), that the surrealists

crystallized, in a fusion of poetry and prose, a

new philosophy of reality. In most of these

writings the concept of order is attacked as

the primary obstacle in the way of man's

exploration here on earth of the infinite.

Humanity has been basing its evaluations of

natural phenomena, they say, on a precon-
ceived notion of order and then attributing
this man-conceived order to the merveilleux.

It is disorder, then, that has been inconceiv-

able. And now a reliance on Providence,

generally considered the manifestation of the

mystical order of things, must give way to the

worship of hazard or chance, the mystical
manifestation of the inconceivable but exist-

ent disorder of things. By extracting this

"divine" disorder, left so long undisturbed in

concrete entities, the surrealists hope to per-
ceive the concrete face of the infinite. "The
concrete form of disorder is the outer limit

of the mind/' said Aragon in Le Paysan de

Paris, the Bible of this new metaphysics. If

the mind can sufficiently free itself from logic
to be receptive to this disorder, then it will

have overpowered the laws of nature and
risen above xvhat Crevel calls le bric-b-brac

realiste: gravitation can disappear, fruits and
flowers don new colors, night change place
with day, the living and the dead hold hands,

and the whole movement of existence pause
in eternal expectancy. Breton's Nadja, the

most authentic of surrealism's brain children,

was a product of this mysticism as she loomed
on the literary horizon gracefully hiding her

face behind the heavy, nonexistent feather

of her hat and saw a blue wind passing in the

trees.

Glaring peculiarities which exposed the

surrealists to criticism and ridicule were the

obscurity of language and the antisocial note

emanating from many of their manifestoes.

Yet neither of these tendencies is a pose or

an aim in itself. The oddities of language
arise out of an attempt to create a new
foundation for literary imagery. For centuries

comparison had furnished this basis. Now,

dependent as it is en logic, comparison is

no longer considered adequate. The poet's

eye discerns the merveilleux in the contradic-

tions that appear within the generally ac-

cepted realities. The new imagery must be
based not on comparison but its opposite,
contradiction: it is this contradiction in

language expressing the disordinate in nature

as perceived by the irrational qualities of

mind that is the essence of surrealism. As for

the antisocial character, it came as a natural

consequence of the
pojfV withdrawal from

the ordinate aspects df iysical nature: the

illogical turn of mind wiich creates the new

reality possesses something of the mystical
disorder it sees in inanimate things and in
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cultivating the inner disorder spurns the

qualities of mind and emotions which are the

symbols of man's stability love of home, love

of country, love of humanity. But these traits

of surrealism were short-lived, and when
viewed in relation to the passion and fearless

literary experimentation of which they are

but the superficial tinsel, they lose the im-

portance that pseudo surrealists and the critics

of these have attributed to them.

The historical importance of surrealism lies

in the fact that it is not a detached phenome-
non in itself but part of a long development
in poetic thought. Some of today's most

challenging poets passed early in their careers

within the wide orbit of this spiritual crisis

Aragon, Breton, Eluard, and others such as

Pierre Rcvcrdy and Jules Supervielle (qq.v.)

who were never officially surrealists. Its

bravura days came to a quick end. Many of

yesterday's iconoclasts, who were at first

touched a little by the insanity they tried to

imitate, have become sober literary workmen.
But they have not relinquished their dream
of representing a materio-mystical experience
with its locale somewhere outside both life

and death. And on this intermediary plane a

new image has been cultivated, freed of the

"cheville," released from the bondage of ex-

cessive symbolism and pure abstractions, and

assuming a stark concreteness without which
the surrealists believe that there can be no

poetry.
See: M. Raymond, De Baudelaire au sur

rdalisme (1933); G. Hugnet, "Preface," in

Petite Anthologie du surrealisme (1934); A.

Bguin, L'Ame romantique et le reve (2 vols.,

1 937)'> G. E. Lemaitre, From Cubism to Sur-

realism in French Literature (1941). "Inter

view with Andr Breton," View, October-

November, 1941, p. 2; M. Nadeau, Histoire du
surrealisme (1945).

A. B.

Svensson, J6n (1857-1944, Icelandic novelist),
was born at MoSruvellir, Horg^rdalur, North
Iceland. As a boy he was offered free educa-

tion in France by Catholic missionaries in

Iceland, with a view to making a convert out

of him. He became a Jesuit and a teacher in

Denmark. Just before the First World War
he began to write down the memories of his

youth that he had so often told to his pupils
with marked success. The result was the book
Nonni (1913; "Nonni" was his own pet name
as a boy), the first in a long series of Nonni
books that have become extremely popular
reading among boys, especially Catholic boys,
all over the world. Written originally in Ger-

man, they have since been translated into

many languages. Of the other books in the

series, these may be mentioned: Nonni und
Manni (1914), Sonnentage (1915), and Die

Stadt am Meer (1922).
Svensson wrote with classic and telling

simplicity of the adventures of his childhood,
of his first trip to Denmark, of his early days
in Copenhagen, of excursions about the smil-

ing Danish islands. His subjects are often

seemingly commonplace, but he holds the at-

tention of both young and old as if he were

telling an adventure story. He had two aims:

to educate young readers in good Christian

ways and to impart to them some of his own

deep-felt love for his distant homeland.
Svensson was an extremely popular lecturer in

Catholic Europe and elsewhere. As an

octogenarian he went on a lecture trip
around the world, visiting America and

Japan, where he was hailed by the youngsters
as if he were a new Hans Christian Andersen.

Returning to Europe just before the Second
World War, he died in Cologne on November
i, 1944.

See: P. Bourget, "Introduction/' Rccits

islandais: Nonni et Manni, Nonni et Elis

(1924); H. Hannesson, "Nonni dttncSur,"

EimreiOin, XLII1 (1937), 413-431; J- Hrub^,
Nonni, skald z pulnocni vyspy (1939).

S. E.

SvfctU, Karolina (pseud, of Johanna Mu&i-

kovd, ne Rottovd, 1830-1899, Czech novelist),

is the most important woman novelist of her

country in the second half of the igth

century. Svgtld came from a well-to-do

merchant family in Prague and married a

Gymnasium teacher. Her pseudonym is the

name of her husband's native village in the

Jetd Mountains of northern Bohemia,
where many of her novels are placed. Later

in life she became a close friend of Jan
Neruda (q.v.). She died in Prague.

SvStlii's work stands on the brink of modern
realism. Her novels are either pictures of the

Prague bourgeoisie or canvases of country life

in the Jetd Mountains which on a back-

ground of vivid folkloristic details depict
moral conflicts, especially of women torn be-

tween love and duty. In several books SvStlA

studies religious problems, for which she

offers the solution of religious liberalism.

Svtl was a strong and even austere moralist,

an ardent patriot, a feminist, a^ liberal

thinker, a lover of the mountains and simple

peasants. In some ways she can be compared
with George Eliot, but her art is frequently
marred by farfetched artificial plots, rem-
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nants of conventional romanticism, and un-

digested moralizing. Her best books are the

series devoted to the people in the JetSd
Mountains: Vesnicky romdn (1867; A Country
Story), Kfiz u potoka (1868; The Cross at the

Brook), Frantina (1870), and Nemodlenec

(1873; The Atheist). Her attempts at histori-

cal novels, set in the i8th century, are less

successful (e.g., Zvoneckovd krdlovna, 1872,

The Queen of Bells). She wrote many short

stories as well, among which Hubitka (1871;

The Kiss) has served as the basis of the

libretto for an opera by Smetana.

See: T. Novdkovii, K. Svttld (1890); L.

Cech, Karolina Svetld (1891); A. NovAk,

MyUenky a spisovatett (1914).
R. W.

Svevo, Italo (pseud, of Ettore Schmitz, 1861-

1928, Italian novelist), was born and, except
for five years in a German commercial school

(1873-1878), educated in Trieste. After work-

ing in a bank until 1897, he became a manu-

facturer and remained in industry in his

native city until his death. James Joyce, who

taught him English (1906-1914), discovered

his talent and called Svevo to the attention

of Larbaud (q.v.) and Benjamin Crmieux
whose praise brought him great recognition

in the 2o's. From Paris his fame spread to

Italy. He left three novels, a group of short

stories, and a play. The novels Una Vita

(1893), Senilitd (1898), and La Coscienza di

Zeno (1923; Eng. tr., The Confessions of Zeno,

I93o) are remarkable chiefly for their scru-

pulous psychological analysis and their use of

the stream -of-consciousness technique. Like

/ola (q.v.), who influenced him, Svevo aims

to reproduce life in the smallest and often

most tawdry detail; but his self-questioning

heroes are closer to those of Dostoevski (q.v.)

or to the contemporaneous Salavin of Du-

hamel (q-v.). His chief character is always

an ineffectual, mediocre man striving to shape

his life despite his own lack of will, showing

great ingenuity in overcoming absurdly small

obstacles but never coming to grips with the

real problems. A peculiar mixture of funda

mental pessimism and farcical humor, es-

pecially notable in the story Una Burla

riuscita (1928; Eng. tr., The Hoax, 1929),

marks all of Svevo's work. His simple, dry

style often betrays his Austro-Italian ancestry

and his bilingual education.

See: F. Sternberg, L'Opera di Italo Svevo

(1928); "Omaggio a Svevo," Convegno, Febru-

ary ,5. .9=9- ^

Svobodov6, Rfiiena (ne &ipovd, 1868-1920^
Czech novelist), was the leading woman
fiction writer of her country in the early 2Oth

century. She was born in Mikulovice near

Znojmo (southern Moravia), but spent most
of her life in Prague. She married the novel-

ist F. X. Svoboda, who had a good reputation

among the early Czech realists. Later she be-

came the intimate friend of the critic F. X.

Salda (q.v.). She died in Prague.
Mrs. Svobodovl began to write books in

the atmosphere of later igth-century natural-

ism and feminism: her early books, e.g., Na
piscitd pude (1895; On Sandy Soil), are studies

of sensitive, refined women who are crushed

by the brutality of men and the stupidity of

conventional society. The tone of accusation

is strident, the style rhetorical. Later Mrs.

Svobodovd changed both her outlook and

technique very considerably, and her best

work was done early in the 2oth century. She
became less pessimistic and feminist, less pre-

occupied with the problem of the "misunder-

stood" woman. Her themes widen, though
she still likes to depict the tragedies of sensi-

tive women's souls and their erotic disillusion*

ments. Mrs. Svobodovsi now preaches a

remedy in collective love and sacrifice. She

analyzes the fatal consequences of hedonistic

aestheticism she herself never quite escaped
its atmosphere and even attempts meta-

physical themes of death, nature, and im-

mortality. The technique has become that of

impressionism: there is much of visual meta-

phor, delicate observation, knowledge and
influence of the plastic arts. The style is most

elaborately chiseled, ornate, and frequently

precious. The novels suffer from her inability
to draw the characters of men and to handle

large themes. Especially her most ambitious

work, Zahrada irernskd (1921, The Garden of

Irem; in six parts, uncompleted), which at-

tempts a symbolic picture of the whole of our

civilization, is lifeless and overburdened by
unassimilated discussion. Zamotand vldkna

(1898; The Twisted Threads) and Milenky
(1902; Sweethearts) are much better com-

posed, but have sensational and sentimental

plots. Mrs. Svobodovd is at her best when she

writes short stories, and particularly when
she can use forms derived from traditional

folk art, such as fairy tales, ballads in prose,
and legends. Plameny a plamenky (1905;
Flames and Little Flames), Marnt Idsky (1907;
Frustrate Loves), Posvdtnd jaro (1916; Sacred

Spring), and Po svatebni hostini (1916; After

the Wedding Feast) Lie surpassed only by

terni myslivci (1908; Black Foresters), a col
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lection which is unified by its finely described

setting in the Bezkydy Mountains of Moravia,

The charming childhood reminiscences, Rdj

(1920; Paradise), remained a fragment.
Mrs. Svobodovd was a sensitive, self-

conscious artist of great ambitions who un-

fortunately, in spite of her ethical and social

feelings, never escaped the aestheticism of her

youth. Her reputation is today under an

eclipse, partly because she has been immoder-

ately overpraised by F. X. Salda, partly be-

cause her problems and outlook (the mis-

understood woman, admiration for the aris-

tocracy) as well as her frequently affected

style seem remote at this time.

See: F. X. Salda, two essays in DuSe a dilo

(1913) and In memoriam R. Svobodovd

(1921).

R. W.

Swedish literature from 1830 to about 1870
had been one of middle-class liberalism and
had reflected, with more or less intensity, the

desire for social betterment. But at the end of

this period many of the democratic reforms

demanded had been carried out; consequently
writers turned from material and political

questions to the more religious and philo-

sophical, and polite letters became "nobly
realistic" or idealistic. The radical tendencies

from abroad did not affect profoundly, if at

all, such authors as Snoilsky, Wirsn, and

Rydberg (qq.v.). Snoilsky, poet, aristocrat, and
"Sweden's last classicist/' continued during
the naturalistic agitation of the 8o's to treat

historical personalities with sympathy and

understanding in his usual elegant form.

Wirsn, prolific lyrist, sharp critic, sworn con-

servative, and long secretary of the Swedish

Academy, remained until his death (1912) the

determined antagonist of naturalism. Ryd-
berg, Hellenic humanist and sponsor of re-

ligious liberalism, wrote reflective lyrics in

the style of Goethe and made an excellent

translation of the first part of Faust (1876).
But he was, also, Sweden's greatest novelist

before Strindberg, and perhaps of all time.

Typical of his humanism in prose form is

Vapensmeden (1891; The Armorer), which
deals with religious intolerance during the
Reformation. Prominent dramatists of the

Rydberg era were Frans Hedberg (1828-1908)
and Harald Molander (1858-1900), who was
also a novelist and capable theatre director.

These authors tended to preserve at least a
modicum of balance and moderation in

Swedish letters during the more turbulent

"period of .the Eighties," as it was called,

when native, classical restraint was battling

with new, revolutionary ideas from Denmark,

Norway, England, and France. Yet the con-

servative and radical elements remained co-

existent, even at the height of the naturalistic

revolt, though this movement predominated
for several years and prose fiction even

threatened to supplant verse as the prevalent
mode of expression. The leader of the move-
ment for naked truth and merciless analyses
of all modern problems and conditions was,

of course, Strindberg (g.t;.),
Sweden's most

stimulating and influential also most irritat-

ing literary genius and her greatest drama-
tist. His novel Roda rummet (1879; Eng. tr.,

The Red Room, 1913), which is generally
considered the convenient starting point of

"the Eighties," was followed by several power-
ful, ultrarealistic products, often pathological,
the artistry of which was later to be discarded

by the restless author himself for a series of

provocative historical dramas, superb stories

of the common people, and works of a sym-
bolistic, romantic, or exprcssionistic character.

Strindberg is the personified paradox of

changes and contradictions he was in turn

an atheist, a Nietzschean, a Christian, an

individualist, and a democrat; the variety and

quantity of his output are enormous; yet a

vital proportion of his work is one constant,

often agonizing, confession. His versatility in-

cluded poetry, but he is much better in prose,
and as for genres he is best of all in the

drama. Strindberg's literary policy was pur-
sued, in a more subdued manner, by Anne
Charlotte Leffler (1849-1892), who dealt pri-

marily with the woman question; by the

more gifted but unhappy Victoria Benedicts-

son (q.v.)> who with a deeper understanding
of social problems treated the same theme,

though glorifying marriage, and in a fresh,

humorous tone described the life of her native

SkSne; and especially by the productive and

widely read Geijerstam (q.v.), who at first

gloomy and terrifying but interesting, deal-

ing with the abnormally psychological and

delving in crime, later turned actually domes-
tic and sentimental, as in Mina pojkar (1896;

Eng. tr., My Boys, 1933), or gay and humqr-
ous, as in his popular folk plays. Another
eminent writer of the period was Tor Hed-

berg (q.v.} 9 poet, critic, and theatre director,

whose fondness for soul analysis is repre-
sented in the novel Judas (1886) and who
subsequently wrote a meritorious political
drama, Johan Ulfstjerna (1907). The transi-

tion from the naturalism of the 8o's to the

neo-romanticism of "the Nineties," so called,

is typified by the lyric poet Ola Hansson

(q.v.)> who after portraying in an original
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manner and with photographic realism the

moods of his native SkSne, later, like Strind-

berg, proclaimed the superman ideal, and

plunged into mystical meditations colored by
Catholicism. Another poet from the same

province, A. U. BSSth (q.v.), shared with

Hansson a deep sympathy for the oppressed
and neglected people of society.

Swedish literature was not long satisfied

with the prospects of lurid realism alone.

Even lyric poetry, some of it in a realistic

vein, could not be wholly suppressed during
the 8o's, for Sweden's muse is essentially lyric

and the foremost masters of Swedish belles-

lettres before Strindberg had generally em-

ployed verse as their chief medium. So the

demand for a more elevated style, whether in

verse or prose, for idealism, beauty, imagina-
tion, and the sovereign rights of the indi

vidual artist were resuscitated during the last

decade of the igth century. Poetry no longer

occupied the exclusive position it had for-

merly held, and Swedish prose fiction and
drama were destined in consonance with

modern tendencies everywhere to retain,

relatively, a more prominent place than be-

fore 1880; with the 1890*5 came an abundance
of both verse and prose, and both of excep-
tional quality. In fact Swedish literature be-

tween 1890 and 1930 attains its highest
eminence in history, with four contemporary
names of first rank Lagerlof, Heidenstam,
Karlfeldt, and Eroding (qq.v.), the last two

pure poets, the first three Nobel prize
winners. If we add these names Hallstrom

(q.v.), brilliant master of the short story;

Levertin (q.v.), Heidenstam's talented Jewish
friend and collaborator, the authority on the

Swedish rococo period, poet, essayist, and
noted critic; and Engstrom (q.v.), unique
humorist, caricaturist, and inimitable inter-

preter of the life of farmers and fishermen

we realize that this was Sweden's richest

period. Most of these authors have either

wholly or in part been translated into

English, as have dozens of others, and the

fame of Selma Lagerlof and Strindberg is

universal. Lagerlof is probably the most be-

loved of all modern Scandinavian authors

and, with the understandable exception of

Hans Christian Andersen, the most popular
of all time. Most readers of good literature

are well acquainted with her saga-and-legend

milieu, whether of her native Varmland, as

in Gosta Berlings saga (1891), or of Italy or

Jerusalem. Outstanding qualities are her ar-

tistic taste and "naive geniality," as well as a

fairy-tale style, with a delicate balance of the

real and the unreal that is truly independent

of time or space. Besides, she is an undis-

puted master in her own story technique, and
the effect is that of wholesome, moral ideal-

ism. This is true also of Heidenstam's work,
in which the colorful romanticism of an
oriental background, absorption in foreign
travel, and later a serene, optimistic human-
ism and classicism prevail. Heidenstam is

both a first-rank poet and a great novelist,

and in the latter capacity especially seeks

national themes from the era of Charles XII

and the middle ages of Sweden to depict,
with universal application, the duty, heroism,

suffering, and sacrifice of a struggling people.
Karolinerna (1897-1898; Eng. tr., The Charles

Men, 1920) has become a "tragic national

epos" of Sweden, with the people as heroes

led by their hero king, not to victory but

defeat. Karlfeldt, native of Dalecarlia and

long secretary of the Swedish Academy, has

with great vigor and humor immortalized

in poetry the beloved scenes of that province
and the solid, proud qualities and traditions

of its people. In content he can be either gay
or serious, and his plastic form and precise,

sonorous language place him, in modern
Swedish poetry, next to Eroding in artistic

accomplishment. As for the latter, poet and
noble philosopher par excellence, he is the

greatest verse artist that Sweden has pro-
duced. Eroding's faithful, almost naturalistic

descriptions of the life of the lower classes,

his unsurpassed, and probably unsurpassable,

rhymes and rhythms, his lyric beauty, and his

extraordinary, profound, yet vagabond humor
remind one of the immortal Swedish i8th-

century bard, Bellman. Eroding was the first

Swedish poet to follow the rhythm of the

spoken tongue. Burns is said to have been

his teacher; but the simplicity, melodic

nuances, and general artistry of his poems are

peculiarly his own. Many of those localized in

Varmland approach the style of the folk song.
He is a true humorist, with gaiety and

melancholy blended, and has remained popu-
lar in all social circles. Insanity marred his

later years, and his early death caused great
sorrow in Sweden. In 1897 appeared Folk-

skolldrare John Chronschoughs mernoarer

(The Memoirs of Public School Teacher John
Chronschough) by August Bondeson (1854-

1906). This was an outstanding, highly origi-
nal classic of Swedish humor, based on the

simple life of a country school teacher. Even
the brilliance of so many greater literary
luminaries did not wholly eclipse its success.

After 1900 there is no definite single trend

in Swedish literature. There is no school:

each writer seems to go his own individual
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way a Swedish characteristic in most aspects
of life while still remaining sensitive to all

winds that blow, whether native or foreign.

What impresses the student of the period is,

first of all, the number of able creative

writers: at least 50 more should be mentioned

here, not to speak of a score of gifted authors

in related fields. We need only name, e.g., the

poets and novelists Dan Anclcrsson, Harry
Blomberg, Daniel Fallstrom, Karl Erik Fors-

slund, Carl Filip Larsson, Axel LundegSrd,
Moa Martinson, Ture Nerman, Sten Selander,

and the humorist Birger Sjciberg (qq.v.). Nor
does this include the Finnish group, many of

whom have written in Swedish. In general,
short stories and novels continue to hold a

dominant place, dealing realistically and

psychologically with all phases and problems
of the present day; several authors, such as

Didring, Hjalmar Bergman (qq.v.), Hedberg,
and Soderberg (q.v.), have written successful

plays; a new generation of lyricists have

described the modern city, since Stockholm
has now become a world center; and the

southernmost province of SkSne has produced
two distinguished poets, Ekelurid and Oster-

ling (qq.v.). There is an abundance of good
humor, but the prevailing tone, of the prose
literature in particular, is one of dark serious-

ness, pessimism, and disillusionment, with

severe attacks on all forms of hypocrisy and
social shortcomings. While it reflects Sweden's

economic growth and prosperity, it deals

preferably with "earth's stepchildren," such

as the church, business, politics, America, the

First World War, the labor movement, and
various cosmopolitan currents, all furnishing

backgrounds for fiction, with critical or ironi-

cal analyses of life's problems. Many authors

localize their best works in their native prov-
ince or region, as Selma Lagerlof, Froding,
and Karlfeldt had done. Thus Olof Hogberg
(q.v.) honors Norrland; Vilhelm Moberg and
Elin Wagner (qq.v.) 9 SmSland; G. Ullman

(q.v.), Halland; Siwertz (q.v.), Stockholm; and
the Sk&ne poets just mentioned extol the

beauties of that fertile province. There has

developed a special, broad, home-region cult,

in Swedish called hembygdsdikt, with faithful

reproductions, in verse and prose, of the

character of the people, local nature scenes,
and the traditions of the author's environ-

ment.

from 1900 to 1914, says a Danish critic, a

certain restlessness prevailed in Swedish

letters, but through the softening influence of

the 90*8 their skepticism and realism became
more refined and their form more aesthetic.

This is illustrated by the works of Soderberg,

who first interprets the generation's gloom in

the autobiographical novel Martin Bircks

ungdom (1901; Eng. tr., Martin Birck's Youth,

1930). He then turns, with greater success,

to short stories, which are brief, elegant

masterpieces in plastic, perfected prose, with

biting sarcasm hurled at the hypocrisies ol

sex and religion. Sometimes he can create a

really comic scene, as in Kyrhoherdens kor

(1903; The Parson's Cows). He has received

impressions from J. P. Jacobsen and Anatole

France (qq.v.), whereas his more bitter and
intensive contemporary in the same field,

Hallstrom, draws inspiration from Schopen-
hauer. Equally skeptic and resigned is Bo

Bergman (q.v.), poet and short-story writer,

to whom life is a hopeless existence, but who
is more intimate and melancholy. In his

fiction he deals, as so many of his confreres

do, with less fortunate characters and the

tragic incidents of everyday life and in an

exquisite manner has reproduced the "fine

poetic moods of beautiful Stockholm." Johan
Henning Berger (q.v.), impressionistic por-

trayer of big-city life, has located some of his

novels among the struggling Swedish immi-

grants of America, as Bendel fr C:o. (1910).

Ossiannilsson (q.v.), poet and prose writer,

lover of strong, colorful language and histori-

cal supermen, is the militant champion of

social democracy, yet he sensationally exposes

political conditions and attacks class hatred

and party discipline, as in Barbarskogen

(1908; The Barbarian Forest). He is a revolu-

tionary but patriotic crusader. In 1906 ap-

peared the monumental research novel Den
stora vreden (The Great Wrath), by Hogberg.
It is a remarkable historical culture epos, on
broad lines, of the Norrland region during
the reign of Charles XI and Charles XII. It

is a battle between the common people, with

their legends and beliefs, on one hand and
the ruling clergy and officials on the other.

Its Tendenz is wholly democratic the great-
est good for the greatest number. Sven Lid-

man (q.v.) began as an author of erotic

poems, passed through a stage in which a

whole series of novels, in a national, con-

servative vein, glorified the SilfverstSShl

family, and finally entered a religious period,

writing novels with penetrating psychology
and artistic maturity. Siwertz, an interesting,
intellectual artist, was born the same year as

Lidman, Elin Wagner, and Nordstrom (q.v.)

and is one of the best stylists among the

younger Swedish writers. He too made his

debut with a collection of poems, but won
real distinction in prose fiction, most of it

localized about Lake Malar, as Malarpirater
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(1911; Malar Pirates), a charming, light-

hearted, boys' book, like Tom Sawyer. Some
of his work utilizes the dark background of

the First World War, but in America he is

best known for his strong, two-volume novel

Selambs (1920; Eng. tr., Downstream, 1923),

which exposes the selfishness of wealth.

Nordstrom is a prose-epic portrayer of Norr-

land, and in particular Angermanland, the

region first made popular, in a more primi-

tive, romantic manner, by Pelle Molin (1864-

1896). Nordstrom is "almost too heavily

realistic" in his art, but his descriptions,

notably of the fishermen, arc based on

personal experience. Elin Wagner, now a

member of the Swedish Academy, is the good-

humored sponsor of the modern woman, for

whose moral and social independence she has

consistently fought. She has also described

the post-bellum Vienna and the Ruhr Occu-

pation. Didring, author of the Norrland

drama Midnattssol (1897; Midnight Sun), has

written a significant novel trilogy, Malm

(1914-1919; Ore), describing the building of

the Lapland railway to the Norwegian border,

and as master of dialogue and technique is

one of the most successful of modern Swedish

dramatists. Hjalmar Bergman, who started his

literary career in 1905 with a romantic drama
on the Holy Virgin, soon turned to grotesque
but human prose pictures of small-town life

in Sweden, especially Bergslagen. His greatest

success is Markurells i Wadkoping (1919;

Eng. tr., God's Orchid, 1924). A play based on

this novel is said to be "the generation's best

[Swedish] contribution to the drama," and
his comedy Swedenhielms (1925; The Sweden-

hielm Family) has been hailed as a real
"
theatrical triumph." He is the representative

of humor and unrestrained fantasy. In lyric

poetry Ekelund and Osterling were the fore-

most representatives during the first two

decades of the 2oth century. Ekelund, author

of aphorisms of a pure, severe character, re-

veals a personality in the style of the antique,

while ^sterling, as an idyllic realist, has a

milder, more human attitude of life. Both are

influenced by the traditions of their native

province, SkAne.

Since the beginning of the First World

War, when many old values disappeared, the

central idea in Swedish fiction, in so far as

there is any, has been to portray the everyday
life of the present. This is seen, e.g., in the

philosophical "prose poem" Hemmabyarna
(1916; The Home Villages) by Hans Larsson

(q.v.),
where the author finds comfort for the

future in reminiscences of youth and the

contemplation of his native Skne. Inspired

by social, political, and moral ideas, many
authors have presented and interpreted with
talent and artistry not only Swedish but
world events and problems. Gustaf Hellstrom

(q.v.), the author of profound discussion-

novels, living in Paris and London, becomes
Sweden's foremost foreign correspondent;
Marika Stjernstedt (q.v.), who specializes in

the modern woman's love and personality
problems, writes about France; Anna Lenah
Elgstrom (1884-), fiction writer, treats of
America. Martin Koch (q.v.) becomes a

pioneer of proletarian literature, with power-
ful descriptions of labor milieus; Fabian
MSnsson (1872-1938) discusses peoples' move-
ments and writes heavily documented hisj
torical narratives; Vilhelm Moberg produces
intensive, boldly realistic, and unforgettable
novels the scenes of which are laid in Sm&-
land; Agnes von Krusenstjerna (q.v.) intro-

duces Freudian psychiatry and "sexual

romanticism"; and Valdemar Hammenhog
(1902-) prefers to describe the workmen
bourgeoisie. Other talented prose writers are

Harald Bcijer (1896-); Frans Bengtsson (q.v.),
also a poet, who has written an excellent

work on Charles XII; Karin Boye (q.v.), an-

other poet of ability; Dagmar Edquist (1904-);
Olof Heclberg (1899-); Harry Martinson (q.v.);

Ivan Oljelund (1892-); Ivar Lo-Johansson
(1901-); Mathilda Mailing (1864-1942); Martin
Gunnar Serner (1886-), a prolific novelist who
writes under the pseudonym Frank Heller;

and Hazze Zetterstrom (1877-1946), editor and
humorist.

During the last generation Swedish poetry,
as intimated above, has had to retreat some-

what before the novel, but still it has

exhibited remarkable lyric strength. The most

original of the younger lyrists, and the lead-

ing representative in the ig2o
f

s, is Par Lager-
kvist (q.v.), who has written metaphysical

symbol-poetry in an expressionistic technique.
He has also attempted to widen the scope
of the drama, believing it should be more

imaginative. Erik Blomberg (q.v.), journalist
and translator of French, German, and Eng-
lish verse, has interpreted the human spirit

and defiance la Lagerkvist; G. M. Silfver-

stolpe (q-v.) has paid special homage to

family life; Karl Asplund represents the

poetry of love and the sea; Bertil Malmberg
(q.v.) sounds the contrasts between reality
and the world of beauty; Erik Lindorm

(1889-1941), a socialist agitator, has described

the oppressed poor of Stockholm; the strongly

suggestive, musical verse of Hjalmar Gullberg

(q.v.), characterized by piety, tenderness, and
revolt, is said to have had considerable influ-
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ence since 1930; Ragnar Jandel (q.v.) is the

representative of religious tension among

proletarian poets; Artur Lundkvist (1906-)

and Harry Martinson are, the leaders of the

labor lyricists who are reputed to have made

a sensational entree at the end of the 1930'$.

Both these men delve into sexual romanti-

cism culminating in a form of primitivism.

The modern Swedish output in lyric poetry is

large and varied, though it may be too early

to judge its permanent value.

Remarkable, also, is the quality and

quantity of critical studies and literary his-

tories written in Sweden between 1870 and

1940. And still more noteworthy, perhaps, is

the high standard of literary reviews main-

lined by the daily press as well as the wide

scope of subjects and countries covered by
these reviews. Dramatic criticism and Sweden

has since Strindberg produced a number of

highly successful plays not to speak of trans-

lations and presentations of foreign works

has ever remained thorough and sympathetic.
Here we can mention only a few names of

the outstanding Swedish critics and literary

historians: Ruben Gustafsson Berg (1876-),

Anton Blanck (1881-), Fredrik Book (1883-),

Gunnar Castnhi (1878-), Nils Erdmann

(1860-), Olof Otto Urban von Feilitzen (1834-

1913), Torsten Fogelqvist (q.v.), Yrjo Him

(1870-), Martin Lamm (1880-), John Land

quist (1881-, generally regarded as the suc-

cessor to Levertin), Johan Mortensen (1864-

1940), Henrik Schiick (1855-, the Nestor of

the group), the brothers Torsten and Werner

Soderhjelm (1879-1908 and 1859-1931, re-

spectively), Sven Stolpe (1905-), Otto Sylwan

(1864-), Fredrik Vetterlund (1865-, Karl J.

Warburg (1852-1918), and E. H. G. Wrangel

(1863-1940). Of these Castrn, Him, and the

Soderhjelms are, or were, politically, Finns.

To the above list should be added the name
of the late Archbishop Nathan Soderblom

(1866-1931), liberal author in the field of

religious scholarship, and that of Ellen Key

(q.v.), feminist and renowned writer on social

topics.

Brief mention only can be made here of

the rich Swedish creative literature of Fin-

land. Zacharias Topelius (1818-1898) con-

tinued to publish immortal children's stories

after 1870; Karl August Tavaststjerna (1860-

1898) wrote fresh, impressionistic lyrics based

on .his own times; Hjalmar Procop (1868-

1927) was an acknowledged poet of rank;

Bertil Gripenberg (q.v.) has translated Oscar

Wilde; Harald Hornborg (1890-) has written

novels with historical background; Runar
Schildt (1888-1925) contributed short stories

and dramas; Jarl Hemmer (q.v.) 9 a poet, has

written a powerful novel based on the Finn-

ish civil war, En man och hans samvete,

0930 which has been translated as A Fool of

Faith (1935); the novels of Sally Salminen

(1906-), Katrina (1937) and Mariana (1940),

are well known in America; and Mikael

Lybeck (1864-1925) distinguished himself as

poet, novelist, and dramatist.

See: Sveriges national-litteratur, Vols, XV-
XXX (1910-1922); Fredrik Book, Sveriges mo-

derna litteratur (1921), also published as Vol.

Ill of Otto Sylwan, ed., Svenska litteraturens

historia (1919-1921); Nordisk familjebok (23

vols., 1923-1937); Henrik Schiick and Karl

Warburg, Illustrerad svensk litteraturhistoria

(7 vols., 1926-1932); H. G. Topsoe-Jensen,
Scandinavian Literature from Brandes to Our

Day (1929); Svensk uppslagsbok (30 vols,, 1930-

'937)-

A. B. B.

Swiftochowski, Aleksander (1849-1938, Polish

publicist, historian, and dramatist), was born

at Stoczek, a small town in the province of

Podlasie, Russian Poland, famous as the

scene of an important military victory by
Polish peasants in 1831. In 1866 he entered

the Szkota G16wna in Warsaw and was gradu-
ated from this institution, along with

Sienkiewicz (q.v.), in 1870, after it had been

reorganized as a Russian university. On
graduation he became at once a coeditor of

the progressive journal Przeglqd tygodniowy

(Weekly Review; see Polish literature) and
continued to contribute to this even during
his absence from Warsaw (1874-1876) as a

student of philosophy in Leipzig. Swi^tochow-
ski was convinced, partly as a result of his

studies at home and abroad, partly by the

spectacle of collapse at home which followed

in the wake of the late insurrection (1863),
that revolutionary romanticism, which had
sustained the Polish nation since the Parti-

tions, had demonstrated its bankruptcy.
Comtian positivism seemed to offer a more
effective program, and wi?tochowski became
the chief apostle in Poland of this philosophy.
First by way of the Przeglqd, later (after 1881)

through his own journal Prawda (Truth), he

waged ruthless warfare on everything that

had its roots in the emotions, preaching
urbi et orbi a gospel of science and "organic
work/' Away with politics, down with na-

tionalism, was his slogan, let us be realists

and citizens of the world. Of his hundreds
of polemical exhortations, three may be
mentioned as outstanding: "Pasoiyty liter-

ackie" (1871; Literary Parasites) and "Plefcl
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spoteczna i literacka" (1871; Social and Lit-

erary Moldiness), both of which appeared in

Przeglqd pismiennictwa polskiego (A Review

of Polish Writing), and the celebrated call to

"Manchesterism" (i.e.,
dedication of the

national energy to economic and social re-

form rather than to parliamcntarianism),
"Nasze drogi polityczne" (1876; Our Course

Politically), which appeared in the Przeglqd.

$wi?tochowski tried his hand at the novel

and also the drama, but without success. His

failure as a dramatist, notably in the long

trilogy Duchy (1905; The Spirits), in which

he undertook to crystallize man's whole vast

struggle from darkness into light, was due to

the fact that he was a teacher and not an

artist. As a historian, however, wi?tochowski
achieved conspicuous success with his great

Historja chlopdw (1925-1928; History of the

Peasants).

Swi^tochowski was regarded by his con-

temporaries, most of whom he outlived, as

the very "herald of truth." His keenness and

utter ruthlessness in polemic, his passion and

skill in advocacy, above all his brilliance as

a writer, enabled him to achieve a virtual

tyranny over the mind of his generation. At

the end of his long life, however, in a swan

song bitterly reactionary in its implications,

Genealogja terazniejszoici (1936; Genealogy
of the Present), he repudiated much of his

own life's work. Too long withdrawal from

the world, coupled with inability to adjust

himself to new times, had brought him to the

point of claiming for himself the right of

sole legislator for mankind and of seeing in

the past, as in the work of others, only evil

a blunder which avenged itself on wi?to-

chowski's own work and reputation.
See: Z. Dgbicki, Portrety, I (1927), 9-32; W.

Feldman, Dzieje polskiej mysli politycznej w
okresie porozbiorowym (1914-1920), pp. 152 ff.;

Z. Szwiejkowski,
"Alexander Swietochowski,"

Slavonic Year-Book, XIX (1939-194)' 228-

236.
W. J. R.

Swiss literature in Alamannic. That part of

the population of Switzerland which makes

up its Germanic element (approximately three

fourths of the total) is bilingual. For the last

200 years their educational system has been

based on German, while the colloquial lan-

guage, the vernacular, is Alamannic or

Schwyzertiitsch (Swiss-German), which to the

average German is just as unintelligible as

Luxemburgish, Flemish, and Netherlandish.

While many Swiss authors have been promi-
nent in German literature, there has always

been a homespun Alamannic literature for

home consumption. Primarily supported by
the Heimatschutz movement, it was favored
in its development by several strong factors

the realistic trend in world literature, the deep
structural gulf between standard German and
the vernacular, the democratic structure of

Swiss society where all classes use only the

"dialect" in informal conversation. A politi-
cal factor, opposition to German National

Socialism, was added in 1933. A movement to

make Alamannic the first of the four admin-
istrative languages of Switzerland, replacing
German, was launched in 1936 by Emil Baer
in his book Alemannisch, die Rettung der

eidgenossischen Seele. Other important pub-
lications supporting this Alamannic move-
ment are Emil Baer and Arthur Baur, Schribed

wien er reded (1937); Arthur Baur, Praktische

Sprachlehre des Schweizerdeutschen (2d ed.,

1941); Adolf Guggenbiihl, Warum nicht

Schweizerdeutsch? (2d ed., 1937). The move-
ment was and still is opposed by those who
fear it might lead to extreme provincialism
and deprive the Swiss intellectuals of many
opportunities which they now enjoy. A fairly

complete account of the lively discussion car-

ried on in the press was given in the Mittei-

lungen des deutschschweizerischen Sprachve-
reins of 1936 and the following years (see also

Schweizerische Hochschulzeitung, Vol. XI

1937, pp. 116-154). Professor Eugen Dieth and
Catharina Hosli-Streiff have been leading a

scientific-linguistic movement called Schwy-
zertutsch, Bund zur Pflege der schweizer-

deutschen Dialekte. A monthly magazine
for popularization of Alamannic literature,

Schwyzerliit, was founded by Dr. G. Schmid
at Fribourg in 1939.

Swiss-German literary activities went on in-

dependently of the political movement, which
itself was possible only because there had been
a flourishing Alamannic literature long before.

Some Swiss authors who obtained interna-

tional reputations by their German writings,
both in prose and verse form, have in addition

occasionally cultivated their "home dialect"

for home consumption, e.g., Jakob Burckhardt

(1818-1897), Adolf Frey (1855-1920), Otto von

Greyerz (1863-1940), all three professional
scholars, and Alfred Huggenberger (1867-)
and Dominik Miiller (pseud, of Paul Schmitz,

1871-). Today no genuine Swiss writer can

afford to be out of touch with his own people,
and this contact is new more than ever

brought about through the use of the "home
dialect." In addition *o the writers who only

occasionally express themselves in their native

language, there is an impressive array of in-
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tellectual leaders who have deliberately fore-

gone tempting opportunities more interna-

tional in scope for the less glamorous role of

"dialect writers" in the home service. Among
these are August Corrodi (1826-1885), who
made translations into Swiss from English (the

songs of Robert Burns) and from Latin (the
Mostellaria of Plautus), Rudolf von Tavel

(1866-1934), Meinrad Lienert (1865-1933), Zy-
bciri (pseud, of Theodor Bucher, 1868-1937),
Simon Gfeller (1868-1943), Josef Reinhart

(1875-), Traugott Meyer (1895-), Oskar Eberle

(1902-), and T. J. Felix (1900-). In Die Mund-

artdichtung der deutschen Schweiz (1924)
Otto von Greyerz discusses the works of 142
recent authors, while G. Schmid's bibliogra-

phy (Schwyzerliit, Vol. Ill, 1940-1941, pp.

8-51) lists 219 names. The very existence of

these literary patriots and their high signifi-

cance in the picture of intellectual Switzerland

would have completely escaped the eyes of

foreign observers had it not been for Josef
Nadler (1884-), who in his Literaturgeschichte
der deutschen Schweiz (1932) gives several

strikingly accurate characterizations.

A collection of earlier writings, mostly

poetry, was published by Otto Sutermeister

(1832-1901) in Schwyzcr-Diitsch: Mundart-
liche Literatur der Neuzeit in ihren vorztig-
lichsten Veriretern (1882-1890), 83 booklets

with biographical notes. Selections of lyric

poetry were presented by Lcsezirkel Hotthv

gen, Aus alien Gauen (1896) and Schruyzer-
Idndli (1915); Otto von Greyerz, 1m Roseli-

garte (6 vols., 1908-1912), Swiss folk songs;
Robert Faesi, Die Ernie schweizerischer Lyrik

(1928); Adolf Guggenbiihl and Georg Thiirer,

Schwyzer Mete (1938), selections of 50 authors

with biographical notes.

Outstanding lyric poets are Meinrad Lie-

nert and Traugott Meyer. The poems of

Meinrad Lienert deal with central Switzer-

land and its history. His collection
9
s Schwa-

belpfyffli (3 vols., 1913), by which the dialect

was definitely established as a language fit for

the best type of poetry, is one large lyric por-
trait consisting of numerous single songs cen-

tering around the same object his own peo-

ple. Traugott Meyer (Mueterguet, 1929; Lueg
und los, 1932; 1m Ldben inn, 1935) differs

from Meinrad Lienert by a more accented

interest in contemporary social problems. But
with his sympathy for living and suffering
fellow creatures he combines a deep love for

nature which he expresses with exceptional
skill, making wide use of onomatopoeia. His

language is original, free of foreign patterns,

genuinely Swiss, and untranslatable. Both
Meinrad Lienert and Traugott Meyer have

also published well-liked short stories and
novels.

Masters in storytelling are Josef Reinhart,
with a large number of publications (short
stories and novels); Simon Gfeller (1868-1943);
Karl Grunder (1880-); Emil Balmer (1890-);
and T. J. Felix (Es mantschelet, 1939). All of

them have also produced plays, and Josef
Reinhart enjoys a high reputation as a lyric

poet. The greatest of all the prose writers is

Rudolf von Tavel, a Bernese patrician. He is

a master of the historical novel in which 500

years of Bernese history are portrayed in an
unhurried style with an attitude of both pride
and criticism towards the events described.

Outstanding among his 15 great novels is

Ring i der Chetti (1931; Links in the Chain),
a colossal picture of 15th-century Bern.

The artistic level of dramatic production,

originally limited to comedy, was considerably
raised by Otto von Greyerz, who wrote hu-

morous plays still popular today. The younger
playwrights and stage managers, Casar von
Arx (1895-) and Oskar Eberle, who influenced

theatrical life decisively, use the dialect even

for dramatic composition of serious character.

See: Otto von Greyerz, "Alemannische

Mundartliteratur," in P. Merker and W.
Stammler, Reallexikon der deutschen Litera-

turgeschichte, I (1925-1926), 9-16; A. Senn,

"Verhaltnis von Mundart und Schriftsprache
in der deutschen Schweiz/' Journal of English
and Germanic Philology, XXXIV (1935),

42-58; A. Senn, "Rudolf von Tavels histo-

rische Romane," Monatshefte fur deutschen

Unterricht, XXXVII (1945), 565-570.
A. Se.

Swiss literature in French, see Amiel, Henri

Frederic; Ramuz, Charles Ferdinand.

Swiss literature in German, see Federer, Hein-

rich; Keller, Gottfried; Meyer, Conrad Ferdi-

nand; Schaffner, Jakob; Spitteler, Carl; Stef-

fen, Albert.

symbolism, see French symbolism.

Szab6 Dezsd (1879-1945, Hungarian novelist,

writer of short stories, essayist, and pamphlet-
eer), was born in Kolozsvdr, educated in his

home town and in Budapest. For many years
he was a professor of literature in various

secondary schools in the provinces; but from
his youth he was also devoted to creative

work and eventually gave up professional

teaching. For a time the attention of the

reading public of the nation was centered

upon him. Szab6 was also an excellent orator.
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His first essays and stories were published by
Nyugat (West), but his irascible disposition
soon put an end to this affiliation. He was

always fond of French romantic literature,

especially of Victor Hugo; he visited Paris

and other parts of France on several occasions.

As a raconteur and as a pamphleteer Szab6

was spectacular; undisciplined and ridden with

malice and distortion, he was capable of bril-

liance. In recent years his influence has

diminished considerably. Some of his work has

been translated into Czech and Rumanian.
After the end of the First World War,

Hungary's position was desperate. Szab6, a

Transylvanian by birth, deeply attached to

the folkways of this region of Hungary which
was included in enlarged Rumania, decided

to write as the conscience of a mutilated

Hungary. With the unabashed freedom of a

frenzied romanticist he protested against

everything that he considered unfair or

criminal in relation to the destiny of the

Hungarian nation. To outsiders he may have

been incomprehensible, but not to many
Hungarians. In his verbose yet dynamic
novels, e.g., Az elsodort falu (1919; The Lost

Village), Csoddlatos diet (1921; Wondrous

Life), SegitsJg (1925; Help), Kardcsony Ko-
lozsvdrt (1932; Christmas in Kolozsvrir), in his

volumes of short stories, e.g., Naplo 4s

elbestittsek (1918; Diary and Stories), Mestk
a kacagd emberrdl (1919; Tales about the

Laughing Man), and in his erudite though
wordy essays, e.g., Tanulrndnyok s jegyzetek

(1920; Essays and Notes), Egyenes idon (1920;
The Straight Road) in all these one faces a

writer whose purpose evidently was to be a

Hungarian literary Savonarola. Szab6 was

willing to jeopardize his security for his con
victions. His impulses and his ideas were
thrown with uncompromising vigor into the

turmoil of post-war Hungary. Bad taste and

fragmentary poetry, melodramatic chaos and
clarified truth, bitterness and an epigram
matizing hatred, nihilism and an eudaemonis-

tic realization of the spirit, anxiety and

certainty, prejudice and objectivity, mingle
in the works of Szab6. All this explains the

structural imperfection of his art, and also its

controversial character.

See: J. Remdnyi,
4

'Dezs6 Szab6, Hungarian
Novelist and Pamphleteer," Slavonic Review,
XXIV (1946), 105-109.

J. R.

Taine, Hippolyte (1828-1893, French critic

and historian), born in Vouziers, was privately

taught at home as a precocious child and then

sent to school in Paris at 13, became the

number one student of the entering class of

1848 at the Ecole Normale Sup&rieure, and

remained the rest of his life a scholar-critic,

perhaps the ranking one of his generation.
In philosophy, his first interest (he composed
a long essay on human destiny at 20), he was

too unorthodox and perhaps too brilliant for

the elders in power, but finally satisfied

academic requirements by a doctoral thesis

on the poetry of La Fontaine his first phi-

losophizing about literature. He received no

early teaching appointment commensurate
with his great talents, turned more and more
to writing, was famous at 30. Articles on

English literature (begun in 1856) became the

well-known Histoire de la litterature anglaise

(1864). An important initial collection of

Essais de critique el d'histoire appeared in

1858. In 1864 he was made professor of

aesthetics and the history of art at the Ecole

des Beaux Arts and continued to teach there

successfully for 20 years. In De ^intelligence

(1870, April) he went back to his first love,

philosophy and psychology; then, shocked

by French disasters of 1870-1871, he started

to apply his analytic methods to the history
of his own country and devoted much of the

remaining 20 years of his life to Les Origines
de la f ranee contemporaine (1876-1893). He
was given the orthodox blessing of member-

ship in the French Academy at 50 (1878), but

his views, in the Origines, offended both con-

servatives and radicals, and one has the im-

pression concerning his final years of "an

increasing moral solitude." Always fond of

nature, he withdrew more and more to his

estate by the mountain lake of Annecy; he

was buried, as he had directed, on a secluded

hill above this lake.

There was more warmth in the personality
of Taine than he and his family have been

inclined to reveal. He had attentive, admir-

ing friends. Letters to his family show a

tender husband and father. For years before

his marriage (at 40) he was devoted to Elise

Krinitz, woman novelist, who greatly loved

him and undoubtedly influenced his earlier

writings; Taine's family insisted upon keep-

ing from the public the 400 letters he had
written her (see J. Wright, Camille Selden,
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1931). An autobiographical novel (Etienne

Mayran, written about 1861, published 1909),

cut short by Taine apparently because he felt

he was telling too much, shows an adolescent

of amazing will power, vitality, intellectual

curiosity; at the point where the story breaks

off the young Etienne is beginning "to see

an order in all things." This is the same

Taine who called a Beethoven sonata as

beautiful as a syllogism.
Taine's doctrine is a direct result of his

training and temperament and thus to ex-

plain some part of him in terms of his cir-

cumstances is to acknowledge validity in his

relativism. He follows Hegel, and less directly

but quite definitely Spinoza; his essential

views are already clearly stated in the preface
to the first edition of the Essais of 1858 and

exemplified in such an article of this early

collection as "M. Troplong et M. cle

Montalembert." The most famous specimen
of deterministic generalizations is the intro-

duction to the Histoire de la litterature

anglaise (Books are products). Already in the

Philosophes franfais du XIXe siecle (1857) a

vision of an ultimately realized cosmic unity

(the Eternal Axiom is pronounced) is offered

with something of the fervor of the Hebrew

prophets, and the same note is struck even

in the later somewhat cynical Vie et opinions
de Graindorge (1867). At such moments
Taine burns with an ardor that makes one

forget the relentlessness of the systematizer;
he appears as a very authentic poete de la

raison. A man of this power is likely to

dominate contemporaries. Taine did. Twenti-

eth-century France has naturally not re

mained under the direct spell, but in 1928,

the centennial year, the consensus of Paris

reviews was that the Taine influence even

where no longer identified as his was still all

pervading. He has recently been opposed by
the American scholar Albert Gudrard (Lit-

erature and Society, 1935) and by the Italian

critic Croce (History as the Story of Liberty,

See: V. Ciraud, Essai sur Taine (1901); A.

Chevrillon, Taine; formation de sa perisee

(1932); M. Leroy, Taine (1933); K. de

Schaedryver, Taine; essai sur I'unitd de sa

penste (1938),

H. S.

Ta.nayo y Baus, Manuel (1829-1898, Spanish

playwright), born in Madrid* came of a fam-

ily of actors and was married to the niece of

the great actor Isidoro Mdiquez. He wrote a

large number of plays prior to 1870. At that

time he gave up the stage, becoming librarian

first of San Isidro and later of the National

Library.

Tamayo was a dramatist of transition, typi-

cal of the swing from romanticism to realism.

He never recovered from a marked tendency
toward sentimentality. His first works, of little

note, were translations and adaptations of

foreign plays. Later in his career he adapted
Schiller's Kabale und Liebe and Die Jung-
frau von Orleans. His early original plays were
of the romantic-historical variety then in

vogue. Locura de amor (prose, 1855) for ex-

ample, was a successful dramatic treatment of

Queen Juana la Loca's sad life.

The effort in France just before the mid-

igth century to renew the classic tragedy had
its repercussions in Spain. Tamayo's tribute

was Virginia (1853), which the poet Quintana
judged the best of all Spanish tragedies. From

1856 onward Tamayo devoted himself to con-

temporary problems, to social or thesis plays.
La bola de nieve (verse, 1856) dramatizes the

evils of jealousy. Lo positivo (1862), suggested

by Lon Laya's Le Due job, teaches the not

very new lesson that love and virtue are more

important in marriage than money. Lances

de honor (1863) attacks the duel. Los hombres
de bien (1870) suggests that society is over-

tolerant toward well-placed evildoers.

Un drama nuevo (1867; Eng. tr -> A New
Drama, 1915) is generally considered Tamayo's
masterpiece. A play within a play, it involves

Shakespeare in a less than graceful role. AlasI

poor Yorick, as an old and jealous husband,
tears his passion into more than tatters. There
is, however, real intensity beneath the fustian

rhetoric, and Tamayo's contemporaries liked

melodramatic declamation. Taste has changed,
and Tamayo was very much of his time and
his milieu. He had real dramatic gifts, and his

best scenes are highly effective. He was a man
of the theatre who knew his business, a capa-
ble and workmanlike dramatist, not a great
one. In religion and politics he was a tradi-

tionalist, and he always championed good
bourgeois virtues.

See: E. Cotarelo y Mori, "Don Manuel Ta-

mayo y Baus," in Estudios de historia literaria

de Espafia (1901), pp. 363-403; N. Siscars y
Salvad6, Don Manuel Tamayo y Baus; estudio

criticobiogrdfico (1906).

N. B. A.

Tarde, Gabriel (born Gabriel de Tarde, 1843-

1904, French sociologist and philosopher),
was long a magistrate in his native town of

Sarlat, Dordogne. Several studies in crimi-

nology and penology earned him the post of

director of criminal statistics at the Ministry
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of Justice in Paris (1894). Very early, however,
Tarde's interest had extended to sociology

proper. A series of brilliant works (Les Lois

de limitation, 1890, Eng. tr., The Laws of

Imitation, 1903; Les Transformations du

droit, 1892; La Logique sociale, 1893; L'Oppo-
sition universelle, 1897; Les Lois sociales,

1898, Eng. tr., Social Laws, 1899; Les Trans-

formations du pouvoir, 1899) brought about

his appointment as a professor in the College
de France (1899). During his short tenure two

more books appeared (L'Opinion et la foule,

1901; Psychologic dconomique, 2 vols. f 1902).

The almost exact antithesis of Emile Durk-

heim's (q.v.) sociology, that of Tarde remains

undogmatic and atomistic. He does not admit

of the "social fact" as a supra-individual

entity and relies on the laws of "inter-

psychology" to explain all human relation-

ships. The most fundamental of these laws is

that of imitation. Men imitate each other

and thereby modify each other. Traditions

descend through the ages and fashions sweep

throughout space in waves of influence which

are subtly "transformed" in proportion as

they unfold. When two or more "opposite"
waves meet violently, the individual, con-

fronted with a new set of circumstances, ad-

justs himself by means of an "invention"

which is imitated in turn and starts on its

course as a social phenomenon. Such, in fact,

is Tarde's faith in the ability of the human
mind to effect peaceful "adaptations" that a

curious Utopia of his, written in his youth
and posthumously published (Fragment
d'histoire future, 1904; Eng. tr., Underground
Man, 1905), envisions an ideal society resting
on disinterested love and wholly freed from

coercion.

See: Alexandre Lacassagne, Alexis Bertrand,

and Nicolas Vaschide, "A la mmoire de

Gabriel Tarde," Archives d'anthropologie

criminelle, XIX (1904), 501-536, 623-660 (con-

tains also the first printing of Fragment
d'histoire future, pp. 565-621); C61estin

Bougld, "Un Sociologue individualiste: Ga-

briel Tarde," Revue de Paris, Anne XII

(1905), Tome III, pp. 284-316; Amde
Matagrin, La Philosophic sociale de Gabriel

Tarde (1910); Maurice Roche-Agussol, "Tarde

et I'&onomie psychologique," Revue d'histoire

dconomique et sociale, XIV (1926), 68-114,

273-319-73 * ^

J,A. B.

Teirlinck, Herman (1879-, Flemish short-story

writer, novelist, and playwright), was born at

St. Jans Molenbeek, a part of Brussels. He
attended school there, was employed for a

time in the municipal department of fine arts,

taught Dutch literature in various schools,
was manager of a furniture factory, became
director of the Institute of Decorative Arts in

Brussels, and was appointed by young King
Albert his private counselor on matters of art

and science. He made his debut as a writer
with De wonderbare Wereld (1902; The Won-
drous World), a collection of three stories of

Flemish village life, which was followed by
Het stille Gesternte (1903; The Still Constella-

tion). Teirlinck did not know village life as

does a man who is born and bred on the

land. He wove somber and fantastic mysteries
around the lives of these primitive souls.

These tales have indeed a strange fascination,
but lack the convincing power of the village
tales by Stijn Streuvels (q.v.). From these he
turned to his native element in Het Bedrijf
van den Kwade (1904; The Demon in Action),
in which Brussels is the setting of the plot.
In Zon (1906; Sun) he revealed himself as an

impressionist artist of the first order, a word

painter of landscape, still life, and interiors

closely akin to the old masters of the Dutch
school. But his masterpiece, by common con-

sent, is Mijnheer Serjanszoon (1908), an evo-

cation of the iSth-century virtuoso: hedonist,

aesthete, philanderer, quixotic victim of his

love of beauty. Teirlinck 's subtle and some-

what mannered style eminently fits the story
of this precieux character. Then followed Het
ivoren Aapje (1909; The Ivory Monkey), a

novel of Brussels manners portraying the cos-

mopolitan life of a great city with all its fever-

ish turmoil and its many sorts and conditions

of men. It is perhaps this multifarious setting
that creates in thfe reader a sense of bewilder-

ment and incoherence. Teirlinck is an emo-
tional observer devoid of the contemplative
calm that can embrace wide vistas. His atten-

tion is constantly shifting and eagerly seizes

upon each picturesque detail, so that his work
lacks massiveness and structure. It is minia-

ture art. That is why he is at his best as a

teller of relatively short stories, such as Johan
Doxa (1917). A gentle irony at play with emo-
tion is the charm of this fine, tragic tale.

In the period following the First World
War, Teirlinck turned to the writing of plays.
De vertraagde Film (1921; Slow-Motion Pic-

ture) is enacted under water. The actors are

but two: he and she, lovers who have sought
death by drowning with the little child whose
birth has brought disgrace upon them. Dur-

ing the few minutes that they struggle in the

water their past existence, with its joys and
sorrows, looms up before them. And reliving
their lives, they want to go on living. The
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child that was the link between them is dead.

The two who wanted to die because they
could not renounce one another escape death

and each other and part as strangers. They
return to the city whose turmoil has not been

disturbed by the little drama they have

enacted. Here is influence of Maeterlinck

(q.v.), but also, as the title suggests, of the

motion pictures. Tcirlinck is an innovator and

a seeker of new modes of stage art. In Ik Dien

(1924; I Serve), a dramatization of the Beatrice

legend about the runaway nun who, after a

life of debauch, returns as a penitent to her

convent, medieval miracle play and stage ef-

fects from the movies are skillfully combined

into a modern drama of great force and sug

gestive power.
See: A. de Ridder, La Litterature flamande

contemporaine (1923).
A, J. B

Teixeira de Pascoais, Joaquim (pseud, of Joa

quim Percira Teixeira de Vasconcelos, 1879-,

Portuguese poet), was born in Gatao, Tnis-os

Montes, on the river Tamega, in the shadow

of the Serra do Marao in northern Portugal,
and this geography is one of the keys to an

understanding of his work. A member of a

noble family, he was educated in the Univer-

sity of Coirnbra, where he studied law and

established intimate contacts with the writers

of the period. He has traveled in Spain,

France, and England and delivered lectures

in Madrid and Barcelona. He divides his time

between the ancestral home where he was

born and Lisbon, where he holds interesting
tertulias attended by artists and intellectuals.

When Pascoais produced his first book of

poems, Sempre (1897; Always), the reigning

poetic mood was represented by two very sig

nificant books which had appeared five years
before Sd (Alone) of Antonio Nobre (q.v.)

and Os simples (The Simple Ones) of Guerra

Junqueiro (q.v.). These, with Oaristos (1890)

of Eugnio de Castro (q*v.), and despite their

differing techniques, constitute the high-water
mark of the Parnassian and symbolist move-

ments in Portuguese literature. The Terra

proibida (1899; Forbidden Land) of Pascoais

and his poems "Jesus e Pan" (1903; Jesus and

Pan) and "Para a luz" (1904; Towards the

Light) continue to reflect the aesthetic pre-

occupation with form associated with the

^bove tendencies, although from time to time

a verse presages his later, more truly charac-

teristic thought. Vida eterea (1906; Ethereal

Life) is the book in which is clearly seen what
Pascoais is going to represent in contemporary

poetry. Still showing the expressive elegance

of Junqueiro and Eugdnio de Castro and a

preoccupation with the mystery of his own

being and of the exterior world, he makes in

fact a clear new start. Two lines reveal the

book's dual inspiration, "May our flesh be

strengthened by the bright sun of Homer"
and "May the sweet and Christian light of the

moon move our spirit." The shadows which
fill his soul terrify him; anguish sharpens per-

ception of multiple appearances in relation

to the unity of being. Human beings and

things are only impulses ascending toward his

own conscience and approaching God who,
thus conceived, is a creature of man and not

his creator. What man produces is more im-

portant than man himself, and Don Quixote
as Unamuno (q.v.) maintained outlives

Cervantes.

It is in the great book Sombra (1907;

Shadow) that Pascoais develops fully his natu-

ralistic, pantheistic thought, his interpreta-
tion of God and the world. Here the poet
reveals his dramatic conception of life and
creates "a kingdom not of this world," since

imperfection cannot constitute the reality of

"immaterial but cosmic life." To be captured,
this calls for vigorous processes of renuncia-

tion and marvelous intuition. Pascoais, for

example, does not wish to be the star, but its

radiated light; not the lover, but love. The

greatness of this poet lies in his sincerity and
in the strength of the human emotion with

which his philosophical thought springs from
his extremely sensitive nature. He is in com-

munion with all existing things, with the liv-

ing and the dead, with the stones, and with

the mountains whose peaceful shadow he en-

vies. Grief also has its shadow, its projection
"so that the grief of Humanity be ever pres-
ent in each human being." This solidarity

joins past and future and in the Portuguese
man finds its authentic expression in saiidade,

a word which connotes both recollection and

desire, especially of God. Indeed saildade may
come to be the authentic spirit of God as real-

ized progressively in the body of the universe

(Deus est in fieri).

In the year 1912 Pascoais gathered about

him the majority of the best youthful ele-

ments in his country in the group called

Renascen^a Portuguesa. Their banner was

saiidosismo, and their vehicle of expression
A dguia (Ser. i, 1910; The Eagle). Taken as

a symbolical and unique characteristic of the

Portuguese soul, the saudade concept was
connected with the old myth of King Sebas-

tian and led to an exalted affirmation of

authentic Portuguese values as a sure solution

of the problems which faced the country.
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Poets as distinguished as Augusto Casimiro,

Jaime Cortesao, Ferreira Monteiro, and espe-

cially the poet from Alemtejo, Mario Beirao,

were outstanding in the Renascen^a group.
But the division within the group was not

long in coining. The new faction, Seara Nova

(New Crop), which developed into a group
more political than literary, was headed by
the notable thinker, Ant6nio Scjrgio. The
name was taken from their journal, which first

appeared in October, 1921. This review still

survives heroically today in the totally adverse

political atmosphere created by the dictator-

ship of Oliveira Salazar. The controversy with

Sergio was long and at times violent. Pas

coais published his arguments in the journal
A dguia in 1913 and 1914, as well as in the

brochures O espiritu lusitano (1912; The Lusi-

tanian Spirit) and O gcnio portugues na sua

expressao filosofica, poctica e religiosa (1913;
The Portuguese Genius in Its Philosophical,
Poetical, and Religious Expression). While
the schism of Sergio, who was followed by
Raul Brandao, Teixeira Gomes, Jaime Cor-

tesao, and Aquilino Ribciro (q.v.), implied a

slipping toward liberal rationalism and a re-

form of political methods very similar to the

objectives of Clartd of Paris during those years

(see Barbusse), a further breach completely

destroyed the coherence of the Pascoais group
when the Integralismo Lusitano, patterned
after the ideas of the Action Fran^aise of

Maurras and Leon Daudet (qq.v.) in Paris and

guided by a powerful thinker and expert

polemist, Antonio Sardinha
(<y.t>.),

was formed.

This organization can be said in the long run
to have furnished the political doctrine for

the dictatorship inaugurated in 1926.
In the meantime Teixeira de Pascoais con

tinned to produce poetical works, including
the great poem Maranos (1911), in which con-

verse the shades of Marao, of Don Quixote,
the seasons, the saiidade, and Maranos him-

self. Maranos is "the being who wanders

through the world, who lives more from his

own spirit than from the fruits of the earth,"

and who hears from supernatural voices the

message for the salvation and glory of Portu-

gal. Regreso ao paraiso (1912; Return to Para-

dise) is another great poem in 22 cantos in

free verse, perhaps not characterized by as

compact and pure emotion as the former, but

one that has attracted great attention in Pen-

insular literature. Among his best and most

recent poetic productions are the volumes O

pobre tolo (The Poor Fool) and Painel (1935;

Panel). He has also composed, in prose of an

impressively poetic and philosophical quality,

three biographies involving great and catas

trophic events of the past: he treats the end of

Greek and Semitic civilizations in Sao Paulo

(*934; Eng. tr., Saint Paul, 1937), the fall of

the Roman Empire in Sao Jeronimo e a tro-

voada (1936; St. Jerome and the Thunder

Storm), and the tragedy enacted from Water-
loo to St. Helena in Napoledo (1940). Two
dramatic pieces in verse, D. Carlos (1924) and

Jesus Cristo em Lisboa (1917; Jesus Christ in

Lisbon), written in collaboration with Raul
Brandao, do not attain the level of the poet's

really great work. At his best he is without
doubt the contemporary writer who has most
influenced the Portugal of this century with

his thought and art.

See: M. de Unaimmo, Por tierras de Portu-

gal y de Espana (1911), pp. 27-35, an(l intro-

duction to Spanish translation (1935) of

Teixeira de Pascoais, Sao Paulo; A. GonzAlez-

Blanco, Estudio, Vol. XIX (Barcelona, 1917).

R. M. L.

Teixeira de Queiroz, Francisco (pseud. Bento

Moreno, 1848-1919, Portuguese novelist), was

born in Arcos de Val-de-Vez, Minho, and re-

ceived his medical degree at Coimbra in 1878.

His positivistic formation led him to embrace

the experimental novel introduced into Portu-

gal by E^a dc Queiroz (q.v.). In 1915 he was a

deputy and member of the government. He

projected a vast novelistic plan with the in-

tention of duplicating for Portugal La Comd-
die humaine of Balzac. He divided his work

into two scries of stories and novels: Comtdia
do campo (Comedy of the Countryside), in

which he studied life in the villages of his

native region, and Comedia burguesa (Bour-

geois Comedy), in which arc interwoven types

and sectors from the society of Lisbon. In

both scries he followed the credo of the ex-

perimental school with all faithfulness, mak-

ing ''physiological and social" analyses on the

basis of the most minute observation. From
Primeiros contos (1878; First Short Stories),

the first volume of the rural series, to Ao sol

e a chuva (1916; Under the Sun and the Rain).
which closes this cycle, he created beautiful

pages reflecting the landscape and customs of

the North and interpreting the regionalism
of the Minho district by the processes of the

realistic school. A facile and capable observer

of the country life which he knew very well,

he was not equally adept as an observer of

urban life. Thus in his novels of the Comedia

burguesa, which begins with Os noivos (1896;

The Betrothed), the analysis of types here

of greater psychological complexity suffers

frequently from superficiality, although gen-

erally speaking it is redeemed by the minute
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objectivity of his realism. Perhaps the best of

this series are D. Agostinho (1894) and Morte
de D. Agostinho (1895; Death of D. Agos-

tinho), in which are depicted the type of the

old, ruined hidalgo in modern society. His

style, characterized by great simplicity and

impeccable correctness, takes on singular ex

pressive plasticity in the description of rural

surroundings.
See: J. Fernandes Costa, Eldgio acaddmico

do Dr. Teixeira de Queiroz (1919).

E. G. D.

Teternikov, Fyodor Kuzmich, see Sologub,

Fyodor.

Tetmajer, Kazimierz (1865-1940, Polish poet
and novelist), was born at Ludzimierz, in the

mountainous Podhalan district of the then

Austrian province of Galicia. His family on
both sides was of the upper gentry. His

father, marshal of the gentry of Nowy Targ,
had settled in Podhale shortly after the up-

rising of 1830, in which he had participated.
There were several men of letters among
Tetmajer's ancestors on his father's side,

notably Stanislaw, an 18th-century translator

of the classics; Karol, grandfather of Kazi-

mierz, a well-known fabulist; and finally the

celebrated uhlan, J6zef (1814-1880), a poet
and a distinguished mathematician. Tetmajer
received his early education at home from
tutors and from his gifted, high-spirited

parents. He had an idyllic childhood, simple,
natural, unspoiled by the extremes of either

want or luxury. Until he left the mountains
for Cracow in order to attend St. Anne's

Gymnasium, he was exposed only to the most
ideal influences: a countryside unsurpassed
for natural beauty, the companionship of

highly imaginative and poetic Podhalan

mountaineers, and a home atmosphere whole-

some and sane. Tetmajer's father died when
the boy was still in school, and the family
fortune was lost about the same time. Mme
Tetmajer stepped into the breach and saw
her son safely through his studies, first at the

Jagiellonian University, later at Heidelberg.

Tetmajer was temperamentally out of tune
with the literary mood of his day. When his

first work, Ilia (1886), was published, poetry
was not greatly admired in Poland, and most
of those who in an age more friendly to imag-
inative literature might have been poets were

carrying the banners of causes. Tetmajer had
no desire to promote causes. He was what
would be called today a "pure poet."

Although Tetmajer tried many literary
forms the drama, the novel, the short story

it was in the lyric that he achieved great-

ness. His lyrics are different from those of the

romantic poets who preceded him, having
none of the spiritual, transcendental quality
dominant in these. Tetmajer was 110 romanti-

cist. He was a sensualist: women and nature

alike he drank in with all his senses, but

without romantic imagination. The sensual

experience was intense, amounting to intoxi-

cation and escape into a kind of nirvana, and

the sense of this Tetmajer was able to com-

municate superbly in the lyric. The works by
which, besides his lyrics, Tetmajer will be

longest remembered are his tales of the

Podhalan mountaineers, among these Na
skalnem Podhalu (1903-1910; On the Rocky
Heights of Podhale); Bajeczny iwiat Tatr

(1906; The Fabulous World of the Tatras);
and the two-volume cycle Legendy Tatr (1910;

Tatra Legends), in which the rebel Kostka-

Napierski and the Tatra Robin Hood, Jano-

sik, play leading parts. A volume of transla-

tions, Tales of the Tatras, was published in

London in 1941 and in New York in 1943.

Though not the discoverer of the Tatra

Mountains as literary material, Tetmajer was

their most affectionate eulogist.

Tetmajer retired from the world about

1920. Almost blind, crushed by a series of

personal sorrows and by the onrush of new

times, he lived for years in a lonely room in

Warsaw, a virtual hermit. He died in

January, 1940, in a charity ward of a Warsaw

hospital, a casualty of the Second World War.

See: Z. D^bicki, Portrety, 1 (1927), 133-151;
K. Czachowski, Obraz wspdlczesnej literatury

polskiej, I (1934), i77~ l89> 346-349-
A. P. C

Tharaud, Jr6me (1874-) and Jean (1877-;

French journalists and novelists), were born

in Saint-Junien, Haute-Vienne, where their

father was a notary. Financial difficulties

obliged the family to move to Angouleme,
and it was in the lycde of this city that

Jr6me and Jean began their studies. In

1888 Jr6me entered the Lyce Louis-le-

Grand in Paris. In 1895 he entered the Ecole

Normale Suprieure, but never received his

degree. He was sent as a teacher of French

grammar and literature to the College of

Joseph-Eotvos in Budapest: he was to stay
there four years (1899-1903). Jean too had
come to Paris and entered the Lyce Saint-

Louis, where he remained from 1891 to 1898.
He hoped to enter the military academy at

Saint-Cyr, but failed in the oral part of the

entrance examination. Having completed his

year of military service, he returned to Paris
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to continue his studies. Jrdme, meanwhile,
took advantage of his four months' vacation

each year to travel in Italy, Russia, Germany,
the Balkans, and Turkey, exchanging a

voluminous correspondence with Jean, who

joined him in his travels whenever possible.
The literary talent of the two brothers was

revealed in their first book, Le Coltineur

debile (1898). As an exercise in literary

discipline they next adapted the Contes de

la legende de la Vierge (published in 1902).

Jr6me had formerly transposed into French

several Hungarian folk tales. When the Boer
War broke out in 1899, Jr6me wanted to

serve as a war correspondent. As this was

refused him, he followed the newspaper ac-

counts very carefully and drew from them
the inspiration for the novel Dingley, which
he later wrote in collaboration with his

brother (1902). As these literary activities

were not sufficiently remunerative, the two

brothers undertook to write newspaper and

magazine articles and continued to do so

through the years 1903-1911. They served as

secretaries to Maurice Barrs (q.v.). In 1906
the Goncourt Academy awarded them its

yearly prize. From 1908 to 1911 were pub-
lished several versions of the life of Ravaillac,

and in 1908 they wrote a brief sketch of one
of their compatriots, Paul DdroulMe. La
Maitresse servante was published in 1911, La
Fete arabe in 1912. When in October, 1912,
war broke out between Turkey and Monte-

negro on the banks of Lake Scutari in

Albania, Jr6me left for Cattaro as a re-

porter. Upon his return he discussed his im-

pressions with his brother, and together they
wrote La Bataille d Scutari d'Albanie (1913).
From April to June, 1914, there appeared in

the magazine Opinion, under the title L'An

prochain d Jerusalem, the first of their many
novels dealing with conditions in the Jewish
communities they had seen. During the First

World War, Jean served as a corporal, Jerome
as a simple private. They were sent to

Flanders and to Champagne and then took

part in an expeditionary mission to Morocco.

They were later to write of their experiences
in Rabat (1918) and Marrakech (1920). The
Tharauds are excellent reporters and most of

their novels are very well written reporter
novels.

The French Academy awarded them its

Grand Prix de Literature on June 19, 1919.

They were later elected as members of that

venerable society, Jr6me in 1940, Jean in

1946.
See: A. Praviel, "Deux Grands Lettrs

Limousins: Les Frres Tharaud," Corns-

pondant, CCLXXXVIII (1922), 845-860; J.

Bonnerot, Jerome et Jean Tharaud; leur

ceuvre (1927); E. de Lamaze, "Jr6me et Jean
Tharaud/' Bulletin des lettres, 1938, pp. 335-
339-

P. B.

Theer, Otakar (1880-1917, Czech poet), at-

tempted, paradoxically, to achieve classical

and sculpturesque effects in modern free

verse. He was born in Czernowitz (CernSuti,

Bukovina), the son of an army officer, studied

languages at the University of Prague, and

joined the staff of the university library.
Theer's first volume of poems, Hdje, kde se

tanci (1897; Groves Where There Is Danc-

ing), expresses a rather crude pagan sensual-

ism. But Vypravy k Jd (1900; Expeditions to

the Ego) begins the development toward a

poetry highly speculative and austere yet re-

vealing a fresh sensibility for metaphor. In

Vzkosti a nadije (1911; Anxieties and Hopes)
and especially in his last volume, Vsemu na

vzdory (1916; In Spite of Everything), Theer
succeeds in evolving a new type of free verse,

according to strict self-imposed rules, and
achieves a style of sharp classical outlines. In

his thought he leans towards the titanic

individualism of Nietzsche (q-v.) and culti-

vates the heroic ideal in life and death. This

is also the theme of Theer's only tragedy,
Faethon (1917; Phaeton), a remarkably suc-

cessful attempt to revive the form of the

Aeschylean mythical drama and to give it a

personal content of heroic frustrate ambition.

Theer's early stories, decorative and ro-

mantic, were rejected by the mature artist.

His criticism is valuable for a quality of sym-

pathy, e.g., with an advocate of heroism like

Corneille, rare in Theer's time and place.
The pagan sensualism, the strong philosophi-
cal content, the striving for a severe classical

form in free verse, make an original combina-

tion among the modern Czech poets. But
Theer's art was too individual to find a wide
audience or to exercise profound influence.

See: O. Fischer, A. Novdk, O. Simek, eds.,

Na pamSt Otakara Theera (1920); A. M. PiSa,

Otakar Theer (2 vols., 1928-1933).
R. W.

Thibaudet, Albert (1874-1936, French critic),

was born at Tournus in Burgundy, prepared
himself for teaching, pursued advanced
studies at the Sorbonne, and early showed his

open-mindedness by taking his agrdgation in

history and geography although his primary
concern was with beiles-lettres. He taught at

first in lycdes, then lectured successfully in
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various universities abroad, York, Uppsala,
Lausanne, and finally was offered the chair of

French literature at the University of Geneva
which he held from 1925 to the time of his

death.

Always inclined to avoid trodden paths, he

became an early contributor to Daniel

Halvy's Cahiers verts with the study Paul

Valery (1924) and was soon a staunch sup-

porter of the Nouvelle Revue franfaise, to

which he contributed an astounding number
of articles. General recognition of his merit

as a critic came after publication of La Poesie

de Mallarme (1912), which he himself calls

an effort to be at once intelligent and

equitable and in which he describes Mallarm
as "hant par 1'existence de 1'etre d'un non-

etre."

After service in the First World War he

recorded his reactions to that conflict in the

form of a commentary on the Peloponnesian
War (Campagne de Thucydide, 1922). The

problems of reconstruction of a France which
had been upset ever since the Dreyfus affair,

"a tumult among intellectuals/' were taken

up in two books; in Les Princes lorrains

(1924) he writes of Poincar6 and Barrts, and
in La Rcpublique des professeurs (1927) of

Blum, Painlcv, and Herriot and the contrast

between the leftist republic of the professors
and the rightist republic of the litterateurs

of the French Academy. Thibaudet's attitude

towards modern poetry, already indicated in

Mallarmd in 1912, is further developed in

1924 in his Triplyque de la poesie moderne:

Verlaine, Rimbaud, Mallarme. He discussed

the philosophical trend of his times in Trente

Ans de vie franfaise (Les Idees de Maurras,

1920; La Vie de Barres, 1921; Le Bergsonisme,

1923) and in Interieurs: Baudelaire, Fromen-

tin, Amiel (1924).

Thibaudet tried to reach a synthetic view

of his own general philosophy in Histoire de

la littcrature franfaise de 1789 a nos jours,

never completed, which was edited by two

friends (Bopp and Paulhan) soon after the

author's death. Here he suggests a new ap-

proach to the study of literature, substituting
for the usual classification by epochs one by
generations: 1789 (with a special chapter on

Napoleon), 1820, 1850, 1885, and 1914-1918,
"the generation of the mutilated."

In addition to the monographs already
mentioned Thibaudet also wrote Flaubert

(1922), considered particularly good, and
Mistral (1930), Stendhal (1931), and Mon-

taigne (1937). Shortly after his death the

Nouvelle Revue franfaise published, under
the title Chroniques de la Nouvelle Revue

franfaise, four volumes of Thibaudet's con-

tributions (Reflexions sur la literature, sur

le roman, sur la politique, sur la critique) as

well as several volumes of essays (Le Liseur

de romans, Les Genres, Psychologic et

critique. Physiologic de la critique}.
A versatile critic, Thibaudet is representa-

tive of his own generation; he is neither

dogmatic nor impressionistic, but mainly in-

quisitive. In his style, as is not infrequently

pointed out, he combines dogmatic assertions

with a curious hesitancy about making any
general philosophic synthesis. An always alert

curiosity, with a constant desire to be fair,

restrains him here. His reputation may suffer

with those who like to list and label their

critics, as they can such men as Bruneti^re,

Lemaitre, France, Maurras (qq.v.). Thibaudet
is an ever suggestive and well-informed

writer, most definitely a free lance.

See: "Hommage A Albert Thibaudet,"
Nouvelle Revue franfaise, XLVII (1936),

5-176.

A. Sz.

Thoma, Ludwig (1867-1921, German novelist

and dramatist), was born in Oberammergau,
of old peasant stock. For some years he

practiced law in a small Bavarian town, then

moved to Munich to become coeditor of

Germany's brilliant satirical weekly Simplicis-
simus. Yet he never lost contact with the

countryside and all that peasant life stands

for. The firsthand knowledge of the Bavarian

farmer enabled him to become the foremost

regional writer of his native province. A keen

observer, sensitive to tragic as well as

humorous impressions and boldly using the

racy Bavarian dialect, Thoma came to repre-
sent the South German modification of the

naturalistic movement. But there is nothing
doctrinaire about his style, which is controlled

by emotion and mood rather than by dog-
matic literary technique.
His moods and manners indeed are various.

The humorist in him often yields to the

temptation of writing for sheer entertain-

ment. Lausbubengeschichten (1904), long- a

favorite in American colleges, is a good
example of Thoma's ability to turn almost

anything into hilarious comedy. The most

opportune medium for the creation and prop-

agation of laughter is, of course, the stage,
and Thoma's dialect play Erster Klasse (1910)
ranks high in German farcical literature, of

which there is no great supply on hand.

Often a strong desire to extol the beauty of

peasant life induces Thoma to content him-

self with the role of a faithful chronicler of



folklore, as in Hochzeit (1901), where the epic
motif serves as a pretext for the unfolding of

old customs prevailing among the Bavarian

farmers. As a man of very liberal opinions
and with the courage to express his convic-

tions (even if this meant an occasional jail

term), Thoma uses the stage as well as the

novel to expose the follies of Prussian milita-

rism and of ubiquitous bureaucracy. He

preferably employs satire to drive home his

lesson, as in Die Lokalbahn (1902) or Moral

(1909; Eng. tr., Morality, 1909). Moreover, his

deep concern with man directs him to social

problems of a more general nature, for

instance in Magdalena (1912) and especially

in Der P,uepp (1922), the heartrending ac-

count of a once thrifty farmer who becomes a

drunkard. Finally, Thoma on occasion suc-

ceeds in making all these creative veins sub-

servient to great objectivity and lofty ethical

purposes. Andreas Vost (1905), easily his best

novel, tells of a farmer who in seeking justice

falls afoul of the law and has to serve a prison
term. The substance of this work lies in the

fearlessness with which Thoma attacks human
inertia and hypocrisy; the hero embodies the

essential qualities of a tiller of the soil, whose

contact with nature sharpens his feelings for

the natural rights of man and quickens his

impatience with a ruling class which has lost

sight of the basic needs of mankind. This

peasant novel is far superior to modern speci-

mens of "blood and soil" literature whose

heroes are as unreal as the shepherds of the

rococo period. Thoma, with all his love for

and understanding of the farmer's life was

intelligent enough to realize that the salva-

tion of present-day society rests on coopera-
tion among the various classes and between

countryside and city.

See: A. Stark, Die Bauern bet Ludwig
Thoma (1938); E. Cornelius, Das epische und
dramatische Schaffen Ludwig Thoma 9

s (1939).
H. B.

Thomsen, Grimur (1820-1896, Icelandic poet
and essayist), was born at BessastaSir, a manor
near Reykjavik. He studied Hegelian aesthet-

ics and literature at the University of Copen-

hagen; his Ph.D. dissertation (1845) was on

Byron. For a long time he served in the Dan-

ish foreign service, but in 1866 he returned to

Iceland, bought the place where he was born,

and lived there until his death. He wrote

several essays on literature and, besides

Byron, introduced Runeberg to the Danes

and his countrymen. His poems were pub-
lished late in life: LjdOmali (1880; Poems),

i, nytt safn (1895; Poems, New Col-

1 pORDARSON
lection), and, posthumously, Lf68mali, nytt

og gamalt (1906; Poems Old and New) and
Rimur af Biia Andridarsyni og Fridi Dofra-
ddttur (1906; Ballads of Biii AndrfSarson and
FriSur Dofrad6ttir). The LjdOmali of 1895
contained translations from the Greek.

In no modern poet is the Old Norse-Icelan-

dic heroic spirit crystallized so purely as in

Grimur Thomsen. His ballads on the heroes
of the sagas are unequaled in force and in

fidelity to the originals. Undoubtedly his

deep appreciation of the kindred Greek litera-

ture as well as his familiarity with contem-

porary aristocracy in Europe helped him to

paint the proud figures, men and women,
chosen from the sagas, the history of his

native land, and the history of Europe. His
verse is at times stiff and his diction rugged,
but his poems are always alive with the heroic

spirit.

See: S. Nordal, "Grimur Thomsen/' im-

rcidin, XXIX (1923), 1-16; R. Beck, "Grimur
Thomsen a Pioneer Byron Student," Journal

of English and Germanic Philology, XXVII
(1928), 170-182.

S. E.

porSarson, porbergur (1889-, Icelandic essay-
ist and poet), was born at BreiSab61staSur in

SuSursveit, an out of the way district of

Southeast Iceland. As a boy he earned the

epithet ofviti (overwise) for his intellectual

precocity and consequent eccentricity. He be-

came a sailor and a jack-of-all-tradcs, to pay
for an education that he did not relish until

he began the study of Old Icelandic language
and literature with the celebrated scholar

B. M. Olsen at the University of Iceland

(1913-1918). This study later bore fruit in a

collection of folk tales and expressions from

colloquial speech.
In 1917 he became interested in theosophy,

yoga, and spiritualism, writing under this

influence the first of his sparkling essays,

"Lj6s lir austri" ("Ex oriente lux"), in the

periodical Eimreidin (1919). Several years
earlier there had appeared a little-noticed

sheaf of poems, Halfir skosolar (1915; Half

Soles), which was in reality the first harbinger
of modernistic (futuristic) poetry in Iceland,

written in revolt against the romantic lyric

effusions of the time. But it was with Bref
til Ldru (1924; Letter to Laura) that he
struck the first telling blow against the

literary conventions, especially the standards

of propriety, of the late igth century. Bref
til Ldru is a conglomerate of very personal

essays, full of humor and satire. It was meant
as a manifesto of socialism, and as such it is
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the first important piece of leftist literature

in Iceland. Although it was written in a

classical style (even if unusually rich and

varicolored), it paved the ^way towards the

new modernistic prose style first really

achieved by Laxness. The "letter" created

much stir, the author actually being deprived
of a teaching job that he held at the time.

Two years later he accepted a further con-

sequence of his international socialism by

sponsoring the international language Espe-
ranto, to which cause he has devoted much of

his time. After visiting Russia he wrote an

enthusiastic book about it. His most mature
work was yet to come, his own life story in

many volumes, of which three have been

published: tslenzkur adall (1938; Icelandic

Nobility) and Ofvitinn (2 vols., 1940-1941;
The Eccentric).

See: S. Einarsson, pdrbergur pdrdarson

fimmtugur (1939).

S. E.

Thorsteinsson, Steingrimur (1831-1913, Ice-

landic poet), was born at Arnarstapi, Snaefells-

nes, Iceland, the son of a high-ranking civil

servant. The intelligent boy was sent as a

matter of course to the Latin school in

Reykjavik and then to the University of

Copenhagen. There he was to study law, but

he ended as a student of the Greek and
Roman classics, graduating in 1863. After a

decade of literary work in Copenhagen he
returned to Iceland; he became a teacher and
later the headmaster of the Latin school in

Reykjavik, a position he held until his death.

In his poetry Thorsteinsson is a romanticist

with a strong classical tinge. His lyrics on

love, on Icelandic nature won a wider public
in Iceland because they were used as texts

to popular tunes. As a satirist he was even

more effective, with epigrams sharp and to

the point. His poems (Ljddmceli) were pub-
lished in 1881, 1893, and 1910.

Thorsteinsson was more significant, how-

ever, as a transmitter of culture than as an

original poet. He was a gifted translator, and

through his pen Icelanders became acquainted
with many a poetic masterpiece of Goethe,

Schiller, Tegnr, and Byron. He was especially
fond of the Hungarian poet Petflfi. Most im-

portant of his translations are undoubtedly
The Arabian Nights, the fairy tales of Hans
Christian Andersen, and Shakespeare's King
Lear.

See: J. C. Poestion, Steingrimur Thorsteins-

son, ein isldndischer Dichter und Kultur-

bringer (1912).

S. E.

Thovez, Enrico (1869-1925 Italian poet and

critic), was born and died in Turin. He was

an archeologist, director of the Civic Museum
of Modern Art in Turin, and a painter as

well as a man of letters. His name appeared
for the first time on the literary scene when
he discovered and denounced the so-called

plagiarisms of D'Annunzio ((]-v.) in the

Gazzetta letteraria in 1896; today the sum of

these plagiarisms has increased tenfold, but

they are likely to be considered not so much
thefts as loans that an enterprising individual

repays with munificent interest.

Thovez hoped to attain fame as a poet
with // Poema dell'adolescenza (1901), but

instead he won an important place in modern
criticism through the notes, intended first for

a preface to his verse, published later as a

book on Italian lyricism, // Pastore, il gregge
e la Zampogna (1910). This is a highly
critical analysis of all Italian poetry but

especially of Carducci (q.v.) and D'Annunzio,
both accused of lacking sincerity, inspiration,

actuality, sensitivity. The accusation implied
a preponderance of rhetoric, attributed to

the influence of the Renaissance which, ac-

cording to Thovez, had ruined Italian poetry.
Dante and Leopardi are cited by him as free

from that literary and definitely not lyrical

coldness, rigidity, heaviness, characteristic of

other Italian poets. Thovez's viewpoint, which
has precedents in romantic criticism and even

in Baretti and Bettinelli in the i8th century,
excited much interest arid, of course, much

opposition on the part of Croce, Borgese

(qq>v.} 9 Gargano, and others. The pungent
style of his exposition, often in the form of

personal memoirs tinged with humor, with

well-chosen examples and with skillful and

unprejudiced comparisons, had an appeal
that survived the transient controversies

and this is confirmed by the number of re-

prints of the work (1911, 1920, 1926). There
is more lyricism in this book of literary

analysis than in the poems of Thovez. Poemi
d'amore e di morte (1922), his second book of

poems, was no more successful than the first.

Thovez, in his iconoclastic rebellion, never

inclined towards free verse or futurism; in-

deed he remained always attached to tradi-

tional literary forms. A turn of mind rather

melancholic and an independence of spirit

which permeated also his personal life kept
him apart from the literary coteries and made
him the target of many personal attacks. Not

having succeeded as a poet or as a painter,
he was accused of directing his bile against
the poets and painters of his time who had
been accepted as interpreters of Italy. More-
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over, his attachment to foreign writings and
his harsh criticism of the Italian national

literature explain the accusations of luke-

warm patriotism directed against him. His

very name, of Savoyard origin, was an added

incentive for this kind of attack.

Certainly Thovez did not enjoy a happy
life, and one feels this in his works. Much of

the substance of his criticism is now outdated,

but the moral consciousness, the strength of

his convictions and of his many skillful ob-

servations remain. He is the kind of non-

conformist who appeals more because of his

intransigent attitude than because of the

actual message. His other works repeat the

same motive of the first one (e.g., L'Arco di

Ulisse, 1921) or refer principally to modern

paintings (// Filo di Arianna, 1924) or criticize

certain disagreeable types that sprang up in

society during the First World War (Mimi
del moderni, 1919; La Ruota d'Issione, 1925).

See: F. Durand, Enrico Thovez (1933).

G. P.

Tikhonov, Nikolai (1896-, Russian poet and

novelist), was born in St. Petersburg. He began
to write in 1914, but only after the Revolution

did his verse appear in print. His ballads and

lyrics, collected in Orda (1922; The Horde)
and Braga (1923; Brew) and in a more com

plete volume in 1935, are prevailingly narra

tive in contents. The variegated experiences
of Tikhonov are reflected in his poetry his

career as a hussar in the war of 1914-1917, as

a carpenter, teacher, actor, and fighter of the

Whites. The pathos of war and revolution is

felt keenly in his verse, the more intensely be-

cause of Tikhonov's reserve. From the Acme-
ist school (an offspring of symbolism) Tikho-

nov learned to observe clarity, concreteness

of image, severe precision. "Simple like iron

nails" is a characteristic simile of his that

might be applied to most of his work, even

to his bloodiest and most fantastic ballads.

Though not a member of any party, Tikho
nov is sensitive to problems of humanity, and
even in his lyrical effusions he shows a deep
concern with the world outside of himself.

He has shown his wide knowledge of Europe
and Russia especially in his prose stories,

Riskovanny chelovek (1927; Reckless Man),
Kochevniki (1931; Nomads), and in his novel

about the beginning of poison-gas warfare,

Voina (1931; War). In his cycle of poems about

Europe, Tikhonov records his impressions of

Europe on the eve of the Second World War.

One feels the stifling air of fear and suspense
that hovers over the cities and plains of the

continent, but one is also aware of the poet's

faith in the inevitable victory of free man.
The militant optimism of a Soviet citizen

dissipates Tikhonov's melancholy musings
over the war hysteria of Europe. Since 1941
he has written a number of poems and prose
sketches about the war. His Leningradskiye

rasskazy (1942; Leningrad Tales) raises report

age to the peak of literary art.

A. K,

Timmermans, Felix (1886-, Flemish novelist),

born in Lier, is the most important and
most typical representative of a constant trend

in Flemish literature toward the idyllic and

sympathetic presentation of rural and small-

town life in Flanders. A born raconteur, his

writings are highly flavored with savory ex

pressions. His attitude is moderately but es

sentially sensuous, and this endears him to his

Flemish readers. His love for archaic and
folklore elements, which he very cleverly in

corporates in his writings (e.g., in Het Kin
deken Jezus in Vlaanderen, 1917; The Infant

Jesus in Flanders; De Harp van St. Franciscus,

1936; The Harp of St. Francis), gives his books

a Biedermeier atmosphere.
His first literary success came with Pallieter

(1916; Eng, tr., 1924), a series of sketches about

a lyrical, slightly Rabelaisian figure who lives

in a strongly idealized Flemish landscape.
This aesthetic sensualist spends his time en

joying the physical world and adding to these

pleasures the delight of well-chosen readings
from poets and mystics. Such frank but still

morally conscious sensualism was exactly what

the war-weary readers of 1916 desired. In one
of his latest books, Boerenpsalm (1935; Peasant

Psalm), Timmermans almost completely aban
doned conventional decorative writing and
achieved a novel of peasant life which, al

though it may be called in a sense synthetic,
far surpasses in depth and significance his

former works.

His art is devoid of spiritual implications.
With Franciscan candor he enjoys life and in

tcrprets it with colorful simplicity and sly

humor. In many instances his books are liter-

ary transcriptions of the illuminations of

medieval manuscripts and of the paintings of

the masters of the Flemish school. Pieter

Bruegel (1928; Eng. tr., Droll Peter, 1930), a

lyrical life of the great painter, is the most

striking example of this quality of his writing.
The immense popularity of Timmermans is

not confined to the Dutch-speaking countries;
his work has been translated almost entirely
into German, and several of his books exist

in English or American versions: Pallieter

and Droll Peter as indicated and also Drieko-
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ningentryptiek (1923; The Triptych of the

Three Kings, 1936).
See: M. Rutten, Felix Timmermans (1931).

J.-A. G.

Toller, Ernst (1893-1939, German dramatist

and poet), was born in Samotschin, in the

Prussian province of Posen. After graduating
from the Bromberg Realgymnasium (1912),

he studied law at Grenoble. At the outbreak

of the First World War he joined the German
colors, a volunteer. Invalided home in 1916,
he continued his studies in Heidelberg and
then went to Munich. In 1919 he was elected

to the short-lived Bavarian Soviet Republic
(Bayerische Rdterepublik). As a consequence
of his revolutionary activities he was sentenced

in 1919 to imprisonment for five years. Toller

left Germany in 1932. In a mood of de-

spondency he committed suicide in New York

City.
Toller has been aptly called "the most

dominant and flagrant genius hatched by the

German revolution." This is truly reflected in

his dramas. Written in an extreme expres-
sionistic style, they are revolutionary and
ecstatic in character. Thus in Die Wandlung
(1919; Eng. tr., Transfiguration, in Seven

Plays, 1935) Toller unfolds in 13 tableaux

("Stationen") the horrors of war as he him-

self had experienced them. A similar

technique is used in Masse Mensch (1920;

Eng. tr., Man and the Masses, 1924), an attack

on militarism, capitalism, mechanistic civili-

zation, and other social phenomena, envisag-

ing common brotherhood as the ultimate

salvation of mankind. Die Maschinenstiirmer

(1922; Eng. tr., The Machine-Wreckers, 1923)
deals with the Luddite riots in England -in

the early igth century. In Hinkemann (1924;

Eng. trs., Brokenbrow, 1926; Hinkemann,
in Seven Plays, 1935) is pictured the tragic

fate, this time not of the masses, but of an

individual, a badly wounded war veteran. In

Hoppla, wir leben! (1927; Eng. tr., Hoppla!
1928) Toller satirizes contemporary society.
Feuer unter den Kesseln (1930; Eng. tr., Draw
the Fires, 1935) revolves about the mutiny of

the German sailors in 1917-1918 which led to

the November revolution of 1918. Toller's

revealing autobiography, Eine Jugend in

Deutschland, appeared in 1933 (Eng. tr., 7 Was
a Qerrnan, 1934). His last drama, Pastor Hall

(1939; in English only), treats of the successful

struggle of a pastor to keep his faith, despite

Gestapo persecution. This heroic figure repre-
sents Pastor Martin Niemoller. Written in

realistic style, the drama is "Dedicated to the

Day when this drama may be performed in

Germany/' Toller's outstanding contributions

to the expressionistic lyric are Gedichte der

Gefangcnen (1921) and Das Schwalbenbuch

(1923; Eng. tr., The Swallow-Book, 1924), both

written in prison.
Toller was fundamentally an idealist, an

expressionistic Schiller exhorting man "to

live in the Brotherhood of God, in which all

men are equal" (Pastor Hall).
See: Paul Singer, Ernst Toller (1934); H.

Lieberman, Ernst Toller; la tragedia de un

espiritu inquieto (1939); W. A. Willibrand,

Ernst Toller, Product of Two Revolutions

(1940-
G. K.

Tolstoy, Aleksei Nikolayevich (1882-1945,
Russian novelist and man of letters), was born

at Nikolayevsk in the province of Samara (now

Kuibyshev), on the Volga. As a child he led

a solitary life, with abundant opportunity for

imaginative dreaming and impressionable
observation. Up to the age of 19, when he

entered the Technological Institute at St.

Petersburg for training as an engineer, he had

no great inclination to write; it was contact

with the symbolist poetry of Vyacheslav
Ivanov, Balmont, and Bryusov (qq.v.) that

first stimulated him to experiment with verse.

Though a member of the Social Democratic

Party during the Revolution of 1905, Tolstoy
took no active part in its operations and spent
the next two years at the Polytechnic Institute

in Dresden. His first collection of verse was

published in 1907 under the title Lirika

(Lyrics), and another collection called Za

sinimi rekami (Behind Blue Streams) appeared
two years later. About 1901 he had begun to

write prose, composing stories of provincial
life in realistic vein and often drawing for

subject matter upon personal experience and

acquaintances. With the First World War his

style, as revealed in his articles as a war corre-

spondent, gained appreciably in clarity and

crispness.
After fighting in the White army, Tolstoy

lived in Paris until 1922, when he returned to

the Soviet Union. During his residence in

Paris he had written dramas and short stories,

as well as a novel called Syostry (revised 1928;

The Sisters), the first part of his trilogy

Khozhdeniye po mukam (The Road to Suffer-

ing; partial Eng. trs., The Road to Calvary,

1923, Darkness and Dawn, 1935; complete tr.,

Road to Calvary, 1946). In the course of his

first years in the U.S.S.R., Tolstoy was clearly
not at one either with his material environ-

ment or with the prevailing ideology, and his

fiction, though often reflecting his education
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as an engineer, is frequently more fantastic

than social in content (Vosstanie mashin, The
Revolt of the Machines; Giperboloid inzhe-

nera Garina, The Hyperboloid of Engineer
Garin; Aelita). To this period also belong
several dramas on events in modern history,

including Zagovor Imperatritzy (1924; The
Plot of the Empress), a wordy picture of Ras-

putin and his time. In 1928 Tolstoy published
the novel 2918 as the second part of his trilogy

and by that date was generally accepted as an

able, if not entirely regenerate, "fellow

traveler/'

It was only with the appearance of Tolstoy's

masterly historical novel Pyotr Pervy (1929-

1934, Peter I; Eng. tr. of Vol. I, Peter the

Great, 1932) that he attained his full stature.

In this dramatic re-creation of the past Tolstoy

gives the broadest scope to his narrative

talents and his gifts of character portrayal and
authentic dialogue. Though built around the

imposing figure of Peter I, the novel is more
than fictionalized biography, since it slights no

aspect of Russian existence in the late i7th

century during the first 26 years of the tsar's

life and even introduces occasional scenes of

the Muscovite barbarity which characterized

the period. Peter's reign is treated as an age of

transition, not unlike pre-war Russia, and

there are obvious analogies between the tsar

and the more modern innovators Lenin and

Stalin. This novel consecrated Tolstoy's status

as the foremost contemporary Soviet writer

and, since Gorky's (f]>v.) death, as the recog-

nized spokesman of Russian letters. In 1936

he was thus hailed by Molotov as a loyal Soviet

citizen and characterized as "a worthy ex

ample of that comradely status which admits

of no class distinctions."

In 1938, with Khleb (Eng. tr., Bread,

1938), Tolstoy proceeded to offer a thrilling

record of the defense of Tsaritsyn (Stalingrad),

with forceful pictures of the major revolution-

ary heroes. Since he had experimented with

children's stories in his youth, it was not sur

prising that in 1936 he should have achieved

a notable success with a children's play, Zolotoi

klyuchik (The Golden Key), the dramatized

fairy tale of the puppet Buratino, a brilliantly

sovietized Pinocchio in search of the golden

key that opens the door to a land of happiness

for children.

During the years of the Second World War,

Tolstoy's writing more and more eloquently

expressed his intense awareness of political

and social life under the Soviets. The process

of conditioning was long, but it eventually

turned Tolstoy into a conscious and efficient

exponent of Soviet ideology. The war also

aroused in him an emotional loyalty toward
the country for which his previous attachment
had been merely sentimental and intellectual.

By 1944 Tolstoy had also become, next to

Lenin and Gorky, the author most widely read
in Soviet Russia convincing evidence of

rapidly improving Soviet taste. The war de-

molished the last remnants of Tolstoy's
previous ivory tower and inspired him to a
strenuous series of official duties and literary
tasks in the service of the country to whose

rapid intellectual advance and patriotic fervor

he so signally contributed. He was an interest

ing example of a gifted middle-class intel

lectual who worked his way through to a

sympathetic understanding of the socialist

environment and carved out for himself a

dominant position among proletarian writers

who had long viewed him with suspicion be
cause of his background and personal history.

Tolstoy's work, will, however, be subject to

considerable revaluation when a longer per

spective is applied to it.

See: Raisa Misser, A. N. Tolstoy, istoricheski

ocherk (1939).

S. H. C

Tolstoy, Count Leo Nikolayevich (1828-1910,
Russian novelist and moral philosopher), was
born at Yasnaya Polyana, the family country
estate in the province of Tula. After the early
death of his mother and father, elderly female

relatives brought him up. An unusual sensi-

tivity won him the nickname "crybaby Leo,'
f

but in most respects he was a normal, healthy
child. German and French tutors gave him his

first lessons, and at the age of 16 he entered the

University of Kazan to study oriental Ian

guages but soon transferred to the faculty of

jurisprudence. Social life, lack of interest in

his work, undermined his studies; he left the

university in 1847 without a degree, convinced

that the methods of his teachers and the sub

jects taught were futile. He was already be

ginning to manifest that anarchical attitude

towards established order which characterized

so much of his later thought and writing.

Vague schemes of scientific farming and of

bettering the lot of his serfs came to nothing,
and the next few years were passed in visits to

Moscow and St. Petersburg, where he fre-

quented high society and sowed his wild oats.

He had begun a painful examination of him-

self in his diaries and also had dreams of a

literary career.

In 1851 the young Tolstoy abruptly turned
his back on a life of social ease and went to

the Caucasus with his brother Nikolai, an

army officer at a frontier post. Tolstoy volun-
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leered, saw active service against the mountain-

eers, distinguished himself for bravery, and

eventually won a commission. While in the

Caucasus he also completed arid published his

first novel Detstvo (1852; Childhood); its suc-

cess encouraged him to continue his literary

activities. He transferred in 1854 to the army

operating against the Turks on the Danube, a

few months later was stationed at Sevastopol,

and took part in the famous defense of that

city. His published Sevastopol tales made a

profound impression because of their revela-

tion of the horrors of war and of the suffering

and bravery of the common soldiers of Russia.

Tolstoy wearied of army life and obtained

permission to return to St. Petersburg in 1855

(he eventually resigned his commission in

1857). He was greeted as a literary hero by

Turgenev (q.v.) and other famous liberal

writers, but resisted their friendly attempts to

enlist his services in partisan literary efforts.

His independence had already become the

order of his being. By now his position in

literature had been enhanced by the publica-
tion of the sequels to Childhood Otrochestvo

(1854; Boyhood) and Yunost (1856; Youth)
and several tales, Metel (1856; The Snow-

storm), Dva Gusara (1856; Two Hussars), and

Lucerne (1857).

In 1857 anc* again in 1860 Tolstoy traveled

widely in Western Europe and acquired an

abiding dislike for governments, politics, and
the materialistic way of life in the West. In

1861 he settled down at Yasnaya Polyana,

gave himself up to the affairs of his estate and
to teaching peasant children, and developed
and published highly original ideas on peda-

gogy, anticipating in some respects the theories

of modern progressive education.

The persistent habit of searching self-anal-

ysis intensified and left Tolstoy thoroughly
dissatisfied with himself. A spiritual crisis was

postponed by his marriage in 1862 to Sofya

Andreyevna Bers, a girl of 18. The next 15

years, perhaps the happiest of his life, were

spent mostly at Yasnaya Polyana in raising a

large family, in managing his estate, and in

intense literary efforts. This was Tolstoy's

greatest creative period: Voina i mir (1865-

1869; War and Peace) and Anna Karenina

(1875-1877) were published, and other works
of fiction, Kazaki (1863; The Cossacks) and
Polikushka (1863). He also began two more
historical novels on the Decembrists and on
iteter the Great, which he never finished,

worked on several plays, and published his

well-known educational texts, the Azbuki

(ABC Books).

Tolstoy's world fame rests largely on the

masterpieces War and Peace and Anna
Karenina. Modern realism has never equaled
the achievement of War and Peace. Each of

the more than 500 characters on this vast stage
has his own distinct personality and speaks
his own language. Even the dogs, as one

Russian critic remarked, are individualized.

Many of the characters he knew in real life,

but they are all passed through the alembic

of his art. Truth and simplicity, the two

canons of his artistic faith, are scrupulously
observed. He wrote War and Peace in an

atmosphere of love and family happiness, and
the prevailing spirit of the book is an ecstatic

love of life. This exuberance is lacking in

Anna Karenina, although the novel achieves

the same wonderful realism.

After 1876 Tolstoy began to feel more and
more dissatisfied with a prosperous, self-

centered existence. Indeed, in one mood of

despair, he very nearly turned to suicide. He
first sought salvation in the religion of the

Russian Church, but in vain. The wisdom of

the various philosophical systems he studied

proved inadequate. Finally, reading of the

Gospels convinced him that these sacred

books contained the answers to all his

questions; with the verse from Matthew (5:

39), "that ye resist not evil," as a cornerstone,

he evolved his own conception of Christianity,
from which he eliminated all the mystical
and nonethical elements. The full account of

his conversion, Ispoved (1879; A Confession),
is a work of extraordinary power and trans-

parent sincerity.

During the last 40 years of his life Tolstoy

published much to expound and defend his

new faith (see especially Kratkoye izlozheniye

Evangeliya, 1881, A Short Exposition of the

Gospels, and V chyom moya vera? 1882, What
I Believe In). For him God is not personal
but the representation of the supreme Good
and Reason, and Jesus simply a great man
whose ethical teachings happen to accord

with the human conscience. The Kingdom of

God is within you, Tolstoy maintained, and
hence we achieve happiness only by doing
right, by loving all men, and by abstaining
from all forms of violence, from lust, hate,

and anger. Such precepts brought Tolstoy
into direct conflict with the state, which he
did not hesitate to repudiate, along with war,

army service, oath-taking. He applied his

ethical and moral principles to social and
economic conditions in Russia, and the re-

sults are summed up in his unusual book
Tak chto zhe nam delatf (1886; What Then
Must We Do?). He condemned private prop-
erty, the traditional uses of money, and the
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exploitation of man by man. His beliefs led

him to vegetarianism and an abstinence from
intoxicants and tobacco. Followers soon

flocked to him, his fame spread throughout
the world, and Yasnaya Polyana became a

kind of Mecca. The Russian Church excom-

municated him; the government feared him
and yet wisely left him in peace, although
it vigorously persecuted many of his followers.

After his conversion Tolstoy wrote, be-

sides his voluminous controversial works, a

great deal of imaginative literature but now
in the light of his new faith. His changed
views in this respect he explained in his

unique work, Chto takoye iskusstvo? (1897-

1898; What Is Art?). Art, he argued, is a

means of emotional communion, and it is

the business of the artist to infect his readers

with the feelings he has himself experienced.
If the feelings are good, it is good art. New
standards obliged Tolstoy to reject or depreci-
ate most of what has generally been con-

sidered the greatest art and literature, includ-

ing his own earlier works. He now labored to

achieve a classical simplicity of style and

composed a number of short, highly moral

tales to teach to the common people his

principles. The best of his later works, based

on his own inner experiences, are Smert

Ivana Ilyicha (1886; The Death of Ivan

Ilyich), the drama Vlast tmy (1886; The
Power of Darkness), and the controversial

novel on sex, Kreitserova Sonata (1889; The
Kreutzer Sonata). They are grimly tragic and

moving works, in which Tolstoy's artistic

powers show no signs of flagging. Hadji
Murad (1896-1904) and, to a greater extent,

Voskreseniye (1889-1900; Resurrection) repre-
sent a reversion to the richer style of War
and Peace.

Tolstoy's conversion brought about a

marked change in his family life; he strove to

live according to his new faith; if his family
had permitted, he would have given away all

his property. His children, with a few excep-

tions, and particularly his wife regarded with

hostility this abrupt break with their past.

Tolstoy's last years were saddened by new
domestic tragedies and by a faithful wife now
driven to hysteria by the actions of her

husband and his disciples. With a vague de-

sire to escape a home life become impossible,

Tolstoy stole away secretly one night

(October 28, 1910), accompanied by his

personal physician, Dr. Makovitski. His

health broke down and he died at Astapovo on

November 8, 1910.

Tolstoy's works have been widely translated

into English.

See: P. 1. Biryukov, Biografiya Lva

Nikolayevicha Tolstovo (1923); N. N. Gusev,
Zhizn Lva Nikolayevicha Tolstovo (1927-

1928); Ernest J. Simmons, Leo Tolstoy (1946).

E. J. S.

Torelli, Achille (1841-1922, Italian drama-

tist), was born at Naples, where his father,
Vincenzo Torelli, edited the theatrical maga-
zine Omnibus. His mother was Donn'Anna
de Tommasi of the princely family of

Lampedusa. Until the age of 16 he studied

at the French Institute of Isidore Boube in

Naples. He won his first literary award at 17
with his play Dopo morto. His very earliest

works include La Verita, awarded a prize at

a contest sponsored by the prince d'Ottaiano,

published in 1875, and Gli Onesti, published
in 1877.

Torelli was but 26 years old when he
achieved nation-wide fame with / Mariti

(1867), which is generally considered not only
his masterwork but one of the finest plays of

Italian igth-century drama. It was praised by
such critics as Ferrigni, Capuana (q.v.), and
Manzoni, / Mariti, a comedy in five acts,

points the moral that it is a good husband
that makes a good wife. The play is set in

the worldly society of Naples' aristocracy, the

author's own environment. In a series of

lively tableaus (rather than in a carefully
fabricated plot), several married couples ap-

pear on the stage. In an atmosphere of idle-

ness, dissoluteness, and extravagance, these

couples lead their wretched lives. Confronted

with their children's matrimonial failures,

the duke and duchess of Herrera, typifying

conjugal harmony and loyalty of the good old

days, give their youngest daughter, Emma, in

marriage to a hard-working, middle-class

lawyer, Fabio. A glamorous but worthless

naval officer has caught Emma's fancy. Fabio,

through his tactful and chivalrous behavior,

endeavors to win the love of his capricious

young wife. Emma eventually scorns the beau

monde, its jealousies and unfaithfulness, and
learns to appreciate the man to whom she has

been married. This "parable of husbands"
was praised by Benedetto Croce (q.v.) in

particular for its "vividness, gracefulness, and

lightness of touch." It has enjoyed uninter-

rupted popularity in Italy. Encouraged by its

sensational success, Torelli wrote La Moglie
(1869), Triste Realtd (1871), L'lsraelita (1883),
Scrollina (1885), Donne antiche e donne
moderne (1886), and many other plays. For
the Neapolitan stage he wrote various come-
dies (Core d'oro, Nun te ne 'ncaricd, etc.).

Torelli frequently subjected his plays to
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modifications; Lo Buono Marito fa la bona

mogliera (1889), e&> *s a dialectal, popular-
ized version of / Mariti. Torelli's literary

efforts were not confined to' the theatre. A
collection of his juvenile verses, Schegge

(1878), was published, as well as a poem, Alia

Vita e alia sua parola (1898), and a novel,

L'Amore che dura (1884). As librarian of the

Reale Biblioteca di San Giacomo of Naples,
he translated and commented the Song of

Songs (1895). There is also a volume of his

lectures on L'Arte e la morale (1902).

Torelli is unquestionably seen at his best

in I Mariti. None of his other works obtained

much favor, although his plays are not lack-

ing in skillfully delineated situations and in

delicate character sketches here and there.

Possibly under the impact of adverse criticism,

Torelli aimed at subtleties which brought
out his shortcomings. He remains, however, a

significant exponent of early naturalism in

Italian drama. No longer interested in na-

tional political problems, Torelli turned to

psychological problems concerning human
conduct and relationship. The moral of

Torelli's writings is that true love is our

main source of strength and consolation in

the vicissitudes of life. Shortly after his 8oth

birthday, on which he was solemnly feted,

Torelli died in Naples.
See: L. Tonelli, L'Evoluzione del teatro

contemporaneo in Italia (1913), pp. 196-212;
B. Croce, La Letteratura della nuova Italia, I

(1914), 333-345; A. Padula, Commemorazione
del socio Achille Torelli (1924).

C. F. W.

Torre, Guillermo de (1900-, Spanish literary
critic and poet), was born in Madrid and
studied law in that city. He has recently
been living in Argentina. He is one of the

outstanding personalities of the vanguard
movement in Spanish literature, and his

name is associated with the so-called ultra-

ism, of which he was one of the most enthu
siastic defenders. His poetry, a reflection of

his ultraistic creed, is collected in Helices,

poemas (1918-1922) (1923). The major part
of his production is in literary criticism and
was put to the service of the new conception
of literature he had been espousing. In this

work he has shown himself to be one of the

most penetrating critics of the younger Span-
;$h generation. Literaturas europeas de van-

guardia (1925) is the most complete and suc-

cessful of the many Spanish studies upon the

varied literary tendencies in the contempo-
rary period. Torre has collaborated actively
on most of the Spanish and Argentine liter-

ary reviews launched since the end of the

First World War and especially on the Span-
ish journal Ultra, an organ of ultraism, and
the Argentine journal Sur.

See: Nicolas Jimenez, "Guillermo de la

Torre y la nueva pocsia," America (Quito).
Vol. IX (1934), Nos. 54-55, pp. 24-33.

E. G. L.

Toulet, Paul Jean (1867-1920, French poet,

novelist, essayist, and critic), was born at Pan
in Barn, to which his parents, Creole colo-

nists from the island of Mauritius, had re-

turned so that the child might be born in

the ancestral land. An exciting discovery of

exotic Mauritius and of mysterious Algiers
and, back in his beloved Barn, the carefree

life of a gentleman farmer gave Toulet the

vivid memories which enriched his later

works. In 1898 he was in Paris, and although
his first books remained unnoticed, his noc-

turnal life, his brilliant conversation, refined,

mordacious, soon made him a legendary

figure readily identified with his first hero,

Monsieur du Paur, homme public (1898), the

self-analyzing cynic, still capable of grandeur,
whose sarcastic maxims are echoed in the

bitter aphorisms of the posthumous "Alma-

nach," Les Trois Impostures (1922). Under
various pseudonyms Toulet then contributed

to Vie parisienne and other magazines his

versatile articles of art criticism and travel

notes, his verse, the short stories which were

to become Les Tentires Menages (1904), and
Mon Amie Nane (1905), the novel which

probably first introduced the modern courte-

san of literature, a precious little trinket, ele-

gant and silly. A translation, Le Grand Dieu
Pan (1901), of Arthur Machen's strange book
and a charming poetical novel, Le Mariage
de Don Quichotte (1902), complete the

summary of his activity for that period. In

1912 Toulet's health compelled him to seek

more favorable skies: he settled in the Basque
country. He still worked hard, his health

permitting, editing and rewriting stories not

yet published in book form, incessantly pol-

ishing the little poems which had appeared

only in magazines, fashioning new ones, read-

ing, translating, and still indulging in brilliant

conversation with his ever welcome visitors.

Comme une fantaisie (1918), La Jeune Fille

verte (1920), Les Conies de Bdhanzigue (1921),

and the delightful collection of poems, Les

Contrerimes (1921), were the harvest of the

years preceding his death.

His fame grew rapidly: excessive praise
was heaped upon a man who certainly de-

served more than a reputation for epigrams,
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but whose only merits apparently had been

charm, versatility, and suppleness of style. He
often mistakes bitterness for deep thinking.
His maxims read like those of a La Roche-

foucauld, revised and edited by a Rmy de

Gourmont (q.v.). His stories bring to mind
Stendhal and Laforgue (q.v.), and at times

their poetic rhythm and richness of imagery
announce Giraudoux (q.v.). He prided him-

self on being called a grammaticist because of

the many archaic, almost incorrect, syntactic
tricks he used and abused. Yet the real title

to fame of this "literary dandy" remains the

little book of poems, Les Contrerimes, in

which he was able to mix humor with sad-

ness, despair with tranquillity, simplicity
with grandeur, in an exquisite, inimitable

way. There is something in them of the

haikai and the limerick; exoticism, real or

conventional, alternates with the delicate

intimacy of childhood memories or the

cuphuistic urbanism of Parisian gossip; their

versatility, their perfection of form, their lack

of sensationalism, enhanced by just enough
preciosity, give them their charm. They
please and irritate; because of them Toulet
will remain among the "fantasist poets,"

although he should fare better. It is through
them that he exerted his influence: Jean
Pellerin (q.v.), Tristan Derenie, owed much
to them. Yet it is in them, as well as in the

best of his prose, that the attentive reader

will detect, through the sophisticated irony,
the elaborate bitterness and the stylistic

virtuosity of the writer, the real feeling, dis-

creet but sincere, of a man who, more than

anyone else, perhaps, deserved the title

"gentleman of letters."

See: H. Martineau, La Vie de P.-J. Toulet

(1921); F. Carco, Amitte avec Toulet (1934).
C. L. B.

Tousseul, Jean (pseud, of Olivier Dege,
1890-1944, Belgian novelist), was born at

Landenne-sur-Meuse, province of Namur.
The son of manual toilers, he received only

elementary schooling, worked in the quarries,
and became interested in agitation for social

reform; then, dissatisfied with what he now
calls his "years of vagabondage," he turned

to literary expression and won fame. His ex-

perience gave him an intimate understanding
of the problems of the humble. One of the

rare Belgian writers who attempted to eke

out a living by the pen, he scorned making

any compromise with his ideals in order to

gain popularity. He sought to copy nature

in artless peasants rather than to fathom the

subconscious primitive in the supercivilized.

Hence the poignant simplicity of his work.
A first booklet, never reprinted, appeared in

1916: since then he published 12 collections

of stories, nine of sketches and souvenirs, and
12 novels. In his own country he was re-

warded by coveted prizes; abroad, there are

translations into English, Dutch, German,
Czech, and Russian. By the setting of his

stories he belongs to the regionalistic tradi-

tion. Profoundly conscious of the influence

of environment, he evokes primarily the soul

of landscape as it may shape the thoughts
and emotions of his characters. His village
becomes a microcosm in which he discovers

humanity. The essential unity of his inspira-
tion proves that he found the center of

equilibrium he sought in his days of storm

and stress, while the variety of approach and
of subject matter bars any suggestion of

aloofness.

The title of one of his volumes, Images et

souvenirs (1931), may stand as epigraph for

all his work, for past and present are closely
linked in his imagination. Fossils in the stone

quarries aroused his interest in the history
of the region which he recalls in some of the

most successful stories, e.g., "Le Grand Mai-

heur" (in Le PassJ, 1933). An eclipse of the

sun has terrified the villagers, who believe

the end of the world at hand. Their reac-

tions are dramatically portrayed in timeless

scenes: are we at the beginning of the ir
}
th

century or on the eve of a 20th-century inva-

sion of Belgium? Tousseul called L'Epine
blanche (1936) a fairy story; it is actually set

in the i8th century, but no reader can fail

to recognize the author in the personage of

the apothecary who seeks a "volatile drug"
to anesthetize patients on the operating ta-

ble. Here is a discreet souvenir of his own
efforts toward social amelioration a kind of

autobiographical touch frequent in his work.

After completing Jean Clarambaux (5 vols.,

1927-1936), he admitted that the life of his

hero and his own had often run parallel

ways. His aspirations and ideals are shared

by most of his characters. Jean Clarambaux,

perhaps his masterpiece, and L'Epine blanche

are his only books which have yet been pub-
lished in English (1939 and 1944). The first,

suggested by Holland's (q.v.) Jean-Chrh-

tophe, perhaps surpasses its predecessor in

sustained poetic inspiration. In construction

it betrays the technique of the conteur the

episodes, artfully wrought to produce a sin

gle impression, are loosely bound together.
Yet the whole leaves an indelible memory in

the reader. Tragedy and heroism alternate

with idyllic scenes and homely realism to
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culminate in a matured philosophy of life.

The fourth volume, La Rafale (1933), offers

glimpses of the First World War seen from a

village, the more convincing as friend and foe

are impartially scrutinized. Among Jean Tous-

seul's titles to originality is the enlargement of

the scope of fiction by the introduction of

quarrymen and the perils of their profession.

He never idealizes these helots of civilization

but presents them for our admiration and pity

as he knew them. Whether he relates inci-

dents of heroism or portrays the brutal fury

of intoxication, his realism rings true. It is

sprung from sympathy based on dauntless

idealism in search of a criterion of life.

See: D. Denuit, Jean Tousseul (1937); J- P.

Bonnami, ed., Temoignages sur Jean Tons-

seul (1941).
B. M. W.

Tozzi, Federigo (1883-1920, Italian novelist),

was born in Siena of lower-middle-class stock.

His mother died when he was young, and he

does not paint a very pleasant picture of his

relations with his father (see Novale, 1925).

He seems to have been a rather unruly youth,

and, although he had opportunities, he

lacked the discipline to submit himself to the

process of formal education. For a time he

worked for the state railways. As early as

1911 Tozzi started contributing to various

periodicals and in 1913 at Siena, in collabora-

tion with Giulliotti (q.v.), he founded the

Torre, which was regarded, not without rea-

son, as a reactionary organ. His first book, La

Zampogna verde (1911), is essentially D'An
nunzian in character, which is perhaps hardly
remarkable considering the influence of

D'Annunzio (q.v.) on all the pre-war genera-
tion. The same thing may be said of La Citta

delle vergini (1913), the very title of which

has a D'Annunzian ring. But with Tre Croci

(1920; Eng. tr., Three Crosses, 1921) and //

Podere (1921), Tozzi comes into his own, and
it is on these books that his fame rests.

In a way Tozzi is a transition writer, one

might almost say a transformer, passing on

the current of D'Annunzio and to a more
limited extent Verga (q.v.) to the post-war

generation. Certain elements of D'Annunzio
he never shook off; the autobiographical

urge, the glorification of some of the more
melodramatic aspects of reaction, the taste

for the perverse. Yet he shows clearly that he
feels the great lack in D'Annunzio, which is

moral force, even moral consciousness. It has

been remarked that his characters are so

many Andrea Sperelli's (protagonist of

D'Annunzio's // Placere) who no longer enjoy

the game of pleasure, but are incapable of

escaping from themselves. They are in fact

somewhere between Sperelli and Rubfc

(Borgese's, q.v., introspective hero of the

early 2o's). The subject matter of his novels

perhaps more than anything else has led to

the comparison with Verga. There is another
much more significant resemblance to Verga
in that Tozzi too went through a long period
of apprenticeship; he had not indeed truly
found himself at the time of his death. Like

Verga he was of the type that matures slowly
and is capable of growth long after other

artists have made their work a formula. Tre
Croci and 77 Podere are not masterpieces in

the sense that Verga's / Malavoglia or even
D'Annunzio's // Placere are. But they are

fascinating because of their promise and, as

a matter of fact, will stand comparison with
most novels of the time. It seems likely that,

had Tozzi lived another 10 years, his own
peasant exuberance and strength might have
come more to the fore and forged out of the

purely intellectual influences in his career

something quite powerful and original.
See: D. Giulliotti, L'Ora di Barabba (1920);

P. Cesarini, Vita di Federico Tozzi (1935); E.

De Michallis, Saggio su Tozzi (1936).
T. G. B.

Trakl, Georg (1887-1914, Austrian poet),
shares with Ernst Stadler (q.v.) the rank of

leading lyrical talent of German preexpres-
sionism. He was born at Salzburg, Austria,

son of a hardware dealer, studied in Vienna,
and became a druggist at Salzburg, where he
met his later friend and protector Ludwig
Ficker, in whose magazine Brenner he pub-
lished nearly all his poems. At the outbreak
of the First World War he went with an
ambulance corps to the Galician front, but
soon had to be taken to the military hospital
at Cracow for medical treatment. There he
died from an overdose of poison, which he

apparently had taken to end his suffering.
Trakl is an exclusively lyrical writer, en-

dowed with an almost morbid sensitiveness

and an unusually fine feeling for rhythm
and color. His first collection of poems,
Gedichte (1913), shows influences of Dostoev-
ski (q.v.), Villon, George (q.v.), and Hof-
mannsthal (q.v.). From Nietzsche (q.v.) he
inherited a deep cultural pessimism which
caused him to interpret life in terms of sick-

ness and decay. Unable to find a remedy for

this cosmic evil, he indulged in an orgy of

somber visions filled with pictures of putre-
faction and death. The later poems, pub-
lished under the title Sebastian im Traum
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(1915), reveal a more wholesome, although by
no means optimistic, concept of life. Under
H61derlin's influence he finds a pantheistic
creed and establishes a spiritual community
with mankind and nature, life and death.

Trakl's language, less rigid than George's and
less rhetorical than Hofmannsthal's, is free

from expressionistic exaggerations. In the

finest examples of this language there is re-

born the solemn simplicity and nobleness of

Holderlin, with whom Trakl shows more

affinity than with any other poet.
See: A. Soergel, Dichtung'und Dichter der

Zeit, Neue Folge: Im Banne des Expressions-
mus, 4. Auflage (1927) pp. 37-39 43~433;
W. Mahrholz, Deutsche Literatur der Gegen-
wart (1930), pp. 389-393-

E. J.

Trausti, Jon (pseud, of GuSmundur Magniis-
son, 1873-1918, Icelandic novelist and poet),
was born at Rif, the northernmost farm in

Iceland, on the shore of the Arctic. His

parents were poor, and the famine of 1882

left indelible marks on the mind of the boy.
He was, however, steeled by his experiences.
In order to get books to read he learned the

trade of printing, and he remained a printer
to the end of his life. After an apprenticeship
in Copenhagen he went to Reykjavik, living
there until his death from influenza in the

epidemic of 1918.
After two volumes of poetry and one his-

torical play had appeared, Trausti finally

found his place as an author in the broad

social novel and the short story. In Halla-

Heidarbylid (4 vols., 1906-1911; Halla and
the Heath Cottage) he draws on a vast canvas

the Icelandic rural scene as he had known it

in his youth, teeming with characters, the

figure of the poor cotter's wife Halla in the

foreground gradually growing into heroic

proportions. In Leysing (1907; Thaw) he uses

economic changes, in Borgir (1910; Castles)
the advent of new ideas in the church, as a

background for his strong, conservative char-

acters. Later he re-creates in Sogur frd

Skaftdreldi (2 vols., 1912-13; Stories from the

Eruption of SkafUi, 1783) the most crucial

years in Icelandic history, when the nation

almost perished in the terrible famine which

was the aftermath of the eruption. After that

he wrote a series of romantic novels based

on the Icelandic middle ages (i4th-i6th

centuries). As an apostle of progress and

rugged individualism he reacted vigorously
in Bessi gamli (1918; Old Bessi) against the

coming socialistic tendencies. Though his

style was uneven, Trausti's narrative talent

was considerable, and his characters are always

vibrantly alive.

See: S. Einarsson, "Jon Trausti/' in Trausti,

Ritsafn, I (1939), 7-39.
S. E.

Tretyakov, Sergei (1892-, Russian poet and

playwright), born in Moscow, studied litera-

ture at the University of St. Petersburg,

joined the group of "formalists" before the

Revolution. After 1917 Tretyakov was active

as a member of the futuristic movement and
one of the leaders of Lef (Left Wing group
of proletarian writers). In 1924 he was ap-

pointed professor of literature of the Russian

department at the National University in

Peking. Tretyakov stayed in China for two

years and wrote a propaganda play against

foreign imperialism in that country, Rychi
Kitai! (1926; Eng. tr., Roar China, 1931),
which had a considerable success in Russia.

Tretyakov's plays are crude examples of the

semi-futuristic, semi-symbolistic style of dis-

ciples of Mayakovsky (q.v.) in the ao's

(Slushai Moskva, 1924, Listen Moscow; Pro-

tivogazy, 1924, Gas Masks). After 1930

Tretyakov was active as a journalist. He pro-
duced several books on the collectivization of

the Soviet agriculture (Mesyats v derevne,

1934, A Month in a Village; Tysyacha i odin

trudoden, 1934, Thousand and One Work-

days), a description of Eastern Siberia (Strana

AE, 1932; The Land AE), a collection of

sketches on Czechoslovakia (Strana na pere-
krestke, 1937; A Country at a Crossroad), and
an interesting biography of a Chinese student

(Dinshu-Hua, 1930). Tretyakov's literary ac-

tivity was interrupted in 1938 for political
reasons.

M. S.

Trigo, Felipe (1864-1916, Spanish novelist),

was born in the province of Badajoz (Estre-

madura), to which he returned after studying
medicine in Madrid to practice his profes-
sion. It was there he acquired that acquaint
ance with rural life later depicted in such

novels as El medico rural (1912) and Jarra-

pellejos (1914). He soon became an army doc-

tor and was stationed in Seville, where he
devoted himself to journalism and literature

in addition to his military duties and pub-
lished a book entitled Etiologia moral (1891).
He was ordered to the Philippine Islands

and was badly wounded in an uprising of

Tagal prisoners. On his return to Spain he
continued his journalistic activities, writing
a series of articles collected in La campana
filipina (Impresiones de un soldado) (1897).
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Upon being invalided out of the army he re-

sumed the practice of medicine in his native

province, and there he wrote his first novel,

Las ingenuas (1901). This 'work achieved a

great popular success; with it he embarked,

fairly late in life, upon the second phase of

his literary career, that of a novelist, which

he continued in Madrid until he ended his

life by his own hand.

The popularity of his first novel and of

those which followed in rapid succession

Le sed de amar (1902), La altisima (1903),

La bruta (1904) was due to the boldness

with which he handled sex themes. This won
him many readers and a dubious fame as a

pornographic writer and overshadowed his

real literary gifts. There is nothing frivolous

or deliberately immoral in his works; on the

contrary, there is a fanatical faith in a new

morality which is in keeping with the crisis

of ideas at the end of the century and which
in him was a combination of the material-

ism engendered by his profession as a doctor

and of the idealism of his anarchist belief in

free love. He began his career with a book
on a moral theme and ended it with others

of the same character Socialismo individua-

lista (1906), El amor en la vida y en los

libros (1908). Neither by reason of his ideas

or of his art can he be considered a great

writer; but it is equally unjust to look upon
him as a writer who has no place in litera-

ture. There is strength and originality in his

novels which entitle him to a place of his

own in the Spanish literature of his day.
See: H. Peseux-Richard, "Un romancier

espagnol: M. Felipe Trigo," Revue hispa-

nique, XXVIII (1913), 317-389; M. Abril,

Felipe Trigo: Exposicidn y glosa de su vida,

su filosofta, su moral, su arte, su estilo (1917).
F. de O.

Trindade Coelho, Jos6 Francisco de (1861-

1908, Portuguese short-story writer), was born

in Mogadouro, Tnis-os-Montes. From this

district, where he passed his childhood in

contact with the rural milieu of the North,
he was later to draw the materials for his

best stories. He went to study law at Coim-
bra and took his degree in 1885. Subse-

quently he collected his impressions of stu-

dent life in a book entitled In Illo Tempore
(11904). He embarked upon a juridical career

arid was assigned to Portalegre, Alemtejo.
Here he spent four years; and familiarized

himself with another of the Portuguese re-

gions characterized by the most typical popu-
lar life. In 1890 he was named magistrate in

Lisbon. The following year was published
the book to which he owes his fame, Os meus
amores (My Loves), a collection of stories

with rural atmosphere. Afterwards he wrote

several juridical works and certain brochures

on popular culture. He took his own life in

1908, a victim of grief and neurasthenia.

Endowed with marked talents as a story-

teller, Trindade Coelho is one of the great

regionalists of Portuguese novelistic realism,

with a conception of rural life definitely his

own. From the rose-tinted version of roman-

tic idealism, writers had passed to the pitiless

description of sentiments and brutally ele-

mental passions as the only rural reality.

Castelo Branco (q.v.) had initiated this

phase, members of the realistic school had
continued it, and Fialho de Almeida (q.v.)

had given it its extreme development, Trin-

dade Coelho, temperate in his descriptions,
neither idealizes nor degrades. From Fialho,

of whom he is considered a follower and
whom he indeed admired, he inherits the

preoccupation with style which in him makes
for a prose of great expressive richness. How-

ever, he does not show the violence or dis-

orbed chromatic aberration of Fialho. On
the contrary, his style is distinguished by
smoothness and delicacy, by an effect of spon

taneity and lack of effort. Its sobriety attains

a simplicity of which no elements could be

suppressed and yet is the result of a con-

scientious elaboration. Os meus amores com-

prises little sketches of village life which

include some of the best pages of Portuguese

regionalism. Across a certain tone of kindly

irony which permeates his narratives and

which does not prevent his being one of the

realists who has known best how to preserve
a position of detachment from his work he

translates with great lucidity the relation of

the characters to the surroundings. "Tipos da

terra (Local Types), "A lareira" (By the

Fireplace), and especially "Idflio rustico"

(Idyllic Love) are stories full of simple

delicacy, of realism mixed with a subtle lyric

sympathy for the milieu, of tragic elements

intermingled with patriarchal simplicity. JHis

talents as an objective observer, in combina-

tion with the virile calm of his concisely

analytical style, his predilection for simple

subjects and simple psychology, make of

Trindade Coelho, despite his limited output,
a writer of strong personality.

See: Luise Ey, Trindade Coelho (1918);

Fialho de Almeida,
"
'Os meus amores' de

T. C," Os gatos, V (1933), 109-112.
E. G. D.
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Tsvctayeva, Marina Ivanovna (1892-, Russian

poet), was born in Moscow, the daughter of a

professor of art and philology at the Uni-

versity of Moscow. As a child she lived a

great deal abroad, attended secondary schools

in Lausanne and Freiburg, and in 1898 fol-

lowed courses in Old French literature at

the Sorbonne in Paris, The first years of the

Russian Revolution she spent in Moscow, but

in 1922 she emigrated abroad and since that

time has lived chiefly in Prague, Berlin, and

Paris.

Tsvetayeva's poetic talent did not receive

due recognition until the 1920*5, when several

volumes of her mature verse appeared almost

simultaneously. Her first three books, Ve-

cherni albom (1910; An Evening Album),

Volshebny fonar (1912; The Magic Lantern),
Iz dvukh knig (1913; From Two Books),

already hint at genuine talent. Her later

works, Versty (1922; Mileposts), Tzar-devitsa

(1922; Tsar-Maiden), Razluka (1922; Parting),

Stikhi k Bloku (1922; Poems to Blok), Mo/o-

dets (1924; Bold Fellow), reveal her as a poet
of great original creative power and unusual

sensitivity to rhythm and sound.

See: I. Ehrenburg, Portrety russkikh poetov

(1922).
O. M.

Turgenev, Ivan Sergeyevich (1818-1883, Rus-

sian dramatist, short-story writer, and novel-

ist), was born in the Central Russian province
of Orel. His mother, the wealthy and im-

perious daughter of serf-owning landed

gentry, embittered by an unhappy marriage
to an impecunious and dissolute army officer,

gave scant thought to the upbringing of Ivan

and his two brothers, who were abandoned to

the kindly attentions of literate serfs. From
Lobanov, his mother's household steward,

Turgenev thus learned to read and write

Russian and acquired his first taste for Rus-

sian literature.

After a year at the University of Moscow

(1833-1834), he finished the basic course at

the University of St. Petersburg in 1837.

Turgenev's earliest literary experiments,

dating from his university years, were poetic

in form and Byronic in content. His first

printed verse was published in 1838 by
Sovremennik (The Contemporary), a monthly
founded by Pushkin. That same spring

Turgenev enrolled at the University of Berlin,

where for three years he studied philosophy

(chiefly Hegel), classics, and history, seasoning
his books with considerable travel. In 1842

he passed the St. Petersburg examinations for

the master's degree in philosophy but, in-

stead of entering upon a scholarly career,

took a minor position in the Ministry of the

Interior which he held for two years before

turning all his energies to literature.

Since 1843, in fact, Turgenev's interests and
associations had been mainly literary. In that

year he made the beneficent acquaintance of

the great critic Vissarion Belinski and saw in

print both his narrative poem Parasha and
his drama Neostorozhnost (Carelessness). He
also conceived a lasting attachment for the
French opera singer Pauline Viardot-Garcia
which was largely responsible for his long
residence abroad in later years. Between 1843
and 1856 Turgenev wrote a series of dramas,
several of which reflect Gogol's realistic

themes of country life, though his dramatic

masterpiece, Mesyats v derevne (1849; A
Month in the Country), exhibits a psychologi-
cal accuracy and touches of impressionism
which foreshadow Chekhov's (q.v.) technique.

Turgenev's maturity as a realist in prose was

signalized in 1847 by the appearance of Khor
i Kalinich (Khor and Kalinich), a short story
of peasant life and actually the first in the

series later celebrated as Zapiski okhotnika

(collected ed., 1852, Notes of a Hunter; Eng.
tr. as Russian Life in the Interior or the

Experiences of a Sportsman, A Sportsman's
Sketches, etc.). Upon his mother's death,

which made him the self-sufficient master of

15,000 acres and some 2,000 male serfs,

Turgenev hastened to mitigate the lot of the

latter. He freed the domestic staff, endowing
them with fields and woodlands, while the

serf farmers previously on forced labor for

the owner were given a chance to acquire
their own holdings.
The next six years (1850-1856), which

Turgenev spent uninterruptedly in Russia,

were the period during which he was most

closely identified with Russian society and its

aspirations. With A Sportsman's Sketches he

struck a telling blow at the institution of serf-

dom and all the degeneracy and suffering it

entailed. Though not comparable in violence

with Uncle Tom's Cabin, the Sketches give a

realistic picture of contemporary country life

in an area remote from urban culture, em-

phasizing the bad effect exercised by serfdom
on those who lived by it and with it. In

Turgenev's view, it was debasing to the

masters, and prevented any recognition of the

serfs as human beings. The influence of the

Sketches was the stronger because of the re-

serve with which rhey were written, and
Alexander II once said that after he had
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read them he never lost sight of the necessity

for emancipation.
Yet as literature the sketches, however ably

composed, were at best genre, and of a type

and tendency not uncommon in contem-

porary and previous Russian letters. Tur-

genev, though he remained a master of the

short story to the end of his days, thus went

on to broader portrayals of types which re-

flect the mood of society as influenced by
currents of contemporary thought. Rudin

(1856), his first major novel, depicts a well-

educated intellectual of the 40*8 whose

capacity for analyzing himself and others in-

hibits all fruitful activity. Even the love of a

devoted and energetic girl cannot save him.

After several false starts, he proves unable to

harmonize word and deed and cannot master

his environment. The parallelism between

Rudin and Pushkin's Eugene Onegin is im-

mediately apparent, and here Turgenev has

been called an "intelligent and creative pupil
of Pushkin."

In the summer of 1856 Turgenev left

Russia for Western Europe and thereafter

never made more than extended visits to his

native country a situation which, though its

effect was not immediately sensible, eventu-

ally deprived him of intimate contacts with

progressive Russian thought. Turgenev's
second novel, Dvoryanskoe gnezdo (1859; A
Nest of Gentlefolk), also treats the 40*5 and

is really the swansong of the old patriarchal

provincial life which was fading out with the

dawn of a new era. Like Rudin, its hero

Lavretzki is still measurably frustrated and

wastes eight years in two love affairs, one

trivial, the other tragic, before settling down
to useful work as a country squire at the age
of 45. Liza Kalitina, the heroine, begins the

series of Turgenev's great female characters

who are important in world literature as

descendants of Pushkin's Tatyana and close

kinswomen of the heroines of Henry James.
She is, first of all, a strong woman contrasted

with a generous but essentially weak man.

At bottom, Rudin and Lavretzki are both

ineffective in varying degrees. But in his next

novel, Nakanune (1860; On the Eve), Tur-

genev endeavored to create a more positive

type in the Bulgarian Insarov, who marries a

Russian girl but has burnt himself out in the

seryice
of his oppressed countrymen. It was

perhaps Turgenev's hope that Russian Insa-

rovs would soon appear, but* he seems to have

chosen a foreigner for his hero because the

nature of the rising generation was not yet
clear in his mind.

The appearance of this novel coincides

with a significant break in Turgenev's friend-

ships. Since 1847 ^e ^ ac* published mainly in

Sovremennik, controlled in the late 50*8 by the

poet Nekrasov but largely dominated by the

young and brilliant radical critics Cherny-
shevski and Dobrolyubov. Turgenev's moder-
ate liberalism was no more to their taste than

their bumptious and uncompromising ma-
terialism was to his. An unfavorable review

of On the Eve by Dobrolyubov provoked the

final break, and from this point Turgenev
published in the moderate Russki vestnik

(Russian Herald). But his contact with the

radical younger generation inspired Otsy i

deti (1862; Fathers and Sons), the masterpiece

among his novels. Bazarov, its hero no

longer an educated nobleman, a reflective

country squire, or a resolute foreigner, but a

university student of humble origin, a com-
moner scornful of the past, intolerant of

slow-moving contemporary liberalism, eager
for a decisive leap into a better future is the

immortal type of the energetic and impatient

younger generation, shocking its elders and

developing a tremendous head of steam even
on the easiest grades. Though with Fathers

and Sons Turgenev definitively alienated pro-

gressive sympathies of his own day, the fact

that in such a period Turgenev carried his

strong and appealing hero, not to positive

triumph, but to accidental and pathetic infec-

tion and death, proves only that a novelist is

often wiser than his critics. For exile or death

would have been, in real life, Bazarov's only
conceivable alternatives at the time.

Turgenev's last two major novels, Dym
(1867; Smoke) and Nov (1872; Virgin Soil),

though artistically meritorious, failed of

popular success because they reflected his

basic philosophy of progress step by step and
his belief that the revolutionary movement
was false and futile. Apart from his major
novels, he also composed during his lifetime

numerous short stories (some almost of novel

length) which reveal his great stylistic gifts
and psychological penetration, e.g., Pervaya
lyubov (1860; First Love), Stepnoi Korol Lir

(1870; King Lear of the Steppes), Veshnie

vody (1872; Spring Waters), and Posle Smerti

(1883; Clara Milich).
From the 50*3 to his death, Turgenev as

an international figure was surpassed by no
other Russian author before the appearance
of Leo Tolstoy's (q.v.) great novels. He it was
who first revealed the Russian spirit to the

outside world. As the Danish critic Georg
Brandes (q.v.) wrote, "he gave us the psy-

chology of a whole race." Though seemingly
without the neurasthenic depth of Dostoevski
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(q.v.) or the epic sweep of Tolstoy, Turgenev
himself suffered from handicaps of character

and environment which are reflected in his

works. His talent is more lyric than that of

either Dostoevski or Tolstoy, and he sur-

passed them both in his feeling for nature

and his capacity to describe it. Beyond that

Turgenev still remains the greatest Russian

prose stylist of all time. His health began to

fail before 1880, and the illness which was
to destroy him was finally diagnosed as an

inoperable and excruciatingly painful spinal

cancer, which caused his death at Paris on

September 3, 1883.

There are two full translations of the works
of Turgenev in English (by Constance Garnett

and by Isabel Hapgood).
See: Edward Garnett, Turgenev; a Study

(1917); Avrahm Yarmolinsky, Turgenev; the

Man, His Art, and His Age (1926); Andr6
Maurois, TourguJniev (1931, in French); R.
A. Gettmann, Turgenev in England and
America (1941).

S. H. C.

Turkish literature. Classical Turkish litera-

ture, extending in its richness from the i6th

to the i8th centuries, stood by itself; it

exerted no influence upon the literatures of

other countries nor was it influenced by them

except that it faithfully followed the

patterns of classical Persian literature. The
situation became altogether different in the

igth century. Turkey then had to reckon

directly with the dynamically expanding
European powers and to take into account as

never before the complex system of Western
cultures. The leaders of the Ottoman Empire,
as it retreated from Europe, had to yield to

interior and exterior demands for moderniza-
tion according to patterns from the West.

Now came the period of Turkish history

called that of the Tanzimat, the reforms; the

first step was the liquidation of the Janizaries
in 1826. The first newspaper was printed in

1831. Liberal political associations were

formed, such as the Jeni Osmanlylar (New,
or Young, Turks) in 1865. Schools of a

European model and with European instruc-

tors were established, primarily for military

purposes but also with a program for higher
education; in the i86o's three institutions of

major importance were founded the Galata-

Saray Lisesi, the American Robert College,

and the Imperial Ottoman University of

Constantinople. Definite changes in Turkish

literature became apparent, language and

style evolved, literary forms very new to the

country, in novel and drama, were intro-

duced. The literature was at first that of

translation, and French writers exerted the

preponderant influence. The "azhar" (flowery)

style was abandoned. A multitude of Arabic
and Persian words for which there still

existed Turkish expressions were replaced by
these, although in vocabulary literary Turkish

remained, and still does today, overwhelm-

ingly Arabic. An attempt was made to bring
the literary language closer to the spoken,
even to the colloquial language of the people.

In more recent Turkish literature, to

understand which it is necessary to go back
to about 1840, three phases are to be dis-

tinguished: the literature of the Tanzimat

already mentioned; the "New Literature"

(Edebijjat-i Dzcdkle); and the "National

Literature (Milli Edebiyat). (For earlier

Turkish authors and for Turkish works pub-
lished before the decree of Romanization of

modern Turkish in 1928, the Orientalistic

transcription is here used, and the new official

Turkish orthography for what follows that

date.)

Sinasi, the spiritual father of the Young
Turkish movement, is the first significant
writer of the Tanzimat epoch. He translated

French verse, was a poet in his own right,

and founded the first two nonofficial news-

papers, Terdiiiman-i Ahvdl (1860; Interpreter
of the Situation) and Tasvlr-i Efkdr (1862;

Shaping of the Thoughts). Like his literary

contemporaries, ija Pasa and Naniyq Kernal,

he was forced to flee his native country
because his progressive ideas were subject to

persecution. Namyq Kemal wrote the first

national Turkish drama, Vatan jdxud Silistre

(The Fatherland, or Silistria), based on an

event of the Russo-Turkish War, and he was

soon banished to Cyprus. Writers continued

nevertheless to fight the suppression of free

thought in Turkey. An important literary

critic, dramatist, and poet active a little later

was Red2a'I-Zade Ekrem (1847-1913), author

of a rhetorical essay entitled Ta'lim-i

Edebijjdt (Instruction in Literature). Abu-z-

?ija Tevfiq, litterateur and publisher, com-

piled a good anthology of Ottoman literature.

Ahmed Midhat (1844-1913) was a prolific

prose writer whose main work consisted of

translations and fiction. The Albanian Sems-

ed-DIn SamI Fraserl compiled the famous

dictionary Qamus-i Turki (Turkish Ocean [of

words]) and the Turkish encyclopedia Qaraus-
el-A'lam (Ocean of the Sciences). An eminent

place among men of letters of this period was

occupied by "Abdu '1-Haqq Hamid (1852-

1937), who introduced into his country

European romanticism and European poeti-
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cal styles. He was both poet and dramatist.

Among his works are Nesteren, Elber and

Tczer (all three narrative); Taryq, on the

conquest of Spain by the
'

Arabs; collections

of poems entitled Safird (Desert) and Maqber

(The Grave); works of fiction, Olii (The Dead

[Woman]) and Belde (The City, i.e., Paris).

The representatives of the Edebijjat-i
DSedide formed a literary-political group and

published the literary periodical Servet-i

Ftinun (Riches of Arts). The magazine had
been created by Tevflq Fikret (1867-1915), a

poet whose style was modeled after French

masters but who sang the praises of the

Anatolian peasant. The group was in con-

stant struggle against the reactionary and

oppressive measures of the sinister 'Abdu-1-

Hamld. Among its members were the poet

DZenab Sihab-ed-DIn (1860-), often called the

"Turkish Alfred de Musset," the novelist

Mehmed Ra'iif (ReTif; 1875-1931), Xalid

Zija (1866-), and Ahmed Hikmet. Ra'iif was

influenced largely by Feuillet, Daudet (q.v.)>

Flaubert (q.v.) t and Zola (q.v.), as in Dzan-

Feza (The Lovely One); he wrote many short

stories, novels such as Ejlul (September) and

Sijah Jndiiler (Black Pearls), and a number
of plays. Xalid ?ija, "the Alphonse Daudet
of the Turks/' published in the Servet-i Fiinun
his romances Mavi ve Sijah (Blue and Black)
and ASq-i Memnu' (Forbidden Love); numer-
ous letters written during his travels in

Germany were published in 1916. Ahmed
Hikmet is a novelist; his best-known work is

probably Xaristan ve Giilistan (Land of

Thorns and Garden of Roses), published in

Constantinople in 1901. The association

Fedir-i Ati (The Imminent Dawn) comprised
another similarly progressive and antimon
archistic but very individualistic group of

writers. These were completely under the

influence of French symbolism (q.v.). To this

group belong Jahja Kemal (1885-); Ahmed
HaSim (1885-1933), whose delicate poetry has

been published under the titles Got Sa'atleri

(Hours of the Lake) and Pejdle (The Cup)
and whose prose is collected in the volume

Turaba-xane-ji Laqlaqan (The Hospice of the

Storks); and Sehab-ed-DIn Siilejman (1885-),
author of the dramas Gyqmaz Soqaq (Dead
End), the excited discussion of which led to

the foundation of the FedZr-i Ati, and

FJrtyna (Storm).
The really modern writing is called by the

Turks, as already indicated, Milli Edebiyat
(National Literature). The term of course has

historical as well as aesthetic implications. It

became current just prior to the Young Turk

revolution of 1908. The Young Turks were i

progressive party whose chief aim was les

the abolition of the sultanate and the ol<

social structure based on oriental bureaucrati

despotism than the creation of a nationa

Turkish state after the pattern of the nationa

states of Europe. The new ideology embrace*

Pan-Turkism and Pan-Turanism, variation

of a totalitarian nationalism; the former wa
intended to include all Turkic tribes an<

nations (the majority of the Turkic nation

are within the Soviet Union), and the latte

was to include tribes and nations which wer

of "Turanian" origin (i.e., speaking not onl

Turkic but also Finno-LTgric languages). Th
Pan-Turanian movement found strong ad

herents for a time among the young intel

lectuals of Hungary.
As a result of the retreat of the Ottomai

Empire from its former position of conques
in the Balkans, North Africa, Egypt, am

Mesopotamia and in view of its obvious dis

integration (not only national, as in th

Balkans and Egypt, but also economic), th

Young Turk movement pledged itself to th

creation of a single national Turkish stat

and to the utmost possible concentration c

the national forces, both politically and inte]

lectually.
Unlike the writers of the classical era, th

Young Turk authors were mostly not of th

upper class. Many of them have been, or stil

are, teachers of the middle and higher school!

They are consequently much more closel

connected with the people. Far better thai

the classical writers, who enjoyed a life sc

eluded from the profanum vulgus, they undei

stand the common man, above all the un

corrupted, valiant Anatolian peasant. The
know his positive qualities his tenacity, hi

capacity for the endurance of hardship!
whether caused by life in a country whos
ancient irrigation systems have been destroyei
and never rebuilt or by a greedy and corrup
officialdom. They know his fidelity to th

vatan (Arabic = fatherland); it was the Ana
tolian peasant who had fought for the glor
of the sultans, the rulers of the faithful, an<

for the expansion of their God-protcctei

empire.
Anatolia, the immediate home of th

Turks, and the Turkish people became mor
and more the subjects of literature. Thes

people were not the refined representatives o

the class from which the "pillars of th

imperial state*' had been recruited; they ha<

different manners and a different education

some of them were even without manners o

education and totally illiterate. They did no
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understand the language of the upper class,

almost completely Arabic and Persian; they

spoke a more genuinely native language,

using a more Turkic vocabulary; their

language indeed had been despised by the

educated and called qaba Tiirkce (coarse

Turkish).

Again there was much translation, and now
not only from French but also from German,

English, Italian, and Russian. With the elimi-

nation of many Arabic and Persian terms, the

influence of Islam and of oriental patterns of

style decreased. Turkish literature became

basically more European ized. Fiction and the

novel together with political essays formed

the bulk of the new writing. Quantitative
meter was abandoned in favor of syllabic. The
theatre was likewise influenced, both through
translations and attempts to copy European
patterns.
The Milli Edebiyat has been prolific in

writers, but it is still early to appraise them.

Many are important now more for political
than for aesthetic reasons. Time will be

needed to differentiate the really great writers

from the journalists or merely political

essayists.

The long list begins with the novelist

Omer Sejfeddin (1882-1920); the poet and

chief theorist of Turkish nationalism, ?ijfi

Gok Alp (1875-1924); and the publicist
Mehmed Emm (1869-). It also comprises such

writers as Enis 'Avm (pseud. Aqa Giinduz,

1885-), who wrote novels, e.g., Qatyrdiy Oylu,
the story of a robber chieftain of the pe-

riod of decay under Mehmed III, 1595-1603;
Falih Ryfql (now: Falih Rifki Atay; 1895-), a

gifted essayist who fought for Turkish inde-

pendence and the Young Turk revolution

and whose articles were collected in the Eshi

Saat (Old Hour). Rusen Esref (now: Rujen

Eref), also an essayist, is known for his

translation of Vergil. He wrote a study on

Tewflq Fikret and a number of essays, such

as GedmiS G tinier (Days Passed) and Damla
Damla (Drop by Drop). Hamdullah Subhi,

an enthusiastic patriot, is a writer of fiction,

e.g., Day Join (Mountain Road). Resad Niiri

(now: Re?ad Nuri) became suddenly famous

for his great work aly Qulu ("Le Roitelet").

He also wrote StinmiiS Jyldyzlar (Stars Ex-

tinguished), Dudaqtan Qcilbe (From the Lips
to the Heart), Aqtam Giinesi (Evening Sun).

Among his well-known dramas are Handier

(The Dagger), Omidin GuneSi (The Sun of

Hope), and Bir Gedie Fadly'asy (The Tragedy
of a Night).

Ja'qtib Qadri (now: Yakub Kadri Kara-

osmanoglu) is undoubtedly the greatest and

most brilliant of living Turkish writers. His

significance for Turkish literature will re-

main outstanding, for his interests, capacities,
and subjects reach far beyond the narrow
national horizon of the major part of the

Milli Edebiyat. He was born in 1889 in

Cairo. His father was 'Abdu-'l-Qtidyr bej,
who belonged to a family of old Turkish

nobility. His boyhood and youth were spent
in Magnisa and Cairo and in Smyrna where

he met Sehabeddin Siilejman, who introduced

him into the Fed2r-i Atl. He went to Con-

stantinople only after the revolution. Mau-

passant, Dauclet, and Bourget (qq.v.), whom
he admired in his early years, did not con-

tinue to exert influence upon him, nor did

Turkish men of letters such as Xfilid Zija and
Mehmed Re'iif. His critical ability as well as

his truly great artistic capacities was developed

very quickly, and this fact was important
for his literary independence. Scandinavian

literature, especially the work of Ibsen (q.v.} 9

influenced his development and personality
and is reflected in his work. During the

period of the Russian Revolution, he was

constantly attracted by the Russian moderns,

especially Gorky (q-v.) 9 and the younger

revolutionary and postrevolutionary writers.

The Russian classics were also not without

effect upon him. He is perhaps the one Turk-

ish writer who became so seriously and

thoroughly acquainted with Russian literature

that he was able to interpret it. For clearness

and expression his novels may be compared
to those of Maupassant and Flaubert (q.v.).

He accurately describes and interprets the

Turkish milieu, especially that of Anatolia;

both in his short stories and in his novels he

presents a vivid picture of these people, the

middle and lower classes, the Anatolian

peasant and his language, folklore, and

mentality.
Nur Baba (Father Nur [Light]) is his first

great story. It contains interesting descrip-
tions of the little-known rites and costumes

of the Bektasi order; for his extreme candor

he was attacked by some of the fervent na-

tionalists. Other works are Bir Serendiam

(An Adventure); Kiralyq Qpnaq (House for

Rent); Sodom ve Gomore (Sodom and

Gomorrah), which depicts the moral and
sentimental crisis of Constantinople during
the armistice at the end of the First World

War; Hiikum Gedzesi (Night of Judgment), a

history of the opposition under the Young
Turk regime (1908-1918); Jaban (The World

Outside); and Ankara, the heroic epopee of

the city which became the capital. He also

published a volume of prose poems, Ercnler
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Bayyndan (From the Garden of the Initiated),

the title being a much used term of the

Islamic mystics. He likewise wrote numerous
articles and essays on aesthetics and politics,

exhibiting profound knowledge of the

problems of his time. He was for many years
in the diplomatic service of his country and
was Turkish envoy plenipotentiary to the

government of Czechoslovakia in Prague,
until the destruction of that republic in the

spring of 1939.

Xalide Edib (1883-), a strong Pan-Turkist

and nationalistic moralist, is important among
the women writers. Kopriilii-Zade Mehmed
Fu'ad (1890-) is a fecund critic and the liter-

ary historian of modern Turkey, at present

professor of Turkish language and literature

at both the Ankara and Istanbul state uni-

versities. Other authors of some significance
are Sadrl Ertem, an excellent novelist;

Mahmud Jesari (now: Yesari), a popular lit-

erary critic; Pejami Safa (now: Peyami Safa),

a novelist; and the poets Faruq Nafyz (1898-),
who produced four volumes of verse between

1918 and 1928 (among them fioban e$mesi,
The Shepherd's Fountain), and Behdiet

Kemal (now: Beh^et Kemal), who sang of the

deeds of Kemal's revolution. There are many
young poets Xalid Faxri, Nazim Hikmet,

JaSar NabI, Nedilb Fazyl, and Ahmed Qudsi.

The poet Mehmed 'Akif (1873-1936) must be

given a separate place. He was the author of

the verses of the Turkish national anthem,
but he stood alone against the trend of the

times, remaining faithful to the Islamic tra-

ditions, so that public mention of him was
for a while avoided.

Mustafa Kemal, "Atatiirk" (1880-1938), first

president of the Turkish republic, was a good
political writer and stylist. He composed
numerous political essays, among them the

Nutuq (Discourse), a magnificent and lengthy

speech delivered before the National As-

sembly.
See: E. J. W. Gibb, A History of Ottoman

Poetry (6 vols., 1900-1909); O. Hachtmann,
Die turkische Literatur des XX. Jahrhunderts

(1916); Koprulu Zade Mehmed Fu'ad,

Bugiinku Edebijjat (1923) and Turk Edebijjdt
Ta'rlxi (1926); Ettore Rossi, "Odierne ten-

denze literarie e politiche in Turchia,"
Oriente rnodcrno, IX (1929), 580-90; W.
Barthold, Zivolf Vorlesungen iiber die Ge-

schichte der Ttirken Mittel-Asiens, tr. from
Osman-Turkish into German by Theodor
Menzel (1935); S. Saussey/ Prosateurs tares

contemporains; extraits choisis, prdsentds et

traduits (1935).

K. H. M.

Tuwim, Juljan (1894-, Polish poet), was born
in the factory town of t6dz, of middle-class

Jewish stock, and educated in the Russian

Gymnasium there. In 1918 he burst upon the

literary scene with a poem "Wiosna w
mieScie" (Spring in the City) that provoked
wide discussion and controversy. A leading

spirit in the Skamander (see Polish literature)

group, Tuwim has often been called Poland's

Walt Whitman. Because of his declared pur-

pose to expand the scope of Polish poetry so

that it would sing not only, as in the past,
of rural charms and tender sentiments, but

"of fortresses, cities, subways, factories, streets,

soil, and everything under the sun," Tuwim
is regarded as the founder of Polish futurism.

A virtuoso of the written word, Tuwim is

Poland's outstanding translator from the

Russian, his renderings of Pushkin, for ex-

ample, always equaling and sometimes even

excelling the original. A man of the widest

interests bibliophile, anthologist (of "liter-

ary trifles ), lexicographer (of Bacchic terms)
Tuwim was Free Poland's most glittering

literary phenomenon. A collection of his

early poems appeared in 1933, and in 1942
an anthology of all his works was published
in New York (Wybor pism; A Selection of

Writings). One of Tuwim's most successful

hobbies was the fashioning of rhymes for

children. In this field his Lokomotywa (1938;

Eng. tr., Locomotive, 1940) is to be noted.

See: E. W. Titus, "A Polish Author,"

Literary Review of New York Post, February
16, 1924; K. Czachowski, Obraz wspdtczesnej

literatury polskiej, III (1936), 280-292, 708-

710.
A. P. C.

Tvedt, Jens (1857-1935, Norwegian novelist),
was born of a peasant family in Hardangcr
on the western coast of Norway. After gradu-

ating from a teachers' college he lived most
of his life as a schoolmaster, journalist, and
librarian in Stavanger. Apart from experi-
ments in prose lyrics and plays his writing
consists of more than 20 novels published
from 1885 to 1928, written exclusively in

Landsmaal describing the life of the people
of the author's home region. Tvedt is the

outstanding representative of the school of

the "home-soil novelists." His first books
shocked readers by their unvarnished de-

scriptions of life in the small farms along the

narrow fjords of the west, so different from

previous somewhat roseate pictures of eastern

peasant life. But Tvedt's realism is never
brutal or morbid. Behind his careful and
veracious description there is a strong opti-
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mism, a belief in the inherent health and

vitality of the people; he shares their own
common sense. His "classical realism" is far

from naturalism and also far from the pale
neo-romanticism of the go's and is deeply
rooted in Norwegian tradition. There is no

psychological piquancy in his books, but one
finds real life in them, sound feeling, and a

natural harmony of subject and form; they
are plastic in the classical sense. Outstanding
are Vanheppa (1891; Bad Luck) and Madli
und* apalen (1900; Madli under the Apple
Tree), stories of everyday endurance of hard-

ship, written with sympathy and genial

humor, in a firm New Norse close to the style

of the folk narrators. Tvedt's lyrical trend is

conspicuous in the love story Djup jord (1904;

Deep Soil), perhaps his most important work.

In his later books the tendency toward

didacticism and idyls takes the upper hand.

Tvedt has strongly influenced the farm novel

in Norway.
See: J. Bukdahl, "Jens Tvedt," in Norsk

aarbok (1925), pp. 39-59, and in Del skjulte

Norge (1926), pp. 62-71.
S. S.

Tynyanov, Yuri Nikolayevich (
1 894- 1 943 ,

Russian novelist, scholar, critic, and trans-

lator), was born at Rezhitsa (Rezekne, Lat-

via) and graduated from the University of

Petrograd (1918). He quickly established him-

self as a leader of the formalists, who studied

literature as form or construction. While

lecturing on the history of Russian poetry,
he published Problerna stikhotvornovo yazyka

(1924; The Problem of the Poetic Language)
and a collection of penetrating studies

(Arkhaisty i novatory, 1929; Archaists and

Innovators), dealing largely with prominent
Russian poets. He has also translated Heine

(3 vols., 1927-1934)-

Tynyanov's creative work is derived from
his interest in literary history and theory. His

first novel, Kyukhlya (1925), which re-creates

the quixotic figure of the poet Kiichelbecker,

friend of Pushkin and one of the Decembrist

conspirators, is carefully documented and
well constructed, but also manages to convey
an air of spontaneity. However, in Smert
Vazir-Mukhtara (1929; Eng. tr., Death and

Diplomacy in Persia, 1938) history and theory

gain the upper hand. The real hero of the

novel is the year immediately preceding the

assassination of the dramatist Griboyedov
(1795-1829), then on a diplomatic mission to

Persia, rather than the dramatist himself.

An impressionistic technique is used to show

Griboyedov going to his doom through a

series of meetings with characters who repre-
sent various themes. Of Tynyanov's historical

tales, the most original is "Podporuchik
Kizhe" (1930; Eng. tr., "Second Lieutenant

Also," in Soviet Short Stories, 1942); con-

structed on the premise of the absence of a

hero, it is admirable technically but empty
of life. The first two parts of the novel

Pushkin (1936) represent a partial return to

the methods of Kyukhlya; the development
of the youthful poet is shown with realistic

simplicity, while the subordinate characters

form a rich gallery drawn from what is per-

haps the most fascinating period of Russian

literary and social history.

See: L. Tsyrlin, Tynyanov-Belletrist (1935);
Y. Tager, "Tynyanov/' in Literaturnaya

entsiklopediya, Vol. XI (1938).

P. A. P.

u

Ukrainian literature. The last three decades

of the igth century in Russia saw Ukrainian

literature laboring under grave political

difficulties. The tsarist authorities viewed the

development of Ukrainian culture with a

jaundiced eye, because of a suspicion that

it would lead inevitably to political separa-
tism. As a consequence, a brief lucid interval

of toleration in the early 1870*5, during which

there was a phenomenal upsurge of original
work in music, drama, poetry, and scholar-

ship (including monumental collections of

folk poetry and folklore), was followed by a

drastic ukase of Tsar Alexander II on May
18, 1876, by which Ukrainian books and

newspapers were absolutely prohibited and
the Ukrainian theatres closed. Only under
the milder rule of Austria, in Galicia and in

Bukovina, was it possible for Ukrainian liter-

ature to develop with any degree of freedom,
and even there it had to struggle against

strongly Pan-Russian movements that sought
to destroy it.

Lemberg (Ukrainian, Lviv; Polish, Lw6w)
became for more than a generation the chief

center of Ukrainian culture, a trend which
was assisted especially by the printing proj-
ects of the Shevchenko Scientific Society,
founded in 1873. The outstanding single

figure in creative writing was Ivan Franko
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(1856-1916), a poet of remarkable industry

and fecundity. Franko was the son of a

peasant, originally of German stock, and in

his youth suffered three periods of imprison-
ment for his political activities. He took his

Ph.D. degree from the University of Vienna

in 1894 and seemed destined for the chair of

Ukrainian language and literature in the

University of Lembcrg, but his past espousal

of socialism and Ukrainian nationalism

thwarted this hope. He made a lean and

precarious living as a hack journalist, yet

found time for voluminous translations from

German, Russian, and Czech and for a

copious output of original work, especially

his epic Moses (1905), in which the dis-

heartened Hebrew leader symbolizes himself;

Srnert Kayina (1889; The Death of Cain), a

misanthropic philosophical poem, influenced

by Byron; Lys Mykyta (1890; Mickey Fox), a

rollicking animal epic; several volumes of

lyrics, predominantly melancholy; and a

number of historical novels and talcs of

Galician life. Among Ukrainian poets, Franko

is usually ranked second only to Shevchenko.

He lacks Shevchenko's Burns-like zest of

inspiration, but he has a much broader

culture and an unusual capacity for artistic

perseverance. So extensive was his output
that he may almost be regarded as having

created a modern Ukrainian literature single-

handed. Among other Ukrainian authors who

at this time made Galicia their center of

operations were Panteleimon Kulish (1819-

1897), poet, novelist, critic, and translator of

10 of Shakespeare's plays, and Alexander

Konisky (1836-1900), poet, novelist, and

dramatist. Still others whose work, forbidden

in Russia, was now published in Galicia were

Marko Vovchok (pseud, of Maria Markovich,

1834-1907), a gleaner of folk tales, and Ivan

Nechuy-Levitsky (1838-1918), a novelist. In

the background of this whole generation, but

operating chiefly from exile in Switzerland

and Bulgaria, was the notable scholar and

political leader, Michael Drahomaniv (1841-

1895), formerly professor of history in the

University of Kiev. Associated with him as a

pioneer was another professor. Volodimir

Antonovich (1834-1908).
Bukovina was a secondary centei of rela

tively unfettered activity. Here the chief

writer was Osip Yuri Fedkovich (1834-1888),

who spent his youth as an officer in the

Austrian army. His lyrics and legends are

suffused with the tenderness of the folk songs
he had learned in his youth and with a sense

of the beauty of the Carpathians. Isidore

Vorobkevich (1836-1903) was a popular poet
of considerable talent.

A striking development in the Greater

Ukraine was the creation, after 1880, of a

Ukrainian theatre by Marko Kropivnitsky

(1841-1910) and a group of gifted associates

such as Michael Staritsky (1840-1904) and

Ivan Tobilevich (1845-1907). Among the best-

known plays of these men are (to give the

titles in English): Olesya, At the Census, Two
Sevenths, and The Wild One by Kropivnit-

sky; Christmas Night, In the Dark, Rohdan

Khmelnitsky, Marusia Bohuslavka, and The
Last Night by Staritsky; and The Vagabond,
The Landlord, The Unfortunate One, The
Servant Girl, Martin Borula, and Conceit by

Tobilevich.

Following close upon the authors already

mentioned, and indeed overlapping them,

came a younger generation, chiefly in the

Greater Ukraine but publishing most of its

work in Galicia. Such were the gifted poetess

Lesya Ukrayinka (pseud, of Larissa Kvitka,

n6e Kosach, 1872-1913), the author of dra

matic poems and of several fine dramas in

verse (Song of the Forest, In the Catacombs,

Rufinus and Priscilla, The Drinking Bout,

The Babylonian Captivity, In the Ruins);

Mikola Kotsiubinsky (1864-1913), an eminent

novelist, author of The Dream. On the Rock.

Fata Morgana, On the Island, By the Mina-

rets, Unknown, Laughter, The Debut; Boris

Hrinchenko (1863-1910), a great philologist,

author of a four-volume dictionary of the

Ukrainian language; Volodimir Samiylenko

(1864-1925), poet and satirist; Vasyl Stefanik

(1871-1936), a gifted Galician storyteller,

graduate in medicine from Cracow University,
who wrote such tales as The Darling, The
nine Rook, and The Stone Cross; Agafangel

Krimsky (1874-), novelist and translator from

Arabic and Persian poets; Pavlo Grabovsky

(1864-1902), poet and translator; Olga Koby
lianska (1865-1942), a novelist of Bukovina;

Bohdan Lepky (1872-1942), lyric poet, critic,

and historian; and Alexander Oles (1878-), a

lyric poet of great charm. Ultimately to tower

above all these, however, was Michael

Hrushevsky (1866-1934), the greatest of

modern Ukrainian scholars. Trained al the

University of Kiev, Hrushevsky was ap

pointed in 1894 to the chair of Ukrainian

history in the University of Lemberg. The
results of a long life devoted to able research

are to be found in his lo-voluine Istoriya

Ukrayiny-Rusy (1898-1937; History of Rus-

sian Ukraine) and in his three-volume Istoriya

ukrayins'koyi lyteratury (1923; History of
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Ukrainian Literature). These are indubitably
the greatest works in their field. Hrushevsky
was in 1917-1918 the first president of the

independent Ukrainian nation, with its

capital at Kiev. He lived in exile, 1918-1924,
but then returned to Russia. He died in

1934, broken by four years of imprisonment
at the hands of the Soviet government.
The fate of Hrushevsky is typical of that of

most Ukrainian writers under the first 20

years of the Soviet regime. Nationalism,

which for nearly a century had been the

major motivation of Ukrainian literature,

now became a deadly political offense, and

the pressure against it grew relentless, espe-

cially after 1930. Some of the Ukrainian au-

thors succumbed to this pressure and con-

formed completely to the new order. Such

were the poets Pavlo Tychyna, Maxim

Rylsky, and Volodimir Sosiura and the novel-

ists Andrei Holovko, Yuri Yanovsky, and
Mikola Bazhan. Others were nominally
Communist but struggled by devious means
to perpetuate the nationalist point of view;

and these, almost without exception, have

been liquidated. Examples are the dramatist

Mikola Kulish and the novelists Mikola

Chvylovy, M. Kosoris, A. Olessich, Volodimir

Gsyzky, and O. Dosvitny. Still other authors

were deliberately counterrevolutionary and
were systematically sought out and shot, e.g.,

in 1930 Andrei Nikovsky, Sergei Yefremov, L.

Starytzka-Cherniachivska, and M. Yevchenko
and in 1934 Evhen Pluznyk, Gregory Kosynka,
D. Falkivsky, Yuri Shkurupey, and Aleksa

Vlysko. Ukrainian literature, in a world

where colossal struggles of new orders were

impending, had been fatally caught "between

the pass and fell incensed points of mighty

opposites."
See: B. Lepky, ed., Struny, antologiya

ukrayinskoyi poeziyi (1922); S. Yefremov,
Korotka istoriya ukrayinskoho pys'menstva

(1924); A. P. Coleman, Brief Survey of Ukrain-

ian Literature (1936); D. Doroshenko, History

of the Ukraine (1939); M. Hrushevsky, A

History of Ukraine (one-volume abridgment
in English, 1941).

W. K.

Ullman, Gustaf (1881-, Swedish poet and

short-story writer), born in the province of

Halland on Sweden's west coast, restricts his

literary motifs almost entirely to the primi-
tive landscape and folk life of his native

province. Though in this regional strain in

his art he may be compared with Selma

Lagerlof (q*v.) 9 greatest of Swedish regional

ists in prose fiction, in most other respects
Ullman 's art is as far removed from Selma

Lagerlof's as it could well be. He lacks com-

pletely Selma Lagerlof's rich, colorful fantasy,
her light, playful humor, her love of apos-

trophe and paradox, her vividly pulsing
prose style. Ullman's art is reserved, laconic,

severely close to the earth. Even the poetry of

his young manhood (Vastkust, 1903, West
Coast; Caprifol, 1905; and Sdngarbikt, 1910,
Confessions in Song) indulges in no effusive

lyricism, is everywhere sober, severe, re-

strained. His masters seem to have been the

two great painters from Sweden's west coast,

Karl Nordstrom, who has painted the coastal

landscape in bare, massive, heroic lines, and
Carl Wilhelmson, who has employed an al-

most equally severe brush in depicting the

deep religious character of the people of this

region. In Ullman's poetry the landscape
dominates, though its folk life also occasion-

ally enters upon the scene. In his prose fiction

the people of his province come into a much
more sharp focus. Many of these tales are

simple straightforward tales of the folk, with

no particular problem or theme; but the

most successful of them are quietly probing
studies of the pietistic religious psychology
of the west coast folk, in which Ullman casts

up accounts with the severe religious dogma-
tism ("Schartauism") which for a century has

dominated the spiritual life of this region.
His most important works on this theme
are the collection of short stories Prdster

(1907; Preachers) and the short novel En

flickas ara (1909; A Girl's Honor). Though
Ullman has continued to produce of late

years, his work reflects no new developments
in either art or subject matter.

See: F, Book, Resa kring svenska Parnassen

(1926), pp. 103-115.
A. G.

Unamuno, Miguel de (1864-1936, Spanish

philosopher, essayist, poet, and novelist), born

in Bilbao of Basque ancestry, became a writer

whose art and thought merge, both sponta-

neously and consciously, into something of

the very essence of Spain. At the same time

he endowed his country with a new aware-

ness, a new sensitivity, and a new inter-

national perspective. For centuries Spain had
lived bound by her pitiful attempts to find a

position between the divine and the profane,
the temporal and the eternal, the particular
and the universal, Unamuno hailed the di-

lemma as a challenge for everyone in Spain
and throughout the world who is not content
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with the dogmatic and nicely turned replies

of any science, philosophy, religion, or art.

Unamuno made the problem his problem
and sought its origins by way of a vital

dialectic which is integrated in beauty, in

pages of unparalleled prose and verse. From
the time of his very first writings the author

proposed to stir the conscience of his readers

without offering, as a goal, any fixed or

systematic doctrine. And in his monumental
Del sentimiento trdgico de la vida (1913; Eng.
tr., The Tragic Sense of Life in Men and in

Peoples, 1921), he says: "My work I was

going to say my mission is to destroy every-
one's faith, faith in affirmation, faith in

negation, and faith in abstention, and this

because of my faith in faith itself; it is to

combat all those who live resigned, be it to

Catholicism, to rationalism, or to agnosticism;
it is to make everyone live fearfully and

hungrily."
Unamuno is close to the despairing souls

of history Job, Pascal, Spinoza, Snancour,

Kierkegaard. In their society he found him-

self, it may be said, and with their help he

found his own Spain; through them, too,

his vehement desire to project himself in an

eternal perspective was strengthened. The
battle represented in his brilliant books was

matched by that of his everyday life, in a

continual struggle with circumstances. As a

young man he held the chair of Greek in the

University of Salamanca, although he was
never interested in so-called scholarly investi-

gations. His personality overflowed the narrow
limits of academic activity to make him a

master of souls. He discovered his real milieu

less in the university than in the spiritual
richness of Salamanca itself, where his

Basque character his tenacious courage,

timidity, monodeisrn, and dryness of expres-
sion became Castilianized in the presence of

the clear and open landscapes and in the

atmosphere of beauty of one of the most

elegant and rhythmical cities which Spain

possesses.
From the vantage point of Salamanca,

Unamuno, in successive experiences, appre-
hended and integrated in his soul and style
the multifarious variety of enigmatic Iberia.

The process gave For tierras de Portugal y
de Espaiia (1911) and Andanzas y visiones

espanqlas (1922). Unamuno was the first to

c~tch in a vital synthesis the essential mean-

ing of Peninsular poetry, in Spanish, in Portu-

guese, and in Catalan. He did not stop here,

because his sensitive and comprehensive
understanding extended also to the lands of

Hispanic America, whose literary originality

he was one of the first to perceive and evalu-

ate. In his work there live cordially side by
side all those Hispanic differences which in

everyday life have the appearance of mutually

repellent dissociations just as the contradic-

tions and paradoxes in Unamuno, logically

irreconcilable, take on meaning in a supreme,
vital, and poetic unity.
The author struggled not only against

dogmatism and intellectual fetters, but also

against any political structure which would
not permit the human being the free play of

his impulses, even of his errors. Unamuno did

not combat the monarchy during the first

years of the 2oth century, when Spain was

living in a sort of "gentle anarchy" and when
no one was facing the grave political and
social problems which, later appearing as

unavoidable questions, were to give rise to

the greatest catastrophe in Spanish history.

He began to attack Alfonso XIII when the

latter showed signs of wishing to govern

Spain dictatorially, especially during the

dictatorship of General Miguel Primo de

Rivera (1923-1930), established with the com-

plicity of the monarch. Unamuno's violent

writings cost him a long banishment (1924-

1930). Upon his return to Spain he accepted
the Republic of 1931 with enthusiasm and
was elected a deputy to the Cortes Con-

stituyentes. Soon, however, he showed his

disagreement with the new regime because he

considered it both too radical and too

dogmatic in religious and social matters.

Here, it must be admitted, is a real weakness

in Unamuno; here he never expressed a single
constructive idea and limited himself to the

easy role of the iconoclast with both pen and
word. Marvelously steady as an artist, in his

life as a politician Unamuno was anarchical

and the victim of whims. With his negative
and harsh criticism he contributed extensively
to the confusion of his country. When in

1936 the army rebelled against the republican

regime, Unamuno apparently accepted will-

ingly the overthrow of that badly prepared
attempt at Spanish democracy. Soon, however,
this illusion vanished too, if indeed it can

be said that he ever really had it. To him
is attributed the prophetic phrase, spoken in

a formal university gathering in Salamanca in

October, 1936, in the presence of the leaders

of the military revolt: "You will conquer but
not convince." A short while later he was

dying in bitterness and desperation.
Few of the recent writers of Europe have

had the full and vitalizing erudition of

Unamuno. In him are found effective echoes
of world literature, from classic antiquity to
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Shakespeare, Cervantes, Leopardi, and Whit-

man, and to the Dane, Kierkegaard, whose

language he learned in order to understand

him more fully. He never approached phi-

losophy, science, or literature with a cold

intellectual interest; his purpose was to fuse

culture with his own anguish over the

question of life and death, a basic problem
with him and one which renders all else of

secondary import. Thus it is that in the

characters of his novels Niebla (1914; Eng.
tr,, Mist, 1928), Tres novelas ejemplares y un

prologo (1920; Eng, tr., Three Exemplary
Novels and a Prologue, 1930), and La tia

Tula (1921) he seeks out the essentially

"personal" constituent of their make-ups, the

ultimate representation of conscience which

is sensed to be hovering between today and

eternity and which "personalizes" everything
about it. But the supreme pages of his work
must be sought in his Ensayos (8 vols., 1916-

1918), replete with profound visions; in them
he has touched on a multitude of themes that

go to the heart of the essential problems of

present-day life. A noble example of his verse

is the poem to the star, "Aldebardn" (in

Poesias, 1907), This magnificent symphony
reveals, as in a synthesis, what Luis de Le6n,
Pascal, and many others give but frag-

mentarily. It is characterized by a style the

words of which are a ladder leading to the

most moving exaltation, an ineffable exalta-

tion in which man feels, at one and the same
time, that he is losing and finding himself.

See: S. de Madariaga, The Genius of Spain
and Other Essays on Spanish Contemporary
Literature (1923); J. E. Crawford Flitch,

"Introduction," in Unamuno, Essays and

Soliloquies (1925); M. Romera Navarro,

Miguel de Unamuno, novelista, poeta, en-

sayista (1928); H. Daniel-Rops, Carte d'Europe
(1928), pp. 121-161; J. Marias, Miguel de
Unamuno (1943).

A. C.

Undset, Sigrid (1882-, Norwegian novelist), is

the most distinguished of present-day Scandi-
navian writers of prose fiction. Born in the

charming little Danish town of Kallundborg,
Zealand, she moved with her family to

Christiania in 1884. Her early childhood in

Christiania (treated in the autobiographical
work Elleve dr, 1934, Eng. tr., The Longest
Years, 1935) was relatively happy; but the

death of her father, a well-known archaeolo-

gist, when she was only 11 years old, forced

the family into the narrowest of economic
circumstances. Her education was curtailed,

and it was necessary for her to accept employ-

ment in an office when she was 16 years of

age. The early experience as a self-supporting

young woman provided her, however, with

much of the material for her early tales. The
first of these, Fru Martha Oulie, appeared in

1907, to be followed in rapid succession by
three more volumes of prose fiction dealing
with modern young women, the collection of

stories Entitled Den lykkelige alder (1908;
The Happy Age) and two novels, Jenny
(1911; Eng. tr., 1921) and Vaaren (1914;

Springtime). During these years was also pub-
lished her first historical novel, Vigaljot og
Vigdis (1909; Eng. tr., Gunnar's Daughter,
1936). Nearly all of these early tales are con-

cerned with the relation between man and

woman, conceived primarily in ultimate ethi-

cal terms. She did not fall in line with the

neo-romantic Norwegian literary vogue of

the day (as represented in Gunnar Heiberg,

q.v., and others) where "art" and "love" were

looked upon as absolute antisocial concepts
that had nothing to do with house and home
and all of the practical circumstances of life.

Instead Sigrid Undset's early tales conceive of

love between man and woman as a matter of

quiet everyday growth and development
within the immediate limitations and obli-

gations of homemaking. In Jenny, the most

important of these early stories, the heroine

finally meets a tragic fate because she half-

consciously "experiments" with love, until it

is too late for her to meet love's immediate

crucial moral obligations as a mother and

homemaker. In the matter of technique,

Sigrid Undset's early work is marked by a

sober, unpretentious realism, an almost art-

less directness and simplicity scarcely designed
to attract a wide reading public at least not

until the partially sensational contents of

Jenny made, in 1911, a more sharp and

forcible impression. During the First World
War Sigrid Undset's production fell off some-

what, and what she did write was of a rather

miscellaneous kind: two volumes of tales

(Splinten av troldspeilet, 1917, one story from
which has appeared in an English transla-

tion, Images in a Mirror, 1938; and De kloge

jomfruer, 1918, The Wise Virgins); a retelling
of the King Arthur romances based on

Mallory (Fortaellinger om Kong Artur og
ridderne av det runde bord, 1915); a literary

study dealing with the Bronte sisters (Tre
s0stre, 1917); and a volume of essays on the

woman question (En kvindessynspunkt, 1919).
All of these volumes reveal an increasing pre-

occupation on the author's part with ethical

matters, particularly with a new religious

approach to ethical problems; and they serve
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therefore both as valuable documents in a

study of Sigrid Undset's religious development
and as an introduction to her later historical

novels, in which ethico-religious concerns

play such a preeminent part. In 1928 she was

awarded the Nobel prize in literature. She

took up residence in the United States in

1940.
It is in her two great historical novels, the

trilogy Kristin Lavransdat tcr (1920-1922; Eng.
tr., 1923-1927) and the tetralogy Olav Au-

dunsson (1925-1927; Eng. tr., The Master of

Hestviken, 1928-1930), that Sigrid Undset's

claim to fame primarily lies, though some of

her earlier work is to be included in the

better prose fiction appearing in Norway in

the years before the First World War, and

though her later novels (beginning with

Gymnadenia, 1929, Eng. tr., The Wild Orchid,

1931) certainly represent, despite their rather

forced strain of religious apologetics, one of

the high points in Norwegian fiction in the

years before the Second World War. The two

great novels reveal an absolute mastery of

historical periods, with their dress and food

habits, their customs and ways of thought,
their broad backgrounds of political and

military intrigue; but Sigrid Undset never

permits the impedimenta of history in its

more antiquarian aspects to interfere with

her primary concern with the individual

human being in his ceaseless moral struggle
with the baffling materials of life. This is

what gives her historical novels at one and
the same time their warmly human everyday
realism and their marvelously sensitive psy-

chological perspective. In their purely narra

tive movement these novels are slow, leisurely,

unhurried, proceeding with a quietly delib-

erate solemnity, never impatient of detail,

ever subtly alert to all those minute forms

and phases of outward phenomena which

register their impressions upon human char-

acter and determine human destiny. This

steady stateliness of general movement gathers
itself together at times, leaps into a blazing

intensity of feeling or of action in certain

individual episodes, only to recede again into

its unhurried way as unhurried as the cease-

less processes of nature and eternity and God.

Suffusing it all there is a note of unutterable

majesty, even of sublimity the poignant

sublimity with which a story of human fate

can -become invested when a profoundly un-

nurried artistry touches it and bring it into

the delicately penetrating focus of an

intensely serious creative imagination. It is

to be noted that in these novels the religious

emphasis emerges much more sharply than

it had in Sigrid Undset's earlier fiction, and
not merely because these novels deal directly
with a social order dominated by the medi-

eval Church. Sigrid Undset herself became a

convert to the Catholic Church shortly after

the completion of Kristin Lavransdatter; and
in most of her authorship since, particularly
in Gymnadenia and its sequel, Den bran-

dende busk (1930; Eng. tr., The Burning
Bush, 1932), she has not been able to refrain

from giving more or less direct expression to

a dogmatic Catholic view of the modern
human scene. As a recent Norwegian critic

has pointed out, we may consider these two
late novels dealing with modern life to-

gether with Ida Elisabeth (1932; Eng. tr.,

1933), Den trofaste hustru (1936; Eng. tr.,

The Faithful Wife, 1937), and the very im-

portant Madame Dorothea (1939; Eng. tr.,

1940) as one of the more important between-

the-wars literary "contributions to a funda-

mental accounting with a materialistic-

mechanical philosophy of life.
M
Sigrid Undset

has come with the years to find in Catholic

dogma the only solution to the problems of

a modern world.

See: A. H. Winsnes, Norges litteratur fra

februarrevolutionen til verdenskrigen, part
2, pp. 528-545> Vol. V (1937) of F. Bull, F.

Paasche, and A. H. Winsnes, Norsk littera-

turhistorie; Alrik Gustafson, Six Scandinavian

Novelists (1940), pp. 286-361.
A. G.

Ungaretti, Giuseppe (1888-, Italian poet),
born of Italian parents in Alexandria, Egypt,

spent years in Paris absorbing French culture.

From 1915 to 1918 he fought in the First

World War, in France and in Italy (beautiful

poems tell of this experience in an intense,

sharp way, e.g., "Veglia," "Peso," "Soldato,"
"San Martino del Carso"). He lived for some
time in Rome. In late years he has been in

South America, teaching Italian literature in

the University of Sao Paulo, Brazil. Ungaretti
has collaborated on many literary papers and
reviews, among others the Lacerba (Florence),
Voce (Florence), Popolo d'ltalia (Milan), Lit-

terature (Paris), Ronda (Rome), Europe
nouvelle (Paris). In 1916 appeared // Porto

sepolto which was followed by La Guerre

(1919) and Allegria di naufragi (1919).

L'Allegria (1931) contains previous poems re-

elaborated. More recently Ungaretti has pro-
duced a collection of poems, Sentimento del

tempo (1933), and a book of poems translated

from foreign authors, Traduzioni (1936).

Ungaretti is the most representative poet of

the movement of pure poetry in Italy. Follow-
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ing the path traced by the French symbol-
ists (see French symbolism), Rimbaud, Mai-

Iarm6, and Apollinaire (qq.v.), he searches

for a condition of purity and lyrical essence.

He aims to restore to words as the critic

Alfredo Gargiulo said their original vir-

ginity and their reconquered lyrical primi-

tivity. To convey in his poetry only the nude
essence of his inspiration, Ungaretti tries to

concentrate and polish his means of expres-
sion by various degrees, employing a complex

technique. Therefore he repudiates the tradi-

tional metrical and syntactical systems, em-

ploying new devices, some of which, such as

graphical and typographical innovations,

have been identified with the attempts of

the futuristi. Some extremely short poems
("Sera," "Cielo e mare") are good examples
of Ungaretti's effort toward concentration,

of his attempt to reach the "state of grace,"
to express the feeling of "illumination" and
the sense of "magic" by which he feels him-

self possessed. The fundamental note of his

lyrical temperament is the striving to repro-
duce the ineffable. In his elaborate and
tortured mode of expression he appears as

the central subject of his poetry, as a man in

an effort at communication with nature,

mystery, and God ("La Pieta," "Cairo," "La

Preghiera," "La Morte meditata"). He is the

uomo di pena (man of sorrow), the poor
heart afraid of his ignorance, the creature

eternally exiled.

Ungaretti's poetry is still very much dis

cussed: some critics refuse to find in it any
serious intellectual meaning and consider it

somewhat of a voluptuous playing with

words. Others, instead, because of his attempt
to transfer into poetry human and essential

values, transforming his experiences into a

lyrical world at once individual and uni-

versal, have connected his name with those

of Leopardi and Petrarch.

See: A. Bocelli, "Scrittori d'oggi," Nuova

Antologia, CCCLXII (1932), 422-428; P.

Pancrazi, Scrittori italiani del novecento

(1934)* PP- 162-169.
E. C.

Unruh, Fritz von (1885-, German dramatist

and poet), was born at Coblenz. Scion of a

noble family, son of a Prussian general, he

was educated for a military career at Plon

and entered active service in the German

army. The young officer pondered over the

problem of the soldier, whose profession in

times of peace is futile and in times of war

seems nothing but subordination. From his

musings came the drama Offiziere (1912),

which Max Reinhardt produced with great
success. Feeling that a military career was

incompatible with the creative forces of a

poet, Unruh resigned his commission and
wrote the drama Prim Louis Ferdinand von
Preussen (1913), in which duty frustrates the

hero's judgment and desire. In 1914 Unruh
was called back to the colors and fought
through the First World War. His heart, how-
ever, battled for peace. The dramatic poem
Vor der Entscheidung (written 1914, pub-
lished 1919) was one of the first antiwar
creations in Germany. In the narrative

Opfergang (written in 1916 at Verdun, pub-
lished 1918; Eng. tr., Way of Sacrifice, 1928)
a metaphysical reason for war was sought
but sadly found wanting. The idea of war
was pursued to its mythical depth in the

tragedy Ein Geschlecht (1916). Platz (1920),
its sequel, showed that the revolution in

Germany was a wrong solution. It did not

bring forth the "new being," the dream of

the expressionists.
Unruh tried a political career, became a

member of the Reichstag, and gave a dithy-
ranibic oration in memory of the murdered
Walther Rathenau. When the idea of revenge
threatened the understanding between the

nations, Unruh worked for greater amity by

writing the travel book FlugeI der Nike

(1924), publishing his speeches (Reden, 1924),

and giving the world the festival play Hein-

rich von Andernach (1925), a great plea for

love among men. He foresaw in his drama

Bonaparte (1927; Eng. tr., 1928) a coming
dictatorship and appealed to his countrymen
to be alert. The works which followed, Phaea

(1930), Berlin in Monte Carlo (1931), Zero

(1932), failed to impress. When the Hitler

movement gained control, Fritz von Unruh,
winner of the Kleist and Schiller prizes, left

Germany for Italy and France and finally

found refuge in America. Unruh is not a

propagandist but a poet; his works offer

difficulties because of their expressionistic

style and their musical language. He does not

want to convince the intellect but grip the

feeling of mankind.

See: Fritz Engel, Fritz von Unruh und
seine besten Biihnenwerke (1922); Wilhelm

Geyer, Fritz von Unruh (1924); Robert

Meister, Fritz von Unruh (1925); Richard

Samuel and R. Hinton Thomas, Expression-
ism in German Life, Literature, and the

Theatre (1939). PP- 47-5 1 * 97~101 -

H. Bf.

Uppdal, Kristofer (1878-, Norwegian novel-

ist), was born in an interior valley of northern
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Trondelag, the son of a small farmer who,

however, soon moved into a small neighbor-

ing town in order to work there. At the age
of 18 the son started as a workingman on the

construction of railroads and continued at

such labor for the better part of the follow-

ing 15 years. He joined the Workingmen's
Trade Union and was for a time a local

leader in this movement. In 1905 he made
his debut as a poet and during the next 25

years published not a few small volumes of

poetry, more and more of a speculative or

philosophical character, in a highly personal

style, written in the dialect, somewhat normal-

ized, of his home district (e.g., Pa galgeberge,

1930; On the Mountain of the Gallows). His

most important work, however, and in fact

one of the outstanding products of modern

Norwegian literature, was the series of novels

he began publishing in 1910, which have for

their subject the labor movement of recent

years. The series started with five volumes

appearing in the years 1911-1914, and was

finished with five other volumes published

1919-1924, under a common title, taken from
one of them, Dansen gjenom skuggeheimen
(The Dance through the Shadow World).
The plan of these novels is to present the

psychological development of the Norwegian

labor movement, from the primitive risings

of unskilled and uneducated workers in the

mines and on the roads up to national

organization, the whole of it concentrated in

the life, growth, and experiences of a few

remarkable characters. The story is told with

a flood of gorgeous colors and a red-hot

intensity, and the heroes rise up in monu-

mental, sometimes almost Gargantuan shapes.
Pictured as the real source of the movement
is an indomitable urge for self-assertion and
mental expansion. The conflict arises from

the double current in the souls of the workers

who are making their own progress as a

group and breaking away from the class of

the farmers, but still always retaining the

longing of the farmers for a fixed home.

They are radical rebels against private capi-

talism, but firmly rooted in their peasant

heritage, and therefore decidedly nationalistic

in outlook. In the last volume of the series,

Domkyrkebyggaren (The Cathedral Builder),
in which the chief hero of the novel rises to

national leadership, we can observe distinct

traces of a schizophrenia that gradually took

hold of the author and for 20 years stopped
his production. Yet he had achieved a unique
work of truly great dimensions.

H. K.

Vajda, Jnos (1827-1897, Hungarian poet),
was born in Pest (later Budapest) and died

there. He had his secondary school education

in Szkesfehrvar. At the age of 18 he entered

the University of Pest but soon abandoned
intellectual pursuits for histrionic ambitions.

For about a year he was a strolling actor,

with hopes and no recognition. He fought in

the Hungarian War of Independence of

1848-1849, and after the war he was sent in

retaliation by the Austrians as a soldier to

Italy. When in 1853 he returned to Hungary,
he naturally sought the company of writers

and poets, and was active as a journalist. In

1869 he was elected to the Hungarian Parlia-

ment. Vajda had an untamed spirit, a brood-

ing disposition, probably a persecution com-

plex, and his life was very unhappy. His
first volume of lyric poems, Koltemdnyek
(Poems), appeared in 1855. Egy honvtd

naplojdbol (1869; From the Diary of a Home-

guard) is considered one of his most repre-
sentative works. He failed with his historical

drama, Ildikd (1857; Ildik6). His poetic narra-

tives, e.g.> Taldlkozdsok (1877; Meetings),

Alfred regdnye (1883; The StorY * Alfred),
are of minor importance compared with his

lyric poems, but they sustain interest. His
love poems, "Gina emlke" (The Memory of

Gina), "Szerelem dtka" (Curse of Love), "Husz
v mulva" (After Twenty Years), show bound-

less passion, excitability, misanthropic un-

easiness. His philosophical poems, "Oszi

tdjak" (Autumn Scenes), "Vegtelensg" (The
Infinite), "A V<lli erdfiben" (In the Forest of

Vdl), "Halal" (Death), reveal his absorption
in the cosmos and his reflective gratitude
towards nature; they also reveal an inevitable

loneliness. Vajda's collected poems were pub-
lished the first time in 1881, and the im-

proved edition in 1895. Endre Ady (q.v.) re-

discovered him in the 2oth century. There is

a Vajda Jdnos literary society in Budapest.

Though born in a city, Vajda's childhood
was spent in Vdl, a trans-Danubian village,
close to green pastures, fertile fields, woods,
and gardens. His father was a forester. It

seems that these childhood experiences de-

termined the poet's affection for nature; he
felt that nature never deceived him, and it
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was nature that sometimes consoled his rest-

less, morbid, distrustful spirit. The woman
he married disappointed him and some of

his friends proved false. There was something
of the feverishness of Byron and Lermontov

and much of the pessimism of Leopardi in

Vajda. True, he was not a master of form;

often his yearnings and renunciations were

stronger than his ability to give them flawless

poetic form. Nevertheless he could reach the

heights of a major poet, and when this

happened his spirit, nurtured by solitude and

melancholy, conquered formlessness with the

sure power of a poetic genius.
See: Gy. Kerekes, Vajda dete ts munkdi

(1901); P. Gyulai, Dirdlatok (1911); A. Schop-
flin, Magyar irok (1919); W. Kirkconnell, The

Magyar Muse; an Anthology (1933).

J. R.

Valera, Juan (1824-1905, Spanish novelist,

critic, poet, and diplomat), was born in

Cabra, C6rdoba, and spent his early years
there and at Dona Mencia, where his mother,
the marquesa de la Paniega, owned a large
estate. His father, Jos6 Valera y Viaiia, a

retired naval officer, recognized his son's

ability and spared no expense on his educa-

tion. After completing his law studies, young
Valera was early launched on a diplomatic
career when his family secured for him an

appointment as agregado to the duque de

Rivas, ambassador at Naples. During his stay
there (1847-1849), Valera studied Italian and
Greek and greatly reinforced his native incli-

nation toward the classical in art and litera

ture. All his diplomatic posts in Lisbon, Rio
de Janeiro, and Russia and later as minister

to Washington, Brussels, and Vienna pro-
vided him with the opportunity of cultivating
his mind and of writing long letters home in

which he tells engagingly of his rich experi-
ence among the peoples and books of many
countries.

Valera's literary work, a matter of 50
volumes, was, he would have us believe, but

a parenthesis in his diplomatic career. He
began by writing poetry (Ensayos porticos,

1844; Poesias, 1858) and was disappointed
that the public did not appreciate his verse

which, though polished and correct, lacks

spontaneity and deep feeling. He found it

difficult at first to write prose, and it was not

until his diplomatic career was interrupted
in 1854 that he decided to try his hand at

literary criticism. From then on he wrote for

Spanish and later for Spanish American peri-
odicals innumerable articles that fill many
volumes of his Obras completas (1905; Vols.

XIX-XL). These articles are delightful
causeries that reveal an extraordinary agility
and yet constancy of mind, a broad culture,

definite artistic criteria, and a detachment
rare in Spanish critics. In his reviews of con-

temporary works, however, Valera is too dis-

creet to be direct; even his famous criticism

of Azul (1888), which first brought Rubdn
Dario to the attention of the literary world,
is guarded in its enthusiasm and dwells

mostly on Valera's oft repeated conviction

that the servile imitation of French literature

is harmful to Spanish American writers. More

significant are his essays on general literary

questions, such as Del romanticismo en

Espana y de Espronceda (1854), or his studies

and academic discourses on masterpieces of

the past, such as Sobre el Quijote y sobre las

diferentes maneras de comentarle y juzgarle

(1864) and Sobre el Fansto de Goethe (1878).

Valera wrote many substantial essays, too, on

political, historical, and philosophical themes,

e.g., Sobre el conccpto que hoy se forma de

Espana (1868), La revolution y la libertad

religiosa en Espana (1869), La doctrina del

progreso (1859), anc^ & superhombre (1897);

in the last two he shows himself to be very

skeptical of absolute progress especially in

art and of evolution toward the superman.
Valera won acclaim as a critic of authority

and a master of Spanish prose, but his

audience was as yet restricted. It was not

until 1874, when he wrote Pepita Jimenez

(first Eng. tr., 1886) the novel on which his

fame most solidly rests that he became a

popular author. He held consistently, from
De la naturaleza y cardcter de la novela (1860)
to Apuntes sobre el nuevo arte de escribir

novelas (1886-1887), that a novel should be

entertaining rather than instructive, that as a

form of art it has as its only end to delight
with the creation of beautiful form. He
berated the sociological and scientific aims of

the naturalistic novelists and found intoler-

able their deterministic philosophy. Valera's

most cherished belief was in the capacity of

the mind to choose freely between good and
evil. In Pepita Jimenez the hero, who is

about to take holy orders, suddenly discovers

his love for the attractive young widow,

Pepita; most of the novel is a subtle analysis
of his inner conflict which ends in his choos-

ing to renounce divine for human love. This
delicate psychological analysis, the natural

beauty of the Cordovan setting, the amusing
candor of the village folk and the rich popu-
lar savor of their language, all contrive to

make the novel one of the great classics of

modern Spanish literature. Valera's novels
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El comendador Mendoza (1877; Eng. tr.,

Commander Mendoza, 1893) and Dona Luz

(1879; Eng. tr., 1891) and the later ones he

dictated after he had become blind, Juanita

la larga (1895), Genio y figura (1897), and

Morsamor (1899 are all simple, loosely woven

tales, the action of which goes on in the

mind or conscience of the main characters.

Artistically, tales such as El pdfaro verde and

Parsondes (both 1860) and dialogues such as

Asclepigenia (1878) are his most perfect works.

They are written in his most characteristic

manner, charming, shrewdly urbane, gently

ironical, the manner of the intellectual epi-

cure who ruminates on all the ideas and

fancies ever conceived by man, remains in the

end serenely and cheerfully skeptical of them

all, but has enjoyed himself thoroughly and

delighted his reader. In all of his thought

Valcra strikes a note somewhat unusual in

Spain of tolerance, moderation, and har-

mony. Even in politics, as a member of the

Cortes and later a senator for life, he always

took the position midway between both

extremes, and he never joined any party, for

he was about equally opposed to the Neo-

Catholic reactionaries and to the positivistic

progressives. If Valera was not a great or

original thinker, he was the greatest writer

of Spanish prose since Cervantes, of whom
his work is often reminiscent, in its humor,
its indulgence toward human weakness, its

good cheer, and especially in its style, which

is classical without being archaic, naturally

elegant, subtle yet luminous, and always

delightful.
See: Manuel Azana, introduction to Valera,

Pepita Jimenez, "Clsicos castellanos" edition

(1927), and La novela de Pepita Jimenez,

(1929); Edith Fish tine, Don Juan Valera, the

Critic (1933)-
E. F. H.

Vatery, Paul (1871-1945, French poet and

critic), was born in the Mediterranean town of

Cette, near Montpellier. Son of a French fa-

ther and an Italian mother, as a boy he spent
his vacations in Italy, in particular in Genoa,
whose magnificent architecture left a lasting

impression on him. His schooling at Mont-

pellier, first at the lycde and later at the

school of law of the university, he found bor-

ing and unprofitable. His two great interests

wete architecture and poetry, the latter be-

ing stimulated by his discovery of Mallarm6
and Verlaine (qq.v.) in 1889 and encounters

with Pierre Louys and Andr Gide (qq.v.) in

1890. In 1891, after a month in Paris, during
which he was admitted into Mallarm's circle,

and much heart-searching, he decided to give

up the study of law. His verses were already

being published by such little magazines as

the Ermitage, the Conque, and the Revue

indJpendante, but he showed a strange re-

luctance to take his place as one of the

younger symbolist poets. Instead, he turned

from poetry completely. His Introduction A

la methode de Leonard de Vinci (Eng. tr.,

Introduction to the Method of Leonardo da

Vinci, 1929) was published in the Nouvelle
Revue (1895), and La Soiree avec M. Teste

(Eng. tr., An Evening with Mr. Teste, 1925)
in the Centaure (1896); he filled a prosaic

post in the War Department from 1897 to

1900 and then, after marrying Mile Gobillard,
niece of Berthe Morisot, took an equally

prosaic position with the Havas news agency.

Valdry's long period of silence was not dis-

turbed until the winter of 1912-1913. By
that time something of a legend had grown
up about him: copies of his early verse and
of La Soiree were treasured by connoisseurs,

and Gide prevailed upon him to make some
of this literary material more available by
consenting to the publication, in one volume,
of his scattered poems. Val^ry wished to end
the book with a short poem which would be
in some sense a valedictory. He turned once

again to the art he had abandoned over a

decade before; and as he labored, what he
had thought of as some 25 lines grew into his

major work, La Jeune Parque, published by
itself in 1917. La Jeune Parque is a difficult

poem the most difficult in the French lan-

guage, Thibaudet (q.v .)
has said but even its

difficulty and its appearance in a crucial war

year did not prevent the critics from recogniz-

ing it as a masterpiece. Within the space of a

few years Valdry became a major literary

figure: La Soiree was reedited in 1919, and
in 1920 three volumes of poetry, Odes, Le
Cimetiere marin (Eng. tr., The Graveyard by
the Sea, 1932), and Album des vers anciens,

appeared. Though even now Valdry could
not be termed prolific, his silence, once

broken, was not resumed. In the following

years were published, besides many fugitive

pieces, such important books as the volume
of verse Charmes (1922) and the prose works

Eupalinos (1923; Eng. tr., 1932), five collec-

tions of essays all called Varidte (1924, 1929,

i936 > 19&> and *944: Eng. tr., Variety, 1927;

Variety: Second Series, 1938), Pieces sur I'art

(1934), and Regards sur le monde actuel

(1931). In 1925 Valry was elected to the

French Academy, taking the chair of Anatole
France (q-v.).

Had Valry never written La Jeune Parque
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and the poems that followed, it would be

easy, his prose aside, to label him as a second-

rate symbolist (see French symbolism) and to

dismiss him. Even the most casual acquaint-

ance with this later work, however, will con-

vince the reader, no matter what his final

estimate may be, that it cannot be lightly or

easily dismissed or even described. La Jeune

Parque, taken alone, might be regarded as a

continuation of the method and themes of

Mallarm; many of the poems in Charmes

might suggest a continuation of a classic

tradition, with touches of symbolism remain-

ing from Val&ry's youth. Perhaps Valry can

be best described as attempting to apply the

techniques developed by the symbolists, as

well as by modern philosophers and psycholo-

gists, to express the movements of man's con-

sciousness and to do it in a strict prosody,
since only such a prosody affords the poet

adequate scope for a demonstration of his

technical powers. Valery is a great philosophi-
cal poet, in the sense that, today, philosophy
is more concerned with how than with what

it knows. Philosophy conceived of as didactic

is impossible material for poetry for Valery
at least but when it becomes analytic he can

welcome it with open arms. Here Valery has

the advantage of Mallarmd; the material of

symbolism was generally personal and the

symbol esoteric; but Valery's subjects, though
studied in him and with the appearance of

individuality, are actually universal and in

that sense impersonal. Le Cimetiere marin

and La Jeune Parque may at times be difficult

in sense or expression, but they have the

supreme merit of springing from a movement
of thought and emotion through which, on

some level and in some degree, each intelli-

gent man passes. Even such poems as

"Aurore," "Les Pas/' and "Palme," specific

and limited as their subject, the working of

the poetic process, may seem to be, appear
on more mature reflection universal as ex-

pressing, though necessarily concretely, gen-

eral psychological truths.

If it can be said that Valery was esoteric

in anything, it was in the unusual, almost

morbid importance he placed on the relation

of potentiality to action. A series of antitheses

characterizes his thought and his verse

appearance and reality, mind and body but

none is more prominent or more important
than that of contemplation and action. The

concept of an abstract "method" which would

represent, in effect, the essence of all human

thought, the idea of a being who through
such abstraction had attained to the possi-

bility of perfection in all fields, these specula

tions have constantly fascinated him. In the

Introduction and La Soiree he imagined
such a being and drew the necessary con-

clusion that for one of such pure and abso-

lute potentiality action becomes impossible,

except as a revelation of imperfection. To
know oneself master of a technique should
be enough; to demonstrate one's mastery
through the actual writing of a poem or

constructing of a building implies a desire to

please the crowd or to be admired by them
and is in itself admission of less than perfect

self-sufficiency. How far such speculations go
to explain Valery's period of silence is hard
to say, but it is obvious that besides furnish-

ing him with the theme of much of his poe-
try they strongly colored his attitude towards
his own work and that of others. Through
the very fact of being a poet, Valery chose

action, of course, rather than the alterna-

tive silence of thought or dream, and in the

conclusion of Le Cimetiere marin he ex-

pressed his choice nobly. Yet it must never be
overlooked that for Val6ry-as-intellect, op-

posed perhaps to the sensuous Valry-as-poet,
creation is significant only when it is also a

demonstration of rigor, of the successful, disci-

plined working of the intellect, of difficulty
met on all levels and overcome. In writing a

poem, he in a sense proves his potentiality
of doing anything, since the poem is (beyond
the individual act which has the value of its

own immediate beauty) a demonstration of

achievement according to the principles
which underlie and make possible achieve-

ment in any field into which intelligence may
venture.

As was to be expected, Valery has been

greatly admired and greatly attacked. There
is a certain unfortunate pontificality about

much of his criticism, and the irreverent

reader may feel that he makes too great a

parade of his interest in philosophy and
mathematics, that he carries subtlety of

thought to an extreme and unduly compli-
cates simple matters. His emphasis on the

poet as a technician as opposed to the ro-

mantic concept of him as an inspired mouth-

piece has displeased the sentimental and is

probably equally far from the mark. Yet

there can be little doubt that as a critic

his influence in just such matters has been
beneficial. Certainly there is no doubt that

he is a great poet on any grounds, a master

of metrical effects and of language, capable
of expressing the most abstract themes with

a restrained richness of sensuous imagery
almost unrivaled in French poetry.

See: Albert Thibaudet, Paul Valtry (19*3);
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F. Lettvre, Entretiens avec Paul VaUry

(1926); L. Estve, "Autour de Valry," Revue

de metaphysique et de morale, XXXV (1928),

55-105; V. Larbaud, Paul VaUry (1931); Ed-

mund Wilson, Axel's Castle (1931); Gustave

Cohen, Essai d'explication du Cimetiere

marin (1933); C. M. Bovvra, The Heritage of

Symbolism (1943).
C. W., Jr.

Valle-Inclin, Ram6n del (iSGGP-igsG, Spanish
novelist, dramatist, and poet), is the supreme

example in modern Spanish literature of art

for art's sake. Born in Spain's old northwest

province of Galicia, he appeared on the

Madrid literary scene in the last decade of

the igth century and was soon noted as the

most colorful of the younger writers. Legends

quickly sprang up about this bizarre, romantic

figure with his long beard, unshorn poet's

locks, and air of hauteur and mystery, legends
which he himself assiduously cultivated.

When later he lost his left arm, as the result

of an unfortunate altercation in a Madrid

caf, he stoically accepted the misfortune

and characteristically made literature of it.

Until his death in 1936 he played, with

artistry and gusto, the role of paladin of

decadence and aestheticism.

Valle-Incln's writings short stories, novels,

plays, and poems are a faithful reflection of

his personality. Given his temperament, it is

not surprising that he was early attracted to

French fin-de-siecle literature. The marked
influence of the latter is already apparent in

his first work, Femeninas (1895), six short love

stories of a refined and morbid sensualism.

In evidence, too, is his stylistic gift, his apti-

tude for melodious phrasing. It was not, how-

ever, until the four short novels dealing with

the amorous adventures of the donjuanesque
marques de Bradomin ("ugly, Catholic, and
sentimental" and "cynical, unbelieving, and

gallant as a cardinal of the Renaissance"),
the celebrated Sonatas (Sonata de otono,

1902; Sonata de estio, 1903; Sonata de pri-

mavera, 1904; Sonata de invierno, 1905), that

Valle-IncUn's decadent-symbolist tendencies

reached their full expression. The Sonatas

(Eng. tr., The Pleasant Memoirs of the Mar-

quis de Bradomin, 1924) established his posi-
tion as a master of musical, evocative prose.

Meanwhile he had turned for inspiration to

the myths and folklore of his native province,

creating a poetic vision of a legendary, archaic

Galicia in the short novel Flor de santidad

(1904) and in his first volume of verse, Aromas
de leyenda (1907). The same background
served for the more somber prose plays,

termed comedias bdrbaras Aguila de blasdn

(1907), Romance de lobos (1908), Cara de Plata

(1922) which were centered around the mem-
orable figure of the patriarchal hidalgo Don

Juan Manuel de Montenegro and his untamed
brood of rapacious sons, in a medieval-like

setting of barbarity, lust, and superstition. In

the trilogy La guerra carlista, comprising the

novels Los cruzados de la causa (1908), El res-

plandor de la hoguera (1908), and Gerifaltes

de antano (1909), the author, largely through
fictional characters (among them Don Juan
Manuel de Montenegro and the marques de

Bradomfn) and with characteristic emphasis
on the colorful and the dramatic, evokes

something of the spirit that animated the lost

cause of traditionalism in the last Carlist

War (1872-1876).
That Valle-Incldn was still devoted to the

symbolist ideal was made clear as late as

1916 in the essay La Idmpara maravillosa, his

longest profession of artistic faith. But even

before this time he had begun to change the

tone of his work, stressing in certain writings
the note of humor, always latent in him.

Thus while the prose play El embrujado
(1913) is still characteristic of his middle

period, the new trend is observable in the

facetious pirouetting of the verse play La

marquesa Rosalinda (1913) and in the prose
farce La cabeza del dragon (1914; Eng. tr.,

The Dragon's Head, 1918). In La pipa de Kif

(1919), a volume of verse, the humor has be-

come to a considerable extent strident and

grotesque, announcing the transition to the

next and final stage in his development. In

Luces de Bohemia (1920), which he designates
as an "esperpento" (i.e., a ridiculous, absurd

person or thing), Valle-IncLin expounds his

new attitude. "The tragic sense of Spanish
life," says the author's mouthpiece, "can only
be expressed with a systematically deformed
aesthetic. . . . My present aesthetic is to

transform, with the mathematics of a concave

mirror, the classic norms/' In consequence,
the dominant note of Valle-TncUn's novels

and plays from now on is one of burlesque
tragedy, and his characters are puppets, ,ri-

diculous for the most part, manipulated
against a grim, macabre background the

whole reminiscent of the caprichos of Goya.
It is not only Spanish life that he sees thus;
in the novel Tirano Banderas (1926; Eng. tr.,

The Tyrant, 1929) he depicts in lurid tones
the tragicomedy of revolution in an imaginary
Latin American republic (most suggestive of

Mexico, which he had several times visited).
His most important last works, the novels
La corte de los milagros (1927) and Viva mi
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duefio (1928), show in similar "esperpento"
fashion the corruption of Spanish court and
aristocratic life shortly before the Revolution

of 1868. They were to have formed part of a

large cycle, left unfinished.

Valle-Incldn takes high rank among the

writers of his generation (the so-called Gener-

ation of '98) as a creator of moods and poetic
effects and as a stylist who brought new beau-

ties and rhythms to Spanish prose.

See: S. de Madariaga, The Genius of Spain
and Other Essays on Spanish Contemporary
Literature (1923), pp. 128-147; C. Barja, Lite-

ratura espailola: Libros y autores contempo-
rdneos (1935), pp. 360-421.

W. L. F.

Valtes, Jules (1832-1885, French novelist and
radical journalist), was born in Le Puy-en-

Velay and inherited the fiercely austere

virtues of the peasants of that region. His

childhood was unhappy, but he proved him-

self a brilliant student under the severe

discipline of his father, a teacher, and was

sent to Paris to the Lyce Bonaparte in 1848
to prepare for the Ecole Normale Suprieure.

Very soon he was swept away by the revolu-

tionary mood of the capital, took part in

the manifestations in favor of Michelet in

1851, resisted the coup d'tat of December 2,

1851, was imprisoned as a conspirator at

Mazas in 1853. When set free he moved about
in bohemian circles, dreamed of poetry and
the theatre, cultivated the friendship of

Gustave Planche, and finally won attention

with a cynical pamphlet, L'Argent (1857). As
a brilliant chronicler (1858-1868) for the

newspaper Figaro he did a series of vitriolic

portraits, published Les Rtfractaires in 1865,
which were a scathing retort to the sweetish

romanticism of Murger; in 1866 was published
La Rue, a collection of articles which first

appeared in the Evenement of Villemessant,

in the Epoque of Feydeau, in the Libertt of

Girardin. In 1867, with the collaboration of

the Goncourts, Zola (qq.v.), and Cladel, he
started a weekly of high literary quality, also

called La Rue, in which all traditions were to

be smashed. Between 1868 and 1870 he hurled

various diatribes against the tottering govern-
ment of Napoleon III and was again im-

prisoned and several times fined. In command
of a battalion during the siege of Paris, he

became a member of the Commune after the

defeat, and in his Cri du peuple defended the

rights of Paris against Thiers and the last

remnants of liberty against the most fanatical

of the revolutionaries. He was exiled, con-

demned to death par contumace (1872), and

resided in England until the amnisty of 1880.

While there he wrote La Rue A Londres

(1883) and the greater part of his admirable

trilogy, Jacques Vingtras. When he returned

to France, he gave the finishing touches to his

literary works, wrote excellent chronicles

for the Rdveil, and revived the Cri du peuple
(1883) wfrh Ac close cooperation of S^verine

and Jules Guesde. He died in Paris on

February 14, 1885; the tumultuous funeral

ceremonies were both an apotheosis and a

public scandal.

Valls had a hypersensitive nature and was
in permanent revolt against all the tyrannies
of family, school, and society; he is a symbol
of the incorrigible rebel, a pendant to Louis

Veuillot and Lon Bloy (q.v.). The Jacques
Vingtras trilogy (L'Enfant, 1879; Le Bachelier,

1881; L'lnsurgd, 1886), essentially autobio-

graphical, remains his masterpiece and also

one of the most poignant documents of

modern French literature. Paul Bourget and
Maurice Barrs (qq.v.) have hailed Vall&s as

one of the masters of French prose a ro-

manticist in his lyrical qualities, realistic in

the cruel accuracy of his observing, very
modern in tone, always lively. Valls also has

two outstanding classical characteristics, con-

cision and naturalness. It has been said that

he is a kind of bridge between the revolution-

ary romanticism of Les Misdrables and the

truculent realism of Zola and of the first

manner of Huysmans (q.v.).

See: J. Richepin, Les Etapes d'un rdfractaire

(1872); P. Bourget, "Valtes," in Etudes et por-
traits (1928); G. Gille, Jules Valtes; ses

rdvoltes, sa maitrise, son prestige (1941) and

Jules Valles; sources, bibliographic, icono-

graphie (1941).
G. G.

Vaniura, Vladislav (1891-1942, Czech novelist,

etc.), was the leading prose writer of Czech

expressionism. He was born at Hdj near

Opava (then in Austrian Silesia), served in

the First World War in the medical corps of

the Austrian army, and became a practicing

physician. He was executed by the Nazis on

June i, 1942, one victim of the "reprisal" for

the assassination of Heydrich, the German

"protector."
Vanura's writings are extremely varied

both in subject matter and form. Pekaf Jan
Marhoul (1924; The Baker John Marhoul),
his first success, glorifies the "poor in spirit"
as well as the poor in earthly goods, in a

style which points to the reading of Dostoev-

ski (q-v.). Pole ornd a vdlefnd (1925; Fields

and Battlefields) is an anti-war book of unsur-
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passed bitterness and horror. The following,
much weaker book, Posledni soud (1929; The
Last Judgment), returns to the theme of his

very first novel. It depicts a feeble-minded

Ruthenian peasant transplanted to the puz-

zling and cruel urban civilization of Prague.
Markdta Lazarovd (1931) represents a complete

change of style and subject matter the social

pathos and the glorification of the "idiot"

have disappeared. Vancura now tells a good
yarn about robbers and knights, rapes and

elopements. Only the display of language and
of metaphor suggests that the author has

ambitions beyond those of an adventure

writer. In addition, the celebration of brute

force and lust seems to represent a definite

break with the past, tfttk do Budina (1932;
The Flight to Buda) is, however, a fairly

traditional psychological novel of marital

difficulties which attempts to bring out the

differences between the Czech and the Slovak

character in the attitudes of the Czech hero

and the Slovak heroine. Konec starych tasu

(1934; The End of Old Times) is again com-

pletely different: it is a whimsical revival of

the Mfinchhausen theme, with grotesque

setting and veritable fireworks of language
and technique. Metaphors, slang, archaic

Czech, are used with surprising effect, and the

author deliberately breaks any illusion of

reality by constant interference and manipula-
tion of his materials. VanCura has become a

virtuoso of storytelling and of linguistic in-

ventiveness in these books, but he seems to

have given up any attempt at a unified out-

look on life or even art. Nevertheless the last

book, Tfi feky (1936; Three Rivers), though
badly composed, is a return to the early
themes. It attempts to depict the spiritual

growth of its hero through the First World
War and the Russian Revolution.

It is difficult to find any unity in Vaniura's
artistic development: the interest of his work
seems largely in the sheer virtuosity with
which he managed the language and the

technique of storytelling. He is possibly most
successful in the short stories of one collec-

tion, Luk krdlovny Dorothy (1932; The Bow
of Queen Dorothy), for there he escapes his

evident difficulties with large-scale composi-
tion and elaborate characterization. In spite
of some deviations and mere tour de force,
the theme of hatred for war and social oppres-
sioii runs through his work. Vanfura paid
with his life for his convictions.

See: F. G6tz, "V. Vancura/' in Bdsnicty
dneSek (1931); A. Vyskoiil. "V. VanJura," in

Bdsnikovo slovo (1933).

R. W.

Van de Woestijne, Karel, see Woestijne.

Van Deyssel, Lodewijk, see Deyssel.

Van Eeden, Frederik Willem, see Eeden.

Vaiiglon, Henri, see Ghlon, Henri.

Van Lerberghe, Charles (1861-1907, Belgian
poet and dramatist), was born in Ledeberg,
near Ghent, of a father of old Flemish stock,
endowed with scholarly and artistic curiosity,
and of a very pious mother. He got his

secondary schooling at the College Sainte-

Barbe, a Jesuit institution, in Ghent. There
he became a friend of Maurice Maeterlinck

(g.t>.). In 1894 he received his doctor's degree
in "philosophic et lettres (philologie clas-

sique)" from the University of Brussels, where
he had studied intermittently. Van Lerberghe
traveled in France (Paris), England (London),
Germany (Berlin, Munich), Italy (Rome,
Florence), then settled in the historic little

town of Bouillon, picturesquely situated

among the wood-covered hills of the Belgian
Ardennes.

Of a rather timid though gay disposition,
he was essentially a dreamer whose exquisite
sensitiveness and delicate love of life in all

its forms could be summed up in these three
lines of his: "Beware, lest thou mightst break

anything, Tread upon anything, destroy any-
thing, For life is sweet to all" (La Chanson
d'Eve). He was a lover of the dreamlike

delicacy of primitive painters like Botticelli

and the Pre-Raphaelites, particularly of
Burne-Jones and Waller Crane. Very well

versed in foreign literatures, especially in the

English, he was influenced by Shelley and
Rossetti. On the French side it was the
Parnassians who were his favorites the deli-

cate Prudhomme, the tenderhearted Coppe,
the refined Heredia (qq.v.). A Parnassian in
his all embracing love for beauty, he is a

symbolist through his fluid, dreamlike form,
his elusive descriptions of hardly tangible
shades ("nuances") of feelings which are more
fleeting impressions than actual perceptions
of his senses. It is in the mystical beauty -of

woman that Van Lerberghe finds his greatest

inspiration: "Love nothing but beauty, And
let this be for you, Woman, the only Truth."
This is the essence of his capital work, La
Chanson d'Eve (1904), a collection of lyrical

poems written in fluidly adaptable rhymed
free verse, apparently disconnected, but fol-

lowing a straight line of development: the
eternal tale of Woman passing through the
innocence of childhood, waking up to the

urge of love and the secret desire of knowl-
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edge followed by the radiant sadness of ex-

perience. An earlier volume of lyrics, Entre-

visions, was published in 1898.

Van Lerbcrghe wrote one symbolistic drama
in prose, Les Flaireurs (1889), an impressive,
eerie piece of work Death prowls around its

victims which perhaps inspired Maeterlinck

to write L'Intruse. He also wrote one comedy,
Pan (1906), a violent, frolicking satire against
conventionalism and hypocrisy, in which this

god, having come to live among the peasants
of a Flemish village, causes havoc by shocking
the traditional authorities.

See: A. Mockel, Charles Van Lerberghe

(1904); F* Sverin, Charles Van Lerberghe

(1922); F. Castillo Ndjera, Un Siecle de poesic

beige (1931; with Spanish translations and

notes),
L. V.

Van Looy, Jacobus, sec Looy.

Van Nijlen, Jan, see Nijlen.

Van Ostayen, Paul, see Ostayen.

Van Schendel, Arthur, see Schendel.

Vazov, Ivan (1850-1921, Bulgarian poet, novel-

ist, and dramatist), was born at Sopot of a

well-to-do conservative merchant family
which had limited intellectual interests. He
studied at Sopot and Plovdiv and in the latter

place became acquainted with French au-

thors such as Hugo, Lamartine, and Bdranger;
he also improved his knowledge of Russian.

In 1870, while on a business trip to Rumania,
he met the revolutionary leaders and writers,

Karavelov and Botev, and determined to de

vote himself to the service of the common
people. On the way back he met Petko

Rachev Slaveykov, the prerevolutionary poet,
in Constantinople. He gave up his plan of

studying at the University of Zagreb after he
learned of the death of his father during the

Bulgarian insurrection and in 1879 became

judge of the circuit court in Berkovitsa and
later in Vidin. He later played a prominent
role in political life in Plovdiv, but in 1886

was compelled to flee to Russia, where he
settled in Odessa. In 1889 he returned to

Sofia and spent the rest of his life there as a

man of letters, the first in free Bulgaria to

live by his pen. On October 2, 1920, he was

honored by a national iubilee on the com-

pletion of 50 years of literary work. A year
later he died of a heart attack.

During this half century Vazov worked in

almost all fields of literature with marked

success. His works were a whole literature in

miniature as he set the standards in every
form which he employed, lyric, epic, short

story, novel, drama. He touched all sides of

the national consciousness, whether it was the

joy over the liberation, the sorrow over

Macedonia, or the despair at the defeat in

the First World War. Born to be a romanti-

cist, he felt himself obligated to teach his

people through his own kind of literature

and he fulfilled his mission.

It is hard to single out individual poems
or collections for special mention. In poetry
there are such important collections as

Izbavlenie (1878; Liberation); Epopeya na
zabravenite (1879; Epos of the Heroes), a

glorification of the pre-emancipation leaders

of Bulgaria, written in a moment of disillu-

sionment at the new state; Slivnitsa (1886),
on the Serb-Bulgarian War; Pod nashete

nebe (1900; Under Our Heaven); Pesni za

Makedoniya (1914; Songs for Macedonia); Ne
shte zagine (1920; It Will Not Perish), on the

defeat of 1918. His greatest novel is Pod igoto

(1893; Eng. tr., Under the Yoke, 1893), a tale

of the beginnings of the Bulgarian revolt

against the Turks, which has been translated

into nearly all modern languages. There are

also the Nova zemya (1894; The New Land),
a continuation of Pod igoto; Kazalarskata

tsaritsa (1903; The Empress of Kazalar), a tale

of modern Bulgaria; and such studies of the

past as Legendi pri Tsarevets (1920; Legends
at Tsarevets), poems of the Second Bulgarian

Empire at Trnovo. In comedy there is the

Mikhalaki chorbadzhi (1882) and Sluzhbo-

gontsi (1903; The Service-Chasers); in his-

torical drama Borislav (1909) and Ivaylo

(1911). Yet these are but a small part of the

total output of this prolific writer. As a guide
and a teacher he trained many Bulgarian
writers and for at least a quarter century he
was the accepted authority. More recently

younger men have sought to escape from his

sway, but Vazov is still generally accepted as

the classic Bulgarian author and he bids fair

to remain so for years to come.

See: T. Minkov, "Ivan Vazov/' Bulgarski

pisateli, IV (1929), 3-72.
C. A. M.

Vega y Oreiro, Ricardo de la (1839-1910,

Spanish dramatist), son of Ventura de la

Vega, the well-known writer of comedies of

the middle igth century, was born in Madrid.
He became an employee of the Ministry of

Public Works. In keeping with the tradition

of his family he was devoted to the theatre,

but unlike his father, of the Moratin school,
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he cultivated with consummate skill the

sainete and the zarzuela, that is to say the so-

called gdnero chico. The sainete is a short

comedy or farce concerning the life of the

people or of the middle class; its characters

speak the language of everyday life, replete
with representative expressions and idioms.

The aim is to amuse, not to appraise or

moralize. The zarzuela is ordinarily a sainete

with music, dancing, and singing. A tradi-

tional Madrid of the people provides the

background. Ricardo de la Vega, very familiar

with the types and ways of his native city,

offers notable portraits, with sharp wit and a

gifted realism. The reader or spectator less

aware of Madrid will experience some diffi-

culty in understanding the local slang, dia-

lectical forms, intimate plays on words, and
continual references to political and social

happenings of the author's period. Ricardo

de la Vega's most famous sainete is Pepa la

frescachona, o un colegial desenvuelto (1886),

and his best-known zarzuela is La verbena de
la paloma (1894).

E. G. L.

Vercors (pseud, of Jean Bruller, 1902-, French
novelist and essayist) founded with others in

1941, during the German occupation, the lead-

ing clandestine publishing house of France,

Les Editions de Minuit. Its first publication
was his own work, Le Silence de la mer (1942).
In this tale and in another, La Marche &

I'dtoile (1943), he revealed by implication the

impossibility of collaborating with the enemy
and set an example of intellectual resistance

that was followed by such writers as Mauriac,

Aragon (qq.v.), and Cassou. His first work,

variously attributed to all the great writers of

France, was smuggled to England and America,
where it was republished and translated. Since

the end of the war a short story, Le Songe
0945)> and a collection of articles, Le Sable du

temps (1945), have appeared as well as several

prefaces to the works of others.

Known before the war as an original illus-

trator under his real name, Vercors will keep
his new name for his literary activity and
continue to use the name Jean Bruller for his

satiric drawings.

J. O'B.

Verdaguer i Santal6, Jacint (1845-1902, Cata-

lonian poet, prose writer, and mystic), was
^orn in a small village in the district of Vich
called Folguerolas. His father was an obscure

stonecutter; his mother could lay claim to no
other accomplishment than that of relating
to the boy who listened transported the

stories and tales which village folk tell one

another on long evenings before the fire. A
stonecutter and a talkative woman gave to

the movement of cultural revival of Catalonia,

Valencia, and the Balearic Islands known as

the Renaixenfa the greatest Catalonian poet
of the igth century.
While studying for the church Verdaguer

worked as a farmhand and as a teacher. In

1865 his poetic gifts had their first public
acclaim at the recently revived Joes Florals,

where he won two prizes. He became a priest
and spent peaceful years among the two

hundred parishoners of the village of Vinyoles
D'Oris, in his native district. He also made
several ocean trips, perhaps owing to delicate

health, and was a chaplain on the ships of

the Marques de Comillas from 1873 to 1875.

On the high seas he finished his famous epic

poem, La Atlantida, awarded a prize in the

Joes Florals in the year 1877 from which

time his name spread through Europe and
his works began to be translated into various

languages. He then abandoned his employ-
ment as a ship's chaplain and entered the

home of the Comillas as an almoner. His Idil.

Us i cants mistics (Idyls and Mystic Songs)
was published in 1879. He was officially hailed

as mestre en gai saber (master troubadour) in

the year 1880, and indeed the unity of the

Catalan-speaking countries has been fre-

quently manifested in their admiration for

him. He continued to write important books:

Canigo (1885); Excursions i viatges (1887;
Excursions and Trips); Lo somni de Sant

Joan (1887; The Dream of St. John); Dietari

d'un pelegri a Terra Santa (Diary of a Pil-

grim to the Holy Land); the trilogy dedicated

to the child Jesus, Natzareth (1890; Nazareth),
Betlem (1891; Bethlehem), and La fugida

d'Egipte (1893; The Flight from Egypt).
A period of crisis and suffering then fol-

lowed. Verdaguer became the victim of

intrigues not yet thoroughly studied or under-

stood. Works such as En defensa propia

(1895; In Self-defense) and Flors del Calvari:

Llibre de consols (1896; Flowers of Calvary:
Book of Consolations) brought the personal
drama of Verdaguer to the common people
who rose to support their great poet to the

point of idolatry. The strong feelings which
had been stirred by his powerful personality

persisted and even cast a sinister shadow over

his deathbed.

There can be no question of the healthy
and virile quality of Verdaguer's writing. His

language is selective, if popular in source;

he is skillful in the avoidance of archaisms

or vulgarisms. Without Verdaguer it would
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be impossible to explain the work of any
of the later Catalonian poets. Even those who
at first glance seem to have received all their

training in Paris, London, or Berlin are to be

numbered among his debtors.

See: M. Mil i Fontanals, prologue, in

Verdaguer, Idil. Us i cants mistics; A. Vassal,

Mosscn Jacint Verdaguer; sa vie, ses ceuvres,

sa mart (1903); V. Serra i Boldu, Mossen

Jacint Verdaguer (1915); J. Folguera, Les

noves valors de la poesia catalana (1919); J.

Amade, Origines et premieres manifestations
de la renaissance litteraire en Catalogue

(1924)-
F. de P.

Verde, Cesdrio (pseud, of Jos6 Joaquim
Cesdrio Verde, 1855-1886, Portuguese poet),
was born in Lisbon, where he worked as a

businessman and collaborated on various

newspapers of the capital and of Brazil. His

life was confused and uninteresting. He died

in the city of his birth at the age of 31.

Verde's poetic production was scattered in

occasional contributions to Lisbon newspapers
such as the Didrio da tarde (Evening Daily)
and especially the Didrio de noticias (Daily

News), in journals such as Renascenfa (Re-

birth) and Occidente (Occident), and in the

Ilustrafdo portuguesa e brasileira (Portuguese
and Brazilian Illustrated Magazine). At the

time of his death the critic Manuel Jos da

Silva Pinto collected some of his best poetry
in a small volume entitled O livro de Cesdrio

Verde (1873-1886) (1886; The Book of

Ces&rio Verde), of which there are modern
editions (1911, 1926). The importance of

Verde in the history of Portuguese literature

is based on the fact that he is the first

nationalistic poet of his period. He also

exerted an influence on the most completely

vanguardist poets who, reacting against what

had become the artistocratic formalism of

modernism, found inspiration and example
in his work. His verse is sharply impression-

istic, the product of fine analysis and observa-

tion of life, and at the same time shows a

rich rhythmical facility. He sang of the daily

life of Lisbon, of the scenes at its markets

and wharves, of the traffic of its streets, of the

monotony of its days. From time to time

the social revolutionary note in the manner
of Proudhon is sounded, as in "Deslumbra-

mentos" (Beguilements), in which the return

of justice is foreseen, or the anarchical note,

as in "Humilha^oes" (Humiliations), an angry

protest against armed authority. The best

poetry is in such pieces as "Um bairro

moderno" (A Modern Quarter) and "Nos"

(We), in which the local color is balanced by
the perfection of the stanza and the clarity
of the metaphors.

See: Manuel Jos da Silva Pinto, intro-

duction to O livro de Cesdrio Verde (1873-

1886), 1926 ed.; Hernani Cidade, Ten-
dencias do lirismo portugues contempordneo
(1939)-

R. M. L.

Veresayev, Vikentii Vikentievich (pseud, of

Vikentii Vikentievich Smidovich, 1867-, Rus-
sian fiction writer and social critic), was born
in Central Russia. The date of his birth is

important; by the time he was ready to enter

the university the last decade of the igth

century was approaching, and with it came
the appearance of the proletariat on the

political arena in Russia, the ideas of Karl

Marx, and the beginning of Social Democracy.

Veresayev's father was of Polish extraction,

his mother of pure Russian ancestry. The
elder Smidovich was a physician by profes-

sion, as well as an amateur scientist. The boy
adored him, and this fact may later have
been influential in his selecting the career of

a physician also. The family lived on a very
limited income although Smidovich Sr. had
a large practice: it was mostly charity

practice. He was also somewhat of a crusader

for the rights of the people, to the detriment

of his own and his family's welfare. This
trait too did not fail to leave its imprint on
the mind of the young Vikentii. The elder

Vikentii Smidovich died in 1894, after having
become infected by one of his typhus pa-
tients.

Young Veresayev studied at the University
of St. Petersburg in the department of history
and philology; after receiving his degree, he
entered the university's medical school. His

early-acquired scientific traits here received

further development. In his Zapiski vracha

(1900; Memoirs of a Physician) he tells how

impressed he was by the scientific scrupulous
ness and care with which the professors of the

medical school approached each problem.
Parallel with preoccupation with science, he

developed a social philosophy. The time was
the early 1890*8 when the ideas of Social

Democracy the emphasis on the collective

effort had found their way into Russia. In
the above-mentioned Zapiski vracha Vere-

sayev summed up from his own professional

point of view the formidable problem of

mutual aid: the medical man cannot hope for

a living wage unless his patients receive ade-

quate remuneration, unless there is economic

justice for them too "the only way out is
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the realization that we are but a small part
of one enormous inseparable whole."

Veresayev saw the Russo-Japanese War of

1904-1905 as an army surgeon in Manchuria.

The result of that experience was the book
Na voine (1908; In the War), in which,
couched in discreet and dispassionate lan-

guage, the bitterest indictment is sounded
of the incapacity and general debility of the

tsar's government. In his purely fictional

work Veresayev never forgets the social con-

sciousness he acquired early in his life. Some-
times he is sidetracked. In the story "Bez

dorogi" (1895; Without Road) a young
physician is mobbed and fatally wounded by
the ignorant people whom he had tried to

help during an epidemic of cholera. The
solution Veresayev offers is to accept the

violence in the spirit of Christian submission.

He was strongly criticized in his own camp
for that. In a long story, "Dva kontsa" (1903;
Two Ends), the life of the city proletariat is

pictured poverty, clrunkeness, fear of the

boss and the foreman, the forcing of the

women into shameful relations for the sake

of holding their jobs, general cruelty of every-
one to everyone else. No definite way out is

suggested, possibly because of the rigid

censorship.
The social credo of Veresayev is summarized

in a little symbolic sketch, "Zvezda" (1897;
The Star). It deals with the persistence and

discouragements of struggle for the improve-
ment of the human lot. The idea of the

sketch is that no matter how apparently hope-
less and discouraging the struggle, it must go
on until the final victory. In all his work

Veresayev's style shuns unnecessary adorn-

ment, remaining throughout economical and
austere while making use of beautiful and

precise Russian language.
The Bolshevik Revolution bewildered and

disgusted him at first. He set forth these

sentiments in a book entitled V tupike (1923,
In a Blind Alley; Eng. tr., Deadlock). The
story concerns itself with the mental and
emotional struggles of a young Russian girl,
Katia. She finds herself unable to accept
either the revolutionary or the counter-

revolutionary way out and is left "in a blind

alley." Later, Veresayev made his peace with
the Soviet government and was restored to

favor,

5*ee: Veresayev, Polnoye sobraniye sochineni

09*3); V yunye gody, Vol. XI (1928).

J. P.

Verga, Giovanni (1840-1922, Italian novelist

and short-story writer), lived in his native

city of Catania throughout childhood and

early youth. At the age of 16 he wrote his

first novel, Amore e patria, which was never

published. By the time he was ready to begin
the study of law at the university he had
finished his second novel, which his father

was persuaded to publish with money saved
for his schooling. The work appeared in four
volumes under the title / Carbonari della

montagna (1861-1862). It was of the nature of

the popular historical novel and of very
slight literary merit; but it was well enough
received to decide young Verga on his career
as a novelist. He went off to Florence in 1865
when that city became temporary capital of
the new Italy, to settle down seriously to the
business of writing novels. In this same year
he published his second, Una Peccatrice. Dur-

ing his stay there he finished his third, Storia

di una capinera (1871), the very sentimental
and pathetic story in epistolary form of a

young nun in love. This has proved to be
one of his most popular novels, though not
for reasons of any genuine literary merit. In

1871 Verga removed to Milan, where he
remained most of the time during the next
10 years, participating in the artistic, bohe-
mian life of the city and working very hard
at his chosen profession of novelist. His works
of this period, Eva (1873), Tigre reale (1873),
and Eros (1875), are all very much of one style
and one taste. Melodramatic, decadently ro-

mantic, sentimental, and overemphatic, they
reveal little of value as original creation. They
catered to the same taste which enjoyed La
Dame aux camelias, for instance, and which
continued to demand more of such fare. These
works do, however, form a necessary phase in

the development of the young artist. Through
them he was freed from an excessive sub-

jectivism and from too much use of the auto-

biographical. They brought him to desire a
new style and another content for his art.

These he found by returning in spirit and
in person to his native Sicily. While still in

Milan he had written the story Nedda (1874),
which he called a bozzttto siciliano (Sicilian

sketch) and which gives clear evidence of his

new direction. The story deals with the very
hard life of a young peasant girl. Verga is

interested in her primitive attitudes, and
Nedda is about as far from the erotic aristo-

crats and bohemians of the Milanese novels
as anything could be. After this his visits to

Sicily became more frequent, and after his

return there for a period of two years (1878-
1880) he produced the works which make him
one of the most significant prose artists of
the century: Vita dei campi (1880), a collec-
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tion of novelle of the same world as Nedda's,

containing the famous Cavalleria rusticana

(which gave its own title to later editions of

the volume); / Malavoglia (1881); // Mart to

di Elena (1882); Novelle rusticane (1883); and
Maestro-don Gesualdo (1889). (D. H. Lawrence

has made the following translations of Verga:
Maestro-don Gesualdo, 1923; Little Novels of

Sicily (Novelle rusticane), 1925; and Cat;a/-

leria Rusticana and Other Stories, 1928.) Two
volumes of novelle followed these works of a

decade, I Ricordi del Capitano d'Arce (1891)

and Don Candeloro e C* (1894), but it was

unquestionable that Verga had done his best

work in the 8o's. The works of that Sicilian

period, championed by Luigi Capuana (q.v.)

as masterpieces of the school of verismo, estab-

lished his name. In 1884 Cavalleria rusticana

had been rewritten as a play and produced in

Turin (the opera by Mascagni, 1890, libretto

by Tarzioni-Tozzetti and Menassi, is taken of

course from the Verga story). In 1896 La

Lupa, which probably can be considered

Verga's finest story, was also put on the stage.

But Verga appeared unable to go on with his

announced series of novels, his own Rougon*
Macquart (see Zola), as it were, to which he

had given the general title / Vinti. In the

introduction to / Malavoglia, Verga had set

forth his grandiose scheme. It was to be a

series of novels "studying" realistically, even

naturalistically, the "flood of human progress"
at its several social levels. This "river" makes
use of humanity and makes of it its victim,

hence / Vinti. In / Malavoglia the first im-

pulses toward progress were to be witnessed

in a family of humble Sicilian peasants. Next,
the greed for riches was to be studied in a

bourgeois subject, Mastro-don Gesualdo. Be-

yond these (the only two of the projected
series ever published), Verga goes on to speak
of three more novels to follow, proceeding

very much on schedule up the social ladder:

La Duchessa de Leyra, UOnorevole Scipione,
and finally L'Uomo di lusso. Verga lived

through almost the whole of the first quarter
of our century. He enjoyed leisure and good
health. But he was never able to more than

begin La Duchessa de Leyra, while the other

two novels remained purely in concept. Verga
had lived well beyond the triumph of verismo

and far beyond his own productivity. In his

quiet routine life in Catania he was almost

forgotten until his death.

The introduction to / Malavoglia remarks

that style is inherent in the subject. This

conception dominated Verga's important
work of the Sicilian decade. Verga's greatness

lies in his perfection of an art in this sense.

7 Malavoglia, his most significant work in

point of style, tends, as do most of the novelle,

to the complete elimination of the person of

the artist. All perceptions and the narration

itself are almost completely rerouted through
expressions and ways of perception of the

characters themselves and of the particular
social group of which they are a part. The
effort is to give the illusion of emotions and
of a lyricism abiding in the very things and
events themselves. The result is a style which,
in some instances, is almost a dialect in itself,

an idiom so intensified in colloquialism as to

make adequate translation into another lan-

guage quite impossible.

Verga was, above all else, an artist. It was

surely an encouragement to him that his art

should be championed by such a critic as

Capuana, that it should receive a name
(verismo) and that parallels could be drawn
with Flaubert's (q.v.) and /ola's work. Verga
welcomed the doctrines of naturalism and
formulated some of his own (see the introduc-

tions to 7 Malavoglia, Amante di Gramigna,
Fantasticheria). Moreover, regionalism was
in ascendance in Italy, helping to support
his new Sicilian manner. But the ideas of

program, of school, of theory, and of science

do not penetrate into his work as an artist as

with Zola. It is a mistake to derive Verga's
art from either of the great Frenchmen's
work. He is more like Flaubert, of course,

with his attention on style in prose art. But
he is in no sense, in his great works, an
imitative artist.

See: A. Momigliano, Giovanni Verga narra-

tore (1923); T. G. Bcrgin, Giovanni Verga

(1931; in English); L. Russo, Giovanni Verga

(1934)-

c. s. s.

Verhaeren, Emile (1855-1916, Belgian poet
and art critic), acclaimed by certain com-

petent foreign critics the supreme poet of the

early 20th century, was born at St. Amand on
the Scheldt. His father was of Dutch, his

mother of French, origin; French was spoken
in his home, and he never knew well any
other language. Although thoroughly Flemish

by temperament he shares the tenacity and

industry as well as the delight in color and
in the life of the senses characteristic of the

race he gained a cosmopolitan view by wide
travel in France, Spain, England, and Ger-

many. Germans often claim him as a Teu-
tonic poet; his drama Helene de Sparte ap-

peared in Russian -md German translations

before its publication in French (1912; Eng.
tr., Helen of Sparta, 1916). He dabbled in
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law at Louvain, where he associated chiefly

with poets and painters. His lifelong passion
for plastic art is proved by his verse, by
his critical writing in periodicals, and by his

monographs on Rembrandt, James Ensor,

Rubens, and others. He worked for a time in

the law office of Edmond Picard (q.v.), to

whose Art moderne he was a regular con-

tributor. The humanitarian interests of his

patron fostered his social philosophy. His

first volume, Les Flamandes (1883), exalting
in colorful description the lusty traditions of

Flemish life, was inspired primarily by
masters of the brush. In Les Moines (1886)

the poet seeks initiation into the mystic side

of the heroic past. He spent three weeks in a

cloister, participating in the daily life of the

inmates; they hoped to make a convert, but

his interest was only pictorial. At least he

learned from the monks devotion to an ideal;

he will carry forward the torch with the same

courage they show in preserving symbols
such is the role of ''poets born too late to be

priests." The drama Le Clottre (1900; Eng.

tr., The Cloister, 1915) treats the same sub-

ject in more philosophical vein. Les Soirs

(1888), Les Debdcles (1888), and Les Flam-

beaux noirs (1891), a trilogy of gloom at

times approaching madness, present the analy-
sis of a poet's neurosis. Verhaeren always
feels and expresses himself with the maxi-

mum of vigor. Albert Mockel (qv.) once

called him a "paroxysist"; these poems justify

the epithet. In them he distinctly cultivates

suffering as one determined to know by

experience all phases of human life. The
tone of gloom opens Les Apparus dans mes

chemins (1891); at the end, the radiant

visions of St. George and of four other saints

inspire the poet with the noble duty of

identifying himself with broad aspirations for

the future. "Les Saintes" seems to be his first

tribute to Marthe Massin, whom he married

in 1891 and to whom he dedicated the trilogy

Les Heures claires (1896; Eng. tr., The Sunlit

Hours, 1916), Les Heures d'apres-midi (1905;

Eng. tr., Afternoon, 1917), and Les Heures du
soir (1911; Eng. tr., The Evening Hours, 1918)

love poems of poignant sincerity. In an

early symbolic poem, "Le Glaive" (in Les

Ddbdcles), the spirit of negation utters a

challenge: "Thou shall be nothing, and for

thy idle soul the future shall be only regret
for : the past." The trilogy of sociological
trend the poems Les Campagnes hallucindes

(1893) and Les Villes tentaculaires (1895) and
the drama Les Aubes (1898; Eng. tr., The
Dawn, 1898) hurls back the answer: "The
ancient dream is dead, the new is on the

forge." The poet is terrified as he witnesses

the desertion of the countryside there are

seven "Chansons de fou" in the first collec-

tion; then he observes the movement ob-

jectively and is finally fascinated by the

display of energy in the cities. Les Aubes

brings the culmination with its vision of

reconciliation. Verhaeren is always the poet
of energy: the vigor of joy in physical life

held him in Les Flamandes, the might of an
ideal in Les Moines, and if, in his crisis he

provoked despair, it is because "suffering
doubles our strength." Some of his best-

known poems, as "Le Passeur d'eau" and
"Le Forgeron" (Les Villages illusoires, 1895),
which exalt into symbols humble folk he had
known in his home town, are throbbing with

confidence in human effort. Victory is in

sight; he celebrates the triumph in the works
of his maturity, Les Visages de la vie (1899),
Les Forces tumultueuses (1902), La Multiple

Splendeur (1906), and Les Rythmes sou-

verains (1910). The very names are evocative

of the unfolding conquest of the universe by
man. The poet forsees the union of humanity
through love and admiration joining men
in a common purpose and mustering indi-

viduals and nations in one cause, the striving
for the onward march of life. Thus he reaches

a cosmic spirit akin to pantheism. He is often

compared to Walt Whitman; they were
kindred minds, but there is no evidence of

direct influence. The First World War
brought the greater indignation to the poet
as he saw his cherished ideals turned to

mockery by a nation he had believed in the

vanguard of progress. Germany's capital
crime is to have done to death the idea of

human solidarity. The ravage of his beloved

Flanders offers a concrete vision of universal

horror (Les Ailes rouges de la guerre, 1916).
Verhaeren's first volumes are in conven-

tional verse form the alexandrine with no
more liberties than those common to the

French romantic poets. Sonnets are frequent.

During his crisis, beginning with Les Flam-
beaux noirs, he uses freer verse with varying

rhythms to communicate more vividly over-

powering feeling. Although bitterly attacked

even by early friends who clung to traditional

form and language, he never renounced his

independence. He spent much of the last two
decades of his life in France, and his work
then shows fewer eccentricities, yet he re-

mained a champion of free verse. The first

three of his dramas combine prose and verse.

The value of his prose writings for the

interpretation of his poems as well as for

their intrinsic worth has been too often over-
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looked. Here the monograph of Andr< Fon-

taine is of special interest.

See: Stefan Zweig, Emile Verhaeren, tr. by

J. Bithell (1914); A. Mockel, Emile Verhaeren

(1923); E. Estve, Emile Verhaeren (1928); A.

Fontaine, Verhaeren et son ceuvre (1929).

B. M. W.

Verlaine, Paul (1844-1896, French poet), was

born in Metz, where his father, an infantry

captain, was in garrison. In 1851 the family
moved to Paris where, contrary to the legend
he tried to create later on in his life, Paul

completed substantial studies. At 13 he had
discovered Baudelaire (q.v.); at 14 the poet
was born in him. In 1864 was formed his

close association with Louis Xavier dc Ricard,

Banville (q.v.), and Leconte de Lisle (q.v.},

and he became identified with the Parnassian

school; in 1866 and 1869 he collaborated in

the first two volumes of Le Parnasse con-

temporain. His first book, Poetries saturniens

(i860), marked the miraculous advent of a

poet, whose personality was asserted through
a wide culture and multiple influences. Al-

ready, in this first work of an essentially audi-

tory and visual poet Verlaine exhibited a

passion for music and the plastic arts the

turbulent Verlainian song made itself heard;

intrepid rhythms were manifested, an impres-
sionism was linked to a taste for the plastic.

Already the varied themes of the Pocmes
saturniens closely reflected the interior story
of Verlaine, the profound distress of his soul.

For, in spite of a relatively happy childhood,

in a comfortable bourgeois family, Verlaine

displayed from early adolescence restless and
morbid tendencies. At 14 he was tormented

by a sexual crisis which lasted some time. At

18 he began to drink. Later he lost his faith,

becoming an atheist, anticlerical, revolution-

ary. Under a respectable and bourgeois ex-

terior (at that time he was employed in the

municipal administration) Verlaine was in a

psychological upheaval which influenced his

entire future both as man and poet.
In 1869 the Watteau-inspired Fetes galantes

appeared, a "troubled mixture of sensation,

sentiment, poetry," where scenes eminently

melancholy and sensual abound. If, in spite

of sadness and "a persistent feeling of

irreality," the work is still Parnassian in its

impersonality and its perfection of form, it

already announces the penetrating musicality
of Verlaine. The same year was marked by
the poet's meeting and subsequently marry-

ing Mathilde Maut6 de Fleurville. The sweet-

ness of the betrothal, the simple joys of

marriage, were the themes of his third book,

La Bonne Chanson (1870), full of intimate

verse, essentially personal, in unsophisticated
forms without apparent technique, which
marked his definite break with the Parnasse.

Abandoning conventional themes, Verlaine,

from this period on, revealed his true self, as

the diverse adventures of his life were to

make him. Composed during the tormented

period of the alliance of the "deux fils du
soleil" (in 1872 Verlaine had fled France with

Arthur Rimbaud, q.v.) and of the rupture
with Mathilde, the following book, Romances
sans paroles (1874), is a masterpiece of im-

pressionistic and subjective poetry where

thought, feeling, recollection, and sensation,

subtly interwoven, are presented in a vibrant

state which puts the reader in intimate con-

tact with the dream, the sentiment, without

the intellectual intermediary. An eminently

original work, far from the direct lyricism
of the preceding book, Romances sans paroles
illustrates the precepts of Verlaine in his

"Art potique," published subsequently in

Jadis et naguere (1884) neither eloquence
nor satire, the union of vague and precise,

nuance, odd meters, new rhymes, and, more
than ever, that glorious, inexpressible Ver-

lainian music.

Then came a long period tragic and un-

happy: Verlaine's imprisonment (he had shot

Rimbaud in the wrist and was sentenced to

two years in prison, 1873-1875), his conver-

sion, deep and sincere, brought about by
absolute solitude, his efforts to reform his life,

his failures, his \\anderings, the sentimental

and financial catastrophes, vagrancy, drunken-

ness, misery, hovels, sickness, hospitals. Al-

ternatives of debauchery and repentance,
indices of a strange and mystic soul, of a

weak and vacillating spirit, sensual but yet
enamored of purity all this is to be found
in the works which follow Romances sans

paroles and which reveal, simultaneously or

in succession, the "desolate and magnificent

songs of the poet who, now great sinner, now

great repentant, sang with an equal innocence

his faults and his remorse." In 1881 appeared
Sagesse, regarded by some as his masterpiece.
This new work embraces sweetly modulated
musical pieces where the most intimate secrets

of his heart are felt, beautiful hymns where
subtle and delicate art puts the poet in imme-
diate contact with those who hear him, where

simple and familiar expressions, colloquies,

give a note of exquisite intimacy. Then fol-

lowed, among his most important books, Jadis
et naguere, Amour (1888), Paraltelement

(1889), and Bonheur (1891).
No work of Verlaine was outstandingly sue-
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cessful. Many, and among the best, passed
unnoticed, except in the eyes of a few poets.

However, toward 1882, Verlaine once more
was in contact with literary circles, and only
then did he know success through his studies

on Les Poetes maudits (1884) and his "Art

potique." The young poets saw in him the

leader of ^he new school. He was active in all

the movements of this period. After 1890 he

became widely known, was a candidate for

the French Academy (and is now one of the

great line, beginning with Moltere, whom the

Academy never received). In 1894, at the

death of Leconte de Lisle (q*v.), the "younger
school" conferred on him the title "prince
of poets."
A pure lyrical genius, Verlaine is a poet of

absolute originality. His was the art of render-

ing the unique in sensation, the most fugitive
in emotion; he is the poet of the subconscious,

the incomplete, the turbulent, the vague; he

expressed the inexpressible, perceived the un-

perceivable. Master of the language, he scorned

formalism and rhetoric. He knew all the

techniques without ever becoming enslaved

by them. If he sought a simple, naive, familiar

form, he was not ignorant of the laws of the

purest classicism. To express individuality he
dislocated the sentence, which became more
and more fluid. Master also of all rhythms,
his taste directed him to the "odd"; his bold

ear sought for the most tenuous sounds and
the most discordant. If the Verlainian music

is expressed by minor tonalities, it is enriched

also by dissonances, in the modern taste.

While he far from scorned the traditional

meter, he so disarticulated, disguised, "fluidi-

fied," the alexandrine that without him free

verse cannot be contemplated.
See: E. Delahaye, Verlaine (1919); E.

Lepelletier, Paul Verlaine et son ceuvre (1923);
M. Coulon, Verlainef poete saturnien (1929);

F. Porchd, Verlaine tel qu'il fut (1933); A.

Adam, Le Vrai Verlaine (1936); A. Fontaine,

Verlaine, homme de lettres (1937); C. Cunot,
Etat present des Etudes verlainiennes (1938).

J v.

Vermeylen, August (1872-1945, Flemish critic

and novelist), was born in Brussels. In the

renewal of Flemish literature that took place
about 1890, he was the theoretician, the

aggressive proponent of a way of writing that

woiild free the artist from complacent pro-
vincialism and bigotry. He belonged to the

founders of the review Van Nu en Straks

(Today and Tomorrow) who wanted romanti-

cism replaced by a moderate naturalism and
who tried to stress the intellectual element

in writing. His philosophical novel De
wandelende Jood (1906; The Wandering
Jew), translated into French, Czech, and
German, is written in a language of great

plastic beauty and conveys its moral message
well. As a critic Vermeylen combated the

narrow conservatism of his predecessors and
offered also sound criticism of the Flemish

movement in his book Kritiek der Vlaamsche

Beweging (1905; Critique of the Flemish

Movement). A professor of the history of art,

first at the University of Brussels, then at the

State University of Ghent, he composed a

remarkable Geschiedenis der Europeesche
Plastiek en Schilderkunst (1921-25; History
of Plastic Art and Painting in Europe). He
wrote an excellent history of modern Flemish

literature, Van Gezelle tot Timmermans
(1923; From Gezelle to Timmermans). In 1943
his novel Twee Vrienden (Two Friends) was

published.

J.-A. G.

Verwey, Albert (1865-1937, Dutch poet, critic,

and literary historian), was born at Amster-
dam and, after leaving high school in 1883,
was employed there in the office of the Max-
well Land Grant Company. He accompanied
its vice-president as secretary on an inspec
tion visit to New Mexico. But soon after his

return he exchanged this business connection

for a literary career. He was among the first

editors (1885-1889) of De Nieuwe Gids (The
New Guide). His Verzamelde Gedichten (Col
lected Poems) appeared in 1889. Five years
later he founded with Lodewijk van Deyssel

(q.v.) Tweemaandelijksch Tijdschrift (Bi-

monthly Periodical), which in 1902 became
a monthly under the title De KXste Eeuw

(The 2oth Century), fn 1905 he severed his

association with Van Deyssel and founded
a new monthly which he called De Beweging
(The Movement). This became the rallying

point of a group of younger poets who recog
nized in Verwey their mentor and master.

Without being pontifical he held his followers

together by the confidence he inspired in his

aesthetic judgment and by their respect for

his uncompromising honesty. De Beweging
was to demonstrate Verwey's conviction that

true poetry has a higher vocation than to

express individual moods and feelings in

musical and picturesque words. That had
been his conception of poetry when he was
editor of De Nieuwe Gids. But in his riper

years he saw in poetry a social force by which
the successive generations and the members
of each generation were welded together and
made conscious of their unity. All Verwey's
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later verse has an intellectual quality that

reminds one of the poetry of his German
friend Stefan George (q-v.). His poems seem
to owe their birth to a determined will to

compose, rather than to the irresistible urge
to sing. De Beweging was discontinued in

1919. But five years later Verwey was given
an opportunity to influence the nation's

youth by his appointment to the vacant chair

of Dutch literature at the University of

Leiden. When he was forced to retire on

reaching his yoth year, he had the satisfac-

tion of seeing himself succeeded by the poet
P. N. van Eyck, the most eminent of the

Beweging group. Among Verwey's contribu-

tions to literary history Het Leven van

Potgieter (1903; Life of Potgieter) deserves

mention. His collected Proza (1925) fills 10

volumes.

See: M. Uyldert, Albert Verwey (1908); A.

Verwey, Mijn Verhouding tot Stefan George
(1934)-

A. J. B.

V<5ry, Pierre (1900-, French novelist), reflects

in his first literary manifestations (Pont-

Egare, 1929; Danse a Vombre, 1930; Les

Metamorphoses, 1931) certain tendencies of

the period in which he began writing. Rather
than novels, they could be called poetic
fantasies strongly influenced by the surrealist

school. However, under their apparent eccen-

tricity could be detected a brilliant imagina-
tion, a gift for dramatic effects and suspense,
the consciousness of the mystery of the world
and of the ludicrous aspects of human life.

Shifting to detective stories was a normal
evolution for Wry, who could apply to him-
self the title of his novel Le Meneur de jeu

(1934). The games which he invents and
directs are the 15 murder stories, filled with

his poetical imagination and the whims of his

caustic wit. The variety of his inspiration
seems inexhaustible. His points of departure
are sometimes a popular song (M. Malbrough
est mort, 1937), an observation or a remi-

niscence (the resemblance between human
and animal faces, already noticed by H. G.

Wells, forms the background of Le Gentle-

man des Antipodes, 1936). He even uses per-
sonal incidents. He conceived the idea of

Madame et le mort (1940) after noticing that

someone had stolen his wallet. In addition to

the novels already mentioned Monsieur Mar-

cel des pompes funebres (1932), L'Assassinat

du Pre Noel (1934)1 Goupi-Mains Rouges

(1937), and Sdrie de sept (1938) are among
his very best. They all show the same quali-

ties, fertility of invention, originality of de-

VIANI

tails, keen sense of observation, vividness of

dialogue, and perfect mastery of technique.
With Pierre Wry the detective story becomes
a true literary genre.

M. E. C.

Vesper, Will (1882-, German poet, novelist,

and editor), was born in Wuppertal-Barmen
and spent his earliest youth on a farm. His
later literary manner and the fields of his

intellectual preoccupation (historical and folk-

lore themes, sagas, etc.) reflect the ancient

customs and uses, beliefs and sayings, of his

western German peasant background. After

completing the humanistic Gymnasium, he
received no more formal education other

than a year's study in history and philology
at the University of Munich. Since 1906 he
has been literary counselor to the publisher,
C. H. Beck, in Munich and from 1918 to 1920
was manager of the literary section of the

Deutsche allgemeine Zeitung. Recently he
has edited with much vigor the literary maga-
zine Die schone Literatur, which became, in

1931, Die neue Literatur.

In spite of the remarkable uniformity and
even monotony of subject matter, his work is

more varied in form, and more voluminous,
than can here be enumerated. Between 1906
and 1943 he published with unceasing energy
countless popular editions, translations, and
modern poetic adaptations of some of the

main works of earlier German and European
literature (e.g., Tristan und Isolde, 1911; Die

Gudrunsage, 1925). Nearly 15 volumes of his

own eclectic, romantic poetry (Die Lie-

besmessse, 1913; Rufe in die Zeit, 1936) and
more than 20 narrative and historical works

(Martin Luthers Jugendfahre, 1918; Gute

Geister, 1921; Das harte Geschlecht, 1931)

represent the fruits of an ever active and

eager literary life. At one time his judicious

anthology, Die Ernie aus acht Jahrhunderten
deutscher Lyrik (igoG ff.), was one of the most

widely read collections of German lyrical

poetry.
See: K. A. Kutzbach, "Will Vesper (with

bibliography), Die neue Literatur, XXXIII

(1932), 435-449; A. Soergel, Dichtung und
Dichter der Zeit, Dritte Folge: Dichter aus

deutschem Volkstum (1934), pp. 134-148.
V. L.

Viani, Lorenzo (1882-1936, Italian painter
and novelist), was born in Viareggio, Lucca,
of a very poor peasant family. After a few

years of grammar school education he was

apprenticed to a Viareggio barber and re-

mained in his shop until, through the interest
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of a group of clients who had noted Viani's

skill in pen and ink drawing (he caricatured

everyone who came to the shop), he obtained

a scholarship to the Academy of Fine Arts in

Lucca. An exuberant youth, acquainted with

poverty since childhood, and imbued with

revolutionary ideas (his employer had been

the Socialist leader in his native town), he

soon tired of discipline and quit school, but

continued to study. At the age of 23, penni-
less and friendless, he made his way to Paris

and spent several years there in dire poverty,

studying and painting. When he returned to

Italy, his canvases, some of which had already
attracted attention in France, were hung in

a number of exhibitions, and his reputation
was established. At the outbreak of the First

World War, Viani renounced his radical

ideas, vigorously urged Italy's intervention

on the side of the Allies, volunteered in the

army, and served for over three years. As a

soldier he continued to use his pen and

brush and at the end of the conflict his war

drawings were exhibited in Milan. These

drawings attracted the attention of Mussolini

and resulted in an invitation to Viani to

write for the Popolo d'ltalia. Viani accepted,
became a militant Fascist, and remained such

until his death.

Viani began to write in 1922, producing
first a biography of the poet Ceccardo Cec-

cardi Roccatagliata and thereafter an average
of a book each year. All Viani's works are

more or less autobiographical. Ceccardo (1922)
tells of his friendship with the poet Roc-

catagliata; Parigi (1925) of his experiences in

Paris; Le Chiavi nel pozzo (1934) recounts

his stay in an insane asylum; Barba e capelli

(1939) is a description of his clients in his

barber shop, some of whom, like D'Annunzio

(q.v.), were famous. These books consist

mostly of literary sketches, painted with pen
instead of brush anatomical studies and
character dissections performed with a kind
of satanic joy. In these sketches Viani shows
a special predilection for lunatics, degener-
ates, cripples, drunkards, and beggars and a

rare mastery in bringing out the grotesque
and animal traits of such subjects. He uses

a peculiar and expressive language, a jargon
of slang and obsolete local terms picked up
from the oldest inhabitants of the province
of Lucca and at many points incompre-
he^sible to the average reader. He is an
adherent of no aesthetic sjchool, he avoids

everything that smacks of formal psychology
and practices a ruthless and at times cruel

realism which does not, however, prevent
him from sympathizing with his wretched

subjects, feeling for them the solidarity of

poverty and suffering. He has had many
ardent admirers and some rabid detractors;

we are beginning however to have dispassion-
ate appraisal of his work.

See: Krimer (pseud, of C. Mercati) Sodalizio

con V. (1938); G. Nervini, L. Viani nella vita

e nell'arte (1939); G. Ravegnani, I Con-

temporanei (1930), pp. 209-223; E. Falqui and
E. Vittorini, Scrittori nuovi (1930), pp. 651-

658.

G. B.

Viebig, Clara (1860-, German novelist),

disciple of Zola (q.v.), outstanding woman
novelist of the naturalistic school, was born
at Treves and first became famous by intro-

ducing into literature her native region, the

bleak and volcanic uplands of the Eifel with

its pine forests and its dangerous swamps.
How perfectly people and landscape are

blended may be seen in her story "Am
Totenmaar" from Kinder der Eifel (1897),
where the austerity of the landscape mirrors

the moral rigor of the old shepherd and
where its desolation is a symbol of the utter

loneliness of his abandoned child. Viebig's

early novels could not escape the influence of

Gabriele Renter's courageous and widely dis-

cussed novel Aus guter Farnilie (1895), the

story of a sensitive girl of the higher middle
class whose life is ruined by the conventional

narrow-minded prudishness of her religious
and social training. But Clara Viebig is more

outspoken in her presentation of the erotic

side of life which, to cite an early example,
is treated with fine humor in the famous
novel Das Weiberdorf (1900). Except for two
short periods of the year when the men re-

turn from the steel mills, the women are left

alone in this village of the Eifel, where the
worthless Pittchen becomes the object of

their suppressed desires. When the constable

takes him away for petty counterfeiting, the
women band together to rescue him, but

quickly desert him at the sight of the return-

ing menfolk. The masses which act with col-

lective instinct like one monstrous organism,
are pictured here in a masterly fashion, as is

the religious ecstasy of the pilgrims to the
shrine at Erhternach in the Eifel in Das
Kreuz im Venn (1908) or the suppressed
hatred and secret patriotic longing of the
servile Polish peasants under German domi-
nation, observed during the author's resi-

dence in Posen and portrayed in Das
schlafvnde Heer (1904; Eng. tr., The Sleeping
Army, 1929). As a young girl Viebig had
lived in Diisseldorf, the scene of her historic



novel Die Wacht am Rhein (1902). Here the

peaceful fusion by marriage of the old Prus-

sian element with the population of the

Rhineland is demonstrated in the history of

a family through three generations. The
novel ends in 1870. Modern Berlin, where

Clara Viebig spent her adult years as the

wife of the publisher Cohn, is the background
of many of her social novels. Among these

Das tagliche Brot (1900; Eng. tr., Our Daily

Bread, 1908), depicting the life of a servant

girl in the lower middle class, is an example
of the author's intense human sympathy
which lends abiding value to her novels.

Viebig is at her best when portraying char-

acters governed by elemental needs and de-

sires, especially women from the lower classes.

Her style is strictly visual, a succession of

pictures, vivid and concrete in every detail.

See: C. Scheuffler, Clara Viebig (1926).

E. Hof.

Viete-Griffin, Francis (1864-1937, French poet),

whose Huguenot ancestry migrated to the

United States at the end of the i7th century,
was born in Norfolk, Virginia. His father had

been military governor for the Union forces

in the Civil War. When eight years old, the

boy was taken to France for his education,

where he remained the rest of his life, re-

siding now in Paris, now in the provinces,
with a preference for Touraine. In his first

book of poems, Cueille d'avril (1886), one of

his most distinguished works, he tells of the

charms of country life on the banks of the

Loire with the simplicity and musical tender*

ness of Verlaine (q.v.). The soft atmosphere
of the region, known as the garden of France,

permeates to such an extent the poetic works

of Viete-Griffin that he has been called the

poet of Touraine. But he is particularly
noted as representative of the symbolist move-
ment and the indisputable master of vers

libre. In collaboration with Paul Adam, Henri

de Rgnier (qq.v.), and Bernard Lazare he

founded in 1890 the Entretiens politiques et

litteraircs, which became the principal vehicle

of expression for the symbolist poets. In this

review were formulated on numerous occa-

sions his theories of a new verse, as he strove

with Gustave Kahn, Jules Laforgue (qq.v.),

Edouard Dujardin, and others to liberate

French poetry from arbitrary rules. The vers

libre which Viete-Griffin adopted after the

publication of Joies (1888) is not a mere
variation of the alexandrine or any con-

ventional meter, but a rhythmic pattern born

out of the emotional movement of the phrase
and made perceptible by the appropriate

VILDRAC

combination of the temporal and quantitative
values of syllabic units. His verse thus be-

comes an original creation expressing by its

cadence and musical tonality the whole per-

sonality of the poet. It reveals a delicate

sensibility which is moved by the multiple

aspects of beauty and which a lofty idealism

inclines to seek goodness and gladness in man
as well as in nature. This optimistic attitude,

springing from a belief in life and its spiritual

values, is generally maintained in the poetic
works collected under the title Poemes et

poesies (1886-1893). One may note also the

deep religious feeling of Amour sacrt

(1900) and the sincere humanitarian faith of

Clarte de vie (1897). The frequent use in these

poems of the technique of popular song
follows a tendency common to the symbolist

poets of this period.
Viel-Griffin's admiration for Keats, Shelley,

and particularly Swinburne, whose Laus
Veneris he translated, not only affected his

love for nature but also his interest in

Hellenic and medieval legends as symbols of

his philosophical thought. In this vein he
wrote several narrative poems, the best

examples being Chevauchee d'Yeldis (1893),
Phocas le jardinier (1898), and Legende ailee

de Wieland le forgeron (1900), all imbued
with his Neoplatonic conceptions. Too often

in these lengthy compositions verbosity and
confusion of images render the thought ob-

scure and its expression inadequate. The
verse, however, always retains the fluid

rhythm and harmonious qualities which
characterize the poetry of Viel-Griffin.

See: Remy de Gourmont, Le Livre des

masques (1896); Robert de Souza, La Poesie

populaire et le lyrisme sentimental (1899);
Andre Beaunicr, La Poesie nouvelle (1902);
Marcel Raymond, De Baudelaire au sur-

realisme (1933).

M. D.

Vildrac, Charles (pseud, of Charles Messager,
1882-, French poet, essayist, and dramatist),
was born in Paris. He early began to write

poetry. In 1906 he and several of his friends,

including Georges Duhamel (q.v.), who was
later to became his brother-in-law, decided to

live cooperatively. They rented an old house
at Crteil in the suburbs of Paris and called

it the Abbaye. There they hoped to devote
themselves to their vocations, writing, paint-

ing, music and to earn their livelihood at

the same time. The group disbanded about a

year later; each went his own way, enriched,
however, by this life in common.
The first volume of poems by Vildrac,
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Images et mirages (1908), was printed on the

press of the Abbaye. Another volume, Le
Livre d'amour, appeared in 1910 (Eng. tr.,

A Book of Love, 1923); iiv 1911 Vildrac pub-
lished, in collaboration with Duhamel, Notes

sur la technique poctique. His poetry has

been influenced by that of Whitman, both in

form and in ideas. Vildrac sees beauty and

poetry ih the simplest and most humble
manifestations of life. Friendship is one of his

favorite themes. It is not the social class of

his characters which interests him; it is their

purely human value. The simplest, plainest

people are capable of the highest feelings, of

acts of heroism, of nobility of soul, and of

poetry. In his play Le Paquebot Tenacity

(Vieux Colombicr, 1920; Eng. tr., The Steamer

Tenacity, 1921) the plot is almost nonexistent.

The character study of the two young men
who are about to sail for Canada and the

idea of the freedom of the soul form the en-

tire subject of the play. La Brouille (Comdie
Fran^aise, 1930) is also based on a flimsy plot:
two friends, one an idealist and the other a

realist, have a quarrel over principles. The
action is purely psychological.
As an essayist Vildrac again preaches love

of fellow man and faith in humanity. De-

couvertes (1912; including a one-act play,

L'Indigentj of which there is one Eng. tr.,

The Art of Making Friends, 1933) exalts the

beauty of human relations, the hunger for

human sympathy. Vildrac also has written a

charming book for children, L'lle rose (1925).

Vildrac was very active in the resistance

movement during the Second World War.
See: L. Savitzky, "Charles Vildrac et le

th&Ure contemporain," Mercure de France,
CLXIII (1923), 289-305; C. Snchal, L'Abbqye
de Crdteil (1930); M. L. Bidal, Les Ecrivains

de I'Abbaye (1938).

H. H.

Villaespesa, Francisco (1879-1936, Spanish
poet and dramatist), was born in Laujar,
Almerfa. He was a typical Spaniard of the

South; in his temperament, his life, and his

work he was an improviser, facile and bril-

liant. When he first attracted attention in

Madrid about 1897 it was as the leader of the

new modernist poetic movement which, in-

spired by the example of the poets of Spanish
America, was taking shape among the young
Spaniards. His home was the gathering point
of many of those shy, aloof figures, and the

literary reviews that he founded were the

organs of expression of the new schools. He
always was on the closest terms with the

poets of America, first through their books,

then through his personal relations with

those who came to Spain to live, and later

through his own travels and long stays in

various countries of the New World. Espe-

cially in the latter part of his life, as his

reputation declined in Spain, he achieved

new triumphs in Spanish America with

dramas and poems dealing with American

subjects.
His complete works comprise over 50

volumes of poetry and some 30 dramatic

works, in addition to a number of novels and
short stories. His enduring value lies in the

poetic works he wrote before 1912, although
it is then that he achieved his great success

as a dramatic author with a play in verse on
an oriental theme of Granada, El alcazar de

las perlas. His lyric and poetic gifts are, to

be sure, found in this and his other historical

dramas of a romantic nature; but they exist

in. a far purer form in his earlier and essen-

tially lyric compositions. In these appear many
of the themes, expressions, and metrical forms

of modernism which he took from Rubn
Dario and the other Spanish American poets
of the period, especially Silva, Lugones, and
Herrera y Reissig; it was through them that

he received the foreign influences of the

epoch already assimilated into Spanish. At
times this influence is direct, as in the case of

writers akin in language and temperament to

the Spanish, such as the Portuguese (espe-

cially Eugenia de Castro, q.v.) and the Italians

(especially D'Annunzio, q.v.). In Villaespesa's

poetry all these new and foreign elements

which characterize modernism are brought
into complete accord with traditional Spanish
rhetoric. For although modernist in form and

content, the poetry and temperament of

Villaespesa were romantic, and therefore the

writer he most closely resembles is Zorrilla,

in his predilection for oriental themes, his

conventionally poetic vision of Spain, and his

ability to achieve his effects through mere
verbal sonority. Aside from this value as a

representative of tradition and of his epoch,

Villaespesa has a value of his own as a lyric

poet. The sadness of life, the intimate experi-
ence of love, the moving evocation of places,

things, and landscapes, the popular flavor,

the eternal dissatisfaction, are the subjective
notes of his lyrical creation, poured forth in

a multitude of volumes. Careful selection is

required if one is to do justice to his origi-

nality, which is difficult to perceive because

in his poetry the muted, limpid part of his

work is the best.

See: P. Gener, "Figuras contemponlneas:
Villaespesa/' Cervantes, Vol. I (Madrid, 1916),
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No. i, pp. 27-40; R. Cansinos-Assns, La
nueva literatura, I (1917), 125-137; J. R.

Jimenez, "Recuerdo al primer Villaespesa

(1899-1901)," Sol (Madrid), March 10, 1936;
F. de Onfs, ''Francisco Villaespesa y el

modernismo," Revista hispdnica moderna, III

(New York, 1936-1937), 276-278.
F. de O.

Villal6n Daoiz y Halc6n, Fernando (1881-

1930, Spanish poet), was born in Mor6n de la

Frontera, Seville, of an affluent and aristo-

cratic family. From his father he inherited

the title of conde de Miraflores de los Angeles
and a liking for books. From childhood he

lived in close contact with nature in Andalu-

cia la Baja. A vigorous man, an excellent

horseman, breeder of fine cattle, friend of

bullfighters and of popular singers, he felt

and caught all the color and force of his

luminous region. His restlessness, born of a

penchant for the occult, adds interest to his

attractive personality. He was an important

figure in the literary journals of his country;
a quiet inclination for poetry, familiarity
with the classics, contact with the new poets
of Spain, as well as articles of his own, were

contributing factors. At the age of 46 he pub-
lished his first book, Andalucia la Baja (1927).

This was followed by La Toriada (1928) and
Romances del 800 (1929). An appreciation of

classical poetry, a feeling for the folk ele-

ments of Andalusian life which he shared

with the young poets of his period and ap-

preciated perhaps even more directly than

they these make of Villal6n the authentic

poet of his own region, although his verses

are noted more for vitality and content than

for facility of expression.
See: Gerardo Diego, Poesia espanola

(Antologta) (1934), p. 475; Federico de Onfs,

Antologia de la poesia espanola e hispano-
americana (1934), p. 1066.

A. I.

Villiers de 1'Isle-Adam, Jean Marie Mathias

Philippe Auguste, comte de (1838-1889,

French poet, dramatist, and novelist), was

born at St. Brieuc in Brittany. The scion of a

noble family illustrious in the annals of

French history, he was reared by a chimerical

father, who was forever beguiled into quests

of impossible treasures he fancied were

buried in dungeons, and two saintly women,
his mother and his aunt, who idolized him.

He grew up into a hypersensitive and dreamy

youth inwardly illumined by the splendors

of his chivalric heritage and the romantic

reflections of an enchanting idyl he had at

the age of 17 with a young woman who died

soon after, so that henceforth glory, love, and
death formed a mystic trinity in his heart.

In 1857, provided with the "sterile riches"

of his ancestry, secure in his Catholic faith

and legitimist traditions, and his manu-

scripts in ballast, he followed his literary
dreams to Paris. Here the fireworks of his

fantasy soon made of him a legendary, but
also tragic, figure in the bohemian cafes and
cenacles, where his rhapsodic discourses

electrified his audiences. He was befriended

by the literary lite, especially Baudelaire

(q.v.), who introduced him to Richard Wag-
ner (q.v.) and to the writings of Edgar Allan

Poe, two kindred spirits whose works have
close affinities with his own. He probed coin-

cidcntally the Hegelian philosophy of the

Absolute and the arcana of the occult sciences,

which seemed to him to be consonant with
his own idealism.

His Premieres podsies (1859) attracted little

comment, for he was a great poet only in

prose; these verses were but "half a promise,"
as he himself told Baudelaire, agreeing to

send him soon "a prose less immature than
his verses." This he did with his novel Isis

(1862), of which he had already conceived

the idea in his adolescent years. Dating from
the same period are his two early dramas,

Morgane and Elen. The first to be published,
Elen (1865), portrays a Circean woman whose
lustful love leads to frustration and death. In

the second, Morgane (1866), love is heightened

by ambition; in the end both lovers renounce

a throne to be united in the bosom of death.

In Isis love becomes an unearthly longing
which can be fulfilled only in that other-

worldliness beyond death which became the

omega of all the religious, philosophical, and
occult idealisms of the author and which was
also the mainspring of his irreconcilable

antagonism to modern social and scientific

materialisms.

This hostility dictated his sardonic and

tragic caricature Tribulat Bonhomet, a kins-

man of M. Homais and Bouvard and Pcuchet

(see Flaubert). Bonhomet is a pseudoscientific,

democratic, and antipoetic symbol of crass

"common sense," and a terrifying embodi-
ment of moral and spiritual torpidity, whom
he opposes to Claire, the creature of faith, in

Claire Lenoir, novelette published (1867; Eng.
tr., 1925) in the Revue des lettres et des arts.

Villiers de 1'Isle-Adam carried his champi-
onship of the spirit to the stage with La
Rdvolte (1870), a play with a theme like

Ibsen's (q-v.) in A Doll's House which it

antedates, and with his prize-winning play,
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Le Nouveau monde (1880). In this play,
written in 1876 to celebrate the centenary of

the American Revolution but produced only
in 1883, two idealisms, the feudal and demo-

cratic, battle for country and love with equal
heroism. Both plays failed although they
deserved a better fate.

Neglected by publishers and public alike,

he plumbed at this time frightful depths of

misery. But, intrenched in his militant spirit-

ualism, he began to publish, at first in

fugitive magazines, his series of tales of terror,

mystery, and fantasy which he later brought

together in collections such as Cantes cruels

(1883; Eng. tr., Sardonic Tales, 1927) and

Histoires insolites (1888). As with the rest of

his work some of them "Vera," "Sentimen-

talisme," "Akedyssdril" bespeak his idealistic

aspirations, while others "Les Demoiselles

de Bienfiiatre," "La Torture par l'Esprance,"

"L'Afifichage celeste" echo his irony, humor,
and ire against man's spiritual blindness and
materialistic presumptions.
Both his high-flown idealism and his

humorous realism concurred in the scientific

and philosophical novel L'Eve future (1886);
science creates a living android whose beauti-

ful soul can be, however, only a reflection of

her lover's ideal. Thus all creations of science,

and reality itself, are but illusions into which

the spirit alone can breathe life.

The purest expression of this rarefied

idealism is to be found in his poetic drama
Axel (1890; Eng. tr., 1925), largely written by
the year 1872. The heroine, Sara, rejecting
the call of religion and heaven, and the hero,

Axel, that of the occult world, are tempted
by that of life which is symbolized by treasure

buried in the crypt under the castle of

Auersperg; they discover upon finding it 'the

greater enchantment of each other's love.

Rather than outlive its initial ecstasy and see

it tarnished and converted into a deceptive
illusion, they resolve to eternize it in the

bosom of death. Their ideal, like their crea-

tor's, was not of this world.

Villiers de I'lsle-Adam's influence over the

symbolistic writers was profound. "Every-
thing I have done I owe to Villiers," Maurice
Maeterlinck (q.v.) has said, and W. B. Yeats
declared that he read Axel in his youth,
"slowly and laboriously as one reads a sacred
book." Verily, he was a "prince de l'esprit.

M

See: Fernan Clerget, Villiers de lisle Adam
(1913); Arnold Whitridge, Critical Ventures
in Modern French Literature (1924), pp. 81-

101; C. J. C. van der Meulen, L'Iddalisme de
Villiers de VIsle-Adam (1925); Peter Quennell,
Baudelaire and the Symbolists (1929), pp. 99-

130; Edmund Wilson, Axel's Castle; a Study
in the Imaginative Literature of 1870-1930

(1931), pp. 258-264; Max Daireaux, Villiers

de I'lsle-Adam; Vhomme et Vceuvre (1936);
Vincent O'Sullivan, "The Tales and Stories

of Villiers de I'lsle-Adam," Dublin Magazine
(April-June, 1940), pp. 25-34.

S. A. R.

Vinogradov, Anatoli Korneliyevich (1888-,
Russian novelist, biographer, scholar, and

librarian), was born at Polotnyany Zavod in

the former Government of Kaluga. Although
he is best known as a historical novelist, he
has published a number of literary studies

Merime v pismakh k Sobolevskomu (1928;
Mrime in His Letters to Sobolevski) and

biographies of Byron (1936) and Stendhal

(1938).

Stendhal is also the subject of a novelette,

Poteryannaya perchatka (1931; The Lost

Glove), based on episodes of the occupation
of Moscow by Napoleon's army, and of a long
novel, Tri tsveta vremeni (1931; The Three
Colors of the Times); the colors, of course,

are political, and Stendhal is shown as an
atheist and a liberal in conflict with clerical-

ism and reactionism. Vinogradov's Povest o

bratyakh Turgenevykh (1932; The Story of

the Brothers Turgeriev) concerns itself chiefly
with the life abroad of Nicholas and Alex-

ander, champions of progressive ideas during
a period of social ferment. Interesting as

interpretation is the novel about Toussaint

L'Ouverture, Chyorny konsul (1933; Eng. tr.,

The Black Consul, 1935), which portrays the

sanguinary conflicts in Haiti in the light of

the contemporaneous French Revolution.

Here, as sometimes elsewhere, the author
combines extravagant narration with the

meticulous observation of a historian. Osuzh-

deniye Paganini (1936; The Condemnation of

Paganini) has as its protagonist the great
violinist, who is shown to be a victim of the

unholy machinations of the Jesuits. Khronika
Malevinskikh (1943; The Chronicle of the Ma-
levinskis), a novel covering the last three

generations, offers a view of the develop-
ment of science and society in Russia. Vino-

gradov is adept at interpreting sources and

presenting his facts in the spirit of socialist

realism, now dominant in Russian fiction.

See: Nauchnyie rabotniki Moskvy (1930).

P. A. P.

Vitorino, Virginia (1898-, Portuguese poet
and dramatist), was born in the historical city
of Alcoba^a. Her first poetical compositions
were published in the daily newspapers of
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Lisbon in 1917, and she has collaborated on
the most important literary reviews of her

native country. The sonnet has been her pre-
ferred poetic form, and the collection

Namorados (1918; Lovers) has had more than

10 editions. In Virginia Vitorino there is a

highly elaborated alliance, very appropriate
to the sonnet form, of Renaissance rhetorical

devices (paradox, metaphorical parallelism)
and erotic passion. At times this reminds one

very much of the manner of the great South

American women poets, Storni and Ibar-

bourou, because of the ease with which the

most elemental sensations are given a uni-

versal and absorbing quality. It is not sur-

prising that these sonnets have met with

favor in South America. The one entitled

"Amor" (Love) is very well known; othei

pieces of similar inspiration and structure are

"Apaixonadamente" (Passionately) and "Re
nuncia" (Renunciation).

Virginia Vitorino has also made contribu

tions to the Portuguese theatre, in works

characterized, at their best, by energy and

naturalness, facile dialogue and national

popular feeling. Degredados (1930; Degraded)
is the best known; this was followed by A
volta (1932; The Return), Fascinafao (1933;

Fascination), Manuela (1934), and finally

Camaradas (1938; Comrades). The last-named

work was awarded the Gil Vicente prize by
the Secretariado de Propaganda Nacional of

her country.
See: A. Forjaz de Sampaio, Histdria da

literatura portuguesa ilustrada dos seculos

XIX e XX (1939).
R. M. L.

Vivanti, Annie (1868-1942, Italian novelist

and short-story writer), was born in London,
where her father, Anselmo, an Italian patriot,
had been forced into exile on account of his

active participation in the revolutionary up
risings and political conspiracies in his native

Mantua, for which Austria had condemned
him to death. With the aid of her mother,
Anna Lindau, who was German, the child

studied the German poets, especially Goethe

and Schiller; from her English governess

young Annie learned by heart long passages
from the Bible. The home of the Vivantis

in London was a meeting place for many
German poets and critics, and the child

learned to speak both German and English

fluently. When she was nine years of age she

was taken to Italy to attend school. On the

death of her mother in 1880, Annie was sent

to Switzerland where she remained two years.

After a brief visit to London, she traveled

extensively in the United States and studied

vocal music in New York.

Upon her return to Italy in 1887 she com-

posed verses in Italian, published in 1890 in

a volume entitled Lirica, for which Carducci

(q*v.) wrote the preface. Carducci admired
both the poetry and the woman, and a liaison

between these two writers lasted for many
years. A more impartial criticism of Vivanti's

lyrics was made by Benedetto Croce (<J-v.)

who found that her poems suffered from an

inadequate artistic elaboration. In 1890 was

published a novel, Marion, artista da cafft

concerto, in which Vivanti depicted a char-

acter reminiscent of Carmen, with violent

passions and insatiable desires; Marion com-
bines qualities of love and selfishness, modesty
and immodesty, compassion and cruelty, pride
and baseness; in her perversion and cruelty
she is guilty of many crimes.

For two decades Vivanti disappeared from
the literary scene. In 1908 she married an
Irish lawyer, John Chartres, an active sup-

porter of the Irish Free State movement.

Then, in 1910, was published a novel in

English entitled The Devourers, which she

herself translated into Italian under the title

of I Divoratori (1911). Critics generally agree
that this is Vivanti's best novel. It deals

with a devoted mother who undergoes many
sacrifices for the sake of a young daughter.
The success of this novel encouraged Vivanti

to write other novels, dramas, short stories,

sketches, and articles on a variety of subjects.
The most important of these are Zingaresca

(1918), Gioia (1921), Terra di Cleopatra (1925),
Perdonate Eglantina! (1926), and Mea Culpa

(1927). The quality of her literary produc-
tion has remained fairly constant. In her

stories, always vivid and imaginative, Vivanti

enjoys presenting extraordinary events, be-

wildering and almost fantastic episodes,

frightful passions, terrifying wickedness and
follies sometimes combined with extreme

kindness, piety, and generosity. Though never

great nor profound, she is interesting and
most charming. Giuseppe Prezzolini (q.v.) has

said that of all recent Italian woman writers,

"the most vivacious, the most able is Vivanti/'

See: B. Croce, La Letteratura della nuova

Italia, 2cl ed., II (1921), 326-333; G. Prezzolini,

La Coltura italiana (1923), p. 248; L. Russo,
/ Narratori (1923), pp. 201-202,

H. R. M.

Vivien, Rene (ne Pauline Tarn, 1877-1909,
French poet), was borr in London, her father,

John Tarn of England, having met and
married her mother, Mary Gillet Bennett of
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Jackson, Michigan, while on a visit to

Honolulu. With the exception of a few un-

happy years in England, Rende Vivien spent
all her life in Paris, whence she made numer-

ous trips to foreign lands. An ample fortune

enabled her to live in luxurious surroundings
in a fashionable part of Paris. She loved soli-

tude and study; at 22 she learned Greek in

order to read Sappho in the original. While
Rene Vivien's prose translations of Sapphic

fragments are literal and accurate, her poetic

paraphrases are freely fanciful; in fact, her

cult of Sappho was purely a pretext for

interpreting her own Lesbianism. A fervent

disciple of Baudelaire and possessor of a

strong inherited strain of Nordic mysticism,
she was too obsessed by Christian concepts of

chastity and sin to make a convincing pagan.
Her Hellenism is anachronistic and artificial,

but this does not prevent her evocations of

the lives and loves of ancient Greek maidens

on the island of Lesbos from having genuine

grace and charm. In many of these poems she

employs the musical and little-used Sapphic
meter. Besides Baudelaire and Sappho, certain

poets of her own race contributed to the for-

mation of her poetic manner, especially
Swinburne and Rossetti. Furthermore, her

symbolism shows the influence of Wagner
and Albert Samain (qq.v.). From Baudelaire

she learned the artistic control of emotions

and superb musical technique that make her

poetry superior to that of most women poets.

From him also she adopted the poetic use of

corresponding sensations and the cult of evil.

Rene Vivien's best poetry interprets her own

deeply felt emotional experiences. It tells of

her intense suffering at being treated as a

social outcast because of her love of women,
of her refusal to see beauty in modern
Christian civilization, and of her longing for

the pagan life of ancient Greece. She even

rented a villa in Mytilene where, for months
at a time, she attempted to relive the Golden

Age. It is not strange that Rene Vivien,

continually haunted by unattainable desires,

should have sought the release of death and

made it a frequent theme in her poetry; al-

ways delicate, she hastened her end by

voluntary fasting and died in Paris at 32.

Because of its exaltation of Lesbian love,

the poetry of Rene Vivien has been unjustly

neglected. Despite this dominating character-

istic, her verse merits respect and admiration

because of its delicate purity and perfection
of form. Originally published in 12 slim

volumes (1901-1910), her Poesies completes
are now obtainable in two (1934). Her prose,

consisting of a novel, two collections of prose

poems, a book of tales, and several essays, is

mediocre and could be ignored except for its

autobiographical interest.

See: Yves-G6rard Le Dantec, Rente Vivien,

femme damnte, femme sauvde (1930).

C. B. C.

Vogau, Boris Andreyevich, see Pilnyak, Boris.

Vogt, Nils Collett (1864-1937, Norwegian
poet), was born in Christiania of a bureau-

cratic engineering father and a sensitive,

artistic mother. Even in early adolescence an

impulsive individualism led him to revolt

against his family so that he might become "a

child of the age." Through Georg Brandes

(q.v.} he found the poetry of Byron, Shelley,
and Drachmann, and was thereby prepared
for the "dedication to life" which possessed
him on hearing Bjornson's (q.v.} speech at

the unveiling of Henrik Wergeland's statue

in 1881. His reaction against the "treachery"
of the Liberals in 1885 drove him into con-

tact with the radical bohcme and a nominal
adherence to socialistic doctrine. The passion-
ate intellectual rebellion of the 8o's arfa his

experiences then remained a recurrent theme
in his writings to the very end. His novels

and plays deal with little else, and his poetry
reverts to them again and again. Already at

the age of 30 the sense of memory, of having
lived warmly and intensely, of looking back
on youth began to fill his poetry. Even when
the passage of time had made him less im-

petuous, he never regretted his stormy youth,
and has often sung the glory of youthful
idealism, "the fever in our blood/' "the
dream above the strife of living." His slender
first collection, Digte (1887; Poems), fell in

the midst of a naturalistic, unpoetic era and
was severely handled by many of his fellow
radicals. But with the go's came a new spirit
more congenial to his lyric muse. In volume
after volume he unfolded a genius for lyric-
reflective poetry unmatched in Norway for

rock-hewn strength, for masculine courage
and maturity. Fra vaar til h0st (1894; From
Spring to Autumn) was his first great success,
the result of his meeting with the sunlit life

of Italy, a warm-blooded confession of pagan
faith, the northerner's ego expanding under
blue southern skies. But in the long run his

meeting with the south led only to a deeper
realization of his love for Norway. Although
he was frequently critical of his respected
contemporaries, he was bound by a mystic
sense of identification to the soil of Norway.
Already in his earliest collection he wished
he might be a "fir tree in the forest"; in Del
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iyre br0d (1900; The Costly Bread) his

friends are likened to sea gulls; in September-
brand (1907; September Flame) he is the

'heather on trackless mountains, flaming
most hotly toward rain and autumn"; in

Hjemkomst (1917; Homecoming) his soul is

the "azure wave" which is rolling "gray and
lomber into the night." Two further collec-

:ions in 1924 and 1927 completed his poetic
Dreduction, only to be followed by prose
nemoirs, the first volume of which, Fra gutt
lit mann (1932; From Boy to Man), tells with

;uperb tolerance and humor the story of his

fouth, a realistic and tender portrait of a

preat period. His writings express everywhere
i noble and humane spirit, sympathetic,
earnest, sadly aware of the passing of spring
md youth, for which he nourished so pas-
;ionate a love. His verse forms are not highly
nusical, but effective for their forthright, un-

ientimental vigor. His poems are objective

fet personal, thoughtful yet moving, a "unity
)f perception and reflection" (Winsnes).
See: A. Heiberg et a/., "Vogt," Samtiden

1 9 1 5> 1 932, 1934); K- Elster, "Three Lyric
Poets of Norway," American-Scandinavian

Review, XIII (1925), 653-665; J. Knutzen,
'Tre kantater om Norge," *Edda, XXVIII

[

I 9*ty> 3 1 9"*33I bibliography in Norsk bibli-

igrafisk bibliotek (1937).

E. H.

ii, Eugene Marie Melchior, vicomte de

1848-1910, French critic), was born in Nice

md spent his childhood at the ancestral

:astle of Gourdan in the Ardtche. He received

education at the hands of the fathers ot

Votre Dame at Auteuil. At 20 he left for a

Tip to Italy, where he was when the Franco

Prussian War broke out in 1870. Rushing
3ack to France, he entered the army in com

:>any with an elder brother whom he was to

;ee shot dead at his side during the battle of

>edan. He was later taken prisoner by the

Prussians. With his release from Magdeburg
lis diplomatic career began. He served as

secretary to his cousin, ambassador to Turkey.
In 1872 Vogiid visited Ephesus, Rhodes,

Uyblos, and Jerusalem, in 1875 Mt. Athos.

His impressions were collected in one volume
n 1876. In that same year Vogite was sent

:o St. Petersburg, where he remained until

lis retirement from the diplomatic corps in

1882. His contribution of Russian studies to

,he Revue des deux mondes began in 1879.
:n 1883 there appeared the earliest of those

assays on the Russian novel which, in their

:ollected form, became Le Roman russe

1886). In 1889 he was elected to the French

Academy; from 1893 to 1898 he sat in the

Chamber of Deputies as member for

Annonay.
Vogite, called the Chateaubriand of the

Third Republic, was a traditionalist in taste,

religion, and politics. The work of Zola (q.v.)
and his group was distasteful to him. He
wrote Le Roman russe partly to forward the

fall of French naturalism (q.v.), partly to

exhibit the virtues of Russian fiction from
Pushkin to Tolstoy (q.v.). The book turned
the attention of France to Russian literature

and to its religion of human suffering. To
Vogii is due the reappearance of mystery
and illusion in French fiction.

See: E. W. Gosse, Portraits and Sketches

(1912); G. Turquet-Milnes, Some Modern
French Writers (1921).

P. B.

Voigt-Diederichs, Helene (1875-, German
novelist and short-story writer), was born at

Marienhoff, a family estate in Schleswig-

Holstein, where she received her early educa-

tion from tutors and lived up to her 14th

year, in a rural community, close to nature.

Her father died when she was 12. After

several years spent traveling, she married, in

1898, the publisher Eugen Diederichs, then

of Leipzig, who later moved to Jena. From

1911, she lived, separated from her husband,
in Brunswick, but returned to Jena in 1931.

Her literary traits are North German,
somber seriousness, relieved occasionally by
touches of humor, restraint and aversion to

everything strident. In her beginnings she

was strongly influenced by the Danish novel-

ist J. P. Jacobsen (q.v.), and this is seen in her

only volume of lyrics, Unterstrom (1901). But
her own inclinations and the spirit of her

generation led her to keep close to reality
in her novels and short stories. Thus her

main works are confined to the real experi-
ences of her own life, the rural community,
marriage, and children. The most original of

her novels and short stories are drawn from

the life of peasants and landed gentry in

Schleswig-Holstein. Such novels are Regine
Vosgerau (1901) and Dreiviertel Stund vor

Tag (1905), prize winner in a contest directed

by the poet D. von Liliencron (q.v.). Her
short stories were later collected in two

volumes, Schleswig-Holsteiner Landleutc and

Schleswig-Holsteiner Blut. In Auf Marienhoff;
das Leben einer deutschen Mutter (1925), she

described the life of her mother. The stories

in Mann und Frau (1921) and the novel fling
um Roderick (1929) deal with marriage

problems. Stories about children are collected
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in Kinderland (1907) and Der grtine Papagei

(Vol. X of Diederich's Deutsche Reihe). The

unassuming sobriety of her style gives value

and personal charm to her travel books such

as Wandertage in England (1912) and Cast

in Siebenbiirgen (1936).

See: A. Soergel, Dichtung und Dichter der

Zeit, 10. Auflage (preface 1919), pp. 758-762.
W. R. G.

Vojnovii, Count Ivo (1857-1929, Croat drama-

tist), was born at Dubrovnik (Ragusa). His

father was a noted lawyer and politician; his

mother, a woman of fine character, had a

deep influence on her son. Though his pri-

mary interest was always in literature,

Vojnovii took the legal course at the Uni-

versity of Zagreb and, after holding various

judicial and administrative positions, in 1903
became governor of the island of Bra. His

extravagant tastes proved his ruin, for in

1907 an investigating commission found him

guilty of misusing public funds. His fault

was apparently reckless incompetence rather

than calculated dishonesty; the government,

perhaps loath to disgrace a distinguished au-

thor, merely dismissed him from office with-

out instituting criminal proceedings. Left

penniless, Vojnovii secured an appointment
as literary director of the Zagreb theatre. He
had only qualified success and in 1911 ceased

to discharge the duties of his office, but his

salary was continued up to the First World

War on nis agreement to write for the theatre

one play each year. In July, 1914, the Austrian

government arrested Vojnovii along with

other persons regarded as dangerous to the

state. Vojnovii was allowed to mingle with

the other prisoners, to whom he revealed his

best qualities as friend and comrade. In 1915

he was transferred to a hospital in Zagreb,

where he underwent an operation on one eye.

In 1917 he received an ovation at the Zagreb

theatre, where his Ekvinocijo (1895; The

Equinoctial) was performed in honor of his

Goth birthday; the tribute was not. only to

his literary genius but to the veiled advocacy
in his dramas of a union between the Croats

and the Serbs in one independent state. From

1919 to 1922 Vojnovui was Yugoslav consul

at Nice; his last years he spent mainly in

Dubrovnik. When friction arose in the new
state Vojnovii lost some of his popularity

an*ong the Croats, but gained in fame among
the Serbs, who in 1927 elected him to their

Academy and arranged a celebration in Bel-

grade of his 7oth birthday. Vojnovte died in

a sanitarium in Belgrade. He received a

state funeral, after which his body was bur-

ied in St. Michael's Cemetery near Dubrovnik.

Vojnovtf was a man of intense literary

temperament, but of rather limited creative

power. He did two things with special skill:

he portrayed the life of Dubrovnik and its

environs, and he paid tribute to motherly
devotion and heroism. His far from copious

writings consist of seven stories, the longest

of which contains less than 150 small pages,
of a few sonnets and other lyric poems,
and of 15 dramas, seven of which are short

one-act plays. In Geranium (1880), his first

bit of fiction, using a technique imitated from

Flaubert, Zola, and Daudet (qq*v.) 9 he tells

the story of an old maid living near Du-
brovnik. The tale foreshadows his whole

literary career. He was a product of cosmo-

politan culture, showing continually the in-

fluence of foreign masters, but he was deeply
attached to his own people, to the Serbs as

well as to the Croats. His first drama, Psyche

(1889), is a society comedy of the same type
as those by Augier or by Dumas fils; the scene

is laid in Vienna, and the characters are

Polish, English, and Italian. Its success on the

Zagreb stage determined his later activity;

henceforth he devoted himself almost exclu-

sively to the drama. The already-mentioned
Ekvinocijo, a melodrama of life on the

Dubrovnik coast, is the first of the works on
which his fame depends. The plot turns on
the love rivalry between a father and his

illegitimate son; the father is murdered by
the woman whom long ago he betrayed and
who, despite her sudden crime, wins our
admiration. An equinoctial storm symbolizes
the conflict of human passions. Certain de-

tails show the influence of Ibsen (q.v.).

Dubrovadka trilogifa (1902; Eng. tr., A
Trilogy of Dubrovnik, 1921) is the master-

piece of Vojnovic. The tiny commercial re-

public of Dubrovnik for centuries maintained
its independence against both Turks and
Venetians; its people were divided into a

small, haughty, highly cultured aristocracy
and a toiling populace. The Trilogy of
which the motto might be, "Men are we, and
must grieve when even the Shade of that
which once was great, is passed away"
includes three one-act plays; the action takes

place in 1806, 1832, and 1900. In the first,

Allons enfants! (Eng. tr., "The Dying Re-

public," Slavonic Review, Vol. I, 1922-1923),
the patrician Orsat vainly exhorts his fellow
nobles to resist the French army advancing
on the city; when he fails he and his beloved
Desa renounce marriage, refusing to raise
children who must be slaves of a foreign
power. Similar invincible and futile pride
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of race runs through the other two dramas.

An epilogue in sonnet form tells of the Du-

broynik patricians moldering in St. Michael's

Cemetery. Two propaganda plays, Smrt majke
Jugovica (1907; The Death of the Mother of

the Jugovift) and Lazarevo vaskrsenfe (1913;

Eng. tr., "The Resurrection of Lazarus,"

Poet Lore, Vol. XXXVII, 1926), glorify the

heroic resistance of the Serbs to the Turks
at the battle of Kosovo in 1389 and in our own
times, shortly before the First Balkan War
of 1912-1913. The first, written in verse, is

based on the Serbian popular ballads, lines

of which are woven into the text. Each drama

glorifies motherly heroism as well as patriot-
ism. Gospodja sa suncokretom (1912; The

Lady with the Sunflower), on the other hand,
is a decadent cosmopolitan play with an

atmosphere reminiscent of D'Annunzio (q.v.).

Imperatrix (1914; printed 1919) is a symbolic

play glorifying mother love and protesting

against war. Further dramas, Malkarate ispod

kuplja (1922; Masquerades in an Attic) and

Prolog nenapisane drame (1929; A Prologue
to an Unwritten Drama), show the influence

of Maeterlinck and of Pirandello (qq.v.). In

all his work Vojnovic displays brilliant gifts

of style; to this in his best plays he adds fine

ability in the drawing of character and in

dramatic construction. These plays entitle

him to a high place, probably the highest

place, among dramatists writing in Serbo-

Croatian.

See: E. Anikov, "Les Meditations po^tiques
d'lvo Vojnovic, Monde slave, 1928, No. 4,

52-76; A. Venzelides, "The Plays of Ivo

Vojnovic," Slavonic Review, VIII (1929-1930),

368-374; J. Gol^bek, Ivo Vojnovic (1932).

G. R. N.

Vollmoeller, Karl Gustav (1878-, German

poet and dramatist), was born in Stuttgart,
of a wealthy manufacturer's family, studied

archaeology and classical philology in Paris,

Berlin, Athens, and Bonn, and has lived in

Italy. A great part of his life was spent in

traveling. He first belonged to Stefan George's

(q.v.) circle and contributed to Blatter fur die

Kunst. This early poetry, abounding in

beautiful images, sounds, and rhythm, is col-

lected in Parcival, die fruhen Garten (1903).
Later he wrote dramas in the same

exaggerated neo-romantic style; a mixture of

brutal plot and exuberant lyricism charac-

terizes Catherina, Grafin von Armagnac und
ihre beiden Liebhaber (1904) and Assiis,

Fitne und Sumurud (1906). He tried to be

more realistic in the didactic legend Der
deutsche Graf (1906) and in Wieland (1911)*

the first play in world literature about a flyer.

The success he was not able to achieve with

his pretentious tragedies came to him with

the popular pantomime Das Mirakel (1912),

a pageant-like dramatization of the old

legend of the nun who goes temporarily into

the world and whose place is meanwhile
taken by the Madonna. Max Reinhardt, with

the magic of enchanting settings, costumes,

and masses in movement and with a group of

distinguished actors, carried Das Mirakel

through Germany and England as well as to

the United States, where the play, set in the

gigantic and picturesque decorations by
Norman Bel Geddes, was the sensation of

New York in 1924. His comedy, Cocktail

(1930), and the historical drama, La Paiva

(1931), did not receive as much acclaim as his

versions of Turandot (1911) and George
Dandin (1912) and especially his translation

of Aeschylus' Oresteia (1908).

K. P.

Voloshin, Maximilian Aleksandrovich (full

name, Maximilian Aleksandrovich Kirienko-

Voloshin, 1877-1932, Russian poet, critic,

painter, and translator), was born of a noble

family at Kiev, spent his childhood in Crimea,
and received his education at Moscow. In

1900 he was expelled from the university for

participating in "student disorders" and
exiled for six months to Tashkent. Until his

final return in 1917 to Koktebel, he traveled

and lived a great deal abroad. Contact with

the West developed his interest in Catholi-

cism and Latin culture and kept him abreast

of the current theories of literature and art,

for Voloshin was a painter as well as a man
of letters. He translated Verhaeren, Henri de

Rgnier, Barbey d'Aurevilly (qq*v.), and
wrote many articles on art and French litera-

ture, some of which were collected as Liki

tvorchestva (1914; The Faces of Greativeness).
Voloshin's poetry, which he began to con-

tribute to Russian symbolist periodicals about

1900, is indebted to French models; in par-
ticular, the polished form and visual appeal
of his verse remind one of Heredia (q.v.).

Returning to Russia (1909), he became an
active collaborator in Apollon (Apollo), the

organ of the "Acmeists." The publication of

his first volume of collected verse established

his reputation (1910). The Revolution caused

great changes in Voloshin's poetry. Russia

and Russian history crowded out esoteric

themes; in vigorous verse he indicted the

dark forces of destruction and prayed for a

spiritual rebirth of his native country

(Demony glukhonemyie, 1919; The Deaf-mute
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Demons). After the civil war he found him-

self at odds with his Soviet environment, and

appears to have published nothing after 1925.

See: B. Deutsch and A. Yarmolinsky, Rus-

sian Poetry; an Anthology (1927); "Voloshin,"

in Literaturnaya entsiklopediya, Vol. I (1929);

M. Tsvetayeva, "Zhivoye o zhivom," Sovre-

mennyia xapiski, LTI (1933), 238-261, LIII

0933)> 215-250-
P. A. P.

Vrchlickf, Jaroslav (pseud, of Emil Frida,

1853-1912, Czech poet and dramatist), is the

dominant literary figure of the second half

of the igth century in Bohemia. His work

is a library in itself: he wrote some 85 volumes

of poetry, about 35 plays, and poetic transla-

tions filling about 100 volumes. Born in

Louny (northwestern Bohemia), the son of a

poor tradesman, he studied history at the

University of Prague and traveled in Italy as

a tutor in 1875-1876. Later he became secre-

tary to the Czech Institute of Technology. In

1893 he was appointed professor of com-

parative literature in the Czech university at

Prague. His health failed in 1908, and four

years later he died, paralyzed, at DomaJlice.

In 1879 he had married Sofie PodlipskA, a

niece of the writer Karolina Svetlii (q.v.).

Vrchlickfs historical importance cannot be

overrated: he definitely broke away from

German romantic influences, creating in

Czech poetry a new tradition modeled on the

achievements of Victor Hugo and also on
those of the French Parnassians. He intro-

duced an enormous variety of new themes

and forms from all over the world and tried

to write a Czech "Legend of the Ages" which

gives in innumerable volumes a whole poetic

history of the world. The sheer brilliance of

his diction, his generous faith in the future

of humanity, the panoramic view of world

history, the neopagan morality, the vivid col-

oring of his grandiose visions, the long
cadences of his verse, amazed his contempo-
raries and made Vrchlick^ easily the foremost

Czech poet of the 70*8 and 8o's. In his best

pieces contained in such collections as EpickS
bdsni (1876; Epical poems), Duch a sv6t

(1878; Spirit and the World), Myty (a vols.,

1879-1880; Myths), and Zlomky epopeje
(1886; Fragments of an Epopee), Vrchlickf

created an effective Czech analogue to the

best in Hugo and Leconte de Lisle. But he
failed in his more ambitious attempts to give
new epic versions of Faustian themes, as in

Hilarion (1882), Twardowski (1885), and Bar
Kochba (1897).

Vrchlickf is at his best as an intimate

lyrical poet of love and nature. His develop-
ment from the sensuous verse in praise of

his own early married love to a concise, hard,
and chaste expression of the ultimate tragedy
of life eventually freed him from the shackles

of his rhetoric and led him back to a style

firmly rooted in the native tradition of

intimate lyricism. Especially his last collec-

tions (Strom zivota, 1909, The Tree of Life,

and Met Damokliiv, 1912, The Sword of

Damocles), written under the shadow of

approaching death, show a new simplicity of

expression, a deepening of tone, a greater

clarity of form.

Vrchlicky's work as a translator of poetry
was also of great importance. He always
translated in the exact measures of the

originals, however complicated, with great
skill and verve, though his overproduction
sometimes led him into careless routine per-
formances. He translated practically the

entire poetical works of Hugo, Leconte de

Lisle, and Vigny, the whole of Dante's The
Divine Comedy in terza rima, Ariosto's

Orlando Furioso, Tasso's Jerusalem Delivered,
most of Leopardi and Carducci (q.v.), some 15

plays of Calder6n, both parts of Goethe's

Faust, and any number of lyrics from other

literatures, including secondhand translations

from Persian and Chinese. His translations

from English include selections from Brown-

ing, Byron, Poe, Swinburne, Whitman,

Shelley's Prometheus Unbound, and Shake-

speare's Sonnets.

Vrchlick^ also wrote much literary criticism,

of the "appreciative" type. His enthusiastic

studies of Hugo, Carducci, Leopardi, etc.,

were important introductions to a world re-

mote from Czechs of his time. Vrchlick^ was

least successful as a dramatist. Many of his

plays are lifeless closet dramas, but two, a

pseudo-Euripidean trilogy, Hippodamie
(1883-1890), especially effective with the

music of Zdenk Fibich, and a comedy, Noc
na Kartttejnt (1884; A Night on Karlstein),
have held the stage.

Vrchlick^'s brilliant rhetoric, his easy

handling of complex verse forms such "as

sonnets, rondels and sestine, his optimistic

pantheism, his strong faith in the future of

humanity, his wide range of topics and avid

interest in remote countries and ages all

this was at first admired uncritically, but soon

evoked sharp reactions. His eclecticism in

themes and forms, his faith in progress, came
to be rejected by a more fastidious and

skeptical generation. Recent critics, however,
stress the less flashy side of Vrchlick^'s work:

the expression of his intimate tragedy, the



final return to a more chaste and simple dic-

tion which continues the tradition of Czech
romantic poetry. Vrchlick^ has suffered from
the very vastness of his work and from a lack

of self-criticism. But a good anthology like

that by Arne NovAk (1933), which excludes

the derivative and the purely rhetorical, re-

veals amazing riches and shows him the great-
est Czech poet of the igth century.

See: A. Jensen, Jaroslav Vrchlicky (1905, in

WAGNER, ELIN

Swedish); J. Borecky, Jaroslav Vrchlicky
(1906); F. V. KrejcJ, Jaroslav Vrchlicty (1913);

F. X. Salda' "Jaroslav VrchlickyV' in Duse a
dilo (1913) and introduction to Dopisy Jaro-

slava Vrchlickdho Zofii Podlipskt! (1917).

Spolecnost Jaroslava Vrchlick^ho, a Vrchlickf
society, has published annuals since 1915.
There are German anthologies by Eduard
Albert (1893) and Friedrich Adler (1895).

R. W.

w
Waggerl, Karl Heinrich (1897-, Gerjnan novel-

ist), established his reputation with his first

book Brat (1930; Eng. tr., Dread, 1931), and
his public has grown with each of his suc-

cessive novels. Waggerl was born and grew up
in Bad Gastein and lives in Wagrain near

Salzburg. The poverty of his family forced

the boy to operate a hotel elevator, but later

means were found to send him to school and

prepare him to become a teacher. The hard-

ships of his youth and his captivity in Italy

during the First World War undermined his

health and prevented him from resuming his

teaching. In the picturesque Alpine village he

composes his delightful books and pursues
his "fourteen hobbies" he is a master of

many skills, photography, drawing, wood

carving, hand-hammered metalwork, furni-

ture design, and, above all, bookbinding.
With the craftsman's knowledge Waggerl
writes of the activities that make up village
and farm life in his beloved mountains. Out
of the fullness and intimacy of his own obser-

vation he portrays the daily and seasonal

occupations of his people; with the same

understanding and attention to vivid detail

he narrates also the manifestations of their

inner life, their frailties and virtues, in his

genial charity never confusing the misdeed
with the doer. It is not without significance
that his first novel bore the title Brot and
that subsequent novels bear the titles Das
Jahr des Herrn (1934) and Mutter (1936), for

bread and the farmer's year, motherhood and
the "year of the Lord," constitute and frame
the life of the peasant villager. In Das Jahr
des Herrn worship and the Church's minis-

trations and festivals accompany, hallow, and
round out the farmer's year. Bread, children,
and freedom of the will in shaping man's

destiny how different from the old natural-

istic treatment of such "problems" is

Waggerl's understanding of existence and of

parenthood. The dark side of life is not want-

ing. Though Waggerl's people are simple
folk, they are in some senses just as complex
as their "betters" and just as prone to

transgress. The totality of life with the inter-

relations between individuals, children as

sympathetically and as delightfully drawn as
those of Booth Tarkington, the problems of
chance and of character presented with

thoughtful humor and quiet fun these are

Waggerl's subjects. They are treated with a
delicate literary art.

See: L. Biermer, "Karl Heinrich Waggerl"
(with biography and bibliography), Die neue
Literatur, XXXVI (1935), 316-324; H. Arens,
Karl Heinrich Waggerl (1938).

J. F. G.

Wagner, Elin (1882-, Swedish novelist and
feminist), was born at Lund in the south of

Sweden, but her childhood and much of her
later life has been spent in SmSland in south
central Sweden, where also much of her best
fiction finds its natural locale. Her first novels

(Norrtullsligan, 1908, The North Toll Set;

Pennskaftet, 1910, The Penholder; Helga
Wisbeck, 1913) deal primarily, however,
with urban conditions, particularly with self-

supporting young women of the working
classes and professions in Stockholm. Though
these are "program novels," with a strenuous
feminist point of view, they are lively and
clear-headed in their fanatical devotion to
the contemporary concept of feminine soli-

darity, and the style, a sharp, clear literary-

journalese, sparkles with irony and pointed
witticisms, almost invariably at the expense
of men. Unlike Sigrid Undset's (q.v.) con-

temporaneous novels on young working
women of Christiania (Jenny, etc.), Elin

Wagner's early novels are much more con-
cerned with feminism as an economic, social,
and political problem than they are with
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fundamental psychological and moral prob-
lems. Elin Wagner's later development, how-

ever, leads more and more deeply into certain

central moral and religious* problems: first, in

a series of family novels (Slakten Jerneploogs

framgdng, 1916, The Success of the Jerne-

ploogs; Silverforsen, 1924, The Silver Rapids;

etc.) in the manner of the contemporary Eng-
lish family novel; and then in that series of

SmSland novels (Asa-Hanna, 1918; Den

namnlosa, 1922, The Nameless One; and

Svalorna flyga hogt, 1930, The Swallows Fly

High) for which she is chiefly famous. The
most significant of the Sm&land novels

is Asa-Hanna, next to Selma Lagerlof's (q.v.)

Jerusalem and Vilhelm Moberg's (q.v.) later

Knut Taring trilogy perhaps the best peasant

novel in Swedish literature. Asa-Hanna is at

one and the same time a fascinating study in

feminine character and a broad, detailed,

sensitive treatment of a whole peasant cul-

ture in all of its ancient, deep-rooted rami-

fications. In 1941 Elin Wagner published
Vackarklocka (Alarm Clock), an arresting
indictment of the failure of women to exercise

any salutary determining moral influence

upon a morally disintegrating world; and in

the years 1942-1943 appeared the two volumes

of her warmly human biography of her great

countrywoman, Selma Lagerlof.
See: F. Book, Resa kring svenska Parnassen

(1926), pp. 237-248; K. Stromberg, Modern
svensk litteratur (1932), pp. 170-175; M.

Lindqvist, Mdnniskor (1938), pp. 27-49.
A. G.

Wagner, Richard (1813-1883, German dra-

matic composer), was born in Leipzig, the

ninth child of Friedrich Wagner, not, as some

maintain, the natural son of the actor and

painter Ludwig Geyer. Friedrich Wagner
died when Richard was six months old.

Geyer married the widow and gave the family
a new home in Dresden. After Geyer's death

in 1821 the family returned to Leipzig, where

Wagner in his i5th year heard Beethoven's

music to Goethe's Egmont and was so im-

pressed that he determined to compose music
to his own first dramatic attempt, a blood-

dripping tragedy, Leubald und Adelaide

(1828). In school he had shown no musical

talent; his tastes were solely literary, his chief

interest the classics. Wagner's classical train-

ing and his later intensive study of Greek
drama determined his subsequent epoch-
making conception of the tone drama. His
interest in music once aroused through liter-

ature, he set out to conquer composition by
himself; but fortunately he found a teacher

who in six months' instruction, based on

analysis of Mozart's and Beethoven's master-

pieces, gave him the command of that musi-

cal idiom which he perfected in Tristan and
the Ring. In 1833 he began his professional
career as chorus master of the Wiirzburg

opera company. Here he composed his first

opera, Die Feen (1834). He drifted now from
one bankrupt opera company to another. At

Magdeburg his Liebesverbot, an immature
work in the spirit of Das Junge Deutschland

and patterned after Measure for Measure, was

composed in 1836. In the hope of conquering
the German stage via Paris and the

Meyerbeerian grand opera, Wagner spent
three years of want and discouragement in

the French capital. As there seemed no hope
of placing his Rienzi, he abandoned the old

type opera and completed Der fliegende
Hollander in seven weeks (1841). He recog-
nized the novelty of his attempt to create

a new art form in which music should not be

primarily an entertainment but should derive

from and interpret a true dr?ima, and he
wrote: "Here begins my career as poet; I cease

to be a concocter of opera librettos."

Wagner returned to Dresden, where in

1842 Rienzi was produced with great success.

Fame and fortune seemed assured. To the

bitter disappointment of his wife, the actress

Minna Planer, Wagner continued the reforms

begun with the Hollander. At Paris he had
read widely in the literature of medieval

Germany. This study and his Parisian so-

journ had convinced him that his nature was

essentially German and that only Germanic
sources could inspire him to supreme artistic

creation. In Tannhduser (1845) Wagner, on
the background of the dull Wartburgkrieg
and the Tannhauser legend, created a power-
ful psychological love drama in which, as

so often in his works, redemption is achieved

through a woman's self-sacrificing love.

Lohengrin, a modernization of the Zeus and
Semele theme based on the medieval swan-

knight legend, had its premiere under Liszt

at Weimar in 1850, after Wagner had fled

from Dresden on account of his participatipn
in the May revolution of 1849. In 1848 he had
wavered between spoken drama with a his

torical theme (Friedrich Barbarossa) and a

musical treatment of the Siegfried myth. He
chose mythical rather than historical sources

for his following works (with the exception of

Die Meistersinger, produced in 1868) and
documented this decision in a series of

expository and propagandistic prose works to

which the first years of his banishment at

Zurich were devoted and which, especially his
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Oper und Drama (1851), elaborate his theories

of the new "tone drama." He hoped to create

a drama wherein as in Attic tragedy the

separate arts should be united in an artistic

whole. Unfortunately Wagner's prose style,

largely influenced by the philosopher Feuer-

bach, is often nebulous or ponderous. Mean-
while the original Siegfried's Tod (1848) was

being expanded into the Ring tetralogy. Un-
like Hebbel who in writing his drama used

only the Middle High German Nibelungen-
lied, Wagner chose the Scandinavian Eddie

poems and the Volsunga Saga and gave a

mythical rather than a historical interpreta-
tion. The old world of Wotan and Valhalla

must perish, a victim of its dishonest greed
and lust for power. G. B. Shaw could well

call the Ring "the work of a social revolution-

ary." But exaggerated use of alliteration,

verbosity, and inconsistencies would have

prevented success were it not for the power
and wealth of the music. Here the leitmotif,

Wagner's new type of musical pattern, is

perfected and masterfully employed. By 1857
Das Rheingold, Die Walkure, and the first

part of Siegfried were completed, but Wagner,
abandoning hope of any performance of the

stupendous cycle and convinced that a single

opera might more easily be given a hearing,
at the same time inspired by his love for

Mathilde Wesendonk and engrossed in

Schopenhauer's doctrine of renunciation,

turned to the story of Tristan und Isolde

(completed in 1859). In seeking the ethical

kernel he transformed a medieval triangle
narrative into a drama of ethical as well as

musical sublimity.
The accession to the Bavarian throne of

the youthful king, Ludwig, who had been

captivated by Wagner's music and ideas,

inaugurated a new era for the composer who
now became the friend and guest of a

monarch. In 1868 Wagner sat in the royal
box with Ludwig to witness the premiere of

Die Meistersinger von Ntimberg, that in-

spired study of renunciation combined with
the symbolical depiction of the eternal con-

flict of genius and caviling pedantry. Court

jealousies, Wagner's indiscretions, his liaison

with Cosima, Billow's wife (daughter of Liszt),
necessitated his departure to Triebschen near

Lucerne, where he resided until 1872. In that

year Bayreuth became his permanent home,
and in 1876 it was the scene of the festival

performances of the entire Ring des

Nibelungen. After the performance in 1882

of his last work, Parsifal, he went to Venice

and there succumbed to a heart attack on

February 13, 1883.

Idolized by friends and bitterly attacked by
hostile critics, Wagner was all artist, actuated

by a demoniac creative urge brooking no

opposition, unwilling to compromise with

mediocrity, demanding surroundings sybaritic
in their luxury, and subordinating everything
to his single creative purpose. Not always of

complete integrity in his private life, he

presented in his tone dramas the highest
ethical values, especially the themes of re-

nunciation and of redemption. Parsifal,

which embodies Wagner's conceptions of

Christian and Buddhistic purity, represents
Christlike redemption through self-sacrifice

and understanding sympathy. This "sinking
down at the foot of the Cross" was largely

responsible for Nietzsche's (q-v.) defection

from his formerly beloved and admired
master.

Wagner's operatic reforms include the re-

quirement that the text be a consistent drama
and form a perfect unity with the interpret-

ing, not merely accompanying, orchestra and
the stage picture. Poetic language should

harmonize with the nature of the drama.

Stylistic unity is attained by the skillful use

of the leitmotif. All this was demonstrated
in the model festival performances at Bay-
reuth. Their influence and that of Wagner's
music and theories in general have been

enormous on all aspects of igth-century
culture. In France in particular, from Bau-

delaire, Wagner's first staunch advocate, to

Claudel (qq*v.)> writers as well as musicians

have been affected. Gide (q-v.), in describing
one literary circle, says, "Wagner was their

God." Rolland and Proust (qq.v.) represent
the height of this influence, which was potent
with the prose writers as well as the lyric

poets.

See: H. S. Chamberlain, Richard Wagner
(1896; Eng. tr., 1897); Max Koch, Richard

Wagner (3 vols., 1907-1918); W. J. Henderson,
Richard Wagner; His Life and His Dramas

(sd ed., revised, 1923); Ernest Newman, The

Life of Richard Wagner (4 vols. published

1933-1946); Thomas Mann, Freud, Goethe,

Wagner (1937, in English).
P. R. P.

Walschap, Gerard (1898-, Flemish novelist),

was born at Londerzeel. After work as a

journalist he became inspector of public
libraries. He made his debut in literature

with dramas written in collaboration with

Frans Delbeke. In 1928 appeared his first

novel, Waldo9 a disjointed book, which gave
no indication that he would come to the fore

in the following year, 1929, with a master-
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piece, Adelaide, the first part of a trilogy

which was completed by Eric (1930) and
Carla (1931). In 1939 these novels appeared
in one volume under the title De Familie

Roothoofd (The Roothoofd Family). Wal-

schap has for some time written at least one

novel every year. After Adelaide his best

works are Sybille (1934) and Houtekiet

('935).

Gerard Walschap is an entirely new phe-
nomenon. From Adelaide on, he manifested

an individual and strongly personal style

which is characterized by two qualities, con-

ciseness and suggestive power. He is a sharp

analyst of the human soul and chooses un-

usual, timid, tormented, eccentric persons
and strange situations. He is generally recog-
nized among the younger authors in Flanders

as the most important and most original
novelist.

J. G.

Wassermann, Jakob (1873-1934, German

novelist), was born in Fiirth, near Nurem-

berg. From 1898 until his death he resided

in Austria, first in Vienna and later at Alt-

Aussee in Styria. His childhood was unhappy,
in the army he was treated with scorn, as a

young man he lived in Munich on the verge
of starvation. Beginning with 1896, short

stories and poems of his were published in

the magazine Simplicissimus. With Die Juden
von Zirndorf (1897; Eng. tr., The Dark

Pilgrimage, 1933) began the long series of

novels and Novellen that made him widely
known in Europe and America. His travels

took him to various European countries,

Africa, and the United States. During his

later years he was in demand as a lecturer

throughout Europe. As a Jewish liberal, to

whom life in a true democracy seemed the

only dignified form of human existence, he
was dropped from membership in the Prus-

sian Academy of Letters in 1933 with the

advent of National Socialism. Among his

friends Wassermann counted the pianist
Busoni and numerous authors, Richard

Dehmel, Alfred Doblin, Hugo von Hof-

mannsthal, Thomas Mann, and Arthur
Schnitzler (qq.v.).

Primarily a narrator with the imagination
of an oriental fabulist, Wassermann also

wrote a few short and undistinguished plays,
numerous critical essays, biographies of

Christopher Columbus (1999; Eng. tr., 1930)
and Henry Morton Stanley (Bula Matari,

1932; Eng. tr., H. M. Stanley, Explorer, 1932,
American title, Bula Matari, 1933), an(* two

autobiographical sketches, Mein Weg als

Deutscher und Jude (1921; Eng. tr., My Life
as German and Jew, 1933) and Selbstbe-

trachtungen (1933).
In the late 2o's and early 30*5 Wassermann

was one of the world's most widely read and
translated novelists. Since many of his narra-

tives stress ideas, general problems, and hu-

man relationships and are not rooted in

German soil, tradition, and customs, they
are readily understood by people of different

tongues. There are historical narratives, novels

of subtle psychological analysis, social novels,

imaginative tales, and stories of the First

World War and its aftermath. His characters

represent various strata of society; frequently

they are eccentric, crotchety, impractical, ill-

adjusted beings who lead lonely lives of

inner torment. Many of them reflect the au-

thor's belief that human nature is mys-

teriously complex and unfathomable. Ro-

mantic fancy alternates with crassly realistic

portrayal of ugliness and vice. Among
numerous recurring motifs are the theme of

justice, the general problem of evil, man's

slothful indifference to the lot of his fellows,

the conflicting views of the older and younger
generations, the difficulties confronting post-
war youth in Germany, the plight of the

Jew, the cruel treatment of criminals in penal
institutions, woman's sphere of activity. Such
motifs and the author's sense of social mission

sometimes stand out too baldly to produce an

artistic, harmonious effect. As a result Wasser-

mann's work is of uneven quality. Some of

his narratives are of almost exemplary com-

pactness; others are loosely constructed, com-

plex, overcrowded with sensational episodes.
Some are couched in simple, refined, re-

strained diction, while others are marred by
extravagance, exaggeration, and violent

antitheses. Some are written with objectivity
and artistic detachment; others reveal him as

an exhorter who would speed social reform

by portraying and unmasking human abuses

and man's inhumanity to man. As a writer

with a strong messianic urge and of great
moral earnestness, he aimed to present the

deeper significance of life.

Some of Wassermann's more important
works are Caspar Hauser (1908; Eng. tr.,

1928), Das Gansemdnnchen (1915; Eng. tr.,

The Goose Man, 1922), Christian Wahnschaffe

(1918; Eng. tr., The World's Illusion, 1920),
Ulrike Woytich (1923; Eng. tr., Gold, 1924),
Der Aufruhr um den Junker Ernst (1926;

Eng. tr., The Triumph of Youth, 1927), and
Der Fall Maurizius (1928; Eng. tr., The
Maurizius Case, 1929).

See: S. Bing, Jakob Wassermann (1933); M.
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Karlweis, Jakob Wassermann (1935); J. C.

Blankenagel, The Writings of Jakob Wasser-

mann (1942).

J. C. B.

Wasylewski, Stanislaw (1885-, Polish essayist),

was born in Stanistaw6w, at the eastern

extremity of Austrian Poland, of old and dis-

tinguished gentry stock long rooted in the

Border. He began his literary career as a

theatrical reporter on the Lw6w Gazeta

wieczorna (Evening Gazette) in 1910. After

two years with the Polish legions (1915-1917)*
he founded, and edited from 1918 to 1921,
the satirical journal Szczutek (Fillip), getting
his start in the meantime in the field of the

literary-historical essay thanks to the vision

and enterprise of the distinguished Poznart

publisher Rudolf Wegner, who issued his

first efforts in this field under the title if

ksifinej pant (1917; With Her Highness).
From that time until the end of Free Poland
there flowed from Wasylewski's pen an un-

interrupted stream of essays "pleasant yet

profound," in which were revealed the private

lives, habits, and sentiments of a wide variety
of figures, from the ladies of King Stanislaw's

court (Na dworze Krdla Stasia, 1919), from
the personalities who made Lw6w unique in

the igth century (Bardzo przyjemny rniasto,

1927, A Charming Town, and Niezapisany
stan sluiby, 1937, An Unrecorded Condition

of Service), to the cloistered Queen Cune-

gunda (Ducissa Cunegundis, 1923) and many
others. Often referred to as the Polish Gon-

court, Wasylewski owed more in the way of

inspiration to Wladyslaw Loziriski (see Polish

literature), like himself a Lvovian, than to

any other.

See: K. Czachowski, Obraz wspoiczesnej
literatury polskiej, III (1936), 155-160;

Wasylewski, Niezapisany stan siuzby (1937).

A. P. C.

Wedekind, Frank (Benjamin Franklin) (1864-

1918, German dramatist), was born in Han-
over a few months after the return of his

parents from America. His emotional in-

tensity and his love of the exotic were a

natural heritage: the wanderings of his

physician father, a fierce democrat who wor-

shiped Washington and hated Bismarck, ex-

tended as widely as Turkey and California;

it was in San Francisco that he married a

young German actress half his age. Wedekind

grew up in Switzerland but spent his maturer

years in Germany, where he was variously

journalist, playwright, and actor. Political

poems published in the satirical magazine

Simplicissimus resulted in 1899 in his con-

viction and imprisonment for lse-majest.
The keynote of Wedekind's work is eroti-

cism. This is not poetic dalliance with the

tender passion, however, for Wedekind sees

love as the elemental driving force to which
we are all enslaved. To cover up our slavery
we practice hypocrisies, and Wedekind, like

Friedrich Schlegel in his Lucinde days, felt

called on to attack this ostrich policy of his

fellow men. The Mephistophelean Wedekind
cuts a queer figure among the moralists, but

however paradoxical he and his works are,

no one can doubt his serious intentions. In

"Uber die Erotik," a preface to his stories in

Feuerwerk (1905), he sets forth the problem.
"Der Brand von Egliswyl" in this volume is

an effective example of the power of love.

Fruhlings Erwachen (1891; Eng. tr., The

Awakening of Spring, 1909), Wedekind's first

success and one of his most poetic plays,

arraigns the adult world for its misunder-

standing and mismanagement of children at

puberty. Karl Hetmann, in the drama of that

name (1904; first called Hidalla), is a fantastic

moralist bent on reforming society. Indeed,

every work of Wedekind is a thrust at the

shams of society, among which moral hy-

pocrisy is the chief.

Wedekind's most notorious creation is his

rather appalling version of the eternal femi-

nine whom he presents as the real earth

spirit. She is generally known as Lulu, but

she answers to any name of Eve's daughters.

Through the two dramas Der Erdgeist (1895;

Eng. tr., Earth Spirit, 1914) and Die Btichse

der Pandora (1903; Eng. tr., Pandora's Box,

1918) she runs her course, consuming one
man after another until Jack the Ripper puts
an end to her. This ageless, amoral incarna-

tion of the sex urge lives in a seething mass

of evil and gets down to the dregs of life,

but she remains essentially natural and un-

changed. Such triumph of primitive nature

over civilization is the formula for all Wede-
kind's work. In Schloss Wetterstein (1910)

Eflie, a lesser Lulu, also makes prostitution
on a grand scale her career, and dies at the

hands of a pervert. Franziska, in the drama
of that name (1912), is a variation of the type.

She is a feminine Faust experimenting with

love and life at their various levels and

unique ending for Wedekind finding happi-
ness at last in simple domestic love. Wede-
kind calls this play a modern mystery.
Woman is not always the protagonist, nor

is love the exclusive theme: Wedekind has a

predilection for men on the lunatic fringe
who lead an existence that, in the eyes of
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society, is decidedly shady. They, too, are

"naturals/' The masterpiece in this vein is

Der Marquis von Keith (1901). Here the hero

with his spurious title of nobility is a soldier

of fortune, a swindler whose calculations go

awry and who at the last curtain, faced with

the choice between a revolver and a monetary

sop tossed him by his successful rival, grins

and takes the money. Into this play the au-

thor has smuggled an even weirder collection

of people than usual who, in the Wedekind

manner, come and go with a happy disregard

for probability. Cold, calculating self-interest

again inspires Gerardo in Der Rammerstinger
(1899; Eng. tr., Heart of a Tenor, 1913), a

one-act tragicomedy and Wedekind's most

effective and popular work, but, unlike Keith,

this quondam paperhanger and now operatic

tenor and slave to his art is overwhelmed by
success. Wedekind erected a real monument
to the tragedy of the artist in Konig Nicolo

(1902). The deposed king suffers many hu-

miliations, even to becoming his successor's

court fool, but his kingship remains truly

inalienable. The play was written in the de-

pression following his imprisonment and is

perhaps the most heartfelt of all Wedekind's

charges against his fellow man.

Wedekind stood alone in his time. He re-

fused to have truck with the naturalists, and

his kind of romanticism had little in

common with the prevailing brand. He was a

forerunner of expressionism.
See: A. Kutscher, Frank Wedekind (3 vols.,

1922-1931).
H. W. P.

Wehner, Josef Magnus (1891-, German novel-

ist), was born in Bernbach in the Rl^on

Mountains (Hesse-Nassau), the son of a village

teacher. He studied in Jena and Munich and

wanted to become an actor. In the First

World War he was severely wounded. He
lives in Munich and is editor of the Munch-
ner neuste Nachrichten.

Wehner began his literary career in 1921

with Der Weiler Gottes, a story in hexameters,

praising the Catholic milieu of his Rhon

country. Up to 1930 most of his stories were

"Heimatkunst," e.g., Der blaue Berg; Ge-

schichte einer Jugend (1922) and Die Hoch-

zeitskuh; Roman einer jungen Liebe (1928).

In another manner are Die mdchtigste Frau;

pfontastische Novellen (1923) and Struensee

(1924). After years of limited success he be-

came famous through his war novel Sieben

vor Verdun (1930). With its glorification of

military heroism, the book made him one

of the favorite authors of the Nazi regime.

He followed up his success by Stadt und

Festung Belgerad (1936), which describes the

adventures of the heroes of his Verdun book

in the Serbian campaign of 1915. He has

written patriotic books for children, A. L.

Schlageter (1934) and Hindenburg (1935)- A
collection of essays and speeches was pub-
lished under the title Das unsterbliche Reich

0933)-
See: H. Brandenburg, "Josef Magnus

Wehner," in Die schone Literatur, XXXVIII

(1929), 49-54; K. Kamp, Die Haltung des

Frontkampfers (1940) W. K. Pfeiler, War and

the German Mind (1941), pp. 216-227.
W. R. G.

Weigand, Wilhelm (1862-, German poet,

novelist, and dramatist), was born at Gis-

sigheim in Baden, but early found a congenial
home in Munich. There since 1889 he has

led a quiet life only occasionally interrupted

by trips to the North Sea or the Mediter-

ranean. Although to some extent Weigand
can be classified among the neo-romantics,

he essentially belongs in the older Munich
tradition represented by Paul Hcyse and

Isolde Kurz (qq.v.). From the beginning

Weigand has been a consistent enemy of

radical naturalism (see German naturalism)
and instead has always extolled the aristo-

cratic culture of France and Italy of the

Renaissance. He started his literary career

with several plays; those treating historical

subjects (Florian Geyer, 1901; Die Renais-

sance, 1899) are superior to those dealing
with contemporary matters. But Weigand
will chiefly be remembered for his novels

(Die Frankenthaler, 1889; Die Loffelstelze,

1919) and short stories (Von jestlichen

Tischen, 1928). In an exquisite style gener-

ously tinged with quiet humor and some-

times reminiscent of Gottfried Keller (q.v.),

Weigand depicts life in old Franconia and

Bavaria. As a lyric poet he has excelled in

intimate nature portraits; after the death of

his wife a deeper note was added (see Der

verschlossene Garten, 1909).

See: A. Soergel, Dichtung und Dichter der

Zeit, 19. Auflage (1928), pp. 734-741-
E. R.

Weinheber, Josef (1892-, Austrian poet), was

born in Vienna, the son of a butcher. Losing
both parents early in life, he spent six love-

less years in an orphanage (see his auto-

biographic novel, Das Waisenhaus, 1925), but

was then taken in by an aunt, in whose home
his first poems were written (Der einsame

Mensch, 1920). In 1911 he obtained a position
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in the postal system, where he continued to

earn his living for many years. To his pro-
found disgust, the poems he wrote (Von
beiden Ufern, 1923; Boot in der Bucht, 1926)

were virtually ignored. At last the volume
Add und Untergang (1932; enlarged, 1934)

attracted critical attention; with the award
of the Mozart prize in 1935 he suddenly be-

came famous, and critics vied with each other

in praising him. With gentle irony he named
the following book of poems Spate Krone

(1936; cf. Spate Ernte by Wildgans, q.v.).

Weinheber's mastery of form is noted by
all who mention him at all, and comparison
with Holderlin has become almost a common-

place. One might well call him a neoclassicist,

provided this term is not taken to mean
imitative dependence; it expresses rather his

conscious espousal of formal perfection as

one of the external manifestations of high

artistry as a sculptor might consciously
emulate the great Greeks before proceeding
to mold his own message in stone or bronze.

Aside from this formal element, it seems

hardly possible to reduce Weinheber's work
to any common denominator. His utterance

is impressive, often significant, always com-

petent; his best poems achieve a rare beauty.
See: Adolf Luser, ed., Josef Weinheber;

Personlichkeit und Schaffen (1935).
B. Q. M.

Weiss, Jean Jacques (1827-1890, French critic,

journalist, and historian), was born at

Bayonne, Basses-Pyrnes, where his father,

a bandmaster attached to a Swiss regiment,
was then stationed. Weiss has related his

recollections of his early youth in the preface
to Le Thddtre et les mceurs (1889); his father

moved from garrison to garrison with the

various regiments he served, and the boy's
education suffered. When the family came to

Paris, young Weiss attended the Lyce Lou is-

le-Grand. He was then to have entered the

military school of Saint-Cyr, but successes in

his classical studies made him turn to the

Ecole Normale Supdrieure, where he obtained

his agrdgation in history. For a short time he

taught history at the Lyce of La Rochelie.

In 1855 he returned to Paris and prepared
his Doctorat s Lettres while writing for the

press and from 1856 to 1868 occupied with

marked success the chair of French literature

at the University of Aix. Weiss joined the

editorial staff of the Journal des dtbats as a

political writer and contributed articles on
literature also. He founded in 1867, w^h
Edouard Herv6, the Journal de Paris, a lib-

eral paper which sometimes got into diffi-

culties with the government. In 1877 he op-

posed the establishment of the republic in

articles signed X.Z., but accepted the republi-
can form of government when it was adopted;
he once more joined the opposition in 1879
and in his later years was managing editor

of the Gaulois.

Weiss was a vigorous writer and, in belles-

lettres as well as in politics, something of a

free lance. His chief contributions to literary

history are to be found in his Essais sur

I'histoire de la literature franfaise (1865).

He professed a great admiration for the

society of Louis Philippe's time and regarded
the succeeding period as decadent. The year

1857 seemed to him particularly objection-
able; it was a year characterized by an un-

sound pragmatism (faux moralisme), the year
of Barrtere's Les Faux Bonshommes, of

Baudelaire's (q.v.) Les Fleurs du mal, of

Flaubert's (q.v.) Madame Bovary. His para-
doxical arraignment of Flaubert's style is

worth reading. He also contrasts Madame
Bovary as a novel with Freytag's (q.v.) Soil

und Haben. For a long time he remained
true to his favorite age of romanticism. When
Nisard began to belittle the romantics, Weiss
took up the challenge, asserting that the

classical age had been powerless to produce
anything comparable to the works of the i8th

century, more especially the writings of

Voltaire and Rousseau. He even showed a

partiality for such writers as Lesage and

Cresset, the author of Ver-Vert. In discussing

foreign literature he avers that since the

French Revolution literature has become

European rather than national and that

Germany because of its Weltliteratur should

be regarded as the "concertmaster." At the

same time, however, he claims that no nation

can outdo France in the matter of varied

artistic production. Weiss's interest finally

turned more especially to the theatre, as

demonstrated in his Feuilletons de critique
th<!dtrale (1883-1885).

See: B. Stirbey, /. J. Weiss, contender,
chroniqueur de thtdtre, journaliste, por-

traitiste, dcrivain dpistolaire (1910).

A. Sz.

Wennerberg, Gunnar (1817-1901, Swedish

composer-poet), left his only significant mark
on Swedish poetry as the creator of G/un-

tarne, most popular and original of all

Swedish student songs. Born in VSstergotland,
where his father was a parish priest, the

young Wennerberg came to Uppsala Uni-

versity in 1837, and remained there for the

following 1 1 years. After this he settled down
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to a career in various departments of the

civil service, which led ultimately to his hold-

ing some of the most important political

positions in the kingdom. Upon coming to

Uppsala he was of a rather serious religious

temperament; but he was deeply interested

in music, secular as well as sacred, and by a

lucky accident in his last years at the uni-

versity he became associated with a happy-

go-lucky student group (juvenalerna) who

spent a good deal of their time at gay musical

improvisation, not infrequently under the

influence of alcoholic potations. Gluntarne

was directly inspired by Wennerberg's contact

with this group, though most of the songs in-

cluded in the collection as ultimately pub-
lished in 1849 and 1850 were composed ^fter

juvenalerna had broken up. Gluntarne con-

sists of 30 pieces, each a duet, sung in part
as dialogue, the two singers being Glunten

(bass) and Magistern (baritone). The songs,
somewhat reminiscent of Bellman's matchless

Stockholm ditties, deal with various sides of

the student life of the day, its carefree

camaraderie, its momentary trials, its rela-

tively harmless bacchanalian excesses, all in

keeping with the literary romanticism cur-

rently dominant at Uppsala. Both music and
text were composed by Wennerberg. Aside

from Gluntarne Wennerberg wrote a con-

siderable body of verse, most of which, how-

ever, is of no particular consequence. Only
Davids psalmer (1861-1887; Psalms of David),
which give expression to Wennerberg's deep
religious feelings, are of serious literary im-

portance.
See: S. Taube, Gunnar Wennerberg (3 vols.,

1913-1916); R. F. von Willebrand, "Gluntarne
och deras skald," Finsk tidskrift, LXXXIII

A. G.

Werfel, Franz (1890-1945, Austrian novelist,

dramatist, and poet), was born and reared in

Prague. While connected with the Kurt Wolff

publishing firm in Leipzig (1912-1914), he
was cofounder of the important expressionist
collection Der ftingste Tag, 1913-1921. From

1917 he lived in Vienna until driven out by
the Nazi occupation of Austria. After the fall

of France in 1940 he escaped to the United
States.

Werfel's artistic development shows three

phases, the first lyric, the second predomi-
nantly dramatic, and the third predominantly
epic Rilke and Whitman may have in-

fluenced his lyric, but he soon found his own
style. In his poetry he first formulated his

basic philosophical conceptions his faith in

a fraternization of humanity and his aware-

ness of the omnipresence of the divine which
led him to a transcendental interpretation
of reality. Music was another source of his

inspiration. Best known of the lyrical works
are Der Weltfreund (1911), Wir sind (1913),
Einander (1915), and Gerichtstag (1919). Forty-
nine of Werfel's poetic compositions are trans-

lated in a small volume of Poems (1946).

During his first period Werfel became the ex-

ponent of expressionism, and his version of

Euripides' Troerinnen (1915) was a milestone

in the history of the expressionist theatre. Of

special importance was his polemic contro-

versy with Kurt Hiller about the role of the

poet in the world, in the yearbook Ta tiger
Geist (Munich, 1918). During his second

period Werfel wrote a number of dramas
which belong to the best of modern German
dramatic literature, among them Spiegel-
mensch (1920), Juarez und Maximilian (1923;

Eng. tr., Juarez and Maximilian, 1926), Paulus

unter den Juden (1926), and Das Reich Gottes

in Bohmen (1930).

But it was through his prose fiction that

Werfel first attained international recogni-
tion. In Verdi; Roman der Oper (1924; Eng.
tr., Verdi; a Novel of the Opera, 1925) Werfel

paid tribute to the genius of pure music (see

also his edition of Verdi's letters, 1926, and
his version of Forza del destino, ca. 1930).
Barbara oder die Frommigkeit (1929; Eng.
tr., The Pure in Heart, 1931) rather than the

better-known Vierzig Tage des Musa Dagh (2

vols., 1933; Eng. tr., The Forty Days of Musa

Dagh, 1934) is Werfel's war novel; in both

works the problem of religion and race,

which he had approached again and again
after his Paulus drama, overshadows the war
motif. Die Geschwister von Neapel (1931;

Eng. tr., The Pascarella Family, 1932), epic
tale of a family breaking up under the im-

pact of modern times, is perhaps Werfel's

purest prose work. An immediate result of

Werfel's flight from Europe was his Lied der

Bernadette (1941; Eng. tr., The Song of

Bernadette, 1942), a tribute to the saint of

Lourdcs.

See: R. Specht, Franz Werfel (1926).

W. P.

Weyssenhoff, J6zef (1860-1932, Polish novel-

ist), was born at Kolano in Podlasie, Russian

Poland, of Baltic baron stock long resident

in the Eastern Border and thoroughly Polo-

nized. He studied at the University of Dorpat
(1884), then settled on an estate he had
inherited in Lublin province (Samokl^ski) to

enjoy for a time the diversions of a country
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squire. Moving in 1891 to Warsaw, he be-

came associated there with other conserva-

tives and sybarites like himself in the famous
Klub MySliwski (Huntsman's Club). He began
his literary career with translations from
Heine (1888) and original poems, short

stories, and literary reviews in the conserva-

tive Biblioteka warszawska (see Polish litera-

ture), of which he was literary editor. Weys-
senhoffs reputation as a writer rests on two

works: the finely satirical iywot i myili

Zygmunta Podfilipskiego (1898; The Life and
Sentiments of Zygmunt Podfilipski) and the

magnificent prose poem extolling the beauties

of Border life and especially of the chase,

Sobdl i panna (1911; Eng. tr., The Sable and
the Girl, 1929). "A Polish courtier" centuries

out of his time, Weyssenhoff was unable to

adjust himself to the post-war world. His

roots were in pre-war feudal, patriarchal
Poland and there his heart was also. He spent
his last years in Bydgoszcz, northwestern Po-

land, a virtual hermit.

See: Z. D?bicki, Portrety, I (1927), 33-50; K.

Czachowski, Obraz wspolczesnej literatury

polskiej, I (1934), 110-117, 349-35 1 ; A -

Boguslawski, "Kobiety Weyssenhoffa,'* Wiado-
moSci polskie (London), 1941, No. 46.

A. P. C.

Wiechert, Ernst (1887-, German novelist), was
born in a lonely forester's home in East

Prussia. In Walder und Menschen (1936) he
tells about his own childhood spent in close

contact with nature, the great woods, the vast

moors. These early impressions, together with

his memories of his oversensitive, melancholy
mother and the powerful hold which the

stories of the Bible as well as the weird tales

and fantastic legends of the countryside

gained on the imaginative child, were to

influence all his later writing. At the age of

1 1 he was sent to school in Konigsberg, where
he continued his academic studies and took

his degree. Teaching in secondary schools

left him dissatisfied. Preoccupation with out-

standing Russian and Scandinavian writers

increased his original leaning toward self-

destructive criticism, and in his first novel,

Die Flucht (1916), the hero significantly takes

his own life.

The war did not brighten the young au-

thor's views. In his novel Jedermann (1931)

he gave expression to the enervating experi-
ence of endless, despairing waiting, of empti-
ness and dull patience which scarred every
soldier's mind. After the war he did not at

first return to teaching but withdrew into

the great woods of his homeland. His novels

Der Wald (1922) and Der Totenwolf (1924)
reflect the chaotic violence of his reaction

against post-war conditions and the spirit of

the age. But he soon turned away from
hatred and the cult of brutal strength and
will power and sought redemption in the

universal suffering of man from which love is

born. Der Knecht Gottes Andreas Nyland
(1926) tries to follow Christ's demands to the

letter, the hero devoting himself, like Jakob
Wassermann's (q.v.) Christian Wahnschaffe,
to all that is miserable and ugly in order to

redeem it through love. However, the abun-

dance of human suffering overwhelms his

sensitive soul he realizes the smallness of his

attempts and seeks refuge in the woods from
the curse of civilization.

From then on, it has been Wiechert 's fore-

most concern to reconcile his deep love of

nature, his faith in life close to the soil,

with the demands of Christian ethics. Again
and again the problem of man's fight against
man, be it in war, in politics, or in personal
strife, is contrasted with and overcome by the

quiet forces of nature which are in league
with God. Outstanding among his short

stories are Tobias (1932), the story of a

student who commits a political murder and
of his final confession and atonement under
the relentless silent accusation of the peaceful
life in the old mill and of his grandmother's
old-fashioned faith in the Bible, and Hirten-

novelle (1935), the tale of a boy-shepherd in

a poor, remote village who leads the villagers
to safety at their enemies' approach but dies

trying to save a stray lamb. These two short

stories show Wiechert at his best his gift of

imagery, his symbolic interpretation of reality,

his intensity of mood and yet simplicity of

expression.
Wiechert became best known through his

novels Die Magd des Jtirgen Doscozil (1932)

and Die Majorin (1934; Eng. tr., The Baron-

ess, 1936). The former is obviously influenced

by Knut Hamsun's (q.v.) Growth of the Soil.

It is best in its descriptions of primitive liv-

ing, less convincing in its somewhat sensa-

tional plot. Die Majorin, psychologically more

interesting, deals with the fate of two people,

representative of the age, the major's widow,
disillusioned and lonely yet bravely adminis-

tering her estate, and Michael, the soldier,

returned from years of war and imprison-
ment, bitter, burnt out, uprooted. The
central problem of the novel, the woman's

struggle to win this man back to life, is

handled with great tact; characters are fitted

into the surrounding landscape as parts of one
unified mode of existence.
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See: H. Ebeling, Ernst Wiechert; der Weg
eines Dichters (1937).

E. M. F.

Wied, Gustav Johannes (1858-1914, Danish

novelist, dramatist), one of the great humor-
ists in a distinguished comic tradition, was
born at Holmegaard, a large farm near

Nakskov on the island of Lolland. He died

by his own hand a few months after the out-

break of the First World War. His father was

a practical, progressive farmer. His mother,
who "invented and told the most beautiful

fairy tales in the twilight," sturdily champi-
oned his infant muse; her idyllic tales of the

Denmark of her youth were published by her

son as Bedstemoders Manuscript (1897;

Grandmother's Manuscript). The Lolland

farm with its teeming, motley life, both

animal and human, supplied material for

much of Wied's best work. Of his happy
childhood there, to which he looked back

nostalgically all his life, of his adolescent

years as a book dealer's apprentice, clerk in a

lawyer's office, and tutor in a Jutland manor,
and of his painful struggle to pass the

matriculation examination at the university

(he was 28 when he finally succeeded), he has

told with charming self-irony in his brief

autobiography, Digt og Virkelighed (1914;

Poetry and Reality). In the novel Ungdoms-
historier (1895; Stories of Youth), he has

described his bohemian days in Copenhagen,
teaching for a pittance and writing sketches

for the notorious newspaper K0benhavn. One
of his stories, judged indecent, landed him
in jail for two weeks. There he made up his

mind to devote himself henceforth entirely to

writing. A few years later he married and
settled down in Roskilde, where he built a

modest house called "The Castle," brought

up a family, and wrote like the diminutive
demon he was.

Now Dickensian, now Zolaesque, and often

Rabelaisian, Wied was for 20 years the

enfant terrible of Danish letters and a popu-
lar favorite in Scandinavia and Germany.
Snobbery, smugness, and sham he loathed

and ridiculed wherever he found them. He
has been justly called "the quintessential
Dane." At bottom he was a Kierkegaardian
moralist. The pseudonym "Peter Idealist"

with which he signed his first published
work, aphorisms on a political scandal almost
as grotesque in fact as he -made it later in

fiction, was significant, as were also two grue-
some early tragedies; but few suspected dur-

ing his lifetime the passionate seriousness and

deep pessimism concealed beneath the comic

mask. A painstaking craftsman, his industry
was prodigious, his creative power phenome-
nal. Outstanding among his more than 30

published works are the inimitable Silhuetter

(1891; Silhouettes); two novels of aristocratic

decadence, Slcegten (1898; The Family) and
Fcedrene cede Druer (1908; The Fathers Eat

Grapes); two satires of provincial life center-

ing around the now legendary Knagsted,
Livsens Ondskab (1899; Life's Malice) and

Knagsted (1902); and the satyr plays, espe-

cially Adel, Gejstlighed, Borger og Bonde, Fire

Satyrspil (1897; Nobility, Clergy, Bourgeoisie,
and Peasantry, Four Satyr Plays), called by

Georg Brandes (q.v.) "one of the great books

of our literature, one of the wittiest," and
Dansemus (1905; Dancing Mice), his most

ambitious work, considered by many his

masterpiece. In this peculiar fusion of novel

and play forms Wied's ironic genius found its

most perfect expression. Few of his many
stage successes stand the test of time. Toward
the end of his life his popularity waned and
for some years his reputation was in eclipse.

The formation in 1938 of two societies for the

publication of works by and about him is

substantial if tardy recognition of his perma-
nent place in the literature.

See: Ernest Boyd, Studies from Ten Litera-

tures (1925), pp. 267-273; Ebbe Holten-Niel-

sen, Gustav Wied; en Bibliografi over

Arbejder af og om ham (1931); Ebbe Neer-

gaard, Peter Idealist, Studier over Gustav

Wieds Ungdom (1938).

J. B. C. W.

WierzyAski, Kazimierz (1894-, Polish poet),

was born at Drohobycz, in the oil-bearing
foothills of the Carpathians, Austrian Poland,

the son of a railroad-station agent. Identified

from his earliest youth with conspiratorial
activities whose aim was his country's libera-

tion, Wierzyriski served during the First

World War in the Eastern Legion until he

was captured by the Russians and sent to

Ryazan. After the war he settled in Warsaw
and became associated with the Skamander

group (see Polish literature). From 1931 to

1932 he edited the Przeglqd sportowy (Sports

Review) and in 1934 became theatrical re-

viewer for Gazeta polska. In 1927 his Laur

olympijski (Olympic Laurel) won the first

international poetry prize at the Amsterdam

Olympic games, and from that time on

Wierzyriski was looked upon as a kind of

unofficial poet laureate. His early poems
(Wiosna i wino, 1919; Springtime and Wine)
were buoyant and spirited, while those of

later years, in accurate reflection of the times,



were more somber and meditative. A col-

lected edition of his works appeared in 1929,

and a volume of his best theatrical reviews,

W garderobie duchdw (In the Coatroom of

Ghosts), in 1938. Of Wierzyriski's later works,

Gorzki urodzaj (1933; Bitter Harvest) and the

three volumes published abroad after the

outbreak of the Second World War, Ziemia

wilczyca (1941; Earth, the She-Wolf), Bar-

bakan warszawski (1941; Warsaw Barbakan),
and Rdza wiatrdw (1942; Mariners' Rose), are

to be noted.

See: K. Czachowski, Obraz wspdtczesnej

literatury polskiej, III (1936), 293-305, 710-

711; A. P. Coleman, "Three Representative
Polish Poets," Books Abroad, XIII (1939),

161-162, and "Twenty Years of Polish Litera-

ture/
1

ibid., XIV (1940), 244-245.
A. P. C.

Wildenbruch, Ernst von (1845-1909, German
dramatist, poet, and novelist), was a grandson
of the popular and gifted Prince Louis Ferdi-

nand, nephew of Frederick the Great. His

father was in the Prussian diplomatic service,

and Wildenbruch, born at Beyrouth, Syria,

spent much of his childhood in Athens and
Istanbul. Entering a military academy, he

became a lieutenant in the Guards. But he

was not attracted to a military career and

resigned his commission in 1865, though he

served in the wars of 1866 and 1870. After

legal studies at the University of Berlin, he

occupied a minor court post at Frankfurt an

der Oder, 1871-1876; he was an official in

the Foreign Office in Berlin from 1877 until

retirement in 1900. He cared little for the

brilliant social life to which his birth

entitled him and preferred literary and
artistic circles; he married a granddaughter
of the composer Weber.
Wildenbruch 's work is very extensive; plays,

novels, Novellen, and many poems cover a

wide range of subjects, but at the center

stands an ardent German and Prussian

patriotism. After a modest success with two

epic poems celebrating the Franco-Prussian

War, Vionville (1874) and Sedan (1875), he
turned to the drama and with indomitable

persistence continued to write plays though
failing to secure stage performance for them.

In 1881, however, the famous Meiningen
troupe produced Die Karolinger, a drama of

the time of Louis the Pious; its success

brought other plays before the footlights,

Harold (Eng. tr., 1891), a tragedy of the

Norman Conquest, and two dramas of the

Napoleonic period, Der Menonit and Vater

und Sohne. The best of WUdenbruch's plays

WILDENVEY

from German history is probably the double
drama Heinrich und Heinrichs Geschlecht

(1895; Eng. tr. of the first part, King Henry,
1 9 1 3* 1 9 | 4) depicting the medieval struggle
between imperial and papal power. In a

series of dramas, Die Quitzows (1888), Der

Generalfeldoberst (1889), and Der neue Herr

(1891), he sought to revivify the Prussian past
and glorify the Hohenzollern dynasty. Among
the many other dramas are Christoph Marlow

(1884), Die Tochter des Erasmus (1900), and
Die Rabensteinerin (1907; Eng. tr., Barseba of

Rabenstein, 1909). The last is perhaps the

most popular of his plays, presenting the love

of a son of the famous Welser family for the

daughter of a robber baron. Wildenbruch
had a keen sense of theatrical effect; indi-

vidual scenes contain tense emotional con-

flicts, but the plays lack structure and con-

centration and in the portrayal of character

are often weak and inconsistent. Many of

the plays are in verse; the language is force-

ful, at times eloquent, but often rhetorical

and artificially archaic. Though the dramas

enjoyed for a time both critical and popular
acclaim, their general style, that of the poetic
historical drama of the Schiller tradition, was
little in keeping with the naturalistic tenden-

cies of the day. Wildenbruch's attempts to

accommodate his dramatic work to the new
trend only proved his limitations (Die

Haubenlerche, 1891). The novels, like the

plays, contain powerful episodes but are

diffuse and lack focus (Das wandernde Licht,

1893; Eifernde Liebe, 1893); l^e novel

Schwester-Seele (1894) is in part autobio-

graphical. The best of Wildenbruch's narra-

tives are the pathetic and tragic little stories

of childhood and adolescence, Kindertrdnen

(1883; Eng. tr. of one story, "Der Letzte,
M

The Captain's Last Child, 1909), Das edle

Blut (1892; Eng. tr., Noble Blood, 1896), Neid

(1900; Eng. tr., Envy, 1921). His lifelong love

of Mediterranean lands appears in both

drama and narrative in Der Fiirst von
Verona (1887) and Die Lieder des Euripides

(1905)* in the charming story Der Meister von

Tanagra (1880; Eng. tr., Master of Tanagra,
1886).

See: J. Rohr, Wildenbruch als Dramatiker

(1908); B. Litzmann, Ernst von Wildenbruch

(2 vols., 1913-1916); H. M. Elster, Ernst von
Wildenbruch (1919).

H. W. H.-T.

Wildenvey, Herman ^1886-, Norwegian poet),
is the troubadour of Norwegian verse, the
tireless singer of youth, beauty, and summer.
Born of fanning stock in the community of
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Eiker, his real family name being Portaas, he
attended secondary school in Norway, then

studied for a time at a theological seminary
in the United States. His first verse collection

after reaching maturity, Nyinger (1907; Bon-

fires), at once established him as a popular
idol, and the standard-bearer of a lyric re-

vival in Norwegian letters. He disclaimed all

social purpose, and declared that he was a

pagan worshiper of life and beauty: "I was

washed into the world by a flood of sunshine,

that's the word!" Building on the form and

spirit of Hamsun's (q.v.) poetry, he developed
an "ambling" verse line all his own, with an

easy billowing cadence produced by the alter-

nation of three and four syllable feet and by
the enjambement of sentences over several

lines. With this technique he was able to

relieve Norwegian verse of its usual sobriety,
and give it a new lightness, sometimes merely

frothy, but often ingratiatingly charming, as

well as witty and daring. He enjoyed irritat-

ing the staid and the bourgeois, and he

treated love with a flippancy that is reminis-

cent of Heine (whose Buch der Lieder he

translated in 1929, Sangcnes bok), but lacks

the latter's tragic undertone. A colloquial,
even slangy style, a sudden teasing quip at

the end, a glittering, summery love of nature,

a ready tenderness for children and the un-

happy, these are the qualities his admiring

public has come to expect. His prose, chiefly

autobiographical, is unimportant, even trivial.

But such verse collections as Kjartegn (1916;

Caresses), Ildorkestret (1923; The Orchestra

of Fire), and H0stens lyre (1931; The Lyre
of Autumn), to mention but a few of his

many volumes, reveal a true poet, progres-

sively deepening his formal mastery and the

seriousness of his themes. Eternity has begun
to play a role in his verse, though still on a

poetic, rather than a religious basis: "I be

lieve in the human spirit, that it can reach

the stars, and that it yearns for the stars/'

But along with the new there has persisted
the old: "1 cannot be profound without a

merry smile." One of his frequent visits to

the United States led to the appearance of a

selection of his verse in English translation

by Joseph Auslander, Owls to Athens (1934),

but it does not convey much of his airy

grace.
See: K. Elster, "Three Lyric Poets of Nor-

way/* American-Scandinavian Review, XIII

(1925), 653-665; T. Lunden, Samtiden, XL
0929)f 578^5841 J- Auslander, ''Introduction/'

Owls to Athens (1934); P. Houm, Samtiden,
XLVII (1936), 351-363-

E. H.

Wildgans, Anton (1881-1932, Austrian poet
and dramatist), was born in Vienna, the son

of a cabinet minister. His childhood was em-
bittered by a stepmother, his adolescence

darkened by the tragically protracted death

of his father. Love finally induced him to

complete his law studies in 1908. When the

success of his first book of poems (Herbst-

fruhling, 1909) made him financially inde-

pendent, he gave up his state position. For

a time (1921-1922, 1930-1932) he was director

of the famous Burgtheater, one of the leading
German theatres. But he devoted himself

mainly to writing, in which lyric utterance

is prominent; a posthumously published selec-

tion of his poems, Spate Ernte (1933), attests

the fertility and power of his invention. Even

greater was the success of his dramatic pro-
duction, and his tragedy Armut (1914) won
acclaim such as Vienna had not granted a

play for years. Only a little less applause

greeted the tragedies Liebe (1916) and Dies

irae (1919).

Because his dramas are coming to be re-

garded as restatements of ideas set forth in

the poems and because they show rather an
eclecticism of structure than any one con-

sistent pattern or trend, it seems probable
that his strongest claim to lasting esteem will

rest on his poetry, some of the best and most
authentic of which is to be found in the

Sonette an Ead (1912). Typically Viennese in

the softheartedness, fine sensitivity, and mild

humanity of his outlook, he avoided the

effeminacy which sometimes characterizes the

Austrian Francophiles. More and more he
turned to the soil and its toilers and found
his motifs in the fundamental experiences of

human life man and nature, man and
woman, the spirit and the flesh, the urge to

communal living and the longing for solitude.

A handful of verses will abide; but these will

be worth keeping.
See: J. Soyka, ed., Das Anton Wildgans-

Buch (1932).

B. Q. M.

Winckler, Josef (1881-, German poet

novelist), was born at Rheine in Westphalia.
He studied dentistry at the University of

Bonn and started practice in the industrial

city of Mors. At about the same time he

founded, with Jakob Kneip and Wilhelm
Vershofen, the literary association called

Werkleute auf Haus Nyland. Like the work-

ingmen poets of the type of Max Barthel and
Gerrit Engelke, the "Werkleute" were de-

voted to spiritualizing modern industrial

civilization. Winckler's Eiserne Sonette (191*)



was a noteworthy attempt in that direction.

Even during the First World War the poet
maintained his particular faith in the signifi-

cance to modern life of the power of the

machine (Ozean, des deutschen Volkes

Meergesang, 1917), but his hopes were com-

pletely shattered by the German chaos after

1918. Then Winckler wrote the burlesque-
like extravaganza Irrgarten Go ties (1922) and
the popular drolleries of Der tolle Bomberg
(1923). The poet now gave up his dental

practice and settled in the country. He with-

drew to his family traditions (see Pumper-
nickel, 1925) and contemplated the rugged

energy of the Westphalian soil (Doctor Eisen-

hart, 1929; Ein Konig in Westfalen, 1934) and
the homespun gaiety of the Rhine province

(Die Weinheiligen, 1935). In his recent epic,
Das Mutterbuch (1939), the poet celebrates the

spirit of motherhood as a remedy for the

materialism of our age.

See: A. Soergel, Dichtung und Dichter der

Zeit, Neue Folge: Im Banne des Expres-
sionismus, 4. Auflage (1927), pp. 508-520.

E. R.

Winnig, August (1878-, German statesman

and writer of fiction, autobiography, and

political essays), is best known for his book

Vom Proletariat zum Arbeitertum (1930).

This book, together with the three volumes

of his autobiography (Friihrot, 1924; Weiter

Weg, 1932; and Heimkehr, 1935) and his

essays in Das Reich als Republik (1928) and

Wir hiiten das Feuer (1933), offers the most

readable and illuminating account of the

organization and activities, the personalities
and purposes, of the Social Democratic Party
in Germany from the promulgation of the

laws against the Socialists by Bismarck in

1878 to its dissolution in 1933. But the

autobiography contains, besides the politics

of half a century, the life story of the most

interesting and, if known to Americans, per-

haps the most congenial figure that attained

to distinction in Germany in the period fol-

lowing the First World War. Born in Blank-

enburg, Harz, youngest of a large family and
at an early age fatherless, Winnig experienced
in his childhood and youth poverty and dis-

illusionment, which he survived physically
and mentally thanks to his mother's wisdom
and his own intelligence and character. Or-

ganizer of the masons' union and editor of its

organ, Der Grundstein, Winnig became in

1917 minister plenipotentiary to the Baltic

Provinces, later federal commissioner to East

and West Prussia, member of the National

Assembly at Weimar, and president superior

WINTER
of East Prussia. He retired from active politics
in 1923.

His autobiography quite as much as his

fiction 10 short stories in the volume Die

ewig grunende Tanne (1927) and a novel

Wunderbare Welt (1938) is written in a

style that charms and that would have gained
for his Weiter Weg the 1933 Carl Schiine

mann prize had not its classification as auto

biography eliminated it from consideration.

Winnig's love of nature expresses itself in

passages of exquisite lyricism, and his pro
found religious experiences provide the solid

foundation for his deep faith in the German

workingman. In 1938 he contributed to Die

Stunde des Christentums, together with 24
other well-known writers, a significant dccla

ration in support of Christianity implicitly
aimed at the current neopagan tendencies.

In the same intention he wrote his Europa
(1937) and published a volume containing a

collection of passages from his works to which

he gave the transparent title Die Hand Gottes

See: H. Bogner, "August Winnig" (with

biography and bibliography), Die neue Li-

teratur, XXXIV (1933), 261-266; Fr. Gudehus,

August Winnig (1938) and Ein deutsches

Gewissen: Dank an August Winnig (1938).

J F. G.

Winter, Zikmund (1846-1912, Czech novelist

and historian), is, except for JirAsek (g.v.)

the most important Czech historical novelist.

Winter was born in Prague, studied history
at the university, and taught that subject at

several Gymnasiums in Rakovnik and Prague.
He was an excellent historian; his books on

the history of costume, of the towns, of

the University of Prague, of trades and arts

and crafts, are mines of information on the

social conditions of Bohemia, especially in

the i6th and i7th centuries. Winter put his

knowledge to good use in his many stories

and novels, placed in these two centuries.

Winter's method is strictly realistic, devoid of

sentimentality. Burghers, clergy, and clerks

are his unheroic heroes. They are frequently

tragicomic figures, obsessed with lust for

money or power. Winter's composition is

closely knit, the style frequently archaic, the

whole outlook pessimistic. The best collection

of stories is called Boufe a pfehdnka (1907;

Storm and Rain). Among the longer books,

Rozina Sebranec (1905; Rozina, the Found

ling) and Mistr Kampanus (1909; Master

Katnpanus), a picture of the persecution of

the university after the Battle of the White
Mountain (1620), were the most popular
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Though Winter had not the same national

importance as Jir^sek, he should be preferred
to him as an artist.

See: O. Theer, Gasopis fieskdho Musea

(1904); F. X. alda, Novina (1912); A. Novdk,
Duch a ndrod (1936).

R. W.

Wirs<*n, David af (1842-1912, Swedish poet
and critic), was born in the province of

Uppland, studied at Uppsala, and became a

teacher at Uppsala and Goteborg. His first

collections of lyrics, Dikter (Poems), appeared
in 1876 and 1880. His finished and delicate

style won him admission to the Swedish

Academy, of which he was long the secretary.

In subsequent collections, notably Toner och

Sdgner (1893; Notes and Legends) and Visor,

romanser och ballader (1899; Songs, Ro-

mances, and Ballads), he continued his origi-

nal style but now showed a greater preference
for religious themes. As a critic he did all in

his power to combat the rising tendencies of

realism and artistic experiment, and to this

end used all his authority in the Academy,
so that he soon became highly unpopular
with the younger generation.

By present-day standards Wirsn would

probably be considered a sentimentalist, a

Swedish Mid-Victorian. Indeed he called

himself a poet of "white roses," as contrasted

with the red roses of Snoilsky (q.v.). In any
case there can be no doubt of his entire

sincerity. His idyllic and reflective mood has

an appeal independent of contemporary
fashion. He may still be read with pleasure
for his affirmation of the old human verities

of simple human feeling and for the limpid

grace of his style. It is curious to note that* so

polemical a critic should be represented in

all anthologies as the poet of tenderness.

See: C. W. Stork, Anthology of Swedish

Lyrics (1917; revised and enlarged ed., 1930);
F. Book, Sveriges moderna litteratur (1921),
also published as Vol. Ill of O. Sylwan, ed.,

Svenska litteraturens historia (1919-1921), pp.

39-46.

C. W. S.

Wittlin, J6zef (1896-, Polish poet, translator,

and novelist), was born at Dmytr6w, Austrian

Poland, of Jewish stock, and educated in

Lw^w. A pacifist by instinct and conviction,
Wittlin early embodied his intense aversion

to war in a series of poems entitled Hymny
(1920; Hymns) and endeavored to escape from
his horror of war by burying himself in the

classical civilization of Greece and by pro-

ducing eventually a new and admirable trans-

lation of the Odyssey (1924). Wittlin's princi-

pal contribution to Polish literature is the

novel S61 ziemi (1936; Eng. tr., Salt of the

Earth, 1939), designed as the initial volume
of a long saga devoted to the "patient foot

soldier" of the imperial Austrian army.
Wittlin's literary work was cut off abruptly

by the Second World War, which forced the

author to find refuge in the United States.

See: A. P. Coleman, New York Times Book
Review, July 5, 1936, p. 18, and Saturday Re-
view of Literature, August 2, 1941, pp. 10-11;

K. Czachowski, Obraz wspdtczesnej literatury

polskiej, III (1936), 276-279.
A. P. C.

Woestijne, Karel van de (1879-1929, Flemish

poet), was born at Ghent, went to school

there, studied Germanic philology at the

State University of Ghent, and taught Dutch
in various schools until he was appointed
to the chair of Dutch literature at Ghent.
His poetry was a conscious reaction to the

vogue of Guido Gezelle (q.v.). It gives expres-
sion to the questioning bewilderment of the

generation that came after Gezelle's placid
and self-centered age. Gezelle's provincial self-

sufficiency could no longer satisfy these

moderns who were alive to currents and
movements that stirred the literary world

abroad. Van de Woestijne has defined his

poetry as "autobiography turned into sym-
bolism." In other words, all his verse is an

expression of his conscious and subconscious

personality. Het Vaderhuis (1903; The Father

House) recounts symbolically the story of his

boyhood, De Boomgaard der Vogelen en der

Vruchten (1905; The Orchard of Birds and

Fruit) that of his courtship and early mar-

riage, De Gulden Schaduw (1910; The Golden

Shadow) his family life, after a son is born,

in the great city. In De rnodderen Man (1920;

The Man of Mud) the aging poet gave expres-
sion to the mental pain caused by the struggle
between the flesh and the spirit, resurgence
of old desires, regret over unrealized dreams.

Van de Woestijne's imagery has the quality
of sculpture. He carves his figures of speech
with bold, powerful strokes from the stone of

the language. His poetry is not the kind that

one reads for relaxation. His mode of expres-
sion is often enigmatic. One has to wrestle

with him and wring the meaning from his

symbolism. One lives with this poet in a close

atmosphere like that of a sultry summer day
pregnant with forebodings of an oncoming
thunderstorm. His poetry is the expression of

a lonely soul tortured by self-analysis and
oversensitive nerves. The diction is refined,



yet overcharged with decorative imagery. The
verse is melodious, but the melody has the

somber monotony of organ music. Yet, for

all that, he ranks high among Flemish

poets, is, in fact, according to present-day
estimate, the first among the modern poets of

Flanders.

See: A. de Ridder, La Literature flamande

contemporaine (1923); M. Ruttcn. De Lyriek
van Karel van de Woestijqe (1934).

A. J, B.

Wolker, Jiff (1900-1924, Czech poet), the

leading poet of the "proletarian" group
which became prominent just after the First

World War, was born in Prostejov, Moravia,
of a good middle-class family. He came to

Prague in 1919 to study law, but plunged
into the literary life of the new capital city.

He died of tuberculosis before he was 24,

in his native town.

Wolker is the author of two collections of

verse which became very popular and influ-

ential. Host do domu (1921; The Guest in

the House) is a collection of simple poems
which dream about the world of the poet's

boyhood in the country. Wolker obviously
believes in the goodness of man, in the

sanctity of poverty, in the complete funda-

mental identity of all men as it has been

preached by French unaniniisrne. The poem
"Svat? Kopecek" (The Holy Hill) can be

compared with "Zone" of Apollinaire (q.v.):

the earth melts into the sky, the shadow of

death dissolves, silent matter comes alive

everywhere there is unity and continuity.
The second collection of Wolker's poetry,
Tgzkd hodina (1922; The Grievous Hour),
is very different. Wolker has found his al-

legiance; he has discovered the cause of the

proletariat and of communism, which he con

ceives as an earthly paradise, as the fulfill-

ment of his longing for identification with

all humanity. We now have effective social

ballads, like "Balada o ofch topifovych"

(Eyes of the Fireman), set in a power station,

where gradually the eyes of the fireman

change into lights of the city. Wolker has

rediscovered the style of the Czech folk ballad

and of its greatest master, K. J. Erben. A few

poems, published after Wolker's death, give

moving expression to his personal tragedy of

dying in early youth and knowing all too

clearly of his approaching death. His tragic

fate, his personal charm, and the popular
tone of his lyrics have, however, elevated him
to a position in recent Czech poetry which

the actual substance of his work does not

altogether support. The posthumous, over-

WYSPIANSKI

complete editions including even his earliest

verse, some short plays, and some rather

crude prose hardly enhance his reputation
with critical readers. There is much ado-

lescent naivet and sentimentality in Wolker's

work. But Wolker had genuine talent, and
his historical importance his rediscovery of

the style of the folk ballad, his ardent col-

lectivist faith can scarcely be overrated.

There is a simple charm in his best verse

which is beyond sophisticated criticism.

See: V. Nezval, Wolker (1925); 7. Kalista,

Kamardd Wolker (1933); L. Kratochvil,

Wolker a Nezval (1936).
R. W.

WyspiaAski, Stanisiaw (1869-1907, Polish poet,

painter, and dramatist), was born in Cracow,
the ancient capital of Poland, where he spent
most of his short but fruitful life. The son

of a sculptor, the boy was haunted by the

many old churches and historical monuments
of the "city of living stones." However, it

was the royal castle of Wawel, with its

gorgeous Renaissance cathedral, that inspired
him most of all. After completing the usual

training in the Gymnasium, he entered the

Cracow Academy of Fine Arts, became a

pupil of Poland's greatest painter of histori-

cal subjects, Jan Matejko, and, after winning
a scholarship from the Academy, continued

his studies in France and Italy. Feverishly he

studied painting, sculpture, and architecture,

as well as literature and the art of the theatre.

He found the great tragedies of Corneille,

Racine, and Shakespeare as absorbingly inter-

esting as the Italian and French cathedrals.

He also threw himself into the study of Greek
art and civilization, under the spell of which

he was to remain till the very end of his life.

Testimony to the many-sidedness of his gifts

and interests can be found in some 500 pic-

torial works, in his mural decorations, in

admirable stained-glass windows, in cartoons

for the reconstruction of the ancient royal
castle in Cracow, in designs of theatrical cos-

tumes, in critical reflections on Shakespeare's
Hamlet, in a version of Corncille's master-

piece, the tragedy of the Cid, in illustrations

for Homer's Iliad, as well as in bold ideas in

the field of decorative, applied, and typo-

graphical arts. It was this intense overactivity
that was undoubtedly responsible for his

premature death at the age of 38.

As to his literary achievement, it was
bound with his central vision of the theatre.

He believed that dramatic poetry is man's

greatest accomplishment, and he looked at

the theatre as fundamentally a cathedral of
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the spirit. His 16 plays may be divided into

two groups, those definitely Polish and those

based on subjects drawn from the literature

of ancient Greece. The Majority belong to

the former group: four powerful dramas,

more or less allegorical in character Legjon

(1900; The Legion), Wesele (1901; The

Wedding), Wyzwolenie (1903; Deliverance),
and Noc Listopadowa (1904; November Night)

are considered masterpieces by his country-
men. The tragic problems of freedom, politi-

cal as well as moral, of national and indi-

vidual greatness, of heroic attitudes toward

life, of the secret of man's wholesome spiritual

growth these are some of the timeless issues

that absorbed him, A searcher for heroism

and beauty, he turned to the mythology and
robust early history of Poland, only to feel

all the more bitterly the present political

degradation. Determined to get at the roots

of the problem, he began to explore the

darkest recesses of his nation's character and

temperament, its hidden faults and weak-

nesses, its incapacity for organized action, its

deep-rooted habit of substituting misty reflec-

tion for clear thinking, and its mood of

more or less passive resignation. Although an

admirer of the great romantics, Mickiewicz

and Slowacki, WyspiaAski did not hesitate to

voice occasionally his passionate protest

against those aspects of their poetry which,
in his estimation, induced the Poles to ac-

quiesce in the pathos and beauty of political

martyrdom. The intensity of his lyrical fervor

is enhanced through his occasional use of the

racy speech of the countryside, through ir-

regular lines, rapid movement, colorful

idioms, and apt figures of speech.

WyspiaAski's lifelong and admiring associa-

tion with Greek art and its qualities of sym-

metry and universality did not permit him to

remain utterly absorbed in national prob-
lems. He frequently used Greek imagery in

hii Polish plays and wrote four poetic plays
round purely Greek subjects. Of these, Pow-
rdt Odyssa (1907; The Return of Ulysses),

Wyspiafiski's farewell to life, is probably the

best.

Austere and rather aloof, completely en-

grossed in his manifold creative activities,

WyspiaAski nevertheless exercised a powerful
influence upon his generation, having nobly
played his role as artist and spiritual leader.

fe: S. Srebrny, "Stanistaw WyspiaAski,
Slavonic Review, II (1923-1924), 359-380; R.

Dyboski, Modern Polish Literature (1924);
Wiadomotci literackie, 1928, No. 231 (entire

issue); W. Borowy, "WyspiaAski," Slavonic

Review, XI (i93*-i933)> 617-630.
T. M.

Wyzewa, Teodor de (1862-1917, French critic),

was born on his grandmother's estate in the

village of Kalusik, Russian Poland. His father

was a physician. When the boy was 10 years

old, his father decided to move the family to

France so that his son could be educated in

the French schools which he had learned to

prize, having studied there himself while a

political exile. The family settled in a village
of Normandy, and the young Teodor was sent

as a boarding student to the college of

Beauvais. Except for vacations, the next years
of Wyzewa's life were spent, not happily, in

the French schools for which he obtained

scholarships. A year of teaching philosophy
in the small provincial town of Ch&tellerault

disgusted Wyzewa forever with pedagogy.

Having returned to Paris and changed his

name from Wyzewski to the more easily pro-
nounced form Wyzewa, he undertook to

make a living with his pen. The years of

solitude and boredom and the sharp contrast

created by recollections of his Polish child-

hood had already taught Wyzewa to find, in

dream, a refuge from drab reality.

In 1885 he and Edouard Dujardin founded
the Revue wagnerienne, which was to play
such an important part in the orientation

and the expression of the symbolist move-
ment (see French symbolism). Wyzewa was
then one of the most brilliant and certainly
the most cosmopolitan of a group of young
men who gathered every Tuesday at Mal-
larm's (q.v.) to discuss poetry, music, and

philosophy. He knew many languages, had
traveled extensively, understood the most
difficult poets and philosophers. His knowl-

edge of German and of music was to make
him the interpreter of Wagner to his con-

temporaries and one of the most important
critics of his school. Consciously or not

Wyzewa attributed to Wagner many of his

own ideas, and the series of articles on

Wagnerian art published in the Revue

wagnerienne (1885-1886; later reprinted in

Nos Maitres, 1895) is one of the best expres-
sions of symbolist aesthetics as conceived by a

disciple of Mallarm. The influence of this

pseudo-Wagnerian philosophy, with its ne-

gation of the reality of the outside world

("Alone the T exists and its eternal task is

to create"), has been heavy on the generation.
Le Culte du moi of Barrfcs (q.v.) is an ex-

ample.
In the Revue indtpendante, which in 1886

succeeded the Revue wagnerienne as a vehicle
for symbolist doctrines, Wyzewa found the
field in which he was to specialize, the
criticism of foreign literature. Leo Tolstoy
(q.v.) was then superseding Wagner as a
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model for the idealistically inclined. Wyzewa
continued to conduct in the name of Tolstoy
and with the label of "anti-intellectualism"

the propaganda he had begun in the name
of Wagner and with the label of "idealism/*

His criticism has always been propaganda
against naturalism, against materialism,

against an undue faith in science. He wrote

in Vogue, in the Revue bleu, and after 1891
in the Revue des deux mondes, to which he
was called by Brunettere (q.v.). Wyzewa's
evolution is a reflection of the evolution of

the symbolist movement during these years,
the end of which was, of course, for many a

return to Christianity. That final stage
marked by a new generation of poets, Clau-

del, Pguy, Francis Jammes (qq-v.) f was
reached by Wyzewa about 1900 (Contes
chrttiens, 1901). At that time, too, he was
left a widower, after seven years of dream-

like happiness. Abandoning all worldly pur-
suits, he withdrew into almost complete seclu-

sion, dividing his life between the work
which provided for his living (articles in the

Revue des deux mondes, Temps, etc., and
translations, many of which were religious in

character, such as The Golden Legend and
St. Francis of Assisi's Fioretti) and the music
of Mozart, his only solace.

In 1916 he published in collaboration with

a friend, G. de St. Foix, an exhaustive study,
which had occupied his leisure for 10 years,
of Mozart's early works, La Jeunesse de
Mozart. When in 1917 a sudden illness

took him away, his real spirit and all his

ambition had long since departed this

world.

See: I. de Wyzewa, La Revue wagntrienne
0934)-

1. W.

Yesenin, Sergei Aleksandrovich (1895-1925,
Russian poet), was the most popular poet of

the early Revolution and was called by Gorky
(q.v.) the most gifted since Pushkin. A peasant
born in Konstantinov, Ryazan Province, he
was educated at an ecclesiastical teachers'

school and (1912-1913) at the Shanyavski

University, Moscow. In 1915 he went to

Petrograd, where he soon became the chief

exponent of the imaginists, a group nearer to

the vorticists than to the American imagists,
who insisted on the image as the

M
primary

pigment of poetry." At first one of the Left

Wing Social Revolutionaries, who included

Ivanov-Razumnik, editor of Skify (The Scyth-

ians), Yesenin supported the November
Revolution, although he was always more or

less hostile to official, orthodox Communism.
As an imaginist he declared the independence
of poetry and the imagination, a courageous
protest against the dictatorship of the early
militant period. Later, in Moscow, he became
the main attraction of the literary cafes,

where his talent together with his rowdyism
exercised such a tremendous influence on
Soviet youth that "Yeseninism" was declared

a dangerous political disease. His marriage to

Isadora Duncan (1922) caused world-wide

comment, as did their joint tour of Europe
and the United States. They separated (1923)
and he returned to the U.S.S.R., where some
months later he married a granddaughter of

Leo Tolstoy (q.v.). As a peasant and a revolu-

tionary mystic imbued with the messianism

of Blok and Bely, Yesenin suffered progressive
disillusion under a proletarian, industrial,

and materialistic system. His early dream of

the resurrection of the old muzhik "wooden"
Russia was unrealizable. His inner maladjust-
ment produced a fatal disintegration of per-

sonality, and on December 28, 1925, he slashed

his wrists, then hanged himself in a Lenin-

grad hotel room.

Yesenin 's was a powerfully lyric genius

springing from a religious nature instinct

with love for the soil and landscape of Russia.

He knew its rich diversity and vastness from
his many journeys to Murmansk, Archangel,
Turkestan, the Kirghiz steppes, the Caucasus

and the Crimea. From Radunitsa (1915; Re-

joicing) through more than 20 volumes of

verse he celebrated this passionate and

nostalgic love. Many of his poems are tender,

wistful, even pietistic, others brutally blas-

phemous. His finest songs are among the most

lovely and poignant of all Russian poetry,
memorable for their simplicity, for their ex-

quisite melodic line, and for the feeling of

oneness with nature which they evoke. His

best-known works include Tovarishch Inonia

(1918; Comrade Inonia), which hails the

Revolution as the revival of traditional

peasant Russia; Ispoved khuligana (1921; The
Confession of a Hooligan); Pugachyov (19*2),
an epic verse tragedy of the peasant rebel in

the reign of Catherine II; Moskva kabatskaya

(1924; Tavern Moscow); Rus sovetskaya (19*5;
Soviet Russia); Persidskie motivy (1925;
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Persian Sketches). In 1926 the Soviet Union
of Writers established a Yesenin Museum,
and the State Publishing House (1926-1927)
issued his collected work& in four volumes.

His poems have been translated into many
languages, and a number appear in antholo-

gies in English.
See: Vladislav Khodasevich, "Yesenin,"

Sovremennyia zapiski, XXVIII (1926), 292-

322; A. Voronsky, "Sergei Yesenin," in Litera-

turnye tipy (1927), pp. 173-200.
N. S.

Yevreinov, Nikolai Nikolayevich (1879-, Rus-

sian dramatist, rdgisseur, and critic and

theorist of the drama), was born in Moscow.

His father was an engineer and a government
official. His mother was descended from a

French nobleman who had emigrated to

Russia during the French Revolution.

Yevreinov himself had a precocious interest

in the theatre. At the age of five he was

taken to the theatre to see a play; at seven

he had written a play of his own; at 13 he

had written a novel. At that same age he

acted in a theatre and performed as an equili-

brist in a circus. He had also studied music

under Rimski-Korsakov. He was sent to the

Imperial Law School at St. Petersburg and

actually graduated from there with a silver

medal in 1901. While there, however, he was

not so much interested in law as in the Legal
Dramatic Circle, for which he acted, wrote

plays, and composed an opera. After graduat-

ing, he was given a post in the Imperial

Ministry of Ways and Communications which
he held for 10 years. During that time he

continued to write plays; these included a

play called Fundament schastya (1902; The
Foundation of Happiness), which was an

episode in the life of gravediggers, and

Krasivy despot (1906; Eng. tr., The Beautiful

Despot, 1916), which was acted both in Russia

and in England. In 1907 he directed plays
from antiquity at the Starinny or Ancient

Theatre in St. Petersburg. He took Meyer-
hold's place in 1908 as rdgisseur for Vera

Kommissarzhevskaya at her theatre and,

among other plays, directed a remarkable

production of Oscar Wilde's Salome. In 1909
he started a theatre of his own called the

Merry Theatre for Grown-up Children, where
he produced his own play, Vesyolaya smert

(1969; Eng. tr., A Merry Death, 1916), often

acted in England and America. This was a

short harlequinade in which a woman repre-

senting death seems to separate the merry
Harlequin from the heartbroken Columbine,
until Harlequin finally rises laughing from

his deathbed. In Predstavlenie lyubvi (1909;

The Presentation of Love) Yevreinov pro-

duced a monodrama in which all the different

characters are interpreted from the point of

view of one central character. In connection

with this play he published Vvedenie v mono-

dramu (1909; Introduction to Monodrama),
in which he explained his theory of intense

subjectivism and artificiality in drama a

theory which in many ways anticipated ex-

pressionism.
In 1910 Yevreinov started another theatre

of his own in St. Petersburg called the Krivoe

Zerkalo or Crooked Looking Glass, which

gave an intentionally distorted and grotesque
reflection of life. One of the fantasies which

he produced there consisted of five different

condensed versions of Gogol's famous play,

The Inspector-General (or "Revizdr"): a

classical performance; a lifelike performance
in the spirit of Stanislavsky; a grotesque per-

formance in the manner of Max Reinhardt;

a mysterious performance in the style of

Gordon Craig; a cinematographic perform-
ance. He also produced in this theatre some

plays of his own. Shkola etualei (1911; The
School of Stars) represented a director and a

number of different types of actresses. In V

kulisakh dusha (1912; Eng. Us., The Theatre

of the Soul, 1915, Behind the Curtain of the

Soul, 1922, The Back Stage of the Soul, 1925)

a professor reveals three different entities of

the soul. The Rational Soul wears spectacles

and has a quiet, sober manner. The Emo-

tional Soul wears an artist's blouse and a red

tie. The Subliminal Soul wears a black mask.

Then are seen the different concepts of the

Wife and of the Dancer as they appear to

these different entities of the soul. This

extravaganza has often been performed in

England, America, and other countries and

has offered an interesting challenge in its

fantastic scenic design and acting. Schastlivy

grobovshchik (1912; The Happy Coffinmaker),

Kukhnya smekha (1914; The Kitchen of

Laughter), and Chetvyortaya stena (1915; The
Fourth Wall), in which a parody of Faust was

given, were all experiments written by
Yevreinov for the Crooked Looking Glass.

To go with these plays, Yevreinov wrote a

number of theoretical books on the theatre,

Teatr kak takovoi (1912; The Theatre as

Such), Pro Scena Sua (1913), and Teatr dlya

sebya (1915-1917; enlarged and translated

into English in 1927 as The Theatre in Life).

In these treatises Yevreinov explains his theory
that all men, whether they know it or not,

have a will to dramatize. The child creates

his world of make-believe, his theatre. In the

childhood of the human race the primitive

savage acts out the scene of the hunt in front
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of the audience gathered around the camp-
fire. All the great men of history have been

filled with a desire to act, to play a role be-

fore the audience of the world. Religion,

revolution, crime all have something of the

theatrical in them. The theatre is greater
than life; it heals the wounds that life inflicts.

After the Revolution of 1917 Yevreinov

remained in the Soviet Union for several

years. In celebration of the third anniversary
of the Russian Revolution, he produced his

great pageant called Vzyatie Zimnego Dvortsa

(1920; The Storming of the Winter Palace).
This was performed out of doors in Petro-

grad, in the very square in front of the Winter
Palace where the event celebrated had actu-

ally taken place three years earlier; of the

8,000 who took part in the pageant many
were reenacting realistically what they had

actually done on that earlier occasion. Most
of the action, however, was symbolic: it took

place on a White Stage to the right and a

Red Stage to the left with a connecting

bridge between them, where the struggle be-

tween the two conflicting forces was acted out

allegorically as in a sort of political mystery.
Yevreinov 's later play, Samoe glavnoe (1921;

Eng. trs., The Chief Thing, 1923, The Most

Important Thing, 1924), was acted as Quintes-
sence by the Harvard Dramatic Club in 1925,
as The Chief Thing by the Theatre Guild in

1926, and as La Comddie du bonheur by the

Th&itre de i'Ateljer in Paris in 1936. It

emphasized the idea that in life, as well as

in the theatre, illusion is "the main thing"
and showed Mr. Paraclete, the Comforter,
with his group of actors, providing the

occupants of a drab boardinghouse with those

illusions which alone will make them happy.
In Korable pravednykh (1924; Eng. tr., The

Ship of the Saints, 1926) Yevreinov introduced

a series of plays, one inside the other. By
this time he had become an dmigrd from

Russia, living in Paris and visiting America,

writing Radio-potselui (1926; Eng. tr., The
Radio Kiss, 1926) and Teatr vechnoi voinu

(1928; The Theatre of Eternal War).
See: V. Kamenski, Kniga o Yevreinove

(1917); B. Arbatov, Yevreinov i my (1922);
Oliver M. Sayler, The Russian Theatre, 2d

ed. (1922), pp. 221-244, 258-261; Leo Wie-

ner, The Contemporary Drama of Russia

(1924), pp. 159-163; B. V. Kazanski, Metod
teatra (analiz sistemy N. N. Yevreinova) (1925).

H. W. L. D.

Yugoslav literature in the narrowest modern
sense dates from the political unification of

the Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes in 1918, fol-

lowing the First World War. It had its be-

ginnings, however, more than one hundred

years ago when Serbia first attained its

independence and when the Croats and
Slovenes were still under the rule of Austria-

Hungary. From the i4th century on, foreign
domination under the Turks, Austrians,

Hungarians, and Venetians suppressed the

brilliant medieval culture of the South Slavs,

formerly one of the most advanced in Europe.
Except for the remarkable efflorescence of

literature and the arts in Dalmatia during
the Renaissance, South Slav civilization

suffered extreme retardation until recent

times. Rigorous repression of native institu-

tions, even of native language, forced the sur-

vival of national identity to depend almost

wholly upon oral tradition. This tradition,

whose vitality has persisted, forms the matrix

of all the modern literature. Today Yugo-
slavia is one of the few remaining regions of

the Western world where oral poetry still

lives, in spite of the inevitable decline pro-
duced by modern civilization. The Serbian

ballads, as seen in the famous cycles celebrat-

ing the battle of Kosovo (1389), the medieval

hero Marko Kraljevic, the guerilla warfare of

the Haiduks with the Turkish conquerors,
and the romances, were recognized more than

one hundred years ago by Goethe, the Grimm
brothers, M6rime, Lamartine, Scott, Bulwer-

Lytton, Pushkin, Mickiewicz, and other dis-

tinguished men of letters as unsurpassed in

their genre. They remain today a living folk

expression and a prime source of national

inspiration.
The first stirrings of national renascence

were felt in the i8th century under the

leadership of Dositej Obradovic (1739-1811),
the inaugurator of rationalism and one of the

first to arouse the aspiration for liberty and
the emancipation of the intellect. Early in

the i gth century appeared three great figures
on whose work modern South Slav literature

is largely based: a Serb, Vuk Stefanovi

Karaditf (1787-1864); a Croat, Ljudevit Gaj

(1809-1872); and, to a less degree, a Slovene,

Jernej Kopitar (1780-1844). To these men fell

the task of effecting literary reforms. These

concerned the basic tools of language, the

reform of orthography, the compilation of

grammars and dictionaries, the adoption of

the vernacular as the literary means of expres-

sion, the harmonization of the three dialects

Serbian, Croatian, and Slovenian and the

collection of folk materials, legends, tales,

fables, proverbs, epic and lyric songs, that

constitute one of the richest treasures of oral

literature in Western civilization.

The first half of the igth century was given
to such a forging of means and to the develop-
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ment of a literary audience. The period was

characterized by an upsurge of nationalism,

specifically expressed in the movement known
as "Illyrianism," which had as its goal the

cultural and political unification of all South

Slavs. This signified in literature as in life

the passionate aspiration for liberty and a

turning to the heroic past as a source of

inspiration and self-affirmation. Until the re-

pressive measures following the 1848 revolt,

German influence was dominant in all cul-

tural interchange. Thereafter forcible Ger-

manization from above brought its reaction.

French and Russian ideas and literature

superseded German; realism and naturalism

as a mode took the place of the former ro-

manticism. Whereas cultural progress had
been confined to a few isolated places, such

as Belgrade, Zagreb, Ljubljana, and Novi Sad,

a rapid expansion took place throughout the

Slav regions. A multiple development and re-

form occurred in the theatres, in literary

reviews and publishing societies, in academic
and other institutions. A great number of

translations from French and Russian were

made in the fields of the novel, drama, and

philosophy.
In mid-century appeared the first South

Slav writers to merit the term universal:

Prince-Bishop Petar Petrovic NjegoS, called

the Shakespeare of Montenegro, author of the

powerful verse drama Gorski vifenac (1847;

Eng. tr., The Mountain Wreath, 1930), con-

sidered the finest work in all Serbian litera-

ture and translated into all the principal

European languages; the greatly gifted Slo-

vene, France PreSeren (1800-1872), whose

genius appeared fully mature yet without

native precedent, like that of Pushkin; and
the Croat Ivan MaSuranic (1814-1890), author

of the epic Smrt Smail-Aga fiengica (1846;

Eng. tr., The Death of Small Aga, 1925).

These were the great poets of romanticism,

whose fame is secure. Beside them may be

mentioned the Slovenes Valentine Vodnik

(1758-1819), Fran Levstik (1831-1887), Simon

Jenko (1835-1869), Josip Stritar (1836-1923),
and Simon Gregorcic (1844-1906); the Croats

Stanko Vraz (1810-1851), Dimitrije Demetar

(1811-1870), Petar Preradovic (1818-1872),
and Janko Jurkovid (1827-1889); and the

Serbs Jovan Sterija-Popovic (1806-1850), Jovan
lift (1823-1901), Branko Radievi (1824-

1853), Ljubomir Nenadovid (1826-1895),

Djura Jaic$i (1832-1878), Jovan Jovanovii-

Zmaj (1833-1903), and Laza Kostic (1841-

1910) (Kosti's translations introduced Shake-

speare to the South Slavs). These men were

chiefly poets and romantics who used native

materials, such as the epic ballads of oral

tradition, as the basis of their inspiration,
but they were strongly influenced by such

foreign writers as Shakespeare, Heine, Herder,

Petfifi, Arany (q-v.), Pushkin, Lermontov,

Byron, Tennyson, and Goethe. A large num-
ber of the works of this period were in verse

form, but there was also a considerable body
of prose tales, novels, and essays.
The rise of realism, far from extinguishing

the spirit of nationalism and Pan-Slavism,

expressed it in new forms. The latter half of

the igth century produced a new social con-

sciousness that reflected the ideas of Western

Europe and of the Russians, with whom
there had existed a literary affiliation dating
from the i8th century. Prose became the

favored medium; the Croats became especially

accomplished in the novel, while the Serbs

excelled in the short story. Writers attacked

romantic poetry for what they termed its

frivolity and orientalism and insisted on the

depiction of the problems of actual, con-

temporary existence. The old patriarchal,

pastoral ways of life were gradually giving

way to urban influences. The economic suffer-

ings of the peasantry, the transition from

country to town life, the arrogance of the

great landowners, the harshness of foreign
rule these were the principal themes of the

new realists, whose manner of thought was
conditioned by materialist and socialist phi-

losophy, positivism, Darwinism, and the new
scientific discoveries.

The precursors of the modern realistic

novel among the South Slavs were Jakov

Ignatovic (1824-1888), August Senoa (1838-

1881), and Josip Juric. Ignatovic's novels and
tales described the society of the Serbian

province of Voivodina, especially during the

transitional period after 1848, depicting
merchants, workers, peasants, students, offi-

cers, and churchmen. Senoa, Croat poet,
novelist, and critic, really dominated the liter-

ature of his time and effected many reforms.

He bitterly criticized German literature and
German influence for their suppressive effect

on his country and advocated French culture.

He was the historian of his epoch and the

portrayer of all social classes. His novels give
a striking picture of the social and economic
decadence of Croat society, showing the con-

flict of the old patriarchal generation with

the new, the struggle of the bourgeoisie with

the Church and the nobility, and the relation-

ship of peasant and landlord. Juri intro-

duced the realistic novel into Slovene litera-

ture. Like others of his generation, he was
reared in a romantic, nationalistic atmos-
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phere that instilled in him a belief not only
in the ideals of national liberty and unity
but also in the usefulness of the struggle and
its outcome. His historical novels, his dramatic

tragedies, and his novels of contemporary
life show a profound insight into the social

strata of Slovenia.

Josip Stritar (1836-1923), poet, novelist, and

critic, also exerted a powerful influence on

the literature of his day. He depicted con-

temporary Slovene society and predicted the

future great role of the Slavs in civilization.

In 1870 he founded the review Zvon (Bell),

which inaugurated Slovene literary criticism.

He was the author of many satirical sonnets

on the false leaders of the people.

Janko Kersnik (1852-1897) followed Jurci
in the naturalistic observation of modern
Slovene society. He satirized false education,

the hypocritical aspect of patriotism, intoler-

ant clericalism, and the slackening of political

morality. Greed for money and land form the

theme of many of his works. Ante Kovacic

(1854-1889), a Croat of peasant stock, was also

a bitter satirist of social morality who

analyzed the transformation of the peasant
into townsman, a process that for Kovacid

too often spelled individual and social ruin.

Josip Tomic (1843-1906), though of secondary

literary rank, exerted a considerable influence

in poetry, in criticism of the novel, and in

the drama. He was a prolific translator, edited

reviews, and studied social problems. Using

the documentary methods of Senoa, he wrote

many realistic tales of contemporary life and

a number of historical novels painting the

heroic past.

Among the Serbs, GliSic (1847-1908),

Lazarevic (q.v.), and Veselinovic (1862-1905)

represent the highest artistic attainment in

the short story. Milovan Gli5i, often com

pared with the Russian satirist Saltykov

Shchedrin, wrote a number of excellent vil-

lage tales setting forth the economic problems
of the poor peasantry exploited by usurers

and landlords. Laza Lazarevtf masterfully
recorded the beauty of the old patriarchal

way of life in many short stories that belong
to the classics of South Slav literature. Janko
Veselinovi6, second only to Lazarevic, was the

author of many short narratives and novels

glorifying the moral and material strength

of the peasant.
In Croatia the realistic novel was best

represented by Kumific and Gjalski (q.v.).

Evgenij Kumiftc (1850-1904), editor, drama

list, and novelist, dedicated all his work to

some 20 novels, plays, and collections of tales,

political and literary freedom. Author of

he described his native Istria, the life of

Zagreb and Vienna, and the fatal role played
by foreign cultures in the history of Croatia.

Ksaver Sandor Gjalski portrayed the whole
social life of Croatia in his many works that

constitute a modern pope and was the

founder of the Croatian novel of psychologi-
cal realism.

Other outstanding writers of the later igth

century include Matavulj (q*v.) 9 Kozarac

(1858-1906), Novak (1859-1905), TreScec-

Borota (1870-1931), Leskovar (1861-), Ranko-
vi (1863-1899), MeSko (1874-), Sremac (q.v.),

Dra2enovi (1863-), and Tavfar (1851-1923).
Simo Matavulj, a Serb born in Dalmatia,
created a gallery of types illustrating the

transition from patriarchal to modern life.

Josip Kozarac also painted the epoch of tran-

sition and proclaimed that the only remedy
for current decadence lay in economic relief.

Vjenceslav Novak similarly showed the evils

of the irrational organization of society. Josip
Draienovi depicted the people of the Croa-

tian coast, fishermen, sailors, peasants, and
artisans. Ivan Tavar, a Slovene novelist and
tale writer of a serene and mature talent, was
interested in philosophical problems.
The end of the century produced a reaction

against naturalism and the development of

psychological realism under the influence of

Dostoevski, Leo Tolstoy (qq.v.), and con-

temporary French writers. Man was no longer
considered explainable solely by his physio-

logical instincts and his social milieu; more

significant were the pattern of his thoughts
and the nature of his spirit. The depiction
of man in his interior struggle thus enlarged
in Yugoslavia, as it did in the rest of Europe,
the meaning and scope of literature. The
principal writers who represented this new

conception of realism were Tre5ec-Borota
and Leskovar in Croatia, Rankovi in Serbia,

and MeSko in Slovenia. Vladimir TreSfec-

Borota described the crises in the Moslem
world brought about through the forcible

introduction by Vienna of Western civiliza-

tion into an oriental milieu fixed in its

secular traditions. Janko Leskovar wrote of

the fin-de-stecle moral and social lassitude,

depicting Hamlet- like figures preoccupied
with passive subjective analysis and deprived
of active will. Svetolik Rankovid wrote novels

describing the lawless brigands of the moun-
tains and the corruption of monastery life.

Franc Ksaver Meko, a Slovene priest, led the

reaction against naturalism in his region,

calling for a return to God and the supremacy
of the spiritual. Stevan Sremac, one of the
best South Slav humorists, stands somewhat
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apart; his finest works are his tales of Ni5

and its seraioriental, semipatriarchal way of

life.

The drama of this period was second to

poetry and prose literature in attaining
marked originality. The growing activity in

the theatre derived first from the very con-

siderable and excellent translations of foreign

playwrights, such as Molire, Leo Tolstoy,

Gogol, Chekhov (q.v.), Ibsen (q.v.), Bjornson

(q.v.), Hauptmann (q.v.), and Schnitzler (q.v.).

Jovan Sterija-Popovi (1806-1856), the first

great name in the Belgrade theatre, was the

author of many witty and distinguished
comedies satirizing society in the manner of

Molire. Later Serbian drama developed

through the work of Branislav Nusic (q.v.),

after Sterija-Popovic the most admired writer

of comedies, Borisav Stankovic (q.v.), and

Aleksa Santil (q.v.). Croatian drama was in-

augurated by Julije Rorauer (1859-1912),

Marijan Dcrencin (1836-1908), Vladimir Ma-
iuranic (1845-1928), Kosta Trifkovii (1843-

1875), Franja Markovtf (1845-1914), and

Stjepan Miletic (1868-1908). Milettf, director

of the Zagreb theatre, contributed much

through his reforms of repertory, staging, and

acting and through his introduction of many
European dramas. The name of Count Ivo

Vojnovic (q.v.) leads modern Croat drama;
his romantic and nationalistic plays remain
favorites of the Yugoslav stage. Other play-

wrights include Milan Ogrizovic (1876-), and
Ante Tresic-Pavicid (1867-), both Croats, and
the Slovenes Anton ASkerc (1856-1912), Anton
Funtek (1862-1932), Anton Medved (1869-

1910), and Ivan Cankar (q.v.). Cankar, the

foremost name in modern Slovene literature,

was the author of six powerful plays, four

realistic, and two symbolic-realistic.
The poetry of the turn of the century had

a number of brilliant exponents whose works
have been translated into many European
languages. Chief among them are Vojislav

Ili (q.v.), Santic, Silvije Strahimir Kranjevi<5

(q.v.), and Askerc, who formed the South Slav

"Parnasse" under the influence of the French

school. There was less difference between the

older lomantic poets, such as Zmaj, Jaki,
and Kostic, who came to maturity at about

1860, and those of the succeeding generation
than between the prose writers of the ro-

rrjamic school and their successors in the

realistic genre. anti, an accomplished stylist,
wrote many lyrics of a familiar, provincial
character. Ilic, considered by many the finest

Serbian poet and the founder of recent

Serbian poetry, wrote elegiac verses, a beauti-

ful meditative cycle, and a series of ballads

based on classical antiquity. Kranjievid, a

Croat, and ASkerc occupy an important place
in the transition between the two centuries.

Kranjcvi's verse is filled with a tragic con-

ception of life in which man's thirst for

justice and liberty is forever thwarted by the

permanent phenomena of hunger, slavery,
and tyranny; while ASkerc, an ex-priest, and
the author of some 15 volumes of ballads and

epics, gave a modern social accent to national

themes.

At the end of the igth and in the early
2oth century the symbolist movement pro-

foundly affected South Slav poetry, as it did

other European literatures (see French sym-
bolism). Out of this trend came much dis-

tinguished work that ranks with the best of

modern times, that of the Serbs Jovan Ducic

(q.v.) and Milan Rakic (q.v.), the Croat Vladi-

mir Nazor (q.v.), and the Slovene Oton

2upanci<5 (q.v.). Dui was accomplished in

prose as well as poetry, and his pages belong
to the finest of Serbian literature. The

originality and harmony of Rakic's verse,

though he did not write extensively, place
him second only to Ducil. Nazor, both poet
and novelist, is prolific and varied; his best

work glorifies the heroes of the past, the

beauty of the old Adriatic cities, the spirit of

man and of nature; the serenity of his

philosophy is a contrast to the melancholy of

such poets as Kranjevid 2upanic, the di-

rector of the National Theatre of Ljubljana
until the Second World War, is primarily a

lyricist; the force and richness of his lan-

guage, the complexity and spiritual depth of

his thought, make him one of the best of con-

temporary poets. A place in world literature

also belongs to Cankar, whose meditative,

lyric poetry clearly falls in the symbolist

category, although his wonderful tales and
dramas are by turns naturalistic, realistic,

and symbolical. To these names must be

added those of the Serbian poets Vejlko
Petrovic (1884-), a ^so known for his short

stories, and Sima Pandurovtf (1883-); the

Croats Dragutin Domjanic (1875-1933), gibe
Miltftf (1886-), and Vladimir Vidrid (1875-

1909); and the Slovene Alojz Gradnik (1882-).
The Serb poet and litterateur Svetislav

Stefanovi (1877-) *s renowned also for his

translations of Shakespeare, Rossetti, Swin-

burne, and Browning.
In poetry, the novel, and the drama, South

Slav literature now offered materials for com-

parison and classification, and, moreover, the

reading public had reached an adequate de-

gree of intellectual maturity for the develop-
ment of criticism. Its beginnings had been



seen in the work of such men as Senoa,
Stritar and Markovid (1846-1875), the first

theorists of literature, who were responsible
for the introduction of social ideas and the

portrayal of actuality. Svetozar Markovic was
a Serbian publicist profoundly influenced by
the ideas of the Russian critics Chernyshev-

sky, Dobrolyubov, and Pisarev. He was a

political and social reformer rather than a

true critic, but he did much to found the

school of realism. Criticism proper appeared
with the work of another Serb, Svetislav

Vtilovic (1847-1898), and after him Ljubomir
Nedi<* (1858-1902), a disciple of German
aesthetics and a man of vast culture, who

published a series of studies at the end of the

century. Surpassing them are Jovan Skerlii

(q*v.) and Bogdan Popovi (q.v.), whose judg-
ments formed in the French school reflect all

the refinement and subtle penetration of their

models. Together with the latter's brother,

Pavie Popovid (1868-1939), renowned for 40

years as the ablest historian of Yugoslav
literature, these men represent the best of

South Slav criticism and have had a far-

reaching effect on the movement for national

unity. In this connection may also be

mentioned Boiidar Kneievii (1862-1905),
eminent social philosopher and translator of

Carlyle and Macaulay, and the political his-

torian and sociologist Slobodan Jovanovii

(1869-), whose perfection in literary style has

made him a model. Among the foremost

Croat literary critics and historians are

Milivoj Srepel (1862-1905), Jaka Cedomil

(1868-), Dinko Politeo (1854-1903), Djuro
Surmin (1867-), David Bogdanovid (1869-),

Antun MatoS (<7-^.) Dragutin Prohaska

(1881-), and Branko Vodnik (1879-); among
the Slovenes are Ivan Prijatelj (1875-), Ivan

Grafenauer (1880-), Janko Lavrin (1887-),

and Josip Vidmar (1895-); other Serb critics

include Andra Gavrilovii (1864-) and Dra-

gutin Subotid (1887-).
South Slav culture as a whole had by now

ripened. Widespread interest existed in phi-

losophy, history, science, ethics, psychology,

sociology, and the arts. Cultural interchange
with other countries had begun to flourish.

Educational institutions had multiplied

Gymnasia, higher schools, and universities

and literary societies, publishing houses, and

many reviews all contributed to the enlighten-
ment and refinement of popular taste. The
Serbian Academy of Sciences in Belgrade

(founded in 1886 as an outgrowth of the

older Society of Serbian Letters, founded in

1842 by Sterija-Popovid) and the Yugoslav

Academy of Science and Arts in Zagreb

YUGOSLAV LITERATURE

(founded in 1867 by the great Croat states-

man, Bishop Juraj Strossmayer, 1815-1905)

printed a mass of historical documents, works
of ancient authors, collections of folklore, and
at the same time developed closer relations

among the provinces. Publishing houses such
as the venerable Matica Srpska, the oldest

among the South Slavs (founded in Budapest
in 1826 and later transferred to Novi Sad),
the Zagreb Matica Hrvatska (founded in

1842), and the Ljubljana Matica Slovenska

(founded in 1863) issued periodicals and
books. From 1900 on, in all South Slavic

intellectual centers, the literature began to

raise itself to the level of European accom-

plishment. The years preceding the First

World War were a time of aspiration and

experiment; nevertheless there was preserved
a deep sense of continuity with the tradition

of the past.
The Balkan Wars of 1912-1913 produced a

fresh impetus, especially in Serbia. Older
writers felt a new inspiration, while others

hitherto unknown or undistinguished be-

came important. Poetry especially showed the

revived spirit of nationalism. Many collections

of war poems in the national heroic style
were published, as were numerous short

stories of the wars. Besides those already
mentioned, prose writers who attained recog-
nition before 1918 included among the Serbs

Petar Kocic (1877-1916) and Svetozar Corovic

(1875-1919), each the author of many excel-

lent tales and one fine play, Milutin Uskokovic

(1884-1919), novelist and short-story writer,

and Radoje Domanovi (1873-1906), a fine

satirist; among the Croats were the novelist

Viktor Car-Emin (1870-), the poet Milan

Begovic (1876-), the dramatist, poet, and
novelist Josip Kosor (1879-), the dramatist

Srgjan Tucic (1873-), and the poet and drama-
tist Bo2o Lovric (1881-); there were besides

the Bosnian poet August Harambai (1861-

1911) and the Slovene novelist Ivo Sorli

(1877-). Women began to win a place for

themselves, e.g., the Croat Ivana Brli6-

Mahiranil (1874-1939), whose fairy tales for

children have been translated into eight

languages, including English; the Slovene

feminist and journalist Zofka Kveder (1878-

1926); the Serb essayist Isidora Sekulil

(1886-); and the Serb poet Desanka Maksirao-

vi (1898-).

The immense sufferings and destruction

caused by the First World War were reflected

in, and to a certain extent counterbalanced

by, the upsurge of national enthusiasm

created by the political unification of the

Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes in the new state
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of Yugoslavia. The post-war period raised

many new problems in literature and pro-
duced many new genres, such as futurism,

expressionism, and surrealism. Considerable

progress was made along the path of dissolv

ing the historical barriers arising from differ

ent alphabets (the Serbs employ the Cyrillic,

the Croats and Slovenes, the Latin), different

religions (the Serbs are predominantly Ortho
dox while the Croats and Slovenes are pre

dominantly Roman Catholic), and geographi-
cal and political alignments. For centuries

Serbian life had been turned toward Russia

and the oriental world, while the character

of Croatian and Slovenian culture was colored

by German and Italian ways and ideas, until

the middle of the igth century when, as

pointed out, French culture became an ira

portant influence upon all South Slav regions.

Many obstacles remain, however, beside

ancient prejudice, such as the inadequate

knowledge in each of the several regions of

the literatures of the others. Before the

Second World War a closer relationship was

clearly developing, as seen in the more inti

mate association of different authors, the

publication of Croatian works in Serbian

periodicals, of Serbian in Slovene, and so on
in reciprocal fashion, besides the exchange of

literary contributions and growing coopera
tion between the academies of Belgrade and

Zagreb.

Perspective is so far lacking for an adequate
appraisal of the great number of young
writers who have appeared since 1918. More-

over, conditions of war have made the proper
materials for study and comparison inac-

cessible. Certain general observations, how-

ever, may be made. In literature as in life a

great ferment has been in progress. The read-

ing public has enormously increased, and the

book trade compares favorably in proportion
with that of any other European country.
The best work has continued to be found in

poetry and the short story, particularly in

Serbia. The novel has had many exponents,

especially in Croatia, but so far, with some

exceptions, it is of secondary importance. In

general the novel may be said to deal with
the manners of the several provinces, with
social and psychological implications. Russian

influence, so strong in the igth century, has
been to some extent replaced by contempo-
rary French, German, and Scandinavian

trends, though the Soviet .novel has received
considerable attention. Autobiography is a

rarity, although the biographical novel is

growing in popularity. The drama has be-

modernized. Like the

novel, it deals principally with the actuality
of existence and with the social and psycho-

logical problems of contemporary life. Some
historical plays and verse dramas have

achieved success.

Certain writers appear already to have won
an established place. Foremost among them is

Miroslav KrleZa (q.v.), dramatist, novelist,

critic, and poet. His is perhaps the strongest
and most complete personality of the post-
war era, widely popular and with consider-

able influence. His work has been extensively
translated. Others include Misko Kranjec

(1908-), a novelist of much power; Fran Bevk

(1890-), dramatist and short-story writer; Ivo

Andrid (q.v.) and Ivan Pregelj (1883-) who
have won distinction in the short story; the

poets Igo Gruden (1893-), Gustav Krklec

(1899-), and Nikola Sop (1904-); and the two

novelists Branimir Cosi<5 (1903-) and Stevan

Jakovljevic (1890-), whose portrayals of the

war years and those following have made
them among the most widely read of con

temporary Yugoslav writers. This is to name

only a few by way of suggestion, rather than

as a summary.
A great deal of invaluable work has been

done in the collection and study of folk

materials, particularly the Serbo-Croatian

heroic ballads, while the ballads of Slovenia

have received belated attention, and yet more

recently studies have been made of the popu-
lar poetry of the Moslems of Bosnia and

Herzegovina. One of the most important col-

lections of oral poetry in existence was made
*n 1 933~ 1 934 by Professor Milman Parry and
Albert Lord on 2,500 double-records of

Yugoslav poems, including one of some
thirteen thousand lines, about the length of

the Odyssey, and another of twelve thousand.

This remarkable, not to say unique, collec-

tion, sponsored at first by Harvard and then

by Columbia University, has been edited by
the composer Bdla Bart6k. In this connection

it is an interesting fact that the world-

renowned Dalmatian sculptor, Ivan Metrovi<5,
himself of peasant stock, knows by heart

hundreds of lines of the ancient ballads and
that the subjects of some of his most im-

portant work are the heroes of the Kosovo

cycle.

At the present time a considerable portion
of Yugoslav literature exists in translation

in a large number of European languages.
It has been late in appearing in English
translation, though English and American
literature has been liberally presented to

Yugoslav readers. There exists a very good
representation of the heroic ballads done by



a number of competent English and Ameri-
can scholars. A fair number of modern short

stories many be found in scattered form in

periodicals and anthologies; writers thus

represented include Karadiic, Jaki, Lazare-

vi, 6orovic, Matavulj, Stankovic, Cankar,
Andri, and Pregelj, to name only a few.

Some of the plays of Ivo Vojnovic, NuSic,

Kosor and Fran Bevk have received able

renderings, as have selections from the poems
of PreSeren, Levstik, ASkerc, Duftd, Raki,
Hid, Kosttt, Preradovic, Nazor, and others.

There exists a not inconsiderable body of

critical literature in English, largely in peri-
odicals. It is to be hoped that the post-war
era will see a rapid expansion of literary

interchange between Yugoslavia and the

English-speaking world.

See: S. Surmin, Povijest knizevnosti hrvatske

i srpske (1908); P. Popovic, Pregled srpske
knizevnosti (1909) and Jugoslovenska kniiev-

nost (1918); J. Skerlic, Istorija nove srpske
knizevnosti (1914, 1921); D. Bogdanovic,

Pregled kniievnosti hrvatske i srpske (1915-

1916); I. Prijatelj, Slovenatka kniievnost
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(1920); D. Prohaska, Pregled savremene

hrvatsko-srpske kniievnosti (1921); Vasa Stajic,
"The Centenary of the 'Matica Srpska',"
Slavonic Review, VI (1927-1928), 593-602;

Josip Vidmar, "Survey of Modern Slovene

Literature," Slavonic Review, VI (1927-1928),

618-634; J. Grafenauer, Slovenski biografski
leksikon (1928); P. Popovic and M. Ibrovac,
"La Literature yougoslave," Monde slave,

1930, Nos. 7-9, pp. 39-58, 161-185, 335-364;
Monde slave, 1931, No. 9, pp. 447-469,

bibliography of Yugoslav literature by R.

Warnier; D. Subotic, Yugoslav Popular
Ballads; Their Origin and Development
(1932); N. Kravtsov, ed., Serbskii epos (1933);
M. and J. Ibrovac, Anthologie de la podsie

yougoslave (1935); B. Unbegaun, Les Debuts
de la langue litteraire chez les Serbes (1935);
M. Savkovic, La Litterature yougoslave
moderne (1936); A. J. Klanfar, "Survey of

Yugoslav Literature," Poet Lore, L (1944),

37-44; K. and N. Strelsky, Bibliography of

Yugoslav Literature in English Translations

and Criticism (in press).

N. S.

Zaitsev, Boris Konstantinovich (1881-, Rus-

sian novelist, short-story writer, and biog-

rapher), was born at Orel and spent much of

his childhood on the Kaluga estate of his

father, a mining engineer. Zaitsev studied at

Kaluga and Moscow, but left the university
for Italy, returning to Russia in 1904. A brief

connection with a Marxist periodical in

Moscow did not bear much fruit. Zaitsev was

never a true realist: his gift is essentially

subjective and lyric. His pre-revolutionary
stories are delicately sketched impressions
almost lacking in plot and sustained chiefly

by a mystic atmosphere. Hostile to the Revo-

lution, he left Russia in 1922 and settled in

Paris. The stories included in Ulitsa sv. Niko-

laya (1923; St. Nicholas Street) and Strannoye

puteshestviye (1927; A Strange Trip) show an

advance in narrative technique, as well as

firmer characterization. At the same time

Zaitsev embarked on longer works, tempering
his subjectivism by the requirements of the

novel form. Zolotoi uzor (1926; The Golden

Pattern) is cast in the form of the autobiog-

raphy of a singer, but also gives a picture of

life in Russia and abroad. Anna (1929; Eng.
tr., Anna, 1937) is a compact narrative of

tragic love, set against the background of the

Revolution. Dom v Passy (1935; The House

in Passy), a rambling novel of the Russian

tmigrts in Paris, was a return to an earlier

manner, but the unfinished Puteshestviye
Gleba (Vol. I, 1937; Gleb's Journey) is another

step forward. Of autobiographic inspiration
and varied approach, this novel is his most

promising achievement. Zaitsev's miscel-

laneous works reflect well his various interests.

His accounts of his visits to Mt. Athos and

Valaam, some of his stories, and Prepodobny
Sergi Radonezhski (1925; St. Sergius of

Radonezh) testify to his devotion to the

Orthodox Church. The retrospective Italiya

(1923; Italy) and Moskva (1939; Moscow) are

autobiography as well as description. The
book on Turgenev (1932) deals with a kindred

spirit in Russian literature.

See: Y. Aikhenvald, Siluety russkikh

pisatelei, Vol. Ill (1923); "Zaitsev," in Litera-

turnaya entsiklopediya, Vol. IV (1930); G.

Struve, "Boris Zaytsev," Slavonic Review,
XVII (1938-1939), 445-45 1 -

P. A. P.

Zamyatin, Yevgeni Ivanovich (1884-1937,
Russian novelist, dramatist, and naval en-

gineer), was one of the most original and
influential figures of the early Revolution.

Always a heretic and a satirist, he clashed
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many times with government authorities.

Born in Tambov Province, he graduated

(1908) from the Polytechnical Institute of

St. Petersburg, where he lectured on naval

engineering both before and after the Revo-

lution. He spent 1916-1917 in England con-

structing icebreakers, notably the famous

Lenin.- His first major work, Uyezdnoye (1911;

District Tales), markedly influenced by Gogol
and Remizov (<?.t>.),

was followed by Na
kulichkakh (1922; At the World's End),
which led to the confiscation of the review

that printed it. A leader in postrevolutionary
cultural activities, he gave to many young
writers, particularly the "Serapion Brothers,"

the pattern of their development. His single

long novel, My (1922; Eng. tr., We, 1924),

sometimes compared with Huxley's Brave

New World in its satirical representation of

a collective Utopia, was never allowed publi-
cation in the U.S.S.R., and in 1929, through
an unauthorized Prague edition translated

from Czech back into Russian, it made its

author the object of anathema at home. In

1931 he was allowed to leave the Soviet

Union, and the last years of his life he spent
in Paris engaged on a long work on Attila,

whose era he saw reflected in the present age.
His other works include Vzroslym detyam
skazki (1922; Fables for Grown-up Children),

Ostrovityane (1922; The Islanders), Ogni
svetova Dominika (1923; The Fires of St.

Dominic), Peshchera (1922; Eng. tr., The
Cave, 1923), Mamay (1922; Eng. tr., 1933), and
Blokha (1925; The Flea), a dramatization of

a story by Leskov. Zamyatin's style is marked
for its verbal effects and ornamentalism of

speech. Essentially realistic, his work is often

characterized by a symbolic grotesquerie and

by what has been called a literary "cubism"

in its angular, elliptical, and fragmentary
structure.

See: G. Struve, Soviet Russian Literature

0935)' PP- 17-22; A. Remizov, "Stoyat

negasimuyyu svechu/' Sovremennyia zapiski,

LXIV (1937)* 424-43-
N. S.

Zanella, Giacomo (1820-1888, Italian poet),
was born in Chiampo, near Vicenza, in

Venetia. Soon after his ordination as a priest
in 1842 he was appointed to teach philosophy
and 'belles-lettres at the seminary where he
nad studied. He displeased the Austrian au
thorities by his open sympathies with the

political uprisings of 1848 and was suspended
from his post in 1853 in spite of the protec-
tion of his diocesan. He was reappointed in

1857; and when Venetia was liberated he be-

came professor of Italian language and litera-

ture at the University of Padua, of which he
was rector for the year 1871-1872. Following
his mother's death in 1872, the poet suffered

a serious nervous breakdown and in 1876
abandoned his professorial duties. He spent
the remaining years of his life in the modest
villa which he had built on the banks of the

Astichello, a few miles from Vicenza, engag-

ing in leisurely literary activities and doing
charitable deeds for his fellow villagers of

Cavezzale.

While translating as class assignments

poems from the ancient classics, Zanella de-

veloped a taste and style which came to bear

the marks of his own sensitive temperament.
Among English and American poets he

especially admired Gray, Shelley, and Long-
fellow, making faithful, though never too

literal renderings of such well-known poems
as "To a Skylark/' "Ode to the West Wind,"
"The Old Clock on the Stairs," "Excelsior/'

"The Wreck of the Hesperus." His own first

collection, Versi (1868), brought him immedi-

ate recognition. Besides the usual occasional

poems, there were longer compositions reveal-

ing the poet's deep concern over the revolu-

tionizing theories of the Darwinian school.

Zamella attains perfection of his style and

lofty inspiration in the justly famous poem
"Sopra una conchiglia fossile nel mio studio/'

in which, with bold strokes, he paints the

successive phases of the evolutionary process,
with man appearing on the scene as its cul-

minating point. His unwillingness to accept
man as merely an accidental episode in this

process is further illustrated in other poems
like "La Religione," "La Veglia," and "A
mia madre," wherein he reveals a passionate
desire to reconcile a deep-seated religious
faith with the new scientific theories. Also

noteworthy are the dialogue "Milton e

Galileo," and the later poems, "L'Evoluzione"

and "Le Palme fossili." In the series of charm-

ing sonnets, "L'Astichello" (interrupted by
his death), the poet reveals a serenity of spirit
in the presence of nature, slightly tinged with

a kindly irony, which reminds the reader ol

Horace, Fray Luis de Le6n, and Wordsworth.
Zanella's lyre had a limited number of

strings, but his songs on fundamental human
themes, social, religious, patriotic, and moral,
are characterized by sentiments of profound
delicacy, steadied by an abiding faith "in the

ways of God to man." His complete Poesie

were published in Florence in 1928, with a

preface by Arturo Graf (q.v.). His other

writings are Scritti vari (1877), V*ta di Palla-

dia (1880), Storia della letteratura italiana
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dalla metA del settecento at giorni nostri

(1880), and Paralleli letterari (1885).

See: F. Lampertico, Giacomo Zanella (1895);
A. Zardo, Giacomo Zanella nella vita e nella

opere (1905); G. Vitali, "Giacomo Zanella

cinquant'anni dopo la sua morte," Nuova An-

tologia, CCCXCVII (1938), 443-458.
L. E. S.

Zapolska, Gabrjela (pseud, of Gabrjela
Korwin-Piotrowska, 1860-1921, Polish novel-

ist and playwright), was born at Kiewierka,
a suburb of Luck in Volhynia, the daughter
of J6zefa Karska, a famous opera singer and

beauty, and Wincenty Korwin-Piotrowski, a

well-to-do landowner. In 1878, at the age of

18, she entered into a loveless marriage with

Konstanty niezko-Blocki, a cavalry officer,

but left him at the end of three years be-

cause of the impending birth of a child whose
father was Marjan Gawalewicz, the well-

known Warsaw writer and editor and founder

of the Teatr Maty (Little Theatre). Without
means of support, Zapolska turned to the

stage, where she made a name for herself in

all the cities of Poland. Later, in 1883, she

began to write, novels at first and then plays.
Her first story, "Jeden dzieA z zycia r6zy" (A

Day in the Life of a Rose), was published in

the Kurfer krakowski (Cracow Courier). The
rest of her novels, however, appeared not in

Cracow but in more liberal Warsaw, where
the Przeglqd tygodniowy (Weekly Review) of

Wislicki and Swi^tochowski (q.v.) was very

friendly to her. In 1890 Zapolska left Poland

for Paris, where for the ensuing five years
she was a member of the famous Thddtre

Libre of Antoine. The training she received

here stood her in good stead in her later

years as the founder and creator of the

naturalist school of dramatic writing in

Poland.

Zapolska disliked Paris intensely, and in

1896 she was back in Poland, there to make
a name for herself as a veritable virtuoso of

the theatrical art. Play after play flowed from

her pen, the characters and situations of all

of them being taken, as their creator declared,

from scenes she herself witnessed "behind the

window curtains" as she passed along the

street. In Ka&ka Karjatyda (1883) Zapolska
made the humble, "red-kneed" housemaid

dramatic material for the first time in Polish

literature and with the two plays Matka

Szwarcenkopf (1897) and Jojne Firulkes (1899)

did the same for the Jew, The most popular
of Zapolska's many dramas arc the celebrated

MoralnoM Pani Dulskiej (1907; The Moral

Code of Madame Dulska), a "tragi-farce of

bourgeois-dom," as Zapolska herself called it:

Skiz (1909; The Highest Trump); Ich czworo

(1912; Four of Them); and Panna Maliczewska

(1912; Miss Maliczewska). All these plays,

though at first anathematized by the clergy
and shunned by the more conservative ele-

ments, were frequently revived in Free Poland
and always before a full house. Zapolska has

been called "the Polish Sacha Guitry, slightly

enlarged."
See: Z. Konarzewski, "Zapolska w zyciu i w

literaturze," Wiadomosci literackie, 1936, No.

22; K. WierzyAski, W garderobie duchdw

0938), pp. 83-86, 101-103; T. ieleAski (Boy),
Romanse cieniow (1935), pp. 154-159, and

Murzyn zrobit . . . (1939), pp. 217-223, 264-

267.
M. M. C.

Zech, Paul (1881-, German poet, novelist, and

dramatist), was born in Briesen Rheinland.

His adventurous life has always been the

object of much mystery and controversy. The
son of a teacher, he studied in Bonn, Heidel-

berg, and Zurich and later worked as a kind

of voluntary proletarian in mines and facto-

ries. About 1910 he appeared in Berlin,

where he published occasional issues of a

luxuriously printed and illustrated periodical,
Das neue Pathos (1913-1923). His own poetry
is as eclectic as this periodical and is influ-

enced by Rilke and Verhaeren, by Rimbaud

(qq.v.) and the poets of German expres-
sionism. In his many books of poetry he al-

ways insists upon attention to form and

mastery of language; he never indulges in the

explosive words of the expressionists. Most of

his early verses are recollections of his pro
letarian experience: Schollenbruch (1910),

Die eiserne Brticke (1912), Das schwarze Re-

vier (1913). This is also true of the short

stories published under the title Der schwarze

Baal (1916). Das Grab der Welt (1918) and

Golgatha (1919) evoke memories of his par-

ticipation in the First World War. Later his

poetry embraces larger issues and even strays
into cosmic regions: Das Terzett der Sterne

(1919), Die Ballade von mir (1922), Die ewige

Dreieinigkeit (1924), and Gesammelte Ge-

dichte (1927). Among his novels the following
are remarkable: Die Reise um den Rummer-

berg (1924), Das torichte Herz (1925), Die
Geschichte einer armen Johanna (1925), Ich

bin du (1926), and "Deutschland, dein Tanzer
ist der Tod," which was awarded a prize but
has not yet been published. His most suc-

cessful experiment in expressionism has been
the "scenic ballad" Das trunkene Schiff (19*4),
a combination of music, drama, and film,
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dealing with a Negro revolt in Africa and a

storm on the ocean and introducing aspects
of Rimbaud's life. Other plays are Steine

(1919), Das Rad (1924), Der Turm (1924),

Erde (1925), and Triumph der Sohne (1925).

When Hitler came to power Zech went

voluntarily into exile and has since lived in

South America, where he has published some
volumes of poetry and an autobiographical
novel, Ich suchte Schmied und fand Malva

See: W. Omankowski, "Paul Zech/' Die

schone Literatur, XXVI (1925), 289-290;
"Wer ist Eigentlich dieser Paul Zech?" (auto-

biography), Deutsche Blatter, 1943, Heft 11.

K. P.

ieletiski, Tadeusz (pseud. Boy, 1874-1942,
Polish wit, critic, essayist, and translator), was

born in Warsaw, the son of Wladyslaw 2eleri-

ski, a noted composer, and Wanda Grabow-

ska, an aunt of Kazimierz Tetmajer (q.v.).

After studying at the Jagiellonian University
in Cracow, Boy went to Paris in 1895 to study
medicine and while there came under the

influence of the brilliant fin-de-sicle literary

movement. He returned to Poland an un-

official ambassador of French culture. While

completing his medical studies in Cracow, he

found time to establish the soon famous

literary cabaret Zielony Balonik (Little Green

Balloon), an imitation of the Parisian Chat
Noir. For this he himself provided a stream

of witty, satirical, frequently risqu ditties,

skits, and lampoons, which were later pub-
lished in a series of volumes, among them
Piosenki i fraszki Zielonego Salonika (1908;
Ditties and Trifles from the Zielony Balonik)
and Stdwka (1913; Mere Words). Boy's con-

tributions were welcomed by the rebellious

Young Poland set of Cracow (see Polish litera-

ture) as a breath of fresh air in a stifling

room.

Boy did not practice medicine for long, but

turned rather to translating, producing in

this field in the space of three decades some
120 volumes of translations from the French

alone (Biblioteka Boya, Boy's Library). Be-

sides rendering into flawless Polish all

Moli&re and most of Balzac, this tireless

laborer translated also the works of such

widely divergent authors as Villon, Rabelais,

Montaigne, Descartes, Racine, Marivaux,
Voltaire, Beaumarchai?, Chateaubriand,
Stendhal, Verlaine (q.v.), Proust (q.v.), and

many others, prefacing his translation in each

case with an illuminating essay on the author
in question. The type of criticism gradually
evolved in the course of these essays came to

be known as "boyisra." Its principal marks
were keen psychological penetration, clever

and telling use of anecdotes, and great skill

in the evocation of personality. Boy's most
notable long studies are his Moliere (1924),
Pani HaAska (1926), a lively portrait of

Balzac's Evelina, and Marysiehka Sobieska

(1938), a somewhat unorthodox interpretation
of the French queen of the Polish national

hero, King John III.

Boy was as deeply versed in Polish as in

French literature and in this field as in the

French often shattered time-hallowed inter-

pretations. He did this by a process he him-
self christened "de-bronzing," which consisted

of scraping ruthlessly away from the figures
of the great the accumulated patina of tra-

dition, thus exposing all the passions and
foibles that lay underneath, as well as all the

virtues and true greatness. A major literary

tempest was stirred up in the early 30*5 when

Boy applied this process to Mickiewicz, the

great igth-century romantic poet and patriot

(Bronzownicy, 1930; Those Who Bronze

Over). When the storm had subsided, Boy
proceeded to present fresh and revealing side-

lights on another great literary figure from
the past, namely the dramatist Aleksander

Fredro (Obrachunki Fredrowskie, 1934; Set-

tling Scores with Fredro).

Boy was Free Poland's outstanding dra-

matic critic. His articles in this field fill many
volumes (Flirt z Melpomenq, 20 vols.; Ro-
manse cieniow, 1935, Romances of the

Shadows; Murzyn zrobil . . . 1939, A Hack's

Work . .
.)

and cover the entire theatrical

life of post-war Poland. They are invaluable

documents for the study of social trends.

A fearless crusader against hypocrisy
whether in life or literature, Boy often

aroused public sentiment pro and con by his

espousal of advanced causes. In Dziewice

konsystorskie (1929; Virgins before the Bar)
he stated the case for divorce and for the

marriage of the clergy. In Pieklo kobiet

(1929; Women's Hell) he made a plea for

birth control and legalized abortion. The
readers of the Warsaw journals Kurjer
poranny (Morning Courier) and Wiadomoici
literackie (Literary News) looked forward to

Boy's feuilletons, which were written with
French clarity, Polish humor, and a scientist's

passion for truth.

Boy refused to leave Poland when the

Germans occupied Warsaw in 1939. He fled

to Lw6w, at first under Soviet occupation,
and there continued to write and translate.

With the German occupation of Lw6w in

1941, he was seized and removed to the con-
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centration camp of Dachau, where he died a

martyr's death.

See: F. L. Schoell, "L'Enfant terrible de la

Pologne," La Pologne, 1931, pp. 580-600; W.

Weintraub, "Tadeusz ieleAski (Boy)/' Wia-

domoici polskie, 1942, No. 37.

H. C.

leroimki, Stefan (pseuds. Maurycy Zych and

J6zef Katerla, 1864-1925, Polish novelist and

dramatist), was born at Strawczyna in the

Kielce district of Russian Poland, of gentry
stock lately impoverished as a consequence of

the unsuccessful uprising of 1863, He spent
most of his childhood on the estate of Ciekoty
in the beautiful Holy Cross Mountains on
the River Lubrzanka. Descriptions of this

countryside and of his school days in the

Russian Gymnasium in Kielce appear re-

peatedly in fceromski's writings, the latter

especially in the Nicholas Nickleby of Polish

fiction, Syzyfowe prace (1898; Sisyphean

Labors). A series of tragic happenings the

death of his adored mother, the collapse of a

love affair with his cousin Ludwika Dunin-

Borkowska, the scandal of his sister Olesia's

severance of home ties (later used by 2eromski

as the theme of Dzieje grzechu, 1908, The

History of a Sin), his father's remarriage and
sudden death, climaxed by his own contrac-

tion of tuberculosis all this plunged ierom

ski even deeper into the despair to which he

had been born as a child of the post-uprising
era and caused him abruptly to flee from the

scene of so much unhappiness. Without

finishing at the Gymnasium, he went to War-

saw and took a course at the veterinary

school, hoping that this would fit him

quickly to earn a living. In Warsaw, Zeromski

became involved at once in conspiratorial ac

tivities with the future leader of Polish na-

tional thought, Roman Dmowski, and was

for a while imprisoned in the Citadel. After

this, half-starved and suffering from tubercu-

losis, fceromski abandoned Warsaw, to spend
the next few years on various estates in the

country, where he was able to earn a living

by tutoring. After his marriage in 1892,

Zeromski left Poland to travel in Western

Europe and eventually to spend four years

(1892-1896) in Rapperschwil on Lake Zurich

as assistant librarian of the Polish National

Museum. On his return to Poland in 1897,

2eromski continued to work as a librarian,

serving now as assistant to Tadeusz Korzon

in the famous Zamoyski Library in Warsaw.

It was not until 1904, when he had reached

the age of 40, that fceromski found himself

free from the necessity of holding a routine

job and able to devote himself entirely to

writing.

Though he made his literary dbut as

early as 1889, eromski attracted little atten-

tion until 1895, with his Rozdziobiq nas kruki,

wrony (Carrion for Crows and Ravens), which
was followed in 1896 with the even more

striking Opowiadania (Tales). The line of

thinking marked out in these led naturally
to the novel Ludzie bezdomni (1900; The

Homeless) with which Zeromski climaxed the
first epoch of his development. All the works
from this period are case studies of the

Polish intellectual of the post-positivist era,

of the man who, inspired by a Promethean
dream of serving his fellows, meets only with
inertia and despair in the execution of his

dream and becomes in the end, like Prome-
theus himself, a victim of his own idealism.

The classic example of the type, to which

2eromski himself belonged, is Tomasz Judym
of Ludzie bezdomni, a young physician who,

returning to his native village full of ideals

of social service, quickly becomes aware of

the cleavage between his purposes and the

practices of the "pillars of society/' including
his own father.

After completing his portrait of the Pole

of his own generation, Zeromski turned to

portray in the epic Popioly (1904; Eng. tr.,

Ashes, 1928) the era of "heroic conflict/' as

he called it, dominated by Napoleon. A vast,

chaotic work, crowded with an immense
amount of detail and illuminating every

aspect of Polish life in that epoch, Popioly
is at its best in the rapturous descriptions of

the Polish landscape with which it abounds.
In this, as in Wierna rzeka (1912; The Faith-

ful River), a story of the 1863 uprising, in

Wiatr od morza (1922; The Wind from the

Sea), and finally in Puszcza jodlowa (1925;

The Fir Forest), Zeromski demonstrated be-

yond doubt that his true talent lay in lyric

description.

In his final years Zeromski set himself the

task of mastering the dramatic form and

again succeeded, in the comedy "Uciekla mi

przepidreczka" (1924; My Little Quail Has

Fled), in depicting his own generation of

Poles convincingly. An indefatigable worker

till the day of his death, ieromski was a

warrior to the last in the cause of intellectual

freedom. Death overtook him in the midst

of a bitter controversy over the novel

Przedwioinie (1925; Early Spring), which
officialdom charged was pro-Communist.
With his passing, however, party animosities

were forgotten, and ieromski was given a

state funeral. He will go down in literary
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history as a great stimulator of Polish thought
and a great poet of the Polish landscape.

See: Wiadomoici literackie^ 1925, No, 103;

Z. L. Zaleski, "Etienne Zeromski," Le Monde
slave, January, 1926, pp. 25-42; G. Korbut,

Literatura polska (1931), IV, 289-295; K.

Czachowski, Obraz wspdtczesnej literatury

polskiej, II (1934), 188-233, 234-236, 427-439;

W. Borowy, "ieromski," Slavonic Review,

A. P. C.

Zeyer, Julius (1841-1901, Czech poet, novelist,

and dramatist), occupies a position roughly

analogous to that of the Pre-Raphaelites in

England. He was born in Prague, the son of

a timber merchant. His father was of Alsatian

origin, his mother Jewish. He studied lan-

guages at the University of Prague, but soon

after left Bohemia to make various journeys
he spent several years in Russia as a private

tutor, traveled in Italy and Greece, France

and Spain. Later in his life he lived in a

southern Bohemian town, Vodfiany, in almost

complete seclusion. He died in Prague.
As an epic poet Zeyer can best be compared

with William Morris. Like Morris he spun
out enormously long narrative poems based

on themes of medieval literature and legends,
in a decorative and even ornate style. One

cycle of shorter epics is drawn from legendary
Czech antiquity (VySehrad, 1880), another is

an elaborate rewriting of many of the chan-

sons de geste (Karolinskd epopeje, 1896; The

Carolingian Epopee), another retells under

the title Z letopisu Idsky (4 vols., 1889-1892;
From the Annals of Love) such stories as

those of Aucassin and Nicolette, Ghismonda,
and Gabriel de Espinosa. Outside of these

large cycles, two longer poems deal with

Celtic matters; Ossianuv ndvrat (1885; Os-

sian's Return) develops a theme which was

suggested by Macpherson's poems, and Kro-

nika o sv. Brandanu (1886; The Chronicle

of St. Brendan) revives an ancient Irish

legend.

Zeyer's prose consists in part of similar

retellings of legends and stories drawn from

every conceivable country. One volume was

appropriately called Obnovend obrazy (1894;

Restored Pictures), a title which describes

excellently the almost antiquarian method.

The longest of these restorations is Romdn
c virndm pfdtelstvi Amise a Amila (1880;
The Romance of the True Friendship of

Amis and Amile) which revives an Old
French theme, while other stories range as

far as Japan and China. Possibly the more
individual and independent Tfi legendy o

krucifixu (1895; Three Legends of the Cross)

represents his greatest success among his short

stories. The novels, though loosely constructed

and sentimental in tone, express most clearly

Zeyer's own personality under the thin dis-

guises of his heroes. Jan Maria Plojhar (2

vols., 1888) is placed in Italy and has a hero
after Zeyer's own heart: melancholy, home-
sick, torn by love for two women, dying of

tuberculosis, groping his way towards a belief

in God. D&m u tonouci hvizdy (1894; The
House at the Drowning Star), though osten-

sibly the story of a Slovak lost in Paris, is a

self-portrait which attempts a psychological

analysis of a weary and sick soul. The many
dramas, though remarkable as uncompromis-
ing poetic dramas in verse, are much less

successful, as Zeyer's talent was too lyrical
and decorative for the stage. Two tragedies,
Dona Santa (1889), a Spanish theme, and
Neklan (1893), drawn from Old Czech history,
are the most impressive on the stage. The
other plays, which include fairy tales and

legends such as Raduz a Mahuttna (1896),
remain closet dramas, enlivened by lyrical
beauties.

Zeyer could be called a precursor of deca-

dence: early in his life he was interested in

mysticism and the occult, and he has moved
in the direction of a highly aesthetic Catholi-

cism. His mind circled round the conflict be-

tween earthly and heavenly love and came to

rest on a vague, Christian Platonism. But

Zeyer was saved from the ivory tower by his

intense nationalism which was, however, a

purely elegiac mourning for the sufferings of

his nation and the glories of its past. His

style was highly cultivated and even deco-

rative and overornate, but at his best Zeyer

gave expression to a nostalgic neo-romanticism

of rare and even rarefied beauty.
See: J. V. Krejf, Julius Zeyer (1901); J.

Vobornfk, Julius Zeyer (1907); MiloS Marten,

Julius Zeyer (1910); J. ViSkovatd, Ruskd motivy
v tvorbS Julia Zeyera (1932). There are

German translations of Jan Maria Plojhar
and Amis a A mil and an anthology of short

stories, Florenz im Schnee, tr. by R. Wellek"

R. W.

Zillich, Heinrich (1898-, Transylvanian-
German novelist), was born in Kronstadt,

Transylvania. His first literary endeavors deal

with childhood recollections, after which he

proceeded to treat Transylvanian folklore

and peoples, the First World War, cultural

relations between Transylvania and Germany,
and, most recently, the larger aspects of racial
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interdependence in Central and Southeastern

Europe.
The short story Der Vater (1921) was

Zillich's earliest publication. Others of this

type include Der Urlaub (1933), Die Reiner-

bachmiihle (1935), and Der baltische Graf

(1937). Several collections of short stories, e.g.,

Der Toddergerch (1930) and Sturz aus der

Kindheit (1933), have also been published.
Less effective but still indicative of his devo-

tion to Transylvania are the collections of

poems, Stromung und Erde (1929) and

Komme, was will (1935). Zillich achieved full

literary recognition in Germany with the

novel Zwischen Grenzen und Zeiten (1936), a

semi-autobiographical Bildungsrornan depict-

ing the part played by Transylvania in the

First World War. A later novel, Der Weizen-

strauss (1938), reveals the complete maturity
of the author's style. The aftermath of war

provides the subject matter. In 1924 Zillich

founded the periodical Klingsor (editor, 1924-

1936), devoted to German culture in Transyl-
vania. His prose writings incline toward his-

tory as it affects and is affected by a small

national or racial unit. Zillich represents an

active, virulent group of Transylvanian
"Heimatdichter."

See: W. J. Mueller, "Heinrich Zillich/'

Monatshefte fur deutschen Unterricht,

XXXII (1940), 198-204.
W. J. M.

Zola, Emile (1840-1902, French novelist,

dramatist, and critic), would according to his

own terminology be called the product of two

geographical factors. Aix-en-Provence ("Plas-

sans" in his novels), where he spent virtually
the first 18 years of his life, and Paris, the

city of his birth and his permanent residence

after 1858, combined to make him a romanti-

cist at heart notwithstanding his naturalistic

label.

"I am only a poet," Zola exclaimed once

while on trial at the time of the Dreyfus
affair. The poetical streak in him, very deep
and very real, was a gift from the South:

from his father (1795-1847), an Italian en-

gineer and a naturalized Frenchman, whose
head was full of grandiose architectural

schemes; from his friends one of them Paul

Cezanne, the future painter in whose com-

pany he roamed the countryside and acquired
a love of nature and sunlight which was to

permeate his aesthetics, thus creating strong
affinities between him and the new school of

painting (see Mon Salon, 1866; Edouard

Manet, 1867); from adolescent dreams which

find a naive and sentimental expression in

his first published work (Conies A Ninon,

1864). Later, the petite fleur bleue will never

fail to blossom in the corner of even his

darkest novels.

Paris, on the other hand, the Paris of the

Second Empire, prosperous but politically

suppressed, hiding behind a magnificent

facade untold depths of vice and misery
Paris stood in his eyes as a symbol of the

modern metropolis, where success justifies

everything and the Darwinian struggle for

life becomes a grim reality. Near-starvation

in 1860-1861, then mediocre jobs and journal-
istic ventures taught him the meaning and
value of the word experience. Zola, was now

ready to appreciate the down to earth quality
of such authors as Stendhal, Flaubert (q.v.),

and the Goncourt brothers (q-v.), with the

all important difference that, unlike them, he
felt disinclined to conceal or disguise his

personality. He gathered a group of essays
and book reviews under the virulent title

Mes Haines (1866), stating in the text that a

work of art was "a corner of Creation seen

through a temperament and in the preface
that his duty as an artist was to come forward

and "live aloud" (vivre tout haut). This, of

course, was a romantic motto the very motto
of fighters and would-be reformers like Hugo,
Michelet, and even to a certain extent Balzac.

It was to remain characteristic of Zola's

frame of mind, as opposed to that of the so-

called "realists" and to the cynicism and

despair of his own naturalistic followers (see

French naturalism). In the thick of his "cam-

paigns," against a mounting tide of criticism

and abuse, he kept on insisting, with seem-

ingly good reason and unquestionable

sincerity, that his whole purpose was pro-

gressive and educational.

For some 25 years Zola made heroic efforts

to double, as it were, his usefulness to man-
kind by reconciling his reformist zeal with a

pretension to scientific accuracy. Having
fallen, in more or less orthodox fashion,

under the spell of positivism, he fancied him-
self a practical sociologist or, as he would say,
a "physician of the social body." He adapted
to his own ends the rigid determinism of

Hippolyte Taine
(<?.t>.)

and considered
Thdrtse Raquin (1867), his first "naturalistic"

novel, as the literary counterpart of a surgical

autopsy. Dr. Prosper Lucas and his far from
reliable Traitt philosophique et physio-
logique de rhdrdditd naturelle (2 vols., 1847-
1850) fired him with the belief that the laws
of heredity and the influence of environment
could be mathematically ascertained where-

upon he proceeded to draw up the family
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tree of his Rougon-Macquart, a fictitious col-

lection of 32 individuals, heavily beset with

irregularities of blood and nerves, whose

"natural and social history under the Second

Empire" he would subsequently record in

a succession of interlocking volumes. Finally,

Claude Bernard's epoch-making Introduction

& l
f

etude de la medecine experirnentate (1865)

prompted him to apply and later to formu-

late the famous theory of the ''experimental
novel" (Le Roman experimental, 1880; Eng.
tr., The Experimental Novel, 1894). Taken

literally, this theory would liken the play and

interplay of fictional characters to that of

chemical compounds in a test tube. On the

strength of these mechanistic premises Zola

ingenuously expected to reach definite con-

clusions which in turn would be of use to the

social worker or legislator in wiping out a

number of humanity's plague spots.

There is little doubt that the immense

cycle of the Rougon-Mocquart, comprising 20

volumes (1871-1893; Eng. tr. by E. A. Vize-

telly, 20 vols., 1885-1907) and several dra-

matic and operatic adaptations, represents
one of the proudest achievements of French

literature. To be sure, some installments of

the series are now almost completely neg-

lected, including the first and last (La For-

tune des Rougon, 1871; Le Docteur Pascal,

1893), which supply the key to the pseudo-
scientific designs of the author. A few survive

only because they have an air of scandal

about them (Nana, 1880; La Terre, 1887).

Enough others remain, however, to reveal,

not indeed an experimental novel, but a

gigantic prose poem, a sort of "legend of the

century" replete with powerful symbols. Such
is the barroom in L'Assornmoir (1877), Zola's

most finished work and that which rightly
established his reputation. Such are the

central markets of the capital in Le Venire

de Paris (1873) and La Joie de vivre (1884),
the paradisiac garden of Paradou in La Faute
de Vabbt Mouret (1875), the department store

in Au bonheur des dames (1883), the dark,

twisting coal mines and the mob of maddened
strikers in Germinal (1885), the unfinished

masterpiece of painting in L'CEuvre (1886),
the locomotive in La BSte humaine (1890),
the tread of a defeated army in La Dtbdcle

(1892). To all practical and poetical purposes
La gtbdcle rather than Le Docteur Pascal

firmS the closing chapter of the Rougon-
Macquart. In the shadows of Sedan a hated

regime crashes to the ground and another

arises, bringing with it the promise of a

spiritual awakening.
After 1893 Zola, now a prominent, con-

troversial figure, left his "laboratory" and

emerged openly as a romantic pilgrim and

crusader. The trilogy entitled Les Trots Villes

(Lourdes, 1894; Rome, 1896; Paris, 1898; Eng.
tr. by E. A. Vizetelly, 3 vols., 1894-1898) and
the unfinished series called Les Quatre

Evangiles (Fdconditd, 1899; Travail, 1901; the

posthumous Vtrite, 1903; and the missing

panel Justice; Eng. tr. by E. A. Vizetelly, 3

vols., 1900-1903) were intended to sing the

litanies of a kind of Christian socialism after

the manner of Tolstoy (q.v.). At the same
time the indomitable campaigner entered the

Dreyfus fray with his sensational J'accuse, an

open letter addressed to the president of the

republic and charging the whole War De-

partment with having plotted the condemna-
tion of an innocent man. This document was

published in Georges Clemenceau's (q.v.)

newspaper, Aurore, on January 13, 1898.

Twice brought to trial for "insulting the

Army," Zola chose to flee to England in

order to escape arrest. He returned in 1899
under cover of a general amnesty, hailed as

a hero by the people and by Anatole France

(q.v .)
as "a moment of the human conscience."

On September 28, 1902, Zola was asphyxi-
ated in his sleep by emanations of carbonic

acid issuing from a defective chimney. Several

years later (1908) the Third Republic re-

warded a life of labor and truly "republican"
service by transferring his remains to the

Pantheon.

See (besides the bibliography under French

naturalism and Zola, CEuvres completes, with

notes and commentaries by Maurice Le
Blond, 50 vols., 1927-1929): Henri Massis,

Comment Zola romposait ses romans (1906);

Fernand Doucet, L'Esthdtique d'Emile Zola

et son application d la critique (1923);
Matthew Josephson, Zola and His Time

(1928); Marcel Batilliat, Emile Zola (1931);
Henri Barbusse, Zola (1932; Eng. tr., 1933).

J.-A. B.

Zoshchenko, Mikhail Mikhailovich (1895-,
Russian humorist), was born in Poltava, the

son of a provincial painter, and studied at

the faculty of jurisprudence of the University
of St. Petersburg. During the First World
War he served as an officer in the imperial
forces, but after the October Revolution

joined the Red army. In 1922 he joined the

Petersburg literary circle, the Serapion
Brothers, and since then his work has ap-

peared in various Soviet periodicals. His chief

genre is a satirical short story in which he
narrates humorous incidents from the daily
life of the lower middle class and the petty
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officialdom of Soviet Russia. The influence

of the early Chekhov, of Averchenko, Remi-
zov (qq.v.), and Leskov is apparent in

Zoshchenko's narratives, told in the slang of

the characters whose philistinism he lam-

poons.
Zoshchenko's short stories have been pub-

lished in numerous editions and under
various titles, the first one of importance be-

ing Uvazhayemyie grazhdane (Vol. I, 1926,

Vol. II, 1940; Respected Citizens). He has also

written a few short novels (e.g., Vozvrashchen-

naya molodost, 1933, The Returned Youth)
and a few one-act farces (Svadba, 1922, The

Wedding; Prestupleniye i nakazaniye, 1932,

Crime and Punishment). Several collections

of his short stories have appeared in English

(Russia Laughs, 1935; The Woman Who
Could Not Read, 1940).

See: Zoshchenko, Statyi i materialy (1928).

O. M.

Zuccoli, Luciano (1870-1930, Italian editor

and novelist), was born in Milan, the scion

of a noble German family (von Tngenheim)

transplanted in Italy. He will remain in

Italian contemporary literature as a char-

acteristic figure, although his plots are often

melodramatic, his love pages reminiscent of

those in pulp magazines, and his prose crude

and labored. He will endure because in spite
of all these shortcomings he possessed so color-

ful a personality. In politics he had the

courage of his convictions, and against the

trends of his epoch he was a militant, out-

spoken tory, in favor of the military tradi

tion and colonial conquests and opposed to

any democratic innovation. He was also one
of the few who did not succumb to the lure

of decadence in literature and paid no

homage to D'Annunzio (q.v.), the literary

tyrant of his day. Faithful to a half-romantic

and half-naturalistic formula, he derived his

inspiration from three sources: out of experi-
ences in military life as a cavalry officer he

composed one of the few novels sympathetic
to soldiers with certain satirical overtones

Ufficiali, sottufficiali, caporali e soldati (1902);
from his life in society he created many types
of women, always portrayed with penetration
and benign indulgence for their weaknesses;

and finally he succeeded, sometimes with

more depth than might be expected of him,
in exploring the feelings of youth in that

exciting period of life when love is first dis

covered, Le Cose piii grandi di lui (1922; Eng.
tr., Things Greater than He, 1926). Another

of his novels of this genre is L'Occhio del

fanciullo (1914). Women were his ardent

readers, eagerly awaiting his new novels; and
Zuccoli, like a good baker, turned one out of

his mental oven almost every year, from 1900
to the year of his death. The most famous
remain // Maleficio occulto (1901), L'Amore
di Loredana (1908), La Freccia nel fianco

(1913). And if he did not strike at the roots

of the upper middle class of Lombardy of

that period, he was successful in presenting a

faithful picture of how the people in that

class imagined themselves to be.

See: L. Russo, I Narratori (1923), pp. 202-

206; P. Pancrazi, "Zuccoli o I'amico delle

donne," Pegaso, I (1930), 99-101.
G. P.

Zuckmayer, Carl (1896-, German poet, drama*

tist, and novelist), son of a manufacturer,
was born at Nackenheim on the Rhine; he

attended the Gymnasium at Mainz until

1914. Four years in the First World War were
followed by study at Heidelberg of the

natural sciences. Belonging to the young
radical literati after the war, Zuckmayer soon

devoted his formative years to writing. The
inflation forced him to try all kinds of work.

After having been a play reader for the Rein-

hardt theatres he wrote the hilarious comedy
Der frohliche Weinberg, (1925), which

brought the author the Kleist prize and the

dislike of the Nazi party. Zuckmayer settled

down, not far from Salzburg in Austria, to

an industrious career with his gifted pen. A
drama about Germany's famous outlaw,
Schinderhannes (1927), proved a literary suc-

cess. German pre-war militarism was satirized

in Der Hauptmann von Kopenick (1931; Eng.
tr., The Captain of Kopenick, 1932), and his

anti-war feelings were expressed in a number
of adaptations, Rivalen (1929) from the

American play What Price Glory by Ander-

son and Stailings and Kat (1931), a dramatiza-

tion of Ernest Hemingway's novel A Farewell

to Arms. Since Zuckmayer's plays abound in

action, they have found their way into the

films, and Zuckmayer has a number of suc-

cessful movie scenarios to his credit. When
the political flood reached Zuckmayer's
mountain home and Hitler in 1938 overran

Austria, Zuckmayer escaped via Switzerland

and France to America. Mention must be

made of his prose works (although they never

attained the success of his plays): Der Bauer
aus dem Taunus (1929), Die Affenhochzeit

(1932), Salvare oder die Magdalene von Bozen

(1936; Eng. tr., The Moons Ride Over, 1937),
Herr iiber Leben und Tod (1938). Recollec-

tions in autobiographical form under the

title Second Wind (1940; in English only) tell
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a vivid story of Zuckmayer's interesting career

and his finding a haven in the hills of Ver-

mont.
H. Bf.

2upani, Oton (1878-, Slovene poet), is thie

best known of contemporary Slovenian lyri-

cists. Writing in a language used by one of

the smallest nations in Europe (Slovenians
number less than 1,500,000), a language al-

most beyond adequate translation into, say,

French, German, and English, he has never-

theless won international attention and in-

terest.

He was born on January 23, 1878, in the

little town of Vinica, in Bela Krajina, a

region which is part of Kranjsko (Krain or

Carniola), then and until 1918 a province of

Austria. His parents were peasants, somewhat
above the average in economic standing. They
sent him to the Gymnasium in Novo Mesto, a

small provincial city, and later to another

Gymnasium in Ljubljana, the capital of Car-

niola and the cultural center of the

Slovenian people. After completing these

srednje Sole (middle schools), he took four

years at the University of Vienna, majoring
in history and geography, and then continued

these studies in Paris. In 1920, after most of

Slovenia had been made part of the new
state of Yugoslavia, he was appointed art

director and manager of the National Dra-

matic Theatre in Ljubljana, perhaps the most

important cultural position in the tiny

country. For many years he was also head of

the Institute of French Studies in Ljubljana.

While still in the Gymnasium, 2upani
began to write little youthful poems about

childhood, full of simple charm and unusual

insight into the innocently mischievous spirit

of very young human beings, communicating
their dreamworld to the reader with a beauti-

ful directness. In 1900 some of these early

poems were gathered into a volume entitled

Pisanice (Easter Eggs). Ten years later, as a

mature artist, he returned to this sort of

poetry, writing for and about his own
children, delighting in them and their experi-

ences; and in 1915 there appeared two col

lections of this juvenile poetry, which may be

read as pleasurably by grown-ups as by

youngsters, Ciciban in Se kaj (Ciciban and a

Thing or Two Besides) and Sto ugank (One

Hundred Riddles).

_Iis first book appeared iq 1899, daSa

opojnosti (Cup of Intoxication), in which,

working under the influence of Central and
Western European symbolism and decadent

concepts, he was not quite himself. In his

next two collections, however, in Cez plan
(1904; Across the Plain) and Samogovori
(1908; Monologues), he gradually got away
from exoticism and artificiality, finally achiev-

ing a natural maturity through doubt, un-

happiness, and self-examination.

Now, from the late i goo's on, he began to

confront his own personal problems and
those of his hard-pressed nation with a

strange sort of calmness that was much more
stirring and stimulating than had been his

former symbolic hints of doom. His thought-
texture turned confident, almost optimistic;
his passions got on an even keel; his poetic
form reached a firm lyricism that is a

pleasure to read and an intellectual experi-
ence. He became a moral force in the life

of his people, a very intimate factor in its

important spiritual processes, a source of

patriotic feeling and thinking, a stabilizing

(yet not conservative) influence. This role of

the poet became especially clear in V zarje
Vidove (1920; Toward the Dawn of St. Vitus's

Day).
In 1924 he published Veronika DeseniSka

(Veronica of Desenice), a play in verse which
failed both as poetry and drama and indicated
that his creative talent lay largely in short

lyrical outpourings. After this, 2upanid tried

no new forms. He revised his works, which

began to appear in Ljubljana in a four-

volume edition in 1935. Meantime he trans

lated into superb Slovenian all of the im

portant Shakespeare plays, several John Gals-

worthy novels, and other books from the

English and Russian.

During the first two decades of the 2oth

century, the average educated person in

Slovenia was apt to speak the Slovenian Ian

guage affectedly. As art director of the Na-

tional Theatre, 2upani insisted that actors

speak naturally, in the manner of the plain

people, even when enacting educated char-

acters. This, and the wide reading of his own
naturally idiomatic poetry, worked against

artificiality and affectation in Slovenian speech
a matter of great moral and national im-

portance to the Slovenian people. There is

no doubt that in other respects too 2upani's
poetry, written many years before, has played
an important part in the development of the

amazing Slovenian (and the larger Yugoslav)
liberation movement. Much of the success of

the Slovenian guerrilla fighting during the

Second World War can be traced to 2u-

pani's poems published 15 and 20 years
earlier, which were addressed to Slovenian

young people, urging them to spend their

free days and hours in their native mountains



and get acquainted with the cliffs, caves,

gorges, and chasms. He himself was through-
out his youth and prime a passionate outdoor

man and mountain climber.

When, early in May, 1945, Slovenia was

liberated by the Slovenian Partisan army,
which had come into existence during the

four-year Fascist-Nazi occupation, 2upani's
poem celebrating the occasion perhaps his

best work was read by one of the heroes of

the War of Liberation to an assembled

multitude in Ljubljana as a highlight of the

patriotic festivities.

See: A. Cronia, Ottone Zupanfid (1928);

L. Sever, Ottone Zupantit (1928); L. Tesntere,

Oton Joupantchitch, potte slovtne; Vhomme

et son ceuvre (1931); J. Vidmar, Oton Zupanfii

(1935)-
L. A.

Zweig, Arnold (1887-, German novelist and

essayist), was born in Glogau, Silesia, of a

Jewish middle-class family. Master of a

superior-ironic style and of an apparently
innocent approach to the most daring situa-

tions, he shows at first an interest in aesthetic

mastery of the delicate and refined problems
of modern man with his exaggerated sensi-

bility problems typical not of the great

masses, however, but of a thin layer of intel-

lectuals. His initial success was Novellen um
Claudia (1912; Eng. tr., Claudia, 1930), a

wreath of short stories that depict the suffer-

ing of a young woman from supersensitive-
ness and inhibitions and the final toilsome

conquest of these through instinctive, natural

forces. Zweig shows a predilection for the

experiences of young people; he detaches

himself with an air of benevolent irony, but

he is obviously enamored of the world of

youth.
The First World War provided the revolu-

tionary experience that turned Zweig away
from his preoccupation with the problems of

modern intellectualism. It gave substance and
ethos to his work and made him the author
of one of the greatest war novels, Der Streit

um den Sergeanten Grischa (1927; Eng. tr.,

The Case of Sergeant Grischa, 1927), pub-
lished as the central panel of a projected

"triptych intended to give a broad picture
and criticism of the war as it resulted from
and reacted upon a class- torn, capitalistic

society. The series now includes three addi-

tional novels (the author has promised still

more): Junge Frau von 1914 (1931; Eng. tr.,

Young Woman of 1914, 1932), Erziehung vor
Verdun (1935; Eng. tr., Education before
Verdun, 1936), and Einsetzung eines Konigs
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(1937; Eng. tr., The Crowning of a King,
1938). In these novels the individual is always
the center of interest; from him start all

approaches to the problems raised by the

war. Community values are recognized in

terms of social class and a future socialist

society, though references to racial affinities

appear not infrequently. A transcendental

law is conceived within the teachings of the

Torah.
The story of the Russian sergeant, Grischa,

who fell victim to a power-intoxicated Prus-

sian war machine, is Zweig's best. While pre-

senting a sequence of events in a well-knit

plot, he depicts at the same time the social

organism of the German army. Various

classes and types appear, from the common
man in the labor service to the commander in

chief himself. The flight of a Russian pris-

oner, his adventures, recapture, trial and
death sentence as a result of mistaken

identity, the establishment of his innocence

and his final judicial murder, make up the

thread of the plot. It leads with inevitable

logic through the various military strata,

which thereby become the colorful milieu of

a strong narrative.

Here as well as in the other novels, Zweig's

mastery of form controls his creative imagina-
tion, and freedom of poetic disposition is

tempered by his knowledge of persons and
situations. Genuine sympathy for suffering

humanity is coupled with objective realism.

His presentation has that degree of inner

probability which reports, describes, and
entertains and creates in the reader a true

basis for a vicarious experience.
When Zweig was driven out of Germany,

the manuscript of Erziehung vor Verdun was

destroyed, and it had to be rewritten while

he struggled heroically against serious eye
disease. Zweig now lives and works in Pales-

tine, which is the setting of his novel De
Vriendt kehrt heim (1933; Eng. tr., De Vriendt

Goes Home, 1933). Zweig has been successful

also as an essayist and editor. He is an active

Zionist, and an account of the Jewish con-

tribution to modern German culture is

given in Bilanz der deutschen Judenheit

*933 (
1934 Eng. tr., Insulted and Exiled,

1937). His latest novel, The Axe of Wandsbeck

(1946), deals with the Third Reich and was
first published in Great Britain in English
translation.

See: W. Mahrholz, Deutsche Literatur der

Gegenwart (1930), pp. 189-191; W. K. Pfeiler,

War and the German Mind (1941), pp. 129-

139-

W. K. P.
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Zweig, Stefan (1881-1942, Austrian biogra-

pher, novelist, dramatist, and poet), repre-

sented a tragically premature cosmopolitan
culture. Born into a well-to-do Jewish family,
he grew up as a most conscious son of Vienna,

the city that harmonized various national,

linguistic, and cultural elements into a

synthesis of all Western civilization. He found

recognition in his teens, when the "Young
Vienna" of Schnitzler, Beer-Hofmann, Bahr,

Altenberg, and, above all, Hugo von Hof*

mannsthal (qq.v.) ruled the day. At the age
of 19 he published the poems Silberne Seiten

(1901), the first in a series of works written

with the dlan of an intellectual and formative

playfulness. Not too self-confident as a writer,

he began on Dehmel's (q.v.) advice the trans-

lation of foreign authors. A turning point
toward a deeper conception of his own work
came to Zweig in his personal friendship with

the Belgian poet Verhaeren (q.v.). Mere lit-

erary achievement without an immanent
ethos ceased to be an attraction to him. He
served this master and other European figures
for years, by translating and propagating their

work. Meanwhile Zweig was able to follow

the urgings of his insatiable curiosity by liv-

ing and traveling all over the world. He was

fascinated, as many of his later works show,

by the people who were wasteful and almost

disdainful of their lives, their time, their

money, their health, and their good name.
The poems Die frtihen Kranze (1907) stand

in the shadow of Hofmannsthal and Rilke

(q.v.). One of his early stories, Erstes Erlebnis

(1911), Zweig found good enough 10 years
later to head a collection of stories of much
more profound strength. Three dramas also

appeared, Thersites (1907), Das Haus am
Meer (1911), and Der verwandelte Komodiant

(1912). In Thersites Zweig confronts the dis-

figured, ugly, heart- torn Greek with the hand-
some and strong Achilles. The drama reveals

a certain personal trait in Zweig. He almost

never championed the so-called hero but
rather the man who succumbed to destiny; in

his biographies the interest usually lies with

the figure who succeeds not in a worldly way,
but in the moral sense. So the suffering
Thersites becomes the protagonist instead of

Achilles, who makes others suffer through his

power and self-assertiveness.

The First World War brought a shock to

intellectuals like Zweig who had thought

they Wfcre doing enough when they fraternized

as good Europeans. Zweig served at first in

the war archives of Vienna, but only after

he had personally seen the horrible face of

war was he able to give vehement expression

to his humanist, anti-war attitude. Between

1915 and 1917 he wrote the nine scenes of

the dramatic poem Jeremias (1917; Eng, tr.,

1922), the vision of the curse and the bliss of

seerhood, his first truly personal creation and
a very definite success. Defenseless, misunder-

stood, and mocked as the fool of God, the

prophet stands between the God of his visions

and the people who blindly stumble into

"sacred" war. In the beginning a warner of

the destruction, but in the end the comforter,

Jeremiah typifies the fate of all the fighters

against the supreme folly of man: war. The
drama had its premiere in Zurich, where

Zweig spent the latter part of the war period,
in spirited intercourse with leading European
mintfs.

From the post-war debacle Zweig came
forth as the interpreter of human greatness,

confusion, tragedy, and achievement; the

poet and scholar merged, and brilliant biog-

raphies and essays were the result. In Drei

Meister (1920; Eng. tr., Three Masters, 1930)

he treats Balzac, Dickens, and Dostoevski

(q.v.) as the encyclopedic geniuses of their

respective nations; in Romain Holland (1921;

Eng. tr., 1921) he shows the greatness and
kindness of the French writer (q.v.); in Der

Karnpf mil dem Damon (1923) he pays

homage to the demoniac genius of Holderlin,

Kleist, and Nietzsche (q.v.) which not only

grants the exaltation of divine creation but
also drives to insanity and suicide. Casanova,

Stendhal, and Tolstoy (q.v.) are treated in

Drei Dichter ihres Lebens (1928; Eng. tr.,

Adepts in Self-Portraiture, 1928). Collected

under the title Baumeister der Welt (1935;

Eng. tr., Master Builders, 1939), these biogra-

phies are admittedly books of glorification
and enthusiasm. Their purpose is to spread

"joy and passion" through devotion and wor-

ship and to fathom the secret of the power
of the creative process.

In the same spirit Zweig wrote excellent

stories and essays, among which are Amok
(1922; Eng. tr., 1931), Verwirrung der Gefiihle

(1926; Eng. tr., Conflicts, 1927) and Sternstun-

den der Menschheit (1927; Eng. tr., The Tide

of Fortune, 1940), a group of historical minia-
tures depicting fateful moments in the history
of man. In his Gesammelte Erzahlungen
(1936) Zweig tried to present a typology of

feeling as it is manifested in various forms
in passion, age, and time. In addition Zweig
wrote the biography Joseph foucht (1929;

Eng. tr., 1930), which is an ominous portrait
to be published in the years just before the
rule of the Gestapo. In Die Heilung durch
den Geist (1931; Eng. tr., Mental Healers,



1932) Zweig presented Mesmer, Mary Baker

Eddy, and Freud. The biography Marie An-
toinette appeared in 1932 (Eng. tr., 1933).

Although without material want since 1933,

Zweig went through all the agonies of a man
without a country. In 1934 appeared Triumph
and Tragik des Erasmus von Rotterdam

(Eng. tr., Erasmus of Rotterdam, 1934). Like

Jeremias it is a work of innermost personal
confession. It is the tragic story of the objec-

tive, knowing, all-understanding nonactivist

spirit who must give way to the man of pas-
sion and action. Zweig, like his hero Erasmus,
continued silently on the path of creative

writing. Further biographies are Maria Stuart

(1935; Eng. tr., Mary, Queen of Scotland and
the Isles, 1935), Castellio (1936; Eng. tr., The

Right to Heresy, 1936), Magellan (1938; Eng.
tr., Conqueror of the Seas, 1938), and Amerigo
(1942); thereare also essays, some stories, and
a novel, Ungeduld des Herzens (1938; Eng.
tr., Beware of Pity, 1939), which in a psy-

chological approach treats the indolence of

the human heart. In a book on Brazil (1941)
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he paid tribute to the land that had given
him his last refuge. Feeling too old and too

tired to start anew, Zweig, the "all-too-

impatient one/' and his young wife parted
voluntarily from life on February 23, 1942.
His last work of fiction was the subtle psy-

chological study Schachnovelle (1944; Eng.
tr., The Royal Game, 1944).

Zweig's writings have been translated into

some 30 languages. His work was based on
studious and sharp observation, tempered
with wise and understanding sympathy. His

style is animated, subtle, and charming by its

innate nobility. His resolve to tell only the

essential tightened and clarified the inner
structure of his works and thus gave suste-

nance to their narrative attraction.

See: E. Rieger, Stefan Zweig (1928); J. Ro-

mains, Stefan Zweig, Great European (1941);
P. Zech, Stefan Zweig (1943); Zweig, The
World of Yesterday (1943), his autobiography;
S. Liptzin, Germany's Stepchildren (1944), pp.
211-225.

W. R. P.
















